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Preface
We present the 23rd edition ofManorama Year Book with great pride

and satisfaction. The print order of this 1988 edition is 1,00,000 copies —
the highest ever circulation achieved by any publication of its kind in

India. We thank the readers for their unstinted support.

Malayala Manorama is striding into the Centenary Year as the highest

circulated daily in India. We are very happy that the sales graph of all our

publications, including the only other English publication, Tlje Week is

moving up quite satisfactorily.

In the 1988 edition ofManorama Year Book, we have four Special

Features — Superconductivity: Who Will Pull the Magic Wire First, Sri

Lanka: Ethnic Conflict and the Prospects of Peace, Goa: The Youngest

State and Seoul Olympics: the Gold Rush.

This is the Olympic Year and hence the feature on Seoul Meet has been

enlarged with statistical data, expert comments and pictures. We thank

Mr. Hyon-Ung Shin, Director General, International Press, Seoul

Olympics Organizing Committee for sending us the necessary material

to embellish the cover story.

In addition to the Special Features, we have introduced ‘Updates’ in all

the four sections on Science & Technology, World Panorama, India &
States and The World ofSports. The 'Science Update’ is a feature on the

'rhird Millennium. The ‘World Update’ is on the rise ofYen and its

impact on world economy. An insight into the Indian economy’s capacity

to absorb the drought shock is the ‘update’ on India and States. A review

ofthe greatest sports year that was — is the ‘Update’ on Sports.

Indian film industry is 75 years old. And Indian film music is celebrating

the golden jubilee this year. We have two special articles prepared by an

expert on the theme.- The glorious 75 years of Indian cinema.

The two sections in colour — Maps ofCountries and Continents and

Tourist Spots in India are printed on glazed newsprint this time.

K.M. Mathew
Chief Editor
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FIGHT BACK YOUR

AILMENTS
* Diabetes
Depression & Anxiety
Children’s Illnesses

Cystitis
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Peptic Ulcers
Anaemia
Circulation Problems
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The Menopause
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AVAILABLE AT leading bookshops AH
Wheeler's and Higginbothams Railway

' Booksta lls throughout India or ask byVP P

from

Here is a handy helper

Very useful lips on how to live with

your ailment.

Enlighten you about their causes,

complications And precautions,

preventions and controls. Practical

do’s and dont’s.

Made easy through illustrations &
charts.

Written by Specialists of Medical

fields & experts in everyday
language.

Indian reprint Editionsof fast selling

British Pocket Health Guides.

“f would not hesitate to recommend
any of these books to patients suffer-

ing from the conditions they describe.”

—British Medical Journal

Price

Rs. 5/- each

Postage Postage FREE
2/- on any 2 Books

A 18 volume

series of hand-books

covering common ailmenfs.

PUSTAK MAHAL Khari Baoli. Delhi- 110006
TELEX 031- 617P0SBF IN

Show Room : 10-B, Netaji Subhash Marg, New Delhi-110002
Branch Office: 22/2, Mission Road (Shama Rao's Compound'

"Bangalore-560027. Phone 229515. MBMMBBi
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One Company that caters
to diverse customer needs.

over ttie last 27years tomanufacture
)

-

'

a wide spectrum of products.
' ^' r Compressors, Screw C

Mobile workshop/Servicin

Products essentially for various Garage/Service station eqi

core industries in both the privaieand Automatic bottle washing
public sector. and Spray pasteurisers

Textiles, engineering, petro-chemi-

cals, food processing, electrical, bottl-

ing plants, automobiles, auto-service

stations, agriculture, defence and a
host of others.

Elgi today represents a workforce
of 1700 people.

Power brakes, Homs
Windscreen wipers
Drip irrigation systems /Q>
And many more.

Dedicated to technical innovation Elgi Equipments Limited
through selfless devotion. India House. Tnchy Road

Coimbatore 641 018 India
With a substantial turnover of Telephone 30355 Telex 0855 ;•<!<;/ :m

Rs. 40 crores. Grams Hydraulics

ULKAK-E-tO-87



OPPORTUNITY OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

Make Your Career a Success.
You have the opportunity of making success a reality, prepare your-
self for a sure success in competitive examinations. To be at the top,
you must dare, do, compete and conquer. Choose a right career for a
bright future. We conduct courses regular and postal, many have
benefited, some are holding important positions in private and public
sector.

Rao s Tutonals is an established institution in coaching for compet-

ions
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Erumnce Examinations

MR&'c
’ M.SC.,

Entfan« Examinations

A.P.R.J.C.
EMMalions Coaching

*-• LnS ,sh & Tetugu Mediums

Osmania External

• J Am B.Com., M.A.,
M.Com., M.Sc. (Maths)
one sitting

(Registration open tor Oct/Dec 1988
Examinations)

• ssc intermediate
Groups M.P.C., B P C
H.E.C., C.E.C.
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LIBERTY'S AUTHORISED DEALERS IN KERALA
CALICUT KALPAKA DEPARTMENTAL STORE KALPAKA b \? AR P' ILD.'NG* EHNAKULAM. VICTORY AGENCIES
SOUTH RAILWAY STATION STATION ROAD*

LIBERTY'S DEALERS IN KERALA
CALICUT. LOVELY FOOTWEAR. COURT ROAD* JERSI PARADISE J .JO*** MAX FOOTWEAR SM STREET*
TRIVANDRUM: BOOTS FOOTWEAR CO PELLIVfnr*D M G ROAD* DELITE FOOTWEAR M G ROAD* ASWASTIIT
FOOTWEAR. MG ROAD* SAMBATH SMV HIGH SlHuCL M G ROAD* COCHIN KINGS FOOTWEAR, MA.
ROAD* TKJCHim. MAYOR LEATHER WORKS SOUTH ROUND* KOTTAYAM. BEAUTY FOOTWEAR. K.K. ROAD*
TELLICHERRT: RUBY FOOTWEAR MAIN ROAD* CANNANORE BEETA FOOTWEAR. MA. ROAD* NOVA
FOOTWEAR, M A ROAD- PALGHAT MUMTAJ SHOE CENTRE* ..." %



Introducing

—

Jost
f

s new range of trucks,

to simplify your material handling

Jost's hav* now introduced tW*
ntw series ol high ptrform*nc*

material handling equipment. .

Jumbolilt electric fork lift

truck— 1 tonne cspecity

The Jumbolilt is simple end

uncomplicated in design yet sale in

function and robust in operation.

It can be used indoors find outdoors.

Us three -wheel, compact design

provides easy manoeuvring in

confined places.

Jowalk electric walki«
truck— 1 tonne capacity

Place your bulky loads on the

1 spacious platform of the Jowalk.
Rotate the accelerator provided on
the handle and the truck is on the •

move.

Pygmy powered pallet
truck — 2 tonne capacity

The Pygmy P, a hand pallet truck
with a powered drivo. saves physical
effort and time. Your opoifltor just
has to walk with this motorised truck
for transporting your load smoothly
and effortlessly.

All Jost's electric trucks ore
simple, economical, pollution free
and silent in operation,

Jost‘e also manufacture a range
of Jumbo industrial platform trucks.
Pygmy hydraulic pallet trucks, end
pneumatic tube despatch systems,

Jost s range of material

1

that best Suits
your material handling needs.

JoataEnoinoormgCompor^^



%The agency
hat has made its mark.

Fair and square.

Sista's Private Limited
Bombay ® Madras

Bangalore • Calcutta © Hyderabad • De'hi
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OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
CLEANERS FOR TEXTILES
FROM FESTO ELGI

Overhead travelling

cleaner with auto-
matic discharge:

Overhead travelling

cleaner-blower:
Clearer Roller,

Cleaner:

Keeps the Spinning

and Doubling frames
free from dusr ond
fluff, by blowing
and suction. Improves
efficiency, by reduction

of end breakages.

This unit is designed to

serve Cone Winding
machines ond twisting

frames, ond caters to

one single machine or

number of machines
having the same struc-

ture and installed in

line or parallel to each
other.

An excellent device to

clean the clearer

rollers automatically.

Saves 80% of the

cleoning rime ond
labour. And is easily

transportable.

FESTO ELGI
PRIVATE LIMITED
Post 0ox No. 18V3
EIGI Industrial Complex Number III

Trichy Rood. Slnganoliur

COIMDATORE - 641 005
Telephone No: 872733 0 872843
Telegram: TESTOaGI/^ ‘'55-222EHlclent/FE/l 34/86



The only protection your
walls will need

Y
foralongiongtime .

Super SnowcenvCement Paint /
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Own your own home soon.

Come to HDru
tor a housing loan today.
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In the field of power
Hindustan Brown Boveri Limited {HBB) has been
creating technological history in India. Quietly.

For instance.they made India's first 400 kV Airblast
Circuit Breaker, the country's first Power Line Carrier

Communication Equipment (PLCC). the country's
largest Arc & Induction Melting Furnace.

And many more.

World leading technological knowhow from its

collaborators,8BC Brown Boveri of Switzerland, has
given the company its technical advantage. But it is the
belief in,and the pursuit of.excelfence that has taken

the Indian Company a little ahead of the others.

Powor Equipment Division
• Outdoor Airblast Circuit

Breakers upto 420 kV
• Outdoor SFc Circuit

Breakers upto 420 k

V

• Outdoor Current
Transformers upto 420 kV
• OutdoorCapacitorVoltage
Transformers upto 420 kV
• Outdoor Isolating Switches
upto 420 kV
• 25 kV Traction Duty Airblast

Circuit Breakers
• Indoor Airblast Circuit

Breakers
• Switch Board and Panel
Boards
• Isolated/Segregated Phase
Busducts
• High Voltage Minimum Oil

Circuit Breakers
•On Load Tap Changers for

25 kV AC Locomotives.

Relay and Protaction
Systems
• , Inverse Time Over Current
Relays

.

• Auxiliary Relays
• Comprehensive Motor
Protection Relays
• Differential Relays
• High Speed Distance Relays
• Generator Protection

System
• High Speed Bus Protection

System

Systems

Project Engineering
Division

HBB's Project Engineering
Division has full capabilities to

design, engineer, fabricate,

supply, install and commission
complete electrical

installations for power utilities

and industries including high
voltage sub-station, medium
and low voltage distribution

systems, drives and controls,

and monitoring systems.
Backed by over 20 years of

experience in the held of

power, HBB is undertaking

projects even abroad singly or

jointly with other partners.

Furnaces
• Arc Melting Furnaces
• Heat Treatment Furnaces
• Mains Frequency Coreless

Induction Melting Furnaces
• Mains Frequency Channel
Induction Furnaces
• Modium Frequency Coreless
Melting Furnaces
• Mains Medium and Radio
Frequency Induction Heating

Furnaces
• Dielectric Heating Furnaces
• Cremation Furnaces

Rotating Machinery
Division

• Motors for Agricultural

Applications

Exhaust Gas Turbochargers
The present range is suitable

for application on diesel
engines (above 250 HP and
upto 2000 HP) of marine
traction and captive power
applications. HBB also markets
and services BBC Exhaust Gas
Turbochargers in India.

Research & Development
R & D centre set up in 1976
where creative innovation is

the cornerstone of
development.

Imports

HBB imports products
manufactured by BBC Brown
Boveri and Company Limited,

Switzerland and their

associated companies in West
Germany, France, Italy, Austria

and Norway.

Import of Equipment in the
field of:

• Power Generation
• Power Distribution

• Power Utilization

• Transport
• High Frequency
Communica'ions
• Special Products.

Electronics Division

• Power Line Carrier

Communication Equipment
• Telemetering Equipment
• FM-VFT Channels for

Teleprinters and Overseas
Communication Service
• Transducers
• Micro-Processor-Based

HB8 Motors cover a wide
range from 0.5 to 340 HP in

TEFC and SPDP design.

• Textile Motors

• Motors for Machine Tool
Applications

• Increased Safety Motors

• Marine Motors

BBC
Hindustan Brown
Boveri Limited
Drown Down Hoo*«
Race Coarse Crete Berodj - 330 007

A*rtrt>erC£i hx^erfy -
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Business
Administration
Hotel A Tourism

Waster of Business Administration
JW.B.A.)ln • International Business
* International Hotel and Tourism
Management
}ne year program leading to the MBA degree
lesigned for those in the fields of business,
lotel/restaurant management, tourism or
elated areas. Applicants must have a Bache-
sr'e degree in business administration,

iconomics, hospitality, hotel and restaurant
nanagement or in related fields. MBA in Inter-

lational Business offered in London, Paris,

;nd Heidelberg; in Hofei & Tourism Manage-
ment in Paris.

Master of International Management
(M.I.M.)ln • International Business
• Hotel and Tourism Management
One year program leading to the MfM degree
designed for those who have obtained a
Bachelor's degree in a field other than busi-

ness but who are interested in a career in

management. M!M in International Business
offered in Heidelberg; in Hotel and Tourism
Management in London.

Summer session - June/July
Fall semester -Sept-Dec
Spring semester -Jan-May

ichiiler International University is an independent, accredited, international university, based on the

ifnerican educational system, with campuses in London, Paris, Strasbourg, Madrid and Hoidetberg- At

'chiller, students have the advantages of an international education and an opportunity to study in

more than one country while at the same university. Associate’s, Bachelor’s and Master's degrees tire

Herod in business administration, hotel management, computer systems management, economics,

itemational relations, languages, pre-engineering, pre-medicine, public administration and psychology,

tosses are held in English at all the centers. Transfer possibilities to U.S. Universities. umited scholarship

> Indian students.

For prospectus send Rs. 25/- by D.D./M.O. to:

Dr. C.8. Paul Chellakumar
Representative

Schiller International University

244/3 Rohlnl Flats 7th Avenue AnnanagarWest Madras-600 101 Tel (044) 6 T2476



' DRIVES AWAY OOOURS.
* FOR USE IN KITCHEN & BATHROOMS
* StlENT PERFORMANCE.
* DURABLE. EFFIGENT £ ECONOMICAL
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SAKTHI FINANCE

THE FASTEST GROWING
FINANCE COMPANY

OF THE COUNTRY PRESENTS
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COMPETITION
ADVISER *****
A monthly magazine for Competitive Examinations

Now in a bigger
and better format!

The magazine
so full of

/r interesting
features, it

CN educates as it

entertains.

SINGLE COPY
RS 4/-

ONE YEAR
RS 387-

TWO YEARS
RS 707-

Competitfon Adviser —

Exclusive
C'°bSI A"**
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A new valve foe the heart?

by-pass surgery?
KIDNEY TRANSPLANT?

major hospitalisation?
; tU l»:?

>' >1 »U>
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The ability Jo/ 'V
to transform taUzfai G&ora )

into expertise » ( Bhswaf) )

That’s the power of
Crompton Greaves

%

A Company that has nurtured many a professional

in the field ofelectricals. By providing freedom,

facilities and encouragement to experiment and
innovate* A highly advanced H&D, the latest

technology from abroad, intensive training

programmes... have gone into making Crompton
Creates what it is today. One of India *s largest

manufacturers of electrical equipment. With several

firsts to its credit.

And no*, the Company s rapidly dhmitying into
electronics \nth PLCs. computers, solid state soft

start energy saving starters, consumer electronics

and household appliances, rail projects like

signalling relays; telecommunications and chil

construction.

Yes, Crompton Crcaxrs is certainlygearing up

to face the challenges of tomorrow— today.

|^|ronipton Qreavex

We were thefirst. We are thefuture.



COACHING IN

Excellent postal coaching
available for the following
competitive examinations

• Auditors'/ ,)r. Accountants' Exam
• Bank PO.
• Civil Services (Prel.) ’88

• S S.C Clerks' Grade Exam
• Bank Kecruiiment Test (nr nP,i-r .

• income Tax inspectors' Exam
/Typists etc-

• Basic English improvement Course

Lectures are followed
by practical assignments
Text books supplied

1 geta good Dlctlonan,

ll
of English Languag^J

;

rcr /’roxprttux pfrxte >r
’

• t .....

Director.
'

Competition /
' V
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ON
kick

COACHING INSTI

• Auditors’/ Jr. Accountants’ Exam.
• Bonk P O
• Civil services (Prel.) ’88

• S S.C Clerks’ Grade Exam.
• Bank Recruitment Test for Clerks/Typists etc.
® income Tax inspectors’ Exam.
• Basic English improvement Course.

Lectures are followed
by practical assignments
Text books supplied

Students enrolled will
get a good Dictionary
of English Language.

ror rmipntn. pfease appty

Director,

^”PC™,°"^vis<:r Coaching Institute** **« ** Tort Dclhl-l 10006



Some of the best known, finest quality
and most reasonably priced chemicals
have one thing in common : the Atul name.

dyestuffs
For Cotcon Textiles, Viscose
Wool, Silk, Paper, Jute, Leather
and Man-Made Fibres: Acid
Dyes, Mctalan Dyes (1 :2 Metal
Complex Dyes), Metalcx Dyes
(1:1 Metal Complex Dyes),
Tulachromc Dyes (Mordant
Dyes), Direct Dyes, Direct Fast,

Direct Light Fast and Direct

Supra Light Fast Dyes.TuIathols,
Tulabases, Tulaprint Pigment—
Emulsions, Tulagcnes (Rapid
Fast), Sulphur Black (Grains &
Powder) Basic Dye— Bismark
Brown R. Disperse Dyes:
Tulaccron Tor Acetate, Tulasteron
for Polyester, Tulanyron for ,

Polyamide, Oil Dyes.

Fluorescent Whitening Agents
For Paper: Swetak CT
For Cotton: Textiles & Viscose:

Swetak MNA and Swetak CR
For Polyamide: Swetak NR
For Polyester: Swetak PE-R

Pharmaceuticals
Quiniodochlor I.P., Nikethamide
IJL, Saccharin Insoluble,

Saccharin Sodium I.P., Halazone
N.F., Tolbutamide I.P.

Pharmaceutical Intermediates
Diacalcium Phosphate (Dentifrice

Grade), Di'calcium Phosphate
(I.P. Gradc),'Mcthyl Dichloro
Acetate, TolyFp-Sulphonyl Ethyl
Carbamate Para Chlorobenzene
Sulphonamide, Para Toluene
Sulphonamide, Para Toluene
Sulphonyl Chloride Ortho
Toluene Sulphonamide and
Urethane.

Dyes Intermediates
Beta Naphthol, B.O.N. Acid,
Chicago Acid, Metamtroaniltne
G. Salt, Gamma Acid, H. Acid,

J. Acid, J. Acid Urea, Phenyl

J. Acid, Rhoduline Acid,
Mctaphcnclyencdiamine
(Distilled) Peri Acid, Schaeffer's

Acid, Phenyl Peri Acid, Sodium
Nanhthionatc, Sulphanilic Acid,
Tobias Acid, Mitcnlcr's Ketone
Mono Ethyl Aniline; R^alt Para

Nitro Aniline (Technical^Meta
Nitro Para Toluidlne Para
Cresidinc,2-NaphthyJamine 1:5

Di-Sulphonic Acid, 2-

Naphinylaminc 3:6:8 Tri-

Sulphonic Acid, N Methyl J.
Acid (Pure), 2-Aminophenol-4-
Sulphonic Acid, 5-Sulpho
Anthranilic Acid.

Chemicals
Sulphuric Acid, Chlorosulphonic
Acid, Oleum 25%, Oleum 65%,
Hydrochloric Acid 30%, Caustic

Soda Lye (Rayon Grade), Caustic

Soda Flakes (Kayon Grade),

Potassium Hydroxide Flakes,

Chlorine, Phosgene, Methyl
Chloroformate, Ethyl
Chloroformate, Phosphorous Tri-

chloride, Sodium Thiosulphate

(HYPO) Crystals and Powder and

2:4 Dichlorophenol.

Wcedidde
2:4:D Sodium (Technical)

For your requirements please

contact:

MARKETING DEPARTMENT

#ATUL®
PTWOOCTSim

P.O. Atul - 396 02ttGuiarat(Indu).

Phone: ATUL 261 to 265
Grams: TULA' ATUL
Telex: 0173-232 Atul In.

TnkmAPJSS
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A fan with a versatile
personality

!

Premier fromPadmini available m 6 different
sia$ and 5 colours. Manufactured under

strict quality control with double ball bearings.
Other models. • Deluxe •Dec'-lite •President

padmmi

A quality

product from

StJjana ttsmvsik-,

Appliances I.nf
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>ome of the best known, finest quality

1 most reasonably priced chemicals
/e one thing in common: the Atul name.

Dyestuffs
For Cotton Textiles, Viscose

Wool, Silk, Paper, Jute, Leather

and Man-Made Fibres: Acid
Dyes, Metalan Dyes (1 :2 Meta!

Complex Dyes), Metalex Dyes
(1:1 Metal Complex Dyes),

Tulachrome Dyes (Mordant
Dyes), Direct Dyes, Direct Fast,

Direct Light Fast and Direct

Supra Light Fast Dyes, Tulathois,

Tuiabases, Tulaprint Pigment—
Emulsions, Tulagenes (Rapid

Fast),Sulphur Black (Grains &
Powder) Basic Dye— Bismark
Brown R. Disperse Dyes:
Tulaceron tor Acetate, Tulasteron
for Polyester, Tulanyron for ,

Polyamide, Oil Dyes.

Fluorescent Whitening Agents
For Paper: Swetak CT
For Cotton: Textiles 8c Viscose:
Swetak MNA and Swetak CR
For Polyamide: Swetak NR
For Polyester: Swetak PE-R

Pharmaceuticals

Q
- J - "

'. " jthamide

" •
! :

!alazone
N.r., tolbutamide l.P.

PF'r-vrr’.:-'- .’! •

c . . • :

c . .

O' i “ : ’

Antaic, lOiyi-p-auipnonyi Ethyl
Carbamate Para Chlorobenzene
Sulphonamide, Para Toluene
Sulphonamide, Para Toluene
Sulphonyl Chloride Ortho
Toluene Sulphonamide and
Urethane.

Dyes Intermediates
Beta Naphthol, B.O.N. Acid,
Chicago Acid, Metanitroaniline
G. Salt, Gamma Acid, H. Acid,

J. Acid, J. Acid Urea, Phenyl

J. Acid, Rhoduline Acid,

Metaphenelycnediamine
(Distilled) Peri Acid, Schaeffer’s

Acid, Phenyl Peri Acid, Sodium
Naphthionate, Sulphanilic Acid,

Tobias Acid, Mitchler's Ketone
Mono Ethyl Aniline, R-Salt Para

Nitro Aniline (Teehnieal^Meta

Nitro Para Toluidine Para
Crcsidine, 2-Naphthylamine 1:5

Di-Sulphonic Acid, 2-

Naphthylaminc 3:6:8 Tri-

Sulplionic Acid, N Methyl J.
Acid (Pure), 2-Aminophenol-4-
Sulphonic Acid, 5-Sulpho
Anthranilic Acid.

Chemicals
Sulphuric Acid, Chlorosulphonic
Acid, Oleum 25%, Oleum 65%,
Hydrochloric Acid 30%, Caustic

Soda Lye (Rayon Grade), Caustic

Soda Flakes (Rayon Grade),
Potassium Hydroxide Flakes,

Chlorine, Phosgene, Methyl
Chloroformate, Ethyl
Chloroformate, Phosphorous Tri-

chloride, Sodium Thiosulphate
(HYPO) Crystals and Powder and
2:4 Dichlorophcnol.

Wecdicide
2:4:D Sodium (Technical)

For your requirements please
contact:

MARKETING DEPARTMENT

Hatui?
products im

P.O. Atul - 396 02(lGuiarat(India),
Phone: ATUL 261 to 265
Grams: TULA’ ATUL
Telex: 0173-232 Atul In.

TntiYaAP.2.86



IN THE SERVICE OF THE NATION
Offering security & protection
even to a village craftman

THROUGH TAILOR-MADE
COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE COVERS FOR

. t vV* -A

, TOR DETAILS
<TACT ,tW

n

"™ om«' **« of .my one of our Composes

IJSWNCE COMPANY LIMITED
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IN THE SERVICE OF THE NATION
Offering security S. protection

even to a village craftman

THROUGH TAILOR-MADE

COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE COVERS FOR
vf.

1

. t* ye*'

\ **«»»*'**
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TOR DETAILS

CONTACT the nearest office/ Agent of any one of our Companies

* NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
* THE NEW INDIA ASSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
‘ THE ORIENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
* UNfTEO INDIA INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

r>»*

«

vmfta Tnuirm 3frn {3pm
tf>rs» reronftOTc--«‘z.it4i *co«s

<Btneral "insurance Corporation of TSn&la
IrijtruUtttt Piif C>-a»iHm.lOVa\Y-4OO020





IN THE SERVICE OF THE NATION
Ottering security 6- protection

even to a village craftman

THROUGH TAILOR-MADE

COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE COVERS FOR

* NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
* THE NEW INDIA ASSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
* THE ORIENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
* UNITED INDIA INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

r*vr*i

iRTcfta ?nunoi «nni
-rrt™ '.f-f. ru I iootxo

<Btneral Insurants. Corporation of "3n6la
W.itrutAtKi F-if G20.
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Bank of Madura offer schemes and
services to cater to the best interests
of the Non-Resident Indians.

* Non-Resident Deposits carry higher
interest.

* Your remittances will fetch you
more rupees at our counters.

Your interest on deposits are free
from Income tax, wealth tax and
gift tax.

Our Financial Services Division
offers sound counselling for your
safe investment In India and handles
your investments under your autho-
rity.

’ Plus our dedicated personal service

III Bank of Madura lid.
—Your Personal Bank

Central Office : 758 Anna Salai Madras 600 002
IjV-jShanmugavadivelu

RANCHES IN KERALA
branch P.B. No. 33 13/629 Commercial Canal South Bonk Rood A/lepey- 686 00 1

frooe.No : 2274 • Emokuiam branch Anna Towers. Congress House Junction Mahatma Gandhi Rood
'

otwrlam. Cochin 682 01 1 Phone : 35T498. • Koftoyom branch X1-98-C K.K. Rood P.B.No. 2)8
v*layjrn -685 001. Phono : 3574 • Kozhikode branch P.B. No 96 VK. Building lsl lloor Cherootty R-'*'

Koihkode 673 001 Phono : 72159 • Cunon branch P.B.No. 239 R & R Building 1st floor, T.a R*< . j

i

Quilon691 001 Phone:76159 77137 • Trtwndram branch PRNo. 120 Srlnrvosa Btwon M

t

i

Tri*Jndrum 695 001 Phone -.71 135 71926 . . \_J



WATER DEVELOPMENT
SOCIETY
MOULA ALI,

HYDERABAD-40

• Scaling New Heights while reaching

unknown depths.

® Developing a strong industry and a
strong nation in partnership with tl

rural poor.

• Manufacturing indigenous, versatile an
wide ranging water and mineral' •

drilling rigs.

• -tu t

• In rural India’s life and part of it.

TELEPHONES:
853011 / 853012/ 853013

G"T'
;:

Te'<* K2.5-7019 WDS IN



In today’s hectic life of

Cinkara makes a long, hard day feel brighter

Lite has become so much loughcr lor

everyone these days. It's not just enough

to eat good food. You need something

extra. Cinkara has been proven in 29

researches to be an cllectivc energy

restorer. Have just 2 spoons a day. And
We wilt start lotting a lot better.

When does the body most

need Cinkara?
* Rundown and debilitated conditions.

* lack ot appetite.

* Resistance to infections.

’ loss ot weight, etc.

cinkara

The unique

combination

of elements,
;

- cinkara 0feiemei
'4... bertwj.

& .^C lvkamlns.



Telephones from 111 to match your
living syfle
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rm?T
WU PAY MORE
FOR A CYLINDER
OF GAS THAN
FORAGRAM
OF GOLD!

ALWAYS USETW SMALL
BURNEROFYOURGASSTOVE

W ^ PtwAtum
' Coratnwtion

I Rniitji Aaocktion

306. Sethi tUwin, 7, Rjjendrt Ptxe.

New Dew- 1 10 0C6

SAW CAS TODAY
OK SOON ITU COST
MOKE THAN COUD.

. -r^y •.

,

The small burner of your gas stove .:elps save 10%
gas compared with the big burner. With a little bit of

planning you can complete your entire cooking on the

small burner. So use the small burner of your gas

stove as far as possible. Or there won’t be much gas

left.

Remember that saving gas is part of planning your

child's future.

Some more cooking tips to save gas:

• Always use pressure cooker for cooking.

• Insist on Nutan LPG Stoves to save as much as 20%
gas.

• Soak ingredients like dal, gram etc. before cooking.
'

• Keep water quantity in the vessel to the minimum
for cooking.

• Reduce the flame when a vessel’s contents reach

boiling point

• Allow frozen food to reach room temperature before

heating.

• Use shallow, wide-bottomed vessels for cooking to

utilise heat fully.

• Cover the cooking vessel with lid while heating

[
I would like lurlher information on now I can ndp

|

I
keroseno/gas tost longer n my home

j

i Namo '
j

I Address • -

Desired Language

I i i TT



A behind-the-scenes story of Bharat Electronics’

technology at work, in TV studios all over India.

th you t> tTwra!

f «-r»’X'*rr
"

V r*-s xm**yjr£ir'Vf't Dn )^>jr TV
i, -c^* rev*n a n fv* > vt<y it.-si sense

l> ',* -v V1'Vs' l eevsnes *%s**s if sotvt** for

CS‘Ve£tfV\jei V’ »rarnrr.t e*- proy >.Trr*-'i to you

K>« O.fcsfct tvect't^s mter the picture"* •

p #
jv vnw>;; D:'.rjyttr * ran1

}** of

W^V »*M 1 «• > Such J» trtf** Tv*
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r’ A'rj r-c-*r (00*
<*• CV'-’Xf TV *\jr»ct tvt *0 fnj&4? you
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OJtrflt Decmonies limited:

0w Jytyfd through electronics

Reaching out to the nation

ir» a tough wee ag&nsf time. Bharat Electronics

worked thoufder-to-shoi/ldksr vv f
h

•Ooocdarshan to
tjv*» tv to 70% of Intfa's poptfotton, Thanks to

the* e©rr£xr*Kj efforts Jnd.vJ today has a vast and
gr<vrf,tng TV r>ctwtyV.

Bharat Orcvmcs. A-Vays in the picture, txjt never

vcm on sown S*c3uw» H p’ays rts tote to
fvntect>on behind the scenes’

(£)BHARAT ELECTRONICS LTD.
-3>* d \nd*itnttfrri3£)

»<-»lWw
Ti*v C«*re, 29/«.Rac?CcMvrfia»d
BVlCiMWC 50 00 !

.
(tMDSA)
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BOOKS OF INTEREST FROM
PRENTICE-HALL

Publishers of low-cost text and reference books

covering an extensive range of subjects.

Rs.

COMPUTER PRIMER, Rev. Ed..

Rajaraman & Rajaraman 29.00
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS, Rajaraman 45.00

COMPUTERS AND COMMONSENSE, 3rd Ed.,

Hunt & Shelley 25.00
INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA.

12th Ed., Basu 39.00

PRE-ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS—A MANUAL
FOR IIT-JEE, Sastry 59.00

INDIAN ECONOMY, Ray 59.00

ARCO'S GMAT : GRADUATE MANAGEMENT
ADMISSION TEST, Crocetti & Ellis 50.00

ARCO'S GRE : GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION
GENERAL (APTITUDE) TEST, Crocetti 50.00

LAW OF THE PRESS, 2nd Ed., Basu 75.00

EDITING IN THE ELECTRONIC ERA, 2nd Ed., 69.00

Gibson
FRONTIERS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY :

A SELECTED OUTLOOK, National Academy of 35.00

Sciences (U.S.A .)

INTO THE NEWSROOM : AN INTRODUCTION TO 35.00

JOURNALISM. Teel & Taylor

STATE OF THE WORLD— 1 984, 55.00

World Watch Institute

STATE OF THE WORLD— 1 985, 60.00

World Watch Institute

STATE OF THE WORLD-1986, 60.00

World Watch Institute

STATE OF THE WORLD-1987, 75.00

World Watch Institute

... for a complete list of academic textbooks

on various subjects, please write for a catalogue to

Prentice-Hall of India Ptfteft© GJMIM
M-97. CONNAUGHT CIRCUS, NEW DELHI-1 10 001



Singreuli cannow
illuminate two cities like Delhi.

power generating sets ensure it.
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for
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Gram: Amrutham • P.B.No.3769 Phone: 26006& 30€1

THE ARYA VAIDYA
PHARMACY
(COIMBATORE) LIMITEI
366, Trichy Road, Coimbatore-641 018

(FcmidcT: Aryavalfiyan F.¥. Rama Varied

* The institution renowned for the past 3 decades in ti

manufacture of ayurvedic medicines andtreatment

** Serving through its 22 branches and over 300
approved agencies.

*** Conducts specialised ayurvedic treatments such as
Dhara, Pizhichil, Navarakkizhi etc.

, in the most
scientific method at our 'AryaVaidyaChikitsalayau
and Research Institute’, Coimbatore.

OUR UNITS
1 . AryaVaidya Chikitsalaymn and Research Institute,

Coimbatore-641 045.

2. Medicines Factory, Kanjicode, Kerala.

3. Ayurveda College, Coimbatore-641 008
4 . Dhanuanthari Temple , Coimbatore-641 045

Treatment to far-away patients conducted by
correspondence with our Chief Physician

Chicr Physician: ARYAVAIDYAN K.S. VARIES
Managing Director: P.V. CHANDRASEKHARA VABH
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Malabar Cements Ltd.
(Kerala Government Undertaking)

PALGHAT-S78 001
(KERALA)

Producing

Portland Cement
In Kerala State

"MALABAR”
a synonym for Excellence in quality*1
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' V°° always dream of!
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for just Rs. 21-
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your tuck, You may try
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Karnataka State Lottery winner
SriUXShamsudeenor/embaturolKerala says. I
have been a regular buyer of Karnataka State
Lottery tickets. I was confident that Karnataka
Slate Lottery, the most trusted lottery,w* definitely
get me a prize. My trust in Karnataka State Lottery
proved right I became the luckywinner ofa
Bumper Prize. My dream came tree.*

Hurry! Buy your tucky tickets
Pick up yourown fortune

KARNATAKA
STATE LOTTERY
India'smost trustedlottery!

Marketed by:

Mysore Sates htcmatonal LkriScd



The yawning gap between
our Maharajah Class

and an ordinary First Class
Our way of making you feel like a

Maharajah, of course. Or rather, our
many ways -

• V.verv seat a luxurious Slumbcrctte
on all cur 747s and A3l0s.

• A choice of Continental and
delicately spiced Indian cuisine
served in style, on elegant china
and silverware.

• A selection of the finest wines and
liquor.

• draeiou'. service hy traditionally

drrssed htwtesj.es. In the spirit of

Indian hospitality.

• Decor reminiscent of a Maharajah s

palace.

• Maharajah lounges at most
airports.

• Separate and exclusive check-in
facilities.

So, rather than yawning of
boredom anywhere else, step aboard
our Maharajah Class, put your feet
up, recline on a Slumbercttc and feel

like n Maharajah.

The airline that treats you like a Maharajah



LTe calls the shots." »

CiAnd sometimes when he shoots
ou (questions, you don't have answers.

There's an information divide

etween you and your boss. And unless

ou close it up, it's going to keep you
it your level.

Move up. Once he was a

guy like you.
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Life after

2000 :

Beginning

Of a New
Millennium

L
IKE some philo

ophers of old, wb
thought the batte

ed planet won!

never see the year 20CH

the year 3000 appeal

almost unattainable t

some of today’s observer

Hovering ominously ov<

everyone’s crystal ball

the threat of nuclear ann
hilation.

Dr, Jonas Salk, fount

ing director of the Sai

Institute for Biologic

SCIENCE UPDATE Studies, sees mankind at_
historic crossroads, facir

for the first time a choi<

between self-preservatic

and self-destruction.

Wnilh the start of the third

millennium less than 12years

away scientists
, historians

and philosophers are

looking toward the

next 1,000 years

with a mixture

of hope and

foreboding.

“It’s as if we’re begii

ning to recognise a ne
strategy, an evolutional
way of thinking, using tl

kinds of strategies natu:
uses to solve problen
when limits are reached
he says. “But in this cas
the threats we need
overcome are self-ii

duced.”
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Less optimistic than Salk is Dr. L S. Stav-

rianos, world historian and adjunct professor

at the University of California, San Diego. “The
basic problem is that we are in the midst of a

tremendous technological revolution that is in

need of a corresponding social revolution,” he
observes.

The history ofthe world, Stavrianos says, has

been marked by a lag in society's adjustments

to technological change. This gap, he thinks, is

especially dangerous today because of the

pace and power of technology.

"For instance, the age-old idea that to keep
peace we must prepare for war no longer

makes sense," he says. "Scientists have assured

us that even limited use of our weapons will

mean curtains for the victors as well as the

vanquished.”

On the assumption that life will not only go
on but improve, some scientists foresee pre-

viously unimaginable developments on many
fronts.

Once scientists have mastered genetic man-
ipulation and can supplement the brain with

"We’ve only begun to search, and the power of
the equipment doubles every year,” sajs Dr.

Paul Horowitz of the Harvard-Smithsonian
Oak Ridge Observatory, which is looking for

life on other planets.

It's unlikely that Earth will collide with

another celestial body or get hit by a

meteorite. The average time between
meteorite strikes is 50,000 years. Asimov says.

This millennium may see the end of some
age-old phenomena. Wilde-beest herds, for

example, have been rumbling back and forth

across Africa's Serengeti for at least a million

years, but the New YorkZoological Society has

questioned whether they’ll survive another

century in the face of human pressures.

Numerous species of animals and plants

around the globe face extinction. But the

world's human population is expected to soar,

perhaps doubling in only die first 50 years of

the millennium and then levelling off

Traditional ways of governing will certainly

Numerous species ofanimals andplants around the globe

face extinction. But the world’s human population is

expected to soar, perhaps doubling in only the first 50 gears
of the millennium and then levelling off.

microchips, the human body itself may be
altered in the coming millennium, says Dr.

Rldtardjed Wyatt of the National Institute of
Mental Health.

Futurist T. A Heppenbeimer suggests that

humans eventually may be cloned by dividing

embryos at an early stage and freezing one half

to be thawed and developed later. Such a
mother and daughter would be unusually
close, he writes, because "who could be closer

than a daughter who is not only like you but is

you?”

Scientist-author Isaac Asimov advocates set-

tlement of space so that "humanity, or its

intelligent descendants and allies, can live on
even after the end of the Earth.”

Bert Bova, president of the National Space
Institute, believes earthlings will have popu-
lated much of their part of the galaxy by 3000
and will regularly embark on interstellar

flights.

And there's a chance of locating extraterrest-

rial life— if it exists— in the next 1 .000 years.

change, predicts Dr. William H. McNeil, author

and history professor at the University' of

Chicago. And Stavrianos says, "The most suc-

cessful society of the future will be that which

uses the greatest degree of mass participa-

tion.”

The big kickoff for the third millennium

undoubtedly will be Jan. 1, 2000. But Mathe-

maticians point out that dating, like counting,

starts with the number one, not zero. Thus the

actual first day of both the new millennium

and the 21st century will be Jan. 1, 2001.

No approaching millennium could possibly

have catalysed as much speculation as this one.

In the underdeveloped Europe of the late

900s, most people weren't even aware of the

date. “People didn’t know it was New Year's

Eve, 999,” says Dr. Airy Andreas, a history

professor at George Washington University.

“To the people in France, for instance, it was

merely the third year of die reign of King

Robert."

The world of 1000 was so different ftp—"
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kx'ivN that nor,- it would hardly he recognis-

ab!c” "China, India and the Muslim world««e

Tich civilisations around 1000, while 'J«cm

Curonc ms a place with an interesting future

hut really hadn't accomplished much

Andrew Jn. The mighty Roman Empire had

crumbled long before, and high civilisation

had receded toward the east-

One of the world s largest cities in 1000was

O>n*wntinoplc, 3 popul^iion °f at least

VjO 000 Htg cities also dotted China, whose

gorig dynasty already had produced the com-

ra'.s atid gunpowder.

China was producing vast quantities of iron

and *<teel and was mos-ing to market system

that would inae.ee its wealth, double to

prrwbtion. and make it the world's most

powerful and sophisticated nation Tltough its

power vw eventually to fade, China set the

world on a l.Wl vear exploration of market

regulated behaviour, McNeil! says

Africa and the Americas of 10T, arc sketchy

in die minds of historians. although the

continents contained known peninsulas of

ate, volatile, superstitious teenagers. Ft

lived past 30. Tlie peasants' domain was

world in which most babies died young, t

starving ate grass and women were yoked

the plough to replace animals lost to want

"Europe around the vear 1000," writes his

nan Charles T Wood," was no place for t

weak and tender-hearted"

Loosely governing the region was a colli

tion of kings. "VPestcrn Europe was a gn

network of personal power relationshi

somewhat like the corporate network

today", Andrews says. The kings were dose

illiterate, the only places to learn to read a

write were monasteries

Historians once believed that, as the yi

1000 drew near, a general panic overt

world's anticipated end seized the Europe

masses It is now known, however, that thi

was no mass terror, but that some peo

thought the millennium might bring reals

tion of the biblical prophecy of Satan’s i

leashing, expected to precede Armagedd
Why was 1000 the significant year? Becai

One of the world’s largest cities in 1000 teas Constantino-
ple, with a population cf at least 300,000. Big cities also
dotted China, whose Song dgnasly already hadproduced the
compass and the gun powder.

vsphs-'.icjiKin (t 3 ritmatK vear (or the
complex Mr.a civilization of the Yucatan, and
tfx Ohukia Indians built a large settlement m
wb-t i' row Illinois Out reached a peak
po

5
*.iirioc. of perhaps -to.nrx), the largest

n rib (
' Mexico

Tlxr srtr aho represented the height of
Vumg rcp.M-m-sn <' the nc.v tootle! Leif
lnbv<t ts «aU io have discovered North

a: f.'.wa Vaia about 1000. altliosigh

»otd oftV risvir.ay d.dn't reach much of the
F

IS—r.v-r.u Ana ami t!«e New World ]jy the
s :-t Id > soli; Jrra row known as western
! yv 5: was a teg.v; of scattered settle-
r -r 1 tmpetsaraMe {. -tecs and three drotmet
« u-.-a. cf pr- -f’e. the cfergv Urns than one per
erm o' t.v Pp-drssnt, tlx warriors of the
'"'“V '-y (f.tii' v.'tcm tahoet two per cert |— rrw’u- a. who ir.fd m crowded huts
a: - Speer th~.r r-u~ aV.c dr.s toiling in fields

.

iked ti n,> art tied on (yeses and
V--: bn-.-, xavx "They were tlliter

of a long-standing belief tliat the history of
world, like the six days of creation, wo
consist of six millennia, and that the world 1

been created about 5,000 years before Ch
Thus, to these believers, die year 1000 rej

tented the beginntng of the end.

Later, however, an authority on bibl

chronology recomputed the world's be;

nlngs to have been in -100-1 B.C Thus, for th

who still believe the world will last for onh
millennia, the period around the year 200
frightening

TCe are probably in for some intc

manifestations of terror as the year 2
approach's." predicts Dr. Jaroslov Pelika,
professor of history a: Yale University. “Ii

combination of faaors — fundamentalist
feeling that the world is old and tired and
tod its day. and fear of overpopulation and
tvamb The date holds linie threat for r

Christians, such as Muslims and Buddh
who observe different calendars, he pcm? r
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Third Millennium Ball
President Ronald Reagan has accepted

an invitation. George Bush invited himself.

Deng Xiaoping hasn’t RSVPed. And Bri-

tain'syoungest royal, Prince Henry,just is

not planning that far alxad.

They' are all on the guest list for tire

idtimate New Year's eve party' — a global

netuork of celebrations planned for De-
cember 31, 1999, to usher in the third

millennium AD. at sites rangingfrom the

pyramids to Stonefxnge and the Great

Wall.

The "world Millennium gala ball " is the

brainchild of tire Millennium Society, an
association of some 4,000 "consummate
optimists" from 32 countries wfx) see the

historic calendar shift as a chance to

promote worldharmony while havingfun.

*It is about Ixrpe," the chairman Mr. Ed
McNally said, explaining why he andsome
classmates at Yale University' decided to

create the society< in 1979.
He said the Egyptian government Ixis

agreed to let3,000 revellers celebrate at tire

great pyramid of Cheops at Giza. The
British liner QE2 has been contracted to

take them there.

It will leave New York on December 21,

1999 and make aport call at Marseilles to

pick up several thousand bottles of clxtm-

pagne donated by> the Frencl) clximpagne
groivers’ association.

It Ix>pcs to gainpermission to hold other

events at India's Taj Mahal, China's Great
Wall, Britain's .Stonefxnge, New York’s

Statue of Liberty' andNew Zealand's Eden
Crater, among other famed locales.

"A multi-sensory experience," said tlx

society organiser, Ms. Laurie Flynn. "Slxrrt

of giving atvay tlx plot, I uill say it's a

Fear of the world’s end has cast a steady
shadow over this millennium, Pelikan says. But
unlike the predominantly religious fears of the
past, which envisioned divine intervention,

today's worries focus on the secular nightmare
of humans unwittingly destroying themselves,

clxjreography oflasers, video imaging and
special effects"

In plain language, she said, tlxit means
music, fireworks, light sixties, dancing,

food and, of course, champagne.

Tlx cost? Impossible to estimatesofar in

advance, the society says. A detailed esti-

mate is expected in 1997from tlxfirm of
Thomas Cooke, which is handling travel

plans.

Although the original idea conceited in

1979 was to hold a reunion of Mr.

McNally’s class in 20 years, tlxit became a
larger enterprise when they realised it

would mark the daun of tlx third millen-

nium.

"The idea caught tlxir imagination, they'

developed it and things got rolling and tlx

society was incorporated as a charity' in

1983," said Mr. Scott Widmeyer, anotlxr

spokesman.

Otlxrs listed by the society' as hating

accepted invitations arc comedians Bob
Hope and George Bums, aged 90, who
asked ifhe couldbring a date, Robert Gale,

tlx doctor who helped treat victims of tlx

1986 nuclear disaster in tlx Soviet Union

and US. baseball commissioner Peter

Ueberroth, who organised tlx 1984 Olym-

pic Games in Los Angels.

The plan to celebrate the dawn of tlx

third millennium as tlx year 2000 opens

Ixis created a stiramong tlxisc uho insist it

really begins in 2001. But tlx society is

sticking to its guns.

While acknowledging tlxit 2001 is cor-

rect in tlxstrictestsense— matlxmalically,

2000 is tlx last year of tlx second millen-

nium — Mr. Widmeyer said, most people

viewed the year 2000 as tlx symbolic

milestone.

possibly with nuclear weapons.

The bomb is only one product of die most

frenetic and fruitful millennium in human

history. Thanks to improved living conditions

and medical advances, life expectancy, about

30 years in 1000, will have doubled hyZOOO.
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Th'- world's population will have grown from

anesuasiroi 400 million In 1000 10 a projected

6 bilit'm
,

(Population growth had a setback in the

!4t)i ceiinwy when tlx; pbgue wiped out at

lean a quarter of the populations of Europe

and Guru; Elorencc, Italy, for instance, lost

two thirds of its otuens.)

The feeond millennium’s first great burst of

development in Europe wus bunched soon

alter 1W0 Toe 12th and 1 3th centuries saw a

urge in European art. technology, building,

exploring and commerce Notre Dame

approaching that, and it may never happ

again," Dunn says.

Columbus's discovery of America, unify

the globe, was a key development of

millennium. "Before that, the globe was

sided into separate regions and was no

single interacting whole,” says McNeill.
~

only possible analogy to the discovery

America would be going to space and find

human colonies."

Even music historians look back to 1000 1

turning point, when music consisting ofm
than one melody at a time appeared. "Wit

The Industrial Revolution in Ihc 1800

$

— n major
turning point in itself— is seen by some historians as only
the beginning of a scientific force that is propelling today’s
cirilisatlon. Quantum physics, is etching an entirely new
picture of the material unicerse.

Cathedral was built in harts The compass,
.•pmrung wfxxl. windmill and watermill were
hft»!gh; ir.'o uv: Marco Polo travelled to

China. and Tivirus Aquinas set himseif to
kr/raicdirc

A' die millennium unfolded, it brought an
tmptrfedcnted shift in world power, from
A>;a to U'estern Europe "Europe was an
tndr.rb^>s! pan of tlx- wotld, to sav the least,
sn IW,‘ratsOr P.trar. Dunn, past president
rf the W.wlJ H,smry Association. By the end of
die Ifth century. Europe dominated die

militarily and economically. "No single
ct’dleation till ever achieved anything

350 years, music had reached a level

complexity that wouldn't be matched until

20th century," S3ys Christopher Kendall
Millennium Inc., a Washington, D.C., grt

that performs ancient music.
The industrial revolution in the 1800s -

major turning point itself— is seen liy so
historians as only die beginning of a scieni

force that Is propelling today's civiiisati

Quantum physics, for example, is etching
entirely new picture of the material univei
"The Renaissance was nothing comparer

dtis," says historian Dunn.
(Nasional Geographic)

THE UNIVERSE
TV Vrtvwv e, tnfimte in lime and spaceV' r
rlir w *»«n h began or when it will

end O. course, human conception of die
tirmere (or spate *i h now letter known)
lu^l-mctor.p.ir.g wish die passage of time.

uemerte was first conceived of as
VR unit, u was called COSMOS as
‘Tf'r'-d t’>ch»,. and die sud.es relating toW-n * c*mof»nv or
f . Tola, «e speak of them as Space
I'-f SpXV Xtctwt '

A rev ,V envasty tm.itV un.nere was first
w.-i-r-J rn Aft M0 by Claudius Ptolemy a
( -raui.

S e-Txian Kaivniw He propound
’••A the earth Ih? of^

unhersc and that the sun and other »’

bodies revolved around it. Tlicrc ler
several theories since the more impc
rsTitch arc given below:

^bh astronomer Cor
argued dut the Sun. and not the Earth,
centre of die universe. Though the Cor
“’cots' changed the centre of the un
did not change, its extent. The Cor

s™^V*S Miil «B“«d with th
h

.
t°ok another tlirec and

tt"

r

iwvl**
<

i

TC 0ur changedA'805 'elescopic studies madeBom , astronomer Herschel. made it c
— imivvrv' "ris not confined to tl
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system. The solar system itself was only a part

of a much vaster star system called the galaxy.

.The universe thus became quite extensive

comprising millions of stars scattered about
the Milky Way. But our vision of the universe

ended there.

As the 20th century opened, it seemed that

the Milky Way galaxy with its cluster of over a

hundred billion stars together with their

attendant satellites the Magellanic clouds,

actually represented all there was to the

universe. In 1925 the American astronomer
Edwin P. Hubble (1889-1953) pointed out that

there were other galaxies in the universe and
that the universe actually consisted of millions

of galaxies like the Milky Way. In 1929 Hubble
proved that these galaxies are flying away from
each other and that the farther they are, the

faster they fly. This meant that the universe is

expanding like a balloon that is being blown
up.

Looking from the Milky Way, we can find
our outer galaxies receding at increasing
velocities. A cluster of galaxies in the constella-

tion Virgo, some 50 million light years away
from us, is seen moving away at about 1200 km
per second, while a group in Hydra, 2700
million light years away, is racing off at as
much as 57,600 km per second. Our own
galaxy, the Milky Way, in comparison, appears
to move slowly at a modest speed of 600 km
per second.
The tricky question still remains un-

answered. If, as Hubble showed, the speed of
galaxies increases with distance there must
come a point at which galaxies fly at the speed
of light- At this point we cannot observe
anything. As Isaac Asimov puts it, “From
Hubble's demonstration of increasing speed
of recession with distance.... it would now
appear that at a distance of 12.5 billion light

years, galaxies would be receding, relative to
us, with the speed of light. Nothing beyond
that can be observed. The observable universe
has a diameter of 25 billion light years and the
number of galxxies it contains is uncertain.”

The movement of a star or a galaxy affects its

light as seen by an observer. If the star is

moving towards the observer, its light will be
shifted towards the blue end of the spectrum.
If the star or galaxy is moving away from the
observer its light will be shifted to the red end
of the spectrum. This Is known as the Doppler
Effect or Shift. The Doppler shifts of galaxies

show that they are receding and that the
universe is in a state of rapid expansion.

Modem theories of the universe arc based
on this flight of galaxies, that is, on die

assumption that matter is in a state of rapid

expansion.

Big Bang Theory
Challenged

A widely ixld tiew, forming a basisfor

tlx accepted theories ofOx ciolution ofOx
universe—Oxtt Ox present abundance of
ixlium in Ox universe is predominantly

Ox product of Ox primordial process of
nucleosynthesis soon after Ox Big Bang,

billions of years ago—may now face a
challengefrom Ox obsenations made by

the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)

put into orbit by iVATA in 1983-

Tlx satellite has picked up images ofa
class of 'red objects’ which arc dust and
gas-rid) galaxies with very high luminosi-

ties. Their bolometric luminosities (total

radiation in the entire electromagnetic

spectrum which makes sense only in

observations avoiding Ox atmospheric

absorption, stud) as in satellites) bate been

found to be 10 to Oxpotver of12 limes Ox
solar luminosity. IRAS has identified 10

such objects which radiate intensely in the

infrared umelength regions of the spec-

trum.

"Genuine primordial galaxies" is tvbat

Prof. Geoffrey Burbidge ofthe University of
California, San Diego, US., called them,

describing one such object—NGC 6240—
at the International Astronomical Union

(IAU) meeting in New Delhi is Nov. 1985-

Tixsc arc primordial only in-camucl) as

Ox galaxies, as seen today', seem to be in

the stages of Oxrmonuclcar processes of

nucleosyntfxsis characteristic ofearly uni-

verse, and cue ejecting large amounts, as

much as 15per cent, ofIxlium. OOxmisc,

they are relatively new ctents compared to

,0x age of Ox unhvrse. Tlx radiation is

believed to be comingfrom the heating of

,0x dust and Ox gas in Ox galaxy.
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The world's popubtion will liavc grown from

an estimated -i00 million in 1000 ro a projected

6 billion.
,

(Population growth had a setback m the

M:h century when the plague wiped out at

lci<; a quarter of the populations of Europe

and dura. Florence, Italy, for instance, lost

two thirds of its citircns)

The second millennium's first great hurst of

development in Europe was bunched soon

aher 1000 The 12ih and ljth a-nturies saw a

surge in European art. technology, building,

cxpl-vnr.g and commerce Notre Dame

approaching that, and it may never tappers

again," Dunn says.
' Columbus’s discovery of America, unifying

the globe, was a key development of the

millennium. “Before that, the globe was di-

vided into separate regions and was not a

single interacting whole," says McNeill. "The

only passible analogs' to the discovery of

Ametia would be going to space and finding

human colonies."

Even music historians look back to 1000 as a

turning point, when music consisting of more

titan one melody at a time appeared. “Within

The industrial Revolution in the 1800s — a major
turning point in itself— is seen by some historians as only
the beginning ofa scientific force that is propelling today’s
civilization. Quantum physics, is etching an entirely new
picture of the material universe.

Cathedra! was built tn Pans The compass,
spinning wheel, windmill and watermill were
brought ir.-o use Marco Polo travelled to
Oiir.i. and Thomas Acpunas set himself to
orgJr.he knowledge

As i!w millennium unfolded, it brought an
unprecedented shift in world power, from
Asia ( i Ue-rcrn Europe 'Europe was an

;poi pan ofthe world, (o sav the least
m lO'.y uvs Dr F Dunn, pas, presided

!
- JU.wy Association By the end of

t-ie lttii century, Europe dominated the
wood, militarily and economically 'No single
vtvi.tww had ever achieved anything

350 years, music had reached a level of

complexity that wouldn't be matched until the

20th century" says Christopher Kendall of

Millennium Inc., a Washington, D.C, group
that performs ancient music
The industrial revolution in the 1800s— a

major turning point itself— is seen by some
historians as only die beginning of a scientific

force that is propelling today's civilisation.

Quantum physics, for example, is etching an
entirely new picture of die material universe.

“The Renaissance was nothing compared to

this," says historian Dunn.
(National Geograptiic)

THE UNIVERSE
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system. The solar system itself was only a pan

of a much vaster star system called the galaxy.

The universe thus became quite extensive

comprising millions of stars scattered about

the Milky Way. But our vision of the universe

ended there.

As the 20th century opened, it seemed that

the Milky Way galaxy with its cluster of over a

hundred billion stars together with their

attendant satellites the Magellanic clouds,

actually represented all there was to the

universe. In 1925 the American astronomer

Edwin P. Hubble (1889-1953) pointed out that

there were other galaxies in dte universe and
. that the universe actually consisted of millions

of galaxies like the Milky Way. In 1929 Hubble

proved that these galaxies are flying away from

each other and that the farther they are. the

faster they fly. This meant that the universe is

expanding like a balloon that is being blown

I
up-

looking from the Milky Way, we can find

our outer galaxies receding at increasing

velocities.Acluster ofgalaxies in the constella-

tion Vitgo, some 50 million light years away
from us, is seen moving away at about 1200 lan

per second, while a group in Hydra, 2700

million light years away, is racing off at as

much as 57,600 km per second- Our own
galaxy, the MilkyWay, in comparison, appears
to move slosh- z: z modes speed of 600 km
per second

The tricky qsss&xi still Terrains un-
answered if 2s Hmc’-s showed, the speed of
galaxies hertzes w~ distance there must
come apom z;wr.5~ gsisdes fiy sz the speed

• of light. Aj this ipcinz we cannot observe
anything As tra- *stem rrns in 'From
Hubbles teresncfcc cf bicressing soeed
of teceasoa^t c woekS now
arerar tte* i tSscEcs cf 12.5 bnlicc. iigfx
1 cars, gesrcs w-xx b=- rsreclna. rdsdr to
us. with 66 meed
that can bscfcrrr * - ' * '

.

has adarner <iw -~r- ,.

number of oa-w 7
' ' ~

The movezerr -fl-
ight as vey,. '

rnoving x - ,

: shifted cEciwZk
, If the sir

*=*="--

f.

observer =*=?—-«
(.; of the sax.-— nc dae red ere

Fjjca or x 'cx-vr,x rhe Gnjctyrr

L CC 2 jcSJiiXf

show that tiury are receding and dial da*
universe Is In a stale of rapid expansion
Modern theories of the universe me fused

on this flight of galaxies, dial Is, on tin*
assumption that matter Is In n Mate of japld
expansion.

Big Bang Theory
Challenged

A widely !>old view, forming a had-. Jot
dye arxejrted theorUr, of(he evolution of (he
universe-that dr; pre-rnt uhundmue of
lyclium in the, universe* h f/redomlnantly
the firoduct of the fnimordlal foe tv, of
nucleoryntlxr.is vrm after the ltl)> /{any,

billions of years ay// ~ may note fan* a
challenge from the fAruevatlons made try

the Infrared Astronomtud Satellite tti'A'd

put into cjrblt hy IWiA In PjH',

Vye satellite has picJtc/l up )map/-. ofa
class of 'red objects' uhlfJt are dte.t and
gas-rich galaxies with wry htyj> lumlncnt
ties. Their holometric fuminfn.ttUt /total

radiation in tbe entire elearomaynettc
Spectrum uhich mains onto- only hi

chxncutons atrdding tip: atwrfJherU.
cfoxrrpticm, such as In satellites) fyns- bt-n

foundtab* JO todrfse/ur(cfl?. times dr
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, t—pcrj'.U' a-mmcd to ««r univw: n

„ a su^dcrnc tall It
1

,r umvwvr H nmv expandmg (»

t Vas it mu< haveto
i tunc; m a <u:e <* **& compe^tnn <

rLi, r*mrw"» , ''n «rA‘3"' *"?*’ d ' r‘Mt>
1

^ L

w* «.«» «< how 1

t'.- c'.T.Mr.- (.! tin- original urrtver* was 1

V- nr.’ revs guvs it to to overall demity

tv- u^vw, a: to time, was comparable

‘ ,»w,„v „!to nuclear fin'd. tin', droplets

. ,r .’.huirl'ttm tiff nuclei of various atoms It ts

rtotb’ed to the density of the atomic

n ts is a hundred thousand billion times

iwater (hart the deputy of water If the density

t
h .y,c i'nr,- ot dul ur,tsetse was of tilts order, tt

Hi es-. to each cubic centimetre of space

tuttt'rrvM y 0u* time contained a hundred

<rto-n n>!t' of matter

tjv'y o-erp-s IcnuJtrc. a ticlgun astro-

lyrcv.vf pitot, esp, titled tilts process of expan-

's;. :v in -.it.- ts Vat-mm as tlv h:y baity. ti.vory

p . j.y . -q to- MP.-uv, o’, sears ago, cosmic

t-.a-er itt:ttvetv,*> ssas ttt an extremely com-

rn-.-r-l-Vf funti •air,-. It expansion canedby

j .i-,)•_,< exp'.Mon Hits esphiston broke

t;:i i!,~ *u;v,-:d-ive lull and me its fragments

fo is;: tt.' t spKV.nsftvTc dies ate Mill iravcil-

mg - •),. justn'.h of Vak metres per seettnd. U is

o dvr-v - tx-ehr,.', fragments of matter that

edo >. r -S kv.r toi f’-*rued Tire formation

of Kthoes an.' cars il.ts (lot lultcd the speed

xt t-.nji.o.'n. ArJ. as It happens in ai!

op’ tire faniv-si pieces are flying the

snirt new galaxies are being formed m.

to Thee new galaxies are formed

from ncm- manor which is facing continuously

created to replace old matter that is bc«V

^
An interesting question arises

much new matter has to be creatcd t

compensate for the dt.spers.on of mat er b

expansion? George Gamow sugg«B to
one hydrogen atom per '*tre of space t

created once every billion years.it would be

enough to replace matter, winch Is being lost

cominuouslv by expansion. This implies that

comparatively very little creative work is

involved in replacements.

According to the Pulsating (Oscillating)

Universe theory, advocated among others by

Dr Alan Sandage, among others, the universe

expands and commas alternately between

periods running into tens of billions of yearly

Dr. Sandage thinks that some 12 billion years

ago a great explosion occurred in the universe

and that the universe has ton expanding ever

since. It is Ukelv to go on expanding for 29

billion yean, more, when gravitation will hah

further expansion. From then on, all matter

’

will begin to comma or collapse upon itself in

a process known as "implosion". This will go

i on for dl billion years compressing matter

‘ into an extremely superden.se state and then it

i5
will explode once again, litis is titc latest

U theory of the evolution of the universe.

T.r'pt.r,-. -did rspin.ton is the httUmatk of

the I.-: h;ne to *y It a’-) differs from iXlicr

- if. re-,, vrjvetartt re-peas

Ihu the, tv oitginuik. advanced fry two

a to.-s «v-(s lli'trujs tPifd and flcrnunn
!' lsi-s s.i.re nxrisrd support from the

..erne- tf-rv Fred ilmie According to

r.o to- ay, wh,.!i >s also Mviwn as the

pxsm, galatres recede
f'.f.t i a: /'her bu; th-.-.r 'patu! density

frees Jr.t tint f.to sjs.as old galaxies

Tlvit the universe is expanding is today

considered established A question that re

mains unsettled is whether the expansion wil

continue for ever or whether the recediny

galaxies will some day stop and then reverse

their motion, eventually falling together in v

great collapse. The answer to tliis questior

determines the geometrical charaaer of tiu

unirx-rse, iliat is, it determines the nature o
space and time if the expansion continues

pcr{x.tiui!y die uimetxe is open' and infinite

if tt wall some day stop and reverse direaion

the universe is closet) and of finite extent.

OUTER SPACE
if- d '-r-'.-.x- fvrvven i;v.;e xnd outer space negms whete the earth's atmosphere
v i* ;ke «p.kr rm the wfvih* ttnnetse ends and extends on and on in all direaions.

’ .bee to ej".t; v.);de outer spj.e means Outer ‘pace is infinite. Our terrestrial units
' u’>t iliit tb- rjn.lt in fact, outer of meaMtfement lurdlvsutt its dimeasions. So
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hr.i: waived new unit"; of measurement

like live figiif Yew and the Astronomical Unit.

A tjght Year is the distance cos t-red by light

in one year in vacuum travelling at a speed of

299.792-5 i<m* per second or about 186,282

miles per second. A light year Is thus 588

million-million miles

Astronomical Unit represents the mean

distance twren the sun and the earth,

calculated on the data supplied by radars This

distance-dvr Astronomical Hnlt-has now be-

come a key constant in determining distances

in the solar system

At,’. in terrestrial measurements Is approx-

imated 93 million (92,657,000) miles or 150

million (M9.600.000) km In terms of space

dimensions v.e may say that a light Year is

made up of about 60,000 Aiks

light and sound are (tie rwo principal media

through which we gather our impressions of

the externa! world light Is something we can

see (visible) and sound Is something we can

liear (audible) Tills was considered an ax-

iomatic trudi till the end of the 18th century.

As die IWi century broke, this simple belief

w-.ts stuttered Astronomers and physicists

learned tlut there are invisible lights and
injudiWe <-)uruh Tlie first break came in J800
.'hen Use British astronomer William I lerschc!

0”5W> 1H22) discovered infrared radiation,

Vdien sunlight (white tight) is passed
thrtr.ig’t a prom, it is broken up into rays of
different odours, like llvre of the rainbow
Tm.!:-i'.eu!h-, seven cokntrs are known, which
are t-p.tomtw-d by live acronym VHSGYOR, Utat

iwi-r, irtitffi. blue. guvri, yellotv, orroigv
•t’tsi red Tins is called tlie Solar Spectrum,
with the violet colour at one end and the red
M-ttr Jf. the ocher end In studying die
Jrwtifwj eSt-rts of die solar -peerrum, Hctsche!

P !~.vd a tfvermomcier in each of the colours
i/. rfm sjveuum and an extra thermometer
norskY- tlie «;*xmim at tlie red end

Die tbrtmomrtrr txit'ide the spedrum (at
the red rn-1) sfu'.-aed a higher degree of heat
than any other inside tfvc spectrum He called

~ rats tr/rti n-J (below tfvc red) rays In
ps.il tlie German physicist joliann kitrrr
O n 1810) discri-.ered that i)ie raw outside
thr spectrum at the violet end broke down
viier chloride more quid.ty thin tlie rays

* K'* ’'-'S' *»-. xxrrKV ntwdet
Urrtirrt !» CV t "r^. rut fnjjn ei W*

within the visible spectrum. These came to 1

called ultra-violet (beyond the violet) rays,

thus turned out that sunlight formed not only

visible spectrum but also an invisible orn

In 1803 Thomas Young (1773-1829),

British physicist, showed that light travelled

tiny waves of varying wavelengths: The '«

lengths were too small to be measured I

conventional scales. So Anders Angstro

(1814-1874), a Swedish physicist, evolved

new scale to measure wavelengths. He chose

unit equal to ten billionths of a metre. This h
since become known as the Angstrom tin

Ten Angstroms arc equal to a milli-nticromet

(a thousandth of a millionth ofa metre) whit

in terms of modem SI units is equal to

nanometre.

The invisible ultra-violet and infra-rc

radiations remained inexplicable till Jami

Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), the British phy:

cist, came out with his Electromagnetic dies

in 1870. Maxwell argued that electricity ar

magnetism were different aspects of a sing

dectro-magnetic field. Periodical variations i

the electromagnetic field produced electri

magnetic radiations of varying lengths. Th
visible light is orjly one pan and for that mam
a very small pan of die electromagnet
spectrum. He also postulated that there can b

other invisible radiations of much shorn
wave length tlian the ultraviolet at one end an
far longer than the wave length ofthe infra-re

at the other

Tlie Maxwellian theory was vindicated whe
the German physicist Heinrich Hertz (185’

1895) produced electro-magnetic radiation

with wavelengths much longer than that c

infra red rays. These wavelengths were at fir;

called Hertzian nates but eventual))- came t

be known as radio nates. Then in 1891

another German physicist VTilhelm Rontge
(1845-1923) discovered what he called X-ra
radiation The X-ray wav later found to 1>

much shorter in wavelength than the ultra

viola

In 1896. the French physicist Henri Bee
tfucrel (1852 1905) discovered the phe
nomenon of nulio aait ity Becqucrcl did not
at tlut time know why or in wiiat manner tliL>

radio activity took place. Subsequently it was
found tlut tins radio activity was caused by the
atoms of the heavy metal uranium giving offa
constant emission of radiation and panicles. It

wav funlier shown that this radio activity was
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also electro-magnetic in nature. Rutherford

named it thegamma ray. The gamma ray had
a wavelength even shorter than that of the

X-ray.

In 1905 Einstein showed that all forms of

radiation travelled in wave packets, which
acted like particles in some ways. He called

these packets Photons. The energy of the
photons increases as the wavelength de-
creases. The wavelength is related to frequen-

cy, that is to say, the number of vibrations or
waves or cycles per second. The shorter the
wavelength, the .higher is the frequency and
the greater the energy. Thus gamma rays with
the shortest wavelength (below 0.01

nanometre) are the most enetgetic. The ener-

gy decreases as the wave length /“increases,

through X-ray (1 to 0.01 nm), ultra-violet (1 to

400 nanos) visible light in all the colours of the
spectrum (400 nanos to 700 nanos) infra-red

(700 nanos to 1 millimetre), micro waves (1

millimetre to 500 millimetres or 50 cen-
timetres) to radio waves which have the
longest wavelengths (50 centimetres to 3000
centimetres or 30 metres) and the lowest

: energy content.

!
Every object which is at a- temperature

j

above -Absolute Zero (-273.16
0
C) radiates

! photons of all kinds. The average energy ofthe

j-
photons emitted increases with the tempera-
ture. We experience this heat during the peak

ASTRONOMY
Modem astronomy began with the Italian

,
astronomer Galileo. In 1609 Galileo heard of

• the telescope made by the Dutchman Hans
, lippershey. He improved upon it and con-

j

structed a similar instrument that could mag-

i

nify upto thirty diameters.

!
h was this instrument, which was a refractor

i telescope, tliat opened up the field of optical

|

astronomy. Galileo made several startling

discoveries. He found that the Moon's surface

!
is rugged, and that Pleiades is a group of over

< 40 stars. He discovered four ofjupiter's moons
, f and observed the sunspots.

In 1668 Newton invented a new instrument,

;

tlx' reflector telescope. In a refractor telescope,

, ;

iiRht Is gathered by a large objective lens. In a

i

reflector telescope a large curved mirror is

j ' “sed for this purpose. Both these types of
, ' optical telescopes are still in use.

period (noon) in visible light radiation. But
even objects which are not hot enough to glow
like the sun still radiate quantities of infra-red

radiation, for instance, our own bodies. Even
objects below our body temperature i.e. cool

bodies, radiate micro waves and longer radio

waves. These radiations called tixrmal radia-

tions can indicate the temperature levels of the

objects emitting them.

Radio waves are the radiations "with the

longest wavelengths, that is from 50 cen-

timetres to as much as 30 metres. Objects in

outer space that emit such radiations are

called radio sources.

The atmosphere is like a sieve which allows

only some wavelengths from outer space to

reach us. Sunlight forms one group of waves

which come down through the atmosphere.

This includes not only the visible light but also

a part of the invisible light, namely the near

ultraviolet (400 to 300 nm) and the near

infrared (700 to 2500 nm). This is one of the

windows that open out on outer space.

The other window is called the microwave

tiindow. It covers all wavelengths from one

millimetre to 30 centimetres. The existence of

the microwave window was not particularly

noticed or studied till 1932 when Karl Jansky

of the Bell Telephones announced that he had

received radio messages from outer space.

The invention of the optical telescope was

an epoch making event in the history of

astronomy. The instrument so caught the fancy

of the astronomer and the layman alike, that all

advanced countries vied with one another in

building bigger and bigger telescopes.

Radio Astronomy came into being in the

mast unexpected manner. In 1931. Karl Jansky,

an American radio engineer working in Bell

Telephone Laboratory, noticed a steady stream

of radiation coming in from outer space. It is

strange that professional astronomers of the

time paid little attention to this discovery.

However, it attracted the attention of an

amateur radio operator in the U.S. Grcxe

Reber, who set out by himself to learn more

about this extraterrestrial phenomenon. He

worked singlehanded for nearly ten years,

studying the sky and analysing radiations In
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I9r, be built (lie worlds fir- 7 radio telescope

~ a 31 feet 6 inches parabolic di'h- and set i:

imm hi' twekyard at Wheaton. Uhbois in I9i0

I,), produced a radio map of the 'kv, the first of

j-v Kind ill tin* world Thu' a new branch of

rern'nomv was opencd-Radio A'tronomv.

Tttc radio telescope i' in many ways analo-

gous with the optical telescope, it consisits of a

l.irRC metal rcilector fitted with an antenna

the metal reflector collects and fixuscs radio

energy on the antenna which can tie tuned to

3nv desired froqtiency A sensitive radio re-

cer.er pith' up the radiation from the antenna

anti records it Hus e analysed in a computet

ami studied

Ail tsyws of radiated energy are electro-

magnetic in nature Htey differ from one

anndier in wavelength and frequency Much of

ths- radiation litre X rays, gamma ruvs. ultra

violet rat' and tile like arc absodied by die

atmo'pltefe and reflected back into space. All

tie- same, a persistent stream of radiation

reach® the earth This Includes a steady, weak
hut quite perceptible background radiation

called continuum radiation which is being
rnelsrd from all parts of the universe. Recent

rev-arch ins shown ilia: this Irackground

Largest Telescope
Work Is on in full swing for the construc-

tion of t)>e wotId's largest telescope, the

Keck telescope, scheduled to take to first

l'X-Jc at dre Ireavcns In 1990
being constructed at Mauna Kca in

Hawaii at ilxjve sea les-ei it will be unique
ft more titan just its tiro.

Inerad of using a mirror shaped from a

j

'ingle- piece of glass, it will combine 36
! hexagonal mirror segments to create die

j

rq'ir.a'n'.t of a single mirror 10 m wide,

i effectively doubling astronomers' capabih

|

ly to explore the universe

i
fix- telescope's d® ign depends on new

,1
h tl tsrh'pcsJ rturror manufjcruring techni-

• iyic-1 and a tsiphi'tieated control system

;
ilia: twt.v rJ.h second will align the

!

homycorah mime arrav to an accuracy of

!

J f:-
'-'; of an inch.

; Tbs OUh-rroa l .-.nrrsity will bear the

j
~J-opes operx-irg co-ref i S million

j
d'V.irs ar-r.ualS-

radiation may hold the key to the format

and destruction of stars and galaxies.

In the sixties satellite technology tc

astronomical investigations farther afield. 1)

then astronomical studies were emit

ground-based. Now satellites made it possi

to study astral phenomena from above

atmosphere. Hius astronomy came to

studied from two levels - from the ground

from atxive the atmosphere Htis led to

emergence of many specialised fields in as

nomy - X-ray, Ultraviolet, Gamma ray

Infra-red.

Radar astronomy was tom in 19-10, wh<

Hungarian physicist Zoltan Bay sent 01

beam of micro waves to the moon
detected the echo. It is really a part of n
astronomy since micro waves can right!)

considered a part of the electromagr

spectrum.

A new generation of “super telesco]

ticing designed for mountaintops around
world can usher in a golden age of astro™

lit- the early Nineties.

At least seven mammoth optical telcscoj

four on drawing boards in the United Sta

are now being planned. Each of which
liavc more than twice the light-gathc

capacity of today's biggest devices.

Behind the spun In jumbo telescopes

several radical new ideas on how to 1

them Ever since the dedication of the
inch Hale telescope -still the world's pro.

optical deviee-atop California's Mt. Palom
1918, astronomers thought that they
reached the technical and financial limi
big telescope coivstmction.

Hie reason, tlie mirrors. Htey effect

determine the power of a telescope,
bigger the rofleaor, the more light tt

collect from objects in space. Vet a m
much larger than Hale’s wouldn't hoi
shape Ixxausc of its weight
A'tronomers have been able to offset

problem somewhat with advances in lij

detection svstems Electronic detectors
rtxord mure than 00 times the mimlg
photon' 1 massless sulutontic particles
transmit light) collected by mirrors dun t

of hi vears ago But advances urthese sys
Jie last approaching their limits Hitts
need lor bigger telescopes altogether.

i

f -*r,e emerging idea is to use many pieo
glass tilled together like a mosaic irwe.i
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World's Largest Radio Telescope
Tlx Government of India

has approved a Rs. 260 mil-

lion project to build the

world's largest and most ver-

satile radio telescope operat-

ing at metre

wavelengths—the Giant

Metre-wavelength Radio
Telescope. Construction of
the GMRT at Narayangav
near Pune is to be com-
pletedby 1992. It will be run
jointly by the Radio Astro-

nomy Centre of tlx Tata

Institute of Fundamental
Research and the Physics De-

j

partment oftlx University of
Poona.

According to Govind
Swamp, Director of the

Radio Astronomy Centre:

"Fora radio telescope of this

kind, it is a now or never
situation.... In tlx near fu-
ture, tbe only suitablesitefor
it will be tlx otlxrside ofthe
Moon!" One of tlx main
reasons why suclx a huge
radio telescope has not yet
been built in tlx West is that

wan-made radio interfer-
ence is so rampant. Tlx
GMRT will be in a location
ubere hardly 100 radios are
in operation. It unll fill a
longstanding gap in
ustmphysical studies due to
tlx absence ofa giant radio
telescope operating at this
trat'elengtb.

The Y-shapod conjigura-
UQn °f Hx GMRT will be
sfnvad over an area of 25

rZTs
;
EadJarm °f lhe

ttdllK 14 kilometres long

'"'f
™ *"»>’ of six amen,

the centre of tlx Y

will be a square, eaci') 1

-

kitometre side having four
identical antennas. Tlxse34
antennas are to be fully

steerableparabolic dishes 45
metres in diameter, operat-

ing in a tuneable

wavelength range of 7.9 to 2
metres will) simultaneous re-

ception at 92 arid 49 cen-

timetres.

Tlx effective collection

area of this highly sensitive

telescope, which is likely to

resolve radio objects as

One of the 34 steerable dish

small as a fetv arc seconds,

will be 60000 square metres.

This is about twice tlx area

of tbe world’s largest single

radio telescope, at Anectbo

in Puerto Rico, and eight

times tlx collecting area of

tlx biggest array, tlx Very

Large Array (VIA) in New

Mexico. "This configuration

oftlx GMRT is a marriage of*

tlx VIA and tlx Arecifro,"

says Swamp, "with advan-

tages of both." But this

labour-intensivefacility trill

cost less than afifth ofArea-
bo or tbe VIA
Some new techniques ttill

be employed to keep tlx cost

oftlx GMRT low. Tlx reflect-

ing surfaces of antennas
will be “.see-through" medxs
ofstainless steel uires which

will reduce Heightand tiind

resistance. “We are likely to

use technology' utilised for
sttspension bridges and
large ports stadium—never

tried before for any radio

telescope," says SuYirup.

"Ropes will be used to sup-

port tlx mesh structure. It

will be tlx Indian rope trick

in action!"Aparallelproces-

sing computer system is

being developed to compen-

satefor tlx ionosphere’s dis-

turbing effect on metre

wavelength radio naves.

When completed, tlx tele-

scope is likely to search for

evidence in support of tlx

big bang model of tlx Uni-

terse, and to tlrrow light on

tlx formation of galaxies

and quasars, slxrrt period

pulsars,flare stars andsolar

radio bursts. Apartfrom dis-

covering hundreds of pul-

sars, tlx telescope will pro-

vide tlxxusands of high-re-

solution maps of galactic

and extragalactlc radio

sources "One of tlx chief

aims oftlx GMRT will lx to

searchfor the redshifted 21-

centimetre line radiation of

Sjx neutralhydrogen
clouds

that mv expected to Irate
|

farmed hforv galaxies atui •

tlxir dusters came quo
j

fxittg." adds Suer
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19 be built the world s first radio telescope

- It 31 text 6 inches parabolic dish- and set it

ur, m his backyard a: Wheaton. Illinois. In 19-10

he produced a radio map ofthe sky, the first of

its kind in the world Tims 3 new branch of

asjrottomv was opened-Radio Astronomy.

The radio telescope is in many ways analo-

gous with the optical telescope. It consents or .1

larye metal reflector fitted with an antenna.

The metal reflector collects and focuses radio

ceier;.!;.- on ihe antenna which can lie tuned to

am- desired frequency A sensitive radio re-

ceiver picks up the radiation from the antenna

and records it. Tins is analysed m a computet

and studied

All types of radiated energy are electro-

magnetic in nature They differ from one

another in wavelength and frequency Much of

die radiation like X-rays, gamma rajs, ultra

violet rajs ami the like are ahsorbed by the

atnwpltcre and reflected hack into space. All

d«r same, a persistent stream of radiation

reaches the earth Tilts Includes a steady, w-eak

bvr, tjuite perceptible background radiation

called continuum radiation which is being
received from all parts of the universe. Recent
ri-searcb lus 'luran that this background
—

Largest Telescope
ITork Ison in full swing for die construc-

tion rtf tlx world's largest telescope, the

Kock telescope, scheduled to ukc its first

look at the hcsmrns in 1990

Being constructed a: Mauru Kea in

ffaw-aii at above sea level it will be unique
(n mote tbjn just its sue

Instead of u.<ing a mirror shaped from a

single piece of glass, it will combine 36
Iwrotgor-a! mirror segments to create die

equivalent of a single mirror 10 m wide,
effectively doubling astronomers' capabfl-

|
tty to explore the universe,

j

Tlte telescopes design depends on new-

j
iy developed mirror manufacturing techni-

i qaex and a sophisticated control si-stem

! d«: twin- each second ssill align die

;
Ktrsevcwmb mirror array to an acairacy of

i a mdiinri'Ji of an inch

j

The California University wall le-ar the

j
telt-'ccpe’s operating art’ of 35 million

j

duffurs annua!!,.

radiation may hold the key to the formntio

and destruction of stars and galaxies.

In the sixties satellite technology toe

astronomical investigations farther afield. Uni

then astronomical studies were entire

ground-based. Now satellites made it possib

to study astral phenomena from above tl

atmosphere. Thus astronomy came to 1

studied from two lev els - from the ground at

from above the atmosphere. This led to tl

emergence of many specialised fields in astr

nomy - X-ray, Ultraviolet, Gamma ray at

Infra-red.

Radar astronomy was born in 19-10, wher

Hungarian physicist Zoltan Bay sent out

beam of micro waves to the moon a

detected the echo. It is realty a part of tac

astronomy since micro waves can rightly

considered a pan of the electromagne

spectrum.

A new generation of "super telescopi

being designed for mounraintops around 1

world can usher in a golden age of astrono

by die earlv- Nineties.

At least seven mammoth optical telescopi

four on drawing boards in the United Star

are now- being planned. Each of which t

have more than twice the light-gather

capacity of today’s biggest devices.

Behind the spun in jumbo relescopes
several radical new ideas on how to bi

them Ever since the dedication of the 2
inch Hale telescope -still the world’s pren
optical dcvice-atop California’s Mt. Paloma
19 iH. astronomers thought that they 1

reached the technical and financial limit

big telescope construction.

Ttie reason, die mirrors. They effect!

determine the power of a telescope,

bigger the reflector, the more light it

collect from objects in space. Yet a mu
much larger than Hale’s wouldn't hold
shape became of its weight

Astronomers have been able to offset

problem somewhat w-uh advances in lig

detection 'v stems Electronic deteaors 1

record more dun it) rimes the numliei
photo.-ts inussjess subatomic panicles
transmit light) collated In mirrors than th
o'. JO tears ago Jlur advances itrthese svsti

are last jppnudum; their limits, fhiis
ev'-it lor bigger telescopes altogether,
One emerging idea is to use many piece

glass fitted together like a mosaic insteal





Large Radio Telescopes

Location Description Appro. In operation

Effective Area since

in sqm

Jodrdl Bank, Manchester,. UK
Green Bank, Vest Virginia, USA

pjrk.es, Australia

Arccibo, Pucno Rico

Green Bank Vest Virginia, USA

Lake Traverse, Ontario, Canada

Udagamandalam. India

Effclsburg. Vest Germany
Zclenchukskaya, North

Caucasus, USSR

Dia. 76 m Parabolic dish

Dia 92 m Parabolic dish

Dia. 64 m Parabolic dish

Dia. 300 m Spherical dish

Dia. 42 m Parabolic dish

Dia. 46 m Parabolic dish

530 m NSX30 m EV
Parabolic Cylinder

Dia. 100 m Parabolic dish

Ratan 600, 895 panels

mounted on a circle of

dia 576 m.

3.0X105

4.5X105

2.3XU?
3.0X10'*

1.0X103

1.1 X105

s.oxio5

5.5X105

1.4x10s

1957 .

1962

1962

1964

1965

196

6

. 1970

1972

1974

casting a single continuous concave surface. A
version of the approach devised by astropltysi-

rw Jerry Nelson and colleagues at the Uni-

versity of California, is to be used in the nets’

Keek Observatory

Hits 390-lndi telescope is likely to lx: the

firs: of dvr new extra-large instruments to

-v tar on line If completed Iry 1992, as

wlsemed, the Keck telescope will lx: the

world's largest-nearly mice as big as Palomar
and capable of detecting a candle on the

moon Dcsekiprdhyilicl.’nhrrsifyorCalifor-

r-.u and die California Instinnc of Technology
{Caltech). it stall mi atop Wm-studded Mauna
Kra, an extinct volcano in Hawaii

Tlie main mirror of the telescope

contain 36 hexagonal pieces, each 6 feet w

and 3 inches thick. A computerised positi

Jng system will keep.them moving In con

with up to 100 adjustments possible c

second, down to 1/1000 the width of a hui

liair. Although not yet tested on a large »
the “segmented mirror” scheme should y

other benefits as well. Because the mirrors

sit on lighter supports, die 10-marc telest

will probably weigh less than one-third o
Hale telescope. A shorter focal length -
thus a stubbier barrel - will mean tf

smaller dome can house It. (Domes
account for one-half die cost of an obs
tory).

GALAXIES
Galaxies arr huge congregations of sura

du: luv-d togedier In- force of gravity Tliey are

so big dir they love sometimes bren called

'island unhrrvs' Galaxies seem to be scat-

tered In space, But there are many clustered
ir/.ct groups

Vben dv? expanding material of the urn-we broke up In die first instance, billions of

l-.lsni-, of gaseous matter were fonned m
space. Tlicvc gaseous islands Of f'nito fyilxxuer

tooted, each with hs own speed of rotation.

Ttunc with very law rotational speeds
avunied nrarh’ sphencal shapes Otliers

assumed elliptical forms with varying de
of elongation, depending on dieir rotai

speeds. Most of these gaseous islands, h<

er had such high rotational speeds tltat

bodies were flattened out into the sh3
discs, from whose edges spiral arms sire:

The centre of the galactic disc was forme
multitude of proto-stars rotating on n
circular orbits around the centre of the g
whereas the spiral arms were forme
highly diluted, dusty gas streamers which
caught in the general rotation and
twisted into the slupc of spirals. The ga
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have thus come out in different shapes and

sizes.

As the gaseous islands were settling down,

local condensations—pmto-stars - developed

at many points within the galaxy. These

condensations began to contract under their

own weight into dense gas spheres. As a result

of this contraction, the temperature of die gas

spheres rose steadily and their heated surfaces

began to emit heat waves and then visible light

of shorter wavelengths,

As the central atmosphere of these contract-

ing proto-stars reached the ignition point-say

10 million degree centigrade-contraction

stopped, thermonuclear reactions began and

millions of bright burning globules of gas

emerged-the stars. When die stars appeared,

the originally cool and dark proto-galaxies

were transformed into the bright stellar galax-

ies that they are today.

A structural analysis of the known galaxies

brings out three major forms

—

Spiral, Elliptic-

al and Irregular Spiral galaxies have a central

nucleus with great spiral arms trailing round
it. The Milky Way and the Andromeda Galaxy
belong to this group. A special type of spiral

.
galaxies is what are called barred spirals which
have a central bar as a nucleus. The spirals

comprise some 80 per cent of the galaxies so
far known. Elliptical galaxies show purely
elliptical shape without any spiral arms. They
range in shape from spherical ellipticals to
extremely saucer-shapM ones and account
for about 17 per cent of the known galaxies.
Irregulars, as the name suggests, show no
definite geometric pattern or shape.

It has been suggested that irregular galaxies
are young galaxies, while spiral galaxies are
middle aged and elliptical galaxies old.

Most of the observable galaxies seem to be
scattered in space more or less at random but
there ace numerous cases of galaxieslduster-
ing into groups,which may contain as many as
several hundred individual galaxies. Our own
galaxy, the Milky Way, belongs to a cluster of
some 24 galaxies called the ’local group’. This
group covers an area of about 3 million light
years in diameter.

nearest galaxies are the Large
Magellanic Cloud and the Small Magellanic
Uoud, so called after the world navigator
Magellan who first spotted them. The Large
Cloud is about 1 55,000 light years from us with
a maximum diameter of some 40,000 light

Ten New
Galaxies

US astronomers have discovered 10 un-

known Galaxies, hidden behind the Milky

Way, and expea to detea several thousand

more tn this region of space.

The discovery, reported at a meeting of

the American Astronomy Society, was

made by Mr. Frank Kerr ofthe University of

Maryland, using a radio telescope at Green

Bank observatory in West Virginia.

Mr. Kerr acknowledged that the 10

galaxies were a mere speck compared to

the millions of systems already mapped,

and the billions as yet unknown.

However, he said, the discovery was

important because it was the first success

in a new technique to probe the third of

space hidden by the light, gas and dust of

our own galaxy.

To find the 10 galaxies, between five and

50 million light years from the earth Mr.

Kerr's team monitored radio signals.

years and contains some 5 to 10 billion star

The Small Cloud has only a population of 1 1

2 billion stars.

The two largest galaxies in the group are th

Milky Way and .the Andromeda galaxy, both <

them spiral. Andromeda galaxy (M 31) is (

special interest to us, because it appears th
our galaxy and M 31 are actually approachin
each other at a rather modest speed of som
50 km per second
Thhe Local Group is a term loosely applie

to indicate our galaxy and its nearby galaxie

The Group now (1980) numbers around tw
dozen. Some like the Maffei are even su
peaed to be outside the group.
The latest known member of die group is

dwaifgalaxy discovered by the Siding Sprir
Observatory in Australia It is in Carina an
consists ofa loose swarm ofvery faint stars. 1

appearance it resembles the Sculptor and th

Fornax systems. It is estimated to be aboi
500,000 light years away.
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THE MILKY WAY
The Milkv way is our home galaxy. A

peculiar feature of this galaxy is a bright band

of light that runs almost in a perfect circle

through it. Milks- way belongs to a cluster of

some 24 galaxto called ‘die local group

.

As seen from the earth this band looks like a

ris er of light flossing through the sky. Actually

it Ls made up of millions of scintillating stars

vsiiirfi from this distance seem to lie placed in

close proximity to one another Modem wes-

terners liave called this river of light the Milky

tray. Tlic name is now applied to the galaxy as

a whole.

The Milky Way had so fascinated our ances-

tors among all nations that they had given it

pretty names and had woven fanciful legends

alKitit it Tlie Yakuts of Central Asia called it

‘the footprints of God' and die Eskimos 'the

path of white ashes' Tlie ancient Greeks called

it 'the road to the palace of the Heavens’, the

Chinese, 'the celestial river' and die Hebrews,

'the river of ligiit Ttie ancient Indians, not to

Ik? outdone called it the Akash Ganga' or “the

Celestial Ganges'

;
- legend las it. that in response to die

(nsluent prayers of a devotee Bliagiratlia, God
Siva brought die Akash Ganga down and
ah.TAvd a trickle of it to fall on the Forth. This

trukie formed die earthly Ganga (Riser

Ganges), nftich thus remains even today,

•a.ted to Hindus ail over die world
Tlic Milks V.>, is a spiral galaxy Tlie main

bs.lv of the galaxy is a disc 100.000 light sears

jctuss sxtjJi a gl.Vnibr nucleus of about 16,000
light years in diameter, and far stretching

.*,*>!/a! arms Iin one of uhidi our solar system
o kVJtcdl Tlie galaxy consists of over a

hundred billion stars rotating aixnu the centre
In a stately average pern k! of some 230 million
sears.

Tlie principal gra-.miriorut force tlut con-
trols ibis rotation 's prtxiucevl bv the star

clouds at the centre nfitch fuse a total mass of

STARS
fears account Inc eg per cent ofthe matter in

a galaxy Tim rest 2 per cent consists of
interstellar or galactic gas and dust tn a very
attenuated form Tlie normal gas-densitv be-

Science And Tkchnoi.cx'.

about 50 billion suns. Tlie mass of the end

Milks-«av is calculated to be a little more ih

100 billion times the mass of the Sun.

The stellar population of the Milks’ Way

made up of three categories of stars. Fit

there are die stars in the hub and spirals oft

Milky Way. Tlie sun belongs to this group

stars These groups are called Open orgaltu

dusters Beyond the disc and the open cl

ters, lie the halo stars. Many of these stars fo

miniature galaxies, containing tens

thousands of stars. These are called globu

dusters. They contain very old stars. Bey;

the globular clusters there are several mill

individual stars, that run round rakishlyon
outskirts of the Milky Way. All diese form ]

of the galaxy.

Tlie centre or the nucleus ofour galaxy i

completely obscured by dust clouds that

cannot learn anything about V through op
telescopes. What little we know about

nucleus has been collected by radio :

Scopes. ,

Our galactic nucleus is about 32,000
years from the Sun. U appears to be a rot;

disc of gas. in Otis rotating disc mi
activities are going on. One such seen
activity is ''cry near the centre of die ga

Here, new stars are being bom contini

Tlie area Is already crowded with full gi

stars The stellar density here is of the ore
a million stars per cubic parsec (3.26
years) It means tlut while we on earth
sec only one really bright star (Sirius) at i

any watcher in tlte central disc can i

million stars like Sirius, with a total lumli

of about two full moons. Tlut is to sat

Centre of our galaxy is perpetually flo

Dr Joseph Weber of die Univcrsi

Maryland thinks tint a Black Hole' dom
the centre of our galaxy One of his e:

menu, showed powerful gravity waves en
trig apparently from our galactic centre.

tween scars (interstellar gas) througho-
galaxy, is about one-tenth of a hydrogen
per cubic centimetre (cm 5

) '-olume.
Stars tend to form groups- Lone stars
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on their own are the exception rather titan the

rule in the universe. Single stars do not

number more than 25 per cent of the stellar

population. Double stars account for some 33

per cent The rest are multiple stars. Antares in

Scorpio is actually two stars. Capella and Alpha

Oentaurl comprise three stars each, while

Castor consists of six stars.

Stars which appear single to the naked eye

are sometimes found to be double stars or

binaries in the telescope. These are two stars

revolving around a common centre of gravity.

They are found in orbital motion round each

other, in periods varying from about one year

to many thousands of years.

When the hydrogen in a star is depleted, its

outer regions swell and redden. This is the

first sign of age. Such stars are called Red
Giants. Our star, the Sun, is expected to turn

into a red star of this type in another 5 billion

years:

Red Giants are appropriately named. They
have gigantic dimensions. Betelgeuse, for

examepie, has an actual diameter of

300,000,000 miles, about 350 times the dia-

meter ofthe sun. Mira, another red giant, has a
diameter of 400,000,000 miles.

Variable Stars are stars that show varying
degrees of luminosity. Delia Cepbei, the first of
this type of stars, was noticed in 1784 by the
deaf and dumb English astronomer John
Goodrichc. He found that Delta Cephei had a
regular fluctuation of brightness every 5 days
and 9 hours. Stars of fluctuating luminosity,
thus came to be called Cepbeid Variables. In
stars of this type, high luminosity fluctuates
between periods as small as a few hours to as
long as 1000 days or more. Generally speak-
ing, the slower the bright-dull-fcright c/c!e, the
higher is the luminosity

Novae and Supenveae are scars, s
brightness increases sudden!-/ bv 10
magnitudes or more and then fades grai
jnto normal brightness. The dccincrio
riveen the two types has not been pre
explained It would appear that thev dh

in Tr* sudden fer

outright explosion. Ir.rcmse jr seer-'

^

the outer shell
nmae ehe errirecar
more frem-nrS- th~- s-^yur

fj) rrTriw;*, *
/c‘-**e--*r,.iSer, or more prr

Powell puts it, "11 le whole structure ol the m.u
is blown to pieces, It flares tip In brilliance mi
that its intrinsic luminosity for the first thlity

days following the explosion Is equal to ahniit

1000 million of our suns."

About one star in 100 explodes lll:e this tn

our galaxy of Mime 100 billion Mats, a

supemovae explosion may occur once fu a

hundred years. An exploding star or r.u|*-r

novae releases more energy than a billion

suns and ejects a lot of matter Into spate, at a

velocity very near to the velocity of light, ?>»»»»•

supemovae may leave a super denv cor'’

which rotates at high speed and may thus

transform Itself into a pulsar.

Four supemovae had tx;en Identlfi'-d In

historical times, all before the Invention of the

telescope. Tney were rioted in IV//, VfA,
1572 and VM
The 1006 and 1054 sn-rxrrr//.ae were kk-r.fi

Tied by oriental ascronomers T:/: IV/. M.-jv-r-

ncr/a appeared towards the er.d of April I*//,

in the constellation of fitpos fr.iria!//, d o van

was as bright as Venus It coot,r.ued to f/s

visible at nigh: for longer far, a year //hough,

no remnant of this supernova is v'.srofe, radio

emissions from its rerr.rar.r s ere ider.r.f.ed t.o

1965- Tne 1054 sitperr/sva, of wh/h derailed

descriptions surdve in Chinese nhroekfes, is

described ‘as a guest star" ft is said that r,:S

supemcr/a otj?.shor.e the sun fsr t.-.sr.y days

and turned nigh/ into day. The Grab r.efv.b ,s

taken to be th.e remnant of rhs-s super,'/vc.

Tne supemovae of 1572 and I-// r*

used bv two D.-rspear. asr/oeoe.-ert T -

rahe and Johannes Tepfes ttrf

vcho, the 15/2 supernova was or.y.'tsr s

sv other feed s«r and even bright *r .

direr Tsensr.nanrs/dus meymsom was

Sid ur-ril 1552 far.er. do rrs-ra-rr r

/~£*dr as a c.'.ssi soont- -/ /-n/' *

-i—rra of /.sr/er f»«d/ acau-cd a S'- r.

'/ not grater dan dssr
c-‘"' '""T

„ d-.* v s 'f/.r
*~i~**. Tl' ttS-H " r - ,

'-t*' ^
£rv7rd.Tif*-.

The mosr ;.-y !
. «?•<• '.v-rd:

nr ^ a ,

or. of u-y- 4.^- s/v-u-d V •*-:

mfoc.oo Syy

scsnori.or.j--0
;:

y'- y -. w.-.
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SOLAR SYSTEM
Tl>c solar system Is centred in the Sun. The

Sun is the head of a family of 9 planets—

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus, Neptune and Pluto—,
not less than 46

satellites accompanying the planets, hundreds

of asteroids and thousands of comets.

The Solar system is tucked away in a comer

of the Milky Vay at a distance of about 30,000

to 33,000 light years from the centre of the

galaxy.

The solar system originated in a primitive

solar nebula-2 rooting disc of gas and dua. It

Is from this rotating disc tliat the planets and

the rest of the solar system evolved

Tin; term planets is derived from the Grech

0,-ordplanctes, meaning wanderers. Unlike the

stars, which arc visible in their fixed positions

In the sky always, the planets shift their

positions and sometimes even disappear from

view. Tliercforc they came to be called planets

or wanderers The first known planets were
named aftcT the Roman gods- .tfmany, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter and Saturm. The other planets,

wlien they were discovered later, were also

named according to the old pattern- Uranus,

Neptune and Pluto.

The planets are divided into t)>e .mnei

planets and the outer planets. The tnne

planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars

The Earth is the largest of the Inner planet

and the densest of all planets. All the jnne

planets arc dense rocky bodies and ar

collectively called terrestrial planets, becaus

they resemble the Earth. The outer planet

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are vet

big, with large satellite families. They at

composed mostly of such elements as hyi

rogen and helium. These planets are calk

Jovian, afterJove, the Greek name for Jupitc

because they resembleJupiter in many thinf

All of them rotate furiously, wear den

atmospheres and consist of fir lighter el

merits than the earth—like-or terrestrial inn

planets.

The outermost planet Pluto is in 3 class

itself. It is supposed to be a dense plana M

the inner planets, although it is the farthest

die outer planets.

Rooting on their own axes, the plan

revolve round the sun in long elliptical orb

THE SUN
Tl»e Sen is one of die stars in the Milky Way.

Modem estimates place the Sun at a distance

o? about 32.000 light years from die centre of

illegality The Sun and the neiglibourirtg stars

generally move in almost circular orbits

around die galactic centre at an average speed
of about 250 km pet second
The Sun at tills rate takes 250 million years

to complete one revolution round the centre
Tills period is now called a cosmic )\sar

like all other stars, die Sun is composed
mainly of hydrogen its energy tv generated by
nuclear rolUnoro tn its interior It is calculated
tire live sun consumes ahtxit a trillion pounds
of Itydrvxten crey second At this rate, it tv

expected to tom out its sttxk of Irydrogen in

al»xn 5 trillion years and turn into a red giant
Tie pntfpw tv frightening

Wlsen tier sun turns imp a red guru, u will
Itrre swelled a hundred tiroes in diameter and
inert-ared a iboirand times in brtg!itnex.v-

bright red It will then occupy about 25 |

can of the horizon. The nearest plani

Mercury and Venus, will melt. The oceans
the 'onh wilt evaporate and disappear. 1

earth will remain a barren rock, heated to
melting point of lead All life on earth i

cease. The Sun will survive av a red giant,

about a hundred million years more, slo

dissipating its enlarged outer shell leavin

tiny core Tills core will lx* a faint, w]
dwarf-sun no huger tiian the present pla

Mors. Around this liny star, the burnt-out e:

will continue to revolve.

The glowing surface of the sun, which
sec, is called Ihotosphcre Above the phi
sphere, is the Chromosphere, so called
cause of its reddish colour. Beyond this la

is tlx magnificent Corona of the sun whic
visible during eclipses.

Between the chromosphere and rive core
spectroscopic investigations have fdentific
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THE PLANETS’ POSITIONS IN SPACE
Mercury. Diameter 4.680Km (3,030

miles) Nearest planet to the Sun-57.9
million Km. (38 million miles)

Venus Diameter 12,104 Km (7,521

miles) Ue3 108.2 Km (67 million miles)

from the Sun.

Earth. Diameter 12.756 Km. (7.296

miles). Hasone satellite, the Moon,

and is 149.6 million Km (93 million

miles) from the Sun.

Mam Diameter 6,787 Km (4.200

miles), lost of the rocky planets has

two satellites and is 227.9 million Km
(141.5 tnillton miles)from the Sun.

Jupiter. Diameter 142,600Km (66,700

miles). Separated from Mars by a vast

belt ofasteroids It has at least 1

6

satellites and lie3 7763 million Km
(4835 million miles) from the Dm

Saturn. Diameter 120,000 Km (75,000

miles) Circled by at least 21 satellites

lies 1,427 mllicmKm (8855 mfflon

miles) from the Sun.

Uranus. Diameter 51.600 Km (32.200

miles), lies 2.809 6 million Km (1,782.5

million miles) from the Sun and has sat

satellites

Neptune Diameter 49.500Km (31.000

miles) With te bur sateHitea it lies

4.496 6 millionKm (2900 miller, miles)

from the Sm.

Flam Diameter 2000 Kr .

ooessteEite TbeotawT.

avriaennd S.POOmtaon

milbonna*

.e;;
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distinct, very narrow lioundary zone
known as

iIk transition region. The temperature of the

photosphere is about tl.OOOT. tint of the

diron.ospf.ere about 18,000". that of the

transition region about 180,000°, and that of

the corona, which extends far into space,

atxni! 2,700,000°, l.ot enough to emit X-rays

(The density of tf.e gas in eacti layer decreases

witlt increasing altitude, just as the earths

atmosphere thins with height. The corona,

accordingly, is the least dense of the Sun's

layers)

'a. the core of the sun where thermo-

nudear reactions take place die tcmjicrature

level is around 15 million degrees K. The

density at the core is estimated at a hundred

times that of water. Outside die core is the

convection zone Here, like the (wiling water

in a kettle, turbulent motions of gases trans-

port the energy dur is generated tn the core

towards the photosphere.

The visible white light of die corona is made
up of a commit tm. of colours, such as violet,

indigo. blue, green, tellow, orange and red.

Super-imposed on this continuum are hun-
dreds of dark lines tailed the Fnwnlx>fcr lines.

\ lash line Indicates some element present in

the solar atmosphere The intensity and width
of the lines reveal the temperature and density

of die element

Tin- vim is consumly emitting streams of its

mi!v>ranee (numb hydrogen) as protons (nuc-

lei of livdfogcii atoms) in all directions.

fksmetlft.es diesc emissions are itussive Tticy

are tlten wi as /vtmimcnces which send
huge hints <»f mcandescent material upward
from t!>e suns surface Sometimes these
eruptions roll out of the atmosphere of the
sun for many mile-, when they are seen as

solar Jiitn". The solar flares are spectaailar

bv hmiM'd gas rolling mu as enormous
clouds, 20 to -it) times the sue of tin- eartii at

’i’ecih ofaround 100 km per w-yond through
(airuna die inner laser of the suns atmos
pln-rr Some of the most spenjcuiar soiar
f'artw seen m nstin icars ocairred on l eb
28, |9|2. Nov JO 19 IP and Dec H. (9~l

A !m' 'pestj-.ular hut persistent stream .-!

ptorons is lil.mmg out the us.nii ami
'•seeping over the whole rofar <wcm In
iy

r
'S, the American plimuet C ugene V .ima:.

1‘jiker, tailed tins ounv.ird stream o> pr>>;,,i,s

tile sssl.tr ni'iil Peewit researches {[trough
satellites have 'flown t!u: fhc solar wind n

made up of a plasma, diat is, ionised ga

mostly hydrogen and helium, containing nea

!y an equal number of protons and electron

It flows outward from the Sun at superson

speeds, around 400 m a second. Apparent!

this wind sweeps through the whole so!

system to .a distance of 40AUs from the St

which coincides with the very limits of tl

planetary orbits.

Owing to die sun’s rotation, the solar wii

travels In spirals and carries widi it magne

fields. The Earth's magnetic field-die magr

tosphere-acts as a shield against die cv

blowing solar wind and deflects it away fre

the earth. Nevertheless, particles of solar wi

sometimes pierce the magnetic shield a

enter the upper atmosphere, where, like i

solar flares, they cause auroral displays,

The solar wind distorts the shape of 1

magnetosphere. The magnetosphere extet

to a distance of 64,000 km above die earth-

times the radius of the earth. On that pan

the earth exposed to the sun (the sunlit sit

the solar wind sweeps along the magnei

phere past the earth. On die other side of

earth (the night side), the solar wind c

verges again and compresses the magn
Held into a plume or tail, more or less

what it does to comets. The tail thus forr

extends to over six million km on the n
side of the earth. The particles of the s

wind and also those from die deep space
trapped in die tail and travel back and fi

endlessly

Sunyiots are dark patches noticed on
surface of the sun. They appear dark bee
they are cooler (around 1500°C) than
surface of the sun which has a temperatui
alxiut fjOOCfC. The largest spot ever measi
(April, 1974) covered 7000 million sq mill

approximately 0 ’ per cent of the sun's \i:

surface Hie life permits of these spots

vary They mas last from a few hours to tl

weeks
Hies show strong magnetic fields and o

a maximum even Jl vears During the i

iniuni of a sun spot period, the sun sli

marked .itnv uv m 'hotter Wave lengths'
k rays and ultraxmlet radiations, f'retj’

viai eiujitu -ns and solar flares occur. T!
produce great reactions on the earth am
Jtnnwphere 'tu.il as ionospheric disturbafl

magnetic Mumiv, interruptions of radio c
iiumKJtnms, unusual auroral displuss an
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lowering of the average cosmic ray intensity.

Solar Statistics

* Distance from the Earth

Absolute Visual

Magnitude

Diameter

Core Temperature
Photosphere Temp.
Rotation as seen
from the Earth

Chemical Composition

Age

Expected lifetime of a
normal star.

149 8 million km.

4.75

1392000 km
15000000 K
5770 K
25-38 days

(at the Equator)

33 days (near the

poles)

Hydrogen 71%
Helium 26.5%
Other Elements
2.5%
About 5 billion

years

About 10 billion

years

U**
mean distancefrom the Earth to the Sun (159 million

*m) translated Into frying hours means that a jet alrcraf)
capable of 1000 kmlbr. imuld need more than 17 years ofnon stop frying time to reach the Sun

Polar Auroras are two auroras, the Aurora
Borealis or Northern lights and the Aurora
Australis or Southern Lights. These are lights
that sweep across the sky in waves or
streamers or folds. They are very often
multi-coloured and provide one of the finest
spectacles in nature. They occur in the
Arctic and the Antarctic regions respective-

ly. But the Northern Lights can be seen as far

south as New Orleans in America and the

Southern Lights as far north as Australia.

The auroras are chiefly caused by suns-

pots, which are magnetic storms on the

surface of the sun. These storms discharge
electrified particles into space. The Earth's

magnetic poles attract these particles. Con-
sequently, the north and south poles are the

radiating centres of these electromagnetic

displays.

The electrified particles from the sun
cause gases in the upper atmosphere to

vibrate and glow in colours peculiar to tl.am,

just as a neon sign glows when electric

charges pass through it The causal relation

between sunspots and auroras has been
doubted, because the interval between the

two was always erratic and never unit rm.

This has now been explained by the dir ev-

ery of the magnetosphere.

The magnetosphere is ’the earth’s magne-
tic shield It was at first called the Van /.Hen

Belts after the American physicist, James Van

Allen who discovered them in 1959. Van /.lien

in analysing the data from the earlier Exp), rer

and Pioneer rockets found two belts of high

intensity radiation in the upper atmospi ere.

Pioneer 12 later showed that these belts v.ere

a part of a larger band of radiation cailec. the

magnetosphere. It extended far out to a. out

40,000 miles from the earth's surface.

Here the protons and electrons that shoot

out from the sun are caught and held b) the

magnetism of the earth. The upper belt wi.ii its

centre, some 1500,miles from the earth, ..oes

not touch the atmosphere.

the planets
i lercury is the planet closest to the Sun and

' e smallest. It was believed that the period of
Mercury s rotation on its own axis corres-
ponded with its period of revolution, like that

?
_

c M°on. Recent radar readings, however,
>a\e shown that Mercury rotates on its own
axis in 58.65 days while it takes 88 days to
complete one revolution round the Sun.

. _
means that Mercury spins three times

Ovoo i

f°r every rvvo revolutions
-M days) round the Sun. The result is that

vnen Mercury is in the most favourable
v cnv|ng position. we see nearly the same face

with die same markings, This is how the

mistaken notion that its period of rotaii. i is

the same as its period of revolution ai .se.

According to Gerard Kupier, Mercury <• jgi-

nnlly was probably twice as massive as ; is

today but die Sun evaporated away half <. i its

substances. The lighter, more volatile ele-

ments escaped, leaving a heavy planet, that is

probably nlxiut 30 per cent metals. It is 5'.%

times as dense as water Even today Mercury
bathes constantly in the ferocious heat of the
Sun. When it is closest to the Sun, temperature
reaches 650°F on the equator though it
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ibabiy drops during the long night to minus'

ff
t Is itoabtful ir Mercury has an atmosphere,

ih lew gravin' (one-third of the Earths) and

sh temperatures, atoms and molecules of

„YX 3n gases must have escaped into the

terplanctary space leaving Mercury devoid

atmospheric gases.

Venus, the planet closest to the Earth, is also

c brightest object in die shy, barring, of

jursc, the Sun and the Moon. Named after

>e Roman goddess of beauty, Venus is popu-

iriv known as a star—as the fuming Star and

tc-Moniing Star. It Is slightly smaller than the

arth, being some 300 miles less in diameter,

enus, unlike most other planets, rotates

i*dcMrd. Because of the combination of die

low backward motion and die 225 days it

Acs the planet to make one orbit round the

iun, Venus sees die Sun rising in the west

rvery 117 days.

Many of the popular notions regarding

Venus ha-.e been radically altered by die space

prrism ofVenera i (Ocl 1967), Venera 5 and 6
(May 1969). Manner 2 (Dec. 1962) and Marin-

er 5 (Ox 1967) These probes have prerred

that Venus is a very litx planet—possibly the

ocvri of planets Its temperature at the

.^aator may go as high as KXXfF. At such a

temperature, lead, tin and line will melt and a

nt-.tv.lier of compounds will vaporise. Bus at

the tup lasers of Venusian clouds temperature
drops to minus 35T. Mere, sve have a very

interesting plicnomcnort—a red hot planet

wrapped in clouds of ice, with freezing

temperatures alow and boiling temperanires
tiekiw.

A curious fran;nr of Venus discovered by
tier Ruvim Venera series 7 and 8 Is that txxh
t!>e night am! day temperatures arc nearly die
'.any This mean-. t!ut lieat is Ixting trans-

ported from die dr. side to the night side,

futveyt winds in die higher atmosphere seem
» tie the catners of Iveat.

Vhg.c die highest clouds on die Earth
wri-Vim pi a!*we to miles, S'enus lus a thick
b.er of cioadv alyut 35 miles high, Thev
bl »k much of die sunlight.

TV airta-plxrre of Versus is also unique,
ovy-mng js (! ti-ses almoM mruelv of cirixan-
chnide (Op p-5 fv-r cent) it lus a pressure ofa
hundred !erie»;ru5 atmerp's-.-ret JOT times die
pts-'.-ure of tfie Earth's xnvsphere) Dus is

typ-d « > dte pressure of more dun lulfti

mile under the sea.

Venus h3S no satellites like Jupiter, no rings

like Saturn and no ice caps like Mars. It has a

vets’ weak magnetic field, 3'TO.OOO of the

Earth's magnetic field and has no radiation

belt like Van Allen Belt.

The Earth
(See the Earth)

Mars, named after the Roman god of war, is

the fourth planet from the Sun. When Mars is

favourably situated it is brighter than most of

the stars and is definitely red, which has

earned for it the surname die Red Planet. Mats

has polar caps similar to those of the Earth and

because the Martian axis is tilted at almost the

same angle as the Earth's, its polar regions are

exposed to sunlight in alternation, giving each

hemisphere summer and winter.

Die relative orbits of Mars and the Earth

bring them very close—a little more dian 35

million miles—on two occasions about 2 years

apart and then remove them far apart for

another 15 years. In September 1956, Mars

paid one of its close visits to the Earth and d>e

next in 1971.

The pictures that Mariner 9 has sent down
show diat Mats is internally alive and more
like the Earth dun the Moon, with volcanoes,

greater dun any on the Earth, canyons and
dusty Insfns, jumbled uplifts and fractures.

Mightiest of die Martian mountains is A’iv

Oiyynpiat (the snow- of Olympus), a volcanic
mountain tiut embraces a vast caldera or
crater -iO miles across. It Is the highest point
on Mars, standing .some 15 miles above tire

plain, nearly three times as high as Mount
Everest.

The Viking mission to Mars In 1976 was
intended to find out if there were any signs of
life on Mars. Viking 1 landed on Mars on July
20, 1976 and Viking 11 on Sept 3, 1976. The
experiments conducted by them have shown
dtat there is no sort of life on Mars.
Mars has two small satellites, which haw

been reamed Pbabas (Fear) and Deimax (Ter-
ror), after die legendary attendants of die war
god, Mars

Jupiter Is the giant among die planets. Its

mass is 71 percent of the total mass of planets.
It has one and a lulf times die volume of all

die other planets combined. But its mean
density is only one-fourth of the Earth's—

a

low value duracteristic of a!! the Jovian
planets
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Jupiter appears to have stopped halfway to

becoming a star. It was too massive to solidify

; a planet but not massive enough to develop
mdear fusion' and become a star. It has thus
ame to possess both stellar and planetary
haracteristics. Jupiter’s star-like features are
to. It gives off more energy than it receives
x>m the Sun - two or three times as much. All

Janets draw from the Sun whatever energy
hey possess. Jupiter also emits random bursts
>f intense radio energy at long wave lengths. It

j the most powerful radio object in the solar
ystem, next to the Sun. No other planet is

mown to possess radio energy of its own. In
ill other respects Jupiter resembles the other
tlanets.

Much of Jupiter’s mass is made up of
ionosphere 25,000 miles deep. The atmos-
there consists largely of hydrogen and helium
vriich explain the low density of the planet

—

'oughly .one-fourth of the Earth’s density.
^ ethane and ammonia which are formed
»men hydrogen joins with carbon and nit-
ogen respectively are also present in the
ionosphere. It is thought that the Jupiter has
ne primordial atmosphere of the Earth-

methane
- ammonia and water-from

S, ‘‘fc originated on Earth. It is quite
possible that a similar process of life has
started on Jupiter.
The atmosphere of Jupiter is marked by a

Slof “"P® which go round the planet.

i
have counted '5 bright stripes and

1 uark gray stripes.

turpm^i
S h°l in5ide - M the core, .tempera-

four
,0 25000°C which is more than

(COOO’C)
hC SUrfaCC ,emPera*u* of the Sun

16 sa,elIites ' biggest four

were
GanVmede and Callisto,SW in

„
1610 by Caiiieo. They are

M* ralled Galilean satellites. The

of
in 1979 15 *e smallest

1971 n it
•

1 es
,

1 has tentatively been named

and
few dozen km in diameter

Junkers u
3 C'^ between the surface of

and the rrt'

1C
^

r

^'i

C of ^a'thea- Amalthea

circuhr n Kt
GaIl!ean satellites travel in

«t

arou"d Jupiter. The remaining

ar* srm,!er ** travei >n

naked ^(f^,K°
Uter

?0St pIanet visible to the

Earth 2n,tr,
roc^’ core the size of the

JH^Sgurn is the second largest planer (next

Two More Planets
How Many planets are there, Nine, ten

or eleven?

Astronomers in 1987 announced the

discovery of two moreplanets in addition

to the already known nine — Sun, Mer-

cury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus
, Neptune and Pluto.

The tenth one -unnamed -is orbiting the

Sun between 16,000 and 32,000 million

kms away. Five times as massive as the

Earth, it takes at least 700 years to make
one round of the Sun.

Mercury, Venus, Mars and Pluto are
small planets like the Earth. But the new
one is as large as Uranus and Neptune.

While this was announced by NASA
scientist John Anderson, European Astro-

nomers Dr. Richard West and Dr. Lutz
Schmadel announced the discovery of a
minor planet that was lost 50 years ago.

The planet named Mally orbits the Sun
once everyfour years and 84 days in a
path between Mars and Jupiter.

Pluto discovered in 1930 was the last of
its kind known till date. Uranus was
discovered in 1781 and Neptune in 1846.

According to noted Indian scientist Dr.

J J. Rawal of the Nehru Planetarium, Bom-
bay, the latest findings are only the con-

firmation of bis own discovery about a
decade bade They were recorded in bis

researchpaperpublished in the Bulletin of
the Astronomical Society of India, 1978.

Dr. Rawal is also credited with the

discovery of rings and satellites around
Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus andSun
tifokh had been later corroborated by

j

Pioneer and Voyager 1 and Voyager 2.
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to Jupiter) but the least dense. It has a density

of onlv 0 69 less titan tliat of water.

Compared to its neighbour Jupiter, S3ium

looks unexciting Tlie wo planets are coasi-

d-red very similar-Riant halts of hydrogen and

helium with hot interiors tint provide much of

die heat that drives their winds and deter-

mines their weather. However, Voyager I lias

«.hown tint Saturn does base fl minor version

of Jupiter’s Great Red Spot, it has also white

avals and bands of lighter and darker clouds

like Jupiter’s Both planets have strong Jet

Streams racing round their Equators. Saturn’s

Equatorial let is, however, three times broader

don Jupiter's Its winds are three times

stronger too - at speed of a dtousand miles an

hour.

The most spectacular feature of Saturn Is its

system of tings Tilts has mystified all astro-

nomers from Galileo downwards. Tlie dis-

coseries of Voyager I have only deepened the

my'!cry. Says Bradford Smith, the leader of the

team tint van*. Voyager images. “Tlie mystery

of tlie rings keepf gening deeper and deeper
until we think it Is a bottomless pit," 'hie

Voyager las upset practically all nations of

Snurri prc-.iously accepted as correct,

Saturn las ilv_- biggest family of satellites - a
tora! of 21 Of tliesc 10 were known In- 1976.
Tl*.r fdsen were identified try earth based
(H'scojus and \ir.aecrs I & II from 1979 to

19'il

Tiun, Sarurri’s biggest ‘jrcllirc. is known to

tave art itm. rphere But since Titan is covered
up tv cHt'-c clouds. it is no: possible to see
wire i’s surface look*, like Titan’s atrnwplieric

p:c-.-urc is I 6 times tlu: of the Earth Titan’s

sSunvter ts j'-ji found to Ixr only 5140 km,
moth li-wrr tiun the previous estimates

/ Vir/nct ts not uubfe to die unaided esc, but
rr-JV te vrn thrivagh g<vxi ftcl-.i glus-es ft lias

'is satellite*, .bvf. Cnthnsl. Tnunui. OVnin
a-.d All of them are ci >mparativelv

•mill

In 19~T a-ttonnmt-rs akurd the Kupier
A.':banc OeivjMr.- fi-rand that I ranus is

•urrc/umleri lr, a w!m of five wry faint

narTi-w rings live-.,- mgs named A!p!u, fk-ta,

GaT-tj. IV-J-.a and Epsilon were at distances ot
2 v,i ) J\ 2»»'."o a;v! sr»» miles re-spec-

Stwh Ir.-ru tlie centre o' f ’ranus Tlie tour
•erir* !:>> - Aip’u, Beta, Gamma and Dclta-
-te each ats -.ijt ,s mites wide while Epsilon is

mans times broader

All rings arc well inside 40,000 miles fro

Uranus, which is tlie Roche's limit for Urani

that is, the limit within which a large satelll

would be tom apart by tidal forces.

Uranus was identified as a planet in 1 /8t

William Herschel and has completed only n

revolutions round the Sun since its discow

Tliis chill methane planet is 14Vi times

massive as tlie Earth and has a temperature

about 170°C. It takes some 84 terrestrial ye

to circle round the Sun and its day is 10 ho

49 minutes. Tlie equator of Uranus is tiltec

98° to the plane of its orbit with the result
j

it practically rolls on its sides as it revol

round the sun and exposes its polar regl

(north and south) to whatever light i

warmth the Sun gives in periods of 42 y<

each.

Scptunc, between 2900 and 2700 mil 1

miles from the Earth, is also visible thro

good field glasses.

Tlie planet was discovered in 1846, ;

result of calculations made independent!

two astronomers, Adams in England ant

Vcrricr in France. These calculations gave

position of an unknown planet which
responsible for the perturbations in the

don of Uranus. Tlie planet was found on
Sept. 1846 in the neighbourhood indicate

Gottfried Galle of the Berlin Obscrvatoi
appears to be a pale green orb, no brij

tiun an 8th magnitude star.

Neptune has four satellites. Of these 7
goes round in a retrograde orbit.

rhito tlie outermost planet and removed
tlie earth by a distance between 4~00 and
million miles is visible only through a
scope. Tills ptanct was finally iocan
February 1936 after 3 long arduous sear

CVC Tombaugh at the I/wvll Ohserv
Arizona. (USA)

Pluto is a nnv sphere, a little larger
Mcrcurv and revolves eccentrically bet
•tfsOO ami 2'00 million miles from the S
has one satellite Its orbit is interlaced
tlut of Neptune Tins lux led some astrx:

ers to believe that it is ’’a nm-awny” satel

Neptune An existing Neptunian satcllit

ton, also appears to have escaped Nep 1

liold m the first instance, but lias been br
back Hus ts supposed to be the reasot
Triton goes alxaut in a retrograde
opposed to that of Neptune.
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THE MOON
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The Moon is the only satellite of the Earth.

But it is a satellite of distinction. For, it is the

only satellite in the solar system far too big to

be a satellite. All other satellites have sizes

below Vb the size of mother planets. But the'-

moon is about V-t the size of its mother planet,

the Earth.

The incompatibility of the relative sizes of
the Earth and the Moon, and their separate
existence at such close quarters led to the
conjecture that the Moon is not a true satellite

but was captured by the Earth during a close
approach to the Earth. This theory known as
the Spouse Theory states that the Moon came
from elsewhere in the solar system and
sweeping too near, it was snared by the Earth's
gravity and "married"- that is, locked into
orbit. The second theory known as the Daugh-
ter Tfreory says that the Earth once rotated so
rapidly that it became blimpshaped and was
torn into two, the smaller blob, entering into
orbit as the Moon. The third theory-the Sister
Vxory -suggests that the Earth and the Moon
were formed more or less at the same time
from the original wheeling cloud of cosmic
gas that ultimately condensed into the planets
and the satellites.

The Moon has a diameter of 2159 miles as
against the Earth's 7900 miles. But it has a
surface less than half that of the Atlantic Ocean.
Therefore its gravitational pull is about one-
sixth of the Earth's. Because the orbit of the
Moon about the Earth is not circular but
e%tol, the maximum distance (apogee)

.^°°n maY keep from the Earth is

, .
0 miles and tire minimum distance

(perigee) 221463' miles. The Moon revolves
count! the Earth in 27Vi' days (27 days 7 hours

111mutes and 11.47 seconds) and rotates on
its own axis in exactly the same time. This is

.

1' we see only one side of the Moon.
To our unaided vision the near side (front

side) of the Moon seems to, be made up of
tight and dark patches. The bright parts are
'c mountains and highlands that catch the
uns rays, while the darker patches are
ow -king plains. These were once thought to

seas (marias) and named accordingly,
though the Moon Is devoid of water. The
craters arc depressions caused by the

onslaught of meteors. They vary in size. As if to.

make up for lack of oceans such as we have on
Earth, the Moon has raised high sharp-peaked

mountains, many of them rising to 20,000 ft.

The highest of these are Liebnitz Mountains,

near the Moon’s south pole, which rise to

35,000 ft.—higher than Mount Everest.

The Moon has no atmosphere, as its gravita-

tional power is too weak to hold down gases.

This causes many strange phenomena. There

is no twilight, the day dawns suddenly, as there

is no atmosphere to be lit up before the Sun

comes over the horizon. There is no sound
either, as sound is a vibration transmitted

through air.

Temperature on the Moon reaches ex-

tremes. During daytime the temperature rises

to lOCfC, at night it comes down to minus

180°C.

The Moon along with the Sun is responsible

for the tides. The Moon, being nearer to die

Earth than the Sun, exerts a greater influence

on the tides. It takes only 1.3 seconds for

moonlight to reach the Earth, whereas sun-

light takes as much as 8 minutes 16.6 seconds

to reach us. This being so, the ratio of lunar

and solar power for tide-raising is 11 to 5-

Apollo XI which landed two men on the

Moon in July 1969 has blazed a new trail in

man’s exploration of space. It has enabled man
id step on to the surface of the Moon-a
possibility that the wildest legends of early

times had discounted. USA has followed up
this initial success by Apollo XII, Apollo XIV,

XV, XVI and XVII.

Meanwhile, USSR sent up the unmanned
Luna 16 (Sept.12, 1970) and Lun3 17 (Nov

19,1970). Luna 16 picked up Moon soil sam-

ples and returned to the Earth on September

24, 1970. Luna 17 carried the Moon buggy
Lunokhod I, which roved the surface of the

Moon. It was an eight-wheeled vehfdc, which
carried apparatus to study the lunar surface

and radioed back the results to the Earth.

Alt these manned landings on the Moon and
the investigations of the unmanned spacecraft

like the Lunas, haven’t solved the lunar puz-

zles. The question of the origin of the Moon
and whether it is a daughter, sister or spouse

of the Earth still remains unsettled.
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The Moos

How ckwd bound Earth looks to an astronaut oibltlng round the Moon’s far side

However. the oldest rocks and soil samples

brotigla luck try the Apollo astronauts have

shown that the Moon Is alxnrt the same ape as

the Earth and formed about 4600 million

yean *go
Among die 6 Apollo missions that actually

landed on die Moon, the first two were-

confined to the mart* or low Eying portions

and die orfiers to highlands and areas of varied

rerra'.n lie rills (narrow valleys) Tlte Apollo

ir.hrinrts hast? bnxig's hack nearly 600

pounds of lunar rocks which arc being analy-

sed and studied

The mew striking aspect of the Moon's
appearance b die aJxrndance of craters cm Its

surface. They range in sire from circular

basins 1000 kilometres (about 620 nulcs) in

diameter down to craters measuring less dun
3 few- metres or feet across Tlte ma;onty of

these crarrrs have been produced by a con-

tinuous rain of meteorites over the cons.

"The eardi has also txrcn subjected to

meteoricbombardment, but die erosive aaion
of winds and water, volcanic activities and
cart'»T.uLes have obliterated evidences of
ctmarie fmpu.-t on die Earth. Demure these

forces arc absent on the Moon's surface

lunar surface has preserved a record d
back to die time of die Moon's formal

The first landing sites (Apollo 11 ant

were more areas. The nicks from tills

turned out to be basaltic lava, sir-nil;

volcanic rocks found on Earth-

Moon’s Size and Motions

Mean distance from the Earth 258,855
Diameter 2159.9

Diameter in terms of
the Earth's diameter 0.:

Mass in terms of that of the earth 1

Density in terms of water

Denslry in terms of the Earth C

Ratio of gravity to gravity at

the Earth's surface

Fraction of Moon's surface

always invisible

A surprising finding was the occurrem
high percentage of titanium. 'Sidle tern

igneous rocks contained only about 1 pc
of titanium, the lunar rocks showed 10
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as much. A few minerals unknown on earth

were found in the mare basalts. Among these

Is Armalcolite, a new name derived from the

names of the astronauts-Armstnong, Aldrin and
Collins and the name of the area Tranquilli-

litis.

The lunar rocks were bone-dry, with no
trace of water in any form. Neither did they

contain any trace of any organic matter. So
also, .volatile elements (elements with low
boiling points) like Sodium, Potassium, Chlor-

ine, Germanium, Lead and Mercury were
practically non-existent The depletion of

Sodium and Potassium is significant, because
these wo are among the most abundant
elements found in terrestrial rocks.

The oldest rock recovered from the Moon

was found at Descartes highland whore Apollo
16 landed. It is 4.25 billion years old. On our
present evidence this may be taken as the
earliest date on which the surface ofthe Moon
solidified.

Moonquakes as recorded by seismometers
left by the Apollo Missions, run into hundreds.
Some are the results of meteor impacts, others
are landslides of the inner slopes of craters.

But many are true lunar quakes. The magni-
tudes of these quakes, however, go up only to

2 on the Richter scale with 1.5 the smallest

tremor that can be felt.

One peculiarity of these moonquakes is tltat

they occur most often when the Moon
approaches closest to the Earth.

COMETS
The word Comet is derived from the Greek

aster kometes meaning long-haired star. The
long hair is the tail which looks like hair
blowing in the wind. The head or the coma is

the star.

Comets have been associated with disasters
from the earliest times. It is not known how
comas alone, of all astral bodies, came to be
treated as portents of evil.

Most astronomers have now come to be-
lieve that comets are primordial remnants of
•he formation of the solar system. They have
their home in the cold outer fringe ofthe solar
system away from the.outermost planet. In this
cold dark domain, where the Sun looks no

j

"'Enter than a distant star, millions of comet-
rery nuclei are congregated. Most ofthem are a

e or so in diameter though some may reach
rentiers of 50 miles or more.
Here, the comets are non-luminous and

orW
n° an(i move slowly in enormous

>ts around the far distant Sun. But now and

0j

e^Sr^''tati°naI changes (e.g. the gravitation

*^rs they pass by) shake out some
•. slow orbits. Some of these

,-l
loss'

*ftt0 interstellar space and are

S ^ system. Others move into the

I Iv*, ^ritually to become the brilliant

h? 1 5^ comets that we see from the Earth.

inJi a comet consists of three parts,

head and a tail. The nucleus is a

5U —Ljyct. only a few kilometres in dimen-

sions. It is made up of ice contaminated with

various compounds like ammonia and dust

and gas. It reflects sunlight and appears as a

bright spot in the centre of the head. Thebead

is comparatively big extending up to a million

kilometres. It is made up of gas and microsco-

pic dust particles. The tail, which Is die

distinguishing feature of die coma. Is much
larger than the head, extending to a length of

20 to 30 million kilometres.

The comet does not ’possess its typical head

and tail when it is far away from the Sun. The

head appears when it comes near Jupiter’s

orbit, and the tail develops when it crosses the

orbit of Mars. The evaporation of the solid Ice.

material around the nucleus, when the coma
approaches the Sun, is responsible for the

appearance of the head. At the same time,

solar wind is druing away’ the gaseous matter

attached to the head This explains the stream-

ing tail.

A comet may have three kinds of orbits. If

the coma approaching the Sun docs not hate,

enough speed to overcome the Sun's gravity, ft

will setde down in an elliptical orbit like our

Earth. A coma which has just enough speed to

counter-balance the Sun’s gravity will take on a

parabolic orbit. If a coma is &«««£»
SSSme the Sun’s a trso/ort, Jt ^Ildoc. .

zb-jpcdnlic orbit and escape m.o Intern
. ,

,

5
*c£nas that keep rc-appe*** to the
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'Astern are said (O be ftericxlic comets. As they

Vornc near the Sun. they whip around it at

enormous speeds and shoot away from the

Surt, with their tails pointing ahead.

Hie periodic comets arc divided into two

categories, the short period group and the

long period group. Hie short period group

lias periods or less titan 200 years each. The

long period groups have periods going up to

thousands of years.

Halley's Coma, named after the English

astronomer Edmund Halley, reappears every

763 years The Great Comet of 1811 comes

hack once in 3000 years, the comet of 18-14 in

something more than 100,000 years while die

comet of 1864 takes as much as 2,800,000 yea:

to return.

It is estimated that the solar system m:

contain as many as 300,000 comets. But mo
of these stay at home, so to speak. Only vei

few comets stir out into interplanetary sps<

and move around the Sun. Till 1974, aecordir

to an official catalogue, starting with Hailes

Comet in 87 B.G, 611 comets were reporte

Out of these, 513 are long period comets at

the remaining 98 are of short period. Sixty-ft

of these have been sighted more than on

since they were noticed first. The most ft

quent visitor Is Enckc, first seen in 1786.

period Is so short (33 years) that it h

returned 65 times since then.

SPACE EXPLORATION
Spare exploration Is almost three decades

old now. It started with Russia's 'Sputnik' and
America's 'Explorer' Man reached Moon in

1969 to walk on lunar soil. Then came the

Sparc Stations called the 'Skylah' and the

;hut' Man learned to walk in space without

ers and retrieve and repair lost satellites.

pace teasel lets opened up a new dimen-
.xi in man's study of the Universe. Astronom-

ers can now photograph in close-up the Moon
and planets which 20 years ago they could
only see dimly through the dense blanket of

the Earth's atmosphere. Even though ohserva-

torira leave Ixwn established on mountains

2 <»•! m (6,600 (tl or more in height astn>

comers on Earth are srill lumperetl by the

blurting and filtering effect of the atmosphere
the. remains a! xivc the mountains Only by
going Into space can they achieve tlie clearest

view of the sky, ami also detea radiations,

«u<'h as X-rays and ultra violet light, that arc
Mocked by the highest levels of die atmos
plitrrr.

Because space satellites make it possible to
detect radiation from outer space at

wavelengths fomterly out of range, astronomy
is undergoing a revolution similar to that

wbi : h followed die invention of the telescope
M. t spectacular of the new objects Ix-ing

wwlied are the puking, bursting, and erupting
sources plwcnin) try X-ray satellites, caused as

m.rter pours from ordinary stars on to small,

compressed Sanron S:;m or, in some cases.

Iliad: Mcs. orbiting them.

The Space age began on Oaober 4, 19'

when Russia launched Spuntd: 1 into orl

and this was followed a month later hy Spittr

2 which carried the dog talLa Measuretut

of die animal’s heartbeats, temperature a

other reaaions, radioed to Earth, suggest

that human 1icings might also survive p
longed periods in space.

The first US satellite. Explorer 1, did I

follow until January 31, 1958. but its Iasi

mews made the first maior discovery of i

space age - tbe Van Allen radiation lx
around die Eanh, where electroas and p
tons from the Sun arc trapped by the Eart

magnetic field. Soon after, prolxrs were sent

explore the Moon and planets, and on the v
they detected the Solar Wind of sub-ator

particles streaming from the Sun.

Mankind's first look at the Moon's far s

came with the pictures from the Russian Iji

.i in Oaolxtr 1959 The l'S Mariner 2 in 1!

flew p.vt Venus, confirming lxwh its h
temperature and the reverse direction of
rotation whicii had liecn suspeaed lay art

winters In 1965, Mariner4 sent liack rema
able photographs revealing craters on M.
Tlie work of the early space prolxts has lx.

extended and improved by liter planet
explorers, culminating in remote-control!
landings on the Moon, Venus and Mar, - I

Iart In a search for die possibility of life
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Ariane Puts Europe Back in Lead
The successful launching of an Ariane-3

rocket in September 1987, put Europe
back in the lead of the lucrative commer-
cial space market.

‘We're all wearing smiles,” said Frederic

d'Allest, president of Arianespace, the com-
mercial arm of the European Space Agen-

cy. “A failure would have been a heavy

blow."

The rocket, grounded for 16 months
after two successive failures, placed a

European and an Australian communica-
tions satelite into orbit about 20 minutes

after lift off at 0045 GMT on"September 16

•from a launching pad in Kourou, French

Guiana.

The fiery exhaust from the 160 foot

(49-metre) high, 240-ton Ariane bright-

ened the evening sky over the humid
savanna between the jungle and the Atlan-

tic Ocean, where the 13-nation European
Space Agency' has its launching base just

north of the equator on the northeast

shoulder of South America.

The performance of the Ariane mission

puts Arianespace in a position of world
leadership in delivering commercial
payloads to orbit. Arianespace, founded in

1980, promotes itself as the “world’s first

commercial space transport company."
Since the loss of the space shuttle

Oxtllmger last year, the United States has

been without a commercial launching

capacity. Since then, the Reagan adminis-

tration has barred NASA from soliciting

commercial customers for the shuttle,

which Ls not expected to begin flying again

before next June at the earliest.

Close to the heel, die United States used
unmanned Delta rockets to loft a few
medium-weight military payloads, and the

U.S. Air Force aggressively moved to order

dozens of new Titan rockets. But none of
these rockets will be available for commer-
cial use.

Of die present contracts, 21 are for

European satellites, both for commercial
customers and for the European Space
Agency's sceince missions. Nine are for

launchings of American private satellites,

mainly communications satellites. Other

customers include communications orga-

nizations, Canada, Aastralia. India and

japan
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SPACE FIRSTS

H Fin? man to propound the space flight

irtv», Sir Issac Newton (16(2-1727) in his

tx>ak ‘Msihcmatical Principles of Natural

Philosophy'.

• First artificial Satellite put into orbit: USSR's

Sputruk* (Telkw Traveller'), launched on

October 4, 1957 and weighing 83-6 kg, it

attained an altitude of 22859 km at a

velocity of 28565 knVli.

0 First SDnned Satellite: USSR's Co!. Yuri

Gagarin tool: off in a 4 65-ton space vehicle

Vostok' FEast*) on April 12, 1961 to com-

plete a single orbit of die Earth In 8934

Mins

0 RrM "Oman in Space. USSR's Lt. Col.

Valentina Tereshkova went to space in

VomoSc (>' on June 16, 1963 Site completed

45 orbits in 2 dx.c, 22 hr. 42 min. Svctlna

Savitskaya of USSR Isccame the 2nd woman
on Aug 19. 19R2 and Sally Ride of U S. the

. 3rd "oman on 18 June, 1983.

0 First 15'alk' In space: Astronaut Edward it

\Th::c floated free outside the space vthi-

cfe, 'Gemini 15", for 21 minutes on June 3,

1965

0 First Indian to reach space: St) Idr, Rakcsh
Sturrru In joint Indo-Soviet flight on 3rd
April 193-1

Profies arc now swooping closer to the Sun
dun ever ltcfotc to study yihr aaivity, wfiile

cthat are pushing tlie boundaries of exptora-
t> :n oat \o]upi:cr and beyond. Plans are being
made to intercept one of dx»se ghostly

wanderers t>f tlie solar system, the comets.
Manned Missions account for only 3a; oftlie

2.4CO or so spacecrafts "filch were bundled
itt die first 23 years of dvr space age. Tlie first

man to 1vr bunched into space was the Russian
td (Tcteanrt "bo orbited tlie Earth once on

'Sttif 12, 1961. later Russian cosmonauts.
Including tlie first space woman, Valentina
Ti-r-.’ifsvo, (June 16, 1963) "ere able to stay

in othtt for up to five rfr,-s

American aeronauts nude twee modest
fiiglitt in dieir smallerMercury spacecraft, but
in 1965 began die series of two man Gemini
flights that overtook the Russian lead in die
spoor race. Tlie team of astronauts In die

Gemini programme practised rendezvous

manoeuvres, docking procedures and space

walks in preparation for die coming Apollo

missions to the Moon.

In a Gemini capsule the astronauts h3d less

space than in the front of a small car. The

three-man Apollo, however, was relatively

roomy, with sufficient space for the crew to

move about and men to stand upright. The

vital part of Apollo so far as landing on the

Moon was concerned was the four-legged

Umar Module, in which two men touched

down on the Moon. Thefirst Moot: landing, by

Kei!Armstrong andEdwin Aldrinfrom Apollo

11, took place on 21 July, 1969-

A total of 1 2 Americans walked on die Moon

during the Apollo programme, bringing back

380 kg of rocks and soil. These samples from

the Moon, along widi scientific measurements

made on the surface and from tlie orbiting

mother craft, have helped scientists to piece

together a detailed picture of our nearest

neighbour in space.

Although no more Moon trips arc currently

planned, men will eventually return to die

Moon, probably setting up small scientific

bases like those in Antarctica, from which

geologists will continue their study of the

Moon and astronomers will observe die sky.

Such ’colonies' might also mine die Moon's

crust for minerals.

Eventually, a mannedfliglx to Mars may be

planned, although not before die beginning of

the next century. A round-trip to Mars would
take a year or more, and would probably be

undertakien by a crew of six, flying in two
spacecrafts. Possibly the Mars flight will be a

)oint venture, uidi cost and construction

slured between two or more natloas, in die

same way that tlx: USA and Russia worked
together to achieve the Apollo-Sayuz link-up

in July 1975-

In die Sty lah sptKC station, and its smaller
Russian counterpart called Salyul, astronauts
love Iiegun to extend the surveys of Earth

resources and astronomical observations be-

gun by satellites. The three Skylab crews, each
of three men, brought back a total of 72 to
(45 mites) of magnetic tape logging in-

strumental results, 46,000 Earth resources
pictures, and 175,000 images of die Sun taken

through die special Skylab solar telescope*

Space stations allow scientists and engineer*
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After Concorde a Super-Concorde

The Concorde

The Concorde jet, dismissed until re-

cently as a technological Dodo, is starting

to look like the herald of a brighter future

for supersonic air travel.

The Concorde is proving to be a modest
commercial success for the two airlines

that operate it And, in the nondescript

office block at the Toulouse airport where
the original Concorde project took shape
in collaboration with British designers, a
successor generation of faster-than-sound

aircraft is seen as a possibility for the 21st

century.

In the United States, the Orient Express

program to develop a national aerospace
plane to link America and Asia at hyperso-
nic speed is under way with strong pres-

idential backing
In. Toulouse, Aerospatiale, the state-

owned company that built the Concorde
with British Aerospace, has drawn up plans

for a bigger super-Concorde, and it is

carrying out research on a much faster

"Avion a Grande Vitesse" or AGV, that

could in theory be in service in the first

quarter of the next century'.

British Aerospace is also working on
plans for a hypersonic reusable space
vehicle, code-named Hotol, that could be
developed into a passenger aircraft.

Aerospatiale engineers say the sleek

100passenger Concorde, which can fly at

1350 miles an hour, more than twice the
speed of sound, was an idea that may have
come before its time. “You have to remem-
ber it was designed around the time of the
Boeing 707", said Jean Marqueze-Pouey,
the head of Aerospatiale’s advance re-
search department.

The Super-Concorde

Although, if built today, its take-off

weight could be reduced by a third, to 120

tons, and its powerful engine roar muted

to meet subsonic noise regulations, the

original Concorde—designed in 1962 and

in service since January 1976-“is still a

very modem aircraft," Mr. Marqueze-Pouey

said.

Looking 10 years ahead-the time

needed to develop new variable cycle

engines— it would be possible to build a

longer-range and quieter second-genera-

tion Concorde that would carry twice as

many passengers as the existing version,

Mr. Marqueze-Pouey said, yet be no more
expensive to operate than Aerospatiale’s

310 series Airbus now in Operation-

Designers on both sides of the Atlantic

are looking beyond the supersonic genera-

tion to a new breed of global hypersonic

aircraft that would have enough range and

speed to link major population centers in

America, Europe and Asia within a couple

of hours.

The Orient Express concept being ex-

plored by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration and the Defense

Department, for example, could cut flight

time from Washington to Tokyo from 13

hours to perhaps two.
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lake adwtntacc of the conditions of weigh-

and total vacuum when developing

aw manufacturing processes. Without gravin',

it example, perfect crystals can be grown of

uteruK for electronic components such as

artsbtors Materials ilia: do not mix under

rovin', for example oil and water, form a

erfect blend in weightlessness.

Metals can therefore Ik- fused, then cooled

n;i Vjlidified to make new alloys unattainable

:: Earth Space conditions can also Ixr used to

iroducc ultra-pure chemicals such as vac-

incs, or make possible studies of cell growth

Ita! mat' throw new light on biological mal-

ar,cm *ris such as cancer.

Before the promising applications of space

•an Ixr fully exploited, the cost of space

aunclies must lx- brought down. This has

x-en the Incentive for the development in the

: :sa o? a new transportation sdteme called the

’iptceiHtnh' The Shunle’s main component is

a re usable spacecraft, the Orbiter, which is

I mm'hcd (ty means of rockets hut can glide

hack to Earth like an aircraft, landing on a

runway

The winged Shuttle Othitcr is the st/e of a

modern jetliner, with a cargo hay 18 3 m f60
ft ) long and 4 6 tn ( 1 5 ft ) wide which can carry

up to 29A tonnes into orbit, Tite shuttle can

therefore launch several satellites at a time,

and bring txhers back to Earth, if necessary,

for repairs

Radi Shuttle Orbiter will he re used up to

100 times largely replacing conventional rock-

ers which can lx used once only. 1: is hoped
that the Shuttle's rc usability will bring down
tite an of space missions by alxtut 90%. The
Shuttle Orbi’er's first test (light Into orbit, with
a crew of two, took place Successfullv in April,

J9M

The fust Spaa: Shuttle ‘Columbia’ reached
orbit on April 12, lug] . the 20th anniversary
of man's maiden trip to Space. Shuttles Col-
umbia, Challenger, Discovery and Aihitns
.v-.btr.vd many hots in space exploration and
nmorih S.hurde CJuIlenger' took Sally Ride,
the flrv t ' S woman, to space onjuric 1 8. 1

983

'

The first night flight, hunched on August 30,
IfKh carried also America's het Mark, Cuion
S Bkteford. w!.<, performed space exercises
under the eye of Space Flwstcun William
Th rmtivt. aged 5-t, the oldest astronaut to
make a spare journey

Atlantis, the fourth and final member of the

NASA's Shuttle fleet was launched on October

3, 1985. It deploved two Ixamb-shielded,

jam-proof Air ForceCommunicntion Satellites.

In Novemlxr 19S4 Shuttle succeeded in

retrieving two malfunaioning Satellites, name-

ly Palpa R-2 and Westar-6. These Satellites

could lie used again. Shuttle made successful

retrieval and repair of Satellite Solar Max in

April. 198-S. For this historic feat astronauts had

to get out of the Spacecraft and ‘walk in space

for as long as 6 hours and 44 minutes.

Tite American space programme re-

ceived a set back onJanuary 29, 1986 when
their Space Shuttle Qxillcttgcr exploded in

mid-air, 75 seconds after lift off. The crew

— six astronauts and a woman school

teacher named Christa Mcauliff— all died.

America was shocked into disbelief that

their space programme was so ill-con-

ccivcd. After 25 years of space exploration

and 55 missions, the U.S. faced space

history’s worst disaster. With so many safety

devices built into the 1.2 billion dollar

spacecraft and repeatedly tested during the

previous 24 successful flights of the shuttle

in five years, it was beyond imagination tlwt

something would go wrong with the boos-
ter rocket.

This was precisely what happened when
the ghastly tragedy took place. Tite seven
astronauts were promptly declared “nation-
al heroes". In the aftermath the NASA itself

was overhauled. Vice-Admiral Richard Tru-
ly, astronaut for 14 years, replaced Mr. Jesse
Moore as Director of tite Shuttle prog-
ramme.

Challenger tragedy was a set back not
only for the U.S., but also for many otiter

countries including India which had prog-
rammed multi-purpose satellites to be laun-
ched by the US shuttles. President Reagan
ordered to build a new shuttle.

Meanwhile the Soviet Union went further
ahead with her spectacular spaccfeat. On
February 20, 1986 it bunched a new orbital

space station called Mir (peace) descritxd
as

p
third generation space laboratory from

Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. ft

joined the Sahtt-7 space station tltax h»'
lx-cn in orbit around the Earth since April

1982
>

‘Mir’ is a multi-modular station which can

i
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rommodate six spacecrafts ai the same
te. Two Soviet cosmonauts were laun-

ed to space on Soyuz T-15 on March 13,

86 for a rendezvous with ‘Mir’. The craft

eked with the space station the next day.

r the first time in Sonet space history, the
tire launch was televised live throughout
2 world.

The Salut crew, Leonid Kizim and Vlad-

ir Solovyov, conducted several experi-

ents including flying from one space
ttion to another. They flew to Salut-7 from
ir, spent 50 days on board and flew back
iccessftilly.

Both the Soviet stations have orbits on
e same plane some 3000 km apart but the

lUttie takes more time than a trip either

ay with earth because the space ship

uses the laws of die celestial mecha-
cs—changes orbits—for the shuttle in

lanoeuvres designed to save fuel.

Salyut-7 is in the near-earth orbit for four

tar's during two of which it has been
lanned by nine crews including an Indian

id a French cosmonaut.
Both the Soviet cosmonauts returned to

Earth on July 16 after spending 125 day. in

space.

Cosmonaut Yuri Poin.ui'-iiko o-i a i.p.in-

endurance record after h" '-tid'd by, yp),
week aboard space .'.ration Mir tr, i tj'i'/bv 2,

1987. The earlier record of 237 day, v,o-, yf )//

compatriots Ktzirn, Solovyov and /if'// j/im
The European conv/niutn, r.blna, Jap-.ni,

India 2nd Brazil are also going v/M,
their space prr^rasjrnen.

Tne European .'vp-cce /.g.er/.y, an ji

country con'/,";cm isad 2 vpW ‘/ or, //a/

30, 1986 when r,be r/v/t /-/',>/>•<

after take off from Kvrov. frevh 'r.xrs.

carrying with r. a relevccr . ."•/an.'/',

lite. However, fhev mad-: a e/v: .vs/:/ 'ey

successfully la-jr.C'.rrg -v.o a-

tion satellites by ore rocke' v /—
15, 1987 from the -es.cv; -'..•re

China is look:.'.? .(v e-y.' 0/
for a launch progrzrr.r.v:— br

accepted so far—add a .'.tp-, -c-ro-er ;

on the drawing-board
(India's Space Programme >,-* ib-cs-

ixx

fHE EARTH
The earliest systematic theory of the Earth

'•as the geocentric (geo=Earth) theoty.

iccording to this theoty, the Earth is the
inmoving centre of the universe, round which
he Sun and the stars and all other heavenly
xxiies revolve.

One of the earliest proponents of this

ftcory was Euodoxius of Cnidos, circa/Halies)
J60 B.C. Many Greek philosophers disagreed
svith this view. Aristarchus of Samos (319-230
B.C), for example, held that “the fixed stars
3nd the Sun remained unmoved, that the Earth
revolved round the Sun on the circumference

?rc^C
’ t^le Sun King at the centre of the

orbit . However, the ideas of Aristarchus and
others like him never gained currer/r/.

The final formulation of the theoev was
made by Claudius Ptolemy, a Greek zstres/sm-
er of Alexandria. He brouhg: out an errexfo-
paedic work on astronomy in aiyxr 14-5 A-E>
TOs tvotk, later known by its evctracred
Arabic name Almagest, remained the 2:bie of
astronomy for another 1400 vear-f C'sJr'i'

back, it seems incredible dear : i '/’.w.;-.:

theory should have ruled Sv' v, in/a 1 ime
Actually the theory er.vy.ed d'.r: r.rs-.e r-

because it had two arrracr.ve feature: ?
:r-r .?•

agreed with the apparer.r /'r.r,r reii , rrxs-

ments of the heavenly bodies 7--.it ttd-.i'ed

the popular minds Second, it flattered r.-.ar.

<

vanity to think that hi', abode-dee Earn*. - "-'it

the centrepiece of the universe

77k- hell/jccninr. ihczty ff.mfoc-e.r, , sc ft"--

advanced by Micobus bbdpe'.oM/ M-Md

1943), a Polish ar/ror.nrder, berm >.'<•/-

1

-V

his Latinised nacre Cdperr.Y:,c ir. I'Ai.

r.icuc f/.-biished 2 hoe* Ac
Orf/iww f/s;Ur.::urr. he fv/b to vr

theory rise she s-c wk ie
tmr/erte and mar ie Earcs andwm '

revolved rc/r.cd it, 'C’- rc/.e Gccer :r-r

middle of ail dv-e-lc ieir:

'

bin rrrxr besndbi sssc*- £?'/*•

'

'
'

, any odter cr d-rrv-^t, ;

v-herde st-esn. slknais®

Crve? Me/ Sc«3ft' -

, r<r*os--"
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SPINNING OUT
Our Earth is a seasoned traveller. Au-

tumn coots into uinter and spring warms

up tosummeras tiejourney uitb Ok globe

on its year-tony circuit of the Sun. And tt

all Ixipfiens because tlx whirling Earth

doesn't stand up straight.

Imagine its orbit as tlx edge ofcm oral

table, ttilh tlxSun as tlx centrepiece, tilea
cockeyed top, tlx Earth spins around tlx

table edge, leaning at an angle of23’h°

'X'ttlxntt Oxit tilt, tie would Ixttv no sea-

sons. Eray day and every night would he
J2 ixntrs tong, no matter uixre you hied

or ttlxit month it lias.

VCIxm a fxrsan in Kansas squints up at

Ox Sun in June, lx se>s it passing nearly

or erixad, since Ox North hole is tixit tilted

fouani Ox Sun No wonder lx tno/is his

brute; Ox nut's rays are hitting Kansas
almost straight-on h makes little difference

Oxtltlx Earth is beginning to suingfarOxr
awayfrom Ox- sun tn its oblong orbit tlx-

Sun mdiahs energy, but not in Oxform of
Ixat. sunlight only produces Ix-ar wbett it

strikes something it can Vgo through, like a
rrxui or a roof or a sunlxidxr's skin

THE SEASONS
7o seebotr this happens, go to a u-indou

and bold your Ixmd in Ox simfigh,

coming through Ox glass. Tex! tlx warmth :

Note feel Ox glass. It's cold because Ox
sunlight passes right through it.

Another reason summer is tvamicr i

that Ox days are huger tlxnt Ox nights

Vx dark then carets more ofOx Somber?

Hemisphere than of Ox Northern. Direc,

sunlight, long days — Oxtt's summer!
Note it ’s December, andOxNorth Pole i

tiltedawayfront tlx Sun. Andso is Kansas
Tlx Sun’s rays now strike at an angle am
much ofOx Ixat is lost. And night's black

skullcap Ixts shifted northward, gitirtg Ox
Sun less lime to Harm things up. I.oni

nights, a cool Sun tow in Ox southern sky

— that's tiinter!

tn Australia Ox seasons are just Ox
opposite:folks there sircar ttbile people it.

Ox NorOxm Hemisplxre shiver. In Ox
tropics, on a uidc Ixlt Oxit straddles Ox
Ecpiator, Ox wedtberslays warm allyear -

and often getsi-cry Ixt. Hut atOxpoles. Ox
Sun's angle is always low - thus Ox ia
caps

:—-Tomperaro icr.e.
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;rse, others its mind, others again its Earth Data

:e all other astronomers of the day,

imicus believed that the solar system was
valent to the universe. This was a mistake

h was corrected only in recent times. He
also mistaken in assigning circular orbits

ie planets. This mistake was corrected by

German astronomer Johannes Kepler

1-1630) in 1609. For the rest, the Copemi-

theory was sound and unassailable.

evertheless, the theory faced stormy

ther. For the better part of a century

utation went on between the Copemicans

the Ptolemians, with the Copemicans
aining on the defensive. Even the Danish

onomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), the

st celebrated astronomer of the times,

cted the heliocentric concept. It was left to

Italian astronomer, Galileo Galilei (1564-

2) to save the Copemican theory from
nction. Galileo fought a lifelong battle in

ence of the Copemican theory. Before he
d he had the satisfaction of knowing that

tide had turned and that the Ptolemians

re on retreat

iir issac Newton (1642-1726) dealt the last

w at the geocentric theory. He formulated
law of gravitation and correlated ir with his

s of motion. His book Pbilosopbiae Naiur-
is Principia Mathematica (known shortly as
rtcipia) marks a turning point in the history-

astronomical thought
Modem theories on the formation of the
nil and other planets are ofcourse based on
i Copemican theory. In 1749, the French
turalist Comte de Bufton argued that the
metary system originated as the result of a
llision between the Sun and a comet that
me out from the depths ofspace. In 1775 the
-fman philosopher -Immanuel Kant adv-
ced what has since been known as the
ibuiar hypothesis. He suggested that the
inh and the other planers were condensed
om a rotating nebula of gg.-, centred in the
in (solar nebula ). Toe French rradvemarician
arquis de Laplace ;up-pored the nebular
tpothesis in 1795 Around Yff) cwo A.mer-
an astronomers, T.C Chamberlin zrai F P.
loulton, offered an altered verr-lor, ofSufiorfi

!^
r
;, P1? z star <not a comet/

issed by the Sun and drew or mar-ensl
later condensed

Ncitlter Buffo*fed

196.950.000 sq. miles

57,510,000

139.440.000

24,902 miles

Superficial area

Land surface

Water surface

Equatorial

circumference

Polar

circumference

Equatorial diameter

Equatorial radius

Mean distance

from the Sun
Time of Rotation

on its own axis

Period of Revolution

round the Sun
Inclination of the axis to

the plane of the ecliptic VJ'TT

Speed of Rockets (that is, velocity required to

counter earth’s gravity and to rise up into the

atmosphere)- A minimum of 8 km (5 mile-.)

per second.

Escape Velocity (that is, speed necessary to

break away from the eanh into outer .space; ! 1

km (7 miles) per second

24,860

7926.7

3,963,34

92,857,000*

23 hrs. 56 min. 4.09 rate

365 days 5 hrs. 48

min. 45.51 1/:(,

* Thts Is ffff Ystruft » teror/vr. Of..? t-tl

lin and Moulton could hold out for long. Bet

Kant’s hypothesis received further support In

1943 the German scientist von Weizacber

came out with a restatement of the nebular

hypothesis He was supported byfe America.-,

astronomer Kitpier. They argued thsr the

entire solar system originated from a rrzvc"

wheeling cloud of gas and dra .some 6 ho. .-or.

years ago. The central mass of dels roar.r.a dry

of gas formed the Sum Beeauvr of hs feme
pressure and rsmperanrrc. doe f.en p'odvo d

lighg hear and other radian-one Vro.gh w-
lear reaction. The dcod: on do:

the central mass I'Ser./ coederned to
"0 .. •

<*

other oeseoitl bodes o* nor y.*-«r

ofwhim are befd oosrfvr f-v ff*

gravrrariooa! pm. of the
' Toe age of me card:

scecttlarmn t— '•’try recur'

played a
‘

; ramrally, ri

ar. old tor.'

pra-rdcec

'20
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Irish bishop, Janies Ussher, set out to fix the

exact age. He calculated on the basis of the

Bible that the Earth was created on Sunday, the

23rd October, at 9 am in the year.4004 B.C.

It was only about 200 years ago, tliat

scientific enquiries were started by geologists.

According to dicir deduaions, based on the

study of rocks, the age of the Earth is estimated

to lie around 4600 million (4.6 billion! years.

Our knowledge of the internal structure of

the Earth is derived from studies of earth-

quakes. The shock waves sent out by an

earthquake indicate the physical nature of the

regions through which they pass. These stu-

dies show dial the centre of the Earth is a solid

core-die Inner Con.-. The density of this core is

about 13 R to die cubic centimetre. The Inner

Core is about 1300 km thick and is surrounded

by an Outer Core of around 2080 km. The

Outer Core appears to be molten.

The Outer Core is surrounded by the

Mantle which has a thickness of around 2900

km. The Mantle is topped by the crust of the

Eardi, which varies widely in ihickness-from

12 to 60 km At the centre or die Inner Core,

that is at a depth of some 6370 km temperature

i up to some 4000”C and pressure readies
>

"

’rfy 4 million atmospheres
Tile mantle is important in many ways It

ccoums for nearly half the radius of the Eardt

(2900 km), 83 per cent of its volume and 67
per cent of its mass The dynamic processes
which determine the movements of the crust

plates are powered try the mantle
Starting at an average depth of from 45 to 56

fan below the top surface of the Earth, the
mantle continues to a dcpdi of 2900 km where
u joins the outer core. Ttie mantle is a shell of
red hot rock and separates die Earth's metallic
and partly melted core (troth the inner and die
outer tores) from die cooler rocks of the

LITHOSPHERE
The lithci-pberc ls the top crust of the earth

on which tnir continents and ocean basins
rest. 1: is thickest in the continental regions
w here it has an average thickness of 40km and
thinnest in tire oceans where it may have a
maximum thickness of 10 to 12 Ian. it consti-
tutes afwut 1 per cent of the Earth's volume
and 0 4 j>er cent of its miss.
Though Ore litlypspliere technically includes

Earth's crust It is composed of silicate n

als rich in magnesium and iron. The den

the mande increases with depth from

3.5 grams per cubic centimetre to aroui

grams, near die outer core.

The upper portion of die mantle, aboi

km thick, is called the Ast)xrto$p)xrc. He
rocks are partially melted, with thin fil

liquid distributed between the mineral y

The red ho: nature of the lower mam!
the partially melted nature of die

mantle (asdicnosphere) combine to ma
whole mantle plastic or yielding. It is c

plastic base that the top crust of the

(consisting of oceans and continents) th:

say, the lithosphere, rests. The lithospf

distinguished from the asthenosphere I

fact tliar it is cooler and therefore more

The crust of the earth which toj

lithosphere virtually floats on the asd

phere. Like odier floating bodies die

seeks an equilibrium riding deeperwhe
heavier and rising higher where it is 1

The mountains on die crust have deep r<

light material to support them and wh
load on any part of the crust changt

surface responds by rising or sinki

restore the equilibrium.

The outer surface of the eardi is dividi

four spheres. 1. Utbospfxxv means the
top crust ofthe earth and includes not o
land surface but also die ocean fle

Hydrosphere is the water surface whi
eludes the oceans, lakes and
3. Aimosp!>ere is the blanket of a
envelops the earth. U covers both th
surface and the water surface. 4. Biosp
the sphere of life which spreads over
direc other spheres, lithosphere, hydro
and atmosphere.

both die land mass and die ocean fla

often used to indicate only die land i

Regarded thus, the lithosphere fom
3'10 of die total surface of the Earth. 1
7/10 is taken up by die oceans.
As we see it today, the topmost poi

the land surface is sand and soil excepi
rocky outcrops show. All the sand and r
die soil that we see have derived front
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Plate Tectonics
Tlx discoveries of the sixties, supporting

the theory' ofContinental Drift, have given
birth to a tteiv concept of geology- Plate

tectonics. Tectonics simply means thestudy

of rock structures involved in earth

movemnts. Plate tectonics deals until such

structures as are in theform ofplates. The

concept has revolutionised the study of
geology in thesame way as the Copemican
theory has reiolutionised the science of
astronomy. Tire Copemican theory en-

taileda radical change in our ideas ofthe
Earth and the solar system. Plate tectonics

has ivorked a simitar revolution in our

.
conception ofthe Earth itself. It hasproved
that tlx Earth is not static but dynamic, so

dynamic that it can rightly be described as

’alive and kicking.’

Vx theory ofContinental Drift assumes
that tlx continents plough through tlx

oceans like massive blips. Plate Tectonics

tells its that it is not only the continents that

are in motion, but tlx oceans as uell. This

is so, Ixcause the lop crust of the Earth is

not (as tee bate thought) an unbroken
slxll ofgranite and basalt, but a mosaic of
several rigid segments, calledplates. These

plates include nor only the earth’s solid

upjxir crust, but also parts of the denser
mantle below. They hate an average
thickness of 100 km (60 miles). Tlxyfloiit

on tlx plastic upper mantle of the Earth,

called Asthcnosphcre, and carry the conti-

nents and oceans on tlxir backs like

mammoth rafts.

All these plates are in constant motion
rclntiiv to one another. One source of
confusion in distinguishing hetuven con-
tinental drift and plate tectonics is tlx

assumption that continents andplates are

synonymous They arc not. Continents
form only a fKirt of tlx -plates, tlx sur-

rounding oceansform tlx rest oftlxplates
Ttx continents alone do not drift or mot e.

It is tlx plates containing hath continents
and oceans that move. So itv now talk oj
plate movements instead of continental
drift.

rocks. The rocks themselves were originally

formed from the molten magma, which
erupted from the interior of the earth. Power-
ful earth movements have heaved up some of
the rocks to the top surface, where they are

exposed to climatic influences. Tire process by
which rocks are broken down into sand is

known as 'weathering'. Many factors operate to

weather down the rocks, of which the most
important is 'weather' itself.

When rocks heated hot by the Sun are

suddenly cooled by rain they crack. When the

process goes on for thousands of years big

rock formations crumble down as sand. Simi-

larly frost can break down rocks. Water caught

in the crevices of rocks turns to ice in winter

conditions and expands. This pressure often

cleaves rocks. These and other conditions

have combined to produce the land forma-

tions that we see today.

The contours of the landscape are largely-

conditioned by the rocky substructure of the

lithosphere. Geologically speaking, all mate-

rials that make up the crust of the Earth are

rocks, whether they are big granite boulders,

combustible coal, soft cl3y or loose fragments

of gravel or sand. Rocks which form the

substructure of the lithosphere may be broad-

ly grouped into three classes- 1. Igneous rocks,

2 Sedimentary> rocks, and 3 Mctamorphic

rocks

Igneous rocks are formed our of the molten

magma from the interior of the earth. Ninety-

five per cent of the earth's crust is made up of

these rocks. Three types of igneous rocks may-

be noticed here, Granite, Basalt and Volcanic.

Granite is the major rock in continental

formations. Basali largely occurs in ocean

beds Volcanic rocks, as the name implies, are

formed from the molten lava ejected by-

volcanoes.

Sedimentary rocks are so called because

they are formed from the sediments deposited

in the ocean beds. They comprise only 5 per

cent of the Earth's crust but cover about 75 per

cent of the land surface Sedimentary rocks

though not important structurally arc impor-

tant economically, h is from these rocks that

wc get our coal, oil end some valuan.e

minerals. Sedimentary rocks are mainly made-

up of the weathered remains of igneous rocks

but thev aLso contain much organic matter

formed ’ from the remains of microscopic

marine organisms, dead wood and txncr
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Irish bishop, James Ussher, set our to fix the

exaa age. He calculated on the basis of the

Bible that the Earth w3s created on Sunday, the

•73rd Oaober, at 9 a.m in the year.4004 B.C

h was only about 200 years ago. that

scientific enquiries were sorted by geologists.

According to their deductions, based on die

studv of rocks, the age of the Earth is estimated

to be around -1600 million (4.6 billion) years.

Our knowledge ofthe internal structure of

the Earth is derived from studies of earth-

quakes. Tlte shock waves sent out by an

earthquake indicate the physical nature of the

regions through which they pass. These stu-

dies sliow tliai the centre of the Earth Is a solid

cote die ImtcrCorc. The density of this core is

about 13 g to the cubic centimetre. The Inner

Core is about 1300 km thick and is surrounded

bv an Outer Core of around 20&0 km. The

Outer Core appears to be molten.

The Outer Core is surrounded by the

Mamie which has a thickness of around 2900

kin. The Mantle is topped by the crust of the

Earth, which varies widely m thickness-from

12 to 60 km At the centre or die inner Core,

dtat Is a: a depth of some 6370 km temperature

<es up to some -KXXfC and pressure reaches
'

!>• 4 million atmospheres

fhe mantle is important in many ways It

..counts for nearly half the radius of the Earth

(2900 km), 63 per cent of its volume and 67
per cent of its mass The dynamic processes
which determine the movements of the crust

plates are powered by the mantle.

Starting at an average depth of from 45 to 56
.
km below the top surface of the Earth, die
mantle continues to a depth of 2900 km where
it loins the outer core Tlte mantle is a shell of
red hot rock and separates the Earth's metallic

and partly melted core (both the inner and the
outer cutes) from the cooler rocks of the

LITHOSPHERE
The lithosphere the top crust of the earth

on which our comments and ocean basins
res: ii is thickest in die continental regions
where It fas an average thickness of40km and
thinnest in the oceans where it may haw a

nmimum diickness of 10 to 12 km. ii consti-
ruies about I per cent of the Earth's volume
and 04 per cent of its mass.
Hsough live lidiosphcre technically includes

Earth's crust, it is composed of silicate m
als rich in magnesium and iron. The dens

the mande increases with depth from a

3.5 grams per cubic centimetre to aroun

grams, near die outer core.

The upper portion of the mande, abou

km thick, is called the Ast!xmo$pl)av. Her

rocks are partially melted, with thin Filr

liquid distributed between the mineral gi

The red hot nature of the lower mantle

the partially melted nature of the 1

mantle (asthenosphere) combine to mak
whole mande plastic or yielding. It is 01

plastic base that the top crust of the

(consisting of oceans and continents) thai

say, the lithosphere, rests. The lithospht

distinguished from the asthenosphere b

fact that it is cooler and therefore more

The crust of the earth which top:

lithosphere virtually floats on the asth

phere. Like other floating bodies the

seeks an equilibrium riding deeper whet
heavier and rising higher where it is Ii]

The mountains on die crust have deep ro

light material to support them and whe
load on any part of the crust change
surface responds by rising or sinkir

restore the equilibrium.

The outer surface ofthe earth is divide

four spheres. 1. lit/xxpbcrc means the <

top crust of the earth and includes not on
land surface but also the ocean floe

Hydrosphere is the water surface whit
dudes the oceans, lakes and r

3- Aimospfxrv is the blanket of aii

envelops the earth. It covers both the
surface and the water surface. 4. Eiaspb
die sphere of life which spreads over c

diree other spheres, lithosphere, hydros
and atmosphere.

both the land mass and the ocean floe

often used to indicate only the land si

Regarded dius, the lithosphere form:
3‘10 of die total surface of dte Earth. T!
7/10 is taken up by die oceans.

As we see it today, the topmost port
die bnd surface is sand and soil except
rocky outcrops show. All the sand and ro
the soil dtat we see liave derived from a
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Plate Tectonics

Tlx discoveries of the sixties, supporting

the theory of Continental Drift, bate given

birth to a netv concept of geology- Plate

tectonics. Tectonics simply means thestudy

of rock structures involved in earth

movemnts. Plate tectonics deals with such

structures as are in theform ofplates. The

concept has revolutionised the study of

geology in thesame way as the Copemican
tl>eory has revolutionised the science of
astronomy. The Copemican theory en-

tailed a radical change in our ideas of the

Earth and the solar system. Plate tectonics

has tvorked a similar revolution in our

.
conception ofthe Earth itself. It hasproved
that tlx Earth is not static hut dynamic, so

dynamic that it can rightly be described as

'alive and kicking.'

Tlte theory of Continental Drift assumes
that the continents plough through the

oceans like massive ships. Plate Tectonics

tells its that it is not only the continents that

are in motion, but the oceans as well. This

is so, because the top crust of the Earth is

not (as ire have thought) an unbroken
sfxll ofgranite and basalt, but a mosaic of
several rigid segments, called plates. These

plates include not only the earth’s solid

upper crust, hut also parts of the denser
mantle below. They hate an average
thickness of 100 km (60 miles). Theyfloat
on the plastic upper mantle of the Earth,

called Asthenosphere, and carry the conti-

nents and oceans on tlxir backs like

mammoth rafts.

All these plates arc in constant motion
rvlatnv to one another. One source of
confusion in distinguishing betwen con-
tinental drift and plate tectonics is the
assumption that continents andplates are
synonymous, Tlxy arc not. Continents
fortn only a part of the -plates, the sur-
rounding oceansform tlx rest oftheplates.
71x continents alone do not drift or moiv.
it is tlx plates containing l>oth continents
and oceans that mote. So ttv now talk oj
plate movements instead of continental
drift.

rocks. The rocks themselves were originally

formed from the molten magma, which

erupted from the interior of the earth. Power-

ful earth movements have heaved up some of

the rocks to the top surface, where they are

exposed to climatic influences. The process by

which rocks are broken down into sand is

known as 'weathering'. Many factors operate to

weather down the rocks, of which the most

important is 'weather' itself.

When rocks heated hot by the Son are

suddenly cooled by rain they crack. When the

process goes on for thousands of years big

rock formations crumble down as sand. Simi-

larly frost can break down rocks. Water caught

in the crevices of rocks turns to ice in winter

conditions and expands. This pressure often

cleaves rocks. These and other conditions

have combined to produce the land forma-

tions that we see today.

The contours of the landscape are largely

conditioned by the rocky substructure of the

lithosphere. Geologically speaking, all mate-

rials that make up the crust of the Earth are

rocks, whether they are big granite boulders,

combustible coal, soft clay or loose fragments

of gravel or sand. Rocks which form the

substructure of the lithosphere may be broad-

ly grouped into three classes- 1 . Igneous rocks,

2. Sedimentary > rocks, and 3. Metamoiphic
rocks.

Igneous rocks are formed out of the molten
magma from the interior of the earth. Ninety-

five per cent of the earth's crust is made up of
these rocks. Three types of igneous rocks may
be noticed here, Granite, Basalt and Volcanic.

Granite is the major rock in continental

formations. Basalt largely occurs in ocean
beds. Volcanic rocks, as the name implies, are
formed from the molten lava ejected by
volcanoes.

Sedimentary rocks are so called because
they are formed from the sediments deposited
in the ocean beds. They comprise only 5 per
cent of the Earth’s crust but cover about 75 per
cent of the land surface. Sedimentary rocks
though not important structurally arc impor-
tant economically. It is from these rocks that
we get our coal, oil and some valuable
minerals. Sedimentary rocks are mainly made-
up of the weathered remains of igneous rocks
but they also contain much organic matter
formed from the remains of microscopic
marine organisms, dead wood and other
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Continents

Name

Asia

Africa

N America

S. America

Europe
Ausfraliat

Antarctica

Percentage

Area of Earth's Population Highest Point

sq. miles . area Estimate in feet

Lowest Point

in feet

16088000 29.5 2316312000 Everest 29028 Dead Sea

11506000 20.0 401000000 Kilimanjaro 19340 LakeAssai

9390000 16.3 342700000 McKinley 20320 Death Valley

6795000 11.8 219000000 Aconcagua 22834 Valdes Penin

3745000 6.5 660313000 Elbrus 18510 Caspian Sea

2968000 5.2 13800000 Kosciusko 7310 LakeEyre

5500000 9.6 - Vinson Massif 16860

t AutJ.TluwWi New ZoIjkiJ, TasmanO. New Guinea and t.V radik Islands. (Miooncsun. Melanesian and Polynesian IsUr

railed Aiceraixia In v*ne Rroftuplicrs sstule some esters call K Oceania

vegetable matter. Sedimentary rocks are

formerl in horizontal layers called strata and

take millions of years to harden into rocks.

Once formed, these rocks are often rolled up

or deformed and shifted alaout by earth

movements and arc sometimes located in the

most unlikely places, the top of the Himalayas,

for instance.

Mctamorphic rocks are rrxks transformed

by the anion of intense heat or great pressure
'j or chemical anivity on rock formations in situ

’•both igneous and sedimentary rocks are liable

to lie metamorphosed Metamorphosis is often

associated with volcanic activity or the extru-

sion of molten or hot gases into pre-existing

rock formations Marble, for example, is

formed lay ilte action of intense heat on
limestone Male is formed lay the compression
of shale and mudstones
The Udvtaspherc is divided into twelve

climatic regions

We know- tftat the face of the Earth, that is, its

visitile surface has undergone radical changes

in the past. Geologists explain these cha

as the consequence of the cooling and

traction of the Earth, through thousand

years. This explanation seemed quite uni

factory to a German scientist, Alfred Weg
(1880-1930). In 1915, Wegener publish*

book TI.v Origin ofContinents and Ocea,

which he advanced a new theory, the theo

Continental Drift

Tins theory claimed that the changes li

appearance of the Earth were, in the main
to the shifting of continents. Weg
grounded his theory primarily on mo prt

es First, that the geological formation
fossil remains of the present far away c

nents showed striking similarities. Set

dun some of the continents showed
ntshingly complementary coastlines. The
coast of South America, for example, ma
the west coast of Africa so finely that

would fit together exactly, if they
brought together.

MOUNTAINS & DESERTS
Mmmulns arc conventionally divided into

four t\y>c-s. according to tlieir mode of origin

Fold mountains. fil<x"k mountains. Volcanic
mountains and Residual mountains

Told Mountains arise Ixxauso the rsxks in

them Iuse txx'n buckled and crumpled by
pressure just as a tablecloth. when pustietl

along a table, ssrmklc-i up into folds, the rocks
n! the Earth's ertut react to lateral pressure to
form folds If the pressure Is scry great, the
folds are squeezed tightlv into pleats Further

pressure will send the pleats rolling ovei

another. As the pleats roll up, high cles'J

are formed Only massive pressures like i

resulting from colliding plates cun fold

mould rwks into mountains In fact, it

out that all our big mountain systems
Ixx-n formed by colliding plates The /;

tayas rose over such a colldlng zone. S*

the Audi's (S America), the Rockies fSJ
iea) and the A//k (Europe) The Himalaya
Andes, the Rockies and the Alps are
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young mountains and are classed as netvfold
mountains. They have come into being, after

the continental drift started with the break up
of tite super continent, Pangaea.

What are called old fold mountains must
have been formed in the pre-drift era long
before the continental masses came together

to form Pangaea. Among the old fold moun-
tains are the Pennines of Europe, the Appa-
lachians of America and die Aravallis of India.

These mountains have weathered down to

stumps long ago.

Principal Peaks

Name Country Height

(ft)

Mt. Everest Nepal-Tibet 29,028
Mt.Godwin India 28,250
Kanchenjunga Nepal-India 28,280
Dhaulagiri Nepal 26,810
Nanga Parbat India 26,660
Annapurna Nepal 26,504
Nanda Devi India 25,645
Mt. Kamet India 25,447
Gurla Mandhata Tibet 25,355
Tirich Mir Pakistan 25,263
Minya Konka China 24,900
Mt. Communism USSR 24,590
Pobeda Peak USSR 24,406
Muztngh Ata China 24388
Chomo Lhari India-Tibet 23,297
Muztagh China 23,890
Aconcagua Argentina 22,834
Ojos del Salado Argentina-

Chile

22,532

Cerro Argentina 22,221
Mercednrio

Huascaran Peru 22,205 -

Hullaillaco Chile 22,057
Volcano

Tupungato Chile-

Argemina
21,489

Sajama Volcano Boliva 21391
Illampu Bolivia 21,276
Vilcanota ' Peru 20A64
Chimborazo Eucador 20,561
Mt McKinley Alaska 20320

Block Mountains come into being as a
result of venical earth movements along
cracks or faults. Such movements are also

caused by the pressure generated by plates.

When such vertical earth movements leave a

block of high elevation standing between two
areas of low elevation, the high land area

forms a block mountain. Block mountains are

usually steep-sided. The Vosges in France and
the Black Forest mountaias in W. Germany arc

mountains of this type.

Volcanic Mountains form as a result of

volcanic eruptions. When a volcano erupts, the

materials that are ejected fall around a hole or

crater and build up a mountain that is roughly

conical in shape and has a crater at the top.

Fujiyama in Japan, Vesuvius in Italy and the

Chimborazo and Cotopaxi in the Andes (S.

America) are examples of such mountains.

Residual Mountains: Some mountains are

so deeply dissected and reduced by weather-

ing and river action that they stand out as

skeletons. The Catskill mountains of New York

are typical of this class.

Great Deserts

Name Country’ Area in

sq. miles

Sahara NAfrica 3,500,000

Ubyan N .Africa 650,000

Australian Australia 600,000

Great Victoria Australia 125,000

Syrian Arabia 125,000

Arabian Arabia . 50,000

Gobi Mongolia 400,000

Rubai Khali Arabia 250,000

Kalahari Botswana 200,000

Great Sandy Australia 160,000

Takla Makan China 125,000

Arunta Australia 120,000

Kira Kum S W.Turkistan 105,000

Nubian N.Africa 100,0'/)

Thar N.W.India 100,000

Ki/.il Kum Central
iylfYV)

Turkistan
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ISLANDS
Islands take a large mass of land, the biggest

16 of them accounting for as much as 22

million .sq.miles-grcater than the area of the

continent of Europe. Tltc smaller islands count

In- the thousands Islands are broadly divided

into three types, continental, oceanic and

coral.

Continental Islands are those islands that

rise from the continental shelf, like the British

Isles or Newfoundland. These islands have the

same geological structure as the continents to

which they are related. Oceanic Islands are

those that rise from die bosom of die oceans

Their gelological structure will have no rela-

tion to that of the nearest shores They are very

often the tops of submarine mountains or

submarine volcanoes Ascension and Tristan

da Cuttlxt, for example, rise from the Central

Atlantic ridge (mountain) while if Helena and

TencriJJc are islands formed by submarine
volcanoes

Corn! islands are the work of minute sea

organisms called coral polyps They congre-

<*uc in large colonies When the organisms
their skeletons, which are made of a

’ounce resembling limestone, form big

usters, some of which rise above the water

Coral organisms are of many types and coral

formations assume many strange shapes,
Some colonies spread out like fans, others
grow into umbrella like discs or plates, while
many develop spiky horns Their colours arc
also as varied as their shapes Most corals are
of different pastel hues, such as lavender, soft

blue, green or violet. Cora! retains its fascinat-

ing colours when the colony is alive When the
colony dies, the colours fade gradually, and
total!; disappear where die coral is exposed to
the heat of the Sun
The gem varieties of coral which have been

found in red, pink, gold or black colours do
not bleach or change colour when exposed to
die sun

One type of coral excels in Iniilding reefs
P.eef lniiiduig corals thrive in warm tropica!
k-js They tnually start building reefs, along
the edges of islands Such reefs are cdled
/riftgrn? mfs Many tropical islands h.nx* such
fringes These protect tlte islands from the
ravages of the sea Sometimes an bland, with a

coral fringe begins to sink. Its shoreline g<

down first, while coral building contim

upwards. The sea invades die sink

shoreline and separates the coral reeffrom

rest of the island. Such a reef is called a ban

reef. The Great BarrierReef which extends

more than 1200 miles parallel with the coas

Queensland, Australia, appears to have co

into existence in this manner. This is

biggest coral reef known and consists aim

entirely of the limestone skeletons of cot

less coral colonies that had existed throt

diousands of years.

World’s Largest Islands

Name Area

sq miles

Loco

Greenland 840000 Arctic Ot
New Guinea 317000 West Pa

Borneo 287400 Indian Ot
Mabgasv Rep 227800 Indian Ot
Boffin Island 183810 Arctic Ot
Sumatra 182860 Indian Ot
Honshu 88019 N.W. Pa
Great Britain 8-1186 North All:

Eiiesmcrc Island 82119 Arctic Ot
Victoria Island 81930 Arctic Ot
Celebes 729S7 Indian Ot
South Island, NX 58093 S.VC. Pa
Java 48763 Indian Ot
Luzon 46636 West Pa
North Island, NX 4428) S VC. Pa
Newfoundland 42734 Nonh Ail;

Cuba 41634 Caribbean
Iceland 39698 North All;

Mindanao 39191 Wes Pa
Ireland (N Ireland fi:

Rep of Ireland) 31839 Nonh All:

I lokkndo 3000'’ N.W. Pa

Hispaniola (Dom
Rep A Haiti) 29530 Caribbean
Sakhalin 28597 N.W.Pa
Tasmania 26215 s.w.r
Sri [jnka 25332 Indian O

Low circular coral Wands, each wit
centra! lagoon of shallow water, are ca
atolls Atolls prohably represent the last si

in the evolution of a coral island. When
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is completely frozen in winter and covered

with drifting ice for the rest of die year

However, its separate existence and its area of

over 5 million sq. miles entitle it to be called

an ocean.
,

Though we have only four oceans there arc

seven seas The proverbial sewn seas are

made up hv dividing the first three oceans into

nonh and south along the Equator and adding

Araic to them, thus we haw North Pacific,

fktmh Pacific, Nordi Atlantic, South Atlantic,

North Indian. South Indian and Araic Seas.

T!ie following table shows the areas of die

occarvs, with their seas and other inlets dc-

cached.

Oceans

Name Area(sq miles)

Pacific .. .. 63300.000

Aflandc .. .. 31,800,000

Indian

Arctic

28,400

5,400

Principal Seas

South China Sea 3,144

Caribbean Sea 1,063

Mediterranean Sea .. . 966

Bering Sea 875

Gulf of Mexico 595

Sea of Okhotsk 58S

East China Sea .. - 482

Hudson Bav 475

Sea of Japan .. . 38S

Andaman Sea 30?

North Sea 222

Black Sea 17f

Red Sea 165

Baltic Sea 16;

Persian Gulf 92

Gulf of St. Lawrence 9

RIVERS, LAKES & FALLS
The two longest nwrs in die world are die

taw (Amazonas) flowing into the South
mlc and die Nile (Bahr-ci-Nil) flowing into

Mcditcrrane.ut. Which is the longer is

ire a matter of definition dun simple
.itrasuremem.

The length of the Amazon as measured in

I960 is 4007 miles (6448 km) A subsequent
calculation has placed it at 4195 miles (6750
km). The length of the Nile as measured by M.
Dcvroev of Belgium is 4145 miles (6670 km).
If *r take die lower figure for Amazon (4007
miles) the Nile leads by 58 miles If die greater
length is considered (4195 miles) the Amazon
leads the Nile by 50 miles.

However, in judging rivers, die primary
criteria air die amount of water dies- carry and
dm extent of dm area they serve whedier for
navigation or ailtivaiion On these counts the
Nile loses to dm Amazon by wide margins The
Amazon lus the longest stretch of navigable
water, 2500 miles It lus die greatest flow'of all

mrrs in the world with an average 4200,000
cubic feet of water per second (cusecs) rising

up to 7.00X000 etisees in flood It lus the
larger riser basin In the world. 2.720,000 sq
miles It lus some 15.000 tnlmtaries, the
longest tributary Medeira having a length of

2000 miles.

Longest Rivers

Name
Country/

Condnenr

Amazon S. America
Nile Africa

Mississippi-
'
l

Missouri USA
Yangtze Kiang China
Ob-Irtvsh USSR
Congo Africa

Amur Asia

Hwang China
Lena USSR
Mackenzie Canada
Mekong Asia

Niger Africa

Parana S. America
Yenisey USSR
Murray-Darling Australia
Volga USSR
Maderia S America
Yukon Alaska-Canada
Sc Lawrence Canada-USA
Rio Grande USA-Mexioo
Purus S. America
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Sao Francisco

Salween

Danube

Euphrates

Indus

Tocantins

Brahmaputra

Svr-Darva

si

Ganga

Orinoco

Nelson

Zambezi

Ural

Amu-Darya

Olenek

Paraguay

Japura

Arkansas .

Colorado

Dnieper

Rio Negro

Orange

Kolyma

Irrawaddy

Ohio

Kama

.Don

Columbia

Saskatchewan

Peace

Darling

Angara

Tigris

Sungari

Pechora

S. America
Asia

Europe
Asia

Asia

S. America

Asia

USSR
China

Inndia

S. America
Canada

Africa

USSR.

USSR
USSR
S. America
S. America

.

USA
USA-Mexico

USSR
S. America
Africa

USSR
Burma
USA
USSR .

USSR

USA-Canada
Canada

Canada

Australia

USSR
Asia

Asia

USSR

ATMOSPHERE
nil!

1800

1750
1725

1700

1700

1700

1680

1680

1650

1650

1600

1600
1600

1574

1550

1500

1500

1500

1450

1450

1418

1400

1350

1335

1325

1306

1262

1222

1214

1205

1195

1160

1157

1150

1130

mi

Snake
Red
Churchill

Pilcomavo
Uruguay
Magdalena

USA
USA
Canada
S. America
S. America
Colombia

1038
1018

1000
1000
1000
1000

Famous Waterfalls
Name Countrv Height (ft.)

By Height
Angel Venezuela
Kukenaam Venezuela
Ribbon USA
Ring George VI Guyana
Upper Yosemite USA
Gavarnie France
Tugela S. Africa
Woliomombi Australia
Takakkaw Canada

By volume of water

2648
2000
1612

1600

1430

1385

1350
1100

1000

Guaria

Khon
Niagara

Paulo Afonso
Urubupunga
Iguazu

Patos-

Maribondo
Victoria

Grand
Kaieteur

Brazil

Indo-China
Canada
Brazil

Brazil

Argentina

Brazil

Zimbabwe
Labrador

Guyana

Average annual flow
(cu. ft/ sec.)

470000
410000
212200
100000

-97000

61660

53000
38430
35000
23400
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What is Lightning?

VRxu is lightning, how to protect against

it and/w to predict when and uberv it is

mast likely to Strike? Scientists in tlx U.S.

are frying to find tlx ansuxrs by various

daring tests

One is by sending aloft rockets at tlx

thunder clouds to extract powerful bolts of

electricity. One-meter (3 foot) rockets are

being fired into tlx clouds. Tlxse rockets

uill Ixne 2100ft wire trailing Each rocket,

like a key or lightning rod, slxrutd attract

tlx strong negatite electric clxtrge in tlx

cloud and tints trigger a luminous crack-

ling surge of ctcaricity down tlx wire to

tlx ground — a lightning stroke

An array of cameras, radio receiiers

and sensors uill monitor tlx rocket trig-

gered lightning to gite scientists ubat tlxy

hope uill lx a bitter understanding oftlx

nature oflightning, how to protect against

it and Irate to predict tilxn and tcixre it is

most likely to strike

Physicists uho ha-.e made a career of
studying, lightning, concede tlxre is still

muck to learn lightning may uvll bate
sftarkcel the ilxrnical evolution of life on
earth It firohably brought fire to early

human It Mb or injures many people
each year and const'sforestfins and otlxr

c.xtt'itsiiv property damage Yet, for all tlx

tbixmes, tlx exact process of generating

tiffining nnruwts a mystery

In tlx US, .V.lil is spearheading tlx

nu'ank 71sy toreprompted by tlx Atlas-

Centauraccident m iibicb tlx meteorolog-
ists misinterpn'ted tlx lightning hazard
hifvnnntion

7be unmanned racket took off and
tnggeretia lightning bolt, ithicb scrambled
tlx i chicle's electronics Vx rocket and is

communications satellite, a Si60 million

fKickagy, tumbling out of control, were
destruyed on a command from iLv
ground

i William Jttfferts, tlx SASA supervisor cf
the resetvxfi program, said IT,’ bene a
fonxrrtproblem uv need a Ixtter urtrn-

mg system that tells us lightning is close to

us
"
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The presence of atomic hydrogen in the

upper atmosphere has recently been con-

firmed by a camera left on the surface of the

Moon by the Apollo-16 mission. The camera
has revealed a cloud of atomic hydrogen
extending outwards from the Earth to about
64000 km.
Water vapour is present in the lower

atmosphere, say up to 7 miles, in concentra-

tions ranging from 0.01 per cent to 1 per cent.

Although the amount of water vapour in the

atmosphere is very small, its importance is

very great, for without water in the atmos-

phere, there would be no weather on Earth.

Water enters the atmosphere by evaporation
from the hydrosphere (and also by transpira-

tion of plants) and leaves the atmosphere by
precipitation as snow or rain. It is a never
ending two-way traffic.

Clouds are made of water vapour that has

evaporated from the Earth. They are very tiny

droplets of microscopic size and are too light

to fall down as rain. So they ride on the air

waves until they condense and then fall down
as rain. Clouds are classified according to their

shapes. Cirrus clouds are shaped like ringlets

and go up to 40,000 ft. in height. Cumulus
clouds are those that rise in heaps, and Stratus

are those that are scattered about. Nimbus
clouds are die menacing rainstorm clouds
The various types are often found mixed
together like the cirro-cumulus, cirro-stratus,

cumulo-nimbus etc.

It is the surge of electricity from the Earth
that makes lightning the awesome phe-
nomenon that it is. The lead, however, is taken
by the clouds which send down a rather weak
stroke called the leader stroke. The Earth
responds by sending up a much more massive
stroke to the clouds. The whole thing takes
less than a second, so that we see the leader
stroke and the counter stroke as one flash of
lightning.

Dry air is highly resistant to electricity.

BIOSPHERE
fhe idea of a biosphere (sphere of life) was

suggested by the Austrian geologist
pillar'd Suess nearly a century ago. It was at

I;
31 hme an insignificant concept. Today,
°wever, the biosphere has become the most

^portant problem faced by man.

When the air is loaded widi water vapour it

becomes an easier conductor. Nevertheless,
much power is required for the stroke to rip

through the air. This excessive disclurge of
electricity heats up the air around the passage
(of the stroke) to incandescent temperatures,
say 10,000°C. It is this glowing air that we see
as lightning flash. The heat also causes a
sudden expansion of air which, as the heat

disappears, contracts quickly again. This sud-

den expansion and contraction produce the

familiar thunder clap. Although both occur at

the same time, we see the flash first because
light travels much faster than sound.

The character and composition of the

atmosphere change as we go higher and
higher. Altitudinnlly arranged, there are 4

important spheres, with 3 pauses. They 3re: 1.

Troposphere with Tropopause, 2. Stratos-

phere with Stratopause, 3 Mesosphere with

Mesopause and 4. Ionosphere or Thermo-
sphere.

The Magnetosphere which lies beyond the

Exosphere along with Magnetopause which

marks the outer boundary of the Magnetos-

phere, does not form pan of the atmosphere.

It represents the outermost limits of the Eanh.

Troposphere is the lowest gaseous layer of

the atmosphere and extends to a height of

about 7 miles from the Eanh The troposphere

contains nearly two-thirds of the total mass of

the atmosphere.

Trojtopausc is the layer that joins tropos-

phere, the lowest layer, with the upper layer

Stratosphere. The height of tropopause varies

with latitude.

StrafospJxTc is the region alxjve tropopause

It is about 20 miles thick. It is free from the

violent weather changes which occur below-.

So, it is preferred by our jet liners. Jet liners,

however, face another meance in stratosphere,

namely Jet Streams. Jet Streams are high

velocity air currents.

he distinguishing feature of the biosphere

hat it supports life. I: is estimated tii.it the

sphere contains more than three IiumJ.jnJ

I fiftv thousand species of plants Jr

le, fungi, mosses and
_

hichttf
; ;

- v-.r

ats. and eleven mtflj ...
• s-
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ranging from unicellular protozoa to man.

The biosphere supplies the essential re-

quisite*. of life for all these species, namely

lift?)!, heat, water, food and living space or

habitats

Tlie biosphere, or Ok* ecosystem, as it is

generally called, K an evolutionary system, it

represents a stable equilibrium of various

physical -and biological faaors which have

Iven operating in tlte past. The organic

continuity of the system rests on a delicate

net-wort;'of interdependent relationships The

air, the water, man and the animals, plants and

planktons, the soil and bacteria are all Invisibly

interlinked in a life sustaining system we call

the environment.

Tlie eco system or the enviomtnem has a

rl/ythm and movement of its own which

depend upon a wltole set of delicately ba-

lanced cycles. Ml living orgamsms-nucrobcs,
plants, animals, man - have survived In-

adjusting themselves to the environment and

attuning their lives to its rhythm it is, there-

fore, altsolutely necessary tltat these cycles

should l>e maintained unimpaired
Vtlut keeps the biosphere going is solar

energy which comprises 99 <W per cent of the
total energy supply of i!k- biosphere Day m
and day out the Nun pours forth Its energy in

Vilie form of sunlight light consists of bundles
if energy called ipimttn Tlie energy content
of a quantum of light is proportions! to its

frequency the shorter the wavelength, the
higher die frequency and the greater the
energy content

Tlte process liy which solar energy is

transferred to molecules is called pliotoche
rnli-al process In this process sunlight excites
tlte electrons In a molcrule and kicks them
rnrt. Tliis rel--.t><-s electrons to pair with other
electrons from a nelghtxjuring atom or mote
cule and thus forms electron pair tomb
Tlieve new tv aids create new molecules

Tlte mu*t Important piuytv itemleal activity
in the* biosphere is //KVoqw/vst« in plants
flitciwjndw-Ms is 3 complicated process The
lijdi! al*s nbed In- chlorophyll molecules and
bv ('titer pigments In plants is transferred to
electrons in such a way as to create strong
oxidants, dot is, molecules itu: readily re'
move electrons home idler molecules (oxidise
litem), or redunariis. dec (s, molecules that
readiK supplv electrons to ixhrr molecules
(hs!.i-.-c them)

It is tliese oxidants and reductants that asf

plants in producing carbohydrates and oxyg

from molecules of carbon dioxide -and wat

Plants respire (give out) oxygen but ret:

cnrtoliydrutcs which are convened to enei

and stored in the form of chemical bon

notably those of adenosine triphosphate (Ml

which is the basic energy currency of all livl

cells. High energy phosphate bonds of A

contain 12000 calories and release 7500 cal

ics when broken.

This energy is carried up the food chain

herbivores feeding on plants and camivo

feeding on herbivores. Omnivores like n

draw- their energy both from plant and anir

sources. Much of tlie energy drawn by pia

and animals (Including man) is consumed a

spent In maintaining the process of life.

Tlie energy that is not expended in 1

course of life is stored in dead mati

Decomposing bacteria break up the d<

matter and convert it into humus or otya

sediments, releasing carton dioxide, wj
and heat into the biosphere. Thus the h:

Ingredients of life are returned to the soil.)

plants draw their nutrients from the soil

:

keep the cycle going.

Heat Cjcic. Heat is one of the prl

requisites of life. Ibis Is supplied try st

radiation, it is calculated that the solar I:

reaching the Earth’s orbit (fust ntove
atmosphere) amounts to atom 2 calories

;

sq. centimetre per minute. But the Earth f

only less titan half the radiation reaching
top of the atmosphere.

Atom 2 per cent Is absorbed by the o»
layer In die atmosphere. Atmospheric w;
vapour, carbon dioxide and dust partk
absorb around 18 per cent. Tlie clouds ref
lock into space some 23 per cent. Atom
per cent Is scattered by die atmospheric d
Tlte Eanh receives only the balance of 38
cent. But the story does not end there. Ou
the 38 per cent solar radiation received,
Earth re-radlates ulvout 7 per cent by !

wave radiation, thus reducing the stock
tenrestrla! energy to 31 per cent.

At the same time, out of the 22 pet <

scattered by the atmosphere, 16 per c

ultimately reaches the Earth as diffuse rat
lion, die rest 6 per cent being irretrievably
In space. Thus, on die whole, die E
receives alxntt -17 per cent of the solar ent
reaching the atmosphere Meanwhile,
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atmosphere acting as an intermediary between
the Sun and the surface of Earth, retains about
5 per cent of the energy as sensible heat and
about 24 per cent as latent heat in water
vapour.

It is essential that the absorption and
re-radiation of heat should ultimately balance.
Otherwise the Earth would experience a net
increase in heat or a net decrease according as
a surplus or deficit of heat results from
radiation, file balance between absorption
and re-radiation is mainly regulated by water
vapour in the atmosphere.

There is only a very little amount ofwater in
the atmosphere, about 0.001 per cent. This
insignificant amount of atmospheric water
exercises an influence on the climate of the
Eanh, out of all proportion to its total mass.
Besides keeping the balance between the
absorption and radiation of heat, it controls
the water cycle and determines our climatic
conditions.

Carbon Cycle. The biosphere contains a
complex mixture of carbon compounds, in a
continuous state of creation, transformation
and decomposition. Practically all organic
matter originates in the process of photosynth-
esis. Tlie plants use the radiant energy of the
sun to convert carbon dioxide and water into
carbohydrates by splitting water to derive

rogen, and by drawing in carbon dioxide
ram die air. In the process the plants release
re

^
t
?-
cl'Ren (Oa) into the atmosphere.

while plants absorb carbon dioxide during
p lotosynthesis, all living organisms respire

release carbon dioxide and decomposing
acterui do the same in regard to dead matter,
ut while respiration and decomposition go

on
.

_

‘ l
*_
1e time, photosynthesis takes place

onh during daytime. During daytime, carbon
oxide in the atmosphere comes down from

•in average of 320 parts per million to around
a 5 pans but at night it increases, going up to
as much as 400 par^s per million, near die
Wound level.

Apart from the daily production and con-
sumption of carbon (in the form of carbon
inside), the Eanh has a vast stock of carbon

,

n Permanent form. This stock consists of
^organic deposits (mainly carbonates like
a ctum carlxmate etc.) and organic fossil
-•posits (chiefly coal, shale and oil). Wien we
urn fossil fuels, we are merely adding more

_amon dioxide to the atmosphere which has

an excess supply already.

Oxygen Cycle. Oxygen not onlysupports life

but also plays a fundamental role as a building
block of practically all vital molecules account-
ing for about a fourth of all the atoms in living
matter.

The most recent factor affecting the oxvger.
cycle of the biosphere and the oxygen budge:
of the Eanh is man himself. He inhales oxygen
and exhales carbon dioxide, thus reducing the
stock of oxygen and increasing the supply of
carbon dioxide. He goes further and bunts
fossil fuels, depleting the oxygen supply still

further. He reduces photosvnthetc activity, by-

cutting down forests and replacing them with
cities.

Some astronomers think that the original

supply of oxygen in the atmosphere came
from the ultraviolet rays of the Sun which
broke up the water molecules in the up;vr
atmosphere into hydrogen and oxygen. What-
ever may be the initial source of the oxygen in

the atmosphere, what is important is that the

plants are now augmenting the oxygen supply
by photosynthesis. They are not only augment-
ing our oxygen supply but also reducing the

total supply of carbon dioxide which is

increasing to alarming dimensions.

Nitrogen Cycle. Nitrogen as it is obtained tn

the atmosphere cannot be used by the higher

organisms, ft has to lx: “fixed", that is insViyv'

rated into a chemical compound Nitrogen, in

other words, has to be convened into v.—n-o

nia or amino acids, so as to bo of us*.* to plants

and animals.

Fixation of atmospheric niuogen on land vs

carried out by orgnnLsms called di.uxsnyhs
who possess the genetic axle for the synthesis

of enzyme nitrogenase which eut.thv' ne
rogen fixation. These organisms (all into two
broad classes - symbiotic and non swubioiis

Symbiotic dia/.otrophs ojxt.uc tn asMMttton
with some species of plants like legumes (her
contribute the lion’s sh.uv tttVLt of tutiogcn
fixation on land. Non svnitnotn agents who
contribute the rest ( r*'V. 1 itnludt blue given
algae, aerobic (those lemming owgenl l><,

teria and anaetohic (tlx i-.o w In > <ln uoi letjiUtt*

oxygen) bacteria

Tlte total annual nltiogi n ii.pund In (he
biosphere is vMim.m-vl i. . I» io.o million
metric tonnes t iiintH t U ih. -.i ii» ,li i-niinpli

;

account (or milv I in mmi i.i.doiUi it

agents like lightning or Iim i<Hanl*mi in mmi
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not stop them. look at the debris which our
great civilizations have left behind them.

Ancient Sumeria-modem Iraq—was the

granary of the great Babylonian Empire. The
Sumerians harvested two crops and grazed
sheep between die crops. Today less dvan 20
per cent of the land in Iraq is cultivated. “The
landscape is dotted with mounds representing
forgotten rowns, the ancient irrigation works
arc filled with silt-the end product of soil

erosion -and the ancient seaport ofUrs is now
150 miles from the sea with ns buildings
buried under as much as 35 feet of silt".

Apart from erosion there is another factor

that may convert good land into barren tracts

This is salinity. Salinity appears where the
groundwater table is lowered owing to the
excessive consumption of groundwater re-

sources. All over the world there arc large
tracts of land blighted by salinity— in Mexico
and several other parts ofAmerica, in Tanzania
and many odier parts of Africa, in India, China
and South East Asia In spite of this bitter
experience, the reckless upping of under-
ground water goes on merrily all over the
world. Peter White writing on Greece in the
baitmat Geographic says, "Driving eastward
in Macedonia, 1 get more intimations of
new-found prosperity Around Pella so mam-

,

v.flLs have been dug, that ,hc fountain of
Alexander the Goat has dried up"
,'" c 'hrou?h the centuries created vast
deserts of fertile lands. But we do not vet knowhow ,0 make the deserts bloom. Despite the

,5r3eI * « a Droffdream All our
natural resources arc going the same way Weare roosuming our minerals with an abandon
ttut Is hardly credible

Since the Industrial Revolution ourexploita-
ion of natural poster resources, coal and oil

abrmlnc proportions. The in-dusJill Resolution itselfwax powered bv coalten came oil. Both threaten to give out oilvxanrr than uni Now that the OPE countriesare filing the rest ofthe world to ransom forml. we love liegun to think or altmu-e
sources of j>>wyr that willM run „u;Z
ise oa.il and oil. This K the only sifter liningon t.ie overcast p.mer front

'

WJir. we destory, we can't replace, nor cm
tTsea^/

,hi'W 11 c*tn millions
,'

5 r
(

.

nan,rc :o stock up our present
n-rplr of minerals and fossil fuels but 11 willtake us only a few semurics to run through

them. As pillagers and predators, we surp
all other species just as we do as thinkers

:

creators. Only our thinking and creative at

ties are poor compared to our capacity,

unthinking destruction.

No bird fouls its own nest. But the dou
wise man (homo sapieas) excels in this obi

xious practice. It has been estimated that

Britain the average person throws out ab<

15 ib of garbage every day. In the US 1

wastes dumped into the biosphere are mt
greater—more than 4.5 lb pier person pier d
To these familiar wastes are added whi
heaps of industrial by-products, which neitl

the producer nor the consumer wants.

The advance of technology- in recent ye
has been dubbed the Technological Revo,
lion. This revolution, like all revolutions, I

backfired. While at one end it has hastened t

consumption of scarce materials, it lets at t

other end thrown up a lot of unwanted wast
These wastes are piling up and have alrea
become unmanageable. Some of these wasi
like synthetic plastics are not ‘bio-degradab!
Therefore they may pxrrsist for years as abidi
threats to the eeo-sysiem.

But worst of all are the pollutants which
sophisticated technology has been spewing
around us. Careful studies have shown that

:

pollution can damage vegetable crops and
general affect plant growth. Tin's is reflected
the low nutrient quality of the plant produt
and consequent ill effects on the health of tl

animaLs and fieople who depend upon the
crof*

.
Here again, we have a remarkab

amplification. But' far more important a
cifects that arise secondarily.

Effluents are wastes containing asslmihb
nitrxy.cn and phosphates which our factori
are dtyhaeging into surface waters, like rive
and lakes. They enrich die water‘leading to tl

overgrowth of algae and similar organisms 1

me detnment ofother organisms and finally 1

thecMinaion of all. "As large a body of win
lake Erie

, says Commoner, "has alrea-.wen overwhelmed by pollutants and lias 1

tt.ect died.„Scwage and industrial wastes an

P fr

J
,ni hcavil>‘ hrnillsed farmlands itav

,,v
u

'|K‘ v, '3tcrs of the lake with so muc
S?*5 imd nitrate as to jar on til

bnce'
N,>

n
0f

c
1

?
Iakc Pcrmancntb' out of h.

K
,

flsh are M hut gone".

bo!w in r .r'^"
(l use of combustible fuel

‘ r species of animals in two way
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t
*

i average mass from one population to

* another".

; The sapiens complex as it emerged showed
:i

: four distinctive features: 1. a more efficient

• brain, 2. true language, 3- a flat face, and 4.

n exploitation of the kinds of articulatory mo-

\ tions th3t are now universal.

'j The new complex emerged within the

J framework oftheerectus complex and did not

j undo any of its advantageous features. But it

J was a new key complex and gave rise to a new
adaptive radiation, die second phase ofhuman

'

|

radiation. The sapiens complex spread just as

i the ercctus complex did—by migration and

gene flow.

The tempo, however, was almost unbeliev-

able. The complex bestowed upon those who
attained it an unprecedented capacity to co-

'! GENES
t l

““
A GregorJohann Mendel in 18S5 showed that

.i! certain hereditary faaors operate in all biolo-

^ gical species. The Danish biologist Wilhelm
-

johannsen called these faaors Genes. The
i name stuck It is now known that the genes not

i only transmit hereditary traits but also master-

j
mind tlie entire process of life,

i Tlie genes are located in the chromosomes
I which are themselves situated in the nucleus

j
of the cell. The genes, the chromosomes and

|

the nucleus together constitute - to use 3

; famous phrase of Churchill's - "a riddle
•' "-Tapped in a mystery inside an enigma" The

j

genes form the riddle, the chromosomes

j (
represent the mystery and the nucleus the

' f enigma.

\
Much of the mystery surrounding the genes

l
was cleared up with the discovery of the

. i stmaure of the DNA (Deoxyriba Nucleic Acid)

i announced by J. D. Watson and Francis Crick

( in April 1953- In structure tlie DNA resembles
*

!
a long rope ladder twisted around like a

|
corkscrew. If we straighten the ladder, we
shall see that the two sides of the ladder are

i
long chains of two substances - sugars and

• phosphates - in repeated sequences. These
'* form the backbone of the DNA. Their structure
’ never varies.

; Die seac: of the DNA lies in tlie rungs that

Y connect tlie two sides of the ladder. These

Z? I
riJnks form two parts or two half-rungs, each

operate, to move, to improve technology, to

adapt and to absorb or eliminate less gifted

competitors.

By about 40,003 years ago. there was no

surviving group of hominids anywhere (with

the possible exception of the Neanderthals)

who had not absorbed the improved techni-

ques. The Neanderthals persisted in Eurepe

for many years after the sapiens complex

became established. This tells us that the

sapiens complex did not arise in Europe, hut

neither do we know* where the sapu -is

complex originated The Neanderthals laded

the flat babv face that had appeared elsewlu re

« * . v 1 .1. *'

i

the Old World contempojgc

derthais.

half being attached to cbnedftfcofthebd -

-

r.

These hatf-rungs can be'one of fomfytxy 4

little molecules: Adenine ft
.<

Tlrmine <J) and Guana! (G) « tl -

half-rungs together with tlw attached segn. t

of the ladder is known as a nucleate- A

half-rung on one side will only join wit, a

specified partner on the other side. T-ns

pre-determmed arrangement for specific {

-

nets suggest that these little molecules k- a

the letters of a fixed code or the words «- J

new language. Indeed, it has turned out t. a

this is exactly what they are.

An A will form a rung only wtdiarantl -

onlv with a G So, the pairs A-T, T-A. CG- -

G-C form in a wav- a four-letter a!phd>s<

which messages can be spelt
°’f

letter alphabet makes up what is kn^' as
‘

^,

Genetic Coda. Die genetic code n, oib

complex but also extensive. In 19 a-

Sangar pointed out that tite DNA code o. a

rirufwi^n decoded by the computer cum. o

a print-out of 15 metres. At '

computer print-out for the human DNA woa.d

stretch to 16,000 km.

Enormously long sounds ofHSAint^e
within the core of living

tightlv coiled is this DNAthu dl the
f

ail * cells ie = " ikv
into a Vi inch cube. Ac-,

it

strands are unwound and joinedt^
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•i.

excellent vision, a keen .sense of hearing but a

poor sense of smeii. The primates consist of

monkeys, apes and man. The monkeys form a

class by themselves, called the l/wer Primates

or Prtrsimians. lemurs, lorises, tarsiers and

tree shrews belong to this group.

Man and the apes together make up the

Higher Primates or anthropoids. The anthro-

poids are in their turn divided into two
groups, the Pangfdae (apes) and the llomini-

d:ir (man).The hominidae differs from die

pongidae in the shape and structure of the

pelvis, legs and feet. Tliis means that the

itominitlae can walk upright on their legs

while pongidae have to use their hands as well

for locomotion The pongidae comprises four

famillcs-tlie gorilla and the chimpanzee of
Africa and the giblxan and orang-utan of
South-Eas;. /o-ia. Ttie homimdac consists of
only one family-man

According to Charles F Hockett, the Homo
Ereaus represents our earliest truly human
ancestors. He sa\-s, 'As soon as die hominids
had achieved upright posture, bipedal gait, the
use of hands for manipulating, for carping
and for manufacturing generalised tools and
language, thev liad become men Tlie human
revolution teas over"

“The species Homo Erecjus lived at son

time during the Middle Pleistocene apparent

in a tremendous territory extending fromJa

and China to Europe, North Africa and may I

to Soudi Africa". This species was the first

achieve what may he called the Homo F.rca

Complex. This consisted of six items,.

Achieving prelanguage, 2. developing stridii

gait instead of shuffling gait, 3- successfu

venturing out into open savanna Or grasslat:

4. engaging in more extensive and effect!

hunts with more co-operation, 5. develop!

more advanced carrying techniques, 'and

beginning to lose their hair.-

Tlie next turning point in evolution car

around 50,000 years ago, in the warm inters

when the ice was retreating in the Pleistocei

age. Around this time, a new type of man, t!

Homo Sapiens (thinking man), began to ert

up here and there in the form of vario

successful mutations. "By this time", sa

Charles F. Hockett, "the genus Homo co

sisted of a single, tightly connected, wid

spread but highly diverse species. All no
striding hominids were long gone. All survi

mg hominids were heirs to the full erect

complex. Tlie brain had grown approximate
to its present size with some variation
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>A). Tlie ribosome with the assistance of

tRNA proceeds to collect the amino acids

icated in the message from the chemicals

ed in the cytoplasm. Here, the amino acids

linked together in the sequence given in

code and the synthesis of that particular

tein is completed.

Very cell is equipped with the material and
knowhow to build a full adult of the

cies. It is therefore possible to reproduce
organism if a living cell from any part of

organism is available. This was proved in

fifties by F. C. Steward of Cornell Universi-

He placed tiny pieces from carrot slices in

5S flasks containing nutritive solutions. He
olved the flasks slowly and released free

cells from the carrot pieces. These free celLs

were left to grow by themselves. They grew
into complete carrot plants. An English scien-

tist J. B. Gurdon carried out another experi-

ment with frog's eggs. He destroyed the nuclei

in the eggs. The frog eggs were then filled with

nuclei taken from a tadpole’s intestinal tissues.

The eggs developed into exact replicas of the

donor tadpole. This opens up the possibility of
cloning human beings themselves by the same
process.

Cloning is asexual reproduction. A male and
a female need not unite to produce an

offspring. But in cloning, a cell from a male

will only produce a male and vice versa. This

handicap is compensated by the fact that the

offspring will be an exact replica of the donor.

SENETIC ENGINEERING
Is biologists learned more and more of the

letic code, they starred investigations to see
he code can be permanently changed by
inipulating the genes. All attempts in this

Card have been collectively categorised as

netic Engineering.

Genetic Engineering includes fusions, dele-

ns, inversions and transpositions of genes,
e most celebrated of all these attempts is the

bridisation of genes, that is grafting a piece
the DNA of one organism to the DNA of
other. Research in this technique, briefly

own as Rexombinant DNA, was facilitated
1

the discovery of the plasmids and of certain
izymes.

Pioneer attempts in this direction have been
i successful that the technique has emerged
a commercial proposition. Time writes that
is technique promises to be “tlx technology'
the 1980sjust as plastics were in tlx 1940s,
msistors hi tlx 1950s, computers in the
JvOs and micro-computers in the 1970s".

‘Hte technique involves micro-surgery. Pre-
ston tools for this surgery are provided by
?rta ‘n enzymes which Paul Berg calls molecu-
scalpels and sutures. One of these enzymes
cd Restriction Enzyme can cut die DNA at

specific point required and graft it on to a

.Jf-'f
The sliced-out gene must have

> ends shaped like mortises in order to

- ti!
nrml>' t0 foreign DNA. This is also

by the Restriction Enzyme. Given these

conditions it is possible to re-combine DMAs
as diverse as those of a bacterium and an

animal.

The first successful attempt at grafting a

piece of DNA to a foreign DNA was made by-

Paul Berg of Stanford University. He took his

initial supply of DNA from a well known

laboratory organism S\r 40 (short for simian

virus 40). Its genetic structure is fairly simple

with about 7 genes in all, compared to the

thousands of genes that crowd the cells of

higher organisms. To insert this genetic mate-

rial into a bacterium, Berg used as his carrier

(vector) another variety- of virus called ;thc

lamda plxige, which preys on bacteria.

The first step in the operation was to cut out

a slice of SV 40's DNA molecule. This was done

by the use of Restriction Enzyme. As -the

enzyme cut the double-stranded DNA, it left

one strand jutting out at both ends. These

svere stickv ends and were to be inserted into

he foreign DNA which was similarly cleaved

svith one strand standing out at C3di cn

vVhen the cut ends were put togctlier k

single strands joined ttp to become doubk

strands and the cleavage in the DNA rmg a

-losed up. NXhen this wws done Beig tod

ldheved a scientific first - combining the

DNAs of two species

molecule. Berg shared the 19S0to*>ct ivmc

for Chemistry for tins nduevemenr.

The process ofrecombination k as fo!to«v
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v.-outd stretch from the Earth to the Sun and

hacfc

The genes control all functions of the cell <

and bodv growth. The wo main events in the I

life of most cells are multiplication (by divi- I

sion) and synthesis of proteins. Both these i

operations arc carried out on the basis of the

blueprints coded in the genes.

Before a cell divides, the DMA ladder splits

down the middle. The nucleotides /is separate

from the 7s and the Cs from the Gs much in the

same way as a zipper is pulled apart. Now, the

separated nucleotides A, T, C, and G pick up

appropriate partners from the free-floating

nucleotides in the cell. Thus the split ladder

becomes two whole ladders of DNA, each an

identical copy of the other Once the division

of the DNA is completed the rest of the cells,

odKrr organelles also duplicate, ultimately

producing two cells of the same type.

The replication of cells in growing bodies is

followed liv differentiation. Life in most spe-

cies begins from a single fertilised egg or cell

The single cell becomes a double cell, then a

quadruple and so on At the same time

different sets of genes work" in different cells

evolving specific physical traits, while special-

ised cells form different organs of the body,

lands, legs, brain, heart etc This process is

known as iliffcrvtuiation

Differentiation implies strictly regulated

work. The cells concerned concentrate on the

task in lund and cease all oilier activities and
when die work is completed they stop work-
ing Tills switching on and off of genetic
activities is achieved by the presence of two
molecules attadied to the genes - inducers
and rtjvvssors

Tltc gents which we inlieru from our
parents determine our hereditary traits Here-
ditary dtaracteristics are not transmitted in a
package, as it were. Different genes are
responsible fur different inherited traits. Each
gene functions independently of other genes
in this ftspect Tlie genes for a particular trait

are found t, the particular locations in the
chromosomes
Gbromovames are thread-like Ixiides found

in die nucleus of tlie cell The)- are always
found in pairs Chromosomes vary In number
according to species Hie frvitflv. for example,
lets -i pairs or 8 chromosomes in all, and the
gtrden pea has ? pairs (Min all) Mice have 20
( SO ) and humans 23 (*l6)

Our 46 chromosomes arranged in single fil<

would measure more than 6 feet . Yet they an

contained in the nucleus which is abot

fony-thousandths of an inch. The nucleus^

filled with nucleic acids of tv.*o kinds Jtu

NucleicAdd, RNA and Dcoxyribo NucleicAc

DNA. The DNA is concentrated in the chrorr

somes while RNA is seen concentrated in

nucleoli, both of which are in the nuelt

One ofthe primary functions ofthe cell i

manufacture proteins. The human body

quires thousands of different proteins

these are built from 20 amino acids. Each j

(or a distinct segment of the DNA su

contains instructions for making a sp

protein.

The instructions are coded into p

sequence of nucleotides.Just as we can c

the meaning of a sentence by rearrangi

words, the genes can spell an im

vocabulary of proteins using only th,

nucleotides of die DNA— A, T, C, and G .

.

A, T, C, and G in one set of human c"

somes (46 in number) can be put tog

billions of different ways.

One geneticist, H. J. Muller, has e

that the number of different ways c

together all the As, Ts, Cs, and Gs won
figure 256 followed by 2.4 billion zen

a figure that boggles the imagination

be a lifetime job if any one sat dow
out that figure in full. Or, just try

In protein synthesis the DNA is ;

the RNA (Ribo Nucleic Acid). RNA
strand as against the double strand

and is different in composition. Th
the RNA has Uracil (UJ in the pla-

Thymine (T) RNA Is of two kinds.

RNA (mRNA) and transfer RNA (tR'

protein is to be prepared the con
opens. RNA (mRNA) nucleotides

selves to the gene and go on gr

ribbon. This ribbon is the mRNA
code for making the specific p

Proceeding from the gene in

ieus the mRNA moves out into

looking for a ribosome for the a

particular protein. The sequent"
and Gs on the messenger R'

groups of 3-letter words like A
etc. These 3-letter words are

Tlie message carried by the
(mRNA) Is transferred to th
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werful and awesome skill acquired by man
ace the splitting of the atom. It is an
iparalleled exploratory tool for examining
id in the process changing, the complicated

achinery of heredity. If a gene of unknown
nction is inserted into a bacterium, it can act

; a probe that lets scientists see precisely

hat it does. By such techniques researchers

ill finally speed up the formidable task of
lemifying, locating and analysing every one
f the more than 100,000 genes found in the

aman ceir.

The Recombinant DNA technique opens out
lany avenues of beneficial research. First

ames the production of therapeutic proteins
ke interferon, insulin, hormones etc. Inter-

:ron is a powerful antiviral agent made by the

uman body. But its supply is very limited

ansidering the demand. Its extraction from
lood cells and other human tissues is costly

X).

A single injection of interferon costs as
iuch as 150 dollars. If, however, bacteria can
e programmed to produce it (as has been
one by Wcismann early in 1981 ) the supply

of interferon will be plentiful and cheap,

coming down to a maximum of 1 dollar per
shot. The reason is that as a manufacturing unit

bacteria are unrivalled Mechanical assembly

lines, however sophisticated, can never com-
pete with them. Replicating every 20 minutes a

single bacterium can produce millions of

bacteria in 24 hours all of them turning out

interferon in unbroken succession.

The same is the case with insulin, growth

hormones, vaccines etc. Already genetically

engineered bacteria have emerged as sup-

pliers of scarce drugs like enzyme urokinase

used to dissolve blood dots and betaendor-

pbin, one of brain's own pain killers. The

human growth hormone used to treat dwarf-

ism, formerly in short supply, is now being

turned out by bacteria tailored to produce it.

The case of insulin is slightly different.

Insulin was being extracted from the pan-

creases of cows and pigs. This was enough

supply. But it turned out that some people

were allergic to animal insulin. Now, bacteria

specially programmed for the purpose are

producing insulin which avoids allergies.

:OOD & NUTRITION
Human diet is not restricted to any special

ategorv of food. Man can and does eat a
ariety of foods, of both plant and animal
irigin. Variety is, for him, the spice oflife-
aore so in foods, than in anything else. This
otural desire for variety is justified by the fan
hat no single food provides us with all the
luiricnts that we need.
Cereals, like rice or wheat which form the

taple food of mankind, supply us only with a
taction of our nutritional requirements. We
lave to supplement cereals with other foods
hat provide plenty of fats and proteins and
ninor quantifies of a number of vitamins and
ninernlv litis means that the larger our diet
beet, the better our health will be. This will
teconte evident, if we analyse what nutrients
Hlr hxxis contain and in what proportion.

The nutrients found in foodstuffs may
troadly be classified as ( 1 ) Carbohvdrates. ( 2)
Jts - <31 Proteins, (i) Minerals, (S) Vitamins
tnd (6) Water. Proteins, fats and carbohydrates'
ire called Macro Nutrients.
Proteins (from tire Greek word I’mtcias

meaning first) are the most versatile elements

in the body. They are the chief substances of

the cells of the body. They form important

constituents of muscles and other tissues jnd

vital fluids like blood Enzymes, which assist in

the digestion of food, and anti-bodies which

are the body defences against infections are

also mainly protein in nature.

Tbe nutritive value of protein depends on

the essential amino acid composition Amino

acids are the bricks with which tissue protein

is built and replaced. There are some 20

amino acids commonly found in dietarv pro-

teins. Of these, 10 amino acids can be synthe-

sised bv the body itself, whether by mutual

conversion among amino acids or from mxi-

protein sources. But 10 amino acids cannot lx.*

so smrhesised and have to be supplied

through diet. These are called essentialannuo

acids. Adults require 8 essential amino acids

while children require 9 or 1°
„

'

Fat, like protein, is a necessary ingredient m
diet and is of value to the body in a nuntlx-r of

ways. It is a concentrated source of energy .tr.u
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Genetic Finger- printing
The first laboratory in the world to offer

a service for people wanting to know the

genetic relationship between individuals

opened for business last week. The labora-

tory uses a technique called "genetic
fingerprinting", developed by scientists at

the University of Leicester. The technique
distinguishes between individuals,

whether they are humans or animals, and
an determine the parentage of children,

[

The police are studying the technique
with a view to using it for confirming
whether a suspect was at die scene or a
crime. Animal breeders want to use it to
guarantee the pedigree of farm and
domestic animals.

In genetic fingerprinting, scientists ex-
act genetic material, DMA. from the
ample of tissue, whether it is blood,
emen. skin, or the root of a hair. They add
•nzymes to die DNA that chop it into tinv
ueces of unequal size. They then put the
ragmenis in,° a gel. and an electric field
•eparates die larger DNA fragments from
'he smaller ones.

Tlie scientists then traasfer die DNA
" lmi “ lt: f’el to a nylon membrane bv a
process called Southern bloninc-the frag-
ments or DNA move from the gel to themembrane as die solution ofDNA is drawnup by capillary forces created bv blotting
paper placed on top of the nvl'on membane The position of the DNA fagmentsm the nylon membrane exactly matches
their position in the gel

'Hie next step is to add tiny pieces ofD-sA dut are adioaaivx-ly labelled Tliese

nvTh? ’“I''
IO rcgi<’ns

,
J ,A

/ v ’T"
*’ l,VPetvaruhles Alex

jc..rt .s of the University of Leicester found
1ha. people are unique in terms of (|lv

DN\1"a"cTIII
in ,1,dr

1 A
2

l d 1 share some of its

•An E wdi Kvti-rium broken up ( r -

detergent and the pax,-, are spun j„ jci-tvimtg.. to ivd.ee the plasmids Tim pUsmid

r‘i '-h
’?

J r‘^r,c«*‘>n enAme
K‘ p J 'mK) 3: ,Uv N'cvif.ed

, a t- IjKr vime cnr.ir.i- is M , lp u!fprey of HNMn«n j virus rile foreign gene

.* / •-
!

Alee Jeffreys at Leicester (inhvtsity. utoo

discovered DNA “fingerprinting"

hypcrvariables with its biological mother
and some with its biological father.

After washing the nylon membrane, die

only radioactivity left will lie the prolx-
diat lave stuck to hypervariable regions,
but the membrane next to X-ray film, and
dark bands will appear where the prolx>
liave stuck to these regions The distribu-
tion ofthe bands is unique to an individual
mid a child's “genetic fingerprint" will be
an amalgam of die fingerprints of its two
parents

( from the varus) is inserted into the cleavage
tiie bacterial plasmid and a re-combin
molecule is formed. Tlie new hybrid pl-v-n

p
then introduced inu> a bacterium ^

0acteri.1l cel! divides and with it the plasn
also divides and multiplies.

Gene splicing.'' savs Time, "is the n>
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powerful and awesome skill acquired by man
since the splitting of the atom. It is an
unparalleled exploratory tool for examining
and in the process changing, the complicated
machinery of heredity. If a gene of unknown
function is inserted into a bacterium, it can act

as a probe that lets scientists see precisely

what it does. By such techniques researchers

will finally speed up the formidable task of

identifying, locating and analysing every one
of the more than 100,000 genes found in the

human cell".

The Recombinant DNA technique opens out
many avenues of beneficial research. First

comes the production of therapeutic proteins

like interferon, insulin, hormones etc. Inter-

feron is a powerful antiviral agent made by the
human body. But its supply is very limited

considering the demand. Its extraction from
blood cells and other human tissues is costly

too.

A -single injection of interferon costs as
much as 150 dollars/ If, however, bacteria can
be programmed to produce it (as has been
done by Weismann early in 1981) the supply

of interferon will be plentiful and cheap,
coming down to a maximum of 1 dollar per
shot. The reason is that as a manufacturing unit

bacteria are unrivalled Mechanical assembly

lines, however sophisticated, can never com-
pete with them. Replicating every’ 20 minutes a

single bacterium can produce millions of

bacteria in 24 hours all of them turning out

interferon in unbroken succession.

The same is the case with insulin, growth
hormones, vaccines etc. Already genetically

engineered bacteria have emerged as sup-

pliers of scarce drugs like enzyme urokinase

used to dissolve blood clots and betaendor-

pbin, one of brain’s own pain killers. The
human growth hormone used to treat dwarf-

ism, formerly in short supply, is now being

turned out by bacteria tailored to produce it.

The case of insulin is slightly different.

Insulin was being extracted from the pan-

creases of cows and pigs. This was enough
supply. But it turned out that some people

were allergic to animal insulin. Now, bacteria

specially programmed for the purpose are

producing insulin which avoids allergies.

FOOD & NUTRITION
Human diet is not restricted to any special

category of food. Man can and does eat a
variety of foods, of both plant arjd animal
origin. Variety is, for him, the spice of- life-

more so in foods, than in anything else. This
natural desire for variety is justified by the fact

that no single food provides us w'ith all the
nutrients that we need.

Cereals, like rice or wheat which form the
staple food of mankind, supply us only with a
fraction of our nutritional requirements. We
have to supplement cereals with other foods
that provide plenty of fats and proteins and
minor quantities of a number of vitamins and
minerals. Ibis means that the larger our diet
sheet, the better our health will be. This will
become evident, if we analyse what nutrients
our foods contain and in what proportion.

The nutrients found in foodstuffs may
broadly lie classified as (1 ) Carbohydrates, (2)
Kl!-S - <3) Proteins, (4) Minerals, (5) Vitamins
•md (6) V ater. Proteins, fats and carbohydrates’
are called Macro Nutrients.

Proteins (from the Greek word I’rtUeios

meaning first) are the most versatile elements

in the body. They are the chief substances of

the cells of the body. They form important

constituents of muscles and other tissues and
vital fluids like blood. Enzymes, which assist in

the digestion of food, and anti-bodies which
are the body defences against infections are

also mainly protein in nature.

The nutritive value of protein depends on
the essential amino add composition. Amino
acids are the bricks with which tissue protein

is built and replaced. There are some 20
amino acids commonly found in dietary pro-

teins. Of these, 10 amino acids can be synthe-

sised by the body itself, whether by mutual
conversion among amino acids or from non-

protein sources. But 10 amino acids cannot tie

so synthesised and have to be supplied
through diet. These are called essentialammo
adds. Adults require 8 essential amino acids

while children require 9 or 10.

Fat, like protein, is a necessary ingredient in

diet and is ofvalue to the ixxlv in a number of
ways. It is a concentrated source ofenergy and
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supplies per unit weigh: more than double the

energy furnished by either protein or carbohy-

drates. Some fats, especially vegetable oils,

provide what are called essential fatty acids,

linolcic and arachidonic acids, to the lxxlv.

Protein Value of Indian Foods

Foodstuffs Biological

value

' Protein

efficiency ratio

Rice 68 2.2

VPbeat 65 1.5

Maize 59 1.2

Bengal gram 68 1.7

Red gram 57 1.5

Groundnut 55 3.7

Gingellv seeds 62 1.8

Rrr 9i 3.9

Milk 84 3.1

Meat 74 23
Fish 76 3.5

Fats that circulate in the blood are of manv
typos - triglycerides, phospholipids, etc. The
quantity and quality of fat consumed affects the
level of cholesterol in die blood. Some fats like

groundnut oil, sesame oil or safflower oil

which contain a high proportion of poly-
unsaturated fatty acids do not increase blood

-• levels greatly. Others like coconut
butter, ghee and hydrogenated vegetable
(vanaspati) contain high proportions of

•rated fatty adds and greatly increase
levels. It is also found that con-

sumption ofsmaller amounts of fat at different
times causes less increase of cholesterol than a
targe amount of fat taken at a time.

Carboltydrates include every kind of starch
and sugar, Grainfoods are largely compost'd of
starch and foodstuffs like cane sugar and
glucose arc pure carbohydrates. They form the
main source of energy for the body, being a
cheap source of energy, carfjohydrates form
ihe Ixtlk of Indian diet.

A txitancvd diet simply means a diet that will
supply all the nutrients necessary for the
growth and development ofthe lxxlv. in India,

a hahnevd diet has liecome an imperative
since most Indians consume foods that pro-
vide more cariiohydrates and his than pro-
teins.

Tlx- table below gives the amounts of the
vvarious foxis that will make up a balanced diet

for die average Indian. The quantity of fo

varies according to age and die type of wo

Composition of Balanced Di<

Vege- Non- Vegetarian N-

tarian Vege- Vegcur

urian

3

.£
'

Amount

(R)

5

5

"5

C x-w

£.2

'C c

jjj X

0 £

Cereals 325 325 1150 29 1150 >

Dal & Nuts 100 50 320 22 160 I

Milk

Foot

200
(ml)

100

(ml)
235

v
8

V

117

vegetables

. Other
150 150 145 2 145

vegetables

Leafy

100 100 50 3 50

vegetables 100 100
” ** **

Fruits 100 100 80 - 80 -

err (1 no.) 50 - — 85 1

Meat/Fish - 100 • - - 195 1!

Fat

Sugar/
50 50 450 - 450 -

Jaggery 30 30 120 - 120 **

Total 2550 64 2552 2
Vitamins and minerals comprise what a

called micro nutrients as distinguished fire

proteins,, fats and carbohydrates which a

called macro nutrients.

Vitamins can be broadly, divided into f

soluble and water-soluble vitamins Vitamin

D, E and K are fat-soluble vitamins. Vitamin

and 13 (including Vitamins I!,. 13.. and odi

13-Group vitamins) are water-soluble.

Tlie vitamins are necessary auxiliaries

metabolism. They combine with specific p<

teins, as parts of the various oxidative ettzvr

systems which are concerned with the bns
down of carbohydrates, proteins and far in r

body. Thus, they arc intimately involved in t

mechanism which releases energy, Carix

dioxide and water as die end products

metabolism.

A large number of minerals Is present ir> >

body and performs a variety of functha

Minerals account for about A per cent of

!

IxxJy weight. Calcium and phosplwrus fix

aiiout threc-founhs of the mineral elemcti

live other minerals - potassium, snlpht

sodium, clilorine and magnesium - acce* 1
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for most of the rest Many elements are
present in such minute quantities that they are
called trace elements or micro-nutrients.

Water is a vital constituent of diet. An
average man contains about 45 litres of water
(70 per cent of the body weight). The cells

contain 30 litres. Three litres are in the plasma
of the blood, where the suspended cells make
a total volume of blood upto 5 litres. The
remaining 12 litres (45-33) fill the space
between groups of cells. This is tissue fluid

which bathes all the cells of the body.

Water is absolutely necessary' for the diges-

tion and absorption of the foods taken in. It is

the great solvent and neutraliser in the body. It

is the substance in which bodily chemical
reactions take place- Water is the carrier or
transporting medium for all nutrients and
body substances. It regulates body tempera-
ture. It is the great purifying agent in the body
and removes waste materials in the form of
tears, perspiration, urine and faeces. Watery
substances act as lubricants in the body,
especially in the joints. It is a pan of all body-

tissues and fluids.

Acidosis, alkalosis and dehydration, oede-
ma, fever, shock, uraemia and constipation are

some of the clinical signs of inadequate salt

and water in the body. Sources: The body
obtains water mainly from the fluids w-e drink,

from the solids we eat and also from the

oxidation of energy foods. Fats and carbohy-

drates are oxidised in the body to carbon

dioxide and water.

Cereals like rice, wheat and millets, ragi,

eholam and bajra form the main food in India.

Cereals are rich in carbohydrates. They gener-

ally contain 6 to 12 per cent protein, but these

proteins are usually deficient in the essential

amino acid lysine. Rice protein, however, is

richer in lysine than other cereals.

Most cereal grains are poor in mineral

content and rice is especially poor. R3gi is,

however, rich in minerals, especially in cal-

cium. and bajra in iron. Whole cereal grains

are important sources of B-vitamins but in

milling, rice loses the outer layers containing

thiamine. Parboiled rice, even when milled,

does not lose its thiamine content. Except

yellow mnbe, which contains some amounts

of carotene, no other cereal grain is a source

of vitamin A or C.

Pulses or legumes as they are called, are

rich in proteins. Pulse proteins, however, are
of relatively low biological value because of
the deficiency of the essential amino acid
methionine but they are rich in lysine. Pukes
are not rich sources of minerals but they are
rich in B-vitamins. Dried pulses do not contain
vitamin C but ifthey are germinated significant

amounts of vitamin C are generated.

Most of the green leafy vegetables are rich

sources of calcium, iron, carotene, vitamin C,

riboflavin and folic add.

Roots and tubers are rich in carbohydrates.

But foods like carrot are also rich in carotene

(Vitamin A); those like potato contain signifi-

cant amounts of vitamin C, while foods like

tapioca contain calrium also.

OtherVegetables are those which do not fall

into the category of leafy- vegetables or root

vegetables These vegetables are shoots, like

lady’s finger, cucumber, tomato, bitter gourd,

snake gourd, brinjal, etc. They are (airly good
sources of vitamins and minerals.

Nuts and oil seeds are good sources of fit

(oil), protein and mincraLs and fair sources of

vitamins: eg., groundnut and cashewnut

Fruits in general are rich in vitamin C.

panicularly, gooseberry (amh), guava (perak-

ka) and ritrus fruits. Yellow fruits like mango
and papaya contain carotene and dried fruits

like dates are sources of iron.

Fish and sea foods are rich sources of

protein, B-vitamins and aLso minerals, espe-

cially calcium.

Fleshy foods are rich sources of protein and
B-vitamins, especially B l; . They are generally

deficient in vitamin A, but liver Is an exception.

Egg is a rich source of all nutrients except

vitamin C. Its protein is of high quality.

Milk & milk products. Milk is an ideal food

for infants and young children and a good
supplementary food for all. It contains all vital

nutrients, except vitamin C and iron.

Food is the only source of energy for

humans Tins means that our dietary sheet

must change according to our requirements of
energy "if food is to perform the functions in

the body u is meant to, namely producing
energy, providing materials for body building,

and regulating lxxiv processes, meals must be
planned

Good food selection, the cornerstone of
good nutrition, must lx; learned as unfonu-
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(lately there is no automatic built-in median-

ism in human beings to direct the choice of

foods which build healthy bodies and which

keep them ronning satisfactorily from day to

dm
Tlie question what food we should eat and

how much, depends on the amount of energy

we need. Food energy is measured in terms of

heat units called calories. A physiological

calorie, also called large calorie or kilocalorie

Adults-. Height-Weight Ratio

Met!
- Women

Weight in 6g VCeight in kg
Height Age Height Age
cvi'i 20 35 50 am 20 35 40

RS 42.7 47.6 50.9 148 38.6 44.0 47.1

15) 45.4 50.4 53-5 150 40.3 44.8 47.7

15H 480 55.5 56 3 153 41.9 -46.6 49.5

Hi) 51.1 56.3 59.-4 155 42.8 47.7 50.1

16s 540 60.1 63.7 158 44.9 -49-5 52.1

17.) 581 64.0 68.3 160 46.0 50.6 530
178 61.9 63.5 72.4 163 47.3 52.1 54.9

18) 66.0 73.3 77.8 165 49.1 5-4.1 57.3

(abbreviated as Kcal), is the amount of

necessary to raise the temperature of

kilogram of water by one degree centigr

One gram of protein or carbohydrates yiel

calories. One gram of fat yields 9 calc

while the same quantity of alcohol yield

The following tables show the height-we

ratio of 1. Adolescents and 2. Adults.

Adolescents: Height-Weight Ratio

Height

(cm)

Boys
Weight

avj
Age
(its)

Height

(an)

Girls

Wet

)

ftfcg

112.4 19.2 5+ 112.5 18

1

1188 21.9 5+ 137.8 20.‘

J 23-2 24.3 7+ 123.2 23.1

127.9 26.1 8+ 127.2 26,(

1333 29.2 9+ 1'32.5 29.1

138.0 31-0 10+ 138.2 32.<

142.7 34.0 11 + 145.1 36.:

148.4 37.8 12+ 151-5 42*

155.0 42.4 13+ 153.8 433.

162.6 47.3 14+ 154.5 45.C

165.5 51.1 15+ 155.8 47.3

168.9 54.8 16+
.

1558 49,C

LANDMARKS OF SCIENCE
Science, from the latirv Scicntia, means

learning or knowledge in its widest sense. In
English, the word has a restricted application,
it generally means physical and biological
sciences.

Primitive science can hardly be called scien-
ce. It was a hotch potch of superstition, magic
and rituals. Nevertheless, this hotch-potch
contained elements that were destined to
Itecome tite foundations of science.

At lirst, all natural phenomena—phvsictl
and biological—were interpreted as the op-
erations of supernatural powers, which fusd to
tse worshipped, placated or appeased by
magic rites and practices.

This primitive concept was refined and
developed by the old world philosopher*
frtv.t Aristotle (4th ccn. I! C) to Aquinas (JJth
ce AD) Tltese philosophers eliminated
n> '-h of the snjiergitious drriss that had
ac> utnuh'.ed, hut they could not dissociate
-science from metaphysics or religion.

The Creek philosopher-.-, Aristotle in par-

ticular, considered science and philosophy
one and the same. In the Middle Ages lx
science and philosophy had become bout

up with theology. Aquinas, the greatest of (

scholastic philosophers, regarded all the thr

subjects as parts of one grand system
philosophy,

it was left to Galileo to break up th

misalliance and to strike out a new path ft

science—the path of experimental proof. Th
method initiated by Galileo was completed 1

Newton, and modern science was bom. TF
essence of the new method was an appeal t

sheer facts for proof.

In India too, science grew up from religioi

The .scientific lore of the Indus Valley peopl
must have been very large, judging from ib

high degree of civilization they had attains*

bm we know little or nothing about tlvetr

With the coming of the Aryans, we get our fir?

glimpses of science in India.

Theories and Principles of major scientift

breakthroughs are given below in chronolo
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cal order. A stands for Author and T for

eatise. The letters A and/or T are shown only

places where the names of the author and

e treatise are mentioned together or where

ere is a chance of mistaking one for the

her.

Yajurvcda (T), c. 1000 B.C., India—Num-
;rs named up to 10' 1 (million-million)-

jcimal system, addition, subtraction, multi-

iication, division, fractions. Astronomy—the

akshatra (stars and constellations) system,

numeration of 27 or 28 Naksbatras headed

f Krithika (Pleiades).

Tailtiriyasambita (T), 800-700 B.C., India—
rogressive arithmetical series—odd and even

umbers.

Panchavimsa Brahmana O'), 800-700 B.C.,

tdia—Geometrical progression.

Satapatba Brahmana O'), 800-700 B.C.,

tdia—Summation of arithmetical and

eometrical series.

Sulba Sutras OX 700-600 B.C, India,

leometrj '—Rules for drawing perpendiculars,

quares, isosceles triangles, trapezium, etc.

Combination and transformation of rectilineal

igures.

Uigadijn (A). Vcdangajyotisa O), 700-600

i.C., India, Astronomy.—Elaboration of calen-

Irical science^—summer and winter solstices,

iule for determining length of days between

olstices.

Baudbayana (A), 600-500 B.C, India,

icometry—anticipation of the Pythagorean

heorem-"The diagonal of a rectangle pro-

luces by itself both (the areas) produced

ieparately by its two sides.” Areas of triangles,

parallelograms, trapezium, etc. Volumes of

prism, cylinder, etc. Tire conceprofAlgebra—
^.uadriatic equations.

Manana. 600-500 B.C., India—Fixing the

alue of n to 5 decimal places 3t 3-16059

Apastamba, 600-500 B.C., India—Square
root and cube root.

Katyayana, 500-400 B.C, India—Indeter-
minate Equations.

Kautitya (A) Artbasastra (T), 400-300 BC.,
India—Mining, metallurgy, etc. - incidental

references.

BIxuimba!)u (A) Kalpasutra (T), 300 B.C.
India—Summation of geometrical series.

Euclid (A). Elements (T), 300 B.C., Greece—

The first formal statement of geometrical
principles.

Pingala (A). Cbandab Sutra (T), 200 B.C.,

India—Permutations and combinations-meru
prasta or Pascal's triangle.

Archimedes, d. 209 B.C. 200 B.C, Greece,
Hydrostatics—the laws of floating bodies.

Aristarchus of Samos (A), c. 200 B.C.,

Greece—Observations and calculations re-

garding rotation of the Earth and revolution

round the Sun.

Eratosthenes, c. 200 B.C., Greece—First

measurement of the circumference of the
Earth.

Chiu Chang Stian Shu (T), 2nd Cent. B.C.,

CIrina Arithmetic—in nine sections—area of
the segment of a circle.

Hipparchus, 2nd Cent B.C, Greece—
Measurement of the distances to the Sun and
the Moon—precession of the equinoxes.

Claudius Ptolemy (A)Almagest (T)AD 140,

Greece—A synthesis of the current system of
astronomicai knowledge m Europe—re-

mained the Bible of European astronomers for

a long time.

Suryasiddhanta IT), AD 400, India—The
first important astronomical treatise in India

—

was continuously revised and updated by
subsequent astronomers

Aryablxua (A) Aryabbatfya (T), AD. 5th

Cent., India, Astronomy— Theory of the rota-

tion of the Earth, epiq'dic theory' of planetary

motions Mathematics—the values of the

rt13 1416) and sines—alphabetical system of
expressing decimal place value notation—
extraction ofsquare and cube roots—indeter-

minate equations of the first order.

Brahmagupta (A) Brahmasphuta Sidd/janta

and tfxmdakhadyaka (T), AD. 6t)j Cent,

India, Astronomy—mean planetary motions,

true planetary motions, problems of Time,

space, distance, lunar and solar eclipse
risings 3nd settings of planets. Moon’s cufPf

and shadows—conjunctions of

Mathematics—systematic operations

Zer° ’

, tP
Varahamihira (A). Pandxi

AD 6th Cent
, India—A survey of if

mem of astronomy and an

astronomical theories.

works by Varahamihira i

la, Leghujataka and Y
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Amarashrdxt (A). Antarakosha (T), AM. 6th

Certs., India—A - lexicon—classification and

synonyms of plants, animals, metals and

minerals.

Bhaskara 1 (A). Malxublxtskariya (T), AM.

7ib Cent., India—Mean longitude ofplanets—

longitude connection-Timc, place, direction,

spherical trigonometry, latitudes and longi-

tudes of junctions, sure—True tongitudes of

planets, rising, setting and conjunaion of

planets, astronomical constants.

Mtihammed Ihn Ibrahim (A) Sindhindand
Arkand IT). AM. 8th Cent., Middle East—

Translations into Arabic of Brahmagupta's

Brahmasphuta Siddhanta (Sindhind) and

fhandaklxtdyxtka (Arkand)

Jahir Ihn Kenyan (Giber), AD 8lh Cent.,

Middle East—Treatise on alchemy.

Malxuira (A). Ganitasara Samgraha (T),

AM. 9tb Cent, India—A comprehensive com-
pilation in mathematics including geometry,

sotid mensuration, quadratic, biquadratic and
cubic equations and permutations and com-
binations.

Al‘Khu<aris:i (T), AD 9th Cent, Middle
East—Theory of numbers in Arabic.

Bhaskara H (A! Siddhanta Siromani (T),

AD 9th Cent, India—Mathematical and astro-

nomica! work—Beginnings of integral and
i differential calculus—the zenith of ancient

Indian mathematics.

Gotinda lllxtgat (A) Rasahrydayd IT), AJ).
tOih Cent., Irulia—A treatise on alchemy.

- Matijtda (T). AD IOth Cent, India—Astro-

nomical treatise—precession of equinoxes.

At Hasan, AD I lib Cent, Middle East—
Arab physicist—Magnification and Refraction
of light.

Soie.iul.ixi (At ,1 tanasollasa IT), Uih Cent,
India—Alchemy

GangtkSxtra {At Gandhaurm (T), 12th
Cent. India—A treatise on cosmetics

Fautrr.tlixi IT) Kasaratnakani (T), 13th
Cent. India—Treatises cm aldtcmv

leunartb of hi<a /A) Lthi- Alxia IT), 13th
Cent. Hah—An exposition in iatin of Arabic
arithmetic including decimal place value num-
eration. zero etc Tliis was die main source
through which Indian numerals penetrated
Europe

Rasrpradcm IT), tab Can, India-

h

trea-

tise on alchemy—one of the many treatises o

alchemy prevalent in Indix

Nicolas Copernicus, 1543, Poland, Astn

nomy— Foundation of modem astronomy-

helto-centric structure of the solar system.

Georg Bauer (Agricola) (A). De Re Metalic

(T), 1556, terrain}'—Establishment of tf

Science of Minerals.

Gerhard Kroner, 1559, Netherlands-

Cylindrical Projection Map (Mercator’s Proje

tion) - Establishment of the Science of Ca
tograpby (map making).

Galileo Galilei, 1589-92, Italy - Discovei

of the laws of motion - Science ofDynamic

William Gilbert (A). De Magneto O), 160
U.K—*The Earth itself is a great magnet'—

d

basis of Magnetism and Electricity.

Johannes Kepler, 1609-19, Germatiy—Th
three fundamental laws of planetary motiot

John Napier, 1614, U.K, logarithms—

a

ne
method of arithmetical calculations.

Rene Descartes, 1619, France—Formulatio

of Analytical Geometry.

Francis Bacon (A). Notitm Organum Cl

1620, UX—First formal exposition of Indu.

live Logic.

Robert Boyle, 1661, UX—Distinction b
tween chemical elements and chemical con
pounds; die Science of Chemistry.

Robert Hooke, 1665, UX—Hooke's law,

Isaac Norton, c. 1670, UX—Discovery <

Caladus

Gottfried leibnitz, 1675-76, Germany '—Di
covery of Calculus.

Olaus Romcr, 1676, Denmark—Measur
mem of die velocity of light.

.

Leeuwenhoek, 1676, Nctlxtriands— loo!

into the microscopic world and describ
bacteria,

Isaac Norton, 1687, UX—Laws of gravit

non and Universal laws of motion.

Christum Huygens, 1690, Netherlands—Tf
wave theory of light.

Srep/xm Gray, 1729, UX—Electrical coi

dnetore and non-conductors - Insulation.

Joseph Black, 1728-1769, UX—Theory .

specific heat.

Carolus Utmeaus (Kari von Linnet (A
Systema Naturae Cl), 1735, Sweden—Found
lion ofdie Science ofTaxonomy—Divisions t
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From Morse Code to Spiricom
Man began to communicate by electro-

magnetic system only about 150 years ago.

In 1838, Samuel F. B. Morse demons-
trated that dicks from an electromagnet

could carry a message along a wire. From
Washington to Baltimore, he sent the

message, "What has God wrought?"

In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell demon-
strated that wires could carry not only
Morse’s code, but the tones of the human
voice as well, giving rise ' to modem
telecommunications.
- In 1877, Thomas Edison used a needle
to capture the vibrations of a telephone
mouthpiece, first on paraffin paper, then
on tinfoil, then wax. He’d invented the
magnetic audio and video recorders, as
well as the forerunner to floppy disks.

In 1896, Guglielmo. Marconi demons-
trated that the dots and dashes of telegra-

phy could be transmitted -without a wire.
In 1907, lee DeForest proved that the

"wireless" could carry the human voice
too. In 1912, Edwin Armstrong made the
regenerative circuits and in 1918, the
super-hetherodyne-radio.

In 1926, James L Baird demonstrated
the first TV broadcasts by transmitting
sound and halftone pictures. Helping re-
.fine the technology firom Scotland were
America’s Ernst Alexanderson, Edgar Love

and Vladimir Zworykin.

In 1940, Peter Goldmark demonstrated
that the same TV theory could broadcast
pictures in colour. He did it through the
CBS (Columbia Boradcasting Service) labs

in the US.

In 1969, when man first landed on the
moon, it was natural that millions

people would expea to participate

means of radio and TV. And they did,

live telecast from the moon's surface.

Man’s exploration of space did not stop
with the landing on the moon. Photos and
telemetric data have been transmitted 12
billion miles from unmanned spacecraft
The communications capabilities of the
inhabitants of "spaceship earth”
limitless indeed.

An even more exciting breatehrtxsr fc
communication is occurring risrx ccw
After 24 years of research, Aosies'j
Mecascience Foundation has dsTefcosf a
device called Spiricom that e T.
have communicated with “setne cf ±5
dead”. This electronic insremeer cr aefe~
pick up sound waves at verv bsrv
widths and initial research rat
some positive results, sczr.rrflzz ~
Metasdence president C-r.rjs yJZ
research is now gsma oc z ere set *-

Boston, Massacfeucrea

f

f

}

I

/

I

I

t
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William Wollasicn & Von Frautdxtfer, 1814.

Germany—Discovery' of dark lines in solar

spectrum.

AndersAngstrom (A), 1814-1874, Sweden -
Angstrom unit (ten billionth of a metre).

William Smith (A), 1815, U.K - Stratigraphic

geology for dating geological formations.

Christian Oersted (A), 1820, Denmark -
Discovery of electromagnetism.

Von Helmholtz (A), 1821-1894,
Germany—Formulation of the law of con-
servation of energy—the first law of thermo-
dynamics

Nikolai lobachcvshy (A), 1825-26, Russia—
Formulation of non-Euclidean geometry.

Janos Bolyai (A), 1825-26, Hungary—For-
mulation of non-Euclidean geometry

George S Ohm (A), 1827, Gcnrwrij-—State-
ment of the law of electric conduction (Ohm s
law)

Friedrich Wohler (A), 1828, Germany'—
Synthesis of an organic compound from in-
organic matter.

Michael Faraday (A). 1850-51, UK—Dis-
covcry of electromagnetic inducuon
Julius K Von Mayer, 1840

(,ermary- The law of conservation of ener-
gy first law of thermodynamics.

ouimn^"'
m°‘ Gm,w"->'~Identification

Rudolf Clausius, 1850, Gmnmm-The con
cept of entropy—Second law of t'hermodyna

JSffSSS
" 1* «*“*«*'

«

Michael Faraday, J852. UK-Electrolvsh
CiXiryetlooleiA), 1854, UK-Invention o1-r^ean algehra-the mathcmatization c

itutlvw F Maury, 1855, US-Founding c
tiie science of Oceanography

_
Von Ruttsen and Gutiae KircJ'cff(A) J85

tH-rnwriv—Sjx-arogiapliy to identify diemla
elements by their spectra.

OnrUsDanrin (A), 1858-59. UK—Origi,
of Species (T)

w
A R. Wallace (A). 1858-59. tty - Th

Tlinsty of Evolution—Natural Selection.

' Kcht!c M>
- Germany-

I.srahlrhntent of organic dvcnnstri- as ,h.

chemistry of carbon compounds.

James Maxuvll (A), 1864. U.K.—The mat

matical theory of electromagnetic indued

Gregor Mendel (A), 1865, Austria—

I

mulation of the- Jaws of Genetics (heredi

Dimitri Mcndelecff (A), 1869, Russia

periodic law and periodic table of eleme

Georg Cantor (A), 1884, Gerrm

Mathematics—Development of set theory,

basis of modern mathematics.

Smnte Arrixnius (A), 1884, Su'eden—C
cept of ionisation of solutions. .

Heinrich Hem: (A), 1887, Germany—

E

to-magnetic waves called Hertz waves or ra

waves.

William Roentgen (A), 1895, German
Short wave length ray (X-ray).

Antoine Beajuercl (A), 1896, France—

1

covers- of radio activity in uranium.

Joseph Thomson (A). 1897, U.K—Discos

of the electron

Sigmund Freud 1900, Austria—Found
of the Science of Psychoanalysis.
Max Planck (A), ' 1900, Germany—’

quantum theory.

Ernest Rutherford (A), 1905, U.K—Naturi

radio naive disintegration—emission
Alpha, Beta and Gamma rays.

K E Tsiolkorosky (A), 1903, Russia—

1

mulation of the fundamental principle
rocket flights.

nine! & Simon, 1905, France—Intellige;

Tests.

Albert Einstein, 1905-16 Americai

General and special theories of relativity

Sockw, 1910, (W. Germany) Stt'iizerituu
Identification of Cosmic rays.

H Kammertlngh-Onnes, 1911, Hollam
Discos-cry °f Superconductivity.

Sodcfy
, 1912, U.K—Theory of Isotopes

Niels HJ). Rohr
. i9jy. Denmark—Voum

non of the concept of the planetary atoi

Hetty G. L Mosly, 1915. UK.

—

Escihli
mcnl of ,h ‘-‘ concept of atomic numher.

Mussel, Alfretl North VChitchc

Jl
;p

~°'>rnp!etion of IVincipia Mat
manta (T), a major contrilwtion to svmlx
logic. -

Etahetforri. I0W f/.A'—Splitting the ati
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Whitefyead (England), Louis V. de Broglie

(France) and Erwin Sdiroedinger (Germany),

1924-26—Formulation of wave mechanics in

atomic theory.

Werner Heisenberg, 1925, Germany—For-

mulation of quantum mechanics in atomic

theory.

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, 1926, Russia, Biolo-

gy—Conditioned reflexes.

Wolfgang Pauli, 1931, Germany—Postula-

tion of existence of the neutrino—almost a

quarter century before it was directly

observed (1955)-

James Cbadmck, 1932, UK—Discovery of

the neutron.

Carl D. Anderson, 1932, America—Discov-

ery of the positron.

Murphy, 1934, America—Deuterium (heavy

hydrogen). Enrico Fermi (b. Italy). Neutron

bombardment of uranium, leading to the

production of transuranium elements.

Use Meitner (Austrian Suvdish), Otto Halm
(German), and Fritz Strassmatm (German),

1938—First nuclear fission of uranium.

]. Robert Oppenlseimer and others, 1945,
America—Explosion of first atomic bomb.

Willard F, Libby, 1947, America—Develop-
ment of atomic time clock—a method for

determining geological age, by measuring the

amount of radio active carbon 14 in an organic
or carbon-containing object

Jolm Bardeen, Walter H. Brattain and
William Shockley, 1948, America—Formula-
tion of theory of the transistor and its construc-
tion.

Atomic Energy Commission, 1951,
America—Explosion of first nuclear fusion
(hydrogen) bomb.

Charles H. Tounes, 1954, America—Con-
struction of first Maser.

Emilo G. Segre, American Cb. Italy), Owen
Oxnnbcrlam (American), 1955 America—
Production and detection of the sub-atomic
panicles, the antiproton.
Gordon Gold, 1957, America—Construc-

tion of the first Laser.

USSR
. Academy of Science, 1957,

wcma—First man-made satellite Sputnik put
into orbit around the Earth.

James \ Van ^len, 1958^ America—

X

CD of belts of high energy radian

r

Einstein’s
Last Dream

From the earliest times, man 's dream Imis

been to compreiycttd the complexity of

nature in terms ofasfew unifying concepts

as possible. In this context, in the history' of

pljysics, three names stand together; tlxxse

of Newton, Maxwell and Einstein, as

among the greatest synthesisers and uni-

fiers of all time. Netvton, some thnr

hundredyears ago, identified and unified

terrestrial gravity (the force which makes

applesfall) with celestial gravity (theforce

which kcejys planets in orbit arntatd the

Sun). Maxu'ctf, two hundred yents taler,

unified the forces, of electricity and

magnetism. He further shoved that light

was one manifestation of this unification.

_ Einstein, in 1905. unified the concepts of

space and time. Eleven years later, he

could slKtw that Ncivion's gravity was a

manifestation of this audacious unifica-

tion in the sense that Newtonian gravity

signified a curvature of the united space-

time manifold, 'fix.- qurslion which Ein-

stein then asked was this: Could Maxu-elU

electromagnetism he united with Ncieto-

rtian gravity in the same way that Maxwell

had united electricity and vtagnetbvd If

so, was Maxvvlf's electromagnetism alw a

manifestation of some other geometrical
J

frrojxrrty ofthe space time manifoldpat& .

Neuw/nian gravity was a tnanlfrtw r/r>
-

its cumaturfi* ‘this urn

dream. Ihe reward*', ofAldw.Sa*
-

.

other, lead us to believe ^ m
Strong, [over, can be romheW .....

forces 'f electron*,.. -

form one unified /( "
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surrounding the Earth.

I rands 11. C. Crick (Britain), James D.

Watson (America) anti Maurice H. F. Wilkins

(Britain), 1962—Discovery of the structure of

*
Thornes A Matbeus and Allen R. Sandage,

196), America—Discovery of quasars.

David Darker and otlxrrs, 1967, America—
Deciphering the structure of Ribonucleic Acid

IRSA)
R. Bruce Merrifietd and otlrcrs. 1968, Amer-

ica—Synthesizing of ribonucleic molecule.

Antony Heu tdi (Cambridge), 1968, UK—
Identification of Pulsars.

liar Cohind Flx/rana, 1970, America—

makes the first synthetic gene, a duplicate of a

gene found in yeast cell.

It Temirt, 1971, US.—Discovery of reverse

transcriptase for synthesizing DNA from RNA
National Aeronautical and Sfrace Adminis-

tration (NASA), 1973. US—77>e first orbiting

laboratory—the Skylab.

Sant ling and' otirers, Burt Richter and
others, l97d, US— Detection of pai panicles.

It C, Nxintna (MIT.), 1976, US—repli-

cates a bacterial gene and plants it in a living

cell, where, it staned working. A workin

model of a synthetic gene.

Leon Ledcrtnan and others, 1976, U.S.-

Discoverv of particle with chamvconfirmntio

of the concept.

G. S. Hurst and others, 1977, US.—Dote

lion of single atoms.

. P. Oximbou and otlxrs, 1978, Frmtcc-

Discovery that targe portions of the DNA <

eukaryotic cells have no apparent functiot

Supreme Court of USA, 19S0, US.—

d

cides in favour of granting die first patent fi

inventing a life-form (a bacterium in this cas

to Ananda Qiakarboriy.

NASA 1981, US.—Maiden' voyage of d

reusable Space Shuttle.

Nippon Electric Company, 1982, Japan
Development of a "read-only memory” (ROl

computer microchip with the capacity

storing one million bits of memory'-

P. Armlrrustcr and G. Mttncenhcrg, 1982,

1

Germany—Creation of Element 109, tl

heaviest so far.

NASA 1983, US.—Pioneer 10, bunched
1972, becomes the first man-made object

leave the solar system.

INVENTIONS
Scientific inventions and discoveries ate

important licausc they lead to the creation of
meclunisms and artifacts which improve or
risen our Ihang conditions. However, there is

often a long time lag Ivdore die inventions are
transformed into working utilities.

Reviewing some -16 discoveries between
IW) and 1950, A History of Technology edited
tty Trevor t. 'J'llliam points out that the longest
intervals - 50 to fa years - were tal.cn up by
tlie fiourcswit lamp and the cotton picker and
the s!wriest - oneyc.tr - by Krcon refrigerants

Inventions and discoveries come about
sometimes In- accident but mostly by design.
Roentgen discoveredX rav by accident in 1R9S
Ini: tiw Curies Jalvsnously pursued the radium
and discovered it eventually in 1B9S. Most ol
tier discoveries in the 2<>.h century were the
results a! purposeful tmeru (stations and ex-
periments. ihOtigh some like penicillin were
thttiv.tres) accidentally.

Accidental discoveries are, in fact, few ai

far between but even then only a scientist

unusual acumen can identih’ it as a discovc

in the first instance. Others might have notic

the same thing before to no purpose. T
classic instance is die Archimedes Princip

Thousands of people would have noticed d
when they gw into a full tub some water flo

out. but Archimedes, alone among t

thousands, could see a principle in it.

Many inventions have been made under t

compulsive necessities of war. The Na
developed rocketry and ballistic missiles
destroy England America made the att

bomb to crush Japan. The Allies develop
Radar and Sonar to protect themselves.

All these inventions hair turned out to
quite beneficial in peacetime. Rocketry a

missiles opened the way for space cxplorati
and the epochal landing of men on the Mo
Atomic power is now being lumessed
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peace time uses. Radar and Sonar have been instance, has made commercial fisheries safer
helpful in a number of wavs. Sonar, for and more productive.

Invention

Adding Machine
Aeroplane

Airship (non-rigid)

.. (rigid)

Bakelite

Balloon

Ball-Point Pen
Barometer
Battery (Electric)

Bicycle

Bicycle Tyres (pneumatic)
Bifocal Lens
Bunsen Burner
Burglar Alarm
Car (steam)

„ (Petrol)

Carburettor

Carpet Sweeper
Cash Register

Cellophane

Celluloid

Cement (Portland)

Chronometer
Cinema
Clock (mechanical)

(Pendulum)
Copper working
Dental Plate

.. (Rubber)
Diesel Engine
Disc Brake
Dynamo
Electric Blanket
Electric Flat Iron
Electric’ Lamp
Electric Motor (DC)

- (AC)
Electro-Magnet

Electronic Computer
Film (moving outlines)

.. (talking)

ii (musical sound)
Fountain Pen
Galvanometer
Gas Lighting
Glass (stained)

Glassware
Glider

Gramophone

Date Inventor Country'

1623 Wilhelm Schickard Germanv

.

1903 Orville & Wilbur Wright C.SA
1852 Henri Giffard France

1900 G. F. von Zeppelin Germany
1907 Leo H. Baekeland Belgium

1783 Jacques & Joseph Montgolfier France

1888 John J. Loud U.SA
1644 Evangelista Torricelli Italy

1800 Alessandro Volta Italy

1839-40 Kirkpatrick Macmillan Britain

1888 John Boyd Dunlop Britain

1780 Benjamin Franklin C.SA
1855 R. Wilihelm von Bunsen Germany
1858 Edwin T. Holmes C.SA
c. 1769 Nicolas Cugnot • France

1888 Karl Benz Germany
1876 Gottlieb Daimler Germanv
1876 Melville R. Bissell C.SA
1879 James Ritty C.SA
1908 Dr. J. Brandenberger Switzerland

1861 Alexander Parkes Britain

1824 Joseph Aspdin Britain

1735 John Harrison Britain

1895 Nicolas & Jean Lumiere France

1725 I-Hsing & Liang Ling-Tsan China

1656 Christian Huygens
c. 4500 B.C.Earliest smelting site

Netherlands

1817 Anthony A. Plantson C.SA
1855 Charles Goodyear C.SA
1895 Rudolf Diesel Germanv
1902 Dr. F. Lanchester Britain

1832'

1883

Hypolite Pixii

Exhibited Vienna Exhibition

France

1882 H. W. Seelev C.SA
1879 Thomas Aiva Edison CSA
1873 Zenobc Gramme Belgium
1888 Nikola Tesla C SA
1824 William Sturgeon Britain

1824 ^-Dr. Alan M. Turing Britain

1885 Louis Prince France
1922 J. Engl, J. Mussolle & H Vogt Germanv
1923 Dr. Lee de Forest CSA
188-4 Lewis E. Waterman CSA
1834 Andre-Marie Ampere France
1792 William Murdock Britain
c. 1080 Augsburg
c. 1500 B.CEgypt .and Mesopotamia

Germans

1853 Sir George Crviev Britain
1878 f^Thomas Aim Edison

( SA
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Age of Wheelwriters

The integrated ciratii technology, com-
manly callctl tlx? silicon drip, Ixis revolu-

tionised Ox design of lyfxuritcrs.

An international concern Ixis fxtfeacd
ihe designs oftyfxuritcrs in uiricb microp-

rocessors are incor/torated Tlxse new
delict's, called quiclicritcrz and wheel-
trrilem arc expected to ripe fast large

amounts of textual matter and effect a
targe economy in lime, material and
man-power.

In an ordinary tyjxuritcr, the alplxtlxt
and symbols are arranged in a semi-
circular orrery of lei'crs In tlx electronic
typewriters, tlx dxirncters are on a ulxel
which is fixed

In the nett’ design, tlx characters are
arranged alone tie spokes ofa ulxel over
tlxpaper ottr which aping is to l>e made.
Arlotlxr motor Spins the wheel so Oxl Ox
right spoke {xxitinn is placed oner tlx
leipcr corresponding to the bty pressed

Tito otlxr motors coninri tlx- heigh; of
drAging ribbon auditsfecit rate Because
(f dr silicon chip technology, lie entire
r-piif-nent is compact and occupies rise

fusee of a small Ixix

Oio common difference betueen the
printed ami Apt! texts is the clearly tisihle
ci reit [sicking of letters in a uord in the
pfnUetl vrniem. for example, hath thin
ht;<~s hie l or] caul wide letters trieV Vr
.'f occupy exactly same space in the typed
lex: 77-ji defies te h\~n nsmotxtf in the
riist- de ny: became tie motors that con-
thj' Isk notextent rfthe nbhan andpaper

take instructions from tlx silicon drip

incorporated in tlx; design. Thus the output
is indistinguishable from tlx; printed

matter.

in an ordinary typewriter, tlxforce with

which a letter is pressed on tlx pafxr
depends on tlxforce applied by tlxfinger
on tlx key. In electric and electronic

tyfxwriters, a uniform force is applied on
tlx paper, irres/xetitv of the force applied

by tlx finger on tlx key.

Hut in tlx neir design, there is a graded
application of pressure with a view to

presenting apleasing output. For example,
a comma trill lx brought out lightly

compared to otlxr letters oftlx alphalxt. If

desired, letters can lx tyfxd tilth sufficient

force so as to offera goodprofile to attract

the attention of readers
Tlx- design has a memory ofabout 7Q00

common tt'ords and itch ifa typist makes
a mistake in spelling, it gets automatically
corrected by a comparison with tlx mem-
ory-stored sfxlling.

More tt'ords can lx added as desired by
tlx user to tlx spelling-clxckcr. Odxr
facilities like readI ofoft-repealedpassages
note available in word-processors are also
incorporated in tlx netv design.
A valuable accessory to this licit' typewri-

ter is a printer converter. Tnis enables tlx
typed ursiott to lx brought out in punted
form so that it can lx reproduced by offset
printing processes Vms [mblislrirlg bouses
willlx ridoftlx botheration ofcomposing
the typed tvrsion for final printing
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Gyro-compass 1911
Helicopter 1924
Hovercraft 1955
Iron Working (Carburized) c. 1200
Jet Engine 1937
Laser 1960
launderette 1934
Lift (Mechanical) 1852
Lightning Conductor 1752
Linoleum 1860
Locomotive 1804
Loom, power 1785
Loudspeaker 1900
Machine Gun 1718
Maps c. 3800

Margarine 1869
Match, safety 1826
Microphone 1876

Elmer A Sperry U.SA
Etienne Oehmichen France

C. S. Cockerell Britain

B.C.Cyprus & N. Palestine

Sir Frank Whittle Britain

Dr. Charles H. Townes U.SA

J. F. Cantrell U.SA
Elisha G. Otis U.SA
Benjamin Franklin U.SA
Frederick Walton Britain

Richard Trevithick Britain

E. Cartwright Britain

Horace Short Britain

James Puekle Britain

B.C.Sumeria (clay tablets of

river Euphrates)

Hippolyre M. Mouries France

John Walker Britain

Alexander Graham Bell U.SA

Robot the Killer

Robots in an automobile assembly line-, some of them go berserk

Manufacturers in Japan are happy that

robots are such a help in boosting industrial

production and profitability, with virtually

oonc of the usual "labour problems" manage-
ments face.

Japan employs some 200,000 robots which,
is almost 60 per cent of the world robot
‘population’. But recent studies reveal that this

nms- technological asset is also apt to go
berserk occasionally under the influence of
^tat researchers cal! “stray electromagnetic
radiation", sometimes from other robots

nearby.

The Japaness Labour mimstrv savs that

during the past eight rears, some ten workers
were killed by the unexpected movement of

automated equipment on assemble lines

Tire Asafji Shimbun. Japan s second largest

daily reported that die studs of robot induced
accidents bv the Labour mmistrs established
that the danger from sudden errata operation
of roboused machines triggered he stras

signals emitted h\ other equipment caused die
fatal accidents
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Microprocessor
Microscope

Motor Cycle

Neon Lamp
Night Gub
Nylon
piper

Parachute

Parchment
parking Meter
pasteurization

Photography (on metal)

„ (on paper)

„ (orv film)

Porcelain

potter's Mltecl

Printing Press

Printing (rotary)

propeller (ship)

pyramid

Radar

Radio Telegraphy

Robert Noyce & Gordon Moore U.SA

fS-Z. Janssen
Nw,w

G. Daimler of Carmstatt

Georges Claude

1971

1590

18S5

1910

1843

1937
A.D. 105

1797 A. J. Gamerin

c 1300 B.C.

Dr. Wallace H. Carothers

1935
1867

1826

1835

1889

851

c

Carlton C Magee

Louis Pasteur

J. N. Niepce

W. H. Fox Talbot

John Carbutt

Earliest report from China

Netherlai

Germany
France

France

U.SA
China

France

Egypt
U.SA
France

France

Britain

U.SA

6500 B.C.

c 145S Johann Gutenberg

1846 Richard Hoe
1837 Francis Smith

c. 2685 B.C

Asia Minor

1922
1864

Rayon
Razor (electric)

„ (safety)

Record (long-playing)

Refrigerator

(Transatlantic) 1901

1883

1931

1895
1948

1850

’RuMxrr (latex foam)

„ (tyres)

(vulcanised)

.. (waterproof)

1928
1816
1841

1823

A. H. Taylor & Leo C. Young
Dr. Mahlon Loomis

G. Marconi

Sir Joseph Swan
Col. Jacob Schick

King C. Gillette

Dr. Peter Goldmark
^yjames Harrison &

Alexander Catlin

Dunlop Rubber Co.

Thomas Hancock
Charles Goodyear
Charles Macintosh

German
U5A
Britain

Egypt

U.SA
USA-
Italy

Britain

U.SA .

U.SA
USA

USA
Britain

Britain

USA
Britain

Plane as cheap As a Car

A group and Australian engineers have

developed a new type of aircraft made of

plastic, representing a radial change in

the way airplanes are usually made.

According to a report from Penh, the

airplane, called die Eagle X, is the first

aircraft in the world to have its both' and
wings made entirely from high technology

composite plastic — a mixture of carbon
fibre.

The Eagle X wall not have to Ise as.<em-

bled by hundreds of skilled aviation tech-

nicians It wilt simply be moulded by
madiine in one piece.

Unlike a conventional aircraft, the E

:

X has no tail wing. Instead, it is fined wi
forward wing. If the plane loses speed
is in clanger of stalling, the forward w
will automatically pull the aircraft back i

a safe position.

The new aircraft can be mastered in

time than most people take to learr

drive a motor car.

The price of the new aircraft is af

that of an ordinary car. Australia

decided to mass produce the literal

Perth for overseas distribution— Xinl
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Sharper Television
In a move to thwart future expansion of the already sizeable Japanese share of the

electronic goods market 3Cf European manufacturers have formed a rare consortium.
Companies engaged in the production of television equipment from Britain, West
Germany, France, the Netherlands, among others, have jointly developed a new
transmission technology which rivals the one aJapanese giant is trying to sell in Europe.
The project, named Eureka, is also backed bv broadcasting networks in Europe as well as
the U.S.

Existing TV transmission in Europe, as in India, is based Sn 625 horizontal lines or
120,000 individual picture elements — pixels— to build up a picture. Twenty-five such
pictures are flashed every second. The ratio of the width to height ofthe screen is 4:3. This
limits the clarity and sharpness of the-picture.
To improve upon these qualities and project a high definition picture thejapanese have

launched a 1,125 lines system that uses 30 pictures per second. In response, the
Europeans have come up with 1 ,250 lines, 50 pictures a second system using a screen with

•

16:9 ratio. It has 480,030 pixels, four times the present number.
Wiat makes this system more attractive than the Japanese, is not that it is

indigenous but that it is compatible with the existing sets. Thejapanese system would
have required newly developed sets which wore to follow. They were thus caught in their
own trap.

Rubik Cube
Safety Pin
Scotch Tape
Self-starter

Sewing Machine
Ship (sea-going)

.. (steam)

,, (turbine)

1975 Prof. Emo Rubik Hungary
1849 Walter Hunt U.SA
1930 Richard Drew U.SA
1911 Charles F. Kettering U.SA
1829 Barthclemy Thimmonnier France
c. 7250 B.C. Grecian ships

1775 J. C Perier France
1894 Hon. Sir G Parsons Britain
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Silk Manufacture

Skyscraper

Slide Rule

Spectacles (convex)

Spinning Frame
Spinning Jenny
Spinning Mule
Steam Engine

Steam Engine (piston)

Steam Engine (condenser)

Steel Production

Steel (stainless)

Submarine
Tank
Telegraph
Telegraph Code
Telqibone

Telescope
Television (mechanical)

„ (electronic)

Terylene
Thermometer
Transformer

Transistor

Typewriter

Washing Machine (elec.)

Watch
Water Closet

Welder (electric)

Wheel
Windmill
Writing

X-ray

Zip Fastener

c. 50 B.C China

1882 W. be Baron Jenny- U.SA

1621 William Oughtrcd Britain

1289 Venice Italy

1769 Sir Richard Arkwright Britain

1764 James Hargreaves Britain

1779 Samuel Crompton Britain

1698 •^Thomas Savers’ Britain

1712 Thomas Newcomen Britain

1765 ^James Watt Britain

1855 Henry Bessemer Britain

1913 Harry Brearlev Britain

1776 David Bushnell USA
1914 Sir Ernest Swington Britain

1787 M Lammond France

1837 Samuel F. B. Morse U.SA
18-49 -rAntonio Meucci Italv

1876 ^Alexander Graham Bell U.SA
1608 Hans Uppershey Netherlands

1926 John Logie Baird Britain

1927 P. T. Farnsworth U.SA
1941 J. R. Whinficld, J. T. Dickson Britain

1593 Galileo Galilei Italy

1831 Michael Farodav Britain

1948 Bardeen, Shockley & Brattain U.SA
180S . ,-PeUegrine Tarri Italy

1907 Hurley Machine Co. U.SA
1462 .‘Bartholomew Manfredi Italy

1589 Designed by J. Harrington Britain

1877 ''"Elisha Tliomson U.SA
c. 3300 B.CSumerian civilization

c. 600 Persian com grinding

c. 3500 B CSumerian civilization

1895 ,, Wilhelm K. Roentgen Germany
1891 W. L Judson U.SA

(Source. Gulnnes Book of Answers)

ELEMENTS
An element may be defined as “a sutiMance

«|k'!i cannot be broken down to sield sim-

pier suf'v.ancec by ordinary chemical
methods’' Tl>e elements are the basic subst-

ances front which a!! others aa* built up by
chemical combinations

riements fount! in rumre or naturallv

occurring elements mimlvrr 92, ranging from
Ihdroycn, the lightest element (Element 1 1 to

Cranium, (Clement 921 the heaviest element.
One element Plutonium (Element 94) is found
1st mimne tp.ur,titles in the ores of Uranium
ant! Tltortum . i

-

Ait elements heavier than Uranium are

man-made and are called Trmisuntnics. They
are prtxlucetl either in fiuclear reactors or

accelerators or isolated from the debris of

hydrogen bomb explosions. Tlie first of such
elements is Neptunium (Element 93) diso>-

vered in 19-10. The latest is Element 109

discovered in 1982 by the Institute for Heavy
Ion Research (GSL) at Darmstadt (West

Germany)* Elements up to 103 (1961) ate

included in the table given below.

• ft-rr-ws Ids Sjm tty n Ur hern Avowed
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All man-made elements decay quickly. Ele-

ment 109, for instance, survives as such for

only five-thousandths of a second and turns

into Element 107 which after a short time

emits an alpha panicle and becomes Element

105. Next one of the protons in the nucleus is

transformed into a neutron, emitting a positive

electron (Positron) in the process and becom-
es Element 104. This element splits into two

and the process of decay is halted.

Elements are numbered according to the
number of protons in their atomic nuclei. But
the atomic nucletis also contains neutrons
which add to the mass of the atom and can
affect its stability and radio activity. The atoms
of the same element may contain different

numbers of neutrons. These are called their

isotopes. It is calculated that about 8000
isotopes may exist for the known atoms.

Actually only 2000 are known today.

Elements and Atomic Atomic Discoverer Date
Symbols Number Weight

Actinium Ac 89

Aluminium AI 13

Americium Am 95
Antimony Sb 51

Argon A 18

Arsenic As 33
Astatine At 85
Barium Ba 56
Berkellum Bk 97
Beryllium

;

Be 4

Bismuth Bi . 83
Boron B 5

Bromine Br 35
Cadmium Cd 48

Calcium Ca 20

Californium a 98
Carbon C 6
Cerium Ce 58*
Caesium Cs 55
Chlorine Cl 17
Chromium Cr 24
Cobalt Co 27
Copper Cu 29
Curium Cm 96
Dysprosium Dy 66*
Einsteinium E 99
Erbium Er 68*
Europium

.
Eu 63*

Fermium Fm 100
fluorine F 9
Francium Fr 87
Gadolinium Gd 64*
Gallium Ga 31
Germanium Ge 32
Gold

, Au 79
Hafnium Hf 72
Helium He 2
Holmium Ho 67*
Hydrogen H 1

Indium
In 49

227.0

27.0

243
121.8

39.9

74.9

210

137.3

249
9.0

209.0

10.8

79.9

112.4

40.1

251
12.0

140.1

132.9

35.5

52.0

58.9

63.5

248

162.5

254

1673
1520
253

19-0

223

1573
69.7

72.6

197.0

178.5

4.0

1645
1.0

114.8

A Debieme
F. Wohler
G. Seaborg & others

B. Valentine

W. Ramsay and J. Rayleigh

A Magnus
E. Segre & others

H. Davy

S. Thompson & others

N. Vauquclin

C. Geoffrey the Younger

H. Davy

A Balard

F. Stromeyer

H. Davy

S. Thompson & others

J. Berzelius & Wd' Hislinger

R. Bunsen & G. Kirchhoff

K Scheeic

N. Vauquelin

G. Brandt

G. Seaborg & others

L de Boistwudran

A Ghiorso & others

C Mosander

E. Demarcay

A Ghiorso & others

H. Moissan

M. Percy

j. c. dc Marignac

L de Bolsbaudran

C Winkler

D. Coster & G De Hevwy

TCP Janssen A N. lockyef

j
Sorer & M DcLtfbntai

H Cavendish

F. Reich ft T. Pxh
;^

j < i? ^ <*

1899

1827

1944

1604

1894

(?) 1250
1940

1808

1949
• 1798

1953

1808

1826

1817

1608

1950

Prehistoric

1803

1860

1774

1797

c 1735

Prehistoric

19 <4

1886

1953

7839

1896
1952

1886

1939
1880

7875
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iodine I 53

Iridium lr 77-

iron Fe 26

Krypton Kr 36

lanthanum la 57*

tawrcncium l.w 103

lead Pb 82

lithium li 3

Uitetium lit 71*

Magnesium Mg 12

Manganese Mn 25

Mendclevium Mv 101

Mercury Hg 80

Molybdenum Mo 42

Neodymium Nd 60*

Neon Ne 10

Neptunium Np 93

Nickel Ni 28

Niobium
(Columbium) Nb 41

Nitrogen N 7

Noiwlmm No 102

Osmium Os 76

Oxygen O 8
Palladium Pd 46
Phosphorus P 15

Platinum Pi 78

Plutonium I\i 91
Polonium Po 8-1

'Vxa'.Mum K 19
’seodymtum IT 59*

.•mctiiium Pm 61*
rouciinmm Pa 91

Kadium Ra 88
Radon Rn 86

Klicnsum Re 75
Kixxlium Rh 45
Rubidium Rb 37
Kir.hrnmm Ru «4
Samarium Sm 62*
Scandium Sc 21

Scknium Sc 3-1

Silicon Si 14

Silver Aft 47
Sodium Na U
Strontium Sr 38
Sulphur S 16
Tantalum Ta 73
Technetium T

c

43
Tellurium Tc 52
Terbium Tb 65*
Thallium T1 81
Thorium Th 90

126.9
B. Courtois

192.2 S. Tennant

55.9 ....

838 VC. Ramsay & M. Travers

138.9 C. Mosanter

257.0 A Ghiorso & others

207.2 ...

6.9 A. Arfvedson

175.0 G. Urhain

24.3 Recognized by J. Block

54.9 Recognized by K. Scheelc

256 A Ghiorso & others

200.6 ....

95.9 K. Scheelc

144.2 C. Von YCelsbach

20.2

W. Ramsav & M. Travers

237 li. McMillan & P. Abelson

58.7 A Cronstedt

929 C Hatchett 1801

14.0 D Rutherford 1772.

254 Fields & .others 1951

190.2 S. Tennant 1803

160 J Priestley 1774

1064 VC. VCollasten 1803

310 H Brand 1669

195 1 D de Ulloa 1735

242 G Scnborg & others 19-10

210.0 P. & M Curie 1898

39.1 H. Davy 1807

140.9 C von Welsbach 1885

147 J. Mamsky & others 1947

231.0 F. Soddy & others 1917

226.1 P. 8. M. Curie 1898

222.0 Rutherford (thoron isotope) 1899
F_ Dorn (radon isotope) 1900

1862 F_ Noddack & others 1925
1029 VC, VCoIlxston 1803

85 5 R. Bunsen & G. Kirchhoff 1861
101.1 K. Claus (or Klaus) 1844

1504 L de BoLsbaudran 1879
45.0 L Nilson 1879
79 0 J. Bcrzelium 1817
28 1 J. Bcrzelium 1824

107.9 ... Prehistoric

230 H. Dot 1807
87.6 H Daw 1808
321 .... Prehistoric

181.0 A Ekeberg 1802
99 F. Segre & C Perrier 1937

127.6 M. von Reichenstein 1782
158.9 C Mosander 18-13

201 4 VC. Crookes 1861
232.0 J. Bcrzelium 1828

1811

1803
Prehistoric

1898

1839
1961

Prehistoric

1817.

1907

1755

1774

1955
Prehistoric

1778

1885
1898
19-10

1751
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Thulium Tm 69* 168.9 P. Cleve 1879

Tin ' Sn 50 118.7 .... Prehistoric

Titanium Ti 22 47.9 W. George 1791

Tungsten

(Wolfram) W 74 183.9 G. & F.d’Ethuyar 1783

Uranium u 92 238.0 E. M. Peligot 18-11

.Vanadium V 23 51.0 A. Delrio 1801

Xenon Xe 54 131.3 W. Ramsay & M. Travers 1898

Ytterbium Yb 70* 173.0 C. Marignac 1878

Yttrium Y 39 88.9 J. Gabolin 1794

Zinc Zn 30 65.4 .... Prehistoric

Zirconium Zr 40 91.2 M. Klaproth 1789

* Rare Earths. Fifteen dements from atomic number 57 to 71 are collectively known as Rare Earths because they arc remarkably

similar In their chemical behaviour.

THE WORLD OF SOUND
Radio Telescopes have opened a new world

to the astronomer - a world of sound, not of
sight. The two worlds are fantastically diffe-

rent. Hie Milky Way, for example, is a river of
light to the eyes but it is a hissing mass to die
cars.

Radio Telescopes, in fact, help us to listen in

to stars or galaxies that lie for beyond die ken
of the world's largest optical telescopes. They
also enable us to study astral phenomena
which are widiin the range of our optica!

telescopes but which are not visible owing to
the haze of cosmic dust. Thus it is that we have
managed to collect what Hide we know about
the galactic centre of the Milky Way.

Sound is produced by the vibrauons of an
object or mechanism and transmitted in the
form of waves - alternating increase and
decrease in pressures. It radiates outward
through a material medium of molecules,
more or less like the ripples spreading out on
water after some heavy object has been
thrown into it.

Ttvo properties of sound arc important,
namely diepiVcft orfrequency and intensity or
loudness. The pitch or frequency refers to the
rate of vibration of the sound and is measured
in Heitz (Hz) units. The frequency of sound is
determined by the number of times dte
vibrating waves undulate per second. The
slower the cycle die lower die pitch. The pitch
tiecomes higher as the cycles increase in
number or which is die same diing, as
frequencies increase.

The intensity or loudness is measured in

decibels. A decibel (db) (one-tenth of a bcl) is

a physical unit based on the weakest sound

that tan be detected by the human ear. It is

named after Alexander Graham Bell, the

inventor of the telephone. The decibel scale is

logarithmic, that is, an increase of 10 db means

10 times as much, an increase of 20 db means

100 times and 30 db 1000 times etc A light

whisper may be about 10 db, a quiet conversa-

tion around 20 db, and normal talk 30 db. In

comparison the electrically amplified beat

music in a disco is a billion times louder than

the sound of a whisper at 10 db. (see Box

Noise Scale).

The human ear cannot generally hear

sounds of frequencies higher than 20,000

vibrations per second or in modem Interna-

tional Units 20,000 Hz. Sounds of frequencies

higher than 20,000 Hz which are inaudible are

called ultra-sonic. Bats produce very high

sound when they fly but they are at ultra-sonic

frequencies from 20,000 to 100,000 Hz. So wc
cannot hear them. Ultra sonic waves arc an

important tool of research in physics. There

are also many applied uses for ultra-sonic

waves, like sub-marine echo sounding, detec-

tion of flaws in casting, drilling glasses and

ceramics, emulsification etc

The speed of sound varies according to the

nature of the carrier media When we speak of

the speed of sound, we ordinarily mean the

speed at which sound travels in air at sea level.

This is around 1038 feet per second. In water.
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wand travels about 5 times faster than in air.

In iron and steel it is even faster, about 3 times

faster than the speed in water. Speeds of

sound through some seleaed media are

indicated below; ice-cold uater-4938 ft per

second, fcrici'-l 1,620 ft, granite— 1296 ft,

lyardu'ood-12,620 ft. and gftiss-16,410 to

19,690 feet per second.

Supersonic speed is speed greater than that

of sound In air at sea level, that is to say,

around 1216 lan per hour. Supersonic speed

is measured in Mach This unit was worked
out by the Czech-born German physicist Ernst

Mod) and therefore named after him. Mach is

the ratio of the speed of flight to the speed of

sound, under the same conditions of pressure

and density, When a plane moves at the speed
of sound, it is Mach 1. Wien a plane moves at

twice the speed of sound (supersonic), it is

Mach 2 When it Is less than the speed of sound
it K sub sonic and therefore less than Mach 1.

At half the speed of sound it is Mach Vi.

Sound barrier is the point at which the

Speed of flight equals the speed of sound.
When a plane flies faster than sound, it Is said

to have crossed the sound barrier. When the
sound barrier (,s passed, die speed of the
aircraft produces shock waves in die atmos-
phere, somewhat like the bow waves pro-

's duced by fast-moving ships. The shock waves
In the atmosphere produce booms like thun-
der claps. These arc called sonic booms Thhc
sonic booms lar on the cars of the resident
population in the areas over which the plane
flies bur they do not trouble the passengers or
the crew because the plane goes faster than
(fie shock waves.

Noise
1. breeching 10 (g,

2. Kind In (he trees 20 dh
5 Quiet Coremotion 20-30 db
4 Ticking Clock 30 db
5 House in a quiet street 35 db
6 Radio Music 50-60 db
?. loud conversation 60 db
H Office note GO db
0 Children playing GO-SO db
10 tetri mourn GOSO db
It- Vacuum cleaner so db
12 Traffic Kobe 0) 00 db
13 Sports car 80-95 Os

The human ear can safely respond to

pressures up to 120 db. Any intensity higher

dan this is harmful and can damage die car.

This will be clear, ifwe examine the function-

ing of the ear.

The ear consists of three parts, the outer

ear, the middle ear and the inner car. The

outer ear (auricle) collects the sound stimuli.

These are carried through a canal to the

middle ear. The canal is not straight and is die

widest where it meets the outer W3II of the

middle ear, the ear drum. The sweat glands of

the canal are modified to secrete a.kind of

wax-the car wax. The middle ear is a cavity in

the temporal bone which is a part of die skull.

The tympanic membrane or the ear drum
receives the sound vibrations from die outer

car.

Three minute pieces of bone bridge die

cavity, the hammer, ihe anvil and die stirrup

(so called from their shapes). These transmit

die vibrations received by the middle ear to

the inner ear. The inner ear Is a small but

elaborate structure which houses two distinct

organs-one for hearing and the other for

balance. The organ for hearing, called the

cochlea is a snail-shaped container which
transmits sound vibrations as nerve impulses

to the brain. It Is the brain that initiates the

entire system of varied bodily responses to

sound.

Thus, the brain activates the pituitary gland
which In turn causes the thyroid and adrenal

glands to excrete hormones. It stimulates the

5)TOpKhedc nervous system which influences

the heart, the stomach, the pupil, blood vessels

and motor nerves which control muscle reac-

Scale
14. Heaty trttck traffic 90-100 db
15- Motor Cycle 105 db
16. Pneumatic drill 110 db
17. Thunder storm 110 db
18. Beat Music

(electrically amplified) 120 db
19 Aircraft noise 90120 dh
20. Jet lalxxff

(at 100 m distance) 120 db
21. Jet engine

(at 25 m distance) 140 db
22. Space Vehicle launch

(from a short distance) 140-170 db
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lions. These and other reactions determine
our bodily responses to sound.

A common misconception is that the ear

gets accustomed to excessive noise if it is

heard continually. Actually what happens is

that the ear progressively loses its sensitivity

and ability to transmit sound vibrations to the

brain resulting in various degrees of deafness.

Such disabilities become markedly noticeable

in old age.

Sound is either music or noise-so goes an
old saying. What is implied by this distinction

is that whatever is pleasant to the ear is music
while all that is unpleasant is noise. Such
phrases as ‘grating on the ears' or ‘jarring on
the nerves' express the discomfort we feel on
hearing unpleasant sounds. It is such un-

pleasant impacts of sound that are collectively

described as noise pollution.

All cities and towns labour under noise

pollution in varying degrees. The worst offen-

ders are the big cities, whose noisy traffic itself

is a potent menace to hearing. A study recently

conducted in West Germany showed that 2.5

million people (out of nearly 63 million) live

in places where the noise level is high. This is

a small percentage, as percentages go, but it

indicates only those who are exposed to the

greatest danger.
,

It does not mean that others are unaffected
by noise pollution. Even noises at much lower
levels can be harmful, especially during sleep
and recuperation. Anything that disturbs re-

CRYOGENICS
Cryogenics is one of the youngest sdenc

having come into existence only in the 2
century. The name "Cryogenics' is derr
from a Greek word meaning, ‘productive
raid . Cryogenics deals with the productior
very low temperatures and the study of ti

physical and technological consequences
Aery low" temperatures are generally tal

to mean temperatures below -150°C :

Hereabouts. Absolute Zero clearly belong;
ttc domain of cryogenics. It Ls apparei
unattainable on Earth.

„

,

iwves! temperature that we h

-J?*",.
or produced on Earth Ls c

7^ i!!
l0mh of a 2bove Absol
entists the v.-orld over are continue

pose or sleep Ls detrimental to health in the
long run. Barking dogs and fighting cats can
interfere with sleep whether in the totvn or in

die country.

During work hours noise is definitely a
deterrent to concentration. From 50 db on-
wards noise can interfere with normal voice
communication. At 70 db even normal con-
versauon becomes impossible. However,
some people have become so accustomed to

noise that they cannot concentrate on their

work in the absence of familiar sounds like the

radio. May be, these people do turn out better

work in a noisy environment but they are

heaping up trouble for the future.

The constant exposure to noise will steadily

deteriorate the delicate parts of the middle

ear, which would fail more and more In

transmitting sound impulses to the inner car,

ultimately resulting in inefficient Ixxillv re-

sponses to sound.

A study jointly conducted by the Indian

Council of Medical Research and the Depart-

ment of Science and Technology during the

period from 1977 to 1982 showed that more
than 10% of the urban population and about

7% of the rural population in India suffer from

mild to severe hearing impairment. The fact

that a greater percentage of the urban popula-

tion - almost one and a half times of its rural

counterpart - suffer from defective hearing

clearly shows the dangers posed by higher

noise pollution levels.

ly working at reaching at least one-hundredth

of the degree Absolute. This is a world far

below the freezing point as wc understand ft.

In this sub-freezing world strange things

happen.

All known elements freeze solid, except

helium which remains liquid Rubber becom-

es so brittle that it shatters like glass bract

rings like a bell when struck. Air freezes
mros

solid block. .All these happen not a; ms

of Absolute Zero but wrfiin ?"• P
above it

Helium, the second
’ c
\ 3 ;r-n .;

lightest is hydrogen), cm'

slippery and tcatcttP-

enough, this ga- v--" --v

'

:‘r#
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Temperature Scales
Three systems of temperature meattsre-

merit ore now in tee - tire Celsius scale, lire

Fahrenheit scale and lire Kelt in scale. » Tire

Celsius scale tacts toothed out In’ tire

Suvtlhh physicist and astronomer Anders

Celsius in 1742.

It appears to Irate Irecti revised hy

unotlrerSucdi\bphysicistJ. P. Christen. Tlris

scale teas originally known as tire Cctttrig-

rode. It ttas re named Celsius scale in

honour of its intvtitor Celsius. Tire

Fahrenheit scale teas detised Ire tlx Gcr-

ntanJxmt physicist Gabriel Daniel
Falrrvnheit (1680-1 736) around 17IS. Tlx
Kcltin scale uas pioneered hy tlx llritislt

fjysicist William Thompson Keltin <1824-
1907), later lord Kcltin.

71x InternationalSystem ofUnits recog-
nises tlx Ccltius and Keltin scales Tlx
Kcltin scale is deniedfrom thermodyna-
mics and is of special importance to
scientists. 77v scale generally used by all is

tlx Celsius. Tlx unit of temperature
adopted by tlx SI is based on the Triple
Point of Water, tlxu is. tlx temperature at
ukich solid, liquid, and p.ascota uxtter are

i

a,! hi equilibrium. Tlx triple point Iras
been defined as 273 ICKf (Kcltin ) uhiclr is

equhnlent to 00PC. Zero degree Kcltin is

dx .Vjfobne Zero, llrts corresponds to
—273 1<7 Celsius and -4596T
MrrvnMt.

AJnohtte Zero is a thermcktutamic con-n7< b to say. It h /vised on heat
energy It is tly point at tthidr molecules
hn\- no Avar energy. At this

fy,,-,,, aj,
i motion stops Kim tttomic panicles slate
douri

|

ConrrnfoJi Formula
G-bius to Kcltin K^C+273.16
Fit/mil'eil to Celsius C=F~12'x.5V
Cehitts to Ftt'rmheit F-Cx-D S-c 1 •»

* li I'V V.-V fc-jia-vf an
p~rT j r'Kfeen] mi- crv. «r. tr t*™

r< *’*'T » *! »r Jhr t. ph u wxs
t**'*-* linviu rHS-rfs *rr* ni a ln-

’
,r> ' *tw ntx*y tet Kri. *,(».-> *-n rr-vV*t-j

%sh\ix i*.\
*

Suns atmosphere* by Sir Norman Lockyer

the British astronomer, through the spectro-

scope. In 1895 Sir William Ramsay found it or

Earth in the uranium ore - Cletitc. Later it was

established that helium is found in all radioac-

tive minerals and tltat it is released on Earth by

the radioactive decay of these minerals. Ordin
ary air contains 1 part of helium in 200,00C

parts of air.

Helium has several usable advantages. It i>

inert and noninfiammable. It is used fot

inflating airships. It resisted all attempts ai

liquefaction till 1903, when it succumbed tc

Dr. Kamerlingh-Onnes at Leyden. Titus, it is

the last gas to be liquefied. liquid helium has

many remarkable properties which are not

wholly understood as vet. It is indispensable in

cryogenics as a medium to cool otltcr subst-

ances to temperatures near the Absolute Zero
It is the only element that we know of which
refuses to solidify even in the dangerous
vicinity of Absolute Zero.

One of the surprises at low temperatures is

Superfluidity. If liquid helium is poured into a

flask, separated into mo chambers by a

partition, it seeps through the solid partition to

become level in both chamber;.
Another surprising phenomenon Is super-

conductitity. Superconductivity was First disc-

overed at tlie University of Leyden in 1911 by
Dr. If. Kamerlingh-Onnes, who was awarded
the Nobel Prize in 1913 for his earlier work oI

liquefying helium. However, it was ooly in

1957 tltat the theory caught up with experi-
ment. Nolxi Prize winner Dr. John Bardeen
(1956) of the University of Illinois and his

associates presented tlte first theory' of super-
conductivity in 1957. Tiie tlieory Is based on
quantum mechanics and is highly technical.
Some 300 materials - 25 elements and the rest
alloys or comp Hinds - are, now known to be
superconductors.

The application of superconductivity (that
is. die total disappearance of electrical resist-
ancc) to electric power engineering promises
to increase opacity, reduce exist and improve
reliability of power grids. A transmission line
made ofsuperconducting niobium and rough

-
, K-‘ diameter of the arm, can carry as much

power as the peak had now being used in the
,w-f>olc of the United States.

Cryogenics lias thousands of oilier appliCJ

» 1Vni!wVt,w Iulrnynl IpTtn M.x* nn-iirg Ih»- <u«
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tions. Rapid freezing by liquid nitrogen, for

instance, confers improved taste, texture, aro-

ma, nutritive value and appearance to food

articles besides reducing degradation by bac-

teriological, enzymau'c, oxidative and chemical

reactions.

Cryogenic freezing systems, being more
economical than conventional systems, can be
very handy for refrigerated transportation of
marine food, fruits, vegetables and other
perishable foods.

In medicine, human blood used for transfu-

sion in hospitals cannot normally be pre-

served beyond three weeks. A new blood
freezing technique recently developed using
liquid nitrogen can now be used for storing

blood for months or even years. Cryogenics
can also be used to store marrow cells in

marrow banks of hospitals.

Cryosurgery has several advantages over
normal surgery. It can be used to treat

Parkinson’s disease and other disorders of
involuntary' movement Tumours can be
frozen and removed with little loss of blood.

Bloodless cryosurgery can also be used in

tonsilectomies and in the removal of cataracts

of the eyes.

Vast quantities of natural gases are burnt

everyyear for want ofeconomical methods for

liquefying them in the country. The gases

burnt at the refineries or oil fields can be
liquefied by cryogenic methods and trans-

ported to the remote comers of the country

for use by' those who do not have the

advantage of city gas lines. Liquid methand can

reduce the cost of supersonic flights by about

one-third.

Work on applications of cryogenics is at

present going on in nearly a dozen centres in

India. They include the National Physical

Laboratory, New Delhi, the Tata Institute of

Fundamental Research, Bombay, the Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore, the Indian

Association for Cultivation of Sciences, Jadav-

pur, the Physics Department of Delhi Universi-

ty, the Solid State Physics Labortory, Delhi, and
the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur.

(See Special Feature: Superconductivity)

TIME SYSTEMS
The earliest instruments for measuring time

included many devices like the Sun dial and
the water clock which were used in Egypt.
These instruments were crude. In the 2nd
century BC, Ctesibius, a Greek engineer of
Alexandria, re-designed the ancient Egyptian
water clock and made it popular/
The improved water clock was the best of

the ancient timepieces. During the Middle
Ages mechanical clocks run by killing weights
came into vogue. These were more conve-
nient than the water clocks but no more
accurate. Booth erred bv as much as half an
hour per day.

In 1884 the second - the lowest unit of time
- was defined as 1/86400 of the time that the
Eanh took to complete one rotation on its own
axis or 1/86400 of a day of 24 hours. This, of
course, meant that the 24-hour dav was made
up of 86,400 seconds.

But the Earth wobbles as it rotates. This
wobbling leads to fluctuations in the time ol
rotation. It was therefore decided in I960 to
abandon the period of rotation as the primary
unit (that Is, a day of 24 hours), and to adopt

the period of resolution (of the Eanh round
the Sun) as the basis of calculations. The
second was thus re-defined as V
31,556,925-9747 ofdie time tharthe Eanh took

to complete one revolution round the Sun. A
year of 365 days and odd, thus consisted of

about 31.5 million seconds.

In 1967 the General Conference on Weights

& Measures recognised the atomic second as

determined by the cesium (caesium) atom
clock as the unit oftime under the Internation-

al System of Units (SI). The atomic second is

defined as the time taken by the cesium
electron to complete 9,192,631,770 spins.

The definition is not as accurate as it looks

because the cesium electron may sometimes
take more spins and sometimes less spins than
the defined norm. The deviation, however, is

only a few spins either way, that is, a few spins

more or less than 9192 million spins. This is

insignificant.

The atomic clock his two specific advan-
tages. It is not affected by' die vagaries of the
atmosphere nor by the fluctuations in the
rotation of the Earth. The latter has become
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Greenwich
Thefollowing zones are fast on Green-

uici) Time by tlx number of hours indi-

cated in brackets-.

. Fiji, New Zealand etc. (12 brs) New
Caledonia, AIciv Hebrides etc (11).

Queensland, Tasmania etc. (10). Jajtan,

Korea etc. (9) China, Hongkong, Philip-

pines etc (8) Singapore (7’/.•). Java, Thai-

land etc. (7), Burma, Coens Keeling Islands

((,’/:) Banglades!) (6) India, Sri Ixtnka,

Andaman and Nicobar Islands (50))

Pakistan (5). Mauritius, Se)-cJx!/cs etc (4).

Iran (J Iraq, Ethiopia etc. (3) Turkey,

Greece, Bulgaria etc. (2) Suedert, Norway,

Denmark etc. (!)

Tlxfollouing areas arc slow on Green-

uidt Time In - tlx numlxr of tours indi-

cated:

Iceland, Madeira etc (1) Azores, Cape

Mean Time
Verde etc (2) Greenland (excluding

Scores by Sound and Thule) and Eastern

Brazil (3) Ncufottndland, Labrador,

Dutch Guiana and Uruguay (3'At) Cana-

da (Bast of68°W) Greenland (Vntlc area),

Puerto Pico etc. (4). Canada (from 683W.

to 85°W-) Jamaica, Bahama, Bahama Is.,

Cuba, Haiti, Peru, Panama etc. (5) Cana-
j

da (from 85°W to 1023V'), Costa Pica,

Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicar-

agua, Central parts of USA and parts of
Mexico (6) Canada (from 102°W. to

I2(fW), mountain States ofUSA andparts

of Mexico (7). Canada (VC-'cst of 12(fW.)

Alaska (south east). Western States of USA

and parts ofMexico (8). Alaska (north of
Cross Sound), Yukon, Otristnuts Is. (9).

Alaska (from J41°W.), Hawaii clc. (10).

Aleutian Is, Alaska (uvsi coast) Samoa,

Midway Is. (11)

important in recent years. For. it has been
observed from 1970 onwards that the Earth is

slowing down in rotation by nearly a second
every year.

Since this error has been noticed, clocks all

sver the world are being corrected at the
lieginning of every year to conform to the
atomic ttme. The atomic dock developed by
the British National Physical laboratory has
achieved a vers- high degree of accuracy. It is

accurate to one second in 300 years.

Since January 1972. a new standard of time
called the Co-ordinated Universal Ttmr(CTC)
has also been maintained in Paris, the head-
quarters of the Genera! Conference on
h eights A. Measures. This is not based on anv
single atomic clock but on the average of
atomic clock readings from 1R timing centres
around tfie world

The nnc; does not gain or lose more than
one hundred millionth of a second per day.
This lus whittled down the infinitesma! error
of tire atomic docks to the vanishing point, it is

expected tltat die l,TC will remain absolutely
correct for a quarter million years.

71ie sw«n of Statuhml Time was intro-

duced to co relate the time systems of various
countries on an international basis For ibis

purpose the Earth was divided into 24 longitu

dinal zones, each zone being 15 degrees of ar

arc or one hour apart in time. The zero zone it

centred at Greenwich (London) which give;

the GMT or die Greenwich Mean Time. The

12th zone is divided by the 180th meridian

the Internationa! Date Line.

The zones to the east of this line art

numbered from 1 to 12 with the prefix minus
indicating the number of hours to lie sub
iracted to obtain the Greenwich Time, flit

zones to the west'are similarly numbered with

the prefix plus which shows the number o
hours that must be added to get the Green
wich Time.

The Date line is a zigzag line tltat coincide;
more or less with the 180th meridian. Vfher
die Date line is crossed to the west die dan
must tic advanced lay one day. \XTten die Urn
is crossed to the east, the date must be set bad
by one day. The Line is deflected betweer
north Latitudes 4R° and 75° widvihc result tie*

all Asia lies to the west of the line.

Die rwentv'four-hour time is now beittj

increasingly used especially try railways ant
other transport organizations Its great advan
tageiv that it dispenses with the suffixes a m
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and p.m. In the 24-hour system, day begins ax .follow are consecutively numbered from 0 to

midnight, the zero hour, and the hours that 23.

NUMERALS
The numerals, now in everyday use, are

called Arabic numerals, because it was from
the Arabs that these numerals spread to

Europe. Actually, they' are Indian in origin and
should rightly be called Indian numerals.
The concept of zero and the digital system

(including decimals) are India’s contributions
to the science of numerals. The Arabs adopted
the Indian system. The Europeans got it from
the Arabs (See Landmarks of Science).

Among the authors, who were instrumental
in transmitting Indian mathematical know-
ledge from Arab sources to Europe, the most
famous was Leonard <Sf Pisa (AD. 1202). Other
important authors were-. John of Seville

(1135), Adelard of Bath (1142), Robert of
Chester (1142). Villedien (1240) and
Sacrabosa (1242).

Roman Numerals are those used by the
ancient Romans. They are letters convened
into numbers 1 = 1, V = 5, X = 10, etc. They
do not follow the digital system of Arab
numerals. The general rules of Roman numer-
als are the following: (1) Repeating a letter
repeat its value: XX = 10 + 10 = 20. (2) A
letter placed after one of greater value adds
thereto: Vi = 5+1 = 6. (3) A letter placed

before another of greater value subtracts

therefrom: IV = 5 — 3 = 4. (4) A dash line

over a numeral multiplies its value bv
thousand: X = 10 x 1000 = 10,000.

Some high Arabic numerals cause a lot of

confusion, when used as words. The classic

instance is billion* which in U.S. is equal to a
thousand million and in Britain to a million-

million.

Arabic numerals and their corresponding

Roman numbers ares given below:

Arabic At Roman

1 I 11 XI 30 XXX
2 II 12 XII 40 XL
3 III 13 XIII 50 L

’

4 IV 1.4 XIV 90 XC
5 V 15 XV 100 C
6 VI 16 XVI 200 CC
7 VII 17 XVII 400 CD
8 VIII 18 XVIII 500 D
9 IX 19 XIX 900 CM
10 X 20 XX 1000 M

Multiples

V 5000; X 10,000; L 50,000, C 100,000,

D 500,000; M 1,000,000.

Higher Numerals

Number US & France UK & Other European Countries India

1 & 5 zeros' One Hundred Thousand One Hundred Thousand One Lakh
*7 6 „ Million Million Ten Lakhs
n 7 Ten Million Ten Million One Crore
„ 8 h Hundred Million Hundred Million Ten Crores
» 9 „ Billion Milliard (Thousand Million) Hundred Crores
H 12 „ Trillion Billion ....

« 15 „ Quadrillion Thousand Billion
•* IS n Quintillion Trillion
n 21 Sextiilion Thousand Trillion ....

*» 24 „ Septillion Quadrillion ....

« 27 Octillion Thousand Quadrillion ....

n 30 Nonillion Quintiliion ....

33 „ E>ecillion Thousand Quintillion

tuition' v.-yrrN-r (• tiled in thiv took 'tfxxnand million' (American verse) unless mhnmse indsceed
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200-Year-old Maths Problem Solved
A mathcmaHced problem uiridb bad

been puzzling mathematiciansfor thepast

two centuries has been solved by a rcscetr-

cixr at the Institute ofMathematical Scion -

ccs, Madras, in collaboration uith two
French men of numbers.

The problem tn number theory itbdh
tlxybate solved is ‘Everypositive integer is

a sum of fourth powers of at most 19
integers.

Dr. R. Dalasuhramanian ofthe IMS and
Dr. Jean March Deshoulllcrs and Dr.

Francois 'Dress of University ofBordeaux,
France, used tire *circle method* deteloped
by tbe late Srinivasa Ramanujam around
1918 to crack the problem.

Tbe problem is actually a case of tbe
more general one known as the "Wettings
problems' Ixxsed on a conjecture by an
English mathematician, Eduard Waring,
tlxtt 'ever)’ (positive) number is the sum of
four septan's, nine cubes, 19 quartics
(fours}) powers), 37 fifth pou<crs and so
cm "

Tlv three mathemeuidans {noted tbe
conjecture in tbe case ofquartics by using
tie 'circle method" for all numbers with
more than 350 digits and a computerfor
numbers belotv in an algorithmicfashion.

Dr, Ba!asubramat:(an said tbe best ex-
empt,-for elucidating the problem and is
solution urn tbe number 79 The only u w>-
79 Could be expressed as tlx sum offourth
potters is asfollows: Four times fuo to the
poweroffour, added to 15 timesoneto tbe
potter offour.

7he number 79 is tints decomposed to
1. quartics, satumttng the limit as set by
Fduxrrd Waring, be said.

Dr. Bakztubramanian sold tlx sedation

R Balasubramanirui

was the culmination of bis earlier efforts,

with an impttt of fresh ideas by Dr.
DeshotiUlcrs and Dr. Dress. Tlx crucial
component came from a prrojxxition lx
beid protvd in 1983-84.

His French collaborators, to uhom lx
bad sent bispaper after they ctinccd keen
interest in bis work, deserted ",all tlx credit

ofbnproting', upon my work appropriate-

b’’, he added
Tbe Warings conjecture in the case of

powers more than fuv ucts soiled by the
late SS PUlai ofArmamalai Unb vrsityand
a Chinese mathematician. Jingrun Chen,
bad proved tlx conjecture for tlx fifth
power using computersand refinements to
ux circle tlxoty.

continue tfxir^LT^ encouraging them to
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INTERNATIONAL UNITS
During the first half of the present century,

there were two widely used systems of

Weights and Measures - the Imperial System

and the Metric System. The Imperial System

prevailed in the British Empire.

The English speaking countries including

the United States also adopted the Imperial

System. The Metric System was followed Jn
France and other European countries and
their colonies and dependencies.
Vk Imperial System was derived from the

old Anglo-Saxon measurements. They were
rough and ready units based on standards that

were readily available everywhere - the hu-
man hand, for example. In their very nature,

they could never be precise and, worse, they
changed from person to person and from
place to place.

The ind) was the ‘knuckle of the thumb.' A
yard was the distance from the tip of King
Edgars nose to the tip of the middle finger of
his outstretched hand. An acre was the amount
of land that could be ploughed in a day by a
yoke of oxen. The mile came from the Roman
legionaries. Their milli was 1000 paces or
about 1618 yards. Paces being vastly different,

the mile was eventually standardised at 1760
yards.

It was from such a conglomeration of odd
units that the Imperial System of weights and
measures was ultimately' evolved. Although
these basic units are now precisely defined,

• their conversion into larger or smalter units is

an arithmetical torment. The mile, for exam-
ple, is 12X3X220X8 inches and the short ton
in 16x16x14x2x4x20 drams.

71k Metric System, unlike the Imperial
System, was deliberately thought out. This
system was adopted by France in 1790 and
propagated in other European countries by
Napoleon. As adopted in France, the new’ unit
of length was the metre which was equal to
one-ten millionth of a quadrant of the Earth’s
meridian. The unit of weight or mass W3S the
kilogram, which was defined as the mass of a
cubic decimetre (0.1 c metre) of water. The
volume represented by a cubic decimetre of
water was to Ik- called a litre.

In 1870 France called together a convention
to evolve a unified metric svsiem. In 1875 the

Treaty of the Metre was signed in Paris. The

treaty established an International Bureau of

Weights and Measures, and a General Confer-

ence on Weights and Measures, which would

meet periodically to adopt new definitions as

the need arose.

In 1889 the metre and the kilogram were

re-defined in terms of a bar of platinum-

iridium alloy which was stored in a vault in

Paris.

Today the metric system has been adopted

by almost all nations.!

In 1954 the General Conference on Weights

& Measures adopted one form of the Metric

system as an internationally suitable system. In

I960 the system was named System Interna-

tional de Unites or the International System of

Units, shortened to SI.

The svstem rests on 4 independent base

units for length, mass, time and temperature.

The units for length and mass are the metre

and the kilogram respectively. The unit of

time is the second, which has been defined in

terms ofdie atomic clock. The unit oftempera-

ture is the degree Celsius (centigrade) or

Kchin as opposed to Fahrenheit. The confer-

ence has also accepted certain well-estab-

lished units like the minute and the Itottr

(units of time), the degree, the minute and the

second as units of angular measurement and

the nautical mite and knot.

The spectacular development of science and

technology compelled the conference to de-

fine precisely, generally known units of

measurement' like lengdt, mass or time. In

addition, the conference had to adopt and

define new units of measurement. The labours

of die Conference in this regard led to the

evolution of a complicated and highly technic-

al international system. The definitions are

stated in stria scientific jargon which the

layman can hardly follow. A brief outline ofthe

svstem is given below.

1 ln!971 theUSdeejdedtortunfsen-criotheMetricSvtieio
- in ten yean M tlx: end of which the US witt he pretkxotnmlv

hut net cxetuuveK- on the Metric St-scm T)ie Martc

Convenion An of 1975 ironed the chinprorcr *xt vn 071

the US Mnnc Board to nipervi-e it
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Table of Metric Weights and Measures

linear Measure

10 Millimetres (mm) = 1 centimetre (cm)
10 centimetres = 1 decimetre (dm)
10 decimetres =

1 metre (m)
10 metres sr 1 decametre (da m)
10 decametres = 1 hectometre (hm)
10 hectometres 2= 1 kilometre (km)

Area Measure

100 square millimetres = 1 square centimetre
10,000 square centimetres = 1 square metre
100 square metres (m5

) = 1 are (a)
100 ares = 1 hectare (ha)
100 hectares = 1 square kilometre (sq km)

Volume Measure

one litre

10 millilitres (ml.)

10 centilitres

10 decilitres

10 litres

10 decilitres

10 hectolitres

0.001 cubic metre
1 centilitre
1

' decilitre

1 litre

1 decalitre

1 hectolitre

1 kilolitre

(cl)

(dl)

(D
(da 1)

(hi)

(U)

10 milligrams (mg)
J0 centigrams
1° decigrams
10 grams
10 deagrams
10 hectograms
1000 kilograms

Weight

= 1 centigram
=

I decigram
= 1 gram
= 1 decagram
81

1 hectogram
= 1 kilogram
= 1 metric ton

(eg)

(dg)

(g)

(da g)
(hg)

(kg)

(0

1000

1000

1000

cubic millimetres
cubic centimetres
cubic decimetres

Cubic Measure

“ 1 cubic centimetre
=

1 cubic decimetre
1 cubic metre

Simple Conversion Table
Indian Units

Tolas to grams
Tolas

Grams
Seen to kilograms
Seers

Kilograms
Maunds to Quintals

Mauruls

Quintals

7

1

11.66
2

23.33
3

34.99
4

46.66
5

58.32
6

69.93

• 7
81.65

8
9331

9
104.97

10 \

11664
;

1

093
2

1.87
3

280
4

3.73
5

4 67
6

560 6.53

8

7.46
9

8.40

1

10 i

93? 5

1

037
2

075
3

1.12
4

1.49
5

1.87
6

224 261
8

2.99

9
3-36

. 10

37? ;
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Double Conversion Tables for Weigilts and Measures

Note: The central figures (1 to 100) represent either of the two columns beside them, as

the case may be.

Example: 1 centimetre=0.394 inch and 1 inch=2.540 centimetres.

1 metre= 1.094 yards and 1 yard=0.9l4 metre. 1 kiiometre=0.621 mile and
1 mile=1.609 kilometres.

Centimetres Inches Metres Yards Kilometres Miles

2.540 1 0.394 0.914 1 1.094 1.609 1 0.621

5.000 2 0.787 1.829 2 2.187 3.219 2 1.243

7.620 3 1.181 2.743 3 3.281 4.828 3 1.864

10.160 4 1.575 3.658 4 4.374 6.437 4 2.485

12.700 5 1.969 4.572 5 5.468 8.047 5 3.107

15.240 6 2.362 5.486 6 6.562 9.656 6 3.728

17.780 7 2.756 6.401 7 7.655 11.266 7 4.350

20.320 8 3.150 7.315 8 8.749 12.875 8 4.971

22.860 9 3.543 8.230 9 9.843 14.484 9 5592

25.400 10 3.937 9.144 10 10.936 16.094 10 6.214

127.000 50 19.685 45.720 50 54.681 80.468 50 31.068

254.000 100 39.370 .91.439 100 109.361 160.936 100 62.136

Square Square

Hectares Acres Kilometres Miles Kilograms Aik Pound

0.404 1 2.471 2.590 1 0.386 0.454 1 2.205

0.809 2 4.942 5.180 2 0.772 0.907 2 4.409

1.214 3 7.413 7.770 3 1.158 1.361 3 6.614

1.619 4 9.884 10.360 4 1.544 1.814 4 8.818

2.023 5 12.355 12.950 5 1.931 2.268 5 1 1 .023

2.428 6 14.826 15.540 6 2.317 2.722 6 13.228

2.833 7 17.298 18.130 7 2.703 3.175 7 15-432

3.237 8 19.769 20.720 8 3089 3.629 8 17.637

3.642 9 22.240 23.310 9 3.475 4.082 9 I9 .84Z

4.047 10 24.711 25.900 10 3.861 4.536 10 22.016

20.234 50 123.554 129.498 50 19.306 22.680 50 110.231

40.468 100 247.108 258.995 100 38.611 45-359 100 Z2CM0Z

Metric

•

Tonnes
long
Tons

Metric

Tonnes

Short

Tons litres Pitta

1.016

2.032

3.048

4.064

5.080

6.096

7.112

8.128

9. 144

10.161

50.803

110.605

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

50
100

0.984

1.968

2.953

3.937

4.921

5.905

6.889

7.874

8.858

9.842

49.211

98.421

0.907

1.814

2.722

3.629

4.536

5.443

6.350

7.257

8.165

9.072

45.359

90.718

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10

50
100

1.102

2.205

3307
4.409

5-512

6.614

7.716

8.818

9921
11.023

55116
110231

0568
1.136

1.705

2.273

2.84 J

3.409

3.978

4.546

5.114

5 682

28412
56824

1

2

3
4

5
6
/

8
o

10

50

100

3-520

5279
7.039

8.799

10559
12.319

1407°

158
I",: .

,

175
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system which contains as many elementary-
entities as there are atoms in 0.021 kilogram of
carbon 12.

Derived Units with Special Names

Quantity’ Name Symbol

Frequency hertz Hz
Force newton N
Pressure pascal Pa
Quantity of elearicity coulomb C
Elearic tension volt V
Etearic resistance ohm a
Luminous flux lumen lm
Illuminance lux lx

The supplementary units are 1. Radian (rad)
Plane angle and 2. Steradian (sr) Solid Angle.

Radian. It is the plane angle which, having
its venex at the centre of a circle, cuts off a
length on the circumference of the circle
equal to the radius of the circle.

Steradian. It is the solid angle which, having
its vertex at the centre of a sphere, cuts off an
area of the surface of the sphere equal to that
of a square with sides of length equal to the
radius of sphere.

Multiples and Subditnsions. Multiples and
subdivisions (fractions) arc indicated In-
appropriate prefixes. Multiples upto 1000 arc
indicated by the following prefixes - deca
(10), hecto (100), and kilo (1000). Fractions up
to 1000 are expressed as follows - deci (1/10),
cent! (1/100), and milli (1/1000).

For multiples and fractions above 1000 the
following prefixes have been adopted.

Multiples

Tcra ‘= 10u(l followed by 12 zeros)
Giga a* 109 „ 9
Mega = 10

r
' „ 6

Kilo = 10' „ 3
Hecto = 101 „ 2
Deca = 10’ „ 1

Fractions

Deci 10—

*

Ccnti = io- J

Milli «s 10- 3

Micro «a 10- ft

Nano e 10-9

Pico a 10- 11

(0 . 1 )

(0 .01 )

(0 .001 ) .

(Decimal point, followed
by 5 zeros and 1)

(Decimal point, followed
by 8 zeros and 1)

(Decimal point, foolowed

by- 11 zeros and 1)

Femto = 10— 15 (Decimal point, followed

by 14 zeros and 1)

Arto = 10— 18 (Decimal point, followed

by- 17 zeros and 1)

Thus a kilometre is 1000 mares and a

megametre is 1,000,000 metres while a mil-

limetre is 0.001 mare and a micrometre is

0.000,001 metre.

Very elaborate rules have been formulated

with regard to notation, type to be used, prefix

symbols and die exponent to be prefixed to a

symbol. Symbols are not to be followed by full

stop and do not change in the plural.

In 1969 the International Committee on

Weights and Measures (C1PM), an auxiliary of

the General Conference, recognised the use of

some units which were strialy not part of the

SI but which were in widespread use. Some of

die commoner units and their SI equivalents

are given below:

SI Equivalent

Length

1 angstrom 0.1 nanomarc (nm)

1 chain 20.12 metre (m)

1 engineer's

chain 30.48 .
do

1 fadiom 1.829
- 'io

1 foot 0.304 8f
u -

1 furlong 0.201 2f kr

1 inch 25.4 millt.. * ^ .

-

1 link 0201 2t

1 mile 1.609 .

‘

I nautical mile
•

international 1.852 * 7-'

1 nautical mile

telegraph 1.855
'

:*
_

. ;

*%

1 nautical mile

U.K. ' 1.853
'

Area
>- *

>j

1 acre 4047 i • -

.

1 sq. foot O'— - ’

1 sq. mile (
.'

!

w
• 6-

1 sq. yard
i

Volume
j
hi*

'

1 cubic foot

*
' t ,

•

1 cuhlc inch
-

;

1 fluid ounce

1 gallon, *
;

1 gallon US
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1 pint, imperial 0.586 3t do do

.Macs

1 grain 64 80 milligram

1 hundred weight50 80 kilogram

1 roaund 37-32 do
1 ounce 28.35 gram
f pound 0453 6t kilogram

1 quintal 100 do
t seer 0933 It do
1 tola 11.66 pram
1 ton 1016 tonne
t ton US 0907 21 do

Velocity

I foot per minute 0005 oaf metre per second
t foot per second 0 J04 81 metre per second
1 inch per seconds 4 millimetre per

second
I knot OSH 4t metre per second

Science And Technology

1.852 km per hour

1 knot UK 0.514 7t metre per second

1.853 km per hour

1 mile per hour 0.447 Of metre per second
1.609 km per hour

Fuel Consttmption

1 gallon per mile 2.825 litre per km
1 US gallon

per mile 2.352 do
1 mile per gallon 0.354 Of km per litre

1 mile per

US gallon 0.425 It km per litre

1 Among the rules of notation for S Lone rule sjystlrMn.’hcK

a numerical value contains more than three dibits, ft fc

advisable to separate the digits Into groups of three moving tc

the Wt of right of the decimal point The separation is to tx

indicated by omitting a space and not hr a commaw IsUuqJh
done The omission of space In Item number 5 In die above
table (0304 B Instead of 0304 3) and other similar omission.'

arc to be treated as commas and read according!)'.

THE WORLD OF MEDICINE
The world is endowed wttlt many systems of

Medicmc^Allopathv, Homeopathy. Ayurveda,
die Arabic, the Egyptian, the Graeco-
Roman, etc Vtltdc the Western system has
entrcncltcd itself with multifarious growth,
dierc Is a grossing awareness of the distinctive
efficacy of F.tstern systems like the Ayurveda

All ancient ctviIisationx-Egyptlan, Babylo-
nian, Indian and Chinese-developed their
own swerns of medicine. Egyptian seems to
have been the first and the best fn die field. It

f»d a fully developed medical system by the
third millennium 11C

Wc know very little of the Balrvlonian
system and much less, almost nothing! of the
Indus Valley system. Tlte Indian svstem, as we
know It. starts u-ith the RJgvcda (2000 B.C.).
7he earliest known medical treatise in China
appeared around 450 BC

77h' Fyyplim s)stmt, like all ixher ancient
systems. laboured under a heaw load of
s!i|H'rs;iti.in and magic. Yet it developed many
cores t)u; Itave snxxi die test of time. Pain-
killmg drugs and sedatives were well-known
to the Egyptians Queen Nefretiti Is ponry.ed
(tt a lus-rclief as administering a pain-killing
drug to her ailing husband, die ITiaraoh
fhvtUvtc. a fx-rb. which is known to us as a
sedttive source tvxs first used In- dm Egyptians

Onion as a cure for scurvy and also as a cure

for intestinal disorders 1s an old Egvptiar

prescription.

Tlx Chinese system must have been mam
centuries old when the first great medica
treatise appeared in China around 450 B.C
This treatise, unlike the' Indian Rlgivda anc
the later Mixinmvda, is an elaborate trearist

on medicine, comparable to the Sttsntu
Samhita or the Charaka Sambita of India. 1

included, among odiers, detailed description;
of acuptmattrc which Has received interna
tional publicity during recent times. Betweer
600 and 900 AD., the Chinese system o
medicine, known as Han-Yi, had spread k
Korea and japan and much of South East Asia

Ancient China lud developed many cures
stome of which have come down to modert
times. Epljcdm, a herb which soothes couglts
was known to the Chinese 4000 years ago
Rhubarb as a laxative was first used in China
Pinnphin seeds, another Chinese contribution
is a well-known wormrldder. It is now fount
to be effective against snail fever also.

The Cmeco-Roman system wax almost en
tircly derived from the Egyptian system Moe
of its cures are of Egyptian origin. To t!»

Greeks, we owe the first revolutionary chang
in medical practice-the liberation of medicio
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from superstition and magic. Hippocrates, a

Greek physician known as the Father of
Medicine in the West, condemned the use of

charms and chants in medicine. He laid down
a code of conduct for medical practitioners.

Scientific therapy started with Hippocrates.

The Arabs revolutionised the science of
medicine by effecting a synthesis of Indian

medical system and the Graeco-Roman system.

They passed on this knowledge to Europe. The
influence of Arabic medicine on Europe was
widespread and longstanding. Qurtun
(Canon) written by the Arab scholar Avicenna
(11th cent. A.D.) became the primary text of

medical studies in Europe and continued to be
so as late as the 17th century.

Under the Mughal Emperors, Arab medicine
came to India. It took root in India, under the

name of Unani , mainly because there was so

much in common between the old Indian

system and the new Unani system. The term
Unani is derived from the Sanskrit Yavana
meaning Greek. The Unani system continues

to this day in India.

The Indian System known as Ayurveda
originated as far back as 2000 B.C. Ayurveda is

a compound word in Sanskrit, meaning, liter-

ally, the Science ofUfa. Actually, it implies two
connected ideas-the science of life and the an
of living.

Ayurveda, unlike allopathy or homeopathy,
does not swear by any particular principle of
cure. Ayurvedic treatment covers all the princi-

ples of allopathy, homeopathy and natur-

opathy. "Thus", says Pandit Shiv Sharma, Presi-

dent of die Central Council of Indian Medi-
cine, "the homeopathic opium which cures

constipation and the allopathic opium which
causes it, both fall within the Ayurvedic
therapeutic measures".

According to Ayurveda, "there are three
basic constituent complexes in die physiolo-
gical system called doshas. They are Vayu or
Vata, Pitta and Kapixi or Slcshma. These
terms, though literally they mean uind, bile

andphlegm respectively, embrace much more.
Among them, they sustain die whole Ixxly

metabolism.

Good health implies an ideal balance Irc-

tween the three doshic factors. No true

mono-doshic individual exists. It is die pre-

dominance of any particular dosha which
marks the constitutional types of men. On this

basis, humans are divided into three psycho-

somatic types, namely the vataprakriti, the

pitta-prakriti and die kapixiprakriti.

The Ayurvedic physician has to evaluate the

doshic picture of the patient and find out wiiat

type of tridosha predominates and set right the

imbalance by prescribing drugs, diets and

practices.

77k tecstem system of medicine was later

named Allopatijy by Halmcmann to disting-

uish it from his own system Homeopathy. Alio,

from the Greek word Alos, means odicr or

another, and implies the treatment of diseases

by other drugs, diat is, drugs having effects

opposed to die symptoms. Homco, from

Greek word Homos, means treatment In*

drugs having the same effects as the symptoms

of disease. In other words, homeopathy (liter-

ally, similar suffering) is based on the prinici-

pie Tike cures like' while allopathy is based on

die principle opposites cure opposites.

Milestones of Medicine

Invention®iscovery Date Inventor/Discoverer Country

Ayurveda

^cstem Scientific Thcrapv
Voga
Ashtanga Hridaya
Sidhayoga

Aftatomia*

Chemotherapy

2000-1000 BC
460-370 BC
200-100 BC

c.550 AD
c.750

1316

1493-1541

Atreya

Hippocrates

Patanjali

Vagbhata

Vrdukunta

Mondino
Paracelsus

India

Greece
India

India

India

Italy

Switzerland

*^ brxk on Anxoryvy
- -- * -1

'‘.''•-‘A'
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Modem Medicine

Drcubiion of blood
Biochemistry

Bacteria

Neurology

Physiology

Vaccination

Histology

Stethoscope

Embryology

1628 William Harvey Britain

c.1648 Jan Baptista Van Hdmont Belgium
1683 Leeuwenhoek Holland

1758-1828 Franz Joseph Gall Germany
1757-66 Albrecht Von Haller Switzerland

1796 Edward Jenner Britain

1771-1802 Marie Bichar France
1819 Rene Laertnec France

1792-1896 Karl Ernest-Van Baer Estonia (USSR)

Morphine
Chloroform as anaesthetic

Rabies Vaccine
Bacteriology

leprosy bacillus

Cholera, T.B. germs
Mabrb germs
Diphtheria germs
Aspirin

Virology

Psycho-analysis

Serology

Anti-toxins

(science of immunity)
Adrenaline

Endocrinology

I3earo<irdiograph
Typhus Vaccine
Sot hormones
Vitamins

Vitamin C
Vitamin A
Vitamin B
Synthetic Antigens

Thyroxin
Insulin for Diabetes
Vitamin D
Vitamin B1
Bcnicfflin

Gottisooe

t>D.T. (Didiloro-Diphenyl-
Trkhloroethanc)
Fiifactor

Streptomycin
ISD (Lysergic acid
diethylamide)

Kidney Machine
Chloromycetin
Aurromydn
Peserpinc

Temmycin
QpoSurgtry
Open Heart Surgery

1805 Friderich Sertumer
1847 James Simpson
1860 Louis Pasteur

1872 Ferdinand Cohn
1873 Hansen
1&77 Robert Koch
1880 Lnvenrn

1883-84 Klebs & Loffler

1889 Dreser
1892 Ivanovski fit Bajemick
1895 Sigmund Freud

1884-1915 Paul Ehrlich

Germany
Britain

France

Germany
Norway
Germany
France

Germany
Germany
USSR, Holland
Austria

Germany

1890 Behring & Kitasato

1894 Schafer and Oliver
1902 Bayliss & Starling

1906 Eintboven

1909 J Nicoife

1910 Eugen Stcinach
1912 Sir F.G. Hopkins
1912 Froelich Holst
1913 McCollum and M. Da\-is

1916 McCollum
1917 Landsteiner

1919 Edward Calvjn-Kendall
1921 Banting & Best
1922 McCollum
1926 Minot & Murphy .

1928 Alexander Fleming
1236 Edward Cahin-Kendall

Germany, Japan
Britain

Britain

Holland

France

Austria

Britain

Norway
USA
USA
USA
USA
Canada
USA
USA
Britain

USA

1939 Paul Muller
1940 Karl Landsteiner
1944 Selman Waksmann

Germany
USA
USA

1943 Hoffman
1244 Kolf
1947 Buridvoider
1948 Duggrr
1949 Jal Vakil

1950 Finlay & Others
1953 Henry Swan
1953 Walton liilehel

Swizerland

Holland

USA
USA
India

USA
USA
ttec

i

i
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Poliomyelitis vaccine 1954 Jonas Salk USA .

Poliomyelitis vaccine (oral) 1954 Albert Sabin . USA
Contraceptive pills

Use of artificial heart

1955 Pincus USA

for surgery 1963 Michael de Bakey USA
Heart Transplant Surgery 1967 Christian Barnard SAfrica

First Test Tube Baby 1978 Steptoe & Edwards Britain

Gene Therapy on humans 1980 Martin Clive -USA
Small Pox eradicated 1980 W.H.O. Declaration
Genes, associated with 1982 Robert Weinberg &
Cancer others USA

HUMAN BIOLOGY
The human body is a wonderful amalgam of

thousands of small and delicate elements.
Here is a glossary of the most essential

information that will help you to explore this

mysterious world.

A
Abdomen. A large body cavity lying be-

tween the thorax (chest cavity) and the pelvis.

It contains organs that play a part in digestion
(stomach, intestines, spleen, liver, gall bladder
and pancreas) and excretion (kidneys and
bladder). In women the abdomen also con-
tains the ovaries and womb.
Abortion. The premature expulsion, from

the womb, of a foetus during the first 90 days
of pregnancy.

Abscess. A painful inflammation in die
body tissue, usually occurring as a response to
invasion by harmful bacteria.
Achilles tendon. A thick, prominent TEN-

DON at the back of the ankle connecting the
calf muscle to the heel.
Acne. An inflammatory disorder of the

sebaceous glands just below the skin surface.
Acupuncture. A treatment involving the

insertion of needles into the skin, practised for
many centuries in China and other Far Eastern
countries, and now also used in the West
Acute. As a description of a' disease, acute

means drat the condition occurs suddenly,
lasts for a comparatively short time and is

marked by severe symptoms.
Adam’s apple. A bulge at the front of the

nock formed by the thyroid cartilage, which is

attached to die front of the LARYNX, or voice
txtx.

*

Addison's disease, a disease of the
ADRENAL GLANDS, studied by die English

physician Thomas Addison (1795-1860), after

whom it was named. The outer pan (cortex) of
the gland wastes away, usually after an infec-

tion, causing a deficiency of essential hor-

mones.
Adenoids. Collections of lymphoid tissue

that lie at the back of the nasal passages.

Adolescence. The period of life between
puberty and adulthood
Adrenal Glands. A pair of helmet-shaped

endocrine glands up to 5 cm. (2 in.) long and
situated above the kidneys.

Adrenaline. A hormone secreted by the

inner part, or medulla, of the ADRENAL
GLANDS.
Agranulocytosis. An acute condition in

which the number of granular white cells

(granulocytes) in the blood falls drastically.

Albino. An individual who lacks the pig-

ment melanin in the skin, hair and eyes.

Albinos have white hair, pink skin, a pink tinge

to the eyes, and may be sensitive to light.

Alcoholism. Excessive drinking of alcho-

hol to such an extent that it interferes with the
drinker’s health, home life or work.
Alimentary Canal. An alternative name for

the digestive tract through which food passes
to the rectum via the pharynx, oesophagus,
stomach and intestines.

Alkaloids. A group of chemicals which
occur naturally in plants, and which have
profound and varied effects on the human
body.

Allergy. An abnormal sensitivity to certain
substances. Reactions range from skin rash or
running nose to severe swelling of the limbs
or difficulty in breathing.

Alopecia.The scientific name for baldness
Hair is usually lost from the scalp, although
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other pans of the body may be involved.

Amloo. The tliin, tough transparent mem-
brane diat encloses the foetus In the womb.
Anaemia. A fall in the number of red cells

in the blood or a reduction in the amount of

the haemoglobin, the oxygen—carrying pig-

ment that they contain.

Anaesthesia. A loss of feeling in all or pan

of the both-, it can occur as a result of nerve

damage, but commonly anaesthesia Ls deliber-

ately induced, usually with drags, to enable a

patient to have an operation without feeling

pain.

Anaphylaxis. A sudden and severe reac-

tion to Inoculations, insect stings, injections, or

certain drags.

Aneurysm. Abnormal weakening of the

wall of a blood vessel. It may be a CONGENIT-
AL DEFECT, or due to injury, infection or

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS.
Angina Peciorla. Spasmodic pain in the

chest, and sometimes in the upper arms and
neck, which is a symptom or heart disease.

Anthrax. A dangerous bacterial disease of

sheep, cattle and other animals which can be
contracted liy man through liandling infected

animals, or their hides or carcases.

Antibiotics. A group of chemicals pro-
duced nanirally in- a numlacr of fungi, bacteria

and moulds which are widely used in medi-
cine to treat bacterial infections

Antibody, Antigen. The two major ele-

ments involved when the ixxly is invaded by
disease. An antibody is a form of the protein
gamma GtOBUUN found in the blood serum
It is prosluced by the Ixxly as a defence against
a foreign substance called an antigen, usually a
protein, such as a bacterium or an alien bltxxl
cell.

Antihistamine. A drag used to treat the
symptoms of an AtJ£RGY. It can also lielp to
alleviate travel sickness and colds.

Antitoxin. A type of ANTIBODY that neut-
ralises a poison (toxin) by combining with it.

Aorta. Die largest artery in die body. It

earner, oxygenated Mood from the left ventri-

cle of die iieart and distributes it to most odier
parts of die Ixxlv.

Aphrodixiac. *A substance titought to en-
hance scaua! ik-sirc. Tlicxvord is derived from
Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love.

Apoplexy. Tim condition generally known
as a snake. It is due to a rupture in the wall of
a blood vessel in die brain (CEREBRAL

HAEMORRHAGE) or to obstruaion of blood

circulation in the brain by a blood clot

(THROMBOSIS).
Appendix. A hollow, blind-ended tube

about 10 cm (4 in) long, branching off the

caecum (pan of the large intestine) and

situated in the lower right part of die

abdomen.
Arm. Accurately, the upper limb from the

shoulder to the elbow'; but the arm is com-
monly taken to include the forearm from the

elbow to the wrist also.

Arteriosclerosis. A chronic disease in

which the arteries become progressively nar-

rower and less flexible as the individual ages.

Artery. A blood vessel that carries blood

away from die heart to the body tissues. With

the exception of the pulmonary artery, which
supplies die lungs, all arteries contain blood
that is rich in oxygen.

Arthritis. Inflammation of a joint. The term

covers a group of diseases, the most wide
spread of which are osteoarthritis and

rheumatoid arthritis.

Asphyxia. Unconsciousness due to- in-

terference with the breathing, which results ir

a Lick of oxygen in the blood.

Asthma. A disease of the bronchial tube;

diaractcrised by recurrent attacks of wheez
ing. breathlessness and coughing.
Astigmatism. A defect in the surface curva

turc of the eye, which prevents light from
being focused properly. Vision is distorted ot

blurred.

Autonomic nervous system. The part ol

the NERVOUS SYSTEM controlling the Ixxly';

automatic functions, such as breathing and
heart beat.

B
Bacterial DLxease. Disease caused bj

liarmfu! bacteria (commonly callec

patiiogenic bacteria or germs).
Balance. The perception and maintenance

of die body's position in relation to it.'

surroundings.

Basal metabolic rate. The rate at whirl
the both’ consumes energy to maintain vita

functions, such as breathing, circulation ant
essential chemical activities.

Bends. A painful and often crippling condi
tion that occurs wlicn a person remms toe
quickly from a high-pressure atmosphere tc

one of lower pressure, as wlicn a deep-scs
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AIDS is Spreading
AIDS — Acquired immune Deficiency'

Syndrome — is spreading far beyond tlx

borders of tlx U.S. wixrc it was discovered

sevenyears ago. It claimed itsfirst victim in

India on June 9, 1986.

According to experts participating in a
conference on AIDS Ixtd in Paris in June
1986, lixre trill be 3,00,000 new cases of
AIDS in 1991 alone if the virus spreads in

tlx rest of tlx world as it has in the U.S. In

the U.S. 74,000 new AIDS cases were

forecastfor thesameyear. It was estimated

that by then more than a quarter of a
million Americans would have caught tlx

disease and 1,79,000 wouldhave died. Tlx

U.S. hospital bill for AIDS for 1991 is

forecast to be 8 billion dollars (about

Rs. 10,000 crore.)

France is the ivorst affected European
country and recorded about 700 cases by

<

thefirst quarter of 1986. West Germany is

next with 457, Britain third with 340 and
Italy fourth with 219.

AIDS is a specific clinical entity associ-

ated with infection by a trims, a retrovirus

called HTLV-IIl (Human T-Lympfx>iropl}ic

Virus Type-111) or LAV (Lympltadenopathy
— Associated Virus) or ARV (AIDS—Related
Virus) depending upon tlx manner in

which the virus was isolated by various

research groups. Late lastyear the Interna-

tional Committee on Taxonomy’ of Viruses

collectively named it Human Immttno
deficiency Virus (HIV).

When a Child has AIDS
Otildren with AIDS has

became an alarming prob-

lem tvith tlx West. Tlx inno-

cent young ones ostracised

Ity Ixtrne and society evoke

t/nii.'crsal sympathy and
concern.

71xrc is a special urgency
alxiut treating children with

AIDS. Tlx disease has a slxr-

ter irradiation period in

children than it has in

adults, sometimes erupting
in a matter ofmonths ratlxr

dxin years. And it can lx
harder to diagnose. Yet, ex-

fxrts agree, tlx AIDS-in-

fected child slxnild get help

early-just as tlx first subtle

symptoms apjxar.

Only alxiut Ixilf of babies

bom to AIDS-infected

motlxrs actually fxwc been
infected tlxmselvcs. But it

can be Ixird to pick tixrn

out. Tlx conventional blood
tests detect AIDS tints anti-

bodies. But tlxy don't tel!

whether tlx antilxxiics came

naturallyfrom the mother’s

bloodstream or wlxtlxr tlx

child has produced tlxm

himselfas tlx result of infec-

tion.

Tests to detect tlx AIDS
virus itself would solve tlx

Love might be the hardest

thing to get: An AIDS paster.

,problem , but currently tlxy

arc complicated and some-
times unreliable. In chil-

dren, moreover, symptoms
don't usually appear until

after tlx first llrrcc or four

montlx of life.

After that, tlx cltild might

develop a recurrent respira-

tory• infection orfluid in tlx

ears, but unless tlxplysician

is u<ary lx may not think to

lestforAIDS. "Pediatric AIDS
in tlxfirst year of life is tlx

most difficult (diagnosis) in

all of AIDS," says Parks.

Children with AIDS are

more likely to get Ixtctcrial

infections than the liral and
fungal diseases adults get

because tlxy haven’t Ixid

time to develop antilxxiics

against bacteria. Art un-
usual affliction, lympfxnd
interstitial pneumonia,
appears almost exclusively

in AIDS kids.

One reason for this sus-

ceptibility to bacteria « Oxit,

in youngsters, AIDS tends to

destroy not only tlx T4 lym-

phocytes but also tlx 'IT

lymphocytes that manufac-
ture tlx antibodies that are
targeted to combat bacteria.
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dhrr returns too quickly to the surface.

Berl-Beri. A deficiency disease caused by a

lack of vitamin B, (thiamine) in the diet

Bieeps. Any musde in which two separate

masses of muscle fibres operate through a

single tendon.

BSC. A bitter yellow-green fluid that assists

in the digestion and absorption of fats and

helps to neutralise the stomach adds once

they read) Ore intestines.

Birthmark. A patch or swelling on the skin

dial is present at hirth, also known as a naevus.

It may be a pigmented area (mole) or a

blood-vessel birthmark (haemangioma).

Bladder. A hollow organ with muscular

walls that stores urine before it is excreted.

Blister. A bubble of fluid in die skin,

usually caused by rubbing or burning.

Blood. The liody's transport system—

a

fluid which carries oxygen and essential

nourishment along die arteries to every living

tissue in the body, removing through the veins

carbon dioxide and waste products of meta-

bolism such as urea.

Blood Groups. Blood can be classified in

four main groups-. A, B, AB and O. The group
to whidt a person's blood belongs depends on
the presence or absence of factors A and B in

the red cells, and the presence or alisencc of
' fanors anti A and ami B in the SERUM.

Blood Pressure. Tlx' pressure exerted by
the blood on the arterial walls. It is deter-

mined tiy die power of the heart's pumping
action and the resistance of the smaller blood
vessels

Blood Transfusion. The injection of
blood from one person, die donor, into the
circulatory system of amxhcr
Blue baby-. A Italy whose skin and Ups

hate a bluish tinge because of an inborn bean
defect.

Boll. A tender, pus-filled swelling of the
skin caused by bacteria! infection, usually

staphykxrxx’us germs.
Botulism: A form of food poisoning caused

try a toxin produced ty bacteria.

Brain. Ttv^ centre of the nervous system
and the coordinator of ail dtc body's’ con-
sriotw arxl unconscious aahitid

Breast. Tlie mammary or milk-producing
organ of women. Tlx; breasts develop during
puberty in response to die stimulus of hor-
mones
Bronchitis. Inflammation of die bronchi.

the tubes leading from the trachea to each

lung.

Brucellosis. A common disease of cattle

caused by the bacterium- Brucella which

can be passed on to man by contact with an

infected animal or its carcase, or by drinking

infected milk.

Bruise. A swelling or surface discoloration

of the skin, also known as a contusion, which

results from a blow- or pressure.

Bunion. A painful deformity of the big toe

in which the toe is twisted so dtat the nail faces

sideways.

Burns and scalds. Death or injury to the

body tissues caused by heat— bums are from

dry heat, scalds from moist heat

Bursa. A small fluid-filled pouch found in

parts of the body exposed to pressure ot

friction.

C
Caecum. The first pan of die large intes-

tine.

Callus. A hard, thickened area of skin

which develops where there Is regular press-

ure or friction— for example, on the palms Ol

the hand or soles of the feet.

Cancer. Any of a group of diseases, caused

by die uncontrollable, abnormal multiplica-

tion of cells. Cancer may affect any tissue,

including die blood, when it is known as

leukaemia. If it occurs in the skin or mucous
membranes the growth is described as a

carcinoma; a sarcoma is cancer of CONNEC-
TIVE TISSUE, including bones and muscles

Capillary. A minute thin-walled blood

vessel/

Carbohydrate. A chemical compound oi

carbon, liydrogcn and oxygen which forms

one of the main constituents of food.

Carbon monoxide poisoning. Tlx
poisoning of tissues dirough inhalation ol

carbon monoxide, a gas commonly produced
by car exhausts and poorlv ventilated coke
fires.

Carbuncle. A painful, pus-filled infection

of the skin usually caused by die bacterium
Staphylococcus aureus.
Carcinoma. See Oncer.
Caries. Decay of a tooth or a bone. Dental

caries is one of die commonest human dis-

eases

Carpus. A group of eight small bones dial

form die wrist.
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Cartilage. Flexible, white CONNECTIVE
TISSUE, which lines the joints of the body and
forms the stiffening in the ears, nose tip and
the larynx.

Cerebellum. The area of the brain which
co-ordinate the body’s movements.
Cerebral haemorrhage. Bleeding inside

the brain from a broken blood vessel. The
rupture deprives an area of brain tissue of its

blood supply causing permanent damage.
Cerebrum. The largest pan of the brain

composed of two similar sized cerebral hemis-

pheres, left and right.

Cervix. The neck of the WOMB which
projects into the upper pan of die vagina

Chagas’s disease. A type of SLEEPING
SICKNESS that occurs in Central and South
America.

Chest. The pan of the body between the

neck and the abdomen.
Chicken pox. An acute infectious disease,

common in Childhood. Chicken pox, or
varicella, is caused by a virus and is highly

contagious, producing skin emptioas that stan

as red marks and develop into blisters.

Cholera. An acute infectious disease

caused by the baterium Vibrio cholcrae.
Cholesterol. A substance present in the

blood and body tissues, as well as in many
foods.

Chorea. Involuntary, muscular twitching

movements which, in severe cases, may affect

all muscles except those moving the eyes

Chronic. As a description of a disease,

chronic means that the condition lasts for a

long time and cltanges only slowly.

Clrnetidl. A recently developed drug for

treating peptic ULCERS.
Cirrhosis. A chronic disease of the liver in

which liver cells arc progressively destroyed
and replaced by fibrous or fatty tissue.

Clavicle. The collar bone which connects

the shoulder blade to the breast bone and
helps to suppon the arm.

Cleft palate. A CONGENITAL DEFECT in

which the two sides of the palate fail to grow
together, producing a split in the roof of the

mouth.
Clitoris. A small mass of sensitive erectile

tissue in women, located at the top of the

VULVA
Clomiphenc. See "Fertility Drugs.

Cold. See COMMON COLD
Colic. Severe intermittent alxlominal pain

caused by muscular spasms in one ofthe tubes
in die abdomen.
Colon. The lower part of the digestive tract

comprising a muscular tube alxxit 1.5 m (-1 ft (>

in.) long.

Coma. A state of deep, impenetrable, un-

consciousness that may be caused by disease.

Common Cold. An infectious disease of

the respiratory system, particularv the nose,

throat and bronchi. A large number of viruses

are known to cause colds, and new cold

causing viruses continue to be discovered.

Congenital defect. Any abnormal condi-

tion that exists at birth.

Conjunctiva. The moist membrane that

covers the eyeball and lines the eyelids

Connective tissue. The TISSUE that forms

the fibrous supporting skeleton of the organs

of the Ixxly.

Contraception. The prevention of concep-

tion or pregnancy.

Com. A painful thickening of the skin on or

between the toes, usually the result of press-

ure from poorly fining shoes.

Cornea. The transparent covering through

which light enters the eyeball.

Coronary heart disease. Narrowing or

blockage of the coronary arteries, which

supply blood to the heart muscle

Corticosteroids. A group of hormones
produced by the cortex of the adrenal glands

Cot death. Unexpected death of an infant at

home, often in the cot a night.

Cough. A sudden, explosive expulsion of

air from the air passage, which occurs as a

reflex response to an irritant or a bkxkage in

the windpipe or bronchial tubes

Cramp. A spasmodic, painful contraction of

a muscle, often occurring as a result of

excessive exercise

Cranial nerve. Any ol the 12 pairs of

nerves that connect directly and independent-

ly, wiih the brain

Cranium. Another name for the skull, the

group of bones which interlock to form die

framework of the head
CrctinLsm. A congenital condition of

arrested development
Cryosurgery. A technique used i"

SURGERY in winch tissue is destroyed is'

applying extremely low temperature.

Cushing’s syndrome. A group of *!rrT
toms caused by an excess of . ..

other adrenal hormones in the _

;
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Cuticle. Die protective layer of tire skin,

also known as the epidermis.

Cyst. A closed sac filled with liquid or

semi-solid manor which forms a lump in

organs, tissue or body cavities.

Cystitis. Inflammation of die urinary blad-

der, usually marked by an urge to pass urine

frequently and by a painful burning sensation

during urination.

D
Dandruff. A condition in which small

flakes of dead skin accumulate in the hair.

Cancer Detection
Early detection of ameer is the most

effective way offighting it American Can-
cerSociety recommends tlxfoliating time

table.

1. l or women between 20 and 65 (and
those under 20 who ant sexually actwc).
tlx Pap test for centcal cancer may be
done once avry three years (after two
negatin' tests a war apart

)

2 Women slxndd hate breast X mys,
once bemwn .15 and -If) to establish a
nferrnce, then at tie adticc ofa phvstctatt
until 50. and every war after SO Women
should continue to gwe tfremscltvs breast
examinations each month

,i As lane. Cancer is still so resistant to
cure, early detection by annual chest X
r,ri> or Sputum etiology, an analysis of
lung cede contained at sputum

,
is useless

Patlcr prevention, ispectally by avoiding
smoking, is utilised

! Examination of the rectum and colon
with a sigmoidoscope, is suggested every
thne tofavyears fafter inv rwgaliiv testsa
j»vjr apart} for people o:vr SO.

5 Annual giutiac slide trsts on stool to
detect intestinal bleeding should be done
from ages 50 to 50

6. General cbechupfor cancer, includ-
ing physical examination of tlx bn\uts
and fieltxc. teukJcs and fmosrare, thymiii,
lymph nodes, mmol,andshut, i< suggested
once e-cry three yx-ars hetuxvn ages, do
and -iii. mid cmruudlv thereafter.

(Source mm

Deafness. Tliere are two types of deafness:

Conductive deafnessand nerve deafness, flic

first type occurs when something goes wrong
with the passage of sound waves in die ear.

Nerve deafness results from damage to the

auditory’ nerves, which may arise from a

tumour, haemorrhage or injury in the skull.

Death. The usual definition of death is the

absence of essential activity in the brain for

several hours.

Deficiency disease.A condition caused by
an inadequate intake of essential foods in

particular vitamins and minerals.

Delirium. Acute mental disturbance in

which confusion, disordered speech, excite-

ment and restlessness occur, sometimes with
hallucinations.

Dementia. loss or impairment of mental
capacity, often associated with emotional or
Ixdiavioural disturbances, that usually de-
velops gradually.

Dermatitis. Inflammation of the skin. Der-
matitis can have many causes including, for
example, ALLERGY, bacterial infection, che-
mical irritants or skin disease.

Diabetes. A disorder in which the body
cannot control the,use of sugars as an energy
source. It occurs when insufficient quantities
of the hormone INSULIN are produced by' the
pancreas.

Diaphragm. A muscular partition which
separates the chest and the abdomen, and
plays an essential part in breathing.

Diarrhoea. Frequent and excessive dis-
charge of watery faeces from the bowels.

Diastole. The regular relaxation of the
heart after each contraction, cf. SYSTOLE.

Digestion. TIic breakdown of food in the
digestive tract into simpler elements so that it

cart lie absorbed into the bloodstream and
used for energy, repair of tissues, and growth

Diphtheria. An acute infectious disease
caused by a bacterium.

Diverticular disease. A defect in the large
intestine, or colon, in which pouches of the
inside lining arc forced out through the
muscular layers of the wall.
Dropsy. See Oedema.
ffrugs. Arty chemical compound used to

treat or prevent diseases, relieve symptoms or
help in diagnosis

Dumbness. lews of speech. This mm' be
tnc result ofdisorder of the brain (apltasia) or

liic nerves of the larynx (aphonia).
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Duodenum. The first 25 cm of the small

intestine.

Dwarfism. A condition of seriously re-

tarded or stunted growth.

Dysentery. A serious infection of the

intestinal tract that produces frequent attacks

of diarrhoea, with blood and mucus in the

stools.

E
Ear. As well as being the organ of hearing,

the ear is also concerned with balance.

Eczema. A red, itchy skin rash, often

accompanied lav blisters.

Elbow. T))c hinged joint between the

humenis (upper arm bone) and the radius

and ulna (forearm bones).

Electrocardiogram. A tracing of the elec-

trical activity in the heart. An electrocardio-

gram (ECC>) is made by a machine called an
electrocnrd iograph

.

Electroencephalogram. A tracing of the

electrical activity in the brain. An elec-

troencephalogram (EEG) is made by a

machine called an electroencephalograph.

Embolism. Blockage of a blood vessel by
material (an embolus) that has come from
elsewhere in the body.

Emphysema. A disease of middle or old

age in which the lung's alveoli, or air sacs, are

enlarged.

Encephalitis. An acute inflammation of the

brain occurring in various forms and caused
by n dozen or so different viruses.

Endemic disease. A disease that persists in

a particular area or among a particular popula-

tion group.

Endocrine gland. A gland, sometimes
known as a ductless gland, that secretes a

llOHMONE directly into the blood.

Endogenous opioids. A group of recently

discovered naturally occurring 'chemical mes-
sengers' (peptides) in the brain which when
released at the nerve synapse appears to have
a pain-killing effect

Endothelium. A MEMBRANE that lines

IkxJv cavities and blrxxl and lymph vessels

Epidemic. An outbreak of infectious dis-

ease that affects mattv people at the same time.

Epidermis. The outermost layer of tite

skin

Epiglottis. ,\ flap of'fibrous cartilage at the

opening of the lAUYNX (the glottis!

Epilepsy. A periodic loss of consciousness.

sometimes .accompanied by convulsive fits,

caused by sudden, excessive discharges of
electrical energy in brain cells.

Eplsiotomy. An incision in the skin and
superficial muscle of a woman's perineum
during childbirth.

Epithelium. The layer of cells that covers

the external and internal stirfacs of the body.

Ergotism. A condition resulting from an
overdose of ergot, a drug used to contract the

muscles of the womb after childbirth.

Erysipelas. A painful, highly infectious skin

disease, characterised In - dark red, patchy

inflammation.

Errythcmn. Unusual redness of the skin

caused by a collection of blood in the small

surface vessels (capillaries) of the skin.

Erythrocyte. A red bloodccll which owes
its colour to the HAEMOGLOBIN.

Excretion. The elimination of waste matter

from the body.

Exophthalmos. Abnormal protrusion of

the eyeball, sometimes the result of a tumour

or an infection

Eye. light reflected from objects enters the

eyes and stimulates nerves which feeds the

brain with information it interprets as visual

images.

F

Faeces. Residue of food together with

bacteria, cells from the intestinal lining, and

secretions (mainly from the liver) which is

discharged from the 1towels.

FallopLm tubes. Two muscular mix's, or

oviducts, one on each side of the female

abdomen. They conduct ova (eggs) from the

ovaries to tite womb.
Eat. An essential f<vxl, either animal (satu-

rated fat) or vegetable (uttsaturated) in origin

Femur. Tite thighbone. Tite entire weight

of the upper part of a person's fxxiy is borne

by the two femora, which are the largest,

longest, and strongest Itones in the IxxJy

Fertility drugs. Term describing iherajx at-

tic substances winch stimulate ovulation in

women whose infertility is due to a nvitluee

tion in the rcpnxhiane system

Fever. Abnnnu.il increase in bxlv teiojvra

turc It is usually caused in a iu rcria! or tir.il

infection, and is the bods's natural reaction ;<>

an invasion

Fibula. The more slender of the r.-.o Lmg

lvanes of the lower leg
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How Food is Digested

Within a few minutes of being steal-

lotted, some ofthefoodhas fxenpropelled

into tlxfirst part of the intestine, which is

called the duodenum, and die stomach is

normally empty within two to three hours

of a meal
The average time talien for digestion to

he completed in the small intestine is

approximately 12 hours. Food isprropetted

through the intestines by a regularseries of

muscular contractions, or peristaltic

trains
, which stpicczc the intestinal con-

tents like toothpaste in a tube.

r\~
krV

C.Y.C

y.\

1. Saidtoy gland located in the cheeks
,

tttuler i!\- tongue and in tl\' lowerJau\
these produce saliva, a digesthe juice
u huh Ixlps tu lttbriauefoodand break
it down to simple sugars

2 Oevpfxtgrts A muscular tube which
tarriesfondfrom tlnxxst to stomach It

is dosed at each end by a sphincter, or

ring of muscle.

3. Stomach:A storageplace in whichfood
is churned, and where the digestive

process is continued by the mixture of
acid and peptic enzymes secreted by

glands in the stomach lining. Stomttd)

add also destroys bacteria that may
bate been swallowed with the food.

4. liter: Theproducts ofdigestion (exclud-

ing fats) arc absorbed into the blood-

stream and carried along the portal

vein to the liver. There they are stored
,

or used in the sjrubcsis of dxmicals
needed by the botfy.

5. Duodenum: The first 25—30 an
(10-12 in) ofthcsmall intestine, wfxre
to the mixture offood and enzymes

from the stomach is added the digestitv
Juicesfrom pancreas, gall bladderand
glands in the intestinal u<alls.

6. Pancreas: This produces pancreatic

juice tthicbflows into tlx duodenum to

help digest proteins, fats and carbo-

hydrates. Pancreatic juice is produced
continuously, but tlxflow is increased
by tlx influence ofhormones released

uixn food enters tlx duodenum.

7. Gall bladder: A pcar-shafxd sac about
10 cm (4 in) long. Situated under the

liter, it stores and concentrates bile

secreted by the liter. After a meal, the

bite is released into the duodenum to
help with tlx digestion offats.

8. Small intestine: A coiled musetdar tube
ahotit 7 m (23ft) long, made up of tlx

jejunum and ileum. Here digestion is

continued and the rrstthing products
are absorbed into tlx bloodstream.

V. Colon.- a 1.4 rn (4 ft. 6 in) long tube
u here water is absorbed to l/vtie solid
faeces—consisting of tlx remains of
undigcsletl food, cells slxd from tlx
intesittui! lining, bile sals, and acids
from tlx th<cr.
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Filariasis. Tropical disease caused by the

presence of parasite fitariae, or thread worms.
Fistula. An abnormal passage joining two

hollow organs, or leading from an organ to the

surface.

Fit. Term usually used to describe a convul-

sion. It is also sometimes applied to EPILEPSY
or hysteria.

Flatulence. Condition in which air or gas

(flatus) accumulates in the stomach or intes-

tines.

Flourldc. A compound of the chemical
element fluorine and another element such as

potassium or sodium.
Foetus. An unborn baby two months or

more after conception.

.Follicle. A minute cavity or sac found in

many pans of the body.
Fontanclle. A soft area of canilage on a

baby’s head where the skull bones have not

joined.

Foot. Tite foot contains 26 bones and 33
joints, held together by more than 100 liga-

ments.

Fracture. A break in a bone. There are two
main opes of fracture: a simple fracture when
the skin Is not broken and the surrounding
tissues are not damaged, and a compound or
open fracture when die tissues and skin arc

both damaged.
Freckle. A brown skin spot' commonly

found on the face and amis in fair complcx-
ioned people.

Frostbite. Damage to skin and tissues

caused by prolonged exposure to low temper-
atures.

Fungus disease. Disease caused by fungi

growing in the tissues of the body.

G
Gall bladder. A pear-shaped reservoir

(7.5-10 cm (3-1 in) long, in which BILE
secreted by the liver is stored before being
passed to die intestine by the bile duct.

Ganglion. A group of nerve cells which act

as a relay centre for interconnecting nerve
fibres.

Gangrene. Death of tissues due to a lack of
oxygon in the cells, commonly caused In' the
blood supply having ceased.

Gastric juice. A juice that is secreted by the
maw small glandular cells which line the
stomach.

Gastro-enteritis. Inflammation of the lin-

ing of die stomach and intestines Symptoms
include fever, diarrhoea and vomining

Genetic counselling. See Hereditary Dis-

eases.

German measles. See Rubella.

Gigantism. Overgrowth of the long Ixmes
of the arms and legs before adulthood

Gingivitis. Inflammation of the gums that

manufacture chemical compounds essential to

the body's functioning.

Glandular fever. See Mononucleosis
Glaucoma. A disorder of the eyes caused

by an increase in the pressure of the fluid in

die eyeballs.

Globulin. A large, complex protein mole-

cule that is a constituent of blood

Goitre. Abnormal swelling of the thyroid

gland. This gland, situated in the front of the

neck, controls the Ixxlv’s chemical process or

metabolism.

Gonads. The reproductive glands - OVAR-

IES in the female and TESTES in the male.

Gonorrhoea. A veneral disease caused by

the gonococcus bacteria.

Gout. A disease caused by the production

of excessive amounts of uric acid in the liody

due to a disorder in the body's chemical

processes

Growth. Tlie process of enlargement that

takes place from conception until the age at

which die individual reaches physical

maturity.

H
Haemoglobin: A compound of protein

and iron in the red cells which gives blood its

colour and which carries the oxygen from the

lungs to die Ixxiy tissues, returning with the

waste product carbon dioxide.

Haemophilia: An inherited disease in

which the blood clots abnormally slowly.

Haemorrhage: loss of blood from the

blood vessels, if the bleeding is severe and

causes an adult victim to lose more than 1 litre

(2 pints) of blood, shock will result

Haemorrhoid: Enlarged vein in the avail of

the ano-rectal canal (dte end part of tin?

bowel).
, , , „

Hair: A filament-like structure of dead cells

filled with a tough protein called keratin

Halitosis: Persistent bad breath it nwrv!y~-,

caused bv tooth decay, by infection of/,

gums, tonsils, nose, sinuses or !«** •
'"•>

kindev malfunction or In'
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stomach and intestines.

Hangover: The after-effects of drinking too

much alcohol.

Hare-lip: Congenital defect of the upper

lip. caused by the two sides of the face failing

to unite before birth.

Hay feven Allergic condition with symp-

toms resembling those of a common cold.

Headache: The brain itself is insensitive to

pain, hut the nerves leading from the blood

vessels of the brain can produce painful

sensations, and are very sensitive to pressure

changes inside the skull.

Heart: Muscular organ in the chest pump-
ing the Mood to all parts of the body at an

average 70 beats a minute.

Heart attack: layman's term for a coronary

thrombosis, in which one of the arteries

supplying the heart muscle becomes blocked

(See Coronary Heart Disease).

Heartburn: Common term for a type of

indigestion, marked by a burning sensation in

the chest, in which the stomach's acid contents

regurgitate into the OESOPHAGUS.
Heat Stroke: Disorder of the Body's

tempcrarurc-comrol mechanising in which
more heat is gained from the surroundings
than Is lost.

Hepatitis: Inflammation ofthe liver, usually
** a result ofvims infection, though poisonous
chemicals, drugs and some other diseases can
occasionally be the cause.

Hereditary disease: Any disorder pro-
duced by genes that an individual inherits

from his parents

Heredity: The principle by which inborn
features of an individual are passed on to his
or heroff-pring. and s> handed down through
generations <>! a family,

Hermaphrodite: An individual whose
Mxly contains ivxh male and female tissue.

Hernia: A condition in which the muscle or
other covering tissue surrounding an organ
weakens, ,i«d .1 pun ton of the organ bulges
through

Herpes: Inilamnuu.m and Misretmp of the
skin

Hiccup: A spasttn utuikmurv contrac
lion of the DIUTIRAGM

Hip-. M.-or weight 1 vain :g lull-and -ssket
r-eit! fie.'i!’-J :s!u-ie [he lie. id or Mill of the
ILMUR meets the -'.set of die pit VIS

Histamine: A cliemiv.:! substance pre-vist

in all tis'u-yi t’u; plats a pm m the fish's

defence mechanism and is responsible tor

inflammation and for the symptoms of

AI.LERGY.

Hives: A common name for urticaria, an

allergic reaction of the skin.

HODGKIN'S Disease: A cancer that affects

lymph nodes, bone marrow, liver and spleen

It is named ater Thomas Hodgkin (1798-1866)

the English physician.

Homoeopathy: An unorthodox system of

treatment based on tire idea that 'like cures

like’. It was founded in Germany in 17% by

Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843).

Homocostasls: The body’s ability to main-

tain a stable internal balance of its various

biological processes.

Hookworm disease: Serious tropical dis-

ease caused by parasitic worm, Ancylosto-
ma duodcnale.
Hormone: A chemical messenger that is

carried around the body in minute quantities

in the bloodstream.

Humerus: The bone extending from the

shoulder to the elbow joint.

Hydrocephalus: Abnormal enlargement
of the head, at birth, caused by an accumula-

tion of cerebrospinal fluid in the brain cavities

through a blockage of the normal circulation.

Hymen: A membrane, also called the

maidenhead, at the entrance of the vagina in

virgins.

Hypersensitivity: A condition in which a

person reacts adversely to a substance which
does not affect most people.
Hypertension: Abnormally high blood

pressure. If the pressure rises persistently

above normal a strain Is thrown on the heart

and the small blood vessels in the kidneys ami
the eyes are damaged.

Hypochondria: Morbid worry about
health, often accompanied by a variety of
symptoms that have no apparent physical
cause

Hypophysis: See PITUITARY G1AND
Hypotension: Unusually low hlfxx! press-

tire Hypotension does not necessarily indicate
disease, as some people natural!'.- have !-v.v

Mood pressure.

Hypothalamus: Sm-ilt, grey and pin!; com-
plex of nerve cells shunted just hclonr die'
Centre of the brain

Hypothermia: towering of the Ixriv
temperature
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Hysterectomy: Surgical removal of the

uterus (womb).

I

Iatrogenic disease: Disease caused by
medical treatment for another disease.

Ileum: The lower pan of the small intes-

tine, about 3.5 m (12 ft) in length, that leads

into the large intestine. Digestion of fats and
carbohydrates is completed in the ileum.

Immunisation: The anifica! stimulation of

resistance to an infectious disease by introduc-

ing an appropriate substance, often a mild
from of the disease, into your body.

Impetigo: Skin inection, mainly on the face

and limbs, particularly common in children

and babies.

Incubation period: The period between
infection by disease germs and the appearance
of symptoms.

Indigestion: Layman's term for almost any
upset in the digestive system including abdo-
minal discomfort, nausea, an acid taste in the

mouth and abnormal belching.

Infarction: The death of an area of tissue

after its blood supply has been cut off by the

blockage of an artery, usually the result of an
embolus, or blood dot.

Infertility: The inability' of a man or
woman to procreate.

Inflammation: The reaction of tissues to

injury, irritation or infection.

Influenza: Acute infectious disease caused
by a number of virus.

Injection: The introduction of a fluid into

the body, normally as part of medical inves-

tigation or treatment.

Inoculation: Intentional introduction of
germs into the body (usually by injection) to

produce a mild form of an infectious disease
and therefore subsequent immunity against it.

Insulin: Hormone manufactured by the
islets of langerhans, a group of cells in the

PANCREAS.
Interferon: A protein substance, produced

by the Ixxiy's cells in response to virus

invasion, that inhibits the multiplication of
viruses

Iris: 'll to round, coloured part of the eye
that surrounds the pupil

J
Jaundice: Yellowing of the skin and whites ot

the eyes duo to the presence of the colouring
nutter of bile in the blood

Jaw: There are two jawbones. The upper one,
the maxilla, is fixed and forms part of the skull,

the lower t>one, the mandible, is hinged to the

mxxilla by two identical hinge joints.

Jejunum: Middle section of the small INTES-
TINE.

Jet lag: Disturbance caused when the Ixxiy's

inbuilt 24-hour rhythm, known as the dinmnl
or circadian rhythm, gets out ofphase with the

natural rhythm of day and night.

K
Kala-azar: See leishmaniasis.

Keloid: A tough, fibrous miss of scar tissue in

the skin.

Keratin: A sulphur-containing protein that

makes up the body’s homy tissues, such is the

fingernails and the surface layer of the hair

and skin.

Kidney: The organ responsible for filtering

waste products from the blood.

Knee: A hinge joint in the leg where the lower

end of the FEMUR meets the top of TIBIA

Kwashiorkor: A form of malnutrition caused

by severe protein deficiency, which can occur

in infants, usually after weaning.

Kyphosis: Curvature of the spine, producing

a hump in the upper hack — hence the name
hunchback to describe the victim

L
Lachrymal gland: The tear gland, situated

above and to the outer side of the eye. which

produces the fluid that bathes the eyeballs and

eyelids.

Lacttntlon: Prtxluaion of milk by mammary
glands, or breasts.

Larynx: The voice box. situated at the root of

the tongue and leading into the trachea, or

windpipe.

Lead poisoning: Sources of lead poisoning,

also known as plumbum, include lead!used

paints, a' dumber of industrial processes, and

car fumes
Legionnaire's disease: See Pneumonia

Leishmaniasis: A disease caused In infection

with protozoa, or parasitic micro organisms,

called Lcishmania v. Licit are ti.ineuiuvi 1-v

sandflies.
,

Leprosy: A chromr ha-wia! doea e o. me

skin, nerves, muscles and I* mo
Lesion: A medical term d-.--rd-ev; uim'-m .'

niahw in tissue - for example. J wo*:;:..

or tumour
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Leucocyte: A white blood cell. Its role is to

attack and digest foreign particles, including

bacteria, in the blood.

Lcucotomy: A surgical operation on the

brain, also known as pa-frontal lobotomy, in

which the white nerve fibres in the fontal lobe

are cut.

l eukaemia: A serious malignant disease of

the blood forming organs which results in an

abnormal increase in white blood cells, many
of them at a primitive stage of development.

Ligament: A band of fibrous tissue connect-

ing bones or cartilages.

Liver: The largest gland in the body situated

in the upper right part of the abdomen.
Lockjaw: See Tetanus

Long-sightedness-. Inability to focus the eves

on near objects — for instance, words when
reading.

Lumbago: Pain in the lumbar region, or
lower pan of tire back.

Lung: The two lungs arc spongy air-fillet!

organs, supplied try the btonchi leading from
the windpipe,

Lupus: A chronic, destructive skin condition,

which has several forms.

Lymph: A transparent, yellowish fluid which
ari-cs in the tissues and travels in the lympha-
tic vessels

Lymphocyte: A variety of LEUCOCYTE, or
white IAxkI cell.

M
Malaria: A parasitic disease that causes chills,
fwer and chronic ill health.

Malnutrition: Poor nourishment of the Ixxlv
caused by lack of an essential item in the diet,
such as protein, fat. cadvohydratc ora vitamin.’
Mastoid: Term, meaning, breast-shaped,
usually applied to the mastoic procs-ss. a
nipple-shaped bony protuberance of the tem-
poral bone behind the. car.

Measles; Contagious virus disease causing
skin rash, fever, cold-likc symptoms, and
* wartimes complications such as pneumonia.
Melanin; Naturally ocairring dad: pigment,
colouring various parts of the txxh such as the
Hair, the iris of the eye. and the skin
Membrane: Thin laser of tissue that rovers
txxh surfiice, divides a space or organ in the

or lines a tv sly car.-itv.

Meningitis-, lufanrtturion of the meninges
tlte mrar.hranes du: rawer the brain and s’nlnai

cord

Menopause: Tire change of life characteristir

when a woman's mensmial cycle become
irregular and then stops alrogether.

Menstruation: Normal periodic
.
bleedin

from the womb in women of chiid-bcarin

age.

Metabolism: Tire chemical processes occui

ring in the body in which complex orgnni

compounds (food) are broken down (catabo

ism) with the release of energy— and simp!

compounds are built up into tissues (anabo

ism) using the previously released energy

Oxygen is an essential ingredient of met:

holism.

Metacarpal: One of the five long bones of th

hand, between the wrist and fingers.

Metastasis: Tire spread of disease from on
part of the body to another.

Metatarsal: One of the five long bones in th

foot, joining the toes to the heel bones.

Migraine: Recurrent headache, varying i

duration, frequency and severity, and some
times preceded by aura, or warning sing

such as blurred vision.

Mole: Pigmented spot in the skin. Moles ar

usually brown, sometimes raised, and occ
sionnlly have hair growing from them.
Mongolism: A congenital defect, also calle

Down's syndrome, in which a child Is mentall

retarded and has slanted eyes, a broad, shot

face, weak muscles and stubby fingers.

Moniliasis: Infection caused by a fungus. Th
yeast-like fungus (usually Candida albicans
Is widespread.

MononuclcosLs: Infectious disease, als

known as glandular fever, thought to b
caused by a virus.

Motion sickness: Nausea, and sometime
vomiting, caused by motion.
Mucus: Thick, slimy liquid that lubricate
mucous membranes.
Multiple sclerosis: Disorder, usually excu
ring in young adults living in temperat

climates, in which the linings of nerve's in tit

brain and spinal cord are damaged.
Mumps: Acute contagious disease, usual!
affecting children, in which the salivary giant:
become inflameel and swollen.
Muscle: Tissue responsible for movement i

the l>ody. The Ixjdy contains about 650 mu
cles made up of three types.- skeletal, viscen
and cardiac (heart).
Muscular dystrophy: Wasting disease of th
muscles usually those controlling movv
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HOW A BOY GROWS INTO AN ADULT
Adolescence is tlx time of life between

puberty and maturity, when a clrild de-

relops into an adult. On an average it

extendsfrom the ages of 10 to 14 in girls,

andfrom 12 to 17 in boys, although the

ages ofonset and completion tan' uidely.

Tire plpsica! and emotional clxtngcs of
adolescence are initiated by tint release of
hormonesfrom tlx set glands (testes and
ovaries) into tlx bloodstream.

In addition to tlx above effects, tlx male ixtrmonc testosterone stimulates gbpiut!

grotvll), and is llxtught to cause the aggression and dantig of adolescent hO)s

Pituitary gland Stimulated

by hormones from the

hypothalamic, the pituitary

secretes hormones which
enlarge (he testes

Testes These glands pro-

duce sperm, and secrete
the male sex hormone tes-

tosterone. This brings the

changes ofadolescence

San Thus becomes oily,

due to the activity o! tlm

sebaceous g'.inds

Voice Ttes first breatennd

then deepens, as larynx

and vocal cords enlarge

Pub-.c hau The beginning

of the growth ol pubic hair

u aocompisj'd by hvr

«

armpits Hut c.n tree and

chest fatows Ivor

Reproductive organs Pens
and testes enlarge The au-

xiliary soi glands (prostav

and Oowpebs) mature and

secrete the seminal Curtm
which rperm are earned

How a girl grous: See page 169 Gecto
s
)

mem— thought to be predominantly heredit-

ary in origin.

asleep, usually dutj.io lrfa}tt\‘tslf?.ig^ m#*
Hypothalamus, the area near the frr»tj.O>f;llK-

chemical disturbances.

Myxocdcmai Disorder caused by insufficient

secretion of the hormone, thyroxine by the

Tltyroid glands.

N
Nalli! Homy plates on the upper surface of
tie finger and toe ends
Narcolepsy: Abnormal inclination to fall

being.

Nausea: feeling of sickness usually centre i

on the stomach

Necrosis: flic death of the cells, tt>*-ues, or a

localised portion of an organ.

Nephritis: Inflammation of the Kidneys a.»>

known as Brights disease which usiuia

occurs after a streptococcal infetion eee

witere in die IxKfy. ,-f ,

k
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Nerve: A bundle of specialised cells called

neurons which transmit minute electro--che-

mical impulses between the brain and spinal

cord, and other paas of the Ixxly.

Nervous system: The network of nerve cells

that controls the body's responses to its

environment and regulates its internal work-

ings

Neuralgia: Periodic attacks of severe pain that

travel along a nerve.

Neuritis: inflammation of a nerve or nerves,

which may or may not produce pain

(Neuralgia)

Nose: Organ of smelt and one of the entr-

ances to the respiratory system.

Nystagmus: Persistent involuntary move-
ments of the eyes.

o
Obesity: Oinduion of living overweight due
to excess accumulation of fat in die Ixxly.

Occupational disorder: Disease or disability

(vcrunirp as a result of working conditions.

Oesophagus: The 21 cm (10 in) long muscu-
lar mix- that C.u ties fivxl from the throat to the
stomach
Oestrogen: A term describing female sex
hormones (X-strogens, which are produced
mainly in the ovaries, give a woman her
female characteristics.

Osteomyelitis: Inflammation of the Ixxie
-narrow, commoner in children titan in adults,
caused fry infection with bacteria
Osteopathy: A system of tteating disease with
massage ami manipulation based on the
throw tl:..t ill health Is thirds due to what is

‘"tiled ‘Hiuctural derangement ol bones.
Ovary: 'Hie female *e\ gland, situated txcsldo
tin* v.'on-l*

Ovulation: Release of a mature Ovum fegg
ivllf Itont the ovary. Usually one ovum is

rvk-asevt ivr, ’g days, at alxnit the midpoint
el tiie mcn'tru.il cycle
Ovum: Tlx* scientific term for the egg ceil
l-i'-b osait'j i ' a singh- female reproductive
cell

P
Pairmaker: \ »«ul| me, ,>( >p.-,ol nerve
lo*i:e i " t'.s* heat: vshnh set-, the rate of die
he.,.-* ! -

Pain: *-; -n vshl.h .i.t* as a wanting
'-'''-r. p ":h Te luyatv or dlncws
Palate: U -e o * ' >?: ‘die m- -.nh the h ud putt *

c

which is formed by a bony partition separating

the mouth and nasal cavities.

Palsy: Paralysis or constant shaking of a part ol

the body.

Pancreas: A 15 cm (6 in) long gland situated

Ivehind the stomach.

Pandemic: A disease, usually an infections

one, spread over several countries.

Paralysis: loss or impairment of power or

sensation in a part or pans of die Ixxly.

Parasympathetic nervous system: A divi-

sion of the autonomic nervous system. It is

responsible for returning the body to normal

activity after an emergency.

Parathyroid gland: A hormone gland that

controls the body's use of calcium and phos-

phorus.

Parkinsonism: Chronic disease that progres

slvely affects the area of the brain controlling

voluntary movement.
Patch test: A test in which a substance i*

injected into or placed in close contact will

the skin to determine if a person is sensitive to

it.

Pathogen: The scientific term for any micro
organism or substance dint causes disease.

Pellagra: A nutritional disorder tlue to lack o
the vitamin nicotinic acid, one of the 15 group
and to deficiency in protein.

Pelvis: Tire Ixxly structure linking the spine ti

the legs.

Penis: The male genital organ, made up of c

cylindrical mass of spongy tissue encased ir

loosely fitting skin

Peristalsis: A wave of contraction passim
along a muscular tube such as the oesophagus
intestine or Fallopian tube.
Peritoneum: Membrane lining die abdomin
al cavity which covers the stomach, intestine*

and other alxlominal organs.

Phagocyte: Any cell that engulfs (and usual!'

digests) micro-organisms, other cells or fore
ign matter.

Pharynx: The cavity, alxaut ) 1.5 cm (4'/.’. in

long, between the back of the mouth anil d«
na*al passage above, and the gullet and brent
Mow,
Phenylketonuria: An inherited disorder o
die ixxly *, metalxifistn that cm aficct menta
uhility

Phlebltix: lnd.inim.uion of vein, oticn arcom
par.ying ihri mils els of the hkxxJ ve*vel.
Pliyslothenipy: Treatment of injury or do
abilits wnh exercise, heat and massage
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HOW A GIRL GROWS INTO AN ADULT

Pituitary gland. Stimulated

by hormonea from (ho

hypothalamus, the pituitary

secretes hormones that

bring about the maturation

o! the ovanec

Cb-anes these glands pro-
duce ova (egg celh) and
secrete the female sex hor-
mones oestrogen and prog
esterone These stimulate
most of the changesof
adolescence.

Breasts Growth of the

broca, accompanied b7
shgh! darkening of the nip-

ples; agmals the onset of

puberty

Pubic hair. Growl!) of pubic
and axillary (armpit) hair is

stimulated by tho adrenal
hoimone androgen.

Reproductive cryms The
rwemal and erernal
organs (uterus, vaguia and
bfcu) manure under the in-

fluence ofoe-rngen. and
menstruation begins

Tfxr balance betuven oestrogetts from vntries and androgens from adrenals deter-

mines i/k amount and distribution of body hair and the amount offat around Ox bre-
asts and hips.

Piles: Sec Haemorrhoids.
Pituitary gland: A small gland, also called the
hypophysis, attached to the base of the brain.
Placebo: An inactive, non-harmful'substnnce
given to patients to saiisfv their wish to l>e

treated.

Plague: Any epidemic disease, though usually
one that has a high death rate.

Plasma: The liquid constituent of blood that
comprises 55% of Us volume.
Plastic surgery: Sec Surgery.
Platelet: A minute, colourless cell in the
blood that plays a major pan in its clotting.
Pleura: A moist, double membrane that lines
the inside of the chest cavitv and the outside of
each lung.

Pleurisy; Inflammation of the Pleura, often a
complication of pneumonia.
Pneumoconiosis: The formation of fibrous
tissues, (fibrosis) in the lungs caused In’
constant inhalation of dust.
Pneumonia: Acute inflammation of the

lungs. Pneumonia may be caused by bacteria

— usually pneumococci — or viruses

Pneumothorax: The presence in the chest of

air or gas between the pleura

Poisoning: Some poisons are not necessarily

harmful to the body in small amounts —
alcohol, for example — but can Iravee an
adverse, even fatal effect if too much is taken.

Poliomyelitis: An acute virus infection of the

nervous system that often causes paralysis.

Polypus: A tumour growing from the mem-
brane of various txxlv structures such as the

nose, bladder, womb, or intestine.

Presbyopia: Difficulty in focusing on near

objects

Priapism: Painful erection of the penis If

persistent it is usually the result ofthrombosis

within the erectile tissue of the penis

Prolapse: Displacement of an organ from its

normal position.

Prophylaxis: The use of medicine in prevent-

ing disease, rather than curing it.
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Proprioception: The ability to sense how the

hotly is moving and the positions of the pans

of the body.

Prostaglandins: Naturally occurring subst-

ances in the body which affect the nervous

system, blood flow in the kidneys and the

action of a number of hormones.

Prostate gland; A gland in men which

surrounds the bladder neck and the urethra.

Prosthesis: Artificial replacement for a part of

the body.

Protein: A complex chcmicat compound
present in every living cell

Psoriasis: Generally mild hut persistent skin

disease that commonly fluctuates in severity. .

Psychosomatic: A term used to describe

disorders with both mental and physical

features.

Puberty: The start of adolescence. It usually

occurs at the age of 10 to 12 in girls and 12 to

1-1 in boys.

Puerperal fever: Once a common and often
fatal complication in women after child-birth.

Pulse: The two-part impulse of the bean’s
contraction (systole) and relaxation (diastole)

transmitted along the arteries.

PupU: Tlie hole tn the centre of the iris which
controls the amount of light entering the eye.
Pus: A thick yellow fluid made up of blood
scrum and the remains of bacteria phagocytes
and damaged tissue, that forms when the ixxiy
defends itself against bacteria! invasion.
Pyloric stenosis-. A blockage in the pylorus
(the outlet of the stomach).

Q
Q fever; A mild, infectious rickettsial disease,
"» called K-cauve it was first identified In
Queensland, Australia.

Qustriceps: Tlx- group of four muscles in the
how of the thigh VTien these contract the
knee is straightened.

Quarantine: Isolation of a person with a
communUble disease, or of a person s\ho has
Ix-en in contact with a communicable disease,
to protect others against Infection

R
Rallies: An acute, u-ually fatal, infeaious
disease of the central nervuus svstem caused
by a virus

Radiation sickness-. The effects on the bodv
ef aster-exposure to high energy radiation
JiKh as ptmma rasa, nuclear radiation or
X-rays

Radius: Hie shorter of the two boots in the

forearm, situated on the same side as the

thumb.
Rash: A transient eruption of the skin com-

prising a red area or areas, often with many
small spots.

Raynaud’s disease: An arterial disease affect-

ing the feet and hands, in which the blood

supply ceases temporarily, causing numbness
followed by pain. The disease was first de-

scribed bv a Frenchman, Maurice Ravnaud

(183 -1 -81 ).'

Reflex: An automatic reaction of the body to a

stimulus.

Reproduction: See Sexual Reproduction.

Respiration: Breathing, or external respira-

tion, is the intake and expulsion of air to and

from die lungs during which oxygen is taken

up by die blood and carbon dioxide waste

returned to the air.

Retina: The light-sensitive zone at die back of

the eye.

Rhesus (Rh) factor: A complex substance

present on the surface of red blood cetls in

most people. People with the Rh factor are

described as Rh-positivc and those without

Rh-negativc.

Rheumatic fever: A disease caused by toxin

(poison) produced in the body by streptococ-

cus bacteria.

Rheumatism: A term applied to disorders in

which diere is pain in the Joints, bones and
their supporting tissues.

Rheumatoid arthritis: See Arthritis.

Rhinitis: Inflammation and swelling of the

mucous membrane in the nose, causing a

running nose.

Rib: One of the curved bones that forms the

framework of die chest and protects the
organs in the chest cavity.

Rickets: A softening of the bones in children
due to a lack: of vitamin D in die diet and
insufficient sunlight for the manufacture oftlie
vitamin in the skin.

Rickettsial diseases: Illness caused by a
group of bactcria-like micro-organisms, but of
smaller size.

Ringworm: A highly contagious fungus infec-
tion of die skin, known medically as tinea
Rosacea: A skin disease of unknown cause
dial affects the face.

A contagious virus disease, also
cal.ed German measles, that usually occurs in
periodic epidemics.
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luptiirc: A hernia or break or tear in an
irgan or tissue.

S
t Anthony's Arc: A common name for an
iflamed skin condition once thought to be
rysipelas, but now known to be a symptom of

rgotism.

L Vitus's dance: See Chorea,
allva: A mucous fluid secreted by the three
lairs of salivary glands (parotid, in die cheek;
ublingual, under die tongue; submandibular,
>elow the jaw).

ialmoncllosls: A variety of Food Poisoning
aused by salmonella bacteria,

iarcoma: A cancer, or malignant growth, in

he body’s connective dssue, such as muscle,
anilage or bone.
Scabies: A highly contagious skin disease

aused by the itch mite Sarcoptes scabiel.
Scapula: The triangular flat bone at the back
if the shoulder, commonly called the shoul-

ier blade.

icarlct fever: An infectious disease usually of
rhildhood, characterised by a widespread,
iright red rash accompanied by sore throat
tnd fever.

Sciatica: Pain in the sciatic nerves, the two
argest nerves in the body which run from the
bwer spine to the legs.

Scoliosis: Sideways curvature of the spine
Scrotum: The pouch of skin that hangs below
lie base of the penis.
Scurvy: A deficiency disease caused by a lack
of vitamin C (ascorbic acid) in die diet.

Semen: A thick white fluid discharged from
the penis during an ejaculation.

Semicircular canals: The organs of balance,
situated in the middle ear.

Senility: Loss of mental or physical capabili-
ties that sometimes accompanies old age.

Septicaemia: A serious condition, also known
as blood poisoning, in which bacteria or odier
germs multiply in the blood and spread
throughout die body.
Scrum: The clear yellowish fluid diat remains
in the blood after clotting occurs.
Scat Hormones: The hormones responsible
for the development of secondary sexual
characteristics in adolescence and for controll-
ing sexual activity, including ovulation
Sexual reproduction; The procreation of
new individuals to ensure continuation of the
species.

Shingles: See Herpes.

Shock: A collection of signs and symptoms
known to doctors as die shock syndrome
resulting from the failure or collapse of the

circulatory system.

Short-sightedness: A defect of vision also

known as myopia, in which an individual has

difficulty in clearly focusing on distant objects.

Shoulder: The ball-and-socket joint between

the humerus (upper arm bone) and the

Scapula (shoulder blade).

Siamese twins: Identical twins who arc born

joined together, generally at the head, chest or

hip.

Sinus: A hollow cavity, usually in bone. The

term is generally taken to refer to the four

paranasal sinuses in the skull — the frontal

(forehead), maxillary (cheekbones), sphe-

noidal (back of die nose), and ethmoidal

(below and behind the frontal sinuses.

Skeleton: The bony framework that supports

the body and, with its many joints, provides

the chasis to which the body’s voluntary or

skeletal muscles are attached.

Skin: The body's waterproof, impermeable

protective covering, sometimes called the

integument.

Skull: The bony framework of the head. The

skull, or cranium, contains the brain and bolds

the organs of hearing, sight, smell and taste.

Sleep: A state in which the conscious mind

ceases to function.

Sleeping sickness: A widespread disease of

tropical Africa, caused by minute protozoan

parasites called trypanosomes

Slipped disc: The bones of the spine (verteb-

rae) arc separated and cushioned In’ a ring of

cartilage with a soft centre called an interver-

tebral disc — there are 23 altogether. Dis-

placement of the intervetabra! disc Is called

slipped disc and this may cause back ache

Smallpox: Highly contagious virus disease,

once a major cause of death throughout the

world but now officially declared eliminated

after worldwide vaccination programme tty

the World Health Organisation

Smell and taste: The organs of smell and

taste work together to detect the flavour of

food.
,

Snoring: Noisy vibration of the sou plate,

usually caused In’ a person sleeping with the

mouth open ... ,

Solar plexus: Term used to dcscnlse a Luge

concentration (plexus) of nerve nmKurv
— — ~~~s s.
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in the upper abdomen that forms part of the

sympathetic nervous system.

Spastic: Term describing a condition in which
the muscles are stiffand movements awkward.
Spermatozoon: The scientific name for the

male reproductive cell or sperm cell.

Sphincter: A circle of muscle fibres usually

situated at the entrance or exit of an organ.

Spina bifida; A birth defect in which the

bones of the spinal column fail to develop
properly, so that the spinal cord — the main
nerve of the body— is imperfectly protected.

Spinal cord: A soft, thick cord of nerve tissue

about 45 cm (18 in) long, running from the
brain through the seven cervical and 12
thoracic vertebrae to the first lumbar vertebra
Spleen: A pulpy, blood-filled, oblong organ
situated In the upper left part of the abdominal
caviw.

Sprue: A chronic disease of the small Inestine.
in which fats and certain vrramtns are not
properly absorbed by the body
Sputum: Matter, mainly composed of mucus,
produced in the lungs and air passages
Squint: See Strabismus.

Stenosis: Constriction of a passageway, duct,
or opening in the txxly

Sterility: in general terms the inaibilitv to
produce children

Steroid; A group name for a latge number of
natural!) occurring substances with a similar
chemical structure

..Stomach: An organ of digestion and a storage
area (or fixxi. with a normal capacitv of about
15 litres (2‘.'j pints) in an adult.

‘

Strabismus: A condition in which both eyes
cannot ftvu.s on the same spot at die same
time, commonly termed a squint
Stroke: Damage to the brains as a result ofbuy tape of an artery (thrombose.) or cerebral

Sty e: Inflammation of the eyelid caused hv
infecti. M of one or more eyelash roots or of
die sc.vrentis glands
sSuiphomcmlcIes: group of drugs, svhrch
v.iitn t.iey were Introduced m the 1930 s
pfowdet, die first effective trnlmcm for i

otimlv-i of lucteri.il diseases
Sunburn: Damage to die skm h% over
ccspiSsUK- ;o the sun's radiation
Sunstroke: A severe disturbance of illt.

,

'intern after over exposure lo
tile 'tin

Suppo-iforv: A small cylinder ofcocoa butter

or glycerine made for insenion into tht

rectum or vagina.

Surgery: The treatment of disease, injury

o

deformity by operation or manipulation

usually using, some form of anaesthesia.

Sweat: The fluid secreted by the skin's swea

glands, sweat or perspiration Is more that

99% water.

Sympathetic nervous system: Part of th<

autonomic nervous system, which control,

involuntary’ movements of internal otgans.

Syphilis: The most dangerous of the venerea

diseases, caused by a spiral-sliaped bacteriun

(spirochaete) called Treponema pallidum
Systole: The rhythmic contraction of the he3r
which pumps blood into the circulator)

system.

T
Tachycardia: Excessively rapid heart-beat

usually above 100 a minute, as compared wit!

die normal 65.80 a minute.
Tapeworm: A parasitic worm that lives in the

intestines of its host.

Teeth: Teedi grow from the maxilla and

mandible (the upper and low’er jawbones) and

are supported by diickened pans of these

bones called alveoli.

Temperature: The normal human body
temperature is about 37°C (9S.6'T-) although
for many people the normal is slightly higher

or lower than this.

Tendon: Strong, elasdc tissue that connects a

muscle to a bone.
Testes: The two male sax glands (gonads)
situated in the scrotum.
Tetanus: A serious infectious disease causing
spasms of the voluntary muscles.
Tetany: Cramp or convulsions caused by a
lack of calcium in the blood, which irritates

nerve tissue.

Thalamus: A collection of nervous tissue

consisting of two egg-shaped bodies lying

deep in die brain liersveen the two cerebral
hemispheres.
Thorax: The chest, or thoracic cavity, contain'
ing the heart, lungs and oesophagus.
Thrombosis: The blockage of a blood vessel
by a thrombus (blood dot).
Thrush: See moniliasis.
Thymus: An endocrine gland lying beneath
me breastbone near the heart.
Thyroid gland: An endocrine gland lying or;

euiier side of die w indpipe below the larynx :
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Tibia; The shinbone, the main bone oFth« I«g
bp-eer. the knee and ankle joints.
Tic; A persistent twitching of muscles, usuallv
those in me face.

Tinea; See Ringworm.
Tinnitus: Noises in the ear, often of a ringing

Tissue A group of cells of broadlv similar
npe together with the materia! between the

Tongue; The upper surfece ofthe tongue has
se-era] thousand taste buds, made up of
clusters of nerve endings which can detect
tour different castes: sweet, sour, salt and
Diner.

fluid. Other rumours are due to an abnormal
growth of cells.

Typhoid fever: A serious. som**tim-°s fa'a]
infectious disease caused bv a varier/ o'r
salmonella fcaaeria.

Tjphus: A group of infeaious diseases
caused by Rickettsiae micro-organisms (see.
Rickettsial Diseases).

u
Ulcer: An inflamed, open sore on the skin or
on the mucous membrane lininga bodvcr.i-.-.
Ulna: The larger of the two bones’ in the
forearm.

Tonsillitis: Inflammation of the tonsils. Ton-- i.ds is a symptom of several infectious
c:seases ranging from the sore throat of a cold
to Diphcneria.

Tonsils.- Two flat glands of Kmphatic tissue a*
the bad: of the throat.
Toxaemia; The medical term for die pre-
sence of any poisonous material in the circu-
iting blood

A poisonous substance produced inme tody by bacreria. such as starshvlotocci or
diphtheria.

* '

Toxoid: A toxin which, having been created to
neutralise its dangerous effecg still retains the
capa-nt}- to stimulate the body to produce
sntnodies (See antibody, antigen)
Trachea: The windpipe a carubgi.uous rube
pa- estend. about 23 err. (9 in) from the
Lstvttx before dividing into the left and rials:
bronchi.

Trachoma: Ar, infectious disease of the eves
widespread in the tropics.
Transplant Surgery: The replacement of
diseased or injured organs or tissues bv
fidtirr/ ones.
Trauma: An injur/ or wound. Tr.ere are ran

C'f tra 'rr-3; physical, such as a bruise, cut

^ ^«eCtuni: 2tvJ ernoci-onol v-f;er. shoe?*: may
n«o.\e 2 rrorur.d irnt?rcs5ior» co tho niirJ
i nchlnoszs: a pan*>icic caused bv a

four^xrrn:, usually crrgb: bv erlr;:
pork.

Trichomonas Vaginalis: A pars

(
i'.'

,

in tbe vzairu v.h;ch ra;

Tuberculosis.- An tr/cerstsus

1?'^ Ferrer. ttycrfca-crrj-'r: nrber^kv^
Tumour:A swel/.r.c cn or in tr— K > c

Ultrasonography: The location, idenriftca-
tion and measurement of deep structures in
the body by measuring the reflection or
transmission of high frequency sound waves
(ultrasound)

Umbilical cord: Structure which connects
the foetus to the placenta in me mother's
womb
Uraemia: Poisoning of the blood resulting
from the presence of waste products that arc
normally filtered off by the kidneys and
excreted in the urine
Ureter: One of the two muscular rubes rlur

carry urine from the kidneys to the bladder
Urethra: The rube through which urine
leaves the bladder and is disdiarged from the
body
Urine: A yellowish L-quid produced m die
kidneys Mainly composed of water, the urine
also contains die body's waste products fil-

tered from the blood by d:e Jadneys

Urogenital system: The rcpnxfunne and
urinary systems

V
Vaccination: The i.ntr: duct: t. cf a vaccine

into die body to produce im.me.nev r j an
infections di-eu-e. a-'- smallpox

Vagina; Muscular pas-uge. l.-ed wm, mu/- -is

organ.*, the cer.Tt. «'* r • f :he van ’

Varicose vein: D.'a-rd and kn ned i
' ».>’

vtw; r.var m :rf.' c ir- o* , v'r,~v

:n cr-^r ?vy

Vas Dcfcrcf!<: 7b*: :jV m 'rvrm:.

r,c rrir.v; : r< <m ?
‘ ;c r * :: r;

trie pcr.i'

Vein: F' v*v? % u-s< 1 rcruv.' 1
r . ,vv*

hszr. fri-
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Vena Cava.- The body's main vein, returning
blood from all over the body to the right

auricle of the heart.

Venereal disease: Disease transmitted by
sexual contact.

Verruca: Medical term for a wart, a small
growth formed on the skin and caused bv a
virus.

Vertebra: One of the 33 bones of the spine.
Vertigo: Severe dizziness, in which the suffer-
er may fed that he is being whirled about.
Virus disease: Disease caused by any of a
great variety of sen- small, living’ panicles

Vitamins: A group of unrelated organic
substances essential in minute quantities for
the normal functioning of the body's chemical
processes.

Vulva: The external female genital organ. It
surrounds the opening of the vagina, which in
virgins Is usually partly covered by a thin
membrane, the hymen

W
VVart: See Verruca
Whitlow: An inflammation, not usually se-

rious, of the tissues round the base of a

fingernail or toenail, known medically as

paronychia. '
j

Whooping cough: An acute, contagious in-
•

fection of the upper respiratory passages and
bronchial tubes. > v

Womb: Hollow, muscular, pear-shaped organ .

in the pelvis of a woman in which during
]

pregnancy, the growing foetus is protected
and nourished until birth.

X
Xerophthalmia: An eye disease caused by a

lack of vitamin A in the diet.

X-rays: A type of radiation similar to radio

waves or light rays, X-rays liave very short .

wavelengths, can penetrate soft tissues and,

though invisible, can register on photographic
film i

Y
'

Yaws: Disease caused by spirochaete bacteria.
Yellow fever.- A virus disease transmitted by
forest-living mosquitoes in parts of Africa and -

South Ammerica. f <

BODY REPAIR ||\| 21st CENTURY
Lrep3l

,

rcd car
',
«•* huma” bod)' of 2000

hml! J?JC UP °f rePbc«b'o pans. Heart
lungs, kidney, pancreas, blood vessels, earsand mas- be eyes will commonly be replaced.

It looks (ike an ordinary microchin htn trmay have a life of its own. Someday u couldend up Inside somebody's brain

,hc tfs N«ional Institute of

siliam chip In thehoXZt^ZZy

S5y
funaio”>

Other medical scientists are wrcstllm, with^ i0n: <** t,u^ I SSignificantly prolonged’
00

Researeisers on aging say that if cancer am)heart ailments magical* disappend
forage life span would increase

years. These scientists arc trying to rctartl die
aging process iLself, extending the years of
robust health toward 100.

One theory is that aging is caused by die
buildup of metabolism's toxic byproducts and
could be slowed by boasting the body's
protective enzymes.

A formula for extended youth mav never be
found. But by 2000, many of the human body's
remaining secrets will have been unlocked.
- ew discoveries are occurring almost daily,

in rno'L‘cuhir biology— the study of
c body s functions at the basic genetic level.

.

3C|vances will make today's medicine look
primitive.

n
some of il extremely costly to

perate, will produce unprecedented tools for
ugnoslng and treating disease. New body

'J

cn
' especially the magnetic resonanceW

i i
proc!uce photograph-like pictures

far more than today's CAT scanners,
without using radiation.

1 :

s
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Tinypumps implanted in the body will take

overfrom ailing organs,forexample, sljoottng

out insulin for a malfunctioning pancreas,

lasers will lake over most work now done by
scalpels

,
perhaps even making coronary’

. bypass surgery obsolete.

Robots will work alongside some surgeons
"For certain functions, robots will be more
accurate than people, and they’ll take care of
repetitive tasks too, such as suction and
retraction,” says Dr. Donlin Long, chairman of

neurosurgery at the John Hopkins University

Medical School.

Teleradiology will convert future accident

victims’ X-rays to digits and send them by
telephone to specialists for instant analysis.

Doctors will turn to computer terminals, not
musty reference books, for guidance on symp-
toms, treatments and prescriptions. One futur-

ist predicts that within 50 years, many doctors
will be replaced by technicians operating
well-programmed computers.

Meanwhile, health specialists say, more
physicians will cease being repairmen. By
2000, people may spend as much time and
money on prevention of illness as on treat-

ment, and look to changes in lifestyle, not
technology, for their well-being.

, "We have it within ourselves to control our
cardiac destiny,” says Dr. Robert I. Levy of
Columbia University. He believes that educa-

: lion about smoking and diet, especially
cholesterol, nil 1 help bring heart disease
down.

A new generation of drugs will aim at

preventing and curing disease rather than
treating symptoms. Made more by biologists
and computer scientists than chemists, these
drugs will be cloned from the body's own

; genes, hormones, and enzymes and will

: mimic nature to cure ills. The next century
f‘

a 'so 'yil! see a new wave of vaccines to prevent
-' uch illnesses as chickenpox, malaria and

t
hepatitis — and even tooth decay,

f Viruses,' which cause a range of illness
including the common cold, herpes, and AIDS,

;
will remain a challenge.

Areas of medical research with great signifi-

. cancc for the future include the brain, the
,

mind, genetics, early warning of predisposi-

f
,

don to certain diseases, cancer and artificial

. organs.

/
bs heart disease and cancer become more

’’ treatable, tire major health problem over the

next 50 years will be degenerative diseases <

the brain,” says Dr. RichardJed Wyatt, chief <

neuropsychiatry at the National Institute <

Mental Health. Some experts expea cases i

Alzheimer’s disease, a ripe of dementia, i

triple in die next 75' years as the populatic

ages.

But an explosion of research on the brai

one of the last frontiers of medical scienc

will offer eventual cures for some of today

most feared disorders. For example, a recta

discovery that the brain has at least 50 an

perhaps hundreds of neurotransmitters -

chemicals that direa much of its funaion -

probably will lead to new treatments or cun
for Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, schizophn

nia, chronic pain, and even Alzheimer's di

ease.

The workings of the mind, once thougl

intangible and invisible, will be traced wit

new scanners. "WeYe in the process ofdemy
tifying the brain. By the year 2000 we m:
know exactly what is happening, say, in rr

brain while I’m talking to you”, says D
Katherine Bick, deputy direaor of the Nation;

Institute of Neurological and Communicate
Disorders and Stroke.

Future drugs will literally refresh oi

memories. "Using certain drugs, we now ca

make animals remember better, and I belies

that before long, we’ll help humans wit

memory problems,” forecasts Dr. James
McGaugh, direaor of the Centre for th

Neurobiology of Learning at the University i

California, Irvine. Several U S. drug manufa

lurers already are researching these "cognitiv

enhancers."

One of the most ambitious areas of brai

research is an effort to make a damaged brai

"whole" through special surgery'

Wyatt has found that rats suffering sym]

toms of Parkinson’s disease — 3 deficiency of

neurotransmitter — tan recover if affeae

brain tissue is surgicnlh enlaced by new ceil

If the process works in ihesus monkeys, Wvn
believes, it eventually should work in human

Gene by gene, scientists are mapping if

human body The number of identified gent

Ls roughly doubling every two years, an

although the rate will slow many of tf

significant ones will have t>een located by tf

turn of the century Last year, for exampl
scientists found the gene tliat corresponds 1

the fatal Huntington's disease
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About 3,500 illnesses, including many forms

of mental retardation, have been linked to

genetic defects, and future scientists for the

first time mat- be able to treat them. Beyond

drat, genetic mapping will help explain a

braid range of biological functions, such as

the process that causes chromosomes to

rearrange themselves and trigger cancer, says

one of the mappers, Dr. Frank Ruddle of Yale

L'nivesiry

Although ethical questions loom, the new
knowledge should yield advances for future

health care, among them genetic vaccines and
drugs, prenatal screening, and early warnings

of predisposition to certain adult diseases,

even those caused by a combination of here-

ditary traits.

"Now, for instance, we have to tell die

whole population to cut down on fats," says

Dr. Amo G Motulsky, director of the Centre
for Inherited Diseases at die University of
Washington. Seattle. "When ss-e can detect
genetic predisposition in heart disease, we'll
lx: able to target those people at risk, and die
rest may be able to eat as much fat as they
ss-.mt

"

If current animal studies succeed, 21st-
century donors mas- practise "gene therapy,"
inserting normal genes to correct mistakes in
patients' genetic makeup. In die next year or
two. tlie first trial of human gene therapy will
be conducted on ADA deficiency, a" life-

threatening enzyme shortage.

"If gene therapy svorks with ADA, any
hereditary disease could dieoreticallv be tre-
ated with gene therapy," says Dr. W. French
Anderson, chief of the National Mean, Lung,
and Blood Institute's molecular hematology
Lilxiratory.

Eventually the treatment could be simple-
"A visiting nurse could cure slcklc-ccl! anemia
in a population with Injections into the blood-
stream", Anderson says, Uke tuberculosis and
polio, most genetic disorders could be virtual-
ly banhhed

Ethical concerns envelop gene therapy,
especially the question of using it to change
future offspring and "enhancement gene en-
gineering" — insertion of a gene to improve a
(rat: such as intelligence. But such tampering
Is unhkelv, even In die distant future.

This complex disease of cancer will con-
tinue to kill and cripple us in die next century,
but It will be more curable The US. National'

Cancer Institute foresees that if current rt

search strategies succeed, cure rates shoui

rise to an average of 75 pier cent by die yea

2000, up from about 50 per cent today.

Research is progressing in dozens ofdim
lions. Scientists now know that some canca

are triggered by oncogenes, normal genes tlx

turn malignant. Tfxy're starting to attac

cancer uitb cells called monoclonal ant

bodies; tlxtsc single-purpose molcctdcs, anne

trill) radioactive isotopes or drugs, can set

out and destroy a tumor.

Other pioneer treatments seek to explo

die body’s natural defences against malignai

cies. Research on immune substances know

as tumor necrosis factor, which destro-j

cancerous cells while leaving normal cel

Intact; may lead to radical new approaches t

cancer therapy.
*

Combinations of surgery, radiation, an

chemotherapy, commonly used today, wi

continue to be staples of future cancer trea

mem, the specialists say, but diet’ will be mot

refined and humane.
"One of the main advances over the next 1

years will be a better way to determine wli

will respond to chemotherapy and wh
won't,” predicts Dr. Bruce A. Cltnbner of th

National Cancer Institute.

By 2000, some cancers, especially breast an

ovarian should be highly curable, but lun

cancer will remain a major killer. And th

AIDS virus, which can lead to malignancies, i

a worrisome question mark in future cancc

rates, Chabncr says.

Uke a repaired — car, die human bod)' <

2000 will be made up of replaceable part

“There is no organ which won't be replaced i

the future.” says Dr. Pierre Gallctti, who hr

developed artificial organs at Brcrwn L'n

versity.

Parts that will commonly be replaced in A
future include heart, lungs, kidney, partava
blood vessels, cars, and maybe eyes. Eventua

h'• Gallctti says, man-made parts will reptac

the liter and even sections of tlie twain on-

nervous system.

Tomorrow's artificial organs will be made t

more sophisticated materials than today'

Bioartificial organs," hybrid of natural tran:

plants and artificial parts, may help stop dssu

rejection by encapsulating donor materia! i

plastic.

—mriO.YAL GEOGRAPM



SUPER CONDUCTIVITY:
WHO WILL PULL THE
MAGIC WIRE FIRST?

Conductors have eaten up roughly 50 per
cent of all the power produced all over the
world so far. This is sheer waste. Scientists and
engineers have always wondered whether
carriers of dearie current could not be made
superconduQive so that this waste is avoided.
Recent discoveries indicate this is indeed
possible. Frantic efforts are afoot to pull the
magic wire first.

Qncc realised this will mean a technological

revolution with a potential impaa as great as

the industrial revolution or probably even
greater. Besides saving phenomenal amounts
ofdearie energy, superconduaivitv opens up
amazing possibilities like bullet trains that

move at several hundreds of kilometres per
hour on cushions of magnetism, high-power
small-size elearic care, computers miniatu-

rised many times more despite being many
times more powerful, nuclear rcaaors safer
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and yielding many times more energy (from

nuclear fusion) and diagnostic aids of extra-

dimensions though dirt-cheap.

)n shon, this is a whole new world opening
up Superconductivity has therefore become a

magic word overnight. The entire world has

woken up to it with a jerk. Suddenly, every-

thing is at stake. Ifone does not get in front, all

leads in technology achieved so far arc gone
with the wind. So, research in die field has

become a mad scramble, different from the

usual pattern of an orderly race. Not without

sufficient reason, however. One who gets

t)it-re first will win the key to change the w-orld

and shape the future of mankind.

India, significantly, has been so far on the

frontline in this close race. The whole world is

watching breathless. Will a developing nation

have the stamina to keep the lead to die

ribbon? Will the usual winners overtake? What
are the odds in real terms? How far are one's
tips reliable? In India dicre are various centres
and groups working in die area The Indian
Institute of Technology, Madras, the Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore, Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre. Bombay, and the National
Vliysical laboratory, Delhi, have now been
joined by many a laboratory of the Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research (CS1R) and
some university centres.

Tlie Prime Minister Itas set up an apex bodv

under his chairmanship to co-ordinate am

promote the work on top. priority basis. O
the body are all the ministers conccmec
secretaries of science and technology depan

ments, chaiman of the University Grant1
; Con

mission and members of the Science Advisor

Council to the Prime Minister. According t

Dr. Vasant Cowariker, Science and Technolog
Department secretary, the setting up ofa bod
like this underlines the “political commitnter

to this emerging area of science and ted

nofogy".

Also formed by the Prime Minister is

Programme Management Body headed b
Prof. C N. R. Rao, chairman of die Scienc

Advisory Council to him. The PMB has execi

tivc and financial powers to pursue til

programme to its well-defined fruition. Apai

from the Finance Secretary, die PMB include

eminent scientists, technologists and heads c

scientific agencies in various parts of th

country. Moreover, India's eminent physicii

Dr M. G. K. Menon has been given th

responsibility of coordination. He has th

unenviable job of avoiding duplication, had
biting, inter-group information black-out an'

functional bottlenecks besides providing ir

eentives and a healthy atmosphere.
'

Developed nations are pushing research i

this area at a feverish pace. What is atl the fus

about in real terms, one may ask. What is jt a

- >
’ v v- -i'- - .

'

'laSBpfce

3 dlfTcrCnCC ' A >^umbarium<opper oxide being backed to super-
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3bout? Very simple, in fact, for superconductiv-

ity is what the very word means: electrical

conduction without any resistance on the pan
of the wire carrying the current. What is put in

at one and is obtained in full at the other

without an iota of line-loss.

The crucial question is what makes the

current-carriers of today resistant. Tempera-
ture lias been known to be one factor contri-

buting to carrier-resistance. The only way to

make today's carriers of electricity supercon-

ductive is to lower their temperature to the

rock bottom of what is known as Absolute

Zero or zero degree Kelvin which is minus
273'C.

Conductors cooled to this frigid limit lose

all resistance to the flow of current through
them. But maintaining the low'est temperature
on Earth is very expensive and difficult. This

was why superconductivity remained a mere
curiosity in research labs though it was
discovered way back, at the beginning of this

century.

Transition temperature for superconduc-
tivity.

Element Tc (K)

Al 1.196

Cd 0.56
Ga 1.091

Hf 0.09

Hg 415
In 3.40

Ir 0.14

La 4.9

Mo 0.92

Nb 9.26

Os 0.655

Pa 1.4

Pb 7.19

Re 1.698

Ru 0.49

Sn 3.72

Ta 4.48

Tc 7.77

Tli 1.368

Ti 039
,TI 239
U 0.68

V 530
VC 0012
Zn 0875
Zjr 0 65

Prof. C. N . R Rio: Leading Indian Researcher

It was Heikc Kamerlingh Onnes, a Dutch

physicist, who discovered superconductivity

The year was 1911. He was studying the

variation of the electrical resistance of mer-

cury with temperature. At temperatures within

a few degrees of absolute zero, the resistance

dropped sharply to an unmeasurably small

value. This transition to superconductivity,

however, was found to involve more tlian

simply very high or infinite electrical conduc-

tivity. In 1933, W. Meissner and R Odisenfeld

discovered that a superconductor placed in a

not-too large magnetic field expelled the field

from die interior of the conductor Thus,

further possibilities were thrown open
But superconductivity could be established

only at the low temperature of 4 2 K. This is

the point at which helium gas liquefies

Superconducting devices had lo be immersed
In liquid helium in tightiv scaled and hcavilv

insulated containers The cost was prohibitive

Tins limited the use ot tins technologv lo a tew
devices — a Japanese protorvpe of a magnet!
cally levitated train. Mime panicle accelerators.



a few magnetic resonance imaging machines

ami costly magnate 'bottles’ in fusion research

centres.

It was in this context that the floodgates

opened during the past year. Researchers

stumbled upon an unusual class of chemical

compounds. These too had to he cooled to

become superconductive but only to tempera-

tures in the vicinity of 100 K. liquid helium

could now lx: replaced by liquid nitrogen

which is cheaper These new substances were
found to be capable of generating intease

magnetic fields too

Tlie materials originally known to be super-

conductive at low temperatures (lead, tin,

mercury etc 1 were known to lose this capabil-

ity as soon as enough current was flowing

through them to generate significant magnetic
fields but the ceramics, the alloys of oxides of
niobium and titanium, kept their supercon-
ductivity despite strong magnetic fields.

But do what they may, till 1973, scientists

could not raise the superconducting tempera-
ture beyond 23 K. It was Karl Alex Muller of
IBM’s Zurich laboratory who decided to try

metallic oxides known as ceramics Ceramics
are very poor conductors at room tempera-
tures making tliem fit for use as electrical

insulators Muller raised die transition temper-
ature to 33 K But the world of physics laughed
at him, though not every!xxiv Tlie Japanese
and the CJunese took him very seriously.

They repeated lus experiments and the
temperature ruse to 38 K Paul C VC Chu of
Houston I’nivcrsity, who lias been studying

I'.iul Gill j Pioneer in the field

superconducting materials since 1 935, took up

the challenge. He pressurised a superconduct-

ing material and found that the transition

temperature could bo raised to 52 K. But he

found that was the limit. At pressures greater

than 10 to 12 thousand times normal atmos-

pheric pressure, the molecular structure ofthe

superconducting material got damaged. More

pressure did no good.

Cleverly, Chu replaced the barium In the

sample with strontium which is smaller in

atomic structure. This was to reduce the size of

die compound's molecules from within. Tlie

transition temperature could be upped by two

more degrees. But when he tried calcium, an

clement with still smaller atoms, the transition

temperature dropped. Chu (hen tried lanth-

anum. And one of Chu's graduate students,

Maw-Kuen Wu, replaced lanthanum with

another rare earth element, yttrium.

Rare earths are not really very rare. For

example, yttrium is more abundant than lead.

The word rare, in’ this case, is a misnomer.
India and China are two countries having the

world's largest rare earth' deposits. Wu and

Chu thus raised the temperature to 93 K first

and to 98 K a few days later.

It was at tliis stage that Indian scientists first

reproduced the Houston results and then

reported improvements. Many other variations

of tlie compound used by Chu and Wu were
tried out. And this is still going on.

Japan has quickly recognised the commer-
cial potential of the breakthrough. Its ministry

of international trade and industry plans to

subsidise private sector research. Companies
in Japan have already made considerable
progress in superconductors.

In America too, annual government funding
for superconductivity research lias liven dou-
bted and a computer data bank is being
created to serve as up to date research refer-

ence for scientists in the field. Also, a bill is on
its way to form a national commission to

coordinate research and development in this

area.

Reliable superconductivity at room temper-
ature is expected to be achieved any- minute
now When this happens, it will Ik* a major
event of the century, like* the discovery of
transistors during the 1950s And scientists at

the National Physical lalxirarory claim to have
achieved room temperature superconductivity
under lalxiratorv conditions
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The many splendoured genie

Tlx recent totting up of the supercon-

ductiiity race has filled tlx air with spe-

atlatiotis about its applications. Tram-

formation of present-day tec/mologies is

only part of the future that is etivisioned.

Some are dreaming of an entirely new
kind of world, once superconductivity

becomes an everyday’ reality. And Indians

are no exception.

For countries like India especially, wbicl)

areyet to enter the high-tec!)phase, the new
technology 1 will mean a bonanza. India,

for distance, bos no major capital invest-

ment existing in areas like thermonuclear
rescarcl), panicle accelerators, MRI
machines, supeifast transpon systems, in-

stalled supercomputer capacity, high

capacitypowerstations andpower storage

systems. Manypans of the country are yet
to be covered by electrification. TJxrefore,

culturing ofthe new superconductor teclt-

notogy wilt not be deterred by what is

knouti as tlx "sunk-capital drag" De-
veloped nations, on tlx other hand, are

affected by this drag as they have moun-
tains offunds already invested on existing

tec/mologies.

IfIndia wins the race in good time, there

is a trtole world to lx won. Indications
are that su{xnconducting technology is of
low cost both in terms of research and
application. Ihe mast important raw mate-
rial will be tlx rare earths which India
possesses in enviable measure, sufficient to
hist from new to eternity.

A lot can be canted— and not only in
terms of money —from sating of bnergy
and use of noujmUnting alienminx’
sources offtottvr. ifalt the wastage suffered
in tnmsmission ofelectricaljxmxr is done
away with, it would amount to doubling
of existing /xmvr production capacity If

electricity could be sent through supercon-
ducting cables not tin iota of[tower would
to last and tto needs of an entire oty
could to met through a handful ofunder-

A magnet levitating

ground cables.

India is on tlx brink of tlx computer

era. With tlx coming ofsuperconductitity,

all of today's computers uill go obsolete.

This is because the current [Kissing through

tlx circuits ofany computer today, towev-

er small, produces tout and this limits the

proximity of circuits to each otixr and
tlxrcfore tlx size of tlx computer. Today's

computers, bouwer small, cannot o/xrate

without air vents or internal fans to

dissipate internal Ixat. Furtlxr miniatur-

isation will mean greater freedom from
trouble and Ixtterfunctional capalnlities

In tlx field of electronics tlxrv will be

breath-taking deido[mients Circuits not

viable so far due to fxating pnAtcms,

switdjiug gear needing liquid helium

temperatures, high resolution radars,

transmitters limited tn strength try touting

pnMems — many sueb applications trill

to molutinuisi’d by sitfHivonduau ity It

trill to in fact a totally ttixv brand of
declivities
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The method of research is almost akin to

that of the alchemists of old. Ceramics of

various kinds arc being tried in various

combinations. Trial and-error is die method.

In India too alt the groups arc adopting more

or has the same method This resembles a

blind man feeling hts way aroundWhy so, one

may ask Is it not possible to mix the righi stuff

in right measure and achieve the desired

results?

Unfortunately, scientists arc not very certain

what exactly is the physical cause ofsupercon-

ductivity. Of course, there is a theory that

explains the how and why of it. It is known as

the I!CS theory. BCS laecau.se it was discovered

by A. J Bardeen, Leon Cupper and Robert

SchriefTer who shared the 1972 Nobel Prize

for physics for this theory But the theory does

not explain superconductivity at higher

temperatures.

Atoms are known to have a tiny nucleus

consisting of positively charged protons and
cltargele-ss neutrons Negatively diarged elec-

trons in concentric shells whirl round the

nucleus. Every electron shell lias a fixed

number of jterrmssibie occupancy No shell

can contain more than its permuted number
hui any shell can Itavv less tlian us full quota.

In good conductors of electricity m general,
the ouicr shell lus j number of slots empty.

frof. Sublia Rk>: Quietly efficient

making the electrons in that shell not bound

very tight compared to their counterparts in

the inner shells. When electric current moves,

loose electrons go on filling in and gening out

of the empty slots. Atoms of insulators, say, like

rubber, have their outer shells completely

filled

Even in a good conductor, when electrons

move from atom to atom as a pan of the flow

of current, the electrons collide with one
another, thus losing pan of their energy in the

form of heat. In superconductivity, these

collisions are avoided, saw the BCS theory. A
free way is made available for the movement
of electrons

You can think of if as electrons condensing
into new states,” says Bardeen, "a state involv-

ing the pairing of ’electrons and a kind of

ground dLsciplinc”. Bardeen says his theory

can explain superconductivity only up to 40 K.

But at 90 K, he admits, “we are going to need a

new mechanism”, SchriefTer, co-author of the

BCS, says "superconductivity may turn out to

have as many causes as the common cold."

Fundamentalists among superconductivity

researchers arc studying why the ceramics

lose their electrical resistance. They arc franti-

cally shooting high magnification (electron

microscope) pictures of materials to find out

defects, if any, in the structure of molecules.
Others arc using puLsed beams of neutrons,

ultrasonic beams and X-rays.

The west is intrigued by the report that the

temperature record set by Chu and Wu is

being matched and even surpassed by resear-

chers In India andjapan. The latest report Is as

high as 240 K which is warmer than die

Siberian winter. This means that somebody is

on the brink of ultimate success, in the past

year, the transition temperature h3s increased
by a factor of four. If it increases by tiie same
factor in the same period again, we will have
room temperature superconductivity in Jess

titan one year from now.
But there is many a hurdle yet to be cleared.

One is the technology of usable sltapes of the
superconducting materials, worse still, if these
materials arc ceramic. How brittle materials of
ceramic is no secret for anvone who lus
dropped a rice bowl.

Flexibility Ls the password as the sniff will
Itave to t>c wound around and stretched.
Already scientists in America and Japan have
reported some success In forming ribbons and
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RESISTANCE AND FLOW OF CURRENT
INSULATING
MATERIAL

Electrons arc tightly packed in

materials like rubber and glass.

The electrons cannot be pushed
around when voltage H applied

Therefore there is no flow ot

current.

NORMAL
CONDUCTOR

In good conductors electrons arc

loosely packed. But they collide

when voltage is applied and
hence flow of current is not

smooth Energy Is lost when the

electrons collide.

SUPERCONDUCTOR
In a superconductor electrons are

bound »n pairs When voltage »s

applied these electrons move one
after the Other avoiding collis-

sions Thus there is no energy

loss

thin wires from ceramic and even creating the
necessary shapes by spray-painting. Rings and
flexible tapes made of high temperature
superconductors have also been developed as
samples.

1 tough the ceramic samples remain super-
conductors at high temperatures and can
withstand inteasc magnetic fields, they have,
as on

ty about a hundredth of the current
capacity of conventional superconductors. The
current flowing through the conductor deter-
mmes the stength of die magnetic field around

• hat is in demand are high power magnets,
g i current is found to be contradictory with

1Transition temperatures. Nature seems to
' ' t lat one can't eat the cake and have it too!

l
1 '*’*' transition temperatures recently

V< ed pertain only to momentary super-
‘ 'Materials remain supcrcon-

,v ,

only for a very limited 'temperature

f
nd th:u (°° for a restricted

ten ?
current. For practical purposes, the

™ rih
C‘ 'vindow has to he tolerably wide

capacity infinite. Any-

airias'fr

on
,

0^ ,l,is w>ll have no more than
curiosity value.

—Many renowned scientists today have bc-
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come chefs of a new kind. Their labs look like

huge kitchens. They are constantly grinding,

mining, heating, boiling, evaporating, cooling

and cooking strange recipes with the hope that

the right formula will surface by a miracle of

cliance.

Everybody is excited. In fact, too excited

too secretive to help one another. Tito-

afraid that there will be misappropriate

credit due to them. It is almost a free-for-:

is hopod that this feverish activity will prot

the miracle, o

Nobel Prize Winning Research

. f-iiWtr

u f

l££aLjfe>&. -

Congratulating each other; Uednorz and Muller

71jo story ofKart Alex Muller, 60, and his

colleague Jolxtnnes Georg Bednorz, 37,
ulxjjointly won tlx ,\obcl Prizefor Pkrysics

In 1937, is the story of relentless pursuit In

tirefield tff supertonduaiiiry since 1983.

Dr Muller, a physicist at the MM Zuricl)

Raeardt Utboratory in Switzerland and
Dr. Bednorz decided to pursue an
apjrroach to superconductivity that trad

met with limited success m tlx-past Instead

if using lire kind of metallic alloys thai

Md tlx existing record, they tumid ilxtr

attention to tire metallic axiclcs (com-
pounds cf metals and oxygen) known as

ceramics.

Seme theorises Ixidsuggestedceramics as
potential superconductors despite the fact
that they uvn- /oor conductors at room
temperatures In fact, ceramics are often
teed as insulators, for example, on high-

uxltage electric transmission lines.

Mullerand Bednorz. tinkered uitb hun-

dreds of different oxide compounds otv

tlx nextfew years, ironing quantities an,

ingredients like aldxmists in seard) ofth

philosoplxr’s stone.

Finally, in Dccemfxr 1985, they cam
across a compound of bmium, lantl.

anum, copper and oxygen llxil seeme

promising Wlxn Bednorz tested tlx con
pound, lx tins startled to sec signs c

sujxrtonductiiity at an unjirccciientc

35K by far tlx highest temperature i

which anyone Ixtd ohsened tlx pin

nonicnon.

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences i

tlxirannouncement about tlx S’obct Friz

cited tlx important breakthrough adhere
by Dr. Muller and Dr. Bcdnorz in t!

:

discoixry of superconductivity in ccrami

materials Tlxir work cotiltI eventual
Ixlp shape ultra-powerful and ulirqfa

computers among other possible applla
tiorts, tlx Academy said.
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Asia Booms
With Yen
Up: World

Economy On
The Swing

WORLD UPDATE

Wuilh the upsurge in the

value of Yen, Asia’s four

newly industrialising

countries — Hong Kong,

Singapore, South Korea

and Taiwan are nabbing

the world market —
share very

quickly .

T
HE surge in the

value of the Jap-
anese yen is ch-

anging Asia, alt-

ering long-time alliances

and bringing new prosp-

erity from Taiwan to

Thailand.

Two years ago, as

American officials plotted

to lower the value of the

U.S. dollar and raise the

value of the yen, their

main goal was to reduce

the enormous U.S. trade

deficit. That has not hap-

pened so far, but within

Asia the consequences
have already been im-

mense.
“The effects of the yen’s

appreciation are being felt

in every economy in the

region’” said Mr. T.C.
Thompson, chief econom-
ist ofWardley Investment
Services in Hong Kong.

“Manufacturing indus-
tries throughout Asia arc

selling both to Japan and
to Japan’s traditional ex-

port markets abroad.”
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Some industries, such as ship-building,

aluminium production and manufacture of
small electronic goods, are leaving Japan,
perhaps for good.

The electronics giant Sony Corp., for exam-
ple, said that it was considering moving 25 per
cent of its production capacity out ofJapan to
address the financial problems posed by the
rising yen. And in the first quarter of last year
South Korea for the first time surpassed Japan
in orders to build new ships.

A number ofAsian nations are scrambling to
snatch industries from Japan and attract its

investment capital. The race is on to becoming
the next Japan.

looking at the past 30 or 40 years, Japan
took over the U.S. function in the world
economy: manufacturing," said Mr Arthur A.
sAlake, chairman of the Mitsubishi Corpn’s
«ong Kong subsidiary. “Now it is Japan's turn
to gne up this role, with Korea and Taiwan
taking over our function."
Die yen has appreciated about 80 per cent

2?‘mf
c doiiar since its trough on FebruarY

Tint means that aJapanese colour television

4fin£r
3n avera8e export price of about

l r
r°° y

en w°uld have cost $ 152 at the yen’s
£°'nL punting manufacturers passed on

increase t0 consumers, at today's
”8e ra

,

tc °*” about 143 yen to tlie dollar,me ante television would be about $280, or

w,T$H0).
eXPOn^ °f *

The results of the yen's rise are manifold:
J) tar the biggest beneficiaries have been

jlonn
°ur newI>' industrialising countries —

TaiSL r
8 ’ gin8aP°rc . South Korea and

fcK
i
forc *e Yen's surge, their

inmno
V’’CrC 0wer and they were steadily

tvas ?
8 and technical skills. But it

txinon.?
Cn S riStt 1,131

fiavc these countries the

quickly

mr
* t0 ^ tbe naarket-share so

nations are enjoying a boom in

similar
many of their products arc

Pfls but 3rc relatively cheaper

an™ ,

ofexchange rates. The result Iras been

ino
F raPid economic growth averag-

a bii ~
rc 1 ninc Per eent last year, up from

vh l1 ,?

rC lhan per cent growth in 1985
72 *5 Vf* hit its low point.

° rJapanese capital is being spent or
. ~ L • and factories abroad, as Japanese

companies look for cheaper places to locate

manufacturing. Japan’s direct investment over-

seas in the last quarter of 1986 exceeded the

figure for all of 1985.

After long complaining— as bitterly as U.S.

exporters— thatJapan was effectively a closed

market, most Asian countries are finding that

they finally can sell in Japan, as their goods

drop in price compared with Japanese pro-

ducts. Hong Kong’s exports to Japan, for

example, soared 74 per cent in the second

quarter of last year over the previous year's

levels.

As it seeks cheaper alternatives to Japanese

suppliers, China is doing a booming business

with Taiwan and South Korea, even though it

has diplomatic relations with neither.

Although manufacturing has increased in

many Asian countries, it is most pronounced

in the four newly industrialised countries.

Last year they together produced more
colour television-sets thanJapan, and this year

Korea is shipping more television sets to the

United States than Japan. Likewise, Korean

production of video casette recorders has

surged from 1.4 million units in 1985 to

around 6 million this year, most destined for

the United States.

The figures are similar for other products

such as microwave ovens and semi-conduc-

tors.

These waves of exports are the main reason

for the phenomenal economic growth that the

countries are enjoying.

In the first half of last year, for instance,

South Korea’s economy grew at an annual rate

of 15 per cent compared with 3-5 per cent in

the U.S. and about 3.5 per cent in Japan.

From January toJune South Korea recorded

a $4.1 billion surplus on its current account,

the broadest measure of trade flows, com-

pared with just $452 million during the same

period the previous year.

Such surplus means that countries are

overflowing with cash. Taiwan, for example,

has official foreign exchange reserves of $62

billion, among the largest in the world. Those

reserves make it difficult for Taiwan to argue

that it cannot afford to open its markets.

Taiwan already is making it easier for its

people to move capital abroad, partly to

reduce its reserves. South Korea also Ls easing

restrictions on its securities markets, which is

likely to lead to a more sophisticated capital
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Tokyo's uvli-knoun stratospheric cost of
Iking inflicted its most serious diplomatic

casualty the otiter dtp' ttixit Uganda's
cmlxtssy shut its doors
neighbours ualcixsi as a large truck

slxnvcd up infrom of theplain, two-stony
building in the capital's Sliolo section and
carted off Ugandan (kiteminent docu-
ments jammed Into cardboard boxes
Embassy officials declined to say much as
t!\y Uft, but tlx- Ambassador. Mr F.rttcst

Ohitre Oama, said that economic reasons
had forced him out.

Alllxxigh he did not elaborate, tlx mes-

tlxtir staff or to OtberteisC make do uitb
less—less entertainment, less easily cable

traffic andaxm less electricity. A Permian
diplomat said bis embassy bat! found it

necessary to restrict tlx use of air-con-
ditioning in summer and of beating in
winter.

h’ot surprisingly, the missions ofdevelop-
ing nations are affected tlx most, hut
otlxrs ivnv bonify escaped tlx strongpen's
budget-pounding effects.

According to a weekly magazine, Shu-
^n Asahi, tlx Venezuelan Ambassador
wasforced to motefrom a relaliiefy targe

Forced Out By the Boom
sage lists oinious bis country, u/xre lix
annual fur capita income of t2-10 is less
than the cost ofa meal in some restaurants
ben\ cauld no longer cope with the
powerfulyen and uitb the landralues that
make Manhattan real estate prices look
like a steal

Irom nowon Uganda's affairs inJapan
will lx handled by its cmlxtssy in lleijing.
Although tlx Ugandan situation nets ex-
trvnic. it reflected tlx bard times many
nation s missions face in a capital that

tidily uituht itp at the top of rafters of
extensile cities for foreign executives.
Some cmhisd.slaw beenforced to trim

house to a more modest apartment build-
ing ofa type thatJapanese, in an unchar-
acteristic burst of linguistic extravagance,
call mansions.

Another South American diplomat said
bis cmlxtssy’ nott> limited overseas tele-

p/xme calls to hours tibcri rales ttere
clxapest.

Haiti, ncier a conspicuous presence
Ixre, has Ixcn reduced to a single diplo-
mat. The cmlxtssy, actually a moderately
priced apartment in a building shared by
at least Jj oti.vr foreign missions, bins
drit itsand otlxr employees on a tetri-time
Ixtsis.

market am! financial services industry
Korea's capita! markets will lx: growing

sutxt-.iml.illy. said siiln ctuit Kvoo. senior
omvilne vice president of Hyundai Engineer-mg & Construction Co. part of the giant
t ynmln group As a result, he .said. Hyundai
plans «, Ixvomc more invoiced in financial
MTVK’C’S

let Korea ami Taiwan complain that ius» as
Ifiiy an- l\-gmnmg to K-nefit from the wns
nre. Tin' t ’tilted States ,s increasing t!;e press
uteon them tom.se their own exchange rates
American oiTicials Ituv fort mi Taiwan toauvpt a ,y , 'em appreciation of the

Taiwan dull tr disco eativ l*w., while the
,Vui ’ r, ~*n T per cent in

' ^
' !H l'\iy '"ow-n ate slight compared

!,> l l!u: l!;‘' ym So aintou j|J o.un>ri~s

Mill find ft cheaper to import from Taiwan tl

from Japan.

American officials want the Taiwanese ;

Korean currentfcs to appreciate Ixteause ti

lettr that otherwise, Japan's enormous tr.
surplus with the I inited States on, Id simply
redistributed to otlier countries in the regk

•Meanwhile, just as the high dollar of a f

uars ago drove U.S companies to tin
production offshore, Japanese companies;
luildmg factories all around the world to «
advantage of cheaper currencies and low
wage costs in 19S6 Japanese companies
TV

,

m foreign factories and real cm.
valued at {M 3 billion, more than double t

V*
i:1 W5 A Japanese»diKtc suggested recently t!u: this will o

rapx.iv, jutting uy hilfion by !**)].
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Turanians of today 2nd by txhers to the

Dnr.idians of India.

Sumeoa fad a heaic history. Tire original

Sumerians were overwhelmed by a number of

foreign conquerors, through successive cen-

turies - die Akkadians. Babylonians,Assyrians,

Chaldeans etc Bu: all through these conquests

and turmoil, the old Sumerian civilization

remained intact, being supplemented and

reinforced by the conquering races

The racial origin of the Esppfiaztf is also a

miner of dispute Some rtfcard them as a

conquering Asian rax- acquainted Kith roetal-

lurgv and armed with superior weapons, who
easily triumpfied or.-er the tribes inhabiting die

Nile Valley in neolithic times The history of

Egypt. unliV.e iftat of Sumeria. was more or less

smooth Except for die invasion of the Asian

tribe Hyfcsos in 1799 B.C and iheir occupation

of Egypt till 1573 BC Egypt w-2s ruled by a

succession of indigenous dynasties, under

whom the old Egyptian chilization grew to its

full dimensions.

On the whole, the Indus, Sumerian and

Egyptian civilizations remain the supreme

human achievements of die 4th millennium

B C Around 2990 B.C. the Phoenicians sealed

on the Syrian coast and laid the foundarionofa

maritime empire in the Mediterranean.

Hitrites established a kingdom in Asia Minor

which Ir.er expanded eastwards and south-

wards M Mycenae (Greek mainland) and

Crete and adjoining islands, odder tribes about

whom also we know very Hale, built dries that

rivalled those of Sumeria and .Egypt in splen-

dour.

OUTLINE OF HISTORY
T5»e great Cr.-ihzanons of Sumeria, Egypt

and die Indus Valiev open tfte long and
chequered history of mankind An outline of
that Ittstory through the ages, from die early

civilizations to dm Second tS’orld VCar, is given

;
Iv.-krw m chronological order

C. 6000; Neolithic vzrfcrnems at Mefirgarh,
ualucfiistan and in die Indus Valley; Sundricd
brick fmuses, Ikimesticarion of cattle, water
buffalo, sheep and gnats, Oil; her.inn of wheat
and la; Ip, Copper known
5000; Development of farming in die Indus
Valley - wheat and barley. fruit trees, jujubu
and date, cultivation of cotton —

;
pottery and

lx-a-1-.; Neolithic sen laments in Sumeria,
fkimerzicvtiori of animals, Beginnings of farm-
ing. Neolithic settlements in I'-fy',*

4000', Invention of porter's wheel and bow
drill in Indta Yuliy, kilnfired pooery; red
pairred waree. ivends of local stone*, and
rurqaoivr - copper melting Susa founded in
Sumeria: "lute painted poncrv in Egypt and
dm-eJopmon! of firmmg
3500; Grriw-ji of pottery in Indus Valin;
several varieties of decorated wares; Sumeria
develops cuneiform (wedge-shaped) writing:

Sumerian temples at Erudu, Ur and fra.'-:.

Potter's wheel in use in Sumeria.
3000; Corper alloys in Indie. Valley, bronze ir,

use. ctilrhurioo of wme grape; fim dynavtv at

Ur irt Sumeria, ’Joiecled vehicles in use, linen
produced. King Mens'*- the Fighter unites

Upper and lower Egypt; Plxxnidans serfs or;

the Syrian coast with centres a: Tire and

Sidon; Early Minoan civilization in Crete.

2980: Memphis made the capital of Egypt.

Fharoah god-king.

2870; Beginnings of Trojan culture in .Asir

Minor,

2850: Traditional beginnings of civilized lift

in China,

2650: The first pyramid (stepped pyramid;

built in Egypt.

2500: Sixth dynasrv in Eg.pt; Collapse of ths

Old Kingdom; Dominance of the Ur dynast?

over 2H Sumeria, Sumerian numerical systerr

based on 6 and 32; Umar calendar,- J6£

degrees in a circle, (V5 minutes in an hour

69-scconds in a minute, etc.; Egypt introdortf

calendar of 365 days without adjustment?

Egyptians discover use of papyrus; Equinoxs
and solstices determined in China; Beginning’

of astronomical observations in Sumeria, Its

du, Egypt and China Hxnppan civilization it

Indus Valley (see Pan III India)
2200: Traditional beginnings of the Hi;;

djtnasry in China
2100: Abraham leaves Ur in Oiafdea
2000: Middle Minctan period in Crete. MyOf
roe in Greece becomes a centreofcr.'ilizatvto

Aryan settlements in India; Vedic enlizatkx
czkes sJtape; The composirion of die E/g Veda
3995: Amenemhi founds the 32th dvnasrv ir

Egypt.
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1800: Hammurabi. the Babylonian Emperor,
proclaims a code of laws,

1790: Hyksos, an Asian tribe, dispossesses the
13th dynasty and occupies Egypt
1580; Cretan civilization at its height.
1500: Flowering of Mycenaean civilization in
Greece.

1480: Moses leads Israelites out of Egypt.
1400: Myceanaens destroy Knossus palace at

Crete. Decay of Cretan civilization.

1380: Amenhotep (Amenophis IV) revolutio-
nises Egyptian religion and proclaims a new
religion.

1362: Rebellion in Egypt: Egypt loses her
outer possessions

1345: 19th dynasty in Egypt: Egypt recovers
her former power.

- Philistines (Phoenicians) from north
Mediterranean occupy Palestine. Etruscans, an
Asian people, settle in Italy. Homeric siege of
Troy by Greeks (?).

Chou dynasty begins in China.
*0, 3: Rise of the Israelites in Palestine. DavidW73) establishes Israelite hegemony.
1000: Egypt ceases to be a power. Epic
civilization in India - composition of the great
epics, Ramayana and Mahabharata. Phoeni-

ttfni '?P alphabetical writing.
' Phoenicians found the city ofCarthage on

me nonhem coast of Africa.
3. Traditional foundation of the city of

Rome.

^rin^i
3 *'0 Polishes Athenian lawst

Aril i ,,
lan (Sanskrit Yavana, Persian and

Arabic } mw,,,-) dty states on the wes, f
Asia Minor.

tv*4.
A ncw ernpirc in Mesopotamia with

35 “Phal.

to/ reforms Atlienian constitution.
Babylonians capture Jerusalem.

hi« iim!^
CSU

?'
rcPutecI co be the richest king of

U,
31'5, n, cs 4'dia. Lydians issue the earliest™ ^macio currency.

rafifeh
)-[o“

nds the Persian EmPirc and

4%- tEe Korean Republic.

Persians
1

C

^ntthon; Athenians defeat

480: IbM
h !

r

fJiUCidh:' fn India.

b-Wiidas n-?

f ’’I'^repylae - Spartans under

Sahmk t
out bV Persians; Battle of

_____J^
lava! banle) - Athenians under

trr»
y

' wiih wnc punLOimcnw for minor

J*"? l«m draconian.

Themistocles rout the Persians
479: Battles of Plataca and Mycnle - Greek
victories over Persia by land and sea respec-
tively, Athenian supremacy in Greece begins
Final end of Persian threat, Death of Confucius
in China

461: Pericles comes to power in Athens
431: Outbreak of Peloponnesian War Ivnvecn
Athens and Sparta.

425: Death of Herodotus
404: Athenians surrender to spartn. Beginning
of Spartan supremacy in Greece.
399: Execution of Socrates

371: Battle of Leuctra - Thebans defeat
Spartans and become the leaders of Greece,
Theban hegemony
347: Death of Plato

338: Battle of Chaeronea, Philip H of Macedon
defeats the Greek city states and lieromes
supreme in Greece

336: Alexander becomes the King of Macedon.
334: Battle of Granicus, Alexander's first

victory over the Persians

333: Battle of Issus, Alexander's second victory

over Darius of Persia

332: Alexander captures Tyre and occupies

Egypt.

331: Battle of Arbela (Gaugamela); Alexander

Finally defeats Persians.

330: DDeath of Darius and the end of Persian

Empire.

326: Battle of Hydaspes; Alexander defeats

Porus of India and conquers the Punjab.

323: Death ofAlexander at Babylon; Ptolemy I

founds dynasty in Egypt; Alexandria (in Egypt)

becomes the intellectual centre of the world

^321: Chandragupta Maurya establishes the

Mauryan Dynasty in India; Death of Aristotle

312: Selcuais 1 founds dynasty in Asia

275: Battle of Beneventtmi; Rome finally

defeats Pyrrhus and becomes undisputed mas-

ter of all Italy.

--274: Asoka becomes Emperor of India.

264: Beginning of the First Punic War Ix.*mrm

Rome and Carthage.

241: End of the First fume War; Sicily

becomes the first province of Rome.

221: Shih Huang Tib completes conquer

all Chinese states

21S: Beginning of die becotvl I --m..

Hannibal, die Cartlugi.m general

Rome
.^14: The .wensai

China
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Turanians of today and by others to the

Dravidians of India.

Sumeri3 had a hectic history. The original

Sumerians were overwhelmed by a number of

foreign conquerors, through successive cen-

turies ~ the Akkadians. Babylonians, Assyrians,

Chaldeans etc. But all through these conquests

and turmoil, the old Sumerian civilization

remained intact, being supplemented and
reinforced by die' conquering races.

The racial origin of the Egyptians is also a

miner of dispute. Some regard diem as a

conquering Asian race acquainted with metal-

lurgy and armed with superior weapons, who
easily triumphed over the tribes inhabiting the

Nile Valley in neolithic times. The history of
Egypt, unlike that of Sumeria, was.more or less

smooth. Except for the invasion of the Asian

tribe Hyksos in 1790 B.C and dteir occupation

of Egypt till 1573 B.C. Egypt was ruled by a

succession of indigenous dynasties, under

whom the old Egyptian civilization grew to its

full dimensions.

On the whole, die Indus, Sumerian and

Egyptian civilizations remain die supreme

human achievements of the 4th millennium

B.C Around 2000 B.C. the Phoenicians .setded

on the Syrian coast and laid die foundation ofa

maritime empire in the Mediterranean.

Hitdtes established a kingdom in Asia Minor

which later expanded eastwards and south-

wards. At Mycenae (Greek mainland) and

Crete and adjoining islands, other tribes about

whom also we know very little, built cities that

rivalled those of Sumeria and -Egypt in splen-

dour.

OUTLINE OF HISTORY
The great Civilizations of Sumeria, Egypt

and the Indus Valley open the long and
chequered history of mankind. An outline of
that history through the ages, from the early
civilizations to the Second World War, is given
below in chronological order.

B.C 6000: Neolithic settlements at Mehrgarh,
Baluchistan and in the Indus Valley; Sundried
brick houses-, Domestication of cattle, water
buffalo, sheep and goats; Cultivation of wheat
and barley; Copper known.
5000: Development of farming in the Indus
Valley - wheat and barley, fruit trees; jujubu
and date; cultivation of cotton—

;
pottery and

Iveads; Neolithic settlements in Sumeria;
domestication of animals; Beginnings of farm-
ing; Neolithic settlements in Egypt.
4000: Invention of potters wheel and bow
drill in Indus Valley; kilnfired potterv; red
painted wares; beads of local stones and
turquoise - copper melting. Susa founded in
Sumeria; White painted pottery in Egypt and
development of farming.

3500: Growth of pottery in Indus Valleyy
several varieties or decorated wares; Sumeria
ttevelops cuneiform (wedge-shaped) writing;
Sumerian temples at Erudu, Ur and Urak;
Potter’s wheel in use in Sumeria
3000: Copper alloys in Indus Valley; bronze in
use-, cultivation of wine grape; First dynasty at
Ur in Sumeria; Wheeled vehicles in use; linen
produced; King Mencs the Fighter unites

Upper and Lower Egypt; Plxxmicians'senic on

the Syrian coast with centres at Tyre and

Sidon; Early Minoan civilization in Crete.

2980: Memphis made the capital of Egypt:

Pharoah god-king.

2870: Beginnings of Trojan culture in Asia

Minor.

2850: Traditional beginnings of civilized life

in China.

2650: The first pyramid (stepped pyramid'

built in Egypt.

2500: Sixth dynasty in Egypt; Collapse of the

Old Kingdom; Dominance of the Ur dynasty

over all Sumeria; Sumerian numerical systeiT

based on 6 and 12; Lunar calendar; 361

degrees in a circle, 60 minutes in an hour

60-seconds in a minute, etc.; Egypt introduce

calendar of 365 days without adjustments

Egyptians discover use of papyrus; Equinoxe
and solstices determined in China; Beginning:
of astronomical observations in Sumeria, In

dia, Egypt and China. Harappan civilization it

Indus Valley (see, Part HI India).

2200: Traditional beginnings of die Hsi;

dynasty in China.
2100: Abraham leaves Ur in Chaldea.
2000: Middle Minoan period in Crete. Myce
nae in Greece becomes a centre of civilization

Aryan settlements in India; Vedic civilizatiot

takes shape;The composition of the Rig Veda
1995: Amencmht founds the 12th dynastv it

Egypt
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1800: Hammurabi, the Babylonian Emperor,
proclaims a code of laws.

"

1790: Hyksos, an Asian tribe, dispossesses the
1 3th dynasty and occupies Egypt.
1580; Cretan civilization at its height.
1500: Flowering of Mycenaean civilization in
Greece.

1480; Moses leads Israelites out of Egypt.
1400: Myceanaens destroy Knossus palace at
Crete. Decay of Cretan civilization.
1380: Amenhotep (Amenophis IV) revolutio-
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Themistocles rout the Persians.

479: Battles of Plataea and Mycale - Greek
victories over Persia by land and sea respec-

tively; Athenian supremacy in Greece begins;

Final end of Persian threat; Death of Confucius
in China.

46l: Pericles comes to power in Athens.

431: Outbreak of Peloponnesian War between
Athens and Sparta.

425: Death of Herodotus.
404: Athenians surrender to sparta; Beginning
of Spartan supremacy in Greece.

399: Execution of Socrates.

371: Battle of Leuctra - Thebans defeat

Spartans and become the leaders of Greece;
Theban hegemony.
347: Death of Plato.

338: Battle of Chaeronea; Philip II ofMacedon
defeats the Greek city states and becomes
supreme in Greece.

336: Alexander becomes the King of Macedon.
334: Battle of Granicus; Alexander’s first

victory over the Persians.

333: Battle of lssus; Alexander’s second victory

over Darius of Persia.

332: Alexander captures Tyre and occupies

Egypt.

331: Battle of Arbela (Gaugamela); Alexander
finally defeats Persians.

330: DDeath of Darius and the end of Persian

Empire.

326: Battle of Hydaspes; Alexander defeats

Porus of India and conquers the Punjab.

323: Death ofAlexander at Babylon; Ptolemy I

founds dynasty in Egypt; Alexandria (in Egypt)

becomes the intellectual centre of the world.

^21: Chandragupta Maurya establishes the

Mauryan Dynasty in India; Death of Aristotle.

312: Seleucus I founds dynasty' in Asia.

275: Battle of Beneventum; Rome finally

defeats Pyrrhus and becomes undisputed mas-

ter of all Italy.

"274: Asoka becomes Emperor of India.

264: Beginning ofthe First PunicWar between

Rome and Carth3ge.

241: End of the First Punic War; Sicily

becomes the first province of Rome.

221: Shih Huang Tih completes conquest of

all Chinese states.

218: Beginning of die Second Punic Wat.

Hannibal, the Canhngian general attack'.

Rome. . „ ....

,214 : The construction of the Great wail ol

*
China.
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2X5: Burning of Chinese clxssics.

2X2: Romans capture Syracuse; Archimedes

killed.

202: Eastern Han dynasty in China; Hannibal

defeated by the Roman general, Scipio ATri-

cartus.

201: End of Second Punic War; Rome domin-

ates western Mediterranean.

196: Rome conquers Macedon and Greek city

states.

149: Outbreak of Third Punic War.

146: Romans invade Carthage and make it a

Roman province.

124: Establishment of a coilege in China to

train Civil servants.

110: China under Emperor Wu Ti expands

towards south east.
'

106: Marius and Sulla become Roman leaders.

60: The formation of the First Triumvirate;

Vompcy, (Julius) Caesar, Crassus.

58: Caesar begins conquest of Gaul.

55: Caesars conquest of Britain.

53: Crassus, defeated by Persians, falts into

disgrace in Rome.

49: Caesar crosses the Rubicon and challenges

Pompev.
48: Battle of Pharsalus; Caesar defeats Pontpcy.

46; Caesar reforms the calendar; later known
•..as the Julian Calendar,

f: Murder of Caesar

3: The formation of the Second Triumvirate;

"tony, Octavian (Augustus), iepidus.

42: Battle of Philippi; Antony and Octavian
defeat Bnitus and his associates.

31: Battle of Actiuni, Octavian defeats Antony
aiul Cleopatra and becomes the Emperor of
Rome.
27: Roman Senate confers the title of Augustus
on Octavian; Octavian becomes Oustir An-
ffuitus

A- Birth of Jesus Christ?*.

A.D. 6: China itv-titutes Civil Service Examina-
tion.
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14: Augustus dies.

29: Crucifixion of Christ.

64: Great Fire of Rome.
70: F.mperor Titus suppresses Jewish tevo

and destroys Jerusalem.

79: Vesuvius volcano erupts and destroys th

famous Roman towns of Pompeii and Hern

laneum.

80: Completion of the Roman Colosseum.

97: Chinese penetrate into Persian Gulf.

117: Roman Empire reaches its greatest estet

under Hadrian.

180: Death of Marcus Aurelius. Beginning <

die decline of the Roman Empire.

212: Emperor Caracatla gives Roma

citizenship' to ail the free, citizens of th

empire.

220: Period of Civil War in China begins.

230: Emperor Sujln in Japan organises

Japanese empire.

251: Goths defeat and kill the Roman emperc

Decius.

284: Diocletian becomes emperor of Ronv

persecution of Christians reaches its climx

306: Constantine becomes emperor.

313: Edict of Milan gives tolerance to Chris

fans in the Roman empire.
320: The Gupta dynasty rises in India.

325: The Council of Nicaea, first Genert

Council of the Christian Church.

378: Battle of Adrianople; Goths defeat an

kill Eastern Roman Emperor Valens.

395: Final division of the Roman Empire int

Eastern and Western empires.
410: Alaric the Goth captures and destroy

Rome. This is taken to be the end of dt

Roman Empire.
415: Visigoths begin conquest of Spain.

429: Vandals begin conquest of North Afric

452; Attila invades Italy.

455: Rome pillaged by Vandals.

476: Romutus Augustulus, die last Wester

Roman emperor, deposed by Odovacar; Tl)

end of Western Roman Empire.
481: Clovis becomes die King of Franks an

occupies Gaul
527: Accession of the Eastern Roman Emperc
Justinian l.

529: Publication of die Civil Code byjustinisr
53S: Justinian builds the famous ChrieiJ

church Hagia Sophia at Constantinople.
570; Birth of Mohammed
589: I’nification of China under die Che
dynasty.
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6lS:Tang dynasty comes into power in China.
622: Hejira or flight of Mohammed from
Mecca to Medina; Beginning of the Mohamme-
dan era

632; Death of Mohammed; Accession of Abu
Baker, the first Caliph

636: Muslims occupy Damascus.
638: Capture Jerusalem.

Persia conquered by Muslims.
643: Occupy Alexandria
698: Invade Carthage
718: Tne greatest Muslim attack on Constanti-
nople fails.

732: Advance in Spain halted bv Charles
Martel.

750: Beginning of Abbasid Caliphate (replac-
ing Ommayyads).
786: Accession of Haroun-al-Rashid in

Baghdad.

890: Coronation of Charlemagne as Hoiv
Roman Emperor.
814: Death ofCharlemagne and the division of
his empire.
827: Muslims invade Sicily
840: Muslims capture Bari and occupv South-
ern Italy.

843: Treat:- of Verdun; Final division of the
Carolinglan Empire founded by Pipin, King of
France in AD. 751; Beginning of France and
Germany as separate states.
862: Rurik founds Viking state in Russia, first at

Novgorod later at Kiev.
866: Fuitwara period begins in Japan
868: The first primed book in China
899: Deadi of Alfred the Great in England.
900: Ghana in North West Africa at the height

its power.
960: Beginning of Sung dynasty in China.
982: Norsemen dr-cover Greenland.
987: Hugh Capet. King of France, founds
Capetian dynasty.
1000: tcif Ericsson discovers North America.
! 916- Onute becomes King of England
106p6; William I, Duke ofNormandv, conquers
England.

1069; Reforms of Wang-An-Shih in China
1071; Battle of Manrikert; Sel.uks destrov
Byzantine army.
10~5: Greg-tey \71 becomes Pope
10 - 5: Selmk Turks capture Jerusalem
1086; GvmmDtior: of Der-esdav IVvA ir.

E-ri-.v..md

1095: C.'sino! of Cicrrr.t'nt, i’opc I ‘mar, H
pretuhur- first Crusade

1099: First Crusade under Godfrey of Bouil-

lon takes Jerusalem.

1148: Second Crusade fails to capture

Damascus.

1152: Accession ofEmperor Frederick Barbar-

ossa.

1154: Henry of Anjou establishes the Plan-

tagenet dynasty in England

11 61: Explosives used in warfare in China.

1176: Batde of Legnano; Frederick Barbarossa

defeated by the Lombard League; Italian states

become autonomous.

1185: Kamakura period in Japan; Epoch o-

feudalism in Japan which lasts until 1333-

1189: Third Crusade under Frederick Barbar-

ossa, Philip Augustus of France and Richard

the Don Heart of England

1192: End of the Third Crusade without

regaining Jerusalem.

1204: Fourth Crusade capmres Constanti-

nople.
f .

1206: Jengiz Khan becomes King o! tne

Mongols and overruns Central Asia

1212: Battle of Las Navas de Tolosm Spaniards

win decisive victory over the Muslim Moors.

1215: Fourth Lateran Council; Papal authority

reaches its zenith: Magna Carta in England

1237: Mongols invade Russia.

1260: Kubfai Khan rules in China

1291: The league of L’ri; Beginning o< the

Swiss Confederation; Crusades end

1309: Papacy moves to Avignon. Beginning t

»

the Babylonian Caplizin' „ r

1314: Battle of Bannockburn, Robert Bruce o-

Scotland defeats tltc English army

1336: Ashikaga period m Japan-

1338: Beginning of the Hundred 5e .

between England and France.

1346: Battle of Creep. English victors over th-

French and the Scots

1848- Black Death reaches Europe

\¥£-_ Battle of Poitiers. Bb* Prmcr of

England defeats the French
t

1360: Peace of Bretignv. Ld'-vuro III <v *

land gains territories in France

1362: Englidi made the official Lingua- - •

1363: Timur {Tamerlane ! bc-rn‘- ho sarerr «

conquot tn Am-*

136S: Ming dyn.erv tn Gti-ru

t57~: Pops- returns f<'- F.-.-a

sun Cipriory

IVI: Peasaue F'.-.o-

1 398: Time invade-

r. fni rf fla5 *
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1415: Battle of Agincourt; Henry V of England

gains a decisive victory over France.

1429: Joan of Arc leads the French army and

takes Orleans.

1431: Joan of Arc. burnt at stake as a witch.

1453: Turks caprure Constantinople and end

the Byzantine or the Eastern Roman empire;

End of the Hundred Years' War.

1455: First battle of St. Albans; Beginning of

the Wars of the Roses in England.

1469: Marriage of Ferdinand of Aragon with

Isabella of Castile and the formation of the

modem kingdom of Spain.

1485: Battle of Bosworth Field Beginning of

Tudor period in Ungalnd.

1488: Bartholomew Diaz, rounds Cape of

Good Hope.
-1492: Christopher Columbus discovers the

West Indies.

1497: John Cabot discovers Newfoundland.
•”'1498: Vaso da Gama readies Calicut by sea.

1499= Amerigo Vespucci charts part of the
South American coast.

1500: Bedro Cabral discovers Braz.il.

1517: Martin Luther begins the Reformation;
Turks conquer Egypt.

1520: Suleiman the Magnificent becomes
Sultan of Turkey; Turkish power at its height
1521: Cortes conquers Mexico.' Turks capture

’ Belgrade.

,3526: Battle of Panipat; Babar founds Mughul
Empire in India

1532: Francisco Pizarro conquers Peru.
1533= Ivan IV (the Terrible) becomes Czar of
Russia

1534: Act of Supremacy; Hency Mil assumes
control over English Church.
1542: First Portuguese sailors reach Japan.
1545: Opening or the Council of Trent

-J556: Akbar becomes Mughul Emperor.
1557: Macao becomes a permanent Portu-
guese port in China.

1558: Elizabeth I (tecomes Queen of England.
1577: Drake begins voyage round the world
returning by 1580.

1582: Pope Gregory XII! introduces (New
style) Gregorian Calendar.
1585: Hideyoshi. dictator ofJapan, unifies the
country.

158S: English defeat the Spanish Armada.
1598: Edict of Names; French Protestants
given liberty of worship-. End of French Wars
of Religion.

"JfXiOQi English East India Company formed.

1602: Dutch East India Company founded

1603; Union of English and Scottish Crown

James VI of Scotland becomes James I <

Britain.

1611: Publication of the Authorised Version <

the English Bible.

1613: Michael Romanov becomes Czar t

Russia and establishes the Romanov dynast]

1620: Pilgrim Fathers settle in New Englant

1624: Richelieu becomes Chancellor i

France.

1628: Petition of Rights in England.

1636: Japanese forbidden to go abroad.

l64l: Jaapancse exclude all foreigners fror

Japan, except small Dutch trading ships.

1642: Outbreak of the English Civil W;

between Royalists and Cavaliers.

1644: Ching dynasty (Manchu) in China.

1649: Charles I of England executed; Cron

well becomes Protector of England.

1652: The Dutch establish Cape Colony.

1660-. Restoration of monarchy in Britaii

Charles II founds the Royal Society.

1661: Mazarin, who succeeded Richelieu :

the Chancellor of France, dies- Louis XIV takt

over the government in person.

1655: Great Plague of London.
1666: Great Fire of London.
1688: Glorious Revolution in England; Jami

II abdicates the British throne.

1689: Bill of Rights in England.

1694: Founding of the Bank of England.

1696: Peter die Great becomes Czar of Russi

1701: War of Spanish Succession begins.

1704: Marlborough wins the Battle 1

Blenheim.
1721: Robert Walpole becomes the first Priti

Minister of England.

1739: Nadir Shah of Persia sacks Delhi; Wan
Jenkins’ Ear begins between Spain and Britaii

1740: Frederick the Great becomes King 1

Prussia; Maria Theresa succeeds to the Ai

strian throne-. Beginning of the War ofAustria

Succession.

1751: Clive takes and holds Arcot in India an

checks French advance; Chinese conquest 1

Tibet.

1756: Seven Years' War begins.

1757: Clive conquers Bengal.

1760: Battle ofWandiwash; The English defe

die French in India.

1762: Cadierine II becomes Czarina in Russi

"1770:j3mes Cook discovers New South Wale

1776: American Declaration of lndependctio
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200 Years of US Constitution

l'hiladd[>hia: Tbe delegatesfinished their

mtrk 200 wars ago on September 17. In

just a fete thousand words tlxyfreyned a

structure of goi'cnvncnt strong enough,

andflexible enough, to snnitv tlx- social

andeconomic andscientific ret ioiutiorts of
these last tu<o centuries.

1lx birthday of tlx American Constitu-

tion is an occasion for national pride

without cynicism, teitlxmt ajxdogy. t-or

any human institution to last us long us

200 wars is remarkable, llxit America's

fundamental late sunires, and keejts

Americans infreedom andprosfxtriy, may
lx called a secular miracle.

Hut tlxrv is a strange thing. 2j this time

of national celebration a go/xi many
Americans sound gloomy about their

Country's prospects. In Itmdon. 77x’ V.co-

nomist bail on its caterafattening Statue

of Ultra)-. 77v Ixadline asks, 'Vhataxr
UatjKTHxl to America’s Smite*"

7?v American paranoia about com-

munism has netvrseemedmore irrational

Vxfact is that the UVest has won the tear of
ideas. Ilx 7bird World ts turning toward
market economics, and so to a degree arc

tlx- Sorict Union and China llx ideals, iff

human lilxrty an- prveing hard to resist,

too

Americans slxtuld take pride in the

apfxai of the ideas written into their

Constitution in 17H7- limited slate potter,

guaranteed indiridtiul freedoms. Instead,

some o fxi call tlxrmelees conservatinv

seem ttxttried about them

Voices of tlx American nght are on tlx

attack against tlx whole system of dxeks
and balances 77ht want the president to

bate absolute jxnrer hi fun-tgn policy, for
example If Congress sots no to anting the

Nicaraguan amtnts. tlx president slxtuld

ignore it and spend tlx- mom-e

( Kxocrpr.s from .in .irtnJe In Anthonv
l-ewis in Tlie New York Times )
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1787: The drafting of the American Constitu-

tion.

JVJ89-. French Revolution begins; Storming of
die Bastille (July 14); George Washington
becomes the first President of USA
1792: France becomes a Republic.

1793: Louis XVI beheaded.
1795: Napoleon Bonaparte disperses Paris

mob (Oct. 5).

1804: Bonaparte becomes Emperor.
1805: Batde of Trafalgar and Nelson’s death;
Battle of Austerlitz (Dec. 2).

1807: Napoleon controls all Europe; Slave
trade abolished in the British Empire.
1808: Peninsular War begins.

1812: Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow.
2815: Battle ofWaterloo, Napoleon sent to St.

Helena.

1823: President of USA announces “Monroe
Doctrine.”

1832: First Reform Bill in England.
1833: First British Factory Act.

1837: Queen Victoria succeeds to the British
throne.

1840: Introduction of the penny postage in
England.

1846: Repeal of the Com Laws and th
resignation of Peel.

1848: Louis Philippe of France abdicate:Second French Republic proclaimed; Mar.

Cnfrfrf^*
pub

r
h t,je Gom»untaManfestcv Gold discovered in California

br'“in anf>exes the Punjab.

bover and
m
rre

J?
C8raPh becwee,

‘

stralia.

d Dlscover>' of gold in Au

France.
Napoleon »< becomes Emperor of

mi gat,’”” ,n >1”"
1856: Livingstone completes ,oumey across

Pmssla
beCOmes 'be Chancellor

1868: Shogunate alxtlished m Japan-. Mt

period of rapid westernisation under imperi

leadership begins,

1869: Opening of the Suez Canal.

1870: Promulgation of the Doctrine of Pap
Infallibility".

1871: Franco-Prussian War, Defeat of Franc

by Prussia; Trade Unions in Britain legalise;.

1874: Disraeli succeeds Gladstone as Prim

Minister.

1875: England purchases Suez Otn.il shares

1886: Britain annexes Upper Burma; Comp!:
tion of Canadian Pacific Railway; Discovery o

gold in Transvaal.

1894: Japan decalres war on China.

1895: Japan occupies Formosa and Korea.

1899= Boer War begins.

1900: Australian Commonwealth proclaimed

1902: End of the Boer War.

1904: Russo-Japanese War begins.

1905: Russo-Japanese War ends by the Tran

of Portsmouth; Norway separates from

Sweden.
1906: First Parliament in Russia.

1907: New' Zealand becomes a Dominion

1909: Union of South Africa formed

1911: Chinese Revolution; Amundsen readies

South Pole (Dec. 14).

1912: China becomes a Republic under Sun

yat Sen; The Titanic disaster.

1914: Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Austria

assassinated at Sarajevo (June 28); Serbia

suspected of complicity; Austria declares war

on Serbia (July 28); The beginning of the first

world war; Germany declares war on Russia

(Aug. 1), on France (Aug. 3), and invades

Belgium (Aug. 3); England declares war on

Germany (Aug. 4); Austria declares war on

Russia (Aug. 6); Japan declares war on Ger-

many (Aug. 23). Battle of the Marne between

France and Germany (Sept. 6-10); German

advance halted. Russia declares war on Turkey

(Nov. 2); England and France follow suit (New.

5).

1915: Germans start air attacks and submarine

blockade against Britain; Germans sink Amer-

ican ship Lusitania (Mav 7),

1916: Battle of Verdun (Feb. 21-July ID

France stops German advance; Battle of Tan-

nenburg; Russian armies humbled by Gef.

many (Aug. 25); Battle of Jutland,
breaks German naval strength (May j-

‘

Battle or Somme. France keeps her hat:

against Germany (July 1—Nov. 18). f-Hj
George, Prime-minister, forms war cabinet’
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Mi'lfiMin, Germans advance on the Eastern front;

fiina falls (Sept. 18). Rasputin, the Russian
fc'fcxink. assassinated fav Prince Felix Yussupov
te»)cc. 30).

S917: Russian troops mutiny in Petrograd

fMarch 10); Provisional government formed in

fcjRussia - Czar Nicholas II abdicates (March 15),
reL'SA declares war on Germany (April 16),

^Bolshevik Revolution begins in Russia (Nov.
Armistice concluded between the Revolu-

>, lionary Government in Russia and Germanv
.y (Dec. 5).

11918: Treats- of Brest-Utvosk between Ger-
y:man\- and Bolshevik Russia (March 3). The
if!

“r, tish captures Jerusalem (Dec. 8), Czar,
jOarina and children executed at Ekatering-

/ “UfK Revolution breaks out in Germany;
Emperor William 11 abdicates -

, German Repub-

;;
proclaimed (Nov. 9). 1919; Peace cortfer-

ence opens in Paris (Jan. 18); Benito Mussolini
X 011nos Italian Fascist Pam-

; Jalianwalla mas-
sacre in India (April 13); Treats- of Versailles

,
•Sl£ned (June 28).

i- III
0' Fif5t mectin8 of die League of Nations.

> : formation of the Irish Free State.

(s' .

Mussolini marches on Rome and the
Fascist Part)-

takes over the Government of
; Italy.

<
Turkish Republic proclaimed under

kenta! Pasha.

V
The first Labour Ministry in Britain

J!

n“cr MacDonald; Greece becomes a Repub-
i' ’'C; Lenin dies (Jan. 21).^ Undticrgh flies across die Atlantic.
: 1928: Cnpt. Kingsford Smith flies across the
r Pacific.

\
'Tall Street Crash; Hie beginning of the

r Great Depression.
: 1933: Hitler appointed Chancellor bv Hinden-
' tV-JrR. German Reichstag set on fire (Feb. 27).

Post World War Two

1934: Austrian Chancellor Dollfuss murdered
(July 25); Hindenburg dies and Hitler becom-
es dictator.

1935: Italy starts war against Ethiopia.

1936: Italians occupy Addis Ababa; Civil War
breaks out in Spain -

, King Edward Vi II of

England abdicates; Duke of York succeeds

King Edward as King George NT.

1938: Munich Agreement between Chamber-
lain (England), Daladier (France), Hitler (Ger-

many) and Mussolini (Italy).

1939: General Franco establishes dictatorship

in Spain (Feb); Germans invade Poland;

Germans and Russians partition Poland;

Second World War begins (Sept.).

1940: Germany invades Denmark, Norway,

Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg, British

evacuation from Dunkirk; Germans occupy
Paris; Russians occupy Lithuania, latvia and
Estonia; France surrenders to Germany (June).

1941: Germany attacks Russia (June);Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbour (Nov. 7); Japanese

occupy Malaya, Philippines and Sarawak.

1942: Japanese navy defeated by US fleets off

Midway Island (June); Battle of El Alamein

(October 23); The Allies rout German forces -

,

The Germans retreat.

1943: Axis Powers - Germany, Italy andJapan
- in retreat over all the war zones; Mussolini

resigns, Italian Fascist Pam-
is dissolved; Chur-

chill, Roosevelt and Stalin, leaders of die

victorious Allies, meet at Teheran.

1944: Allies enter Rome; Allies liberate

France, Belgium, Holland and Bulgaria.

1945: Americans invade Okinawa, Japanese
Cabinet resigns: President Roosevelt dies

(April 12); Mussolini and his mistress shot

dead by Italian partisans (Aprii 28); Hitler

commits suicide (April 30); German forces

surrender to Allied armies (May 8)

POST WORLD WAR TWO
T**-

" ^Riling of tlie United Nations Charter in
>c

’ ’v;i' -< landmark in man's quest for peace.
Atter tears of its existence, the world
Mimnnmitv is now taking stock of its achieve-
ments ar.d failures (For INN, see chaptei on
Srtn-rnational Organisations.)
19 i 5 : Tile t N t aV-iiter w.ts signed at San
fr.::Vis.: o ret ftme 20; Jufvnir P.irtv wins
Bti’.i' u v’l-i.ti:,-,- iju'.v v,

> AtoniicB'mh drop
’ D’*-'

,-n l!!tt-ic.nu t.\ug r.y .wond atom

bomb dropped on Nagasaki (Aug 0). Japan
.surrenders to USA; The end of die Second
World War; Tna! of major war criminals opera
at Nuremberg (Nov 20)
19)6: Tlie first reguLir session , ?; the UN
Assembly held in iondoti (fan ). Trvgve lag
elected the first Secretarv Genera! forma!
winding up of the league of Nations Meeting
of die UN General Assembly in New York (Oct
23*. Nuremberg v.-menccs on X.u-.- earned
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out; Gocririg commits suicide.

1947: Indonesia becomes free; India and

Pakistan assume Dominion status (Aug. 15);

The partition of Palestine approved by the UN;

King Michael of Romania abdicates; Romania

becomes a Republic.

1948: Burma becomes a Republic; Gandhiji

assassinated (Jan. 30); Ceylon becomes inde-

pendent; C. Rajagopaiachari succeeds Mount-

taiten as the Governor General of India;Jews

proclaim the new State of Israel in Palestine.

1949: General Mao-Tse-Tung proclaims the

People's Republic of China: Chinese National-

Government sets up headquarters in For-

asa; United State of Indonesia comes into

ing.

'50: The piociamation of the Republic of

dia (Jan. 26); The Korean War begins;

:orgc Bernard Shaw dies aged 94 (Nov 2 )

>51: Libya' becomes independent

•52: King George VI of Great Britain dies

d is succeeded by his daughter Elizabeth It.

Ivmpic Games open at Helsinki (Julv I

)

>53: Stalin dies aged 74 (March 6). Dag
ammarskjold elected Secretary General of

e UN; Hillary and Tensing conquer Everest

larch 29 >. Korean armistice signed

)54: Formation of the Federation of
lodesia and Nyasaland. French settlements in

idia pass under Indian control

355: Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung;
ibert Einstein dies (April 18)

956: Sudan Ix-comcs an independent Repub-
Pakistan proclaims itself an Islamic Repub-

c. France leaves Indo-Chma, Oil. Nasser
ccomes President of Egypt, Nationalisation of
jcz Canal by President Nasser, Revolt in

ungary against communist regime. Russia
mds troops to Hungary to quell the revolt

957: Saar added to the German Federal
epubtic; Polish Communist Parrs- under
iomulka comes to power in Poland. Ghana
ecomcs Independent; Tunisia becomes a

epublic; First Earth satellite (Sputnmk I)

lunched Iry Russia.

958: The first American Earth satellite Ex-

lorer 1 launched; Iraq becomes a Republic,

rench Guinea liecomes an independent Re-
ublic.

959: Batista Government in Cuba over-
trown by Fidel Castro; Alaska becomes the
9th State of USA; inauguration of die Fifth

rench Republic under De Gaulle-, the Chinese
ccupy Tiliet; Dalai Lama flees to India;

Bandaranaike, Prime Minister of Ceylon, as

sinated: Archbishop Makarios elected

President of Cyprus.

I960: Cameroon, Togo, Belgian Congo, C

na, Cyprus and Somalia become indepent

Republics. Congo (Brazzaville), Chad, Cer

African Republic and Malagasy become ii

pendent. Olympics at Rome (Aug.); Nig

becomes an independent Republic in

Commonwealth.
1961: Rwanda and Burundi in Africa beet

Republics. Sierra Leone and S. Gamer
become independent; South Africa becom
Republic and withdraws from the Comn
wealth, Conference of non-aligned nation

Belgrade, Syria secedes from the United }

Republic, Tanganyika becomes indepent

within the Commonwealth; India annexes

Portuguese enclaves Goa, Daman and B
1962: General Ne Win seizes power in But

China begins attack on India's northern fi

tier (Sept. 19), U Thant elected Secre

General of United Nations (Nov. 30).

1963: China and Pakistan sign frontier trt

Egypt, Syria and Iraq form Arab Fcderat

Malaya. Singapore and South Borneo ft

Malaysian Federation; The assassination

President John F. Kennedy in Dallas, T<

(Nov 22). Zanzibar becomes independe

1964: Agreement signed between Tangan-

and Zanzibar forming a new State, Tanza

Jawaharla! Nehru, Prime Minister of India, i

(May 27), Malta becomes independent; Sc

Premier Krushchev ousted; Aiexei Kosi

becomes Premier and Leonid Brczhi

Secretary of the Communist Pam-

;
Olympia

Tokyo (Oct.).

1965: Field Marshal Ayub Khan is ele<

President of Pakistan; Indonesia withdr

from UN (Jan. 5); Sir Winston Churchill 1

(Jan. 24); Dr. Albert Schweitzer dies (Aug.

Rhodesia seizes independence; Mobutu is

over in a bloodless coup in the Congo.
1966: Army takes over die Govemmen
Ghana, deposes President Nkrumah; Suka

(Indonesia) hands over power to Army C
Suharto (Mar 12); Gut-ana (Guiana) becoi

independent.

1967: India signs International Space Treat

Moscow, Gen. Suliano becomes Presiden

Indonesia; Konrad Adenauer, former V
German Chancellor, dies; Nassar blocks gu

1

Aquaba, Israel's vital sea outlet; Eastern Nig
secedes to become Biafra Republic. Isi
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l. Tbc Pyramids of Egi'pl These royal lomhs
ubtcb boused the dead Pharaohs of Egypt are
about 70 in number and lie on the west side of
theNilebeginning at Cizeh (Gisa) opposite Cairo
and extend southfor some 60 miles or so They
represent 1200 years of Egyptian history
2 TheHanging Gardens ofBahylon were near

tlf Euphrates Hirer, in the palace of King
hehudxidneszar, 60 milts south of the present

Baghdad, and not far from the eastern
border of tbc Syrian Desert of Northern t\rahia
J The Temple of Artemis tDiana), in Asia

Minor at Ephesus, an ancient hut now lanished
ctty.uas south ofSmyrna. It was built in thefifth
ceritury HC by pK, Ionian cities, as a joint
monument front plans drawn lay the ardntcct
Oesiplxm.

7
Vx Tomb of Mansolus, King of Caria, in

Ana Minor tins at HaUcanutsstts, on the eastern

X AcPPa» Sea. It was built of marble

T'4
35" nC ^ Qww Merman '

5 llv Colossus at Rhodes rms a bronze statue
GreekSungod Helios, 70 cubits!about 109

erected by Oxides ofLindas at theport
toe City ofRhodes on the island ofRhodes in
eastern part of tlx Mediterranean Sea

two circles one within the other. 1800-1 100 ll.C.

The Catacombs at Rome uvre the sepulchres oj

the early Christians, and consisted ofmore than

40 groups of labyrinths, or galleries and dxtni-

hers, covering 61 1 acres, sometimes, going down
to 5 storeys (70 feet) Mow the surface of the

ground.

The Circus Maximus at Rome, built 601D C. fn‘

King Tarqtun and rebuilt and enlarged In'Julius

Caesar could hold .181,000

Tl)c Coliseum, or Colosseum at Rome, one oj

the largest amphitheatres in the world, was begun
by the Emperor Vespaxtan and finished by the

Emperor Domilian in 82 AD Fifty thousand
persons could sit and 20,000 stand tn it

Hagia Sophia or the Church of St Sophia at

Constantinople (Istanbul) was built as a Christ-

ian cathedra! by the Roman Emperor /ustmian
in 1.11—1.18 AD

Tire Leaning Tower of l’isa is one of the

wonders of the Middle It is a round.

8 storey hell-tower and tins built of marble in

1114AD .it is 188feet high Architect Bonantttis

of Pisa

The Porcelain Tower ofNanking teas built in

that ancient capital of South China in the early

WONDERS OF THE WORLD
nrns

0 St
f
niC °f^ Qnpiter) uas in tlx talley

brlZdr
' of Elis. 12 miles or so

rZ!fJ
r°n’^ coast of the southern

Gmsxe, ubicb was then called tlx
* uopofmesus

Pbams ofAlexandria, a ubite marblefc ™d)-towcr on tlx island of
of Alexandria, Egypt uas

£7} Emg Ptolemy Pbitadclphus, 261-

°*cr Wonders-

ubw!rS^
r
'Jl

C™r in Egypt, is a great

,;?‘7 oroudring lion Men ou, ofsolid rock,

tiio
<md 66 f>Vl hiF

-
h Between tlx

fnteJXZ
M “ a granite altar uitb
dhpaxnrty indicating that it uas

frnturvnr
W<ld yf China, built in tlx third

ner^Ptlx
a!o”R 0>c northern from

thp'ora,
t-from northernpart ofOxl,u ofaw, or, Ox Yellow Sea, north ofM-mg.

<>,! W‘T oJ

r
" anj‘,ar assemblage of huge,

KvehltTT?,
1 'fEsburyplain a/nut 90 miles

' 'riioftemdon Vx stones arearrangedm

Angkor Wat or Nakhon Wat is a temple in

Kampudxa, dedicated to Vis/mu. It uas built

during the reign ofSunatannan II Tlx temple

is situated soutl) oftlxAngkor city ubicb was tlx

capital of ancient Cambodia Vx city uas built

between 800 and 1200 AD.
Tlx Atharnhra at Granada is a fortress in

sota/xm Spain It uas built by tlx cantptcring

Arab Moors ulx> estahlislxda Caliphate in Spain
with Cordoba as tlx first cafrital 'Xlxti tlx

Christians rcconrjucred Cordoba, tlx Caliphate

capital uas removed to Granada

pan of tlx 11th century
Vx Taj Malxil at Agra, popularly aided Vx

Taj, is a masterpiece of ardnteclurc that easily

takes itsplace among the Wonders of the World
It is a mausoleum built In' tlx Mughal Emperor
S/rah Jefxm over tlx tomb of bis wife. Empress
Mumtaz tMahal Its construction uas started in

1631 and completed In 161.1

Shuv Dagott or tf.x Golden Pugpds is a
Buddhist shrine in tlx outskirts of Rangoon in

Burma It uas probably limit late in the IJtb

century or early in tlx 14th Vx Pagcxla is

especially sacred to Buddhists because it ett-

shrines 8 of tUuUSra's hairs
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The Largest Number of Billionaires
Japan bos more bil-

lionaires than any other

count/y.

Sam Morre Walton,

founder of Wal-Mart Stores

Inc., may well be the riclxst

American, but there a/v

several Japanese wfm arc

riclxr titan him and hisfor-

tune pales compared to that

of tlx riclxst Japanese.

Yoslnaki Tsutsumi, a real

estate magnate.

While Mr. Walton's net

north is estimated at $ 4 5
billion, Mr. Tsutumi's is esti-

mated at $21 billion.

Forbes magazine said

Forbes published a list of
22 Ja[>ancse billionaires,

saying there wciv probably
many more. Ihe United
States, it said, had 21 bil-

lionaires, whenfamilies with

more than one are counted
as a single unit.

Mr. Tsutsumi, 53. oversees

Scibu Railway Group, and is

Jaf/an's largest private land-

owner, wlx.se assets include
train lines, resorts, 24 golf

\

courses, shi slopes, a profes-

j

sional Ixtseball team and

Prince Hotels

Fourteen of the 22 bil-

lionaires on Forbes's list

owe the bulk of their for-

tunes toJapan 's overheated

real estate market Among
them arc Taikidriro Mori,

Tokyo's biggest private land-

lord, who bat a net worth of

$16 billion, and Sfjigcru

Kobayasbi, Ixad of Sbuwa
Co. His net u'ortb is $6
billion, Forties said

Japan 's land area is 3 [>cr

cent of that of tlx United

Stares, bin its total land

value, about $8 trillion, is

more than double tlx Un-

ited State's

What do a sultan, two

queens, a potato processor

and a college dropout Ixwc

in common

’

Pillions, according to For-

tune magazine they and
127 otherpeople control tlx

world's billion-dollarfamily

fortunes — 98 of tlxm

Heading the list are Sul-

tan Hassanal Polkiah of

Prttnei. 41, w/x> is worth

$25 billion, and King Falx!

of Saudi Arabia, 67, U'ortb

$ 20 billion, Fortune re-

ported in its latest issue.

Tlx youngest billionaire

listed was William Gates, 31,

of Seattle, Washington,

founder of tlx Microsoft

computer software com-

[ratty A Harvard dnrfrnut. be

according to lortune is

U'ortb $12 billion

Uxre are three memlnrs

of tlx Mars family, famous

for t/xir candy bars, luv

Rockefellers, August Anlxus-

erPitscljJr and Alfred Hen-

ry Heincken. both beer brac-

ers, three Marriotts. of tlx

Ixrtels. anti Estee lander. 79.

tlx (jinx'll of cosmetics And

tlxre are tun real queitts —
F.lizalxth II. 61. of Pritain,

iritb an estimated $ ’ 4 bil-

lion. and Pcatnx, 49. of the

Xctlxrlands, uitb $44 bil-

lion

John Richard Stmpht, 78,

heads tlx ttorlds large-!

potato grotring and proces-

sing outfit, J.R Simplot Co

ofPoise. Idols-

1

Fortune says

lx is north $ 1 billion

Kuo-feng is made Chinese Premier; Mrs
Gandhi and Brezhnev sign Moscow declara-

tion to further freindship and co-operation

Uune 111, Vietnam is unified (2-1); Seychelles

becomes independent (29); Airborne Israeli

Commandos destroy Ugandan planes, kill 100
Ugandans and free Air France Air bus passen-

gers from hijackers at Fntelx*. Uganda (.Inly -0,

Over 9000 die in Iran earthquake ofJune 26
and 28 (8), Exodus by 16 African nations as

Montreal Olvmpio opens reduces the games
to a virtual "White affair" (17) US Prolx lands

on .Mars (20); Soares heads first democratic

Government in Portugal (23); Non-aligned

summit opens at Colombo (Aug 16). Scvond

World Hindi Conference tn Mauritius. Khan

Aixlul Ghaffar Kiun is released in Pakistan

(28); Mao Tsetung dies (Sep: '>), Hua Kuo

feng succeeds Mao (9). Maos widow Mrs

Chianc Chine anti three top radicals anr-rs

(12), India elected to UN Security Ohmet!

7: limmv Carter sworn in 'resident o . e

led States (Ian 20 ) Me ! uv.r.tcd i>a.;J

m in President of the Rrp-aMic

(Feb 17). Bhutto s IVvptes lam *lni

Wide victory in Puk Mb
, Ziaur Rahman swsjm m new By ,,.p
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President (April 21); Leonid-Brezhnev elected

Soviet President (June 16); Djibouti becomes

independent (27). Coup in Pakistan; General

Zia-ul-Haque takes over. Bhutto deposed and

arrested (July 5); Ruling (Sirimavo's) Party

routed in Sri Lanka Poll -Jayawardene becom-

es Premier (22). Bhutto released. Cyprus

President Archbishop Makarios dies (Aug. 3);

lan Smith wins election in Rhodesia (Sept. 1);

President Sadat of Egypt makes a historic visit

to Israel (Nov 19); Arab front against Egypt

formed (Dec 4); Charlie Chaplin dies (25).

1978: Jayawardene sworn in as First President

of Sri Lanka (Feb. 4); Military junta seizes

power in Afghanistan (Apr. 27); Zia-ur-Rahman

wins Bangladesh Presidential election (June

4); Argentina wins World Cup Football beating

Holland, 3-1 (25); Coup in South Yemen (26);

Army officers seize power in Mauritania (July

10)

; Commonwealth Games at Edmonton,
Canada (Aug. 3); President Jomo Kenyatta of

Kenya dies (22); Zia-ul-Haque sworn in as

President of Pakistan (Sept. 16); Peter William

Botha elected South African P.M. (26); Daniel

Arap Moi elected President of Kenya (Oct 6);

Asian Games begin in Bangkok (9).

1979: International Year of die Child opens
(Jan. 1); Shah leaves Iran (16); Avathollah

Khomeini returns to Iran after 14 years of exile

(Feb. 1); Iran proclaimed Islamic Republic

- (Apr. I); Bhutto execcuted (4); Greenland gets

home rule (May 1); Margaret Thatcher becom-
es the first woman Prime Minister of Britain

(4); 'Bliaskara' launched from Soviet Union
Oune 1); Salt II agreement signed by Carter

and Brezhnev in Vienna (18); Skylab plunges
down off the western Australian coast (July

11)

;
Mountbatten killed in an explosion off

Ireland (Aug. 27); Sixth Non-Aligned Confer-

ence opens tn Havana (Sept. 3); Emperor
Bokassa of the Central African Empire over-

thrown in a coup (213; Army seizes power in

Bolivia (Nov. 1); Iranian students occupy US
Embassy in Teheran and holds the residents

hostage-, (4); Muslim extremists seize Kaaba
Mosque in Mecca (21); Hafizulla Amin of

Afghanistan killed in a coup (Dec. 27).

1980: U.S. halts grain shipments to Russia in

retaliation to the latter's occupation of Afgha-
nistan (Jan, 5); Trudeau returns to power in

Canada (Feb. 19); Army seizes power in

Surinam (25):Jesse Owens, American Olympic
Champion, dies (Mar. 31); Jean Paul-Sartre,

French philosopher and w-riter, dies (April

16); Free Zimbabwe bom (17); U.S. attempt to

free hostages in Iran fails (22); Marshal Tito of

Yugoslavia dies (May' 4); China admitted to the

World Bank (16); China successfully tests

long-range rocket (ICBM) (18); Japanese P.M.

Ohira dies; Suzuki new Phi. (June 12); Mos-

cow Olympics begin Only 19); PcSlish workers

wTest right to strike (Aug. 30); Regional

meeting of Commonwealth Heads of Govern-

ment (CHOGRAM 2) opens in Delhi (Sep. 4);

Hua resigns Premiership of China; Zhao

Ziyang takes over (6); Libya and Syria

announce merger (10); Quake in Algeria kills

20,000 (Oct. 10); Emergency proclaimed in Sri

Lanka (14); Mrs. Bandaranaike stripped of civic

rights (16); Kosygin resigns as Soviet Premier

(23); Ronald Reagan elected U.S. President in a

landslide victory over Jimmy Carter (Nov. 5);

Trial of 'Gang of Four' begins in Beijing (20);

Coup in Upper Volta (25); Kosygin, former

Soviet Premier, dies (Dec. 19).

1981: International Year of Disabled Persons

begins (Jan. 1); Left-wing guerillas in El

Salvador form Govt, in exile (13); US resumes
military assistance to junta in El Salvador (15);

Fifty-two American hostages fly out ofTeheran
after 444 days of captivity; Ronald Reagan takes

charge as the 40th President of the United

States (22); Ancient flag of the Jaffna Tamil
Kings unfurled in Jaffna after 400 years; Roy
Panther, amateur astronomer, discovers Panth-

er's comet; Polish P.M.JozefPinkowski resigns,

Gen.Jaruzelski succeeds (Feb. 10); All political

parties in Pakistan dissolved (Mar. 24); Reagan
shot at, but survives assassin's bullet (31);

“Ordinary People" directed by Robert Redford

wins Oscar award for die best film (April 1).

U.S: Space Shuttle, Columbia, with two astro-

nauts blasts off from Cape Canaveral (12); U5.
lifts grain embargo against USSR (24); U.S.

decides to back Kampuchean rebel forces;

(May 3); Socialist Party Chief Francois Mitter-

rand wins French Presidential election (10);

Pope John Paul shot at in Vatican City (13);

Pierre Mauroy named French Prime Minister

(21); Zia-Ur-Rahman, President of Bangladesh
and eight aides assassinated, Emergency proc-

laimed (30); Sri Lanka proclaims state of

emergency (June 4); House of Commons
passes Britain's controversial new Nationality

Bill (5); Chinese Communist Party Chairman
Hua Guofeng is replaced by Hu Yabobang
(28). Mrs. Sandra Day O. Connor appointed

die first woman judge of the U.S. Supreme
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Court (July 7); Belize becomes independent
(Sept. 2); TGV, the world's fastest train at 270
km per hour makes inaugural trip from Paris

to Lyons (22); Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
assassinated by a group of soldiers during
military' parade in Cairo (Oct. 6); Hosni
Mubarak sworn in Egypt’s fourth President

(14); Socialist forces swept back to power in

Greece (19); Cancun summit of 22- Govern-
ment leaders ends on a note of uncertanity
and lack of agreement (24); Antigua and
Barbuda become independent (Nov 1 ); U San
Vu, retired Army General, succeeds U Ne Win
as President of Burma (9); Javier Perez de
Cueller, 6l-year-old former Chief delegate of
Peru, elected U.N. Secretary-General to suc-
ceed Dr. Kurt Waldheim (Dec. 12); Army takes
over in Poland, emergency' proclaimed and
Solidarity leaders put in jail (13); Israel enacts
new law to annex Golan Heights, occupied
Syrian territory (14); U.S. President Reagan
orders sanctions against Poland (24); Ft. Ix
Jerry Rawlings returns to power in Ghana
overthrowing Dr. Limann in a military' coup

1982: Egypt and Israel 3gree on final with-
drawal of Israeli forces from Sinai (January 9),
D.S. allows passage to Khalistan protagonist
Jagjit Singh in spite of India's opposition (Feb
9); India agrees to give long-term aid to
Vietnam (13); Sri Lanka shifts capital to

Jaynwardcnapura (15); Zimbabwe Prime
Minister Robert Mugabe sacks Joshua Nkomo,
veteran nationalist from cabinet (17). South-
South Conference inaugurated in New De-
lhi—14 nations take part; Julius Nyerere,
Tanzanian President, Ls presented die 1981
Third World Prize in New Delhi (22); Soviet
spacecraft Venus-13 lands on Venus (March 1 );

Charles Haughey becomes Irish Prime Minis-
Icr (9); National Liberation Council seizes
power in Surinam (11); Britain and the Vatican
resume fill! diplomatic relations after four
centuries (19); Switzerland decides to join

United Nations (23); U Gen. H. M. Ershnd
seizes power in Bangladesh; Coup in Guate-
mala: Junta led by Gen. Efrain Rios Mont (24);
A 1. M. A. Choudhary sworn in as Bangladesh
President (27), Polling in El Salvador amidst
fighting (28); Argentina occupies Falkland
Isles, a British colony in South Atlantic (April

2), British fleet leaves for Flaklands (6); 10,000
feared dead in the eruption of the Chicbonal
volcano in Mexico (7); India signs deal for the

purchase of 40 Mirage-2000s with France; An
Buchwald and John Updike win Pulitzer

awards (15); A new constitution for Canada

comes into force (April 17); Dr. Mahathir

Mohammed scores big win in Malaysian elec-

tions (23); Egypt officially gets back Sinai

peninsula, 15 years after Israeli occupation

(25); Britain recaptures South Georgia island

off Falklands; Argentine Commander surren-

ders (26); Sea Law convention adopted (30);

Britain and Argentina accept UN proposals to

end hostilities (May 6), L' K. Forces attack

Falklands capital; Luis Alberto Monge becomes

Costa Rican President (9). A manned Soviet

spacecraft docks with orbiting Salvut-7 (15)

UK. troops land on Falklands (21). Iran

announces recapture of Iraqi-occupied city of

Khorramshahr after 20 months of Gulf war

(24) Yasser Arafat, leader of die PLO leaves

Beirut (30). Argentina surrenders to Britain in

die Falklands (15). PLO agrees to leave Beirut

(30). Miguel De La Madrid elected President of

Mexico Only 5) UN World Assembly on

Ageing unanimously adopts 48-point plan of

action (Aug 9) Soviet Union launches into

space a woman cosmonaut for a rendezvous

widi the orbiting space station Salyut 7 (1R)

P.LO. pull out from Beirut begins (21).

Successful trial run inJapan of a new extra List

remote-controlled train which floats above the

line on a magnetic field (Sept. 2) Worlds

highest submarine mountain dbcovered in the

Samoan Airchtpclago by Soviet research ship

•Caliisto’ (12). Lebanon's President-elect

Bashir Gemayd (34) is assassinated in a bomb

explosion (15) Mass massacre in two Palest'-

man refugee camps, Chatilln and Sabra, in

Beirut (38).

Conservative Opposition leader Helmut

hi is elected Chancellor of W Germany

sting Helmut Schmidt midterm through a

rliamenotv vote (Oct. 1) Poland's intiepen

m trade union Solidarity H dissolved by an

: of Sejm, the Parliament; l ' S cxjscrieno.'s

• worst phase of unemployment (101 per

tt or 1 1 .260.000 people out of work) the

-best in 42 rears (9) Halley's comet sighted

sit Palomar near San Diego for the'fit*

ce it Lot ripped Iw the Earth m 1910. S'win

rsident Leonid Brezhnev ( >5) dies fn M-p-

w (Nov 10). Lech Walesa. leader of ftdaml S

flawed Solidarity free trade uw. « re-

-d after U month' of internment. >ur>

Mircwd' Bre-ritnev -is Genera.
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Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party;

Astronauts of U.S. Space Shuttle Columbia

release Canadian satellite fulfilling the first

commercial comma to launch satellites (12).

Wu Xucquan replaces Huang Hua as Chinese

Foreign Minister (19). Vasuhiro Nakasone is

electedJapan’s Prime Minister (26). Row in the

L'.N. over who discovered America puts off

decision on whether to celebrate 500th

anniversary of the arrival of Christopher Col-

umbus in the nerv world; World Premiere of

Sir Ricliard Attenborough's 'Gandhi' in New
Delhi (30). Sixty-one-year-old Barney Clark,

given an artificial heart (Dec. 2). China adopts

new constitution that replaces Maoist princi-

ples (4) China issues two stamps to mark the

40th anniversary of the death of Dr. Dwaraka-

nath Kotnis; Soviet cosmonauts, Anatoly Bere-

zevoi and Valentin Lebedev return to earth

after 2 11 days in space, a new endurance
record (10). Thousands ofwomen from 15-km
human chain around LLS. Air Force base in

Berkshire, U K. in an anti-nuclear protest (12)

The big green gate between the British colony

of Gibraltar and Spain is reopened after 13

years (14).

1983: OPEC forced to cut prices as Nigeria

cuts oil price (Feb 21 ). Bob Hawke, Labour
Party leader is Australia's Prime Minister (Mar.

5). Seventh Non-aligned summit opens at New
Delhi, Indira Gandhi appeals for reversal of
arms race (7). Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
and Minister in charge of Family Planning in

China, Qian Xiwzhong, win first UN popula-
\ tion award ( 1 9) Barney Clark, world’s first and
only recipient of a permanent artifica! heart
dies (23) Border between Morocco and
Algeria re-opened after a seven-year closure
(April 5). Vietnam starts partial withdrawal of
forces from Kampuchea (May 2). Newly disco-
\-ered comet streaks to within five million km.
of the earth, closer than any other comet in
more than 200 years (11). Soviet Union
develops very advanced fighter in MIG series,

a match to US. built F-16 (19). Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi addresses UNCTAD in Belgrade
(June 8). Three South African freedom fighters

hanged in Pretoria (9)- British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, leading the right wing
Tories, returns to power for another five-year

team (10). rionecr 10 explorer leaves Earth's

solar system to begin its endless voyage
anions ihc stars (13). Li Xiannian (78) elected
Head of State by the sixth National People's

Congress (China’s Parliament) (19). Shell

Cameron, first woman Vicar General in th

Church of England (July 7). About 20,00

persons, displaced and rendered homeles

following riots in Colombo (27). Sudanes

President Mr. Jaafar Nimeri frees all 13,00

inmates in Sudan's jails (30). Members of Sj

Lanka's main minority party, the Tamil Unite

Liberation Front (TULF) declares boycott c

parliament following new legislation on oatl

against separation (August 7). Philippine

opposition leader Benigno S. Aquino Jr. re

turns from voluntary exile and is shot am

killed when he touches home ground (21
’

Space Shuttle Challenger takes off from Cap

Kennedy with Indian Satellite 1NSAT-U

abroad for deployment in space (30). Soutl

Korean Boeing 747, with 269 persons nbro.it

shot down by Soviets intojapan sea; Cnribbea

Islands of Sl Kitts and Nevis become th

world's newest nation, after gaining indcpcnc

ence from Britain (Sept. 19). Julius Nyeren

Tanzanian President, awarded the Nanse

Medal, the highest honour of the UN Hig

Commissioner for refugees. Lech Walesa, leac

er of the outlawed Solidarity Free Trade L'nio

in Poland, awarded the 1983 Nobel Peace Priz

(Oct. 3)- WiIlian Golding, British novelist, win

1983 Nobel prize for literature (7). The forme

Japanese Prime Minister, K3kuei Tanaka foun

guilty of taking a 500-miilion-Yen (Rs, 2.

crores) bribe from die Lockheed Aircra

Corporation and sentenced to four years i

prision and a fine equivalent to file bribe. Pro

Subramanyam Chandrasekhar, India-bor

American, shares 1983 Nobel Prize for Pfiys/c

with fellow American Prof. William Fowie

(19). United States and a coalition of sma:

Caribbean countries invade Grenada to ejee

the military junta in power there (25). Th

Philippines President, Ferdinand Marco:

names the Prime Minister Cesar Virata hi

successor (31). The Turkish-controlled area c

Cyprus declares unilateral independeno
(Nov. 15). Week-long Commonwealth summ:
opens in Delhi (23). Queen Elizabeth invest

Mother Teresa with the Order of Merit (24'

Gen. Hussain Ershad proclaims himself pres:

dent ofBangladesh (December 1

1

). The rolin,

Liberal Democratic Party in Japan fails to ,wi

majority in Parliament, but forms Governmer
with the help of independents; former Prim

Minister Tanaka, convicted on a briber

charge, re-elected from his constituency (19!
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GULF WAR COMPLETES SEVEN YEARS
The hanks of the Euphrates and the

Tigris tthich tear the cradles of ancient

drilizations is the scene of one of the

bloodiest and longest tears in history

Mesopotamia — the site of glorious cities

and Persia — the beacon ofprogress for
centuries are destroying themselves with

this war. Tire desert resounds with the ecJro

ofgunfire and the atmosphere is vibrant

uitb human misery. Tire most gruesome
t/ar since World War // — Jran-Jreuj war
completedseven years on 22ndSeptember
According to a'fough estimate d'/e laklrs oj

Iranians and2 ’/j lakhs ofIraqishate been
killedsofar. Still the carnage continues—
triilrout a hope ofsettlement It is really a
war of attrition.

This conflagration is really a clash of
wills fretuven 87year oldAyotollalr Ptdxil-

la K/xjmicni of [ran and 53 year-old

Sudani Husein of Iraq. All the major
powers oftlx; world triedandfailedtofind
a just solution to this conflict. Even the

tdtfmatum oft/re big two and the callfor a
ceasefire by tlx; security council hate not

prcxittced an impact. Six crons ofpeople
are merely pawns in a game of power
struggle bemeen tiro individuals.

On Ok ostensible excuse of an old
boundary dispute trail fxmibed Iranian
cities on 22nd Sefit. 1980. Along with this

in a surprise mote they captured Ok
jwri-city of Khorram Salx/r 7lx; territory

wider dispute is Ok age old watenvay —
Sball-al-arah-a swampy area sc/kirating

the tttxj countries. Iran exercised

sovereignty over Shatt-al-arah ttben Hri-

Han was administering this region U7ten

the Shah ofIran abdicated and KJtUmeini

look over Ircuj tlxmght it could lake

advantage of Ok unsettled conditions in

Iran to caputpc this watenvoy

Anollxw reason is religious in dxiracter

Hath Iran and Iraq hate a Shia Muslim
majority— while Sadam Husein himselfis

a Sunni XJxmiieni I.wing Ok undisputed

leaderofShiaMuslims, Hussainfeared that

be would incite letup Shuts also against

him Iran and Ok arah world bate been
tnulitiunal dials and hence tlx• arah
countries sided with Irat/ Mast of Okw
uere wary of UxjmtenTs Shut fun-
damentalism.

Ibis tear has drained Ok resources oj

both countries — oil production * in both

hate fallen drastically — Iraq Ixts a
national debt of35.(XX) cron- dollars and
Iran's budget deficit this year is 800 cron.’

dollars

Still Ok wargoes on causing destruction

and human misery

The memorial for the dead soldiers at Bagdad, Iraq
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Yasser Arafat and liis supporters sail out of

U'banon, as a result of attacks by the relK-l

faction of the Palestine Lilx'rution Optimisa-

tion (20) U.S. notifies withdrawal front UN-

ESCO (28).

1984: l!.S. Supreme court rules that the use- of

video records at home to tape television

programmes and movies does not constitute

an offence under the federal copyrights law

(jan. 18); U S. conducts its first test of a missile

with the potential to destroy satellites (ASAT)

in outer space; Johny Weissmuller (79), five

time Olympic swimming champion, dies (22);

“Alice in Wonderland" In reality is Queen
Victoria’s autobiography, concludes a group of

researchers after 11 years of study (Feb. 6):

Astronauts Bruce MeCamltess and itolx-n .Ste-

wart svalk in space 280 km aixive tite earth us

test "Duck Rogers" backpacks in the first free

(lights through space (7); Soviet President Yurt

Andropov dies (10); Konstantin Chernenko
Ixromes new Soviet Communist Pam- Chief

(13); Miklvail Sholokov, (78), Nobel Prize-

winning author of "And Quiet Plows the Don",

dies (21). Mother Teresa University. Kodaikan-

al, first Women's University in Tamilnadtt,

inaugurated hy Mother herseif (Mar. 2). Mauri-

tius Prime Minister Aneerood Jughnnauth
Inaugurates the first international conference
on Sanskrit at Mahatma Gandhi Institute in

Port Iamis (IS). Squadron leader Rakesh Slv.ir-

nu lx.-comes India’s first space-man when he
was launched abroad Sovu/. T-ll from Baikli-

nur Cosmtxlrome in Kazakhstan along with
two Russians (April 3), Kerala Government
decides to drop Silent Valley Project and
declares the entire area a National Park (13)
Astronauts on Imard Space shuttle Challenger
successfully retrieves disabled satellite Ssiiar

Max, repairs It and deploys it again completing
world's first in-orbit retrieval and repair (12).
U S. and China agree on nuclear co-operation
( 21) Sultan Iskander ofjohore sworn in ax the
eighth King of Malaysia (26) Pint Dorlei
conquers Mount Kverest witiiout oxygen- a
rare feat (May 9), Miss Uachendri Pal becomes
die first Indian ,woman ..to' cotkiuer Mount
Pvt-restj)r Richard Van Wci/assestear. former
Mayor of West tk-rlin, elected sixth President
of W.Getmany (23). Indian Antty takes control
in Punjah to stem terrorist violence (2) Army
storms dte Golden Temple and other religious
places to flush out terrorists, over 326 includ-
ing jamaii Singh Bhindranvale killed 16)

Vietnam withdraws about 1 0,000 of its troops

stationed in Kampuchea (IS). John Turner

sworn in -as Canada's Prime Minister (JO),

Panxxj Abdullah’s Ministry dismissed in Srina-

gar and G.M. Shah sworn in as Chief Minister

(July 2), Golden Temple at Amritsar re-opened

to pilgrims (27). lunge’s labour Parts- sweeps

to land slide victors- over Robert Mttldooit’s

niling National Dirts
-

in Nesv Zealand (1-1)

laurent I-’abious appointed new I'M in France

(17). R. Venkataraman elected 8th Vice-presi-

dent of India (22). Brian Mulroney wins

general election in Gmada; Prime Minister

P.W. Dotha elected President of SAfrica (3)

North and South Koreans open Ixtrders for the

first time since '-16 (30). Unilateral ceasefire hy

.
Mizo relx-ls ordered by Mr. luldenga (Osiolx-r

2). Indira Gandhi assassinated by 2 of her ossn

security guards at her residence in Nesv Delhi.

Rajiv Gandhi ssvom in as l’M (31). Violence

takes a toll of alxmt one thousand in New
Delhi following the assassination of Indira

Gandhi; Regan re-elected US President with a

record margin (Nov,7). Rajiv Gandhi elected

Congress (I) President (12). Tamil Nadu
Assembly dissolved (IS). Andhra Pradesh

Assembly dissolved; Rama Uao seeks fresh

mandate (22). Dob Hawke wins general elec-

tion in Australia (Dee.l ). 2.600 jx-rsons killed

due to inhalation of |Xtisonous gas from the

Union Carbide Plant of Bhopal; China and

Britain sign agreement to transfer Hong Kong
to China in 1997 (19). Gen. ’/.ia-Ul-ltaq seeks

fresh mandate for five years as President (26V

Indian Supertanker ’Kanchenjunga' hit In

tlte Gulf hy missile (26).

1985: The worst ever year for commercial

aviation — around 2.0<X) killed (Ian. 1) Him
Sen elected Prime Minister of Kampudiea
(1-1) Brazil elects Tancredo News to lx-

it'

first civilian President in 21 soars (16). 1'r.R‘li

army lx-gins pullout from t/chanon ( 201. David

lean's film of K. M. l-orster's nowl ’A l’.tss.igc

to India’ wins A Golden Glolx-s at Hollywixxl

(26) Oxford University votes against honorary

degree for British Prime Minister Margaret

Thatdter (29) Pakistan President Mohammed
Zaa-ul-ll.uidissolws tlte Cabinet, following tlx

-

defeat of6 Ministers jo national elertions t i'd>-

26). British miners end their war-long strike;

Earthquake kills mote than 20 people in Chile

1 Mar. 3) Soviet President Konstantin Clx-
r-

nenkodies Mikhail G<irbudiev elected Getxa
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a! Secretary of the Communist Pam- (11), In
Geneva the United States and the Soviet Union
reopen arms talks after a chilly gap of 15
months (12). International science ex-position
opens in Tuskuba, Japan (16). Gen. H. M.
Ershad claims a massive mandate to continue
as President in a referendum in Bangladesh
(21). Gen. Mohammad Zia-Ul-Huq sworn in
President and Mohammad Khan Junejo Prime
Minister of Pakistan (23). Amadeus wins Oscar
award for best picture (26). Sudanese presi-
dent Jaafar Nimeiri overthrown in bloodless
coup. Armed forces chief Abdel Rahaman
Swareddahab comes to power (April 6). US
senator Jake Gam goes into orbit with six
others on space shuttle Discovers' (12). Amer-
ican climber Richard Bass, 55, becomes the
oldest man to reach the summit of Mount
Everest (30). Fiflythree spectators killed in a
fire at a football stadium in Bradford, England
(May 11). Cyclonic storm and tidal waves hit
coastal districts of Bangladesh. Thousands
perish (24). Italy's Juventas beats England’s
Liverpool FC 1-0 in die European Cup football
final in Brussels after clashes, stampedes and
the collapse of a wall in the stands killing 4

1

persons and Injuring about 350 (29).

Alan Garcia elected President of Peru (June
1) Adreas Papandreou re-elected Prime Minis-
ter of Greece (2). Mohammad Zia-Ul-Haq
becomes the first President of Pakistan to visit

Bangladesh (5). Francesco Cossiga elected
President of Italy (24).
Andrei Gromyko elected President of die

Soviet Union (July 2). Robert Mugabe voted
back to power in Zimbabwe (6). West German
Boris Becker beats eighth seeded American
Kevin Currcn 6-3, 6-7, 7-6, 6-4 in die final of
the Wimbledon tennis championship to i>e-

come the first unseeded player to win the title.

At 17 lie Is also the youngest and is in fact

younger than the junior champion (7). The
Rainbow Warrior, flagship of the ecological
group Greenpeace, sinks after a bomb explo-
sion, in Auckland harbour. New Zealand. One
crewman is killed ( 10). Emperor Hirobito
becomes the oldest of 124 successiveJapanese
monarch', crossing die 30,756 days that the
10K;h Emperor Gotniziinnoo lived (13) World
women's conference opens in Nairobi (15)
President Alxiou Diouf of Senegal elected
chairman of the Organisation of African Unity
Dam burst kills 260 in Italy; Johnny, the only
creature in the world with a lioness for a

mother and a leopard for a father, dies in a zoo
in Japan, at the ripe old age of 24 — around

112 years in human terms. He was one of

seven "leopons" bom since 1959. All the

others were dead by 1977 (19).

Telecast Worldwide from London and Phi-

ladelphia, die 15 hours Live Aid concert, raises

millions of dollars for famine relief in Africa

(27). Lt. Gen Tito Okello sworn in President of

Uganda after Milton Obote was overthrown by

rebel soldiers (29). Victor Pas Estenssoro

elected President Of Bolivia (Aug. 5). 43rd

International Eucharistic Congress opens in

Nairobi (11). Writer Shiva Naipaul dead (13)

Ali Khamanei re-elected Pr«sident of Iran (19).

Samantha Smith, the US school girl who wrote

to Soviet President Yuri \ndropov about her

fears of nuclear war and visited the Soviet

Union on. his invitation, dies in an air crash in

Auburn, USA (26) Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Babangi-

da becomes President in Nigeria (27). Wee
Kim Wee elected President of Singapore (30)

A robot submarine from the US navy ship

Knorr locates some 800 km soudi of New-

foundland. the wreck of the Titanic, which hit

an iceberg and sank on April 14, 1912, taking

1,513 lives (Sept. 1 ). Zimbabwe Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe elected chairman of the Non-

Aligned Movement (8). Olof Palme re-elected

Prime Minister of Sweden (16). French Prime

Minister Laurent Fabius admits that Gov t co

mmandos sank the Rainbow Warrior (221

Israeli warplanes! bomb the FLO -head

quarters in Tunis (Oct 1) Four gunmen wtv
hijacked the Italian cruise lir.er Acht'ic t.nuv'

in the Mediterranean and killwi enpp'eo.

Jewish-American passenger Loon Klingbotle;

surrender to Egyptian authorities a; t\m said

(9) Film maker Orson Welles die-, m t,w

Angeles (11) South Alrv.t lung' hl.uk |k»-i

Benjamin Moloise, 28 lor the tineon , i

policeman (18) The t ommo.-me.ilih Mummi
at Nassau in the Bahamas i.'l> tm Mu

inventor of the ball p»um (x-n or id t’>i

Greenpeace prcKc-'t llunlt.i hub m, >i- i

French nuclear test at Momum.i vi. H . i’i.

South Pacific t2-l> Tluec Ulmi'is ! > . ..

.

diplomats released in Ho.mu • u>. u, h. ,

Mwinvi succeeds lullus Ncru it IV I'm I
I. ,

Tanzania. Anttal uuo, m). i , . .
•

Minister of Portugal iV« . ..... r, ,
,

.

beats fellow sniri rh>.. \< r . >. . .

13-11 to become r!» > •. c-

v

chcssctumpiuniUi Hm. . w., ,
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with .Ireland, which for the first time gives

Dublin a say in the affairs of Nonhem Ireland

(15). Reagan and Gorbachev meet in Geneva
— the first superpower summit in six years

(19). French secret service agents Dominique
Prieur and Alain Mahfart sentenced to 10 years

in a New Zealand prison for the sinking of the

Rainbow Warrior; Ayatollah Hosscin A\i Mon-
tazeri to succeed Ayatollah Ruhollah Kfiomeini

in Inn (22).

The Guinness Book of Records enters its

own name as the biggest selling copyright

book (Dec. 6). Vinicio Cerezo elected Presi-

dent of Guatemala (9). Jailed South African

leader Nelson Mandela's wife Winnie released

inJohannesburg after being arrested and held

over night (23) Cartoonist Joseph D, Oriolo,

who created "Caspar the friendly ghost”, dead

(25) Martial law lifted in Pakistan (30)

1986: Sri Lanka Government restores civic

rights of die former Prime Minister, Mrs
Sirimavo Bandarartaike after more than five

years; Pro-government politicians in Bang-

ladesh form a new parts- called 'Jatiya Pam-'

(Jan. 1). US. imposes economic sanctions

againt Libya in retaliation to Libya's support for

terrorists (7). US. Solar system probe Voyager
2’ discovers six new- moons of the planet

Uranus, making the total to 12; Pakistan

formally adopts Muslim League as the coun-
try’s ruling parry (17). Britain and France
decide to build a twin rail tunnel across the
channel at a cost of $2.3 billion (19). Martin
Luther King, the black leader assassinated in

1969, honoured with a federal holiday on hLs

birthday, Ban Lendl beats Borris Becker to

clinch die $500,000 Nabisco Masters Tennis
(20). America's Voyager-2 Space craft finds two
more tiny moons of planet Satum, bringing
the total to 15. (23) American Sapcc Shuttle,

Challenger explodes after 75 seconds of its

launching from Cape Canavaral, all the seven
on Ixiard including the school teacher, Sharon
Girista McAuIiffe killed. Former Defence
Minister and Commander ofdie rebel National
Resistance ArmyYowcri Musevini takes o'er as
President of Uganda; Samson Ktsckka turned
Prime Minister (29).

Tlie Nobel Peace Prize winner, Alva ,Mvrdnl

(84) dies in Stockholm; USSR retains Nehru
Gold Cup Football Cltampionship defeating
China i-o at Trivandrum (Feb. 2). Oscar Arias

(-15). London-trained economist becomes the
youngest Chief Executive of Costa Rica when

he .swept die Presidential elections; Mother

Teresa's Missionaries of Charity opens its first

convent in North America in San Francisco (3)-

Philippines goes to poll to elect New Presi-

dent; Embattled, President-for-lifejean Claude

Duvalier (31), flees Haiti (7). Australia wins the

Benson and Hedges one day cricket tourna-

ment by defeating India (8). Pope John Paul If

and the Arch Bishop of Canterbury, Dr. Robert

Runcie meet at the Arch Bishop's House,

Bombay; Former Prime Minister, Haider Abu-

baker Al-Attas, 47, named the new President of

South Yemen (8). Anatoly Shcharansky, the

Soviet human rights activist, is freed during a

East-West prisoner swap at Berlin (11). Dr.

Mario Soares, elected first Civilian President of

Portugal in 60 years; Soviet Union rehabilitates

nobel prize-winning novelist, Boris Pasternak

(16). Soviet Union launches Mir (Peace), new
Space Station, more advanced than die 1982

Salyut-7 (20). Chris Lloyd wins the $1.8 million

International Players Tennis
.
Championship

(23). In Philippines, Mrs. Corazon Aquino, 53.

sworn in as President. Ferdinand Marcos flees

into exile. Swedish Prime Minister, OloF

Palme, 59, shot dead (25).

Queen Elizabeth II gives formal assent to

the Australian Act abolishing all remaining

legislative, judicial and executive links of die

country’ with Britain; Deputy- Prime Minister

Ingvar Carlson takes over as care-taker Prime

Minister in Sweden; India clinches Hockey
series widi Pakistan (3-2) (Mar. 2). Mikhail

Gorbachev re-elected General Secretary ofthe

Soviet Communist Party for five years (6).

South Africa lifts seven-month old stae of

emergency enforced in parts of the country

rocked by anti-apartheid violence (8). The
Zimbabwe opposition leader, Joshua Nkomo
announces’rapprochment with hLs long time

foe. Prime Minister, Robert Mugabe in merg-

ing their Parties (9). Shuttle Challenger’s crew

compartment with the remains of die seven

astronauts inside found in the Atlantic ocean

(10). U.S. rejects six world leaders' plea for

halting nuclear tests (11). Ingvar Carlson,

Social Democratic Deputy Prime Minister,

elected Prime Minister of Sw-edcn (12). Cora-

zon Government in Philippines freezes Mar-

cos’s assets; Soviet Space vehicle, Soyuz-T 15

reaches space with tw-o cosmonauts on
board—Leonid Kizim and Vladimir Solvyov.

Spaniards vote in favour ofremaining in NATO
f 13). Europe's Giotto space probe runs into a
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Glasnost and Perestroika, thoseseeming-

ly tepid streamlets released by' Mr. Mikhail

Gorbadxv in 1985, are rapidly turning

into a roaring river.

One is astonislxd at today's ruthless

criticism in the Soviet press offeatures and

imitations once thought to he indigenous

to the Soiiet system. Nothing seems sacred.

71k great repository of wisdom, the Com-

munist Party, is challenged on its "infalli-

bility'. Collectivisation of agriculture is

dcriounccd as a criminal mistake.

Economic reforms are the centrepiece of

Perestroika Crestructuring "). None of the

plans uill prove their mettle, as Soiiet

economists acknowledge, in less than fitv
to ten years. Nevertheless, there is no sign of

retreat.

71k same goes for political and legal

reforms. Tlxre hate been calls for aho-

Glasnost and

must aim at being self-supporting and

self-financing; state subsidies are to be cut

as units learn to make their own profits,

meet their financial commitments to the

state and use their own profitsfor expan-

sion and social programmes.

Tire Soviet machine-btdlding sector pro-

vide an example. From its projected 20.7

billion roubles profit for 1988, il would

have to contribute to the state exdtequer

9.2 billion roubles (including 4.5 billion

roubles'for raw materials and ot'erheads).

Tice balance of 56 per cent (11.6 billion

roubles) will remain with the industriesfor

their own expansion, reinvestment or so-

cial programmes.

Perestroika for the Soviet industry thus

visualises unit-wise profits, capitalforma-

tion and inrestihle surplus. A network of
industrial credit hanks throughout the

Perestroika

Idling laur, dealing with political offen-

ders and homosexuals, for an end to Ok
abuse of Jrsychiasty, for more indejiend-

cnce of tnule unions Many human rights

activists haiv been released 71k editor of
ajournal edited byformer poli-

tical prisoners, was told to apply for
registration and financial supfiort from
the state

Economists the ti oriel otvr are keenly
watching ih?S'jriet industrial scene, where
a variety of 'market socialism’ is Ireing
introduced and a *’package" of hanking
and financial reforms promised for Pk
hmrfi: of enmpreneurs Words like profit,
capita! formation and rvimvstahle sur-
l Lvv- Ifdc-rtuforming part oftlK capital-
ft wsahnUiry are Ok new »/’ UK}rdsW guMeUne; issued under perestro^
are clear tndnidual Soiiet enterpriZ

Soiiet Union isproposed. Indeed, hanking
Is now visualised in Soviet industry* as "a
letvr to promote profit-mothWedperform-
ance of industries" "Sick" units may
continue depending on slate assistancefor
a while, but the lesson Is clear- profit or
perish.

A remarkable token ofMr GortadKr'*
earnestness is that by 198N. each f/ the
Soviet government's 22 indtaria.’ Zos:-
trics anddKirjO ofieraiicnuj!ag-iKCtc. cr-
expected to become ydf-Ensru-Zg Z~Z
self-supporting World-xZJe rmZZfZZ-'Z
way perestroika crt'fy ZZZ'
shop-floors has been ar-j2tec cut ^— . .

l’se39of^vxKCaBzxzetw^Z~rZZ
accourc f-r r.. ' '

.

"

X/'J -r ~
Ji-.r fZiZ ’~Tc7~
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wall of dust and damages its Camera as it

reaches an estimated 523 km past the nucleus

of Halley's Comet. The Soviet Space craft

Soyuz T-15 with wo cosmonauts on board

docks with the orbiting Space Station 'Mir'

(14). Swiss voters in a national referendum,

overwhelmingly reject their country's entry

into the United Nations (16). President Ershad

and opposition parties in Bangladesh agree to

hold parliamentary elections on May 7 (22);

Kenya's John Gugi wins the World Cross

country championship at Switzerland; Zola

Bud retains the women's title (23). Martina

beats Hana Mandiikova to win the Women's
Tennis Championship at New York in 4

sets-an unusual happening in Women's Ten-

nis in 85 years (24); US-Libva locked in battle

off Sidra Gulf. US Sixth Fleet knocks out

Libyan missile launch bases and sinks two of

their gun boats. 'Out of Africa' directed by
Sydney Pollack wins seven Oscars at the 58th

Academy Awards. William Hurt adjudged best

actor and Geraldine Page best actress (24).

Libya threatens to extend its ‘holy war' against

the U.S. beyond the Gulf of Sidra by striking at

American military bases across the Mediterra-

nean; Canton Aquino of Philippines abolishes

190 member National Assembly under an
interim constitution. Swiss Government
freezes all assets belonging to Marcos family

(26).

Union Carbide Corporation fined a record
51.38 million (about Rs. 1.7 crorc) for 221

" safety violations at the multi- national's chc-
plant at the Institute in West Virginia,

•s.\(Apr. 2). Barber Conablc (63), nominee of
United States, elected President ofWorld Bank
in phee of retiring AW. Clausen (5). Franc
devalued by 58 per cent against the Deutsche
Mark (7) USSR rctatns the Kings Cup Amateur
Boxing Championship, India's Jaipal Singh
wins the gold in the Super Heavyweight
section (9), The UK. Sixth Fleet reaches within
striking range of Libya awaiting commands
(13). The Heads of the Governments of India,

Argentina, Mexico, Greece, Tanzania &
Sweden — constituting the six-nations for
continental peace initiative—call for another
American-Soviet summit (14). US. bombs
Tripoli, the capital of Libya, Foreign Ministers
of Non-aligned countries condemn .American
attack and calls for Immediate halt to further
US military operation (15). Shooting breaks
out in Tripoli; UN and NAM condemn US

attackon Libya. Libya destroys telecommunica-

tion installations in the Italian island of Lampe-

dusa in retaliation; Argentina decides to shift

the capital to centrally placed Rio Negro from

Buenos Aires (16), Pakistan grabs a sensational

last ball victory over India in the final of the

inaugural Australasia Cup; 3 Californian jour-

nalists who exposed corruption in the Philip-

pines get 'Pulitzer' prize in the 70th year of

awards (18). NAM delegates meet Ghaddaft at

Tripoli and expresses solidarity with him
against US bombing. Australian World Cham-
pion Robde Castella becomes the third fastest

marathoner in history by winning the 90th

Boston Marathon (21). US, Britain -and France

join in vetoing a non-aligned resolution in die

security council condemning US air attack on
Libya (22). Botha Government abandons en-

forcement of Pass laws which for decades

restricted the presence of blacks in white areas

(23). 18-year old Mswati 111 became world's

youngest ruler when he was crowned King of

Swaziland at a ceremony in Mbabane (26).

Moscow reports nuclear leak in Chernobyl
Power Station; Emperor Hirohlto of Japan
completes 60 years of rule (29).

Ann Bancroff, 30, of the US becomes the first

woman to reach N. Pole (May 2). Norway gets a
woman Prime Minister. Gro Harlaus Brunt-

land, 47-, Zeshan All (India) becomes the Asian

Junior Tennis Champion defeating Chung Tzc
Ming (Taiwan) at Jakarta (4), Leaders of seven
major industrial nations end a three-day sum-
mit at Tokyo by pledging new efforts to quell

turbulent currency markets (6). Violence mars
Bungladesh general elections.to choose a 300
member Parliament (7); Britain’s House of

Commons passes a package deal providing for

a new 'British National Overseas' status for

Hong Kong's British Dependent Territory

citizens numbering 2.5 million (14). South
Africa raid on ANC bases in the frontline states

of Zambia, Zimbabwe and Botswana (18); Sri

Lankan security forces launch major offences
In Jaffna, 90 Wiled; Benazir Bhutto elected

co-chairman of Pakistan People's Party (19)-

Tamil militants launch reprisal raid in Trinco-
malcc Sinhala settlement, killing 30 (25). India
win the hocky test scries against Malaysia (4-0)
(30). Forty nine developing countries sign
accord to launch the first round of. negotia-
tions on the exchange of trade concessions
within the Global System of Trade Preferences
(GSTP); An European Arianc-2 rocket carrying
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a telecommunication satellite blown up in,

mid-flight by controllers after its third stage

failed to ignite (31)

Saudi Arabia devalues its currency’ by 2.7

per cent, the revised value of the Saudi Rival

being 3.75 dollars instead of 3.65 dollars (June

2). The death toll of Chernobyl nuclear

disaster rises to 25 (4). Ramesh Krishnan wins

the men’s grass court tennis title at Beckham
toting Danie Visser (S. Africa) (8). Kurt

Waldheim elected President of Austria, amidst

controversy that he was an “unrepentant

Nazi”, Israel recalls envoy in Vienna; The
Rogers commission finds that the destruction

of Challenger and the death of its seven crew
members had a single cause—the failure of

seal in the shuttle’s booser rocket (9). South
Africa declares nation-wide state of emergency
just before the 10th anniversary of the 1976
Soweto uprising: The Commonwealth Emi-
nent Persons Group concludes that a negoti-

ated settlement in S. Africa is impossible (12).

Poland, Eastern Europe’s most debt-ridden
country rejoins international Monetary Fund
as its 151st member (13). The Head of the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant sacked over
the Aprii 26th accident, that spread atomic
radiation over Europe-, India finishes 3rd
lx:h!nd Thailand and Singapore in the Interna-
tional dragon boat race at Singapore (15).

Blacks launch nation-wide general strike to

commemorate the 10th anniversary of riots in

Soweto that galvanised the anti-apartheid
struggle (17). Poland, a Charter member,
readmitted to World Bank (25). The US
Congress ends three years of resistance to
military aid for Nicaraguan rebels and votes its

approval for a $100 million aid package;
Nigerian Oil Minister, Ritwanu Lukman,
elected Chairman of OPEC (26). World Court
denounces the US backing for Contra rebels
trying io topple the leftist Government in
Nicaragua (27). Argentina wins the 13ch World
Cup soccer championship defeating West Ger-
many (3-2) at Mexico City (29).

Zimbabwe announces that it intends to
abolish die 20 reserved seats for whites in the
100-scat Parliament; 'Sport,'- Aid

-

nets $20
million for Africa’s aid (Juh- 2 ). China devalues
the renminbi (Yuan) by a record 15 P> per cent
against major foreign currencies; The Statue of
liiieny officially reopened to the public by
the I S First Lady, Mrs, Nancv Kcagan, Marina
tots liana to clinch to 7th Wjmbk-don tltl"

and the 5th in succession (5). Boris Becker

retains the Wimbledon crowm beating top

seeded Ivan Lendl (6). India wins rubber in

the test series in England (2-0) (8). The
Vietnamese Communist Party elects President

Truong Chinh, 80, as its leader succeeding Le

Duan who died (14). Ian Martin, 39, of Britain

appointed Secretary General ofAmnesty Inter-

national; India’s Sandya Agarwal hits the high-

est test score (190) ever by a batswoman in the

3rd Women’s Cricket Test at Woster against

England (15). USA beats USSR (87-85) to win

the World Cup Basketball at Madrid (21). King

Hassan 11 of Morocco resigns as Chairman of

the 21-member Arab League as a consequence

of adverse Arab reaction to his effort to mend
fences with Israel (27),

U.S. President authorises the sale of subsi-

dised wheat to the Soviet Union; Malaysia wins

the 30th Merdeka Cup Football defeating

Czechoslovakia (3—0); India bows to the

Czech in the semifinals (Aug. 3). The National

Front coalition government of Prime Minister

Dr. Mahathir Mohammed returns to power in

Malaysia (4). Barring Britain, Commonwealth
Mini Summit in London adopts new’ sanctions

against South Africa (5). South Africa clamps

counter sanctions on Frontline states (6). The
six nation summit of India, Sweden, Mexico,

Tanzania, Argentina and Greece at Ixiapa,

Mexico urges nuclear sanity in the internation-

al system (8). Dr.Joaquin Balaguer sworn in as

die 64th President of the Dominican Repubtic

(10). The US snaps defence ties with New
Zealand as a consequence ofthe latter’s refusal

to allow nuclear-armed and nuclear-powered

US ships entry in their waters (12). 155 Sri

Lankan refugees from W. Germany admitted to

Canada when they arrive in boats on the

shores of New’ Foundland (14). Olympic
Champions USA bags the World Women’s
Basketball title beating USSR (108-88) (17).

India's D.V. Prasad and Jayasree Khadilkar win
the Commonwealth Chess Championship
(20). Ian Botham breaks the world test-wicket-

taking record during the 3rd Test against

Newzealand at the Oval. He moves past Lillie’s

record of 355 by dismissing Bruce Edgar and
Jeff Croue (21 ). Volcanic gas leak kills 1200 in

the north-west of Cameroon. Holland retains

the World Women's hockey title try defeating
Olympic champions West Germany (3-0) (25)!
21 blacks killed in clashes with police at

Vrz..-»o, totth Africa (27). Wes? Germany
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imposes stringent visa restrictions to curb the

flow, of asylum seekers from third world
countries (28). Bhagvasree Sathe becomes die

first Indian woman to bag the chess grandmas-
ter tide (29).

Eighth Summit of Non Aligned Movement
begins in Harare, Zimbabwe. Dr. Robert
Mugabe takes over the Chairmanship from
Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi; Sevcntyseven die
in mid-air plane collission in Los Angeles
(Sept. 1). Mother Teresa announces decision
to open charity houses in Cuba, South Africa
and China (4). Cyprus named venue of NAM
Foreign Ministers conference in 1988. Chilean
President Augusto Pinochet survives a bid on
his life; Archbishop Desmond Tutu enthroned
as leader of die 2-million-strong Anglican
Church in Soudtem Africa (8). Amnesty Inter-

national accuses the Sri Lankan Government
of atrocides against the minority Tamil popula-
tion (9). Moscow agrees to free US newsman,
Nicholas Daniloff of the ‘US News and World
Report', who was arrested on espionage
charges; Indonesia devalues Rupiah by 31.2%
against the dollar and odier major currencies
(12). On the eve of die 10th Asiad, bomb
explosion kills 5 at Kimpo International air-
port in Seoul; China retains the World
Women’s Volleyball championship beating
Cuba (14). France clamps visa curbs to counter
terrorism—all foreigners except the nationals
of die EEC countries and Switzerland will

J visas to enter the country (16). Japan
nounccs new measures against South Africa
,') lOdt Asiad opens in Seoul; GATT confer-
-

_

at Punt3 Del Este, Uruguay conceds
tndias demand that negotiation in services
like banking and travel be conducted outside
die GATT forum; The 35-nation European
Securin' Conference in Stockholm approves
document that will allow die East and West to
monitor continuously and inspect all troop
movements from the Atlantic to the UraLs in
the Soviet Union; Ravi Shastri completes 2000
test runs (20). First Test between India and
Australia ends up in a 'tie' at Madras. Score-
Australia 574-7 declared and 170-5 declared-
India 39/ and 347 (22). Nigerian currency
Naira devalued by 66% (26). Vengsarkar com-
pletes 5093 runs in test cricket when he hit 15

innings *&lnst Australia at New
Delhi (30).

The US Senate overrides President Reagans
veto on sanctions against South Africa (Oct. 3).

Garry Kasparov retains' his World Chess Cham-
pionship defeating Anatoly Karpov (12-11) (5).

A virgin peak in die Soviet Central Caucasus
named after Samantha Smith, the little Amer-
ican ‘envoy of peace’ (6). India wins the

Charminar challenge cup one day cricket

series against Australia (3-2) (7). Argentine
President Raul Alfonsin was awarded the

Council of Europe’s human rights prize (10).

Reagan and Gorbachev meet in Reykjavik,

capital of Iceland for their second summit
(11). 1800 die in El Salvador quake; Mother
Teresa narrowly escapes from a plane crash in

Tanzania; Javier Perez de Cuellar re-elected

Secretary General of the United Nations for 5
more years with effect from January 1987 (12).

SD1 blocks superpower deal at Reykjavik

summit of Reagan and Gorbachev; Mr. Stanley

Cohen of the US and Italo-American, Ms Rita

Levi-Montalcini; Sweden’s Karolinska Institute

get 1986 Nobel Prize for medicine (13).

Survivor of Nazi camp, Mr. Elie Wiesel wins
Nobel Peace Prize; Bangladesh goes to polls to

elect a Civilian President (14). The Soviet

Union starts pulling out its troops from
Afghanistan-, Three share Nobel Prize for

Physics, Chemistry Prize also for three;

Taiwan’s ruling Kuomintong (KMT)
announces the end of 37 years of martial law
to pave the way for setting up new political

parties. Martina registers her lOOOdt win in

international tennis when she defeated Natalie

Tanzlat of France (15); U. Gen. H.M. Ershad,

56, voted 10th President of Bangladesh but die
third to be elected directly (16). Sunil Gavas-
kar hits his 33nd test century (103) at Bombay
in the 3rd test against Australia (17); Australia

beats England (2-1) and claims the 6th World
Cup Hockey at London; India finishes 12th and
last The Belgian Hemio Nelisien and.Firmin
Thierie win the 7th Himalayan Car Rally (27);
US President Ronald Reagan signs executive
order implementing economic sanction
ordered by the US Congress against S. Africa

(28); Ahmed Zaki Yamani relieved from the
post of Saudi Oil Minister. He Is replaced by
Planning Minister, Hisham Nazes (30); Indo-
Chinese revolutionary Prince Souphanouvong
steps down as President of Laos (31).

Ramesh Krishnan becomes"the first Asian to
win the Hongkong Seiko Super Tennis
Tourney (Nov2); The US appoint Edward
Perkins as the first black Ambassador to South
.Africa; Mr. Joaquin Chissano. Foreign Minister,
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elected President of Mozambique, to succeed
Samora Macliel (3); Democrats west control

of the US Senate from the Republicans in the

biennial elections (4), Wasliington Post' re-

ports that Pakistan detonated a nuclear-device,

between September 18 and 21, the second of a

scries conducted by them in 1986 ( 5); Press

dent Ershgd withdraws Bangladesh’s 4-5 year

of military rule (10). The West German
Parliament adopts measures to limit the nuta-

te of foreigners to be given assylum (13);

USA wins tite team title in the World Senior

Powerlifting Championship at Prague. India's

PJ. Joseph wins a silver in the 56 kg category

(15); SAARC Summit at Bangalore decides to

set up permanent secretariat at Kathmandu,
India elected new Chairman (1~), The Soviet

Parliament adopts legislation that allows pri-

vate enterprise on a small scale (19); In

Philippines, President Corazon Aquino re-

moves her potent rival Juan Ponie Enrile from
the post of Defence Minister (23); Martina

wins the $ one-million Women's Tennis at

Madison Square Garden (24); President

Reagan declares that a profit of about $10

million to $30 million made from a shipment
of arms to Iran had been illegally siphoned ofi

to finance the guerilla war of tlic Contras' in

Nicaragua; Reagan fires National Security Advi-

sor John Poindexter; France confirms it has

perfected a neutron bomb that kills humans
but does not destroy property; Police foils

assasination attempt on Pope John Paul 11 in

Brisbane, Australia (25); King Fahd of Saudi

Arabia and Amir of Bahrain, Sheikh lei lim
Sulman al Khalifa jointly open the 20 km l mg
Saudi—Bahrain causeway (26), Philippines
President, Corazon Aquino wins amthcr
round when her government signed a cease-

fire agreement with the communist insurgents
towards ending a 1 7-year old guerilla war (' 27),

A B-52 bomber carrying 12 nuclear-tipped

cruise mtssiles enters service with the US
Airforce, raising the total of cruise-cam ing
bombers and multiple-warhead missiles -jiy.r.-c

the ceiling of 1320 set out in the 1979 SA1.T-2

agreement (23)

UAR decides to levy fee on priave schools

(Dece 2), l.'S Congress decides to conduct

Watergate style probe into the Iran amis deal

(5), The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam in

Sri Lanka announces 'elimination' of 20 mem-
bers of the rival Eelam People’s Revolutionary

liberation Front, Two Kurds held for the

murder of Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme

(14). UK deports ‘Jammu Kashmir tilicneion

Front" Chairman Amanullah Khan, An ex-

perimental air-craft. Voyager, takes off horn

Edwards Air Force Base, California on an

unprecedented attempt to circle the canli

without stopping or refuelling, The opposition

National Alliance for Reconstruction wins a

landslide Election victorv in Trinad and Toba-

go ending a 30-ycar rule try People’s National

Movement, Karachi rocked hy clashes between

rival Muslim communities, more than 150

killed 1 15), Top leaders quit in Vietnam to

pave way for youngsters (17).

INDEPENDENT NATIONS
USSR with 22.4 million sq km is the biggest

independent state in the world while China
with 1,051,551,000 people becomes the big-

gest state in respect of population. Vatican City

has the distinction of lacing the smallest state

in respect ofarea (44 hectares) and population

(about 1000 people).
The brief description of states given below

deal primarily with location, area, population,

currency, history and economy. Population

figures have been updated with reference to

die latest world population chart of UNFPA.
Currency rates, though of 19S7, are subject to

heavy fluctuations as evident from the fledg-

ling economies of some newly independent

countries.

Biggest States.

rn Area __
Area l/vettiivn

(sq km)

22.-t02.2ri') Europe Ana

9,9'6.l)9 N America

9396.961 Asia

130 N Amend
8311.966 6 Amcnca
-f.Q’.VO s pactflr

Ana
2.776,A'--) 5 .America

2 A055I3 Ahku
2331.-4*1 N Africa i «

State

USSR
Canada

Cfiina

USA
Brazil

Australia

India

Argentina

gudun
.Aigcria
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In Population

China
India

USSR
USA
Indonesia

Brazil

Japan
Bangladesh .

Pakistan

Nigeria

1,051,551,000Asia

746.742.000 Asia

275.761 .000 Europe-Asia

235.681.000 N. America

162.167.000 Asia

132.648.000 S. America

119.492.000 Asia

98.464.000 Asia

98.971.000 Asia

92.037.000 Africa

Smallest States

In Area

State Area

(sq km)
location

Vatican City 0.44 Europe

Monaco 1.95 Europe

Nauru 22.00 S. Pacific

Tuvalu 26.00 S. Pacific

San Marino 61.00 Europe
Liechtenstein 157.00 Europe
Maldives 298.00 Indian Ocean
Malta 316.00 Mediterranean

Grenada 344.00 Caribbean

St. Vincent 22000 Caribbean

In Population

Vatican City 1,000 Europe
Tuvalu 7349 S. Pacific

.'.Nauru 8,421 S. Pacific

Marino 21,622 Europe
licchtcstein 26,512 Europe
Monaco 27,063 Europe
Andorra 41,627 Europe
Kiribati 60302 S. Pacific

Scychells 64,718 Indian Ocean
Dominica 6300,000 Caribbean

(
AFGHANISTAN

Cap: Kabul; Area: 647,497 sq km; Pop.
14,292,000. tang: Pakhto (Pushtu), Dari, Per-
sian; Rel: Islam: Currency: Afghani, AFS
50=US 11.

Afghanistan, a land-locked republic in Cen-
tral Asia. Known originally as Ariana, then as
Khorasan (the land of the Rising Sun), Afgha-
nistan was formed as a separate state by
Ahmed Shah Durrani In AD. 1747. Pro-Soviet
Govt, since Dec. 1979 when Soviet troops
occupied d*c country.

Agriculture remains the mainstay of the

economy. Sheep-rearing is another m;

occupation and the chief exports are livesto

fruits, woo! and skins. The chief minerals :

coal, salt, natural gas, petroleum, iron a

copper.

President, Revolutionary Council: Dr. 1

jibullah.

Mission in India-. Emabssy of Afghanist

Shanti Path, Chanakyapuri, New Del

110021. Tel: 603331.

ALBANIA
Cap: Tirana; Area: 27,748, sq km; Pc

29,85,000; tang: Albanian; Rel: officially al

fished; Currency: Lek; $1=933 leks.

Albania lies on the west coast of the Balk

peninsula in south-east Europe. Albania v

first established as an independent state

1912. Communist Government.

More than 40 per cent of the land

farm-land producing wheat, maize, sugar be

cotton and tobacco and supporting a he:

livestock population mainly sheep and go:

The important minerals are coal, oil, chron
copper and nickel. Industries include con
textiles, woollen fabrics, leather goods, petr

cement, sugar, beer and cigarettes.

Head of state: Ramiz Alia, P.M: A
Carcani.

- ALGERIA
Cap: Algiers: Area: 2381,741 sq km Pc

21272000. Lang: Arabic and French; R
Islam; Currency: Dinar; $1=5.27 DA

Algeria is an independent republic in Noi

Africa and extends for 640 miles along t

shores of die Mediterranean. The plains Jyi

along the coast are very fertile. The At
Mountains reaching to altitudes of some 70
ft. split the country into two. Algeria becar
an independent republic on July 3, 1962.

Agricultural products include wheat, bark

potatoes, artichokes, flax and tobacco. Fru
like dates, pomegranates and figs grow
abundance. Wine and olive oil are also pi

duced. Cattle raising, however, is the mi
important occupation. Important minerals :

iron, zinc, mercury, copper, antimony, phi
phates and petroleum.

President Chadli Benjcdid, P.M: Abe
Hamid Brahlmi.

Mission in India.- Embassy of the Democ
dc and Popular Republic ofAlgeria, 15, Ana
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Lok, Not.' Delhi- 110049. Tel: 655216.

ANDORRA
Cap: Andorre-la-Vieille; Area: 464 sq km;

Pop: 41627. Lang: Catalan; Rcl: Christian;

Currency: French franc, Peseta (Spain).

The principality of Andorra, founded in

1278, lies in die valleys of Eastern Pyrenees,

between France and Spain, about half-way

between Barcelona and Toulouse.

Andorra has no proper constitution and its

international status is dubious. It is nominally
subject to the suzerainty of France and the

Bishop of Urgel in Spain.

Hie government is carried on by a council
of 28 elected members.
Andorra is an agricultural country, cereals,

potatoes and tobacco being the principal

crops. Iron, lead, alum, stone and timber are
the principal products, though tourism is the

main source of income.

Head of Govt: Josef Pintat Sohus. First

Syndic.- Francesc Cerqueda- PascueL

ANGOLA
Cap: Luanda; Area: 1,246,699 sq km; Pop:

8,540,000; Lang-. Portuguese, Bantu; Rcl: Trib-

al and Christian; Currency; Kwanza;
$1=29.92 Kwanza.

Angola, formerly Portuguese West Africa,

became an independent state in 1975.

The important food crops are millet, maize
and cassava. The main cash crops are coffee,

cotton, oil palm and sisal. Industries comprise
textiles, brewing, cement, oil refining and
sugar. Angola is famous for its gemstones and
produces about one-tenth of the total world
supply. Tlie main exports are crude pet-

roleum, coffee, diamonds, iron ore, fish, sisal

and timber.

President: Jose Eduardo dos Santos.

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
Cap: St. John’s-, Area: 260 sq km; Pop:

79,000; Lang: English and Patois; Rel: Christ-

ian; Currency-: Eastern Caribbean

I L‘S $1=EC$2.70.

Antigua, one of the islands of British Vt est

Indies, is politically linked to two islands

Barbuda and Redonda. Redonda is uninha-

luted. Antigua and Barbuda became indepen-

dent on Nov, 1,1981.

Tlie population is of mixed European Negro

origin. Tlie economy is agricultural. Sugar and

sea island cotton are the main exports. Tour-

ism is a major source of income

Governor-General: Sir Wilfred Ebcnezcr

Jacobs. P.M: Vere C. Bird.

ARGENTINA
Cap: Buenos Aires; Area: 2,766.889 sq km.

Pop: 30094000; Lang: Spanish; Rcl: Christian;

Currency: Pesos. $1=253-3 Pesos.

Argentina lies at the tip of South America

Capital Craze
Arpentina will huiv a new tapita! in

place of the HXryear old Buenos Aires It

will Ik' built in Patauunia, on iIk’ AVj»n;

ritvr, almost 1,000 but south oftlx: present

capital.

President Haul Alfonsin favours the new

site, in tlx- relalitv wilderness ofI’ataponia.

Ixxttttse ‘it will sixthe Argentina out of Us

decadeloilfi slnmji and triyper a new

frontier, pioucertnp dynamics ’ Veo/t/fr-i

lion I’eronisis farour a new site in the

uorth uvst provinces

Argentina has hupeforeign debts totall-

iiif; $ 50 billion andsceptics imudcruivrv

motleyfor the $ - hillion project, sftread
;

c/nr 4f*20 si/ bn, about ten bit eu-J if
j

Viedma, is to come front 1

'/he capitaI Itucuos Aires with us ten
‘

million /teople dominates tie ttutreu.! ,

scene, cpitomisin,i> its culture, mnuiuy >

economy and selltup lb' js>!tt\it! a:s~ :

India's own history also /"to.;,'

anus /the '/itybtalb <Ax -
.

shift the capitalfrom Delhi to Ltafud ;

and M-birs ecpiallv wfnatt.oto b.i .- •

shift hi\ capita!fn»n Agra VI-;

Often, lb' nseote it.*'—.-

nistratne, as wisit t‘\' Hone- . s

capita! in PM! /torn VaUuu.i to V

«

Delhi

VJxT n.vn lib’ b- <m.;i q, nil >

PahtUan tbm' to /-:uM »i
\

*

'm-s -

tlvnl t./v for F—«r i> In i.iIi -m

sometimes ti\ , Om, •’.<"*•> ’

minor situs to .< mu 1 " • *- • '

*

Case of Aii'ftu/i.i - ‘ i.
' on.rii

J

D;:.r.\ a j
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extend inf; for some 2300 miles from Bolivia to

Cape Horn. Its maximum width is 930 miles.

The highest peak in the Americas.AcoHcagtia.

is in Argentina. Argentina became an indepen-

dent republic in 1810.

Argentina abounds in deposits of coal, lead,

copper, zinc, gold, silver and sulphur. Pet-

roleum is also found. Meat packing is the chief

industry, with flour milling coming second.

Agriculture and animal husbandry form im-

portant segments of the economy.

President: Dr. Raul Alfonsin.

Mission in India: Embassy of die Argentine

Republic, B-8/9, Vasant Vihar, Pasdiimi Marg,

New Delhi- 110057. Tel: 671345.

AUSTRALIA
Cap: Canberra. Area: 7,682300 sq km; Pop:

15,751.500; Lang: English; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Dollar. US$1=139 Dollars.

Australia is die world’s largest island and a

continent washed on its western shoreline by

the Indian Ocean and on its east coast by the

Cora! and Tasman Seas of the Soudt Pacific

Ocean.
It lias a unique assortment of flora and fauna

not found elsewhere in dte world. The num-
ber of aborigines living m Australia is about

1,60,000. Ahout hatf die aborigines live in

cities or towns. They participate at all levels of

life of the Australian community. Many abor-

igines still live in die remote areas of Australia

and prefer traditional tribal oriented tifesiyles

k ne boomerang was invented by the abor-
* igines who have lived in Australia for more

titan 40,000 years

Australia is a multicultural society Four out
of 10 Australians arc first or second generation
migrants. One in five of the population ts

overseas bom. In the past most migrants came
from Europe, but now, under Australia's

nun-discriminatory immigration policy, they

come from well over 100 countries One of the
most sparsely populated nations, it is also one
of the most highly urbanised with 85 per cent
of the population living in cities Vast areas of
the continent receive only very small amounts
of rainfall limiting development mainly to die
coastal fringes.

Australia is a Federation with power divided
broadly between the national Government
and six State governments. The powers of the
Australian Parliament arc laid down in a
written constitution which came into force on

January I, 1901, when the colonies federate

to form the Commonwealth of Australia. Th
states are New South Wales, Victoria, Queen;

land. South Australia, Western Australia an
Tasmania.

Strife Capitals: Sydney, Melbourne, Bri*.

banc, Adelaide, Penh and Hobart.

In March 1986, Queen Elizabeth II signe

the Proclamation of die Australia Act 19S(

which severed Australia's last remaining cor

stitutionai links with Britain. Queen Elizabetl

is formally Queen of Australia.

During the 20th century Australia has de

veloped into a modem industrial nation bui!

upon the solid foundation of an efficient am
productive agricultural system and large rt

serves of minerals. Australia is now an impoi

tarn producer and exporter of a wide range c

agricultural products especially wool, wher
and meat and its mines provide minerals am
metals of many types for use by local am
overseas industries, including coal, iron-ort

bauxite, gold, silver, lead, zinc, copper nicke

oil and natural gas.

Australia celebrates its Bicentenary in 198
to mark the 200th anniversary of Europeai

settlement. Australia Day is celebrated oi

January 26.

Head of State: Governor-General, Sir Niniai

Stephen. PM: Mr. R. J. L (Bob) Hawke.
Mission in India • High Commission c

Australia, 1/50-G, Shamipaih, Chanakyapuri
New Delhi-110021. Tel: 601336.

AUSTRIA
Cap: Vienna; Area: 83,853 sq km Pop
74,89,000; Lang: German; Rel: Christian;Cm
rcncy: $1 = 16.56 Schilling.

A republic in Central Europe since 191f

Austria regained full sovereignty after Work
War II in 1955. Over 65 per cent ofthe countr
is mountainous

Economy depends mainly on mining an<

manufacturing, trade and services. Austria ha
iron ore and oil deposits, lignite, magnesite
lead and some copper. Austrian capital house
UN organisations like UNIDO and IAEA ant

international bodies like OPEC. Tourism t

highly developed

President: Dr. Kurt Waldheim. Chancel
lor: Dr. Franz Vranitzky.

Mission in India. Embassy of Austria, EP-13
Chandragupt Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi
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110021 Tel 601132.

Consulate: 96T, Sarat Bose Road, Calcutia-

26 Tel: 47-2“95

Kothari Building. Nungambakkam High
Road. Madras-600 03-1

THE BAHAMAS
Cap: Nassau. Area: 33.939 sq km; Pop:
2,28,009. Lang: English, Rcl: Christian, Cur-
rency: Bahamian $, $1 05 = A1 Sterling

Tbe Commonwealth of the BaJximas is an

archipelago iymg ofT the south-east coast of

Florida The Bahamas consists of more titan

700 islands and 2000 cats and rocks Only
about 30 of the islands are inhabited. The
largest island is Andros but Netv Proiidcncc is

the most populous Tile capital Sassau is

situated on this island. Eighty-five per cent of
the population is A'ggno, the rest are Euro-
feans

The Bahamas liecame internally self-gov-

erning in 196-1 and fully independent in 19‘73

Education is free and compulsory between
the ages of 5 3nd 1*1

Tourism is the main industry. Fishing const!

ttttes the main occupation Vegetables and
/mils 3re atso grown.

Governor-General: Sir Gerald Cash P-M:
Lynden O. Rmdling

BAHRAIN
Cap: Manama; Area: 669 sq km . Pop:
35-1,221 -. Lang: Arabic and English. Rcl: Islam.

Currency: Omar. 037600 Dinar = OS < 3

Bahrain, which became an independent
'tate on Aug 15. 1971, is an Arab state

comprising 33 small islands in the Arabian
Gulf Bahrain is the biggest of the islands and
has lent its name to the whole archipelago It is

at', independent monarchy

Use tratlmonal occupations of catile breed
me, agriculture and fishing are still practised

bat mm- mivJern industries have also come
up Oil accounts for the linn's share of the state

revenues

The people it:",-.' a very high standard o!

hfi" i'thm.iij'in i- free upm the secootlurx level

-‘.nd fK-j’.d-.- substdist-J v. ,th s., );-i'.!:sh:ps at

h give: i—

.

Amir; S'l.ni.h Ki hm 5-.il.uur: ,M Klialita

P.M.: sc,uVh gc.g.fa bm Milmm ,\5 Kk.bij

BANGLADESH
Cap: Dhaka; Area: I -15,998 sq km , Pop:

98.100,000; Lang: Bengali and English; Rcl.

Lslam, Currency: Tati $1 = 30.30 TK

Bangladesh is bounded on three sides fry

India. Burma lies to the south-east and consti-

tutes the only non-Indian Ixrundury. Bang-

ladesh became an independent state in 1971

The economy is pnmanly agricultural Rice

is the most important food crop Bangladesh is

the biggest producer of jute in the world,

commanding 80 per cent of the world’s mu!
production Industrially, Bangladesh is back-

ward Textiles, sugar. |ute, tea. paper, fertiliser,

natural gas, power generam m, steel, garments,

tobacco, rubber, chemicals and machineries

comprise the bulk of industrial production

President: Lt Gen Hossan Molummad

Ershad P.M.: Mizanur Raliman Chowdhury.

Mission tn India 1 High Gimmission of

Bangladesh. 56-Ring Baud, La;pat Nagar HI,

New- Delhi 11002a Tel 015668 2 Deputy

High Gimmission of Bangladesh. 9. Circus

Avenue. Park Grcus. Calcutta-" Tel -ti 5208 3

Bangladesh Visa Office. Agarula, Tripura

BARBADOS
Cap: Bridgetown. Area: a30 sq km. Pop:

262,000. Lang: English. Rcl: Christian. Cur-

rency: Barbados dolbr (BD) 18 f 1 - I’ll

$2.01

The island of Barbados >s the most eaoeriy

of the Ctnbliean islands, lying alxnit 2.’-' ntdes

north east of the mainland of South America It

is included in the Windward Ides Batfu.f ts

tiecame fully self-governing within thr <

monwealth on Nw 30. l‘>Vi

Arrieulttire and tourism ikimmj.e t,u ’•

nnmv or Barbados Sugar, niol.tssz.-s and rum

account for 9" per cent of expires

Head of State: O-a-rti Fhc.-N-th 1! Gov-

ernor-General: Sir Hugfi Sponger P- --

Erskir.v Sandtford

BELGIUM
Cap: Bmssei-. Area: '.•*.5*1 km.

O.KS.-Oion, Lang: Du’ ; b

Gin-run Currency; f ran- • *

HE

Pop
FVb
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extending for some 2300 miles from Bolivia to

Cape Horn. Its maximum width is 930 miles.

The highest peak in the Americas, Aconcagua,

is in Argentina. Argentina became an indepen-

dent republic in 1810.

Argentina abounds in deposits of coal, lead,

copper, zinc, gold, silver and sulphur. Pet-

roleum is also found. Meat packing is the chief

industry, with flour milling coming second.

Agriculture and animal husbandry form im-

portant segments of die economy.

President: Dr. Raul Alfonsin.

.Mission in India: Embassy of die Argentine

Republic, B-S'9, Vasant Vihar, Paschimi Marg,

New Delhi- 110 057. Tel: 671345.

AUSTRALIA
Cap: Canberra. Area: 7,682,300 sq km; Pop:

15,751.500; tang: English; Kcl: Christian;

Currency: Dollar. USJ1 = 1.39 Dollars.

Australia is die world’s largest island and a

continent washed on its western shoreline by
the Indian Ocean and on its east coast by the

Coral and Tasman Seas of die Soudi Pacific

Ocean.

It lias a unique assortment of flora and fauna

not found elsewhere in the world The num-
ber of aborigines living m Australia is about
1,60,000. About half the aborigines live in

cities or towns. They participate at all levels of

life of the Australian community- Many abor-
b'--.

N igines still live in the remote areas ofAustralia

/

1

land prefer traditional tribal oriented lifestyles.
' V boomerang was invented by the abor-

igines who linve lived in Australia for more
than 40,000 years

Australia is a multicultural soctety. Four out
of 10 Australians arc first or second generation
migrants. One in five of the population is

overseas Ixarn. In the past most migrants came
from Europe, but now, under Australia's

nun-discriminatory immigration policy, they
come from well over 100 countries One of the
mast sparsely populated nations, it is also one
of the most highly urbanised with 85 per cent
of die population living in cities. Vast areas of
the continent receive only very small amounts
of rainfall limiting development mainly to die
coastal fringes.

Australia is a Federation with power divided
broadly between die national Government
and six State governments. The powers of the
Australian Parliament are laid down in a
written constitution which came into force on

January 1, 1901, when the colonies federate

to form the Commonwealth of Australia. T1

states are New Soudi 'Wales, Victoria, Queen
land. South Australia, Western Australia an

Tasmania
State Capitals: Sydney, Melbourne, Bri

bane, Adelaide, Perth and Hobart.

In March 1986, Queen Elizabeth II signs

the Proclamation of the Australia Act 198

which severed Australia’s last remaining coi

stitutional links with Britain. Queen Elizabet

is formally Queen of Australia

During the 20th century Australia has di

veloped into a modem industrial nation bui

upon the solid foundation of an efficient an

productive agricultural system and large n

serves of minerals. Australia is now an impo
tant producer and exporter of a wide range <

agricultural products especially wool, whe
and meat and its mines provide minerals an

metals of many types for use by local an

overseas industries, including coal, iron-or

bauxite, gold, silver, lead, zinc, copper nickc

oil and natural gas.

Australia celebrates its Bicentenary in 19£

to mark the 200th anniversary of Europea
settlement. Australia Day is celebrated 0
January 26.

Head of State: Governor-General, Sir Ninia

Stephen. PM: Mr. R. J. L. (Bob) Hawke.
Mission in India: High Commission <

Australia, 1/50-G, Shantipath, Chanakvaput
New Delhi-110021. Tel: 601336.

AUSTRIA
Cap: Vienna; Area.- 83)153 sq km Po{
74,89,000; Lang: German; Rel: Christian; Cut
rency: $1 = 16.56 Schilling.

A republic in Central Europe since 1911

Austria regained full sovereignty after Worl
War JI in 1955- Over 65 per cent of the countt

is mountainous.

Economy depends mainly on mining an
manufacturing, trade and services. Austria ha

iron ore and oil deposits, lignite, magnesiti
lead and some copper. Austrian capital house
UN organisations like UNIDO and IAEA an
international bodies like OPEC. Tourism :

highly developed.

President: Dr. Kurt Waldheim. Chancel
lor: Dr. Franz Vranitzky.

Mission in India. Embassy of Austria, EP-I;

Cliandragupt Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delh
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110021 Tel- 601112.

Consulate: %'l, Sar.il Bose Road, Calcutta-

26. Tel: -l7-2"96

Koilwri Building, Nungambakkam High
Road, Madras-600 03-1

THE BAHAMAS
Cap: Nassau; Area: 13,939 sq km ; Pop:
2,28,000; Lang: English; Rcl: Christian, Cur-
rency: Bahamian $, $1 OS — XI Sterling

The Commonwealth of the ISaJximas is an
archipelago lying off the south-east coast of

Florida. The Bahamas consists of more than

700 islands and 2000 cat’s and rocks. Only
about 30 of the islands are inhabited. The
largest island is Andros but New Protideticc is

the most populous The capital Nassau is

situated on this island. Eighty-five per cent of
the population is Negro, the rest are Euro-
peans

The Bahamas became internally self-gov-

erning in 1 964 and fully independent in 1973.

Education is free and compulsory between
the ages of 5 and 1-1

Tourism is the main industry. Fishing consti-

tutes the main occupation. Vegetables and
fruits are also grown.

Governor-General: Sir Gerald Cash. P~M:
Lyndcn O. Pindling.

BAHRAIN
Cap; Manama; Area: 669 sq km.. Pop:
38-1.221-, Lang: Arabic and English; Rcl: Islam.

Currency: Dinar, 0 37600 Dinar = US $ 1.

Bahrain, which became an independent
state on Aug, IS, 1971, is an Arab state

comprising 33 small islands in the Arabian
Gulf. Bahrain is the biggest of the islands and
lus lent its name to the whole archipelago. It is

an independent monarchy.

Tlie traditional occupations of cattle breed
tng, agriculture and fishing are still practised

hat many modem industries have also come
"P Oil accounts for the lion’s share of the state

revenues

The people enjoy a very high standard of

hie Education ts free upto the secondary level

J ’v-1 heavily subsidised with scholarships ai

h-gher levels

Amir: Shaikh Ki bin Nulnian Al Khalifa

Sluikb Khalifa bin Siiim.ni Al Khalifa

iNniaTMIKKT NMlti'v's

BANGLADESH
Cap: Dhaka; Area: li3,99S sq km; Pop:
98,100,000, Lang: Bengali and English, Rcl.
Islam; Currency: Tak.i {1 -= 30 30 TK

Bangladesh is fxmtided on three sides by
India. Burma lies to the south-east and consti-

tutes the only non-Indian Ixmndary Bang-
ladesh txtcnme an independent state in BEM

Tlie economy is primarily agricultural Hue
is the most important food crop Bangladesh ts

the biggest producer of jute in the world,
commanding 80 per cent rtf the world's total

produaion Industrially, Bangladesh ts hail,

ward. Textiles, sugar, jute, tea, paper, fertiliser,

natural gas, power generation, steel, garments,

tobacco, rubber, chemicals and machineries
comprise the Inilk of industrial production

President: U. Gen Hctssjn Mohammad
Ershad P.M.: Mizanur Rahman Chtrwlhmy.

Mission in India-. 1. High Commission of

Bangladesh, 86- Ring Road, lajp.it Nag.u III,

New Delhi 110 02-i Tel 61 3668 2 Deputy

High Commission of Bangladesh, 9, Citais

Avenue. Park Circus, Calcutta -7 Tel. -H 8208 3

Bangladesh Visa Office, Aganala. Tripura

BARBADOS
Cap: Bridgetown; Area: -130 sq km, Pop:

262,000. Lang: English; Ref: Christian. Cur-

rency: Barbados dollar (HD) US 1! ~ Ilf)

$2.01

Tlie island of Barbados is tin- ino-t e.etet!y

of die Carihlican islands, lying alxnit 2 so miles

north e.tst of the mainland of South America It

is included in the iX’indward Mes B.uiudos

IxTJme fully selfgoverning within the t->m

nionwejlth on Nov. 30. lp-y,

Agriculture and toutoni dominate the <-.o

nomv of Bariiados Sug.u. inohs-x-s and rum

account for ;>> per sent of reports

Head of State: Queen I'li.-.ilx th (I Gov-

ernor-General: Sir Hugh Spnnget PM-
Erskine Sandifonl

BELGIUM
Cap: Bnisscl'. Area: '-l

o_.Ss8.fW>. Jang: Dat.b > “ o-

-

Christi.ui Currency: P-k' ’ > ! r;" U

BE

Pop.
it r 1
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6th century B.C., lias had a turbulent history. It

became an independent monarchy in 1830.

During both the world wars it was occupied by

Germany but freed itself by the end of those

•wars.

Belgium is the most densely populated

country in Europe. Although it is essentially a

manufacturing country, agriculture and fore-

stry are also very important. The main crops

are oats, rye, wheat, potatoes, barley and sugar

beets. Owl is the country’s only important

mineral. Principal industries are steel and

metal products, textiles, glass, fertilizer, sugar,

heavy chemicals etc Antwerp is the world's

•1th largest port and also the world's biggest

diamond-trading centre.

Head of State: King Baudouin. P-M.: Dr.

Wilfriod Martens

Mission in India Embassy of Belgium, 50-N,

Shantipaih, Channkvapuri, New Delhi-110021.

Tel: 60829s
Consulate: 5/1A, Hungerford St

,
Calcutta-17.

Tel- 41-3886

BELIZE
Cap: Belmopan; Area: 22,965 sq km Pop:
157,700; Lang: English; Rcl: Christian; Cur-
rency: Dollar. US t 1 = B$2.

Belize, formerly known as British Honduras,
is a Central American republic with the
Caribbean to the east, Mexico to the north-

's, west and Guatemala to the south-west. Origi-

My a British colony, it was granted autonomy
n 196-1 and became independent in 1981. The
name Belize was adopted in \

CP5 The original

capital Belize Citv was laid waste by a hurri-

cane in 1961 Tile capital was shifted to
Belmopan, an inland town, in 1970

More than half the population is made up of
the so-called Creoles or English-speaking Neg-
ri x-s, found mostly in the coastal regions. The
indigenous (Red) Indian jxipulatioti consists

of Mayans and Kekchis who live mostly in the
reservations.

Forest products especially timber form a
major export item Sugar and citrus fruits form
the major products Wild life includes the
curious creature mantee—an amphibian
mammal—and several varieties of reptiles

Cot. Gen.: Dame Elmira Minita Gordon.
P-M.: Manuel Amadou Esqivel

BENIN
Cap: Porto Novo; Area: 112,622 sq km; Pop

3,890,000; Lang: French and Tribal dialect:

Rel: Tribal and Islam; Currency: Franc CFA
French Franc = 50 Franc CFA.

The People’s Republic of Benin (formerl

Dahomey) is located north of die Gulf c

Guinea in West Africa. It is bounded by Togc

Burkina Faso, Niger and Nigeria.-

Formerly, one of the provinces of Frenc

West Africa, Benin became an independer

state on Aug. 1, I960. The country has bee

plagued by coups and counter-coups.

Benin's principal products are palm oi

kernels, peanuts, cotton, coffee and tobaccc

President: Brig-Gen. Ahmed Kerekot

Pres, of National Exe. Council: Brig.-Ger

Ahmed Mathieu Kerekou.

BERMUDA
Cap: Hamilton; Area: 53 3 sq km; Pop: 54,89:

Lang: English; Rel: Christian; Currency
Bermuda dollar. US $ 1 = 1 B$.

Bermuda is a group of some 300 cor;

islands in die Western Nonh-Atlaniic. They ar

said to have been discovered by a Spanian

Juan de Bermudez in 1650. In 1968 it wa
given the status of a British Associate state wit!

full Internal autonomy.

Negroes make up two-diirds of the popul.i

lion. Persons of British or Portuguese stocl

form the rest.

The chief crops are vegetables, flower

(Easter lilies specially), bananas and citru

fruits. Tourism is die main source of revenue

Gov. Viscount Dunrossi). Premier:John's
D. Swan.

BHUTAN
Cap: Thimphu; Area.- 47,000 sq km; Pop
1 388,000; Lang: Dzongkha and Nepali; Rel
Buddhism and Hinduism; Currency: Ngul
mini. Indian Rupee also is legal tender.

Bhutan Is a mountain state in the Himalaya-
with China on the north and India on th

soudi. It is an absolute monarchy.

Agriculture is the chief occupation. Tb
principal products are rice, com. and milk
and forest produce like wax, lac, musk, ett

Timber and fruits are exported.
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King: Jigmc Single Wangchuck.

Mission in India: Royal Bhutanese Embassy',

Chandraguptn Marg, Chanakyapuri, New De-
lhi-110021. Tel: 609217.

BOLIVIA
Cap: In Paz; Area: 1,098,581 sq km; Pop:
6.200,000; Lang: Spanish; Rel: Christian; Cur-
rency: Peso boliviano (5b) US 1 1 = |b
45,000.

Bolivia, a South American state, lies astride

the Andes, lake Titicaca on the Peru-Bolivian

border is the highest lake in the world (12,506
ft)-

Originally pan of the ancient Inca Empire.
Bolivia became independent in 1825 Bolivia

has Iven named after Simon Bolivar, the
famous South American fighter for freedom
Bolivia, like most latin American states, has
had a number of coups and counter-coups

Agriculture, the mainstay of the country,
engages 70 per cent of the people. Tin mining
is the most imponnnt industry Bolivia pro-
duces alwnt 30,000 tons of tin, nearly 1 5 per
cent of the world’s total output. Antimony and
tungsten are the next most important
minerals.

President: Victor Paz Estenssoro
Mission in India. Consulate of Bolivia, 20,

Ixiudon St., Calcutta-700016. Tel: 443283

BOTSWANA
Cap: Gaborone; Area: 600327 sq km, Pop:
1.0)2.000; Lang: English and Tswana; Rel:
Tribal and Christian; Currency: Pula. US
*1 =P 1.867.

Tlte Republic of Botswana (formerly known
as Bechuanaland) is located in Southern
Africa, and is bounded by South Africa in the
south and east, Namibia in the west and
Zimbabwe in the north east. Botswana became
independent in Sept. 1966 and assumed its

present name.

Cattle industry is the most important econo-
mic activity. Beef is die main export. Di-

amonds, manganese, asbestos, coal, copper
and nickel are leading mineral resources.

President: Dr. Queti Ketumilejoni Masire

BRAZIL
Cap: Brasilia. Area: 8,511.965 sq fan; Pop:
132.6)8000, Lang: Portuguese; Rel: Christian:

Currency: Cruzados (CZ f) 1 US t *= 13 77
CZ $.

Brazil, the largest South American state Ixitli

in area and population, lies more or less in the

centre of South America. The bulk of Brazil

lies in die tropics. It Is a land of dense forests

and mighty rivers. The Amazon and the Sau

Francisco cover the north of the country.

More than half of Brazil's population now
live in the cities, which are responsible for

generating about 35 per cent of the GNP.

Among tile most important cities are: Sao

Paulo, Kio do Janeiro, Bc/o Horizonte, Kocifc,

SalvadorandBrasilia Brasilia, a showpiece of

modem architecture and town planning, was

declared die capital on April 21,. 1966

Brazil's main industries are concentrated at

Sao Paulo—shipbuilding, motor cars, textiles,

foodstuffs, metals and chemicals Brazil Is the

world's largest producer of coffee, bananas,

manioc and sugar cane and the second biggest

producer of oranges, maize and cocoa

Tlte major exports of Brazil are vna Ivans,

sugar, coffee, iron ore, cocoa Ivans, rtut/e,

sisal and tobacco.

Brazil possesses vast deposits of mineral

wealtlt—iron, phosphates, uranium, man-

ganese, copper, coal, platinum' and gold Oil is

a state monopoly Die wax which is used for

phonograph records and insulation is a

monopoly product of the state.

President: Jose Samcy

Mission in India Embassy of Brazil, NJXf

Panchshila Dirk, New Delhi-110017. Tel

6436791

BRUNEI
Cap; Bander Seri Begawan. Area: 5 - 65 sq km

Pop: 2 1-1,440, Lang: -Malay, Chinese; Rel:

Islam; Currency: Brunei Dollar with the par

value of 0.290299 gram of gold

Die Sultanate of Brunei on dv northern

side of die island of Borneo lies ivroren t*o

Malavsian territories. Sahah and Saraw-xz

Brunei Malavs, nttwly .Muslim, form more tna.
,

half of die population Die Suluiu'r.ww “

powerful and independent kingdom »-

annexed In' Britain who m 19- 1
gt antes! *r h.

internal autonomy

Oil and iiatuni! ga< ate

valuable resource* Mufb !

come* Irum the ofbls-tfe A:

’’V'jV i

k .
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the chief food crop. Other crops are coconuts,

sago and rubber. Rubber is an export item.

Sultan: Hassanal Bolkiah.

BULGARIA
Cap: Sofia; Area: 110,912 sq knv, Pop:

8,942,000; Lang: Bulgarian; Ref: Christian;

Currency: Lev. US $ 1 = 0.999 leva.

Bulgaria in south-east Europe was founded

in 6S1 and became a socialist republic on 9

September, 1944.

Tilt- principal crops arc wheat, rye, barley,

maize, sugarbeet, oats, com, potatoes and

tobacco. C03I, iron ore, copper, lead and zinc

are the main mineral resources.

President of the State Council and Secretary-

General of the Communist Parts’ Toder Zhiv-

kov. Chairman, Council of Ministers: George
Atanassov.

Mission in India: Embassy of the People’s

Republic of Bulgaria, E.P. Uy<7, Chandrogupta

Marg, Chartakvapuri, New Delhi-110021. Tel:

607-1 11.

BURMA
Cap: Rangoon; Area: 676,552 sq km; Pop:
38,513,000, Lang: Burmese and Tribal; Rel:

Buddhism; Currency: Kyat. US $1 = K. 7.31.

Originally a part of British India, Burma
became a separate unit of the British Com-
monwealth in April 1937. It became an inde-

pendent country on January -1
,

19-18.

\ Burma Ls known as the "rice bowl of the Far
"

'!*. The chief minerals are petroleum, lead,

.in, zinc, tungsten, copper, antimony, silver

and gems. The rubies, sapphires and jade

found in Burma are especially famous Teak-
wood is exported on a large scale.

President: San Yu PAL: l’ Mating Maung
Klta.

Mission in India: Embassy of Burma, Plot

No 3, Block No. 50T\ N'vava Marg, Chanakv-
apuri, New Delhi-1 10 02 i Tel: 600251

BURKINA FASO
Cap: Ouagadougou; Area: 27-1,200 sq km;
Pop: 6,768,000; lang: French and native

languages; Rel: Triltal and IsLirn, Currency:
Fr.inc CI A. US « 1 = 512 Franc CEA

Hie Republic of Burkina F.tvo is a landlock-

ed s:a;e m West .'ifrica surroundeti liy Malt.

Niger. Benin. Togo, Gliana and Ivors Coast.

Demonetisation
in Burma

Burma invalidated ils top value bank-

notes in Septemlter 19S7 in a surprise

move which official sources said was

aimed al black-marketeers and counterfeit

notes being used by anti-Govcrnment re-

bels to btry supplies.

A snap Gotvnnnent announcement
said the 75-kyat note tvouiei no longer be

legal tender. The Government saiei it ttvts

also demonetising rite 35 and 25 kyetl

notes, tvhicb bate alrcatfy been withdrawn

from ciraeiation.

'Ihc only notes still in circttleition arc the

10, file and one-kyat bills.

hi November 1985, Burma took a
similar step demonetising 100, 50 and 20
kyat notes.

Tbc mcetsurv ignited wide spread pro-

tests and rioting all over Burma.

Formerly a province of French West Africa

called Upper Volta the country gained full

independence in I960. Name" changed to

Burkina Faso in 1984.

It is almost exclusively an agricultural coun-
try with 80 per cent of the population depen-
dent on agriculture. Livestock raising is highly

developed. Principal crops are sorghum, mil-

let, cams, cotton, rice, peanuts and karite.

Industry is limited to local handicrafts.

Head of State and Govt: Capt. Blaise

Compaore
Mission in India: Consulate General, 186

Sarat Bose Road, Calcutta-700029. Tel: 46-

116-1.

BURUNDI
Cap: Bujumbura; Area: 27,834 sq knv, Pop:
4,503,000; Lang: French and Kinmdi; Rel:
Tribal and Christian; Currency: Burundi
Franc. US $ 1 = 128.3 BF,

Tlie Republic of Burundi is a small state in

Eastern Africa.

Burundi attained independence on July 1,

1962 Prior to independence, ii formed pan of
the Belgian-administered UN Trust Territory
of Rwanda-Urundi
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Tlic population consists of Hutu or Hahtttu
tribesmen, Tutsi or XPatutsi people and Tim or
Batwa pygmies The economy is entirely

agricultural, manioc and sweet potato, being
the important food crops and coffee die major
cash crop.

Chairman, Military Council: Maj Pierre

Buyova.

CAMEROON
Cap: Yaounde; Area: 975,442 sq km. Pop:
9,‘i 67.000, Lang: French and English. Rcl:

Tribal and Christian; Currency: Franc CFA
French franc 1 — 50 franc CFA

Cameroon, originally pan of the German
colony in West Africa, became a republic in

I960. In 1961, British Cameroon was federated

with Cameroon, forming die Federal Republic

of Cameroon.

Cameroon has a central government and
two provincial governments—East Cameroon
and West Cameroon.

Cameroon is mainly an agricultural country

raising cocoa, palm oil. coffee, rubtx-r,

groundnuts, bananas, and cotton. East Came-
roon is industrially developed, aluminium and
chemicals being the main industries

President: Paul Biya. P.M.: Bello Bonda
Maigari.

CANADA
Cap: Ottawa; Area: 9,976,139 sq km; Pop:
25302,000, Lang: English French, Rcl:

Christian; Currency: Dollar I'S $

1 — Canadian $ 1.39.

Canada is the second largest country m the

world. It occupies all of die northern-most

part of N. America except Alaska m the west

and the small. French islands of St Pierre A
Miquelon. Twenty-seven per cent of the

population s[v.*.ik French and die rest English

Canada is a federation comprising If* pro

vmees amt 2 territories The federal capital h
at Ottawa it is a member of the Common
-'Caltii B% die historic 'Cum da Act of I9n2

Britain transferred constitutional p users to

C'.i'.j.Li

The provinces with more l.'un -i m dir s'

Is-puTc! <:i are Omar;.' riri. oo. Writ-

e-h Odumbta (2t. ,M!>eru ami Marco < < !’

Provinces Opital Area

( sq km)

Alberta Edmonton (>P>39‘1

British ColumbiaVictona 929.730
Manitoba Winnipeg 5<*vW<
New Brunswick Fredericton '2.09')

Newfoundland St. John’s -/1
Nova Scotia Halifax 5 >.S 10

Ontario Toronto FfU.ifXi

Prince Edward
Island Charlottetown 5,<Vy)

Oucbcc Quebec 1356,~90

Saskatchewan Regina 5'0,~00

Temtorits

Yukon Territory Whitehorse •i"*8.970

Northwest

Territories Yellowknife 3.293,020

From a primarily agricultural country

famous for logging, fishing and fur, Canada lias

transformed itself into one of the leading

industrial countries, of the world Automobile

parrs head the export list, followed In- mx>:!

pulp and timber. Wheat is still a major item of

export Canada's industrial structure has Ixteti

built up mainly by foreign investments ope
cially USA

Canada is today the world's largest producer

of asbestos, silver, nickel, and rinc It i' rich in

many other minerals, iron, copper, uranium,

cobalt, sulphur, lead 3nd gold It lias v.c

:

reserves of oil and natural gas Though Ciroila

is only ninth in the world m crude oil

production it is Canada's biggest dollar earn-

ing mineral

Head ofStatc: Queen Elizabeth II Gov. Gen.

Jeanne Same P~M.: Brian Main 'ties'

Mission in hulut High Commission of

Ciruda. **.'8 Shantipath, Ciunakv.ipun. Nrv

Delht-1 10021 Tel O'TOmI

CAPE VERDE
Cap: Praia, Area: -i033 -q km, Pop; 2

Lang: Portuguese. Rcl: Out Currency:

Escudo Cibr.ei.hJ.’)-> > 5 J J - s’C"

Ope Verde, f.-rmerb a Fu:

li*> shv ('Kvw *'*“ *• ’
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When the Pomisue.se discovered the island,

it was uninhabited. Portuguese settlers and the

Negroes they brought in to work their planta-

tions, form the basic stock of the present

population,

President: Aristides Maria Pereira: PJd:

Mai Pedro Verona Rodirigues Pires.

CEN. AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Cap: Hangup, Area: 622,984 sq knv. Pop:

2.508.000, Lang: French and Sangho; . Rcl:

Christian and Tribal; Currency: Franc CFA
French fr.tnc 1 = 50 franc CFA.

The Central African Republic lies in the

heart of equatorial Africa It became self-

governing in 1958. and fully independent in

I960, as a member state of tiie French
Community. In 1966 Col: Jean Bedel Ikikasa,

Chief of Staff of the Army, ousted President

David Darko and seized control of the govern-

ment.
Uoknsa was made President for life in 1972.

In 19"6. he set himself up an emperor, after

the Napoleonic pattern, In 1979 a popular
uprising drove out this two-bit Napoleon.

Interestingly enough, it was Bokasas own
predecessor in office, viz. David Dacko, who
overthrew the self-styled Emperor in a blood-
less coup on Sept. 20, 1979.

Principal agricultural products are cotton
and coffee. Cotton leads in exports. Diamonds
account for half the country 's export earnings.
Uranium mining is becoming increasingly

- .important.

Head of State and Govt. Gen. Andre
illingha

CHAD
Cap: FOn-Uiniy; Area: 1,28-1,000 sq km; Pop:
4.901.000, Lang: French and Arabic: Rel:
Islam and Tribal; Currency: Franc CFA
French f 1 = 50 CFA
The Republic of Chad was a province of

French Equatorial Africa. It became indepen-
dent on August 11, i960

The country's economy is entirely rural and
based on agriculture and animal husbandry.
Cotton and meat are die main exports Cattle,

sheep St camels are raised.

President: Hissgne Habrc.

CHILE
Cap: Santiago. Area: 756,626 sq km; Pop:

11,878,000; Lang: Spanish: Rel: Christian!!}

Currency: Peso. IJS 5 1 = 200 Pesos.

The Republic of Chile lies on the Western

seaboard of South America, occupying tin

strip of land between Peru and Bolivia in tin

north to Cape Horn in the south.

Originally a Spanish colony, Chile becanii

independent on Septemlxrr 18, 1810. Firs

South American country to elect a Marsis

Govt. (1970) which fell in a military coup it

1973.

Though wheat and other cereals are culti

rated, Chile has to import about one-third c

Its food. It is the world’s largest producer am
the largest exporter of copper. There an

important deposits of nitrate, gold, silvei

lithium, molybdenum and iron ore. Oil pro
duction provides about half the oil requires

by the country. Exports marine products am
fruits.

President: Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugartt

Mission in India: Embassy of Chile, 1/1;

Shantiniketan, New Delhi-110021. Tel

671363.

CHINA
Cap: Beijing (Peking); Area: 9,561,000 sq km
Pop: 1,051,551,000; Lang: Chinese (Man
darin); Rcl: Buddhism and Taoism; Curren
cy: Yuan. US i 1 = 2.53 Yuan.

The most populous country in the work
and the third largest in area, China is made uj

of 21 provinces, 5 autonomous regions ant

three municipalities—Peking, Shanghai ant

Tientsin.

One of the oldest countries in the world
China became a republic in 191 1. The People':

Republic of China was proclaimed in Pekin}

on October 1, 1949.

On Oct. 26, 1971 China was admitted :

member of the UN displacing Nationals
China (Taiwan).

China is essentially an agricultural country
The main crops are rice, other grains, tea

tobacco, sugarcane, jute, soya, groundnut anc

hemp. The main forest products arc teak anc
ting oil. Among the principal industries arc

cotton and woollen mills, iron, leather anc

electrical equipments. The chief minerals art

coal, manganese, iron ore, gold, copper, lead
zinc, silver, tungsten, mercury, antimony anc
tin. Petroleum industry is steadily growing
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China is a nuclear power well advanced in

space technology. It launched its first earth

satellite in April, 1920.

Parts- Chief: Zhao Ziy.mg Premier: l.i Pc

i

'

Minton in huiia: Embassy of China, SO D
Sliantipath, Clianakyapuri, New Delhi- 1 10 021.

Tel- 600328

COLOMBIA
Cap: Bogota; Area: 1,1 38,-100 sq km; Pop:

28.1 to.otk); lamg: Spanish; Re!: Christian;

Currency: Pesos l.’S f 1 = Pesos.

The Republic of Colombia, situated in the

.north west of South America, extends up to the

Isthmus of Panama, liogpta, the capital found-

ed in 1538, is situated In the Andes. 8600 ft

above sea level.

Colombia was once a part of the South
- American Spanish Umpire. In 1819. Simon
Bolivar defeated decisively the Spanish forces

breaking the hold of Spain Bolivar's plan to

unite New Granada with Venezuela and
Hcundor in the Greater Colombia Confedera-

tion was fulfilled by the Congress of Angostura

(1819). lasting until' 1830.

Colombia's main produce is coffee, which
accounts for 61 2 per cent of the country's

exports. Other products are bananas, fresh

flowers, cotton fibre, sugar, rice, tobacco,

maize and wheat The country is the world's

leading pioduccr of emeralds and is a substan-

tial producer of platinum and gold It holds

the largest coal reserves in l.itin America, rich

nickel de|\)sit\ and natural gas fields

Industries include textiles, beverages, food
products, chemicals and non-mctallic
minerals

President: Virgiloo Barco \’argas

Minion in India. Embassy of Colombia.
82-D. Gr. PI . Malcha Mare. Cltanakvapun, New
Dclhi-UOO’l Tel 3012"

I

THE COMOROS
Cap: Moroni; Area: 22~-i %q km. Pop: )! 1.000
lang: Arabic and Comoran. Rcl: Islam and
Chn-tian Currency: Franc CPA Trench
11 ~ 8<) r c.PA

The Comoro Ksind-,. formerfi a Prcnch
Overseas Territory, fie at the northern end of
tiie Mo.-.imhitjuv Ciumn-I. between Africa and
Madagascar. The archipelago consists of -r

islands

—

Grande-Comoroe, Anjouan, Mayotte

and MoMi—and a number of islets and coral

reefs. The main islands are volcanic and

Grande-Comoroe, the largest island, is domin-

ated by Mount. Karthaln (2361 ni), an active

volcano. The islands are densely forested.

The population is a mixture of various

strains—Arabs. Africans, Mnlagasvs, Persians,

Indians, Indonesians and Europeans. /African

and Arab influences are strongest. A purely

Fmropean population of around 1500 com-
pletes the scene. Grande-Comoroe is the most
populous island and has as capital and princip-

al town, Moroni. Agriculture is the mainstay of

the economy.

President: Mimed Abdullah Abderemane,

P.M: Ali Mroudjae.

CONGO
Cap: Brazzaville; Area: 3-12,000; sq kni; Pop:
1,695,000: Lang: French and Ungala; Rcl:

Tribal and Christian; Currency: Franc CP'A.

French P 1 = 50 F CPA.

Formerly part of the French Equatorial

Africa, the Republic of Congo became auton-

omous within the French Community in 1958
and fully independent in Aug. I960, in 1969 a

new constitution was promulgated.

Main exports are timber, diamonds, palm
oil, crude petroleum, sugar and groundnuts

President: Denis Sassou N’Guesso; P.M.:

Ange-Edouard I’otingui.

COSTA RICA
Cap: San Jose; Area: 51,100 ,sq km; Pop:
2,53-1,000; Lang; Spanish; Rcl: Christian; Cur-
rency: Colone ( C ) USS 1 = C -18.20.

The Republic of Costa Rica is a Central
American state. It lies between Nicaragua anti

Panama

For nearly three centuries Costa Rica
formed part of the Spanish American domin-
ion In 1821 it Ivecame independent.

Hie roimtn is mainly agricultural Coffee is

the niosi important product, accounting for

about half the exports Bananas, cocoa, rattle

and recently sugar are the other items of
expott.

President: Oscar Arias
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The Dream of a New Reunification

Long-cherished Unity: Kohl and Honcckcr

F.rich Honeckcr's visit to West ftwwin1

in Scptcmlxr, 1987 Ixvt triggered off tlx

question of tl>c re-unification ofGermany
Historically Germany t/m never a nation

except tilxit liismarck touted tlx- loose

collection of German States under tlx

domination ofPrussia in 1871 Tins ended
in 1915 teitlj tlx fall of Hitler and tbc

division of Germany into Fast and West

Tlx Fast German leader Fricl) Honcckcr
visited \X\st Germany on Scptcmlxr 7,

1987. This teas tlx first visit hy an Fast

German IcatLr to \X\st Germany in nearly

fort)' years. Though VV'. Germany does not

nxogttise F Germany as a nation. Hon-

cckcr axis accorded all tlx Ixmottrs due to

a visiting Head ofState Tlx visit brought to

tlx fore tjucstions alrout Fast-West rela-

tions in Europe, tlx limits of detente and
tlx economic rcfxrcussions of a united

Germany — tlx two most prosjxrous

economicfxnters in Westand Fast Furofx
'fix rest of Europe teatclxs in alarm at

this resurgence or German Spirit twice in

this century. German militarism reared its

Ixstd to d<rrzsta:c Europe in ttio toorid

ti evs West and Fast Germany are tlx

ptlhn if two different ideological systems

and re unification of Germany has to lx

cnnsidcrct! in tlx context of its nyxrcus-

sions on AUTO and Warsaw Fast

alliances Its economic cunsapiaiem tall

al-.fi lx comidi-TOhlr M' Gem-umy lets

heenme an economic hA’/vimt and
Peitvhc Mask is one if t>\- strongest

currencies in tlx tumid

fact and U r Germane do me' Asr

diplomatic relations Ixcause llonn nfiee-.

to recognise F. Germany <ts a foreign

country Tlx preamble to VT German
constitution calls for a unified Germany
Thus ttlxtt tlx W German GhanceUor

Helmut Kohl reiterated his counur's goal

of reuniting tlx tiro German tuitions. Mr
Honcckcr stated that tlx "fatlxrland must

stay diluted" and that F. Germany uses

seeking peace not unit)- Many teimatts

feet that Mr Kohl is Intoning tlx t.nce id

German unity hy recetting Mr Honeckcr

as a Head of Government

Despite tlx' dap ideological difference-

txtuexn tlx two German nations, tlx two

leaders agreed to promote fx,ue and
disarmament uithin llxir rapelux' milli-

on’ alliances 7Ixy also rmflxri-r'd t'x

German's special rcsfnrtsihility for rrrur

ing thv no tixtr cxt startl'd on Gimmut

soil Tlxy callal for impron-ment if bi-

lateral relations too In dx joint, com
munt.pte issuer! after dx mating of dx

tuo leaders Mr Honcckcr plaixj to

introduce tictr manures tofxmx.lt t r. ;<r 1

Germans to lint W Gmtuttr, Thy ed-o

drme up three agni-mmt-. on - ’!

tn Sciittce C- Tecl-nology. Fn;in'*ime*:f

Pn.ca.tion and Katctor S-tfity Tlx'.- ed-o

rtifivt/ to expand biLumif mule

llx run Germany- iGniyh dr-.i.-dft d a

rally ho a common g\:t - dx nmol if

tlx German Spin*. In t’x mid : i/f! net.

mdl-mrias tn dx fji-J Wet rv.’.s

lr ms t'xr run cod’ find dc.r ;-:.i a w />

uptw.Vi’ st.Ui- cf tlx s.i—c mv, -•> W- l

Sjerr-wm rvmrah-m r-~7v tet l+st me
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Formerly a British colony and protectorate

the Gambia became an independent state

within the Commonwealth on Feb. 18, 1965

and a. Republic in April 1970.

Peanuts are the main crop, along with rice

and palm kernels. Textiles, food and manufac-

tured goods are significant items of

import.

President: Sir Dawda Kairaba Jawara.

GERMANY (East)

Cap: Berlin: Area: 108,179 sq km; Pop:

1,66,58,000. Lang: German; Religion: Christ-

ian; Currency: Mark. US 11 = 3.43 M.

When Germany surrendered to the Allies in

1945 the country was divided into four zones

•of Allied occupation. The nonhem section of

East Prussia with about 14 per cent of the

population and 24 per cent of the area of the

former Reich came under Russian occupation.

Hie area under Russian occupation was consti-

tuted into the independent socialist state ofthe

German Democratic Republic on October 7,

1949.

Imponar.t crops of East Germany are wheat,

rye, barley, oats and potatoes. Farming is

organised on state-sponsored co-operative

basts. The only natural power source ts lignite

(brown co t!) which supplies 90 per cent of the
basic energy. Industries are highly developed-
machine:, chemicals, heavy engineering and
shipbuilding. Special stress is laid on quality

products like optics, electronics and precision

,
tools. Tlie Leipzig trade fairs are well known

* jiroughout the world.

i
Chairman of the Council of Stale: Erich
lOnecker

Mission in India: Embassy of Germany, 2
Nyava Maig, Chanakvapuri, New Delhi-
110021. Tel: 3014204."

GERMANY (West)

Cap: Bonn. Area: 248,625 sq km; Pop:
6,12,14,000, Lang: German; Rel: Christian;
Currency: Deutsche Mark; US $1 = 3.43 DM.
The Federal Republic ofGermany lies in the

heart of Europe.

It was Bismarck. Cliancellor of Prussia, who
laid the foundation of the German Empire in

1871. After the defeat of Germany in the
Second World War the erstwhile German
territory was divided into two occupation
areas, Russia occupying East Germany and

USA, Britain and France occupying West Ger-

many. The city of Berlin was alk> divided into

West Berlin (USA, Britain and France) and East

Berlin (Russia). West Germany, came into

being on May 23, 1949. The German Federal

Republic consists of 10 states (Lander). West

Berlin is also a state of the Federal Republic.

West Germany showed phenomenal" econo-

•mic growth during post-war years in industrial

production, notably in iron and steel, vehicles,

engineering, ship-building, electrical goods
and chemicals. Since the currency' reform in

1949 the economy of W. Germany has grown
prodigiously.

Federal President: Richard Von Weiz-

saecker. Federal Chancellor: Helmut Kohl.

Mission in India: Embassy of Federal Re-

publio of Germany, 6 Shantlpath, Chanaky-
apuri. New Delhi-110021. Tel: 60-1861.

Consulates: Bombay- Hoechsi House, 10th

Floor, Nariman Point;

Calcutta: Hastinigs Park Road, Calcutta-

700027. Tel: 45-9141.

Madras: Consulate General of FRG, 22,

CI.C. Road, PB 6801, Madras-600105. Tel:

471747.

GHANA
Cap: Accra; Area: 238,537 sq km; Pop:
1,22,05,574; Lang: English (official language)
and eight major national languages; Rel:
Christianity and Islam; Currency: Cedi,

US $1=C90.
Ghana is composed of the former British

Colony Gold Coast and the British-ruled

Togoland in Western Africa.

Ghana got independence on 6th March 1957
and became ah independent republic within

the Commonwealth on July 1; 1960.

Ghana is primarily an agricultural country
and produces the best quality cocoa which
constitutes a major export item. Other cash
crops include kolanuts, palm products, bana-
nas, coffee, shea-nuts and rubber. It also
exports timber, gold, diamonds,- manganese
and bauxite. .

Provisional National Defence Council
Chairman and Head of State: Fit. It. Jerry J.
Rawlings.

Mission in India: High Commission of
Gtuna, A-12, Vasant Marg. Vasant Vihar, New
Delhi-110 057. Tel: 6707HH. .
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The Dream of a New Reunification

Long-cherishcd Unity

Erich Honccker's visit to Vest Germany
hi September, 1087 has triggered off Ox-

question ofthe re unification ofGermany
Historically Germany urn never a nation

cxa.pt when Monarch united tlx toav
collection of German States under tlx-

domination of'Prussia in 1871 71ns ended

in 1945 tvitb tlx.’ fall of Hitler and tlx

ditisfon of Germany into East and Vest

Tlx East German letulcr Ench Honcchcr

tisited Vfts/ Germany on September 7.

1987. This teas the first tisit hy an East

German leader to Vest Germany in nearly

forty years. Tlx/ugh V Germany does not

recognise E Germany as a nation, Hon
cckcr mis accorded all dx honours due to

a visiting HeadofState 71x’ visit brought to

tlx• font quesdons about East-Vest rela-

tions in Europe, tlx• limits of detente and
tlx- economic npxrcussions of a united

Germany — six' run most pmqxmus
economicpowers in VestandEast Europe

lie rest ofEurope unteixs ttt alarm a:

this resurgence or German Spirit tincc in

this century German militarism nwrd ns

head to devastate Europe in mo teorid

wars Vest and East Germany an• tie

pillars of two different ideological systems

am! re-unification of Germany has to lx'

considered in Ex' context of its njxrcus

stems on .NATO and Varsaw Pact

alliances tv economic enrtu's/urnces util

also lx Ctwidertihle V Germany his

become an economic supcTjxy.ter and
De-.Kchc Marti is one of the tax’ngev

et/rrenrh'S in the world

Ecst anJ Vc-J Germany do not bee

Kohl and Uoncxkct

diplomatic relations because llottn nfitux

to recognise E Germany ns a foreign

country Tlx' fnvamhle to V GCnium
constitution calls for a unified Germany
Thus iilxm tlx V German Oxtm. e!!or

Helmut Kohl reiterated his country i fxxd

of re uniting tlx two German nations. Mr
Honcchcr stated the. the "farlxriand rnu<t

star dnidctT and that E Germany tins

seeking fxncc not unity Many (urmans

feel thru Mr Kohl is Ixtruyvig tlx came of

German unity In recenmg Mr Hoiwker

as a Henri of Goternment

Despite Ox' ilop ideological diffidences

between the tux> German nations. Ox tun

leaders agreed to fmrnote fxace and
disarmament unhtn tlxrir resfxxtttv milit-

ary alliances Hxy aim em/h vised Ox'

German’s gxxtal responsibility for I'nsur

trig that no war cier started on Gt'wuin

soil Tlxy calletl for tmprotx'ment cf N
lateral relations nxj In lb' /turn com

munipte tmted after lb' meeting if th-

an/ leaders Mr Honecker pledx'd t:>

introduce new measures to fxnr.lt < *> ve f

Germans to tint V Gertttoxn P*“i ah’

drew up thnx agreements on oxoi"•ration

in Science C- TeJawlog., !'rtf.n’iime'it

Protection mid Keactor Safer,- fix-,

agiveil to expan-i h'.vnvd tnife

Tlx tun tb-nnanr- t'*r.tgh den ied f* xtt

colly his a common goal the re. •nifpf

tlx Grunin Spite. In the ru.l t (fp-r run.

mcliownee in th- East Kr.' Gm-itn ref i

txirtt iby-nn eachfind tbn-ffi e. *r t >

ufsinve note cf th vr~v n-erm o-.t

Orr-tim rse-atrate-'n run nr Ixx-mc mil
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GREECE
Cap: Athens; Area: 131,990 sq km ; Pop:

9 88-1 000; Lang: Modem Greek; Kcl: Christ-

ian; Currency: Drachma, US *1=143.73 Dr.

Greece or the Hellenic Republic occupies

the southern pan of the Balkan peninsula in

the Mediterranean with the Ionian Sea on the

west and the Aegean Sea on the east.

In ancient times, Greece was the seat of

democracy, learning and culture. Politically

independent till die first century B.C, the

Greek states succumbed to Roman might in

the latter half of the first century B.C. Later

they came under the Byzantine and Ottoman

empires in succession until 1830 when Greece

regained its freedom as a monarchic state.

After many vicissitudes of fortune monarchy

was abolished in Greece in 1974. It is a

republic since

Greece though till recently an agricultural

country has now developed many industrial

branches In merchant shipping. Greece onus
a surprisingly big tonnage Tourism is

Greece's biggest industry

President: Christos Sartzetakis. PM:
Andreas Papendreou

Mission in India Embassy of Greece, 16
Sunder Nag.ir, New Delhi- 110003. Tel:

617800
a. ConsuUue General Go Stewarts and Lloyds
> \ India Ltd, 41 Chotvringhee Road, Calcutta-

071 Tel: 24-819-1.
'* Han Gjneul Chordia Mansion, 739 Annasa-

lai, Madras-600002. Tel 811566

GRENADA
Cap: St, George's, Area: 3-1-1 sq kni; Pop:
1,15,000; Lang: English and Frcnch-Africnn

patois, Rel: Christian; Currency: Eastern
Caribbean Dollar t US$l = EC*2?o
Grenada Ls the southernmost of British

Windward Islands and includes Soutixni Gre-

lUKllrkt. fislands), the largest of which is

Qtrriano It Is a heatiiv wooded country widi
mountain* of volcanic origin stretciiing from
north to south. Grenada became independent
in 197-i.

Die population is of mixed origin Euro-
pean, Negro and Carib Indians.

Tourism is a growing Industry but agricul-

ture dominates the economy. The chief ex-

ports are cocoa, nutmegs and bananas. Other

crops include coconuts, citrus fruits, sugar

cane, cotton and spices.

Gov. Gen.Sir Paul Scoon PM: Herbert

Blaize.

GUATEMALA
Cap: Guatemala City; Area: 1,01,889 sq km;

Pop: 81,65,000; Lang: Spanish (official) and
.

Indian dialects; Rel: Christian; Currency:
Quetzal US*1=Q1.

Guatemala, a republic, is the third largest of

the five central American states and has the

.

largest population. Fifty per cent of the

population is of Indian (Red) extraction, 45
per cent Ladino or of mixed European and

Indian parentage. The Indians are die descen-

dants of the builders of the great Maya
civilization which was wiped out by the

Spanish conquisitadors.

After remaining as a Spanish colony for

about three centuries, Guatemala became a

republic in 1939. Guatemala’s claims to British

Honduras (Belize) led to the rupture of
diplomatic relations with Britain in 1963.

The soil is very' fertile. Agriculture is die

most important .occupation. The principal

crop is coffee. Other important export items

are bananas, cotton, gum, sugar, maize, tobac-

co, fruits and beef.

President: Vinirio Cerezo.

GUINEA
Cap: Conakry; Area: 245,857 sq km; Pop:
53.01 ,000; Lang: French and 8 national lan-

guages; Rel: Islam and Tribal; Currency: Syli.

US *1=26 Sylis.

Guinea is a former French overseas territory

in West Africa.

Under die constitution of the Fifth (Frendi)
Republic, Guinea voted for secession and
proclaimed itself an independent republic on
October 2, 1958.

It exports coffee, honey, bananas, palm
kernels, iron and aluminium ore. Guinea has
probably the world's largest deposit of
bauxite.

President: Col Laasana Konte. P.M.- Col.
Diarra Traore.

GUINEA-BISSAU
Cap: Bissau, Area: 36,125 sq km; Pop:

8,44,000, Lang: Crioulo (Cape Verde-Guinca
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dialect) and Portuguese; Rel: Islam, Christian

and Tribal; Currency: Peso. US $1=88.53
Pesos.

Guinea-Bissau, formerly Portuguese
Guinea, is stuck like a wedge between Senegal
in the north and Guinea to the east and south.

The Atlantic sea borders it on the west. The
land is pan plain and part plateau.

The main occupation is agriculture. Swamp
rice (grown in the coastal plains), coconuts,

cassava, sweet potatoes and maize form the

important food crops. The cash crops are

groundnuts, coconuts and palm oil. Cattle

raising is widespread.

Guinea-Bissau unilaterally declared inde-

pendence in 1973. Portugal recognised its

independence in 1974.

President- Maj. Joao Bamardo Vieira.

GUYANA
Cap: Georgetown; Area: 2,14,969 sq km; Pop:
936,000; Lang: English; Rel: Christian, Hindu
and Islam; Currency: Dollar. US $1=4.35 G$.
Guyana (former British Guiana) lies on the

north east coast of South America.
Guyana became a British possession in 1814

and an independent sovereign state within the

Commonwealth of Nations on May 26, 1966.

. The economy is based on agriculture. Sugar,

rice and bauxite are the main exports. There
are, considerable deposits of gold and di-

amonds. Dense tropical forests cover much of
the land.

President: Desmond Hoyle; P.M: Hamilton
Greene.

Mission in India: High Commission of

Guyana, 85 Poorvi Marg, Vasant Vihar, New
Delhi- 110 057. Tel 674194/5.

HAITI
Cap: Port-au-Prince; Area: 27,750 sq km; Pop:
6419000; Lang: French (official), a Creole

dialect is generally spoken; Rel: Christian and
Voodoo; Currency: Gourde. US $1=5
Gourdes.

Haiti is part of the West Indies known as

Hispaniola in the Atlantic lying between Cuba
on the west and Puerto Rico on the east.

Negroes form the majority of the population,

the- rest being mulattoes descended from
former French settlers and slaves. The French

colony proclaimed itself an independent re-

public in 1804. -

Coffee is the chief agricultural product,
others being sisal, cotton, raw sugar, cocoa’
and tobacco. Rice is grown for home con-
sumption. Rum and other spirits are disitlled

from molasses and exported. Bauxite is the
chief mineral exported. Tourism is Haiti’s

second largest source of foreign exchange.

President: Six-man military council took
over government after the ouster of Jean
Claude Duval ier on February 8, 1986.

Mission in India: Consulate of Haiti, 186
Sarat Bose Road, Calcutta-700029, Tel; 46-

1164.

HONDURAS
Cap: Tegucigalpa, D.C.; Area: 312,088 sq

km; Pop: 4 232 000; Lang: Spanish; Rel:

Christian; Currency: lempira also known as

Peso. US $1=2 Lempiras.

Honduras is a republic of Central America

lying between Nicaragua, El Salvador and

Guatemala. It has a long northern coasdine on
the Caribbean and a narrow southern oudet to

the Pacific.

Originally a Spanish colony, Honduras be-

came independent in 1821. The country has

gone through a series of dictatorships, military-

juntas, coups and counter-coups.

The chief crop is bananas which constitute

65 per cent of die country's exports. Coffee,

cotton, maize and tobacco are also grown.

Timber is abundant and cattle raising is a

major occupation.

President: Jose Azcona Hoyo.

HONG KONG
Cap: Victoria, Area: 1051.7 sq km; Pop:

5 498 000; Lang: English and Cantonese-, Rel:

Confucianism and Buddhism; Currency:

Hongkong Dollar. US$1=HK$ 7.80.

Lying along the south east coast of China, at

the mouth of the Canton river, Hong Kong

comprises Hong Kong island, Kowloon Penin-

sula, the New Territories and os-cr 230 small

islands. Hong Kong has been a British colony

since 3843- The New Territories were ac-

quired by Britain in 1898 by lease for 99 years.

According to an agreement signed on 19 Dec.

3984, China would recover sovereignty over

Hong Kong from 1 July 1997 and establish it as

a Special Administrative Region.

The population is almost entirely Chinese

widi a sprinkling of other nationalities.
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Hong Kong is one of the world's greatest

transhipment pons. It specialises in light

industries—cotton textile, plastics, electronic,

photographic and optical equipments etc. .

Gov. Gen: David Wilson

HUNGARY
Cap: Budapest; Area: 93,033 sq km; Pop:

10 786000; Lang: Hungarian, Magyar, Kel:

Christian; Currency: Forint, US <1=52.73

Forints.

Hungary is a socialist country in Central

Europe. The eastern half of Hungary is mainly

a great fertile plain, ‘the Great Plain'. The west

and the north arc hilly.

Hungary had a stormy history being succes-

sively overrun by Huns, Magyars, Turks,

Hungarians and Austrians. Hungary became an
independent republic in 1918 and the Hunga-

rian Socialist Republic in 1919.

Although an agricultural country in the past,

industry has come to account for more than

half of its total economy since the Second
World War. Hungary exports engineering

products, machine tools, motor vehicles and
electrical and electronic goods. Chief imports

arc iron ore, coal, crude oil and consumer
goods. More than 97 per cent of agricultural

land is collectivised. Vineyards occupy around
186,000 hectares.

Chairman of the Pcrsldentlal Council:
Karoly Nemeth, PM: Karoly Grosz.

Y-, ‘ Mission in India: Embassy of Hungary, 2/50,
' Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi- 1 10 021.

1

!• 371152.

ICELAND
Cap: Reykjavik; Area: 102,8-16 sq km; Pop:

239 COO; Lang: Icelandic; Rel: Christian; Cur-
rency: Krona US$l=Kr, 42.92.

Iceland is an island close to the Arctic Circle
In the North Atlantic. The Norwegian Sea is on
the eastern side of Iceland. The warm Gulf
Stream makes the winters mild. During the
short cool summers, there is perpetual day-
light for many weeks—making it an island of
theMidnight Sim. The Island has many geysers
and hot springs Natural hot water from
Iceland's hot springs is pumped into towns,
providing heat for offices and residences.

Iceland lias over 200 volcanoes, many of them
still active.

The people of Iceland are the descendan

of the dare-devil'Vikings orNorway, the first <

whom settled in Iceland in AD. 874 and wh

are reputed to have first discovered Grecriian

(AD. 982) and North America (AD 1000). Afti

having been independent till the 13th centui

it became part of Norway, and then passe

under Danish rule. In 1941 the Althing (Parli

ment) voted for complete independence.and

republic was formed on June 17, 1944.

Much of the land in Iceland is uncultivate

Potatoes and turnips are. the major crop

Fishing industry is highly developed ar

forms the mainstay of Iceland’s economy.

President Vigdis Finn Bogadottir.

Mission in India: Embassy of Iceland, D- 3

Pamposh Enclave, New Delhi.

Consulate: Bomba)’— 38, Western Ind

House, Sir PAL Road.

INDIA
(See Part HI)

INDONESIA
Cap: Jakarta; Area: 1,904,569 sq km; Po

165,153,600; Lang: Bahasa Indonesian; R<
Islam; Currency: Rupiah. US II = 10i

Rupiahs.

Indonesia is an archipelago state consist!!

of over 13,000 (6000 inhabited) islands. T!

five main islands areJava, Sumatra, Kaiimanr
(Indonesian Borneo), Suiavesi and Irian Ja
(West New Guinea) with 30 smaller archipel

goes. Tiie capital is Jakarta, the former city

Batavia, on the island of Java. The country
divided into 27 provinces.

The Japanese army occupied Indones
from 1942 till 1945 after the surrender of tl

Dutch army. The Indonesian people pre
laimed their independence on August 1

1945. After a war of independence, the Netht
lands transferred sovereignty to Indonesia t

December 27, 1949. •_ .

One of the world’s richest countries
natural resources, Indonesia has vast suppli
of tin, oil and fairly big deposits of bauxii
copper, nickel, gold and silver. Agriculture
the main occupation of the people. Crq
include rice, tobacco, coffee, rubber, pepp<
kapok, coconut, palm oil, tea and sugarcar
Forest products are a major source of foreij
exchange.
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President: Gen. Soeharto.

Mission in India: Embassy of Indonesia,

50-A, Chanakyapuri, New Deihi- 110021. Tel:

602352.

Consulate: Bombay— Lincoln Annexe, 17,

Aitamount Road, Cumballa Hill.

Calcutta-. Rajkama! Bhavan, 128 Rashbehari

Ave, Calcutta-700029. Tel: 46-8297.

IRAN
Cap: Teheran; Area: 1,648,000 sq km; Pop:

43 799 000; Lang: Persian (Farsi) Rel: Islam;

Currency: Rial. US $1=97.21 Rial.

Iran (Persia) is a country of great antiquity,

celebrated alike for its culture and military

valour.

The last of the Pahlavi dynasty, Mohammed
Reza, was forced to flee Iran in face of

nation-wide revolt against him. In Feb. 1979
Ayatollah Khomeini, a highpriest of Islam,

returned to Iran to guide its destiny.

Agriculture is the major occupation of the

people. The chief agricultural products are

wheat, barley, rice, fruits, wool and sugar

beets. Sturgeon fish (from which caviar is

obtained) in Caspian Sea provides an impor-

tant source of income. Iran is one of the

biggest oil producing regions in the Middle
East. Emeralds and other gems are found in

Khorassan and Kerman. Persian carpets, made
on handlooms are famous the world over.

President- Ayatollah Hojatoleslam All

Khamenei. Prime Minister: Mir Hussein

Mussavi

Mission in India: Embassy of the Islamic

Republic of Iran, 5, Barakhamba Road, New
Delhi- 110001. Tel: 385491.

IRAQ
Cap: Baghdad; Area: 438446 sq km; Pop:

15158000; Lang: Arabic (official) and Kur-

dish; Rel: Islam; Currency: Iraqi Dinar.

US $1=0.311 Dinar.

Iraq is the modem name for Mesopotamia
(Mesa - middle, Potamia- rivers), the land lying

between the wo great rivers, Euphrates and
Tigris.

Iraq is one of the most ancient countries of

the world and has produced a culture—the

Mesopotamian Civilization —which has influ-

enced European and Asian civilizations.

Petroleum is the most important sector of

the economy. Iraq occupies the fifth place

among oil-producing countries ofthe world. A
programme of industrialisation is on with the
oil revenues. Three quarters of the population
depend on agriculture for their living. Iraq is

the world’s largest exporter of dates.

President: Sadam Hussein Takriti.

Mission in India: Embassy of Iraq, 169/170/

171, Jor Bagh, New Delhi 110003. Tel: 618011.

Consulate: Bombay — Panorama, 203, Wal-

keshwar Road.

IRELAND
Cap: Dublin; Area: 70,282 sq km; Pop:

3,555,000; Lang: Irish and English; Rel: Christ-

ian; Currency: Irish Pound. US $1 = 1R£ 0.98.

Ireland or Eire, the Emerald Isle, is an island

in the N. Atlantic lying west of Great Britain.

The independent state of Ireland consists of

only 26 counties out ofthe 32 that make up the

whole island. The 6 remaining counties form

the area known as Northern Ireland which is

directly administered by the United Kingdom.

Ireland emerges into history with the com-

ing of St. Patrick in 432 AD. and the spread of

Christianity. An invasion led by Norman

barons during the 12th century led to a period

of almost eight centuries of British .rule in

Ireland. In 1921 Great Britian recognised

Ireland as a more or less independent unit

within the Commonwealth and the country

became known as the Irish Free State. In 1932

the Fianna Fail party under Eamon de Valera

came to power and gradually removed the last

vestiges of allegiance to the British Crown. In

1937 a new constitution was adopted which

made Ireland effectively a republic. In 1949

Ireland formally declared itself a Republic and

ceased to be a member of the Commonwealth.

In 1973 the country joined the EEC.

Ireland had formerly a mainly agricultural

economy. However, in recent decades indust-

rial output has expanded rapidly due to

increased foreign investment. Exports make

up 50% of GNP, the main items being dairy

products, food and beverges, machinery and

live animals.

President: Patrick John Hillery; PM: Dr.

Garret Fitzgerald.

Mission in India: Embassy of Ireland, 13 Jor

Bagh, New Delhi- 110003. Tel: 617435.

Consulate: Bombay — Roval Bombay 3 adit

Club Chambers, Apollo Bunder, Bombay-

400039.

(\ V
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ISRAEL
Cap: Jerusalem; Area: 20325 sq km; Pop:

4.216,000; Lang: Hebrew (official) and Arabic;

Rel: Judaism; Currency: Shekel. US $1=783

A republic of the Middle East (West Asia),

Israel is surrounded on three sides by Arab

countries.

The republic occupies the minor portion of

ancient Palestine.
'

On November 29. 1947, the UN partitioned

Palestine between the Jews and the Arabs. A
new Zionist state called Israel was proclaimed

in theJewish area of Palestine on May 15, 1948.

Israel has developed both agriculture and

industry In the little land allotted to it with

considerable expertise and efficiency. They

have literally made the deserts bloom. Kibbut-

zim (collective cultivation), irrigation schemes

and reclamation of desert-land formed the

main features of agricultural development.

Citrus fruits are the main exports. Wine-

making is an extensive industry. In diamond-

cutting. Israel comes next only to Belgium.

The Valley ofJordan and the Dead Sea yield

rock salt, sulphur and potash.

President: Chaim Herzog, P-M: Yitzhak

Shamir.

ITALY
•• Rome-. Area: 301,253 sq km; Pop:
721,000, Lang: Italian; Rel: Christian; Cur-

i Lira US *1 = 1500 Lire.

Tire Italian Republic occupies the long
peninsular area in Europe extending from the
Alps into the Mediterranean Sea. The islands of
Sicily. Sardinia. Elba and Capri in the
Mediterranean belong to hally.

Italy, once the headquarters of the great
Roman Empire, disintegrated into many petty
states during the later Middle Ages. Modern
truly began to develop when King Victor
Emmanuel i! of Snvola became King. The
Vatican was recognised as an independent
state on February 11, 1929. On April 28. 1945
Mussolini, the Fascist dictator, was put to
death. Consequent on a referendum onJune 2.

1946. Italy voted for a republic. The King laid

down his kingship.

Since World War 11, Italy has revolutionised
agricultural production. The chief crops arc
grapes, wheat, sugarbeet, fruit and vegetables.

Italy is among the highly industrialised coi

tries of the world. Its main products t

electrical' mechanical and electronic gadgi

automobiles and chemicals. Italy has a I

merchant marine fleet with a gross tonnage

over 11 million, and air fleet with the capai

of over 12 billion passengers/km and ovc

billion tons/km.

President: Francesco Cossiga, PlM: Gi

anni Goria.

Mission in India: Embassy of Italy, 13, G
Links, New Delhi- 110003. Tel: 616311.

Consulates: Bombay — Consulate Gent

of Italy, Vaswani Mansion, 120, Dinsha Wad
Road.

Calcutta: 3, Raja Santosh Road, Calcii

700027. Tel: 45-1411.

Madras: 5th Floor, Sudarshan Bldg. No.

Chamiers Road.

IVORY COAST
Cap: Abidjan; Area: 322,462 sq

.
km; Pi

9,474,000; Lang: French (official) and Tril

Rel: Islam and Christian; Currency: Fr

CFA UStl=52375 F CFA.

The Ivory Coast is bordered by Mali :

Burkina Faso in the north, Ghana in the e

the Gulf of Guinea in the south, and Utx
and Guinea in the west

The Republic of Ivory Coast, once
overseas territory of France, became indep
dent in August I960.

Agriculture, forestry and fishing employ
per cent of the population. Ivory Coast is

third most important coffee producer in

world and the most important African prod
er of timber. Cocoa, bananas and pineapi
are the other important cash crops.

President: Felix Houphouet-Boigny.

JAMAICA
Cap: Kingston; Area: 10,991 sq km; P

2,290,000; Lang; English; Rel: Christian; C
rency: Jamaican Dollar US Jl=J $ 5.17.

Jamaica, an Island in the Greater Anti
group of the West Indies, Ls situated in
Caribbean Sea, 144 km south of Cuba.

’

climate varies with altitude, being tropica
sea-level and temperate in the mountain a:

Jamaica was visited by Columbus in 1

and ruled by Spain till 1655 when Bri
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occupied it. In 1962 Jamaica became fully

independent as a member of the Common-
wealth.

Agriculture, mining and tourism form the

backbone of die economy. The dominant crop
is sugar, with molasses and rum as important
by-products. Bananas, citrus fruits and coco-
nuts are also grown. Jamaica is the world's

second largest producer of bauxite and alumi-
na. Other industries are cement, tobacco and
consumer goods.

Head of State. Queen Elizabeth II. Gov.
Gen: Florizel Augustus Glasspole. P.M: Ed-
ward Seaga.

JAPAN
Cap: Tokyo; Area-. 377,765 sq km; Pop:
121,000,000; lang: Japanese; Rel; Shinto and
Buddhism; Currency: Yen. US $1=143 Yen.

Japan consists of four main islands, Honshu
(Mainland), Hokkaido, Kyushu and Shikoku
and a number of smaller islands of which
Okinawa is one. Japan is separated from the

Soviet Union and Korea by the Sea of Japan
and from China by the East China Sea. Japan
has a deeply indented coastline measuring
16,654 miles. Most important ports are Yoko-
hama, Kobe, Nagoya and Osaka.

Main Islands of Japan

Name

Honshu
Hokkaido
Kyushu
Shikoku

Area Major city,

(sqkm)
22,414 Tokyo
78,073 Sapporo

36,555 Kitakyushu

18,257 Matsuyama

Legend has it that theJapanese Empire was
founded by Emperor Jimmu in 660 B.C.

However, there was no centralised authority

till A.D. 1868 when Emperor Meiji united the

whole ofJapan under his rule. Japan had little

trade relations with foreign countries until

Commodore Perry of USA in 1854 persuaded
the Japanese to enter into a trade treaty with

USA In 1889 Japan had its first constitution.

Japan's victory in the Russo-Japanese War of

1904-05 raised her prestige among European
powers.

Rice, the staple food ofJapan, is cultivated In

half the area of arable land. Other crops are

wheat, barley, potatoes and tobacco. Except
for limestone and sulphur, Japan is poor in

Tokyo the Costliest
At least 33 major cities in Ok world are

more expensive titan New York because of
the plunging value of the US. dollar, a
global cost-ofliiing survey reported in

1987.

Tokyo tops Ox list and is now tuice as

costly as Nett’ York, while some other cities

are 50 per cent more expensive, says

Business International, a consulting com-
pany. Figures as ofJan. 31 1986 make
Tokyo the world's most expensive city— at

191 points or91 percent aboveNetv York's

base of 100 points. In Europe, Ox cities

more expendtv than New York include:

Geneva (134), Zurich (131), Vienna (127),

Copenhagen (125), Oslo (1237, Helsinki

(122), Munich (117), Hamburg (117),

Berlin (116), Paris (116), Dusseldorfd15),

Frankfurt (115), Milan (114), Lyon (113),

Rome (113), Dublin (113), Amsterdam

(108), Brussels (108) aridStocklxtlm (105).

Surreys are based on a weighted index

for casts ofafoodsfxtpping basket, alcofxt-

lie betvrages, IxmsHxtld supplies, persoital

care Hems, tobacco, utilities, clothing,

domestic help, recreation, entertainment,

and transportation. Tbefindingare unde-

ly used by companies In paying cost-of

-

thing compensation to expatriate per-

sonnel.

minerals and Japanese industry is heavily

dependent on imported raw materials and

fuel. Japan is one of the most industrially

advanced countries ofthe world. The principal

industries are motor vehicles, iron and steel,

chemicals, textiles (cotton, wool, silk and

synthetics ),fishing, ceramics, precision instru-

ments, fertilizers, machinery and shipbuilding.

Japan has evolved an extensive fishing in-

dustry’.

Head of State: Emperor Hirohito, P-M:

Noburu Takeshita.

Mission in India: Embassy ofJapan, Wot No.

4 & 5. 50G Shantipath, Chanakvapuri. New

Delhi- 110021. Tel; 60-1071.

Consulates: Bontlwy

kar Marg, Cumlxil
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Calcutta.- 32, Pretoria Street, Calcutta-.

700071. Tel: 44-2241.

Madras: 60 Spur Tank Road, Chetput, Mad-

ras-600 031. Tel: 665594.

JORDAN
Cap: Amman; Area: 97,740 sq km; Pop:

3,375,000; Lang: Arabic, Rel: Islam; Curren-

cy: Dinar. US $1=JD 0.360.

A constitutional monarchy in south-west

Aria, Jordan was popularly known as Trans-

jordan till 1949, when the popular name was

changed to the Hashemite Kingdom ofJordan.

The population is chiefly Arab of whom the

majority are Muslims. In 1946, Jordan became

an independent state.

Jordan is largely a desert area, but the

western portion is fertile and produces citrus

fruits, wheat, barley, lentils, and water melons.

Phosphates make up the country's most im-

portant export item, but tourism remains its

main foreign exchange earner.

Head of State-. King Hussein lbn Talal P.M:

Zaid Rifai.

, Mission in India: Emlrassy of Jordan, 35,

Malcha Mars, Cbannkyapuri, New Delhi-

110021. Tel. 3013495

KAMPUCHEA
Cap: Phnom-Penh;Arca: 181,035 sq km; Pop:

. 7,149,000, Lang: Khmer; Rel: Therm-alia

Jdhisnv, Currency: Riel.

• i People's Republic of Kampudxta uses

•tginally called Camlxxlia and for some
time— between Oct. 1970 and May 1975—was
known as Klimer Repuhlic.

Kampuchea is an undeveloped country with
50 per cent of its land covered by virgin

forests. Rice occupies 80 per cent of tile

cultivated area. Cattle rearing and foiling are
fairly well developed Hie forests are rich in

valuable timber. Iron, copper, manganese and
gold are also found.

President: Heng Santrin, PA!: Huasen.

Mission in India Embassy of die People's

Republic of KampticlieJ. E 23. Defence Co].
<Miy, New Delhi-110021 Tel: 693117.

KENYA
Cap :Njirobi. Area: 582,6 i(> sq kni; Pop:
19.761,000, Lang: National - Kisw-aitili; official -

English; Rel: Tribal, Christian rand Islai

Currency: Shilling. US $1=16.2 Shilling.

Formerly a British colony, Kenya became

independent republic" within the Comrric

wealth in 1964.

Kenya’s prosperity rests largely on agriculi

ral products. The chief cash crops are coffi

tea, sisal, cereals, wattle, and pyrethrum. Ken

Ls one of the few African countries with

important dairy industry. Mineral industr

are being organised. Tourism has expand

considerably.

President: Daniel Arap Moi.

Mission in India: High Commission
Kenvn, 66, Vasant Marg, Vasant Vihar, N
Delhi-110057. Tel: 672303.

KIRIBATI
Cap: Tarawa; Area;' 861 sq km; Pop: 603
Lang: Gilbertese and English; Rel: Christi

Currency: Dollar.

Gilbert Islands, till recenily a British cojo

became independent under the name Kirit

(pronounced Kiribas) on July 11, 1979.

These islands, spread over a vast area in i

Western Pacific, number around 33- All Lslat

except Ocean Island (Banaba) are low att

with coconuts, pandanus arid bread ft

forming the main vegetation. The populaii

is Micronesian and Polynesian. Agricultures
fishing are the main occupations. Ocean lsl:

lias high grade phospliatic deposits which ;

being mined and exported Copra is tlte otl

major' export item.

President: leremia Tabai.

KOREA (North)
Cap: Pyongyang; Area: 1,20,538 sq knv. Pi

1 ,9630,000; Lang: Korean; Rel: Buddlti
and Confucianism; Currency: W
US $1=0.94 Won.

Tlie Democratic People's Republic of Ko
occupies the northern part of tlte Kon
peninsula

During the Second World War, Antei

occupied South Korea and Russia,North Koi
At the Potsdam Conference, the 38th para
of latitude was n-cognised as the line

division between the occupation areas
Russia and America. North Korea was fom
into die Demix*ratie People's Republic
Korea on Sept. 9, 1948.
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All industries are nationalised and land

distributed among the peasants. Agriculture

has since been collectivised. Industrial de-

velopment has concentrated on heavy indus-

try, electricity, metallurgy, machinery' and
chemicals. The country is rich in coal and iron

and many non-ferrous metals. It is one of the

five leading countries of the world in the

production of tungsten, graphite and mag-
nestie.

President; Kim II Sung, PM: Kang Song
San.

Mission in India: Embassy of the Democra-
tic People’s Republic of Korea, 42-44 Sunder
Nagar, New Delhi-110003. Tel: 617140.

KOREA (South)
Cap: Seoul; Area: 98,859 sq km; Pop:
4,03,09,000; Lang: Korean. Rel: Buddhism,
Christianity and Confucianism; Currency:
Won. US 11=843.80 Won.

The Republic of Korea forms the southern

pan of the Korean peninsula. The Republic of

Korea was formally proclaimed on August 15,

1948.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy.
The chief crop is rice. Wheat, barley and
potatoes are also cultivated. Fish is both an

export item and a source of food. There are

substantial coal deposits. Other minerals in-

clude .iron, tungsten, graphite and fluorite. Of
late they have made big leaps in industry —
textiles, electronics, steel and petrochemicals.

President: Gen. Chun Du Hwan; P.M.: Kim
Chung-Yul.

Mission in India: Embassy of the Republic of
Korea, 9 Chandragupta Marg, Chanakyapuri,

New Delhi-110021. Tel: 601601.

KUWAIT
Cap: Kuwait City; Area: 17,656 sq km; Pop:
17,03,000; tang: Arabic and English; Rel:

Islam; Currency: Dinar. US $1=KD 0.307.

Kuwait, a small Arab state, is on the north

western coast of the Persian Gulf between Iraq

and Saudi Arabia. Kuwait is one of the richest

countries in the world.

Kuwait was traditionally under the rule of

the Al-Saban dynasty', founded in 1756. it

became an independent state on June 19,

1961.

Kuwait is the world’s fourth largest produc-
er of petroleum.

Amir: Shaikh Jabir al-Ahmad al-Jabir al-

Sabah. PM: Shaikh Saad al-Abdullah al-Salem

al-Sabah.

Mission in India: Embassy of Kuwait, 5-A,

Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, New 1 k ILi 1 10 021.

Tel: 600791.

LAO P.DJR.
'

Cap: Vientiane; Area: 2,36,80(1 M
1

kl ii: Pop:
3,600,000; Lang: Lao & Tribals; Rel-. Buddh-
ism; Currency: Kip. US$1=K35.

Laos-Lao People’s Democratic Republic —
occupies a strategic position in south east Asia..

Laos became an independent republic in 1949.

The chiefproducts are rice, tobacco
-

,
cotton,

benzoin, shellac, tin, lead, zinc and teak wood.
Other industries exist but on a very small

scale.

President: (Ag.) Phoumi Vongvichit; PM:
Kaysone Phomvihane.

Mission In India: Embassy of the Lao P.D.R.,

20 Jor Bagh, New Delhi-110 003. Tel: 616187.

LEBANON
Cap: Beirut; Area: 10,400 sq km,- Pop:

26,44,000; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Christianity and

Islam; Currency: Pound. US $l=£Leb. i8.75.

The Republic of Lebanon occupies a strip of

land along the Mediterranean coast between

Syria and Israel. Lebanon became indepen-

dent in 1941.

Primarily an agricultural country. Lebabon

produces olive oil, grain and fruits. The chief

industries are oil refining, food processing

and cement. Tourism is a valuable source of

income.

President: Amin Gemayel PM: Selim Hoss.

Mission in India Embassy of Lebanon, 10,

Sardar Patel Road, New- Delhi-110021. Tel:

3013174.

Consulate Calcutta- 27A, Camac .<rtre

Calcutta-700 016 Te! 44-7867.

LESOTHO
Cap: Maseru, Area: 30,355

14,81,000, Lang: English and 5-^
Christian and Tribal; Currersv'

Maloti) US $1=2.06 Male* ~
..^....™

The Kingdom of “7

—
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within the Republic of South Africa Leso'th

•was a British protectorate under the nam

Basutoland. It became independent as Lesoth

on Oct. 4, 1966.

The principal occupation is agricultun

Lesotho possesses water and liydro-electr

resources of great potential- live-stock, d

amonds, wool and mohair, are the mai

exports. .

Head of the State: King Moshoeshoe. PS

Chief Lenbua Jonathan.

Fury In Beirut as the Lebanese Pound
Falls: Looters attacked a currency ex-

change shop in West Beirut during a

protest oxer the decline tn value of the

lebanesc pound, which lost 71 per cent of
its value in 1987, sending prices of the

basic goods that Iebanon imports sharply

higher. Several hundred demonstrators
marched on Lebanon’s central bank, and
protesters blocked the road to Beirut

airport with burning tires. The bank sus-

pended trading in the currency to try to
stop speculation.

LIBERIA
Cap: Monrovia; Area: 1;11,369 sq km; FO]

21,23,000; Lang: English and Tribal; R«

Christian. Currency: Dollar. US $1 = 1 Ub
rian $.

Liberia lies on the Atlantic coast of Africa,

was founded in 1822 and declared a repub!

on July 26, 1847.

About 90 per cent of the population

engaged in agriculture, much of it at subsi;

ence level. Main crops are cassava, ’ coffe

cocoa and palm oil. Iron ore and rubber a

the main exports.

President: Maj. Gen. Samuel Kanyon Do

Mission in India: Embassy' ofthe Republic

Liberia, Plot No. 79, Poorvi Marg, VasantVih:

New Delhi-110057.
;

Consulate General: 186 Saint Bose Roa
Calcutta-700029. Tel: 46-1164.

LIBYA
Cap: Hun; Area; 17,59,540 sq km; Po
35,00,000; Lang: Arabic; Reis Islam; Currc
cy: Dinar. US$1=LD0.30.

An Arab state on the north coast of Afrii

Uhya changed its name to The Social

People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya’ in 191

’Jamahiriya’ means “State of the masses’.

Formerly an Italian colony, Libya became
independent state in 1949. The capital w
shifted from Tripoli to Hun in 1987.

Tlie main agricultural products are dati

olives, almond and citrus fruits. Fishing, tob;

co processing, dyeing and weaving are r

important industries. Oil was discovered
1957 and today Libya is one of the leadti

producers of oil in the world.

Leader of the Great 1st of Septcmb
Revolution: Col. Muamar Al-Qudhafi; P->
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Jadallah Abu-al-Talhi.

Mission in India

:

People’s Bureau of the

Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 22,

Golf Links, New Delhi-110 003. Tel: 697717.

LIECHTENSTEIN
Cap: Vaduz; Area: 160 sq km; Pop: 26,512;

Lang: German; Rel: Christian; Currency:
Swiss Franc.

Liechtenstein is a small state on the upper
Rhine, between Austria and Switzerland. It

measures 24 km from north to south and 9km
from east to west. It became an independent
kingdom in 1866.

The economy is mainly industrial. Chief
industries are machines and tools, textiles,

foodstuffs and leatherware.

Head ofState: Prince FranzJosef. PM: Hans
Brunhart.

LUXEMBOURG
Cap: Luxembourgville; Area: 2586 sq km;
Pop: 3,66,000; Lang: French, (English and
German are freely spoken); Rel: Christian,

95% Roman Catholics); Currency: Luxem-
bourg Franc (LF).

Luxembourg is a small state lying in be-

tween Germany, Belgium and France. It is a

Grand Duchy.

Its independence was confirmed by the

Treaty of London in 1867,

As a member of the European Economic
Community, the Benelux, the European Steel

and Coal Community and the Euratom, Lux-

embourg is a highly industrialised state. Its

iron deposits form the basis of a big steel

industry, which accounts for 70 per cent of the

country’s exports. Agriculture occupies only

10 per ceni of the population.

Head of the State: Grand Duke Jean.

President: Jacques Santer.

Mission in India: Consulate General of the

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 2 Panchsheel
Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021. Tel:

3015855.

MACAO
Cap: Macao; Area: 15.5 sq km; Pop: 2,61,680;

Lang: Portuguese and Cantonese; Rel: Con-
fucianism; Currency: Pataca. HK $100= 103

Patacas.

Macao or Macau is a tiny Portuguese posses-
sion in South China, at the mouth of the
Sinkiang river. The territory consists of the
Macao peninsula and die adjoining islands of
Taipa and Coloane. China has permitted
Macao to continue as an independent territory

mainly because of the big entrepot trade it

commands. Macao is a free market for gold
and an infamous centre of smuggling and
gambling.

The population is almost enu'rely Chinese.

Industry, once restricted to matches and
fireworks, now includes plastics, textiles,

cameras, binoculars and such other consumer
items. Cultivation is sparse. Only rice and
vegetables are grown.

Governor: Cdr. Vsco Almeida e Costa.

MADAGASCAR
Cap: Tananarive; Area: 5,87341 sq km; Pop:

9731,000; Lang: Malagasy and French; Rel:

Islam; Currency: Franc. US $1=719.84 FMG.

Madagascar, formerly a French overseas

territory, is a large island about 500 km long

off the coast of Mozambique. It became
independent in 1960.

The economy is essentially agricultural. Rice

is the staple food and coffee the chief export.

Tobacco, cloves and vanilla are also cultivated.

Large herds of cattle are raised. Mineral

deposits include graphite, mica, nickel and

copper. Since I960, chromite is being mined.

President: Comdr. Didier Ratsiraka; PM: h.

Col. Desire Rakotoarijaona.

MALAWI
Cap: Lilongwe; Area-. 1,18,784 sq km; Pop:

67,88,000; Lang: English and Chichewa; Rel:

Tribal and Islam; Currency: Kwacha.

US $1=K1.64.

Malawi is bounded by Tanzania, Mozambi-

que and Zambia. Lake Nyasa lies on its eastern

side. A land of lakes and mountains. Malawi

has infinite beauty and is considered a tourists’

paradise. Malawi, formerly Nyasaland, became

independent in 1966.

Poor in resources, Malawi’s agriculture is

still at a subsistence level. The chiefcash crops

are tea and tobacco, sugar and cotton

President: Hastings Kamuzu'
"
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MALAYSIA.
Cap: Kuala Lumpur, Area: 330,434 sq km;

Pop: 1,52,04,000; Lang: Bahasa Malaysia; Rel:

Islam. Currency: Ringgit. US$1 =2.4 Ringgit.

Malaysia is a federation of13 states compris-

ing Johor, Kedah, Kclantan, Mclakaa, Nigeri

Scmbilan, Pahang. Pcrlis, Pulau Pinang, Sabah,

Sarawak, Selangor and Terengganu. Each state

lias its individual appeal and characteristics.

Malaysia has a multi-racial populace. Total

population is about 15 million consisting of 55

per cent Malays, 33.4 per cent Chinese, 10.1

per cent Indians and 1.4 per cent others.

Malaysia achieved its independence in 1957.

Malaysia is the world's largest producer of

rubber, tin and palm oil. Malaysia is also the

world’s leading exporter of pepper and tim-

ber. Other crops of significance are coconut,

vegetables, pineapples, coffee, tea, cocoa, etc.

Iron ore, gold, ilmenlte and bauxite are the

major mineral resources. The petroleum in-

dustry In Malaysia Is becoming significantly

important to the economy of the nation,

leading industries are food products, tobacco,

wood products, electrical goods, textiles, che-

mical products, construction goods, non-
metallic products, transport equipment and
the processing of agricultural products from
estates (eg. rubber, palm oil).

Supreme Head ofSate: Sultan Mahmood
Iskandar Ibni Al-Marhum Sultan Ismail. PAL:
Dr. Maiuthir bin Mohamad.

|
Mission in India.- High Commissioner of

Malaysia, 50-M Satya Matg, Chanakyapuri, New
Delhi-110021. Tel: 601291.

Madras.- Hon. Consul, No. 23, Khader
Nawaskhan Road, Madras-600.

MALDIVES
Cap: Male; Area: 298 sq km; Pop: 1,68,000;

Lang: Divehi; Rel: Islam; Currency: Rufiyaa
(Maldivian Rupee).

Maldives (literally, islands of Male-from the
Sanskrit ‘dweep’ meaning Island) is an
archipelago in the Indian Ocean, to the
southwest of India and west of Sri Lanka. The
archipelago consists or 12 coral atolls and
about 2000 small islands. It extends for about
300 miles north to south.

The Maldives attained independence on July-

26, 1965. It became a republic In November,
1968

Most of die people are seafarers. Coconuts,

fruits and millet are the main crops. The chief

occupation is fishing and production of pro-

cessed fish is the main industry.

President and PA!.: Maumoon Abdul

Gayoom.

MALI
Cap: Bamako; Area: 1239,998 sq km; Pop:

78,25,000; Lang: French (official); Rel: Islam

and Tribal; Currency: Mali Franc US 1 1=MF,

72625.

Mali is a land-locked state in West Africa. It

was proclaimed an independent republic in

I960.

The country is poor in natural resources.

Only about 20 per cent of the land is

cultivable. The main crops arc rice, millet and

groundnuts. livestock-raising is important and

the processing of hides and skins remains the

only Industry. There is extensive river-fishing

and good export trade in dried and smoked
fish.

President and PA!.: Moussa Traore.

MALTA
Cap: Valletta; Area: 316 sq km; Pop: 3,80,000;

Lang: Maltese and English; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Lira Malija. US*l=Lm 1.95.

Malta is an island in die central Mediterra-

nean Sea, 58 miles from Sicily and about 180

miles from die African coast. This state also

includes die adjoining islands of Gozo and
Comino. Malta became an independent repub-
lic in 1964.

The rocky country has no natural resources.

Textiles, footwear, rubber products and plas-

tics are exported. Agricultural products in-

clude onions, potatoes and tomatoes. Tourism,
fiowever, remains the island's major industry.

President: Agatha Barbara. PA!.: Eddie
Fenech AdamL

MAURITANIA
Cap: Nouakchott; Area: 1030,700sq km; Pop:
1832,000; Lang: Arabic and French (official);

Rel: Islam; Currency: Ouguiya. US *1=67.16
Ouguiya.

The Islamic Republic ofMauritania Is on the
Atlantic coast of the West African bulge.

Mauritania, a former French overseas terri-
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tory, became autonomous in 1958 and fully

independent in I960.

The population is traditionally nomadic
rearing cattle and sheep. Fishing is important
Important deposits of iron and copper have
been sighted and are being exploited. Oil

prospecting is going ort

President and P.M.: Lt Col. Mohamed
Khouna Ould Haydalla.

MAURITIUS
Cap: Port Louis; Area: 2040 sq km; Pop:
1031,000; Lang: English, French and Hindus-
tani; Rel: Hinduism, Christianity and Islam;

Currency; Rupee. US$1=Rupees 16.84.

Mauritius lies about 500 miles east of
Madagascar in the Indian Ocean.

It became an independent state on March
12, 1968.

The island is an extreme example of one-
crop economy, sugarcane being the only crop
that supports the economy. Molasses, tea and
tobacco are exported. Tourism is a highly

developed industry.

Head ofState: Queen Elizebeth H. Gov. Gen:
Sir Veera Swamy Ringadoo. P.M.: Aneerood
Jugnauth.

Mission in India: High Commission of
Mauritius, 5 Kautilya Marg, Chanakvapuri, New
Delhi-110 021. Tel: 3011112. -

MEXICO
Cap: Mexico City; Area: 19,72,547 sq km; Pop:
7,70,40,000; Lang: Spanish; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Peso. US$1=530 Pesos.

A federal republic of middle America, Mex-
ico became an independent state in 1821.

Mexico is not well suited for agriculture so
it Ls obliged to import food. The important

agricultural products are maize, rice, wheat
and sugar. Sea fishing is also important as an
occupation. Mexico is the world's leading

producer of silver, sulphur and fluorite. Other
minerals include coal, zinc, lead, manganese,
bauxite and uranium. In recent years, Mexico
has become one of the main producers and
exporters of petroleum.

President: Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado.

Mission in India: Embassy of Mexico, 10Jor
B.igh, New Delhi-110003. Tel: 697991.

MONACO
Cap: Monaco; Area:1.95 sq km; Pop: 27,063;

Lang: French & Monegasque; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Franc

Monaco is a sovereign principality on
France’s south-eastern Mediterranean coast

The principality is a series of connected
towns-Monaco-Ville, La Condamine, Fontvieil-,

le and Monte Carlo with its casinos, opera

house, grand hotels, shops and villas.

Monaco is a fashionable pleasure resort

visited by thousands of tourists every year. Its

main attractions are the casinos and its interna-

tional motor sports-the Monte Carlo Rally and

the Monaco Grand Prix. Tourism, gambling,

taxes and tobacco monopoly are its main

sources of income.

There are a number of light industries.

Head of State: Prince Rainier III.

Mission in India: Consulate General of

Monaco, 114, Sundar Nagar, New Delhi-

110003. Tel: 623193.

MONGOLIA
Cap: Uian Bator; Area: 15,65,000 sq km; Pop:

18,51,000; Lang: Mongolian; Rel: Buddhism

and Lamalsm; Currency: Tugrik. US$1 =3.36

Tugrik.

The Mongolian People's Republic lies in

Central Asia with the Soviet Union to the north

and China to the south, east and west. It

became an independent state in 1921.

Livestock-raising Ls the principal' occupation

and comprises horses, oxen, sheep, goats and

camels. The herdsmen are organised in collec-

tives. State farms, of which there were 49 in

1980, practise large-scale agriculture. MineraLs

include coal, fiourspar, tungsten, tin and

copper.

Chairman of die Presidium: Dr.Jambyn

Batmunkh. P.M.: D. Sodnom.

Mission in India: Embassy of the Mongolian

People's Republic, 34, Archbishop Makarios

Marg, New Delhi-110003. Tel: 618921.

MONTSERRAT
Cap: Plymouth; Area; 102 sq km; Pop: 12.074;

Lang: English and Patois; Rel: Christian^

Currency: Dollar. s

Montserrat, like Antigua, is one of
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leeward Islands. Its population Is of mixed

Europcan-Negro origin. Europeans proper

form a minority. Agriculture Is the mainstay of

the people. Sea Island cotton and vegetables

like tomatoes form the main exports.

It Is a British Associate State with full

Internal autonomy.

Gov: AC. Watson; Chief Minister: Dr. JA
Ostzornc.

MOROCCO
Cap: Rabat; Area: 8,00,000 sq km; Pop:

2,28,48,000; Lang: Arable; Rcl: Islam; Cur-

rency: Dirham. 115 H *3 9-95 DH.

The Kingdom of Morocco, which Is a

constitutional, Monarchy, Is situated at the

extreme northwest of Africa. The Atlas moun-
tains stretch across Morocco.

Morocco recovered Its political Independ-

ence from France on March 2, 1950, and

gained control over the Northern Spanish

rones In 1958.

Primarily an agricultural country, Morocco
produces cereals, Including barley, wheat and
corn. Vineyards arc abundant and dates form a

regular crop. livestock raising Is Important

and fishing Is well -developed. The most Im-

portant mineral extracted Is phosphate, of

which Morocco remains a world supplier.

Other minerals arc Iron ore, coal, lead anti

,,
manganese

; Head of State: King 1 1ass.in |J.

Saharan Republic
The Satinart Arab Democratic Republic

(SADR) set up by Ore Colisario in Western
Salxira is a territory that came wider
Morocco's control after Spain uliMrne
from then'.

Algeria actively supported the Pollsario-

led stmpyje for In independence.
7Jv new Republic is treaded by I'nsident

Mohammed Alxle Aziz (who is also Secret-

ary General of tlx' I'ollsario front) and
I'M. Mohammed /amine.

India acconled recognition to tire new
government on Oct l, 1985.

At a sespiel Morocco broke diplomatic
relations tilth India.

- World Panorama

Mission In India: Embassy of Morocco, 33

Golf Links, New Delhi-110003.

MOZAMBIQUE
Cap: Maputo; 783,030 sq km; Pop: 13,693,000;

Lang: Portuguese and Bantu; Rcl: Islam and

Christianity; Currency: Metical (Plural; Meth

cals). US J1 *=44.87 Meticals.

Mozambique is the old Portuguese Fast

Africa. Mozambique Channel of the Indian

Ocean bounds It In the east. The majority of

the population belongs' to the Bantu tribe.

The economy Is based on agriculture. The

major cash crops are cashewnuts, sugar, cot-

ton, and sisal. Maize, bananas, rice and coco-

nuts are also grown. Considerable mineral

resources exist although only coal, diamonds

and bauxite are now exploited. Mozambique
has two-thirds of the world’s known reserves

of tamalltc and is the second largest producer

of beryl.

President:Jonqulm Chissano; P.M.: Mario da

Graca Machungo.

NAMIBIA
Cap: Windhoek; Area: 824,292 sq km; Pop:
1,507,000; Lang: F.ngllsh & Afrikaans; Hel:.

Christian and Tribal; Currency: Rand.

Namibia, formerly known as South West
Africa, lies on the Atlantic coast of Africa.

The biggest, population group Is lire

Otimnlxx.
Diamonds arc Namibia's most valuable eco-

nomic asset followed by copper, zinc, lead,

germanium and manganese, Stock- breeding
Is important; cattle, sheep and goats abound.
Fishing Is a supplementary source of food and
income.

South Africa Is a hartjouring a puppet govs.

In Namibia [respite of International opinion
agalnlst It expressed by repeated UN resolu-
tions.

NAURU
Cap: Nauru; Area: 20.9 sq km; Pop: 8421;
fang: English and Nauruan; Rcl: Christian;

Currency: Dollar.

Nauru Is a small Island In the central Pacific.

It Is an oval-shaped coral Island of approx-
imately 12 miles In circumference, sur-

rounded by a reef which -Is exposed at low
tide. Nauru Itceame an independent republic
on Jan31, 1968.
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About four-fifths of the area of Nauru is

losphate-bearing rock. Phosphates form the

Jy export.

esident: Kennan Adeang.

Mission in India: Consulate General of the

public of Nauru, C-5/4, Safdarjung Develop-

ent Area, New Delhi-110016. Tel: 667977.

NEPAL
ip: Kathmandu; Area: 147,141- sq km; Pop:
i,107,000; Lang: Nepali; Reb Hinduism and
iddhism; Currency: Rupee. US$1=19
ipees.

Nepal is a kingdom in the southern slope of

e Himalayas, situated between India and

lina.

Nepal is rich in forest wealth and quartz

jposits. The principal exports are jute, rice,

Utle, hides, wheat and herbal drugs.

Ing: Birendra Bir Bikram Shah Dev. PJ4:
arich Mansingh Shrestha.

ission in India.- Royal Nepalese Embassy,

arakhamba Road, New Delhi- 110 001. Tel:

31484.

Consulate: 19, Woodlands, Sterndale Road,

alcutta-700 027. Tel: 45-2024.

NETHERLANDS
lap: Amsterdam, Seat of Govt: The Hague;

xea: 41,160 sq km-,.Pop: 144,456,00 ;
Lang:

>utch; Rel: Christian; Currency: Guilder.

IS $1=2.50 Guilders.

The Kingdom of the Netherlands comprises

if the Netherlands and Antilles. The country is

ilainland with an average height of 37 ft.

bove sea-level. Much of the land, however, is

Ktlow sea-level and is protected by dykes,

vhich extend for some 1500 miles..

Agriculture has been mechanised and de-

eloped. Foodstuffs form the largest industrial

ector. Dairy products account for one-quarter

if exports. Other major industries include

rhemicals, metallurgy, machinery and electric-

il goods. Amsterdam is famous as a world

,'entre for diamonds, precious metals and art

reasures.

Head of State: Queen Beatrix. P.M.: R. F.

M. libbers.

Mission in India: Embassy of Netherlands, 6/50

F, Shantipath, Chanakvapuri, New Delhi-

110021. Tel: 609571.

Hon. Consul, Chordia Mansion, 739, Annasa-

lai, Madras-600002. Tel: 811566.

NEW ZEALAND
Cap: Wellington; Area: 269,057 sq km; Pop:
3,264,000; Lang: English and Maori dialect;

Reb Christian; Currency: Dollar US $1=0.56

NZ$.

New Zealand, lying in the South Pacific

Ocean with Tasman Sea on the west, consists

of two large islands, North island and South

island and numerous small islands. It gained

dominion status in 1907.

Primary industries are dairying, meat and

wool. The major crops are wheat, oats and

barley. Minerals include coal and gold. Pulp

and paper industry is highly developed. Iron,

steel and aluminium are new industries.

Head of State: Queen Elizabeth II, Gov.

Gen: Sir Paul Reeves, P.M: David R Lange.

Mission in India: High Commission ofNew
Zealand, 25 Golf Links, New Delhi- 1 10 003-

Tel: 697296.

NICARAGUA
Cap: Managua; Area: 130,000 sq km; Pop:

3,162,000; Lang: Spanish and English; Reb
Christian; Currency: Cordoba. US $1 = 10

Cordobas.

The republic of Nicaragua is located in the

heart of Central America. It became an inde-

pendent state in 1838. The Somoza dynasty

ruled Nicaragua from 1933 to 1979.

The third Somoza was overthrown by

armed revolution led by Sandinista National

Liberation Front, which emerged as the lead-

ing political force in die election held in 1984.

But a civil war is being waged aganist the

present Onega Govt, by former members of

Nicaraguan National Guard (Somoasran),

operating from Honduras with US support.

Agriculture is the principal source of nation-

al income. The most important agricultural

products are cotton, coffee and sugar-cane.

Chief industries are marches, leather, beer and

plastic goods. Gold, copper, silver, lead and

zinc are found.

President: Daniel Saavedra Onega.

Mission in India: Embassy ofthe Kepublic<>f

taragua, C-5/29, Safdarjung

ta. New Delhi-1 10016. T-
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NIGER
Cap: Niamey; Area: .1,267,000 sq km; Pop:

5,940.000; long: French and Hausa; Rel: Islam

and Tribal; Currency: Franc CFA, French

FI=50 FCFA.

The Republic of Niger lies in the heart of

West Africa,
1 '

Formerly part of French West Africa, Niger

became fully independent in 1970.

It is an agricultural country with very limited

resources. The principal crops are peanuts

and cotton. Cattle-breeding is the next most

important occupation of the people. Uranium
has been discovered and mining is going on.

President: Maj. Gen. Seyni Kountche. P.M:

Hamid Algabid.

Mission in India: Hon. Consul, 119 Broad-

way, Madras-600001. Tel: 22200.

NIGERIA
Cap: Lagos (Federal); Area: 923,768 sq km;
Pop: 92,037,000; Tang: English, Hausa, lbo
and Yoruba; Rel: Islam, Christianity and Trib-

al;_Currency: Naira. US $1=0.86 Naira.

The Federation of Nigeria is a West African

coastal state within the Gulf of Guinea. River

Niger, flows through south western Nigeria
towards the south where it is joined by its

v chief tributary Benue River, and empties into
' the Gulf of Guinea, creating an extensive
swampy delta.

Nigeria became an independent state in

1960 and a republic within the Common-
wealth in Oct. 1963.

The chief agricultural products are cocoa,
plam oil, palm kernels, cotton, rubber,
peanuts and skins. Tin, lead, columbite, coal
and iron ore represent the chief minerals.
There is extensive exploitation ofthe forest for
various timbers. Crude oil exports have be-
come important since 1970. Industry is diversi-
fied, beer, cement, cigarettes and aluminium
products being the main items.

Head ofState and Govt: Maj. Gen; Ibrahim
Babangida.

Mission in India: High Commission of
Nigeria, 21 Palam Marg, Vasant Viiiar, New
Delhi- 110057. Tel: 670405.

NORWAY
Cap: Oslo; Area: 323,895 sq knv. Pop:

4,140,000; Lang: Norwegian; Rel: Christian

Currency: Krone. US $1=7.2 Krone.

Norway extends along die western part b

the Scandinavian Peninsula from Skagerral

which separates it from Denmark to Non!

Cape in the Arctic Ocean, where it meet

Finland and Soviet Russia.

Norway is known as the Land of tb

Midnight Sun, because in North Cape area, t!v

sun does notset from middle May until tlx

end ofjuly, nor does it rise above the horizoi

from the end of November to the end b

January.

The important agricultural products an

barley, oats; rye and potatoes. Fishing is :

major occupation with immense quantities b

cod, herring, whale, tuna, seal, mackerel an;

salmon. Forests provide raw material for man;

industries. Mining is an important industry

There is very’ little coal but plenty of hydro

electric power to run big factories. Th<

principal manufactures are food products

machinery and metal work, wood, paper, ant

pulp, aluminium and electro-chemical pro

ducts.

Head of State: King Olav V. PJHj Grt

Harlem Brundtland.

Mission in India.- Embassy of Norway, Shan
tipath, Chanakvapuri, New.Delhi- 110021. Tel

605982.
Consulate: Bombay: Nauroji Mansion, 31

Nathelal Parekh Marg.

Calcutta: Calland House, 6th Floor, Chltra-

koot, 230 Bose Road, Calcutta.

Madras: 23, VI Main Road, Raja Annama-'
laipuram, Madras-600 028. Tel: 20561. •

OMAN
Cap: Muscat; Area: 300,000 sq km; Pop1

1,500,000; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Islam; Curren-
cy: Rial Omani (= 1000 Baiza). US $1=348
Baiza. •

•

;

The Sultanate of Oman, formerly Muscat S
Oman, occupies the south eastern pan of the'

Arabian Peninsula. Its coastline stretches along

the Arabian Sea, the Gulf of Oman and the'

Persian Gulf. Oman adopted the present name
in 1970.

Where there is water, the land is very fertile.

The Batina coastal plain is famous for its dates,

fruits and grains. Oil, however, is the ace of the

economay.
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Head of State & Govt: Sultan Oabus bin
Said.

are excellent timber resources, notably maho-
gany.

Mission in India: Embassy of Oman, 16,

Palam Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi- 110 057.

Tel; 670215.

PAKISTAN
Cap: Islamabad; Area: 796,095 sq km; Pop:
98,971,000; Lang: Urdu; Rel: Islam; Curren-
cy: Rupee, US$1 =16.03 Rupees.

The Islamic Republic of Pakistan, now
confined to West Pakistan, originally came into

. existence in 1947, following the partition of

India into two states, India and Pakistan. Its

eastern wing, formerly called East Pakistan, fell

apart in 1971. Pakistan is bordered by Afgha-

t

nistari, Iran, India and China.

Agriculture is the mainstay of Pakistani

I
economy. Wheat, sugarcane, cotton and rice

I

are the major crops. Industries are being

(developed with indigenous resources and

, foreign knowhow and assistance.A wide range

'.of minerals like graphite and limestone re-

|

main to be exploited.

President: Gen. Mohammed Zia-Ul-Haq:

(PM: Mohammed Khan Junejo.

Mission in India: Embassy of Pakistan,

S-.2/50-G, Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-

!
110021. Tel: 600601.

' PANAMA
. Cap: Panama City; Area: 77,082 sq km: Pop:
B
2,134,000; Lang: Spanish; Rel: Christian; Cur-
rency: Balboa, US$l=lBalboa.

'
. Panama is a narrow strip of territory at the

southern end of the Isthmus separating North
and South America. At its narrowest point, 50
miles wide, the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans

•.’are united by the famous Panama Canal. It

((declared itself independent in!903.

President: Eric Arturo Delvalle.

Mission in India: Embassy of Panama, D-
129, Panch Sheel Enclave, New Delhi-110017.

Tel: 643-8620.

Consulate: Bombay Maker Arcade, Cuffee

Parade, 53, Ground Floor, Bombay-400005.
Tel: 21-5585.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Cap: Port Moresby; Area: 462,840 sq km; Pop:

3,601,000; Lang: Melanesian and Papuan; Rel;

Christian and Tribal; Currency: Kina.

US$1=K 1.04.

Papua New Guinea comprises the eastern

section of the island of New Guinea and

adjacent islands.

It is a region of lofty mountains and swampy
plains. The surrounding islands are largely of

volcanic or coral origin.

The population consists of dark-skinned

Melanesians, who live mostly along the coasts

and woolly-haired Papuans who inhabit the

interior.

Agriculture occupies the majority of the

population, most of whom are subsistence

farmers. Sago, yams, taro, manioc, and sweet

potatoes are the main food crops. Cash crops

include coconuts, cocoa, coffee and rubber.

The country has large deposits of various

minerals. Gold and copper are being mined.

Oil and natural gas have also been found

Gov. Gen: Sir Kingford Dibela; PM: Palias

Wingti.

PARAGUAY
Cap: Asuncion; Area: 406,752 sq km; Pop:

3,576,000; Lang: Spanish, Guarani; Rel:

Christian; Currency: Guarani, US$1—240

Control over the Panama Canal, Unking the

Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans, had long been
v/a bone of contention between the US and
^Panama. In 1978, it was agreed that the US will

^’relinquish all its claims in favour of Panama at

r
tthe dose, of the century.

4. The soil Is extremely fertile but nearly

one-half of the land is uncultivated. The chief

£crops are bananas, coffee and cereals. Industry

{.;is mainly centred around sugar and alcoholic

^beverages. Shrimp fishing is important. There

Guaranies.

Paraguay is one of the landlocked countries

of South America surrounded by Bolivia,

Brazil and Argentina. The Paraguay river is

navigable for some 1800 miles and steamers

come upto Asuncion which is the chief port of

the state. This makes up for lack ofcoastline or

sea harbours. It became independent in I8» J-

About 75 per cent of the population B

engaged in agriculture and allied pursuirewith

cattle breeding as an important oc^
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aruzelski. PM.'. Zbigniew Messner. r

Mission in Indio; Embassy of Poland, 50 M,
Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021,
Tel: 608321.

Consulate: Bombay - Manavi Apartments, 36
3.G. Kher Marg.

Calcutta.- 3-B, Albert Road, Calcutta-700 017.
Tel: 44-7144.

PORTUGAL
Cap: Lisbon; Area: 92,072 sq km; Pop:
1,00,08,000; Lang: Portuguese; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Escudo. US $1 = 188 Escudos.

Portugal is a small rectangular territory in
he southwest comer of the Iberian Peninsula

Portugalwas an independent kingdom from
he 12th century. It became a republic in 1910.

Nineteen per cent of the country is forest,

svhere pine, oak, chestnut and cork grow in

abundance. Vineyards are found everywhere
ind wines, olive oil and fruits are produced in

large quantities. The major minerals are coal,

copper, kaolin, wolframite, lithium and tita-

nium. Textiles, chemicals, paper and glassware
are the principal manufactures. The main
exports are wine, canned sardines, tuna,

anchovies, resins and cork. Portugal is one of
the leading countries in the world which
produce cork.

President: Dr. Mario Soares. P.M.: Anibal
Cavaco Silvy.

Mission in India: Embassy of Portugal, A-24
West End Colony, New Delhi-110022. Tel:

674596.

PUERTO RICO
Cap: San Juan; Area: 8891 sq km; Pop:
34,04,000; Lang: Spanish and English; Rel:
Christian; Currency: Dollar.

The island of Puerto Rico lies 50 miles east

of Hispaniola (Haiti and Dominican Repub-
lics) in the outer Caribbean. In 1952, it ceased
to be a colonial possession and became a Free

Commonwealth. It has close association with

U.S. People have U.S. citizenship with no
voting rights. There is a movement for full

independence.

From a purely agricultural country, Puerto

Rico is fast changing to an industrial economy.
The main crops are sugar, tobacco and coffee.

Industries include textiles, clothing, cigars.

alcohol, chemicals and household appliances.
Tourism is an important source of revenue.

QATAR
Cap: Doha; Area; 11,000 sq km; Pop:
2,91,000; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Islam; Currency:
Riyal. US $1=3-64 Riyals.

Qatar is a 100-mile-long tongue of land
jutting into the Persian (Arabian) Gulf. It is

surrounded almost on three sides by the
Persian Gulf. Saudi Arabia lies to the south.

It became independent in 1971 when Bri-

tain withdrew from the Persian Gulf. Qatar is

an absolute monarchy.

Most of the population live in and around
Doha, the capital. Immigrants from Pakistan,

Iran and Oman now outnumber the native

Qataris. Today the oil industry provides over

90% of the national income but employs only

less than 5% of the population. Qatar is now
connected by road to the rest of Arabia and by
air to the rest of the world.

Amin Sheikh Khalifah bin Hamad al Thani.

P.M.: Heir Apparent Sheikh Khalifah bin

Hamad al Thani.

Mission in India: Embassy oPQacar, A-3 West
End Colony, New Delhi-110021. Tel: 673745.

Consulate: Bombay - Bajaj Bhavan, Nariman

Point.

ROMANIA
Cap: Bucharest; Area: 237,500 sq km; Pop:

2,28,97,000; Lang: Romanian; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Leu plural Lei. US $1=11 Lei.

Romania, lies in the south east ofthe central

pan of Europe.

The Black Sea shore has a length of 245 km.

Modem Romania svas formed in 3859. Jndus-

py now dominates Romania's economy.

Heavy industries are predominated by drill-

ing rigs’ for oil, equipments for oil refineries,

petrochemical industry, cement, thermo and

hydro electric power, diesel and electric

locomotives of high capacity', engineering and

consumer goods, etc.

Romanian agriculture recorded profound

changes during the last three decades^The

changes began with the land reform 1 <
5-

The small and middle-sized peasant* , >
were convened into co-operatives,

which staned in 1949
" * ’
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Land, which is the common property of the

co-operative farmers, is tilled in common.

The exports are mostly made up of

machines and equipment, chemical products,

chemicals, fertilizers and industrial consumer

goods.

President: Nicolae Ceausescu. P.M.: Con-

stantin Dascalescu.

Mission in India: Embassy of Romania 52/A

Vasant Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi-1 10 057.

Tel: 670700.

RWANDA
Cap: Kigali; Area: 26338 sq km.; Pop:

59,03,000; Lang: French and Kinyarwanda;

Rcl: Tribal and Islam; Currency: Rwanda
Franc. US $1=103.18 RF.

Rwanda is a republic in central eastern

Africa, just below the equator. The population

ofRwanda includes Watutsi, Bahuru and Batwa

tribes.

The Republic of Rwanda, formerly part of

the Belgian Trusteeship of Ruanda-Urundi in

east central Africa, became independent in

1962.

The economy is agricultural and remains

mainly at the subsistence level. Coffee, cotton

and pyrethrum are the principal crops. Miner-

als include tin ore, tungsten, tantalite, and
beryl. Industry is undeveloped, livestock rais-

ing is wide-spread and hides and skins’ are

exported.

President: Maj-Gen Juvenal Habyarimana.

SAN MARINO
Cap: San Marino; Area: 61 sq km; Pop:
50,000; Lang: Italian; Rel: Christian; Curren-
cy: Lira.

The republic of San Marino is situated on
the slope ofMount Titano in the Apennines on
the Adriatic side at the tip of Italy.

It claims to be the oldest state in Europe,
having been founded in AD. 301.

The principal products are wheat, wine and
olives. Industries include textiles, ceramics,
cement, paper, leather and woollen goods.
Tourism is the major source of revenue.

- Captoins-Regent- Marino Venturini 111 &
Aristo Maiani I.

Mission in India: Consulate-General of San
' Marino, 15, Aurangzeb Road, New Delhi-

110011. Tel: 6411991.

SAO TOME & PRINCIPE
Cap: Sao Tome; Area: 964 sq km; Pop:

. 102,000; Lang: Portuguese, native dialects,

Rel: Christian; Currency: Dobra.

US$1 =46.66 Dobra.

These two islands, with a few other nearby

islets, lie in the Gulf of Guinea, about 125

miles from Gabon. Situated north of the

equator, these islands have hot steaming

weather in the summer, but plenty of rainfall.

The largest of the islands is Sao Tome, on

which stands Sao Tome, the capital and chief

port
These islands were under the Portuguese

until 1975 when they became independent

Today, the country’s economy is geared

almost exclusively to the production of agri-

cultural export commodities, especially cocoa.

Sao Tome has to import most of its food.

There is virtually no manufacturing industry

except soap, soft drinks, etc.

President and PM: Manuel Pinto da Costa.

SAUDI ARABIA
Cap: Riyadh (Royal) and Jeddah (Administra-

tive); Area: 2,149,690 sq km; Pop: 10,824,000;

Lang: Arabic, Rel: Islam; Currency: Rial,

US$1=3-60 Rials.

Saudi Arabia occupies nearly four-fifths ol

the Arabian peninsula.

In the province of Hejaz are Medina, where
Mohammed the Prophet was buried onJune 7,

632 and Mecca the birthplace of the Prophet.
There Is a great mosque in Mecca which
shelters the sacred shrine, the Kaaba. On one
side of the Kaaba is the black stone believed to

have been given to Abraham by Archangel
Gabriel. This shrine is the place of pilgrimage
for Muslims the world over.

Saudi Arabia is an absolute monarchy, with

no parliament. -
.

Saudi Arabia has great oil w'ealth and is the

foremost exporter of petroleum products
today. The income from oil forms the major
source of.public revenue. All the same, Saudi

Arabia remains,an agricultural country' whose
main products are dates, wheat, barley, fruit,

hides and woo!. .•
... .

Head ofState Govt: King Fahd Ibn Abdel
Aziz al Said. . • v
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Mission in India; Embassy Of Saudi Arabia,

S-347, PanchshUa Park, New Delhi-110017.

Tel: 665419.
Consulate:Jolly Chamber No 11, 12th Floor,

Nariman Point, Bombay.

SENEGAL
Cap; Dakar; Area: 196,162 sq km; Pop;
6352,000; Lang: French and native tongues;

Rel: Islam and Tribal; Currency: Franc CEA.

French FI=50 FCFA
' Senegal lies on the West African bulge. In

the southern part of the country, Gambia
forms a narrow enclave extending some 200

miles into the interior.

Formerly a French colony, Senega] became
a self-governing republic in I960.

Agriculture and livestock rearing are the

chief occupations. There are large deposits of

iron ore and phosphate. Developing indus-

tries include food processing, "chemicals and
textiles.

President: Abdou Diouf.

SEYCHELLES
Cap: Victoria; Area: 308 sq km; Pop: 64,718;

Lang: Creole and French; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Rupee. US <1=7.62 Rupees.

Seychelles forms a group of lovely islands,

in western Indian Ocean. The principal island

is Mahe on which the capital Victoria is

situated. The group consists of some 92

islands, of which 45 are coralline and the rest

granitic. Seychelles became an independent

republic in 1976.

Seychelles was entirely uninhabited when
the French established settlements there in

1770.

The population of Seychelles is of mixed
origin, a unique blend of European, African,

Indian and Chinese races. The Seychelles have

evolved a mixed language, which may be
called Creole. Coconuts take the pride ofplace

among agricultural products. Cinnamon is the

next major crop and export. Other crops like

tea and lime are also grown. Fishing is another

major occupation. Tuna, mullet, mackerel,

sardines and shell fish abound in the offshore

waters.

President: France Albert Rene.

SIERRA LEONE
Cap: Freetown; Area: 71.740 sq km; Pop:

3,536,000; Lang: English and Tribal; ReL
Islam, Christianity and Tribal; Currency:
Leone. US J1=6 Leones.

Sierra Leone (meaning mountain of the
lion) was the name originallygiven to this area
by Portuguese sailors mainly on account ofthe
thunder-storms around its coastal peaks. It lies

on the West African bulge, between Guinea
and Liberia.

Formerly under British rule, Sierra leone
became independent in 1961.

The economy is based on agriculture and
mining. Principal products are industrial di-

amonds, iron ore, bauxite, kola nuts, palm
kernel, cocoa and coffee.

President: Maj. Gen.Joseph Saidu Momoh.

SINGAPORE
Cap: Singapore city; Area: 616.3 sq km; Pop:
2,540,000; Lang: Malay, Chinese, Tamil and
English; Rel: Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam,

Christianity and Taoism; Currency: Dollar.

US $1=2.28 Sing. Dollars.

Singapore is a small island with some 54

outlying islets situated at the southern tip of

the Malay Peninsula, to which it is linked by a

causeway. The island is about 41.84 km in

length and 22.53 km in breadth.

The population of Singapore is composite.

The Chinese comprise 76.5% and Malays

14.8% and Indians 6.4%.

In August 1965 Singapore became an inde-

pendent Republic

The country is an entrepot for Malaysia and

other southeast Asian states. The chief exports

are rubber and tin. Industries include tin

smeldng, rubber goods, lumber working and

ship-building, textiles and electronics.

President: Wee Kim Wee, l’.M: Lee Kuan

Yew.

Mission in India High Commission of

Singapore, E6, Chandragupia Maig, Chanafcy-

apuri, New Delhi-110021. Tel: 604 162.

SOLOMON ISLANDS
Cap: Honiara; Area: 29,758 sq to*

258,193; Lang: English and Pidgin ***!,]'

Rel: Christian; Currency: Sokxw* *

Dollar (Sl$) US $1=1.44 SI#..,
'

The Solomon Islands are

Pacific and lie to the.
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Originally a British Protectorate, it achieved

independence in 1978.

The population is predominantly Melane-

sian. Copra is the main cash crop and rice the

chief food crop. Fish is a vital element in food

and an export item.

Gov. Gen: Sir Baddeley Devisi. P-M: Sir

Peter Kenilorea.

SOMALIA.
Cap: Mogadishu; Area: 637,657 sq km; Pop:

7.5 million; Lang: Somalia and Arabic; Rel:

Islam; Currency: Somali Shilling.

US $1=36.60 Som. Shilling.

A republic on the east coast ofAfrica, Somali

Democratic Republic tvas formed by the union

of the former Italian Somaliland and the

British Somaliland on July 1, I960.

Somalia is an agricultural country. But out of
8.2m hectares of fertile land only 7 m hectares

are cultivated. Has 40.1 m livestock.

President: Maj. Gen. Mohammed Ziyad

Barre.
Mission in India: Embassy of Somalia

Democratic Republic, 12-A, Golf, links; New
Delhi- 110003. Tel: 619559-

SOUTH AFRICA
Cap: Pretoria; Area: 1,221,037 sq km; Pop:

,

31,586,000; Lang: Afrikaans and'English; Rel:
Christian; Currency: Rand. US $1=2.06
Rands.

The Republic of South Africa lies at the

southern tip ofthe continent ofAfrica. S. Africa

includes the original white colonies of the

Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal and
Orange Free State. Formerly known as the

-Union of South Africa, it became a republic
after leaving the Commonwealth in March
1960.

The major agricultural products are cotton,

wheat, tobacco, sugarcane and citrus fruits.

With vast mineral resources, South Africa is the
biggest gold and diamond producing country
in die world and one of the biggest in

uranium. About 47 per cent of the world’s total

production ofgold is from South Africa. Other
minerals include coal, copper, tin, manganese,
iron, lead and chrome. Manufacturing indus-
tries include heavy engineering,' chemicals,
textiles and food processing.

The munrrv'fnllnws a rv-il irv- nf Armrihoi/l

the separate development of racial groups.

Under the Bantu Home Lands Constitution Act

of 1971, self-government has been given to

Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei.

No country in the world has recognised

these states as independent entities. Neverthe-

less the show goes on.

President: Marais Viljoen. PJd: Pieter

Wilhelm Botha.

SPAIN
Cap: Madrid; Area: 5,04,750 sq km; Pop:

38,717,000; Lang: Spanish; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Peseta. US$1=190 Pesetas.

With the discovery of America for Spain by

Columbus in 1492, Spain became a great

colonial empire. After the defeat of the Span-

ish Armada by England in 1588, Spain shrunk

into a minor continental power. In 1939, it

passed underthe dictatorship of Gen. Franco.

On Franco’s death in 1975 Spain became a

constitutional monarchy. •

' Traditionally an agricultural country, Spain's

main products are cereals, vegetables and
fruits. Industries include chemicals, machine
tools and shipbuilding.

Head of State: King Juan' Carlos; PJL.:

Felipe Gonzales Marquez.

Mission in India.- Embassy of Spain, 12

Prithviraj Road, New Delhi-110011. Tel:

3015892. -

Consulates: Bombay - 6, K-Dubash Marg.

Calcutta: No.l, ' Taratolla Road, Garden
Reach, Calcutta-700024. Tel: 45-5771.

Madras: ’Lovedale’ 8, Nimmo Road, San
Thome. Tele: 72008.'

SRI LANKA
Cap: Colombo (Sri Jayewardenepura); Area:
65,610 sq km; Pop: 16,076,000; Lang:
Sinhalese and Tamil; Rel: Buddhism, Hindu-
ism, Islam and Christianity; Currency: Rupee
US$1 =27.45 Rupees.* • •

Sri Lanka is an island separated from India

by the shallow Palk Strait It is bounded on the

west by the Palk Strait and the Gulf ofMannar,
on the north and east by the Bay of Bengal and
on the south by the Indian Ocean. ,- •

Sri Lanka became independent in 1948 as a

member of the Commonwealth. 1985 saw
hlrwK' mnfrnnMtirvri nnrthoro Toml.
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ans seeking a separate province and govem-
lent.

Sri Lanka’s major products are agricultural-

si, rubber and coconuts. The commercially
nportant mineral is graphite. There are

eposits of iron ore, monazite, ilmenite,

mestone, clay and kaolin. Industries include

iment, textiles and fertilizers. Sri Lanka has

nbarked on a programme of economic
iconstruction in which the harnessing of the

[ahawali river for irrigation and hydel power,
house construction programme, an invest-

lent promotion zone, etc. are important
atures.

President; J. R. Jayawardene, P.M.: Rana-

nghe Premadasa.

Mission in India: High Commission of Sri

inka, 27 Kautilya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New
elhi-110021. Tel: 370201.

onsuiate-. Bombay - Sri Lanka Home, 34
lomi Modi Street

Dy. High Commissioner, Madras; 9-D Nawab
iabibullah Ave, Anderson Road.

st. Krrrs-NEvis
ap: . Basseterre; Area; 269 sq km; Pop:
4,109; Lang: English and Patois; ReL- Christ-

ui; Currency: Dollar.

St Christopher (Kitts>Nevis is two islands in

a$t Caribbean separated by a narrow channel

miles wide. The islands were given the status

fan Associate State with Britain in 1967 and
ecame independent on Sept 18, 1983- At that

me Anguilla was pan of St Kitts-Nevis. The
nguillans revolted against this arrangement
nd Anguilla was separated, (see Dependen-
ces infra).

The population is mosdy black. The eco-

omy is agricultural, sea island cotton and
agar cane being the principal crops.

Gov. Gen: Sir Clement Aiheiston Arrindeil.

•M.; Dr. Kennedy Alphonse Simmonds,

ST. LUCIA
lap: Castries; Area: 616 sq km; Pop: 1,26,800;

ang: English and French patois; Rel: Christ-

tn; Currency: Dollar.

St. Lucia, the second largest island in the

Windward group, lies to the south of Martini-

ue and to the north of St. Vincent. It became
^dependent on Feb. 22, 1979.

The economy is agricultural, copra, coconut
oil, bananas and cocoa being the main export
items. Manufactures include plastics, garments
and beer.

Gov. Gen.: Sir Allen Lewis. P.M.: John
George Melvin Compton.

ST. VINCENT
Cap: Kingstown; Area: 389 sq km; Pop:
1,23,000; Lang: English and French Patois;

Rel: Christian; Currency: Dollar.

One of the Windward Islands, west of
Barbados, St. Vincent became a British Associ-

ate State in 2969 and achieved independence

on Oct 27, 1979.

The population is of mixed origin- Euro-

pean-Negro and Carib-Indian. Bananas, arrow-

root, copra, sea island cotton and spices are

the main exports. Tourism is important

Gov. Gen.: Sir Sydney Gun-Murro. PAL:
James Fitz Alien Mitchell.

SUDAN
Cap: Khartoum; Area: 25,05,813 sq km; Pop:

20,945,000; Lang: Arabic and English; Rel:

Islam, Christianity and Tribal; Currency:

Pound US $1 =£52.50.

Sudan is a republic of north cast Africa. The

White Nile flows through the middle of the

country and joins the Blue Nile at Khartoum.

The Sudanese population consists of Arabs,

Negroes and Nubians of mixed Arab and

Negro blood. Sudan became an independent

state in 1885.

The main agricultural crop sotghum is the

country’s staple food. Other products include

longstaple cotton, sesame, peanuts, dates,

hides and skins, chillies, beans and com.

Sudan is the world's principal source ofgum

Arabic Rice, peanuts, coffee, sugar cane and

tobacco are expanding items of agricultural

production. Sudan’s mineral wealth includes

copper, gold, iron, manganese and magnesite.

Oil has also been found.

Head of Sovereignty Council: Ahmed cl

Mirghani; PJM.: Sadiq el-Mehdi.

Mission in India; Embassy of Sudan. M14,

South Extension 11, New Delhi-110049. Tel:

660434.

SURINAM ^
Cap: Paramaribo; Area: 1.63.265
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352,000; Lang: Dutch and English; Ret Islam

and Christianity; Currency: . Guilder

US *1=1,78 Guilders.
'

Surinam, formerlyDutch Guiana, lieson the

north east coast of South America. It became

independent in 1975.

The population comprises a medley of

Cthnic. strains-Negroes, Chinese, East Indians

and Indonesians. Mulattoes (of mixed Euro-

pean and East Indian parentage), Amer-Indi-

ans and Europeans form 40 per cent of the

population.

- Much ofthe land is given to rice cultivation.

The country is rich in minerals. It is the second

biggest producer of bauxite in the world
Bauxite, alumina and aluminium constitute

nearly 90 per cent of the exports.

Chairman, National Military Council:

D. Col. Deysi Bouterse. PAL: Henk Chin A
Sen.

SWAZILAND
Cap: Mbabane; Area: 17363 sq km; Pop:
630,000 Lang: English and si-Swati; Rel:
Christian and Tribal. Currency: Emalangeui.

US *1 = 2.06 Emalangeui.

Swaziland is surrounded almost entirely by
South Africa. Mozambique to the east is its

only other neighbour.

Swaziland, formerly a British protectorate,

attained independence on Sept. 6, 1968.

*! Sugar is the principal item in the economy,
with citrus fruits, cotton, rice and maize,
coming next. But the main wealth of the

Swazis is cattle. There are considerable miner-
al reserves, especially, asbestos, iron and coal.

Head ofState: King Mswati HI Sofia Diami-
ni. PAL: Sotia Dlamini.

SWEDEN
Cap:.Stockholm; Area: 449,793 sq km; Pop:
82,84,000; Lang: Swedish; Rel: Christian; Cur-
rency: Krona. US$l-9.69 Krona.

Sweden is the largest of the Nordic coun-
tries and in terms of area, the fourth hugest
country in Europe. To the west, the Scandina-
vian mountain range divides Sweden from
Norway. To the northeast, a shorter range
separates Sweden from Finland Otherwise,
Sweden is- surrounded by water- Baltic Sea
and the North Sea. Sweden has been a
constitutional monarchy since 1434.

- Sweden has rich natural supplies of conifer

ous forest, water power, iron ore, uranium

and other,minerals but lacks significant oil and

coal deposits.

The country is highly industrialised Today

about 40 per cent of the country’s industrial

production is exported Swedish steel is espe

dally reputed for tool making. Sweden is one

of the greatest producers ofwood pulp, papei

and lumber.

Head of State: King Carl XVI Gustav. PAL
Ingvar Carlsson.

Mission in Indio: Embassy ofSweden, Nyay

Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021, Tel

604961.

Consulates: Bombay - Indian Mercantile

Chambers, Nicol Road, Ballard Estate.

Calcutta; CJo. M/s. Flakt India Ltd, Mahohta

la, Jal Khuna, W. Bengal.

Madras: Hon. Consul, 6, Cathedral Road

Madras-600086.

SWITZERLAND
Cap: Berne; Area: 41,293 sq km; Pof
65,05,000; Lang: German, French, Italian am
Romansch; Kcl: Christian; Currency: Frane

US *1=1.85 Swiss Francs.

Switzerland, a Confederation in
.
Centn

Europe is a mountainous country,-with th

Alpine ranges rising from its bosom. Th
country is famous for its lakes.

Since 1291 Switzerland has remained
completely independent country. It is a mult
lingual state with most people talking mor
than one language

The Swiss terrain offers little scope fc

farming. Nevertheless, a number of sma
efficient forms operate and keep the formin
community going. The emphasis is on live

tock raising and dairying. Forests help h

providing plenty of wood From the earlie

times Switzerland has been famous for ii

cottage industries-high quality products bi

no large-scale production.

Swiss-made watches and clocks are femou
the world over. Precision tools and machine
form another specialised-industry. The avails

bility of electric power in every cottage ha

fostered growth of all kinds ofsmall Industrie

throughout Switzerland Tourism is the thin

most faying industry. India has always- beet
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one of the major recipients ofSwiss assistance,

specially in the areas of cattle breeding, rural

development, vocational training and in va-

rious fields of applied research.

President ofdie Confederation for 1988:

Otto Stich.

Mission in India: Embassy of Switzerland,

Nyaya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-

110021. Tel: 604225.

Consulate.- Bombay - Menek Mahal, 7th

Floor, 90 Vir Nariman Road. Tel: 2043550.

SYRIA
Cap: Damasucs; Area: 1,85,180; sq km; Pop:
1,01,89,000; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Islam; Cur-
rency: Pound. US $l=£Syr8.50.

The Syrian Arab Republic in the middle east

lies in between Turkey, Iraq, Jordan, Palestine

and Lebanon. The Mediterranean Sea is on the

west The Orontes and Euphrates rivers pass

through Syria. Tire chief seaport is Latakia and
Tartous.

Syria, the seat of an ancient civilization

became a fully independent sovereign repub-

lic in 1946.

Agriculture and cattle-breeding comprise
the major occupations of the people. The chief

crops are cotton, wheat, tobacco and olives.

The only mineral found is oil. Industries

include oils, soap, 'textiles, leather and
tobacco.

President: It. Gen. Hafez al-Assad. PAL:
Abdel Raouf al-Kassem.

Mission in India: Embassy of Syrian Arab
Republic, 28 Vasant Marg, Vasant Vihar, New
Delhi-110057. Tel: 670233-

Consulate: Bombay - 3rd Floor, Cambatta
Building, Sir Jamshedji Tata Road.

TAIWAN
Cap: Taipei; Area: 35,981 sq km; Pop:
1,88,00,000; Lang: Mandarin Chinese-, Rel:

Buddhism and Confucianism; Currency: New
Taiwan Dollar. US $1=NT $39.28.

Taiwan, formerly known as Formosa, in-

cludes not only Taiwan proper, but also a

|

number of small islands.

Originally Taiwan and adjoining areas were
Chinese territory. In 1950 Chiang Kai Shek
madeTaiwan the headquarters ofthe National -

fet Republic of China. Although Taiwan still

claims to be the legal government of all China
it lost its membership in the UN and its

permanent seat in the Security Council to

Communist China in 1971.

The main agricultural products are rice, tea,

sugar, sweet potatoes, ramie, jute and turmer-

ic Camphor secured from forests is a govern-

ment monopoly. Industries comprise cotton

fabrics and electrical goods, iron works, glass

and soap. Coal, marble, petroleum and natural

gas are the principal minerals.

President: Chiang Ching-Kuo; PAL: Yu
Kuo-hua

TANZANIA
Cap: Dar-es-Salaam; Area: 9,45,087 sq km;
Pop: 2,17,10,000; Lang: Kiswahili and English;

Rel: Christianity and Islam; Currency: Shill-

ing. US5l=Sh.l8.50.

Tanzania in East Africa consists of Tangany-

ika and the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba. The
islands of Zanzibar and Pemba are about 40

km off the coast, north of Dar-es-Salaam.

In April 1964, the People’s Republic of

Zanzibar and Pemba and die Republic of

Tanganyika merged to form the United Repub-

lic of Tanzania.

The economy is agricultural. The chief cash

crops are sisal, sugarcane, cotton and coffee.

Cloves are grown on the islands, chiefly in

Pemba. Livestock is extensively raised. Di-

amonds are an important export. Other miner-

als include gold, tin and salt.

Head of State: Ali Hassan Mwinyi. PAL:

Salim Ahmed
Mission in India: High Commission of

Tanzania, 27 Golf links. New Delhi-110003.

Tel: 694351.

THAILAND
Cap: Bangkok; Area: 542373 sq km-, Pop:

50,58-4,000; Lang: Thai; Rel: Buddhism and

Islam; Currency: Baht US<1 =28.25 Bahts.

TliaHand, formerly known as Siam, is a

constitutional monarchy in southeast Asia

An ancient autocracy, it became a constitu-

tional monarchy in 1932. In 1948 the country

assumed its present name Thailand

Agriculture is dre mainstay of the country

and engages 60 per cent of tire

Tire chief crop is rice, much or which is
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exported. Coconuts, tobacco, cotton and teak

are the other items of agricultural exports.

During the last decade Thailand increased her

export of manufactured and processed items.

Minerals include tin, manganese, tungsten,

antimony, lignite and lead.

Head of State: King Bhumibo! Adulyadej

Abuldet. PM: Prem Tinsulanonda.

Mission in India-. Embassy ofThailand, 56-N,

Nyaya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-

110 021. Tel: 605679.

Conwlales-Bombay — 'Paresh' 6th Floor, 4A

Bhulabhai Desai Road.

Calcutta-. 18 B Mandoville Gardens, Calcut-

ta-700 019. Tel: 46-0836.

TOGO
Cap: Lome; Area: 56,600. sq km; Pop:
2,838,000; Lang: French (official) and Tribal,

-

Rel: Tribal and Christian; Currency: Franc

CFA. US$1=523.75 FCFA.

The Republic of Togo, formerly Togoland,

lies on the west coast of Africa forming a

narrow strip stretching from the Gulf of

Guinea north to Burkina Faso. Togo became
Independent in I960.

The principal products are coffee, cocoa,

cotton, palm kernels, kapok and groundnuts.

Togo's considerable natural resources are still

largely undeveloped but phosphates are being
mined in increasing quantities, and now form
the country’s principal export.

President: Gen. Gnassingbe Eyadema.

TONGA
Cap: Nukualofa; Area: 748 sq. km; Pop:
98750; Lang: English and Tongan; Rel: Christ-

ian; Currency: Paanga. US$1 =1.47 Paanga.

Tonga consists of 169 islands and islets in

the south western Pacific Ocean. The Tropic of
Capricorn and the International Date Line

. cross each other very near Tonga.

Tonga became a British-protected state in

1900 and independent state on June 4, 1970.

Tonga is an agricultural country. Vegetables
and fruits are grown for local consumption.
The most important export crop is copra; next
comes bananas.

Head ofState: King T3ufaahu Topou IV. PM:
Prince Fatafehi Tuipelehake.

Mission in India: Consulate of Tonga, C/o.

G.P. (P) Ltd., 17, Chittaranjan' Ave, Calcutta-

.700072. Tel: 27-3568. - •

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Cap: Port-of-Spain; Area: 5128 sq km; Pop:

3,105,000; Lang: English; Rel: Christian; Cur-

rency: Tri & Tob Dollar. US$l=7T$2.4p.

Trinidad, the second largest and most south-

erly of the West Indian Islands (south ol

Windward Isles) lies very near the north coast

of South America. Attached to it for administra-

tive purposes is the island of Tobago. Tobago

is Often called Robinson Crusoe Island in the

belief that this was the island on which Crusoe

was stranded. It is just 20 miles from Trinidad

Tobago is famous for its rich avian founa.

Formerly a British Colony, Trinidad &
Tobago achieved independence in 1S>62 and

assumed republican status in 1976. -

• Industries include oil processing, manufac

tured goods and tourism. Chief crops are

sugarcane, citrus fruit and cocoa.

President: Ellis Emmanuel Innocen!

Clarke, P-M- George Chambers.

Mission in India: High Commission' ol

Trinidad and Tobago, 131 Jor Bagh, Nett

Delhi-110003. Tel: 618186.

TUNISIA
Cap: Tunis; Area: 164,150 sq km; 'Pop:

6,966,173; Lang: Arabic (official) and French
Rel: Islam; Currency: Dinar, US$1=0.75C
Dinar.

A republic in North Africa, lying on the

Mediterranean coast and formerly a French
protectorate, Tunisia became autonomous ir

1955, and assumed republican status in 1957

Tunisia is an agricultural country, and pro
duces wheat, barley, oats, dates, olives, apri

cots, almonds, figs, peaches, vegetables ant
alfa grass. The chief minerals are phosphates
iron, lead and zinc. The principal exports are

olive oil, wine, phosphates and grains.

President; Gen. Zine el Ab’idine Ben All

Mission in India: Embassy of Tunisia, 23-

Palam Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi-110057.
Tel: 676204.

TURKEY
Cap: Ankara; Area: 779,452 'sq km; Pop: 50.1
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i.; Lang: Turkish; Rel: Secular, main religion

;lam; Currency: Lira. US$1=600 TL
A republic in south eastern Europe and Asia

iinor, Turkey occupies a strategic position,

nking as it does Asia and Europe at the Straits

f Bosporus, between the Mediterranean and
te Black Sea. The major portion ofTurkey lies

t Asia Minor.

Asiatic Turkey, that is, Anatolia, was the seat

f one of the earliest civilizations known.
;tanbul, the present capital, was first known as

yzantium and then as Constantinople. The
Jttoman Turks conquered Constantinople in

453 and founded a Turkish Empire. In 1923
urkey became a republic.

-Agriculture maintains about 64 per cent of
ie population. The chief products are tobac-

o, wheat, cotton, olive oil and sugar. Turkey is

ie world’s second largest producer of sultana
lisins. Sheep and cattle abound in the plateau

f Anatolia and provide mohair for which
urkey is famous. The main minerals are iron

re, copper, chromium, bauxite and coal.

President: Gen. Kenan Evren, PM: Turgut
)zal.

Mission is India: Embassy of Turkey, Plot 14,

to. 50, Nyaya Matg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-

10 021. Tel: 601921.
Consulate: Bomaby—Mittal Court, C Wing,

0th Floor, Room No. 105, Nariman Point.

Consulate General: 2 Nazar Ali Law, Calcut-

a-700 029. Tel: 44-5605.

Madras: 18/19, Bawa Rowther Road, Alwar-
•et, Madras-600 018. Tel: 72219.

TUVALU
lap: Funafuti; Area: 26 sq km; Pop: 7349;
-ang: Tuvaluan, English; Rel: Christian; Cur-
ency: Dollar.

Formerly known as the Ellice Islands, Tuva-
u is a scattered group of nine small'atolls in

he Western Pacific Ocean, north of Fiji and
ast of Solomon Islands. It became indepen-
lent in 1975 under the name Tuvalu.
The poor quality of the soil permits subsist-

ence farming of coconuts only. Copra and
Postage stamps are the main foreign exchange
amers.

, Gov. Gen: Sir Fiatau Penitala Teo, PM: Dr.

Tomasi Puapua.

UGANDA
Cap: Kampala; Area: 241,139 sq km; Pop:

Uganda: 25 Years of
Freedom

Kampala, Uganda: Uganda celebrated

25 years of independence on 9th October

1987 under tlx sltadow ofviolence in tlx

nortl) and east and with many Ugandans
unconvinced that tlx quarter century has

brought arty benefits to theformer British

protectorate.

As President Yoweri Museveni watched

the traditional independence parade on
Kololo Hill, where tlx Duke of York

handed overpower on behalfofBritain to

Milton Obote in 1962, government troops

werepreparing to attack a band ofat least

4,000 rebels near the eastern toum of

Tororo.

The fighting in tlx east is the latest in

almost 20 years of internal conflicts that

have left hundreds of thousands of Ugan-

dans dead and shattered the high hopes of

prosperity for Ox country tlxzt Winston

Churchill called the “Pearl of Africa.”

'There’s nothing to show for these 25
years," Prime Minister Samson Kisekka

said "We have been going backwards."

The Citizen, newspaperofthe influential

Democratic Party, spoke of 25 years of

repression, dictatorship and poverty.

Ugandan’s troubles began in 1966 with

a power struggle between Mr. Obote and

the traditional kingdoms of Buganda,

Toro, Burtyoro and Ankole. In 1971, the

army commander, Idi Amm, seizedpouvr

and began an eight-year rule marked by

mass murder, brutalityand indiscriminate

plunder of tlx economy>.

He has promised to end tribalism, en-

force respectfor human rights and mtro-

duce a form of local democracy’. But

northern groups and disgruntled rem-

nants offormerarmies bate dxtllettgetihis

legitimacy, dragging Uganda back into tlx
’

cycle of violence.
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15 150 000; Lang: English and Luganda; Rel:

Tribal and Islam; Currency: Uganda Shilling.

US$1 =565 U. Shillings.

Uganda is an equatorial state in East Africa.

Formerly a British protectorate, Uganda be-

came independent in 1962 and a republic in

1963. A military coup led by Lt. Gen. Tito

Okello ousted Milton Obote’s Govt, in 1935-

Milton Obote had himselfcome to power after

ousting dictator Idi Amin in 1979.

The economy is agricultural. Main products

are cotton and coffee. Tea, sugar, vegetable

oils, oil seeds, hides, skins and tobacco are

exported. Copper is the chief mineral.

President: Yoweri Museveni; P.M.: Samson

Kisekka.

Mission in India: High Commission of

Uganda, 61 Golf Links, New Delhi-1 10 003. Tel:

693584.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Cap: Abu Dhabi; Area: 82,880 sq km; Pop:
1 255 000; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Islam; Curren-
cy: Dirham, US$1 =3-68 Dirham.

The United Arab Emirates consist of seven
Sheikdoms in the Persian Gulf—Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, Sharjah, Umm al Quwain, Ajman, Fu-

jairah and Ras al Khaimah. The first six

Sheikdoms signed the Union agreement on
2nd Dec 1971. Ras al Khaimah joined the
Union only in February 1972.

\ - Abu Dhabi, which is the capital ofthe Union,
j Ls the largest of the Emirates in area. Dubai is

the main port of the Union and now has the
largest harbour in the Middle East. The
economy of UAE Ls almost entirely dependent
on oil.

President: Sheik Zaid bin Sultan al

Nahayan-(ofAbu Dhabi). PM: Sheik Rashid bin
Said al-Maktoum (of Dubai).

Mission in India: Embassy of UAE, A-7,

West-End Colonv, Rao Tula Ram Marg, New
Delhi-110021. Tel: 670830.

Consulate: Bombay—Bungalow No. 7, Jolly

Maker Apartment, Cuffe Parade, Colaba.

UNITED KINGDOM
Cap: London; Area.- 244,108 sq km; Pop:
55 624 000; Lang: English; Rel: Christian;

Currency: Pound Sterling. &1=US$1.07.
A constitutional monarchy, the United King-

dom comprises the island of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, together with many small

Iron Lady Sets

Record
History was made on tire morning o)

June 12, 1987 when, in a spectaadat

election triumpt), Mrs. Margaret, Vxitclxr,

63, became thefirst British Prime Minister

for more than ISO years to win a thira

cornealtire term of office.. Sire has also

exceeded lord Asquith's record in ibis

century > of occupying 10, Donning Sirvci

for nearly nine years without a break.

The Thatcher victoryfurther lindens tlx

chasm in British society. Tire labour Party

admitted that tixyfacedfine moreyearsQ
Thatcherism. The Alliance Party ivas dial

tered. For the Social Democrats, tljepictun

became bleak-minus Dr. David Owen,' tlx

other three founding members were no.

aide to retain their Parliamentary seats.

The Thatcher victory set the scenefor at

aggressive Tory third term in which mon
privatisation of senices and national in

dustries, reform oflocal government taxe.

and more emphasis on individualprosper

ity, would dominate the legislative prog
ratnme. Mrs. TJxrtcher will also lx? templet

to, bask in ber new-found glory as at

international super star. Six will be seer

morefrequently on tlx worldstage, claim
itig credit for Britain.

'

islands. It is separated from the coast
Western Europe by the English Channel to f

south and by the North Sea to the east T
northern and western shores are washed
the Atlantic Ocean.

Great Britain is the largest of the islan

forming the United Kingdom. It compri:
England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man a
the Channel Islands. St. George’s Channel a
Irish Sea lie between the UK and Irelat

Britain is much less than halfthe size ofFran
or Germany and would fit forty times into t

United Sates of America. Yet, for hundreds
years this island has been a world powi
From its shores men set out to lay i

foundation ofwhat is now the United Sates
America and to develop Canada, Austral

New Zealand, the Indian continent and gn
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Pop: 22,65,47346; Lang: English; Rel: Christ-ireas of Africa. British institutions and
nethods of government have set the pattern

or lovers of freedom everywhere. And today,

Britain's Queen is Head of a family of several

nillion people, spread all over the world.

Great Britian is a constitutional monarchy,
rhe sovereign is the Head of State and
nonarchy is hereditary. Actual power is vested

n Parliament which is the supreme legislative

xxiy in Great Britain. The Parliament consists

if two houses— the House of Lords and the

douse of Commons.
Britain is one ofthe world’s leading indust-

rial and exporting countries. Chief industries

ire iron and steel, engineering, chemicals,

electronics, motor vehicles, aircraft, textiles,

cloth and other consumer goods. Its coal

mines yield about 128 million tons annually.

Although Britain’s agriculture and trawler-

fishing are highly mechanised, half of the

country’s food supplies and most of its raw
materials are imported. North sea oil is a lately

added boon to British economy.
Nortlxm Ireland is situated in the northeast

of Ireland and forms pan of the United
Kingdom. It comprises six Ulster counties of
Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, London-
derry and Tyrone. The rest of the island forms
the Republic of Ireland. Northern Ireland has
been rocked by bloody agitation for union
with Catholic Irish Republic. 1985 saw an
Anglo-Irish agreement which for the first time
gave Dublin 'a say in the running of the

province.

Agriculture is the main occupation in North-
ern Ireland. Cattle, sheep, hogs, eggs, poultry,

potatoes and milk are the important products.

Linen, ropes, twines, rayon, clothing, tobacco,

aircraft and shipping form the main branches
of industry.

Head of State: Queen Elizabeth II, PM:
Mrs. Margaret Thatcher.

Mission in India: British High Commission,
Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021.
Tel: 601371.

Consulates: Bombay—Hong Kong Bank
Building, M.G.. Road.

Calcutta.- 1 , Ho Chi Minh Sarani, Calcutta-1 6.

Tel: 44-5171.

Madras: Hon. Consul, 24, Anderson Road,
Madras-600 006. Tel: 473136.

USA
Cap: Washington D.C; Area: 93,72,614 sq km.;

ian; Currency: Dollar.

The United States of America is a federal

republic composed- of 50 states, of which all

except one-Hawaii islands-are in mainland
America.

The United States of America, which covers

the central pan of North America, grew out of

the British colonies that were established in

North America in the first half of the 17th

century.

USA’s panicipation in the First World War
and the victory of the Allies made it a world
power. The end of the Second World War saw
the emergence of USA as one of the super-

powers of the world.

The Union originally comprised 13 states, to

which 7 were added subsequently. Thirty

.other states, which were formerly territories

were also admitted into the Union as full

states, thus making up 50 states in all, apan

from the District of Columbia. Each state has

its own constitution. The State constitutions

Fifth Centenary of
Historic Voyage

Elaborateplans are under tiery in Spain

and the United Stales to commemorate tlx

500tb anniversary of Columbus' historic

voyage in 149-2 whid) ended uith the

"discovery" of tlx A'etv World. TJjis Ixts

caused some heart-seardjtng in Portugal,

ivbicl) has a plaint that tlx tvorld knotts

little and cares less for tlx etvn greater

navigational
'

firsts " ivbicl) sailors from
Portugal acljieivd in tlx history ofthe West.

Apart from "keeping up with tlx

Joneses", traditionally Portugal has aurtys

vietved et<en friendly Spanish gesturesfor ;

better ties with a degree of suspicion.

Historians scry this is ixcause Spain r.df

over Portugalfor 60 years from -/?£' '

1640 and there is always a liiridneJ
0*

that Ox conquistador clement stid-^ ^
in Madrid. At long last, thegoicr**^^

Lisbon has hit n/ton an idea to

Columbus commemoration r ~

a "t/xme park" costing
,x ’

million toperfwtuate '

prottvss.
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provide for a legislature of two Houses,

(except Nebraska which has only one House),

a Governor and a judicial system of its own.

The state governments can deal with all

matters which are not reserved to the federal

legislature. The following table gives the

existing states of the Union with their postal

abbreviations, capitals, area and population.

States of the Unioa

Name ,
Capital Area Population

(sq km) (1980)

Alabama (AL)* Montgomery 133916 3893888
Alaska (AK) Juneau 1530700 401851
Arizona (AZ) Phoenix 295260 2718425
Arkansas (AK) Little Rock 137754 2286435
California (CA) Sacramento 411049 23667565
Colorado (CO) Denver 269596 2889735
Connecticut (CT) Hartford 12997 3107576
Delaware (DE) Dover 5294 594317
District of Col- Washington 179 638432
umbia (DC) D.C
Florida (FL) Tallahassee 151940 9746342
Georgia (GA) Atlanta 152577 5463105
Hawaii (Hi) Honolulu 16760 96469!
Idaho (ID) Boise 216431 944038
Illinois (IL) Springfield 145934 11426596
Indiana (IN) Indianapolis 93719 5490260
town (LA) Des-Moines 145752 2913808
Kansas (KS) Topeka 213b97 2364236
Kentucky (KY) Frankfort 104659 3660257
Louisiana (LA) Baton Rouge* 123678 4206312
Maine (ME) Augusta 86156 1125027
Maryland (MD) Annapolis 27091 4216975

v
Massachusetts
(MA)

Boston 21456 5737037

Michigan (Ml) Lansing 151585 9262078
Minnesota (MN) St. Paul 218601 4075970
Mississippi (MS) Jackson 123515 2520638
Missouri (MO) Jefferson city 180515 4916759
Montana (MT) Helena 380349 786690
Nebraska (NE) Lincoln 200349 1569825
Nevada (NV) Carson City 286353 800493
NewHampshine
fNvn

Concord 24033 920610

New Jersey (NJ) Trenton 2Q168 7364823Nw Mexico (NM)Santa Fc 314923 1302981
New York (NY) Albany 127190 17558072
North Carolina Raleigh 136413 5881813

North Dakota (ND)Bismarck 183118 652717
Ohio (OH) Columbus 107045 10797624
Oklahoma (OK) Oklahoma City 181186 3025290
Oregon (OR) Salem 251419 2633149
Pennsylvania (PA) Harrisburg 117348 11863895
Khode Island (RI) Providence - 3139 947154
South Carolina Columbia 80583 3121833

South Dakota (SD)Pierre 199730 690768

* P0541 -' two-tester (ho* capitals) abbreviations for OS, sales
were Introduced with the ZIP Code In 1963. These are £tst
replacing the older abbreviations.

Tennessee (TN) Nashville t
.
109153 4591120

Texas (TX) Austin 691030 14229288

Utah (UT) Salt lake Gey 219888 1461037

Vermont (VT) Montpelier
'

. 24900 5U456
Virginia (VA) Richmond 105587 5346818I1cI Olympia 176480 4132180

West Virginia Charleston 62758 1950279
0*V) .

Wisconsin (Wl) Madison 145436 4705521
Wyoming (WY) Cheyenne 253325 469557

Territories and other outlying areas

Place Area

sq km)
Popuh'

‘

. tion

Puerto Rico 9104 "
.
3187570*

Virgin Islands, U.S.

'

342 - 95591*

Guam 541 105821*

American Samoa
Canton Island and

.199 . 32395*

Enderbury Island 70 . 0

Midway Islands 5 - 2256*

Wake island 8 1647*

Johnston Island and . -

Sand Island 1.3 •

.
378*

Northern Mariana 16758*

Islands 477
Trust Territory of the

’ Pacific Islands 1380

126000*

19S0 census. 1
1975 est. 3 1970 census. 4 1978 est. 5 1980 est.

President: Ronald Reagan. Vice-president:
George Bush.
Mission in India: Embassy of USA, Shanti-

path, Chanakyapuri,- New Delhi-110021. Tel:

600651.
.

Consulates: Bombay— Lincoln House, 78
Bhulabhai Desai- Road, Bombay-400026.

Calcutta: 5/1 Ho Chi Minh Sarani, Calcutta-
700071. Tel: 44-3611. '

,

Madras: 220, Anhasalai, Madras-600 006. Tel:
473040. .

USSR
Cap: Moscow; Area: 2,24,0O,0Q0 sq km; Pop:
27,57,61,000; Lang: Russian; Rcl: (see below);
Currency: Rouble. US $1=0.92 Rouble.

USSR, the largest country in the world in

point of area, stretches across the continents of
Asia and Europe. The country extends for over
9600 km from the Baltic Sea to the Pacific

Ocean and for4S00 km from north to south. In

the west it reaches the Gulf of Finland in

Europe and in the east the North Pacific Ocean
in Asia In the far north eastpthe Bering strait

separates it from Alaska.

The Soviet Union includes within its bound-.
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ries 15 Union Republics, 20 Autonomous
tepublics and 8 Autonomous Regions.

These are the 15 Republics and their

apitals: *RSFSR-Moscow; Ukraine-Kiev; Uzbe-
astan-Tashkent; Kazakhstan-Alma-ata; Belorus-

ia-Minsk; Azerbaijan-Baku; Georgia-Tibilisi;

.loldavia-Kishinev; Tadzhikistan-Dushanbe;

Cirgizia-Frunze; Lithuania-Vilnius; Armenia-
ferevan;.Turkmanisa-Ashkhabad; latvia-Riga;

istonia-Tallinn.

Constitution and Government: The Com-
nunist party with 19 million members (1986)
>lays a leading role in government and is the

iubstantial policy-making body. The supreme
>rgan of the party is the Congress which lays

iown policy and elects the Central Committee,
["he Central Committee forms the Politbureau

ind the Secretariat.

Economy: USSR has a planned economy,
banning is based on public ownership in

ndustry and trade and on state and collective

ar co-operative ownership in agriculture.

Languages: Russian is the dominant lan-

guage of the Union. Other national languages

which number about 130 are also spoken and
written.

Religion: All religions including, no-reli-

Jion, are. permitted in the USSR Separate

Igures showing the adherents ofvarious faiths

ire not available.

:The new Constitution adopted by the Sup-
reme Soviet of the USSR on 7th Oct 1977
sjsells out "statutory obligations on deputies,

enterprises and officials for fulfilment of the

electors’ mandates”.

Union Republics of USSR

Republic Area

sq km
Population

(million’)

Russian SFSR ' 17075000 142.1

Ukrainian SSR 603700 50.7

Kazakh SSR 2717300 15.6

Uzbek SSR 447400 17.5

Byelorussian SSR ; 207600 9.9

Azerbaijan SSR 86600 6.5

Georgian SSR 69700 5-2

Moldavian SSR 33700 .
4.1

Lithuanian SSR 65200 35
Kirghiz SSR 198500 3.9

Tadzhik SSR 143100 4.4

Armenian SSR 29800 33
Latvian SSR 63700 2.6

Turkmen SSR 488100 3.1

Estonian SSR 45100 - 1.5

• Russian Federation of Soviet Republics.

Chairman of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet (Head of State): Andrei
Gromyko. General Secretary, CPSU, Cen-
tral Committee: Mikhail Gorbachev. P.M.:

Nikolai Ryzhkov.

Mission in India: Embassy of the USSR,

Shantipath, Chanakvapuri, New Delhi-110021.

Tel: 606026.

Consulates: Bombay- Palm Beach, 42, L
Jagmohandas Marg (Old Nepean Sea Road);

Calcutta: 31, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta-

700017. Tel; 44-4982.

Madras: Consulate General, 14, Santhome

High Road, Madras-600004. Tel: 71112.

URUGUAY
Cap: Montevideo; Area: 1,76,215 sq km; Pop:

29,90,000; Lang: Spanish; Rel: Christian; Cur-

rency: Nuevo Peso. US$1 =90.05 NP
Uruguay is the smallest republic in South

America. It lies on the north bank of the

estuary of the River Plate with Brazil to the

north and Argentina to the west.

Uruguay, once a part of the Spanish Empire

and later a province of Brazil, became inde-

pendent in 1825.

livestock raising is Uruguay’s principal

occupation and takes up 60 per cent of its total

land area. The chief products are meat, wool,

hides, com, wheat, citrus fruit, rice, tobacco,

oats and linseed. Important industries are

vinery, meatpacking and textiles.

President: Julio Maria Sanguinetta.

VANUATU
Cap: Villa; Area: 14,760 sq km; Pop: 117000;

Lang: English, Pidgin; Rel: Christian; Curren-

cy: Vatu.

New Hebrides became independent under

the name Vanuatu on July 1, 19S0. It is a

double chain of 13 large and 80 small islands

in the Pacific. The largest island is die Espiritu

Santo. Originally a haunt of European pirates,

they came under the control of France and

Britain in 1906.

The population is overwhelmingly Melane-

n. The major cash crops are copra, coffee

d cocoa. Piggery is well developed Man-

nese has .been mined since 1961 and

ported to Japan.
\

PM: Walter Hadyc Uni. ! „
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VATICAN CITY STATE

Cap: Vatican City:Area: 0.4 sq km; Pop: about

1000; Lang: All languages accepted; Rel:

Christian—Catholic.

Vatican City, the City of the Pope, is an

independent sovereign state and includes St

Peter’s Cathedral, Vatican Palace and Museum,

the Vatican Gardens and neighbouring build-

ings. Vatican has its own railway station, postal

system and police.

Supreme Pontiff: PopeJohn Paul II (Karo!

Wojcyla). Secretary of State: Cardinal Agosti-

no Casaroli.

Mission in India; Apostolic Nunciature,

50-C, Nitimarg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-

110021. Tel: 606921.

VENEZUELA
Cap: Caracas; Area: 912,050 sq km; Pop:
.17819.000; Lang: Spanish; Rel; Christian;

Currency:' Bolivar, US$1= 13 40 Bolivar.

Venezuela (sixth largest country in South
America) is the northernmost state of South
America. Formerly a Spanish colony, Vene-
zuela (Little Venice) became independent in

1821.

Venezuela is rich in minerals. It is one of the
worlds leading producers of oil and is a

1 member ofthe OPEC. Oil prosperity is evident
everywhere. Venezuela is rich in diamonds
and ranks 8th in world production. Other
minerals are iron, steel, aluminium, copper,
tin and manganese. Agricultural products in-

clude coffee, cocoa, black beans, bananas,

maize, rice and sugar.

President: Jaime Lusinchi.

Mission in India: Embassy of Venezuela,
. N-114, Panchashila Park, New Delhi-110017.

Tel: 6436783.

VIETNAM
Cap: Hanoi; Area: 329,566 sq km; Pop:
58307000; Lang: Vietnamese; Rel: Taoism
and Buddhism; Currency: Dong.
US$1=10.93 Dong.
The Socialist Republic ofVietnam (compris-

ing of former North and South Vietnam) is a

mountainous country. Running almost its en-
tire length, is a mountain chain—theAnnamite
Chain. On one side of the mountain chain is

fnorila ty^A 1 1 ^

the other side is the Mekong delta in the so

The two deltas form the rice bowl of

country. •
.

'•

The country is primarily agricultural. Ric

the dominant crop and an export item. Oi

crops are rubber, sugarcane, coffee and
Minerals include coal, tin, copper, chrom
and phosphates in the north. Industries

cememt, metallurgy, • .chemicals, paper

textiles are found in the south.

President: Vo Chi Cong; PM: Pham Hi

Mission in India: Embassy ofVietnam, Ni

Navjeevan Vihar, New Delhi-110017.

669843.

WESTERN SAMOA
Cap: Apia; Area: 2835 sq km; Pop: 156;

Lang: Samoan and English; Rel; Christ

Currency: Tala (Dollar), US$1 =2.21 Ta
Western Samoa comprises 4 islands in

South Pacific Ocean, the largest ofthem b<

Savaii and Upolu. The International Date 1

passes very near Western Samoa. East

Samoa (American Samoa) with its capita

Fagotogo remains a dependency of the l

Western Samoa became fully indepenc
on January 1, 1962 and is a member of

Commonwealth.
The economy is mainly agricultural,

chief products are fish, copra, cocoa, bana
taro, sweet potatoes, bark cloth and ma
Head ofState for life: Malietoa Tanum

II. PM: Tofiiau Eti Alesana.

YEMEN (NORTH)
Cap: Sana'a; Area: 195,000 sq km; P
8 556974; Lang: Arabic; Rel: Islam; Curt
cy: Rial. US$1 =6.45 Rial.

The Yemen Arab Republic is in the s<

west of the Arabian peninsula. It was es

fished on Sep. 27, 1962.

The main agricultural products are co
dates, herbs, fruits, millet and maize. Cot

coffee, hides and skins are exported.

Head ofState: Ali Abdullah Saleh, PM:
Abdel Aziz Abdel Ghani.

Mission in IndiaJ Embassy of Yeman t

Republic, B-55, Paschimi Marg, Vasant Vi

New Delhi-110057. Tel: 674472..
"

ConstilateiRombsy— 102 Maker Towers
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YEMEN (SOUTH)
Cap: As Shaab (Adenb Area: 463.~6 sq Ian;

Pop; 2056009; Lang; Arabic ReL lilznx

Currency; Dinar. LS$3=0343 Dinar.

"The People's Democrat!r Republic of Ye-
men. {South Yemeni comprises a strategic

port (Aden) and a large area of mainlv desert

territory on. the southern shore of the Arabian
peninsula

Sotsh Yemen f formerly- Aden and the Pro-

tectorate of South Arabia) became indepen-
dent on Not. 39. 195~.

The economy is chiefly agricultural The
main crops are sorghum, sesame, millets,

wheat and barley.

Cbdrinxzn of the Presidium of (he
Supreme People’s Council: Haider Abubak-
er AJ-Acas; P3Ie Yassen Said Neman.

Mission in India; Embassy of People’s

Democratic Republic of Yemen. 8-70. Greater
Rai-ash 1. Xw Delhi-i 10 (MS. Tel 6-4 1 -*623-

YUGOS1AVIA
Cap-. Belgrade: Area; 277 >304 sq kmu Pop;
23.125.970. Lang; Serbo-Croatian..5Jovian and
Macedonian.- ReL Christas? and Islam: Cur-
rency; Dinar.

Yiigus-lavia. a Balkan state is made up ofsix
republics—Serbia. Croatia, Slovenia. Man-
tenegro. Btssnia-HerzegoYirta and Macedor.ix
Tbe rreid-em sene ofYugoslavia has grown

out of a pemy -principality Serbia which was

Nearly one-third ofYugoslavia is forest. Toe
chief crops are wheat. maize, ar.d potatoes.

The principal minerals are coal. iron, man-
ganese and lead

President: lazar Mojsov; PM; Erardo
M3cu!?e.

Mission in India. Embassy of Yugoslavia.

330 Niti Mam. Chartakvapuri. New Delhi -

510021. TeL 697022.
Trttdc Commission: Bamaby—Vaswani Man-

sions. i 2<T-i Dinsha "UTachru Road.

ZAIRE
Cap; Kinshasa; Area; 234s .Ss7 sq km; Pop:
32 03* 070. Lang: French & Kiswahsli: ReL
Christian & Ammist: Currency: Zaire.

t2S*l=-r-i66 Zaire

The Republic of Zaire was known until Oct.

19” j as the Demixmatic Republicofshe Congo,

or Congo (Kinshasa) for short This change of

name disrir^uished it from its neighbour, the
Republic of the Congo or the Congo (Brazza-

ville). In 197T the country changed the mere
of River Congo to River Zaire. Originally a

Belgian colony. Zaire became independent on
June 50, 1970.

The maior assets of Zaire are the Karanga

copper mines and the diamond deposits m
Kasai. The country is rich in ether minerals

like cobalt, cadmium, manganese. zinc and
uranium- Toe forests abound in high class

wood like mahogany, ebony and teak. Princip-

al agricultural products are coffee, palm oil

and rubber.

President; Mobutu Sese Seko. PM; Frof.

Mabi Mu’emba.
Mission in India. Embassy of Zaire, 167 jor

Bagh. New Delhi- 1 30 C03- tel

ZAMBIA

619477.

Cap: Lusaka: Area: 772.620 sq km- Pop:

6443CO>. Lang: Bar.tu and English; KeL
Chhsian and Islam: Currency: Kwacha

t.'SSl =3.71 Kwacha (after devaluabon of

Kwacha by 3671 in Or- 1967)

Zambia, a landlocked republic in southern

.Africa, takes its name from the River Zambezi,

one of its biggest rivers Originally known as

Northern Rhodesia, ir is separated from Zim-

babwe by the Zambezi river Kariba Dam. one

of the biggest man-made dams in the world, is

cn the Zambezi nver where it makes the

border between Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Zambia became indeoendent on 24th Octo-

ber 1964 and it is a republic within the

Commonwealth-
Principal agricultural products are maize,

tobacco, mullet, cassava. groundnuts, cotton

and sugar.

Tne country is rich in minerals inefudmg

copper, zinc, cobalt. lead, uranium ar.d man-

ganese. Although copper mining dominates

Zambia’s economy, now accounting for 697 of

the foreign exchange earnings, the country

had made a mafor shift to agricultural produc-

tion. as a result of the crippling fluctuations of

copper prices in tlx* world mari.tt.

President: Kenneth Dsod Kuunds. PM:
Kebbv Silio Kambulu,

MSson in India- H.-gh Comrrisonrr of

Zambia. 14 Tot High. New DeLhs-310973 Tel.

639274.
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ZIMBABWE
Cap: Harare; Area: -390,272 sq km; Pop:

8 461 000; Lang: English, Shoiia and Ndebela;

Rel: Tribal and Christian; Currency: Dollar.

US$1=Z*1.65.
Zimbabwe, formerly Southern Rhodesia,

lies in south central Africa. Zimbabwe
achieved independence after a bitter struggle

against the white minority government in

power. .

'•

, Zimbabwe is rich in minerals notably cop-

DEPENDENCIES"
All dependencies are remnants of the colo-

nial empires established by European powers.
None of them are sovereign. Dependencies
listed below are grouped under the following

heads: 1. Australia, 2. Britain, 3. Chile, 4.

Denmark, 5. Ecuador, 6. France, 7. Nether-
lands, 8. New Zealand 9. Norway, 10. Portugal,

11. Spain, 12. USA

1. Australia
Australian Antarctic Territory. Area:

6,442372 sq km. A barren wasteland in
A Antarctica claimed by Australia in 1936.

v Christmas Island. Area: 135 sq km-, Pop:
3260. An island in the Indian Ocean which
Australia acquired in 1958. It is noted for its

phosphate production.

Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Area: 14 sq km.
Pop: 1038; Cap: Bantam. The territory compris-
ing 27 small islands in the Indian Ocean was
given to the Clunies-Ross family by Queen
Victoria in 1886. Australia bought the islands

for 7.2 million dollars in 1978.

Heard and McDonald Islands. Area: 368
sq km. These islands in the Indian Ocean are
uninhabited. They were transferred to Austra-

lia by Britain in 1947.

Norfolk Islands: Area: 30 sq km; Pop.- 2287;
Cap.- Kingston. These islands about 1600 km
from Australia are in the Tasman sea. There
had been a settlement since 1856 when the
descendants of the Bounty mutineers were
transferred there from Pitcairn. (See Pitcairn

infra).'

2. Britain

Most of the British colonies have acquired

.

per, nickel, gold, asbestos, chrome and coa

The Wankie Colliery is the largest coal mine ii

the world. Industries include food processfnf

metals, textiles and engineering. Maizt

ground'nuts, cotton, and tobacco are the chit

crops, tobacco being the most important orit

President: Canaan Banana. PM: Robert C

Mugabe, •

Mission in India: High Commission for th

Republic of Zimbabwe, B-l/42, Safdarjun

Enclave, New Delhi-110029. Tel: 608598.

Associate status and are no longer treated s

dependencies.

Anguilla. Area: 91 sq km; Pop: 6758; Caj

The Valles'. Anguilla is one of the non!
emmost Caribbean islands. In 1976 Britai

granted Anguiila local autonomy; with a

elected assembly. Anguillans' have been dt

manding complete independence.' Fishing i

the main industry.

British Antarctic Territory. Area: ovt

100,000 sq km. This territory comprises Sout
Shetland Islands, South Orkney Islands and
large slice of territory on Palmer Peninsula, i

Antarctica. The)' are mostly uninhabited.,

British Indian Ocean Territory. Area: 7
sq km; Pop; 2000. This territory in the India
Ocean about 1120 km south of India covet
the Chagos Archipelago. The three mai
islands in this group are Diego Garcia, Perc
Banhos and Salomon. Diego Garcia is a U.!

naval base now.
British Virgin Islands. Area. 153 sq kn

Pop: 12,796; Cap: Road Town. These compris
36 islands and islets in the Caribbean Sea. It

governed by a crown administrator aided by
local council and a partly elected legislature

Livestock rearing, fishing and . farming fort

the main occupations.

Cayman Islands. Area: 259 sq km; Po|
1 1 ,194; Cap; Georgetown. The Cayman Islam:

in the Caribbean Sea comprise three mai
islands—Grand Cayman, Little Cayman an
Cayman Brae. It is governed by an administn
tor assisted by a local councif and an electe

assembly. The population is polyglot. Tourist
is the main industry. -

FalklandIslands. Area: 1 1,961 sq km; Pof

2010; Cap; Stanley. Falklands Crown Colon
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comprises two principal islands, East Falkland

and West Falkland. South Georgia, a whaling

settlement, and South Sandwich Islands form

part of the colony. These islands were settled

at different times by the French, the British

and the Argentinians. Argentina still claims

these islands, which they call Malvinas.

In 1982 Argentina forcibly occupied these

islands but they were finally reoccupied by

Britain. The islands continue to be a bone of

contention between Argentina and Britain.

Gibmltar. Area: 6 sq km; Pop: 31,441. The
Rock, of Gibraltar, known as the key to the

Mediterranean, is a peninsula jutting into the

Mediterranean from Spain’s southwest coast.

Both Spain and France have laid claim to it. In

1967, a referendum voted overwhelmingly in

favour of British control. This has not satisfied

Spain, which still counts Gibraltar as part of its

territory. .

Hong Kong (see Independent States

)

Pitcairn Islands. Area: 48 sq km; Pop; 124;

Cap: Adamstown. Pitcairn Islands include Pit-

cairn proper as well as three uninhabited

islands, Henderson, Dude and Oeno. They are

, about 1920 km south of Tahiti. Pitcairn was
located by the mutineers on H.M.S. Bounty, in

1790,when they were looking for an unknown
hideout for themselves. They knew that ifthey

were captured by the British navy, they would
all be hanged. Therefore, after sojourn for a

few days at Tahiti, from where they took some
women, they retired to Pitcairn, which was
uninhabited then. When Britain acquired con-

trol of the island in 1898, they transferred the

descendants of the mutineers to Norfolk

Island.

St. Helena. Area.- 122 sq km; Pop: 3200;

Cap.-Jamestown. St. Helena is in South Atlantic

about 1920 km west of Africa. St. Helena

includes Ascension Island about 1120- km
northwest of St. Helena and Tristan du Cunha
and three other islands. St. Helena is famous in

history as the island to which Napoleon was
exiled after his defeat at Waterloo in 1815-

Turks and Caicos Islands. Area: 430 sq

km; Pop: 6228; Cap-. Cockbum Town. The main
islands of this group, in the Caribbean Sea, are

Grand Turk and Salt Cay (Turks) and south

and north Caicos (Caicos). In 3962, the islands

were granted partial autonomy being adminis-

tered by a Crown representative with the help

of a local council and partly elected legisla-

ture. The population is mostly black. Salt,

crayfish and sisal are the major exports.

3. Chile
Easter Island. Cap: Hangaroa; Area: 363 sq

km; Pop: 1000. Easter Island is a volcanic

island in the South Pacific about 3760 km west

of Chile. Its archaeological remains show that

it had a very ancient civilization. The main

occupation today is cultivation.

Juan Fernandez. Area: 148 sq. km; Pop.-

61 5. This group of islands is located about 640

km west of the Chilean coast It contains two

major islands—Robinson Crusoe and Alexan-

der Selkirk. Daniel Defoe is believed to have

based his story of Robinson Crusoe on the

four-year confinement of the Scottish sailor

Alexander Selkirk on the Robinson Crusoe

island Lobster fishing is the main occupation

of the islanders.

Chilean Antarctic Territory. Area:

1,249,993 sq-km; Pop: 200. This is the portion

of the Palmer peninsula of the Antarctic that

Chile has claimed for its own.

Diego Ramirez Islands. This is a group of

uninhabited islands, lying some 100 km south-

west of Cape Horn.

Salay Gomez, San Ambrosia and San

Felix Islands. These are three separate

uninhabited islands in the Pacific, which are in

the possession of Chile.

4. Denmark
Greenland: Area: 21,75,600 sq km.; Pop:

1,862; Cap: Godthaab.

Greenland, the largest island in the world,

es to the north of North America. Around

of the surface is covered by an ice-cap

ith an average thickness of 500 feet Most of

le inhabitants are of mixed European and

skimo origin. The main industry is fahtng.

In 1979, Denmark handed over local gm-

mment to the Greenlanders. Grecnlandic

Eskimo language) replaced ^h as the

Sidal language. Foreign relations art. con

oiled by Denmark.

Faeroe Islands. Area: 1399 ^
1 929; Cap. Thorshavn. Faeroe islands lie in

le Adamic between Scotland'sStoland fe-

nds and Iceland. The islands «
umber of which I7 are mhabitedLT7«

land is Stromo on which the capiol

nvn stands. The main industry isfiriurwThe
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principal language is Faeroese. Home nile was
granted in 1948. An elected Parliament con-,

trols the local administration. Two Faeroese

delegates sit in the Danish Parliament

5. Ecuador
Galapagos Islands. Area: 7842 sq km; Pop.-

3100; Cap: Baquerizo Moreno. Galapagos is-

lands are a group of60 volcanic islands, which
lie in the Pacific, about 1040 km west of

Ecuador. They have a unique assortment of
fauna and were, declared a National Park in

1936, so as to protea its wild life. The giant

tortoise found on these islands is said to be the

longest living animal in the world with a life

span of 200 years.

French Guiana. Area.- 91,000 sq km; Pop:

61744; Cap: Cayenne. French Guiana is on the
northern coast of South America. Devil’s

. Island in Guiana served as a penal colony for
France, for nearly a hundred years from 1852.
In 1946, Guiana was made an overseas depart-
ment of France with representation in French
Parliament

French Polynesia. Area.- 4000 sq km; Pop:
1.47,518; Cap: Papeete. The French Ploynesian
islands numbering around 130-lie in the South
Pacific. For administrative purpose, they are
grouped together as follows. 1. Windward
Islands. (Including Tahiti and Moorea) 2.

Leeward Islands, 3- Tuamota and Gambier
Islands. 4. Austral islands and 5. Marquesas
Islands. The population is almost entirely

Polynesian.

One of these islands-Muruora-abour 1150
km. southeast of Tahiti was used as a nuclear
testing site by France in 1966 and 1968 and
even as late as 1985.

Guadeloupe. Area: 1799 sq km-, Pop:
3,29,634; Cap.- Basse-Terre. Guadeloupe prop-
er comprises two isIands-Basse-Terre and
Grand Terre-separated by a narrow channel.
They are in the Leeward Islands of Lesser
Antilles. The islands of Marie Galante, Les
Saintes, La Desirade and St Baithelemv are
pan of Guadeloupe.

Martinique. Area: 1102 sq km; Pop: 3,24,832;
Cap: Fort-de-France. Martinique is one of the
Windward Islands of Lesser Antilles. The
island is mainly known for its volcanic moun-

Micronesia: End
Of Trusteeship

The UN Trusteeship Council in June,

1986adopteda resolution on thefuture oj

the Crust territory of the Pacific islands

(Micronesia) by which the UN trusteeship

agreement would be terminated.

The resolution asked tiye UnitedStates to
consult with thefourparts ofthe territory

on a date for their new status.

.

Micronesia is the last of the origirud.il

trust territories under the UN..

The resolution, co-sponsored by France
and Britain, noted that the peoples o)

componentparts- the Northern Marianas,
the Marshall islands, the FederatedStates o/

Micronesia and Palau— had freely exer-

cised their right to self-determination in

plebiscites observed by the Trusteeship

Council. Three of them had chosen fret
association with the US while thefourthy the
Northern Marianas, had optedfor Com-
monwealth status.

rain. Mount Pelee, which erupted in 1902
one of the most devastating earth-quak
known to history. Martinique is an averse
department of France.

Mayotte. Area: 373 sqJcm; Pop: 48518;C
Dzaoudzi, Mayotte lies in the Mozambiq
channel between East Africa and Zanzibar,
part of the Comoro Islands, Mayotte chose
remain a French dependency while the rest

the Comoros became independent in 19"

New Caledonia. Area: 19058 sq km.; Pc

1,47,536; Cap; Noumea. New Caledonia ter

tory comprises several island groups in Sou
Pacific, located about 1200 km east ofAustral
Besides New Caledonia, there are the Loya
Islands, about 125 km to the east <of Nc
Caledonia), Chesterfield Islands, about 540 k

to the northwest and the Isle ofPines, about
km to the south-east New Caledonia has laq

reserves of nickel, iron, manganese ai

chrome. An overseas territory of France, it

administered by a governor, assisted by
popularly eleaed council.

Reunion. Area; 2510 sq km; Pop: 5,09,85

Cap: St Denis. Reunion is a volcanic island

the Indian Ocean and lies about 720km east
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Last Vestiges of
Colonialism

The last vestiges of colonialism will

disappearfrom China in 1999 under an

agreement initialled in March 1987 in

Beijing betiveen China and Portugal. The

tiny Portuguese colony ofMacao will then

return to Chinese sovereignty after 400

years.

The signing ceremony was in tlx Great

Hall ofthe People. Ajoint statement which
set the date ofMacao's return atDecember

20, 1999, was initialled by China’s Vice

Foreign Minister, Mr. Zhou Nan and Por-

tugal's Ambassador to the United Nations,

Mr. Rtd Medina. They beaded their delega-

tions in the nine-month long negotiations.

267,491; Cap: Funchal. Madeira lies in the

Atlantic Ocean 960 km south west of Portugal.

The islands comprise two principal islands

—

Madeira and Portosanto—and several smaller

islands, which are uninhabited. In 1976 Por-

tugal granted Madeira full internal autonomy.

11. Spain
Balearic Islands. These islands are in the

Mediterranean off the south coast of Spain.

LANGUAGES
No one has yet taken a satisfactory count of

the world's languages. There are many esti-

mates. They vary by thousands. The main
cause of confusion is how to distinguish a

language from a dialect

Linguists have not agreed as to what disting-

uishes a language from a dialect In view of

this, differing estimates are quite possible and
admissible. We have here adopted the esti-

mate of some French and American linguists

who have listed a total of 2796 languages.

Of the 2796 languages mentioned, over
1200 are spoken by American-Indian tribes,

most of which do not number more than a

thousand people. African-Negro groups speak
some 700 different languages while the natives

World Pano

Majorca, Minorca, Ibiza arid Formenter

the largest islands. The islands have a

ancient civilization dating from the PI

dans. Spain granted limited autonomy to

islands in 1978.

Canary Islands. Area: 7273 sq km;

1 ,256,650; Cap: Las Palmas and Santa Cru:

Canary Islands lie in the Atlantic off the

west coast of Morocco. Of the 13 L‘

comprising the group, the largest, are <

Canary', Tenerife and Fuefte Ventura. In

the islands were divided into two provin

one with its capital at Las Palmas on <

Canary and the other with its.capital at

Cruz on Tenerife.

The islands are volcanic and mountai

the highest peak Pico de Teide in Te;

rising above the snow level to 12,198

12. United States

Guam. Area: 500 sq km- Pop: 70,000

Agana. An island in the Indian Ocean adi

tered by U.S. as an ‘unincorporated’ ten

Midway Islands. Area: 5 sq km; Pop:

A group of islands in the North Pacific C
an incorporated territory of U.S.

Marshall, Caroline andMarina Isl

Area: 1500 sq km; Pop: 126,440;.Cap: S;

U.S. Trust Territory in the Pacific under a

Commissioner.
Wake Island. Area: 6 sq km; Pop: 176;

unincorporated territory in the Pacific

of Australia, New Guinea and other F

islands account for as many as 500 langi

of their own. Add to this an estimatec

minor languages of Asia of unknown c

and we find that the total number o
world’s major languages (spoken by a m
or more people) hardly exceeds 160; in i

words, the overwhelming majority .ol

world’s languages, say 85 per cent, are sp

by numerically small groups,' while son
per cent represent major languages. •

The world’s languages considered as

lies fall into 10 broad groups. 1. 1

European, 2. Semito-Hamitic, 3. Sino-Tib

4. Dravidian, 5. Ural-Altaic, 6. Malavo-Po

sian, 7.' African-Negro, 8. American-India
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acasian, 10. Miscellaneous.

?. Indo-European Familyf. The Indo-Euro-
m languages may be subdivided into four
jor divisions, (a) Germanic includes En-
;h, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish,
rwegian and Icelandic, (b) Romance in’
des French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian
1 Romanian, (c) Balto-Slavic includes Rus-
t, Polish, Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak, Serbo-
>atian and Bulgarian, (d) Indo-Iranian
up may be conveniently divided into fra-
n and Indie or Indo-Aryan branches. Sans-
or the Indie branch is the original

o-Iranian language that was brought into
ia by the Aryan immigrants. It is the earliest
he Indo-European languages to appear in
nrded form.
' Semito-Hamitic Family comprises Arabic,
trew, Libyan, Berber, Galla, Amharic
tiopia) and Somali languages.

. Sino-Tibetan Family is dominated by
nese, which with its many dialects corn-
ids 700 million speakers out of a total of
’Ut 760 million for the whole family,
stan, Burmese, Thai, Japanese and Korean
?uages form the rest of the family.

. Dravidian Family includes the major
luages of South India, Tamil, Telugu,
nada and

. Malayalam.

U™l-Attaic Family includes Finnish,
igarian, Turkish, Mongol and Manchu.
. Malayo-Pofywesian Family comprises
in (native to New' Zealand), Malagasy
dagascar), Malay and Indonesian.

African-Negro group covers the major
ran languages, Sudanese, Guinean, Bantu,
«a (Nigeria), Swahili and others.

apparently belong to this group.
Basque, which is spoken on both sides of

the Pyrenees in Europe, appears to be a
remnant of a language family called Mediterra-
nean, which has long since disappeared. The
present speakers of Basque number nearlv a
million.

Basque is a very difficult language. The storv
goes that the devil tried to learn Basque, so as
to tempt and ruin the Basques but gave up die
attempt in despair. Basque has no affinity to
any European language but bears close re-
semblance to many American-Indian tongues
Some linguists believe that Basque was the
language of the lost continent, Atlantis.

The Ainu, the language ofthe white-skinned
people of Hokkondo, the northern-most of
Japanese islands, the Hyperborean tongues of
Siberia and Kamchatka and many other minor
groups too numerous to mention make up the
rest of the world's languages.

Of the great modem languages, 13 are
spoken by 50 million or more people. The}’
are Chinese, English, Hindustani, Russian,
Spanish, German, Japanese, Arabic, Bengali ,

Portuguese, Malay (Indonesian), French and
Italian. Approximate estimates of speakers of
different languages made by various author-
ities differ greatly, sometimes by millions. This
is so because the speakers of different lan-

guages are spread over the whole globe and
no statistics beyond so-called guestimares are

available about them.

Chinese, the first language in point of the

number of speakers is mainly confined to

China and Manchuria. Japanese is first and
foremost the native tongue of the people in

Japanese islands, but enjoys some currency in

Emencan-lndian Family comprises many’
luages of the Red Indian tribes and in-

its

t lC lan8U38es of the Eskimos and

Caucasian Family consists of a number
a languages like Georgian and Circuo-

0- Miscellaneous. Among the lesser fami-
uu:Austriafamily apparently commanded
^circulation in very- ancient times. It is at
’

.

rePresented by tribal tongues like die

_
f>toup in India. The aboriginal lan-

s__ oi Australia. Tasmania and New Guinea

i,
“ ncw preferred ra Indo-European,

per
us*c Aru'olian language and Indo-European

Korea and the nearby area ofAsiatic mainland.

Malay is spoken in Indonesia and Malaysia and

is understood as far as the Philippines.

Arabic covers an incredibly huge area from

Africa right across Asia and is learned where-

ver Islam predominates, though it is almost

everywhere mingled with other languages of

non-Arabic stock like Berber, Cushite and

Hebrew.

English covers nearly one-fifth ofthe Earth s

surface. It is spoken by 200 million people in

the western hemisphere and includes over 60

million in Europe, some 25 million in Asia,

about 5 million in Africa and more titan 33

million in Oceania, comprising Australia and

New Zealand. .
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Demise of Classical Greece
A Modern Tragedy

Within the marble col-

onnades of the Atlxns
Academy, girt by worthy
tomes, there is a man ulx>

has tlxiugbr much on Greece
and its language And be
has decided that here, m the

land of the classics, a Ixrtt-

age is being denied

Since the teaching of clas-

sical Greek was curtailed in
many classrooms in 1976,
and modem Greek teas

made the language ofadmi-
nistration, said Professor

Constantine Trypanis, afor-
mer teacher of modem
Greek at Oxford University,

"the language has become
impoverished.

"

Voting people these days,
be said, limit t/xmselves to

demotic Greek — the mod-
em Greek— and that could
have consequences in a
l>and known more for the

breadth of thought of
ancients than the narrow-
ness of modems.

"Wc think through
words, " the professor, afor-
mer president of the Athens
Academy, said. 'Therefore, if

we impoverish the language
and take au>ay words, we
take au>ay ways of
thinking

"

His words reflected some-
thing of a controversy be-

tween those who, like him,
favour greater prominence
for ancient Greek and for
the 19th-century spoken
Greek called Katharevousa,
and those uho champion the

demotic.

Decades ago, the dispute
spread to fisticuffs in the
streets of Athens betueen
supporters of the demotic,
associated then with leftist

politics, and tlxisc uho spoke
katharevousa. an artificial

hybrid of ancient and mod-
em Greek created ISOyears
ago. and associated with the
elite.

D. J Perivolaris wrote in
the British publication The

Economist when the i

spilled into its letter,

utnns: Tt nowseems tl.

vast richnessand refin

of tlx Greek languagi
been gradually tvdm
the banality ofslang u
overage of 500 wot
use."

7 cannot help tbi

that, if Socrates wt
come out ofbis grave
he said, “be would
seek the redemption q
lock to escape the torn
bearing bis fellotv o
speaking an alien tot

That was matched
letter from Alex Vari

uho listed bis addr
North Dakota. 'The

greatfigures ofGreek
lure— Kazantzakis, i

and all the rest ~ u
exception clxtse not tc

in Katharevousa ini

that, linguistically, di

Greek is as capable oj

rale expression as an)
language," he wrote.
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Language No. of speakers

(in million)

Principal

Areas

Chinese}:

English

Russian

Spanish

Hindi

Japanese
' German

ngali

miguese

jbic

tlian

idonesian

vanese

elugu

riarathi . . .

Jrdu

Punjabi

Korean

Ukrainian

Vietnamese

Polish

Turkish

Gujarati

Thai

Malayalam

Kannada’

Farsi (Persian)

Burmese
Oriya

Romanian
Serbo-Croatian

Hausa
Pushtu

China

UK, USA, Canada,

Ireland, Australia,

New Zealand
USSR

Spain, Latin America

North India

Japan

Germany, Austria

Switzerland

India, Bangladesh

Portugal, Brazil

Middle East

North Africa

France, Beigium

Canada, Switzerland
Italy

Indonesia

Java (Indonesia)

Andhra Pradesh

(India)

Tamil Nadu (India)

Sri Lanka

Maharashtra (India)

India, Pakistan

India, Pakistan

40Korea (North & Son*)
1 n 1

Bhojpuri

Sudanese
Hungarian
Dutch

iltui “ '

Ukraine (USSR)
Vietnam
Poland

Turkey

Gujarat (India)

Thailand

Kerala (India)

Karnataka (India)

Iran

Burma
Orissa (India)

Romania
Yugoslavia

Nigeria, Niger

Afganisian

Pakistan

Eastern India

Sudan
Hungary'

The Netherlands

Swahili

Visayan

Nepali

Greek
Czech
Assamese
Swedish
Bulgarian

Belorussian

Sinhalese

Amharic
Yoruba
Madurese

Ibo
Azerbaijani

Sindhi

Catalan

Chattisgarhi

Magadhi
Maithili

Angika

Fulani

Malagasy

Uzbek
Malay
Chuang

i Tagalog
i Quechua

) Danish
t Flemish
t Provencal

) Tartar

:) Kurdish

Khmer
Ruanda
Galla

Norwegian
Marwari
Finnish

Yiddish

Slovak
Armenian
Kazakh
Tibetan

Uighur

% Inducting (MindJrin-560. Cantonese— 45. Wu-oO. Min

35. Itokka Zh -

Twi
Malinke

Sotho
Zulu
Xhosa
Lithuanian

Georgian

East Africa

Philippines

I

. Nepal

)

Greece

)
Czechoslovakia

5
Assam (India)

g
Sweden

8
Bulgaria

g Belorussia (USSR)

g
Sri Lanka

g
Ethiopia

8
Nigeria

8 Madura (Indonesia)

g
' Nigeria

7 Azerbaijan (USSR)

7 Pakistan, India

6
Spain

6 Madhyapradesh (India)

g Bihar do

„ do

» do
West Africa

Madagascar

Uzbekistan (USSR)

Malaysia, Singapore
China

Philippines

Peru, Bolivia

Denmark
Belgium
France

Tartar (USSR)

Turkey, Iraq, Iran

USSR
Kampuchea

Ruanda, Congo
Ethiopia

Norway

Rajasthan (India)

Finland

USA, Israel

Czechoslovakia

Armenia (USSR)

Kazakhstan (USSR)
Tibet

Sinkiang (China)

USSR
Ghana

West Africa

Lesotho (Africa)

South Africa

do
Lithuania (USSR)

Georgia (USSR)
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Hebrew’ • 3 Israel Fon 1

Santali 3 Eastern India Kanuri 1

Yt(Lolo) 3 .China Fang I

Minangkabau 3 Sumatra (Indonesia) Drinka V
Ilocano 3 Luzon (Philippines) Lingala • 3

Somali 3 Somalia Mangbetu 1

MOSSi 3 Burkina Faso Rundi 1

Albanian 2.5 Albania Kamba 1

Mongolian 2.5 Mongolia (China) Luo 1

Miao' 2.5 China Sukuma 1

Buginese 2.5 Celebes (Indonesia) Tigrinya 1

Kashmiri 2.5 Kashmir (India) Shona 3

Rajasthani 2 - Rajasthan (India) Tswana 1

Moldavian 2 Moldavia (USSR)
Lao 2 Laos Russian dominates

N

Achinese
Balinese

Bikol

Ganda
Nyanja

Mbunda
Makua
Afrikaans

Mayan
Guarani

Latvian

Slovenian

Mordvin
Chuvash
Tadzhik

Gondi
Shan
Karen
Batak

Sidamo
Kikuyu

Kongo
Luba
Bemba
Bhili

Welsh
Breton

Macedonian

Estonian

Bashkir

Turkmen
Kirgiz

Baluchi

Dayak
Tulu

Wolof
Mende
Ewe

Dahor
West Af

Gabon, Camen
Su

, Co,

.. - COl

Burundi, Co;

. . Ke

Ke
Tana

. Ethic

Zimbai

Botsw
South Af

2

2
2

2
2

2
2
2

2

2

1.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

3 5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

1.5

1.5

i

Bali (Indonesia)
Luzon (Philippines)

Uganda
Malawi, Zambia

Angola
Mozambique
South Africa

Mexico, Guatemala
Paraguay

Latvia (USSR)
Yugoslavia

Mordavia (USSR)
Chuvash (USSR)

Tadzhikistan (USSR)
East India

Burma
Burma

1.5 Sumatra (Indonesia)

Ethiopia

Kenya
Congo
Congo'
Zambia

Gujarat (India)

Wales
Brittany (France)

Macedonia
(Yugoslavia)

Estonia (USSR)
Bashkir (USSR)

Turkmen (USSR)
Kirgiz (USSR)
Pakistan, Iran

Borneo (Indonesia)
Karnataka (India)

Senegal
Sierra leone
Ghana, Togo

wuuuiirttw VUW'CBAUI U1 UiS. I

area of the Earth, being the national langi

throughout the Soviet Union. But Russia
used as, a native tongue only by half

population of Soviet Russia. The rest sf
some 345 different languages

Spanish appears in its homeland Spain
the ex-Spanish colonies. But these accoun
only a quarter of the Spanish-speaking pop
tion. TTie rest (three-fourths) are in

western hemisphere, covering Mexico, Cer
America, Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dornin
Republic and all South American count
barring Brazil and the Guianas.

Portuguese is spoken in Portugal and
ex-Portuguese colonies. But the greatest n
ber of Portuguese speakers is concentrate
Brazil.

German is practically confined to Eur.

where it is spoken in German}’, Austria .

most of Switzerland. But it enjoys wide cun
cy as a scholastic language aii over Eure
especially in Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Netherlands, Hungary', Yugoslavia, Swe
and Norway, where it is spoken by an <

mated 20 million people,

French is the language of France, par
Switzerland, Belgium, ex-French possessi
or Departments overseas and Canada (a
daily the province ofQuebec). It is repute
a language of culture in Europe, and is spu
by some 5 million non-French men, in ai

tion to their mother tongues.

Italian, the language of-Italy, ts amen
the former Italian colonies, Eritrea, Son
land, Libya and Cyrenica and is used by fta

emigrant groups numbering some 10. mill
living in various Mediterranean countries,

;

USA, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Chi
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Religions have played a very great part in

the evolution ofhuman civilzation and culture.

They' evolved as a set of beliefs concerning the

cause, nature and purpose of the universe and

grew as an organised system of beliefs that

bound people.to become a close-knit society.

Very often the religions spread out from the

lands of their origin.

Hinduism, has left its permanent impact on
Indian life and culture. Buddhism wrought
revolutionary' transformation in the life and
culture of the peoples of South-East Asia and
China. Christianity and Islam spread among
the peoples of Asia and Europe kindling latent

fires and opening fresh chapters in the history

of the world.

.

The religions of the world may be grouped
into three broad classes. 1. Leading religions,

2. Lesser religions and 3- Primitive religions.

The leading religions are Buddhism, Christian-

ity’, Confucianism, Hinduism and Islam. The
lesser religions includeJainism and Sikhism of

India,Judaism of Palestine, Shintoism ofjapan,

Taoism of China and Zoroastrianism originally

of Persia. The primitive religions count by the

thousand. They are all very small communi-
ties, each with a handful of votaries. They are

principally found among the aboriginal tribes

ofAustralia, the Americas, India, Burma, South
East Asia, Indonesia and Africa.

Buddhism was founded by Gautama Buddha
who lived in the 6th century B.C.t Gautama,
otherwise known as Siddhartha, was the son of
an Indian prince, Suddhodana, chief of the
Sakyas. Even as a child he was given to

contemplation. The sorrows and sufferings of
the world tormented his loving heart and he
abandoned his princely home, his wife and
child .and started in pursuit of enlightenment
at the age of 29. After years of wandering and
contemplation Gautama at last found enlight-

enment while meditating under a great peepul
tree. From that dayr

, he came to be known as

the Buddha dr the Enlightened One.

The Buddha preached that emancipation
from the cycle of rebirths, i.e., Nirvana, can be
attained by a path of self-purification. He
attached little importance to rituals and cere-
monies in which the Brahmin priests in-

t The actual dates of Buddha’s birth and death are disputed.

dulged. He does not appear to have even

envisaged the existence of a Supreme God. He
preached in the vernacular of the people, a

simple doctrine, of love and mercy which

appealed to all.
-

Buddhism is essentially a religion of kind-

ness, humanity and equality. It denounces all

claims to superiority on grounds of birth or

caste. The eminence or lowness of men is

determined by their own conduct and actions.

Two or three centuries after the death of the

Buddha, we find the Buddhist religion divided

into two broad schools, the Hinayana and the

Mahayana. The Hinayana school prided itself

on maintaining the teachings ofthe Buddha.in.

their original form. The Mahayana school

converted the human Buddha—Sakya muni—
into an eternal and supreme deity, presiding

over the world and succouring his devotees.

Mahayana Buddhism is prevalent in China,

Tibet, Korea and Mongolia. Hinayana Buddh-
ism is prevalent in Burma, Sri Lanka, Kam-
puchea and Vietnam.

The fnost sacred places of Buddhism are

Lumbini in Nepal, where the Buddha was
bom, the Bodh Gaya (Bihar), where he
received enlightenment and Kusinagara (UP),

where he attained nirvana.

Christianity founded by Jesus Christ now
commands the largest following in the world.
Christ was bom in B.C. 4 inJudea.* He started

preaching about the Kingdom ofGod when he
was thirty. His activities roused the opposition
of the Jewish highpriests who accused him of
blasphemy.

He was cruicified under the orders of
Pontius Pilate, the Roman Govemor.-After
three days, Christ was resurrected from the
dead. With the Resurrection of Christ, his
disciples took heart and went about preaching
the Kingdom of God to all the peoples of the
world.

Christianity spread throughout the Roman
Empire where it was made the state religion in
the 4th century A.D. Later, the Church split
into two broad groups—the Western Church
under the Pope in Rome, and the Eastern

* The date is disputed. See Chapter Outline of History’ in pan
one. K
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Churches under the Patriarchates of Antioch,

Alexandria and Constantinople. Still later,

further disruptions took place. The Roman

Church was broken up by Protestantism, while

in the Eastern Churches, many communities

like the Armenians, Ethiopians, Russians and

Indians set up their own Patriarchates.

Jerusalem, where Christ lived and preached,

is the most sacred place for Christians all over

the world.

Confucianism^- Kung Fu Tsu, better known
as Confucius, was bom in 551 B.C in China.

Even as a young man, he had an ardent thirst

for knowledge. When still in his youth, he met

and talked with Lao-tse who was then a famous

figure. Struggling through poverty, Confucius

first became a minor civil servant and later

rose to be the magistrate ofa state. His brilliant

administration evoked the jealousy of others,

ho conspired to bring about his dismissal in

96 B.C Thereafter he wandered about penni-

es and homeles, until in 478 B.C he died,

ged seventythree.

After his death, his sayingswere collected in

ie analects and he was honoured throughout

ihina, as a deity ranking with the deities of
leaven and Earth. Confucius was a moralist

ather than the founder of a religion. He
onserved, systematised and taught the age-

ild teachings of China. He advocated regular-

cy in life, temperance in food and drink and
' ‘

' the importance of learning, loyal-

and truthfulness. He formulated a golden
ule of reciprocity, “what you do not want
lone to yourself, do not do to others”—just a

tep short of the Laotsean and Christian

loctrine of returning good for evil

Peking is the city sacred to the adherents of
>oth Taoism and Confucianism.

Hinduism: The word Hindu originally was
lie Persian rendering of the Indian word
indbu—the Sanskrit name of the river Indus,

he Persian name Hindu must have come into

eing in the 6th century B.C when the
jrritory round Indus formed pan of the
ersian Empire. But the name disappeared
rom India, with the exit of the Persians. It

ame back to India, centuries later, with the
luslim invasions from the north-west.

At that time, however, the word Hindu
imply meant Indian and had no religious

onnotation. Subsequently, under the Mughal
mperors, the word assumed a religious tint

and under the British it came to be applied

exclusively to the people, who followed the

age-old religion of India. -

The basis ofHinduism lies in the four Vedas
!

of the Aryans. The word veda is derived from

vid, to know. The vedas are known as sniti, or

that which is heard or revealed. The orthodox

Hindus think that the vedas are anadi, without

a begining. Others believe that the vedas were

revealed to ancient risbis (sages).

The Rigveda is the earliest and the most

important of the four vedas. It is the oldest

scripture in the world having been composed
in the third millennium B.C It consists of over

1000 hymns, a heterogeneous collection of

prayers to gods like Agni, Vayu, Vanina,

Indra, Mitra, Soma, Ushus and others, instruc-

tions on rituals, incantations, songs, and verses
'

on nature The other three vedas are more
,

specialised. The Yajur Veda deals mainly with

sacrificial invocations, theSomaVeda contains

melodic invocations and the Albania Veda
deals with medicines and magical incantations.

Each Veda is divided into mantras (hymns),
Brabmanas which explain the . mantras and
rituals, Aranyakas, mystic teachings meant for

meditation in forests and Upanisbads, specula-,

lions on Being and Reality.

The early Aryan gods were deifications of
natural forces, Agni, Varuna, Soma, Surya etc
They were worshipped with sacrifice. There
were no temples or images. The sacrifices

were performed on open altars, where awood
fire was lighted, and offerings of food and
drink, in the shape of meat, fat, butter, milk,

cakes of barley and the spirituous drinksewia,
were offered to the gods, who were supposed
to dwell in the sky. This was the vedic rite of
boma, the quintessence of vedic religion.

When the Aryans came to India, they en-

countered a highly civilized people—the

Dravidians—the builders of the City Civiliza-

tion of the Indus Valley. They defeated the

Dravidians and probably enslaved them. But
though superior in war, the Aryans were far

behind the Dravidians in culture." Before long
they succumbed to the superior culture ofthe
pre-Aryans and adopted it. Graeda capta

ferum viaorem cepit* (Enslaved Greece made
a slave of her rough conqueror).

The maiastav of popular Hinduism is the

later vedic literature which consists of the .

* Horace
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Hinduism headed bySiva-Uma and Sri-Visbnti.

Siva and Unut are clearly pre-Aryan gods.

Vislmu was partly Aryan—a form of Sun

god—and partly Dravidian—the blue sky-

god

—

Sri was an Aryan goddess to start with,

the Indian counterpart of the European Ceres,

but in her association with Vishnu as Gajalak-

sbrni, she is indigenous and pre-Aryan.

The outstanding instance of the Dravidisa-

tion of the Aryan religion is found in the

.preponderant place given to thepuja form of

worship compared to Aryan honra. Puja rite,

which involves the offering of flowers, fruits,

leaves, water etc. to an image or symbol of

divinity, is characteristically Dravidian. This is

now the everyday form of worship for all

Hindus-the homa being kept up artificially

among timited groups of Brahmins or Kshat-

riyas.

The imprimatur or theological sanction for

puja is found in flicBbagavad Gila** which is

the bedrock of modem Hinduism.

"If arty offers me with devotion, a leaf, a
flower, afruit or water, l receive that offered in

devotion by the person whose soul is disci-

plined'. Gita IX, 26.
Hinduism emerged as the national religion

by a brilliant synthesis ofAryan and non-Aryan

ideas- This ability to adopt or adjust to alien

ideas has made Hinduism a highly receptive

and tolerant religion. It is this receptivity that

lias helped it to survive the onslaughts ofother
-^religions and influences through centuries.

-
' When Buddhism rose as a challenge to

adox Hinduism, Hinduism reacted by
-''tying the Buddha as an ateuar of Vishnu.

Similarly, the Jain idea of non-violence or
non-injury to living things appealed to many
people as a gospel of mercy, good will and
fellowship with all living creatures. Hinduism
took over the idea and worked it out as the
doctrine ofAfjimsa, which was elevated as the
highest of all dharmas.

In spite of its great adaptability and accom-
modation, Hinduism has been rocked by
dissensions and disputations. The bluer strug-

gle between Vaishnavttes and Saitoites, be-
tween supporters ofGod Vishnu andGod Siva,

lasted for a long time. But this was rather a
struggle for supremacy in the Hindu
fold-never a segregation from it.

like all old religions, the appeal of Hindu-

* * Bhagavad Gita occurs in the Mahabftaratt.

ism has flagged and waned from time to 1

And from time to time, reformers have sp

up, brilliant intellects and devout ascetics

Sankamdmrya (8th century' A.D.), Kama:

(12th century) and Madhwa (

cenrury)-who have not merely rest<

popular faiih but also countered heretic;

flssiparous tendencies, by a re-interpreta

of Hindu philosophy and reformation

Hindu practices, to meet the demands of

times.

Modem Hinduism may be dated from

days of Sri Sankaracbarya, more .
than 1

years ago. Sankara lived in the 8th century J

He was bom at Kaladi in Kerala of a N
boodiri Brahmin family. He is by far

greatest of Hindu reformers. Before he die

the early age of 32, he travelled through In

thrice, debating with scholars and expound
his theory otAdvaita or monism. He was
only a great thinker but also a great organ!

Among the most durable monuments to

organising zeal are the famous monasteries

Sringeri in Karnataka, Dwaraka in Gujarat, P

in Orissa and Badrinath on the snowy heig
of the Himalayas. He purged Hinduism
many evil cults and practices. Thus, t

worship of the Mother Goddess, who v

called by many names—Devi, Dtirga, Ac

Laksbmi, Pan<ati, Amba, Amman, etc—

h

degenerated into licentiousness.

Devi worship, in the past was part of tl

Sakta cult with its five Makaras, matsya (fisl

marma (meat), madya (liquor), mad,
(dance), and maithuna (copulation). Sanka
reformed this cult and restored it to i

original purity. Similarly he is said to have pi

down the Kapalikas, who indulged in huma
sacrifices to appease God Bhairava. Sankai

thus rejuvenated Hinduism and gave it a nei

philosophy and a new look.

Ramanuja, the next great reformer lived t)

the 12th century AS). Me was bom i)

Sriperumbadur in Tamil Nadu. He modifier
Sankara ’sphilosophy ofAdvaita and preacbet
a new philosophy Visishtadmita or qualifiec

monism. Ramanuja laid great emphasis or

bhaktimarga or deliverance by way of devo
tion to a compassionate god,- in contrast tc

Karmamarga or the way of deliverance by the

performance of vedie rites.

Madbwa, born in 1238, near Udipi in

Karnataka is the third of the great reformers.
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: He is the supreme exponent of dvaita or
’ dualism. All these great reformers stressed the

importance ofbbakti or devotion to a personal

god.

The renoration of Hinduism started by this

,
great trio of the south, was continued by a

numberofsaints and sages in the rest of India,

, Ramananda of Allahabad. Vallabhacharya of

Benares, Namadeva of Maharashtra, (who un-

like others came from a low caste), Mirabai of

|

Rajasthan (a princess turned sanyasin), Eka-

nath, Tukaram and Ramdas, all from Maharash-

.
tra, Surdas, the blind poet of Agra, Lalla of

Kashmir, Sant Kabirof Varanasi and others.

The greatest ofthe bfjakti leaders and one of
the greatest reformers of Hindu religion is

,
Chaitanya (1485-1533), who hailed from a

Brahmin family in Bengal. At the age of 24 he

,
became a sanyasin and spent the rest of his

life, preaching the bhakti movement all over
» North India

Organised work for the re-vitalisation of

;
.
Hinduism started with Swami Dayananda
Saraswati (1824-1883). He founded the Arya
Samaj and started die Sudhi (purification)

movement, for the conversion of non-Hindus
!

to Hinduism. He was a great Sanskrit scholar

J

and admonished his followers to go back to

the Vedas.

The next great reformer, in point of time,

; was Ramakrisfma Paramabamsa (1836-1886).
He was a poor priest in a temple of Calcutta,

without any formal education, eastern or
westem.But he was a deeply religious man,

. who believed in the inherent truth of all

t
religions. His catholicity, mysticism and spir-

:

Itual fervour attracted a small band of devoted
i disciples. They formed a Mission, named after

him, the Ramakrishna Mission,

i
The most famous leader of the Mission was

; Narendranath Dacca, an English educated disci

r

pie of Paramahamsa. In later years, he became
famous as Swami Vtvekaruxnda and carried
the message of Hinduism to far off countries
like USA. The Ramakrishna Mission stands for

•, social and religious reform, based on the
' ancient culture of India.

Islam: In Arabic, Islam means submission,
\ obedience or peace. It is meant as the

obedience and submission to God to attain
t. peace in the world. The believers of this

universal religion are called Muslims. They
belive in one and only God, His'Angels, His

Books as completed by the Quran as the word
of God revealed to Prophet Muhammad
through Angel Garbiel and His Messengers,

with Muhammad being the last of them all.

Some call Islam Mohammedanism and
address believers as Mofximmedans. Muslims
reject this as the misnomer will imply that the

religion was founded by Muhammad, a mortal

being. They believe that Muhammad was
commissioned as prophet by God to teach the

word of God.

The Muslims have to bear witness to the

one-ness of God and the messengership of
Muhammad; have to observe prayers five

times daily with a weekly juma prayer on
Friday noons; have to pay a religious tax of

‘Zakath’ to the rightful beneficiaries, the mini-

mum ofwhich is two and a halfper cent ofthe

annual net income or ofthe total value ofstock

in business after discounting expenses and
credits; have to keep the dawn-to-dusk fast,

without food, drinks and smoking, in the ninth

month of Ramzan of the Islamic Year. They
have to make a pilgrimage to the annual

congregation called Haj to Makkah (Mecca) in

Saudi Arabia in the second week of the 12th

month of Dul Haj. This pilgrimage once In a

lifetime, to Kabah in Makkah is obligatory to

the Muslims, male or female, who are finan-

cially, physically and mentally fit.

Every Muslim turns his face five times daily

towards Kabah, the small cubical mosque in

Makkah. They believe that it was the first

mosque to be dedicated to the pure worship

of the one and only God.

The Muslim Era began with the emigration

of Muhammad from Makkah to Madina in 622

A.D. The Islamic Calendar is lunar, determined

by the sight of the Moon. It is of 12 months,

and each month is either thirty or twenty-nine

days, depending upon the position of the

Moon.

The two main festivals of the Muslims are

Idul Filer and /dulAzha publicised as ‘Rama-

zan’. Idul Fiter is the feast of breaking the fast

of Ramazan on the first day of the tenth month
of Shavval. Idul Azha is the festival of sacrifice,

mentioned otherwise as 'Bakrid' in calendars.

This falls two months after Ramazan, on the

tenth day of the last month of Dul Haj, a day-

after the holy congregation of Haj at Makkah.

Prophet’s day- or Miladunnabi (the birthday of
Prophet Muhammad) and Muharram (the day
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of sacrifice of Imam Husain, grandson of

Muhammad) are also celebrated by Muslims.

Islam had its influence in the three conti-

nents of Asia, Africa and Europe. It gave right

of property to women 12 centuries before

England adopted it in theory.

As per 1981 statistics, there are fifty-seven

crore (570 million) Muslims in the world.

Indonesia with 14 crore (140 million) tops the

list India has nine crore Muslims with Bang-

ladesh 7.6, Pakistan 7.5, Nigeria 6.2, Russia 6,

and China 5 crore.

. Jainism derives its name from Jaina (the

conqueror), the second name of Vardhamana

Mahavira. Mahavira, like Buddha belonged to a

princely family in Vaisali. At the age of 30,

Mahavira, renounced die world and spent 12

years in austerity and meditation in search of

truth. At last, at the age of 42, while meditating

under an Asoka tree, he received enlighten-

ment. He was thereafter known as Jaina, the

Conqueror.

According to Jain legends, Mahavira was
bom at the beginning of the sixth century

B.C.* The actual dates of his birth and death
are hotly disputed.

Jainism preaches that by following the

threefold path, all souls will be released from
the cycle of births and deaths and will reach

. the pure and blissful abode above (Sidha Sila).

k
The threefold path consists of three jewels

‘ (triratna), right belief, right cognition and
,

conduct.

After AD. 82 Janimsm split into two groups,
Digambaras and the Svetambants. The

Digambaras wore no clothes, while the Sve-
tambaras wore white clothes. Both groups

in overcoming the senses by medita-
. and penance.

TheJains have m3ny places of pilgrimage in

Indiia. The most important of them are the
mountain of Samata, near Parsanath in Bihar,
where Parsua is said to have attained nirvana;
Papapuri or Pavapuri where Mahavira died;
Mount Abu in Rajasthan and Shravenbeigol in

Karnataka, where the temples of Tirthankara,
Adinath and Bahubali are situated, and the
high monolithic sl3tue ofGomateshw-ar, son of
Rishabha, stands.

*
'"Ox- 2500th Nirvana Anniversary of Mahaura was cric-

InaivU aa a national festival for one VL-.ir romravnanj; on 13th
- Nuwmber. 197-T
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Judaism, the religion ofthe Hebrewswas ii

existence long before its first prophet an

lawgiver Moses came on the scene. The firs

historical figure among the Hebrews is Abrt

ham, who left Ur in Chaldaea with the Hebrei

tribe, about 2000 B.C. After a long period c

wandering in the Arabian desert, the Hebrew
at last settled in Egypt However, they.wer

enslaved by the mighty Pharaohs.

It was left .to Moses to liberate the Hebrew
from Egyptian bondage and to lead them to

land of milk and honey promised them b
God. On the way, at Mount Sinai, Mose
received the Ten Commandments' fror

Yahweh’ orJehovah, the Supreme God. By th

time the Hebrews had settled in the Promisei

Land, the first five books of Moses had bee
written.

The Hebrews organised themselves into th

Kingdom of Israel round .about 1000 B.C I;

586 B.C Nebuchadnessar conquered Israt

and carried off the Hebrews into the Babvlc
nian Captivity. With the conquest of Palestin

by Cyrus, the Hebrewswere resettled in Israe

It was during this period that the writings c

the Prophets and the Psalms were codified

The Law, the Prophets and the Psalm
remained as separate holy books until the U’mi

of Christ, when they were put together as th<

Hebrew Bible or the Old Testament. Thi

Talmud, which is a collection of detailed law;

for the guidance of civil, domestic and socia

life, was completed during the 4th and 5d
centuries AD.

Judaism is a simple religion which aims at £

moral life. To the Jews, right conduct is more
important than right belief. According to the

Talmud every good mail is assured of heaven
the gentile who observes the moral law being
the equal of the High Priest. Judaism is free

from sentimentalism and is averse to self-

imposed suffering, idleness and asceticism

Jerusalem is the Holy City of the Jews.

Shinioistn.- Shinto is aJapanese ethnic religion.

The word "Shinto" means "die way of the

spirits", the underlying principle being ances-

tor worship. It must have evolved gradually,

accumulating fresh material as ages passed
without any religious reformer direaing.it or

altering it. It lias no sacred books or moral
code.

;
.

Shinto is the religion of die followers of

Mikado, die Japanese Emperor.
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The f/Jkzdo is, in feet, the focal point of the
religion, the onlyGod that it fcr.oe.-s. There are.

however, innumerable deities. Except foe
certain rituals developed through the ages,

Shinto has no religious content or appeal

Shinto dedined rapidly after the Japanese
emperor surrendered his daim to dfvfrfov in
1947.
The central shrine of Shintoism is at fee. in

Centra! Japan, to which all devout Japanese
make pilgrimages. Shinros are found almost
exdusfreh* in japan.

SS&fsm: Tot Sikh religion was founded fcy

Guru Manak who £ved in the Punjab between
AD. 1459 and 1533. Ke was very much
troubled at the frequent quarrels between
Hindus and Muslims. He preached that there

was onlyone God for HindusandMuslims and
tried to work out a synthesis of the two
religions. His mission became popular and he
very soon had a large following. Ke travelled

extensively, going as for as Makkah and was in

frequent comaor wifo the leading sages ct

Hindu 2nd Muslim religions. On his desfo, he
was succeeded by his disciples who became
Gurus in their cum.

The Gurus have built up the modern Sikh

commurhy. The Effi gum. Guru Aryan Mahal
f1 531 -1606) compiled theAdi Grtzrjh, foe first

sacred book of the Sikhs. Tne most famous
Guru is Guru Gorvind Singh (d.I7C«5)- Ke
organised foe Sikhs into a militantcommunity
He instsutedPahu!orbaptism in watersirred
by a dagger.

Those who were baptised were know— as

the Kbalea (pure) whh foe designation Sinpfy

(lion). All members of the Khaisa had to wear
foe 5 Its

—

Kss (Tong hair), /jangfez (comb).
Kjipan (sword). Kadbcba (short drawers) and
Kara (steel bracelet). The Khzlsa soon
emerged as a valorous Gghrirg unit. It enabled
foe Sikhs to form a state of their own under
ALfoarsj Eanpt Singh.

The growth of foe British power in India

reduced foe Sikhs to submission. But they

continued to be fencers and scon came to be
described as foe frfofor.g arm cf foe British.

The najoriyoffoe Sikfi population is found in

foe Punjab an-d the cry cf Demi. Their rcr
important sacred place is foe Go-dec Temple
at Amritsar.

Taoism: Lao-csc, foe founderofTsossm. was

bom in China about the form ccuury B.C

Religions Membership

iota! Christians l.C’56.55'2.545

Roman Cafoolic €21/B59J2T>
Eastern Orthodox 65-645210
Protestant 3-59.4C.T3 15

Jsws 17329 149
Muslims 555277.150
Zoroastrisns 245.620
Sbmtns 33.050.coo
Taoists 20,553.475
Gonfudars 153,15-9,1 55
Buddhists 255551.530
Hindus 452.5S9.5i-9
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Lao-cse put down his teachings in a book
called Tao-Tefefjn-g. which became foe Taoht
Bible ~Tao~ originally meant “roatT cr way.

cut later came to signify foe perfect realm.*.

Taoism preached goodness, simplicity, putty

and gentleness in everyday kfe The three

jewels of Taoism are compast-str,. moderation

and humility Lao-tse taught what Chris: Irer

preached, foe return of good for mil “Sfoen

you are reviled, cherish no resentment, be
kind and generous without seeking ary re-

turn''

Lao-ce's phdenopty. highbrow as it was,

feiled to evoke response in foe common mam.

The disefeies of Lao-tse used lao-Teh-Jung”

as a source bock, for magsr and Taoism

degenerzmd into mere muni By foe middle of

foe second century BG Taoism had defeased

fcsel; so fer as to deify Lao-tse. who wan

worshipped wifo sacrifice.

Zrrroaariantrr. Zarzfousrcra cr Zoroaster. foe

founder ofZcrcastriamsm. wik bom in Medea

(modem Iran) abort 660 B C He thought tint

life was a straggle between foe ftrees ofpood

and evu. The spirit ofgood was .forma Mazda

whh its helper miforas, foe Light. The ir.il

spirit was Argra Mairyu or Ahrimam foe lie

Demon. Mar. could roc be neutral ir- the

struggle. Ke had to fight for r.yhr and Lre s

fiyTTfnr*? Tro^ £r*Tfisf r^sfssoc^Ty

t*7 pzrsdise «s a 5err cf crrnorsaJ

holiness in thought, word and deed. Toe

impious were ccttdemced ro an cream! hr!! »/

<m' thought and deeds and physku! torment

By SCO BC Zorcasurtnism had te-mr-e f.v

lesforg forth in Persia and Medea

iota! popular or.
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tetters to Herodotus, Menoceats and others,

Dc rentm natura. x

Euripides (480-406 B.C) Greek dramatist.

A/cestis, Baccbae.

Gunadhya (1st cent. AD.) Sanskrit -writer.

BraJxit Kathafthe great story), a collection of

many stories.

Hala (Satavahana King) (1st cent. AD.)

Centenary of
herlock Holmes
ain celebrated 1987 as a year of
wide tributes to Sherlock Holmes,
y’s greatest fictional detective, who
his debut in print 100 years ago.

• tltin man with a sharp nose and
dpipe who still receivesan average of
tersa week askingforMp in solving

s Ixis been entertaining detective

readers since 1887.
? is still incredibly popular", said
William Michell, secretary ofthe 800
g Sherlock Holmes Society in Britain.

? ace detective, along with Ids bunib-
1riend Dr. Watson,figured infour of
tn Doyle’s novels and56short stories:
ueb was his universalpopularity that

pined over 40stageplaysand200 TV
film t>ersions of bis exploits This is

tps thefirst time that a literary cbarac-
centenary is being celebrated,

nan Doyle's only surviving daughter,
e Jean Conan Doyle attended a
si Westminsterbanquet onJanuary 6
? 180 members of the Sherlock
tes Society xvere also present. Celebra-
tvere held in New York, Adelaide tn

alia, Tokyo in Japan and Meningen
vitzeriand,

e last-mentioned ivili ring a bell for
ock Holmes' buffs, because it was
i a waterfall known as Richenbach
the detective’s arch enemy Prof,
zrty threw Sherlock Holmes in a
'e. But readers would have none of it

id three years later, Ccman Doyle w-as
d to retive bis popular characterfor
b be teas{raida lot ofmoney. Curious-
»e Tangled Skein, the first Sherlock
les story, later re-issued at Study In
et, brought Conan Doyle only 25
\ds as advance royalty in January

Sanskrit poet. Saptasati (Seven Hundrec

Verses).''
’

Herodotus (c 485-425 B.C) Greek hisro

nan. History ofthe Persian Invasion ofGreece.

Homer (c. 700 B.C.) Greek epic poet 1Iliad

Odyssey.

Horace (65—8 B.C.) Latin poet. Satires

Epodes, Odes.

Jayadeva (12th cent. AD.) Sanskrit poet

Gita Govinda (Song of Govinda).

Jimutavahana (12th cent. AD.) Dayahha
ga, a treatise relating to Hindu inheritance-

pan of a great compilation, Dharrna Sutra.

Juvenal (Decimus Junius Juvenalis]

(60-140), Latin poet. Satires.

Kalhana (12th cent. AD.) Sanskrit writer

Rajatharangini (River ofKings—a story of the

kings of Kashmir).

Kalidasa (5th cent. AD.) The greates

Sanskrit poet. Plays: Malavikagnimitra (Mala

vika and Agnimitra—a comedy of haren
intrigue), Vikramonasiyam (Urvasi won b;

valour), Ahhijruma Sakunthalam (Recogni
lion, of Sakunthala). Epics: Raghtt Vamst
(Dynasty- of Raghu), Kumara Sambhavaon
(Birth of the War god). Lyrics: Meghdoo
(Cloud Messenger), Ritu Sambara (Garland o
Seasons).

Kautilya (Chanakya) (4th cent. B.C.) tva:

the Chief Minister of Chandragupta Maurya. /

well-seasoned politician, he practisee

Machiavellian tactics many centuries before

Machiavelli. The only work attributed to him i:

Artha Sastra (Science of Statecraft).

Kumaradasa (6th cent. AD.) Sanskrit poet
Janakihantna (Abduction of Janaki).

Mayha (7th cent. AD.) Sanskrit poet. Sisu

pala Vadhom (Slaying of Sisupala).

Mahendra Vikraman (a Pailava King]

Sanskrit poet. Matta Vilasa • (Sport ol

Drunkard).

Manu (2000 B.C.) (legendary author) Sans-

krit law-giver. Manu Smrithi (The Code ol

Manu).
'

Narayana (12th cent. AD.) Sanskrit story

teller. Hitopadesa (Salutary Advice)—selected

stories from Panchatbanibra.

Naya Chandra Suri (14th cent) Sanskrit

poet Hammira Mahahatva (Epic of Haiti-
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Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso) (43 B.C,- 16
AD.) Latin poet. Tristia, Amoves, Persephone
Rapta.

Panini (4th cent B.C.) Sanskrit gramma-
rian. Ashtadhyayi (Book of Eight Chapters).

Patanjali (2nd cent. B.C.) Sanskrit

grammarian. Mahabhashfam (Commentary
on Panini).

Plato (427—347 B.C.) Greek philosopher.
The Republic, Apology of Socrates, Pbaedo,
Laus.

Pliny- the Elder (23—79 AD.) Latin philo-

sopher. His Natural History is an encyclo-

paedia of all scientific knowledge available at

the time.

Plutarch (c. AD. 46—120) Latin biog-

rapher, Lives.

Rajaaekhara (10th cent AD.) Sanskrit.

Karpoora Manjari, a romantic drama.

Sandhyakara (12th cent. A.D.) Sanskrit

poet. Rama Otaritha (Story of Rama).

Sappho of Lesbos (early 6th cent. B.C.)

Greek poetess of romance and amour. Unre-
quited Love.

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus (c. B.C.—56
AD.). Stoic philosopher, tutor of Nero. Sent-

enced to end his own life, he killed himself

courageously.

Somadeva (11th cent. AD.) Sanskin poet.

Katha Sarit Sagara (Ocean of Story)—collec-

tion of stories.

Sophocles (495—406 B.C.) Greek dramat-
ist. Antigone, Oedipus the King Oedipus at

Coloritts. .

Subandhu (7th cent AD.) Sanskrit poet

Vasavadatta.

Sudraka (5th cent. AD.) Sanskrit dramatist.

Mridtbakatika (Clay cart).

Tacitus, Cairn Cornelius (55 c-120)
Latin historian. Germania, Annals, Histories.

Thucydides (c. 460-399 B.C.) Greek histo-

rian of the Peloponnesian War.

Vakpati (8th cent. AD.) Sanskrit poet
Ganda Vadlta (Slaying of Ganda) describes

the exploits ofYasovarma, King of Kanyakubjx

Valmiki (6th cent. B.C.) Sanskrit epic poet.

Ramayana.

Vatsyayana (5th cent AD.) Sanskrit writer.

Kama Sutra (Art of Sex).

Vidyapathi (Legendary author) Sanskrit

prose writer. Pandja Tantra (Five Trea-

tises)—a collection of tales.

Vijncswara (11th cent AD.) Sanskrit wri-

ter. Mitakslrara, a treatise on the law of Hindu

inheritance.

Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro) (70-19

B.C.) Latin epic pet. Acncid, Georgies.

Visakhadatta (6th cent. AD.) Sanskrit

dramatist. Mudra Raksbasa (Minister's Signet

Ring), Devi Cltandragupta (The Queen and

Chandragupta)—political dramas.

Vyasa, (6th cent B.C.) Sanskrit epic poet

Mcdrabbarata, considered the logest epic in

the world. It has nearly 100,000 stanzas.

Xenophon (444-359 B.C.) Greek soldier,

historian and author. Anabasis (The Retreat of

the Ten Thousand).

Zeno of Citium (c. 340-264 B.C) Greek

philosopher, founder of the Stoic school. Zeno

taught in Stoa Poikile of Athens, hence Stoic

WELL KNOWN BOOKS
The following is a list of some notable works and

their authors:

A China Passage: John Kenneth Galbraith
A Critique of Pure Reason: Immanuel Kant
A Dangerous Place: Daniel Patrick Mcyniban
A Doll's Mouse: Ibsens'-
Adonis: PJ3. Slxitcy
A Farewell to Arms: Ernest Hemingway —
A Guide for the Perplexed: EE. Sdntmadxr
A Judge's Miscellany: it. Hidayatutlal)
A Midsummer Night’s Dream: <«
William Stxikcspearc
A Passage to England: ATrad C. Oraudbury *•>

, passage to India: EM. Eorstcr

i Personal Adventure: Theodore H. UTStre

, Prisoner's Scrapbook: LK Adeani

i Sense of Time: HS Vatsyayan

, Spaniard in the Works: John termor.

, Talc of Two Cities: Charter Dickens —
i Thousand Daw Arthur M Sddesingcr

i View from Delhi: Chester Bouics^_

, Village by the Sea: Anita Desai
__

, Voice for Freedom: Nayantara Sat'gal

, Week with Gandhi: Louis Fisaer

, Woman's Life: Guy dt M*f**«r
,dam Bede. George Chot -

•
.

\\
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Shakespeare
in China

Olbello's entry is heralded by four
clowns who leap onto the stage doing
somersaults to tlx beating ofdrums in the

background.

logo woos Desdemona using acrobatic

techniques of the opera.

In The Merchant of Venice, Shylock’s

religious background is deletedalong with
tlx conflicts between different nationali-
ties.

This is the presentation ofShakespeare’s
plays — Chinese style.

China, which held its first Shakespeare
festival in April, 1986 staged 16 of the
dramatist’s 37 plays with their structure
altered to sttit local tastes.

The colourful blending ofeast and west
can beseen in the staging ofShakespeare’s
productions as Chinese theatrical techni-
ques are used to meet the tastes of the
Chinese audience, says a Chinese news
magazine.

The Chinese touch is most discernible in
tbejda that the structure of Shakespeare's
play, usually a labyrinth of plots and
subplots, is changedto tellasinglestorym
chronological order.

However, not all ofShakespeare's plays
are adopted into local Chinese operas.
The Merchant ofVenice was changed into
a romantic comedy which opens with
young men and women boating and
•singing on a rippling lake. The movement
ofthe boat is illustrated by the actors and
actresses paddling their feet.

In the staging of A Winter's Taie, the
curtains went up as an actor dressed as
Shakespeare appeared on the stage and
said: "Real art transcends national bound-
aries and can arouse sympathy in every
human heart.. I belong not only to the
British people but also to you, my Chinese
friends. I would like my works to be
flowers in the splendid garden of Chinese
opera”.

Adhe Adhure: Mohan Rakesb
, .

- •

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn: Mark Twain
(Samuel langbome Clemens)

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: Arthur Con
Doyle

Advise and Consent: Allen Drury
,

^-Affluent Society: John Kenneth Galbraith .

Age of Reason: Jean Paul Sartre

Agni Veena: Kazi Nazrttl Islam
Agony and the Ecstasy: Irving Stone • * .

Airport: Arthur Hailey

Akbamama: Abtil Fazal

f Alice in Wonderland: lewis Carrol/
All's Well that Ends Well: William Sbakespea
All Quiet on the Western Front: Erick Met

Remarque
All the President’s Men: Carl Bernstein & l

Woodtvard
All the Prime Minister's Men: Janardan Thai
All Things Bright and Beautiful: James Herrit

Amar Kosh: Amar Singh . .

„ An American Tragedy: Ttjeodore Dreiser" An Autobiography: Jauxtlrarlal Nebnc
An Eye to China: David Selboume

- An Idealist View of Life: Dr. S. Radhakrisbru
<- An Unknown Indian: Nirctd C. ClxtuJbUry
rS’Anandmath; Barikim Chandra Chatterjee'. .

And Quiet Flows the Don: Mikhail Sholokix
Androcles and the Lion: George Bernard Six
Animal Farm: George Oneetl
Anna Karenina: Leo Tolstoy
Answer to History: Mohammad Reza Pablar,
Antony and Cleopatra: William Shakespeare
Ape and Essence: Aldous Huxley

_Apple Cart: George Bernard Sbaw'
Area of Darkness: VS. Naipaul .

/Arms and the Man: George Bernard Shaw
A Around the World in Eightv Daws: Jules Ven

Arrangement, The: Elia Kazan
Arrowsmith: Sinclair Lewis

-"Xs You Like It: William Shakespeare
Asia and Western Dominance: K M. Panikkcd Asian Drama: Gunnar Mental
August 1914: Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Autobiography of an Unknown Indian: Nirda

Cboudbury
C Autumn Leaves: O. Pulla Reddi "

Babbit: Sinclair Lewis
Back to Methuselah: George Bernard Shaw
Bandicoot Run: Manohar Malgonkar
Bangladesh: The Unfinished Revolution: .

Lawrence Lifischultz
FBanyan Tree, The: Hugh Tinker -

Beast and Man: Murry Midgley
-'"Beginning of the Beginning: BbagwanSriSajna
Ben Hur: Lewis Wallace
Bermuda Triangle: I26Berlitz

Best and the Brightest, The: David Halbersm

t

Beyond Modernisation, Bevond Self: Sistritum
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Esperanto is 100
When 6,000 people from 60 countries

gathered in Warsaw on July 26, 1987 to

celebrate their movement's centenaryyear,

they did not need any translators.

Instead, they all spoke the same lan •

guage.- Esperanto.

Esperanto is the international language
invented by an idealistic young doctor,

Ludwik L Zamenhof who published the

first Esperanto handbook in Warsaw on
July 26, 1887 with tbe hope that it would
break down communication barriers be-

tween nations.

Since then, Esperantists have been ridi-

culed as cranks, persecuted by Nazis and
Stalin and we haveseen English emerge as
the universal language in world com-
merce and other fields.

Still, the languagehassurvivedand even
achieied a modest success. About 15 mil-

lionpeople worldwideare believed to have
some knowledge of the language.

OnJuly 26, Esperantists the world over
said "Gratulon pro la centa datreveno de

Esperanto." Roughly translated: "Happy
100th birthday, Esperanto."

"That Esperanto has survived 100 years

tiithout the political and economic sup-

port ofany government is a big, success,"

said Simo Milojevic, the Yugoslav director-

general ofthe UEA— Universal Esperanto

Association.

Esperanto is a borjxrtclj oflotin (60per

cent) Greek, German and other languages.

'Tilur.it lllur.ni: .1 Utillnli Sonin Gupta
bi.n H'lierncm. The: Unyil Houpfat
Hmjtr.iplijj Uti.-r.inJ: Samuel Taylor Gokrut,or

. "Tibet." Wednesday; I'nmuhi EaUxttt

blind Ambition-. John Ih-nn
blind beauty- gtiacnittP
lilies wus j[ in ilu! 1 t.r.: l : Mtn/xi iUbani
bloodline: Shbuy S/x-htoH

-'Ttorn Itcv. Joy Aihunmn
- bread, beuutv and Km. I iluiiim fjtuwa
AW* ts

llre.ii-jhroujL1): (Pit Mole Decent
* Hnde'.s li.xik of IWjur.. The. Jtulk KaJ Anarut

brother. Kjr.mu/o-. hintor 1)-rantsde-

ft has aphonetic spelling, cadi letter ofthe
Roman alphabet stands for only one
sound and grammar has been simplified

to 10 basic rules and no irregularities. The

only country wlxrc it is taught at college

level is in some places in tlx US. and
interestingly enough, Otina. Every year

some 200 books arc translated into Esper-

anto, and occasionally tlxrc is an original

work such as a recent Esperanto play-

written by an Englishman, Mr. Harold

Brown, and which was enacted by a j

Franco Bulgarian theatregroup. Howes er.
;

computer technology might corns to de-

rescue of Esperanto and give it a —zed:

needed fillip. It has been dsccr.ersd dec

Esperanto is a very useful bridge in msra?-

lating one language into artodertessssr

it cuts out confusion bastesn rssrws-

and implication. Tbs sxsddfddStas b-pi-

speed tnxrslabcTS by azr-sxam. A Ei-uds

computer concern is. nsL- dxtrieprg Sri

software (uszng Esperanto ’ and part it

market it in 198?
It isdomeddotdemztenti -imp:stye

is taught in 626 s±*x& rr-.-wwa: :v
worldand dxrs aresmut ~nttgtzsr.es jr.u

books uhisr tsrr ptriStct
-'-' sc ddri'-nuv.

European nssSc staters mxxx-Jtv rrems-

fyprognmrnts m de Em.gucte Ebc Skc

The Lrrcrsro: Or Ssstj T'.tr.xs: S „v.\c

sstged in Escerarcs zn srtum xbent iV
LiusrpceE im v~siy bxs a isss-mop sr

tbe language- Tbe Cmemt'. Tslapt T.v.-

don. rims a de-gee cxrss

Pibi'f Trr V,\ri Civ ej.-e

Be u,'e F’Ov^'sv.V .c~.es - ...si . . e \-s'

Orer ors-i ef.ssvr-

-

- w >*»*.»» « sv.,

-Ci.-s.vr VTarcl vrv.:-.-m s.--\-. so.

CmJ.el! .sveyv .‘s—e.-e \»~.

CsTd'eJc \sv".':;:-v

Cir.:erbur\ Tales oiK'n . 'v.

OrJe.ui The hcr:n i..viv. ' -

Centennial /.cv.vs I U.-eA-sx*

:ei Kt^iuU-u \.e- '
-.s' r

Chemmeen ttxihiti'i vruxe-ew-i.

them Orchard \h.mh ' S<s

.
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Chesapeake James A Micbeuer

i^Ghidambara: Sumitnmandan Pant -
_

Childe Harold; Lartl Byron

China's Waiergaie Leo Goodstadt

Chinese Betrayal: BJV. .< taiik

— Ovxn-Rabindra Noth Tagore

Chithirappxr.’ai: P.V. AkiUmdant

Choma’s Drum: K Sbivaram Karantb

Chronicle of a Death Foretold; Gabriel Garcia

Manpiez
Class. "The Erich Segal

Climate of Treason; Andrew Hoyle

Comedy of Errors: William Shakespeare

Common Sense Thomas Paine

Communist Manifesto-. Karl Marx
Confessions: Jean Jaaptes Kottssean

Confessions of a Lover: MuBt Raj Arrant/

Confessions of an Opium Eater. The Thomas
Dequincey

Confidential Clerk: TS. Eliot

Conquest of Self: Mahatma GatuSti

Continent of Circe: Nirntl C Cborrtlbiny

jGoolie-. Mulk Raj Anantl
Count of Monte Cristo: Alexarulcr Dnnuts
coup. The: John Updike
Court Dancer. The. Rahimlra Nadi Tagore

Goverley Papers.- Joseph Addison
Crescent Moon: Rahimlra Nath Tagore
Crime and Punishment: Feodor Daaqyersky

.
- Crisis in India. The: Roonald Segal

.'sj'v Crisis into Chaos: EMS. Namlrooclirijiad

A Cry My Beloved Country; Alan Pedan

C.V',’
Culture in tl*e Vanity Bag Ninad C Cbondbury

1 .- Curtain Raisers: K Natwar Sitter

Darkness at Noon; Arthur Roestler

.-Bark Room. The; R.K Naraixm
--Das Kapital: Karl Marx

David Copperfield- Charles Dtckctts

Dean's December. The: Saul ISellow
'

. Death of a City: Anmta Pritatn

Death of a Patriot: RE Harrington
Death of a President: William Manchester
Debacle: Emile Tola
Decameron: Gioranni Boccaccio

-Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire: Etlteanl

Gihlxrn

Decline and Fall of Indira Gandhi:D R Mankekar
& Kamaia Mankekar
Democracy means Bread and Freedom; Piloo

Mode
Democracy Redeemed: VJC Narasimban

'—Descent of Man: Oxides Daruin
^’Deserted Village: Oliver Goldsmith
-Oevdas: Sham! Cbamlra Cbatterjee

Dilemma of Our Time: Harold Joseph Iraki

Diplomacy in Peace and Wan T.N. Rani
'''Discovery of India: Jawabarla1 Nebnr

Distant Drums: Manobar Mal'gonkar
Divine Comedy: Aligfrieri name
Divine life: Stvami Sirarmmla

Doctor s Dilemma: George Hcniartl Shan-

Dr. Jefcvl! and Mr. Hyde. Robert Louis Stevens

Dr. Zhivago: Boris Pasternak

Don Juan: lord liyron

Don Quixote; Miguel tie Ceninilcs

Durgesh Nandini: Bankim Chandra Gxitlerjc

Dynamics of Social Change: Chandra Slrekba

Earth: Emile Zola
Economic Planning of Indix Asbok Mehta
Economics rtf the Third World; S.K Ray'

Education of Public Man. The: Hulrert Humph
Elegy written in a Country Churchyard: Tbor,

Gary
Emma: Jane Austen

Ends and Means: Aldotts Hnxky
Envoy to Nehru: Escott Reid -

Essays for Poor to the Rich
:
John Kenneth Galbri

Essays of Elia: Charles Lamb
Essays on Gita: Sri Anrobindo Gbodr .

Eternal Himalayas: Major HJ’S, Abhiualia

Executioner's Song: Borman Mailer
Expanding Universe: Arthur Stanley Eddingtt

Experiments with Untruth: Michael Ilenderst.

Eye of the Storm. The: Patrick' White ’ -

Face to Face: Htsse <T- Mrs. Lisa Berg
F'aces of Everest: Major II.PS. Abltuvcdia

Family Reunion: TS. Eliot

Far from the Madding Crowd: Thomas Hare
Far Pavilions. Tlie: MM. Kaye
Faraway Music. The: Svetlana Allilnetet

Farewell the Trumpets: James Morris
Farewell to Arms: Ernest Hemingway
Farm House: George Onivll
Father and Sorts: lean Turgenev
Faust J.W. Von Goethe
Fidelio: L Bectboverr

Fifth Horseman. The: Larry Collins £ Domini
Lapieme

Final Days. The: Botr Woodtvani & Carl Benis!

Finding a Voice—Asian Women in Britain: A)
Wilson

Fire Next Time, The: James Bnldtrin

First Circle: Alexarulcr Solzhenitsyn

Flames from the Ashes: PI). Tandon
Flounder. The: Gunter Grass
Food, Nutrition and Poverty in India: V.KJLV. I

For Whom the Bel! Tolls: Ernest Hcmingtm
Forbidden Sea, The: Tara Ali Baig — '

Forsyth Saga: John Galsworthy
Fortynine Days: Amrita Pritam
Freedom at Midnight: Larry Collins & Doininu

Lapierre

French Revolution: ’Thomas Carlyle

Friends and Foes: Sheikh Mujibur Rahman " ’

From India to America: A Chandrasekhar

Ganadevara: Tara Shankar BandopaeBnaya
^Gandhi and Stalin: Louis Either

C*ardt*nt»r? ff/i/rfrw/m Nrtth Tsinan*
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Desktop Publishing Grows
Desktop publishing is a technology that

allowspeople with apersonal computer to

design andproduce documents that lords

almost as though they have been typeset

professionally.

Desktop publishing barely four years

old, is starting to transform the field of

publishing by opening it to a great many
.people who could not have afforded to

publish before. Enthusiasts see the change

as the latest example of bow computer

technology is extending potver from a
relative handful of major publishing in-

stitutions, such as the newspapers, book

publishers to a broader assortment of

individual voices.

Desktop publishing requires a personal

computer, a laserprinterandsoftwarefor

word processing charts or drawing? if

desired and desktop publishing applica-

tions such as layout. Getting started can

cost as little as 12,000 (about Rs. 25,000).

A laser printer costs at least another

12,000 butsuchprintersarenow in many
copy shops.

Theflowering ofhome publishers ptoses

no threat to the major institutions. By
lowering the costofpublishing tlx technol-

ogy allows agreat diversity ofpublications

aimed at narrower interests to Sfrring up.

Already, desktop prublishing is allowing

small nonprofit groups and underfi-

nanced political camptaigns to prroducc

[publications that look asfancy as those of

well-heeled organizations.

The technology is also being used exten-

sively.within corporate offices andby small
businesses to prroducc everything from
office memos and technical manuals to

brochures and businessforms, prosters and
menus.

^s tbe technology spreads, it will raise the

standard of an acceptable document. In

thefuture, a lexer or report that is typewrit

-

ten, instead of typeset, will be considered

slxrddy.

Desktop prublishing does not replace the

traditionalprintingpress, hut merely auto-

males typesetting and page layout. Vxjm

functions normally involve expxnshx. type-

setting equipment and tlx cutting and

px2Stmg of columns of type onto dummy

pxtgcs, which are jrbotograpJxd to make

plates for the printing press.

With a personal compniter, text can lx

set in neat columns in virtually any slu’

and style. The layout, including text and

graphics, can be done cm the compcjtcr

'screen. The laserprinterprints out a erfrj

ofthepage that can be sent toprinter. Tor

small batches, the [rage can be duplicated

for lay

5 trt dx
SmCTr-

a Uzer

The use ofpersonal ermputen

•l and typesetting began in If.

when ARpfc Omprsm a*

•ced its laser [ranter. »
idntoth personal cor-Crrtnjn
rster hare tear,

— '“*

ssfforderixopputJ-
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Gathering Storm: Winston Osurchiil

Ghasiram Kocwal: Vijay Tendulkar

-Gitanjali: Rahindra Nath Tagore

^Glimpses of World History: Jawabariat Nehru

Xiodui: Prim Oxrnd
Godfather, The: Mario Puzo

“jGolden Threshold: Sarojini Naidu
G/One with the Wind: Margaret Mitcbcl

Good Earth: Pearl S. Buck
Grammar of Politics: Harold Joseph Laski

Grapes of Wrath: John Steinbeck

Great Challenge, The; Louis Fischer

—''ftreat Expectations: Charles Dldxns
Great 'Gatsby. F. Scott Fitzgerald

-Great Tragedy: ZA. Bhutto

Guide. R.K Narayan
Gulag Archipelago; Alexander Solzhenitsyn

.Gulliver's Travels- Jonathan Swift

Hamlet: William Shakespeare

-tneat and Dust: Ruth Praiver Jbabwala
Heir Apparent: Dr. Karan Singb

Heroes and Hero Worship: Thomas Carlyle

Himalayan Blunder: Brigadier J.P. Dahl
Hindu View of Life: Dr. S. Radhakrisbnan

Hinduisim: Nirad C. Choudbury
House Divided: Pearl S. Buck
Human Factor: Graham Greene

Humboldt' Gift, The: Saul Bellow

Hunchback of Notre Dame.- Victor Hugo
Hungry Stones: Rahindra Nath Tagore

1 follow the Mahatma: KM. Muttibi

Idiot, The: Feodor Dastqycvdy
Idols: Sunil Gavaskar
If I am Assassinated: ZA Bhutto
Importance of Being Earnest: Oscar Wilde

In Bril Hour: Gabriel Garcia Marques
In Memoriam: Alfred Lord Tennyson
In Search of Gandhi: Richard Attenborough
In Search of Identity-. Anwar el-Sadat

India, The Critical Years- Kuldip Nayar
India Changes-. Taya Zmkin
India Discovered: John Keay
India Divided: Rajcndra Prasad
India of Our Dreams: MV Kamath
India Remembered: Pereira! & Margaret Spear
India Wins Freedpm.- Abdul Kalam Azad
Indian Philosophy: Dr S Radhakrisfxman
India's China War: NeviUc Maxuvll
India's Priceless Heritage. AM. Palkhivala

Indira Gandhi's Emergence and So le: Nayaniara
Sahgai

Indira's India: 5. Nibal Singb
Inside Asia, Inside Europe, Inside Africa, etc John

Gunther

Intimacy: Jean Paul Sartre

Invisible Man: H.G. Wells

Isabella: John Keats
Islamic Bomb: Srer Weissman & Herbert Krousncy
Island in the Sln’vns- Pnjnct

Is Paris Burning?: Ixtrry Collins G Dominique

Lapicrrv

Ivanhoe: Sir Waller Scott

Jane Evre: Oxidottc Bronte

Jean Christopher; Remain Holland -

Jobs for the Millions: V.V. Giri

Julius Caesar; William Sljakespcarv

Jungle Book: Rudyard Kipling

Kayar: Tlrakazbi Slvasankaref Pillai

Kagaz Te Kanwas: Amritn Pritam

Kamayani: Jai Stxmkar Prasad

Kamasurra. Vatsyayana

Kanthapura-. Raja Rao
Kapai Kundala: Bankim Chandra Cbaiterjee

Kenilworth: Sir Walter Scott

Kidnapped: Robert Louis Stevenson -

Kim: Rudyard Kipling

King of Dark Chamber: Rabindra Nath Tagore

King Lear: William Slxtkespearv'

Kissinger Years, The: T.N. Kaul

Kore Kagaz: Amrita Pritam

Kubla Khan: Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Lady Chatterley’s Lover: DM.Laurence
Last Days of Pompeii: Eduard George Lytton

Laws Versus Justice: V. R. Krishna Iyer '.

Last Maharaja, The: Jean Louis Non & Jacquc
Poudxpadass

Last Things: C.P. Snow
Lead Kindly Light: Vincent S/xtan

Leaders: Richard Nixon
Leaves of Grass: Walt Whitman
Le Contract (Social Contract): JJ. Rousseau
Les Mlserables-. Victor Hugo
Letters From the Field: Margaret Mead
Leviathan-, Thomas Hobbes
Life Divine.- Sri Aurobindo
Life of Dr. Johnson: James Boswell
Lolita: Vladimir Nabokov
Lost Honour: John Dean
Love Story: Erich Seget

Macbeth.- William Slrakespcart

Magic Mountain. Thomas Mann
-“Main Street-. Sinclair Lewis

Major Barbara: George Bernard Sbatr

Making of a Midsummer Night’s Dream, The
Datid Selboume
Man and Superman: George Bernard Shaw
Man Eaters of Kumaon-. Jim Corbett

—Man of Destiny: George Bernard Straw
Mankind and Mother Earth: Arnold Toynbee
Many Worlds: KPS. Menon
Mamage and Morals-. Bertrand Russel

Masters, The: C.P. Snow
Maurice: EM Forster

Mayor of Casterbridge: Thomas Hardy
Mein Kampf: Adolf Hitler

Memories of Hope: Gen. Charles do. Gaulle

Men Who Killed Gandhi, The: Manohdr Mai
O/m/izrr - . A
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Keep Going,

Write On

and On...

William

While / Irave been described variously as

aphilosopher, historian andpsydrologist /

consider myself primarily a story-teller. I

am fascinated with the perennial power
exerted by the story on the Intman psyche.

Ifyou sit a child upon your krtee and
begin, 'Once upon a time....', you know
that you have got him.

I am still Iraunicd by tlxphrase, 'origin-

al sin. ' butJ also believe in 'original virtue'.

But wiry have people reading my books

dxrsert only to pick on my concern with

original sin? I do believe drat there is

original virtue too. Man is created untb tlx

knowledge of both tlx good and the evil

and has a capacity to do eitlxr.

The Lord of the Flies came out ofmy
own reaction to tlx Second World War, It

tms not so mud) what happened in tlx

war as priding out after tlx tear uirat

people had done to cad) other that dis-

turbed me. Tlx dominant emotion belrind

Ox "Lord of the Flies" is grief. It isapicture
of uirat human society is. realty like.

1 was sitting by tlx fire in my country

cottage reading one of Ox books Cora!

Island or Treasure Island. And l drought

Oral it was extraordinary /rote in these

Irooks, boys cast aslrore on islands seemed

to bclrave like perfect angels. So I drought,

wouldn’t it be agood idea to write a book

edrout boys on an island bdrating as boys

really would

?

lire dominant presence in my writing

bos ixxn Ox sea. } .pend hours gazing at

mm :

'M

Golding

tlx sea and to me Ox sea is not a single

image but represents Ox depdrs ofhuman
consciousness.

Tlx literary form nearest to my Ixart

would probably be Ox Greek tragedy.

Marry of Ox stories might Irave talxn Ox
form of a Greek tragedy. It has two

elements in it-it Iras relatively simple drar-

aaers. You neverfindcomplicated, psycho-

logical studies there• Second, drey Irate a
simple structure as Ox tension buils up

throughout tlx play until Ox final catas-

trophe.

Good writers am bom and not made.

Some sort of writers could be made too.

Tfrey would, however, be pedestrian. TSxre

would be no spark in Orem.

It ishard to describe inspiration / myself

write only when I get an idea. My books

arc written under the shadow of an idea.

Symbolsshould be an intrisiepart ofOx
story. When 1 used Ox symbol ofOx condr

slxll in Lord of Flies / was not atcarc ofits

religioussymbol in India. It came right out

ofmy unconscious. Symbols arc notsome-

thing to be interpolated into Ox story later

like Ox participant at a writer's uorislrop

did.

My message to Ox aspiring young mi-
ters Keep going. Write on and on Sever

Stop. Sever give up
(Excerpts from speeches made in India

Mr. Godling who won the Nobel Prize for

Literature in 1983 visited India during

January 1987

)
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-Merchant of Venice The; William Shakespeare

Middle Ground, The; Margaret Drabble

Middle March: George Eliot

.^Midnight’s Children: Salman Rushdie

Mill on the Floss: George Eliot

J-liser, The: Moliere

Moby Dick: Hermann Melville

Moon and Six Pence.- W. Somerset Maugham
Moonlight Sonata: LB Beethoven

Mother" Maxim Gorky

.Mother India: Katherine Mayo
Mrs Gandhi's Second Reign: Arun Sbourie

Much Ado About Nothing: William Shakespeare

Murder in the Cathedral: T. S. Eliot

My Days: RK Narayan
^My Experiments with Truth: Mahatma Gandhi

,"s-My India: S. Nibal Sing)

My life and Times: V.V: Giri

My Own Boswell: M. Hidayatullat

>

My Struggles: EX Nayanar
^My Truth: Indira Gandhi

Naked Face, The: Sidney Sheldon

Nana.- Emile Zola

New Dimensions of India’s Foreign Policy-: Aral

Bebari Vajpayee.

Nineteen Eighty Four: George Oruvll

Nisheeth: Uma Shankar Joshi

O’ Jerusalem: lorry Collins & Dominique lapierre.

Odakkuzhal: G Sbankara Kurup
Of Human Bondage-. W. Somerset Maugham
Old Man and the Sea: Ernest Hemingway
Oliver Twist: Charles Dickens

1 Oliver’s Story: Erich Segal
One day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich: Alexander

Solzhenitsyn

One Hundred Years of Solitude.- Gabriel Garcia
Marquez
One World. Wendell Wilkie

One World and India: Arnold Toynbee
One World to Share: Shridhath Ramphal
Origin of Species: Charles Darwin
Oru Desathinte Katha: S.K Pottckkatt

Othello-. William Shakespeare
Other Side of Midnight, The: Sidney Sheldon
Orm Films Their Films: Satyajit Ray

Painted Veil: W Somerset Maugham
Painter of Signs: RK Narayan
Pakistan Cut to Size: DM. Mankekar
-Pakistan, The Gathering Storm: Benazir Bhutto

^-'Ranchatanira: Vishnu Sharma
Paradise Lost: John Milton

^Father Panchali: Bibhttli Bbushart Banerjee
Peter Pan: JM. Barrie

Pickwick Papers: Charles Dickens
Pilgrim’s Progress: John Banyan

^-Portrait of India: Ved Mehta
-Post Office: Rabindra Noth Tagore
Power and Glory: Graham Greene
Power That Be, The David Halherstan
Prathama Fratishruth Asbapuma Dai

Prelude William Wordsworth
Price of Power. Kissinger in the Nixon White

House Seymour M. Hersb

Pride and Prejudice Jane Austen

Prince: Niccolo Madbiavetli

Prison Diary: Jayaprakasb Narayan
The Prisoner of Zenda: Anthony Hope
Promises to Keep: Chester Battles .

Prussian Nights: Alexander Solzhenitsyn

Pygmalion: George Bernard Show
'

,-^R Document, The: Irving Wallace

Rage of Angels: Sidney Sheldon
Ragtime: F,L Doctorcm)

Rain King, The: Saul Bellow

_i Rangbhoomi: Prem Chand
Rape of Bangladesh: Anthony Mascarcnbas
Rape of the lock: Alexander Pope
Rebel, The: Albert Camus
Rebirth: Leonid Brezhnev
Red and Black, The Stendhal

Red Badge of Courage: Stephan Crane
Red Star Over China: Edgar Snow
Reflections on the French Revolution: Edmund

Burke

„ -Return of the Native, The Thomas Hardy
Riding the Storm-. Harold MacMillan
Rights of Man: Thomas Paine

,

Robe, The: Lloyd C. Douglas
^Robinson Crusoe Daniel Defoe
^Romeo and Juliet: William Shakespeare

Rubaiyat-i Omar Khayyam: Edward Fitzgerald

Saket.- MaitbiU Sharon Gupta .

Sanctuary: William Faulkner
Scarlet Later. Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seven Lamps of Architecture John Ruskm

vSeven Summers: MuBt Raj Anand
Shadow from Ladakh: Bbabant Bbattadbarya
Shape of Things to Come; H.G. Wells
She Stoops to Conquer: Oliver Goldsmiths'
Ship of Fools.- Katherine Anne Porter^
Shoes of the Fisherman, The Morris L West
Six Characters in Search of an Author: Luff

Pirandello

Small Land: Leonid Brezhnev
Sohrab and Rustam: Mathew.Arnold
Songs of India, The Sarojmi Naidu./.
Sons and Lovers: DH. Laurence
Sound and Fury, The William Faulkner
Spirit of the Age: William Hazlitt

Story of a Rea] Man: NStolayev Polevoi
Story ofMy Experiments with Truth: M. K Gantbi
Story of My life: Mosbe Dayan '

Strangers and Brothers: CP. Snow
Sunny Days: Sunil Gatnskar -

Swami and Friends: RK Narayan
Sword and the Sickle Mulk Raj Anand

Talisman: Sir Walter Scott •

Tarzan of the AoeS: Edvar Rice Burmuvbs^ s'
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Tempest- Wiliam Shakespeare

Thank You, Jeeves: P.G. Woddbouse
Thirteenth Sun, The Amrita Pritamd'

Thom Birds: Colleen McCulougb
Through the Indian looking Glass: David Set

bourne
Thus Spake Zarathustnt Friedrich Wilhelm Nietz-

sche

Time Machine H.G. Wells

Tom Jones-. Henry Fielding

Treasure Island: Robert Louis Stevenson <
Trial, The: Franz Kajka
Trinity: Leon Uris

Tropic of Cancer: Henry Miller «*-

- Tryst with Destiny-. S. GopaUm
Twelfth Night: William Shakespeare
Two Faces of Indira Gandhi: Vma Vasudev'
Two leaves and a Bud: Mulk Raj Anand'-
Two Women: Alberto Moravia /

. Ulysses: James Joyce
Uncle Tom’s Cabin: Harriet Beecher Stcmv
Unto The last Jo/m Raskin
Untold Story: General BM. Raul
Utopia-. Thomas Moore

Valley of Dolls-. Jacqueline Susann
Vanity Fain William Ttxickcray

Vendor of Sweets, The: R.K Narayan-
Vicar of Wakefield: Oliver Goldsmith

Voice of Conscience: V.V. Giri

Waiting for Godot; Thomas Bechet

Wake Up India: -Annie Besom
War and Peace: Ieo Tolstoy

Waste land: TS. Eliot

Way of all Flesh: Samuel Butler

j^Wealth pf Nations-. Adam Smith

''We Indians: Khushtvaiu Singly

Westward Ho: Charles Kingsley

Where the Grass is Greener: Datid M. Smith

White House Years: Dr. Henry Kissinger

Without Fear or Favoun Harison E Salisbury-

Witness to an Era: Frank Moraes
Wuthering Heights: Entity Bronte

Yayati: VS. Khandckar
Year of the Upheaval: Henry Kissinger

Yesterday and Toady: KPS. Merton

Zulfl, My friend: Piloo Mody

THE SUPERLATIVES
The Superlatives are broadly classified into

the Human World, the Natural World and the

Scientific World. Man’s achievements on the

Earth and in outer space are also highlighted.

Human World
TallestMan recorded: Robert Pershing Wad-

low (1918-40) bom at Alton, Illinois, USA; 272

cm (8 ft 11.5 in).

Tallest Living Man: Gabriel Estevao Mon-
jane, bom 1944, Mozambique. 8 ft 0.44 in

(245.7 cm) (The Pakistani Mohamed Aalam

Channa’s claim to this honour proved to be a

tall claim.)

Tallest Woman recorded: Zcngjinlian (pro-

nounced San Chung Lin) (964-82) of China.

247 cm (8 ft 1 in).

Tallest living Woman: Sandy Allen of Cana-

da: 27 1 .7 cm (7 ft 714 in). She now weighs 462

lb (210 kg).

Meatiest Man:Jon Brower Monnoch (1741-

83), Washington, USA. He weighed 635 Kg
(1400 lb).

Hairiest Woman: Percy Pearl of Washing-

ton, USA (1926-1972). 399 kg (8S0 lb).

Oldest Man ever lived (Authenticated):

Shigechiyo Izumi,Japan (1865-1983). Bom on
June 29, 1865, he was recorded as a 6-year-o!d

in Japan’s first census of 1871. He died at the

age of 118.

Most Onldrcrt: The greatest officially re-

corded number of children produced by a

mother is 69 bv the first of the two wives of

Feodor Vassilycv (1707-1782) of USSR. In 27

confinements she gave birth to 16 pairs of

twins, 7 sets of triplets and 4 sets of quadru-

plets.

Most Prolific Motlxr (tiling). Leontina Albi-

na (b. 1925), Chile. She was reported to be
pregnant in Nov. 1980 having already pro-

duced 44 children.

First Siamese Tuirts: Chang and Eng Bunker
(Known in Thailand as Chan and In) !x>rn at

Meklong on May 1 1 , 1811 of Chinese parents.

Tiies- died within three hours of each other on
Jan. 17, 1874, aged 62.

F'irsi Test Tttlxr Baby, louise Brown (5 lb 12

07.) (2.6 kg) was delivered by caesarian section

of Lesley Brown, 31, in Oldham General
Hospital, Lancashire, England at 11 47 p m on
July 25, 1978.

First Human Heart Transplant Was per
formed on Louis Washkansky, 55, at the
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Birthday Celebration: On May U'S7
about 3 5 lakh citizens of tin-' L' .s 1:1 ;!:e

City of San Francisco walked across the
Golden Gate Bridge to celebrate the 50th
anniversary”. Five decades ago, the first

birthday of the bridge, an engineering
marvel in the world, was celebrated by
thousands walking across.

Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, S. Aftti

on Dec. 3, 1967 by a team of 30 led by Pr

Christian Neethling Barnard. The donor w
Miss Denise Ann Darvall, aged 25. Washkans

died on Dec. 21, 1967.

First ArtificialHeart: Dr. Burney B. Clark, (

of Wisconsin, USA received the first artific

heart on Dec 1-2, 1982 at the Utah Medit

Centre, Sait Lake City, Utah. The Surgeon w
Dr. William C de Vries. The heart was a mark

Jarvik 7 designed by Dr. Robert Jarvik. t

Clark died on March 23, 1983, 112 days late

Natural World
Largest and Hedm'est Animal: The Blue <

Sulpher-bottom Whale. The largest specim:

ever recorded W3s a female landed at Falklar

Islands, in 1904. She measured 33.58 m (310
2.5 in) in length. Another female measurir

27.6 m (90 ft 6 in) was caught in the Southet
Ocean by the Soviet ‘Slava’ whating fleet c

March 20, 1947. It weighed 390 tonnes.

Iidlest Living Animal the Giraffe, no
found only in the dry savannah and sem
•‘.v ert areas of Africa. The tallest ever r<

corded was a Masai bull named ‘Georgi

received at Chester Zoo, England on Jari. 1

1959, from Kenya. His horns almost touche
the roof of the 20 ft (6.09 m) high Girafi

1 louse when he was 6 years old-George die
on July 22, 1969.

Fastest Moving Animal: The Peregrine Fa
con, which has been timed electronically :

350 km/h (217 m/h) in 1963 in Germany whil
making a scoop at a 45° angle of descent. Th
fastest bird in level flight is the white-throatei

Spinetail Swift of Asia. In 1942 air speed upti

171 km/h (106.25 m/h) was recorded for thi

species in the USSR
Largest Living Animal: The African busf

elephant. The average adult bul! stands 10 ft (

in (3 2 m) at the shoulder and weighs 57
tonnes. The largest specimen ever recorded
was a bull shot in Southern Angola on Nov. 7,

1974. It hacLa height of 13 ft (3-96 m)..

Fastest LandAnimal over short distance (ie

upto 60 yd (549 m): The Cheetah or Hunting
Leopard of the plains of East Africa, Iran,

Turkmenia and Afghanistan, with a probable

maximum speed of 60-63 m/h (95-101 km/h)
over suitably level ground

Tallest Tree; The redwood near the coast of
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California. The tallest measured example ts the

Tallest Tree' in Red Wood Creek Grove,

Humboldt County, California, discovered in

1963. It is 367.8 ft (112.1 m) tall and has a girth

of 43 ft 11 in (13-38 m).

Most Massit>e Tree: Giant Sequoia named the

'General Sherman' standing 272 4 ft (83 02 m)
tall in the Sequoia National Park, California It

has a girth of 798 ft (24.32 m) above the

ground. This tree has been estimated to

contain the equivalent of 600,120 board feet of

lumber sufficient to make 5,000,000,000

matches.

' Most Massive Tree Canopy. The Great Ba-

nyan tree (Ficus bengalensis) in the Indian

Botanical Garden, Calcutta. It has some 1 ,000

subsidiary trunks formed from aerial roots. It

covers some 4 acres (1.6 ha) and is believed to

date from c. 1770.

Largest Forest: The,vast coniferous forests of

the ' northern USSR lying mainly between

latitude 55°N, and the Arctic Circle. The total

wooded area amounts to 2,700,000,000 acres

or 1100 million ha (25 percent of the world's

forests), of which 38 percent is Siberian larch.

largest Park: The Wood Buffalo National

Park in Alberta, Canada established in 1922 has

an area of 1 1 ,172,000 acres ( 1 7,560 sq miles or

4548 sq km)

Greatest Rainfdll (24 brs): 73.62 in or 1870

mm Cilaos La Reunion, Indian Ocean, March
15-16-1952. Greatest Rainfall (Calendar

month): 366.14 |n or 9299 mm, Chirapunji,

Meghalaya, India in July 1861 Greatest Rainfall

(12 montits): 1041.78 in (26,461 mm) Cher-

apunji, Meghalaya, India, 1-8-1860- 31-7-1861

Maximum Sunshine: 97 percent (over 4300
hrs), eastern Sahara, annual average. Hottest

place: (Annual mean): Dallol, Ethiopia: 94° F
or 34.4 C (1960-66).

Longest Drought: c 400 years to 1971.

Desieno de Atacama, Chile.

Coldest Place (Extrapolated Annual Mean)
Polus Nedostupnosti, pole of Cold (78° S
(96°E), Antarctica, -72°F or -57.fTC. Coldest
measured mean: -7ffF or -566°C. Plateau

Station, Anarctica. Wcrrcst place (Annual
Mean): MtWai-ale-ale f5148 ft (1569 m) in

Kauai, Hawaii, 451 in (11455 mrn), average
1920-72. In 1918, 621 in (15773 mm).

Largest Ocean: the Pacific; representing 458
per cent tlte World's Ocearr. it ewers an area
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of 64,186,000 sq miles or 166240000 sq km

Deepest part of Ocean: in the Marianas

Trench in the Pacific Ocean; has a depth of

5968 fathoms (35,808 ft or 10914 m) or 6.78

miles (10.91 km).

Largest sea: the South China Sea with an

area of 1,148,500 sq miles or-2974600 sq km.

longest Straits: the Tatarskiy Proliv or Tartar

Straits between Sakhalin Island and the USSR

mainland, running from the Sea of Japan to

Sakhalinskv Zaliv. This distance is 800 km or

497 miles- thus marginally longer than the

Malacca Straits.

Largest Gulf: the Gulf of Mexico, with an

•area of 580,000 sq miles or 1500,000 sq km,

and a shoreline of3100 miles or 4990 km from

Cape Sable, Florida, to Cabo Catoche, Mexico.

Largest Hay: measured by shore-line length

is Hudson Bay, Northern Canada, with a

shoreline of 7,623 miles or 12268 km with an

area of 317,500 sq miles or 822300 sq km. The
area of Bay of Bengal is however 839,000 sq
miles or 2,172,000 sq km.

Largest land Mass: The Eurasian land with

an area (including Islands) of 20733,000 sq
miles or 53698,000 sq km.

Smallest land Mass: the Australian Mainland
with an area of 2,941,526 sq miles or 7,618,493

, sq km which, together with Tasmania, New
Zealand, New Guinea and the Pacific Islands i,s

sometimes described as Oceania.

Largest Peninsula. Arabia with an area of

1,250,000 sq miles or 3,250,000 sq km.

Largest Island: Discounting Australia, which
is usually recorded as a continental land miss,
the largest island is Greenland (Re-named
Kalaatdlit Nunaat, May 1, 1979). with an area of
about 840,000 sq miles or 2175,000 sq km

Greatest Arclyipelago: 3,500-mile or 5600-km
long crescents of more than 13,000 islands

which form Indonesia.

Highest Mountain Peak. The Eastern Hima-
layan peak Mount Everest 29,028 ft or 8848
metre above sea level on the Tibet- Nepal
border. The peak was named after Col. Sir

George Everest (1790-1866), formerly Sur-

veyor General of India.

Largest Lake (Inland Sea): the Kaspiskoye

More (Caspian Sea) in the Southern USSR anc

Iran. It is 760 miles or 1225 km long and it:

total area is 360700 sq km or 13,900 sq miles

Largest Fresl) Water Lake.-, Lake Superior

one of the Great Lakes of NAmerica, his the

greatest surface area in' the world. Its total are

is 31800 sq miles or 82350 sq. km. The fresl

Water Lake with the greatest volume is die

Baykal, in Siberia, USSR, with an estimatee

volume of 5,520 cubic miles or 23000 cubit

km.

Largest Desert: Tire Sahara in N. Africa. At it:

greatest length it is 3200 miles or 5150 kn
from east to west. From North to South, it i:

between 800 and 1400 miles or 1275 and 225(

km. Area covered by the desert is abou
3,250,000 sq miles or 8400000 sq km.

Highest Water Pall: Salto Angel Falls if

Venezuela on a branch of the river Carrao. I

has a total depth of 3,212 ft or 979 metre

Longest Riper: Tire two longest rivers in th<

World are Amazon, flowing into the Soutl

Atlantic and the Nile, flowing into tht

Mediterranean. Which is longer is more ;

matter of definition than simple measurement
The Amazon has a length of 4007 miles o:

6448 km. The length of the Nile is 4145 mile
or 6670 km. However, the. length of thes<

rivers vary if measured along differen
courses.

Scientific World
Largest Planet: Jupiter, with an cquatoria

diameter of 88,846 miles or’142,984 km and

:

polar diameter of 83,082 miles or 133,708 kn
is the largest of the 9 major planets, with :

mass of 317.83 times, and a votume of 1321.'

times that of the Earth.

Smallest Planet: Pluto with a diameter o
about 3000 km or 1880 miles and the mass i:

3bout 1/500 of the Earth.

Fastest Planet: Mercury, which orbits the Sur

at an average distance of 35,983,100 miles oi

57,909,200 km, has a period of revolution o
879,686 days, so giving the highest average

speed in orbit of 107,030 mph or 172,24f

km/h.

Earliest Space Craft: Sputnik, owned b)

USSR, was the first artificial satellite successful

ly put into orbit on Oct 4, 1957.
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Shortest Dwarf (living): In July 1982 an

unconfirmed height of 28 in (71 cm) was
reported for a chicken farmer named Ghulam
Ahmed Dar living near Srinagar in Kashmir.

Human Computer: Mrs. Shakuntaia Devi of

India demonstrated the multiplication of two

13-digit numbers 7,686.369,774,870 x
2,465,099,743,779 picked at random by the Com-
puter Department of Imperial College, London,

on 18 June 1980, in 28 sec. Her correct answer

1 8,947,668,1 77,995.426,462,773,730.

Greatest number of places of ir (pi): Rajan

Srinivasan Mahadevan, 23, recited 'pi
-

from

memory (in English) 3181 1
places in 3 hr 49 min.

(including 26 minutes of breaks) at the Lion Seva

Mandir, Mangalore. His rate was 156.7 digits per

minute.

longest Finger Nails: The longest finger

nails ever reported are those of Shndhal Chiltal,

(b. 1937) of Poona. The aggregate measurement,

on 8 April 1985, was 143 m or 363 cm for the 5

nails on his left hand (thumb 34Vi in or 86 4 cm)
He last cut his nails in 1952.

longest Hair: Swami Pandarasannadhi, the

:head of the Tirudaduturai monastery, Tanjore

district, Madras, was reported in 1949 to have

hair 26 ft. (7.92 m) in length.

INDIA IN THE
GUINNESS BOOK

longest Moustache: The longest moustache
on record was that of Masuriya Din (b. 1908), a

Brahmin of the Partabgarh District in Uttar

Pradesh. It grew to an extended span of 8 ft 6 in

(259 cm) between 1949 and 1962. Kama Ram
Bhccl (b/1928) was granted permission by a

New Delhi prison governor in February 1979 to

keep his 7 ft 10 in (238 cm) moustache grown
since 1949 during his life sentence.

Operations (Most): Padmabhushan Dr. M. C.

Modi, a pioneer of mass eye surgery in India

since 1943, has performed 833 cataract opera-
tions in a single working'day.
Most Recordings: Miss Lata Mangeshkar (b.

1928) between 1948 and 1985 has reportedly
recorded not less than 30,000 solo, duet and
chorus backed songs in 20 Indian languages She
frequently had 5?scssions in a day- and has
backed' more than 2000 films.

longest marriage (World): The longest
recorded marriage was of 86 years between Sir

Tcmuljl Bhicaji Nariman and Lady Nariman from
1853 to 1940. It was a 'cousin-marriage' when
both were five. Sir Temulji (b. 3 Sept. 18-18) died,
aged 91 years 11 months, in August 1940 at

Bombay.

Camping Out The silent Indian fakir Mas-

tram Bapu has remained on the same spot by the
roadside in the village of Chitra for 22 years

1960-82.

Crawling: Over a space of 15 months ending
on 9 March 1985 Jagdish Chander, 32, crawled

1400 km — 870 miles from Aligarh tojamma to

propitiate his favourite Hindu goddess Mata.

Singing: Acharya Prem Bhikuji started chant-

ing the Akhand Ram Dhun in 1964 and devotees

took this up in rotation completing their devo-

tions 13 years later on 31 July 1977 at Jamnagar.

Standing: The longest period on record that

anyone has continuously stood is for more tlian

17 years in the case of Swami Maujgiri Maharaj

when performing the Tapasya or penance from

1955 to November 1973 in Shah)ahanptir, Uttar

Pradesh When sleeping he would lean against a

plank. He died aged 85 in Sept. I9S0.

Biggest manufacturer.- The world's biggest

manufacturer of bicycles Ls Hero Cycles of

Ludhiana, Punjab, India, founded In 1956 by the

Munjal brothers. In 1986 they turnedout 2,220,000

units. China is estimated to have 210 million bicy-

cles.

Most Prolific Murderer (World): It was

established at the tnal of Bchram, the Indian

thug, that he had strangled at least 931 victims

with his yellow and white cloth strip or rtthmai in

the Oudh District between 1790 and 18(0

Crowds (largest): The greatest recorded

number of human beings assembled with a

common purpose was an estimated 1 2,700,000 at

the Hindu festival of Kumhh-Mela, which was

held at the confluence of the Yamuna (formerly

called the Jumna), the Ganges ancf the invisible

'Santsvaii' at Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh, on 19

^Largest Funerals: The funeral of d* char-

Lsmatic C. N. Annadural (died 3.*»>• £
Nadu Chief Minister was, acconfmg toapolce

^Tbc youngest*Gold Medalist-' Vrd Prakwh

fin^a) won the light-flyweight wrestling otic in

iKrf prSahly N, although one report gave

The game originated In

an under the nametO^
allv 'four corps an arm;

Jf” All First Class

aft"""'
5061), India Q06 Tests) —.

—

- -
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* Earliest Manned Satellite: First successful

manned space flight took off from USSR on

April 12, 1961. Flight Major (later Col) Yuri

Gagarin was the first cosmonaut.

Earliest Walk in Space: The earliest instance

of an astronaut floating free outside a space

vehicle was Edward H White, for 21 minutes

on June 3, 1965; Space craft- Gemini-IV.

Man's Longest Time in Space.- 221 days by

Anatoly Berezovoi anch Valentin Lebedev on

board the Research Station ‘Salyut-7’.

Largest Space Object: The heaviest object

orbited is the Apollo-XV, which weighed

138.29 tonnes or 140512 kg.

Tallest Building: Sears Tower, the national

headquarters of Sears, Roebuck & Co. in

Chicago, USA with 110 storeys, rising to 1,454

ft or 443 metres. It surpassed World Trade

Centre in New York City in height by 100 ft.

Tallest Tower: ‘CN Tower' in Metro Centre,

Toronto, Canada rises to 1822 ft 1 in or 555.33

metres. The tallest tower built before the era

of television masts is the Eiffel Tower in Paris,

France Completed on March 31, 1889, it has a
height of 320.75 metres or 1 ,056 ft 3 in.

Largest Stadium: Strahov in Praha (Prague),

Czechoslovakia. Completed in 1934, it can
accommodate 2,40,000 spectators.

Longest Bridge: The longest steel arch

bridge in the world is New River Gorge Bridge

in West Virginia, USA, completed in 1977 with

a span of 1700 ft (518.2 metres).

Longest Railway Bridge: Hue>’ P. long
Bridge, Louisiana, USA which is 4.35 miles or

7 km long.

Highest Dam: The Grande in the Swiss

Dixence Alps, built in 1961, has a height of 935
ft or 285 metres.

Longest Tunnel: For road traffic—the 10.14-

mile- (16.32 km) long two-lane St. Gotthard
road tunnel from Goschenen to Airoio,

Switzerland, opened in 1980.

Longest Tunnel: for rail traffic—the 22.2 km
(13 miles 1397 Yd) long Oshimizu Tunnel on
theTokyo-NiigataJoestsu line in Central Hon-
shu under the Tanigawa mountain, opend in

1979.

Longest Wall: The Great Wall of China,
completed during 246-210 BC, has a mainline
length of 2,150 miles or 3460 km.

and the longest liner is 'Norway' of 70,20

grt and 315.60m or 1035 ft T'h in ovc

length. Owned by Knut Kloster of Norv

Largest Cargo Vessel: Liberian ore/oil car

•World Gala’ of 133,748 Gt or 282,462 dwt

'

a length of 1,109 ft or 338 m, owned
Liberian Trident Transports Inc., complete

1973.
Largest Tattker: The world’s largest tar

and ship of any kind is the 564,739-to

deadweight "Seawise Giant”, completed
C.Y. Tung in 1981.

Fastest Train: The highest speed recor

on any national rail system is 236 m/h or
km/h by the French SNCF high speed'!
TGV-Train-a Grande Vitesse, inaugurate;

1981. . .

Longest Rail Line: 9438 km or 5,86416 n
on the Trans-Siberian line from Moscow
Nakhodka, USSR There are 97 stops in

journey which takes 8 days .4 hr 25 mi

Largest Air liner: The highest capacity ai

er is the Boeing 747 'Jumbo Jet’, first flow

1969. It has a capacity of from 385 to n

than 500 passengers, with a maximum Sf

of 602 m/h or 969 km/h.
Fastest Airliner: The Supersonic BAC- At

patiale "Concorde”, first flown in 1969, w
capacity of 128 passengers, cruises at u
Mach 2.2 (1450 m/h) or 2333 k/h.

LargestAirport: King Abdul-Aziz Interna
al Airport, nearJeddah, Saudi Arabia, cove
an area of 40 sq. miles or 103 sq km. Its

Terminal is the world’s largest roofed s

ture, covering 1.5 sq km or 370 acres.
Largest Sea Port: Port ofNew York and

Jersey. It has a navigably wide front of
miles or 1215 km. A total of 261 cargo fcx

and 130 other piers give a total berth cap
for 391 ships at one time.

Busiest Port and Harbour: The Wo
busiest port and largest artificial harbot
Rotterdam - Europort in Netherlands, w
handled 31,565 vessels in 1982.

Largest Airline: The USSR State Aii

“Aerofloat”, established in 1923. This aii

operates 1300 aircrafts over about - 56C
miles or 9,00,000 km and employs a’

5,00,00 persons. It carried 1.6 million pa<

gers to 97 countries in. 1931.

Fastest Typewriting: The highest recoi

speed attained on a manual machim
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machine; Underwood Standard, on October

21, 1918. 1 hour, 147 words (net rate per min.);

Albert Tangara, USA. Machine; Underwood
Standard, on October 22,1923.

largest Armed Force: Chinese People’s li-

beration Army with 4,230,000, according to

1982 census. Her para-military forces have

been estimated at 12 million. In Oaober 1985

China announced her intention of reducing

the strength of PLA by one million.

Most Populous Country: China. The t

of July 1982 shows a populate

1,008,175,288. The rate of increase in Cl

now estimated to' be 38 700 a day o:

million per year.

Largest Flection: that ofJanuary, 1980

1

544 seats of Indian Lok Sabha. There we
million voters, from 23 States and 8
Territories, who voted Smt. Indira Gan
power.

SOBRIQUETS
Sobriquets are secondary names (including

nicknames) that become attached to certain

persons, places or things. Thus the Bank of

England is known as the Old Maid of

Threadneedle Street, and the Malayata Man-
orama, the oldest newspaper of Kerala as the

Granny of Kottaym.

'Bismarck was known as the Man of Blood
and Iron' and Florence Nightingale is famous

as 'the Lady with the Lamp'. Tippu Sul

Mysore Is still spoken of as the ‘Mysore
*

Some names, as H. W. Fowler ob;
have a large retinue of sobriquets. Ron
example, may be ‘the Eternal City, The C

Seven Hills, the Papal City, the ScarletW
the Scarlet Whore, the Empress of the A
World and the Western Babylon’. (M.l

Sobriquets Primary’ Names

Bengal's Sorrow
Blue Mountains
Britain of the South
City of the Golden Gate

\City of die Golden Temple
City of Dreaming Spires

ity of Magnificent Distances
City of Palaces

Cockpit of Europe
Dark Continent

Emerald Island

... River Damodar, Bengal, India

... Nilgiri Hills, India

... New Zealand

... San Francisco, USA

... Amritsar, India

... Oxford, England

... Washington, D.C., USA

... Calcutta, India

... Belgium

... Africa

... Ireland
Empire City/City of Skyscrapers
Forbidden City

Garden of England
Garden of India
Gate of Tears
Gateway of India

Gift of the Nile

Granite City

Great White Way
Herring Pond
Holy Land
Island of Cloves
Island of Pearls

Key of the Mediterranean
Land of Cokes
Land of the Kangaroo
Land of the Golden Pagoda

Netv York, USA
Lhasa, Tibet

Kent, England
Bangalore

Bab-el-mandab
Bombay
Egypt

Aberdeen, Scotland

Broadway, New York
Atlantic Ocean
Palestine

Madagascar (Malagasy)

Bahrain

Gibraltar

Scotland

Australia

Burma
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Land of Lillies/Land of Maple

Land of Morning Calm
land of the Midnight Sun
Land of the Rising Sun
Land of Five Rivers

'Land of Thousand Lakes

Land of the White Elephant

Never Never Land
Pearl of the Antilles

Playground of Europe
Powder Keg of Europe
Quaker City

Queen of the Adriatic

Queen of the Arabian Sea/Venice of the East

Roof of the World
Rose Pink City

Saint , of the Gutters

Sick Man of Europe
Sorrow of China
Spice Garden of India

White City

White Man's Grave
Windy City

World's Bread Basket
World's Loneliest Island

Canada
Korea
Norway
Japan

Punjab, India

Finland

Thailand

Prairies of N. Australia

Cuba
Switzerland

Balkans

Philadelphia

Venice, Italy

Cochin, India

Pamirs

Jaipur, India

Mother Teresa

Turkey

River Hwang Ho
Kerala

Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Guinea Coast

Chicago, USA
Prairies of N. America

Tristan da Cunha

ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations are an accepted form ofusage

in all developed languages. They save time and
space—time in talking and space in writing. It

is for this reason, that abbreviations have

become popular with all and sundry.

Formerly abbreviations were used sparing-

ly. Only well known organisations, products,

processes, or projects were indicated by their

initials. Today, abbreviations are being ban-

died about indiscriminately. They are being
used for all sorts of things, well known, little

known and unknown.

AAPSO: Afro-Asian People’s .Solidarity Organisation.
ABC: Atomic Biological and Chemical (warfare);

• Audit Bureau of Circulation.
ABM: Anti-Ballistic Missile
AC: Ante Christum (Before Christ); Alternate Current

(electricity); Asoka Chakra; Airconditioner.
A//C: Account
ACC: Auxiliary Cadet Corps; Associated Cement

Companies
AD: Anno Domini (in the year of our lord)
ADC: Aide-de-camp (helper or assistant)
ADB: Asian Development Bank
AEC: Atomic Energy Commission
AG: Accountant General; Adjutant General

All: Anno Hegirae (Mohammed's flight from

Makkah to Medina, 622 AD)

AHQ: Air Headquarters or Arms' Headquarters

AICC: All India Congress Committee

II: Air India

iIDS: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

UMA: All India Manufacturers’ (and also Manage-

ment) Association

ULMO: All India Manufacturers’ Organisation

UNEC: All India Newspaper Editors Conference

OIMS: All India Institute of Medical Sciences

UR: All India Radio

LM: Ante Meridiem (before noon)

UTUC: All India Trade Union Congress

tNZAC: Australia. New Zealand MW y-'V*

CNZUS: Australia, New Zealand. United. . _
America (3 term applied to the R* 1 * 1

amongst these powers)

tOC: Air Officer Commanding

tPC: Agricultural Prices Commission

tRC: Administrative Reforms Own

tKDC: Agricultural Refinance A Dcsv.-T^-

Corporation

IRP: Air Raid Precautions

tSAT: Anti-Satellite

CSC: Army Service

151: Archaeology
, r , A,tm Nut**-

iceAN: Association n! •v>
_
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VAHD: Association ofVoluntary Agencies for Rural

Development-

VSM: Ati Vishisht Seva Medal

VpACS: Airboume Warning And Control System.

(JA: Baccalaureus Artium; Bachelor of Arts; British

Academy
tARC: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

IBC: British Broadcasting Corporation

iC; Before Christ

ICG: Bacillus Calmette Guerin (Anti-T.B. Vaccine)

IE: Bachelor of Engineering

trt • Bliarat Electronics Limited

jhp: bral:e horse power
JENELUX: (A short term for) Belgium, Netherlands

and Luxembourg
3HEL- Bharat Heavy Electricals Lid.

SIS: Bank of International Settlements; British

Information Service

BO: Body Odour
BP: Blood Pressure; Before Present

BPE: Bureau of Public Enterprises

B. Pharm: Bachelor of Pharmacy
BSE: Border Security Force

B Th U: British Thermal Unit

CY Centigrade

CAs Chartered Accountant

CADA: Command Area Development Agency, India

Cantab: Cantabrigian (of Cambridge University)

CAKE: Co-operative for American Relief Everywhere
CASA: Church’s Auxiliary for Social Action, India

CASTASTA: Conference on the Application of Scien-

ce and Technology to the Development of ASIA
CBI: Central Bureau of Investigation, India

c&b: caught and bowled ( a term In cricket)

Cricket Club of India

CDP: Community Development Programme
CDS: Compulsory Deposit Scheme
cf: confer (compareVrefer
COS. Chief of die General Staff: Centimetre, Gram,

Second.

CGHS: Central Government Health Scheme
CIA: Criminal Investigation Agency; Central Intelli-

gence Agency (USA)
C-ta-C: Coramander-in-Chief
CID: Criminal Investigation Department
cif: cost, insurance and freight

CDL: Coal India Limited

CJR: Canada India Reactor
CITU: Centre of Indian Trade Unions.

CJ: Chief Justice

CXRC: Central Land Refotms Committee
CMO: Chief Medical Officer

CO; Commanding Officer

CFWTC: Central Inland Water Transport Commission
Co: Company
Z/o: Care of

COFEPOSA-- Conservation of Foreign Exchange and
Prevention of Smuggling A

a

:od: cash on delivery

rp: compare

World Panorama.

CORE: Congress of Racial Equality

CP1/CPM: Communist Parry of IndiVMarxist
'

Ob Central Railway

CRP: Central Reserve Police .
- -

CStR: Council of Scientific and Iridustria!

Research,India

CSO-. Central Statisiica! Organisation, India

CwU Hundredweight
CVC: Chief Vigilance Commissioner

DA: Dearness Allowance

DC: Deputy Commissioner/Direct Current

(eelectridty) District of Columbia
D & C: Dilation and Curettage

DDT: Dichlor-diphenyl-trichloro-ethane

DGTD: Director General ofTechnical Development,

India - -

DG: Del Gratia (By the grace of God)
DIG: Deputy Inspector General

disco: discotheque (a place where one can dance to

music played on records or discs)

DLO: Dead Letter Office (New name is

RLO-Retumed Letters Office)

D. litt- Doctor of Literature

DM: District Magistrate

DMKa Dravida Munnetra Kazagham
DNA- Deoxy-ribose Nucleic Acid

DPI: Direaor of Public Instruction

DPSAr Deep Penetration Strike Aircraft

D. Sc: Doctor of Science
DV: Deo Volente (God Willing)

DVC: Damodar Valley Corporation

DUSU: Delhi University Students’ Union

ECA: Economic Cooperation Administration
ECAFE: Economic Commission for Asia and Far East

(Now ESCAP)
ECE/A/IA: Economic Commission for Europe/Africa/

latin America
ECG: Elearo Cardiogram
ECM: European Common Market
ECOSOC: Economic and Social Council (UN)
EEC- European Economic Community
EEG: Electro Encephalogram
eg: exempli gratia (for example)
E-in-C: Engineer-in-Chlef

EMG: Electro Myogram
EMF: Electro-Motive Force
EMS: European Monetary System
EAOE: Errors and Omissions Excepted
EPLF: Eritrean People’s Liberation Front
EPNS: Electroplated Nickel Silver

EKDA: Energy Research and Development Adminis-

tratioa

ERP: European Recovery Programme.
ESCAP: Economic and Social Commission for Asia .

and the Pacific.

ESI: Employees State Insurance.
'

ESP: Extra Sensory Perception,
etc: et ceteri or et cetera (and others/and so forth),

et seq: et sequentia (and what follows).

Ex-ofBdo: By virtue of one’s office.
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FACT: Fertilisers and Chemicals Travancore Ltd,

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation.

FBI: Federal Bureau of Investigation.

FCI: Food Corporation of India, Fertilizer Corpora-
tion of Indi3.

FERA: Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (India)

FICCI: Federation of Indian Chambers ofCommerce
and Industry.

FIS: Fellow of Unnaean Society.

FM: Field Marshal,

fob: free on board,

for: free on rail.

FRG: Federal Republic of Germany.
FRCP: Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.

FKCS: Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.
FRS: Fellow of die Royal Society.

GATT: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
GBS: George Bernard Shaw.
GDR; German Democratic Republic (East Germany).
GHQ: General Head Quarters.
GI: Government Issue: A term which is normally

applied to the American soldiers.

GMT: Greenwich Mean Time.
GNP: Gross National Product.
GOC: General Officer Commanding.
GPO: General Post Office.

GRT: Gross Rated Tonnage.

HAL: Hindustan Aeronautics Limited.

HE: His or Her Excellency.

HEC: Heavy Engineering Company.
HEL: Heavy Electricals Limited.

HMI: Himalayan Mountaineering Institute.

HMT: Hindustan Machine Tools.

Hon: Honourable, Honorary,
hp: horse power.
HP: Harmonic Progression; Himachal Pradesh.

HQ: Head Quarters.

Hr. Hour.
HSD: High Speed Diesel.

•HSU Hindustan Steel limited.

HWM: High Water Mark.
HUDCO: Housing and Urban Development Cor-

poration.

IAMC: Indian Army Medical Corps.
IAA: International Airports Authority.

lAa, Indian Airlines.

lAP: Indian Air Force.
IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency.
IARI: Indian Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi.

IAS: Indian Administrative Service.

IAAS: Indian Audit and Accounts Service.

IATA; International Air Transport Association.

IBM: International Business Machines.
Ibid: Ibidem, (the same).
IBRD: International Bank of Reconstruction and

Development
ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organisation

ICAR: Indian Council of Agricultural Research.

ICBM: Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (developed

by USSR).

ICCR: Indian Council of Cultural Relations.

ICICI: Industrial Credit Investment Corporation of

India Ltd.

IQJ: International Court of Justice.

ICMR: Indian Council of Medical Research.

ICS: Indian Civil Service.

ICWA: Indian Council of World Affairs.

IDA: International Development Agency.

IDBI: Industrial Development Bank of India

IDPL: Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Limited,

le: id est (that is).

IENS: Indian and Eastern Newspaper Society.

IFAD: International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment.

IFC: Industrial Finance Corporation.

International Finance Corporation.

HFS: Indian Foreign Service

IGY: International Geophysical Year.

IIPA: Indian Institute of Public Administration.

IISCO: Indian Iron 3nd Steel Company.

nT: Indian Institute of Technology.

ILO: International Labour Organisation.

IMCO: Inter-govemment Maritime Consultations

Organisation.

IMF: International Monetary Fund.

IMS: Indian Medical Service.

IN: Indian Navy.

INA: Indian National Army.

In cog: in cognito. (unknown).

INS: Indian Naval Ship.

INSDC: Indian National Scientific Documentation

Centre.

INTUC: Indian National Trade Union Congress.

INDEPEX: Indian International Philatelic Exhibition.

INSAT: Indian National Satellite.

INTELSAT: International Telecommunication Satel-

lite.

INTERPOL: International Police.

Infra dig: Infra dignitawm (below status),

IO& Indian Oil Coorporation.

IOU: I Owe You.

CPC: Indian Penal Code.

IPCL: Indian Petfo-Chemlcals Corporation Ltd

IPS: Indian Police Service, Inter Press Service.

IQ: Intelligence Quotient.

Iq: idem quod (the same as).

IQSY: International Quiet Sun Year (1 Jan 64—31

Dec. 65)
CRA: Irish Republican Army.

IRC: International Red Cross.

IRBM: Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile

CRRI: International Rice Research Institute.

IRO: International Refugee Organisation

IRS: Indian Revenue Service.

nrrS: Indian Railway Traffic Service.

ISRO: Indian Space Research Organisation

ISJ: Indian Standards Institution

1ST: Indian Standard Time.

I55P: Indian Scientific Satellite Prefect.

ITBF: Indo-Tibetan Border Force

ITI: Indian Telephone Indutrncs; Industrial 1 ra.n.r^

Institute. —

—
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AVAKD: Association ofVoluntary Agencies for Rural

Development..

AV5M: Ati Vishisht Seva Medal

AWACS: Airboume Warning And Control System.

BA.: Baccalaureus Artium; Bachelor of Arts; British

Academy
BARO Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

BBC: British Broadcasting Corporation

BC: Before Christ

BCG: Bacillus Calmette Guerin (Artti-T.B. Vaccine)

BE: Bachelor of Engineering

BEL: Bliarat Electronics limited

bhp: brake horse power
BENELUX: (A short term for) Belgium, Netherlands

and Luxembourg
BHEL: Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.

BIS: Ban!: of International Settlements; British

. information Service

BO: Body Odour
BP: Blood Pressure, Before Present

BFE: Bureau of Public Enterprises

B. Phartn: Bachelor of Pharmacy

BSP: Border Security Force

B Th U: British Thermal Unit

CY Centigrade

CA: Chartered Accountant

CADA: Command Area Development Agency, India

Cantab: Cantabrigian (of Cambridge University)

CAKE: Co-operative for American Relief Everywhere
CASA: Church's Auxiliary for Social Action, India

CASTASLA: Conference on the Application of Scien-

ce and Technology to the Development of ASIA

K CBI: Central Bureau of Investigation, India

\'cftb: caught and bowled ( a term in cricket)

"<XI: Cricket Club of India

CDP: Community Development Programme
CDS: Compulsory Deposit Scheme
cf: confer (compareyrefer
C.GS. Chief of the General Staff: Centimetre, Gram,

Second.

CGKS: Central Government Health Scheme
CIA: Criminal Investigation Agency; Central Intelli-

gence Agency (USA)
C-ln-O Commander-in-ChJef
CID: Criminal Investigation Department
df: cost, insurance and freight

CEL: Coal India Limited
CDt: Canada India Reactor

Cmj: Centre of Indian Trade Unions.

CJ: Chief Justice
CLRC: Central Land Reforms Committee
CMO: Chief Medical Officer

CO: Commanding Officer
CfvVTC: Central Inland Water Transport Commission
Co: Company
CJo: Care of

COFEFOSA: Conservation of Foreign Exchange and
Prevention of Smuggling Act

cod: cash on delivery

cp: compare

WORID PANORi

CORE: Congress of Racial Equality

CPI/CPM: Communist Party of India/Marxist

CR: Centra! Railway

CKP: Central Reserve Police

CSIR: Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research,India

CSO: Central Statistical Organisation, India .

Cwt: Hundredweight

CVC: Chief Vigilance Commissioner

DA: Dearness Allowance

DC: Deputy Commissioner/Direct Current

(eelectridty) Distria of Columbia

D * C: Dilation and Curettage

DDT: Dlchlor-diphenyl-trichloro-etharie

DGTD: Director General of Technical Developr

India • ’
.

DG: Dei Gratia (By the grace of God)
DIG: Deputy Inspector General

disco: discotheque (a place where one can dan

music played on records or discs)

DLO: Dead Letter Office (New name
RIO-Retumed letters Office)

D. Litt; Doctor of Literature

DM: District Magistrate

DMK: Dravida Munneua Kazagham
DNA: Deoxy-ribose Nucleic Acid

DPI: Dlreaor of Public Instruction

DPSA: Deep Penetrau'on Strike Aircraft

D. So Doctor of Science

DV: Deo Volente (God Willing)

DVC: Damodar Valley Corporation

DUSU: Delhi University Students’ Union

ECA: Economic Cooperation Administration

ECAFE: Economic Commission for Asia and Fa
(Now ESCAP)

ECE/A/LA: Economic Commission for Europe/A
Latin America

ECG: Electro Cardiogram

ECM: European Common Market

ECOSOC: Economic and Social Council (UN
EEC: European Economic Community
EEG: Electro Encephalogram
eg: exempli gratia (for example)

E-in-C- Engineer-in-Chief

EMG: Electro Myogram
EMF: Electro-Motive Force

EMS: European Monetary System
EAOE: Errors and Omissions Excepted
EPLF: Eritrean People's Liberation Front
EPNS: Electroplated Nickel Silver.

ERDA: Energy Research and Development Adr
tration.

ERP: European Recovery Programme.
ESCAP: Economic and Social Commission for

and the Pacific.

ESI: Employees State Insurance.

ESP: Extra Sensory Perception,

etc: et ceteri or et cetera (and otheiVand so fc

et seq: et sequentia (and what follows).

Ex-ofBdo: By virtue of one's office.
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FACT: Fertilisers and Chemicals Travancore Ltd.

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation.

FBI: Federal Bureau of Investigation,

FCI: Food Corporation of India, Fertilizer Corpora-

tion of India.

FERA: Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (India)

FICCI: Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry.

FLS: Fellow of Unnaean Society.

FM: Field Marshal,

fob: free on board,

for: free on rail.

FRG: Federal Republic of Germany.
FRCP: Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.

FRCS: Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.

FRS: Fellow of die Royal Society.

GATT: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

GBS: George Bernard Shaw.
GDR: German Democratic Republic (East Germany).
GHQ: General Head Quarters.

GI: Government Issue: A term which is normally
applied to the American soldiers.

GMT: Greenwich Mean Time.
GNP: Gross National Product.
GOC: General Officer Commanding.
GPO: General Post Office.

GUT: Gross Rated Tonnage.

HAL: Hindustan Aeronautics limited.

HE: His or Her Excellency.

HEC: Heavy Engineering Company.
HEL: Heavy Electricals limited.

HMI: Himalayan Mountaineering Institute.

HMT: Hindustan Machine Tools.

Hon: Honourable, Honorary,
hp: horse power.
HP: Harmonic Progression-, Himachal Pradesh.

HQ: Head Quarters.

Hr: Hour.
HSD. High Speed Diesel.

HSI.: Hindustan Steel Limited.

HWM: High Water Mark.

HUDCO: Housing and Urban Development Cor-

poration.

IAMC: Indian Army Medical Corps.

1AA: International Airports Authority.

IA:, Indian Airlines.

IAF: Indian Air Force.

IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency.

IARI: Indian Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi.

IAS: Indian Administrative Service.

IAAS: Indian Audit and Accounts Service.

IATA: International Air Transport Association.

IBM: International Business Machines.

Ibid: Ibidem, (the same).
IBRD; International Bank of Reconstruction and

Development.
ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organisation.

ICAR: Indian Council of Agricultural Research.
1CBM: Imcr-Conilncntal Ballistic Missile' (developed

by USSR).

ICCR: Indian Council of Cultural Relations.

ICICI: Industrial Credit Investment Corporation of

India Ltd. .

ICJ: International Court of Justice.

ICMR: Indian Council :of Medical Research.

ICS: Indian Civil Service.

ICWA: Indian Council of World Affairs.

EDA: International Development Agency.

IDBI: Industrial Development Bank of India

EDPL: Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Limited.

Ie: id est (that is).

IENS: Indian and Eastern Newspaper Society.

IFAD: International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment.

IFC: Industrial Finance Corporation.

International Finance Corporation.

IFS: Indian Foreign Service

IGY: International Geophysical Year.

UFA: Indian Institute of Public Administration.

HSCO: Indian Iron and Steel Company.

ITT: Indian Institute of Technology.

ILO: International Labour Organisation.

IMCO: Inter-government Maritime Consultations

Organisation.

IMF: International Monetary Fund.

IMS: Indian Medical Service.

IN: Indian Navy.

INA: Indian National Army.

In cog: in cognito. (unknown).

INS: Indian Naval Ship.

INSDC: Indian National Scientific Documentation
Centre.

INTUC: Indian National Trade Union Congress.

INDEPEX: Indian International Philatelic.Exhibition.

INSAT: Indian National Satellite.

INTELSAT: International Telecommunication Satel-

lite.

INTERPOL: International Police.

Infr* dig: infra dignitatum (below status).

IOC: Indian Oil Coorporation.
IOU: 1 Owe You.
CPC: Indian Penal Code.
IPCL: Indian Petro-Chemicals Corporation Ltd.

IPS: Indian Police Service, Inter Press Service.

IQ: Intelligence Quotient.

Iq: idem quod (the same as).

IQSY: International Quiet Sun Year (1 Jan. 64—31
Dec. 65).

IRA: Irish Republican Army.
IRC: International Red Cross.

IRBM: Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile.

IRFI: International Rice Research Institute.

IRO: International Refugee Organisation.
IRS: Indian Revenue Service.

IRTS: Indian Railway Traffic Service.

ISRO: Indian Space Research Organisation.
151: Indian Standards Institution.

1ST: Indian Standard Time.
ISSP; Indian Scientific Satellite Project
ITBF: IndoTibetan Border Force
ITI: Indian Telephone Industries; Industrial Training

Institute.
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ITO: International Trade Organisation; Income-Tax

Officer.

ITU: International Telecommunication Union.

OTIC: Indian Trade Union Congress.

ITV: International Tourist Year.

XUCD: Intra-Uterine Contraceptive Device.

IXJCN: Internationa! Union for Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources.

JA1: Japan Air Lines.

JCO: Junior Commissioned Officer.

JP: Justice of the Peace.

KANU: Kenya African National Union.

KG: Knight of the Garter; Kindergarten

KGB: Komitet Gosudacstvennony Bizo Pasnosti (Rus-

sian Secret Police).

KKJC: Ku Kiux Klan (U.S. Secret Society—Anti negro,

Anti-Jewish),

KMT: Kuomintang (Chinese National Patty).

LASER; Ught Amplification by Stimulated Emission

of Radiation,

UD: lok Dal.

lib: Liberation.

UttD: Doctor of Literature.

UC: life Insurance Corporation (of India).

1X3.: Bachelor of Laws

LL.D:Doaor of laws

IX-M.: Master of Laws.

loc dt: loco citato (at the place quoted)

tPG: Liquefied Petroleum Gas.

Lt: lieutenant

, lx. CoXiUeutenant Colonel

>--ISD: Lysergic acid diethylamide.

V '-Monsieur (Mister),

i '. • Magister Artium (Master of Arts).
* • Micro-wave Amplification by Stimulated

Emission of Radiation.

.MBA; Master of Business Administration.

MBBS: Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of

Surgery.

MBE: Member of the British Empire.

MC: Military Cross; Member of Council; Municipal

Committee; Municipal Commissioner, Medical

Certificate.

MCC: Marylebone Cricket Club
MJ>: Doctor of Medicine.

Mile: Mademoiselle (Miss).

Miles: Mesdemoiselles (Plural of Miss)

Mmc: Madam (Mrs.).

Mmes: Mesdames (Plural of Mrs.)

Ml: Military Intelligence.

MISA: Maintenance of Internal Securin' Act
MIRV: Multiple Independently Targetable Re-entry

Vehicle.

MLsc: Miscellaneous.

MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
MK5: Metre Kilogram Second (System).

MIA: Member of Legislative Assembly.
MIC: Member of Legislative Council
MLF-. Multilateral Force.

MMTC- Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation.

MNC: Multi-National Corporation.

MP; Member of Parliament; Madhya Pradesh

MPIA: People's Movement for Liberation of Ango

mph: miles per hour.

MBA: Mora! Re-Armament.

MKCP-. Member of the Royal College of Physical

MRCS: Member of the Royal College of Surge®

MRTPC: Monopoly & Restrictive Trade Fractit

Commission.

MAc.: Master of Science.

MS/MSSv Manuscript/Manuscripts.

MVC-. Maha Vir Chakra,

NABAKD: National Bank for Agriculture and Ru

Development.
NAEP: National Adult Education Programme,

NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Adminisi

tion (U.SA).

NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organisation.

NA.YE: National Alliance of Young Entrepreneu

NB: Kota Bene (note well).

NCC: Nau'onal C3det Corps.

NCDC: National Coal Development Corporatioi

NCAER: National Council for Applied Econorr

Research.

NCST: National Committee on Science,& Te
noiegy.

NCERT: National Council of Educational Resea

and Training

NCO: Non-COmmissioned Officer.

NDA- National Defence Academy,. :

NDF: National Defence Fund.

NDC-. National Development Council.

NDS: National Discipline Scheme.
NEFA: North-East Frontier Agency:

NFR: North-East Frontier Railway.

NER: North Eastern Railway.

NFIR; National Federation of Indian Railwaym:

NIESBUD; National Institute of Entrepreneurs
and Small Business Development (India).

NLTA; National Lawn Tennis Association.

NMDC: National Minerat Development Corpc

tion.

non seq: non sequitur (it does not follow).

NOC: No Objection Certificate.

NP: Notary Public.

NPT: Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

NPC: National Productivity Council (India),

N and Q: Notes and Queries.

NSC: National Service Corps.

NSO: National Sports Organisation
NSUI: National Students Union of India.

NTP: Normal Temperature and Pressure. .

NR: Northern Railway.

NVF: National Volunteer Force.

O at M: Organisation and Methods.
OAS: Organisau'on for American States.

OAU: Organisation ofAfrican Unity. (It was set uf
May, 1963).

OBE: Officer (of the Order of the) British Empi
OC: Officer Commanding
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OCS: Overseas Communication Service.

OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development.

WED: Oxford English Dictionary.

OfiEC: Organisation for European Economic Co-

operation

OGL: Open General licence.

OIL: Oil India limited.

OK: All Correa (Slang).

OAPEC: Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting

Countries.

OPEC: Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

tries.

OT5: Officers' Training School
OXFAM: Oxford Committee for Famine Relief.

Oxon: Oxoniensis (of Oxford University).

OIGS: On India Government Service.

ONGC: Oil and Natural Gas Commission,
op dt opero citato (in the svork died).

PA: Personal Assistant; Press Assodation.

PAO Provindal Armed Constabulary.

PDA: Preventive Detention Act.

PAYE: Pay As You Earn,

pe: per centum; post card.

PEC: Projca and Equipment Corporation.

PEN: (International Club of) Poets, Playwrights,

Essayists, Editors and Novelists.

Perks: Perquisites of Office.

Per pro: Per procurationem (By the agency of)

HiJ>; Doctor of Philosophy.

PIB: Press Information Bureau.
PIN: Postal Index Number.
PH: Partal Kommunis Indonesia (Communist Patty

of Indonesia).

P1480: Public law 480 (Enaament in US under
which foreign aid is given).

PM: Post Meridiem; Prime Minister.

PMG: Post Master General.
P*0: Peninsular and Oriental (Steamship) Co.
POW: Prisoner of War.
PRD: Prantiya Raksha Dal.

PRG: Provisional Revolutionaty Government.
Pro-tem: Pro tempore (for the time being).
PS: Post Scriptum (written 3fter); Private Secrctaty,

Personal Secretary.

PPS: Post Post Scriptum (additional post script).

PSP: Praja Socialist Patty.

PT: Physical Training
PTI: Press Trust of India
PTO; Please Turn Over.
PVC: Poly Vinyl Chloride; Param Vir Chakra.
PVSM : Param Vishtsht Seva Medal.
FWD: Public Works Department.

Q: Queue.
QED: Quod Erat Demonstrandum (that which was to

be demonstrated).
QMG: Quarter Mister General,
qva quod vide (which see).

RADAR: Radio Detecting and Ranging.
RAD; Research and Development.

RAW: Research & Analysis Wing
RBI: Reserve Bank of India

RCC: Reinforced Cement Concrete,

rtd: refer to drawer.

RIP: Requiescat in pace (May he or she rest in

peace).

RITES: Rail India Technical & Economic Services.

RLO: Returned Letters Office.

RMS: Railway Mail Service.

RN: Royal Navy.

RNA: Ribo Nucleic Acid.

RNAC: Royal Nepal Airlines Corporation.

RPM: Revolutions Per Minute.

KRC: Reaaor Research Centre.

RSVP: Respondez Sil vous plait (Reply ifyou please).

RSS: Rashtriya Swayam Sewak Sangh.

SAIL: Steel Authority of India.

SALT: Strategic Arms limitation Talks.

SAM: Surface to Air Missile.

SAS: Small Astronomy Satellite.

SC: Supreme Court; Security Council.

SO: Shipping Corporation of India.

SCRA: Special Class Railway Apprentices.

SDO: Sub-Divisional Officer.

SDR: Special Drawing Rights.

SEATO; South-East Asia Treat)' Organisation.

SITE: Satellite Instructional Television Experiment.

SHAPE: Supreme Headquarters of Allied Pow ers in

Europe.

SIFP: Sri Lanka Freedom Part)'.

SLV: Satellite launch Vehicle.

SP: Superintendent of Police

SPCA: Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals.

SPCK: Society for the Promotion of Christian Know-

ledge.

SR: Southern Railway.

SS: Steamship.

SSB: Service Seleaion Board.

SST: Supersonic Transport.

STARS: Satellite Tracking And Ranging Station.

STC: State Trading Corporation

STD: Subscriber Trunk Dialling; Sexually Transmit-

ted Diseases

SUNFED; Special United Nations Fund for Economic

Development.
5VP: Saturated Vapour Pressure

TAa Territorial Army, Travelling Allowance.

TB: Tuberculosis.

TC: Trusteeship Council (UN Organ).

TDA: Trade Development Authority

TELCO; Tata Engineering and locomotiveComp mv
TISCO: Tata Iron and Steel Company
TMO: Telegraphic Money Older

TNT: Trinitrotoluene

TERES: Thumba Equatorial RoiKet latuuhlng Sta

tlon.

TRACT: Transportable Remote Area Coimmml.a-

tions Terminal.

TTE: Travelling Ticket Examine!.

TVA: Tennessee Valley Authority



TU1F: Tamil United Liberation Front.

TWA: Trans-World Airlines,

UGC: University Grants Commission.

UK: United Kingdom.

UNAEC: United Nations Atomic Energy Commission.

UNCBP: United Nations Commission for India and'

Pakistan.

UNCSTD; United Nations Conference on Science &
Technology for Development

UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme.

UNCTAD: United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development
UNEP: United Nations Emergency Force (UAR).

UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organisation.

UNI: United News of India

UNICEF: United Nations International Children’s

Emergency Fund, now known only as ‘United

Nations Childrens Fund’.

UNIDO: United Nations Industrial Development

Organisation.

UNIPOM: United Nations Indla-Pakistan Observation

Mission.

UNRRA: United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

Administration. .

P: Uttar Pradesh.
'

PSC: Union Public Service Commission.

USA: United States of America.

USAID: United. States Agency for International D
velopment '

:
-

USI: United States of Indonesia., .

USSR: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

VAT: Value Added Tax.

VC: Vice-Chancellor, Victoria Cross.

VD: Venereal Disease (see STD).

VCO: Viceroy’s Commissioned Officer.

Vr.O Vir Chakra. •

VIP: Very Important Person.

VFP: Value Payable Post. .

'

WF: Village Volunteer Force (Organised in Inc

since January 1963),

WAY: World Assembly of Youth.

WFTU: World Federation of Trade Unions.

WHO: World Health Organisation!

WMO: World Meteorological Organisation.

WWF: World Wildlife Fund, now renamed Wo
dwide Fund for Nature.

Xmas: Christmas.

YMCA: Young Men’s Christian Association.

YWCA: Young women’s Christian Association.

ZETA: Zero Energy Thermo-nuclear Assembly
Apparatus.

ZIP: Zonal Improvement Plan.

SiOBEL PRIZE AND HONOURS
The 1987 Nobel Prize for Peace, the most
oveted of them all, was won by Mr. Oscar
rias Sanchez, 46, President of Costa Rica. This

in recognition of his efforts to bring peace
'

Central America long tom by strife and civil

rar. His efforts resulted in an agreement
igned by the Presidents of Costa Rica, Guate-
mala, El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua on
.ugust 7, 1987.

The other award-winners:

Physics: Dr. K. Alex Muller, 60, of Switzer-

md and Dr. George Bednorz, 37, of West
lermany for their discovery ofnew supercon-
ducting materials at the IBN Zurich Research
aboratory in Switzerland.

Chemistry: Dr. Donald J. Cram and Dr.

IhharlesJ. Pedersen both of the U.S. and Jean
larie Lehu of France for their work in the
ytheses of molecules that can mimic impor-
mt biological processes.

Medicine: Dr. Susumu Tonegawa, 48, of
ipan now researcher at the Massachusetts
istitute of Technology' in the US, for his

discoveries , explaining the structure of t

body's immune defence.

Economics: Robert M. Solow, 63, of t

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, U.S., I

his contribution- to the" theory of econon
growth.

Literature: Joseph Brodsky, 47, the Sov
Poet living In the U.S. for his works with "gr<

breadth in time and space”.

Following is the foil list of Nobel Pri

winners.-

Peace
1901 Jean H. Dunant (Switzerland)

Frederick Passy (France)

1902 Elie Ducommun and A. Gobal (Switzt

land)

1903 Sir W.R. Cremer (England)
1904 Institute of International Law (Belgiur

1905 Bertha Von Suttner (Austria)

1906 L Roosevelt (USA)
1907 E.T. Moneta (Italy) and Louis Renat

(France)

1908 K.P. Amoldson (Sweden)



1909 August M.F. & A. Beemaert (Belgium)

|

1910 International Peace Bureau (Switzer-

; land)

j

1911 T.M.C. Asser (Holland) & AH. Fried

! (Austria)

: 1912 Elihu Root (USA)
1913 H. La Fontaine (Belgium)
1914-16 No Award

;
1917 International Red Cross (Geneva)

i 1918 No Award
! 1919 Woodrow Wilson (USA)

-1920 Leon Bourgeois (France)

1921 K.H. Branting (Sweden) & Christian L
Lange (Norway)

1922 Fridtjof Nansen (Norway)
1923-24 No Award

‘ 1925 Charles G. Dawes (USA) & Sir JA
| Chamberlain (England)

,

1926 Aristide Briand (France) and G. Strese-

j

man (Germany)

j

1927 F. Buisson (France) and Ludwig Quidde
i (Germany)

1928 No Award

1
1929 Frank B. Kellogg (USA)

1930 Lars O.J. Soderblom (Sweden)
1931 Jane Addams and Nicholas M. Butler

(USA)

1932 No Award
1933 Sir Norman Angell (England)

1934 A Henderson (England)

1935 Carl Von Ossietzky (Germany)
1936 C. de S. Lamas (Argentina)

1937 Viscount Cecil (England)

1938 Nansen International Office for Refugees

(Geneva)

1939-43 No Award
1944 International -Committee of Red Cross

(Switzerland)

1945 Cordell Hull (USA)

1946 Emily G. Balch and John R. Mott (USA)

1947 American Friends Service Committee
(USA) & Br. Society of Friends Service

Council (England)

1948 No Award

1949 Lord John Boyd-Orr (England)

1950 Ralph J. Bunche (USA)

1951 Leon Jouhaux (France)

1952 Albert Schweitzer (France)

The Price of The Prize

r smm Mi

Mm
Alfred Nobel, tlx wealthy industrialist

w!x> invented dynamite, scandalised bis

Suedislt countrymen tvixti lx created tlx

Nobel Prizes.

Swedesfound out about tlx prizes only

when tlxy read his tiiit after his death in

1896. In tlx will, lx donated the annual

income from bis fortune—worth about

1 100 million today'—to support the

awards, and bis critics charged lx had
been unpatriotic in not reserving tlxprizes

for Suedcn, then a poor agricultural

country'.

NobelIxtdordered t)xit "the most uortlry

shall rcceii'e tlx prize, tvhctlxr lx is Scan-

dinavian or not."

Nobel's relatives contested his Ixtmc-

made uHllfor threeyears in afutile attempt
to get more tlxtn tlx 1 million kronor lx

left t/xm. Tirol money would be ivorth

about 1 2.5 million today.

Only 4 per cent of tlx 530 prizes

distributed since 1901 hate been awarded

to Suedes, but Stieden is tlx major winner,

notes Mr. Stig Hamel, tlx Ixad oftlx Nobel
Foundation, uhld) uas estabtislxd in

1900 to administer tlx legacy.

Tlx 1987 winners get tlx equivalent of

S 3,43,000 (Rs. 42.87 lakhs approx) per

category, about S 28,000 more tlxtn pre-

viousyear's laureates, "more than enough
to adjust for inflation", said Mr. Kamel
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1953 George C Marshall (USA)

1954 Office of the UN. High Commissioner

for Refugees

1955-56 No Award
1957 Lester B. Pearson (Canada)

1958 Father G. Henri Pire (Belgium)

1959 Philip J. Noel-Baker (England)

1960 AJ. Luthuli (South Africa)

1961 Dag Hammarskjold (Sweden)

1962 Unus C Pauling (USA)

1963 International Red Cross Committee &
Red Cross League (Switzerland)

1964 Dr. Martin Luther King (USA)

1965 United Nations Children’s Fund

1966-67 No Award
1968 Rene Cassin (France)

1969 International Labour Organisation

1970 Norman Ernest Boriaug (USA)

1971 Willy Brandt (Germany)

1972 No Award
1973 Henry Kissinger (USA) & Le Due Tho

(Vietnam) (Tho rejected the prize)

1974 Eisaka Sato (Former PAL, Japan), Sean
MacBirde (Ireland), UN Commissioner
for S.W. Africa, Namibia

1975 Andrie Sakharov (USSR)
1976 Betty Williams, Mairead Corrigan and

Claron Mckeown (Northern Ireland) -

1977 Amnesty International

1978 Anwar Sadat (Egypt)& Menacham Begin
(Israel)

1979 Mother Teresa (India)

1980 Adolfo Peren Esquivel (Argentina)

1981 UN High Commissioner for Refugees
1982 Alva Myrdal (Sweden) & Garcia Robles

(Mexico)

1983 Lech Walesa (Poland)

1984 Bishop Desmond Tutu (South Africa)

1985 International Physicians for Prevention

of Nuclear War (USA)
1986 Elie Wisel (USA)

Physics
1901 W.K. Roentgen (Germany)
1902 HA Lorentz and P. Zeeman (Holland)
1903 AH. Becquerel, Pierre & Marie Curie

(France)

1904 Lord Rayleigh (England)
1905 Philipp Lenard (Germany)
1906 J.J. Thomson (England)
1907 AA Michelson (USA)
1908 G. Lippmann (France)
1909 G. Marconi (Italy) and F. Braun (Ger-

many)

1910 JD. Van der Waals (Holland)

1911 W. Wien (Germany)
1912 Gustaf Dalen (Sweden)

1913 HL KameriinghOnnes (Netherlands)

1914 M. von Laue (Germany)
1915 WJH. Bra® and WX. Bragg (England)

1916 No Award
3917 CG. Barida (England)

1918 Max von Planck (Germany)
1919 J. Stark (Germany)
1920 CJE. Guillaume (Switzerland)

1921 A Einstein (Germany)
1922 Niels Bohr (Denmark)
1923 RA Millikan (USA)
1924 Karli Siegbahn (Sweden)

1925 James Franck& Gustav Hertz (Germany)

1926 Jean B. Perrin (France)

1927 Arthur Compton (USA) & Charles T.R

Wilson (England)

1928 O.W. Richardons (England)

1929 L.V. de Broglie (Fiance) -

1930 CV. Raman (India)

1931 No Award
1932 W. Heisenberg (Germany)
1933 Paul AM Dirac (England) & Erwin

Sdtroedinger (Austria)

3934 No Award
1935 J. Chadwick (England)
1936 VF. Hess (Austria) and ,CD. Anderson

(USA)

1937 C.J. Davisson (USA) and G.P."Thomson
(England)

1938 E Fermi (Italy)

1939 EO. Lawrence (USA)
1940-42 No Award
1943 Otto Stem (USA)
1944 Isidor L Rabi (USA)
1945 W. Pauli (Austria)

1946 P.W. Bridgman (USA)
1947 Sir E Appleton (England)
1948 PMS. Blackest (England)
1949 Hideki Yukawa (Japan)
1950 C.F. Powell (England)
1951 Sir John Cockcroft (England) and EXS.

Walton (Ireland)

1952 EM. Purcell and Felix Bloch (USA).
1953 Fritz Zemike (Netherlands)
1954 S. Max Bom (England) and Walther

Bothe (Geermany)
1955 Willis E Lamb and Ploykarp Kusch

(USA)
1956 Walter H. Branain, William Shockley and

John Bardeen (USA)
1957 Tsung Dao Lee and Chen King Yang
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Saved

Husain

Prize

UNESCO bas awarded thefirs!everJaved

Husain Prize for Young Scientists to Dr.
ran Balzarini of Belgium and Dr. Luis

Herrera Estrella of Mexico.

This biennialaward institutedm 1986 is

given to a scientist below tbe age of 35
irrespective of nationality, race, sex, lan-

guage, profession, ideology or religion.

Tbe atvard is named after its donor, tbe

Indian Physicist Dr.JavcdHusain ubo bas

held Professorsljips m tbe US and Saudi
Arabiaand ispresently ProfessorofPhysics,
Aligarh Muslim University.

Dr. Javcd Husain is also tbe Consultant

Editor, (Science) of Manorama Year
Book.

Tbe 1987 UNESCO Science Prize bas

been atcarded to Prof. Yuan Ixmgping of
China
1987 Carlos J. Finlay Prize bas been

given 'to Dr. Hellio Gelli Pereira ofBrazil
and Prof Pctre Reichard of Sweden.

(USA) (b. China)
958 Pavel A. Cerenkov, Ilya M. Frank and Igor

E. Tamm (USSR)
959 Emilio Segre and Owen Chamberlain

(USA)
960 Donald A. Glaser (USA)
961 Robert Hofstadter (USA) & ILL Mossa-

baur (Germany)
1962 lev. Dr. Landau (USSR)
1963 Eugene P. Wigner (USA), Maria Goep-

pert—Mayer (USA) & J. Hans D. Jenen
(Germany)

1 96-1 Cliarles H. Towns (USA), Nikolai G.
Basov & AM. Prokhorov (USSR)

1965 Shinidiero Tomoruga (Japan), Julian

Schwinger & Richard P. Feynman (USA)
1966 Alfred Kasdcr (France)
1967 Haas A. Bethe (W. Germany)

1968 Luis W. Alvarez (USA)
1969 Murray Gell-Mann (USA)
1970 Louis Neel (France) and Hanncs Alfver

(Sweden)
1971 Denis Gabor (Britain)

1972 John Bardeen, John Schneffer, Leon
Cooper (all USA)

1973 Leo Esaki (Japan), Ivar Giaevar (USA),

Brian D. Josephson (UK)
1974 Martin Ryle (UK) and Antony Hewish

(UK)

1975 James Rainwater (USA), Age Bohr (De-

nmark) and Ben Mottleson (Denmark)
1976 Burton Richter (USA), Samuel C.C. Teng

(USA)

1977 Philip W. Anderson (USA), Sir Neville

Mon (England),John H. Van Vleck (USA)

1978 1. Pyotr Leontevitch Kapitsa (USSR) (Half

the Prize amount) 2. Amo A Penzias

(USA) 3. Robert W. Wilson (USA)

1979 Sheldon S. Glashow (USA), Steven Wein-

berg (USA) & Abdus Salam (Pakistan)

1980 James W. Cronin and Val L Fitch (USA)

1981 Nicolaas Blombergen (Holland), Arthur

Shawlow (USA) & Kai Siegbahn

(Sweden)
1982 Kenneth G. Wilson (USA)

1983 S. Chandrasekhar (India-born Amercian

Professor) and William Fowler (USA)

1984 Carlo Rubbia, Simon Van Der Meer

(Switzerland)

1985 Prof. Klaus Bon Klitzing (F.R.G.)

1986 Ernst Ruska (F.RG.), Gerd Binning

(FJLG.) and Henrich Rohrer (Switzer-

land)

Chemistry
1901 JFL Vant Hoff (Holland)

1902 Emil H. Fischer (Germany)

1903 SA Arrhenius (Sweden)
1904 Sir W. Ramsay (England)

1905 Adolf von Baeyer (Germany)
1906 Henri Moissan (France)

1907 E. Buchner (Germany)
1908 Ernest Rutherford (England)

1909 Wilhelm Ostwald (Germany)
1910 Otto Wallach (Germany)
1911 Marie Curie (France)

1912 FAV. Grignard and P. Sabatier (France)

1913 Alfred Werner (Switzerland)

1914 T.W. Richards (England)

1915 R. Willstaner (Germany)
1916-17 No Award
1918 Fritz Haber (Germany)
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1919 No Award

1920 Walther Nemst (Germany)

1921 Frederic Soddy (England)

1922 F.W. Asicm (England)

1923 Frit2 Pregl (Australia)

1924 No Award

1925 RA- Zsigmofidy (Germany)

1926 T. Svcdberg (Sweden)

1927 H. Wieland (Germany)

1928 Adolf Wind-tus (Germany)

1929 A Harden (England) and H. von Euler

Chelpin (Sweden)

1930 Hans Fischer (Germany)

1931 Kal Bosch and Friedrich Bergius (Ger-

many)

1932 Irving Langmuir (USA)

1933 No Award
1934 Harold C Urey (USA)

1935 Frederick & Irene Joliot-Curie (France)

1936 Peter J.W. Debye (Germany)

1937 Walter N. Haworth (England) and Paul

Karrer (Switzerland)

1938 R Kuhn (Germany)—declined
1939 Adolf F. J. Butcnandt (Germany)—de-

clined—and Leopold Ruzidca (Switzer-

land)

1940-42 No Award

1943 G.H. De Heves (Hungary)

1944 Otto Hahn (Germany)
, 1945 Arturi I. Virtanen (Finland)

''(1946 J.B Sumner, W.M. StanleyandJJH. North-

: rop (USA)

1947 Sir Roberto Robinson (England)

1948 Ame W.K. Uselius (Sweden)
1949 William F. Glauque (USA)
1950 Ono Diels & Kurt Alder (Germany)
1951 Edward M. McMillan & Glen T. Seaborg

(USA)
1952 Archer J.P. Martin & Richard LM. Synge

(England)

1953 Herman Staudinger (Germany)
3954 Linus C Pauling (USA)
3955 Cincent du Vigneaud (USA)
1956 Sir Cyril Hinshelwood (England) Nikolai

N. Semenov (USSR)
3957 Sir Alexander Todd (England)

. 1958 Frederick Sanger (England)

1959 Jaroslav Heyrovsky (Czechoslovakia)

1960 Williard F. Libby (USA)
1961 Melvin Calvin (USA)
1962 Max F. Perutz & C. Kendrew (England)
1963 Karl Ziegler (W. Germany') & Giulio

Natta (Italy)

1965 Robert B. Woodward (USA)

1966 Robert S. Mulliken (USA)

1967 Maanfrcd Eigen (East Germany), Roria!

G.W. Norrish (UK) and George Pone

(OK)
1968 Lars Onsagcr (USA)

3969 Derek H.R Tiinon (England) and Od
Hassel (Norway)

1970 Luis F. Leloir (Argentina)

1971 Gerhard Herzberg (Canada)

1972 Christian B. Anfmsen, Stanford Moore 1

William H. Stein (USA)

1973 Ernst Otto Fischer (W. Germany), Geo
frey Wilkinson (UK)

1974 Paul J. Flory (OSA)

1975 John Warcup Comfonh (Britain) Vlad

mir Prelog (Switzerland)

1976 William N. Lipscomb (USA)
1977 Ilya Prigogine (Belgium) '

1978 Peter Mitchell (Britain)

1979 Herbert C Brown (USA) & Georg
Wiping (W. Germany)

1980 Paul Berg (USA), Walter Gilbert (USA)!

Frederick Sanger (Britain)

1981 Kenichi Fukui (Japan) & Roals Hoffman
(USA)

1982 Aaron Mug (Britain)

1933 Prof. Henry Taute (USA)
1984 R Bruce (USA)
1985 Herbert A. H3uptman andJerome Karl

(USA)

1986 Dudley R Herschbach (USA), Joh
Charles Polanyi (Canada) and Yuan Tes
Ltd Lee (Taiwan)

Medicine & Physiology
1901 EA. Von Behring (Germany)
3902 Sir Ronald Ross (England)
39Q3 NR Ftnsen (Denmaric)
1904 Ivan P. Pavlov (Russia)

1905 Robert Koch (Germany')
1906 S- Ramon Cap! (Spain) and Camillt

Golgi (Italy)

3907 CLA Laveran (France)

1908 Paul Ehrlich (Germany) & E. Metdt
nikoff (France)

3909 T. Kocber (Sweden)
1930 A Kossel (Germany)
1911 A Gullstrand (Sweden)
3932 Alexis Carrel (USA)
1913 Charles Richet (France)
1914 R Barany (Austria)

1935-38 No Award
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1920 August Krogh (Denmark)
1921 No Award
1922 A.V. Hill (England) and Otto Meyerhof

(Germany)
1923 Frederic G. Banting and JJ.R MacLeod

(Canada)

1924 W. Einthoven (Holland)

1925 No Award
1926 Johannes Fibiger (Denmark)

1927 J. Wanger-Jauregg (Austria)

1928 Charles Nicolle (France)

1929 Sir F.G. Hopkins (England) and C. Eijk-

man (Holland)

1930 Karl Landsteiner (USA)

1931 Otto H. Warburg (Germany)

1932 Sir C.S. Sherrington & E.D. Adrian (Eng-

land)

1933 T.H. Morgan (USA)
1934 G.R Minot,W.P. Murphy & G.H. Whipple

(USA)

1935 Hans Spemann (Germany)
1936 Sir Henry H. Dale (England) and Otto

Loewi (Austria) -

1937 A Szent-Gyorgyi (Hungary)

1938 C. Heymans (Belgium)

1939 G. Domagk (Germany)—declined

1940-42 No Award
1943 C.P. Henrik Dam (Denmark) and Ed-

ward A. Doisy (USA)

1944 Joseph. Erlanger and Herbert Gasser

(USA)
1945 Sir Alexander Fleming, Sir Howard W.

Florey (England) and RB. Chain (Ger-

many)
1946 Herman J. Muller (USA)

1947 Carl F. and Getty T. Con (USA) &
Bernardo A. Houssay (Argentina)

1948 Paul Mueller (Switzerland)

1949 Walter R Hess (Switzerland) & Antonio

CAF. Moniz (Portugal)

1950 Edward C. Kendall, Philip S. Hench

(USA) & t. Reichstein (Switzerland)

1951 Max Theiler (USA-b Africa)

1952 SA Waksman (USA)

1953 Hans A Krebs (England) & Frits A
Upmann (USA)

1954 J.F. Enders, F.C. Robbins & T.H. Weler

(USA)

1955 AH.T. Theorell (Sweden)

1956 Andre F. Coumand, DW. Richards (USA)

& Dr. W. Forssmann (Germany)

1957 Daniel Bovet (Italy)

1958 G.W. Beadle, Joshua Lederbcrg & E-I-

Tatum (USA)

1959 Servo Ochoa & Arthur Komburg (USA)

1960 Sir M. Burnet (Australia) & Peter B.

Medawar (England)

1961 George von Bekesy (USA)

1962 Francis H.C. Circk (England), Maurice

H.F. Wilkins (England) and James D.

Watson (USA)

1963 SirJohn C. Eccles (Australia), Andrew F.

Huxley & AL Hodgkin (England)

1964 Konard E. Bloch (USA) & Feodor Lynen

(W. Germany)

1965 Francois Jacob, Andre Lwoff & Jacques

Monod (France)

1966 Francis P. Rous & Charles B. Huggins

(USA)

1967 Ranger Granit (Sweden), Haldon Keffer

Hartline and George Wald (USA)

1968 Dr. Hargovind Khorana (USA) (b. India),

Robert W. Holley & Marshall W. Niren-

berg (USA)

1969 Dr. Max Delbruck (USA), Dr. Alfred D.

Hershey (USA), Dr. Salvador Luria (USA)

1970 Sir Bernard Katz (England), Dr. Ulf von

Euler (Sweden), Dr.Julis Axelrod (USA)

1971 Dr Eare Wilbur Sutherland (USA)

1972 Gerald Edclman (USA), Rodney Porter

(Britain) _ . .

1973 Karl Von Frisch (W. Germany), Zadurias

Lorenz (Austria), Nicholas Tinbergen

(Netherlands)

1974 Albert Claude (Luxembourg), Geroge K.

Palade (Hungary), Christian dc.Duve

(Belgium) _
1975 David Baltimore (USA), Renaro DuIdcc-

co (Britain), Howard M. Ternin (USA)

1976 Baruch S. Blumberg (USA), D. Carleton

Gajdusek (USA)
,

1977* Rosalyn S. Yaiow (USA), Andrew .

Schally (USA) and Roger Gu Icmin

1978 Wemer Arber (Switzerland) Daniel

Nathans (USA) and Hamilton O. Smith

1979 Godfrey Hounsficld (Britain) Allan

McCormach (USA) .

1980 Bumf Bcnacerraf (USA), George Snell

(USA), Jean Dausset (France)

1981 Roger Sperry, David Hubei (IL )

Torsten Wicscl (Sweden)

1082 Sune Bergstroem, Bcngt Samueteon
1982SS and John R Vane (Britain)
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1933

Dr. Barbara McClintock (England)

1981 Dr. Niels Jcme (Denmark),Dr. George

Koehler (W. Germany).' Dr. Cesar Mil-

stein (Argentina)

1935 Midiael S. Brown and Joseph Goldstein

(USA)
1936 Stanley Cohen and Rim levi-Mondnlcini

(USA)

Economics
1969 Ragnar Frisdt (Norway) &Jan Tinbergen

(Holland)

1970 Dr. Paul A Samttelson (USA)

1971 Simon Kuznets (USA)

1972 John R. Hides (Britain) & Kenneth J.

Arrow (USA)

1973 Wassily leontief (USA)

1974 Gunnar Myrdal (Sweden) & Friedrich A
Von Hayck (Austria)

1975 Leonid V. Kantarovich (USSR), Tjallfng C.

Koopmans (USA)

19 > Milton Freidman (USA)

19 ’ Beni Ohlin (Sweden) &James E. Meade
(England)

19 1 Herbert A Simon (USA)

19 ) Theodore Shuloc & Sir Arthur Lewis

(USA)
IS ) Lawrence Klein (USA)

IS I James Tobin (USA)

v IS l George Stigter (USA)
7 IS 5 Gerard Debreu (USA)

j 5 1 Sir Richard Stone (Britain)

IS > Franco Modigliani (USA)

IS S James McGill Buchanan (USA)

L terature

IS 1 Rene FA Suliy-Pnidhomme (France)

IS 2 T. Mommsen (Germany)
IS 5 B. Bjomson (Norway)

IS 1 F. Mistral (France) and Jose Echcgaray
(Spain)

IS 5 H. Sienkiewicz (Poland)

1906 Giosue Carducct (Italy)

1907 Rudyard Kipling (England)
1903 R. Eucken (Germany)
1909 Selma Lagerlof (Sweden)
1910 Paul J.L Heyse (Germany)
1911 M. Maeterlinck (Belgium)
3912 G. Hauptmann (Germany)
3913 Rabindranath Tagore (India)

1914 No Award
1915 Romain Holland (France)

3916 V, Heidenstam (Sweden)

1917

KarlGjellerup and H. Pontoppidan (De-

nmark)
1918 No Award
1919 Carl .EG. Spinclcr (Switzerland)

1920 Knut Hamsun (Norway)

1921 Anatole France (France)

1922 J. Bcnnvente Martinez (Spain)

1923 W.B. Yeats (Ireland)

1924 LS. Reymont (Potand) .

1925 G.B. Shaw (England)

1926 Grozin Dcledda (Italy)

1927 Henri Bergson (France)

1928 Sigrid Undsct (Norway)

1929 Thomas Mann (Gcrmanv)
1930 Sinclair lewis (USA)

1931 Erik A Karlfeldt (Sweden)
1932 John Galsworthy (England)

1933 Ivan G. Bunin (USSR)

1934 Luigi Pirandello (Italy)

1935 No Award
1936 Eugene O Neil (USA)
1937 R.M. du Gard (France)

1938 Pearl S. Buck (USA)
1939 F.E. Sillanpaa (Finland)

1940-43 No Award
19-14 J.V. Jensen (Denmark)
19-15 Gabvlela Mistral (Chile)

1946 Hermann Hesse (Switzerland).

1947 Andre P.G. GIde (France)
1918 T.S. Eliot (England)
19-49 William Faulkner (USA)
1950 Bertrand AW. Resseil (England)

1951 Par Lagerkvist (Sweden) •

1952 Francois Mauriac (France)

1953 Sir Winston S. Churchill (England)
1954 Ernest Hemingway' (USA).

1955 HaJldor K. Lnxncss (Ireland)

1956 Juan R. Jimlnez (Spain)

1957 Albert Camus (France)

1958 Boris L Pasternak (USSR)
1959 Salvatore Quasimodo (Italy)

1960 Saint John Perse (France)
1961 Ivo Andric (Yougoslavia)

1962 John Steinbeck (USA) -

1963 Giorgos Scferls (Greece)
1964 JeanPaul Sartre (France) (Sairc reject

the prize)

1965 Mikhail Sholokhov (USSR)
1966 Samuel J. Agnon (Israel) & Nelly Sac

(Sweden)
1967 Miguel Angel Asturias (Guatemala)
1968 Yasunari Kawahata (Japan)
1969 Samuel Beckett (Ireland)

1970 Alexander Solzhenitsyn (USSR)
1971 Pablo Neruda (Chile)
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Indians Who Won the Prize
"Where the mind is without fear
and the bead is held high;

Where the world has not been broken up
into fragments by narrow domestic walls....

....Into that heaven offreedom, my Father,

let my country awake."

—Gitanjali
I

So sang poet Rabindranath Tagore whose 125th birth anniversary was celebrated In
India and abroad in 1986.
It was Tagore who first won the Nobel Prize for India through his inimitable strains of

.
poetic genius.

Here is a thumb-nail sketch of
all the Indians who won Nobel
Prize;

Rabindranath Tagore (1861-
^94l): Author and educator.
Founded Shantiniketan (1901)
which later became Vishwabhanni
University. Tagore wrote love
lyrics. 'Gitanjali' and philosophical
Sadhana’ are important works. In-
dia s national anthem was written
by Tagore. Awarded Nobel Prize
for literature in 1913.

plje, Yugoslavia and baptized

Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhin. She came
to India when she was 18 and took

up teaching. She established a new
congregation ‘Mtoionaires of

Charity whidi was approved by
Vatican in 1950. Mother Teresa

became an Indian citizen in 1918.

Shc was awarded Nobel prize for

Peace in 1979.

Hargobind Khorooa (b. 1922):
Now an American citizen, was
bom in Raipur, Madhya Pradesh.

He is married to a Swiss. Khorona
was awarded Nobel Prize in 1968

for medicine for laboratory synth-

esis of a yeast gene for the first

time.

m
\

^TWl

C. V. Raman (1888-1970): Physi-
cist. Raman was bom at Thiruva-
naikkaval near Tiruchirappiliy in
Tamil Nadu. Educated in Presiden-
cy College, Madras. Married to
lokasundari. Awarded Nobel Prize
for Physics in 1930 for his stud)- of
scattering of light. Popularly
known as ‘Raman Effect', the
theory describes change in the
frcqucnq- of light passing through
transparent medium.

Mother Teresa (b. 1910): Was

bom to Albanian parents in Sko

Subramanlan Chandrasekhar

(b. 1910): Now- an American

citizen, was bom at Lahore, now in

Pakistan, where his fadter was

working He was educated in Pres-

idency College. Madras Noitei iau-

ratc C. V. Raman was hLs unde. All

of diandrasekhar's three brothers

arc .scientists. Married to Laiitiu.

who was one year his junior In

college Site is also a riiyriciu. He

was awarded Noise! prire for P!ry-

sicsin 1983 for wf tat Is now known

as 'Cliandrasekhar’s limit', wiskh

determines the minimum mass

a thing star enabling i: to sueshr
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3972 Heinrich Boel! (Germany)

3973 Patrick White (Australia) -

.

1974 Eyrind Johnson A- Hary Edmund Mann-

son (Sweden)

3975 Eugento Montale (Italy)

3976 Saul Bellow (US)

3977 Vincente Aleixandcr (Spain)

1978 Issac Bashevis Singer (USA)

1979 Odysseus Elytis (Greece)

3980 Czeslaw Milosz (Poland)

1981* Ellas Canetti (Bulgaria)

1982 Gabriel Garcia Marquez (Colombia)

1983 William Golding (Britain)

1984 Jaroslav Seifert (Czechoslovakia)

1985 Ctaude Simon (France)

1986 Wole Soyinka (Nigeria)

Magsaysay Awards
Richard William Timus, Christian Missionary

in Bangladesh won the 1987 Ramon Magsaysay

Award for International Understanding.

The awards ceremony in Manila coincided

with the 80th anniversary of the birth of

“igsaysay, a former Philippine president who
aitured a land reform programme to defuse

xrmmunist insurgency In the 1950s. He was
led in a plane crash in 1957.

Other winners: Diane Ying, Taiwan (Jour-

lism, literature and Creative Communlca-
>n Arts), Dr. Aree Valyascvi, Thailand (Corn-

unity leadership), Haas Bague Jassin, In-

.
' (Public Service) and Tabung Haji,

7 . ' (Government Service).

Each of the eight winners received a gold
dalllon and ) 20,000 (about Rs. 2,50,000).

Among those who won the award previous-

are the following Indians •

International Understanding. Mother Tcre-

0962);
Journalism, Literature and Creative Com-
unication Arts.- Amltabha Chowdhury
961), Satyajit Ray (1967), B.G. Verghesc
975), Gour Kishore Ghosh (1981), Arun
lourle (1982), R.K. Laxman (198-1);

Community Leadership. Adtarya Vinoba
vtve (1958), Dant N. Khurody; Tribhuvandas
Patel and Verghesc Kurian (1963), Kama-

devl Chathopadhyay (1966), M.S. Swami-
ithan (1971), Ela R Bhan (1977), Rajankant S.

ole and Mabelic R. Arole (1979);
Public Service: Jayaprakash Narayan (1965),
S. Subbalakshmi (1974); Manlbhal Phimbai
‘ Bom In Bulgaria but living in London and waiting in

Gcmun.

Desal (1982); Muralidliar Dcvidls Amte

(1985). ,

Government Service; CD. Deshmukh

(1959).

Literature
Jnartpftfi Award: I9S6: Rs. 1.5 hkh):OayJ

poet Dr. Saichldannnda Routroy.

'Sachl Routroy', 70, as he is affectionately

called, is die Bhagirath of modem Oriya

poetry' Among his outstanding works arc

Palhcvo, Rakta Slkha, UithoJago Bhuki Bandi

Palllsree, Kavita and Baji Rout. 'Kavita' won tht

Central Sahithya Alcadcmi Award in 1962.

Following is the Ust of previous recipients

1965 Mahakavi Sankara Kurup: Odakudxtl

1966 Tara Shankar Bancrji: Gartadcvata; 196)

Dr. K. V, Puttappa;Ramayana Dttrsanant; Um:
Shankar Josh!: A’isbit; 3968 Sumithninand.tr

Pant: OtUlambctram 1969 Firak Ghorakhpuri

Gul-a-Ngma; 1970 Dr. V. Satyanarayana

Ramayana Kalapatribsbana; 1971 Blshnt

Dcy: Smitbl Sattlxt Bbavisvatb; 1972 Ramdhar
Singh Dirtakar: Vrvasi; 1973 D. R Bhendhrc
Nabutbantbl; Goplnath Mohanti; Mndimadai
1974 V. S. Khandhckhar: Yctyatlrt; 1975 P. \

Akilandam: Chitirappavai; 1976 Ashapum.
Devi: Pradbama Pmihi Sbrtili; 1977 Dr. F

Shlvaram Karanth: Muiajla Kanabasugalc
1978 S. H. Valsyavan: Kind Navom Me Kilt

tiibar; 1979 B. i£ Battacharya; Mrutunj'ayc
1980 S. K. Pottckkat: Chu Dcsatbintc Katlx.

3981 Amrita Pritam: Kagaz be Kanwas; 198
Maliadcvi Vetma-. Yama; 1983. Dr. Mastl'

Venlateswara lyenkar: Cbikbavcart Rajendre
1984: Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai; Kayctr am
other novels. 1985: Pannalal Patel: Mamin
Bbavai

Asan World Prize: Indo-Anglian poetes
Mrs. Kamala Das, also known by her pen-nam
Madhavikutry, won die 1985 Asan World Priz

for her literary work. Mrs. Kamala Das is tb

fifth recipient of the Asan World Prize since i

was instituted in 3981 in memory ofthe Keral

poet Kumaran Asan. The previous recipient

are-. Leopold Sedar Senghor (Senegal), Nicho

Lis Guillen (Cuba), Ediiravire Saradchandr
(Sri Lanka) and Judidt Wright (Australia).

Asan Prize: For a ‘national poet’ in mem
ory of Malayalam poet Kumaran Asan wa
awarded to K.S. Narasimhaswamy, Kannad;

poet for his anthology 'MalUkamal' and M.P

Appan, Malayalam poet for his anthology
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Jeevitha Sayannathfl’

Jnanplth Award for the Younger Gen-
eration: Vinod Das for his collection of
poems, 'Khilaf Hawnr Se & Gezartey Huey’

Jnanpith’s Moorthidcvi Sahityn Puras-
kar: 1985: Manubiiai Pancholi ‘Darshak’, Gu-
jarati Novelist.

Booker Prize: Top British literary award
£15,000: Kingsley Amies for his novel The
Old Devils' with ‘brilliant comic insight.'

Rajarajan Award: By Tamil University Tan-
jauir. Rs. 1,00,001 — Jayakanthan for his novel
‘Sundarakandam’.

Vayalar Award: By Vayalar Memorial Trust.

Rs.25,000: Prof. N. Krishna Pillai for his textual

criticism ‘Pradiipadiram bhashnabedham’.
Children’s Book Trust Award: Inaugural

Children’s Book Trust - UNICEF award.
Children’s Fiaion: Kaveri Bhat for novel ‘Once
upon a Forest'. Picture Book: Mitra Phuknn for

'Maman's Revenge’.

JsrwaharLal Nehru Literacy Award: By the
Indian Adult Education Association: Prof. N.G.
Ranga.

The Tagore Memorial Award: Women's
Literacy: Mrs. Lakshmi N. Menon.

Raja} I literary Award: By BharatiyaVidya
Bhavan. 1. Dr. V.K. Gokak for his epic poem,
'Bharata Sindhu Rashmi’, 2. Prof. Sukumar
Azhikodu for his prose work, Thathvamasi’

Science
Third World Academy Award: By tlie

Tliird World Academv of Sciences, Trieste,

Italy. 1 10000 (about' Rs.l,25,000). Pitysics:

EGG. Sudarsltan, Director, Institute of Mathe-
matical Sciences, Madras; Chemistry: Prof.

Leopoldo De Meis, Brazil and Mathematics:

Prof. Uao Shan Tao, China. Prof. Sudarsltan

won the award for “his fundamental contribu-

tion to the understanding of the weak nuclear

force, in particular, for his part in the formula-

tion of die Universal V-A theory of Sudarslian

and Marsltak".

Albert Einstein World Award of Scien-

ce: Dr. M.S. Swaminathan, Director General,

International Rice Research Institute, Manila,

for Ills 'contribution in the field of Plant

Genetics’.

Edward Warner Award.- By International

Civil Aviation Organisation: JRD Tata for his

contribution to aviation including his solo

flight from Bombay to Karachi in 1932.

PritzkerPrice: Regarded as theNobelPrize
for architecture. Instituted by Jay Pritzker or
Chicago, President of Hvatt Foundation
$1,00,000 (about Rs.l 2,50,000): Gottfried

Boehm, Cologne.

The Fields Medal: Regarded as Nobel
Prize for Mathematics, instituted 50 years ago
by Canadian Mathematician, John Charles
Fields and given every year by International

Mathematical Union, to mathematicians under
40; Gerd Faltings, a German teaching at

Princeton University, Michael Freedman, Uni-

versity of California, San Diego and Simon
Donaidson, Oxford University for break-

throughs in number -theory and topology.

Hancock Medal: By the British Plastic and
Rubber Institute: K.M. Philip, former President,

All India Rubber Industries Association, farh is

contribution for die global growth of rubber

industry.

RJ>. Birla Memorial Award: By die Indi-

an Physics Association. Rs.50,000: Dr. Raja

Ramanna for Ills contribution in die field of

nuclear fission studies, etc

Prix de These 1985: By CNRS - The

French National Centre for Science & Re-

search — Brahmanand Mohanty, IIT, Madras

and Ravindra Satish Topgi, National Institute of

Oceanography, Goa.

Bhafrragar Medal: The Slianti Swarup

Bhatnagar Medal by die Indian National Scien-

ce Academy: Dr. Dilip Kumar Ganguly, Indian

Institute of Ctiemical Biology, Calaitta.

Kalinga Prize: The UNESCO administered

award for 1937 for the popularization of

Science: Dr. Marcel Roche, die permanent

delegate ofVenezuela to UNESCO. The award,

one among the Science Prizes instituted by

UNESCO, carries an amount of £1500.

The Kalinga Prize was instituted by BifcJ

Pamaik, industrialist and politician, who Is the

founder and Chairman of 0k* Kalinga Founda-

tion Trust in die state of Orissa. UNESCO
awarded the prize for die first time in 1952.

The winner of the prize also receives the

UNESCO Gold Medal and Ls invited to visit

India as a guest of Kalinga Foundation Trust.

Valnu Bappu Memorial Award: Inti

tuted ly die Indian National Science Academy.

Dr. S. C5undrasckli.tr. die Indiabom Amer-

ican astrophysicist.

Young Scientist Award: By five Council of
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Scientific and Industrial Research (Rs.10,000):

Dr. MK Gurjar, Dr. T. N. Gum, Dr. Saycd

Wajlh Ahmed Naqvi, Dr. K. Ravindrnnath and

Dr. B. Jayaraman.

Om Prakash Bhasln Award; Dr. ILKJain,

Dr. KG. Mcnon, Dr. H.Y. Mohan Ram, Dr.

P.V.S.' Rao, Dr. N. Tata Rao, Dr. S. Varadarajan,

Dr. LK. Doraiswamy, Dr. MX Valiathan and

Dr. AP.J. Abdul Kalam.

General Foods" World Food Prize;

$ 200,000 (about Rs. 25 lakhs): Dr. M.S. Swami-

nathan.

UJi. Population Award: President Hus-

sain Mohammad Ershad of Bangladesh and

Tunisia’s National Office for Family and

Population.

Indira Gandhi Prize for Popularising

Science: Instituted by' .the Indian National

Science Academy: Rs.10,000: Dr. M. Nalini

Mohan Rao, New Delhi.

Japan Prize: Gurdev Kush, India; Henry M.
(cache! and Theodore Maimnn (both of USA).

Aslan Productivity Organisation
(.ward: Dr. AN. Sexem
C.V. Renan Award: Prof. R. Vijayaraghavan,

I7FR, Bombay.

Medicine
Blrla Award: By RamesJjwardas Birla Smar-

ik Kosh. Rs.1,00,000: Dr. B.K Bachhawat, Head
>f the department of Biochemistry, Delhi

Jniversity for research in the field of medi-
ine.

Dhanwantari Award: By the Indian

National Science Academy: Dr. P.N. Tandon,
UIMS, New DelhL
Dr- B.C. Roy National Award: Rs.50,000

5rof. V. Ramalingasamy: Director General of
hdian Council of Medical Research. Dr. R.K.

dadan, Bombay and Dr. M.M.S. Slddhu,

.ucknow.

ErnstJung Prize: ($ 1,68,000): Dr. Peter D
tichardson of the US and Dr. Karl Julius

Jllridi of W. Germany.

Peace
Indira Gandhi Award for National In-

egration: By Indian National Congress: 1986:

4rs. Aruna Asaf All; Previous winner: Swami
tanganathananda of Ramakrishna Mission.

Indira Gandhi Prize for peace, Dis-
umament and Development: Rs. 15 lakhs,

he Parliamentarians Global Action.

Waterier Peace Prize: By the Came
Foundation, Netherlands: Dr. V. Kurian, for

revolutionary work for the Indian dairy'

mere. Rs.2,00,000

Indira Gandhi Gold Plaque Award:
Asiatic Society, Calcutta-. Olof Palme, Swe<

(Posthumously).

Freedom from FearAward: By the Fra

lin Delano Roosevelt Four Freedoms Four

tion, VS.-. Olof Palme, Sweden (P

humously).

Longowal Award: By Sant Harchand Sii

bongowal Memorial Foundation: Acharya

Sushil Munljl Maharaj, founder imematic

Mahavir Jain Mission and the World
lowship of Religions.

Dag Hammarskjold Academy Pe
Prize: King Hussein of Jordan.

lokmanya THak Award: By lokma
Tilak Memorial Trust: Rs.25,000: SA Dar

Communist Leader, Public Service.

Nehru Award: Instituted by Govemir
of India, the Jawaharlal Nehru Award
International Understanding carries a c

prize of Rs. 15 lakh, a citation and a scrol

honour: Olof Palme, former Swedish Pri

Minister (posthumous).
Former Winners:
1978: Most Vcn Nichidatsu Fuji

1979: NcLson R. Mandela
1980: Barbara Ward
1981: Gunnar Myrdal and Mrs. Alva Myr
1982: Dr. Leopold Scdar Senghor
1983: Dr. Bruno Krcisky

1984: Mrs. Indira Gandhi (Posthumous)
U Thant Award; The award origin

established by U Thant and named after 1

since his death, is made to an outstanc

personality who through his or her efforts

contributed to the enhancement of culn

understanding and development between
tions.

Mrs. Indira Gandhi received the Aware
1982.

Past recipients of the award indude Dr
Radhakrishnan, Prof. Arnold Toynbee, K

Barbara Ward, U Nu, Mr. Lester Pearson,

Adlai Stevenson and Mrs. Nancy Wildon R<

ThlrdWorIdPrizc;TheTliirdWor!dFou
ation Prize of $100,000 for 15185 was given

South-African black nationalist leader, Nek
Mandelaand his wifeMrs.WinnieMandela
"Beyond War* Prize; Six heads of state,

eluding Prime MinisterRajiv Gandhi have lx
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honoured by California-based ‘Beyond War'
pacifist organisation in 1985.

The sixleaders—from Mexico, Argentina, In-

dia, Sweden, Greece and Tanzania—won the

"Beyond War” prizes for their participation in a

five-continent peace initiative introduced in Tn-

dla injanuaryl935.

Thesixheadsofstate,whosignedtheNewDe-
lhi declaration for disarmament and peace are

Mexican President Mr. Miguel de La Madrid,
Argentine President Mr. Raul Alfonsin, Prime
Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, former Swedish
Prime Minister Mr. OlofPalme, the Greek Prime
Minister Mr. Andreas Papandreou and the for-

merTanzanian President Mr.Julius Nyerere.

Vlswa-Gurjari National Award; Dr. Rajen-

draVyas.Bomaby.
OlofPalme Prize forWorld Peace: Cyril

Ramaphosa, leader ofS. Africa's National Union
ofMiners.

Mahatma Gandhi World Peace Award.-

From the Gandhi Memorial International

Foundation,NewYork; RyoichiSasakawaJapan.
Previous winners-. ModierTeresa,Jimmy Carter,

Mrs. Coni7on Aquino.
Peace-MessengerAwardby theUJNL:The

BharatScoutsandGuidcsand GujaratVidyapith.
Martin Luther King Non-violent Peace

Prize: Corazon Aquino.
World Justice Award: Justice Nagendrn

Singh, Indian President of the International

Court ofjustioc,The Hague.

Environment
Right Livelihood Award: 187: Instituted by

Swedish-German writer Jakob Von Uexkuli.

* 1 00.000; The Chipko movement in India,

Prof. Hans-Pcier Durr, West Germany, Frances

Moore i.-ippe, U.S. and Mordechai Vanunu,

Israel.

Indira Gandhi Paryavaran Puraskan
1987; Instituted by the Union Government.

Rs.100,000; Bombay Natural History' Society.

Bajaj Award: Byjamnalnl Bajaj Foundation.

(Rs. 1 lakh each). 1. Natwar Thakkar, Nagaland

for eonsructivc work; 2. Sunit Bonde, Mahar-

aslitra for the ‘application of science and

technology for rural development’; 3- Mrs.

Jankidevi Bajaj Award: Mrs. Annapragada C.

Krishna Rao, Madras, for contribution to the

welfare and uplift of women.
K.P. Gocnka Award: For environment:

Rs.l,00.000. Rural Agricultural Institute. Nara-

zangaon. Additional award of Rs.50,000: Sa£ai

Vidyalaya, Ahmedabad.
SanJay Gandhi Award: By Sanjay Gandhi

Memorial Trust. Given in 3 disciplines. 1 lakh

each. Environment and Ecology: Dr. T.N.

Koshoo, Botanist. Energy: CV. Sundaram,
Director, Reactor Research Centre, Kalpaklam.
Family Welfare and Population Control: Dr.

N.R. Moudgal and Dr. B.N. Saxena.

J. Paul Ghetty Award: $ 50,000 (about Rs.

6,25,000): Sir Peter Scott, Founder-Chairman
of World Wildlife Fund.

Dadabhai Naoroji Memorial Prize: Dr.

Salim Ali, Bombay.

Arts
Spirit of Freedom Award: M. S.Subbalak-

shmi, die living legend of Carnatic music.

Second recipient. First won by Zubin Mehta;

noted music conductor.

Lata Mangeshkar Award: By die Madhya

Pradesh Government Rs. 1 ,00,000: Jaidcv, Hin-

di music director.

Tulsi Award: By die Madhya Pradesh

Government Rs. 1,00,000: Mani Madhawa

Chakynr, Kerala for his contribution to die

dance form of ‘Koodiyattam’.

Kalidas Samman: By the Madhya Pradesh

Government - Rs. 10,000. P.L Dcshpandc,

Marathi writer, Maqbool Fida Hussain, Painter

and Vedantam Satyanarayan Sarma, Kuchipudl

exponent
Oscar Award: At die 59di annual awards

offered by American Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences the following were

the winners:

Best Picture. Platoon, directed by Oliver

Stone who also won die best Director award

The best sound and the best editing awards

also went for it

Best Actor.- Paul Newman.

Best Actress: Marlee Martin for Children of a

Lesser God. ,
Best Screen Play: Ruth PrawarJlialnah for A

Room with a View'

Best Picture Award of the Academy o»

British Film and Television Arts: ‘A Room

with a View' produced by Ismail Merdtant.

Vlshwa-GurJari International Award;

Natwar Bhavsar. VS. resident Guprartil

Fainter.
, , , .

Miss World: Giseliajeanno Marie lamoc- ,

23, Miss Trinidad and Tobago Prise nioneyv ~v
30,000. .J
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Miss Universe 1986: Barbara Palacios, 22,

Venezuela.

Miss International 1986: Helen Falrbrother,

20, Britain.

Miss India 1987: Priyadarshinl Pradlian,

Bombay.

Media
Pulitzer Prize: 11th year. Internationa]

Reporting award-, Madiael Parks, The Los

Angeles Times’ for Ms coverage of S. Africa.

Golden Pen of Freedom: By the Amer-

ican Newspaper Publishers’ Association.-

Anthony Heard, Editor of the 'Cape Times’,

South Africa.

B.D. Gocnka Awards: For excellence in

Journalism. Rs. 1,00,000 cadi. AN. Sivaraman,

R.K. Lakshman, S. Sahay and K.N HazariUa.

Indira Gandhi Media Award: By the

Council of Asian Indian Associations, Washing-

ton: Sundram Sankaran, Deputy chief of in-

forrmiion and Public Affairs, The World Bank
Ashokjaln Award: For national awareness

advertising Rs. 20,000. Best campaign in En-

glish: Miss Harpreet Sawhney, Bombay, for her

entry on drug addiction. In Hindi, Prafull

Satam of Bombay for his entry on blood
donation.

ISA—Khafcni Gold Medal: By Indian Soci-

ety of Advertisers: Advertising Club, Bombay’.

Inlaks Journalism Award: By the ’inlaks

Foundation, London. For Indian journalists

under 35, Rs. 1,00,000 in convertible currency:

Sekhar Gupta, ‘India Today’, for his 'consider-

able Investigative skill as well as his versatility'.

The PUCE Journalism for Human
Rights Award: 1986; Manimala of ’Navbharat

Times’.

National Honouirs
Bharat Ratna.- 1987: ’Frontier Gandhi’

Khan Abdul Ghafarkhan. The following are the

former recipients: C Rajagopalachari (1954),
S. Radhakrishnan (1954), C. V. Raman (1954),
Jawaharlal Nehru (1955), Bhagwan Das (1955),
M. Vlsweswaraiya (1955), Govind Ballabh Pant

(1958), D. K. Karve (1958), B. C. Roy (1961 ), P.

D. Tandon (1961), Rajendra Prasad (1962),
Zakir Hussain (1963), P. V. Kane (1963), Lai

Bahadur Shastri (posthumous) (1966), Mrs.
Indira Gandhi (1971), V. V. Giri (1975), K.

Kamaraj (posthumous) (1976), Mother Teresa
(1930), Vinoba Bhave (1983)

Padma Vlbhushan: 1 987: Gen, AS. Vaicl

Pune (Posthumous), Dr. Benjamin Peaty 1

N. Delhi; Mrs. Kamaladcvl diatopadhya

Bangalore and Dr. Manmohan Singh, N
Delhi.

Param Vlshlsht Seva Medal (PVSM):

Gen. J.K. Puri, D. Gen. Anand Sarup, lx G
B.P. Singh, lx Gen. Tripat Singh, hr. Gen. N,

Narahari, Lt Gen. I.M. Aliuja, Et Gen. I. Kap

lx Gen. B.C. Nanda, Maj. Gen. J.S. Jaswal, .5

Gen. K.S. Brar, Brig. Ja! Master, Vice Aetml

!.S. Kliurana, Vice Admiral S.M. Gadhiho
Vice Admiral S.C. Chopra, Vice Admiral B
Mudholkar, Air Marshal S.G.N. Kunz.ru, 1

Sikand, S.KL Mchra, N.C. Suri, P.S. George a

C.S. Raje.

Prime Minister’s Shram Awards:
Labour Ministry’- Shram Bhushan (Rs. 50,0C

Bircndra Kumar Gulia. Rourkela and J
deesha. Bangalore.

National Award for the Welfare of t

Handicapped: By the Ministry of Wclfi
Individual: Baba Amte. Institution; Isaket In

lute of Orthopaedics and Rehabllitatii

Ambala, 2. Viklang Kendra, Allahabad.

Bravery Award: By the Indian Council

Child Welfare. Sanjay Chopra Award: Haril

Yadav, West Champaran, Bihar. Geeta Choj
Award: Krishna Iiumicn, Cooch Behar, W
Bengal (posthumously).

National Youth Organization Award:
1 lakh. By the Ministry of Human Resoui
Development: P. Subramaniam, President
the Nava Prathibha Arts, Sports and Cultu
Association, Quilon.

Sahltya Akademl Award; TheSahi
Akademl selected 22 books for its 1986 awa
The awards include a casket containing

inscribed copper plaque and a cheque for

10,000.

The following are the winners:
Assamese: BcnudSxtr Sarnia (biograpt

Tirthanath Sarma. Bengali: Rajnagar (ncro

Amiyabhusan Majumdar. Dogri: Siinne .

Chirce (short stories) Om Goswami. Englii

Rich like Us (novel) Nayantara Sahgal. Gujan
Dhulamani Pagilio (reminiscences) Chandi
kant Sheth. Hindi: Aputva (poetry’) Kedama
Agarwal. Kannada: Bandoya (novel) Vyasara

Ballal, Kashmiri: S/jffjll Kal (poetry) Dlnana
Nadim. Konkani: Hanv Morris Asbuoiban
(poetry’) Prakash Padgaonkar. Maithili: Nat
Patmk Uttar, Subhadra Jlia. Malayalam: Kat

tadwarti (literary criticism) M. .
Leelavath
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Manipud: Mangi Isei (short stories) Kh, Pra-

kash Singh. Marathi: Khoon Gatbi (poetry)

N.G. Deshpande. Nepali: Cbakrabyuba (short

stories) Shared Chhetri. Oriya: Dim Supama
(poetry) Saubhagayakumar Mishra. Punjabi:

Sbcbar Tegran (short stories) Sujan Singh.

Rajasthani: Divaraka (poetry) Mahaveer Pra-

sad Joshi. Sanskrit: Sri Radba Charita Mdha-
kavyam (epic) Kalikaprasad Shukla. Sindhi:

Vlchhom (short stories) Sundri Uttamchanda-

ni. Tamil: Hakkfyatbukku Or Iyakkam, Ka. Na.

Subramanyam. Telugu:Andhra Sahitya Vimar-

sha Angla Prabbammu, G.V. Subramanyam.

Urdu.- Tanqduccdi Afkar (literary criticism)

Shamsur Rahman Faruqi.

Sangeeta Nataka Akademl Awards,
1986: ATamara Patra, a citation and Rs. 10,000.

Fellows: Film-maker Satyajit Ray, music

director Anil Biswas and singers Hemant
Kumar Mukhopadhyay, Komal Kothari, S.

Ramanathan and V. V. Swama Venkatesa Deek-

shithar.

Carnatic classical music: B. Rajam Iyer (voc-

al), Nedunuri Krishnamoorthy (vocal), Rajes-

wari Padmanabhan (veena) and M. Chan-

drasekharan (violin).

Dance: Krishnaveni Lakshmanan (Bharat-

natyam) and Priyambada Mohanty (Odissi)

Theatre: K T. Muhammed, Satya Prasad

Barue (playwriting — Assamese), Alyque
Padamsee (direction), Prabhakar Panshikar
(acting— Marathi), Pisapati Narasimha Murthy
(acting — Telugu) and Khaled Choudhury
(scenic design).

Traditional folk and tribal an: K. P. Krish-

nankutty Poduwal, JafFer Hussain (Quwwali),
Ram Kumar Chatterjee (Shyama Sangeet), Asa

Singh Mastana (folk music — Punjab), Bhu-
baneswar Mishra (Odissi music), C.avari Ilhai

(folk music — Rajastlian Satyabhamhitl Pan-
dharputkar (Lavcnl) and Sheikh Nazar (Burra
Katha — Andhra Pradesh).

Lalltha Ksda Akademl Awards: In paint-

ing sculpture, graphics and drawing the fol-

lowing persons won awards. The award cu-
ries a certificate and Rs. 10,000 In cash.

Painting: Taj Singh. R. P. Nigam, Ilmesh
Kumar Snxena and R. Umesh. Graphics: Sukh-
tinder Sink and Pinak Barua. Sadptun'; ). K.

Chiilar and S.M. Shahid. Drawing: Yusuf.

National Film Awards: In the 3-lth Nation-

al Film Awards of 1986, the following were the

recipients:

Best Feature Film: Thaharana Kathal', Kan-

nada film by Girish Kasaravally, Best Director;

Aravindan for his Malayalam film ‘Orldathu’;

Best Actor: Cham Hassan for his role in die

Kannada film Thaharana Kathal'; Best Actress:

Monisha for her role in the Malayalam film

'Nakha Ksliathangal'; Special jury Award: John

Abraham for his Malayalam film ‘Amnia

Ariyari; Best male singer: Hemant Mukherjee

for the Bengali film 'Lalan Fakir'; BcM female

singer: Chitra for the Malayalam film 'Nakhak-

shatliangal’.

Dada Sahcb Pltalkc Award: For outstand-

ing contribution to the cause of cinema: B

Nagi Reddy. Previous recipients; IX-vika Rani

Roeridt, B N. Sircar, Prithviraj K.i|wr (post-

humous), Pankaj Mulllk, Itchy Myers.

(Sulochana), B.N. Reddy, Dhircn Cianguli,

Kanan Devi, Nldn Bose, RC. Bond, .Sobralt

Modi, Naushad Ali, P. Jairaj, LV. Prasad Dttr-

gakliotc, Satyajit Ray and V. Shantaratn.

POPULATION 5 BILLION
The world population touched 5 billion in

the middle of 1987. It will pass the eight
billion mark by 2022 and will finally halt at

about a century from now at about ten billion,
according to the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities (UNFPA) report.

In 1987 the world population passed the
five billion mark growing at the rate of
approximately 1,000,000,000 people every 12
years. The six billion figure will be reached
before the end of the century, seven billion Iry
2010 and eight billion by 2022.

F.vcry minute the number is increasing iry

150 every day Iry 220,000 and every yair I//

more than 80 million. Ninety per cent of ihr

growth Ls In developing countries.

Today’s demographic landscape

stark difference Itctwccn

— one with low and one with hip)'Pf"
In the more developed rcpjM .F

r
Ixtcn very slow since the If -

growth rate of the

more Ilian three r srrrxs?
proportion of world f'T™** -<

"

dramatically- Tbday - '.-c

t|
y. nnmbtf**



Population Ticking

UN Secretary-General Javier Perez dc
Cuellar was presented on August 5, 1987
With a "population clock" that keeps track

of world population growth and of arty

one of 157 countries, updated cad) mi-

nute

The clock was the idea of the UN Fund
for Population Activities as pan of its

"World offtvc billion" information cam-
paign aimed at making world leaders

attare of poptdation problems.

The first model teas presented to Presi-

dent Lazar Mqjsov of Yugoslavia during
ceremoniesm Zagreb onJuly 17, 1987 the

day the UNFPA calculated the world's

population reached theJive billion mark.

Thefund plans to gttv a clock to each
Head of State or Government.
UNFPA Exeatttie Direaor Naps Sadik

utx> made the presentation said the clock

u<as "designed as a compact instrument
that,could sit on the desk of key people
making decisions about population plan-
ning."

countries.

About 65 per cent ofthe annual addi

the world population live In the

do-eloping countries. Tills proportic

increase to 72 per exalt by 2050.

life expectancy and fall in infant moti

developing regions have greatly imptw
are now about the same as in the

developed regions at the beginningof tl

century.

The developed countries passed thi

and only billion matter in 1965. Tl

developed countries had already reach;

first billion by the 1950s. The two ani

billion markers for the less developed t

followed rapidly in 1958 and 1975
Asia had already passed die one

mark before 1950. It is expected to ;

four billion by 2020. The contrast b
Africa and Europe (including the Sen-

ton) is especially striking Europe pas
half billion marie before 1950, while

attained it in 1982. But. Africa is expe
reach one billion sometime between 2(

2010. Europe will probably never read
report noted

In 1950 Africa’s population was about

that of Europe. Before "2050 it will be
three times as large.

Africa is currently growing at rates

experienced by other countries. Whik
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other parts of the world have passed the stage

of maximum growth, the growth rate of

sub-Saharan Africa continues to increase. The

fastest growing country in the world Is Kenya

whose 20 million population at the current

rates of growth (four per cent a year) will

double by 2005.

These changes in the world population have

been accompanied by vast changes in popula-

tion distribution and structure.

The first billion at the beginning of the 10th

century was basically rural, with less than ten

per cent living in towns. Currently, more than

1,6 billion people, 40 per cent of wo
population, live in urban areas.

Earlier, almost three-quarters of the popv

tion in developed regions lived in urban arc

while in developing countries, tlte figure s

about one-third. Hie total urban population

the less developed regions Is now larger tl

that of the more developed countries. Most

the world's largest cities arc now in '

developing regions 3nd are attaining si

never dreamed of Ixtfore.

The 1987 "State ofWorld Population*’ rep

by the UNFPA says "beyond five billion.

China’s Birth Kates Rise Again
Birth rates arc rising again in the

world's most populous nation, as China’s

monumental birth-control campaign loses

its impact, Chinese officials and foreign

experts agree.

China's economic restructuring with its

emphasis on personal initiative, seems
partly responsible. As peasants grow weal-

thier, they often are trilling topay thefines

imposedforhaving more children draft the

government rules allow.

But a second reason is the taming of
China 'sfamilyplanningprogram, follow-
ing international criticism djat it encour-
aged the kilting of female infants and
placed pressure on women to abort their

fetuses even late in pregnancy.

In 1986, the birth rale rose to about20.8
birthsfor each 1000 people up from 1 7.8
in 1985 China ended 1986 with 14-8
million more inhabitants than in 1985,
bringing its population to 1.06 billion.

For China, a nation uhere stvarms of
bicycles convey peoplefrom one crated to

the next, where small family farms arc
divided smaller and smaller with each
generation, recent statistics showing a leap
in the birth rate arc taken very seriously

That has led to heightened concern among
some diplomats andforeign experts about
bou> China might respond.

At the begriming ofthe 1980s, a vigorotts

crackdown slashed birthrates that by some
projections mighthave resulted in a Cinesc
population offive billion or more in the

next century.

Yet Ox crackdoun 'sbarsltncss—putting

enormouspressure on uomert to hatefust
one child or to abort subsequentpregnan-
cies — aroused indignation in the West

and led the UnitedStates to art offsupport

for UN population programmes, which
play a role in China.

Twenty-two per cent of the world’s

people Hie in China, cm 7per cent of the

world's arable land. Tlxpopulation densi-

ty isfour times that ofOx UntiedStatesand
slightly higher than France's, without tak-

ing into account the Gobi Desert andother
areas that cannot be cultivated.

China reacted to the problem over the
last decade with drastic measures. Volun-
teers monitor the fertility of nearly all

women of child-bearing age, sometimes
even tracking their menstrual cycles.

Couples aregivenpay increases of5per
cent to 40 per cent, plus long maternity
leave and better bousing if they agree to

havejust one child. They arefined Ixavily,

severely criticised by their peers and even
risk losing theirjobs iftheyproduce more.

Chinese women bear an average of2.4
children upfrom 2.2 in 1985. Butpopula-
tion experts say the emplxtsis on limiting

couples to one child has been someuixtt
misleading except for urban residents.

Urban couples must usually settle for
one child, but the rules are moreflexible
forthe nearly80percentoftlxpopulation
b% rural areas.
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should know’ that world population Is every*

body's concern.

The UNFPA document comes close on the

heels of the warning by the stare of the world

1987 report by the Washington-based World

Watch Institute that Ifgovernments in develop-

ing countries fail to meet the challenge of

reducing birth rates of their populations,

economic deterioration could eventually lead

to social disintegration of the son that under-

mined earlier civilizations when population

demands became unsustainable.

Population increases have brought prob-

lems as well as progress— and their effects

are felt very differently in different countries.

It illustrates this by looking at the scenario for

Baby
Some decades ago, a major problem

afflicting developing countries teas the

high mortality rate. Increased medical

facilities have to a large extent reversed this

tretid. Ofspecialsignificance is thefact llxtt

fertility of women has tended to increase.

Tlx Economic and Social Commission

for Asia and Pacific (PSCAP), now warns
ns that women entering tlx child bearing

age constitute a significant proportion of

}\ female population in Asian and Pacific

region countries.

Such regions face the possibility of a
second generation tab}’ boom wbtcb

means that even ifthe number ofbirthsper
woman declines rapidly tlx birth rate may
stay high. So the totalnumberofbirthsmay
lx greater than before.

Countries like India uill have toplace
greater emphasis on maternaland djlld

bcallliprogrammes apart from prodding
family planning in tlx narrow serve of
birth control services. In tlx long term,

PSCAPpoints out, the baby boom uill lead

to a rapid increac in population of Ox
younger working age category.

Bernven 1980 and2000 tlx number of
persons aged 15-39 will increase by 470
million. The countries affected tel))bateto

. take the task ofstructural adjustments in

theireconomicsmoreseriously ifthefuture

two hypothetical countries which today 1

populations of moot)' million.

In one country, government policies

reducing the, growth rate such that the

population will stabilise at tltirtyfive mitlfc

the next century. In the other where die

linle access to family planning, the
'

population Is likely to be around 320 mil

Factors such as tlte infant 'mortality- rate

life expectancy play a critical role in deter

ing the future pattern of population gro

The report discusses some of the cui

misconceptions about population. One fa

greater numbers of people will themsi

resolve any problems created Iry hi

Boom
generation ofyoung people at their pro

ductitv ixst, are not to queue upfor dole
* * * *

In Singapore it’s callfor more babic.

Singaporeans have been warned to pit
ditce more children orface "calamlton
consequences" as a nation.

Tlx country's minister for trade on
industry, Mr. lee lisiett loong, told ,

seminar tlxtl tlx drop in the totalfcrUlit

rate among thepojnitailon wasfrom 1.6
to I, reports PTI.

"Our /xtpulai/on uill go into stce

decline itiibin one generation and tb

consequencesfor theeconomy,fordefeat
and sttnival arc all calamitous", Mr. he>

tlx PrimeMinisterMr. leeKuan Yen'sso
and a second generation leader, said.

He said one of tlx reasons for tb

declining birth rate was thatfeuvr name
were getting married and parents uvt
having feuvr children.

He said tlx birth rate among Chines
ulxrform three quarters ofSingapore’s 2.
million population tins the most affeac
while that among Indians and Malay
remained constant.

Ttx ministersaid tlxgotvrmimti won)
soon launch a programme to sqftse

parenthood and a tbrcc-dbildfamily ult

the slogan "Hate three of more Ifyou ca
afford ft".
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population growth, says the report. But much
more needs to be done— particularly in those

countries where population growth is adverse-

ly affecting economic development. And ir

countries, improving the status ofwomen
have a vital pan to play in reducing family <

TOWARDS DISARMAMENT
Agreement in 1987 between the United

States and the Soviet Union to scrap the

medium and short-range nuclear weapons
from Europe is a milestone in the progress

towards total disarmament.

The agreement on eliminatinglntcrmediatc

range Nuclear Forces (INF) rather than con-

trolling it has been hailed as a historic step

towards total decommissioning of strategic

weapons stockpiled and deployed around the

world.

Under the deal, some 1000 medium and
shorter range missiles between the range of

500 km and 5000 km would have to be
abolished. Thus while the United States would
have to dismantle 108 Pershing 2's from West
Germany and 256 Cruise missiles based in

Britain, West Germany, Italy and Belgium, the

Soviet Union would have to get rid of 44 J

SS-20's aimed at both Europe and Asia, 112
SS-4's and 130 SS-12's, some of which are

based in East Germany and Czechoslovakia.

3 The ticklish problem vis-a-vis the Pershing 1

As in West Germany has been resolved with
Bonn agreeing to eliminate its 72 missiles and
return the warheads to the United States by the
time the top powers’ medium range missiles

are eliminated.

There is a sigh of relief in die international

community that die two major world powers
are moving In a direction that is conducive to

world peace and stability' Although sceptics

argue that an INF accord cover only less than 5
percent of the top powers’ nuclear arsenal, it

has to be borne in mind that for the first time
in the nuclear age, the two sides have reached
an agreement on the elimination of an entire

class of nuclear weapons.

But what the agreement demonstrate is that

it is possible for nuclear weapons to be
removed without any catastrophic consequ-
ences for either country's security.

Although considerable progress is said to

have been made on the question of .the

long-range missiles, both Washington
Moscow continue to disagree on the jssu

the Strategic Defence Initiative or the

Wars. While the US Administration is dt

mined to push ahead full steam with the 1

the Soviet Union has been calling for way

strengthen the ABM treaty — It wants the

sides to adhere to the 1972 treaty’ for a pei

of 10 years.

However, even in the realm of sj

weapons, there seems to be some n
flexibility on the part ofMoscow - ifall al

there was the insistence that SDI shoulc

confined to the laboratories, it is now an

able to some very limited tesdng.

The following are the existing disar

ment treaties:

Limited TestBan Treaty: Signed on Augu
1963 by the U.S and the Soviet Union
since co-signed by 140 other countries,

limited Test Ban Treaty outlaws nuclear i

under water, in the atmosphere or in sp

Verification is mostly by satellite; 1

Washington and Moscow have accused
otiier of breaching die treaty by allot

radioactive leaks into the atmosphere.

Outer Space Treat}': Signed on January

1967 by the two global powers and su
quently by 85 other States, the Outer S]

Treaty bans "nuclear arms or other wear
of mass destruction” from space. The trea

mostly verified by radar. There have beet
breaches so far, but SDI would be a na
one.

Non-Proliferation Treaty: The NPT
signed on July 1, 1968 by the two.gli

powers, and later by 114 other countrie

restricts nuclear weapons to the Soviet Un
the U.S., Britain, France and China. Verifies

is by the international Atomic Energy Age

Anti-Ballistic Missile Trcatys.Tne ABM Tr

was signed on May 26, 1972 by the U.S. and

Soviet Union. Mostly verified by sate

cameras, tills paa in its revised form, lii
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both countries to one ABM site, cither In the

capital or on a border, with no more than 100

launchers. Moscow says SD1 research is a

breach, but Washington says the pact does not

forbid research.

SAt.T-1

:

Also signed by tlte US. and (he

Soviet Union on May 26. 1972, tills treaty froze

some warhead totals and reduced planned

increase In others. It was mostly verified by

satellite,

Tbreslxihl Test Ban Treaty: Signed by the

two global powers on July 3, 1974, this limits

underground nuclear tests to 1 50 kilotons and

is verified by seismic sensing, like earth-

quakes. Each side has accused the other of

breaches.

Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty Signed

by the U.S. and the Soviet Union on May 28,

1976, tills permitted on-site inspections of

peaceful nuclear explosions, which the Soviet

Union uses for tunnel and dam building.

Nuclear explosions for construction are for-

bidden in the U.S.

SAI.T-2: This treats- was signed by the two
global powers on June 18, 1979 and so far has

Anti-nuclear protest in Europe.

been observed — nltiiough not ratified— b
the U.S. It was the first treats’ to bring alxiu

real cutbacks in nuclear inventories, but hat

the feature of limiting "launchers" rather that

warheads, thus encouraging MIRV (Muitipli

lndependentiy-Targejed Re-entry Vehicle

technology, SALT-2 has been- mostly verifier

by satellite.

The existing non-nuclear treaties arc

Geneva Protocol: Signed ' by most majo

countries in Geneva on June 17, 1925, am
now co signed by a total of 1 19 States, thi

prohibits the use of poisonous gases o
biological weapons. Verification of stocks ha

not been possible. The protocol w-.is brokei

by Italy in Ethiopia in 1935 and 1936 and b
Japan in China in 1936. Britain planned to “ga

tiie beaches” if Germany invaded in 1940. Th
U.S. used defoliants and possibly cancerou

herbicides in Vietnam, while Moscow i

alleged to have supplied chemical weapons ti

Kampuchea and Afghanistan. Iraq used ebe

mica! weapons in 198-1 and 1985 again;

Iranian troops on its soil.

Biological Weapons Contention: Signed b
the two global powers on April 10, 1972 am
since co-signcd by 88 other countries. It Iran

production and stockpiling of biologies

weapons. No breaches have been alleged s<

far.

The following arc the treaties unde
negotiations:

StrategicAnns Reduction Treaty: The STAR'
talks continue intermittently in Geneva. )

successful, the treaty would lend to substantia

reductions in nuclear weapons stocks.

Aiui-Satcllfte Weapons Ban: These gioba

power talks to prohibit all anti-satelliti

weaponry were suspended by the U.S. in 199
on the grounds that tlte Soviet Union ahead;
had anti-satellite weapons and that a freezi

would be to Moscow's advantage.

Comprehensive Test Ban: These tripartite

talks involving tlte two global powers ant

Britain were also suspended by the US. it

1980. They were intended to prohibit’ al

nuclear explosions, but Washington com
plained that full verification wus not possible

Tlte Soviet Union began a voluntary uniiatera

moratorium in August 1985 and then extended
it until January 1, 1987 in the hope o!

persuading tlte U.S. to join it, apparently in j
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For Whom the Bell Tolls
Between three and fttv million people

were killed in 36 wars raging around tlx

world in 1986, according to tlxStockholm

International Peace Reascarch Institute.

In a yearbook titled World Armaments

and Disarmament, tlx Institute said 1986

was a year of extreme contrasts in tlx

nuclear weapons field.

Although the United States and the Soiiet

Union agree in principle to reduce tlxir

nuclear uvapons, they continued their

arms modernisation programmes.

Tlx leaders ofBritain and France made
it clear during 1986 that they ixid no
intention of eliminating their nuclear

forces, regardless of what the superpowers

did.

Twenty-three nuclear test blasts were

conducted in 1986, tlxfewest since I960.

Tlx United States conducted 14, France

eight, and Britain conducted one jointly

tiitb tlx US.

Tlx Soiiet Union obsenvd its unilateral

moratorium on nuclear testing through-

out the year. Clrina did not conduct any

nuclear uvapons test in 1986, and in

March announced that it would not test in

tlx atmosplxre in future.

Referring to space uvapons, tlx yvar

Ifook said military uses ofspace deivloped

along tuo lines in 1986: Satellite launches

and tlx detvlopmenl of systems for

strategic defence purposes.

The Soiiet Union laundxd reconnaiss-

ance satellites uitb longer lifetime than

preiiously. The number of such satellites

laundxd in tlxfuture wouldprvsumbaly

decrease if this trend continued, the yvar

book said.

Continued tests in space would add

man-made debris that increases the risk of

collision with satellites, it said. Sctvmlsud)

incidents bate already' occurred.

Arms transfer scandals during 1986

dxiracterised Ox changing ivorid anns

market.

Despite setvre economicproblems, Third

World countries receiivd about tuo-tbirds

oftlx globalflow ofmajor uvapons. With

tlx United States 333 per cent sham and

Ox Soiiet Union's 31-4 per cent. Ox tuo

countries dominated global arms sales.

Spending on military research and dc-

tvlopment, uhich is Ixaiily concentrated

in a few deivloped countries, Ixid risen

rapidly in Ox 1980s, Ox SIPRI said It

could be one-third higlxr in 19S6 than it

was in 1980.

Perixips Ox only real success in arms

control during tlxyvar wasOx conclusion

of Ox conference on disarmament m
Europe, in uhich 33 European nations

and Ox United States and Canaria agreed

to a set of politically binding mcasuns

regarding military acliiities in Europe, Ox

Institute obsenvd

hid to stop the development of Midgetman
and the SDI.

Oxmtcal Weapons Bait: These U.S. Soviet

talks were suspended hy the U.S. in 1982 on
the grounds that the Soviet Union was "ex-

panding" chemical weapon manufacture, forc-

ing it to do likewise. Experts heltm iDhc u k

are revived, they may reach apreenun. hu

will have difficulty gening snl^r p^ n̂ . v
r-rvsif-n A chemical weapons ban is curunm

under discussion in the 40-nation Con.ertna

on Disarmament in Geneva.

NAM—BULWARK OF PEACE
The 25-year old Non-Aligned Movement

seems to have come of age. Being the greatest

peace movement on earth holding together

101 nations representing two thirds of the

humanity, NAM shed its passive role to declare

“the final assault on apartheid in
isauu im .stiffs in

NAM held the 25th

African soli spectalh sva
.

.

Capital of Zimbabwe,
— the .7 day
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saw the Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi

handing over the Chairmanship of the move-

ment for the next three years to Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe.

Since the founding of the movement at

Delgrade on September 1, 1961, the NAM has

come to represent the voice ofan overwhelm-

ingsegment ofmankind Since its Inception, it

has emerged as the bulwark of pence, a shield

against external pressures and a catalyst for a

new world economic order based on equality

and Justice.

Harare summit signalled an Intensification

of the battle against apartheid, vestiges of

colonialism, foreign Interference and unjust

economic order
Among the major conflicts that drew the

attention of the NAM summit was the six year

old war lictween Iran and Iraq Nearh every

major trouble spot in the world featured in

v!AM summit - Lebanon, Afghanistan, Nicar-

igua, Ubyn, Sri Lanka, Morocco. Vietnam and
Kampuchea

Harare summit adopted a package of suit

'economic measures' against South Africa to

rompel the racist regime to dismantle us

obnoxious system of apartheid

A special declaration on Southern Africa,

unanimously approved liy die summit, made it

1

,ii dial tlie measures contained in die

package would lx' applied against Pretoria

pending die adoption of "comprehensive and
mandatory" sanctions by die Vmted Nations
Security Council.

Tlic summit urged the United Nations to

take such a step without any further loss of
time.

The package contained, among other mea-
sures, prohibition of transfer of technology' to
South Africa, cessation of export, sale or
transport of oil, snapping of air links, and
termination of any visa free entry privileges
and promotion of tourism to South Africa

The summit demanded a special session of
die UN Genera! Assembly to ensure the
Independence of Namibia. It also set up a
committee comprising member countries to
plead the case of Namibia in the UN.

It set up a committee of Foreign Ministers to
visit the United States, Rritnln, West Germany
and Japan to persuade the governments to
agree to the imposition of sanctions against

India Ls included In both the eomrr

The countries agreed to contribute

ousiy to the proposed solidarity
,
fur

Southern Africa. They rejected the US pc

constructive engagement widi Pretori:

The summit adopted “die Harare app

disarmament” and the reports of the p
and economic committees.

Zimbabwean Prime Minister

Mugabe, who took over as NAM di:

from Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,

closing address made an appeal to In

Iraq to put an end to their tragic co

Hie need for south-south co operatk

stressed and Dr. Mugabe welcomed the

list!mem of the independent commit
the south under the chairmanship of :

Tan /anlan President Julius Nyrere.

The Harare summit demanded imn
intensification of die struggle against 10

Tied evils afflicting the international coi

Hy - imperialism, colonialism, nco«
ism, apartheid, racism, Zionism, all fo

destlablhsaiion, foreign occupation, d
tion and liegcmonlsm.

Further, short of supplying arms, the I

of the 101 non-aligned countries pled

extend all support, in every other form
liberation movement in Southern Afr

On tlie economic front they’ called fo

to tlie growing protectionism and me
external debt crisis.

A ZS-memlx'r committee of Foreign
ters has lx*en constituted to work out a
action to bring about an international

mic order based on |usticc and equ;

Tlie summit ailed for the creatior

Africa fund A nine-member con
headed by India has been constituted

mobilisation of the fund, to extend sup
the front line states and strengther

economies in the face of sanctions am
tile economic retaliation by South Ai

Tlie committee for mobilising and
tng the Africa fund will be chaired
Gandhi. The vice-chairman will be Z
President Kenneth Kaunda. Tlie otliei

hers arc Algeria, Zimbabwe, Nigeria,

Argentina, Yugoslavia and Peru.

NAM, torch bearer of the third work
views Itself as an alternative bloc of n#
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established on September 1, 1961, in Bel-

grade, Yugoslavia. Since then, its membership
has quadrupled to encompass two-fifths of the
world’s people.

Jawaharlal Nehru former Prime Minister of
India had been its first and greatest apostle. As
early as March 1947, Nehru said, "For too long,

we of Asia have been petitioners in western

courts and chancellories. That story must now
belong to the past. We propose to stand on our
own feet... We do not intend to be playthings

of others.” It was in fact the late V. K. Krishna

Menon, India’s delegate to the UN and later

Defence Minister, who coined the very ex-

pression ‘Non-Aligned’.

Here is the background that led to the

formation of the Non-Aligned Movement. After

the second world war, the USSR and the USA
emerged as superpowers. Meanwhile colonial

imperialism also started to recede. India and
Burma became independent in 1947. Indone-
sia followed suit in 1949. In Africa many big

countries threw off the colonial yoke. Lesser

countries in Africa, Asia and the Pacific also

became independent one after the other.

The superpowers tried to win over as many
new States as possible to one or the other of
them. This attempt brought in what has been
called a ‘cold war' between USSR, which
championed the socialist countries and USA
who posed as the leader of free democracies,
k is against this cold, bleak atmosphere that

Nehru put forth his idea of non-alignment.

A conference of likeminded Asian countries
became the forum for the birth of the move-
ment, The conference at Bandung (Indonesia)
in April 1955 opened the era of a common
agreement among all Asian nations to keep
aloof from international complications and to

settle matters among themselves on certain

principles. The principles adopted at the

Bandung Conference were later known collec-

Irvely as. pmd} SJxe/ ne} , wm,. (i) Mutual
’aspectfor each other's territorial integrity artel

ŝ *'CTaSnty, (it) Mutual non-aggression, (Hi)

Mutual
non-interference in cad) other’s

Wans, (h) Equality and mutual hertefit and
Peaceful co-existence.

Jbe ideas propounded at Bandung were
knxn a pn.aiail shape m BriQni jn Yugoslavia

rvi
m^in8 of Nehru (India), Marshal Tito

w ,

3) and Col- Nasser (Egypt) in M'
pursuance of the decisions taken at

\

this informal meeting of the three great
leaders, the first Summit Meeting of the
Non-Aligned countries took place at Belgrade
(Yugoslavia) in Sept. 1961.

The growth of the Movement was phe-
nomenal. From a mere 25 countries who
joined the Belgrade summit (1961) the num-
ber increased to 101 at the Delhi summit
(1983). It rose to 101 by September, 1985
when the Non-Aligned Foreign Ministers met
to decide on the venue of the 8th Summit in

1986.
The basic principle of non-alignment was

explained by Nehru thus "...we propose as far

as possible to keep away from power blocs or
groups aligned against each other... we prop-

ose to keep on the closest terms of friendship

with all countries. We shall be friends of

America and intend co-operating with them.

We intend also to co-operate fully with the

Soviet Union."

A list of previous summits:

Belgrade, September 1 -6, 3961. President

Josip Broz Tito of Yugoslavia was chairman

and 25-membcr countries took pan.

Cairo, Egypt, October, 5-10, 1964. The

Egyptian president, Mr. Gama] Abdel Nasser

was chairman and 47 countries participated

Eighteen new members from Africa reflected

the breakaway from colonial rule.

Lusaka, Zambia, September 8-10,1970.

President Kenneth Katinda, one of Africa's new

leaders and now an elder statesman in the

continent, was chairman and 53 nations took

332T.

Algiers, A'geria September 5-9, 1973 The

Jgerian President. Mr. Hcuari Boorrtcdicnr.c

,ss chairman. Pamriparir.g were 75 ccrsxrriei

,1th full membership, along with 15 gcerCU

aoverr.er.ts from 12 countries

Colombo, Sri Lanka. August 11 — 14. 19 >

he Sri Lrisa Prime Minister Mrs S-r-wn

andanoSs, the rcr.
r

rst woman feirr, was cru -— -n
ountries took purr.

_

Havana. Cuoa. li. \ -

iutan president. Mr.
1.

un of the first rnr-*. ~ — " '

T.f Cr.r‘ •• ‘ • * -

jncnca. ..men - r-

enfed as full mem.
^ * r ^-,

NerwDeIbJ -’ - r* ”
i-n-e

,r joi members w- ' “ V. r,. -

Minister.
r- I-'--' —— --

jL
-
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wlv.) was assassinated In October was suc-

ceeded x- premier and non-aligned clvairman

by her *on, Mr. R3[iv Gandhi.

Cyprus will be the next venue of the NAM

Foreign Ministers' Meeting In 1988, where tli

question of the NAM Chairmanship for tb

ninth Summit, scheduled for 1989, will b
decided.

THE UNITED2Miis
The United Nations past 40, whatever its

failures, still remains the hope and conscience

of the world, more especially of the smaller

nations among its 159 members. The L'N and

its 17 independent specialised agencies and M
major Programmes and Funds embrace almost

every man in every comer of the globe

On the occasion of 40th anniversary, 100-

odd Presidents and Prime Ministers, Kings and
dictators gathered at the 39-storied worid

"~\in!sation headquarters by the New York's

t River, in September 1985

Tie historic anniversary session of the

acral Assembly was attended by U S Presi-

it Ronald Reagan, British Prime Minister

rgarettc Thatcher and Prime Minister Rajiv

adhl. The Soviet Union was represented by
ir new Foreign Minister, Eduard Shevard-

lze.

"he UN was founded to maintain peace and
urtty in a world that had just passed
ough a devastating war and nuclear
Ttbing.

orry years )3ter, aithougli there has been
world war yet, numerous smaller wars and
lflicts still rage or smoulder and the powers
divided over the threat posed by the

dear weapons.

"he world is also riven by differences
ween the rich and the poor—between
’eloped nations and developing nations

—

x the need to bring about a new interna-
)al economic order,

i major issue that dominated the
ifversary session was the apartheid regime
iouth Africa which has been the scene lately

he increasingly bloody confrontations be-
en the depressed African people and the
lority white rulers.

he common theme in the speeches of Rajiv

idhi, Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang, and
nas, the French Foreign Minister, among
=rs, was the imperative need for mankind
tep back from the nuclear brink. The US
ildent, while not hiding his distaste for

Marxism-beninism's "war with people" aroun

die world, said he sought a “fresh start" i

US-Soviet relations despite deep and abidin

differences. Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbache
in his message tailed for ending the arms rac

on Earth and preventing it in space, In a

obvious reference to Reagan's Star Wai

programme.

Rajiv Gandhi pointed to the “wide crack'

showing in the present world order and th

contradiction between international order an

nuclear weapons, freedom and racism, scienc

and poverty He commended the slx-natio

Delhi declaration issued earlier on nude:
disarmament as a "practical programme", M
Dumas, however, said that France woul
maintain its independent nuclear defenc

system until the superpowers give a dear lea

in nuclear disarmament.

Japanese Prime Minister Nakasone “apoli

gised" for Japan's "ultranationalism" that ha

led to World War II and promised to fight tf

revival of militarism in his country. Rajiv spol

for the non-aligned movement and die tSiit

world in urging a new consensus bn deveto]

ment that will banish hunger and poverty

Even though there were 150 items on tf

agenda of the anniversary session, everythir

submerged In the rhetoric of the wori

leaders. Not even a consensus declaratic

could materialise.
’

UN also celebrated the 25th anniversary •

its decolonisation declaration consecutive
with the territory it "has tried hardest
liberate still far from independence. Sout
West Africa or Namibia represents one oft!

organisation's great frustrations among what
generally viewed as its successful effort

bring colonies to Indepdendence. Since 19f

when the UN issued the declaration <

de-colonlsation, 59 territories inhabited by I

million people have become independent
opted to join the comity of independent statt

United Nations, an association of soverei)

stares bound by a Charter to maintain interr
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ttonal peace and security came into being on

24th Oct. 1945- The Charter was signed by the

delegates of 50 nations on 26th June, 1945 at

San Francisco. The UN has now on its rolls

almost all the independent countries of the

•world.

For a long time China was represented in

the UN by Taiwan which styled itself National-

ist China. Communist China which truly repre-

sented China was kept out of the UN mainly on

account of the US veto.

This anomaly was removed in 1971 by

Emitting Communist China as the representa-

tive of all' China in the UN. Red China thus

became a permanent member of the Security

Council. Taiwan not only lost its permanent

seat in the Council but also its primary'

membership of the UN.
In December 1974 the UN adopted a

Charter
,
0/ Economic Rights. This charter

consisting of 34 articles is a landmark in the

history of UN. It includes the right ofeach state

"to freely exercise full permanent sovereignty

over its wealth and natural resources, to

regulate and exercise authority over foreign

investments within its national jurisdiction and
to nationalise, expropriate or transfer the

ownership of foreign property".

The 1974 declaration of rights recognised

the imperative necessity of reducing dispari-

ties between developed, developing -and un-

developed countries ofthe world. It envisaged
a New Intematlorial Economic Order (NIEO).
To achieve this new order the UN Develop-
ment Programme (UNDP) was inaugurated in

1975 under a Director General of Develop-
ment.

.

Principal Organs of tlx UN arc:• General
Assembly, Secretariat, Security Council, Trus-
teeship Council, Economic and Soda! Coiindi
and International Court of Justice.

Head Quarters-, First Avenue, UN Plaza, New
Yotk City, N.Y., USA

General Assembly. The General AsserobV
of the UN is the nearest that the world has ue
come to the visionary Parliament ofMan', The
Assembly consists of the rcpresenKi-.es csfzT
the member states. Each state has one voe.
many send 5 representatives. The Gnoard
Assembly meets at least once in a v-r-. S->—-r
sesstons may be summoned by the
Genera!, on a retjuest by the Securrr Co-cL
The General Assembh-pw -g-

A mere loaf
of bread...

J uvts told by one of Ox World HealOs

Organization experts: “Modem Western

titan is too : inactive. He just doesn't do

enough. Tire human body has been created

for a certain amount ofpfjysical activity.

Normal life means tlx intake, ofa certain

amount offood which must lie balanced

with tlx output of a certain amount of
energy.

"

'We are so inactiie," continued Vx
WHO exjxrt, “that, tee cannot eat little

enough. People think two extra pieces of
breadper day is neither Ixre nor there. But

two extra pieces of bread may make a
great difference... And remember: One
hundred extra and superfluous calories

per day means 56,500 calories per year.”
I asked bint what a modem exeatlive

slxmid do. WJxtt son of lifeheshouldlead

"Iflx is used to a sponing life, including

jogging, he sixnddgo on. Ifnot. besxndd
do something. Walking, swimming, essm
— provided his heart is all rapt —
climbing stairs uill do good. He most lead
a morephysical life than moatqfbxr:do ’

He stoppedfor a moment. Hast it must
be remembered that exerciseirzns Imt.nsr

effect. It doesyou no ret- rrv̂ n »- gyr f~
you stop, you are no betiw of turn,

someone ubo ben- neats- dons 11 5r rst.

may as wedssteyotassTibs s-odb-k or.

the otherband, fyoo srrnr. t rrrfrxmr
dettie real cement,m or, ~—- - m zmst cm
until you co-inez

’

7 reams boat ban
glocmdb.. Tbspromt st -bn.

liken' is czddzsz s sms due.

f cm- lead:am snbrsibs

men.

^£5 Z-CZo.TT^-ST*'

fun- Tas Fmsx n ros msr - roar
Fsronsins done dsmdz Irsta ;

t-sn dent rr IFFtTsa'^
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Important questions are decided by a two-

thirds majority and other questions by a

smlple majority.

The General Assembly elects the non-

permanem members of the Security Council,

the members of the Economic and Social

Council and the ejected members of the

Trusteeship Council. The Judges of the inter-

national Court of justice are elected by the

General Assembly, in conjunction with the

Security Council. The General Assembly elects

its own President and Vice Presidents every

year.

Present President: Peter Florin, GDR.

2. Security Council consists of 15 mem-
bers, each of which has 1 vote There are 5

permanent and 10 non-permanent members
elected for a 2-year term by a two-thirds

majority of the General Assembly The perma-

nent members have the power to veto any

move.

Retiring members are not eligible for im-

mediate re-election. Any ocher member of the

United Nations will be Invited to participate

without vote in the discussion of questions
specially affecting its interests.

The Presidency of the Security Council is

held for 1 month in rotation by the member
states in the English alphabetical order of their

names.

Permanent Members: China, France. USSR,
UK, USA. Non-permanentMembers: Argentina,
Japan, West Germany, Italy, Zambia, Denmark,
Madagascar, Thailand, Trimdad and Tobago,
(until 33 Dec 1988), Nepal, Brazil, Algeria,
Senegal and Yugoslavia (until 31 Dec. 1989)

3. Economic & Social Council is re-

sponsible under the General Assembly for
carrying out the functions of the United
Nations with regard to international economic,
social, cultural, educational, health and related
matters.

The Economic and Social Council consists

of 54 Member States elected by a two-thirds

majority of the General Assembly The Council
has the following Regional Economic Commis-
sions; ECE (Economic Commission for

Europe, Geneva); ESCAP (Economic and So-
cial Commission for Asia and the Pacific.

Bangkok); ECLA (Economic Commission for
Latin America, Santiago, Chile); ECA (Econo-
mic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa).

ECWA (Economic Commission for Wester

Asia, Baghdad).

4. Trusteeship Council. The Charter pn
vides for an international trusteeship system i

safeguard the Interests of the inhabitants i

territories which are not yet fully self-go

eming and which may be placed thereundt

by individual trusteeship agreements. The
are called trust territories.

All of the original 1 1 trust territories cxcc|

one, the Pacific Islands (Micronesia), admin!

tered by the USA, have become indepcndei

or joined independent countries.

5. International Court. The fntematlon

Court ofJustice was created by an intematia

al treaty, the Statute of the Court, which fom
an integral part of the United Nations Charts

All members of the United Nations are ps

facto parties to the Statute of the Court Thei

arc 15 judges.

India's Dr. Nagendm Singh is the pres©

President of the Court.

The Coun has Its seat at The Hague, but ttv

sit elsewhere whenever it considers this desl

able. The expanses of the Court are borne 1

the UN.
6. Secretariat is composed of the Seen

ary-General, who is the chief adminktrati’

officer ofthe organization, and an fnrematio

al staff appointed by him under regulatioi

established by the General Assembly. Howe
er, the Secretary General, the Hlgh.Comml
sioner for Refugees and the Managing Direct!

of the Fund are appointed by the Gencr
Assembly. The first Secretary General w
Trygve Lie (Norway), 1946-53; the second, t>.

Hammarskiald (Sweden), 1953-61-, the thlr

U. Thant (Burma), 1961-71; the fourth, Kc
Waldheim (Austria), 1972-81.

The financial year Coincides with the cale

dar year; accountancy !s in US$. Budget f

3984-85, $1,587,158,000.

Secretary-Genera!: Javier Peres de Cuefl

(Peru

l

appointed on I jan. 1982 for a 5 )'C

term.

The Secretary-General is assisted by Und<

Secretaries-General and Assistant Secretarii

General.

U.N. System, The bulk of the work of ti

UN, measured in terms of money and perse

nel. is aimed 3t achieving the pledge made
Article 55 of the Charter io 'promote high

standards of living, full employment aa
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UN: Milestones in Peace
1945: On 24 October the United Nations Is set

up.

1947: The General Assembly adopts a plan for

Palestine which would, at the end of die British

mandate In 1948, partition It Into an Arab state

and a Jewish state with Jerusalem under UN
administration.

1949: Consultations lead to resolution of crisis

over access of the West to the divided city of

Berlin. A UN agency is created to look after the

welfare of Palestinian refugees.

1950: The Security Council calls on member
states to help the southern part of Korea repd

the invasion from the north.

1951: Convention of refugees Is adopted spell-

ing out the rights and International standards for

their treatment.

1952: The General Assembly decides to take up
the entire question of apartheid

1953: Armistice in Korea results from UN
initiatives.

1954: Quiet and successful negotiations are

made for the release of American airmen held

POVs in China. ECOSOC Regional Commission

for Europe takes up trade relations between

different economic sysrems. The UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees wins the Nobel Peace

Prize.

1955: First International conference on the

peaceful uses of aromic energy held in Geneva
Initiates a broad range of co-operation in the

field

1956:War In the Middle East ewer the Suez Canal

ends wfch the deployment ofa UN peace-keeping

force in Sinai.

1956: A UN observer group helps defuse the

lebanon crisis. Another UN agency, the Inrer

Govemmersal Organization, sets safer/ standards

for shipping. French Togoland becomes Inde-

pendent after a UN-supervised plebiscite

1959: UN-supervised plebiscite in the British

Cameroons results in a part ofthe territory being

incorporated In Nigeria and the other imo the

Cameroons.

1960: At the request of the newly independent
sa-'e of Congo, the largest ever UN peace-

keeping force Is sent there.

1962: UN plays a key role in resolving the

US-Soviet confrontation over nuclear missiles in

Cuba. UN takes over administration of West New
Guinea before transferring power to Indonesia.

An observer mission is sent to aid peace efforts in

Yemen.

1963: The UN and Feed and Agricultural Orga-

nisation (F/.O) set up the World Food Program-
me for need.- countries The Securin’ Coontil

calls for volunary arms embargo agtinst South
Africa.

1964: A UN peace keeping force Is sent to

Cyprus.

1965: A UN observer mission helps disengage-

ment of forces after war between India and
Pakistan. UNICEF is warded the Nobel Peace

Prize.

1966: The Securty Council imposes mandatory

sanctions against Southern Rhodesia where a

racist white minority government unilaterally

declared independence from Britain in 1965.

1967: After war erupts asjpin In die Middle East,

the UN adopts a resolution calling for withdrawal

of forces from occupied territories and recog-

nises the right to security of all stares in the area.

1970: The General Assembly adopa the first

internationally agreed set of prindplet on sea-

bed and ocean Coor tones beyond rational

(urisdlction.

1971: The International Court ofJustice declares

"Illegal” the continued pretence of South Aftfea

in Namibia. China becomes a “lawful" member

state of the UN. Bahrain become* Independent

after the UN helps resolve the Iran LT. dispute on

the status of the territory. UN organises mattbe

relief measures for Bangladeshi victims of t.e

cortflia with Pakistan.

1973: A new peace-keeping force takes up

position In the Steal and Golan Hetties

1977: The Securty Council makes arms embar-

go against Sotah Africa mandatory.

1978: Security Coundi adopts the plan pn

forward by for Western courts for the k*ir-

pendence of Namibia. A UN peace keeping force

moves into Lebanon.

1980: A. campion co-ordinared by the Word

Heath Organfoation (WHO) results te t-V m
dication of sraUpcz from the word.

1932: The convention 00 the law cf the Sea tr

adopted

1933: The Secrecarr-Geremal

Africa for consultations on .tamuvJJ uadepw

erect- ,

1984: The General AsterrLV

tion on the critical ecotrzme s—

«

famine in Africa.

1985: Massive famine rebef near -res at. —

up for the people of A-rira

1986: UN orggtiWB the «rmrs~-

countries for the cade of
^ <r ^

1987: Tire three wee* re
armsmers and dfrivT''"-/

Secreean.- General i, a..
«* -

W the e f«r s>l O-
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conditions of economic and social progress

and development,'

In addition to the 17 independent special-

ized agencies, there arc some 14 major United

Nations programmes and funds devoted to

achieving economic and social progress in the

developing countries,

UNDP—United Nations Development
Programme is the world's largest agency for

multilateral technical and pre-investment co-

operation. It is the funding source for most of

the technical assistance provided by the Un-

ited Nations system, and UNDP is active in

almost 150 countries and territories and in

virtually every economic and social sector

UNDP assistance is provided only at the

request of Governments and in response to

their priority needs, integrated into over all

national and regional plans

UNICEF: United Nations Children's

Fund, established in 1946 as United Nations

International Children’s Emergency Fund to

deliver post-war relief to children, later re-

named United Nations Children’s Fund, con-

centrates its assistance on development activi-

ties aimed at improving the quality of life for

children and mothers indeveloping countries,

during 1983, UNICEF was working in over 1 10
countries with a child population of some
1300 m.
Executive Director James P Grant (USA)

UNFPA—The UN Fund for Population
Activities, carries out programmes in over
130 countries and territories. The Fund's aims
are to build up capacity to respond to needs in

population and family planning, to promote
awareness of population problems in both
developed and developing countries and
possible strategies to deal with them, to assist

developing countries at their request in deal-
ing with population problems. More than 25%
of international population assistance to de-
veloping countries is channelled through
UNFPA

Executive Director: Naps Satlik (Pakistan),
Relief Agencies. Humanitarian relief to

refugees and victims of natural and man-made
disasters is also an important function of the
UN system. Among the organizations involved
in such relief activities are the Office of the UN
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), the
Office of the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) and the UN Relief and

Works Agency for Palestine Refugees ii

Near East (UNRWA).-

UNRWA was created by the General As

bly in 1949 as a temporary non-po

agency to provide relief to the nearly 75
people who became refugees as a result c

disturbances during and after the creatii

the State of Israel in the former B
Mandate territory of Palestine,

Commissioner-General: Ofof Ryt

(Sweden).

UNHCR—The office of the United

tlons High Commissioner for Refo
was established by the UN General Asse

with effect from 1 Jaa 1951. original!

three years. Since 1954, its mandate has

renewed for successive five year perio

For its work on behalf of refugees ah

the world, UNHCR was awarded tite l

Peace Prize in 1955 and again in 1981

Headquarters: Palais dcs Nations,

Geneva 10, Switzerland.

High Commissioner: Pool Hartllttg

timark)

Specialized Agencies. IAEA—The li

national Atomic EnergyAgency, cam<

existence on 29July 15)57. Its statute had
approved on 26 Oct. 1956, at an internal

conference held at IJN .Headquarters,

York. A relationship agreement links it

the United Nations. The IAEA had 112mei
states in 1983.

Headquarters: Vienna International Ct

PO Box 100, A- 1400 Vienna, Austria.

a2f26 Director-General: Haas Blix (Swo
UNIDO: United Nations Industrial Dev

ment Organization. Agency promoting in

rial co-operation and co-ordinating al

operations in matters of industrial promt
It provides developing and underdeve!

countries with advice on all aspects of in

rial policy. Convened into a specialised a$

of UN in 1985.

Headquarters: Vienna International Ct

Austria.

Director-General: Domingo Stazon (

pines)

HO—International Labour’ Orga
tion established in 1919 as an autonoi

pan of the league of Nations, is an i

governmental agency with a tripartite :

ture, in which representatives ofgovemn
employers and workers participate. In 1!
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was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, In 1984 it

numbered 151 members.

,
' The ILO consists ofthe International labour

(inference, the Governing Body and the

Internationa! Labour Office.

Headquarters: International Labour Office,

CH-1211 Geneva 22, Switzerland.

Director-General: Francis Blanchard

(France). Chairman oftbe Governing Body: B.

G. Deshmukh (India).

FAO—Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion. The UN Conference on Food and
Agriculture in May 1943, ,at Hot Springs,

Virginia, set up an Interim Commission in

Washington In July 1943 to plan the Organiza-

tion, which came into being on 16th October
1945.

FAO sponsors the World Food Programme
(WFP) with the UN.

Headquarters: Vlale delie Terme di caracal-

la, Rome, Italy.

Director-General: Dr. Erdouard, Saouma
(Lebanon).

UNESCO—United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization. A
Conference for the establishment ofan Educa-
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization of

the United Nations was convened by the

Government of the UK in association with the

Government of France, and met in London, 1

to 16 Nov,. 1945- UNESCO came into being on
4 Nov. 1946.

Director General: Federico Maser Zaragoza

(Spain)

WHO—World Healtii Organization. An
International Conferente, convened by the UN
Economic and Social Council, to consider a

single health organization resulted in the

adoption on 22July 19-16 ofthe constitution of
the World Health Organization. Tills constitu-

tion came into force on 7 April 1948.

Headquarters-. 1211 Geneva 27. Regional

Offices: Alexandria, Brazzaville, Copenhagen,
Manila, New Delhi and Washington.

Director-General: Dr. Halfdan T. Mahler

(Denmark).

IMF—Internationa] Monetary Fund.
The International Monetary Fund was estab-

lished on 27 Dec 1945 as an independent

international organization and began opera-

tions on 1 March 1 947; its relationship with the

UN is, defined in an agreement of mutual

cooperation which came into force on 15
Nov. 1947. The first amendment to the Fund’s

articles creating the Special Drawing Rights

(SDR) took effect on 28 July 1969 and the

second amendment took effect on 1 April

1978.

Headquarters: 700 19th St NW, Washington,

D.G, 20431. Offices in Paris and Geneva.

Managing Director: Jacques de Larosiere

(France).

World Bank. IBRD—International

Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment. Conceived at the Bretton Woods Con-

ference, July 1944, the World Bank' began

operations in June 1946. Its purpose is to

provide fends and technical assistance to

facilitate economic development in the poorer

countries.

Headquarters: 1818 H.St. NW' Washington,

D.G

President: Barba r Conable (USA).

EDA—International Development
Association. A lending agency which came

Into existence on 24 Sept 1960. Administered

by the World Bank, IDA is open to all

members of the Bank.

JTC

—

International Finance Corpora-

tion, an affiliate of the- World Bank, was

established In July 1956. Paid-in capital at 30

June 1984 was J544Zm, subscribed by 125

member countries, in addition, it has accumu-

lated earnings of $230.1 m. IFC supplements

the activities of the World Bank by encourag-

ing the growth of productive private enter-

prises in less developed member countries.

President: Barbar Conable (USA)

ICAO—International Civil Aviation

Organization. The Convention providing for

the establishment of the International Civil

Aviation Organization was drawn up by the

International Chil Aviation Conference held In

Chicago from 1 Nov. to 7 Dec. 19-14. A
Provisional International Civil Aviation Orga-

nization (PICAO) operated for 20 months until

the formal establishment of ICAO on 4 April

1947.

Headquarters: 1000 Sherbrooke St West.

Suite 400, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2R1

President: Dr. Assad Kotaitc (Lebanon).
SecrctaryGcneral: Yves Lamben (France).

Communication. UPU—The Universal
Postal Union, was established on 1 July 1875.
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when the Universal Postal Convention adopted

by the Postal Congress ofBerne on 9 Oct 1874

came Into force. The UFU was known at first as

the General Postal Union, Its name being

changed at the Congress of Paris in 1878. In

I960 there were 158 member countries.

Headquarters: Weitpoststrasse r, 3000 Berne

15, Switzerland.

Director-General: Mohamed Ibrahim Sobhi

(Egypt).

ITU—International Telecommunica-
tion Union. The International Telegraph

Union, founded in Paris in 1865, and the

International Radiotelegraph Union, founded

in Berlin In 1906, were merged by the Madrid

Convention of 1932 to form the Internationa!

Telecommunication Union ITU came into

being on 1 Jan 1934.

Headquarters: Place des Nations, 1211

Geneva, Switzerland

Secretary-General: Mohammed Mill

Vinisia).

WMO—World Meteorological Orga-
fitatlon. A Conference of Directors of the

temational Meteorological Organization (set

) in 1873), meeting in Washington in 1947,
lopted a Convention creating the World
eteorological Organization The WMO was
rmaliy established on 19 March 1^51, when
e first session of Its Congress was convened
Paris.

Headquarters: Case Postaie 5, CH-1211,
eneva 20, Switzerland

Secretary-General. G.O.P. Obasl (Nigeria).

IMO—The International Maritime
rganlzatlon, until 1982 known as Inter-

ovemmental Maritime Consultative Orga-
zation (IMCO), was established as a special-

ed agency of the UN by a convention drawn
> at the UN Maritime Conference held at

eneva in FebTMarch 1948

Headquarters: 4 Albert Embankment, Lon-
wi SEI 7SR.

Secretary-General: C P. Srivastava (India)
World Trade. GATT—The General
greement on Tariffs and Trade was
tgotiated in 1947 and came into force on 1

n. 1948. Its 23 original signatories were
embers of a Preparatory Committee
(pointed by UN Economic and Soda! Council
draft the charter for a proposed Intemation-
Trade Organization. Since this charter- was

never ratified, ' the General Agreement,

tended as an interim arrangement, has insw

remained as the only international Instnma

laying down trade rules accepted by eountr

responsible for most of the world’s trade.

Nov. 1983 there were 90 contracting parti

with a further 31 countries participating unc

special arrangements.

Headquarters: Centre William Rappard, 1

rue de Lausanne, 1211 Geneva 21, Swto
land

Dtrvctor-Gcneml: Arthur Dunkel (Swim

land).
'

WEPO—World Intellectual Propel

Organization. The Convention establish!

WTPO was signed at Stockholm in 1967 by,

countries, and came into force in April 19'

In Dec. 1974 WTPO became a spedali*

agency of the UN.

Headquarters: 34. Chemin des Colombetti

1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland -•

Director-General: Arpad Bogsch (USA).

IFAD—International Fund tor Agricult

ral Development. The establishment ofIF!

was one of the major actions proposed by t!

1974 World Food Conference. The agreemc

for IFAD came Into force on 30 Nov. 19

following attainment of Initial pledges

11,000 m. and the agency began its operatic

the following month.

Headquarters: 107 Via del Serafico.'Rorr

Italy.

President: Abdeimushin Al-Sudeary (Saw

Arabia).

Members of the UN
159 members as in 1987

Member YearofAdmtei-

Afghanistan 19

Albania 19

Algeria - 19

Angola 19

Antigua& Barbuda 19

Argentina* 19

Australia* - 19

Austria T9

Bahamas 19

Bahrain •
.

- 19

Bangladesh 19

Barbados - 19
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elgium*

peiizs

lenlnt

tiivia*

^tswarta

nasi*

runei Darussabm

tulgaria

iutViruFaso*

Jurtia

Burundi
Byelorussia

Cameroon
Canada*

^^ilAfriean Republic

»

Jii’.e*

Jiin2«+

jolombia*

jomoros

Tongo
CosaPica*

Cuba*
Cyprus
Cjerboslrr-'a-'da* *

Democratic Kafflpu

DenmarV.*
Djibouti

Dominica
Dominican Republic*

Ecuador*

1945
' 1981

1980
1971

1945
1966
1945
1984
1955

I960
1948
1962
1945

I960
1945

1975

I960

I960
1945
1945
1945

Greece*
Grenada
Guatemala*

Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

Guyana
Haiti*

Honduras*
Hungary
Iceland

India*
IndonessJ-

lran*

Iraq*
J

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Ivory Coast

Jamaica

Japan
Jordan
Kenya

S^sDemotiabcPnp^
Lebanon*
<>

;l
Salvador*

Lquatcrial Guinea

itiriopia*

1975

i960
1945
1945

i960
1945
1955
1945
1977
1978

1945
1945
1945

1945

1958
1945
1970
1955
1955

I960

1955
1973
1973
1957

Mexico*
Mongolia
Morocco
MorsrrJbiqu

Sepal

1945
1574

1945

1958

1974

1966

1945
1945

1955
1946
1945
1950
1945

1945

1955
1945

1555

i960

1952

1956

1955
1953

1963

1955

1945
1906

Lesotbo 1955
1*«ia*, ^m!

a
Libyan Arabja-..*-

1945
jeWi

Luxerr.boorg*
596*4

Madagascar 1957
',lal2v-i 19*55

Vular-u** \t//i

Maldbxs 19'A
Mali 19*51

Malta 195-
Mauritania 5945
Mauritius 1931
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NewZealand* 1945

Nicaragua* 1945

Niger 1960

Nigeria 1960

Norway* 1945

Oman 1971

Pakistan 1947

Panama* 1945

Papua New Guinea 1975

Paraguay* 1945

Peru* 1945

Philippines* 1945

Poland* 1945

Portugal 1955

par 1971

omania 1955

svanda 1962

t. Christopher and Nevis 1983

.aint Lucia 1979

aintVincent and the Grenadines 1980

iamoa,Western 1976

iaoTome and Principe 1975

Saudi Arabia* 1945

Senegal 1960

Seychelles 1976

Sierra Leone 1961

Singapore 1965

Salomon Islands 1978
malia 1960
uth Africa* 1945
in 1955

ri Lanka 1955
Sudan 1956
Surinam 1975
Swaziland 1968
Sweden 1946

Syitm Arab Republic*^

Tanzaniaff
Thailand

Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia

Turkey
Uganda
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic*

USSR
United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom
USA*
Uruguayf
Vanuatu
Venezuela*

Met Nam
Yemen Arab Republic

Yemen, PDR
Yugoslavia*

Zaire

Zambia
Zimbabwe

• Original Member.

t< Egj-jx and Syria were original Members of the

Nzziorei from 24 Oct 1945- Following a plebiscite 00 ‘

1958. tire tinted Arab Republic was established by a ur

Erst* and Syna and continued as a singie member. On '

1961. Syria resumed to jams » an independent so
simultaneously to United Marions* membership. On
1971, rhe UnJred Arab Republic changed to name *

Republic of Egypt

tt Tanganyika was a United Nations member from4
1961 Zanzibar was a member from 16 Dec 1963- Fof

the rarificarion on 26 April 1964 ofArticles of Union bi

Tanganyika and Zanzibar the United Republic of T*nj

and Zanzilnr continued as a single memberchanging it

to United Republic of Tanzania on I Nocrmbcr, 19

} By an amendment of the UN Charter on Aug- 51.

Ambassador Attenborough
The United Nations Children’s Fund has

taken on Sir Richard Alterthorrmgb, the

British film director, as a UNICEF goodwill

ambassador. Alk> serving in that role are
the British actor Peter Ustinov, the Norwe-
gian actress Ur Uttmartn, the Japanese
actress Totsuko Kuroyanagi and the Amer-
ican singer Harry Bclafonte.

Attenborough, 64, director of the Oscar-

winning film 'Gandhi', said that some of
the proceeds from the premiere this week

of his movie "Cry Freedom” would b
donated to UNICEF. The Film portrays th

friendship between Steven Bibo, the Sour
African blade activist and Donald Woods,
white newspaper editor.

It is interesting to notice that in 198
UNICEF revoked the goodwill ambasss
dorship given to tennis prodigy Bori

Becker ofWest Germany on account of hi

association with the apanhied reigme c

South Africa.
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WORLD ORGANIZATIONS
Among the international organizations /asso-

ciations other than the United Nations are the

six decade-old Commonwealth and theworld's

newest regional organization, SAARC—South

Asian Association for Regional Cooperation —

of India, Maldives, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri

Lanka, Bhutan and Nepal.

ADB—The Asian Development Bank
was initially sponsored by the ECAFE and

started functioning in 1966. In 1975, ADB had

27 regional members and 1 4 non-regional

members.

In June 1974, ADB launched the Asian De-

velopment Fund (ADF) with a view to provid-

ing concessional credits to needy members.

Amnesty International: Aworld-wide hu-

man rights organization with headquarters in

London. The Organization began on May 28,

1961 with a newspaper appeal by the British

Lawyer Peter Berenson. Now it has more than

5,00,000 members in more than 150 countries.

It won the Nobel Prize for Peace in 1977.

Secretary General: Ian Martin (Britain)

The Arab League Ls the outcome of a

• national awakening of the Arabs, following the

fall of the Ottoman Empire in the First World

War. It was formally instituted on March 22,

1945.

The Arab League consists of a Council, a

Secretary General and a few permanent com-

mittees.

The League considers itself a regional orga-

nisation within the framework of the UN at

which its Secretary-General Ls an observer

.

Member countries (21): Algeria, Bahrain,

Djibouti, Iraq,Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya,

Mauritania, Morocco,' Oman, Palestine LO.,

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria,

Tunisia, UAE, PDR ofYemen, and Yemen Arab

Republic.

Secretariat: Tunis
Secretary General: Cbcdli Klibi (Tunisia).

ASEAN—TheAssociation ofSouth East Asian

Nations Ls a regional organization formed by

the governments of Indonesia, Malaysia, the

Philippines, Singapore and Thailand through

the Bangkok Declaration which was signed by

the Foreign Ministers ofASEAN countries on 8

Aug 1967. Brunei joined in 1984. Its aim is to

accelerate economic progress and maintain the

economic stability ofSouth East Asia

Each ASEAN capiat has an ASEAN National

Secretariat. The central secretariat for ASEAN H
located in Jakarta, Indonesia, and Ls headed by

die Secretary General, a post dot revolves

among the member states in alphabetical order

every 2 years. Bureau directors and other offic-

ers oftheASEAN Secretariat remain in office for

3 years.

Secretary-General: Phan Wanrumcdiee

(Thailand).

Colombo Plan. Founded in 1950 to prom-

ote die development of newly independent

Asian member countries, the Colombo Plan has

grown from its modest beginning as a group of

seven Commonwealth nations into an interna-

tional organization of 26 countries.

Member Countries-. Afghanistan, Australia,

Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, Kampuchea,
Cana-

da, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Iran,Japan, Republic

of Korea, Lao People's Democratic Republic.

Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, New Zealand. Pakis-

tan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore.

Sri lank3, Thailand, UK and USA

Headquarter;: Colombo Plan Bureau. 12

Melbourne Avenue, TO Box 596, Co.omlxi ,

^ComrocrtTwiralth. The 48-nation Common-

wealth represents a diird of the nations of the

world.

The idea of a Commonwealth of Nations

comprising Great Briain, die and

other Territories in the
,n

status of the Dominions and defined the re a

lions of the BritLsh Crown to

The other territories were enortedw

members of the Commonwealth onanJjjW

SSS «**«»

assumed charge.

DieComnvimsxxdth^^tow^^
dor which regulate* ksfunaions .^ ^
-.r.- meonotnexts countries *m».**^ _ .
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tain, equal In status, In no 'way subordinate to

one another in any aspect of their tlomestic or

foreign affairs, though united by a common
•altcgiancc to the Crown, and freely associated

as members of the British Commonwealth of

Nations. •

Some of the members like Canada. Australia

and New Zealand recognise the Queen as the

titular head oftheir States and have Govemors-

Gencral appointedby the Queen on the recom-

mendation of the State Cabinets. Some like In-

dia and Sri Lanka, who have elected Presidents

of their own as Heads of State, recognise the

Queen as theHead oftheCommonwealth only.

Members of the Commonwealth arc repre-

sented in other Commonwealth countries by

diplomatic officers called High Commissioners

In the place ofAmbassadors representing non*

Commonwealth countries.

Britain’s entry Into the European Economic
Community or the European Gammon Market

in 1972 has not altered the relations of Britain

with the Commonwealth countries, while it has

Increased the opportunities ofCommonwealth
countries to negotiate advantageous commer-
cial agreements with the EEC India, Sri Lanka
and Bangladesh liavc already established co-
operative commercial agreements with the
Communin’.

s
The present member countries of die Com-

^aith are as follows:

Australia, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas,
Bangladesh, Barbados, Belize, Botswana,

,Brunei, Canada, Cyprus, Dominica, The Gam-
,bla, Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, India, Jamaica,
Kenya, Kiribati, Lesotho, Malawi, Malaysia, Mal-
dives, Malta, Mauritius, Nauru, New Zealand,
Nigeria, Papua New Guinea,' St. Christopher
and Nevis, Saint Lucia, St. Vincent, Seychelles,
Sierra leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Sri
Lanka, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tonga, Trinidad
and Tobago, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Kingdom,
Vanuatu, Western Samoa, Zambia and Zim-
babwe.

CHOGM—Commonwealth Heads of Gov-
ernments Meet has become an important Inter-

nationa! event. India hosted the summit in 1983
when Prime Minister Indira Gandhi presided
over the deliberations.

Canada hosted the 27th summit in October
1987.

The next summit will be held in Kuala
Lumpur,

Headquarters: Marlborough House, Pal

Matt, London, SV? IV 5HX.

Sccrctary-Geucrah Shridatlt S. Ramplu
(Guyana).

Council ofEurope: In 1918 the 'Coogres

of Europe’, bringing together at The Hagu<

nearly 1,000 Influential Europeans from 2<

countries, called for the creation of unltet

Europe, Including a European Assembly. Thl

proposal, examined first by die MinLsteria

Council of the Brussels Treaty Organization

then by a conference of ambassadors, was tlv

origin of the Council of Europe, which Is, will

its 21 member States, the widest organl2atiot

bringing together all European democracies.

The Statute ofthe Council was signed at Loa

don on 5 May 19-19 and came , into force 7

montlis later. The founder members were Bel

glum, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, luxem

bourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden anc

the UK. Turkey and Greece joined In 1949, Ice

land In 1950, the Federal Republic ofGerman)

in 1951 (having been an associate since 1950)

Austria in 1956, Cyprus in 1961, Switzerland ir

1963, Malta in 1965, Portugal in 1976, Spain ir

1977 and Liechtenstein in 1978.

HeadqttartcrS: Palais de i’Europe, 67006,

Strasbourg, Cedex, France.

ScaetaryGcricral.- Marccllno Orcja Aguirre

(Spain).

COMECON—Council for Mutual Economic

Assistance. Founder members are USSR, Bul-

garia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary', Poland and

Romania, later admissions were Albania (1949,

ceased participation 1961), German Democra-

tic Republic (1950), Mongolia (1962), Cuba

(1972). Vietnam (1978). In 1964 Yugoslavia

concluded an agreement with CMEA whereby

Yugoslavia would participate in the work o!

some CMEA bodies (at present 21). Afghanis-

tan, Angola, Ethiopia, Laos, Mexico, Mozambi-

que, Nicaragua and the People's DetViocratic

Republic of Yemen attend CMEA sessions as

observers.

Headquarters: Prospekt Kalinina, 56, Mos-

cow, G-205.

Secrceaty: \', y. Sychev’ (appointed 1983).

ECSC—The European Coal and Steel Com-
munity was created in pursuance of a treaty

signed by six countries of Europe, in Paris in

1951 -Tlie countries were: France, Belgium,the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Federal Republic of
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Germany and Italy. The treaty’ affirmed a closer

political union ofthe six countries and created

a common market for coal, iron and steel.

The EEC—The European Economic Com-
munity, commonly known as the ECM—Euro-

pean Common Market—was brought into ex-

istence by the Treaty of Rome of March 25,

1957, signed by the six countries of ECSC

—

France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxem-
bourg, Federal Republic ofGermany and Italy.

Later Britain, Ireland, Denmark and Norway
signed the treaty ofaccession, but Norwaywith -

drew. With Greece, Spain and Portugal joining

lately the EEC now hxs a membership of 12

countries,

EEChxsbecome the world's largest and mast
prosperous trading area, with a population of

320 millions—larger than that of any super-

power.

The Treaty ofRome guarantees certain rights

to the citizens ofall member states (e.g. the out-

lawing ofeconomic discrimination by national-

ity, and equal pay for equal work as between
men and women) and sets out certain other
ireas where secondary legislation is to fill in

he details.

EFTA—European Free Trade Associa-
ioa was formed in I960, as the result of a

invention signed by seven countries of
luropc at Stockholm. The countries were UK,
Austria, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzer-

land and Portugal. This Association was
ormed on the pattern of the EEC and has the

ame objectives. The seven countries who
ormed the EFTA were generally called the

Outer Seven, in contradistinction to the six

countries of the EEC, who were called the
Inner Six.

Headquarters: Brussels.

The European Free Trade Area (see
EEC) hxs provided common ground for eco-
nomic co-operation among fifteen European
countries—Belgium, France, Germany (West),
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands (orginal
six of EEC), Denmark, Ireland, UK (who joined
the ECC in 1972). Austria, Iceland, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden and .Switzerland (the re-

maining members of the EFTA).

EURATOM— The European Atomic
Energy Community was formed in pur-
suance of a treatv signed in Rome in 195” by
die six countries who formed the ECSC and

EEC. Tiie work of the EURATOM is

South Commission
Comes Into Being
The South Commission, tire latest inter-

national organization opened its Ixad-

quarters in Getmet, Suitzeriatid, on Octo-

ber 2nd, 1987.

Jnlitts N)'crerc,former President of Tan-
zania rook oicr as tlx Chairman of the

28-member Commission set tip h)' the

Non-Aligned Atonement. Theformer Got'-

ernor of tlx Reserve Bank of India, Dr.

Mmnnolxtn Singh, is tlx Secretary Gcttcral

Other members include: Cuban Vice

Pnsidcttl Carlas Rafael Rodriguez,former

Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manky
and Ivory Coast businessman Aboubakcr

Dlahy Outta.

"The third-world is disillusioned attain

tlx policies imposed by tlx Intcnmtional

Financial Instinuiotts and creditor gon-

emments" said fyetvrc at tlx opening

ceremony.

Meanwhile, The Group of 77'. dx Third

World economic grouping elected Guate-

mala as its Oxiinnanfor 1987. Tlx Group

of 77 wasfounded under tlx auspices of

the UN in 1964 to defend the economic

and trade interests of tlx detvloping

world.

antrolled by the same organs xs those of die

EC But the executive powers are tested In a

smmission of 5 members nominated by the

oundt of Ministers and advised by a Scientific

id Technical Committee of 20 members and

i Economic and Soo'al Committee of 101

icmbers. All major decisions are. Ixwever,

ken by the Council of Ministers which is

irmed of one minister from each mendin'

ate. The object of the EURATOM Is the

evelopment of nudear energy for peaceful

uropses.

Headquarters: Brussels, B'-.gium.

The European Parliament is compred

r 142 pnrfcEary (

~

x countries of iMropc*to- ^ t!.r

e Treats' of Pans '

xmi W
rmed the EEC ana

,j ...
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respective legislatures of the member coun-

tries in fixed proportions.

Headquarters: Luxembourg.

ESRO— The European Space Research

Organization was formally established in

3964 to promote collaboration among Euro-

pean States, in space research and technology

exclusively for peaceful purposes. The mem-
bers are Belgium, Denmark, France, West

Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland and UK Austria, Ireland

and Norway pratldpate as observers.

Headquarters: Paris, France.

The French Community is an organisa-

tion like the British Commonwealth. It olfers

to the French overseas territories, which

manifest their will to adhere to it, new
institutions based on the common idea of

liberty, equality and fareternity and conceived

with a view to their democratic evolution. This

principle was accepted and promulgated by
the Constitution of the (Fifth) French Republic

rhldt came into force in 1953-

Independem members of die Community
re: 3. French Republic, 2. Central African

tepubllc, 3- Republic of Congo, 4 Gabon, 5
enegsi, 6. Chad, 7. Madagascar, 8. Djibouti.

LATA— The International Air Transport
association was founded in 1945 to promote
afe, regular and economical air transport and

provide a forum For collaboration. A:
iresent there are 40 international airlines

active members) and 19 domestic airlines

assotiate members).

The Annual General Meeting is the ultimate
[Uthoricy in the Association. The Executive
Committee consists of 18 elected members.
Headquarters: Montreal, Canada and Gcne-

a, Switzerland.

INTERPOL: 138-Nation Police Commission,
stablished in 1923, to co-otdinate police
divides of participating nations with bead-
[uarters in Paris. After a terrorist bomb blast in

lay, 1986, it was decided to shift the head-
uarters to Lyons.

NATO— The North Atlantic Treaty
irganlzation. in 3949 the foreign ministers
f Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Neiher-
mds, UK, Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Italy,

lorway, Portugal and USA met in Washington
nd signed the North Atlantic Treaty. Greece
nd Turkey joined the Treaty in 1951, the

Federal Republic of Germany in 1955 and

Spain in 1982. Thus NATO is an organization

made up of 13 European states, two American

states (Canada and USA) and an Asiatic state

(Turkey). ...
The Council is the supreme body of the

NATO. It consists of die ministers of member
states. The Secretary General Is appointed by

and responsible to the Council. Die Military

Committee is the supreme military body of

NATO, it consists of the Chiefs of Staff of

member states. In 3966 France withdrew froth

the Military Committee while remaining a

member of the Council

Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium,

Secretary General: Lord Carrington (UK)
'

OAS— The Organisation of American
States. The Charter of the OAS was adopted in

April 1948, at the ninth International Confer-

ence ofAmerican States at Bogota, Colombia.

Twenty-two American countries are mem-
bers of she organisation, wish equal rights,

each country' possessing one vote. The mem-
bers are: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Re-

public, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti-

Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Para-

guay, Peru, Uruguay’, Trinidad and Tobago,

Venezuela and USA. In Jan, 1962 Cuba was

excluded from the OAS at a special meeting

held at Punta del Este, Uruguay.

Headquarters: Washington DC., USA

Secretary General: Joao Clemente Baerva

Soares.

OAU—The organization ofAfrican Uni-

ty came into being in May 1963, when die

heads of 30 African States met at Addis Ababa

•uid signed a charter establishing a common
organisation for all African states.

Its chief objects are unity and solidarity

among African States, elimination' of colonial-

ism and defence of the indpendence of

member states. The supreme body in the OAU
is the Conference of Heads of -Scales or

Governments. The official languages of the

organization are French and English in addi-

tion to all the native African Languages.

The organization has 50 member-states

(1984).

Headquarters: African Unity. House, Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia, Chairman: Pc. Kennam
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Kauhda (Zambia). Secretary-General: Dr. Peter

U. Onu (Nigeria).

OECD—The Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development was formed in

1961 to replace the Organisation for European
Economic Co-operation (OEEC) which was
started immediately after the Second World
War for the reconstruction of war-ravaged
European states. The OEEC was formed in

response to an offer of aid from the US
Secretary of State Marshall. This aid, since

called the Marshall Aid, was to be used to

rehabilitate the economies of European states

ruined by the war. A conference of European
states was held in Paris in 1948 to accept the

proposal.

The OEEC changed its name in 1961 as

OECD. The change indicates the altered status

of the organisation. It Ls no longer a purely

European organisation. USA and Canada have
joined it as full members. This has made it an
international organization. The aims of the

reconstituted organisation are to achieve the

highest possible economic development in

member countries and to raise the standard of

living. The council consisting of the ministers

of the member countries is the supreme body
of the organization.

Headquarters: Paris, France. Members: 24.

OPEC—The Organisation ofPetroleum
Exporting Countries was the culmination of
a long drawn out tug of war between interna-

tional oil companies and the petroleum ex-

porting countries. Most of these companies
were gigantic cartels controlling production in

more than one state. It was in their option to

increase or reduce petroleum production in

various countries and to manipulate prices.

Very often they played one producing country

against another by adopting various devices

that affected die economy of the producing
states without reducing the companies’ profits.

The Immediate provocation for the forma-

tion of the OPEC was provided by the

announcement of oil companies that they

were reducing the prices of Middle East crude.

This meant tliat the countries concerned
would be lasing proportionately. A conference

called together at Baghdad in 1962 decided to

form the OPEC Tills conference was attended

by the representatives of Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi

Arabia (Arab Muslim states), Iran, a non-Arab
but Muslim stare, and Venezuela, a non-Arab,

non-Muslim state in far away South America.

These countries at that time controlled 80 per
cent of the world oil trade.

Membership (1981). Algeria, Ecuador,

Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq. Kuwait, Ijbya,

Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab

Emirates and Venezuelx Membership is open
to any other country having substantial net

exports of crude petroleum, which lias fun-

damentally similar interests to those of mem-
ber countries.

OPEC Fund: The Fund was established in

1976 to provide financial aid to developing

countries, other than OPEC members, on
advantageous terms.

Headquarters: Obere Donaustrasse 93, A-

1020 Vienna, Austria

Chairman: Riiwanu Lukman, (Nigeria)

Acting Secretary General: Dr. Fadliil JLA1-

Chaiabi (Iraq).

Red Cross; International society for relief

of suffering in time of war or disaster.

International Committee of Red Cross was

founded (1863) on advocacy of J.H. Dunant

(1828-1910). Delegates from 14 countries

adopted Geneva Convention (1864), providing

for neutrality of personnel treating wounded

etc. Over 100 national Red Cross societies now

exist. Awarded Nobel Peace Prize (1917, 1914,

1963).

Headquarters: Geneva

SAARC- South Asian Association for Region-

al Cooperation comprises of India, Maldives,

Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri tanka, Bhutan and

Nepal. It was laundied following the Dhakka

Summit in early December 1985. live second

Summit was heid In Bangalore in 1986 and the

third in Kathmandu in 1987 Next Summit will

be in Colombo.
Headquarters: Kathmandu, Nepal

Chairman: Nepal.

Secretary' General: Abu! Ahsan (Bang

ladesh).

The Warsaw Pact. On 14 May 1955 the

USSR, Albania Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, the

German Democratic Republic, Hungary. Po-

land and Romania signed in Warsaw, a 20-vear

treaty of friendship and collaboration, after live

USSR lud (on 7 May) annulled lire 20-vear

treaties of alliance with the UK (1942) and
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France (1944). This was renewed for another

term.

ft Is estimated (1981) that the armed forces

of the Warsaw Pact countries total 4.82 m,

including 3.71 m Russians, compared with 4.99

m NATO forces.

From 1962 Albania was no longer invited to

the Warsaw Pact meetings although not for-

mally expelled

Two Soviet divisions are stationed in Po-

land, 20 divisions in German Democratic

Republic, 4 divisions in Hungary and 5 in

Czechoslovakia

Headquarters: Moscow, USSR

WCC—The World Council of Churches
was formally constituted on 23 Aug. 1948, at

Amsterdam, by an assembly representing 147

Churches from 44 countries. By 1984 the

member Churches numbered over 300, from

more than 100 countries. •

The World Council was founded by the

coming together of several diverse Christian

movements. On 13 May 1938 at Utrecht a

provisional committee was appointed to pre-

pare for the formation of a World Council of

Churches, ft was under the chairmanship of

William Temple, then Archbishop of York.

Presidium: Dr. Marga Buhrig (Switzerland),

Most Rev. W. P. K. Makhulu (Botswana), Dame
R Nita Barrow (Barbados), Bishop Johannes

Hcmpei (German Democratic Republic), Dr.

Lois Wilson (Canada), Metropolitan Paulas

Mar Gregorios (India), Patriarch Tgnatios IV

(Syria).
"

’

Secretary General: Dr. Emilio Castro (Uru:

guay).
'

Office: PO Box 66, 150 route de Femey,

1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Nuclear Accident
Record

1 October 7, 1957: Sellqfleld, Eng-
land Fire in reactor spread radiation

throughout Cumbria. At least 39 knoum to

bale died of cancer

2. 1957: Kasli, tbe Urals, Soviet Union.
Explosion in tariks containing wastefrom
nuclear weapons Casualties not disclosed

3. January 3, 1961: Idalxj Falls, Idaho,
United States. Reactor went out ofcontrol.
Three killed.

4. October 5, 1966: Detroit, United
Stales. Reactor core meltdowt after mal-
function. No known injuries.

5. January 21, 1969: Lucens Vad,
Switzerland. Reactor malfunction and
heavy leak into a can<em. No known
injuries.

6. October 17, 1969: Saint-Laurent,
France. Partial meltdown of reactor. No
known injuries.

7. 1974: SlKvcbenko, Sotiet Union.

Reactor explosion. No details.

8. March 22, 1975: Decatur, Alabama,

United States. Fireburned reactorcontrols
No injuries.

9. March 28, 1979: Three Mile Island,

Pennsylvania, United States Reactorfuel

meltdown. Reactor still being decontamin-

ated.

10. August 7, 1979: Erwin, Tennessee,

United States. Reactor malfunction and
uranium leak. About 1.000 contaminated.

11. April 25, 1981: Tsuruga, Japan,
Reactor malfunction. 45 contaminated.

12. September 23, 1983: Const!-

tuyentes, Argentina. Reactor accident. 1

killed.

13. January 6, 1986: Gore, Oklahoma,
United States. Nuclear cylinder bursl at

plant. 1 killed, 100 injured. ,

' ' .'

14. April 26, 1986: < Chernobyl,

Soviet Union. 31 killed.



SRI LANKA:

ETHNIC CONFLICT AND

THE PROSPECTS OF PEACE
for ethnic aht

Pronounced hatred and intense antagonism
that luve come to characterize ethnic relations

between Tamils and Sinhalese in Srilanka have
no precedence in the Island’s history. These
relations for centurips were marked by harmo-
nious co-existence notwithstanding the ob-
vious cultural diversity and areas of social

incompatibility between die two communities.
Txigcncets of British imperial rule did. vitiate

this harmony to some extent but there was still

1 00 antagonism or violence between them.

The responsibility for ethnic alienation be-

tween Tamils and Sinhalese lies, in large pan.

with die process of political and social i

35
these sigas when SJAD £ h ^
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tactics to outwit his Sinhala rivaLs. He even lost

his life at (be hand', of a fanatic monk while

trying to work out a Inlanced and permanent

solution ofthe ethnic question in co-operation

with the Tamil leader Chehranayagam. Howev-
er, by adopting communal tactics to win

political competition, he created a vicious

source of hatred and political violence which

was soon to engulf the Srilankan society. The
Hist Tamil-SInhala violence broke out in 1956.

Since then neither the Sinhala chauvinism has

looked bade, nor the Tamils have had any

respite from discriminatory policies and
ethnic violence (recurred in 1958, 1977, 1981

and continuously since 1983) inflicted by the

majority community.
The Tamils tried, for more than two de-

cades, to ensure a fair political and economic
deal from the Sinhalese but the latter's broken
promises and persistent victimization drove
them to the demand of a separate State.

Admitting this, the election manifesto of
Jayawardene's United National Party (UNP)
said in 1977-

The Untied National Party accepts the posi-
tion that there are numerous problems con-
fronting the Tamil speaking people. The lack
of a solution to their problems made Tamil
speaking people support evert a movementfor
the creation ofa separate State. In the interest

ofnational integration and unityso necessary
for the economic deiviopment of the uitole
country, the Party feels such problems should
be solved without loss of lime.

Behind this manifesto were the hard facts
The mean income—per income receiver of
Srilankan Tamil dropped from Rs.327 in 1963
to Rs. 309 in 1973. Tamil employment in
administrative services declined from 30% in
1956 to 5% in 1970 and almost nil in 1978.
Even in clerical services, of the total recruit-
ment between 1977 and 1981 only 4.9% posts
went to Tamils. Their representation in armed
forces which stood at 4% in 1956 almost
disappeared by the end of the 1970s. What was
worse, growing discrimination In language
and educational policies left no hope for Tamil
boys and girls to chart out a decent career.
Their frustrations drove them to swell the
ranks of separatist forces which, as late as in
1972, had not secured more than 200 votes.
True to the character of the Sinhalese

politics, the realization that had drawned on
the UNP at the time of 1977 elections, was

MK>n forgotten after coming to power. 1

only the anti-Tamil distortions in Srilanl

polity and socio-economic context were
corrected, but the Jayawardene regime ci

launched a systematic strategy of coercing

Tamils into permanent submission.

The events ofJuly 1983. thus could not h
been avoided. Even the outbreak of maw
violence did not Induce sobering thought'

the administration. The response of the r

Ime was quite the opposite, to further unle
the forces of violence and coercion agal

Tamils under the protection of the State

There could be many explanations of tl

but two points deserve particular attenti

One objective was to camouflage the ai

domestic character of Srilanka’s fast growl

sectarian “bonapartlst state”- which need
legitimacy for Its coercive character In i

shadow of ethnic violence. But more imp
tantiy, theJayawardene regime was in the g
of narrowly minded anti-Tamil chauvinists li

Prime Minister Premdasa and Cabinet Mir

ters Cyril Mathew and Athulathmudali.
Their eyes were set on the intra-pa

struggle for power after Jayawardene d

appeared from the scene. They drew th

strength from the sections of powerful vest

interests in the Sinhalese community such
the Buddhist clergy which aimed at perpeti

dominance of Sinhnla-Buddhlst forces on S

lankan polity-; the armed forces, which, thou

indiscipiined and plitically recruited,
.
s;

prospects of career promotion and persot

fortunes in an intensifying social conflict ai

the new Sinhala entrepreneur class whl
wanted to prosper at the cost of their Tar

competirors.

There is sufficient evidence to show tf

during the July 1983 violence and 'evi

subsequently Tamil shops and business at

industrial establishments were picked up sj

tematically for attacks and loot. All these vesti

interests are the strong proponents of millta

approach to the Tamil question which domi
ated the Jayawardene regime’s policy un
recently.

The military approach was occasional

tempered by a search for negotiated politic

solution. However, neither the Tamil mllltar

nor the Sinhala hawks had any real politic

will to accommodate each other. As late as

December 1986, President Jayawardene told

US. Congressional delegation In a closed ckx
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meeting that acceptance of basic Tamil de-

nands would split the ruling party and there-

ore, was not possible. But the talk of a

negotiated settlement” was found politically

rxpedfent.

On the one hand it pacified external press-

ires and kept the Western aid flowing. On the

xher hand, it gave time to armed forces to

iquip themselves better for the next round of

issault on Tamils. This being devoid of sincer-

ty, it only served the purpose of the military

ipproach.

The assumption of the Srilankan State that it

rould secure a military solution of the Tamil

problem was flawed on many counts. Some of

ihe important factors may be noted in this

respect. To begin with, it militated against the

time honoured principle of ethnic oo-exist-

ence and harmony which had sustained Sri-

lanka’s' plural, multi-racial, multi-lingual and

multi-religious social fabric Attack on this

principle alienated Tamils beyond a point of

return and logically gave strength to their

demand for a separate State.

Military approach of the Jayawardene reg-

ime also provoked counter militancy from the

Tamils. This soon had impact upon the nature

ofTamil struggle for their legitimate demands.

The leadership of the struggle, which tradi-

tional!)’ remained with middle class based

moderate Tamil United Liberation Front

(TULF) soon shifted to militant Tamil organisa-

tions composed of young school and college

drop outs who had hardly had any experience

of co-existing peacefully with the Sinhalese.

There came to the fore nearly half a dozen

of such organizations of which, the important

ones were the LTTE, the Elam Revolutionary

Organizations (EROS); the Peoples’ Liberation

Organization of Tamil Elam (PLOTE), and

Tamil Elam Liberation Organization (TELO).

As the intensity of violence against the Tamils

increased, the value of fighting skills and

capacities also increased. This led to an

internecine conflict among the various Elam

organizations for ultimate leadership of the

Tamil struggle. These organizations also dif-

fered from each other- in their ideologies,

social bases, organizational structures, sources

of support and guerrilla tactics.

From this internecine Tamil conflict, that

continued along with the Tamil-Sinhala vio-

.
fence, the LTTE emerged as the dominant

, force, much motivated and determined to fight

to the finish for die creation of Tamil Elam.

This made a negotiated solution all the more
difficult to emerge.

A determined and motivated LTTE made the

success of military approach very difficult too.

It escalated the cost of war which the Sri

Lankan economy could ill afford, at the

estimated level of Jim a day. The war serious-

ly affected Sri Lanka’s tourist industry, an

important source of foreign exchange earning

The growing defence budget required unin-

terrupted flow of foreign aid but Sri Lanka’s

aid donors were finding it hard to justify aid to

a country under civil war. That is why the

Finance Minister became an important voice

of moderation.

A third flow of Sri Lanka’s military approach

was to keep India out of the ethnic crisis as

well as the Tamil question. To ensure this, the

Ja)-awardene regime mobilised support from

various sources in the West, Pakistan and

China. In return the external powers tried to

secure a strategic foothold in Sri Lanka. This

became evident in the growing involvement of

British and American mercinaries, and Israeli

intelligence agency (Mossad) on the side of

the Sri Lankan forces.

This also led the U.S. to secure expansion of

s Voice ofAmerica Station in Sri Lanka and to

nter into the Trincomalee oil tank farm

•novation project through a proxy Singapore

rm so as to further long-term American

xategic objectives in the region. Prospects ot

jviral of a British-Sri Lankan Defence Agree-

ment of 1948, which was lying as a dead letter

ince 1956-58, also appeared on the horizon,

nd Pakistan looked forward to entering wtoa

reap- of Peace and Friendship with Sn Lanka

i return for its help (training and *rms

upph’) in the ethnic war. To China, Snlnnka

ppeared as a strategically located market for

rms sales. _ .

987, international reactions

veh" mild-
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PresidentJayawardene himselfadmitted that

hts external friends—he named the U.S. and

the U.IC-let him down. This was one of the

important reasons which made him sign the

Accord with India inJuly and accept those very

terms and even more, which he was resisting

since early 1984, suggested by India (Anne-

xure 'C’> for the solution of the Tamil

problem.

We have noted above that an attempt on Sri

Lanka's pan to ignore the India factor was a

serious flow. It was neither possible nor
desirable to keep- India out of the etlinic

context, since India was the mast directly and
seriously affected neighbour. Owing to cultu-

ral and geographical contiguity between Sri

Lanka's Tamils and India’s Tamil Nadu, a total

of 1,50,000 Sri Lankan refugees took shelter in

India causing economic burden and socio-

political tensions in Tamil Nadu. This in turn

generated pressures on India’s Central Gov-

ernment for effective action to save Sri Lankan

Tamils.

India also could not remain unconcerned
regarding the implications ofgrowing external

strategic presence in Sri lanka, for its own anc

regional security. India therefore, tried tc

mediate between the Tamils and the Sr

Lankan government for a negotiated politics

solution as it could neither witness continuer

violence 3gainst innocent Tamils, nor endors
the militant Tamils’ demand for a separt.

Tamil State. Mediation did not succeed be

cause none of the conflicting’ parties wer
really prepared for that. -

Sri Lanka's military approach collapse

under the weight of its inherent weaknesst
and unrealistic assumptions identified abov
Besides, Jay3wardene was also worried aboi

the threat, posed to hits own political and eve

physical survival from the hawks in his ov.

party and opponents from outside, if t!

ethnic war dragged on. This forced him
enter into an Accord with India in July 191

under which his government conceded all t!

major demands of the Tamils, including tl

formation of a separate administrative unit

northern and eastern provinces whi
together constitute a Tamil majority area.

For India, the Accord was not an id'

solution either. Such an accord should h:

been essentially signed between the r

contending parties, the- LTTE and the



Lankan government. In the absence of that
India had to undertake the unpleasant task of
maintaining ethnic peace in Sri Lanka and also
making the LTTE and other Tamil groups fall
in line with the accord. But then there was no
other viable way out of the festering Sri
Lankan crisis which posed a growing threat to
India s domestic peace and regional security
interests.

’

TheAccord offered the best alternative to an
- increasingly worsening situation. As a bonus,
India got the Jayawardene regime to
accommodate its regional security concerns
as in the letters exchanged, Sri Lanka agreed to
desist from allowing external forces to build
up their strategic presence in the Island. There
was obviously American and British endorse-
ment of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy concessions
towards India.

'

SsTnH"
5
i*

OCt0ber 1987 P^'Ptated thecrisis and almost trapped the 1PKF into a
situation of fighting with the LTTE.

This could be seen as a calculated gesture
on the part of the U.S. towards India so as to
secure the latter’s acquiescence, ifnot support,
or the American position on larger strategic
issues affecting the Indian Ocean, Pakistan and
.South-West Asia, and nuclear non-prolifera-
tion. In the immediate context, the Accord has
enhanced India’s regional status. Pakistani
irritation and China’s low key response to the
Accord could be seen in this context. The
Accord also strengthens the position that

' ck ij l
contentious issues in South Asia

,

0U
J _

ci®’ and could be, sorted out outside
the SAARC framework.

Accordingly, both India and the Jayawar-
nene regime have deep stakes in the imple-«•> l^e Accord. The obligations that

maJLi ? unc*ertaken under the Accord are
tnaeed heavy and troublesome, While Presi-

,

asvar^ene has to deal only with the

in

3 °PR°nents of the accord— the hawks

l„ fuhng party, Mrs. Bandaranaike and

Jr
‘’•sections of clergy and armed forces

'r
Sinhala extremists — India has

.

on y to ‘end support to the Jayawardene
‘cgtme but also to get the Tamils to implement

in rw u
Perad0ns of the 1PKF against the LITE

nf th
ober were die first serious manifestation

mPn„
e
t

.

Underl>'inS challenges in the imple-

that s'

10

? °r
1115 AccorcJ - There is no doubt

chifr;,/
1 Lan*an government’s insistence on -

na
hTTE commanders from Jaff-

—— 10 Colombo which led to mass suicide'

But the LITE also had from the beginning

55 ab6ut the Accord. And
their fickle mindedness on the question of the
composition of North-East Council gave hand-
le to the hawks within the Jayawardene
government to put pressure on India’s role in
the Accord. The problem of the LTTE is that it
has less than a compact leadership and has
known nothing else than carrying on armed
struggle against an identified target. They
switched on their adversary image from
Jayawardene regime to India without even a
second thought.

May be a variety of subversive influences
that had made deep inroads into the LTTE
ranks during its ermergence to dominanceare
responsible for this. May be that the LTTE was
afraid of playing the game of electoral politics
expected of it under the Accord and therefore,
quickly reverted to the game of gun battle
which it had perfected. But then other parties
cannot continue to suffer the LTTE inde-
finitely.

In the situation created by the extensive
violations of ceasefire by the LTTE, India had
no other option but to direct the IPKF to

assert. The only other alternative was to
withdraw the IPKF and thus bury the Accord.
Indian credibility would then have suffered
seriously, not only in Sri Lanka but also in

South Asia. The advantages accruing from the

Accord would have evaporated and the Rajiv

government would have come under heavy
pressure within India. Above all, the Sri

Lankan hawks would have taken over the

Jayawardene regime not only threatening the

President and the pro-A'ccord forces but also

innocent Tamils.

The IPKF operations against the LTTE would

no doubt cause, strong rippies'in Tamil Nadu

politics for some time to come. But that would

also send correct signals to all the anti-accord

force? in Sri Lanka to the effect that India

means business. .The success of these opera-

tions also carry firm message for terrorism

India and the neighbouring countries. T1

situation emerging after the end of the open

rions would certainly strengthen modem!

forces in Sri Lanka, both among the Tamils an

the Sinhalese so as to facilitate slow,
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gradual return to ethnic harmony in die

Island.

The taming of the LTTE challenge by no
means marks an end to the difficulties in the

road to implement the Accord The actual

working of the North-East Council and die

holding of referendum to give it a stable basts

will require all the administrative skill and
political sagacity tfi3t the Rajiv and diejayawar-

dene governments can empioy.

Thejayawardene regime is due to complete

its term in an years time. Much would ab
depend upon the arrangement that succeed

the present regime. There are therefore,

number of important imponderables tie

would shape the fate of the Accord and ethni

peace in Sri lanka. At this stage, one can on!

hope that the forces committed to the Accor
would succeed in dealing with the forthcorr

ing challenges. Because in that only lies tl>

Interest not only of the Tamils, but also c

India and Sri Lanka as an integrated nation.c

The surrender of arms in Batticaloa





Drought:
Economy
Can Absorb
The Shock
More
Easily Now

INDIA UPDATE

e have built up a buffer

stock of 23 million tonnes of

foodgrains and the area

under irrigation stands

at 62 million hectares

against 31 million

hectares in

1965.

HAT India

economy
needs is

definite direc

ion and thrust. Efforts ai

needed to convert the sevei

drought situation in man
parts of the country into a

opportunity.

A multi—pronged thru;

to the economy has becom
necessary since the growt

rate of gross national prc

duct (GNP) in 1986-87 :

expected to be lower tha

the level of5.1% in 1985-81

Despite several correctiv

measures taken by the Ur
ion and State Government;
the foodgrains production

:

expected to be 135 to -14

million tonnes in 1987-81

showing a fall of 10 to 1

million tonnes over the pr<

vious year. The rains in th

third quarter of the year i

many parts of the countr

have improved the pro:

pects of the rabi crop. .
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The drought in 1987 its considered to be

one of the worst the country has faced and

certainly worse than the one of 1965, when
large food imports had to be resorted to.

But there is a qualitative difference between

the situation in 1965 and 1987, in that, the

"country now has a buffer stock of 23 million

tonnes of foodgrains, the area under irrigation

stands at 62 million hectares against 31 million

hectares in 1965, and Indian agriculture has

developed the resilience to absorb the shock

of four consecutive years of poof monsoon.
This resilience, is sure to prevent too steep a

fall in foodgrain production.

As far as cash crops are concerned, while

the cotton crop is expected to be better, the

production of oilseeds is expected to erode

further, and the sugarcane production is

expected to be maintained.

The cotton output of 1986-87 (September

1986 to August 1987) is likely' to be marginally

higher, at 100 lakh bales, compared to pre-

vious season’s level of 95 lakh bales.

The production ofsugarcane is expected to

be around 175 million tonnes in the season

(October 1986-September 1937), thanks to the

favourable turn the monsoon has taken in

Maharashtra. It may, however, suffer in West-

ern U.P. A margin^ fall in sugarcane produc-

. tion is unlikely to affect the overall sugar

production, which is expected to cross the

previous record level of 84.36 lakh tonnes.

Moreover, the present sugar policy’ will enable

the industry to divert more sugarcane from

jaggery and khandsari to sugar production.

The prospects for oilseeds are, however, not

too bright. The production is expected to fall

sharply next season, from 125 lakh tonnes of

the previous season. Considering the shortfall

in groundnut, the major oilseed crop, the

production is likely to drop below the 1985-86

level of 112 lakh tonnes, although it may- not

touch
,
the low’ of 100 lakh tonnes in 1982-83.

This is mainly because of increased produc-

tion of mustard-seeds and rape-seeds, an

larger acreage under rabi oilseed crops.

The importance, of achieving a break-

through in oilseeds production is reflected m
the comprehensive package of

being implemented under the Oilseeds Tecn-

nology Mission. Oilseeds prices have risen

over the years, but this price buoyancy- has

. often not accrued to the farmers. Eitorts

Indian Per Capita
j

Income Up
j

The newfigures ofeconomicandsrxM j

indicators as updated by the World Bank

have raised tbe per capita Indian gross

nationalproductfrom $250 (Ps- 32250) to -

$270 (Ps.3510).

Tlx publication. The World Bank Atlas

1987 gave tbe Indian GNP per capita as

f260 in 1984 and $250 in 1985 And tbe

latest figures released on September, 30

1987, give tlx figure for both 1985 and

1986 as 1270 per capita

Pakistan's per capita both in 1985 and

1986 is put at $387. It was tlx same as

during 1984.

anna’s per capita income has been

decreased by $30. anna'sper capita GAP

both in 1984 and 1985 ‘f'osJJJO.
* f l , f. TV /y

sbou -
- - -

the 1986 figure is only fJ8U.

Bangladesl] registered an °1

$10 per capita in 1986 -from $ 150 m

1985. Bhutan's per capita was $ 160 m
1985 and it remains uncJxinged tn 2Jo -

Sri Lanka, in terms ofGNP, is compara-

tively tbe ridxst in tlx subcontinent. Itsper

capita GNP in 1985 isput at $380 and in

^owei^MCoramg to Indian t#<^

estimate, tbe per capita

country during 1985-86 u 'a
i
Ks
fZ„ (l^nt

current price and Ps. 797.7 ^
(1970-71)prices, it was

,

Rajya Sabha on November 12, 1J8/J

. * * *

Tlx PeseneBank ofIndia
bos requested

tlx public to desistfrom defacing

notes with slogans, messages, etc. and to

Itandle tlxm with care,

tt Iras also warned

tlx Legal Tender Inscribed Notes ActJZ”
Zv atrrency note with slogans and mes-

sages ofa political nature written across

n

ZLs to be legal t
such a note cannot be claimed by tlx

holder as of right.
~
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INDIA’S ECONOMIC
GOAL SHOULD BE
GROWTH-LED

EXPORT
L. K.

I

Ever since independence, we hare, in sue

I

cesslve plans, been pursuing the triple objec-

tives of growth, social justice and self-reliance

It is my contention that sve should, by the etui

of the century, succeed In having a sustained

growth rate of 7% per annum, eradicating

poverty and no longer he m need of external
financial assistance

Initially, the main hurdle in the way of
raising the growth rate was the paucity- of
capital Tile savings level of less than 10% o!

the Gross Domestic Product was a major
constraint in stepping up levels of investment
and raising tile growth rate Through heroic-
efforts of additional resource mobilization —
mainly through massive close's of taxation—we
succeeded m doubling the rate of savings m
the first quanta ol a cemurv of planned
development

But there was no corresponding spun in the
rate ot growth Overall, h stocni around
3 5%— which the late Prof k.tj Krishna used
laughingly to call the Hindu rate of growth
Although m recent years, there has been an
Improvement m the trend, growth rate to t%
and higher, it ts not good enough With the
present level ol investment, around 5% of the
GDP, to step up our rate of growth to 7%, we
do not need a fresh dose of additional
resource mobilization hut a more efficient use
of capital

Efficiency in the use of capital is measured
either by the Incremental Capital Output Ratio
(ICOtt), which means how many units of
Capital are needed to give- one unit of output
or by asking the same question in reverse
What is the percentage of additional output
per unit of investment? Our Incremental
Capita! Output Ratio or ICOR for the decade of
1960 s Was 6.4.

Our ICOR is higher than it is in Pakistan or
Bangladesh. The ICOR of Indonesia and Brazil
is less than 3. Again, looking at the additional

JFha

output per unit of investment, the figure In

India is 15 per cent, in Bangladesh 22 percent
in Pakistan 28 per cent, In Indonesia 40 pet
cent and In Brazil 35 per cent. The sad fact is

that while In terms of our level of savings we
surpass most developing countries, in terms ol

our rate of growth, we are far, far behind
The very fact tltat we were short of capital

lias encouraged us to rely excessively or
capital as the principal resource in all out
developmental projects as well as In the

pursuit of social justice. We have paid scam
attention to land and labour which are equally

important resources and are not as scarce a<

capital, Thus little attention was paid to raising

the productivity of land by giving adequate
priority to agriculture. It was not until the

mid-sixties, when successive droughts drove
home the dangers, economic, social and
political of the country' not producing enough
fexxlgr.tlns to feed our rising population, that

we gave to agriculture the Importance ii

deserved The Green Revolutton followed and
it is the step-up in the rate of agricultural

growth which led to an improvement in the

over all rate of growth, even when the rated
industrial growth was declining
Even today, there are vast areas In the

country where agriculture productivity Is still

wry low. Through policies of land reform
adequate attention to minor Irrigation • and
water management, they can make a signifi-

cant contribution to raising the growth rate

without heavy capital outlays.
With our surplus of manpower and with the

very proper concern we feel over the rising

level of unemployment, we should have given

every encouragement to setting up industries

which were by their nature labour-intensive
instead we made the large capital-intensive

industries In the public sector uneconomic by

saddling them with far more labour than they

needed. As a result, their costs went up and
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I
t

profit went down, even becoming negative.

I
. \

ani not :,rRui|iR against capital-intensive

;

industries as such. It was but right and proper
i that we began developing our capital goods

j

-
Industries as well as steel and oil refineries

. because they had to be there to provide the

. base for the expansion of lighter industries

i
are labour-intensive. But the tragedy

|

was that when, the capacity for producing in

[

th<- countrj’ the machinery' for the manufacture
of lighter consumer products had been estab-
lished, tile expansion of the latter was kept
under leash.

As a result, the machine-building industries
had much idle capacity and could hot make
tlie contribution to growth which they should
nave. Thus, wre had the sorry spectacle of tiie
country facing a tremendous shortage of
cement, which had to be met by imports,
while die expansion of the domestic cement
industry was hampered by a variety of controls
and the capacity' for manufacturing cement
machinery was largely idle.

Fortunately, many corrective steps have
been taken to remove these obstacles to
higher growth. Many controls have been
liberalised and the process is still continuing.
At the same time, some other steps are
ncessary if liberalisation is to give all die
benefits that can accrue from it.

The most important change in policy
which’ I would urge in the interest of

.
accelerating the tern-

po of growth is to do ,

‘

"

away with the con- Vifc-w’-V.
cept that- plan re-

sources are to be
• committed to new' :

projects only, while ’ Wf
the maintenance of ; jf*
old projects has to be

’
•

-W , »

taken care of from * jf
non-plan resources. ’ %
Now, if adequate all-' ^
ocations for maintai- :

’

ning the_ productivity c"

raising, die output - - .-V. ™
from old investments
could be made out of non-plan resources,
there might have been some justification for
such a demarcation.

In actual fact, there are some mounting
demands on non-plan resources on account of

defence, the rising expenditure on the pav and
dearness allowances of government servants
and interest charges on past government
borrowings, which cannot be resisted or
curbed. So the availability of non-plan re-

sources for themaintenance of older projects
keeps steadily shrinking. In consequence,
their output goes down, even while new
investments in the same field are being made'
to get additional output by making much
larger outlays on creating new capacity. In

order to make efficient use of capital, I suggest
that in the allocation of plan resources, the

criterion should be of investing capital where-
ver its contribution to output would be the

highest. Here again an example would help.

In order to step up growth rate and lower
costs, the induction of fresh technology is

essential. This has to be done not just by a

symbolic presence of high-tech industries like

television and computers but by applying

technology to every field of production and at

every level of production including literally

the grass roots level.

Similarly, in the industrial economy, it can

lead to cheapness and improvement of quality

by conserving on the use of scarce resources

like energy, introducing new designs and

improving the quality and durability of every

product Only then can India enter the 21st

century with an economy which is strong

and self reliant. I therefore W'eico-

——

—

-—^ me the policy of

subjecting domestic

industry to greater

competition, internal

,
>

: 'r and external, by

i 'T ’L^y- fl embarking upon,
L

'i
what is loosely refer-

^ vKHfflf'! red to as liberal isa-

\ The basic point to

^ H remember is that
/' m self-reliance for a

TjSpflr /
' Wi country of the size of

,‘M. India must mean
fir. w much more than a

mere balancing of

country's payments account b\ achieving par

iry between earning and expenditure. b\

cutting down the latter

(Excerpts from the Govind Ballabh Pam

Memorial Lecture)
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therefore, needed to strengthen marketing

arrangements, which would provide real sup-

port to the oilseeds growers.

During the five years 1980-81 to 1985-86,

higher growth rate in GNP has been achieved

by the tertiary sector, as compared to the

growth of the commodity producing sectors

like agriculture and manufacturing During the

period, while the gross value added in agricul-

ture and manufacturing registered growth

rates of 2.7 per cent and 5 9 per cent

respectively, that in the tertiary sector was 7 4

per cent.

The tertiary sector now contributes 40 per

cent of gross domestic product (GDP)

Although the growth in die ternary sector is a

sign of growing diversification of the eco-

nomy, with a growing population, a large

country like India will need a vibrant com-

modity producing sector for achieving econo-

mic growth on a sustained basis

Measures to control population should lie

given top priority Family planning incentives

provided at present are meagre Some obser

vers feel that the benefits to the society from a

cash incentive of even Rs 5,000 per person in

this regard would be more than from a

expensive programmes like the integrated

rural development programme (1RDP)
A major reason for the drought ts the

massive deforestation and subsequent loss of
\green cover large scale reforestation prog
gramme will have to be taken up.

This is, no doubt, a long-term programme
In the meantime, dry farming can be ex-
tended. Cropping pattern too can be changed
and short duration crop varieties, resistant to
water-logging and droughts, can be selected

Strategies for avoiding floods and subse
quent destruction, in some parts of the coun-
try also needs to be evolved Simultaneously,
hydro generation of power can be augmented
by undertaking long-term programmes.

Since the industrial sector will have to
provide the mam support to the Seventh Plan
growth rate, in view -of the poor performance
of the agricultural sector, it has become
necessary to ensure that this sector is able to
achieve die targeted growth rate.

The new index of industrial production,
with its base as 1980-81 has recorded a growth
of 8.6 per cent in 1984-85 and 8.7 per cent in
1985-86. During 1986-87, the index is ex-

pected to register a rise of around seven
|

cent. Several industries like fertiliser, o

saleable steel and jeeps have been facing

problem of accumulation of stocks, indicat

a mismatch between production and offts

The weakening ofdemand in some industi

is attributed to the slackness on the agricu

ral from. Some industries have had to I

unfair competition from large scale inpt

While some inbalance between capacity:

demand is unavoidable, in the current stagi

transition from a protected to a more comp
tive environment through which the Inc

industry is passing, the industrial sector car

expected to achieve resilienace in due coui

While permitting liberalised imports, i

necessary to watch the undue strains on
country's balance of payments. Timely fi:

incentives for broadening the market can h

many industries. At the same time, incenti

for achieving economies of scale of proc

tion, employing high technology need to

provided In certain sectors of industry:

In the context of the deteriorating betia

oftrade position, concerted efforts are neei

io boost exports of non-traditiona! ite

Although exports have shown a rise in

current year, the growth rate needs to

accelerated.

The capita! market exhibited mixed rrei

While approvals and new capital issues w
higher than in the previous year, die respa

to the new issues in the primary market ft

the investors was not-too-encouraging. 1

was mainly because the share — marl

behaved erratically during the year. 1

naturally had an adverse impact on the pi

arv market.

in recent years, the capital market has b
growing steadily. This has enabled large <

porations in both the private and pu
sectors to raise considerable resources

financing their rising investment needs.
‘

new issues market, which was buoyant dui

1985-86, turned cautious subsequently.

There is need to improve the - mai

structure as well as the systems, procedi

and technology to render prompt and effie

services to the investors. The stock exchar

have undertaken mechanisation and o
puterisation programmes. The progress

however, quite slow.

The decision to permit private lim
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Inflation 7.5% in 1986-87

Tlx country's inflation rate in thefiscal

year 1986-87 works out to 7.5 per cent,

which is lower than the 8.9 per cent

registered in 1985-86, the inaugural year

of the seventh plan.

An analysis of the Labour Bureau's

consumerprice index (CP!)for industrial

workers shows that the 1986-87 inflation

rate teas also considerably lower than

ei'ery year of the sixth plan (1980-85),

except in 1984-85, when inflation tottdxd
a nadir offive per cent.

Tlx all-India CPI (I960 - 100) re-

mained stationary at 686 points in March
this, year, against a rise of fine points

between February' and March 1986. Tlx

average for the 12 montljs ended Mard)

. 1987, at 674, was higher than the average

for 12 months endedMardt 1986, at 620,

by 8.7 per cent. -

Inflation rate as measured by the Con-

sumer Price Index numbers (CP!) for

urban non-manual employees teas the

highest in Meerut at 17.7 per cent during

June 1987 over the corresponding month

of1986. Ihe comparable increase lastyear

was only 4.2 per cent. Tlx indexfor this

centre stood at 645 (I960 — 100) inJune

1987.

Other centres whiclj showed similar

sharp rise in CPI during June 1987,

include Madras 12.4per cent (8.0per cent

last year), Trivandrurn 12.0 per cent (5-6

per cent), Jammu 10.5 per cent (8.0 per

cent), Delhi9-9per cent (5-6per cent) and
Gulbarga 9.8 per cent (4.2 per cent).

Tlx centres which recorded lowest infla-

tion rates duringJune 1987 oter theyear

ago letel are.- Bhopal 2.2 per cent (8.5 per

cent last year), Sambalpur 2.9 per cent

(10.4 per cent), Jodhpur 3.0 per cent (6.3

per cent) andNagpur 43per cetit (43 per

cent) (Table).

In terms of the CPI for urban non-

manual employees, the real worth of tlx

rupee was only 13 40paise in Trivandrum

in June 1987; it was 13-79 parse in

Madras, 13-87 paise in Jaipur and 1395
paise in Gulbarga.

Tlx value of tlx rupee was highest at

18.05 paise in Calcutta, 17.67 paise in

Ajmer, 17.61 paise in Shimla, 17.30 paise

in Visakljapatnam and 17.04 paise in

Amritsar.

Tlx AH India CPI for urban non-

manual employees stood at 645 in June
sixnving 7.7 per cent increase oter tlx

corresponding month of 1986.

Inflation rate in various centres (as measured by CPI for urban non*

manual employees I960 = 100)

Centres June 19^7 over

June 1986

Ail

India

7.7

1. Meerut 17.7 11. Bhopal 22

2. Madras - 12.4 12. Sambalpur 29

3- Trivandrum 12.0 13- Jodhpur 3.0

4. Jammu
- - 10.5 14. Visakhapatnam 42

5. Delhi 9.9 .15 Nagpur 43

6. Gulbarga 9.8 16. Cuttack 4.7

7. Bangalore 9.4 17. Ajmer 48
8. Agra 9.4 18. Mangalore SO

'
9- Bombay 9.3 19. Hubli Dhartvar 52

10. Kozhikode 9.3 20. Rajkot 57
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companies and institutions to become mem-

bers of the stock exchange is expected to help

the stock exchanges in rendering improved

services to the investing community in the

coming years, this might lead to a process of

consolidation of membership on the stock

exchanges. While the large firms engaged in

this business will be able to render the

services to a large body of investors, small

brokers operating at present can expea to

assist the big firms in putting through transac-

tions on the stock exchange

The regulatory mechanism of the stock

exchange governing boards needs to be tight-

ened further As the number of investors

grows and more companies get their secur-

ities listed on the stock exchange-,, the volume

ofbusiness on the stock exchanges is bound to

grow. To handle such a large volume, stream-

lining of the procedures and systems will be

needed.

The all-India Economic Times index for

ordinary share prices showed a marginal rise

of 6.5 per cent over the year against the net

rise of 14 per cent and 58 per cent, respeaive-

ty, in the previous two years

The Union budget for 1987-88 proved to be
disappointing for the market Budget propos-

als, like inserting a new seaion 194 E and
imposition of a tax on at least 30 per cent of

the book profit of companies had a dampen-
ing impan on the market sentiment. No doubt,
the proposal to introduce the new seaion 194
E was withdrawn later and the rigours of the
minimum tax on corporate profits were sof-

tened. But these did not have any perceptible
impact on the market sentiment.

Markets were hoping for a good monsoon,
but these hopes were also belied Extensive
drought conditions in some parts and floods
in some other parts necessitated diverting
government funds It was, therefore, feared
that additional taxation for meeting a pan of
the expenditure to finance drought and flood
reliefs measures might he needed

Sharebrokers in Bombay abstained from
trading for a few days in September, as a

protest against the continuing restriaions on
trading in specified shares.

It is generally expected that normalcy will

be restored soon and that the market can hope
for better days if the government proves
successful on taking measures for reviving the

The Death of

An Economist

Gunnar Myrdai, ulx) died in May 198.

tins an economist with unbridled syrr,

patbyfor thefledgling third World coun

tries.

Like ail great economists, Myrdai un
mud) more tlxtn just an economist.' H,

won t!)c Not>e! prizefor economics ube)

tlx- profession as a uixile teas swingltti

touards a cortsenatiiv approhd> tlxit tea

anathema to him personally. 7Ixtre i

something ofan irony in'tlxfact tlxit bi

co-recipient in thatyear was F. Von Hayck
archpriest of monetarism tlxit teas that

steecping western academia and to a lesse

extent, governments as ttvll.

Gunnar M)rdal by contrast, teas tlx

most liberal of lilxral Kytiesidns and tbt

economic ardntcct ofSweden's adeancct

uefare economy. His place ofIxmour it

tlx history' of bis own country is assured

His wife, Alva Myrdai, aho passed attety t

fete yeqtrs ago, also won a Nobel prize —
the Nobel prize for peace, and togctlxr

husband and ttifeformed one oftlx mos

famous and respected -couples in tlx

tvorld.

His books, the three volume Asian Dram:

and A Challenge To World Poverty were a
mud) sociological as economic .treatise,

and in fact he combined the professional

talents ofboth as ttvll as a compassionfo>
tlx hai'e-nots that, was in the very best

traditiotts ofwestern humanism. Not manj

might remember that it was be who in tlx

nineteen forties urole The American

Dilemma, tvbid)fora long time aflenvapds

remained tlx definitive tvork on America's

metal problem. .

*'
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economy. Ultimately, the strength of the capit-

al market rests on the performance of the

corporate sector. Investors’ confidence can be
‘expected to revive when the corporate sector

starts turning out improved results.

For the second year in succession, the

balance ofpayments remained under press-

ure in 1986-87. Export growth during the year

was strong in volume terms. The drop in

international oil prices provided a saving of

over Rs. 2,100 crores in oil import bill during

the year. The rapid rise in non-oil imports,

however, continued.

The Country

national scene. These include subdued growth
rate in the industrial countries and not-too-
bright prospects for improvement in world
trade. The rise in international oil prices is

likely to add to India’s oil import bill. The
prospects for concessional assistance are un-
satisfactory. In this context, India might have to

resort to larger commercial borrowings.
There is not much room for drawing down of
foreign exchange reserves for financing the
current account deficits. Thus a vigorous
export drive and careful planning of imports
will be needed.

India will, however, have to be watchful

about certain disquieting features in the inter-

(Excerpts from an evaluation by D. G. Gupte
in Times of India!

INDIA: BASIC FACTS
Capital New Delhi Expectanq’ (1981)

Area . 3 287 263 sq km National income : Rs.57014 crore

Population (1981) 685 184 692 (1984-85) (1970-71 price’ level)

Population (1986) 762 000000 Annual per capita '

Density of popu- 216/sq km Income : Rs.2344

lation (1981) (Average)

literacy ,

.

36.2% 1984-85

„ Male i
- 46.9% States : 25

„ Female 24.8% Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,

Female-Male ratio 934 female Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal

for 1000 male Pradesh,Jammu & Kashmir, Karnataka, Kera-

Rural population 76.7% la, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur,

Urban population 23-8% Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Pub-

Birth rate jab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura,

(for. thousand) 338 Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal.

Death-rate Union : 7

(for thousand) 12.5 Territories

Child mortality for 114 (Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, -

a thousand births Dadra Nagerhavell, Delhi, Daman and Dtu,

Average life r 54 yrs Lakshadweep and Pondicherry)

THE COUNTRY
India occupies a strategic position in Asia,

looking across the seas to Arabia and Africa on

.
the. West

. and to Burma, Malaysia and the

Indonesian Archipelago on the East. Geog-
raphically, the Himalayan ranges kept India

apart from the rest of Asia.
The fertility of the Indo-Gangetic belt,

however, had proved to be such an irresistible

magnet that hordes ofpeople had pressed into

India through the mountain passes from
ancient times.

India lies to the north of the equator

between 8°4' and 37° 6' north latitude and

S8° 7' and 97* 25' east longitude. It is bounded

on the south west by the Arabian Sea and on

the south east by the Bay or Benga . On the

north north east and north west he the

Himalayan ranges. The southern up, Hanynku-

S KJhed by the Indian Ocean. ....

India measures 3214 km from the nonh

iouth and 2933 km from east tow»twi»l . .

oral land area of 3.287.263 sq k _
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companies and institutions to become mem-

bers of the stock exchange is expected to help

the stock exchanges in rendering improved

services to the investing communin’ in the

coming years, this might lead to a process of

consolidation of membership on the stock

exchanges. White the large firms engaged in

this business will be able to render the

services to a large bods’ of Investors, small

brokers operating at present can expect to

assist the big firms in putting through transac-

tions on the stock exchange

The regulators' mechanism of the stock

exchange governing boards needs to be tight-

ened farther As the number of investors

g'rosvs and more companies get their secur-

ities listed on the stock exchanges, the s-olume

of business on the stock exchanges is bound to

grow. To handle such a large volume, stream

lining of the procedures and systems will be
needed.

The all-India Economic Times index for

ordinary share prices showed a marginal rise

of 6.5 per cent over the year against the net

rise of 14 per cent and 58 per cent, respective-

ly, in the previous two years

The Union budget for 1987-88 proved to be
disappointing for the market Budget propos-
als, like inserting a new section 194 E and
imposition of a tax on at least 30 per cent of
the book profit of companies had a dampen-
ing impact on the market sentiment No doubt,
the proposal to introduce the new section 194
E was withdrawn later and the rigours of the
minimum tax on corporate profits were sof-

tened. But these did not have any perceptible
impact on the market sentiment.

Markets were hoping for a good monsoon,
but these hopes were also belied Extensive
drought conditions in some pans and floods
in some other parts necessitated diverting
government funds It was, therefore, feared
that additional taxation for meeting a part of
the expenditure to finance drought and flood
reliefs measures might be needed

Sharebrokers in Bombay abstained from
trading for a few days in September, as a
protest against the continuing restrictions on
trading in specified shares.

It is generally expected that normalcy will

be restored soon and that the market can hope
for better days if the government proves
successful on taking measures for reviving the

The Death of
An Economist

Gtnrnar Atyntal, tdx) died in May 1987

was an economist uith unbridled sym-

patbyfor thefledgling Ibird World coun-

tries. - -
’

Like all great economists, Myrdal urn

mild) more titan just an economist.'He
ti<on the Nobel prizefor economics iriteti

tlx; profession as a tvimie was swinging

towards a canservatiiv approach tixtt was

anathema to bint personally. Tixrrc is

something ofan irony in tirefact that bis

co-recipient in tlxuyear was F. Von Hayck,

ard) priest of monetarist!] tlxir was then

stiveping western academia andto a lesser

extent, governments as itell.

Gumtar Myrdal by contrast, was tlx

most liberal of liberal Kyhesidns and tlx

economic ardiitect ofSuvden's advanced

uvfarc economy. His place of Ixntour in

tlx history of bis aim country is assured.

His wife, Aim Myrdal, ivbo passed away a
few )V(irs ago, also won a Nobel prize—
tlx Nobel prize for-peace, and together,

husband and wifeformed one of tlx most

famous and respected couples in tlx

world.

His books, the three volume Asian Drama
and A Challenge To World Poverty were as

mud) sociological as economic treatises

and in fact be combined the professional-

talents ofboth as itell as a compassionfor
tlx bate-nots that tms bribe 'very best

traditions of'western humanism. Not many
might remember that it was be idx) in Ox
nineteen forties wrote The American

Dilemma, uhid)fora long time afterwards
remained tlx definltiiv tvork on America's

racial problem. . *
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economy. Ultimately, the strength of the capit-

al market rests on the performance of the

corporate sector. Investors’ confidence can be
expected to revive when the corporate sector

starts taming out improved results.

For the second year in succession, the

balance ofpayments remained under press-

ure in 1986-87. Export growth during the year

was strong in volume terms. The drop in

international oil prices provided a saving of
over Rs. 2,100 crores in oil import bill during
the year. The rapid rise in non-oil imports,

however, continued.

national scene. These include subdued growth
rate in the industrial countries and not-too-

bright prospects- for improvement in world

trade. The rise in international oil prices is

likely to add to India’s oil import bill. The
prospects for concessional assistance are un-

satisfactory. In this context, India might have to

resort to larger commercial borrowings.

There is not much room for drawing down of

foreign exchange reserves for financing the

current account deficits. Thus a, vigorous

export drive and careful planning of imports

will be needed.

India will, however, have to be watchful (Excerpts from an evaluation by D. G. Gupte
about certain disquieting features in the inter- in Times of India

1

INDIA: BASIC FACTS
Capital : New Delhi Expectancy (1981)
Area - : 3 287 263 sq km National income : Rs.57014 crore

Population (1981) : 685 184 692 (1984-85) (1970-71 price' level)

Population (1986) : 762 000 000 Annual per capita

Density of popu- : 2l6/sq km Income : Rs.2344

lation (1981) (Average)

Literacy .

.

r
; 36.2% 1984-85

„ Male '
•

: 46.9% - States ,
; 25

„ Female : 24.8% Andhra Pradesh, Arunacha! Pradesh, Assam,

Female-Male ratio 934 female Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal

for 1000 male Pradesh,Jammu & Kashmir, Karnataka, Kent-

Rural population : 76.7% la, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur,

Urban population : 23.8% Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Pub-

Birth rate jab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura,

(for thousand) : 33-8 Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal.

Death rate Union : 7

(for thousand) : 12.5 Territories

Child mortality for : 114 (Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh,

a thousand births Dadra Nagerhaveli, Delhi, Daman and Diu,

Average life r : 54 yrs Lakshadweep and Pondicherry)

THE COUNTRY
India occupies a strategic position in Asia,

looking across the seas to Arabia and Africa on
the West and to Burma, Malaysia and the

Indonesian Archipelago on the East. (Geog-

raphically, the ' Himalayan ranges kept India

apart from die rest of Asia.

The fertility of the Indo-Gangetic belt,

however, had proved to be such an irresistible

magnet that hordes ofpeople had pressed into

India through the mountain passes from
ancient times.

India lies to the north of the equator
between 8° 4' and 37° 6' north latitude and
68° T and 97° 25' east longitude. It is bounded
on the south west by the Arabian Sea and on
the south east by the Bay of Bengal. On the
north, north east and north west lie the
Himalayan ranges. The southern tip, Kanyaku-
mari is washed by the Indian Ocean.

India measures 3214 km from the north to
south and 2933 km from east to west with the
total land area of 3.287.263 sq km It has a land
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India’s New
India's new President Mr. Kanwstpamy

Venkataraman's /xjlitical career spans

nearly half a century.

A postgraduate in economics and a
bachelor of late, Mr Venkataraman
evinced keen interest in the lawpertaining
to. labour early in bis career He started

practice at the Madras High Court in !9i5
and later moved to the Supreme Conn
He came to be intimately assoc tated with

trade unton activity, founding or leading

several unions, including thoseforplanta-
tion workers, estate staff, dock workers,

railway workers, and winking /otinialMs
Ibis led to bis increasing assoc iation with

/xiHtics

Mr Venkataraman. who trill in- 7~" this

December, has held /xirtfnhos of the mints
tries of labour, industries, cor/toration,

/tower, trans/Hirt and continental taxes in

the eistwhtle State of Madras
While /iracttsing late, he was drawn into

India’s freedom movement hi logo, ttben
tlx- tranjei of[joiivi from Hrttain to India
was imminent, the Government of India
included him on the panel of tamers sent
to Mi itiiva and Smga/x»v to defend Indian
nationals charged with offences of cot
iaboratton during the Japanese ikcu/xi
turn oj those fits

i /dad's

He' was elected to free India s /trovLston
at Parliament 1 1950-52) and to the fust
Parliament ( 1952- 1957> He was also
secretary to the Congress Parliamentary
fatly in PISI 57

In 1957 Mr Venkatanmutn was re
elected to the t,ok Sahha but he rtsirrial to
join the State Cloteminent of Madras as
Minister During bis decade-tong stmt in
Madras /lolitics, from 1957 to 1967

, An
Venkataraman trees also the leader of the
Madras Legislative Courted

hi 1977, Mr Venkalamtnan was elected
to the Lok Sabba front Madras (South)
constituency and served as an op/xxsition
member of Parliament and chairman of
"tthlic Accounts Committee
He was re elected to the Lok Sahhafrom

First Citizen

Madras tsouth) constituency in 1980 and
was appointed Hnioii Minister ofPittance
in the Indira Gandhi Government. In

1982, he took charge ofDefence (illAugust
1984 when he was elected Vice-President of
India

Mr Venkataraman was the Indian dele-

gate to the United Nations Genera! Assem-
bly in 195.1 1955, 1958, 1959, I960 and
1961 He u -as leader ofthe Indian delega-
tion to the 42ndsession ofthe Internation-
al labour Conference til Geneva in 1958
Horn in the village of Rajamadam,

ihanjavur district of Tamil Nadu, Mr.

Venkataraman teas educated locally and
then in the city of Madras lie is a keen
photographer and tennis player.

.
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frontier of 15200 km and a coastline of 7516.5

km Andaman and Nicobar islands in the Bay of

Bengal and Lakshadweep (islands) in the

Arabian Sea are parts of the territory of India.

India shares its political borders with Pakis-

. tan on die west and Bangladesh and Burma on
the east. The northern boundary' is made up of

the Sinkiang province of China, Tibet, Nepal
and Bhutan.

India has seven major physiographic re-

gions.- (1) Northern Mountains including the

Himalayas and the mountain ranges in the

north-east. (2) The Indo-Gangetic plain,

(3) Central Highlands, (4) Peninsular plateau,

(5) East Coast, (6) West Coast, (7) Bordering
seas and islands.

All the major land forms, hills, mountains,
plateaus and plains, are well represented in

India. Much of the land surface of India has

developed a plateau character. There are

.extensive plains either flat or rolling’ at levels

tanging from 300 to 900 metres, dotted with

conical or rounded hills or traversed by
flat-topped ridges. These are mostly in the

central highlands and the peninsular plateau

of. the Deccan.
The alluvial plains, however, have been the

most-important land area in India, historic-ally.

In the Indo-Gangetic belt, level lands thick

with lush vegetation stretch for miles and
miles.- These plains have lured successive

streams of invaders into India—the Aryans, the

Scythians, the Huns, the Pathans and the

Mongols. They have fostered the growth of

great empires like- those of the Mauryas, the

Guptas. and the Mughals.
India has seven principal mountain ranges.-

(1) the Himalayas, (2) the Patkai and other

ranges bordering India in the north and north

east, (3) the Vindhyas, which separates the

Indo-Gangetic plain from the Deccan Plateau,

(4) the Satpura, (5) the Aravalli, (6) the

Sahvndri, which covers the eastern fringe of

the West Coast plains and (7) the Eastern

Ghats, irregularly scattered on the East Coast

of India and forming the boundary of the East

Coast plaias.-

Himalaycts, the highest mountain-system in

the world, is also one of the world’s youngest

mountain ranges. It extends practically unin-

terruped for a distance of some 2500 km and

covers an area of -about 500,000 sq km it

contains the world’s highest mountain peak.

Eivrest and some ten peaks rising above 7500

m. It appears to have risen as a result of a

collision between the drifting Indian

(peninsular) plate and the Tibetan plate of

Soudi Asia about 50 million years ago.' The
Himalayas reached their present heights much
later.

Patkai and allied mountain ranges run

along the Indo-Bangladesh-Burma border and
may collectively be called Purvacbal or east-

ern mountains. These ranges forming an arc

must have come into existence along with the

Himalayas. •

Araralli range in north-western India is one
of the oldest mountain systems in the world.

The present Aravalli range is only a remnant of

the gigantic system that existed in prehistoric

times with several of its summits rising above

the snow line and nourishing glaciers of

stupendous magnitude which in turn fed many
great rivers.

Vindhyan range traverses nearly the whole

width of Peninsular India—a distance of about

1050 km with an average elevation of some
300 metres. The Vindhyan range appears to

have been formed by the weathered products

of the ancient Aravalli ranges.

Satpura range, another ancient mountain

system, extends for a distance of 900 km with

manv of its peaks rising above 1000 metres. It

is triangular in shape, with its apex at Rarna-

puri and two sides running parallel to the

Narmada and Tapti rivers.

Sctbyadri, or Western Ghats, with an average

height of 1200 metres, is about 1600 km long

and runs along the western border of the

Deccan Plateau, from the mouth of the river

Tapti to Cape Comorin (Kanyakumari), the

southernmost point of India. It overlooks the

Arabian Sea, and catches the full force of the

monsoon winds, thus precipitating heavy rams

on the West Coast.

Eastern Ghats, bordering tiie East Coast of

India, is cm up by the powerful rivers into

discontinuous blocks of mountains. In its

northern parts between the Godavari and
Mahanadi rivers it rises to above 1000 metres

There are three main watersheds in India.

( 1 ) Himalayan range with its Karakoram
branch in the north. 1 2 ) Vindhyan and Satpura

ranges in Central India and (3) Sahyadri or

Western Ghats on rile West Coast All the major
rivers of India originate in one or the oilier of
these watersheds

The main rivers of the Himalayan group are
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the Indus tix Ganga and tlx Brahmafrutra.

These rivere are both snow-fed and rain-fed

and have therefore continuous flow *rou^t-

outtheycar. Himalayan rivers discharge abou

70 per cent of their inflow into the sea. Th -

deludes about 5 percent

rivers Tltey join the Ganga and dram into the

*. *v»»
Sindhu, has lent its name to India. Its valleys

on boths sides have been the seat of a

civilization, that was not only older hut also

superior in many respects to the fabled

civilizations of Sumeria and Egypt. This
j

histor-

ic river has five major tributaries—the Jhelum,

the Chenab, the Ravi, the Beas and the Sutlej.

These in turn have inspired the name Punjab

(punj=five & ab=river), the Land of Five

Rivers. The Indus rises from Mount Kailas in

Tibet and traverses many miles through the

Himalayas before it is joined by its tributaries

in the Punjab. Thereafter it passes into Sind

(Pakistan) to fall into the Arabian Sea.

The Ganga. famous alike m legend and

history, is considered the most sacred river by

the Hindus. It covers, what is called the

heartland of India, which was the main centre

of the ancient Aryan culture. It rises near the

glacier, Gangotri in the Himalayas and flows

through Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Bengal to fall

into the Bay of Bengal. Ganga and its tributar-

S. ies Jamuna, Gomti, Garga, Sarda, Gandak,

\chambal, Sone and Kosi, spread out like a fan

m the plain of India thus forming the largest

river basin in India, with an area, one quarter

of the total area of India.

7lx Brahmaputra, rising in Western Tibet,

nows for some 800 miles through the Hima.

iayas, then turns south-west and then south,

joining the easternmost branch of the Ganga

—

the Padma—and empties together with Ganga

into the Bay of Bengal.

Biosphere
Reserves

Thirteen biosplxre reserves representing

twelve bio-geogrdpbic regions and.aimed

at studying and preserving Mtas Mo-
gical diversity are coming up m different

parts of tlx country>.

Four biosphere reserves are to come up

at Uttarakhand (UttarPradesh),
the Gttlfof

Mannar (Tamil Nadu), Namdapha (Ant-

nadxil Pradesh) andNokrek (Meghalaya)

The Uttar Pradesh Government Is also

demarcating area for a biosplxre resene

In tlx Nanda Devi region.

Project documents on biosphere resenes

in tlx Thar desert. Rann of Kutd) and the

Sunderbans are being finalised white the

Nilgiri bio sphere rescue came into being

in September last year.

the rivers that flow from west to east account

for 20 per cent and those from east to west

about 10 per cent. .

The Godavari, the Krishna, the Cautery and

the Pennar all rise in the Western Ghats and

traverse the plateau and the East Coast, to ta

into the Bay of Bengal. The Godavari has the

second largest river basin in India, comprising

about 10 per cent of the total delta area o

India. The Krishna basin is the second largest

in the Peninsula, and the third Jatgest in tin-

whole of India.
.

'

. .

TheMabanadi and theDamodar rise in tne

north west of the plateau and flow east into tn

Bay of Bengal. The Mahanadi forms the tmra

bieeest basin in the peninsula and fourth in

The rivers of Deccan denuding their beds

for long geological ages have developed flat

valleys with low gradients. The major Deccan

rivers , are the Godavari, die Kridjna, the

Cautery, the Pennar, the Mahanadi, the

Damodar, the Sfjarmati, die Netravati, the

Blxtrataptcdxi, the Periyar, the Pamba, the

Narmada and the Tapti. These rivfers are

entirely rain-fed with the result that many of

them shritik into rivulets during the hot

season. The Deccan rivers contribute about 30

percent of the total outflow .in India. Of this.

India. -

The Narmada and the Tapti rising^ in t

northernmost extremity of the plateau fall j™

the Gulf of Cambay in the Arabian Sea. "

Narmada has a fairly extensive basin, next on >

to those of the Krishna and the 'MabapaOt

Rivers the Slxtramti, the Netramti, the Btxr-

atapuzba, die Periyar. and the Pamba rise
.

}

the Western Ghats and cross die West Coast i

fall into die Arabian Sea. These rivers are

comparatively small with limited catchmen

areas and minor basins.
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THE PEOPLE
The people of India are largely the descen-

dants of immigrants from across the Hima-

lavas. It is still debated whether any native race

evolved on Indian soil.

We know that the species known as Rama-
pilbecus was found in the Siwaiik foothills of

the north-western Himalayas. This species

believed to be the first in the line ofhoniiuids

(human family) lived some 14 million years

.ago. Recent researches have shown that a

species resembling the Australopithecus lived

in India some 2 million years ago. Even this

discovery leaves an evolutionary gap of as

much, as 12 million years since Ramapithecus.

Very little research has been done regarding

the ethnic origins of the Indian population.

Perhaps it is of little import now. The fact is

that the Indian population is polygenetic and
is a confusing mixture of various racial strains.

Few, if any, can claim to belong to any

particular stock. Nevertheless, many Indians

•'pride themselves on their Aryan descent.

The observations of Natwar Singh, minister-

historian, are relevant in this context. Says

Singh, "The unpalatable truth is, that for a vast

number of people in north India, immaculate

ancestry' is a mirage. He is a.brave man, who
can with certitude prove his Aryan or Scythian

' descent.- He, that has traced his birth to a

mythological ancestor, has done so, to draw

attention awav from the intervening

generations .

We are giving below descriptions of the

various races in India according to the classical

pattern.
, ,

.

. According to Dr. B.S. Guha, the population

.
of India is derived from 6 main ethnic groups:

1. Negrito, 2. Proto-Australoids or Austrics,

3. Mongoloids, 4. Mediterranean or Dravi-

dian, 5. Western Brachycephals and 6. Nordic

Aryans. -

Brachvcephalic (broad headed) Negroids

from Africa were the oldest people to have

come to India. These people are now found

only in patches among the hill tribes of south

India (Irakis, Kodars, Paniyans and Kiinim-

has) on the mainland. But they survive in the

Andaman Islands, where they' have retained

their language.!. They are :in inconsequential

element in the population of India.

Proto-Australoids orAustria were a race of

people, with wavy hair plentifully distributed

over their brown bodies, long heads with low

foreheads and prominent eye-ridges, noses

with low and broad roots, thick jaws, large

palates and teeth and small chins.

The Austrics of India represent a race of

medium height, dark (and in some cases

black) complexion with long heads and rather

flat noses but otherwise of regular features.

Miscegenation with the earlier Negroids may-

be the reason for the dark or black pigmenta-

tion of the skin and flat noses. Ausrric tribes

spread over the whole of India and then pass

on to Burma, Malaya and the islands of South

East Asia. "The Austrics form the bedrock of

the people”, ft

Hie Austrics laid the foundation of Indian-

civilization. They- cultivated rice and veget-

ables and made sugar from sugarcane. Their

language has survived in' the Kol or Munda

speech, current in Eastern and Central India.

JDravidians comprise all the three subtypes,

Paleo-Mediterranean, the true Mediterranean

and Oriental Mediterranean. Hiey appear to

be people of the same stock 3s the peoples of

Asia Minor and Crete and the pre-Hellenic

Aegeans of Greece. Hiey are reputed to have

built up the citv civilization of the Indus Valley,

whose remains have been found at Mohenjo-

daro and Harappa and other Indus cities. The

Dravidians must have spread to the whole of

India, supplanting Austrics and Negritos alike.

Mongoloids of various types are confined to

the north-eastern fringes of India, ‘in Assam,

Nagaland, Mizo, Garo and Jainti Hills. General-

ly thev are people of yellow complexion,

oblique eyes, high cheekbones, sparse hair

and medium height.

NordicAryans who migrated to India were a

branch of Indo-Iranians, who had originally

left their homes in Central Asi3, some 5000

years ago, and had settled in Mesopotamia for

* K-Naraar Singh; Mnlxmtj Sum/ Mttbnl (1707-1763).

t .Scc Andaman & Nicohar Island*: Infra.

tt Gaaencer of India.

i The term pniHihnii is derived !n>m me prellcllenie

ts-cums or Asia Minor who called iliemsi-lves Tnmmh.

which the Greeks wT.ne as TemukH Tmmtai became

Wmmirrr nmmtzri evolved itself in rwo Isar-s ( 1 > In ihr

South among the Draeldians. the pnxx-ss was r/mmtoi—

damiz—Taimz I modern: Tamili (2) In ihe north, am-urj

the Anan- dmiuizn—ArcwiiUt—itmvtiUi ( Oravulun I
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some centuries. The Aryans must have come
into India between 2000 and 1500 B.C. Their

first home in India was western and northern

Pun|ah, from where they spread to the Valley

of the Gnnga and beyond. The Aryans, coming
into India, encountered the highly civilized

Indus Valley people who had big towns, with

fortifications and brick structures and many of

the amenities of a quite high cit}' civilization.

Tlie Indus people were essentially a city

people while the Aryans were a pastoral race.

Though It is not exactly known what hap-

pened to the Indus people or their civilization,

it may lie assumed that they intermingled with

the incoming Aryans, who adopted the. Indus

culture as their own.

THE POPULATION
India has a population of 685,18-1,692

according to the census taken in 1981 But. the

latest reckoning says that India's population

. has now grown to 72.2 crore and UNFPA
projects a figure of 961,531,000 for 2000 At)

Although India accounts for only 2 -1% of the

. total world area (world = 13589 million sq km
India 3-28 million sq km), it contains alxiut

15% of the world population

Hie other top countries in point of popula-
tion are: China 21.72%, USSR 6.05% and
U.SA 5-04%. India, with China, US.S.R and
U.S.A. accounts for nearly 50% (<1834) of the
world population.

Tlie first census, that had an all-India
character, was taken In 1 872, It was, however, a
patchwork of census data taken in various
pans of die country. Tlie first regular census in
India was taken In 1881 Thereafter, there have
been regular censuses every 10 years. The
1981 census is the 1 2th census of India and the
4th since independence.

Tlie population of India, as at sunrise on 1st
March, 1981, was as follows: Total No
685.184.692, Males: 354,467,000, Females-
330.717.692. These figures Include tlie pro-
jected population for Assam where census
could not be field In 1981 owing to disturbed
•conditions there.

Tlie table given indicates tlie ranking of the
Mates by population size in 1981 and 1971

Except for a slight fall in 1911-21 the
population of India has been steadily growinr
for the last 80 years (1901-1981). From 1951
onwards, the growth rate has been very high
n absolute terms, India's population has
increased by 137 million in the decade 1971-
81. Tills increase is 13 million more than the
addition to the total population over the 50
years from 1901 to 1951.
* tlNI™ : l,,li<wl Hind for Popubilon AetA-ntos.

All the States and Union Territories have
had an increase in population but at different

rates, and except for a few areas, the addition

in numbers lietween 1971 and 1981 is higher
than that between 1961-71. It is only in 'the

states of Kerala, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Goa and
in the Union Territory of Goa, Daman & Dlu
that tlie absolute Increase in the decade
1971-81 fs lower than that in .the former
decide.

Tlie decadal growth rates in the three states

Kerala, Orissa and Tamil Nadu have been
much lower than In the other States. The
absolute increase In the decade 1971-81, as

compared with that during 1961-71 is particu-

larly noticeable In the case of Bihar, Rajasthan

and Uttar Pradesh. Tills is important fn demog-
raphic terms.

Wlilie there is doubtless an absolute in-

crease In most cases, it will lx: noticed that in

quite a few States the percentage . decadal

growth rate In the decide 1971-81 has been
lower than that in the decade 1961-71. This Is

so In the case of Gujarat, Maryana, Himachal

Pradesh, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,

Manipur, Meghalaya, Orissa, Tami Nadu, Tri-

pura, West Bengal and In the Union Territories

of Andaman and Nicobar Islands,' Amnachal

Pradesh, Chandigarh, Delhi, Goa, Daman &
Dfu and Lakshadweep.

Tlie decadal growth rate In the decade

1971-81 has been higher than the correspond-

ing rate of tlie previous decade 1961-71 only in

the states ofAndhra Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka,
|

Nagaland, Punjab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Utur
.

Pradesli and in the Unton Territories of Dadra

& Nagar Haveli and Mizoram.
,

Tlie average density* of population as re

vealed by the final population figures of 195!

has been indicated in the table below: The
|

highest densities in -the country, with <***-,,'

-

‘

'

1
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4 Pondicherry

5 Kerala

6 West Bengal

7 Bihar

8 Uttar Pradesh

9 Tamil Nadu

10 Punjab

11 Haryana

12 Goa, Daman & Diu

13 Assam
14 Dadra & Nagar liaveli

15 Maharashtra

16 Tripura

17 Andhra Pradesh

18 Karnataka

19 Gujarat

20 Orissa

21 Madhya Pradesh

22 Rajasthan

23 Himachal Pradesh

24 Manipur

25 Meghalaya

26 Nag3land

27 Sikkim

28 Andaman & Nicobar

islands

29 Mizoram

30 Arunachal Pradesh

1229 959

658 549

615 499

402 32-t

377 300

3T2 317

333 269

292 22"f

285 225

2S'i 180

211 181

20-1 16-1

19<> UK
195 158

19-i 183

r-i 130

109 lit

118 9-t

1 rx> 75
-? 62

(it 48

60 48

-r 31

-18 30

all the other States and Union Territories the -

sex ratio is adverse to wonten.

It is interesting to notice that certain States

have had a falrlv extended period where the

sex ratio lets been over one thousand, i.e., the

sex ratio has l>ecn in favour of females; In the

case of Kerala, the sex ratio has been through-

out above 1000, while in Manipur, Orissa.

Tamil Nadu. Goa, Dan,an & Diu,

and Mizoram it has x-cn abwe 1WM for a

considerable pan of the period 1901 to 981.

On the other hand, the sex ratio has ken

constantly on the low side in comparison with

other States and Union Territories in Hart-ana,

Himachal PradeshJammu and Kashmir, Pun-

23

23

8

14

16

6

The Sex Ratio is defined as the number of

females per 1000 males in the population

Sex Ratio 1901-1981

Year Ratio

1901
— — <Pl

1911
— — 964

1921 — — 955

1931
— — 950

1941 — — 945

1951 — — 946

1961 — — 9-11

1971 — — 930

1981. — — 9.38

Sex Ratio— States 1981

In descending order)

Rank Stntc/Territory
Sex Ratio

women, i.e., the number of women per

thousand men has generally lx-en less titan

1000. Apart from the fact that the sex ratio is

adverse to women, it will also be noticed that

the sex ratio has deteriorated over the de-

cades. However, there is an apparent improve-

ment In the sex ratio between 1971 and 1981

It will be noticed that Kerala has the highest

sex ratio of 1032 and is a solitary exception. In

India

1 Kerala

2 Pondicherry

3 Orissa

4 Goa, Daman & Diu

5 Tamil Nadu
6 lakshadwecp
7 Andhra Pradesh

8 Dadra & Nagar liaveli

9 Himachal Pradesh

10 Manipur

11 Karnataka

12 Meghalaya

13 Tripura

14 Bihar

15 Gujarat

16 Madhya Pradesh

17 Maharashtra

18 Mizoram
19 Rajasthan

20 West Bengal

21 Assam

22 Jammu & Kashmir

23 Uttar Pradesh

24 Punjab

25 Haryana
26 Nagaland ,

/

27 Arunachal Pradesh

28 Sikkim

29 Delhi

30 Chandigarh
31 Andaman and Nicobar

Islands

933

1032

983

981

981

977

978

975

974-

973

971

963

954
' 946

' 946

912

941

937

919

-919

911

901

892

885

- 879
870'

863

862'

835

808

769
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National Insignia

Vx Stale Emblem of India is an adaptation

from the Santatb Lion Capital of Asoka as

preserved iti the Samatlj Museum, tlx Govern-
ment adoptd Ox einb/em on 26January, 1950,
Ox day when India became a Republic.
- In Ox original of Sarnadj Capital, Oxrc are

four lions, standing back to back, mounted on
' an abacus with a'frieze carrying sculpture in

bigfj relief of an elep/Jant, a galloping horse, a
bullanda lion separatedby inter-evening uheels

(chakras) over a bell-sbqped lotus. Carved out of
a single block ofpolidxd pmdslone, Ox Capital

is crowned by the Wheel of Ox Law (D/jarma
Chakra).

. In Ox State Emblem adopted by Ox Govern-

ment only Ojrcc lions are t isible, Oxfourtlj being
biddenfrom view. Tlx uixel appears in reliefin

Ox centre ofOx abacus wiOj a bull on Ox rigl/t

and a horse on Ox left and Ox outlines of Ox
, other uheels on Ox extreme rigljt and left. Tlx

belt-shaped lotus has been omitted. Tlx words,

SatjamevaJayatefrom Ore Mundaka Upanidjad
meaning Thttb alone triitmp/js', ate inscribed

below Ox abacus in Devartagari script.
~

The National Flag is a borizonntal tri-colour

of deep saffron (KeSari) at Ox top, uhife in Ox
middle and dark green at the bottom in equal

proportion. Tlx ratio ofOx uidOj ofibeflag to its

lengOj is two to Ojrve. In the centre ofOx ubite

band is a uheel, in naty blue, uhidj represents

tbe 0>arkba.§ Its design is that of Ox uixel

(Ctjakra) uhidj appears on Ox abacus of Ox
SarnaOj Lion Capital of Asoka. Its diameter

approximates Ox width ofOx uhite band. It Ijos

24 spokes.

Tlx design of tlx National Flag was adopted

by Ox Constitutes Assembly ofhtdia on 22July,
1947. Its use and display are regulated by a
code. ,

Rabindranath Tagore'ssongJana-gana-mana
was adopted by Ox Constituent Assembly as Ox

. NationalAnthem ofIndia on 24Jan. 1950. Vx
first stanza lout of5 stanzas) ofOx songforms
Ox National Anthem, it reads:

Jana-ganamana-adhinayaka |aya he
Bhararabhagya-vldhata

Punjaba-Sindhu-Guarata-Maratha-

Dravida-Udcakt-Banga

Vjndhya-Himachaia-Yamuna-Ganga

Uchchhala-jaladhi-taranga

Tara Subha name jape,

Tara subha asisa mage,
Gahe tara (ara-galha,

Janaganamangala-dayaka, fara he
Bharata-bhagya-vidhaia

Java he, jaya he, jap he,

Java jaya jaya, jaya he.

Tbefotiouing Is Tagore's EngiisJj rendering of
Ox stanza.-

Thou an the ruler of the minds- of all people,
Dispenser of India's destiny.

Thy name rouses the hearts of the Punjab, Sind,

Gujarat and Maratha,

Of the Dravid and Orissa and Bengal.

It echoes in the hills of die Vindhyas and
Himalayas, mingles in die music of the Jamuna
and Ganges and Is chanted by the waves of the •

Indian Sea.

They pray for thy blessings and sing thy priase.

The saving of all people waits in thy liand,

Thou dispenser of India's distiny,

Victory, victory, victory to diee.

At Ox time ofindependence, tbe Govt, ofIndia

fo!lotted Ox Gregorian calendar based on Ox
Qjrtsttan era.

Vx National Got ettintent adoptedOx recom-

mendation of Ox Calendar Reform Committee

that tbe Saba era be adopted as Ox basis of the

National Caletular. Tlx Saka year has Ox
normal 365 days and begins with Ojaitra as its

first manOj. Tlx days ofthe Saka calendarlxitv a
permanent correspondence uitb Ox dates ofOx
Gregorian Calendar, Ojaitra lfailing on Mardj

22 in a normalyear andon Mardj 21 in a Lap
Year. Vx National Calendar commenced on
Ojaitra I Saka, 1879 corresponding to Mardj

22, 1957 AD
Tbe months of Ox National Calendar, u-itb

Oxtr days and Ox dales of Ox Gregorian

Calendar corresponding to Ox first day of tlx

Saka motu/j are giien below

Saka & Gregorian Calenders):

I Chaitra 50/31 days# March 22/21 tt

1 Valshaka 31 April 21

I Jyaistha 31 May 22

1 Asadha 31 June 22

1 Srarana 31 Julv 23

1 Bhadra 31 Aug 23

1 Asvina 30 Sept 23

1 Kartika 30 Oct 23

1 Agrahayana 30 Nov 22

1 Pausa 30 Dec 22

1 Magha 30 Jan 21

1 Phalguna 30 i eh 20

X As in 1982

XX U*ep Year

India's National Animal ts Tiger and

National tiird is tieacock

§ Khadi Spinning \X htv)
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fah, Tripura, Andaman and Nicobar Islands,

Chandigarh and Delhi. Ai this stage one would

lie reluctant to offer specific reasons for this

phenomenon and this is an area, as mentioned

earlier, of uncertainty which would merit

more detailed consideration on the basis of

further information.

One of the important characteristics on

which information is obtained in the census is

literacy. For the purpose of the census, a

person is deemed literate if lie or she can read

and write with understanding in any language

A person who can merely read hut cannot

write is not defined as literate. Children lielow

five years of age are treated as illiterate

Literacy rates would be more meaningful if

one were to exclude the population in the age

group 0-4 from total population. However, at

this stage, this information is not available

since it would only be generaied through
further tabulations Therefore, for practical

purposes the entire population is being taken

into account including the population in the

age group 0-4

The table below presents the figures for the

country at each census year In working out

the rates for 1981 , the population of Assam and
Jammu and Kashmir have been excluded as

the census has not yet lx-en taken there The
rates upto 1941 are for undivided India

^

Literacy 1901- 1981

Year Percemagc Males Females

1901 534 983 0 60
1931 3 93 10 36 105
1921 716 12.21 1.81

1931 9 50 15 59 2 93
1941 1610 24 90 7 30
1951 16.67 24 95 7.93
1961 24.02 34 44 1295
1971 29.45 39 45 18.69

1981 36.17 46 74 24 88

One of the paradoxes in the Indian literacy

,
situation is that while the percentage of
literaq- has been increasing every decade, the
total number of illiterates has also been
increasing. As between 1971 and 1981 the
percentage has increased by nearly 7%. while
this increase is reflected in the increase of
literates by about 82 million the illiterates have
also increased by 48 million as the following
figures show.

States/Territories

Literacy ranking in 1981 and 1971*

Ranking

m

1981

Percentage

increase

of

literacy

Literacy

rale

1981

Literacy

rate

1971

Ranking

in

1971

State/
Union

Territory

1 Kerala 70.42 60.42 2 16.55

2 Chandigarh 64.68 61.56 1 5.07

3 Delhi 61:06 55.61 3 9.80

4 Mizoram 59.50 53.79 4 .. 10.90

5 Goa, Daman
& Diu 55.86 44.75 6 24.83

6 Lakshadweep 54.72 -43.66 7 25.33

7 Pondicherry 54.23 46.02-

5

17.84

8 Andaman &
Nicobar Islands 51.27 43.59 8 17.62

9 Maharashtra 47.37 39.18 10 20.90

10 Tamil Nadu 45.78 39.46 9 16.02

il Gujarat 43.75 35.79 21 22.24

12 Manipur 41.99 32.91 14 27.59

13 Nagaland 41.99 27.40 9 53.25

14 Himachal
Pradesh 41.94 31.96 15 31.23

15 Tripura 41.58 30.98 17 34.22

16 West Bengal 40.88 33.20 13 23.13

17 Punjab 40.74 33.67 12 ,21.00

18 Karnataka 38.41 31.52 16 21.86

19 Haryana 35.84 26.89 20 .33.28

20 Onssa 34.12 26.18 21 30.33

21 Sikkim 33.83 17.74 27 90.70

22 Meghalaya 33.22 29.49 18 12.65

23 Andhra Pradesh 29.94 24.57 22 21.86

24 Madhya Pradesh 27.82 22.14 23 25.65

25 Uttar Pradesh 27.38 21.70 24 26.18

26 Dadra & Nagar
Haveli 26.60 14.97 28 77.69

27 Bihar 26.01 19.94 25 30.44

28 Rajasthan 24.05 19.07 26 26.11

29 Amnachal
Pradesh 20.09 11.29 29 77.95

Excludes Assam and Jamrmi and Kashmir.

IJrenues lllireraies

1971 156,440,275 372,14533
1981 237,991,932 419,933,693 .

Female literacy is of special importance in

the Indian contexr because -of the great

disparity in male and female literacy rates- In
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By 2000, 62% Will Live In Slums

Tlx urban population of developing

countries will reach afigure of1.6 billion

by 2000 AD., and unless there is a major
dxmgc, 62 per cent or almost one billion

will be living in squatter colonies.

According to tlx national building

organisation (1S/BO) there is a shortage of
nearly 25 million bousing units in India.

If tlx trend continues, the shortage will

increase to 33 million in 1995 and 39
million in 2000 AD.
By tlx turn of century, tlx shortage in

rural areas will be 29-8 million and in

urban areas 9-3 million.

There are other estimates also— and all

of them higher t/jan /base of the NBO.
According to the maximum estimategiven

by Operations Reseraclj Group, Baroda, the

bousing slxjrtage stood at 416 million in

1981.

Similar estimates of tix Indian Institute

of Management, Ahmedabayl, Birla Insti-

tute ofScientific Research, New Delhi and
the Federation of Indian Chamber of
Commerce and Industryfor tlx sameyear
are 75-3 million, 126.4 million and 90.1

million, respectiivly.

'tlx numlxrofhousehold in the country

is expected to rise from 135 million in

1985 to 151 million in 1990, 167 million

in 1995 and 187 million in 2001.
' On tlx other band, Ibe useable bousing

stock is estimated to risefrom 1 10 million

in 1985 to 122 million in 1990, 134
million in 1995 and 148 million in 2001.

Tlx slyorifalt is obvious and the worst

sufferers of the situation will lx tlx poor.

Shun dwellers form 32 per cent of

Delhi's population, 38 per cent of Bom-
bay’s and 42per cent ofCalcutta’spapula-
tion.

The Delhi Deiviapment Authority's

(DDA) commissioner for the slums tiing,

Mr. Matijce Singb, admits tfxu there are

more than 600 jbuggi colonies uhere
almost 12 lakb jbuggi duellers live in

sub-human conditions. According to Mr.

Singb, the DDA has sought co-operation of
all voluntary agencies to help improiv the

living conditions of these slum deu'etlers.

According to DDA estimates, nearly

1,44,000 migrants come to Delhi etvry

)ear.

Calcutta which had three million people

living in shuns in 1981, is expected to bare

43 million slum duellers by 1990.

in Bombay their number is expected to

increasefrom 2.8 million in 1981 to 4.1

million in 1990, while in Delhi and
Madras the increase is expected to befrom

1.8 million to 372 million andfrom 1.3 .

million to 2.1 million, respectively.

The situation is expected to be no belter

in tix eight other metropolitan cities of

Bangalore, Hyderabad. Aimtedabad, Kan-

pur, Pune, Nagpur, Dicknow andJaipur.

According to estimates, by 1990 Banga-

lore will bate about one million slum

duellers, Hyderabad 1.12 million, Ahme-

dabad 1.13 million, Kanpur 0.8 million,

Pune .55 million, iNagpur .56 million,

Lucknow .40 million andJaipur .49 mil-

.

lion.

At present, tlx Housing and Urban

Deiv/opment Corporation (HUDCO) is tlx

only financial institution exclusively

financing bousing and urban develop-

ment projects.

Since its inception in 1970, HUDCO ixts

till March 1986, sanctioned 4J77 seixmes

at a project cost of over Rs. 3,194 crons.

The tentatiiv loan sanction target ofHI ’£>-

COfor tlx setvuth plan is Rs. 1,845 cmres.
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1901 thea- were 1466 male literates for every

100 female literates. By 1931 the disparity was

brought down to 660 mates' as against 100

females. Since I960 the difference has been

steadily whittled down bringing the ratio to

201 males for 100 females In 1981.

States & Union Territories

By ranges of female literacy

State/Union

Territory

Per cent

female

literates

Percentage

increase

of fern

literacy

1
6>'T

1 -H

1

Female Literacy 50% and above

Kerala (>1 18 18 1.3

Chandigarh 59 30 9 1 r
Mizoram 52.5'' 12 56

Delhi 52 66 10 0"

Female Literacy 25%—50%
Goa, Daman it Diu •l6"8 33 31

Pondicherry -1i 30 27 96
lakshadweepr

Andaman and
1-121 44 67

Nicobar Islands •11 86 3-1 52
Maharashtra 36 08 32.7-5

Punjab 3*4 la 31 81
Tamil Nadu 3-1 12 27 03
Nagaland 33 72 80 80
Gujarat 32 31 30.55

^Tripura 31 60 •19 13
*C .- - - Pradesh 31 39 ss r

30 69 5" H

West Bengal 30.33 36,28

Meghalaya 29.28 19.22

Karnataka 27.83
‘

32.71

Female Literacy less than 25%
Hatyana 22.23 19.29

Sikkim 22.07 1-17.98

Orissa 21.11 51.65

Andhra Pradesh 20.52. 30,29

Dadra & Nagar Havell 16.75 113.65

Madhya Pradesh 15.54 12.31

Uttar Pradesh 1-1 .42 36.68

Bihar 13.58 55.73

Rajasthan 11.32
.

33.81

Arunachal Pradesh 11.02 197.0-1

Progress of Female Literacy

1901-1981

I.Iterate

males per

Year Number of literates 100 lit..

Males Females females

1-166
'

1013.

1208 .

660

NA
332

283
'

227

201

• tulufk-s Avon) and Jammu anil Kashmir. ‘.NA’ stand-, for

n«K avaiUhk* -

1901 1 1870758 8095,80
191! 13552737 1298484
1921 15690128 2221499
1931 2227-1036 3977034
1911 NA NA
1951 •16272335 13916683
1961 77906038 27565962
1971 112012994 49423270
1981 158837215* 7915-1717*

ELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES
The major religious communities of India

are the Hindus, Muslims, Christians. Sjkbs,
Buddhists, Jains and Parsis Of these ibe last

two are numerically insignificant but tbev are
important in other ways.
Of the 666,287,8-19 people in India in 1981

(Assam not included), the Hindus account for
the largest communin’ with 6-19,779,-181 mem-
liers. Oilier communities are divided as fol-
lows:

Muslims: 76,612,-139, Christians: 16,165,4-47
Slklis: 13,078,1-16, Buddhists: -1,719,796. Jains:
3,206,038, Other Religions: 2,766.286, Reli-
gions not stated: 60,217.

The .Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Trilies

who are pan of the Hindu community, form
over 23 61% or the total population, about 166

million

The data of the 1981 census offers some
other statistics also of interest to religious

sociologists Tlie Appendix of the Household
Population gives 183 subdivisions that are

grouped together in tile general statistics as*

other religions and persuasions.”

Of these. 71,630 are Zoroastrians, and 5,618
Jews

There are 25,-l 16 "Adivast's" by religion and
there are 1367 “tribals” (In Nagaland), 119
anlmists", and 25,985 whose religion is simp-

ly Non-Christian” (in Manipur, Meghalaya and
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Nagaland), together with 796 "pagans" in the
same three States, and 1,215 “Meathan” in
Manipur.

Some other tribals have given their specific

tribal identity as their religions: as for exam-
ple, the census has the record of 484 Oraons,
32,252 Santals, 1,481 Garos, 6,975 Gonds,
4,133 Hos, 148,437 Khasis, l,l60Mundas, 1,296
Nagas.

Nirankaris, numbering 3382, of apparently
Hindu following, have entered themselves
under geographical or caste terms like Agar-
wal, Bengali, Gujarati. Maharashtrian, Marathi,

Martvari, Malayalee, Tamilian and Teluguite.

Perhaps of more interest is that a total of

29,086 persons corresponding to 5,1 17 house-
holds consider themselves as “atheists" (pre-

dominantly in rural areas of Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur and
'Bihar). There are 816 humanists (“manab
dharma”), half of them in Maharashtra.

Census of 1981 gives some other interesting

data too.

“The total fertility rate in India (excluding

Assam) is 3 9 in rural areas, 2.8 in urban areas,

and 3.6 for total areas.

“It may be noted that Fertility' is higher

among Muslims, followed by Buddhists, Hin-

dus, Sikhs, Jains and Christians.
‘

“At the national level, the total fertility rate

for both Jains and Christians is identical, being

2.6. However, both in rural and urban areas

the fertility of Jains is higher titan that of
Christians.

Religious Members

Religions Membership Percentage

Hindus 549,779,481 82.64

Muslims 75,512,439 11.35

Christians 16,165,447 243
Sikhs 13,078,146 1.96

Buddhists 4,719,796 0;7l

Jains 3,206,038 0.48

Other Religions 2,766,285 0.42

Religion not

stated 60,217 0.01

"This apparent contradiction in the total

fertility rate for all areas is due to the

rural-urban distribution differentials in these

groups.”

The total fertility rate for Sikhs is 3.4, for

Hindus and Budhists 3-6 and for Muslims 4.1.

The Christian female ratio compared to the

males is by far the highest among die various

communities. They have for every 1,000 males,

992 females; while Buddhists have 953, Jains

941, Muslims 937, Hindus 933 and Siklis 880.

But on the other hand, according to census

report, Christian women tend to marry' rather

late and therefore the percentage of married

women in the fertile age group (between 15

and 49) is only 62.15, while for the Siklis it Ls

70.40, for Jains 72.09, for Buddhists 79-26, for

Muslims 80.42 and for Hindus 82.35.

PRINCIPAL LANGUAGES
India has 15 officially recognised languages.

Tills is an evolution in a land of myriad

dialects. The 1961 and 1971 censuses had

listed 1652 languages as mother tongues

spoken in India. Tills evolved through the ages

by the various races that came into the land

from ancient times

The Indian languages of today have evolved

from different language families correspond-

ing more or less to the different ethnic

dements that have come into India from the

dawn of history. They may be grouped into 6

groups as under: 1. Negroid, 2. Austric,

3. Sino-Tibetan, 4. Dravidian, 5- Indo-Aryan

and 6. Other Speeches. _

These languages have interacted on one

another through the centuries and have pro-

duced the major linguistic divisions ofmodem
India. Among the major groups, theAravin and

the Dravidian are the dominating families.

They have influenced each other and have; in

tum, been influenced Iiy the Ausiric and

Sino-Tibetan tongues. It is easy to spot Sino-

Tibetan and Austric borrowings in the Aryan

and Dravidian languages and mutual Ixirnw-

ings of the Aryan and Dravidian groups.

Indo-Aryan, the Indie branch of the Indo-

European family, came into India with the

Arvans. It is the biggest ofthe language

in lndia, accounting for about 74 per r.
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the entire Indian population.

The important languages in this group are:

Western Punjabi, Sindhi, Eastern Pun|abi, Hin-

di, Blhari, Rajastliani, Gujarati, Marathi,

Assamese, Bengali, Oriya, Ptihari, Kashmiri and

Sanskrit.

Hindi or Hindustani has produced two great

literatures, Urdu and (High) Hindi. Both have

die same grammar and die same basic voca-

bulary. They differ, however, in script and

higher vocabulary. Urdu uses the Perso-Arablc

script. Hindi uses the Nagari script and has a

preference for purely Indian words. In contra-

distinction to die numerous Arabic and Per-

sian words borrowed by Urdu.

Sanskrit, the classical language of India,

represents the highest achievement of the

Indo-Aryan languages. Although liardly spoken

now-a-dnys, Sanskrit has been listed a national-

ly accepted language in the VIII Schedule to

the Constitution.

Dravidian languages form a group by diem-

selvcs, and unlike the Aryan, Austric or Sino-

Tibetan speeches, have no relations outside

the Indian subcontinent, that Is, India, Pakistan

and Bangladesh The Dravidian family ls the

second largest group In India, covering about

25% of the total Indian population

. The Dravidian language came into India

centuries before the lndo-Aryan. It spilt into

three branches in die Indian subcontinent—

.~T*
>>^(i)The northern branch comprises Bralml

spoken In Baluchistan and Kttrukb and Malto

in Bengal and Orissa, (it) The central

'is composed of Teiugu and a number
of dialects spoken in Central India— Ktii,

Hxnid, Hotani, Honda, Gondi, Naiki, Parji,

Koya and others (ili) The soudiem branch is

made up of Tamil, Kannada, Maiayalam,
Tutu, Badaga, Toda, Kota and Kodagu.
Die outstanding languages of the Dravidian

group are: (i) Teiugu, the State language of
Andhra Pradesh, numerically the biggest of the

' Dravidian languages, (ii) Tamil, die State lan-

guage of Tamil Nadu, apparently the oldest
and purest branch of the Dravidian family
(Hi) Kannada, die State language of Karnataka,

'

another ancient Dravidian language that has
developed individually, (iv) Maiayalam, the
State language of Kerala, the smallest and the
youngest of die Dravidian family.

India never had a common language which
was intelligible to die masses everywhere in

India. For many years, Sanskrit remained a

Of the 1652 mother tongues listed it

census, 33 were spoken by people ntrmlx

over a lakh. Die following table show:

names of mother tongues and die numb
speakers.

Modier Tongue Spe

Hindi • 153,72

Teiugu

Bengali 44,52

Marathi 41,72

Tamil 37,59

Urdu 28,60

Gujarati 25,65

Maiayalam 21,91

Kannada 21,57

Oriya 19,72

Bhojpuri 1434
Punjabi ... 13,90

Assamese 8,95

Chhattlsgarhi 6,69

Magahf/Magadhi 6,63

Maidiili 6,12

Marwari 4.71

Santali **» 3,69

Kashmiri 2,42

Rajasthani 2,09

Gondi ' 1,54

Konkani ... 1.52

Dogri 1,29

Gorkhaii/Ncpali ... 1,28

Garhwali i;22

Pahari 1,26

Bhili/Bhilodi 1,25

Kurukh/Oraon .1,2-1

Kumauni ... 1.23

Sindhi 1,20

Lamani/lambadi 1,20

Tulu 1,15

Bagri 1,05

* The figure* are provisional and indicative nth<
absolute.

Source Language Handbook

common medium. But it -was die langun
the learned classes and not of the m
Under the British, English became a s<

lingua franca. Here again, it was restrict

the educated few,

Widi independence, the question of a
mon language naturally cameup, Die c
tuent Assembly could not arrive at a cons
in the matter. Die question was put to vot
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Hindi won on a single vote— the casting vote
of the President4 Hindi however, was only
one of the many regional languages of India
The Indian National Congress had advocated
the formation of linguistic provinces. The
acceptance of this policy involved the statutory

recognition of all the major regional lan-

guages.

The Constitution therefore recognised Hin-

di in Devanagari script as the official language

of the Union (An. 343 et seq.) and the regional

.. languages as the official languages of the States

concerned (An. 345 et seq ). English was
recognised as the authoritative legislative and
judicial language (An. 348 et seq ). A sche-

dule—die 8th Schedule—was added to the

Constitution to indicate all regional languages

statutorily recognised. The Schedule now
contains 15 languages as follows:

(1) Assamese (2) Bengali (3) Gujarati

(4) Hindi (5) Kannada (6) Kashmiri

(7) Malayalam (8) Marathi (9) Oriva

(10) Punjabi (11) Sanskrit (12) Tamil

- (13) Telugu (14) Urdu (15) Sindhi.

Of the 15 languages listed in the schedule,

all except three—Sanskrit, Kashmiri and Sin-

dhi—are official languages of the various

States.

.

Assamese, an Indo-Aryan language, is the

official language of Assam State. More than 57

per cent of the population of Assam speak

Assamese.

Assamese has developed as a literary lan-

guage from the 13th century.

Bengali, one of the leading Indo-Aryan

language^, is the official language of West

Bengal. It is spoken by 86 million people, the

majority of whom are now' in Bangladesh,

- formerly East Pakistan. Bengali emerged as a

separate language around AD. 1000. It is now-

one of the most advanced languages of India.

Gujaraii, a member of die Indo-Aryan

. family, is the official language of the State of

Gujarat Gujarati started out as an independent

language around AD. 1200. It has progressed

. at a rapid pace and is now one of the most

'idian languages.

dialect chosen as official Hindi is the standard
Khariboli, written in Devanagari script This
was originally spoken in Delhi and some
western UP districts. From the literary point of
view, the term Hindi covers not only the
Khariboli form, but also a number of other
dialects like Brajbhasha, Bundeli, Awadhi,
early Marwari of Rajasthan and the Maithili and
Bhojpuri of Bihar.

Being the official language of six States and
the Indian Union today, Hindi is receiving

high patronage. This patronage and support

has encouraged the development of Hindi as a

great literary language.

Kannada, the official language of the state

of Karnataka, belongs to the Dravidian family.

The majority of its speakers is found in

Karnataka where they form more than 65 per

cent of the population. Kannada, as an inde-

pendent language, dates from the 9th century.

It has rich literary traditions.

Kashmiri„
a language of the Indo-Aryan

group, is often mistaken as the state language

ofJammu and Kashmir. Actually, Urdu is the

State language of Jammu and Kashmir.

Kashmiri-speaking population in Jammu
and Kashmir comes to about 55 per cent ofthe

total population. Kashmiri literature goes bads

to AD. 1200. It is comparatively a developed

language. It is written, at present, in the

Perso-Arabic script.

Malayalam, a branch of the Dravidian

family, is the official language of the State of

Kerala' Malayalam struck out on its own by the

10th century AD. It is one of the most

developed languages of India.

Maraibi, belonging to the Indo-Aryan stock,

is the official language of Maharashtra.

Though Marathi separated from the main

Indo-Aryan stock at a very early date its

literary career began only in the 33th century.

Cinre then, it has made wonderful progress. ItW developed literature of the

mS, a branch of the Indo-Aryan baity, is

theofficial language of the Sate of Onsra,

whem Oriya-speaking jx-pulanon composes
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Punjabi, though a very ancient language,

turned literary only in the 15th century. From

the 19th century, Punjabi showed vigorous

development in all branches of literature. It is

written in the Gurumukhi* script.

Sanskrit, the classical language of India, is

also one of the oldest languages of the

world—perhaps the very' oldest to be re-

corded. It starts with Rig Veda, which appears

to have been composed around 2000 B.C.

Early Sanskrit is known as Vedic Sanskrit and

covers the period betw een 2000 and 500 B.C.

Classical Sanskrit cavers the period between

500 B.C. and AD. 1000.

Sindbi is a branch of theJndo-Aryan family.

It is spoken by some 7 million people, of

whom 5Vi million live in Sind (Pakistan), and
the test mostly in India.

Sindhi has preserved some of the archaic

features of the old lndo-Aryan language. Sin-

dhi uses the Perso-Arabic script in Pakistan.

Speakers in India use the Dcvanagari script. Of
late Sindhi has developed noteworthy litera-

ture also.

Tamil, the oldest of the Dravidian lan-

guages, is the State language of Tamil Nadu.
Tamil literature goes back to centuries before

the Christian era "In originality, though not in

extent, Tamil literature stands by itself. It

represents certain new literary types which are
not found in Sanskrit or other Aryan lan-

guages. The language is spoken by 30 million
or more and judging by its modem pubtica-

-.^tions, it is advancing at a fantastic pace.
’ \ Telugn, numerically' the biggest of the

-
’ languages, is the State language of

S
• - Pradesh. Next to Hindi, it is the biggest

linguistic unit in India. Telugu is found
recorded from the 7th century AD. But it was

’ only in the 11th century that it broke out into a
literary language.

Urdu, the State language of Jammu and

Kashmir, is spoken by more than 28 million

people in India (1981 census).

.

The name Urdu is derived from ‘Zaban'-e-

Urdu-Muala’ which means die language of the

exalted camp or court .The exalted camp or

court here meant the camp or court of the

ruling Sultans of Delhi. .

Urdu and Hindi have proceeded from the

same source, that is, from the Khariboli speech

of Delhi and surrounding areas. The Khariboli

was a spoken language which prevailed,

around Delhi, since the 13th century.

In the 19th century, when the Delhi Sultan-

ate disappeared and the British became the

rulers, Sir Sayyed Ahmed Khan (1817—1898)

started a revival of Urdu, as the language of the

Muslims in India. Modem Urdu was thus bom.
Urdu has produced an exteasive literature.

Muslim speakers of Urdu use the Perso-Arabic

script while Hindus use the Dcvanagari script.

Urdu is also written in Roman characters.

Art. 343 of the Constitution provides that for

a period of 15 years from the commencement
of the Constitution the English language shall

continue to be used for all official, purposes of

the Union. It was expected that after the expiry

of the stipulated period (that is after 1965)
Hindi would displace English as the. official

language of die Union.
Subsequent developments have turned the

current in favour of continuing English as an

additional official language, no definite date

being fixed for its elimination and replace-'

mem by Hindi. .

As matters stand, the languages listed in the

Constitution remain the official languages' in

the respective States, while Hindi and English

continue to be used for inter-State corres-

pondence and for all-India use generally.

INDIAN LITERATURE
Indian literature is one though written in

many languages—this has been the slogan of
the Sahitva Akademi ever since to inception.
There are 15 officially recognised languages in
India and each has produced a literature of

• OunimuUjj'Ii(v'Ta!K-mc3mTrw7il}ic£Jcvofihcgur«' lt«
rtv ranx* given 10 itx- script dnbnl by the Sikhgum. Guru
Anvrxl. in tlx- Itidi cranny, Ttx.-Gurunn.chi is tvrx-d it*,
old Sfanb stripe which is related to the Xagari script.

great vitality and richness. Though distinctive

in parts, all stand for a homogenous culture

that is the essence of the great Indian Litera-

ture.

The Indian constitution has officially recog-

nised 15 languages after taking into coasidera-

tion their numerical, commercial, political and
cultural importance. But the number of

mother-tongues as per 1961 Census is 1652.
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morphological system are indebted to Sanskrit

in the realms of vocabulary and phonology

with the partial exception of Tamil. Acually,

there is no important language or literature in

India which has not been influenced and

enriched hy Sanskrit and its great literature.

Traditional Indian culture cannot be properly

understood without the help of Sanskrit. This

has been well recognised by orientalists but

the complementary role played by ancient

Tamil works representing the Dravidian stock

has not been appreciated as much as it should

have been.

Nest to Sanskrit comes Tamil with reference

to the antiquity of literature. Except Tamil in

the South and Urdu in the North, almost all the

modem Indian languages emerged more or

less within the same period of Indian history

Urdu has only a heritage of about five cen-

turies.

As regards slate patronage there is consider-

able variation. Hindi has a pre-eminent place

in the national set-upas the official language of

the Union of India and that of six states

Dev (1449-1568), during his long life, popui

rised the movement by his great poet

compositions, dramas and lyrics.

The poetical compositions from the 16th

the 19th centuries may be classified into s

categories: (i) translation from the epics ar

puranas, (ii) Kavyas based on episodes, ar

stories from the epics and puranas, (iii) lyric

(iv) secular and utilitarian Kavyas,- (v) bio

raphical works and (vi) devotional anthologi

and compendia Traditional poetry was cor

posed keeping an assembly of listeners' in vie

as literacy was confined to the privilegi

classes.

The great names that should be remei

bered are Bhattadev (1558-1638) who popu!

rised Assamese prose, Damodara Dev, wi

wrote important biographies, and Purusht

tarn Thakur who wrote grammatical wort

The Buranjis constitute a glorious chapter.

Assamese literature. Actually mode
Assamese prose emerges from Buranj

though the European missionary also has :

important role in the -shaping of mode

For aperiod ofabout 40 pears, Bengali language dominated in
Assam especially in administration and education. But that
came to an end with the renaissance of Assamese.

Kashmiri and Sindhi have no state to support
them as official languages Sanskrit remains

'. apart as a classical language, the other lan-

guages each has a state to support and foster

, " (Assam), Bengali (West Bengal),
Gujarati (Gujarat), Kannada (Karnataka),
Malayalam (Kerala), Marathi (Maharashtra),
Oriya (Orissa), Punjabi (Punjab), Tamil (Tamil
Nadu), Telugu (Andhra Pradesh) and Urdu
(Jammu & Kashmir). Brief reviews of the
twenty-two literatures are given below.

ASSAMESE
Though the antiquity of the Assamese lan-

guage can be traced back to the seventh
century AD. it sprouted literary forms only bv
the 13th ccnturv. Rudra Kandali's translation (if

Dronaparva (ot the Malxtlibaraut) and
Madhuva Kandali's rendering of the
Rwiutymm are two works of classical emi-
nence of die early period. The new Vaishnuvite
movement in -the 15th century AD gave an
impetus to the vernacular literature. Sankara

prose. In the 17th century a prose version

the Raimiyaita was written. Literature al

broke out into secular channels.
Ttie last three quarters of the 1 8th centv

and the first half of the 19th century were <

the whole a barren period. Then with.t

influences of the west, the modem peril

commences. For a period of about 40 ye:

(1836-72) Bengali language dominated
Assam especially in administration and edui

fton; but that came to an end especially wit

the Christian Missionaries started their work
compiling dictionaries and writing grammv
of Assamese and translating the Bible

simple prose. The translation of the whi
Bible into Assamese.by the missionaries ai

its publication in 1813 was an important eve

The leaders of renaissance in Assume
literature are Chandrakumar Agarwaila (181

1938), Lakshminath , Bezharua (1867-193
and Hemachandra Goswami (1872-1928). T
monthlyJottaki which ushered in the rum;
tic movement was founded by them. -T

leading novelists of the 3 fids century we
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ovel Durgcsh Nandhti in 1865- "ibis gave a

trill
-

'to the readers of Bengali and soon

anslations appeared in sister languages,

itnkim wrote more novels like ftnandmaiba,

ajsimba, Vista Vriksba etc. that he was hailed

s a pioneer novelist in India. Sarat Chandra

dlowed him with several novels of classical

ignity and charm. His Nisbkriti (Release),

indur Cele (Hindu's Ward) and Srikanla are

articularly well-known. In the third quarter of

te 19th century Bengali literature was brim-

ting with activity in all the genres of litera-

ire.

But it reached the summit of its glory

trough the life-long service of Rabindranath

agore. It was actually a spiritual endeavour

tr the bard. Thousands of lyrics, poems and

angs, about a dozen novels, three dozen

lays, volumes of short stories and a mass of

rose literature flawed from his pen. His own
nnsiation ofGitanjali in English brought him
ttemational fame when he was awarded the

!obe! Prize in 1913- His Cora is considered

te only epic novel in our literature.

1456-1650, (3) 1650-1825; and (4) 1825-1975.

By about 1250 Gujarat became an indepen-

dent political unit with considerable achieve-

ment in art and literature. Sanskrit was culti-

vated and libraries were set up in the monas-

teries. Saivism became strong.' Heroic ro-

mance, historical chronicle and the romantic

tale are the principal narrative forms of this

early period. Rasa, originally a folk-dance was

converted into melodious dramatic poetry by

Jain authors. Fagu, a shorter and more lyrical

poem also became popular. Jina Padma, Raja

Sekhara and Jayasekhara (all of the ‘ 14th

century') w-ere important poets who popula-

rised the fagu. Romantic tales in verse also

were in vogue. The Jain scholars took to

writing in prose which was elegant and

simple. Pritbticbandra (1422) by Manikya is a

reputed work of poetical prose.

In the second period the language breaks

away from the Rajasthani idiom. Hinduism

takes the place ofJainism as the main source of

literary inspiration. The epics and puranas

flow into Gujarati. The great poets of the

Mirabai who wrote in Gujarati is the most celebratedpoetess
ofIndia. Her bridal devotion to herLordKrishna has a ring of
purity and is a fine example of the sublimation of the sex
element. '

The post-Tagore period of Bengali literature

; also rich. Here we find novelists like

arashankar Banerji, Manik Banerji and Bibhu-
Bhushan Banerji in the field of fiction,

v - • Das, Nazrul Islam, Sudhindra Nath
fctta, Buddha Devra Bose, Premenda Mirra
ad Bishnu De in poetry, Dinabandhu Mirra,
i. C Ghose and Dwijendralal Roy in the field
f Drama and a host of others who have an
stablished- reputation in Bengali. Quite a few
f them are known beyond the borders of
engal. It may also be stated that several
ovemems in literature sprouted in Bengali
•si and then spread over to other languages
India.

GUJARATI
Gujarati language evolved from one of the
fleets of the standard Gurjara Apabhramsa
d got a distinctive form by the 12th ceniurv.
n influence is quite strong especially in the
rlv periods. The history ofGujarati literature
Is into four broad periods: (I ) 1250-1456 (2)

period are Narasimha and Mirabai; the latter is

being claimed by languages like Hindi and

Rajasthani. Narasimha Mehta (1414-1480),

though not the first Gujarati poet, is consi-

dered to be the father of Gujarati poetry like

Ezhuthachan in Malaya!am.. His Govinda-

Gamana and Sudama Charirra are very well

known.
.

•• -

Mirabai (1499-1547) is the most celebrated

woman poetess of India. Her bridal devotion

to her lord Krishna has a ring ofpurity and is a

fine example of die sublimation of the sex

element. After, them comes. Bhalana (1434-

1514), the great scholar and artist who has

adapted Radambari, Nalaldjyana and Rttma-

balacbarita, Bana’s prose work Ktidambari

has been rendered in a versified form.

Here Bhalana shows rhe art of pruning the

luxuriance of the original and adding imager-

ies of local significance. Nakara (1500-1575)

and Vishnudasa (1564-1632) enriched the

Akhvana literature. The ' Ramayana, the

Mababbamia and the Puranas were brought

into Gujarati in an assimilable form by them.
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Akho (1591-1656) of Ahmedabad was the
champion of Vedantic poetry in Gujarati

Thus we pass on to the third period when
Akbar formed the province of Gujarat separat-

ing it from Marvad. Life was dull from about
1700 until the British came to the scene.
Premanand (1636-1734) is the finest poet of
this period. He brought the Akbyana techni-

que to perfection. The 16th century was rich in

romantic tales which were composed by Jain
and non-Jain poets alike. We thus come to the
modem period where the impact of the west
is clearly seen in the literary productions.
Dalapatram (1820-1898) and Narmadasankar
(1833-86) were the leaders of this new age.

They were scholars and classical poets. Nanda-
sankar’s Karana Gfjelo (1866) is the first novel
in Gujarati. But the most celebrated novel
Saraswati Chandra came from the pen of
Govardhan Ram Tripathi (1855-1907). It is

considered to be one of the great classics of
modem India.

In the field of fiction we have the stalwart, K
M. Munshi. One should not forget the valuable

Indian Literature

period were; (i) the Siddhas, (ii) theJain Poets,
(iii) the Nathapanthis and (iv) the heroic
poets. The Siddhas belonged to the later

Buddhistic cult called Vajrayana. The Nailxi-

panthis adhered to a cult in which Haibayoga
was practised. The works of heroic poets are
generally known as Rasau poems (derived

from rasa, a style of verse-biography which
was also sung).

The second period which consists of the

mid-l4th to mid-17th century is dominated by
devotional poetry (Bbakti Kaiyas). The Hindi

bbakti poetry consists of two streams: (i)

Nirguna — the poets who believed in a

formless God or abstract name: (ii)Sagnna—
the poets who believed in singing and writing

about a God with attributes (human incarna-

tion like Rama in particular).

Kabir (1398-1518) is the most important

poet in the Nirguna school. He preached the

universal religion of man above and beyond

Hindu or Muslim orthodoxy and composed a

large number of songs and poems. Gum
Nanak (1469-1538), the founder of Sikhism, is

Bharatendu Harischandra was the pioneer who ushered in

the modem period ofHindi literature. He deliberately made
Khariboli the medium for his prose and dramatic writings.

contribution of Gandhiji who influenced Gu-
jarati writers to write simple and direct prose
as also Kaka Sahib Kalelkar who wrote in

Gujarati, Hindi and Marathi with equal ease.

Coming to'the contemporary period Gujara-

ti flourished in all genres of literature, the

most outstanding poets are Sundararti and
Umasankar Joshi, novelists Pannalal Patel,

(who won the Jnanpith Award of 1985) and
Dhansukhlal Mehta. Among the playwrights,

the names of'C. C. Mehta, Umar Wadia and
Shivkumar Joshi may be mentioned.

HINDI
The Hindi language comprises of a number

of' dialects of which those used for literary

composition are Khariboli, Rajasthani, Maithili,

Brajbhasha and Awadhi. Khariboli became the

chief literary medium only .by the 19th cen-

tury. The early period of Hindi literature

which is called Adikala is accepted as the

period upto mid-l4th century.

The main groups of trend-setters in this

also accepted as an outstanding poet of this

school.
- The Sagnna stream is related to Vaishnava

poets who belong to two categories, those

worshipping Krishna and those worshipping

Rama. Surdasa whose poems have been com-

piled under the title Surasagara was a great

poet of Krishna poetry. Vidvapari claimed by
Bengali and Maithili was a versatile composer

of Hindi poems also.

The great champion of Rama poetry is

Tulasidas (1543-1623) whoseRamadbaritama-
nasa is considered an immortal classic by all

lovers of Hindi poetry. He has command over

all the important styles of composition —

-

.narraiive, epic style, lyrical and dialectic. He
has given a human character to Rama, por-

traying him as an ideal son, husband, brother,

king and so on. Tulasidas considered Siva and

Vishnu as two aspects of the same supreme

being and this brought about unity among the

Hindus.

The third period is spoken of as the

Ritikaiyakal. It is also referred to as the
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Ritismgara Kavya. Though literally the word

riti means 'a way of writing poetry' in Hindi it

refers to a special form in which the erotic

element is preponderant. The riti can either

be explicit or implicit Hindi is very rich in

both these categories of poetry. During the

same period Hindi had also a good collection

of Devotional poetry and Historic poetry, in

the Bbakti period there were many epics and

long narrative poems composed in die dialects

of Hindi (Awadhi, Braj bhasha, etc.).

The modem period of Hindi literature

commences with the second half of the 19th

century. Bharatendu Harischandra (1850-84)

was the pioneer who ushered in the modem
era. He deliberately made Khanboli the

medium for his prose and dramatic writings.

But, for poetic composition he used Bra-

jbhasha.

Other important writers of this formative

period are Maithiii Saran Gupta (1886-1964),

R. N. Tripathi (1889-1962) and Gopala Sarana

Sinha (1891-1960) Maithiii Saran revived the

epic tradition Far-reaching events in the

languages, Indian and foreign.' Other impoi

tant novelists of the contemporary period ar

Jainendra Kumar, Phaneswar Nath Rem
(Maila Anclxil) and Satchidimanda Vatsyayar

KANNADA
Kannada h3s a long history of literature net

only to Sanskrit and Tamil. Though Dravidia

in its origin, Kannada has been considerabl

influenced by Sanskrit and even the. earl

literature bears witness to this phenomena
According to some scholars -the Ianguag

flowered into literature as eariy -as the 5t

century AD Nirpatunga of the late 9th centut

refers in his work Kavirajamarga to a numbt
of predecessors who wrote prose and verst

There were also important works on gramms
and rhetoric. Though Sanskrit had a hold o
the people as a religious and fashionabl

language, Nripatunga voiced the glories of hi

mother tongue.

Works based on or inspired by Sanskr

epics such as the Maljabbarata and th

Kannada has a long history ofliterature next only to Sanskrit
and Tamil. Though Draoidian in its origin, Kannada has been
considerably influenced and thereby enriched by Sanskrit.

national and international spheres had their

\ffect on Hindi literature. The romantic up-
rge spoken of as Chaya vada is an important
lement of the period

Jayashankar Prasad, Surya Kant Tripathi,

‘Niraia
1

and Sumitra Nandan Pant are the
leading luminaries of the movement
Kamayani by Jayashankar published in 1936 is

hailed as a magnum opus. It is the psycho
biological journey of a man through time and
space.

In the second phase of die modern period,
which is referred to as the Duivedi yug, the
leading figure obviously was Mahavir Prasad
Dwivedi. Poetry, Drama, Novel, Short story
and the Essay flourished on account of west-
ern impact. Drama in Hindi has a long history
from the 14th century. But the prose drama
developed only towards the close of the 19th
century.

Bharatendu and Jayashankar Prasad have
written quite a few plays. In the field of fiction,

the great stalwart no doubt is Premchand. His
novel Godan has been translated into many

Ramayana formed the earliest literature i

Kannada. The three gems of early Kannad
poetry, Pampa, Ranna and Ponna (all bom i

the 10th century), rendered the epics i

Kannada. Die early writers were also promt
ters of the Champu style and some of ther

have written about Jaina Tirthamkaras.

Kasiraja's Sabdamatti darpana (C 1260 AD
is the first standard grammar of the Kannad
language. Nagavarma H has written thre

works on language, literature and gramma;
viz. Kmyalakcma, Bbasba bbusfjana (in Sam
krit) and Vastukoslxi, a SanskritjKannada glo;

sary "

. .

A great change took place In Kannad

literaure when Basaveswara (12th century'

introduced the Vacbana style ofwriting whic
caused a social revolution: Vachanas, c

sayings, are simple in style, prose in construe

non, with a sort of tyhme, but pithy an 1

proverb-like. Die fmagery belongs to the dail

life of the ordinary man. This was imitated b

other writers not only in Kannada, -but i

Telugu as well. Dignity of labour and equalit
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Nayantara: Accolades Rush In
Nayantara Sahgql, 60, is in tbeforefront

of Indo-Aiiglian writers: After writingfor
more than 30 years, producing tu>o auto-
biographical books, Jive novels and one
political treatise on Indira Gandhi, her
sixth and seventh novels hate Won her
accolades one afteranotljer—first tbeSinc-
lair Award, then the. Sahitya Akademi
Award and lastly in 1987 the Common-
uealtb Writers’ Prize (Asian section).

Nayantara achieveda quiet success with
her noiels, although there were.many who
said slje was a better political commenta-
tor than a writer offiction. Then, right out

of tbe blue, came the Sinclair Award, for
the best unpublished full-length noiel
abici) in the opinion of the judges is not
only of great literary merit, but also oj

major social and political significance.

Her book Rich Like Us lying unpublished

with heragent in England, went on to win
tlx £ 5,000 award, and later the Sahitya

Akademi Award as well.

Rich Like Us was written in America on
a Woodrow Wilson fellowslrip. A/t/xmgb

s!)e liked tbe book and thought it the best

thing sitebad ei <er done, she could notfind

a publisher for it. Being a disciplined

writer, she started another novel. Plans For

Departure, ' which was • immediately

accepted for publication.

She saw a cutting about the Sinclair

Award, while still in the US. She contacted

her agent in England tvho had tlx manu-
script typed in the proper format and
submitted it. It ivent on to win the presti-

gious award and waspublished quickly, at

the same time as her other hook Plans For

Departure, so that site was in the enviable

position of hating two new books out at

tire same time.

Nayantara is a disciplined, dedicated

and extremely talented tenter.

the milieu ofherbooks is always middle

class, afact that baffles most western critics

ulx), according to tire New York Review of

Books, "do not think ofIndians as being in

any way middle class"picturing them only

as teeming, stoning millions, rotting

under the hot sun.

Ead) ofher books has subtlety, humour
and irony, and appeals more to the head
than the heart. Plans For Departure is very

mud) a noiel of ideals, exploring tbe

impact ofBritish rtde in India and creat-

ing draracters who are both complex and
'believable. Set in an isolated hill station,

hersensuous ivriting evokes the scenes and
landscapes ofIndia, and comments on the

Britis/j who "stayedon”and the missionar-

ies who are convinced that theirform of

salvation is right for ei'eryone.

TI)e centra! draracler is Anna Hansen,

an assertive Danish woman who becomes

involved in thegoings-on in Himapur. In a

typically Indian statement, tbe s/ropkeeper

Madbav says — "Past, present andfuture

arp not divided; seen from outside the

mind they are one".

Another book has since been finished

and is already with her agent, defects it is

the best thing sire has eier done, so periraps

there are neiver and greater awards in

storefor this writer, w/x> at 60 is able to
.

so)', "Vie only just' begun to write".
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of all members ofme society were the cardinal

points of the Basavesvara movement.

Other important poets of the era are Hari-

hara Raghavanka, Rudra Bhatta and Janna,

Kumara Vyasa (15th century) comes a little

later. His epic Bbaralakadxmumjari is very

well known. Actually Pampa and Kumara Vyasa

are the giant genius figures in Kannada

literature.We mav also mention in passing the

names of three more great poets Lakshmisa

(C 1550), Sarvajna (C. 1600) and Sankaradeva

(C 1655)- Jains, Virasaivas and Brahmanas

liave produced works on their respective

religions and on various secular themes

After a less fertile interregnum, we come to

the period of Renaissance and the Independ-

ence era.Two trends are witnessed during this

period almost simultaneously, the absorption

ofwestern ideas and a patriotic rediscovery of

the past. Historians divide die modern period

as follows: (i) 18501920 die period of cultural

awakening: (it) 1920-50 die period of great

political struggle and also a reaction to it in the

form of social realism(m) 19S0~0 die penod

(poet and historian) Kannada is flourishing in

almost all branches of literature

KASHMIRI
Kashmiri separated from the parental

Apabhramsa stock around the lOdi century'

AD By oral tradition the language has trans-

mitted a good deal of folk items Sanskrit

flourished along with the prakrit of the area.

Some histonan.v consider the Brifxnkatba in

Sanskrit as an adaptation made from the

mother tongue of Kashmiris

The beginnings of Kashmiri poetry is an

extension of the Satva texts in Sanskrit like

lantrasara (11th century) by Abhinava Gupta.

The Sana siddhas wanted to propagate their

view s and beliefs During the 14th century two

different religious traditions came face to face

in Kashmir Bv that time Sano darsana had

assimilated Buddhist as well as Vaishnavistic

strands in it

The tradition of Islamic faith from central

Asian areas also came to Kashmir by that time.

Kashmiri has a fairly long tradition ofpoetic compositions but
its prase is eery recent. Kashmiri script is such that printing
is eery difficult and this has to some extent retarded the
progress of prose.

disillusionment and ot experimentation

39-f) i.inwards the transitional period of

/y Teal uncertainties

e great writers of cultural awakening are

M Srikantaiah i lAvi 19-toi and M Goundj
Pat ( 1885- 19b5 ) Srikantaiah s Inpltf CiMpalu
marks a turning jxunt in terse enmposmon
The poets of stature who followed are K \
Ptittappa ib 190-1) whose* Kama uuuuUirsa-
now has been acknciw ledged as a niesjern
classic and D K Bendrei 189m a great hrieist
both ot them have won the Jnanpith Award
Two novelists who won the same award are

Masti \enkatesh Ivengar tlK9l 198ol and K
Snar.tni Kiranth (b 1902 l Misti is considered
t6e father ot Kannada short storv .Among the
modern dramatists the tall figures are Adva
Rangacharya and T P Kailasam One notable
feature is far as modern Kannada literature is

concerned is that there are quite a few- waiters
who have made a mark tn more than one field
A N Krishna Rao (Poet and novelist), V K
Gokak (poet and novelist), Gopalakrishan
Adig3 (poet and essayist) and R S Mugah

this blended rehgto-culiural heritage. Persian

continued as the official language for over 600
vears Consequently Kashmiri was cultivated

oniv ,vs the medium of low brow expression,

later m point of time, L'rdu poetry exerted its

own influence on Kashmiri

The following technical terms, for literary

genres in Kashmiri will indicate the nature of

influence on Kashmiri verse, 1. Vak (from

Sanskrit i o a metrical utterance with a spiritual

content 2 Vmk from Sanskrit sloka is akin to

i cd applied to the Sufisnc context 3. Paband
i from Sanskrit Prabattdha ) is a cantoed com-
position -) Vatsun ( from Sanskrit vacSna) is

song with a refrain

There are five varieties of Vatsun. Mastuai
taken from the Persian tradition is a couplet

form with rhvme It is either 3 praise ofGod or

a panegyric addressed to a royal patron- In

addition we have Lila, Pad, Dasran, Marsi and

Ghazal showing the many varieties of verse

composition This fertile period from 3200 to

1900 AD is usuailv divided into S -nftases.
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Nunda Rishi, the great poet was a product of
In the beginning of the modern period the

pioneering poet was Mahjur (1885-1952). His
ghazals are well known. Zinda Haul Mastergi

(1886-1966) is another outstanding poet of
modem Kashmir. The influence of the west is

clear in later periods. This is particularly so
when drama and prose literature are taken up
for consideration. Kashmiri has a fairly long
tradition of poetic compositions, but its prose
is very' recent.

Urdu is the official language of the state of
Jammu & Kashmir and the educated people
cultivated competence in that language. Kash-
miri fiction originated with the progressive

movement of the Forties. And important

writers, like Akhtar Mohi-Ud Din (b. 1928),

Mohammed Amin Kamil (b. 1924) and Ali

Mohammad Lone (b. 1926) actually switched
over from Urdu to Kashmiri. The script used
by Kashmiri is such that printing is made
difficult. This has to some extent retarded the

progress of prose-writings and its popularisa-

tion.

Niranam poets, KemnasaRctmayanam, Bbaga-
t<ad Gita and Bbaratanuda. As compared to
Ramacbaritam the Tamil influence in these
works is much less. The Niranam poets
(Kannassan group) were great scholars. and
literary' luminaries.

Sanskrit language and literature had a pre-
dominant influence on the native language of
Kerala. It has resulted in a peculiar variety of

’ literary dialect called Mtmipravalcm and
hence this stream is also referred to by this

name. Lilatilakam (14th century') is the ear-

liest book dealing with certain aspects, of
Malayalam grammar devoting most of its space
to die grammar and rhetoric of Manipravala
compositions. Such compositions come under
two main literary forms, Sandesba KOiyas and
Cbampus.
Among the many Sandesba (message)

poems, the most outstanding is Unnimili
Sandesam (14th cent.) whose authorship is

unknown. The most well known early Cham-
pus are Unniyaiidxtriiam and Utmicbirutevi

cbaritam. The three streams were influencing

The missionaries tried to popularise colloquial idiom in

Malayalam. Poetry got a new dimension (lyrics, odes, etc.)

andprose got new literary genera. Western influence reflects

in creative writing.

MALAYALAM
.The early period^ of Malayalam literature

consists of a tripe" stream, (i) The Pacha-

Malayalam stream, by which we mean literary

expression in pure Malayalam without any

admixture, (ii) The Tamil stream and (iii) the

Sanskrit stream. The first steam consists of

ballads and folk-songs, which are difficult to

date. Songs connected with religious rites

such as Bbadrakali pattu, Thiyattupatru, Sas-

trakali Thottampattu and later in point of time,

-'Margamkalippattu' are important varieties.

Then we have festival songs like Onappattu

and Ktishipattu and ballads of North Malabar

and South Malabar.

In the Tamil stream (pattu school) the most

outstanding work is Ramadsaritam (12th cen-

tury' AD) composed in a language which is a

mixture of Tamil and Malayalam. The mixing

happens in the area of grammar as well. The

author is one Chiraman and only Yuddbakan-

dd has been taken up by the poet. After this

magnificent long poem, we have the works of

each other and by about the 15th century, we
have a great poem tided Krisbiiagatha com-
posed in a blended dignified style, neither too

high-brow nor too low-brow. Cherussery

Nambudiri is the author of this long poem on
Krishna. Throughout the whole range of

Malayalam literature there is no personality

who could come anywhere near Ezhuthachan

(16th Century) in the grandeur of poetic

quality'. His Adhyatma Ramayanam, Bbar-

alam and Bbagawatam are the greatest clas-

sics in the Malayalam language. Kilippattu is

the name given to the form of verse he has

made popular. The Pattu (song) of the Kili

means parrot song and in this literary form
Ezhuthachan has made use ofa style which has

set the standard for all time. His Ramayana and
Mababbanua are great Blxtkii poems in the

language. Till about the 18th cent. Kilippattu,

Chatnptt and Sandesba kavya compositions

had been produced by many a poet in Kerala.

> Coming to the 18th cent, we have Astak-

katba and Tbultal compositions which have

enriched Malayalam verse in a significant way.
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AltakkallKt is the literature form used for the

well known Katbakali performance. Ramanax-

tam by Kottarakkara Thampuran is the first

full-fledged Aitahkatba. The great masters of

this literary form are Kottayathu Thampuran

(Baku t'odbam, Kalahcycwadham etc.) Un-

nayai Variyer (Nalacharitam —fourdays) and
Erayimman Thampi (iJnarasu-ayamvamm,

Dahshavagam etc)

Tbultal is a more popular art-form and it has

a considerable amount of good literature. This

branch of literature is associated with the

name of Kunchan Nambiyar who is its unrivai-

led master. He has about 45 Thullal pieces to

his credit. The puranic themes he selects for

his compositions are but pegs to hang his

social criticism and his poetry brims with

humOur and satire. Tbultal has great mass

appeal.

. Malayalam can claim to have a fairly long

history of prose writings. Artlxtsasir has been
adapted into Malayalam prose around the 13th

cent. Then we have Attaprakaram, Kra-

tadeepika and Dulavakyam assigned to the

verse and prose.
:

Coming down to modem times we .have

poets like G. Sankara Kurup, who won the

First Jnanapith Award and Changampuzha,

Vailoppilli Sreedhara Men'on, N. V. Krishna

Carrier, O. N. V. Kurup, Vavalar, etc. fiction

writers like Kesavadev, Thakazhi (who also has

won the Jnanapith Award), Muhammed
Basheer, Ponkunnam Varkl, S: K. Potteklcid, P.

C. Kuttikrishnan, Karoor, Kovoor and M. T.

Vasudevan Nair; Playwrights (ike E V. Krishna

Pillai, N. Krishna Pillai, Thoppif Bhasi & T. N.

Gopinathan Nair and critics like P. K. Narayana

Pillai, Kuttikrishna Mnrar, M. P. Paul and

Mundassery and lots of others iri all branches

of literature too numerous to mention.

MARATHI
Marathi language was derived from Mahar-

ashtri Apabhramsa. The history of Marathi

literature can be divided into six periods.

1. The Yadav period 1189-1320 AD. 2. The
Bahamani period 1320-1600 .AD. 3. The

Marathi has a flourishing contemporary literature in every
branch of verse and prose. Some of its plays have earned a
reputation beyond the borders ofMaharashtra during the last

quarter of the century.

eriod between 14th and 17th cent. Varthama-
a pustbaham by Parammakal Thoma Katha-

ar is a travelogue written about a journey to
ome (1776-86) in simple Malayalam.
By mid-19th cent, we have missionaries like

alley and Gundert compiling dictionaries,

’riting grammars and arranging translation of
ie Bible in Malayalam. The missionaries tried

) popularise the colloquial idiom. Towards
ie end of the century, western impact finds
xpression in creative writing. While poetry
ets a new dimension (lyrics, odes, etc.) new
terary genres established in prose.

Poets and scholars like Kerala Varroa and
ajaraja Varma paved the way for an abiding
maissance in literature. Chandu Menon's
Jcia! novels (bidulekfra and Sarada) and C.
. Raman Pillai's historical novels (Marthanda
anna, Ramaraja Bahadurand Dharmaraja)
re considered outstanding classics in the
nguage. The contribution of the great-trio

umaran Asan, Vailathol Narayana Menon and
floor S. Parameswara ryyer— have enriched
alayaiam literature with their .writings in

Maratha period 1600-1700 A.D. 4. The Peshwa
period 1700-1850 AD. 5. The British period

1850-1947 AD. 6. Contemporary period 1947.

During the first two priods; Marathi literary

genius occupied itself chiefly with religious

and philosophical exposition chiefly in verse.

Viveka Sindbtt (Sea of Philosophy) by Mukun-
daraj, a yogi of ‘Natha Pantha’ is accepted as the

first major work. The origin ofMarathi prose is

also to be found in the Yadav period.. The
credit for it goes to another religious sea
called the 'Mahanubhavas'. They eschewed
Sanskrit deliberately and made Marathi a

vehicle for the propagation of religion and
culture. However, the' influence of Sanskrit is

seen in die acceptance of literary’ forms and
theories.

An extremely effective revolt against Hindu
orthodoxy came from Jnanadeva. Jtumesvari
(a commentary on Bhagauat Gita and Amrim-
nubhava (A Nectar of Experience) are his two
masterpieces. Saintly singers sprang.up in all

castes and communities. Namdeva, who was a

tailor became a ; disciple of Jnanadev
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(jnaneswar). He became a great poet prop-
agating a devotional cult called "Varkari Panth'.

Gardeners, potters, goldsmiths and such other

people extolled ‘Bhagawat DharnuT in accept-

able verse.

In the Bahaniani period, conversion to

Islam took place on a mass scale. The flame of
Hindu religion, however, was kept up with

considerable zeal. The works of Kkk.tn.ith are

to be sepcialiy remembered in this connec-

tion. He was a great saint and social reformer.

His Bhavartha Kamayaiui brought the mes-

sage ofHhagairat cull to the people with great

power. Jainism too enriched Marathi in this

age.

When we pass on to the third period, rite

most notable aspect is the contribution of

Christian missionaries in Goa. Father Sepherts

(1549-1619) who came to India, studied

Marathi language so well that he could com-
pose charming verses in it. His Krista pttrana

is considered a classic on the model of

Jnanesvara.

The dawn of 17th century was most eventful

mars. - Periodicals slowly became popular,
starting with tiigdarsan in 1840. About the
same time Darpan, the daily newspaper, also

came into , being. Modern Marathi prose
flourished though various new literary forms

'

like the essay, the biography, the novel, the
short story, the prose drama etc.

Ciiiphink.tr s Xihioulhcmutlu (essays), N. C.

Kelkar's biographical writings, the novels of
I lari N.ir.iy.m Apte. I’hadke and V. s Khande-
k.ir. and plays oi Mama \\ uivrk.tr anil Kirloskaf

are p.imctil.trh worth noting Apte's novel /'(tit

hikshitl Kan lihi'la which deals wail the

poignant experience of a child-window lias

been translated into mam Indian languages

.Similarh Khandekars )tip«ii which has won
for him the jnanupuh Award Vij.n remlulkat

and C. T. Dhanoik.tr have written and pro
duced a good numlxtr of plats wluc(t have

earned a reputation beyond the borders of

Maharashtra during the last quarter of a

century. Marathi lias a flourishing contempor-
ary literature in ever)- branch of verse and
prose.

The brigtest star of modern Origa literature is Fakir Mohan
Senapathi. He was a poet, novelist, administrator, social

reformer, printer, businessman andpatriot all rolled into one.

in the political and literary history of Maharas-

tra. Tukaram (1608-49), the greatest saint poet

of the language, contributed in such measure

to devotional poetry that he is remembered
with great veneration even today. A Sttclra by

birth, he wrote 3000 abhangas. Their appeal is

timeless. He Was followed by Ramadas.

Coming to the Peshwa period, Krish-

nadayarnava and Shridhar are the leading

poets. New literary’ forms were successfully

experimented with during the period and

classical styles were revived, especially the

Mahakmya and PrabcuuUja forms. A period of

transition followed in the first half of the 19th

century. In 1818 Maharashtra lost its freedom

to the British. Keshavsut, the father of modern
Marathi poetry, published his first poem in

1885. The years in between witnessed a great

change in the literary' scene. In fact, modern
Marathi literature took shape during this

period.

As in other Indian languages, the Christian

missionaries played an important role in rite

production-of'scientific dictionaries and granv

ORIYA
Of all tile North Indian languages, Oriva

happens to be the least affected by Perso-

Arabic influence and is nearest to the original

Sanskrit. However, its literature sprouted in

the language of the people expressing their

dreams, thoughts and experiences Though
some scholars trace the origin of Oriva

literature to the 9th cent A.D
, the language

flows into a regular stream of poetry only by

the 13th century'. In the initial four hundred
years, we notice a reflection of different

religious faiths. Buddhism, Satvism, Shaktism

and Vaishnavism (with twin branches of Rama
cult and Krishna cult). We also find a consider-

able amount of folk literature.

Sarala Das of the licit century is the Vyasa of

Orissa. Strangely enough, this semi-literate

kisan became a leading poet of the language.

His real name was Sidheswar Panda, b

adopted the name as he considered

the Das (servant) of the deity, Sarala D
quality and fervour of his devotion lx cry ...
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Exponent of Distilled Verse

Sacbi Rouiniy, 7<), uinner ofthejnnu-

pitb Atvard for 19X6 is ngetrdeil as tbi-

harbinger offreedom in meter, rhyme anti

ornamentation. As an exponent of ’distil-

ledpoetry'be bi’lietvs tlxit itshouldcapture

tbe readers’ imagination with its mm
innate pouvrs.

He bos a nmstety of imagery which

enables bint to transmit bis own poetic

experiences to bis readers through colour,

sound and telescopic designs and bis

poetry isendowed with a robusthumanism

interspersed with a defiant declaration of

human rights against a decadent social

order.

He started writing poetry at a tvry early

age and bis first poem appeared uhen be

teasjust 12 years. He also wrote a book of

poems entitled 'Palbeya' tebitlj was pub-

lished in 1932. Since then he bos published

16 outstanding collections ofpoems. Apart

from poetry, Roiitroy bos brought out

many volumes ofremarkablefiction, fxx!

tic drmrta, crititptesandresearch works on
literature, which hear eloquent testimony

to bis versatile crcatirv genius

He heralded the advent of new poetry

and modem era in Oriya literature uiib

Patbeya and Pandulipi. Hut it tvas in

'Kaiita 1962' that bis neu< trend was
crystalised.

Routrqys contribution to modem Oriya

prose is equally significant.

fied in [lie manner in which he has adapted

[lie Mababbarata His Vilanka Kamayan and
Cbandipurana are also well known. Saraia

Das is followed by a group of scholar-poets

who deliberately eschewed Sanskrit and wrote
, in simple Oriya to serve die masses. They are

Balarama Das (Oriya Ramayana and
Malxtbbarata) Jagannatha Das (Blxtgaivala

Parana), Anant Das, Yosowam Das and
Achvutanand Das.

About the end of the 15th century and the

beginning of the 16th, the influence of
Chaitanya and Jayadeva was dominant on
Oriya literature. This continued in different

ways for about three centuries. The philoso-

phy of Chaitanya and die poetry of Jayadeva
changed the pattern of versification in Oriya.

Upendra Bhanja is the most outstanding poet
of this new emphasis. For erotic description

and play.of words, Upendra is specialty noted.

Vaishnavism propagated by the Chaitanya
school produced welcome results in litera-

ture. The lyrical poet Baladeva Rath, Dina
Krushna Das and Bhaktacharan Das are other
outstanding poets, later in period of time we
may remember the lyrical singer Gopal Krish-

na in the. blind poet Bhima Bhoi.

Prose was practically bom in the Bri

Period, and it developed with amazing raj

ity. Poetry found new- wars of expression,

:

new themes covering political, social

patriotic sentiments were handled by po

novelists and playwrights. In modem Oi

literature, the brightest star is Fakir Mo
Senapati (18-13-1918). He was poet, nerve

administrator, social reformer, prin

businessman and 'patriot, all rolled into c

Strange to say, he had only two years’ for

education.

He undertook literal
_

translation of

Ramayana and tile
,
,1talxibbarata into Oi

His Galpa-Swalpa (Collection ofstories) at

novel Chaman Alba Gutillxi are particu!

well known. Tills novel is a masterpicct

realistic fiction, depicting the victimizatioi

innocent weavers. Next to Senapathi coi

poet Radhanalh whose. magnum,opus is

epic Mahayatra, written in blank verse

Miltonic lines. Other, distinguished poet:

the modem period are Gopabandhu •
I

Baikunthanath Patnaik, Kalindicharan Pani

hi, Mayndh.tr Mansinha and Gurupn
Mohanty. Gopinath Panigraliis Malira A
ftbrr.and Mohanty sAmritamMontana jfSor
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has, Aranyakas and in -the Upanisbads there

occur passages which are remarkable for their,

'literacy .beauty.

Then there was a period commencing with

the age of Panini (5th cent BC) when books

on ancillary sciences or veiiangas were writ-

ten. eg. Panini’sAsbtadbyayi, Pingaia’s work on

metres etc. In the: third period of Sanskrit

poetry known as the Classical period we have

the epics, Mabakatyas, Puranas, Narrative

poems (adulatory poems) Prasasti Katyas, and
Sandesba Katyas (message poems). The two

major epics, the Malxddxtrata ofVyasa and the

Ramcyanaa of Valmiki are outstanding crea-

tions of the Indian poetical genius. They have

•considerably influenced the life, culture and

literature of India

The theme of the Malxtbbarata (the biggest

epic in the world) is the battle between the

Kauravas and Pandavas on the plains of

Kurukshetra(1000 BC). The Blxtgavadgita is

te of die many episodes in this epic. The
tmayana deals with the adventures of Rama
24,000 couplets. Bribaikaibamanjiri of

other fifty message poems, the more well

•known are Sukasandesa, Cltatahasamiesa and

Hamsttsandesa. The Harsbadxtrita , and

Kadambari (Bana> are justly regarded as the

crowning achievements of Sanskrit prose fic-

.

tion.
‘

Sanskrit drama has a long history tracing

back to Asvaghosh'a (2nd century AD). Only

fragments of his three plays are available. A

century later we have Bhasa whoIs ascribed to

have written 13 plays (discovered in Trivan-

drum). The conventions of Sanskrit drama are

all observed by Bhasa. Kalidasa is the author of

three outstanding plays MalavikapniinUra,

Abbijrtana Soktmtala and Vikramorvasiya.

His treatment of the Sakuhtala story in particu-

lar reveals him as a master of the dramatic art

superior to all others in portraying the emo-

tion of love. Sudraka is another important

dramatist whose Mricbba Katiita is well

known. Of their successors in this literary

form the more important are Visakhadatta,

Harsha, Bhavabhuthi, Krishnamisra, Ra-

jasekhara and Bodhayana.

The Indian tradition of ‘Kaviya Sastra’ and applied literary

criticism is by and large the Sanskrit tradition which almost
all the modem Indian languages have wholeheartedly
adopted.

shemendra and Kathasaritsagara of

amadeva are important Katha literature. Pan-
tatantra is the oldest collection of fables in

inskrit (4th cent. AD).

The maJtakaiyas which according to

rcepted canons should contain majestic de-
rriptions ofwar, nature and political intrigues

•e the pride of Sanskrit literature,

svaghoshas BuddljacJxtrita and Saundar-
nartda are Buddhist Mabakatyas, Kumar-
tambbava of Kalidasa deals with the puranic
ory of the marriage of Parvati and Siva and
le birth of Skanda. The poem opens with a
rintillating description of the Himalayas.

Raghuvamsa is another maijakatya of Kali-

isa where the poet is seen at hisvbdst. The
ter poets were guided more by theiform than
die spirit behind the form. However, the

•eater among them are Bharavi (c. 600).

hatti (7th century),- Kumaradasa and Magha
:. 700).

Among the message poems it is Megbaduta
; Kalidasa that has set .the pattern. Of the .

There is also an abundance of philosophical

and technical literature in Sanskrit. Of these

"Vedanta' was to exert the ’ most profound

effect culminating in the writings of Sankara

(AD 800) leading to further interpretation of

Ramanuja and Madhava. In the sphere of

domestic and social conduct there evolved a

body of literature known as dharmasastra.

As regards politics arid state craft Kautilva's

Artbasastra is well known. Equally known are

the mathematical treatises of Aryabhata and

Bhaskara and the medical books Oxirakct-

samfjita and Susruta.

The Indian tradition of Katyasasira and

applied literary criticism is by and large the

Sanskrit tradition which almost all the modern

Indian languages have adopted. '

The grear stalwarts Bharata, Dandin, Vama-

na, Ananda VardhanapKuntaka and Abhinava-

gupa— all belong to the period covering the

dark ages of Europe. These theoreticians gave

us valuable, concepts like rasa, :gttnd, rid,

vakrokli,.tlhwarU, rasadbwani- and, attcitya.
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Bharata’s Natyasastra is the earliest treatise

available on die subject.
'

Sanskrit continued to be a vehicle oFlitentry

expression even in the modem period,

though it was less prolific not being a language

of the ordinary - people. Mabakenyas were

composed on the Buddha, Christ, Sank-

arachatya and Nantyana guru. There were also

long poems on Mahatma Gandhi, Rajendra

Prasad, Tagorc.Jayadeva andJawaharlal Nehru.

Quite a few books have been translated from

languages like Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam etc.

into Sanskrit-

Influenced by the languages of the nest and

by the active modem Indian tongues, Sanskrit

writers have written poems, biographies,

novels and short stories in the contemporary

period. Both in quality and quantity they may
not compare favourably with similar writings

in other Indian languages. But the Sanskrit

Muse is kept alive by lovers of die bnguage.

SWDffl
The origin and ancestry of the Sindhi

1713) has composed poems in the c

idiom, jet heralding a new' era rri

poetry.

The premier poet of Sindhi, howr

Shalt Abdul Latif Bhitai 06891752). 1

lection ofpoems titled Retsolo (Message

is an expression of high thoughts wit

artistry. He provides ' a varied fere -

poems. We have also other importan

like Ruhal (3734-1804), Chain Rai Sa
Dalpat (1769-1841) who were Vedahti

others who wrote religious poetry of

and Christians.

Coming to modem times, we havt

who followed the Persian poetical for

ghazrtfs, qnsidas, rubais and mathna

Among diem the most important :

Mohamad, Muhammad Qasim, Muham
Shah, Hafiz. Hamid and Mirza Qalk
Freedom movement came to Sindh so
the partition.ofBengal-Xalchand Arran
was the champion of the national mo
among the writers. Poets and prose

gave expression to nationalism and
.f

Mirza Qalick Beg teas the mast prolific and versatile writer
Sind has produced. He has about 350 titles to his credit. His . .

'ZinaC is the first Sindhi novel of merit.
‘Zinat’ is the .

heroine's name.

v, language are disputed by scholars even today.
vMany scholars hold die view that Sindhi

4 iciongs to the ancient language of the Indus
•alley prior to die period of Sanskrit. Even in
die matter of script, diere has been consider-
able change. The new Perso-Arabic script was
approved only in 1853.

The early poetry in Sindhi was based on
local romantic tales. The early poems called
Gahttn were not recorded but handed down

• by word of mouth. Pir Sadruddin ( 1 290-1 409),
an Islamic missionary, is considered the

- pioneer of S :ndhi religious poetry.

The first great Sufi poet is Qazi Qian (c.

1465-1551), His seven verses have been pre-
served.- He was influenced by Bhakti Kawa
movement of North India. Second only to
Qazan is Shah Karim (1637-1623) whose
verses are imbued with mystic thought.

What is important to note in die early Sindhi
poetiy is the fusion of the Islamic and Hindu
-» *--— J t. < » ^

sirism as in other Indian languages.

Mirza Qalich Beg (1853-1929) was t

prolific and versatile writer Sind fi

duced. He has about 350 titles to hi:

originals and translations. His
(Heroines name, 1890) Is. die first

novel of merit. Other important nove
lalchard, Amardinomal, Bheruma!
chand, Ram Panjwani, Gobind Malh
Ajw-ani and Krishin Khatwani.

TAMIL
Tamil language has the special'

t

being at once classical like Sanskrit, C

latin and vigorous and modem 1

modem Indian languages. Its history

traced back to the age of Talkappij
earliest extant Tamil grammar g
ascribed to 500 B.C Among die E
languages it is least influenced by
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called Sangam literature and it Is' dated be-

tween 500 BC and 200 AD. T1tough a consider-

able part of the early poetry has been lost,

some of die bards and patroas decided to

"present; a part of it in certain antliologies

(about 4th century AD). Tliese are the Ten
Idylls (Paiimippattu ) and die eight antholo-

gies ([FJtultabai). Four hundred and seventy

three poets, of whom thirty are women, have
been identified. These are mainly classified

into two. Alxtin or esoteric dealing with love

and Puram or exoteric dealing with war.

In this period, Tamil literature was con-

siderably bound by literary comentions. The
poets were keen on keeping up the tradition".

The land was treated as fire regions viz.

mountains, forests, fields, coasts and deserts

and the dieme of love in five aspects viz.

union, patience, sulking, wailing and separa-

tion The poet dealing with a certain aspect of

love restricted himself to a particular region,

season, hour, flora and fauna Tliese literary

conventions are explained in Tolkappiyam.
Puranmmru Is 400 verses on Puram

die moving story of Kannagi. -

Manimekhafcu is die daughter of Matlhavi
and Kovafctn, die hero of SilafifMttUtilxmmi.

Ramhei Ranutyattam is an immortal classic in

Tamil. Though Kamlrar based his work on the
Sanskrit Rammana of Vatmiki. his rendering
shows that lie was a supreme artist. It is

different in plot, in construction and in the
delineation of diameter. Kambamnutytumn
runs to 10368 verses.

Tamil is ridi in devotional literature. Nayan-
mars are die exponents of Saivism and Alwars
diat of Vaishnavism. Thiru Jnanasanthandir,

Thirunanukkarasar, Sundarar and Manikkava-

cakar are the four great Nayanmars. Tlie great

Alwars are 12 in number. Kulasekliara Alwar
and Andal are specially remembered. There
are 5 majorkaiyams and 5 minor kaiyanK in

Tamil. Jain and Buddhist works are in abund-
ance in die language.

Coming to die period between,13th 18th

centuries, we notice diat Muslim and Christian

impact on Tamil literature. Umaruppulavar has
composed a long poem of 5000 verses on the

Stibramania Bharati is the greatestpoet ofmodem Tamil. His
patriotic poems have inspired thousands of readers in his

time. Personal freedom, national liberty and fundamental
equality are his theme.

themes. It serves as a window on the Tamil

people 2000 years ago. Agananuru is 400

poems on love themes. The length of these

poems varies from 13 to 37 lines. There are

other collections like Natrittai, Kurtmtogai,

Ain-kurtimtru, Paripada!, etc which are quite

well known.

Tintvalluvar’s Tirukkitrcd is acclaimed to Ive

the greatest Tamil classic. It expresses the

most profound thoughts on die many prob-

lems of life. Each verse is a couplet composed
with great economy of words. The book is

divided into 133 chapters each containing 10

verses. The chapters are arranged in three

’ books dealing with virtue, wealth and plen-

, sure.
:

Round about die 3rd century AD, Tamil has

produced two epics Silappadbikaram and
ManimcklMlcri which are considered twin

i
epics like die Ratnayenta and MaSxddximta.

The author ofSilappai&ikamm was the son of

a Chera King Ilango Adikal. The title means the

\ “Storv of the Anklet" and die epic describes

f

life of prophet Muliammeci. The Christian

influence began widi the Portuguese and
continued with the Danes, die Dutch, the

French and die British. Beschi, Caldwell,

Winslow and Pope have made significant

contributions to Tamil. The Italian priest

Beschi (1680-1747) composed the magnificent

poetical work Tcmbavani (The Insatiable

Beauty) on the life of St. Joseph. Vedanayagant

Pillai and Krishna Pillai are two other Christian

poets.

Twentieth century has produced many
talented men of letters in various fields.

Poem-, Prose, Drama, Novel, Biography, Short

Story etc. Dr. Swaminatha lver unearthed

many litefarv works and edited them. Swami
Vadadialam, Thiru V. Kalyanasundera Mudnl-

iar and V. O. Chidambaram Pillai are great

writers of die modem period. However, the

greatest poet of modem Tamil is Subramania

Bharati whose patriotic poems -ha'
—-•’spired

thousands of readers in his ti\

freedom, national liljertv and di .

' s*l
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equaliiv ol i'll men find eloquent expression in

hi.s verses.
, .

,

Itijam Ayvar. Madhavayya. l*ucliinwipnh;m.

Ku-pa, Rajagopakm and Kalki Krishnanioonhy

have contributed much- to the field ol Tamil

fiction. These writers along with Ulvarati

ushered in die new efxxh of Renaissance in

Tamil literature.

TELUGU
Among the Dravidian languages. Telugu

exhibits the greatest influence of Sanskrit

Teliigu literature is generally divided into six

periods. I The Pre-Nannaya period ( upto 1020

AD). 2 The age of the 1’uran.is ( 1020-1 100) 3

The age ol Sriil.tdia < l-i(X)-1310) i The agent

the I'rabandhas ( I5I0-IMX)) 3 Hie Southern

period! IMXM820).ind<> The Moslem Period

In the earliest period there are onh msenp-

lions from s^S AD onwards Nann.na s ( inyj

100.3 ) translation of die Sanskrit 3Uthahhamui

in Telugtt is the first piece ol Telugu liieraiure

as set disioveied flic dunon is so masierh

India and the. States

'Hie earliest Ramayaiva in Telugu is generally

known as Rwiydiutihci Ramiiyam though

authored tiv Gona Buddha Reddi. Ilien there

.ire die great religious poets like I’otana

t last)- 1310), Jakkana (sect.ml half of I-tth

century) and Gaurana (first half of 1 3th

centurt )
-- '

i

Tlie golden period of Telugu literature is

die 16th and fth centuries. Krislur.tdev-aruyas

Antukia Mahiycuhi is regarded us a Mahakavya.

Peddana s Mamicharita is another outstanding

Mahakavya Telugu literature flourished ill tile

south in areas like Madurai,- Thanjavoor etc.

and that is why the age itself is called the

southern Period' We find a comparatively

larger number of poets among the rulers,

women and min-Brahuians. They popularised

the desi metres.

With tne conquest of Deccan by tiie

Moghuls, there was a perimi of decadence

(I -30 1830) in literature. Then emerges a

period of transition (1830-1910) following a

long period of Renaissance. European savants

like C P Brown played an important role in

The father of modern Telugu literature is K. Viresalingam
Pantulu who wrote a novel ‘Rnjashekhara Charithamu
inspired by the ‘Vicar ofWakefield’. IJis goal was to erradicate
social evils.

V that historians think that there must lure been
1

Pearlier works m Telugu After die death of

Nannava there wees a kind of social and
religious revolution in the Telugu country

Virasaivism propagated hhcikti towards Siva

as the onlv means of attaining salvation.

Tikkana (13th cent ) and Yerr.ma ( t-idi cent.)

continued the translation of tl)e Mahctbbarata
started by Nannaya Yemuia was also a de-

votee of Siva Quite a few poets continued
writing in Telugu and we come to the age of
Srinatha.

During . this period some Telugu poets
translated Sanskrit poems and dramas while
others attempted original narrative poems
Tlie popular Telugu literary' form called the

. Pmhandha evolved during this period. Sri-

natha (1365-1331) is die foremost poet who
popularised this style of composition (a story

in verse having a tight metrical scheme).
Srinatha’s Naislxulbcmi is particularly well

known. ...
We may also refer to tlie Ramayana poets.

the development of Telugu language aw
literature In common with the rest of Inch;

Telugu literature of this period was increasing

ly influenced by European forms like th

novel, the short story, the prose drama, belle

letters etc

Hie father of modern Telugu literature is f

Veeresaiingam Pantulu (1838-1919) win

wrote a novel, Rajaseklmm GxmUmm in

spired by tlie Vicar of Wakefield. He was th

first person m modern times to use literatur

to eradicate social evils. He was followed 1)

Rav.iprolu Siibba Rao, Gurajada Appa Rat

Viswnnatlia Satyanarayana, Katuri Venkatc

war.i RaoJoshua Devulappalli Venkata Krishn

Sastri and others in the sphere of poetry'. Vi’

also find the progressive movement, free vers

movement and the Digaiubara style findin

expression in Telugu verse. Tlie well, know
modern Telugu novelists arc Unnava lakshro

narayana (of MatappctUi fame), Viswanad
Satyanarayana IVcyipculagalti), Kutumba Ra

and Buchi Babu.
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URDU
The grammatical structure of Urdu is based

on Western Sauraseni Apabhramsa but its

vocabulary, idioms and literary traditions drew
heavily from Central Asian, Turkish, and Per-

sian sources. The literary flowering of Urdu
does not go farther than the 13th century.

Urdu literature developed in the bazaar, the

monastery and the salons and all these places

had their own characteristic features.

. Traditional Urdu poetry comprises of a few
literary genres that have a definite history and
development. They are the masnati (even-

couplet has a different rhyme), ghazal (talking

to'the tender sex), qasida (a genre akin to the

ode), marsia (elegiac poem), rekhti and nazm.

The early stages of the development of Urdu
was a two-pronged movement. 1. The saints

and mystics made it a vehicle for the propaga-

tion of their unity and compromise. 2. The
Hindu saints of the Bhakii movement under

the Islamic influence encouraged the idea of

oneness. The literary precedence of the South

-. Indian Literature

of Urdu poetry. Though ghazals were written
by many poets like Amir Khusrao, Hashmi and
Qutb Shah, Wali .was the most outstanding.,He
g3ve a new dimension to the ghazal. He was a
passionate lover of beauty. Wali also com-
posed a few qasidas. Sera) ( 171 5-63) is another
distinguished composer of ghazals.

Traditional Urdu poetry made considerable
progress in the 18th century' under the influ-

ence of what is called the Delhi School of
Urdu poetry. They further standardised the
diction. The more important among them are

Khawia Mir Dard, Mir Hassan and Mushafi.

There is also the Lucknow School of poets

who had their own valuable contribution to

Urdu poetry. The major poets are Shaik Imam
Baksh Nasikh. Haidar AJi Atas and Ali Ausat
Rask. Traditional Urdu poetry reaches its

pinnacle with the verses of Ghalib.

During the last three decades of the 19th

century, die activities of the Urdu writers were
influenced by the towering personality ofSved
Ahmed Khan 0817-98) w-ho started the Ali-

garh movement inspired by Rammohum Roy.

Traditional Urdu poetry made considerable progress in the

18th century under the influence of what is called the Delhi
School. With the verse of Ghalib the traditional poetry
reached its pinnacle.

over the North can only be understood in the

historical context.

Sultan Alauddin Khilji invaded the South

during 1294-131 1 AD. The cultural confluence

was responsible for the production of good
literature in the South.\The earliest known
writer in Deccani Urdu is Shaikh Ganjulilm (d.

1393)- The next notable figure is Khwaja

Banda Nawaz (1320-1422). His Mirajul Ashi-

qeen is a Sufistic treatise in prose. Other

masnati writers are Mukimi of Bijapur and

Ahmed Ajiz.

' The Persian tradition has taken root in Urdu

poetry in the 17th century. Mulla Vi'ajhi i.-> a

great literary figure of this period. His mastia-

ri, Qutb Musiari (1609) and his rhyming prose

allegory Sitbras (1634) are the gems of Urdu

literature, produced in the Deccan. Vilien the

tradition of the masnati spread to the North,

the Deccani language yielded place to the

Khadiboli or the Rekhta or Urdu.

The tnasnavi now yielded place to the

yjxizal, which became the most popular form

Many Urdu poets were influenced by Iqbal

(1875-1938), a poet of patriotic passion, who
adored nature. In Urdu poetry we see the

romantic and progressive trends.

Urdu fiction is rich in Daslatt (cycles of

legends) mostly translated from Persian. The
works of Sanshar, Nazir Ahmed and Sharar

mark the beginnings of the novel. Rusva’s

VmraoJan Ada (1899), a novel appearing in

the form of an autobiography of a dancing girl

of Lucknow, has achieved international stan-

dards. Prenichand, who is claimed also by
Hindi is a giant among Urdu novelists. Drama
also has flourished considerably in Urdu.

Banarasi, Talib, Ahsan and Lucknavi are

famous as playwrights. Husain Azad's anecdot-

al history of Urdu poetry titled Ab-i-Hqyat has

laid the foundations of modem literary cri-

ticism.

DOGRI
Dogri is one of the modem Indian lan-

guages spoken in the state p
r ' Tiu.^and
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Kashmir and also ini Himadtal Pradesh. It iuts

traces of old Sanskrit dialects as well as the

dialects spoken by the Kliasas.Yavanas.Takkts

etc. in die DograHill areas. Rev. Carey lus

made mention of.it in 1816 and John lletfim-s

in 1867. Its old script Tafciii haslxvn replaced

by the - Devanagari script.

.Dogri has a rich tradition of folk literature

consisting of folk-tales, riddles and pnnvrltv

These deal with every aspect of life from the

cradle to the grave. There are also quite a lew

long narrative poems in praise of gods known
as Bbetas.

•Among the early Dogri poets memion nut

be made .of Matiak Cltand (loth century!.

Gambhir Rai (17tb ceritmy). Devi Dina 1 1 Kill

century) and Ganga Rant (19th tvmtiry ) Kaj.iuli

(the Genealogy of Kings) a translation of a

.Persian work by Telieldas (161-I-S9) is the

earliest prose tvork in Dogri. The firsi lxx>k

printed in Dogri is the translation of the New
Testament brought out (in 1818) by the

Serainpore missionaries.

During the first four decades of the 20th

though . Kannada, Matayalam . and Ronra

scripts .have also been in use depending or

cirvumstancvs. - ' -

Konkani developed an indigenous literalur

long before* the Portuguese conquest, bit

much of it has lieen lost. The Konkani poets c

the traditional type made the devotional work

of the Maratha Brahmins their own. Tales c

the Rnnuiuuut and the MciJxibbanUa an

preserved in the Roman script. Krishnada

Slurnta ( 16th century) had done the traasfe

tion from the Marathi original.

'

FatherJoachim de Miranda (18th centuty) i

the author of the largest Konkani hymn Righ

Irsn MoUtnilum (the Resurrection of Jesus;

Another important work 1‘ajiimcc Xeratbw

( Protector of Sinners) is by Dona Barreto.

.

considerable amount of Christian Iiteratur

\\-.rs • written in Konkani during the I7tl

century.
-

The modern creative phase of Konkar

literature Iregan during the 20th century. Tit

genius of Shenoi Goetnbab (1877-1946) wa

tiie main inspiration. Among the moden

The modem creative phase of Konkani titerature began
during the 20th century. The genius ofShenog Geombab was
the main inspiration. There are quite a few writers who are
very popular.

v cenniry seven poets wrote in Dogri. Among
‘them Hardutt Shastri (1890-1956) is the most

atstanding. He wrote on socto-religious and
" themes. Dini Bhai Pant (b. 1917) is

considered to be the first Dogri poet of
•modern consciousness. He gave a new dimen-
sion to Dogri poetry. Patriotism was the
dominant theme of Dogri poetry for some
years after the Pakistani! Invasion. It gave way
to the poetry of .socialism.

Ghazal is popular in Dogri. KunwarViyogi is
outstanding in the composition of ghazals.
Short stories are popular in the language.
Narendar Khajuria writes fine stories and
other forms of prose. He is a past-master in
using irony and humour. There are also a few
plat’s and novels in Dogri. Among the novelists
Ved Rahi's name stands out.

KONKANI
Though Knonkani is an independent lan-

guage, in many respects it is close to Marathi
, and Hindi.-Thus its natural script is Devanagari

poets, special mention mat’ be made of 13

Borkar fh. 1910), M. Sardesai (b. 1925), and R

V. Pandit (b. 1917). Borkar writes in Marath

too. Konkani plays, particularly of die foil

variety, are quite popular. Fiction is gamin)

ground in dte contemporary period Tlx

important novelists are Reginaldo Fernandez
M. Sardesai and V. J. P. Saldhana.Journalism i:

developing fast which also means dte Knonk
ani prose is coming into its own.

MAITHILI
The present day Maidtili speaking area i:

about 30,000 square miles in extent. Tlte firs

important literary work is a collection o
Buddhist mystic songs called Caryapadas (8d

to 11th century'). In the age ofJyodriswara (c

1300-1400) Maithilr literature flourished. Hr

himself contributed several works in poetry

drama and prose. His most famous work is tix

play, Dburttcisamagama. Vidyapati - (1360
1448) was patronised by several kings anr

queens. He wrote of love and separation, o
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nature, of devotion to Ganges, Krishna, Sira,

Sakti and of birth and death. The next stage in

the development of Maithili literature was the
rise ormedieval drama. Nandipati s Srikrisbita

Keli Mala, Upadlirayais Parijatabamna and
Ratnapani’s (c. 1850) Ushaliarana are outstand-

ing works.

Coming to the modem period, we have
quite a few poets, novelists and prose writers

wlio are very popular. Some important names
are Mahabtidba, Vaidyanatha, Paremeswara
Jha, llarimohann Jha, Kuntara Gangananda
-Sinlia, Marananda, Lalitha, Dhirendra, Rama-
nanda Renu and Somadeva.

MANIPURI
Manipuri is a Tibeto-Burmese language. It is

an amalgam of seven dialects spoken by seven

dams. The language lias a script of its own. The
history of Manipuri literature is divided into

three periods: the Ancient Period from AD 33
to the end of the 17th century, the Middle

Period from the beginning of die 18th century

Labanga Singh (18th-century) describes the
death of Rama in beautiful Manipuri.

Modem Manipuri poetry is recent in the
sense that it had to wait till the second decade
of this cenmry to get a form, be Pawn
(Garland, 1929) by Kamal Singh isan outstand-

ing work. AD. Singha ( 1907-4 0 :s a composer
of epic poetry in Manipuri. His i'.anisa lladba
(1912) is a notable work. There are also

experimental poems compose) after 1917,
Interesting dramas, about a dozen readable
novels and some short stories of worth in

Manipuri.

NEPALI
The Nepali language belongs to die Indo-

Aryan family, it has descended from the Klws
prakrit. Nepali is fairly rich in folk literature.

Its traditional poetry has come to shape only in

the ISth century. Subananda I >as was one of
the rectigniscd poets of the early period. He
was followed by Shakti Ballav Anal and
Udayanand Anal.

Manipuri has rich tradition of folk-literature. The bulk of
Manipuri literature down to the 19th century was folk in

content and style. It consists of folk-songs, ballads and
folk-fables.

till the middle of the 19th century and the

Modem Period from mid 19th century on-

wards..

Manipuri has a rich tradition of folk litera-

ture. As a matter of fact, die bulk of Manipuri

literature down to the 19di century was folk in

content and style. The folk literature consists

of folk-songs, ballads and folk-tales. It is

extremely difficult to date books and assign

diem to authors. The Kumbaba is a rova!

chronicle of Manipuri. It contains records

from 33 AD when Pakhangba ascended the

throne. Certain important prose works are

Numit Kappa (Shooting the Sun, c. 10th c.),

Naottnkbon Plxtmbal Kaha (between 1576

and 1697), tetbak Lcldmrol and PaiUoibi

K/xingrd, both of 17di century. The ancient

Manipuri. style is ornate and verbose.

Specimeas of- traditional poetry are to be

found in tiie translation and adaptations of

Indian classics. The best specimen is Ilijan

Hirao (Royal Boat). In this poem, human
qualities are ascribed to animate objects and

nature. Kan: Nongaba (Death of Rama) by

Most of die writers of this p-triod were
weli-versed in Sanskrit and hence Sanskrit

patterns were approved for Nepali composi-
tions. Gopika Stud and Sriiead PJxigawat
were translated into Nepali. Basant Sliarma’s

Krishna Ojarita is regarded as the first klxm-
dakarya. Bhanubliakta translated Adhyaima
Ramayanam into Nepali (1841-68), Motiram
Bhatta, Lekhnath and BalakrLshna Sania are

important poets of the modem period.

In Drama, Novel and Short Story, Nepali lias

claims for sizeable contributions. Among the

playwrights the more important names are S.

B Anal and Balakrishnu Sarma, and among
novelists Pratiman lama, Rudraraj Pandev and
Shiva Kumar Rai. Parasmani Pradhanis a good
prose writer and researcher

RAJASTHANI
Rajastliani is an Indo-Aryan langjp—sharing

its roots in Vedic Sanskrit a}\ '.wni

Prakrit. Its script is Devanagari. I,
r,f

folk literature consisting of lj_— t
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iroverbs, folk tales and panegyrics.

-Historians have divided traditional poetry

rtto two periods; the early period starting

ram 1050 AD and ending with 1450 and the

econd (medieval) period from 1450 to 1850.

"hereafter it is modem poetry/ That early

teriod abounds in Jain poetry. The ridiest

>eriod for poetry and prose compositions is

he next period.

All the masterpieces oftraditional poetry are

jroducts of this period. Besides a great many
ull-length poetic works dealing with wars,

nythologica! events and devotional themes,

several Du/xts and Gitas (a kind of metre 1 have

>een composed on all kinds of subjects.

Padmanahlta, Vihu Sujo, Aluj are a few of the

mportant composers.

Modem poetry starts from the forties of this

century. This reflects the impact of western

culture. The first book ofmodem po«ry Badli,

(Cloud) by Chandra Singh (b 1912). It de-

scribes the jot’s and sorrows of rain in the

desert. N. R. Sanskana, N. S. Bhatti, R.-Kalplt

and G. L Vyas are important modem poets.

Mention may also be made of Vivaja Dan
Detha and Rewnt Dan Charan whose contribu-’

tion to mtxlem Rajasthani, literature is con-

siderable.

Drama and novel have not nourished riel!

in Rajasthan; but stort stories (known as m/)
are many and of a high standard. M. D. Vyas

pioneered the modern short story with his-

Varas gantb (Tlte Birth Day; 1956).

DANCEIND
In music and dance India can legitimately

5e proud of her past, a tradition dating back to

the days of the "Vedas’.

To an extent, it is established now that

Indian Music had its origin in the Vedas where
it found its moorings. As centuries rolled on it

developed into an integrated well-codified

form. Development ofmusic commenced with

die folk idiom evolved in consonance with

regional ingenuity, and slowly blossomed into

classical forms. Though classical music, in

India differs from region to region, there is an

underlying current of unity.

There are two systems ofmusic in India, the
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definite. The Dhruta is double the Madhya

(middle) which in turn ,
is twice the Vilamba.

COMPOSITIONS
Prior to Thalapakkam Annamacharya, who

evolved the Krithi pattern as in vogue today-

Pallavi, Anupallavi and Charanam- Carnatic

music had its own system. In Tamil Nadu saint

composers like Arunagiri Nadhar, Muthu

Tltandavar, Manikavachagar and Thayumana-

var had composed devotional canticles like

Thirupugazh, Thevaram and Kirtanas. As there

was no system of notation obtaining then,

these were learnt and mastered by the ear

It was Purandaradasa from Karnataka who
not only gave shape and form to Carnatic

music by perfecting the Krithi pattern hut

evolving a number of musical exercises in the

form of Sanili.Jandai, Dhattu and Geetam. This

gave structure to the idiom. It can therefore be
said that it was Purandamdasa who gave a

launching pad to Tbyagfiraja, Syama Sfjastri

leamt by listening, those of the other two in

the trinity have to be leamt front; a Guru.

There are also the Padams, Jhayelis' and

Kavadi Chindus to adorn the Iightcr/side. The

first two are the counterparts ofthe Thumris of

the Hindustani style. They are erotic in content

and have to be sung with emotion and -a

feeling for the lyrics.

Coming to the Hindustani idiom.die Dhrit-

pad is the mast ancient-form of composition

evolved by Sunmi Haridas and Tartscn. The

Swarm lived some time at the end of the

fifteenth century. He became a sanyasi belong-

ing to the yogic lineage of the Andhra philo-

sopher Saint Nimharka. Bhakti was the

keynote of his compositions. Tradition has it

that Baiju Bourn and Tansen were his disci-

ples. Tansen was born in the earlier part ofthe

16th century. legend has it that he was the son

of one Makarand Pande, and was named Kam
Tanu and was christened Tanna Misra. He
adorned the court of Akbar. He is credited

with the creation ofnew ragas such as Miyan ki

It was Purandaradasa who gave a launchingpad to Thyagar-
oja, Syama Shastri and Muthuswami Dikshitar. This trinity
finally emerged as the greatest contributors to the enrich-
ment of Carnatic music.

and Muthuswami Diksljitar to pour forth their
:clevorion into music This trinity finally

merged as the greatest contributors to die
nrichment of Camauc music. Thayagaraja
sang in simple Telugu in praise of Rama who
was his Ishta Devata. As he had a large number
of disciples by his side always his composi-
tions easily caught on and became popular.

The unique feature of his compositions is that
every song was die result of an inner inspir-
ational urge, having for its background a
personal experience or anecdote. He covered
almost the entire range of ragas and more than
that he covered a ruga in his composiuon from
various angles leaving very little elbow room
for future composers. This must have promp-
ted Dikshitar to adopt the Dhrupad system for
doubling the pace of the stanzas in between to
give a new look to ills compositions. Sv-ama
Shastry sang in praise ofKamakshi, the presid-
ing deity at Kancheepuram, His compositions
revealed his technical virtuosity in Carnatic
music. While Thyagarajn’s compositions can be

Malhar, Darbari Kannada and Miyaki Thodl
This idiom had gone into oblivion for long,

but lias now surfaced due to the efforts of the

Daggar family. It has also caught on in the West

in view of the robustness of the composidons.

The word Kbayal, of Persian origin means
Imagination’. Though its origin is attributed to

Amir Khusro to whom all untraceable things

are traced, consensus ofopinion is that it came
into prominence due to die efforts of Sultan

Mohammed Sharqui in the 15th century and
became acceptable as a classical form from the

time ofSadanand Nyamet Khan (18lh century).

Unlike the Dhrupad, it is more delicate’and

romantic. For in structure and technique, it

has certain freedom not found in Dhrupad.

A Khava! need not start with an Allaap so
necessary in a Dhrupad. It depends on the

genius of die singer to beautify It, by giving

each note its proper environment, gamakas
and an inner sense of melodic proportion.
There have been great names in this regard
like Balakrishna Bua (Gwalior Gharana), Raha-
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mat Khan (Gwalior Gharana), Narthan Khan
(Agra Gharana), Fayyaz Khan (Agra Rangeela
Gharana), Alladia Khan Oaipur Gharana),

Bhaskar Bua (Agra, Gwalior,Jaipur Gharanas),

Abdul Karim Khan (Kirana Gharana), Abdul
Walid Khan (Kiran Gharana).

' The Tbiimri is a very light form often

bordering on the vulgarly sensuous. It is quite

possibly associated with the Radha-Krishna
Bhakti cult and harnessed in Kathalc It was
very' famous in the 19th century under die

patronage of Wajid Ali Shah, who was in-

terested in Bohemian pleasures. He was a

generous patron whose court was adorned
with dancers and music luminaries. Tlx Para-

na is a composition which does not use

meaningful words. Its libretto is made of

syllables like nadir, tome, tarana and yalali

which are mnemonics of tabla and sitar

strokes. Its parallel can be found in the

Thillana of the Carnatic idiom.

The Ghazals, now very popular, are more
famous for their erotic content Mirza Ghalib

the shehnai are wind instruments; the veena,
gotruvadhyam, sitar and now the sarod from
Afghanistan are stringed instruments. The
drum varieties are percussion instruments.

One point must be dearly borne in mind,
that Indian instrumental music is basically

vocal in conception. This is more pronounced
in Carnatic music where the artiste reproduces
only die works of great masters on the
instruments. The element of licence and
improvisation occur in the Alapana or the free

prelude. But there is a slight difference. In
Hindustani music, instrumental scores do not
rely on musical compositions with lyrics

alone.

A musical phrasing based on a given rhyth-

mic cycle is taken up for delineation and is

processed in five stages namely, Aalaap (free

prelude), Jhod and Jhala (chords). Gaat (the

musical structure to lie negotiated), the Vilam-

bit (slow pace) am) the Dhrui (fast tempo)
Though there are separate musical scores for

musical instruments, the emphasis is on the

Great masters are trying to innovate an experiment on

patterns unique to the instruments and bring out their

potentialities. Pandit Ravishankar, Ali Akbar Khan and
Amjad Ali Khan are instances in point.

can be called die father of this style and he did

not mince words in describing its purpose. His

philosophy was wine and women. It is now a

commercial viable venture and draws far

larger audiences than any odier style of

Hindustani music

The above touches only the broad and

fundamental aspects of the two main styles of

Indian music

INSTRUMENTS
The flute, nadaswaram, veena, gotu-

vadhyam, thavil, mridangam, and the plain

drum are some of the ancient instruments of

music in India. The sitar and the tabaia were

late comers. The sitar appears to hare infil-

trated from Persia and has assumed great

popularity. Except the veena which is neath

fretted, all other instruments are negotiated bv

the method of trial and error Their handbag

depends on the ingenuity and desternv of the

player. The flute and the nadaswaram as aie

Gayaki Ang That is, effort is made to be as

faithful as possible to the vocal style However,
these days great maestros are trying to inno-

rate an experiment on patterns unique to the

instruments and bring out their potentialities.

Pandit Konslxtnkar, Alt Akbar Khan and
Ampul Ah Khan are instances in point

Rau.xh.mkar has gone a step further and
specialised in orchestration also. Not on!vths.

he has also tried to effect a fusion between
Indian and Western music. He has ntfxez
shoulders ruth the Beatles, the Pop an
tribes Onlv posterity will be able toAsaxte
value and potentiality of this expcriraera Ct?

the percussion side also there hasfesr* cr
~

effort to achieve a common r£cerrr ->-*

drums of all types. Zaisr Hassrr.
and ebullient son of the ffissKiss
nas made much progressintraf

effort clicked, as rfr.trra ___

and brooks no re

radioes.

Toe violin, a toe
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also been Indianised and l^sbecomepopular

it was in the -19th century that the brother oi

Muthuswamv Dikshitar. Baluswamy Dikshitar,

introduced the violin to India. Since then « hasS on and become an indispeasaWe

adjunt to Indian music. In fact, it has eclipsed

all otlier Indian iastrumems, in view of its

.
portability, negotiability and ™ge

;

‘
do£ " «

react wildly to the vagaries of weather like ns

Indian counterparts and no wonder u is « e

most sought after instrument, especially in the

South. Why south, one may ask.

In the North, the Sarmigi. another stringed

instrument, has been in vogue for centuries

But it his its inadequacies. It sports a plethora

of vibrating strings which have to be returned

for every change of ragn in a concert. Added to

this it has to be operated by the knuckles

instead of the fingertips. In the circumstances,

there cannot be pin-point precision in notes in

the speedier utterances. In inexpert hands, it

will be an instrument of aggression. Years of

practice only can enable an artiste to achieve

mentioned lie is on par with the topmnkers in

die West. Zubin Mebta, when asked about his

impressions of the Indian violinists, obsep ed.

‘Oh yes, that young' lad L Subramaniam, is

10

The number of Carnatic musicians is too

large to admit of detailed mention. But it

would be worthwhile to mention a few- great

names. PalglMt Rama Bbagavaiar, Anjwfewrfi

Ramanuja Ayyangpr, MahtmjeVntramil»
teanatba 1ycr, Madurai Mam Iyer, Chanfwi

Valdyanaiba Blxtgai'alar, Palgbal Memt

Palani Subbudu, Dakshinamoorlly
Ptllai. Bu

the sole credit for making Carnatic musk

popular in the West should go to Srnl. M. i

Subbaiakdmti who with her golden votce too

the Western world by storm. More than tnai

she harnessed music as a vehicle of devotioi

and philanthropy. Indeed she realised the res

purpose of music.

DANCE
Among the various dance forms in vogue i

Bharatanatyam is poetry in motion. It is a highly traditional

and stylized dance form, crystallized in the cast-iron mould oi

Bhrata’s technique that disallows new-fangled gimmicks.

perfection. But its beauty lies in its rich total

'timbre that can surpass even the voice. It can

ir the heart in the Vilambit passages. So

uch so that in the Akashwaani it is featured

when any dignitary passes away. In the recent

past die violin has started catching on in the

north also. V. C.Jog and Smt. N. Rajam are two

outstanding artistes of this instrument.

India are Bharatanatyam, Chakiarkootli

Kathak, Kathakali, Krishnanattam, Kuchiput

Manipuri, Mohiniattam, Odissi, Ottanthull

and Yakshagana. Besides, there are umpta

numbers of folk-dances peculiar to vario

regions and sub-cultures.

There have been great maestros of violin

and there still are in the south. Starting from

Gotinda Swamy Ptllai, there have been stal-

warts like Dwaram Venkataswami Naldu,

Mysore T. Choiidlab, Rajamanickam Ptllai

and Mayavaram Govindaraj Pillai. Today the

younger set has achieved astounding perfec-

tion and professionalism almost eclipsing the

old-timers. Lalgudi Jayaraman, MS. Gopala

Kridbnan and V. V. Subramaniam are a few

instances. Special mention must be made of

the outstanding achievements of the young

violin maestro Prof. L Subramaniam who has

not only mastered the Carnatic idiom but also

the Hindustani and Western styles. In the last

Bharata Natyam is poetry in motion. Traci

its hoary origins in die Natya Shastra, writt

by the great sage, Bharata, it is a higl

traditional and stylized dance form. Cryst

lized in the cast-iron mould of Bharat

technique, this art form glossily disallo

new-fangled innovations or gimmicks exct

in repertoire and forms of presentatk

Emerging far back in' the labymdiine twists

ancient history (as information for the d

conscious, 4000 B.C. is the ascribed date to
]

Natya Shastra), Bharatanatyam has been i

mortalized in successive generations, as mi

by the sinuous grace of great dancers as by

nimble fingers of renowned sculptors v

have demonstrated the perfection of Bhata

technique, in the flowing lines of terrl
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-sculptures.

Its pretent form was evolved by the Tanjore
quartet namely Ponialr Pillai and brothers.

Earlier variedly known as Dasi Attain and
Sadir, it was praaised by Devadasis of the
South Indian temples. It went into disrepute
due to economic and social conditions and it

was Rukmini Devi who gave it new life and
respectability. Its format consists of Alarippu
(invocation), Jathi Swaram (note combina-
tions), Shabdam (notes and lyrics), Varnam (a

combination of pure dance and abhinaya),

lighter items like Padams and Javalis (all

erotic) and finally the thillana (again pure
dance). On par with Rukmini Devi, there was
Bala Saraswati, the queen of Bharata Natyam.

' Cbakiarkootbtt. This form is believed to

have been introduced to Kerala by the early

Aryan immigrants and is performed only by
the members of the Chakiar caste. A highly

orthodox type of entertainment, it can be
strictly staged inside temples and witnessed bv
•the Hindus of the higher castes. The theatre is

Lucknow one drifted into erotics. -
; .

Benaras also stuck to pure dance but
provided for the sensuous aspect by define:

ing episodes from the Radha-Krishna legen
The patron king of the Lucknow style w
Wajid Ali Shah who spent extravagantly on ai

The place of women in Kathak was of
different order. They were -known as nacl

walis who adorned the courts of the Mughal
Apart from this, they were used for entertnii

ment of the pleasure seeking rulers and the
fawning toadies. Eventually they came to b

categorised as women of easy virtue. Th
Kathak dance goes through a regular form;

mostly concentrating on rhythm, various]

called Tatkar, Paltas, Thoras, Amad and Paran:

Binda Din Maharaj, Kalkadin, Aachan Maha
aj, Gopi Krishna and Birju Maharaj are but
few maestros in this line.

Kathakali is the most refined, the mo:
•scientific and elaborately defined dance forr

of Kerala. As it is obtained today it is not mor
than 300 years old, but its roots can be trace

Kathak, which has roots in Katha, evolved out of the

popularisation of Radha-Krishna legend. Jaipur, Lucknow
and Benaras became centres of its practice. From dance it

changed to rhythm and erotics.

known as Koothambalam. The story is recited

in a quasi-dramatic style with emphasis on
eloquent declarations with appropriately sug-

gestive facial expressions and hand gestures

The only accompaniments are the cymbals and

the drum known as the mizhavu, made of

copper with a narrow’ mouth on which is

stretched a piece of parchment.

Folk Dances of India vary according to the

region and have no specific grammar. They fit

in with the scheme of festivals in each region.

Katlxtk. It has its root in Katha — story. A

band of story tellers who were attached to

temples in North India, narrated stories from

epics, later, the}’ added mime and gesture to

their recitation. The next stage in its evolution

came in the 15th and 16th centuries A.D. with

the popularisation of the Radha-Krishna

legend. With the advent of the Muslim rule, it

was taken out from the temples to the courts.

Jaipur, Lucknow and Benaras became the

centres. While Jaipur gave predominance to

pure dance with emphasis on rhythm, the

back farther past. It is a Very exciting art forn

demanding not only complete control c

practically every fibre of the artiste’s body, bu
also intense sensitivity of emotion.

The stories for atlakaibas ( the verse text fo

a kathakali piece) are selected from epics ant

mythologies and are written in a high!’

sanskritised verse form in Malayalam. Tin

actor does not speak, but expresses himsel

through highly complicated and scientificall;

ordained tmtdras and steps, closely followinj

the text being sung from the background o
the stage.

Die domain of kathakali is peopled b;

superhumans, gods and demons, and animal:

who are presented in a larger than life format

What strikes the spectator first and most is tht

splendour of the costumes, ornaments, anc

facial make-up which transform tlieactor

dancer into a type rather than a/" •• ->k»

character A character can be iden; ' v .

colour it sports. A green-painted

for nobility, honour, valour and .



qualities.

Mythological heroes like the Randavas, King

Nala and divine personages like Krishna and

India wear this make-up. In characters who

wear the kalli make-up, the green on the face

is broken by a red patch resembling an

upward twirling moustache. This make-up is

symbolic of high-bom anti-heroes, who are

demonic "but worthy foes to the heroes.

Examples are characters like Duryodhana,

Havana and so bn.

Another character classification called tadi

(beard) includes wearers of red, white anil

black beards — red worn by vicious and

savage villains like Dussasana. Bakasura and '<>

on, white by the pious giant monkey Hanu-

man, and black worn by alxirtginal hunters

and forest dwellers. The category calletl kart

(black) has characters whose faces are painted

in lamp black, mostly ogresses like Shurpa

naklia and Hidimba In complete contrast is

inimtkkit, in which die lace is painted in

delicate flesh tones with vellow and red

powder They are the noble women, queens,

princesses, mostly heroines like Damayanti.

Sita and others

Tile vocabulary for the |ierlormer is onh
hasuimtidnis (stvlised hand gestures I, tacul

gestures and nnna Together with ihe exotic

quality ot the spectacle ami the intricate

abhnutya svstem and the rhetorical text ren
\’y\Jered in classical so le to the accompaniment

,
:®7of drums, a kaihakah perfomiance trans]xins a

* spectator to an unvvorldv atmosphere peopled
by gods, demons and other sujx'rhumnns

It takes years for a novice to graduate into an
actor Seven v ears of full-time practice under j

meticulous teacher is the minimum called for

Blit to make jn accomplished acior able lo
portray versatility, it takes many more

Kathakali had its origins in the courts of the
kings of Kerala It is considered to lx- a highlv
synthetic an form, combining in itself the
rudiments of its earlier forms like Knshnan.ii
tam and Ramanattam plus a highly scientific

dance drama form It is not folk, but highly
classical, though not very old

Most of tlte attakathas were written in the
last century, but new attakathas are also
appearing, though tlie standards are still kept
undisturlx'd Tliere is plenty of innovation
going on, yet till within the framework of the
basic format. One of the noieworthv mnova-
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tions was rendering Goethe’s German classic

Faust into an attakacha. .

Poet Vallathol can be said to be the fountain-

head of all inspiration in regard to today's

kathakali. He authored many a script. ‘Kerala

Kalamandalam’ at Cheruthuruthy on the bank
of Bharatapuzha is the premier insitution in

this regard. •

Koodiyatiam. Tliis is always a long drawn
out affair and may take anywhere from a few
days' to a number of weeks. It is both

entertainment and edification. The Vjdhushaka
rules the roost. He moralises and his armoury
— satire and inneundo — has some times no
relevance to the theme of the play.

' Krisljtuinaitam.il isintended forpresentation

on eight successive nights to unfold the entire

story of lord Krishna; the style is almost akin

to'Kathakali.

Kuchipudi. It is the dance drama ofAndhra
Pradesh. It is the corresponding style of the

Bhagavata Mela Nataka of Tamil Nadu. Except

that the femphasis is on the animation, the

which draws heavily from the rich lore of
legend and mythology. Costumes are colour-
ful and the music has a quaint old-world
charm. The numbers presented are Lai

Haraoba and Rasa Leela. The former deals with
the creation of the,world and the latter is on
Krishna Leela.

Drums play an important pan and the
Poonang Cholom item Is a must in any
performance. The Kartar Cholom danced with
cymbals is another exciting item.

MobniniyaUam is also the heir of Devadasi
dance heritage like Bharatanarvam, Kuchipudi,
Odissi. The word ‘Mohninf literally means a
maiden who exerts desire or steals the bean of
the onlooker. There is the well-known story of
Lord Vishnu takingon the guise ofa ‘Mohini’ to

enthral people, both in connection with the

churning of the milk-ocean and with the

episode of the slaying of Bhasmasura. Thus it

is thought that Vaishnava devotees gave the

name of MOhiniyattam to tliis dance form.

In format, this is similar to Bharatanatvam.

Far Manipuris, dance has been inextricably woven into their

pattern of life. The dance form is mostly ritualistic. Its

dance-drama technique draws heavily from the rich lore of

legend and mythology.

grammar is derived from the Natya Shastra and

in all other aspects it is akin to Bharata Natyam.

Tirtha Naraynna and Siddendra Yogi evolved

this style. Kuchelapuram in Andhra Pradesh

was the originating centre for tliis style. Hence

tiie name Kuchipudi. It w-as a male preroga-

tive. In recent years women have taken to it

but it is mostly solo dance that they perform.

To this extenr the concept has been watered

down, f.ike Kathakali it used to lie a w eek-long

affair. Vedaniham Satyanaravana is the doyen

of-this style and he has carved out a niche for

himself in portraying the role of the haughty,

beautiful and vain glorious Satyabhama. Vent

blind China-Satyam, however, is the most

popular guru today.

,1 lanijinri. Front the 13thto thelBihcenturies,

Vaislmavism came to be adopted in Manipur

and this ushered a new era in the develop-

ment of this style. For Manipuris, dance has

ixteii so inextricably woven into their pattern

of life. The dance form is mostly ritualistic It

has still preserved the dance drama technique

The .movements are graceful like Odissi and
the costumes sober and attractive, it is essen-

tially a solo dance.

The first reference to Mohiniyattam is found

in 'Vyavahnramala’, composed by Mazliaman-

galam Narayanan Nanibudiri, assigned to the

16th centurv AD.
In the 19th century Swathi Tirunal, the king

of erstwhile Travancore. did much to encour-

age and stabilize this art-form, it was Poet

Vallathol who again revived it and gave it a

status in modern times through Kerala Kala-

mandalam, which he founded in 1930 Kala-

mandalam Kalyaniantma, the first dance

teacher of Kalamandalam, was instrumental in

resuscitating tins ancient art form It is slowly

trying to acquire an identity and classical

status

Odissi Hits is also based .on the Natya

Shastra and the earliest evidence, wt<>~;e of

die existence of the an of dance i'
\ ^

-Vs
during the 2nd century B.C. wit..

King Karavela ntled. Himselfan q.v;- '
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and musician; he arranged a performance of

Thandava and Adhinaya.

In the. early 17th century, a class of boys

known' as. Gotipuas,. came into being. They

dressed as dancing girls and danced in the

temples. Grace is its uniqueness and the most

important elements are the Bhangis and Kara-

nas. The Bhangis are the basis poses and the

Karanas the basic dance-units.

The format consists of Bhumi Pranam, Batu.

Pallavi and lighter items like the Ashtapadi

ending in moksha approximating to tlieThilla-

na of the South. It has gained great popularity

today and it is so to the credit of Smt. Samyukta
Panigrahi to have made it acquire universal

ippreciation. Today Kelucharan Mahapatra lias

lecome a name to reckon with as a pre-

eminent guru.

India and toe S:

Oltati Tbullal. It is performed solo

because of its ready mass appeal, it is

known as the poor man’s Kathakali. K
Nambiar evolved 'it and brought out the i

conditions of his time, the distinaions of

and the weaknessesand whims of the rid

the great. Tlie dialogue is in simple Mala;

and therefore ensures mass appeal. .

YalsbaGam

:

This belongs to Kamatak
has a rural origin. It is an admixture,of <

and drama. Its heart lies, in 'Gana' me
music. It is about 400 years old. Tlie lan;

is Kannada and the themes, are base

Hindu epics. Tlie costumes are almost a!

the Kathakali ones and the style seems to

drawn inspiration from Kathakali, As
scribed in the Natva Shastra, it has the S

Dhara (conductor) and the Vidhushafca

jester).

NDIAN PASWTING, SCULPTURE
Despite great gaps in our knowledge of

ontinuities in history, the store of Indian
Miming has to begirt wnh the art of primitive

nan which has survived in rock shelters and
raves in places like Hoshangubad, Mirzapur,
Bhimbetka.

Stone Age paintings tielonging to the Mag-

.
»an phase ( 1 5000 B C ) have been disco-

,
d elsewhere The chances are that the
ui.gs m India do not go that far hack But it

accepted that the primitive intellect and
'Sion can survive For long when communities
ire isolated. Thus these paintings share the
ivid realism of primitive art that has been
discovered in many places like Altamira in
ipain and Lascaux in France The silhouette
iflfea creates a dramatic shadow-play ofscenes
if hum, the open mouth of the wounded Imar
expresses all its pain.

Tlie epoch of the Indus Valiev Civilization
3000 B.C. — 1500 BC.) was one of elegant
irban culture, but since the superstructures
lave not survived, no murals have come down
o us. But in the case of the Aegean culture of
indent Crete we find close similarity between
liural painting and the painting on pottery
fhe Indus epoch also may have had extensive
nural painting, for the painting on the potterv
hat has conie down to us in abundance shows
nnrurity and range, front vigorous realism

through rhythmic stylization to strikingl

pressive abstraction.

The earliest paintings of Ajanta may
back to the first century B.C. and the lat<

the eighth century. Tlie spirit of the cor
sionate Buddha is their inspiration.

Perhaps Hinayana or early Buddhisn
not understand that spirit correctly, f

remembered only the transience of thing
pervasiveness of pain. But, though Slddli

had wanted to take his infant son with
when he left the palace, he could not bei

the mother's hand lay protecting!;' ore
child even in her sleep. He rememberer
after his enlightenment and told all to hav
same kind of protective regard for every I

thing He rejected Nirvana for himself ant
born again and again to help humanity
travails, not only in many human roles, bu
deer, an elephant, a swan.
The Jataka tales elaborated the vicissii

of these incarnations and the Ajantan £

painted them in sinuous line and sen
colour City, countryside and forest, mer
women of every type, fauna and flora,'

a

mentioned in these murals.

Since the brush and the chisel accornp;
the message of peace when Buddhism
ated to the rest of Asia, Ajanta benu
fountainhead of Asian painting and m
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V7ith the clear stamp of its style. This can be

seen in Sigiriya in Sri Lanka, Bamiyan in

‘Afganistan , in mam- places along the old silk

route in China, in Korea and in Horiyuji in

Japan.

In India itselfthe munil tradition continued,

though with less momentum, in Chatukyan.

Uadatni (sixth century), Pallava Panamalai

(seventh century},. Pandy3n Sittannavasal

(ninth century), Chola Tanjore (twelfth cen-

tury), Lepakshi of Vijayanagar (sixteenth cen-

tury) and the murals of Kerala ofvarious dates

reaching to the middle of the nineteenth

century-.

Meanwhile, painting Iiad come down from

the extended mural surface to the miniature

dimensions of the manuscript, originally on
palm-leaf, later on paper. The miniatures of

Paia period Bengal (tenth and eleventh centur-

ies) conserve the sensuous line of Apnea. But

there is a rapid decline now and the line

becomes brittle and angular.

It is this Style that spread to western India

Indian artists. Each painting was most often a

co-operative effort of Indian and Persian

artists, one man doing the drawing, another

the colouring, a third the details. The indfge-

nisatton received further momentum when

Akbar commissioned the translation and illus

nation of Indian texts like the Rarnoyrma and

the sialxibbanutt '
,

It is mostly artists trained in the Moghu
atelier who became the court palmers of ilx

Rajput princes. But while Moghu! paintingw
elitist, reflecting imperial pomp and circumst

ance, Rajput painting presented in line ant

colour die great myths and legends of the

Lind, the story of Rama, of Krishna, .of the

Bbagmma and the Gita Gotittcia. Ofthe man;
states in the plains or Rajasthan, two neec

special mention.

The style of Kotali painting anticipates bj

nearly eighty years the primitive vision anc

virility of European fauvists like Douaniei

Rousseau. Tliat of Kishangarh painting man
ages the perfect picrorislisstron of the pactr\

Mughul painting teas elitist reflecting imperial form and
circumstances, Rajput painting presented in tine and colour
the great myths and legends of the story ofRama, ofKrisha
and of the ‘Bkagacata’.

and is seen in numerous illuminated manu-
scripts, the hulk of them beingJain texts, ofthe

I from the twelfth to the fifteenth centur-

(Sut a wind of change begins to blow
during the latter half of the fifteenth century
and the first quarter of the sixteenth.

In respoase to the lyricism of poems like

the Vasanta Vilasa (Dalliance in Spring),

Bilhana’s Chaura Pandxtsika (Fifty Stanzas on
Stolen hove) and Ijattr-Gxmcla (the Romance
of Lorik and Chanda), line again becomes
supple, colour lustrous. The Indian miniature
stabilizes a fine pictorial style even before die
advent of the MoghuLs.

Though the imperial court of Akbar was
headed by artists from Persia, Moghu! painting
is not a provincial school of Persian painting.

The latter retreats into a paradisiacal world of
romance, whileAkbar is interested in contem-
poraneity', in history' in the making. The
organization of the studio and its working also

brought about a rapid indigenisation of the
alien idiom.

Akbar recruited a very large number of

of the Radah-Krishna story. .
, ;

In the small principalities of the Hfmalayar
valley s set up by intrepid Rajput warriors fron

the plains, many centres came up of whid
Basohli is unique for its intensity of express

ion, Kulu for its doseness to the folk style ant

Kangra for both its romanticism and largt

output.

A decline followed die dose of the Rajpu
phase. With the strong presence ofthe west ii

the British era, western academism becarrw

popular, mostly self-taught in die Case of :

pioneer like Ravi Varma, through institutions

training in the case of others. The revivals

school, headed by Ahanindranath Tagore, wa
nationalist in inspiration, but its pictoria

adiievement was weak and sentimental.

The four pioneers of modem painting ii

India are Gaganendranath Tagore who triei

out every technique 3nd style, Amrita Slicrgi

who integrated the pictorial idiom of the wes
and an Indian vision, Jamini Roy’ who discc

vered the virility of the folk tradition am
modulated it in many ways and Kabindranatl
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Tagore who demanded for paintings music’s
autonomy and independence from -facmality-

and thus gave a charter for free variations on
naturalism, abstraction and expressionism.

SCULPTURE
The story of Indian sculpture begins with

the epoch of the Indus Valley Civilization and
it is-alreadv a startlingly mature achievement.
The figurine of the dancing girl that has come
down to us testifies to good knowledge of
bronze casting, indicates the fascination of the
feminine figure dial will endure throughout,

points to thedose relation between sculpture

and dance in die Indian tradition.

Terracotta is the medium for objects used in

ritual like mother goddess figurines as well as

for recreation like toss of a great variery

Despite their small size stone sculpture

achieves
,
monumentalism and animals like

bulls represented in the small steatite seals

have a vibrant realism

The Satavahanas (second century B.C. to
second century AD.) further developed these
traditions. The dryads of Sanchi are the most
lissome representations of the type. Narrative
sculpture at Amaravati brilliantly solved the
problem of composition in awkward shapes
like that of the medallion.

In the north west regions now- no longer in
India, in the IndoOreek kingdoms diat
emerged in the wake of the invasion under
Alexander, the plastic vision ofancient Europe
combined with Buddhist spirituality to create
the art of Gandhara. This region became pari
of the vast Kushan empire ofKanishka (second
century AD.) which stretched from the Oxus
to the Ganges. But the Kristens mostly resided
at Mathura and the an of this epoch was in the
main a prolongation of the earlier traditions

However, it was an age of highly urbanised
and relaxed mores and the Yakshi figure loses

its links with the woods, becomes a self-

consciously seductive damsel of the city.

Scenes of revelry with the wine flowing freely

Terracotta is the medium for objects used in rituals like

mother goddess figurines as tcell as for recreation like toys of
a great carielg. Despite their small size, stone sculpture

achieves monumentalism.

The dispersal of Persian craftsmen when the

Adiaemenid empire was overrun by die

Greeks in die founh century B.C may have

contributed to the monumental stylization of

the figure of the lions in die Asokan pillar chat

has been adopted as India's national emblem
But the .Mauryan age also evolved a gender
style in die bull ofthe Rampurva pillar and die

sympadietic treatment of animals continues

throughout in Indian sculpture. The Vakshas

and the Vakshis (spirits of hills and trees) are

at first rather rigid figures but die feminine

figure soon becomes sensuously refined, even
though remaining ample, in the Didarganj

Yakshi. .

The Sungas who replaced die Mauryas in

the second century- B.C further refined the

Yakshi figure with elaborately carved costume
and jewellery, linked tree and woman diraugh

the nexus of fertility which symbolism was

. poetically brought out in die compositions

and developed the skill for fluent narration in

(
running friezes of low-relief or deep-relief

i sculpture.

are represented in sculpture. Feminine
3pparel begins its fine adventure of ambiva-

lence, revealing while pretending to conceal

for die Mathura nymph wears so transparent a

fabric that she appears nude.

The age of die imperial Guptas (300-600)

achieved the classic stabilization of the icon of

the Buddha, represented as seated or standing,

and widi various symbolic gestures of the

hands. The circular medallion dial had deco-

rated the railings in Sungan and Kuslian times

evolves hereto thesplendid aureole or halo of

the Buddha. The transparent apparel of the

Kushan epoch falLs here in fine folds that trace

flowing rhydimic patterns all over the figure

The visage with its delicacy of moulding

achieves a rapt serenity of expression, a quality

of inward musing, realised never before

The Gupta creation of the classical icon of

the Buddha is a landmark in die art of Asia for,

like the Pacimapani of Ajantx it radiated to

many lands. Tliis age also created magnificent

sculpture on Hindu themes like the incarna-

tions ofVishnu in die late fifth o :L'UfP'e .
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of Deogarh and the powerful representation

of the boar (Varsha) incarnation salvaging the

earth, hewn from the rock at Udayagiri.

Tite Vakatakas of the Deccan were the

contemporaries of the Guptas and under their

patronage fine sculpture came up in abund-

ance, mostly Buddhist at Ajanta, Hindu at

Ellora. The achievement has great range, from

the lightness of flying figures and the elegant

rhythmic balance of dancing groups such as

the one at Aurangabad to the majesty and

wealth of symbolic meaning of the figure

Mahesa at Elephama.

The Western Chalukyas continued these

trends, creating floating figures and dancing

Sivas at Badami, Aihole and Pactadakkal The
Eastern Chalukyas also created some fine

sculptures of dance in die temples of Vipvawa-

da region.

In the eighth century, the Rashtrakuta*

carved a whole lull of rock at Ellora to

simulate a structural temple and peopled it

with sculpture on the exploits of Siva which
share the turbulent power of their unique
architectural achievement The Guiara-Prati-

liar.is who were their contemporaries evolved
a less turbulent though still monumental stvle

in such creations as the cosmic form ofVishnu,
created poetically sensitive sculptures like the
one showing the wedding of Siva and Parvati
and contributed one of the loveliest dryads in
the Indian tradition.

The Gahadvalas continued this tradition and •

the twelfth-century head from Iiajoigarh is

probably the best Indian sculpture for. the

most elegant representation of feminine coif- ,

fure. This trend of exquisite feminine figura-

tion climaxed in the epoch of the Chandeltas

(tenth to twelfth centuries). The eroticism of

Khajuraho sculptures . has
.

unfortunately

attracted undue attention ali over the world

But far more sensitive in- modelling and

poetic in sensibility are the representations of

woman m her various moods of longing,

-

expectation, reverie. Eroticism is found in the

sculptures of Konantk and Bhuvaneshwur of

the epoch of the Eastern Gangas' (thirteenth

century) too. But here again the poetic and

romantic figurations of women are more

sensitive.
,

Moving further south, the great achievement

'

of the Pa I lavas (eighth century) was the

gigantic tableau at Mahabalipuranywhere a

whole rock-face has been carved into a-

representation of the descent of the Ganges

and the teeming animal and human life on its

banks. There are some exceptionally fine and

deeply sympathetic studies of animal life here,

Siva is the towering figure in Chola sculp-

'

Hire (eleventh and twelfth centuries) in stone

too besides bronze. But it is the work in

bronze, especially the Nataraja or dancing Siva,

that has become world famous, and deserved-

ly so Matching profound concept with perfect
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astic form, this great iconic creation sees the tradition and bronzes influenced by the
cessant change of the world, the gyration of style were produced in Kerala, but:tts ui
e electron as well as the galaxy, as ordered ' achievement is in sculpture- in wood,
ocess, assures man that it is a benign order. Exposed to stimuli from all over the w
Under the Hoysalas (twelfth century) the Indian sculptors today are experimentir,
imataka region created a sculpture where all styles, using new materials like-.steel

e soft chloristic schist used tempted rather aluminium, fibreglass and even fibre. But
cessive 'detail and ornamentation. In the most significant trend seems to be; the -

aeenth century, Vijayanagar favoured a which seeks to recover the iconic qualitv,

ulpture that reflected imperial -pomp in power to stir the impulses.-'-of. awe ;

sphant processions, cavalcades, marching adoration which are humanistically the m
Idiery. valuable strains of the. Indian sculptu
Stone sculpture influenced by the Pallava heredity.

ANDMARKS OF HISTORY
The first wave of Aryan immigration into

dia began in 1500 B.C. They settled in the

injab. Composition of the Rig Veda was the

gh watermark of the Vedic Age.

B.C. 1000: Aryans expand into the valley of

e Ganga: Composition of the BraJjmanas.

K): Mahabharata War. 800: Aryans penetrate

to Bengal: Composition of the Mahabharata.

rst version of Ramayana: Beginning of the

>ic- Age. 550: Composition of the Up-

lisbads.

544 (?): Traditional Date of Buddha's Nirva-

i. 527 (?): Accession of Darius I in Persia.

18: Darius sends Scylax on a naval expedi

rn down the Indus: Persian conquest of

irth west India: Formation of a Persian

trapy in India. 500: Aryans in the South and

tylon. 326: Alexander invades India. 323'

eath of Alexander.

321: Chandragupta unseats the Nanda

nasty in Pataliputra and founds the Maurva

’nasty.. Kau'tilya, the Chief Minister of Chan-

•agupta, writes Artbasastra (Science of Gov-

nment). 272-232: Reign of Asoka. 185:

ishyamitra, the Mauryan General overthrows

e last Mauryan. Emperor Brihadratha and
uunds the Sanga dynasty.

.

145: Chola king Eraia conquers Ceylon.

Iharavela builds up an empire in Kalinga. 58:

"he Krita-Malava-Viktama era. 30: Satavahana

ynasty in the Deccan..Pandyan Empire in the

r South.
,
26: A Pandyan king sends an

nbassador to Rome. Chera kings in Kerala.

A.D. 40: The Snkas or Scythians in power in

e Indus Valley and Western India. 52:

rthian King Gondophames in Nonh West

India. St. Thomas begins preaching in Indi;

78: Saka Era begins. 98-117: Kanishka, tht

Scythian King. 320: Chandragupta I establishes

the Gupta dynasty—Gupta Era begins. 360:

Samudra Gupta conquers the whole of north-

ern India and much of the Deccan.

380-413: Chandragupta Vikramaditya-The

Golden Age'of the Gupta-Literary Renaissance-

Kalidasa and other poets. Renewal of Hindu-

ism. 606: Accession of Harsha Vardhana. 609:

Rise of the Chalukyas. 622: Era of the Hejira

begins. 711: Invasion of Sind by Muhammad
Bin Kassim. 753: Rise of the Rashtrakuta

Empire. 892: Rise of the Eastern Chalukyas.

985: The Chola Dynasty—Rajaraja the Great.

1026: Sack of Somnath by Mahmud of

Ghazni. 1191: Prithvi Raj Chauhan, King of

Delhi, routs Muhammad Ghori—the first bat-

tle of Tarain. 1192: Muhammad Ghori defeats

Prithvi Raj—second battle of Tarain. 1206:

Qutbuddin Aybek establishes the Slave dynasty

at Delhi. 1221: Mongo! invasion under Gen-

ghis Khan. 1232: Foundation of the Qutub

Minar.

1298: Marco Polo visits India 1290: Jalalu-

din Firuz Khilji establishes die Khilji dynasty at

Delhi. 1320: Ghiyasuddin Tughluk founds the

Tughluk dynasty at Delhi. 1333: lbn Batutah

arrives in India. 1336: Founding ofVijayanagar

(Deccan). 1398: Timur invades India. 1424:

Rise of the Bahmani dynast)’ (Deccan), 1451:
.

The Lodi dynasty-Bahiul Lodi ascends die

throne of Delhi. 1489: Add Shah dynasty at

Bijapur. 1490: Nizam Shahi dynasty at Alimad-

nagar.

1498: Vasco da Gama lands f A"1”1

9
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Indian Shoe’s Big Leap

Ajit KumarSen, a senior Indian official,

says that in tlx 1950s, when India began

itsfirst exports ofsixes to the Soviet Union,

neither side insisted on high standards of

U'ortnnansbfp.

"In fact, I remember the Russians said

they.didn’t mind if uv put cement in tlx

. toecapoftlxsixx to stiffen it,"saidMr Sett,

who is an executive director ofthe govern-

ment-run State Trading Corp., India's

largest trading company.

Ux Indians, be said with a smite, dtd

precisely that, for "a decade, I think, and
they didn't bother them at all"

These days, Indian slxxemakers are be-

coming increasingly attractive to large

Western foottivar and leather companies

with higixr standards of qua!it)' Several

big Western comjtatites are here to set up
working agreements and take advattgage

of low-cost labour and low overhead
Although the Soviet Union remains the

country's biggest purcfjaser of iealixr pro-

ducts, Indian manufacturers bate ev-

panded their sales, with nearly half the

total exports going to the Untied Stales,

Britain, Portugal, Italy and other Western

countries The other half remains solidly
' with the Communist bloc.

From $230 million worth of leather

exports in 1987, thefiguresowed to nearly

$700 million in 1986, representing one of

the fastest-growing businesses in tlx na-

tion

The surge in sales abroad follotted-

a

series of steps by tlx government to cut

Import procedures and ettstomes duties as

well as offe/casl) incentivesforshoe uppers

andcompletedshoes. Leathernianufaclur- •

ers .vij’ that a ban on tlx export of raw

hides and skins has also Ix/ped tlxgrowth

of tlx domestic industry.
.

Another factor is a decision to allow

targe enterprises to enter tlx Icatixr mar-

ket, an area that was once exclusively the.

domain ofsmalland medium-size manu-
facturers. .

Industrialists iay that the decline of the

leather industry in dx West, catised by

pollution problems, high labour costs and
running expenses, will help developing -

countries like India win a bigger share of
the international market.

Ibis trend was also helped, according to

trade officials, by Brazil's briefwithdrawal

from the world leather market in tlx early

1980s as it wrestled with domestic econo:

mic problems. Those were tlx fears that

Indian leather exports began to boom.
More than 100 leather companies hate

sprung up in andaroundNew Delhi in tix •

past fiiv years. (New York' Times)

Defence of India Act 1918: World War ends.
1919: Rowlatt Act intended to perpetuate the
extraordinary powers enjoyed !>\ the Govern
ment during the war provokes country-wide
protests. Tlte massacre at Jalianwallabhag. Alt

brothers and Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad start

the Khilafat movement (for restoring the
Turkish Khalifate) with Gandhiji's support
Perfect Hindu-Muslim accord. Montague-
Chelmsford Reforms offer limited provincial

autonomy to Indians.
’ 1920: Congress okays non-cooperation
movement. Students leave colleges, lawyers
leave practice. Bonfire of British clothes, etc,

to show popular dissatisfaction with the re-

forms.- 1921: Moplali (Mui.sim) rebellion in

Malabar. Visit of the Prince of Wales. Nation-

wide hartal Census of India.

1922: Civil Disobedience Movement. Con-

gress makes Gandhiji sole Ic-ader of Bardoli

satyagraha Outburst of violence at Chasin'

Chaura. Gandhjiji suspends movement on this

account •

1923: Swarajyn party started by C. R. Das;

and Motilal Nehru. Swarajists propose to enter

the Councils and wreck the "government from
within. Khilafat movement fizzles out as Kemal
Pasha declares Turkey a secular state. Hindu-
Muslim riots. 1925: Death of C. R. Das. 1926:
Lord Reading expounds to the Nizam what
paramountcy implies. Royal Commission on
Agriculture. Factories Act. 1927: Indian Navy-
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Act' Simon Commission appointed. 1928:
Simon Commission comes to India. Boycott hv
all parties. Ail Parties' Conference. Muslim
leaders leave the Conference.

• 1929: lord Irwin, Viceroy of India, prom-
ises Dominion Status for India. Lahore Session
of the Congress asks for independence. On the
midnight of Dec. 31. Pandit Jawiharlal Nehru, -

President of the Congress, hoists the National

Flag at Lahore.

1930; Jan. 26 observed :1s Independence
Day till over India. Civil Disobedience Move-
ment continues. Gandhiji goes walking to

Dandi—Stilt Satvagraha. Repression -let loose

by rhe government. First Round Table Confer-

ence.

1931; Gandhi-Invin Pact. Second Round
Table Conference. Census of India. 1932:
Suppression of Congress movement. Third

Round Table Conference. The Communal
Award. Poona Pact. 1933: White Paper on -

Indian reforms: 1934: Civil Disobedience

Movement called off. 1935: Government of

India Act.

1936: Detail of .King George V. Accession

and abdication of Edward VIII, Accession of

George VI. 1937: Inauguration of Provincial

Autonomy. Congress -Ministries formed- in a

majority of the provinces.

1938: Second World War begins. Also

Resignation of Congress Ministries. Political

deadlock in India. J94l:Japan enters the war.

Attack on Pearl Harbour.

. 1942: Singapore falls to Japan. Japan occu-

pies Rangoon. The British evacuate Burma.

Cripps Mission to India. Both Congress and

Muslim league refuse Cripps offer. Congress
adopts Quit India Resolution (Aug. 8). Con-,
gress leaders arrested and Congress declared
an illegal body (Aug. 9). Snbhash Chandra
Bose (Netaji) forms the Indian National Army
in Malaya, with tile help of the Japanese. He
inaugurates the Government of Free India ar

Singapore.
'

1943: bird Wave!! Viceroy and Governor
General of India. Wavelfs proposals for ;i

settlement fall through as' the Congress and
the Muslim league could not agree. 1945: The
Indian National Army under Bose surrenders
to the British after collapse ofJapan. National

Army personnel tried for treason in India.

1946: Demonetisation of currency notes of
the value of Rs. 300 and above (Jan. 12).

Demonstrations against the trial of the 1NA
men. The ratings of the Royal Indian Navy rise

in open mutiny (Feb. 18). Cabinet Mission in

India (Aug. 19). Cabinet Mission announces is -

plan for an interim government and a consn
went assembly. The interim government is to

be formed by reconstituting Viceroy's Execu-

tive Council. Both Congress and the Muslim

league reject the proposal. larer the Congress

accepts it. So the interim government is

formed by inducting Congress nominees only.

The Muslim league takes umbrage and starts

direct action. Muslims attack Hindus in Calcut-

ta and the rest of Bengal. Hindus retaliate

Riots break out. Viceroy persuades tile Muslim

League ro come in. But the league declines to

join the Constituent Assembly unless the

demand for a separate state—Pakistan—is

conceded.

THE NATIONAL MOVEMENT
The National Movement of the movement

for independence was a pan of a larger

spectrum of national resurgence, which co-

vered almost' all aspects of national life,

religious, social, educational, cultural and

economic.

- .While -the progress in the different spheres

differed in degree and in kind from region ro

region, one common desire animated all

regions, namely, gaining independence. How
the British administration tackled this problem

and how it finally ended in the partition of

,India and.the formation, of rwo.independent

states, India and Pakistan, is too long a story to

be recounted in a few pages*

When Ijord Dalhousie laid down his office

in 1856 and Canning took over as Governor

General the British Empire in India had

extended ro its natural boundaries—front

Indus in the west to Irrawady (Burma) in the

east and from the Himalayas in the north to

Cape Comorin (Kanvakumari) in the far

south The British Indian dominion was

* All urucknocvledgctl quotations in the Section arc- (nsji Tjcj

Cham). History of the Freedom Movement in Indie. Vois

MV ; - . - / '

— :
— ~ -
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made up of .two distinct political

segments— territories directly administered

bv the East India Company and those ruled

bv Indian princes who owed fealty to the

company. For the first time in many years,

peace seemed to hate settled all over India

But those who knew the antecedents

leading to the establishment aU’axllritanni

ca in India were skeptical of the apparent

peace. The"pacifist lord Canning who sue

ceeded the aggressive lord Dalhousie as

Governor General felt that the calm was

ominous.

Replying to the toast at the farewell dinner

given in his honour by the Directors of the

East India Company in London, Canning said,

“we must not forget tltat in die sky of India,

serene as it is, a small cloud may arise, at first

no bigger titan a man's hand, but which

growing larger and larger, may at List

threaten to burst and overwhelm us with

ruin". Never was prophecy more quickly

fulfilled or so grimly In the summer of ISA'1

the massed clouds burst and the entire

British dominion in India shook to its found-

ations.

Tliis was the revolt of ISs’. which tile

British historians have dubbed (lie Sepoy
Mutiny and the Indian historians, the l

:irsr

War of htthpeiuhnee True, it began as a

niutini of Indian soldiers against their British

,

v
commanders Hut it vkiii changed its charac-

^V.Sjer and became a fight against British rule as

. “h

Indian soldiers had broken out in open
mutiny against British officers many times
previously-in 1806 at Vellore (Madras), in

18-12 in Bengal, in 18-h in Sind, then in Bihar
and Punjab. None of these had any political

overtones. But the so-called Mutiny of IKS’’

differed radically in this respect.

All the previous mutinies had been pm
down mercilessly and the suspected ring
leaders subjected to gruesome punishments,
without proper investigation or trial. These
helped only to feed the fires of discontent

Meantime, other factors were building up
political bonfires in different parts in India

lord Dalliousies Doctrine of lapse, under
which no prince was allowed to adopt an heir
without tlie previous permission of the Brit-

' ish rulers, extinguished many princelv king-
doms in India. At the same time, the British

Administration also started interfering in the

internal administration of Indian States. Tli

policy further inflamed the princely ar

aristocratic dasscs in India.

Tlie two elements—military ai

political -coalesced in tlte revolt of 1857. TI

Indian soldiers having massacred the Britv

personnel, mardied to Delhi in May, 185

They proclaimed the aged Mughal Empen
Bahadur Shall II as tlie Emperor of Ind

Bahadur Shall promptly Issued a prodam

tion urging upon the people

India-Hindus and Muslims alike-"to et

the tyranny and the oppression of the infill

and treacherous English". -

• -

Despite the attempts of British.writers

play down the events of 1857 as an arr

affair, the British Prime Minister, speaking

the House of Commons on July 27, 18!

frankly admitted that the outbreak of. 18

was not just a military mutiny but a politic

revolt.

It is not quite correct to describe the revs

of 1857 as a national revolt. For, at that rirr

India had not yet become a nation, Tlie revi

itselfwas the fast kick ofa dying feudal ordi

led by a decadent aristoracy'-. "Tlie idea ol

nation and therefore of nationality was

bequest of English education".

There is little doubt that the knowledge
English acquired by Indians in every part

the country facilitated inter-cbmmunicati

and expedited the process of national

tegration Tlie Indian middle class, steeped

English literature and history, gorged the

selves with the ideas of lilierty, equality a

fraternity which tlie American War of Inc

pendence Q773— 1787) and die French I

volution (1789) had glorified.

Tlie immediate results of die 1857 rev

were three- 1 . Tlie administration of Brit

India, until then under the control of i

Board of Directors of the East India Go
pany, was taken over by the British Gove
ment. Queen Victoria was proclaimed i

Empress of India and the Governor Gene
was designated the Viceroy and Goverr
General.

2. Tlie British Indian army was re-or

nised. Tlie quota of British personnel in i

army was coasiderahly enhanced and i

artillery divisions were manned entirely

tlie British. In addition, many purely Brit

regiments were formed: 3. The paramoun
of the British Gqvemmqtt was proclaim
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;
.dial Is to say, all ruling kings and titular

,
princes of India were declared feudatories of
die British Crown. This proclamation raised

,
many eyebrows among Indian princes, but

j
• tliere was little, they could do in the matter,

j-- After all, unlike Dalhousies Doctrine of

;;
lapse, this declaration was merely die due

t
jure expression of an authority, already
funaioning dofacto. In lateryears, die Nizam

. of Hyderabad, die doyen of die Indian
", princes, tried to rake up the question with

,
lord Reading, die Viceroy. The Nizam's

1

"

\ protest was silenced by the cryptic reply of
Reading— “Raramountcy is paramount",

i

- The take-over of the Indian Government
• by the British Government did not eliminate

discontent, and tiffs widi die white rulers
.• continued to disturb the peace. The indigo
' riots of Bengal in 1859 were die first ofsuch

r
troubles. They were put down but subse-

quent investigations showed that it was die

white planters who provoked the riots and
the poor Indian peasants who suffered were

j
innocent in the matter.

With the indigo riots, the agitation for

freedom acquired greater momentum. Mean-
while the spread of English education

brought into being a new generation imbued
with liberal ideas and willing to fight a long

drawn battle with the British for independ-

ence. At the same-time, a vernacular Fourth

Estate was slowly taking shape. Up till now,
all periodicals were in English and were
controlled by Englishmen.

The English Press naturally supported Brit-

ish ’ policies. So it became necessary to

publish vernacular periodicals to express
1

Indian aspirations. This resulted in the prom-

,

ulgation of the Vernacular Fress Acl of 1878.

Tliis was a discriminatory legislation in-

tended to muzzle the periodicals in Indian

languages. The reason advanced by lord
! Litton, the Viceroy, was that “the increasing

violence of the native press now (was)
1 directly provocative of rebellion”. The whole
' of India protested against the Act and
' appealed to the British government to repeal

it. The an was at last repealed by Lord Ripon
e in 1882.

\ lord Litton a; viceroy (187-1—1880)
' fathered an offensive brood of laws and
! regulations. 7be Anns Act (which exempted
* Europeans) and the abolition of import

i duties on British ,g<?o4s were,among the

more obnoxious
:
performances of Lytton.

Lord Ripon s viceroyalty, otherwise benign,

,

was sullied by the infamous Ilbert Bill. This
bill amended the Criminal Procedure Code
and specified that only European judges
could try European offenders for,, serious
misdemeanours. This piece of legislation

amply reflected die racial prejudices of die
ruling class. _

In 1883 a proposal was set afoot to remove
diis anomaly from the Criminal Procedure
Code. The European Community in India

rose as one man to oppose the change and
they w>on. “The Bill was so modified as togive
the European offenders the right of claiming
even in the least cases, trial by jury, ofwhich
at least halfthe numltershould be Europeans
or Americans.”

In 1883 the agitation over the Ilbert Bill

still continued. Surendranath Banerjee was
arrested for an article he wrote in the

Bengali. Soon arrests of other persoas for

seditioas articles followed. This accumula-

tion of discriminatory laws, arrests and pro-

secutions, roused the masses.

“It was felt that die time had come to make
a determined effort to secure a real and
effective control in the management of

national affairs". Tills could only lie achieved

by a country-wide organization which would
mobilize public opinion all over India and
carry die agitation to die masses.

So a series of conferences were held to

evolve a national organization. In 1853, a

national conference met in Calcutta under

the leadership of Surendranath Banerjee. in

1884 Banerjee undertook another tour

through north India to rally various political

groups together and to collect money for a

national fund. Another conference was held

in 1885 again in Calcutta— in which delegates

from Bengal, Upper India and Bombay par-

ticipated. The success of these conferences

showed dial a national organization was not

only feasible hut also inevitable.

Some Englishmen in India felt the same
way. Henry Cotton and Allen Octavian Hume
among them thought that an abiding concord

between the government and the people had

to lie built up. Cotton wrote, “They (the

educated Indiaas) tolerate the necessity- of

our government as an irrevocable necessity.

They demand real, not nominab-'^^ty. a
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voice in the government oftheirown country all authorities high and low here or in

and a .career in Public service”. .England, whose acts and omissions are

Home went farther?He formed the Indian opposed ro the principles of the Government
. National Union in 2854; The aim of the Union - of India laid down by the British Parliament

was ”to appose by all constitutional methods and endorsed by the British Sovereign".

100-YEAR-OLD CONGRESS
Indian ’National Congress completed one

hundred years of its existence in 1985. Found-
ed by A. O. Hume in association with various

national leaders, it has stood the test of time to

emerge as one of the strongest political

movements in the democratic world.
'
It.was the Indian National Union formed by

AO. Hume char assumed the name Indian
National Congress at the conference held in

Bombay under the Presidentship of W.C.
Banerjee, a veteran -lawyer of Calcutta, it was
attended by 72 delegates from all over India.

The birth of die Indian National Congress
was an unprecedented phenomenon in the
political history of India. It marked the entry
on the new educated middle class into nation-
al politics. The middle class, a byeproduct of
the British Raj, was mainly composed of three
classes—agricultural, industrial and profes-
sional. Each class had its own interests but a
growing sense of nationality—often extolled

t

35 patriotism—united them in a common
\ programme of action.

These classes were not caste-bound nor tied ,

down by traditional customs. Fed on revolu-
'

tionary ideas bom of the American War of
Independence and the French Revolution,
they soon separated themselves into two
groups—die extremists and die moderates
the equivalents of modem hauls and donor.

From 1885 onwards the Indian National
Congress met every year. Its influence spread
rapidly among the middle classes. Three main

V toPics engaged its attention-. Cl ) representative
government and expansion ofdie number and
functions of legislative councils both in the
provinces and at the centre, (2) Indianisation

- of higher sen-ices, (3) Indian poverty.
In 1886 the Congress resolution on Indian

poverty read as follows: ‘That this Congress
regards with the deepest svmpathv and views
with grave apprehension the increasing pover-
ty of the vast numbers of the population of

..India and desires to record its firm conviction

that tiie introduction of representative institu-

tion will prove one of the most important

political steps towards the amelioration of the

condition of the people". .
-

In 1889 at the fifth congress meet, the-

protection of die minority communities under
"

a representative government was specifically

urged. The minorities included Parsis, Christ-

ians and Muslims—and Hindus when they

were in a minority in any particular area. This

.

resolution formed the seed-bed of communal,
representation which, in later years loomed
dangerously on the political horizon.

The criticism of the Congress-led educated
classes regarding the indifference and imper-

viousness of the British administration to the

welfare of the Indian masses naturally

annoyed ibe government which began to

indulge in repressive measures. This encour-

aged the extremists .who became more popu-
lar and consequently • more venturesome.
As tiie 19th century drew to a dose—to be

precise on - December 30, 1898—Lord Curzon
came down to India as Viceroy. “Curzon was a

brilliant intellectual—scholar, writer, speak-

er—but he was inordinately ambitious, over-

whelmingly rain, obstinate, heedless of advice,

contemptuous of opposition, self-righteous,

unscrupulous and moody...” (Tara Chand).

The crowning ambition of Curzon wax to

destroy the political influence of the educated
.

middle class, among whom the Bengali intel-

ligentsia were the most prominent. So his first

attention was directed to Bengal. His secretar-

iat pointed out that the province of Bengal as

constituted at the time xras unwieldy with an
area of nearly 190,000 sq miles, a population
of 78.5 million people and a gross revenue of

over 1,140 lakh rupees.
1

There was no direct contact between the

heads of the provincial government and the

people of Bengal. What made the question of
special interest to Curzon was the fact that “the

influence of East Bengal in the politics of the-
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though a moderate himself, approved of

aggressive agitation. There were, however, a

good number of old timers induding Gokhale

who feared that aggressive tactics would lead

to terrorism and that the national movement

itself would get out of hand and become

counter productive.

1905 also marked a radical change in the

functioning of the Congress. So far, the

Congress was merely a series of annual

conferences at different places. From 1905 it

started functioning as a permanent oganiza-

tion, though annual elections often led to a

diange of working personnel.

In 1905 the police broke up a Congress

conference in Barisol (Calcutta) The delegates

were lathi-charged. Eminent leaders were

man-handled by the police Tins unpre-

cedented treatment meted out to a peaceful

gathering led to a radical change in the

character of the national movement.
Hereafter, force was to be met by force. The

white man's blood was to atone for the

Innocent blood drawn from inoffensive

nationalists. This was a victory for the extrem-

ists. A crop of revolutionary leaders

emerged—Aswini Kumar Dutt, Brahma Bhan-
dhab Upadhvava, Aurobindo Ghosh, Lajpat Raj

and Bal Gangadhara Tilak. Tilak was from
Maharashtra, and easily led the others. In

:V\Bihar, Khaparde emerged as the leader and
4

Rai led Punjab

Before terrorism was adopted as a general
policy', isolated killings had taken place
Chaphekar brothers in Maharashtra had shot
two British officers, Rand and Ayerst But from
1906 onwards regular terrorism broke out. In
this Bengal, as usual, led. B K. Gho.se, B.N. Dutt
and 3.B. Upadhvaya were the leaders behind
the terrorist movement m Bengal. Aurobindo
Ghosh, then in Baroda came down to Calcutta,

to reinforce the movement
The most important terrorist organization

wasArtusbilan Samilhi with its headquarters at

Calcutta. In East Bengal, Dacca became the
main centre The Anushilan Samithi ostensibly
an organization for promoting physical de-
velopment and social welfare, soon found
followers all over India. The growth of terror-
ist activity was deplorable but in the circumst-
ances inevitable

Originally the Swadeshi movement had
affected only established cottage industries

—

particularly' handloom textiles. Now bigger

entrepreneurs cameTm the scene, establishing

heavy industries. Similarly, the boycott of

British goods continued on a greater scale

than before. Bonfires of foreign goods were

conducted on a large scale in all big cities.

The sales of textiles in eight districts of

Bengal fell from Rs.77,000 in 1904 to Rs.10,000

in 1905 Twenty new cotton mills were started

.

in Bombay and Ahmedabad. 3 5 new banks and

5 shipping companies were floated Thus

there was an overall increase of big industrial

units in several spheres.

While everybody supported the Swadeshi

movement many disapproved of the boycott

programme and still more,,the terrorist activi-

ties. Their main fear was that this .would

alienate British public sympathy for Indian

aspirations and harden the hearts ofthe rulers.

The Congress ranks sought a via media by

appealing to Dadabhai Naoroji, the grand old

man of India to preside over the Calcutta

session in 1907, Dadabhai tried his best to

placate both parties and’ proposed a new'

common platform for both, namely Swaraj or

self-rule as the goal of the National Congress.

Fuller, the U. Governor of the newly created

East Bengal province, was a typical imperial

bureaucrat. He exploited Hindu-Mtislim differ-

ences of opinion to create faction. He openly
.

supported the Muslim majority and discrimin-

ated heavily against the Hindu minority in the

province. He let loose unbridled repression-in

East Bengal, humiliating and insulting re-

spected Hindu leaders, ruthlessly punishing

teachers and students and carefully discrimi-

nating between Hindus and Muslims at every

turn.

Minto, the Viceroy, did not approve of

Fuller’s policy as it violated the spirit of the

central policy. The Secretary of State Morley

fully endorsed the Viceroy's view point. Fuller

did not agree with the views of his superiors in

the matter and offered to .resign rather, titan

fight them. Fuller vacated the scene.

But the seeds of distrust and suspicion

between Hindus and Muslims .which he trid

sown sprouted. Already, the Muslims were

chagrined at the Hindu religious rituals like

fasting and tying coloured thread (Ardsiw

Bandban) which usually accompanied agita-

tional programmes like boycott and picketing

The preferential treatment extended to Mus-
lim government employees by' Fuller at the

expense of the Hindu employees made the
j
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Muslims loyal supporters of the imperial

regime. Hie sudden termination of Fuller’s

services, embittered the Muslim communin'
but they were soon reassured by the Viceroy
that there was no change ofgovernment policy

towards the Muslims.

The Muslims, in fact, formed a political

organization, tentatively ndmed Muslim
Ixtague, which published anti-Hindu and pro-

government pamphlets. A Red Pamphlet, very

much in circulation, claimed that the govern-
ment was on their (Muslims') side, that crimes
against Hindus, that is, looting Hindu shops,

abducting Hindu women, etc. would be over-

looked by the authorities. Morley welcomed
the formation of such a ijeague, characterising

it as a “native opposition" to the Congress. The
policy of diride et empera had begun, in

earnest.
‘

"In an atmosphere made tense by propagan-

da and counter propaganda,” says Tara Chand,
“it is not surprising that clashes occurred.

Rioting had begun in Mymensingh district in

' April and May 1906 causing panic among the

Hindus".

“Communal riots.on a bigger scale occurred

.in 1907 at Comilla in Triperah district and in

Jamalpur' taluk of Mymensingh district". In

future these riots were to become almost a

daily occurrence everywhere in British India.

Differences of opinion regarding attitudes

and policies to.be adopted in the National

Movement came to a head in 1907 when the

Congress met at Surat. The moderates (doves)

in the Congress who included such statesmen

as Gokhale, Phirozshah Mehta, Surendranath

Banerjee and Madan Mohan Malaviya were

against the extremist programme of action,

lest it should strengthen the anti-Indian stance

of the . British public. -

The extremists who also contained a galaxy

of .celebrities . like Tilak, Aurobindo Ghosh,

Bipin Chandra Pal and lala lajpat Rai had no

faith in the bonafides . of the British Indian

government or in the goodwill of the pro-

Indian section of the British public. Leaders of

the extremist faction wanted to "capture the

Congress and make it an instrument of revolu-

tionary action”.

The proceeding of the Surat session was

marred by threats and counter threats. Utter

lack of discipline characterized the session

from the start It ended just as ignominiously.

' The. police had to interfere .to close the

Land Marks in
100 Years.

Ramsay MacDonald would hate pres-

ided orer the 26tb session of tlx' Indian
National Congress in 1911 at Calcutta

had not his wife died. He later became the

Prime Minister of tlx United Kingdom.

'

Phirozshah Mehta, president-elect of the

24th session at Lahore in 1909, suddenly

decided not to attend it following Duly

Mehta’s-warning tlxtt Surat ivould be

repeated.

Tlx 1907 Surat session ended in clxtos.

Lokmanya Tilak faced an audience of

fist-shaking 'moderates'.

He defied their threats only to bate a
_

shoe aimed at him whid) instead struck

Surendranath Banerjee and cartoned off

Phirozshah Mehta, ’/he rest was chaos, as

delegates struck at anyone who looked tike

a moderate.

+ * *

At Hx 22nd session at Calcutta in 1906

the party accepted tlx aim of "swaraf.

Kadabbai, presiding oivr the sessionfor the

third time, introduced this expression.

' However, it was Tilak wlxr picked it up

and made it into a movement for mass

awakening.
* * *

Dadabbai died before tlx 32nd session

at Calcutta in 1917. Tilak died three years

later and bis political opponent, Gopal

Krishna Gokljalc left tlx scene Ixfore the

30th session at Bombay in 1915.

With the death of these stalwarts, tlx

party entered a new phase under tlx

leadership ofMalxitma Gandhi and Motil-

al and Jawaharlal Nehru.

meeting and to dear the pandnl. The Congress

had split.

The moderates retained control :»

Congress. They met immediately afreA.

drafted the new creed of the Congrcs-

/
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those who accepted the new creed were

eligible for membership. This naturally ex-

eluded the extremists. Tlte moderates, tints left

alone, had to keep the Congress going is Irest

they could.

Since independence there have been IS

Congress Presidents including ' the present

President, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi. The congress split

in 1969 and the Election Commission on Jan.

12, 1971 and subsequently the Supreme Court,

on Nov H, 1971, ruled that the faction led by

Jagjivan Ram was the real Congress. OnJuly 23,

1981, after the. "Th laik Sabha elections, the

Congress Presidents From 1885
’ '

" W.C. Bartnerjee

padahhai Naoroji

Badruddm Tyabji

George S'ule

Sir William VC'edderbum
Sir Phiro/shuh Mehta

P. Anunda Cliarlu

W.C. Bannerjee

Dudabbai Naoroji

Aifred Webb
S.N. Banerjea

Rahinitulla Savani

C.S. Nair

AM. Bose
R.C. Dutt

N G Clwndravarkar

D K. Wacha
SN Iktnerjea

I.M Ghosh
Sir Henry Cotton

, G K. G« iklv.de

Dadahhai Naoniji

l)r Rislthihan Glw ish

Dr Kashltilun Ghosh
M M Malanya

Sir William Vi edderburn
B N Dhar

HN Madholkar
Syed Mohammad Bahadur

Bhupendra Nath llasu

Sir S P. Sinha
AC. Ma/umdar

Mrs. Annie Besant
(Special Session JHavsan imam
(Annual Session) M.M. Malaviya

Motilal Nehru
( Special Session) Injpat Raj

(Annual Session)

Vijayaragavachariar
C.R. Das (In Prison) Acting

President Hakim Ajmal Khan
C.R Das

(Special Session ) AK. Azad
(Annual Session) Mohammed Ali

: . M.K. Gandhi

1926
‘
:t Mrs Sarojini Naidu

1926 • S. Srinivasa ivengar
192"’ ' Dr. MA Ansari

1928
_

Motilal Nehru
1929-1930 ’ Jaw-aharlal Nehru

1931 JVallabhbhai P.itel

1932 RAmritlal

1933 Mrs.J.M.Sen Gupta

1934 Rajendra Prasad

1933 . . Rajendra Prasad

1936 > Jaw-aharlal Nehru
1937 Jawaharlal Nehru

1939
,

Subhas Chandra Bose

(Stiblr.es Chandra Bose was reflected

hut had to resign. Rajendra Prasad

was appointed' in his stead)

19J0—16 (Maulann) Abul Kafam A/ad

1916 (Julv-Sept.)

19)6—

V

19-18 Jaipur

1950 Nasik

1951 Delhi

1953 Hyderabad

195-

1 Kalyan

1955 Avudi

1956 Amritsar
195™ Indore

1958 i’r.igyotishpur

1959 Nagpur
1960 Bangalore
1 96 1 Bhav Nagar
1962

196-

i Bhubaneswar
1965 Durgapur
1966 Jaipur

1968 Bangalore
1969 New Delhi
19~0 Delhi

1971 Ahmedabad '

1972 Calcutta
19-5 Chandigarh
19^6 New Delhi
1978 New Delhi
1983 Calcutta

1984 New Delhi

Jawaharlal Nehru

J.B.Kripaktnl

Pattahhi Sitaramaiah

Purushotitm DasTandon
Jawaharlal Nehru

Jawaharlal Nehru

Jawaharlal Nelim

l.’.N. Dhebat
' U.N. Dhebat

U.N. Dliebai

: ' U.N. Dhebai
j'

' U.N. Dhebai
- '

Indira Gandh

N. Sanjiva Redd;

N.Sanjiva'Rftld

f '"K. Kftmara
'

; K.' Kimiurs
‘

K. Kitmarj

: ‘
•

'• - -S. Nijalingapp

• C‘. Subranraniatt

- '
" Jagjivan Ran

D. Sdnjivaty

Shankar Dayal Sharm

D.K. iiarixu

Brahmananda Redd

Indira Gandl

Indira Gandl

Rajiv'Gandl
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Election Commission finally recognised the
Congress led by Mrs. Indira Gandhi us rhe
legitimate organization.

On the other side, rhe Congress faction
opposed to Mrs. Indira Gandhi has been led

by

vraj

veterans like Messers S. Nijalingapna- I)e-
j Vrs anet Shared Pinvar. Also there are.oiher

i
ikc Congre'S for Deniocr.icv

(CFD) led by Mr. H.N. Babuguna and Congas
U) once led bv the late Mr. Jag/ivan Him.

REPRESSION AND REFORM
The year 1908 saw a hideous tug of war

between the Government armed with power-
ful-weapons of repression and an infuriated
people putting up resistance with all their
force ofwill and sacrifice against the onslaught
of the other.

The natural result was that agitation went
underground. Secret societies were formed
everywhere and terrorism became their
watchword. Bombs and bullets replaced har-
tals arid processions. The government tied
together all suspected persons into conspiracy
gangs and prosecuted them wholesale.

Trials and convictions became the order of
the day. Outstanding leaders were either
imprisoned or deponed. Bipin Chandra Pal
and Lajpat Rai went into-self-imposed exile,
Aurobindo escaped to Pondicherry, a French
enclave and Tilak remained incarcerated in
Mandalay,

The Government of India armed itselfwith a
series .of extraordinary ordinances conferring
arbitrary powers to arrest, detention and
confiscation for even 'trivial infringements of
the Iaw.77j<? Explosive Substances Act 1908 Ok
Indian Criminal Law Amendment Act 1908
tnd theNeuspajsers (Incitement and Offences)
4ct 1908, followed the Prevention ofSeditious
MeetingsAct 1907, which was already in force.
\s an epilogue to the whole unsavourv set-up
if laws.game the PressAct of1910, which was
Jrawn up to close all loopholes in the
Newspapers Act of 1908 and to make it more
orbidding and intimidating.

Moreley-Minto Reforms of 1909 provided
or- greater association of qualified Indians
cith the Government in deciding public
[uestions. One seat on the Governor Gener-
is Council was 'reserved for an Indian,
atyendra Sinha (later Lord Sinha of Raipur)
ras the first Indian to be appointed to the
rovemor General’s Council as Law Member,
he Govemors' Councils of Madras and Bom-
av were' enlarged to contain four, members

each. An Executive Council was formed in
Bengal.

The composition and functions of the leg-
islative Councils were changed. The number
of additional members to the Central legisla-
ture win raised from six to a maximum of60 of
whom not more than 28 were to be officials.
The Governor General had the power to
nominate three non-official members to rep-
resent specified communities. Two tjtlier seats
were also reserved for nomination The re-
maining r were to lx.- elected from certain
classes like land owners and organizations like
Chambers of Commerce

In the Provincial Councils, the maximum
number of members was raised to SO but the
majority of them were to be officials and
nominated members. The elected mem!x*rs
were again to represent certain specified
classes.or bodies. The Muslim communirv was
to get representation, through a separate
electorate reserved for them. Thus, the princi-

ple of communal representation was constitu-

tionally recognised for the first time.

If the reforms were intended to pacify
unresr, they failed. The vicious chain of
violence, repression and more violence re'
mained unbroken. The musts of doubt and
apprehension clouded the horizon.

This satisfied the policy makers in Delhi and
London. What they wanted was to boost the
Muslim League as a counter weight to the
Congress. They knew that the move was likely

to create communal conflict and apparently
welcomed it for that very reason.

The First World War brought Britain into

conflict with Turkey, whose Sultan styled

himself the Khalif of ail Muslims. That die

Khalifate was in danger shook the passivity of
the Indian Muslims and made them restive and
thirsting for some sort of action.

The Montague-Chelmsford Report noted
th3t though the Muslims as a whole her' ,x>f

from revolutionary -activities from/\ N
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1910 "since 1911 their attitude has been

growing far less acquiescent”. At the (Royal)

Coronation Durbar held on December 12,

1911, two important announcements were

made, one wvs the annulment of die partition

of Bengal and the other die transfer of the

capital from Calcutta to Delhi.

It was thought that the first would placate

the Hindus and the second the Muslims. Both

failed to evoke the expected responses.

Already, the partition of Bengal Itad become a

side issue as far as the Hindus were con-

cerned. The main issue became a larger share-

in the government of the country

The transfer of the capital evoked little or no
enthusiasm among the Muslims One salutary

effect was that the old Muslim leaders, who
were preferred and pampered by die British

found themselves practically ignored. Many of

the oldtimers like the Aga Khan and die Nawab
ofDacca left the league. Fresh blood like M A.

Jinnah and Muhammed Ah lx.-e.jme the leaders

of the organization

The change in leadership helped to bring

the Congress and league together Both repre-

sented die middle class intelligentsia of India

The 1913 session of the League at Lucknow,
foreswore tie oft-repeated loyalty to the
crown and adopted 'self-government under
the aegis of t ir British crown' as us political

•goal In 191 1 the Congress and the League
se the same place (Bombay) for their

1 conferences and most of the delegates
th organizations indulged in frequent

. change o! ideas Again in 1916, the Congress
and the League met at die same place,
Lucknow. At Lucknow the Congress conceded
the Muslim demand for separate electorates
and the Muslims responded by reducing dieir
weightage in elections in the Muslim majority
provinces of Punjab and Bengal. This agree-
ment came to lie known later as the Lticlmow
Pact.

•With Turkey joining Germany against die
allies in die first World War, die lovalcv of die
Indian Muslims to the British crown became
suspect. The Muslim newspapers which sup-
ported Turkey were suppressed and repres
sion was let loose on die Muslims

Side by side, die British government
adopted conciliatory tactics also, like promis-
ing that the Muslim holy places outside India
will be protected by die allies. Meanwhile,
Ajinie ftesant, whe; bad, joined ,the Congress

joined hands with Tilak in demanding Home
Rule for India.

Montford Reforms, so called after Montague,

die Secreatary of State for India and Chelm-

sford the Viceroy are contained in the Govern-

ment of India Act 1919- Before the Act was

passed, the Briiish made the historic

announcement (Aug. 20, 1917) that the policy

of H.M.’s Government... ‘is that of increasing

association of Indians in every branch of the

administration and tire gradual development

ofself-governing institutions with aviate to the

progressive realisation of responsible govern-

ment tn India as an integralpart ofthe British

Empire"
.

The Government of India Act 1919 pro-

vided, among other things, for two chambers

of legislature at die Centre—the Legislative

Assembly and the Council of State. The Assem-

bly was to consist of 103 elected and 42

nominated members. Ail decisions of
.
the

legislature were subject to ratification by the

Viceroy' In the provincial sector, a form ol

dyarchic government was established.

With die defeat of Turkey' and die abolition

of the Sultanate, the Khalifate ceased to exist

This agitated all Muslims in India..The Muslims

of the world had no religious head. In 1919 a

conference at Lucknow, sponsored by‘Muslim
leaders, the Ali brothers—Muhammad All and

Shaukai Ali—and Abul Kalam Azad decided to

form an All India Khilafat Committee.
Seth Chotani of Bombay was elected Presi-

dent and Shaukat Ali, brodier of Muhnmmud
Ali, die Secretary. Shaukat Ali, who was 3t the

time in prison, was to take charge as soon as

released.

Rowlatt Act, so-called after the President ol

the Committee, which was constituted tc

review die measures to bendopred to contain

the national movement, sought to perpetuate

die extraordinary powers conferred- on the

government during the war period. These

were framed as 2 Acts (collectively known as

the Rowlatt /Vet) which thelmperial Legislative

Council dutifully passed in March, 1919-

This Act roused die ireofall Indians, Hindu;
and Muslims alike. Muhammad AliJinnah, latei

to become the President ofdie Muslim League

and the founder of Pakistan, resigned his sea

in the Council. In his letter of resignation tc

the Viceroy he wrote “In thy’ opinion, :

government that passes such a bill or sud
hws,in..time$ of peace forfeits die claim to b<
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convicted to 6 years imprisonment and con-

fined to the Yervada Central Prison in Pune

{then Poona).

The Congress met in Gaya in December,

1922 under the Presidentship of C. R Das. A
Committee appointed to enquire into the civil

disobedience movement, opined that the

country was not prepared to continue the

movement and recommended that coopera-

tion with the government under the Montford

Reforms would be more helpful to the nation-

al cause. Tills meant entering the legislative

councils. However, a resolution to this effect

was defeated. C. R. Das resigned from the

Presidentship on January' 1, 1923. He and

Motilai Nehru formed the Swaraj Party'.

Khilafat Movement, however strong, had

ultimately funded out.

Swaraj Party founded by C. R. Das and

Mottlai Nehru was desirous of working the

Montford Reforms, while the Nationalists or

Extremists were opposed to it. The Swaraj

Party' consisting of Moderates and Liberals,

contested the 1920 elections and some of

them were elected, Srinivasa Sasiri and Sivas-

wamy Iyer among others. They formed a son
of opposition and succeeded in defeating

nany government motions and abolishing
:ertatn obnoxious acts as the Press Act of 19 i 0.

In 1921, the second election for the Central

Legislature was held. By the time, (

provinces were having their elected Coui

Here also, the Swaraj’ Party made its

political force. In the second Imperial lej

tive Assembly the Swarajists captured 47 o

elected seats. The leader in* the Imp
Legislative Assembly was Motilai Nehru

was ably assisted by a cadre of celebri

Vithalbhai Patel, Ramaswamv Iyengar, I

Chandra Pal, and others.

The membership of the Councils oil

tempting opportunities for ambitious mi

aspire for influential positions and cushy

T!iis naturally led to splits within the f

in June 1923, C. R. Das passed away..Wit!

towering personality out of the scene, <

disruptions appeared in the party'.

Tire Viceroy— Lord Reading—took '

advantage of the differing opinions in

Swaraj Party. He affirmed that the governi

had no ideas of changing its stand,

abolishing iniquitous acts like die Bt

Ordinance. The Swarajists, finding diems
thwarted at every session, walked out o
assemblies. Even then, there were a numb
leaders like Jayakar, Kelkar, etc. among I

who chose to continue to cooperate witl

government They formed a new party

Responsire Cooperation Part)’. It wits

bom. *-

ACTS AND CONFERENCES
prerequisite of Swaraj or independ-

-e was an accord between die Hindus and
the Muslims. All leaders were agreed on it. The
Hindu majority- believed that Swaraj meant
Muslim Raj while the Muslim minority was
afraid that the Hindu majority would swamp
them.

By 1906, tile Muslims expressed their fears
5v demanding separate electorates. The Brit-

ish Indian Government was only tix> glad to
iccommodate Muslims. The Government
apenlv favoured the Muslims, on the ostensi-
ale ground that they were a minority' and
reeded protection

During the early years of non-cooperation,
t appeared that the two communities came
ogether. But then there was the Khilafat

Tiovemeht to link them together.

JThe Moplai.b (MitsUnK) rebellion of 1921 in

Kerala (then British Malabar)’ tr.msfoi

itselfas the massacre of Hindu landed fain

destruction of Hindu properties and H
temples Even forcible conversion of >

.Hindus was reported.

The revival of the Hindu Maha' Sab!

1923 added fuel to the fire. In 1924, comn
troubles seemed to hold the whole of Ini

its diabolic grip. Its worst manifestation w
Kohat (North West Frontier Province) 01

9th and lOtii September ’ 1924. There
large scale killings of Hindus and lootit

Hindu properties and the Hindu popul
had to be evacuated from the town.

Tile suspension of the non-cooper
movement following the Chawri Chnwra
dents and the vaporisation of the Kha
(1924) left nationalise India in a pbl

vacuum,. Gnndhiji felt that before fu
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on joint electorates with reservation of seats

for Muslims someone or another raised objec-

tions on one point or another all the time. This

obstructed any final solution. Thus the nego-

tiations dragged on till the end of 1929, when
the Congress came out with the outright-

declaration on 31st December 1929, .that "the

word Swaraj in Article 1 of the Congress

constitution shall mean complete independ-

ence”.

While the talks continued Gandhiji decided

to launch Satyagraha and advised the Viceroy

about his decision. His first aa was to go to

Dandi and make salt which was then a

government monopioy. He set out on the

march at the age of 61 m March 1930 He
reached Dandhi with his followers on April 5,

1930. He walked into the sea waters and

returning took a lump of salt from the salt

fields and thus violated the law

All repressive laws were soon brought into

force. The repealed Press Act of 1910 was
revived. Gandhiji and a lot of other outstand-

ing leaders were arrested In the agitation that

followed some 100,000 persons were reck-

oned to have been imprisoned

It was expected that with the incarceration

of Gandhiji on May 5 at Yervada Jail and die
imprisonment of the other leaders the move-

j'nenr would dissipate The effect was |ust the

y Satyagraha became a way of life for

?- f " of Indians and the leaderless move-
grew apace every day. On June 2 Lord

. the Viceroy wrote, ."the movement is

i ", and has permeated many strata of
.ndian society. It has caught their imagination
and swept them off their feet and obviously
has dangerops potentialities''.

In the face of the growing agitations, the
Government of India decided to summon a
Round Table Conference in London. This was
to consist of representatives of the following:
(I) all India parties—moderates and extrem-
ists alike (2) communal organizations like the
Hindu

,
Mahasabha, the Muslim League, the

Sikhs, Christians, etc. (3) land-owners’ and
industrialists (4) special Indian groups like the
Europeans and Anglo-Indians (3) Indian
Princes (6) British Parliament members repre-
senting all parties. There were altogether 89
members.

Congress leaders like Gandhi who were in
prison were not invited since they laid down a

condition precedent for the Round Table,

namely the announcement that Pooma Suxir-

aj for India -was the ultimate objective of the

Round Table.

The First Round Table Conference was

opened by King George V on November 12,

1930. The King observed, ‘Ten years is but a

brief span in the life of any nation but the

decade has witnessecL_a quickening and

growth in ideals and aspirations of nation-

hood, which defy customary' measurement of

time". This was only too true for the progress

in nationalist growth during the decade was

unique. If the Round Table achieved nothing

else it evolved a new concept of true India—

a

federation consisting of the British adminis-

tered provinces and states ruled by; Indian

princes.

This was a magnificent objective, a "great

and mighty conception”, as Lord Reading put

it. For the rest, the conference was a dismal

failure.

The Round Table Conference having failed

to achieve any substantial solution- to the

Indian problem, and the civil disobedience

movement going on with increasing momen-
tum all repressive laws were brought into’

action again. It was only then that the British

authorities realised that there, can be no

abiding solution of the Indian question, with-

out the active cooperation of the Congress

leaders. As a first ’step towards reconciling die

Congress, Gandhiji and the other leaders of

the Congress were released from jail on

January 26, 1931-

Gandhiji on release felt that he wanted

peace but with honour. Britain also .wanted

peace but without trouble But first, the

impasse had to be broken. So Gandhiji wrote

to the Viceroy, asking for an interview. A pact

was agreed upon during the interview. Gan-

dhiji was spiritualism personified. Lord Irwin

was a devout Christian at the bottom. It was

this common character that blossomed forth

as the Gandhi-lrwin Pact in March 1931- ..

The main points were (1) Federal character

of free India (2) Participation of the Congress

in all negotiations (3) Civil Disobedience

movement will be discontinued (4) Boycott of

British goods may' be resorted to on a

propagandist basis but not as a political

weapon (5) Picketting and boycott activities

may be carried on but without offending the
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existing laws (6) Ordinances promulgated to
countenance civil disobedience movement
and consequential acts following upon them,
like prosecutions and confiscations, will be
rectified as far as then- were possible of
rectifications.

The Gandhi-Irwin pacr was ratified by the
Congress at its Karachi Session presided over
by Vallabhai Patel on March' 29. 1934. The
Second Round Tabic ' Conference which
opened on ihe 7th September 1931 was
distinguished by the fact that the Congress
participated and was represented by Gandhiji

as the sole delegate of the Congress.

Bv this time, a National government by
Ramsay Macdonald was formed in Britain, it

wa dominated by the Conservative Pam-. Sir

Samuel Hoare succeeded Wedgewood Benn
as the Secretary of State for India, while Lord

Wiltingdon replaced Irwin as Viceroy. This

change complicated matters. The British au-

thorities .wanted to exploit the communal
tangle to the utmost.

There were more than 104 members for the

Second Round Table Conference including

Gandhiji. The Muslim question luid already

become acute with extermists gaining the

upper hand in the Muslim League. In April

1931' die All India Muslim League declared

their minimum programme which contained

10 demands: (1 ) autonomy of the federating

units (2) Residuary powers for the states (3)

Transfer or power to provincial governments

(4) Federal subjects to be selected by the

coasent of the provinces (5) No difference in

the powers exercised by the British provinces

and the Indian Sates (6) One-third of Federal

seats to go to the League (7) Muslim majority

rule in Muslim-majoriry provinces (8) Separate

communal electorates (9) Muslim members in

bodi federal and provincial cabinets (10) No
legislation in communal matters, if V* of the

community members objected.

A Minorities Sub-Committee was appointed

by the Second Conference, presided over by

the British Prime Minister. Here all minor

groups agreed with the Maslim League on one

point—that their inerests should be main-

tained and proteaed, whatever form the

Constitution assumed. It was difficult to pro-

vide such a blanket assurance to all minorities

big and small. The conference concluded

without reaching any decisioa

When Gandhi returned to India in Decem-
ber 1931 the country was labouring under a
load of repressive iaws called Ordinances. 15
Ordinances were passed in 1931 alone. The
only renjedy left was to resume civiFdisobedi-
cence.

In the North West Frontier Province Abdul
Gaffar Khan (since known as the Frontier
Gandhi) raised a volunteer corps of one lakh
Patlians called the Servants of God and affili-

ated it to the Congress, in Bengal, terrorism
began again. The Government issued more
harsh and stem Ordinances for the muzzling
of the press, detention of suspects and unfet-

tered freedom for the executive to do whatev-
er they thought fit.

In 1932 the working committee of the

Congress called upon die nation to resume
Civil Disobedience including nonpayment of
taxes. Fresh ordinances were promulgated by
the Government All outstanding leaders ofthe
Congress were arrested and imprisoned.

The Second Round Table conference having

failed to solve the communal problem, the

British Prime Minister took it upon himself to

do it. In August 1932 Prime Minister Ramsay
Macdonald announced the communal award.

The Award was based on the British theory

that India was not a nation but congeries of

racial, religious and cultural groups, castes and

interests. Hie following minorities were rec-

ognised under the Award—Muslims, Depress-

ed classes. Backward classes, Indian Christians,

Anglo-Indians, Sikhs, Europeans, landholders,

Commercial and Industrial classes, Labour and

Universities. These were given more than their

legitimate shares of seats in the legislatures.

As a protest against the proposal Gandhiji

started a fast on Sept 26, 1932. The news sent a

shiver through the nation. The leaders of the

upper caste Hindus and those of the depress-

ed classes met and came to an agreement on

the question. This is known as the Poona Pacr.

They requested the Government to drop the

proposal for separate eleaorates. The Govern-

ment of India agreed to do so and Gandhiji

broke his fast on Sept. 29, 1932.

The Third Rotmd Table Conference met in

London on November 17, 1932 and continued

its deliberations till December 24. This session

was only a sfiadow of the earlier conferences.

Jinnah was not invited. The prince; were not

interested and sent their ministers to the
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conference. Sir John Simon was. one of the

British delegates who attended. After the end

of the conference the British Government

published a White Paper which practically

reproduced the Simon Commission recom-

mendations hut added a scheme for a Federal

Government if the Princely States agreed. The

White paper in due course became the Gov-

ernment of fndia Act 1935.

The Act of 1935 provided two alternate

constitutions for the Central Government-
one a Federal Government consisting of

British provinces and Indian States, that is, if a

majority of Indian States were willing to

accede to the Federation. Tills newer hap-

pened. The alternative was to work the 1919

Act with some modifications. Tins was the

aitemative finally accepted. In this as m all

previous Acts, the Governor-General had over-

riding authority in all matters.

Provincial constitutions proposed were
markedly different from the previous ones In

the first place dyarchy was abolished. The
provinces were considered autonomous and
were to be governed by ministers chosen from
the elected members Though the Govenonr,
still possessed overriding authority, it was
understood that he would not interfere, until a

"^crisis of some sort emerged.
‘ ;& ' -The ACT came into operation from April,

HE PARTITION
Though partition of India broke Into history

suddenly and .ruthlessly, it had been in the
making for a long time. Its roots were visible

in the Hindu-Muslim riots which started as

early as 1881 and continued intermittently.

The British administration took advantage of
these riots so :is to encourage the Hindu-
Muslim conflict and perpetuate it. Ostensibly,

three factors triggered communal riots: (1)
Cow protection (2) Hindi-Urdu controversy
and (3) Assertions of religious privileges on
the occasions of festivals and holy- days,
especially when Hindu and Muslim festivals

coincided.

These were only the apparent causes. The
real reasons were more political than reli-

gious.

The formation of the All India Muslim
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1937, so far as the provinces were concerned.

The Central Government continued without

any major change. After a lot of discussion

whether the Congress should cooperate in

working provincial governments, it was finally

decided that it should. The Congress put up its

own candidates in every province. So also did

the Muslim l^eague and'lesser political panics.

Tire Congress won with a huge majority in

five provinces—Madras, Bihar, Central Pro-

vince, United Province and Orissa. In the other

provinces Congress acquired a sizeable num-
ber of seats. In 1937 the Congress.took charge

of the governments In seven provinces as

interim ministries. In the remaining four

provinces— Punjab, Bengal, Assam and

Sind,—non-Congress parties took .office.

Tlie federal part of the new constitution,

having been shelved, the Central Assembly of

1934 continued to function. It continued with

44 Congressmen led by Bulabhai Desat and 11

Nationlists under M. S. Aney. Independents
who held the balance were led by M. A. Jinnah.

Tlie sole purpose of the Central Assembly was
to show that it had no confidence in the

Government. This was achieved by cut mo-
tions, rejections of the budget, etc. These
activities had little Impact because the Viceroy

had the ultimate power to certify any bill as

passed.

League at Dacca (now Dhaka) in' December,
1906, provided a focal point for Muslim
political aspirations. When Mubamtned All

Jinnah became President of the League; be
started defaming and devaluing the Congress
as a national organization.

In 1937, when the Congress and the Muslim
League started working provincial ministries,

the rivalry between the two organizations
came into the open.

In 1937, jawaharlal Nehru wrote to Jinnah,
"in die final analysis, there are only two forces

in India today—British Imperialism and the

Congress representing Indian Nationalism",

Jinnah replied pointing out (1) that the Hindus
and Muslims had nothing in common and (2)
that the Muslims of India constituted a sepa-
rate nation and therefore needed a separate
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state. The rift was complete.

The Congress suffered a great impairment
of power by the alienation of Jinnah. Jinnah,
who had resurrected the League, towered
above all other Muslim leaders and the Muslim
community as a whole supported him. Howev-
er, the Congress claimed some Muslim lead-

ers, who were distinguished from the League
adherents as nationalist Muslims. Abul Kalam
Azad was one such. The essential trouble here
was that leaders like Azad were few and far

between and commanded little mass support
among the Muslim community. The British

government openly supported the Muslim
League. So the partition of India was only a

question of time.

The outbreak of the Second World War,
which commenced with Hitler’s invasion of
Poland on September 1, 1939, called for a

complete change ofpoliqr on both sides—the

British Indian Government and the National

Congress. India was declared a belligerent

nation by Britian on September 3, 1939, and
the British Indian administration was placed

on a war footing. The war lasted 6 years, till

September 1945- During this period there was
a lull in national agitation.

- The Congress, as a whole supported the

democratic allied countries, led by Britian but

resented the fact that it was not taken into

consultation in declaring India a belligerent

nation. In the circumstances, all that the

Congress could do was to call for an immedi-
ate assurance from Britain, that.independence
would be given to India, as soon as the war
emergency' was over.

The British Government paid no heed to

this demand. The Congress reacted by asking

all provincial Congress ministries to resign

(October 1939). When the Congress ministries

resigned, the Muslim League observed The
Deliverance Day’ From Congress rule on 22nd
December, 1939. This was an indication of the
increasing animosity, between the two orga-

nizations.

In March 1940, at its annual session in

Ramgarh the Congress demanded complete

independence and a Constituent Assembly to

draft a constitution for free India. In the same
month, the Muslim League at its Lahore'

session demanded a separate state' for the

Muslims of India. In August the Viceroy

announced that his Executive Council would

be expanded.ro include more Indians/ and a
war advisor}’ council would be established.'

Both the Congress and the League rejected the
offer.

In March 1942, the British Government sent

Sir Stafford Cripps to India with proposals for

a new constitution. The Cripps’ proposals
were found unsatisfactory and were rejected •

both by the Congress and the League. In May
1942, Gandhiji called on Britian to “Leave

India to God. If this is too much, then leave

her to anarchy”.

In August 1942, the Congress working
committee considered Gandhifi’s call to Bri-

tain and passed the famous ‘Quit India'

resolution. If Britian did not take steps to quit

India as soon as possible, the Congress

proposed to start Civil Disobedience. The
Government retaliated by arresting Gandhiji

and all the members of die working commit-

tee and declared Congress an unlawful orga-

nization.

In 1945, Lord Wavell, the Viceroy,

announced that he was holding a conference

in Simla to consider die steps necessary to

advance self-government for India in the near

future. All Congress leaders, then in prison,

were released. The Simla conference (June-

July 1945) turned out to be a fiasco. But by the

time, (July), a Labour Government came into

power in Britain. The Labour Government

took serious notice of the Indian situation.

The Labour Secretary of State for India, Lord

Pethick-Lawrence announced that a par-

liamentary commission would be visiting In-

dia to negotiate the question of Indian inde-

pendence. This delegation, later famous as the

Cdbinet Mission, announced its constitutional

scheme, which implicitly recognised the right

of the Muslims to have a state of their own.

While the Muslim League accepted the prop-

osals, the Congress rejected it.

While negotiations on the future constitu-

tion continued between the Congress and the

League on the one side and with the Govern-

ment on the other, the League suddenly

changed its tactics. It retracted its acceptance

of the Cabinet Mission Plan 3nd declared

August 16 (1946) as a Direct Action Day. It was

an invitation for communal riots. The Muslims

started slaughtering Hindus in all areas, whe'" .

they were numerically' superior.- The.. ,.

Calcutta Killings of August 16 to 18 we

: , r ---•

' v.;-
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first of the dots. Then followed the killings in

West Punjab, where the Muslims were in a

majority. The Congress in desperation deman-

ded the partition of Puniab.

LordMoimibauen who succeeded Wave)! as

Viceroy in March 1917, boldly announced the

partition of India. The* provinces where the

Muslims formed the. majority were to be
constituted into a separate state—Pakistan.*

Thus, pans of Punjab (West Punjab) an

Bengal' (East Bengal) and die whole of tl

provinces of Sind, Baluchistan arid the Non
West Frontier became Pakistan. The rest t

India formed another State. The Indian Indi

pendence Act, passed by the 'British Parliamei

(July 1947), formalised the division of Ind

into two fully independent states—India

Pakistan.
'

FATHER OF THE WATION
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-

1918), when he entered public life, was at first

hailed as die Mahatma (Great Soul) and was
generally called Mahatma Gandhi. Since his

death he has been universally acclaimed as the

Father of the Nation.

Gandhiji started his public career in South
Africa, where the white race ruled and Indians

and native Africans alike were treated as slaves

and outcasts He entered irtdfan public life

through the Indian National G ingress, which
he dominated from 1920 onwards He was the
main architect of the Indian nation and is

rightly called the Father of the Nation.

The important dates and events of his life

are briefly described below:

.1869 Ocl 2. Bom at Porbandar, Kathiawar,

.
*'

.
son of Karamchand and Putlibai Gandhi.

<.'1. Married Kasturba. 1888. Sailed from
ximbay for England to study law, 1891:
Summer: Returned to India after being called
to the Bar. Began to practise law in Bombay
and Rajkot

1893: April: Sailed for South Africa to
become lawyer for an Indian firm. Found
himself subjected to colour discrimination.
1894: May: Organized the Natal Indian Con-
gress. 1899: Organized Indian Ambulance
Corps for the British in the Boer war. 1901:
With the family embarked for India

1901-2: Travelled extensively in India,
attended Indian National Congress meeting in
Calcutta and opened law office in Bombay
1902: Returned to South Africa at the request

* the name I-akiscm and the idea of a partition wre Hrsi
suggesjcd by Chowdhry Rahmai Mi. a studem of die Cam-
bndse Unhrrsin- in '1930. In his pamphlet 'No*- or Never

-

published in 1933, Raturar Aii advocated the idea of partition
At the time, bower, Muslim leaders scorned tlx- idea as
chfldish.

of (he Indian community. 1904: Establish*

the weekly journal ‘Indian Opinion’, Org
mzed Phoenix Farm near Durban. :

1906: Sept: First ‘satyagraha’ campaign i

protest against proposed Asiatic ordinanc

directed against Indian immigrants in Trail

vaal. 1907: June-. Organized "Satyagrah

against compulsory registration, of Asiatii

(Tlie Black Act). .

'

1908:Jan: Stood trial for instigating ‘satyaj

raha’ and was sentenced to two montl
imprisonment in Johannesburg jail (his'fir

imprisonment). Sutnmonedio consult Gene
al Smuts at Pretoria; compromise- reached; ws

released from jail. Feb: Attacked arid wountic
by Indian extremist for settlement with Smut
dug: After Smuts broke agreement, sccon
‘satyagraha’ campaign begari with bonfire (

registration certificates.
’

1909: Feb: Sentenced ro .three
- mom!

imprisonment in VoIksrust and Pretoria jail

June: Sailed for England to present Indian
case. 1910: May: Established Tolstoy F'an

near Johannesburg. 1913: Sept: Helped can
paign agaii of- ^triages n<

celebrated .•••/.
rites. Thir

satyagraha’ campaign. led 2,tXA/ Indian mil
ers from New Castle across Transvaal horde
Not'.- Arrested- for third time in four days. De
Released unconditionally in expectation of
compromise. -

'

1914:July-. Returned to India, leaving Sotit

Africa for ever. 1915:May: Established Satyaj
raha Ashram near Ahmedabad.

7977; Moved Ashram to netv site,on Saba
mati River. Led successful 'satyagraha' can
.paign for rights of peasants on indigo plane
tions in Champaran. Defied order to leave are
in April, was arrested at Motihari and tried, bi
case was -withdrawn.
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1918: 1'eh: Led strike on millworkers at

Ahmedabad. Millowners agreed to arbitration

after his three-day last (his first fast in India).

Mart)}: led 'satyagraha' for peasants in Kheda).
April: Organized nationwide hartal—suspen-
sion of activity for a day—against the Rowlart

Bills. Fasted at Sabarmati for three days in

penitence for violence and suspended ‘satyag-

raha' campaign which he called a ‘Himalayan

miscalculation' because people were not disci-

plined enough. Became Editor of English

weekly Young India’ and Gujarati weekly
‘Navajivan’.

1920: April: Elected president of All India

Home Rule League. Successfully urged resolu-

tions for a ‘satyagraha' campaign of non-
cooperation.

1921: Resolved to wear only a loin cloth to

propagate homespun'cotton and to signify his

identification with the people. Mass civil

disobedience, thousands went to jail. Gandhi
invested with ‘sole executive authorin’’ on
behalf of Indian Congress.

1922: Suspended mass disobedience be-

cause of violence at Chawri Chara and under-

took five-day fast of penance at Bardoli

Arrested at Sabarmati on charge ofsedition for

articles' in Young India’. Pleaded guilt}' in a

famous statement at the great trial’ in Ahmeda-
bad beforejudge Broomfield. Sentenced to six

years’ imprisonment in Yervada jail.

1929: Arrested for burning foreign cloth in

Calcutta and fined one rupee. 1929 Dec:

Congress session at Lahore voted for complete

independence and a boycott of the legislature.

Janitary 26 proposed as National Independ-

ence, day. Third all-India ‘satyagraha’ cam-

paign.

• 1930: March. 12: Set out from Sabarmati

with 79 volunteers on historic Salt March 200

miles to sea at Dandi. April 6: Broke salt law by
picking a handful of salt up at seashore.

Arresfed by armed policemen at Karadi and

imprisoned in Yervada jail without trial. One
hundred thousand persons arrested.

1931:Jem: Released unconditionally with 30

other Congress leaders. Man1): Gandhi-lrwin

(Viceroy) Pact signed, which ended civil dis-

obedience. Aug: Sailed from Bombay for die

Second Round Table Conference in London.

Dec.- Returned to India. Authorised by Con-

gress fo renew ‘satyagraha’ campaign (fourth

nation wide effort). ’

__

prison. Sept. 20: Began "fast unto death’ while

in prison in protest against British action

giving separate electorate to untouchables.

Sept. 26. Concluded '’fast" in the presence of

Rabindranath Tagore after the British accepted

Yervada Pact’.

1933: Began weekly publication of ‘Harijan"

in place of Young India’. July: Disbanded

Sabarmati Ashram which then became centre

for removal of untouchability. liov: Began

ten-month tour of India to help end untoucha-

bility. '-v

1934: Oct: LauncI
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tries Association. 1940.- Oct: launched limited,

individual civil disobedience campaign against

Britain's' refusal to allow Indians to express

their opinions regarding World War II. 23.000

persons imprisoned within a year.

1942:

:

Met with Sir Stafford Cripps in New
Delhi but called his proposals 'a postdated

cheque’; these were ultimately rejected by

Congress. Congress passed 'Quit India
-

resolu-

tion—die final nation-wide “Satyagraha cam-

paign" with Gandhi as the leader. Arrested

with other Congress leaders and Kasturba and

imprisoned in Aga Khan Palace, near Poona.

Revolts in many parts of the country.

1943: Feb 10: Began fast at Aga Khan Palace

to end deadlock between Viceroy and Indian

leaders.

1944: Feb 22: Kasturba died in detention at

Aga Khan Palace at die age of 74 May 6. After

decline in health, was released unconditional-

ly from detention (this was his last imprison-

ment; he had spent 2338 days in jail during his

life-time).

1946: Began four-month tour of 49 villages

in East Bengal to quell communal rioting over
Muslim representation in provisional govern-
ment.

1947: : Toured Bihar to lessen Hindu-

British Government announced on Feb. 20,
1947 its intention to quit India by June 1948.
lord Mountbatten was named Viceroy to
arrange the transfer of power. He assumed
office on March 24 and broadcast his plan for a
partition of India.

Here is a chronology of events.

1947:. British Parliament passes the India
Independence Act (July 1) and fixes Aug. 15
for the transfer of power. Partition of India
into India & Pakistan. Power transferred to
'India and Pakistan. Lord Mountbatten becom-
es Governor General of India and M. A.Jinnah,
Governor General of Pakistan (Aug. 15).

1948: Assassination of Mahatma Gandhi (Jan.
30). Death of M. A. Jinnah (Sept. 11). The
Government of India occupies the Nizam's
dominions (Hyderabad State).

1949: Constitution of India adopted by the
Constituent Assembly (Nov. 26).

Muslim tensions. Began conferences in b

Delhi with Lord Mountbatten andJinnah. 31

Opposed Congress decision to accept divis

of country into India and Pakistan. Fasted :

prayed to combat riots in Calcutta as India

'

partitioned and granted Independence. Visi

Delhi and other neighbouring areas to s

rioting and to visit camps for refugees.

1946 onwards, Gandhijt’s efforts -were c

centrated on effecting Hindu-Muslim nccc

Hindu-Muslim riots had broken out all o
India, ever since the League President, Jinn

rejected the Cabinet Mission Plan and pr

laimed August 16, 1946 as Direct Action Da;

was never clarified what Direct Action re

involved. But the Muslims responded to i

call with vengeance. The great Calcutta killi

of August 16/18 were the first bitter harves

the Direct Action Day. Gandhiji visited man;
these areas—Noakhali for instance—to rest

communal amity

1948 Gandhiji undertook a fast for 5 day
bring about communal unity. On January
while holding a prayer meeting at Birla Hoi
Delhi, Gandhiji was shot dead by a Hit

fanatic Vinayak N. God.se, who was.dea
opposed to Gandhijis efforts to bring al>

Hindu-Muslim amity. Thus- ended the life

the greatest Indian since The’ Buddha.'.

AFTER
1950: Constitution of India comes into fo

(Jan. 26). Sardar Patel dies (Dec. 15).

1951: The first general election in India. F
amendment to the constitution.

1952: Dr. Rajendra Prasad elected Rashtraf
(Head of State).

.

" 'V
*954: Panch Sheel agreement between Ch
and India.

•’
*

. f •

1

1955: Avadi session of die Indian Natio
Congress adopts a socialistic pattern of soci

for India.

1956: Life Insurance nationalized.
States Reorganization Act.

1957: Second General Election. Rajendra F

sad re-elected for a second term.
,

,

• 1958: Metric system of weights and measu
introduced.

1959: Swatantra Party formed.. .

I960: Bombay bifurcated into Maharasli
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announces 20-point economic programme.

New ordinances promulgated (July 1). The

RSS, Anand Marg, Jamat-i-Islami and 23 other

organizations banned Parliament approves

Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Pre-

vention of Smuggling Activities Act (COFEPO-

SA). Parliament approves M1SA bill. Constitu-

tion (39th Amendment) Bill 1975, placing

election of the President, the Vice President,

the PM and the Speaker of the Lok Sabha

beyond the scrutiny ofthe judiciary, approved

by Parliament Rajya Sabha adopts Constitution

(41st Amendment) bill extending immunity

from criminal and civil proceedings to the

Prime Minister. Calcutta and Madras on TV
map of India. Ordinance promulgated for

grant of national permits for goods trucks

(Sept 26). Government announces 12-point

programme for making prohibition policy a

success (Oct 1). K. Kamaraj dead <2). 'Bonded'

labour abolished by Ordinance (24) PM.s
election upheld by the Supreme Court (Nov.

7). Naga problem settled (11) J.P. set free

(Dec 4). 75th plenary session of the congress
opens at Chandigarh. D. K. Barooah elected
Congress President

1976: Baliram Bhagat elected Lok Sabha
Speaker (Jan 6). President suspends seven
freedoms guaranteed by Article 19 (8). Bur-
mah Shell nationalized, becomes Bharat Re-
fineries Umited (24). Lok Sabha's life ex-

pended by one year (Feb. 4) Urban Ceilings
Art comes into force (17). IA Boeing 737 to

mbay via Jaipur hijacked to Lahore. 89
filed in IA plane crash at Bombay airport
(Oct 12). Lok Sabha passes the 42nd Constitu-
tion Amendment Bill making India a Socialist
Secular Republic and laying down fun-
damental duties for citizens (Nov. 2). Lok
Sabha votes to extend its own life by another
year (5).

1977: The President dissolves Lok Sabha (Jan.
.18). Government relaxes rules of Emergency
to permit normal political activity and elec-
tioneering Four parties—Congress (O), Jan
-Sangh, Bharatiya Lok Dal and the Socialist
Party-r-agree to work as one party under the
sameJanata Party). President Fakhruddin All

- Ahmed passes away in New Deliri. B. D. Jatti
sworn in Acting President (Feb. 11). India's
second earth station for satellite communica-
tion at Dehra Dun inaugurated (25). Polling in
the lok Sabha election starts (Mar. 16). inter-
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nal Emergency promulgated on June 25, 1975 ;

withdrawn (21)

Janata and its allies gain absolute majority in

Lok Sabha. Indira Gandhi resigns (22). Ban on
'

RSS and 26 other organizations lifted. A. K.

Gopalan, Marxist leader, dies in Trivandrum.

The RSS chief Deoras released. Morarji Desai

elected leader of Janata Party and sworn in

Prime Minister (24). Sixth Ijok Sabha session

begins (25). Sanjiva Reddy elected Spcaker.of

the lok Sabha. Government revokes the exter-.

nal emergency promulgated on December 3, -

1971.
'

...

The Acting President B. D,Jatti dissolves the

legislative Assemblies of nine Congress-ruled

States, Bihar, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, M.

Pradesh, Orissa, Punjab, " Rajasthan, Uttar

Pradesh and West Bengal and places them

under President's rule. Four Parties—Con-

gress (O) (Old Congress as distinguished from .

Indira Congress),Jan Sangh, Bharatiya Lok Dal

and Socialist Party—at their separate sessions

decide to dissolve themselves and merge into

a single party (30). Chandra >Sheka'r chosen

.

President of the Janata Party (May 5).

K. Brahmananda Reddi elected President of

the Indian National Congress. The Election

Commission recognizes the Janata 'Party as a

National Party. Poll notifications for ten states

and two union territories issued. Janata gains

absolute majority in Haryana, Himachal

Pradesh, Orissa, U.P., M.P., Bihar and Rajasthan

Assemblies and Delhi Metropolitan Council.

.

Akali-Janata-CPM alliance wins absolute major-',

ity in Punjab. The All-India Anna DMK gets

absolute majority in Tamil Nadu, No party gets

absolute majority in Pondicherry. C.P.M. gains

absolute majority in West Bengal, Government
decides to discontinue national civilian awards

(July 10).
•

Sanjiva Reddi elected (unopposed) Presi-

dent of India. K. S. Hegde unanimously elected

Lok Sabha Speaker (21). The Planning Com-
mission decides to introduce Rolling Plan

concept (Sept. 10). Variable energy cyclotron

commissioned in Calcutta (15). Indira Gandhi
arrested In New Delhi by the CBl .on charges

of corruption and released unconditionally.

The External Affairs Minister A. B. Vajpayee

addresses UN General Assembly in' Hindi, the

first ever. India and Bangladesh formally sign

Fatakka agreement in Dacca. The silver jubilee

time capsule in die Red Fort dug out (Dec. 8) •
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THE TURBULENT EIGHTIES
1980: Polling in the Seventh Genera! Election

ends (Jan. 6). Devaraj".L*rs, Karnataka Chief

Minister, resigns, following reverses in elec-

tions (7). Care-taker .Prime Minister Charan
Singh informs the President of his desire to

resign (9). Mrs. Indira Gandhi's Congress (I)

wins two-thirds majoriw in the new Lok Sabha
(10):Gundu Rao sworn in Congress (1) Chief
Minister of Karnataka (12). Mrs. Gandhi's new
Ministry' at centre sworn in; R K. Dorendra
Singh Chief Minister of Manipur (14). D.

' Ramachahdran becomes Chief Minister of
Pondicherry and Pratap Singh Rane, Chief
Minister of Goa (16). Assam agitation turns
violent; Army called out; Oil India Manager
stoned to death; Gangong Apsong sworn in as
Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh (18).
Assembly elections in Kerala; Left Democratic
Frront wins absolute majority (21 ). Harvana's
Janata CM Bhajan Lai with 37 MIAs defects to
Congress (I), continues as Congress (I) Chief
Minister; Bal Ram Jakhar elected Lok Sabha
Speaker (22). E. K. Nayanar forms Government
in Kerala (24). Civilian Awards stopped hv the
Janata Government revived; Mother Teresa
awarded Bharat Ratna (30).

Janata Ministry headed by Shanta Kumar in
Himachal Pradesh resigns; a Congress (I)

•.ministry' headed by Ramlal takes office (Feb.
4). Total solar eclipse (15). State Assemblies

in Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, U.P, Bihar, Orissa,
M.P, Rajasthan, Punjab and Gujarat dissolved,
ministries -dismissed and President's rule im-
posed (17). Forty-six defence personnel killed
in a plane- crash in Agra. C. M Stephen wins
Lok Sabha by-election from Gulbarga Consti-
tuency' (23). Jagjivan Ram resigns as leader of
Janata Parliamentary- Party- (27). C. M. Stephen
made Cabinet Minister at Centre; three more
Ministers of State added (Mar. 3).JagjivanRam'
quits Janata Party; Veerendra Patil made

Cabinet Minister. Prakash Padukone becomes
the first Indian to win All-England Badmintoh
Championship (23).

Charan Singh, Chairman, expels Raj Narain
from lok Dal-, Raj Narain forms a new Janata
(S) Party- (Apr. 2). Janata Party splits again;
members with RSS links form Bharatiya Janata
Party with A B. Vajpayee as President (6)
Sanjav Gandhi and V. C. Shukla acquitted by

Supreme Court fn the KisxrtKurstKu case (] 1 j.

Six more private sector banks nationalized

(15). Jamir sworn in as Nagaland CM. (18).

Baba Gurbachan Singh, Nirankari Chief, assas-

sinated; son named new chief (24). Assamese
poet Birendra Kumar wins 1979 Jnanapith
Award (26). Supreme Court bans handcuffing-

of prisoners (30).

Sohha, the best actress award winner, dies at

Madras (May }). Supreme Court rules Parlia-

ment has no unlimited power to amend
constitution; court also upholds validity of

death sentence (9). Bahuguna quits Congress
(1) and resigns from lok Sabha (20).

A1ADMK wins in ‘Tamil Nadu Assembly
election; Congress' (!) wins in. U.P, M.P, Gu-
jarat, Rajasthan, Punjab, Maharashtra and Oris-

sa (June l ). 15 more ministers added to Union
Cabinet; Darbara Singh sworn in as Punjab CM
and Dr.Jaganiiath Misra as Bihar GM (8). M. G.

Ramachandrans second AIADMK Ministry

takes, office (9)/ Sanjay’ Gandhi appointed
Congress General Secretary (13). Sanjay dies

in plane crash in New Delhi' (23). Former
President V. V, Giri passes, away (24).

_

India recognizes Heng Samrin Govt, in

Kampuchea (July 7). Congress (I) gets abso-
lute majority in Rajy-a Sabha (12). India orbits

satellite; SI.V-3 Rocket puts Rohini satellite in

(29)

E (18). India regains. Olympic hockey title

Allahabad High Court dismisses election

petition aganist Mrs. Gandhi (Aug. 12). Kudre-
mukh Project in Karnataka completed (23)-

- Second Commonwealth Regional Heads of

Government Conference in New Delhi (Sep.

4). T. Anjiah becomes Andhra Chief Minister
(Oct. 11). Centre nationalizes Maruti company
04). Eleven more ministers added to Union
Cabinet (19). Union Railway- Minister Kamala-
pathi Tripathi resigns (25). President dimisses
Tamil Nadu Governor Parwari; Saddiq Ali

named successor (26). National Integration
Council constituted (Nov. 6). Centre takes over
Aurovitle (12).

.
Parliament condemns blinding of undeit-

rials in- Bhagalpur; Supreme Court orders
enquiry- into Bhagalpur blinding; former Rail-

way Minister K. Hanumanchiah dies (Dec. 1).
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rs' Anwara Taimur heads a new ministry- in

>sam (6). Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev

Tives in New Delhi (8), 1980 Jawaharial

ehru Au<ard for international understanding

ir Mrs. Barbara Ward (23). 1981: World Tamil

onference opens in Madurai 0an. 4). Mr. B.

. Nehru appointed Governor of Jammu &
ashmir (15). Centra! Government offers full

arehood to Mizoram (17).

India’s ‘Akrosh* and Bulgaria's ‘Unknown’
oldier’s Patent Leather Shoes’ share the

Olden Peacock award for the best film.at the

th International Film Festival (Jan. 17). The-

immu & Kashmir Chief Minister Sheikh

bdullah names son Dr. Farooq Abdullah his

accessor (23). Third airline feeder service

ayudoot inaugurated (26).

Dr. Madhuri Shah appointed Chairman of

te University Grants Commission (Feb. 3)-

ixty-one die in circus fire in Banglore (7).

ony-four ministers take office in Andhra
radesh. Census operations begin (9). Railway-

jres and freight to’ cost 10 to 15 per cent

(tore. M. H. Beg, former ChiefJustice of India,

lamed Chairman of the Minorities Commis-
ion in succession to Mr. M. A, Ans3ri (27). Mrs.

landhi asks the -Civil Supplies Minister V. C.

rhukla to resign (Mar. 19)- Minting of three,

wo and one paise coins discontinued (20).

'amii Nadu Government relaxes Prohibition

21 ). .

Bengali film “Aakaler Sandhane" wins 1980
iwama Kama! award for best film; Dada Saheb
’halke award for best film goes to P. Jairaj

Apr. 7). S. A. Dange, expelled from the

itmmunist Party of India. The 105-day-old

inti-reservation agitation by Gujarat students

ind junior doctors withdrawn unconditionally

’13). The Finance Minister R. Venkataraman
mnoucnes new concessions to export-

ariented units (22).

Ministry led by Cape W.A Sangma, Congres-

>(I), sworn , in in Meghalaya (May 8). Y. B.

-havan resigns from Congress(U) (26). More
ban 15 million hit by drought, in Rajasthan

'29). SLV-3 puts Rohini in orbit from Srihar-

ikota (31).

General K. V. Krishna Rao assumes charge as

the Chief of Army Staff (June 1). Malayalam
writer S. K. Pottekkat wins thejnanapith award
for 1980, for his autobiographical novel 'Oru
Desathinte Katha’ (7). Rajiv Gandhi and Begum
Abida Ahmed win by-elections from UP consti-

tuencies (15)- APPLE, India's first geostationary;,

experimental
,
telecommunications satellite

launched into orbit from Kourou, French

Guiana. Air Marshal Dilbagh Singh is

appointed Chief of Air Staff (24). Assam Chief

Minister Mrs. Anwara Taimur "resigns (28).

President’s rule imposed in Assam (30).

Over 350 die in liquor tragedy- in-Bangalore

and Mysore (July 7). Govt, increases prices of

petrol, diesel, kerosene, cooking' gas and
furnace oil (10). Shiv Charan Mathur swom-in -

in place of Jagannath F’ahadia as Rajasthan

Chief Minister (13). Toddy and arrack shops

reopened in Madras. India's first three-axis

stabilized experimental communication (AP-

PLE) put in its. slot (16). Worst deluge in

centuries in Rajasthan—-Jaipur cut off (19)- TV
programme successfully relayed through AP-

PLE (22). Prakash Mehrotra appointed Gov-

ernor Of Assam and Meghalaya and S. M. R
Bumey, Governor of Manipur, Tripura and
Nagaland (23).

jagjivan Ram heads breakaway Congress(U)

and calls new party CongressO) (Aug. 5). Fifty

persons given life terms for killing 14 Harijans

of Pipra village in Patna district (5). The
Governor of Rajasthan, Mr. Raghukul Tilak

dismissed (8). Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
leaves for African tour. Mr. Sharad Pawar,

Maharashtra leader, elected President of Con-

gress(U) (25). Air ChiefMarshal Dilbagh Singh

succeeds Air Chief Marshal Latif as Air Chief

(30).

The first batch of 18 members of a pilgrim

party leaves for Kailas and Manasarovar in

Tibet—the first batch to go there in 20 years.

Lala Jagar Narain, veteran journalist and free-

dom fighter, shot dead in Ludhiana (Sept 9).

B. D. Pande appointed Governor of West
Bengal to succeed T. N. Singh who resigned

(10). Tamil University inaugurated in Than-
javur (15). Sant Jamail Singh Bhindranwale
arrested in connection with Lalajagat Narain s

murder; violence follows; eight die in police

firing (20). Oil struck in off-shore well in the
Cauvery basin. Mrs. Indira Gandhi in Fiji (25)
Five Khalistan activists hijack Indian Airlines

Boeing 737 to Pakistan with 117 passengers, 66
freed on arrival in Lahore (29). Pakistan

Commandos dressed as cleaners overpower
five hijackers. Delhi asks Pakistan to extradite

hijackers (30).

Activists of the Dal Khalsa who master-
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minded the hijacking of Indian Airlines plane

arrested (Oct 1). Bhindranwale released from

judicial custody (15)- Co'ngress(S) pulls out of

ruling Marxist-led Left Democratic Front in

Kerala. Bombay- High Court freezes funds of

the IndiraPratibha Prathisthan and the Konkan

Unnati Mitra Mandal (16). Twenry-one-month-

old Left United Front Ministry led by Mr. E K
Naynnar, resigns in Kerala (Oct 20). Kerala

under central rule (21).

IMF board clears 5 billion SDR loan for

India (Nov. 10). Mrs. Gandhi in Paris. France

offers easy credit to buy' Mirage Fighters. 198!

Nehru Award for Prof, and Mrs. Gunnar Mvrdal

(12). Vice Admiral Dawson named new Chief

of Naval Staff (18). Bhaskara is launched from

Soviet Cosmodrome (20). Sri Krishna Deva

Raya University’ inaugurated tn Anamapur (22)

Air India plane hijacked from Seychelles; crew

and passengers freed in Durban

Forty-five people, majority ofthem children,

killed in a stampede tn Qutub Minar, Delhi

(Dec. 5). Ry. freight rates raised by 10 to IS per
cent. India-China talks open in Beijing (10).

Congress (S) unit in Kerala defies national

leadership and decides to |oin Ministry headed
by Congress(D (23). New Madras-Penang
undersea cable commissioned

New Government led by the Congress(I)
leader Karunakanan, installed in Kerala. Sup-

1%, feme Court upholds Jars- for detention without

kT-% trial but lays down guidelines (Dec 28).
Congress ( I ) loses nine of 29 seats in elections

- to the Andhra Pradesh legislative Council, and
the by-election to the Lok Sabha from Sagar in

Madhya Pradesh; wins the Kosra (MP) Assem-
bly seat (29). Supreme Court holds transfer of
judges valid

1982: Firing on Assam agitators—four killed
Film actor David Abraham dies in Toronto. 21-
member Indian team lands on Antarctica.
Industrialist B. M. Birla passes away (Jan. 11).
Bombay' High Court finds allegations against
the Chief Minister A R. Antulay justified
Antulay resigns. Jyotirmoy Basu CP1(M) MP.
dies in Jaipur (12). K C Gogoi sworn in as
Assam Chief Minister (13). Prime Minister
reshuffles cabinet Prartab Mukherjee gets
Finance; Defence for R. Venkataraman (15).
Bombay textile workers go on strike (18).
Bahasaheb Bhosale diosen Maharashtra Chief
Minister. Mizo National Front and allied orga-
nizations declared illegal (19). 14-member

Assam Ministry sworn in (22). Mohan La

Sukhadia, former Chief Minister of Rajasthan

dies (26). Bihar Gent, suspends 40 police am
medical officers in the Bhagalpur blindinj

case (29). Billa and Ranga hanged for thi

murder of the Chopra children (31).

Kerala Speaker A. P. Kurian of the CPI(M

and the Deputy- Speaker, M. J. Zakaria Sai

(A1ML) resign and join opposition. A. C Josi

tikes over as Speaker (Feb. 1). Statue o

Baiiubali consecrated at DharmaStala (3). An

jiah announces decision to quit as AP Chie

Minister ( 16) Sivaji Ganesan, Tamil film actot

nominated to Rajya Sabha (19). B. Vehkatamn

to succeed Anjiah as Andhra Pradesh Chie

Minister (22)

Central Budget; Massive tax effort to raisi

Rs. 590 crores. Air Chief Marshal H. Iati

appointed Maliarashtra- Governor. Admira

Dawson takes over as Chief of Naval Stal

(March 1). Press Council reconstituted.' Keral

Congress Mani group withdraws support; Cri

sis in Government (15). President's rule ii

Kerala (17). President’s rule in Assam also

Assembly dissolved Acharya J. B. Kripalan

(94) dead (19). N. T. Rama Rao, film artist

forms new party Telugu Desarii in Andhn
Pradesh (21). Prof. K. M. Chandy- appointet

Pondidterry U. Governor (22). The first Indi

an-assembled Jaguar aircraft by’ HAL, Banga

lore, test-flown (31).

India's satellite INSAT-1A placed in orbit

Snag delected (Apr. 10). Jnanapith award foi

Amrita Preetham, Punjabi writer (11). Dr

Chenna Reddy appointed Punjab Govemoi
(12). 1NSAT-IA moves to parking slot (21)

Karnataka PCC(S) led" by Devaraj Urs sever

link with parent body, the AICC(S), arid form:

a regional party (28). Mrs. Accamma Varke]

(73), freedom fighter and Cong. MIA it

former Travancore-Cochin Assembly, die

(May 5). Karnataka Kranti Ranga led by-Derara

Urs comes into being (10). Elections fat

Assemblies held in West' Bengal, Haryana

Himachal Pradesh and Kerala. Jyoti Basu fc

West Bengal CM, Karunakaran in Kerala, Uha

jan Lai in Haryana and Ram Ini in H.P. (19)- H
N. Bahuguna re-elected to lok Sabha frorr

Garirwal constituency- (22). Cabinet approves

Defence Minister’s recommendation to set up

the proposed Naval Academy at Ezhimah
Kerala (29).

D. Devaraj Urs, former Karnataka Chid
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nister, dies (6). Division Bench of the

.

mbay High Court dismisses appeal fifed by
mer Maharashtra Chief Minister A R. Anru-
• against the finding holdingAntulay guilty of

litrary allotment of cement CIO). R. K.

ivedi. Central Vigilance Commissioner, new
lief Election Commissioner fl6). 19 persons

led and 25 injured in an Air India Boeing
7 from Singapore via Madras crash at

imbay.

Good deposit of oil struck at Enuguvani

nka in Razole structure ofGodavari onshore
tne 27). MGR inaugurates Tamil" Nadu's

itritious noon meal programme benefitting

estimated 63 lakh poor children (July 1 ).

itherine Mary Heilman (82), a close associate

Mahatma Gandhi and popularly known as

rla Behn, dies (8). Mira BehrP(90), disciple

Mahatma Gandhi, dies (20). Zai! Singh

i'om in President (25). Petroleum Minister P.

liva Shanker tells Parliament that the con-

aversial Kuo Oil deal file was 'mislaid' by the

iccial Assistant to the Prime Minister (28).

anibhai Bhimbai Desai wins Magsaysay

''ard for Public .Service for 1982 (31).

Fire breaks out in the Bombay High
(shore oil well where a blow-out occurred a

w days earlier (Aug.. 2). Indian Airlines

xnng 737, from New Delhi to Srinagar

jacked; hijacker overpowered, all passengers

ife.
. .

Chand Prasad Bliatt, Indian environmental-

t, gets Magsaysay Award for Community
iadershipt (Aug. 4). Bombay High oil well

re off. S. K, Pottekkat, (69), writer, Jnanapith

rard winner and former M.P. dies (6).

lanmohan Singh, Member Secretary, Plan-

ing .Commission, appointed Governor of

eserve Bank (10). Arun Shourie, named for

te ' 1982' Magsaysay Award for journalism,

terature and creative communication arts

12). Investment of Rs. 269 crore with a

)reign exchange component of Rs. 89 crore,

pproved for the Maruti project in coliabora-

on with Suzuki Motor Company of Japan

17). Sixty die after consuming adulterated

quor at Vypeen island in Cochin (Sept. 4).

NSAT:1A turned off (5). Jammu and Kashmir
liief Minister Sheikh Abdullah (77) dies (7).

arth stations at Delhi, Madras, Port Blair,

,izawl and Leh put into operation through

ntelsat (10).

India leases Tin Bigha to Bangladesh, the

sovereignty resting with India (Oct. 7). The Air

Force celebrates 50 years (8). H. V. Kamath,
freedom fighter and parliamentarian, dies (9).

J. R. D Tata, father of Indian dvil aviation,

pilots the De Havilland Leopard Moth from
Karachi to Bombay—a feat he performed 50
years ago (15). Gandhiji’s private secretary

Pyare Lai dies (27).

Gen. Zia-uI-Haq of Pakistan in New Delhi.

Agreement to set up a joint commission.’ Ravi

L Kirloskar, (65) industrialist, dies (Nov. 4). G
Narayana Pillai (80), freedom fighter, writer,

journalist and former MP dies in Trivandrum.

(14). Acharya Vinobha Bhave (88) dies (15)-

Diplomat K. P. S. Menon (84) dies (21).

. Congress led by A K. Antony merges with

Congress-1 in Mrs. Gandhi's presence (Dec.

13). Manoranjan Guh3, journalist and freedom

fighter, dies (16). India and Pakistan agree to

set up ministerial level joint commission (23).

The 114-year-old English daily, the Madras

Mail, ceases publication-

1983.- Telugu Desam sweeps to power in

Andhra Pradesh; Janata-Ied front, ahead in

Karnataka; CPI (M>led four-party left front

secures absolute majority in Tripura; Janata

Party- President Mr. Chandra Shekhar starts on

his Bbarai Yalta on foot from Kanyakumari

(Jan. 6). Mr. N! T. Rama Rao takes oath as Chief

Minister orAndhra Pradesh (8). Eight-member

Janata Pam- Ministry, headed by Mr. Ramak-

rishna Hegde, takes office in Karnataka (10).

Notification issued forelecting a 126-member

Assam Assembly and 12 members to the Lok

Sabha from the State (12). After a break ortwo

years Bharat Rama awarded to late Sarvodaya

leader Acharya Vinoba Bhave (25). PM. recon-

stitutes cabinet by appointing two new Cabinet

Ministers and five Ministers of State. Piloo

Mod)' (57), politician, dies in Delhi (29).

Minister for Shipping and Transport, Mr. C M.

Stephen, resigns to become Cong. (1)

secretary.

Mr. Vasamrao Patil sworn in Chief Minister

of Maharashtra (Feb. 2). AP. Government

staff-retirement age reduced to 55.Hie Cliair-

man of the Railway Board M S. Gujrals

services terminated. P-M- drops Ministers A P.

Sharma and B. N. Singh from the Cabinet (14).

Governor of Himadial Pradesh, Mr. A N.

Banerji, appointed Karnataka Governor ( 1 1>)

Cong (0 wins two-thirds majority in Assam

Meglialava Cong. (1) stakes claim for power
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(73) Hiteswar Saikia heads new Assam Cong.

MiniStrv, Playwright Tennessee Wilhams (71)

dies (25). 13’iTfcmber Cong- 0) Mmtsin

assumes office in. Assam (28).

Dharamsev Mulraj Khatau C82'), do>-en

.among' industrialists.' dies (Mar. 21). Mrs

Indira Gandhi announces- appointment of

one-man commission, headed by retired Sup-

reme Court Judge Mr. Justice R. S. Sarkana. to

go. into Centre-State relations (24). West Ben-

gal unit of Congress (S) headed by Mr. Priya

Ran,an Das Munshi merges with Congress (I).

ONGC stikes oil off Bombay coast (April 1 ).

Cong (I)-led Meghalaya Democratic Front

assumes office, in Meghalaya. Gen. J^ N.

Chaudhari (75). former Chief of Army Staff,

dies (6). Virbhadra Singh elected Himachal

Pradesh Chief Minister (8). "Gandhi" (film)

wins 8 Oscars (Apr. 12). Akali Dal launches

“army of 100,000 volunteers" as “sacrifice

force
1,

(14). SLV-3 launched. Rohini put in

orbit (17). Agreement for a Rs. 700-crore

scheme to bring Krishna water to Madras

signed (19). First bone-marrow- transplant in

India at the Tata Memorial Hospital in Bombay

(23).

Mathura Oil Refinery- inaugurated (May 4).

Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi inaugurates

work on the Krishna water supply (Telugu

Ganga) project for Madras (25). Gen. A. S.

Vaidya, GOC-in-C Eastern Command,

appointed new Chief of Army Staff (May 31).

Morarii Desai denies having been a CIA

agent (June 2). Ruling National Conference

wins in Kashmir general election (6). G. D.

Birla (89), doyen of Indian industry, dies in

London (11). Dr. Farooq Abdullah sworn in

Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir (12).

Congress (1) withdra-ws support to DMK in

Pondicherry coalition (22).

First 235 MW unit of nuclear power station

at Kalpakkam goes critical (July 2). Union

Cabinet approves special plan for expansion of

television network envisaging installation of

Research Centre, appointed Chairman of Ato-

mic Energv Commission and Secretary of
nm.

... „ I/.1 nvtVPivKi.
Department of Atomic Energy (6). DMK Presi-

dent, Mr. M. Karunanidhi and General Secret-

arv Mr. K. Anba/hagan resign from Tamil Nadu"

Assemble on Sri Lanka Tamils' issue; Bihar

Chief Minister, Dr. Jagannath replaced by

Union Minister of State for Energy- Mr. Chan-

drasekhar Singh (10). Indian scientists suc-

cessfully deploy vital C-band. antenna and

partially open solar -array of INSAT-1B; (3D-

Kona Prabhakara Rao, sworn in Lieutenant-

Governor, Pondicherry (Sept. 2). 1NSAT-1B

runs into snag, as solar array fails to deploy

'fuilv (4). India conferred consultative mem-

bership of Antarctica Treaty-; Over 100 killed,

98 injured, as multi-storeyed building under

construction collapses in Majestic area, Banga-

lore (12). 1NSAT-1B overcomes hurdles, suc-

cessfully completes alt deployment man

oeuvres, including solar sail, (14). INSAT-1I

successfully- pushed into its (nominal) posmor

in its space home (18). 'APPLE, India s fi«

experimental communication satellite, en

mission after remaining in space for two year

and three months (20). Supreme Court uf

holds execution of criminals through hangirt,

by rope (23). Mohammad Koya, (56) Dy'- Chie

Minister, Kerala, dies in Hyderabad (28).

Squadron leader Rakesh Sharma, an IAF te.

pilot, selected to go into space (Oct. 6). Tn

Governor of West Bengal, B. D. Pan®

appointed Governor of.Punjab. The

trans-Himalayan motor expedition concludi

(8). China makes fresh territorial claims In tr

north-eastern seCTor of Bhutan (14). 1

Union Government takes over management
i

13 textile undertakings in Bombay, marathc

strike in cotton textile industry ends (193-

Union Government decides to reduce t

upper age limit for the Civil Service examir

tions from 28 to 26 (22). Avukaderkuni M
swom in Deputy Chief Minister of Kerala (--

On the basis of the Menon Committee rept

112 low power and 13 high power additional ance for ,he SilentA'alley- hydro-electric pi

transmitters by end of 1984 (6). Former Chief
j
ea.

Minister of Himachal Pradesh Ram L3I Lakshmi Devadas Gandhi (71), young1

appointed Governor of Andhra Pradesh (13). daughter of Rajaji and daughter-in-law

Mahadevi Verma, (76) Hindi poetess wins Gandhiji, dies (Nov. 9).

Jnanapith award for- i982 (24). In Bombay INS Godavari, first frigate ft

One-day bandh in Tamil Nadu to protest designed by Indian Navy and built at Mazg»

against killings ofTamils in Sri Lanka (Aug. 2). commissioned (Dec. ,10). No-trust rm*

Dr. Raja Ramanna. Direaor of Bhabha Atomic against Cong, (l)-led coalition ministry
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- jected in Kerala assembly (20). Third Indian

expedition lands on Antarctica (27).

1984: Akali Dal (L) President, Harchand
Singh Longowal, rejects Home Minister P. C.

Sethi’s offer to refer Chandigarh and Abohar-
Fazilka issues to the Supreme Court. Coconut
oil prices reach all time high of Rs. 38 per kg in

Kerala (Jan. 2). 71st Session of Indian Science

Congress opens in the tribal town of Mesra in

Ranchi, Bihar. Filmotsav 84 opens in New
Delhi (3). Posts ofVillage Officers abolished in

Andhra Pradesh (5)- Andhra abolishes land
' revenue tax. C. M. Stephen, Congress (I)

General Secretary,' dies (16).

,

.‘‘Kashmir Liberation Army" kidnaps Mr. R.

H. Mahtre, Indian Assistant High Commission-
er in Birmingham, who is later killed (Feb. 4).

Prime. Minister. Indira Gandhi, leaves for

.
Moscow to attend the funeral of Soviet leader

Yuri Andropov (13). Prime Minister Indira

dedicates INSAT I system to the nation (26).

:
Mother Teresa University inaugurated by

Mother herself at Kodaikanal, T. Nadu (Mar. 2).

Chandra Sekhar elected President of Janata

Party for a third term (6). Controversial Bihar

Press Bill withdrawn (7). Aviation fuel tank

blows up at the Cochin Refineries leading to

devastating fire (8). Three lakh port and dock
workers strike paralysing 10 major ports (16).

. Private sector allowed to manufacture tele-

communication, switching and transmission

equipment (23). Jagmohan, appointed Gov-
ernor ofJammu and Kashmir in place of B. K.

Nehru, shifted to Gujarat (26).

Jammu and Kashmir Assembly adjourned
' sine die following walkout by Congress(I)
'

members (Apr. -2). Squadron leader Rakesh
Sharma became India’s first spaceman, when

. he was launched aboard Soyuz T-l 1 spaceship
• from Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan

along with two Soviet cosmonauts (5). Terror-

j

- ists in Chandigarh kill Congress(I) MP from

;
Punjab Mr. V. N. Tiwari. Kerala Government

i!
decides to drop . Silent Valley Project and

}• declares the entire area a national park (13).

Tirumalai-Tirupati Devasthanams celebrate

Golden Jubilee (22).

If - Tamil Nadu Government extends noonmeal
scheme to 63,000 pensioners (May 1). Prime

f Minister Indira Gandhi and Nakasone, Prime

\y Minister ofJapan, hold talks in New Delhi (4).

Phu Dorjec conquers Mount Everest without

y oxygen (9). Giani Pratap Singh, aged former

head priest of the Akal Takht, shot dead by
intruders in his house in Amritsar (10).

Sikkim Government headed by Narbahadur
Bandari dismissed; Mr. B. B. Gurung, State’s

Finance Minister, sworn in Chief Minister;

Bronze bust of mathematician Srinivasa Rama-

nujan unveiled at the Madras University (Mar.

11). Ramesh Chandra Chopra, editor-in-chief

of the Hind Samachar group of newspapers

shot dead by extremists in Punjab. Mr. George

Bush, the U.S. Vice-President, in Delhi; Mr. M.

A Muthiah Chettiar, (79), Pro-Chancellor,

Annamalai University, dies (12). Miss Bachen-

dri Pal becomes the first Indian woman to

conquer Mount Everest (23). Centre takes over

administration in Sikkim; State Assembly dis-

solved (25). Dr. Bruno Kreisky,- former Chan-

cellor of Austria and Dr. Leopold Sedar

Senghor, former president of Senegal given

the Jawaharlal Nehru Award for International

Understanding for 1983 and 1982 respectively

(28).

Army takes control in Punjab to stem

terrorist violence. The State declared a res-

tricted area under the Foreigners Act (June 2).

Under Operation Blue Star Army forces

flush out terrorists in Golden Temple and

other religious places (6).

The bodies ofBhindranwale and Bhai Amrik

Singh, President of the banned Sikh Students

Federation, found in the basement of the Akal

Takht in the Golden Temple; Violence in

Delhi, Srinagar; Mr. Zail Singh visits Golden

Temple (7). Britain apologises to Indira for

BBC interview with Dr. Jagjit Singh Chohan

(15). Most Gurudwaras thrown open in Punjab

(21)’ Longowal released, arrested again; For-

mer Maharashtra CMA R Antulay resigns from

Indira Gandhi Pratibha Prathishtan (22). PM

visits Golden Temple, meets head priests (23).

Jnanapith Award for Masti Venkatesh Iyengar

(24). Curfew in Hubli after violence; Golden

Temple thrown open to devotees (25J Punjab

Governor B. D. Pande and police chierMr. P. S-

Bhinder resign. K. T. Satarawala appointed

new Governor (29).

\ir Marshal L M. Katre appointed Chief of

• Staff (July 1). Farooq Abdullah s Ministry

missed in Srinagar and G. M. Siiah sworn in

ief Minister with Congress(l) snppon-^IA^

bus hijacked, lands in Lahore o). ,

. c-.uu hitackers Si? \

.L
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der ; hostagesmum home (6). White Paperon
Punjab released by Union Government. (10).

External Affairs Minister, P. V, Narasimha Rao,

appointed Home' Minister. (19). Terrorists

breach Bhakra canal "in Punjab (21).

N. D. Tiwari replaces Mr. Sripat Mishra as UP
CM (August 1). Bomb explosion at Meenam-
bafckam Airport kilLs 8. S. B. Chavan, Minister

without portfolio made Defence Minister (2);

Death toll in Madras airport explosion rises to

32 (3). Two Sri Lankans among fire arrested

for the bomb blast at Madras airport (11). In

Andhra Pradesh N. T. Rama Rao’s ministry

dismissed by Governor Ramlal and Bhaskara
Rao sworn in as Chief Minister (16). 71 dead
and 104 injured when the Jabaipur-Gondia
passenger train plunges into a flooded rivulet;

Andhra observes total bandh to protest against

the dismissal of Rama Rao Ministry ( 17). Rama
Rao parades 162 MIA.% before President Zail

Singh; A P. Sharma elected to Rajya Sablta
(21). R, Venkataraman elected eighth Vice-
President of India (22). Ramlal resigns as AP.
Governor; Indian Airlines Boeing 737 with 68
passengers and a crew of6 hijacked to Lahore;
The twelve Sikh hijackers of IA Boeing 737
surrender to authorities in the UAE and
release all 68 passengers (26).

•v
World Sikh Convention at Amritsar adopts

\ resolution excommunicating President Zail
' • Singh (Sept 2). Tamil Nadu Food Minister, S.

D. Somasundaram, dismissed from State
Cabinet. Prof. U. R. Rao, Director of 1SRO
Satellite Centre, appointed chairman of Space
Commission (10). Bhaskara Rao resigns as
Chief Minister of Andhra on Governor’s de-
mand, N. T. Rama Rao, back as Chief Minister,
asked to prate majority in a month. (16). N. T.
Rama Rao proves majorin’ in the Assembly-
(20). Army withdraws from the Golden Tem-
ple; Repair of the Akal Takht complete (25).
President Giani Zail Singh is exonerated by
Sikh high priests (26).

Vice Admiral R. H. Tahiliani appointed Chief
of Naval Staff (Oct. 1). Unilateral ceasefire bv

. Mizo rebels ordered by Laldenga (2). Tamil
Nadu CM MGR suffers a stroke (Oct. 14).
Japanese neurologist arrives to examine MGR
(20). New party called Dalit Mazdoor Kisan
party- formed under the leadership of Charan
Singh (21). Laldenga in Delhi for talks to end
insurgency- in Mizoram (29). Indira Gandhi
assassinated by two ofher own securitv guards

at her residence in Delhi. Rajiv Gandhi swon
in Prime Minister (Oct. 31).

Violence following Mrs. Gandhi's assassins

tion takes heavy toll (Nov. 2). The both- ofMr
Gandhi consigned to flames; Violence cor

tinucs in New Delhi; Toll rises to 900; Rijj

Gandhi elected Congress(l) President* (12
Lok Sabha elections announced for Dec. 2

and Dec. 27; (13). TN assembly- dissolved (15

AP Assembly dissolved; N. T. Rama Rio see!

fresh mandate (22). Y. B. Chavan (71), formi

Deputy Prime Minister, dies (25)..

2,500 persons killed and 2,000 bad

affected when they inhaled' poisonous g
escaping from an insecticide plant in Bhof
(Dec. 3). The chairman of,Union Carbi

Warren Anderson arrested and released

Bhopal (7). Justice Thakkar-. Commissi
appointed to enquire into the assassination

Indira Gandhi (10).’ Asoka Mehta, font

Union Minister, dies (11). First MiG 2
aircraft assembled by HAL takes off (Dec. 1

MGR has kidney transplant (19); Polling

eighth Lok Sabha and Tamil Nadu Assort

(24)

. Indian supertanker "Kanchenjungn"
in the Gulf (25). Congress (I) sweeps f

Sabha elections (28). Ramakrishna Her
Karnataka Chief Minister resigns and red
mends dissolution of the Assembly, folion

the Lok Sabha poll verdict; AIADMK sv

back to power (29).

1985: Doordarshan starts Malnvalam tele

from Trivandrum (Jan. 1). Gegong Aj
sworn in Chief Minister of Arunachal Pra<

(2). Rishang Keishing sworn in Chief Min
of Manipur (4). P. N. Malhotra appointed
Chief (5). Pratapsingh Ranc sworn in (

Minister of Goa (8). Jawaharlal Nehru A’

for international Understanding presen

«

former Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreis'

New Delhi (11). Balram Jakhar unaninv
elected Speaker of the Lok Sabha (ll

British film.The Bostonians and a Russian
Ruthless Romance, share the Golden Pe
at the JOrh International Film Festival of
in New- Delhi (17). Spy- ring cracked
Government officials, businessmen held
Dr. P, C. Alexander, principal secretary i

PM quits following the arrest of three aii

an espionage case (19). Pndma Vibhusb
M. G. KrMenon, Padma Bhtjshan for Th
Sivasanka'ra Pillai and Padmasri for P. T

(25)

. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,
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me Minister Andreas Papandreou, Swedish

me Minister Olof Palme. Tanzanian Prese-

ntJulias Nyerere, Mexican President Miquel

la Madrid and Argentinian President Haul

[basin meet' in New Delhi and cal! for the

evention of an arms race in outer space,

>84Jawaharlal Nehru award for international

iderstariding posthumously conferred on

dira Gandhi (28). Anti-defection bill passed

l
the Lok Sahha (30).

Mohammad Azharuddin becomes the first

ian in cricket history to hit a century in each

f his' first three tests (Feb. 1 ).

M. G. Hamachandran returns to Madras after

eatment in New York (4). Two Kashmiri

sparatists sentenced to life imprisonment in

lirmingham for the murder of Indian diplo-

mat Ravindra Mhatre there in February 1984

7). M. G. Ramachandran sworn in for a new
arm as Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu (10). A
ire on M.V. Chidambaram, an Indian liner

ealing. front Singapore to Madras, kills 34
12). Dr. Nagendra Singh eleaed -world court

rhief (14). Rajasthan aiief Minister Shiv Cliar-

m Mathur quits, owning moral responsibility

or the killing of Raja Man Singh; Heera Lai

Deopura sworn in Chief Minister (23).

Uajendra Sethia, the -biggest persona! bank-
rupt ever, arrested in New Delhi (March I).

Mam and Joseph factions of Kerala Congress
merge to form a single party (3). Ramakrishna
Hegde sworn in Chief Minister of Karnataka,
VirbltaUra Singh atief Minister of Himachal
Pradesh and Nar-Bahadur Bhandari atief
Minister of Sikkim (8). N. T. Rama Rao sworn
in Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh (9). j. B.
Patnaik sworn .In Chief Minister of Orissa,
Hardeojoshi Otief Minister of Rajasthan and
Vasantrao Patil Chief Minister of Maharashtra;
India beats Pakistan by O'wickets in the final of
the Benson and Hedges world championship
in cricket in Melbourne. Ravi Shastri is de-
clared champion- of champions and Sunil
Gavaskar steps down front the. captaincy (10).
Madhavasinh Solanki sworn in Chief Minister
of Gujarat, N. D. Tiwari Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh and Aryin Singh, Chief Minister of
Madina Pradesh (11). Mohammad Usman Arif
appointed Governor of Uttar Pradesh and P.
Venkatasubbaiah Governor of Bihar; Bindes-
wari Dubev sworn.in Chief Minister of Bihar
02).

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in "Moscow for

the funeral of Konstantin Chernenko, meets

world leaders; Motilal Vora sworn in Chief

Minister of .Madhya Pradesh (13). Finance

Minister V. P Singh presents innovative tax

reductions and dun- exemptions in his maiden

budget; M. O. H. Farook sworn in Chief

Minister of Pondicherry (16). Indian Airline-;

offers instant booking with its new compute-

rized system (25). India 1teats Australia by

three wjdiets in the final of the Rothmans

tournament in Shariah to remain undisputed

champs in limited overs cricket (29)

Union Agriculture Minister Buta Singh ex-

communicated from the Sikh Panth; Mauritian

Prime Minister Aneerood Jugnauth in Delhi

(April 2). Bombas- wins the Ranji Trophy for

the 30th time, beating Delhi by 90 runs in the

golden jubilee year of the national cricket

championship (6). Judicial probe orclered into

die riots in Delhi, following Indira Gandhi s

assassination. Ban on the All-India Sikh Stu-

dents Federation lifted (11). Full diplomatic

status for SXX’APO representative in New Delhi;

SPGC chief G. S. Tohra released (19), NAM
meet on Namibia adopts in New Delhi a

resolution calling for sanctioas against South

Africa and an action plan to rush more
economic and military assistance to SWAPO
(21 ). The Supreme Court awards maintenance

to a divorced Muslim woman (23)- Lenin

Peace Prize posthumously awarded to Indira

Gandhi (2S). Union Government declares

moratorium on 3 banks — Bank of Cochin,

Lakshmi Commercial Bank, New Delhi, Miraj

State Bank, Rajasthan (27).

S. P. Jogota, former Additional Secretary Un
die External Affairs Ministry unanimously
eleaed chairman of the International law
Commission (Mai’ 1 ). Adoor Gopalakrishnan

. adjudged Best Direaor (Mukhamukham) in

national film awards (7),

Bombs that look like transistors explode in

and around Delhi, killing more than 80
people; P, N. Bhagawati appointed Chief Jus-
tice of die Supreme Court (10). Dr. P. C.

Alexander appointed -High Commissioner in

Britain (18). Communist leader P. Sundarayya
dead (20). Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi visits

Moscow’ and signs two agreements with
General Secretary’ Mikhail Gorbachev (22). J.

N. Dixit takes over as India's High Commis-
sioner in Sri Lanka (27); Moore Market des-

troyed in pre-dawn fire in Madras (30).
‘‘
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lion of the Saharwi Arab Democratic Republic
'proclaimed by the PoILsario rebeLs fighting the

Moroccan Government in the Western Sahara
(October 3). Rajiv Gandhi visits Britain, Presi-

dent Zait Singh visits Lakshadweep 04). Prime.

Minister Rajiv Gandhi visits Haryana and re-

ceives the National Order ofJose Marti, Cuba's
highest honour, posthumously conferred on
Indira Gandhi (21). The Nelson Mandela
medal instituted by the Holland committee on
South Africa, presented to Rajiv Gandhi at the.

United Nations, in recognition of India's con-

tribution to the struggle against apartheid ( 22).

Rajiv Gandhi, in New York for the 40th

anniversary of the United Nations, holds talks

with several world leaders, including Presi-

dent .Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq of Pakistan (23).

Athletes P. T. Usha and Shiny Abraham win
Arjuna Awards (24). Rajiv Gandhi visits the

Hague and meets Dutch Queen Beatrix ( 25).

Rajiv Gandhi, flying back from a five-nation

tour makes an unscheduled stopover in Mos-

cow and meets General Secretary Mikhail

Gorbachev (3D-
Preett Arora retains world arm wrestling

title (Nov. 5). Rim star Sanjeev Kumar dead; 82

killed in bus accident in Himachal Pradesh (6).

Rajiv Gandhi dedicates to the nation the

Dhruva research reactor at the Bhabha Atomic

Research Centre (11). Over 180 people killed

as incessant rain batters Tamil Nadu (13);

Punjab Governor Arjun Sigh and Delhi Lr.

Governor M. M. K. Wali resign. Andhra

Pradesh Governor S. D. Sharma shifted to

Punjab, Kumudben Joshi takes his place in

Andhra Pradesh. Air-Vice Marshal (Retd) H. U
Kapur succeeds Walt in Delhi. Vasantrao Patil

named Governor of Rajasthan. Doordarshan

begins teletex service ( 14). Arjun Singh swom
in as Union Cabinet Minister for Commerce
(15)- Acharya Rajneesh returns to India after

four-years in the United States (17); PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat meets Prime Minister

Rajiv Gandhi in New Delhi (19). -R3jiv Gandhi

visits Lakshadweep (22). Rajiv Gandhi visits

Vietnam (27). Subbash Aggarwal scores 1 ,788

points to set world record in amateur billiards

(28). Three constables sentenced to life im-

prisonment for murdering Sub-Ispector

Geotge Soman at Panoor, Kerala (29)-

India wins the Sultan Azlan Shah trophy,

beating Pakistan 4-2 in the final of the six-

nation hockey tournament in Ipoh, Malaysia

(Dec. 3). 'Jehovas Witnesses" have to sing the

national anthem, rules Kerala High Court (7).
Industrialist S. L Kirloskar arrested 3nd let off
on bail (12). Rajiv Gandhi joins'the leaders of

• Greece, Sweden, Tanzania, Mexico and Argen-
tina in a teleconference as pan of the UN
ceremony at which they are honoured nidi
the 'Beyond War award* (14). ‘Rajiv Gandhi
dedicates to the nation the fast breeder test

reactor at Kalpakkam (16); Rajiv Gandhi and
Pakistan President Zia-ul-Haq meet in £>dhi
and agree not to attack nuclear plants in each
other's country. In Adelaide Sunil Gavaskar
hits his 31st test century and becomes the first

man to make more than 9.000 test runs (17).

Prafulia Kumar Mahanta shifts from a universi-

ty hostel to the Chief Minister’s residence after

the Asom Gana Parish3d secured an absolute
majority in the Assam Assembly elections and
elected him leader (24). In Bombay the
Congress (I) celebrates the 100th anniversary

of the founding ofthe Indian National Congres
(26).

1986: India's first radio mobile telephone and
radio paging services commissioned at New
Delhi (Jan. 1); Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi
christens 2.34 metre giant telescope at Kavalur

Observatory named after Dr. M. K. Vainu
Bappu, founder of the Indian Institute of

Astrophysics (7); Pakistan decides to lift 8-year-

old tan on private trade with India (10); Union
Government declares Ladakh a Scheduled

Tribe area under a constitutional amendment
order by the President, applying article 342 for

the first time to Jammu and Kashmir; MiG-27,

an all-weather supersonic strike air craft,

inducted into Indian Air Force (II); Indian

Airlines creates history when her 44-Seater

Fokker Friendship aircraft of 1C 258 from

Silchar to Calcutta had all women crew, lt was
commanded by Saudamini Deshmukh and
co-pioleted by Nivedita Bhasin (13); General

K. M. Kariappa, the first Commander-in-Chief

of the Indian Army made Reid Marshall (14),

Union Government under the orders of

Mathew Commission conducts quick de novo

limited census in 54 villages in Fazilka and

Muktsar tehsils in Punjab to decide whether

they should be transferred to Haryana in lieu

of Chandigarh (16); Government of India

announces 26-year-upper age limit for Civil

Service Examinations with effect f'
*~ 193"

(17); Ashok Mitra, West Bengal's
'

"‘.-.for

Finance and Planning resigns 0 ..
'

Ministers — Arjun Singh. T. Anji;-
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Kishore Sharma quit for parti’ work. Arjun

Singh induaed into the netvfy created Con-

gress Vice Presidentship; .Rajya S3bha Vice

Chairman Mrs. Najma Hepralla also quits to

become Congress General Secretary. Anjiali

and Kishore made Congress General Secretar-

ies (19); P. Shiv Shankar (Andhra) and Chan-

drasekhar Singh (Biltar) reinducted into Un-

ion Cabinet. Dy. Minister P. Chidambararm

(Tamil Nadu) promoted as State Minister. P. A.

Sangma appointed State Minister for Labour

with independent charge; Pakistan's Special

Court sentences 3 Sikh hijackers of Indian

Airlines Flight to Lahore in 1984 to death and

rigorous life imprisonment (20); Satwatu

Singh, Balbir Singh and Keliar Singh sent-

enced to death by Delhi Addl. District &
Sessions Judge, Mahesh Chandra for die mur-

der of former Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi

on Oct. 31, 198-1 (22); 38 persons including 25
foreigners die in fire in five-star Sidharth

Continental Hotel in Delhi (23); Social work-

ers Baba Amte, Dr Avtar Singh Paintal and
Knthak exponent Birju Maharaj get Padma
Vibhushan in Republic Day honours; Transfer

of Chandigarh to Punjab deferred as Mathew
Commission fails to demarcate Hindi-speaking
areas to lie transferred to Haryana (25); Tsvo
senior Ministers of State, Chandulal Chandra-

\ kar and K. P. Singh Deo implicated in Ram
.
Swarup Spy scandal, resign from the Union

' Council of Ministers; M. S. Sanjeevi Rao,
Chairman of the Electronics Commission res-

igns (27).

PopeJohn Paul II arrives in New Delhi for a
10 day-visit to the country; Union Government
announces steep hike in prices of petroleum
products; Staff Selection Commission sets up
Grievances Cells at their headquarters and in

their regional offices in Allahabad, Guwahati,
. Madras and Raipur; General Krishnaswatni

Sundarji takes over as the new Chief of the
Army Staff (Feb. 1); Fa/iabad District and
SessionsJudge orders opening of Ram Janma
Bhooroi for unhindered worship; Goa con-
nected to Air India’s international network
when its Airbus,Q 300-B4 arrived from Kuwait
at Dalxilim airport (2); Prof. M. G. K. Menon
appointed Scientific Adviser to the Prime
Minister (3); A 7-member Science Advisory
Council, headed by Prof, CN.ll Rao, Director
of die Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore is

constituted for two years to advise the Prime
Minister (4); Two Indians—Fr. i Ghavara

India and the States

Kuriakose Elias and Sister Alphonsa raised to

the ‘blessed rank' by Pope'John Paul ,'H at a

function in Kottayam, Kerala (8); Karnataka

Chief Minister, Ramakrishna Hegde submits

resignation in the wake of High Court judge-

ment in the arrack bottling contract case; Dr.

Madhuri Shah, Chairman of U.G.C. retires.

Prof. Yashpal appointed successor. (11);

Ramakrishna Hegde returns to power as Chief

Minister of Karnataka; ‘Sarbat Kftalsa’ railed at

Anandpur Sahib (Punjab) directed the Sllir-

omani Aka! Dal and the Shirontani Gurudwara
Prabhandhak Committee to clear the Golden
Temple (16); Renowned Philosopher, J. -Krish-

na Murthv (90) dies at Ojal in California (17);

Ayilam Panchapakesa Yenkateshwaran (56)
appointed new Foreign Secretary (19); The
Supreme Court rules that Christian women, in

the former Travancore-Cochin State have right

for equal share of paternal property; Mrs.

Rukmini Devi Arundel, founder ofKalakshetra,
Madras, dies (21 ); M. M.Jacob (Con,-I) elected

Deputy Chairman of Rajyasabha; Mail and
Express trains fares up; frieght, season tickets

left untouched in surplus railway budget;

Union Minister of State for Energy1

, Arif

Mohammed Khan resigns in protest against

tlte Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on
Divorce) Bill. Dr. A P. Mitra takes over as

Director-General of Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research and Secretary, Department
of Science (26); Central Budget seeking to

implement various elements of long-term

fiscal policy with Rs. 467 crone levies and
Rs. 3650 crore deficit presented to Parliament

by Finance Minister, V. P. Singh (28).
'

Punjab Chief Minister, Surjir Singh 83ma*!a

expands his ministry by inducting five Minis-

ters of State (Mar. 2); Supreme Court bans
three Kerala students who refused to sing

national anthem from appearing for the

annual examination (4); Bombay High Court

rules that the MD examination of Bombay
University in last October had been manipu-
lated to benefit Maharashtra Chief Minister,

Shivaji Rao Paul Nilangekar (6); G. M. Sfiali

Government dismissed in Jammu and- Kash-

mir. Governors rale imposed; Maharashtra
Chief Minister S. Rao Patii Nilangekar, impli-

cated in mark scandal involving his daughter
Chandrakala, resigns; Himachal Pradesh Gov-
ernor Hokishe Serna resigns to contest in Rajya

Sabha poll; L- K. Advani elected Presidem of

BJ.P. (8); Kerala wins overall championshipat
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24th National Inter State Athletics, Agartala (9);
S. B. Chauhan elected Chief Minister of
Maharashtra (11); Congress (I) Minister, M. P.

Gangadharan of Kerala resigns following
adverse court verdict (12); Veteran Congress
leader and Ex-Governor K. C. Abraham dies in

Kerala (13); Justice Kirpal Commission con-
cludes that Air India Jumbo jet 'Kanishka'

crashed into the Atlantic on June 23, 1985
because of a bomb explosion in its forward
cargo hold; India finally decides to buy 21
Westland Helicopters from Britain (14); Inter-

nationally wanted criminal Charles Sobharaj
and 6 other prisoners escape from Tihar Jail,

New Delhi (16); C. Rajeswara Rao (74), unani-
mously re-elected General Secretary of the

Communist Pan of India; Atomic Energy
Commission reconstituted. Dr. Raja Ramanna
to continue to be the Chairman (18); Govern-
ment of India rejects Union Carbide's offer to

pay $350 million as compensation to Bhopal
victims (24); Punjab Chief Minister Bamala
escapes extremists' attempt in Anandpur Sahib

(26); Maharashtra Governor resigns in the

wake of being censured by the Bombay and
J Pune Universities for his alleged interference

with affairs of the universities ofthe State (27).

Sidhartha Shankar Ray appointed Governor
of Punjab in place of Dr. Sliankar Dayal

Sharma who is transferred to Maharashtra;

Vice-Admiral R. K. S. Gandhi appointed Gov-

ernor of Himachal Pradesh; Romesh Bhandari,

former Foreign Secretary, who joined Cong.

(I) appointed Chairman of the party’s Foreign

- Relations Department (Apr. 1); Central Gov-

ernment announces excise benefits for small

units; A new panel-justice Venkataramaiah

Commission — appointed to determine the

Hindi speaking areas in Punjab to be given to

Haryana in lieu of Chandigarh (3); Milon

Kumar Banerjce, first Additional Soliritor

General appointed Solicitor General of Indi3

(4); International criminal Charles Sobhraj and
' David Hall, his associate, nabbed at Mapusa in

Goa (7); ‘University of Health Sciences', the

first Medical University in the country, inaugu-

rated in Vijayawada (8); Baha Amte declares

war for peace on completion of the ‘Bharat

Jodo’ (Knit India) movement from Kanyaku-

,
mari to Kashmir (12); 46 people killed in

stampede at Mahakumbha Mela at llardwar

| (14); Veteran Congress leader Atulva Ghosh,

83, dies in Calcutta (18); Fourth Pay Commis-

. sion finalises recommendations that will entail

an expenditure of Its. 2200 crore (19); Air
India s first Airbus A3I0-300, *Yamuoa‘ arrives
in Bombay (20); New national, education
policy unveiled in Parliament. France Albert
Rene, the President of Seychelles, arrives for a
6-day visit to India (21); New pOliq- advisorv
committee headed by G. Panhasaradiy
appointed (26); Congress (1) expells former
Union Minister, Pranab Kumar Mukherjee
from party for 6 years and suspends former
Chief Minister of UP Sripat Mishra, former
Union Minister A. P. Sharma and former Assam
Governor Prakash Mehrotra from party (27);
Malayalam Film ‘Chidambaram’ directed by G.
Aravindan wins best feature film award and
Shyam Benegnl bags die Best Director award
for the Hindi film Tribal’ in the 33rd national

film awards for 1985; West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl arrives for a 4-day official visit to

India (28); Overseas airmail rates shoot up
following decisions at Hamburg Congress of
Universal Postal Union; Five-member Panthic

Committee announces formation of 'Khalistan'

(29); Security forces raid Golden Temple to

dear the area of extremists and secessionists

— holds 150; Chandra Sekhar re-elected

President ofJanata Party for the tenth year in

succession (30).

Controversial MuslimWomen Bill passed by
lok Sabha amidst stiff resistance by the

opposition (May 5); The nonagenarian social

worker who devoted his life to die cause of

lepers. Dr. Shivajirao Parwardltan, 94, dead (7);

Tenzing Norgay, (72) who scaled the Everest

first with Edmund Hillary 33 years ago, dies at

Darjeeling (9); Union Cabinet expanded. Ex-

terna! Affairs Minister B. R. Bhagat dropped.

Buta Singh made Home Minister (12); Prime

Minister Rajiv Gandhi leaves for Lusaka on die n

first leg of his 5-day tour of the 4 African

frontline states of Zambia, Zimbabwe. Angola

and Tanzania; New York District Federal Court

Judge, Mr. John F Keerun remits Bhopal gas

case to India with the condition dial Union

Carbide should abide by the ruling of llic

Indian courts (13); Tamil Nadu Assembly votes

to scrap Upper House.; Karunakaran shuffles

cabinet Vat-alar Rati resigns after he was

stripped or his Home Portfolio; Veteran film

maker V. Sltantaram, 75, chosen for the Dada

Saheb Phalke award (16); Sikh head-priests

order Punjab Chief Minister, Surjit Singh .

Bamala to dust shoes at any gurudwaras for
,

one week as a punishment for the polka;
|
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action in the Golden Temple; India decides to

open diplomatic office in Luanda, Angola after

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's official visit

there; Dr. K. L Rao, 84, former Union Minister

for Irrigation and Power and an international

authority on Dams, dies (18); The pro-govern-

ment Jatlya Party attains absolute majorin' in

Bangladesh Parliamentary elections (19); T. N.

Kaul, former Foreign Secretary, appointed

Ambassador to the Soviet Union (20); Prime

Minister c "'s up a Punjab Advisory Board with

farmer l'
".' ',*.• >

'
-'a-'" Ram as head;

The first e. a; v.
'•

. \ .? (South West

African People's Organization,) opened in New
Deliti by its President Sam Nujoma (24); R.

Bdlakrishna Piltai, once dropped from Karuna-

karan Ministry in Kerala because of his con-

troversial statement on ’Punjab model agita-

tion’ reinducced (25); Excise Minister N. Srini-

vasan of Kerala resigns when Kerala Public

Men (Prevention of Corruption) Commission
found prima facie case in the allegations

against him (30); Flute exponent T R Maha-
lingam dies at the age of 60; Plot to blow up Air

India's New York — Delhi jet foiled (3D.

Bltajan Lai resigns as Haryana Chief Minister

and Union Transport Minister Bansi La!

chosen to succeed him (June 4); Thachadi
Prabhakaran and Raniesh Chennithala in-

ducted into the Kerala Cabinet (5); A tripartite

meeting convened by the Union Government
decides to transfer Chandigarh to Punjab In

prinetpie, but the Haryana Government wii!

continue to function there for up to five years;

Jnanapitli award winner, Dr Masti Venkatesha
Iyengar, 95, dies in Bangalore (6); First AIDS
death reported from a private hospital in

Bombay, the victim being a businessman who
received blood transfusion for a bypass heart

surgery in 1980 (9); Justice Venkararamiah
Commission recommends that 7000 acres of
land be given to Haryana in lieu of Chandigarh
and a new commission be appointed to select

the area (10); 100 crorc excise and customs
relief to industry announced by the Finance
Minister, V. P. Singh (11); Charan Singh, takes

over as [ok Dal Secretary; Dr Amiya Chakra-
varthy, 86, poet and scholar and former
literary secretary to Rabindranath Tagore, dies
at Shantiniketan (12); Prime Minister Rajiv

Gandhi launches Clean Ganga Project at Vara-

nasi (14); The Union Government appoints a
commission headed by Justice D. A Desai to
identify 70,000 acres of land to be transferred

to Haryana in lieu of Chandigarh. Punjab

Cabinet rejects the Commission. (20); Bhar-

atiya Janata Party leader Atal Bihari Vajpayee

and seven Congress (I) candidates declared

elected unopposed,to the Rajya'Sabha (21);

Marxist Party ousts Kerala M.LA. M. V. Rngha-

van from party (23); Union Government sanc-

tions maternity leave for unmarried women
employees too; Minor portfolio shuffle at

Centre (24); Accord with Mizo National Front,

Laldanga to Ire Chief Minister; Space Scientist

Dr. Vasant R. Gawarikar, 53, appointed Secret-

ary, Science & Technology Department (25);

Congress (I) wins 30 seats out of 45 in Rajys

Sabha poll (28); Karnataka Chief Minister

Ramakrishna Hegde reconstitutes cabinet,

dropping 17; Akaii dissidents decide to form

new Party (29); Mizoram accord signed after

protracted negotiations spread,over six,years,

aiming at ending insurgency in the Union
territory; Fourth Pay Commission recom-

mends substantial increase in pay and allo-

wances to nearly 5.2 million central govern-

ment employees (30).
"

•

Andhra Pradesh Government goes back to

six-day week; C. G. Somiah, IAS. takes over as

new Union Home Secretary (July 2); Union

Government increases Interest rate on the

Employees Provident Fund from 10,15 per

cent to 1 1 per cent (3); Akaii Dal split becomes
formal when the break-awaygroup elected Mr.'

Prakash Singh Badnl .as Its President - and
'expelled’ Mr. Surjii Singh Bamata from the

party (5); Jagjivan Ram, 78, passes away (6);

Communal violence in Ahmedabad following

the traditional chariot procession of Lord

Jagdish, Subhadra and Balbhadra— about 20

killed; Union Petroleum Minister, Chan-

drasekhar Singh, 60, dies; Gujarati writer

Pannalai Patel wins the Jnanapitli Award for

1985 (9); India protests against China's intru-

sion of six to seven km into die Indian

territory in Arunachnl Pradesh (15); Former-
Karnataka Chief Minister, R. Gundu Rao expel-

led from Congress Party for six years for

anti-parry activities; U.P. Chief Minister orders

enquiry into the reported loss of eyesight of

nearly 300 people following operations con-

ducted by ajaipur-based doctor in eye-camps
in Khurja and Moradabad towns in April;

Government bans administering aspirin. to

children below 12 years of age (18); India

withdraws from Edinborough Commonwealth
Games (20); The Supreme Court orders all-
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India test for medical seats; B. G. Deshmukh
selected to be the Cabinet Secretary (21); The
seventh round of the Sino-Indian border talks

concludes without resolving the issue; Pratap
Kishan Kaul, Cabinet Secretary appointed Indi-

a's Ambassador to the U.S. (23); Terrorists gun
down 15 bus passengers at Muktsar in Punjab
(25); Army called out to quell mass rioting in

Delhi (26); Army called out in Kalimpong,
Darjeeling district as the Gorkha National
Liberation Front sponsored agitation for ‘Gor-
khaland” took a violent turn, 9 die (27);
Government announces further customs and
excise relief for a number of items including
food-stuffs and fertilisers and also restore

pre-budget exemptions in the case of certain

others (29); Acharya Rajneesh returns to India

from’ Portugal, disillusioned about the outside

world' (30).

Amnestyscheme for evaders of indirect taxes

announced (Aug. 1); Prime Minister, Rajiv Gan-
dhi arrives in London for 3-day mini Common-
wealth Summit (3); Bhaskar Ghosh IAS.,

appointed Director General ofDoordarehan in

place of Harish Khanna, who retired (4); Prof.

Nurul Hassan appointed Governor of W. Ben-

gal in place of Uma Shankar Dixit; Lok Sabha
passes constitution 53rd Amendment bill con-

ferring statehood to Mizoram; Government
admits that China has built a helipad on the In-

dian side ofthe Me Mahon line; The first wholly

Indian test-tube baby bom to 23-year old Mrs.

Shyamji Chawda, at the KEM hospital, Bombay
(7); Gen. A S. Vaidya who was Chief of Army
Staff at the time of 'Operation Blue Star’ shot

dead at Pune (10); Singing National Anthem is

not obligatory—rules Supreme Court in the

'Jehovahs Witnesses’ case; Kathmandu selected

to locate the Secretariat of the SAARC; Tarsem

Singh Kohar, the prime accused in Muktsar bus

killings arrested in Punjab (12); Parliament

approves the government resolution to invoke

Article 249 of the Constitution and empower
Parliament to legislate on certain State matters

to deal with terrorism along the border areas

(13); Rain-swollen Godavari causes havoc in

Andhra Pradesh. More than 100 killed. Prime

Minister announces Rs. 30 crore aid (17); A res-

tructured 20-point programme announced

(20); Nine-member COng.-MNF coalition minis-

try headed b'y the MNF President Laldenga

sworn in Aizawl; Andhra flood toll nears 175;

Government drops plan for Security Belt (21 );

The Supreme Court directs the petition moved

by the Attorney General, K. Parasaran, challeng-
ing the verdict that no person can be forced to
sing the national anthem, to the Full Bench;
Former Karnataka ChiefMinister R. Gundu Rao
launches new party — Indian National Con-
gress (Indira Gandhi); Sobha Singh, the re-
nowned Punjabi Painter dies (22); Congress 0)
mergeswith Congress (I) (25); Sunderla! Bahu-
guna, V. B. Salunke and Mrs. Vasantibehen get
Jamnalal Bajaj award (26);The Central Govern-
ment curbs the use ofaspirin and formulations
containing salicylates by children below 12
(27); President Zail Singh lays the foundation
stone for the Lakshmibai National College of
Physical Education at Trivandrum (28).

LIC announces three new schems and cuts
premium on its 30th anniversary celebrations
(Sept 1); Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M. G.
Ramaehandran leaves for the US for medical
check up; Dr. Verghese Kurien wins 1986 Car-
negie Peace Prize; India protests to UK about
visa restrictions (3); National Awards for 186
school teachers on the eve of the 25th
anniversary of Teachers' Day; Union Govern-
ment files compensation case against Union
Carbide Corporation of America in Bhopal
Court (5); Union Government agrees to imple-

ment new pay-scales fromJanuary 1, 1986; Pres-

ident's rule imposed in J&K for 6 months (6);

Dr. Madhuri Shah wins 1986 Nehru Literacy

Award (8); The dissident Akali leaders, Mr. Pra-

kash Singh Bada! and Mr. G. S. Tohra released

from Tihar jail; Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi re-

ceives Nicaragua's highest award, the Augusto
Caesar Sandino Order from its President

Daniel Ortega 'at New Delhi (10); India signs

agreement with the Soviet Union to launch her

fourth satellite—1000 kg remote sensing satel-

lite IRS-IA — from the Balkanoer Cosmodrome
in mid-September, 1987 (15); Ratan Tata and
Rahul Bajaj appointed Chairmen of Air India

and Indian Airlines boards respectively, Prof.

M. G. K. Menon, Scientific Adviser to Prime

Minister and member, Planning Commission
has been elected President of International

Council ofScientific Unions (19) R. K. P. Shank-

ar Das, a senior advocate ofthe Supreme Court,

elected President of the International Bar Asso-

ciation; Mani Madhava Chakyar gets Tulasi

Award of Rs. 1 lakh, instituted by Govt, of

Madhya Pradesh (21); The Vice-President R.

Venkataraman leaves forBotswana to attend t!•<%

Frontline States’ 20th Independence

celebration (28); Pilot averts major acrid

s

l
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Airbus in Madras—195 escape (29); P. T: Usha,

India's sprint queen, wins the first gold for In-

dia in Seoul Asiad (30).
"

'
:

Swami Ranganathananda of Ramakrishna

Mission chosen fortheIndira Gandhi Award for

National Integration (Oct. 1); Rajiv Gandhi

escapes attempt on life at Rajghatceremony (2);

The Director General of Punjab Police, J. R.

Ribeiro escapes terrorist attack (3); Miss. Neerja

Mishra, Chief Airhostess ofthe Pan Am Jetliner

hijacked at Karachi, is awarded Ashok Chakra,

the country’s highest honour for bravery, post-

humously (4); Helicopter Corporation of India

inaugurated by Prime Minister at Bombay (5);

King Hussain ofJordan arrives in Delhi on offi-

cial visit; MGR takes over the post ofA1ADMK
General Secretary; M. S. Swaminathan, Direc-

tor-General of1RRI, Manila, gets the 1986 Albert

Einstein World Award of Science for outstand-

ing scientific contribution and life-long dedica-

tion to Science (6); Kerala Government
announces Rs. 3 lakh and car for P. T. Usha (9);

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi leases for Jakarta

on a four-nations tour of Indonesia, Australia,

Newzealand and Thailand (13); P. C. Sethi sus-

pended from primary membership of the Con-
gress Party (16); T Anjiah, 57, former Chief
Minister of Andhra Pradesh, dies (18); Tamil
Nadu Cabinet reshuffled. 10 Ministers includ-

ing Veerappan and Hande dropped (21 ); Union
Cabinet reshuffled, Arjun Singh becomes Com-
munication Minister. Arun Nehru out (22);
Foundation laid for ‘Seabird’, South Asia's big-

gest naval-base at Karwar in Karnataka (24);
Hoklshe Serna, M P. recalled to Nagaland to be-
come Chief Minister when S. C.Jamir resigned;
tile SAARC conference on South Asian Chil-
dren at New Delhi calls for a covenant on chil-

dren (29); President Zail Singh arrives in Bel-
grade on the first leg of a 12-day three-nation
tour. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi announces
that no sick industry will be taken over by the
government in future (30); Tamil Nadu Legisla-
tive Council abolished (31).

Waryam Singh Khapianwali, the man behind
Muktsar massacre killed in Punjab (Nov. 2); Dr.
Farooq Abdulla takes over as Chief Minister of
J&K coalition government of National Confer-
ence and Cofigress (I). Assembly dissolved on
CM s advice (7); 'Apna Utsav’, the country’s first

national cultural festival opens in New Delhi

(8); Kamalapathi Tripathi resigns from the post
ofWorking President of Congress (I) (1 2); Mrs.

Prstibha Patel elected Dy. Chairman of Rajys

Sabha (18); Parliament approves bill to tighten

cttizensh ip laws to prevent clandestine 1nflux ol

foreigners (1 9); Kerala High Court declares the

reinduction ofMr. R. Balakrishna Filial into the

state cabinet unconstitutional (21); The Union

Government claims Rs. 3,900 crore from the

Union Carbide • Corporation as damages in

Bhopal District Court .(22); Punjab wins -lit)

National Sports Championship for women ai

Chandigarh (23);SevenDMKMLAs disqualified

from membership by* the . Speaker on the

ground that they violated the oath by buminj
copies of the constitution: Soviet leader Gor
bachev arrives in New Delhi on a four-day offi

dal visit (24); Rajivand Gorbachev in a jointde
claration call for nuclear arms ban (27); Tele

com., postal rates hiked (28); .Shared Pawai

group of Congress (S) decides to join Congres:

(1). (29); In Punjab, Gurucharan Singh Tohn
electedSGPC Chief, candidate ofChiefMinistei

Bamala defeated (30). .
.. .

Punjab terrorists kill 24 bus passengers a:

Khudda Village in Hoshiarpur District; The

eighthWorld Congress of International Econo
mic Association opens in New Delhi. Prof

Amartya Sen (India), Drummond Professor o;

Political Economy at the Oxford University

elected President (Dec. 1.); The Delhi ,Hig)

Court confirms the death sentence imposed or

Indira assassins, Satwant Singh, Balbir Sing)

and Kehar Singh (3); Former Assam Chiel

Minister, Hiteshwar Saikia appointed U. Gov
emor ofMizoram (4); Envelope to cost 60 p'aist

in the second postal rate hike in a fortnight; Thf

Vice-Chancellor ofCochin Varsity, Dr. K. Gopa
lan resigns in protestagainst the new resirictivt

legislation for the University (5); LokSabha pas

ses Constitution 55th Amendment Bill confer

ring full statehood to Arunachal Pradesh; Th<

Congress (S) which broke away' from the Con
gress (I) about 8 years ago, reunited with th<

party in Aurangabad .Session; MGR announce
formation of a Medical University .in Tami
Nadu (8); Parliament passes the Consumer Pro

tection Bill and seven other relared.bills (10j

Delhi rejects China’s protest -on Arunacha
being conferred full statehood (12); The Vic

President R. Venkataraman inaugurates thi

400th anniversary celebrations . .

- o

Narayaneeyam by Melpathur Bhattathiri.a
Guruvayur (13); Film actress Smitha Patil (39
dies of brain hemorrhage (14); No-trust movi

against Bamala fails to,take pffin pujijab (15).
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HE CONSTITUTION
he Constitution of India came into effect

26th January 1950. It was drawn up by a

istituent Assembly initially summoned on
:.9, 1946. The constitution was adopted on
/ermber 26, 1949-

"he Constituent Assembly was initially sum-

ned for undivided India. With the partition

India in June 1947, the delegates erf the

listan areas ceased to be members of the

embly. On August 14, 1947, the Constituent

embly met again as the Sovereign Conse-

nt Assembly for the Dominion of India

ler the Presidentship of Sachidananda

ha. On the demise of Sinha, Dr. Rajendra

sad became the President of the Assembly,

[raft Constitution was published in February

18. The Constitution was finally adopted on

h Nov. 1949. It came into effect on 26tthJan.

50.

The Indian Constitution closely follows the

:tish Parliamentary model but differs from it

one important respect In Britain, the

•liament is supreme. No court can question

: validity of any law passed by the British

•liament In India the Constitution is sup-

nef not the Parliament So the Indian courts

; vested with the authority to adjudicate on

: constitutionality of any law passed by

rliament

This ‘position, otherwise clear, was compli-

ed by the action of the Constituent Assem-

) itself. Having promulgated the Constitu-

m, the Constituent Assembly converted itself

:o the first Indian Parliament Thus the

jator of the constitution, the Constituent

sembly, became the creature of the constitu-

tn, the Parliament In the very second year of

omulgating the constitution, the first Parjia-

ent set out amending it This was the First

onstituion) Amendment Act, 1951- This

nendment planted the seeds of future trou-

es between the Parliament and theJudiciary

clearly showed that the Parliament posses-

d both constituent and legislative powers,

ibsequent Parliaments naturally claimed

enary powers to amend the constitution; in

ty manner they thought fit

The powers claimed by Parliament, on the

ie hand, and the rights vested in the

diciarv, on the other, were bound to clash in

the long run. The conflict at first centred
round specific provisions of law passed by
Parliament When any such provision was
declared unconstitutional, the laws were
either amended to spit the constitution or the

constitution was amended to suit the laws.

Such a course naturally precipitated the ques-
tion whether Parliament possessed unlimited
powers to amend the constitution.

The question came up in the Keshavananda,
Bharari case (1973) where the Supreme Court
ruled that the power of amendment vested in

the Parliament under An 368 ( relating to

amendment of the constitution) cannot be so
exercised as to alter or destroy the basic

structure of the constitution If Parliament had

the power to destroy the basic structure of the

constiution, it would cease to be a creature of

the constitution and become its master.

The question came up again in the Minerva

Mills case, after the 42nd amendment was
passed. The 42nd amendment effected a
constitutional revolution, whereby Parliament

overthrew the supremacy of the constitution

and made itself supreme in its stead. The first

question before the court was whether the
Parliament had unbounded powers to amend
the constitution

The Supreme Court delivered its judgement
in the Minewa Mills case on May 9, 1980. The
coun held that the Parliament cannot expand
to amending power under An. 368,.so as to

abrogate the constitution or to destroy is
essential feature. Their lordships observed .

"The donee of a limited power cannot by

exercise of that power convert, the limited

power into an unlimited power”. 1hetnv»ed
purpose of the 42nd amendment w?
remove doubts. ’

.
-
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constitution, that is to say, destroy democracy

and substitute for it a totally antithetic form of

government"

Another question before the Court was

whether the Parliament had the power to bar

the jurisdiction ofthe court to enquire into the

constitutional validity'oflaws. On this question

the court ruled that “Our constitution is

founded on a nice balance of power among

the three wings of the State, namely the

Executive, the legislature and the Judiciary. It

is the function of Judges, nay their duty, to

pronounce upon the validity of laws."

“Human dignity" (sic), the court observed,

“has not yet devised a system by which the

liberty of the people can be protected, except

through the intervention of courts of law".

Again, ‘The conferment of the right to destroy

the identity of the constitution, coupled with

the provision that no court of law shall

pronounce upon the validity of such destruc-

tion, seems to us a transparent case of

transgression of the limitations on the amend-
ing power."

A third question which the court had to

consider was the precedence of Directive

Principles over Fundamental Rights. This ques-

,

tion was first projected by the 25th amend-
> ment. This amendment gave precedence to
two clauses of Directive Principles as against

Fundamental Rights. They are Art. 39(b) which
related to the ownership and control of the
material resources of the community and Art
39(c) which concerned the question of con-
centration of wealth in a few hands to the
detriment of the community.

The court conceded the application of the
principle to the two elapses in question, in the
42nd amendment, this precedence was ex-
tended to all the Directive Principles. The
court objected to this extension and ruled that
“to destroy the gurantees given by Pan HI
(Fundamental Rights) in order purportedly to
achieve the goals of Pan IV (Directive Princi-

ples) is plainly to subven the constitution by
destroying its basic structure".

So far only the three points mentioned
above have been identified as Basic Features
of the constitution. Whas the other basic
features (if any) are, remains to be elucidated.

The Constitution consists of the following:
1. The Preamble. 2. Ruts 1 to XXH covering

Articles 1 to 395' 3. Schedules 1 to 10 *

4. An Appendix^. . .

-

Tbs Preamble declares India a soyert

Socialist SecularDemocratic Republic and

down the primary objects of the constitui

namely, to secure to all citizens justice, so

economic and political, liberty of thou

expression, belief, faith and worship, equ;

of status and opportunity and fraternity as

ing the dignity of the individual and the u

and the integrity of the nation. . ..

The words 'socialist, secular' and 'the u
and tbe integrity of(be nation', were addet

th 42nd Amendment
Structure. India, that is Bharat, shall t

Union of States (Art 1). The States

Territories thereof shall be as specified in

first Schedule (Art.2).

Distribution of Powers. The' Union
exclusive power to make laws on all mattei

List I of die Seventh Schedule (Union I

The States have exclusive power to make 1

on all matters in List II (State List). The Ur

and States have concurrent powers to fegis

on any matter enumerated in List HI (Con
rent List) (Art. 246).

Residuary> Powers. The Union has exdu
power to make laws on any matter^

enumerated in the Concurrent List or State

(Art 248). . :

Over-riding Potvers. In case of any con
between Union laws and State laws, the Ur
laws shall prevail (Art.254).

Citizenship. Citizenship rights are givei

every person who is bom in India or eithc

whose parents was bom in India or who
been a resident of India for 5 years,

miediately preceding the commehoemeh
the Constitution.

The Constitution of lndia commenced
the 26th January 1950.

;

Seven Fundamental Rights are grarite<

citizens under Arts. 12 to 35 ofthe Constitu
(Pan H). They are: 1. Right to Equality, 2. R
to Freedom, 3. Right Against Exploicatioi

Right to Freedom of Religion, 5. Cultural

Educational Rights, 6. Right to Property, an
Right to Consimtional Remedies, that is to
all citizens are guaranteed the right to rr

* Schedule JO was omitted by J&h Amendment, bir.

added -again in 19S5 by the 52nd Amendment.

'

t Appendix cootain? the order extending the applical
• the eonshutson to Jammu -& .Kashmir. - ,

,
' •
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the Supreme Court or the High Courts by
appropriate proceedings for the enforcement
of Fundamental Rights.

The 16th and 24th Amendments have con-
siderably limited the exercise of Fundamental
Rights. Two, in particular, (the Right to Free-

dom and the Right to Property) have been
reduced to names by the 1st, 4th and 24th
amendments. The State is empowered to pass
laws imposing reasonable restrictions on the
exercise of these two rights.

Tbe Directive principles of state polic\< are

contained in Arts. 36 to 51 of the Constitution

(Pan IV). These lay down 19 objectives cover-

ing a wide range of subjects, which the State

shall endeavour to achieve. These are. not

enforceable at law like Fundamental Rights.

Nevertheless, they are declared fundamental
to the governance of the country’.

Subsequent amendments starting with the

25th have attempted to give precedence to

Directive Pridpies over Fundamental Rights.

The 25th amendment restricted such prece-

dence to two objectives, contained in cl. (b)

and (c) of Art. 39. They relate to the equitable

distribution of material resources and the

concentration of wealth in the hands of a few

to the detriment of many. These, it may be
noticed, were already secured by the amend-
ments to Fundamental Rights which empo-
wered -the State to impose reasonable restric-

tions to the right to property. The 42nd

amendment sought to extend this precedence

to all objectives specified in Directive Princi-

ples. This provision was struck down by the

Supreme Court (see supra.)

There shall be a President ofIndia (An. 52)

who is the Executive head of State—(An.

53—(1)}—and the Supreme Commander of

the Armed forces An. 53(2). The President

shall be elected from an electoral college

consisting of (a) the elected members of both

Houses of Parliament and (b) the elected

members of the Legislative Assemblies of the

States (An. 54). The President shall hold office

for five years Art. 56(1) and is eligible for

reelection (An. 57).

Tlx Vice-President shall be elected by the

members of an electoral college consisting of

the members ofboth houses of Parliament An.

66(1). The Vice-President may hold office for

five years (An. 67), and shall be the ex-officio

Chairman of the Council of States (An. 64).

There shall be a Council ofMinisters with
the Prime Minister at the head to aid and
advise the President in the exercise of -his

functions—{An. 74(1)]. The Prime Minister
shall be appointed by the President, and the
other Ministers shall be appointed by the
President, on the advice of the Prime Minis-
ter—An. 75(1). The Ministers shall hold office

during the pleasure of the President—An.
75(2). The Council of Ministers (as at present
constituted) consists of the Prime Minister and.

(1) Ministers who are members of the cabinet,

(2) Ministers of State (Union Ministers) who
are not members of the cabinet and (3)
Deputy Ministers.

A Secretary to Government is the adminis-
trative bead of a ministry and the principal

adviser of the minister. When the volume of
work in a ministry exceeds the manageable
charge of the Secretary, one or more wings
may be established under a Joint Secretary. A
ministry’ is divided into divisions, branches

and sections functioning under Deputy Secre-

taries, Under Secretaries and Section Officers

respectively.

There shall be a Parliament for the Union,

which shall consist of the President and two
Houses, the Council of States (Rajva Sabha)

and the House of the People (Lok Sabha)—Art

79.

The Council of States shall consist of not

more than 238 elected representatives of

States and Union Territories and 12 members
to be nominated by the Presdient (Art. 80).

The House of the People shall consist of not

more than 500 members chosen by direct

election from territorial constituencies in

States and not more than 25 members to

represent Union Territories (Art. 81).

The Council of States shall not be subject to

dissolution but as nearly as possible one-third

of its members shall retire, as soon as may be,

after the expiry of 2 years. The House of the

People shall continue for 5 years (unless

sooner dissolved) from the date of its first,

meeting and no longer and the expiry of the

said period of five years shall operate as

dissolution of the House (An. 83). This manda-

tory provision of dissolution may be extended

for a year due to emergency.

The following committees are appointed to

assist the Parliament in its deliberations: 1.

Public Accounts Committee, 2. Estimate Com-
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mittee, 3- Public Undertakings Committee, 4.

Committee on Government Assurances.

In a presidential system ofgovernment like

that of the USA, the three branches ofgovern-

ment—-the legislature, the Executive and the

Judiciary—are independent, units.' But in a

Parliamentary system like that of India the

Executive is subordinate to the Legislature.

The Judiciary alone functions as an indepen-

dent branch.

Chapter IV Part TV of the Constitution deals

with judiciary. There shall be a Supreme Court

ofIndia;consisting of a ChiefJustice of India

and other Judges: Art. 124(1). The parliament

has the power to increase the number of

judges.

A judge of the Supreme Court is to be

appointed by the President after consultation

with the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

and shall hold office until the age of sixty-five

tnd can be removed from office by the

•resident, only after an address by each house

)f Parliament supported by more than two-

hirds majority of members present and
toting.

The Supreme Court has both original and
tppellate jurisdiction The original jurisdiction

is limited to questions between the Govern-
ment of India and tire States, or between the

States inter se and to such other questions

,
'

involve "the existence or the extent of a
legal right" (Art. 131) The Appellate jurisdic-

ion extends over all the High Courts in India
[Art. 132).

The Attorney General. The President shall

ippoint a person who is qualified to be
ippointed as a judge of the Supreme Court, to

tdvise the Government of India on legal

•natters (Art. 76). He has the right to speak and
ake part in the proceedings of either House
rnd to be a member of any Parliamentary

Committee but is not entitled to vote (Art 88).

There shall be a Comptroller and Auditor
General of India who shall be appointed by
he President. He shall only be removed from
iffice in like manner and on the like grounds
is aJudge of the Supreme Court (Art. 1 48)( 1 ).

le -exercises a general control over the
iccounts of the Union and State Governments
An. 149). He is not eligible for further office

either of the- Union or State governments,
once he his retired [Art. 148(4)].

Election Commission is to supervise and

control all matters relating to elections to tl

Parliament and State Assemblies and to t!

offices of the President and Vice-Preside

(Art. 324). The Election Commission', m
consist of the Chief Election Commission

and such other Election Commissioners as t

President may appoint from time to tin

•Wien any other Election Commissioner

appointed, the Chief Election Commission

shall function as the Chairman of the Electi'

Commission. The Chief Election Commissic

er cannot be removed from office except

the same manner and on the same grounds

a judge of the Supreme Court (An. 324)

The system of Government in States closi

follows the pattern of the Union Goverhme
The expression 'State' does not include !

State ofJammu and Kashmir, unless otherw:

indicated (Art. 152). -

The Governor of a State is. the Executi

head of die State government (Arts. .155 a

156). He is assisted by* a Council of Mfniste

with the Chief Minister at the head (Art. 16.

The Chief Minister is to be appointed by t

Governor and other Ministers are to

appointed on the advice of the Chief Ministi

The Legislature of a State shall consist of t

Governor and one or two houses of legis

ture, as the case may be (Art. 108). T
following States have two Houses, the Legis

five Council (Vidhan Parshad) and the Legis

tive Assembly (Vidhan Sabha); Bihar, Madfi

Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka and UP. T
Legislative Assembly of a State may consist

not more than 500 and not less than

members (Art. 170). The total
;
number,

members in the Legislative Council’ if ai

shall not exceed one-third of the total numb
of members in the Assembly (An. 171).

There shall be a High Court for each Sta

consisting of a Chief Justice and such , oil

judges as the President may appoint (Arts. 2

and 216). A judge of the High Court can
removed from office by the President, in t

same manner as he may remove a judge of t

Supreme Court (Art. 217). The High Cou
have original jurisdiction in such matters
writs and appellate jurisdiction over all st

ordinate courts in their jurisdiction. . . [

Every state shall have an Advocate Genei

to advise the Government on legal matti

(Art 165). ...
The Union Territories ordinarily have
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Council of Ministers or legislatures of their

own. But the Parliament may by law create for

any of the Union Territories a body, whether
elected or partly elected and partly nominated
to. function as a legislature for the Union
Territory or a Council -of Ministers or both
(Art 239A).

Article 343 of the Constitution provides that

the official language of the Union shall be
Hindi in the Devanagari script and the form of
numerals for official purposes, shall be the

international form of Indian numerals; in

other words, the Arabic numerals. English,

which was originally to continue as the official

language only upto Jan. 26, 1965, will under
the Official Languages Act, 1963 continue to be
used even after ihat date in addition to Hindi.

Art. 368 deals with amendment of tbe

Constitution. A Bill for Amendment must be
passed in each House by a majority ofthe total

membership of that House and by a majority

of not less than two-thirds of the members
present and voting.

Amendments to certain parts of the Con-

stitution, however, require ratification of the

Legislatures of not less than one-half of the

States by resolutions to that effect.

There are Ten Schedules to the constitution,

the ninth being added by the FirstAmendment
• to the constitution in 1951 and the 10th by the
' 52nd Amendment in 1985.

First Schedule (under Articles 1 and 4} gives

a list of the States and Territories comprising

the Union.

States: 1. Andhra Pradesh, 2. Assam, 3. Bihar,

4. Gujarat, 5. Kerala, 6. Madina Pradesh, 7.

Tamil Nadu, 8. Maharashtra, 9- Karnataka, 10.

Orissa, 11. Punjab, l2.Rajasthan, 13. Uttar

Pradesh, 14. West Bengal, 15.. Jammu and

Kashmir, 16. Nagaland, 17. Haryana, 18.

Himachal Pradesh, 191 Manipur, 20. Tripura,

21. Meghalaya, 22. Sikkin.

Union Territories: 1. Delhi, 2. Andaman and

Nicobar Islands, 3- Laccadive, Minicoy and

Amindivi Islands*, 4. Dadra and Nagar Haveli,

5. Goa, Daman and Diu, 6. Pondicherry, 7.

Chandigarh, 8. Mizoram, 9- Arunachal Pradesh.

Second Schedule under Arts. 59(3). 65(3),

75(6), 97, 125, 148(3), 158(3)j consists of 5

Parts A to E .

Pan A fixes the remuneration and emolu-

ments parable to the President and Governors.

The following emoluments per mensem shall
be paid to the President Rs.10,000. Governor
of State: Rs.5,500. The President and the
Governors ofthe States shall also be paid such
allowances as were parable respectively to the
Governor General of India and the Governors
of the corresponding provinces immediately
before the commencement of this Constitu-
tion. Pan B has been deleted by the Constitu-

tion (Seventh Amendment) Act of 1956. PartC
contains provisions as to the Speaker and the
Deputy Speaker of the House of the People
and the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of
the Council of States and the Speaker of the

Legislative Assembly and the Chairman and
the Deputy Chairman of the Legislative Coun-
cil. Part D contains provisions as to emolu-
ments of the judges of the Supreme Court and
of the High Courts. Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court Rs.5,000 per month. Any other

judge of the Supreme Court Rs.4,000 per

month. Chief Justice of High Courts Rs.4,000

per month. Any other judge of High Courts

Rs3,500 per month. Pan E contains provisions

as to the Comptroller and Auditor General of

India. Pay Rs.4,000 per month.

Third Schedule (under Arcs. 75(4), 99,

324(6), 148(2), 164(3), 188 and 219) contaias

forms of Oaths and Affirmations.

Founh Schedule (under Arts., 4(1) and

80(20)] allocates seats for each State and

Union Territory, in the Council of States.

Fifth Schedule [under An. 244(1) pron'dcs

for tlx administration arid control of Sclx-

dtded Areas. This schedule proiides for
amendment by a simple majority of Parlia-

ment and takes it out of the ambit ofAn. 368
(Amendment of the Constitution).

Sixth Schedule (under Arts. 214(2) and

275(1)) provides for the administration of

Tribal Areas in Assam, Meghalaya and Mizor-

am. This is a lengthy schedule which goes into

the details of the administration in the Tribal

Areas concerned. This schedule can also be

amended by a simple majority of the Parlia-

ment

Set'enth Schedule (under Art. 246) gives

three Lists: 1. Union List contains 97 subjects

in which the Union government has exclusive

authority. 2. State List contains 66 subjects

which 3re under the exclusive 3uth'~''~' ,of

State government. 3 . Conatrr Ids'

47 subjects, where the Union
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concurrent powers.

Eighth Schedule [under Arts. 344(1)' and

351(1)] gives a list ofl5 languages recognized

by the Constitution: 1. Assamese, 2. Bengali, 3.

Gujarati, 4. Hindi, 5. Kannada. 6. Kashmiri, 7.

Malayalam, 8. Marathi, 9- Oriya, 10. Punjabi, 1 1 ..

Sanskrit, 12. Sindhi, 13. Tamil, 14. Telugu, 15.

Urdu.

Ninth Schedule [under Art. 31 (B)[ was added

by the Constitution (First Amendment) Act

1951. It contains Acts and orders relating to

land tenures, land tax, railways, industries, etc.

passed by the State governments, and the

Union government which are beyond the

jurisdiction of civil courts.

The relevant Am. 31(B) reads as follows:

"None of the Acts and Regulations specified in

the Ninth Schedule, nor any of provisions

thereof shall be deemed to be void or ever to

have become void on the ground that such Act,

Regulation or Provision is inconsistent with or

takes away or abridges any of the rights

conferred by any provisions of this part and

notwithstanding any judgment, decree or

order of any court or tribunal to the contrary,

each of the said Acts and/or Regulations shall,

subject to the power of any competent Legisla-

ture to repeal or amend it continue in force.”

Tenth Schedule [under Articles 101, 102, 191

and 192) was added by the constitution (52nd

Amendment) 1985. It contains the Anti-defec-

tion Act >

’

HE
/ith the Goa State Formation Act of 1987,

number of constitution Amendments has

:hed 58. As in the case of the American
istitution, some of the amendments have

ome better known than the constitutional

visos themselves One of the peculiar

ures of the Indian Constitution is that

ous parts of it call for various processes of

tndments

he methods of amendment are three,

arding to the subject matter of the Article

icemed 1) Articles that mat- be amended
a simple majority of Parliament These are
Inly matters of detail like those provided in

Schedules 2) Articles that may be
inded by a two-thirds majority’ of both
tses of Parliament. These are comparatively
lortant matters 3) Articles that require not

<f
a two-thirds majority of Parliament but

1 ratification by at least one-half of the State

islatures.

hese are specifically mentioned. They are
following: Articles concerning the election
re President (Arts. 54 & 55), the powers of
Union Cabinet (Art. 73), the powers of
2 Cabinets (Art. 162), the High Courts in

an Territories (Art. 24 1 ), the establishment
the Supreme Court (Ch. IV, Part V),
stftution and powers of the High Courts
V, Part VI), Relations between the Union
tale Legislatures (Ch. j. Part XI), the
-—Union List, State List and Concurrent
-in the Seventh Schedule, the representa-

tion of States in Parliament and the provisions

of Article 368 itself (Part XX).
'

Article 368 (Part XX) lays down the general

procedure for Amendments. But Articles that

require only a simple majority in Parliament

do not fell in this category. Such Articles are

indicated by a special clause attached to each

of them which specifically excludes the opera-

tion of Art. 368 (see Art. 21, Sixth Schedule).

Amendment of all other Articles comes within'

the scope of Art. 368.

Starting with the First (Constitution)

Amendment Act 1951 we have come down to

the 58th Amendment in 1987. This works out

at an average, of V/t amendments per year.

1. Constitution (First Amendment) Act

,

1951. Besides making minor changes in

Articles 15, 19, 85, 87, 374, 176, 343, 342, 372
and 375 this Act added two new Articles, 31

and 31-B and a new Schedule, the 9th Sche-

dule.

This amendment has permitted reasonable
restrictions to be imposed by law on the

exercise of the right of freedom ofspeech and
expression in the interest of friendjy relations

with foreign States, or public order. It has also

removed from die scope of judicial review,

restrictions imposed on the right of citizens to

carry on any trade, business, industry or

service where such restrictions have been
imposed with a view to enabling the State to

undertake any scheme of nationalization.
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Another clause of the Amendment autho-

rizes the State to make special provision for

the advancement of any socially and educa-

tionally backward class of citizens or. for the

Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.

Two new Articles 31 -A and 31-B were

"inserted. Article 31-A provides that no law

providing for the acquisition by the State of

any estate or of any rights therein or for the

extinguishment or modification of any such

rights shall be deemed to be void on the

ground that it is inconsistent with, or takes

away or abridges any of the rights conferred

by any provision of this Part III.

Article 31-B provides that none of the acts

and regulations specified in the Ninth Sche-

dule nor any of the provisions thereof shall be

deemed to be void, or even to have become

void on the ground that such act, regulation or

provision is inconsistent with, or takes away or

abridges any of the rights conferred by any

provisions of Part 111 and notwithstanding any

judgement, decree or order of any court or

tribunal to the contrary, each of the said acts

and regulations shall continue in force.

2. Constitution (Second Amendment) Act,

1952, amended Article 81 with a view to

readjusting the scale of representation in the

House of the People, necessitated by the

completion of the 1951 census.

3. Constitution (Third Amendment) Act,

1954, substituted entry 33 of the Concurrent

List in the 7th Schedule by a new one

including foodstuffs, cattle fodder, raw cotton

and jute as additional items whose

and supply can be controlled by the Centra!

Govt, if found expedient in the public interest

4 constitution (Fourth Amendment) Act,

1955 The Amendment provides that when the

State compulsorily acquires private propem

for a public purpose, the scale of compensa-

tion prescribed by the authorizing legislation

could not be called in question in a court

Another clause excludes the temporary

over of a property by the State, either

interest or to secure its better managemerc

from the compensation clause

ment also operates as a saving clause ter

monopolies. Seven new entries

added to the 9th Schedule

5.

Constitution (Fifth 1 ~~'rzL:r:T
r:

_ dff
1955, empowers the President ra xi i —x
limit for State Legislatures to ear-res.- -e-

views on proposed Central laws affecting the

area and boundaries etc of their respective

States.

6. Constitution (Sixth Amendment) Act.

1956,
added a new entry to the Union List in

the Seventh Schedule relating to taxes on the

sale and purchase of goods in the course o!

Inter-State transactions.

7. Constitution (Seientb Amendment) Act.

1956 This act came into force on 1st Nov.

1956. It was passed for the reorganization of

the States, it involved not only the establish-

ment of new States and alterations in State

boundaries but also the abolition of the three

categories ofthe States and the classification of

certain areas as Union Territories. This led to

the amendment of Article 1 and the First

Schedule of the Constitution Among the other

important Articles which were affected bv this

amendment were Article 131 on the original

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, Article 16S

providing for bicameral legislature m certain

States and Articles 216, 217, 220 and 224

dealing with the High Courts. Two new

Articles 340-A and 350-B were added with a

view to implementing the recommendations

of the States Reorganization Commission re-

garding constitutional safeguards for linguistic

minorities

8 Constitution (Eighth Amendment) Act,

1959. extended the special provision relating

to reservation of seats for the Scheduled

Tribes and representation of Anglo-Indians in

the House of the People and legistemt

Assemblies of States, fora further period often

vears from Jan 26, 1960.

o constitution (Ninth Amendment) Acte

IQoO amended the first Schedule C he

Constitution m order to give effect
~ -re

twrs-ter of certain territories to

pursuance of the agreement? ezztzfj-ff

petweer, the Governments ofhxd -'*

an ;r. Sept 1958.

IS Constitution (Tend

Snl incorporated' trxra~ "

tiwes of Dadra and Ns~r t

arc provided for cxdrxtr-'--

11 Comet
1961. cbmsssd-ze-

zx the rsr

of Vice-Fre
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as to make it dear: that the election of ' the

President or the Vice-President shall not be

challenged on the ground of any vacancy, for

whatever reason, in the appropriate electoral

college. ,

12. Constitution (Tu<eljib Amendment) Act,

1962. The twelfth amendment was passed to

include the territories of Goa, Daman and Diu

as a Union Territory in the First Schedule to

the Constitution and to empower the Presi-

dent to make regulations for the peace,

progress and good government of these areas.

13. Constitution (Thirteenth Amendment)
Act, 1962, created Nagaland as the sixteenth

State in the Indian Union.

14. Constitution (Fourteenth Amendment)
Act, 1962, conferred necessary legislative

powers on Parliament to enact laws for the

creation of Legislature and Council of Minis-

ters in Union Territories Former French

establishments of Pondicherry, Karaikal, Mahe
and.Yanam were specified in the Constitution

as the Union Territory of Pondicherry

15. Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment) Act,

1963, was a minor amendment empowering
the President of India, in consultation with the

Chief Justice of India to make final decisions

on the dispute about a High CourtJudge's age.

'\It also shortened the procedure for disciplin-

'i ‘

. y action against State employees

16 Constitution (Sixteenth Amendment)
Act, 1963, empowered the State to enaa any
legislation, imposing reasonable restrictions

on the exercise of fundamental rights by
citizens, so as to protea the sovereignty and
integrity of India

It also amended the forms of oath, provided
in the Third Schedule

17. Constitution (Setvnteenlh Amendment)
Act, 1964, provided that if the State acquires
land under the personal cultivation of the
owner and within the ceiling limit, compensa-
tion had to be paid at the market value of the
property so acquired. The amendment also
extended the protection of the 9th Schedule to
64 State land enactments.

18. Constitution (Eighteenth Amendment)
Act, 1966, provided for the linguistic reorga-
nization of the Punjab into a Punjabi-speaking
State called Punjab and a Hindi-speaking State
called Haryana.

. It further provided that the word ‘state’ in

ds. (a) to -(e) -of An. 3 includes a, Uni

Territory and clarified that Parliament had i

power to form a new State or Union Territi

by combining any part of a State or Uni

Territory with any part of any other State

Territory.

19 Constitution (Nineteenth Amcndtm
Act, 1966, is a minor amendment clarifying

duties of the Election Commission. -

20. Constitution (Twentieth Amendtm
Act, 1966, validated the appointment ofcert

District Judges, irregularly appointed.

21. Constitution (Twenty-first Arnendme
Act, 1967, provided for the inclusion of Sin-

in the Eighth Schedule to the Constitute

22 Constitution (TU'enty-second Amei
merit) Act, 1969, empowered Parliament

carve a new State (Meghalaya) out of-Asss

23 ConstitutionTwenty-thirdArnendme
Act, 1969, provided for the extension of
reservation of seats for Scheduled Castes t

Tribes and the nomination of members of

Anglo-Indian community for another 10 ye

24- Constitution (Twenty-founh ’ Ante
ment) Act, 1971, affirmed the - Parliamei

power to amend any part of the Cohstitutt

including Fundamental Rights by amend
Articles 368 and 13 of the Constitution^ T
neutralized the decision in Golaknath ca

A peculiar feature of the Amendment v

that the President was bound to give his ass

to amending Acts, when they were presen
to him, thus making Presidential assent

automatic act.

25 Constitution Twenty-fifth Arnendme
Act, 1971, barred the jurisdiction of cot

over acquisition laws in regard to the adeq
cy of the amount paid in lieu of take-over. 1

word “compensation" in the case of take-o
was deleted and the word "amount" sub
tuted.

A new clause provided that if any law '

passed to give effect to the Directive Princip
contained in clauses (b) and (c) of Article
and contained a declaration to that effect

shall not be questioned on the ground ths

takes away or abridges Fundamental Rights
on the ground that it does not give effea to
principles contained in the declaration.

26. Constitution Tiivnty-sixtb Arnendme
Act, 1971. This Amendment withdrew
recognition given to former rulers of Princ
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States and abolished the privy purses granted
to them.

27. Constitution (Twenty-seventh Amend-
ment) Act, 1971. Under this Amendment two
new • Union Territories, Mizoram and Aru-
nachal .Pradesh, were set up.

28. Constitution (Twenty-eighth Amend-
ment) Act, 1972. The Amendment deleted
Article 314 of the Constitution, which gave
protection to the ICS officers' conditions of
service and privileges.

29: Constitution (Twenty-nintb Amend-
ment) Act, 1972. This Amendment included
the Kerala Land Reforms (Amendment) Act,

1969 and the Kerala Land Reforms (Amend-
ment) Act, 1971, in the Ninth Schedule to the
Constitution so as to protea these Acts from
judicial review.

30. Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Act,

1972. This Amendment curtailed the number
of appeals to the'Supreme Court. Formerly
appeals to the Supreme Court were decided
on the basis of the valuation of the subjea
matter. The Amendment made only such cases

which involve a substantial question of law,

appealable to the Supreme Court.

31- Constitution (Thirty-first Amendment)
Act, 1973, increased the upper limit ofeleaive
seats in the Lok Sabha from 525 to 545.

32. Constitution (Thirty-second Amend-
ment) Act, 1973, implemented the 6-point

programme for Andhrrf Pradesh.

33. Constitution (Thirty-third Amendment)
Act, 1974, invalidated the acceptance of res-

ignatioas by members of the State Legislatures

and Parliament, which were made under
duress or coercion, or any other kind of

involuntary' resignatioas.

34. Constitution (Thirty-fourthAmendment)
Act, 1974, provided constitutional proteaion
to 20 land reform acts passed by the various

States, by including them in the 9th Schedule
to the 'Coastitution.

35- Constitution (Thirty-fifth Amendment)
Act, 1974, provided for Associate State status

to Sikkim.

36. Constitution (Thirty-sixth Amendment)
Ad. 1975, made Sikkim a State of the Indian

Union—the 22nd State, in faa.

37. Constitution (Thirty-seventh Amend-
ment) Act, 1975, provided for a legislative

Assembly and a Council of Ministers for the

The Amendments

Union Territory of Arunachal Pradesh.-

38. Constitution (Tljirty-eigbibAmendment)
Act, 1975, amended Arts. 113, 213, 289 B,352,
356, 359 and 360 of the Constitution. It made
the declaration of Emergency by the President
and the promulgation of Ordinances by the
President, Governors, and Administrative

Heads of Union Territories non-justiriable

(beyond the purview’ of the judiciary).

It laid down that the satisfaction of the

President, Governor or Authority as to the

necessity of immediate anion shall be final

and shall not be questioned by any court on
any ground. It also entitled the President to

issue different proclamatioas on different

grounds.

39. Constitution (Thirty-ninth Amendment)
Act, 1975, amended Arts. 71 and 329 of the

Constitution and the Ninth Schedule. It placed

the efeaion of the President, Vice-President,

Prime Minister and the Speaker beyond judi-

cial scrutiny.

It provided for a new forum for the disposal

of eleaion questioas relating to the incum-

bents of the four high offices—the President,

the Vice-President, the Prime Minister and the

Speaker.

When a person has been appointed Prime

Minister or chosen as a Speaker during the

pendency of an eleaion petition in respea of

his (or her) eleaion such petition shall abate.

His (or her) eleaion will remain valid, not-

withstanding any law made by Parliament

before the commencement of the Constitution

(Thirty-ninth Amendment) Aa, 1975 in so far

as it relates to eleaions. Such eleaions stall

not be deemed to be void or ever to have

become void on any ground whatsoever.

40. Constitution (Fortieth Amendment) Act,

1976, amended An. 297 and declared that "all

land, minerals and other things of value

underlying the ocean within the territorial

waters or the continental shelfor the exclusive

economic zone of India shall vest in die linion

and shall be held for the purpose of the

Union."

“The limits of the territorial waters, me

continental shelf, the exclusive maritime zone

or other maritime zones of India shall besuch

as may be specified from time to time by or

under any law made by Parliament

.

41. Constitution (Forty-first Amendment

)

Aa, 1976, raised die retiring ar -gf
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Public Service Commission members from 60

to 62 . This does not affect the members of the

Union Public Service Commission who retire

at the age of 65 .

42. Constitution (Forty-second - Amend-

ment), Act, 1976, was passed by Parliament on

November 2, and after having been ratified by

half of the State Assemblies received Presiden-

tial assent on December 18, 1976. The Amend-

ing Act is a piece ofcomprehensive legislation

containing 59 clauses and touching upon

varied constitutional questions.

The main features of the Amending Act may
be summarized as follows;

1 . The Preamble has been altered from

‘sovereign democratic republic' to 'sovereign

socialist, secular, democratic republic' and

'unity of the nation’ into 'unity and integrity of

the nation'.

2. The Directive Principles of the Constitu-

tion have been given precedence over Fun-

damental Rights, wherever they' came into

conflict.

3. Similarly prevention or prohibition of
anti-national activities takes precedence over
Fundamental Rights

4. Certain Fundamental Duties are laid

down which have to be observed by all

citizens Non-compliance with or refusal to

observe the duties shall be punishable at law.

v \ No court shall question the validity of such
A actions.

7 5. Number of seats in the Lok Sabha and the
State Assemblies which are based on popula-
tion shall remain frozen as in the 1971 census
tiii 2001 AD., that is to say, for 2 more
Decennial Censuses.

6. The duration of the lok Sabha and the
State Assemblies is increased from 5 to 6 years

7. The quorum for the Lok Sabha and the
State Assemblies prescribed in the Constitu-
tion has been removed which means that a
quorum is ho longer a constitutional necessity.

8. The Parliament may decide what offices

are offices of profit under the government or
what amounts to corrupt practice in disquai-

• flying an elected member from any house of
legislature.

9- Rights and privileges of members and
committees of legislatures are to be decided
by the concerned houses from time to time.

10.

Proclamation of Emergency may be

made applicable to any part of the country

(instead of the whole country). Similarly

emergency can be lifted from any part of the

country’ while it remains in force in other

parts.
'

.

11. The duration of a Presidential proclama-

tion taking over the government of a State

shall be one year instead of six months.

12. The Union has the power., to deploy

armed forces to any State and to delimit

cantonment areas in States. The State cannot

exercise any power in the disposition of the

armed forces or the administration of canton

ment areas.

1 3-No court can question the competence ol

the Parliament to amend the constitution ir

any manner.

14. The Supreme Court alone can adjudicate

on the validity ofany Central law and the Higl

Courts can adjudicate oh the validity of the

state laws. If the validity 'of any State law is

dependent on the validity ofany Central law oi

vice versa, then the Supreme Court car

adjudicate on them. In any case, any dedsior

on constitutional invalidity has to be madeby s

two-thirds majority of sitting judges where the

number is not less than 5- If-the number o'

judges is less than fivethe judgement has to be

unanimous. It is also provided that the High

courts have no power to make an interim

order, where it will impede or obstruct any

enquiry or action by the Government.

15 The President’s liability to act in accord-

ance with the advice of the Council , ol

Ministers has been made practically maftda

tory.
,

43- Constitution (Forty-third Amendment,
Act, 1977 which received Presidential assert

on April 3, 1978 (i) omits some Articles adder

by the Forty-second Amendment and (ii) alter;

other Articles.

The omissions relate to articles that givt

unfettered authority to the Executive to ell

minate or restrict the powers of the Suprenif

Court and High Courts. The alterations apply

to Arts. 145, 226,' 228 and 366.

All these omissions and alterations imply

that the constitution has reverted, to th<

position that prevailed before the passing o
the Fatty-second Amendment, at least ii

matters specifically referred to in the Amend
ment. . ..

-
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44. Constitution (Forty-fourth Amendment)
Act, 1978 which received Presidential assent

on April 30, 1979 brought in a number of
changes. These applv to the following: Arts. 19,

22, 30, 31, 31A 31C, 38, 71, 74, 77, 83, 103, 105,

123. 132, 133, 134A, 139A, 150, 165, .172, 192,

194, 213, 217, 226, 227, 239B, 257A, Chapter IV,

Pan XX, 329, 329A; 352, 356, 358, 359, 360, 361

,

371 F, Ninth Schedule and Forty-second

, Amendment Sections 18, 19, 21, 22, 31, 32, 34,

35, 56 and 59.

Of these Arts. 19, 31, 31A, 31C, 38, 77, 83,

105. 123. 132, 133, 134A, 139A, 150, 165, 194,

213, 217, 225, 226, 227, 239B, 257A, 329, 329A,

371 F and Sections 18 to 59 of Forty-second

Amendment itself are either omissions or deal

with details or are comparatively unimportant.

Others deserve notice.

Art. 22. This article deals with preventive

detention. The important change is that pre-

ventive detention for a period of more than 2

months can be ordered only on the recom-
mendation ofan Advisory Board, whose Chair-

man shall be a judge of a High Court.

Art. 30. The Amendment of this article reads

as follows:

In article 30 of the Constitution, after clause

(1), the following clause shall be inserted,

namelv:-
"1A). In making any law providing for the

compulsory acquisition of any property of an
educational institution established and admi-

nistered by a minority, referred to in clause

(1), the State shall ensure that the amount
fixed by or determined under such law for the

acquisition of such property is such as would
not restrict or abrogate the right guaranteed

under that clause."

Art. 71. This Art. deals with questions

relating to the election of President or Vice-

President. The amended article reads:

"71 (1). All doubts and disputes arising out

of or in connection with the elections of a

President or Vice-President shall be inquired

into and decided by the Supreme Court whose
decision shall be final.

(2)

If the election of a person as President

or Vice-President is declared void by the

Supreme Court, acts done by him in the

exercise and performance of the powers and

duties of die office of President or Vice-

President, as the case may be, on or before the

date of the decision of the Supreme Court

shall not be invalidated by reason of that

declaration.

(3) Subject to the provisions of diis Con-
stitution, PaHiament may by law regulate any
matter relating to or connected with the
election of President or Vice-President.

(4) The election of a person as President or
Vice-President shall not be called in question

on the ground of die existence of any vacancy

for whatever reason among the members of

the electoral college electing him."

An. 74 deals with the powers of the

President vis-a-vis the Cabinet. The amended
anicle is as follows.-

In anicle 74 of the Constitution, in clause

(1), the following proviso shall be insened at

the end, namely:

—

“Provided that the President may require

the Council of Ministers to reconsider such

advice, either generally or otherwise, and the

President shall act in accordance with the

advice tendered after such reconsideration."

An. 83 restores the old term of 5 years to the

Lok Sabha.

Art 103 relates to questions concerning the

disqualification of a member of Parliament.

This is now to be decided by the President

after consultation with the Election Commis-

sion.

An. 172 restores the 5-vear term of State

Legislatures.

Art. 192 relates to the disqualification of a

member of a State Legislature. This is now to

be decided by the Governor after consultation

with the Election Commission.

Chapter IV Part XX is an addition. The

amendment reads:

In Pan XII of the Constitution, after Chapter

HI, the following Chapter shall tie inserted,

namely:

—

Chapter IV—Right to Property.

300 A "No person shall be deprived of his

propert)’ save by authority of law .

Arts. 352, 356, 358, 359 and 360 deal with

Emergency. An internal emergency can now

be declared on “armed rebellion breaking

out and not for "internal disturbance .
Other

provisions relating to the emergency m Art-

356, 358, 359 and 360 have also been miom. n-

tially altered. — ^
Art. 361 restores protection to p»?»"
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of proceedings of tlie • Parliament and St:ue

legislatures.

Ninth Schedule entries H7, 92 and 130 have

been deleted.

45.

Constitution (Fortyfifth Amendment)

Act, 1080, passed by Parliament on the 25th of

January 1980.

Amended article 334 of the Constitution hy

substituting “thirty years" with “forty years”.

This was to extend the safeguards in respect

of reservation of seats in Parliament and State

Assemblies for .Scheduled Castes and Sche-

duled Tribes as well as for the Anglo-lndiaas

for a period of 10 years, i.e., upto January 29,

1990.

46.

'Ihe Constitution (Forty-sixth Amend-
ment) Act, 1982—Article 269 was amended so
that the tax levied on the consignment of
gtxxis in the course of inter-state trade or
commerce shall be assigned to the states. This
article was also amended to enable Parliament

to formulate by law principles for determining
when a consignment of goods takes place in

the course of inter-state trade or commerce. A
new entry 92B was also inserted in the Union
list to enable the levy of tax on the consign-
ment of goods where such consignment takes
place in the course of inter-state trade or
commerce.

47.

The Constitution (Farty-seixmtb Amend-
ment) Act, 1984—This amendment is in-
tended to provide for the inclusion of certain
land reform Acts in the Ninth Schedule to the
Constitution with a view of obviating the scope
of litigation hampering the implementation
process of those acts.

48.

The Constitution (Forty-eighth Amend-
ment) Act, 1984—1This was an amendment to
Clause 5(q) article 356 of the Constitution for
the continuation of President's rule in Punjab
for another year.

49- The Constitution (Forty-ninth Amend-
ment) Act, 1984—The Government ofTripura
recommended that the provisions of the Sixth
Schedule to the Constitution may be made
applicable to the tribal areas of that state. The
amendment involved in this Act is intended to
give a constitutional security to the auton-
omous District Councils functioning in the
state.

50. The Constitution (Fiftieth Amendment)
Act, 1984—By article 33 of the Constitution,

’
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Parliament' is empowered to enact laws a

mining to' what ‘extent arty, of the dpt i

conferred by Part 111 of die Constitutions* {

in their application to die members ofJ d

Armed Forces or tlie Forces charged widnm
maintenance of public order, be restricted^

j

abrogated so as to ensure the proper *•
j

cliarge of their duties and the maintenance®

discipline among them.

Article 33 was amended so as to brin

within its ambit— .

(i) the members of the Forces chargedwk

the protection of property belonging to, or

«

die cliarge or possession of, the State; or

(ii) Persons employed in any bureau or

other organization established hy the State

purposes of intelligence or counter tnt

gence; or ...
(iii) Persons employed in, or in connect!™

with, the telecommunication systems set up

for the purposes of any Force, bureau^

organization. .

51. The Constitution (Fiftyfirst
Amende**)

Act, 1985, replaces die section deahnRJ

“Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes n-

cept in tribal areas ofAssam, Nagaland, Megna-

laya, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizorarn

"the Scheduled Tribes except the Scheou^

Tribes in the autonomous district of Assam

in articles 330 and 332.

52. The Constitution (Fifty-second

mentjAa, 1985. The amendment effected.

Bill popularly called Anti-Defection Bill,**

curb defection by disqualification. The fol

ing are the salient features of the Act:-

( 1 ) A Member of Parliament or State

ture belonging to any political party shall

disqualified for being a member of that Hous*

(a) if, he has voluntarily given' up W

membership of such political party; or (bj

he votes or abstains from voting in such Hous

contrary to any direction issued by the p°"n

al party to which he belongs or by any pers*

or authority authorized by it in this belu

without obtaining in either case, die Prt

permission of such political party, persons

_ authority, and such voting or abstention t

not been condoned bv such political pat

person or authority within 15 days from t

date of such voting or abstention.

(2) An elected member of a House who I

been elected as such otherwise . than 3;
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candidate set up by am' political party shall be
disqualified for being a member ofthe House
if he joins any political party after such

elections.

(3) A nominated member of a House shall

be qualified for being a member of the House
ifhe fains any political party after the expiry of

six months from the date on which he cakes

his seat after complying with the requirements

of Articles 99 or, as the case mav be. Article

188.

53 Constitution (53rd Amendment) Act

1986, inserted a new article (371—G) confer-

ring full statehood on Mizoram.

54.

Constitution (54th Amendment) Act

1986, Amended part D of the 2nd schedule

giving effect to the increases of salaries of the

ChiefJustice andJudges ofSupreme Court and

High Courts. An enabling provision for

changes in the salaries of judges in future by

Parliament by law,was made in Art.125 and221

55. ' Constitution (55dt Amendment) Act
.

1986, conferred full statehood on Arunachal

Pradesh.
56.

Constitution (56tbAmendment)Act, 1987,

provided for a Hindi translation of the con-

stitution .

57.

Constitution (57th Amendment) Act,

1987, sought to make a special provision for

the sening up of the new state of Goa.

Consequently Daman and Diu were separated

from the former to form a Union Territory.

58.

Constitution (58thAmendment)Act, 1987,

amended Article 332 of the constitution pro-

viding for special arrangements with regard to

reservation for scheduled tribes in the north-

eastern states ofArunachal Pradesh, Nagaland,

Mizoram and Meghalava, until readjustment of

seats on the basis of the first census after 2000

AD.

POLITICAL PARTIES
The Party System in India has developed on

lines quite dissimilar to those which obtain in

Western democracies. The main trends notice-

able in India are absence ofpolarization or the

lack of a powerful opposition, a cleavage of

parties on national and state bases and endless

proliferation.

The main reason why a polarization of

parties never took place in India was that the

Indian National Congress had completely

dominated the national scene. Besides, the

opposition itself had only a nominal existence

in Parliament. In fan, till 1970, the opposition

leader was not even formally recognized. The

first opposition leader to be recognized as

such, was Dr. Ram Subhag Singh, who was the

leader of- the Opposition Congress when the

Congress split in 1970.

When the Janata Parry came to power at the

Centre in 1977 the opposition leader was

given the status and rank of a Cabinet Minister.

Y. B Chavan was the first opposition leader to

enjoy the status.!:

} The Opposition leader is a fictitious personage in «***<*

the nen- democracies. In 196-1. out of the 113 states uho

were members of fhc UN onh* yi had a rccogrrizco

opposition in Paritmcn!. Since 1964 one-parry cares rrrre

become fashionable and Opposition leaders as a class

appear to be on their vezy out from history-

Instead of polarizing at the national level

into ruling and opposition parties, another

sort of polarization took place 3t national and

state levels. Political parties soon came to be

classified as national and state parties. The

national parties function on an all-India basts.

Thev are integrative in character and idcolo-

callv committed to some form of poimea

lilosophv. The state parties have no specta

eologv. Thev are usually centred round oa

aders and are mainly interested in local

testions. Many of these parties arc comrnun-

in character.

The fortunes of national parties depend «ry

uch upon the degree of po^er that

irties wield in ther respective state. But

nee national parties are better otTPntzed an

1%-e much greater financial resources, the

lances of any state parts- getting the bener o

national party, ultimately, are however rather

Mans- are hard put to explain why political

irties tend to multiply in India at

rodigious rates. During Lhe

apsed, the country has seen a p jn
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hundred political panics of varied hues and

shades that have come into existence since

independence.

One explanation that has been offered is

that the formation and functioning of political

parties in India are not regulated by law,

In contrast, we may notice the conditions

under which a political party may be formed

in the Federal Republic of Germany (W.

Germany). In FRG every political party has to

be registered under the law. Membership
registers have to be maintained, accounts have

to be kept and generally political parties have

to function in an orderly manner.

Of the 100 and odd parties scattered

throughout the length and breadth of India,

hardly a score deserves notice. The rest is

made up of people, who cluster round dis-

placed local leaders or hang on to sheer

parochialisms, in the hope that their turn will

ame some day. Many of them come to life

uring election time and then go into hibema-
on till the next election But to the dismay of

te voter, they never disappear altogether,

hey exist only to swell the number of
andidates, cloud the issues, and spread confu-

ion all round

Under the Election Symbols (Reservation &
llotment) order 1968, the Election Commis-
ion has the right to recognize political parties

ar allotment of symbols. Every candidate is

otted a symbol If a candidate belongs to a
litical party the symbol is allotted to the
rty and the candidates use it on behalf of the

arty.

The symbol is important, a large number of
oters being illiterate. They cannot identify the
andidates (or the party) whom they support
t would like to support by reading their
ames on the ballot paper or for that matter
o placards or bill boards. The only thing that
elps them to identify the candidates is the
ymboi. In fact they vote for the symbol rather
tan the candidate.

It is the duty of the Election Commission to
Hot symbols for the various parties and/ or
ie candidates whenever an election is

nnounced. It is for this purpose that the
lection Commission distinguishes between
xognized and unrecognized parties. If a
arty is recognised, a particular symbol is

eserved' for it. No other party or person can
laimit or use It in the election campaign.

Unrecognized parties, which includc indeper

dent (unattached to any party) candidates, ca

always choose any symbol other than th

reserved symbols.
’

The list of recognized parties is revised afte

every genera! election in the light of the vote

polled by them. The general criterion fc

recognition is that a party should secure :

least four per cent of the total votes cast in

state.

if any such political party is treated as

recognized political party in four or mot
states, it enjoys the status of a National Pan

throughout India. If recognized in less tha

four States, a party enjoys the status of a ‘Stat

Party’ in the State or States in. which it is'

recognized political party.

When India became free there were on
two political’ parties worth the name—th

mammoth Indian National Congress and th

diminutive Communist Party of India. Wit

independence many new parties came on th

scene. When the first elections were he!

(1951 Dec.—1952 Jan.) as many as 77 partk

joined the fray.

The first important development was th

breakup of the Communist Party in 1964 ini

two factions, right and left. The rightis:

retained the name and goodwill of the ol

Communist Party of India. The leftists forme
a new party—the Communist Party (Marxist

A more momentous development occurre
in 1969. The monolithic Congress Party sp!

into two—the party led by the Prime Ministe

Mrs. Indira Gandhi and the party led by .th

Congress president Nijalingappa. In the 397

elections the Congress Party under Mrs. Gar

dhi won a massive majority in the .Lok Sabh

(350) while the party led by Nijalingappa mad
a poor show winning only a miserable !

seats.

The most important development in part

politics in 1974 was the formation of th

Blxtratiya Lok Dal (BUD) or the Peoples Pari,

of India in August 1974 at Delhi. The net

party was formed by the merger of-seve

existing parties,, namely, Blxtratiya Krcmti Dt
(BKD), Swatantm, Samptkia Socialist Pad
Utkal Congress, Kisan Mazdoor Part)', Pad.

triya lok Tantric Dal and Punjab Kijelibfi

Zamindar Sabba.

in 1977 Mrs. Gandhi ' announced fres

elections to the lok Sabba. The miniscm
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opposition parties got together to offer a
united challenge to the dominating Congress
Party. UnderJaya Prakash Narain’s inspiring
lead theJana Sangh, the Opposition Congress,
the BLD and the newlyformed CFD (Congress
for Democrac)) under Jagjwan Ram came
together as tlx Janata Pan

y

in May 1977 to

offer a united front against the Congress led by
Indira Gandhi.
TheJarnta Party won the elections gaining

aii absolute majority in the Lok Sabha, leaving

only 135 seats for the Congress.

Tlx Janata Part)' turned out to be a nine
days wonder. Morarji Desai, the veteran con-
gress leader, was elected leader of the party.

He took over the government as Prime Minis-

ter on March 24, 1977. The new ministry put

up a big show going into action on many
fronts. But the writing on the wall was clear to

all who cared to look beneath the surface. The
Janata Party had been weighed in the balance
and found wanting.

The fault lay in die leaders themselves. Petty

infighting kept on returning like the prover-

bial bad penny. These finally led to rhe

resignation of the Home Minister Charan
Singh from the party's national executive and
the parliamentary’ board. The Prime Minister

reacted by asking Charan Singh and Raj Narain,

the Health Minister, to resign from the cabinet.

The peace-makers intervened. In January’

1979, Charan Singh returned to the cabinet as

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Fi-

nance. But Jagjivan Ram, another leader, was
also elevated as Deputy Prime Minister at the

same time. The patch-work did not last long.

Charan Singh and his followers refused to

support Desai as Prime Minister. So he was
obliged' to resign Prime Ministership in July

1979. But he did not resign from the lead-

ership of the party’. In the circumstances

Charan Singh formed a new party calledJanata

(Secular) orJanata (S) for short. Morarji at last

resigned the leadership of the party and

Jagjivan Ram succeeded him.

Charan Singh and his supporters formed a

new ministry’ whilejagjivan Ram continued as
the leader of the opposition. Charan Singh,
however, had to fall back on Mrs. Gandhis
party to maintain the requisite majority. Mrs.
Gandhi withdrew her support on August 20,

1979 and the Charan Singh ministry fell.

However, as Prime Minister he advised the
President to dissolve the Parliament and order
fresh elections. The President asked Charan
Singh to continue in the meantime as Prime
Minister ofa care-taker government. In.view of
the coming elections, Charan Singh and Raj

Narain formed a new party—Lok Dal. But the

two leaders soon fell out. in the elections that

followed Mrs. Gandhi came back to power as

the leader of the Indian National Congress,

more familiarly spoken of as Indira Congress

or Congress (I).

InJuly 1981 the Election Commission recog-

nized Congress (1) as the legitimate successor

of the old Indian National Congress and

de-recognised the Congress faction led by

Devraj Urs (Congress (U) ) as a national party.

In August Jagjivan Ram replaced Devraj Urs as

President and Congress (U) became Congress

0). Subsequently the Maharashtra leader Shar-

ad Pawar became the President of the break-

away Congress and Congress (f) transformed

itself into Congress (S).

The Janata Party split up, the old Janata

continuing with Chandrasekhar as President.

The Lok Dal, the original splinter party started

bv Charan Singh, underwent many changes. It

became Janata (K) after its President Karpoori

Thakur, DMKP— Dalit Mazdoor Kisan Party -

under Charan Singh himself and finally re-

turned to hold its old name Lok Dal on the eve

of 1985 by-election.

However, die major element in the old

Janata Party, the Jana Sangh, gathered together

under a new’ banner, the BharatiyaJanata Party

,

with AB. Vajpayee as President. Meanwhile, a

brand new party appeared on the horizon, the

Democratic Socialist Party, with H.N. Bahugu-

na as President. Bahuguna became Vice Presi-

dent of Lok Dal in 1985.

ELECTIONS
The General Election’s to the national parlia-

ment and state’ assemblies, were held simul-

taneously till 1970. In 1971 this policy was

n up. The national and state elections were

linked' and held separately.

[though no explanation has been offered
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for this departure in policy, itwas probably the

dash of interests between national and state

parties that prompted tins change.

First General Election 1952. In the first,

general election held in 1952, fifty one patties

contested out of which 21 entered the Lok

Sabha. .

Second General Election 1957. At the

second general election, the Congress secured

371 out of 494 elective seats in the lok Sabha.

Third Genera! Election 1962. Out of 494

parliamentary seats the Congress won 361.

Fourth General Election 1967. At the fourth

general election, the performance of the

Congress party was comparatively poor It

secured only 283 seats out of 520.

Fifth General Election 1971. This was a

mid-term election, the lok Sabha having been

dissolved on Dec. 27, 1971, one year and two
months before the expiry of the full period.

The results of the elections were startling. The
Ruling Congress, under Indira Gandhi, swept
the polls and came out with a massive majority

of 350 out of 518 elective seats in the lok
Sabha.

On the 26th of June 1975 the President

declared an emergency. This emergency was
. lifted only after the results of the sixth general

'^election were announced, namely on the 22nd
'

5;

'

rch, 1977.
1 \

uring the emergency, the term of the lok
' bha was extended to 6 years by the 42nd

endment. This extension was annulled by
the 43rd amendment in 1977 and the old term
of 5 years was restored.

Sixth General Election 1977. The 6th general
elections (March 1977) brought the Janata
government to power. Janata won more than

• 296 seats in a total of 542—a clear majority

—

while the Congress could muster only 153
seats.

Seventh General Election 1980. The 7th
general elections 0anuary 1980) returned
Indira Gandhi to power again with a two-
thirds majority in the lok Sabha. The Congress
(I) won 353 seats in a total of 542.

Eighth General Election 1984. Polling was
held on 24th, 27th and 28th December 3984 in
508 constituencies. In a landslide victory the
ruling CongressO) under Rajiv Gandhi se-

cured 401 seats.

Elections to five
.
Lok Sabha seats were

, ,

- - India. And
1 The St

Latest Party Positib;

As on 3 1st December 1987. -

Lok Sabha
.

CongressO)
Tetugu Desom
C.P.M.

Janata Party

A.D.M.K.

C.P.I.

A.G.P. (Assam)

N.C
Akali Dal (Badal)

Lok Dal

R.S.P.

B.J.P.

Muslim League
Forward Bloc

D.M.K.

Akali Dal (Bamala)

Kerala Congress

Independent and Others

Vacancies

Total

Rajya Sabha •

Congress (I)

Teiugu Desom
C.P.M.

Janata Party

A.D.M.K.

C. P.L

A.G.P. (Assam)
N.C
Akali Dal

Lok Dal

R.S.P.

B.J.P.

Muslim League
Forward Bloc
D.M.K.

Kerala Congress
Janata (G)
Sikkim Gam Samgram Parishad
Nominated 4

;

Independents
Vacancies

Total . .

countermaned—following the gas let

tragedy in Bhopal and the death of candi
in the other four constituencies, viz., Sril

lam and Rajampet (A.P.) Chail (U.P.)
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Madras North (Tamil Nadu).

Polling in these 5 constituencies was held
on 28-1-1985- Congress (I) won in Chail and
Bhopal, Telugu Desam In Srikakulam and
Rajampet and DMK in Madras North.

The normal term of a stare legislative

assembly is five years, from the date of

appointment for its first meeting.* Election to

every legislative assembly is direct and on the

basis of adult suffrage.

The general elections to the state assemb-

lies, since independence, present a confused

picture, primarily because new states and
territories have been created, and many ter-

ritorial adjustments among the old and che

new have been made.

As early as 1953, Andhra Pradesh was carved

out in the south. This was followed by the

large-scale reorganization of states in Novem-
ber 1956. Next, the state of Bombay was

bifurcated in May I960 into Maharashtra and

Gujarat. The latest reorganization has come
about as a result of the North Eastern Areas

(Reorganization) Act 1971. The north eastern

region of the country now has five states,

namely, Assam, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Manipur
and Tripura and two union territories, namely,

Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh.

Territorial reorganization has led to conse-

quential changes on the election scene. The
composition of state legislative assemblies has

altered, delimitation of assembly constituen-

cies has been done afresh or readjusted

wherever necessary and orders relating to

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes have

been modified.

Besides, mid-term elections in various states

have added their own confusion. These elec-

tions come at odd times upsetting the statuton’

pattern of general elections. Between the first

general election in 1951-52 and the fifth

general election in 1972, there have been as

many as 20 mid-term elections in different

states.

March 1985
Andhra Pradesh: Total seats 294 (coun-

termanded 2); — Telugu Desam: 202; Con-

gress (I): 49; CPI: 11; CPI(M): 11; BJP: 8;

-Majlis 3; Janata 2; Ind: 6.

* Uw term ofsate assemblies reas extended id 6 tests bv the

42nd Amendment The 43rd Amendment restored the ow
period of 5 pears. t

Cycle of III Luck
Dame luck bus turnedherbach on the

Congress Party every tenth year after it

first took overpowerfrom the British in

1947.

Theparty lost to the Marxists in Kerala

in 1957paving the wayfor the establish-

ment cf the.first democratically-elected

communist government in the world
In 19S7, it teas worsted at the hustings

m as many as nine states and could

muster onlyfust 128seats in Bibar's318
seat assembly, nine in Kerala's 133-

member bouse and 50 in the then

Madras State's 296-member legislature.

In the 1977general election tbeJana-

ta Party ousted it from power at tbe

centre and in Id states in tbe uorst-ever

debacle suffered by tbe party.

Tbe year 1987finds tbe party out of

power in as many’ as 10 of India's 25
stales with its latest defeat in Haryana in

1987 being tbe most humiliating.

Orissa: Total seats: 147 (Countermanded

!): — Congress (1): 117; Janata: 20; CPI: 1;

JJP: 1; SUCI 1; Jagrata Orissa 1; Jnd.4.

Rajasthan: Total seats-. 200; (Counter-

nanded 2): — Congress (I): 113; BJP: 38;

anata: 10; CP1(M): 1; DMKP; 27; Ind.9.

Himachal Pradesh: Total seats: 68;

elections held for 65);— Congress (I): 55;

3JP: 7; DMKP: 1; Ind: 2.

Maharashtra: Total seats: 288; — Con-

tress (I): 162; Cong(S) 54;Janata: 20;BJP: 16;

m>: 13; CPI: 2; CPI(M>. 2; Ind: 19.

Bihar: Total seats: 324; (Countermanded

i):- Congress (I): 192. DMKP: 38;Janata II;

3JP: 12; CPI: 12;JMM: 10;
Cong.(S): l;OT(M)t

1; Ind: 21.

Gujarat: Total seats: 182;— Congress t y.

M9; Janata: 14; BJP: 11; Ind: 8.

titter Pradesh: Total stats: 425 (Cmm-

ermanded 3);
—

^ ?. Janata 19-

139; Congress (0 66; CM- < L \

ktES: 3; Ind: &
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Madhya Pradesh: Total seats: 320; —

-

Congress (I): 250; BJP: 58;Janata: 5; Congress

(S): 1; Ind: 6.

Sikkim: Total seats: 32; —SSP: 30; Con-

gress (I) 1; Ind: 1.

Pondicherry: Total seats: 30; — Con-

gress (I): 35; AIADMK- 6; DMK 5; Janata: 2;

ind: 2.

September 1985
Punjab: Total seats: 317; Seats declared;

115; (election in two countermanded); —
.Akali Dal (L) 73; Congress (1) 32; 8JP 4; CPI 1;

Janata T; Independents 4.

Punjab: Lok Sabha: Total seats; 13;

Akali Dal (L): 7; Congress (I) 6.

December 1985
Assam: Total seats; 125; (excluding one

countermanded); Asom Gana Parishad

(AGP): 64; Congress Z5; United Minorities

Front (UMF): 17; Congress (S); 4; CPM; 2;

Plains Tribals Council of Assam (PTCA); 3,

Independents; 10.

Assam: Lok Sabha

Total seats: 14, Asom Gana Parishad

(AGP); 7; Congress; 4; United Minorities

'RESERVE BANK
The Reserve Bank of India was established

on April 1, 1935 in accordance with die
provisions of the Reserve Bank of India Act,

1934. The Bank was originally constituted as a

shareholders institution with a share capital of

Rs. 5 crores. In the context of the need for

dose integration between the Bank's policies

and those of Government, the entire share
capital of the Bank was transferred to Govern-
ment from January 3, 1949 in cerms of the
Reserve Bank (transfer to public ownership)
Act, 1948. The Bank entered upon its career as

a state-owned institution from that date.

The main functions of the Reserve Bank are

1)

act as note-issuing authority, 2) act as

hankers' bank and banker to Government, 3)
to promote the growth of the economy within
the general economic policy of the Govern-
ment and ensure price stability. 4) To operate
the currency and credit system to the country's
advantage. Since nationalization the Bank has
teen directed"to perform certain develop-

Front (UMF): 1; Others: 2. f
'

March 1987
West Bengal: Total seats: 294; CPI(M):

187; F.B.; 26; RSP: 18; CPI: 11; RCPI: 1; DSP: 2;

WBSP: 4; F,B.(M): 2; Cong.(I): .40; Muslim

League: 1; SUCI: 2, . p,

Jammu and Kashmir: Total seats,- 78;

National Conference 40; Congress (l):

27; BJP; 4; MUF 4; Independents^- -
,*

Kerala: Total seats: 141 (Including a

nominated member). LDF: 79 (CPM-38, CPI-

16, Janata-7, Cong.(S)-6, RSP-5, lok DalT,

Front backed independents-6 induding one

nominated member)
UDF; 60(Cong.(J)-33,1UML-1 5, KeralaCon-

gress(J)-5, Kerala Congress(M)-4, NDP-1,

Front backed independents-2.) Indepen-

dent: 2 (one CMP and one Cong.(l). rebel).

June 1987
Haryana: Total seats: 90; Elections held:

87; Lok DaKB): 59; BJP; 15; Cong. (I): 5; CPI:

3; CPM: 3; Independents: 6.

November 1987
Nagaland: Total seats-. 60. Congress(I) -

34, NNDP . 38, NPP - 1, Ind. - 7..

TURNS 52
ment-oriented functions such as'promotion of

high growth-rate, full employment and sound

external payments position.

A special feature of the Reserve Bank of

India Act was the provision made for granting

ftnanda! accommodation to the cooperative

banking sector for’ financing agricultural op--

erations and the marketing of crops'."The Bank
set up an Agricultural Credit Department,
mainly to study and provide consultative

service to the Governments and banks and

co-ordinate its activities with those of other

agencies providing such credit.

The various Departments ofthe Bank are as

under:

1) Secretary’s Department. -

,

2) Department of Banking operations and
Development

3) Industrial Export Credit Department.
4) Rural Planning and Credit Department
5) Urban Banks Department.
6) Exchange Control Department.

'
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7) Department of Currency Management.

8) Department ofExpenditure and Budget-

ary' Control.

9) Department of Government and Bank

Accounts.

10) Department of Financial Companies,

11) Department of Statistical Analysis and

Computer Services.

12) Department of Economic Analysis and

Policy.'

13) Credit Planning Cell.

14) Department of Administration.

15) Personnel Policy Department.

16) Management Services Depanment.

17) Legal Department.

18) Inspection Depanment.

19) Premises Depanment.
Banking System in India: 'Commercial

banks' and 'Co-operative banks' are the two

main categories of banks in the country.

Another category’, the Regional Rural Banks is

akin to commercial. banks.

Commercial banks fall into four classes

—

banks in the public sector, those in private

sector, foreign banks and regional rural banks.

There are 28 banks in the public sector,

comprising the State Bank of India and its 7
associate banks, 14 commencal banks in the

private sector nationalized in July 1969, and 6
nationalized in April 1980. The public sector

banks account for 90 per cent of the total

banking business in India. Foreign banks
number 18 and .specialise in the field of
foreign trade and international banking. There
are 38 private sector banks. There are 107
regional rural banks. Co-operative banks serve

mainly the needs of agriculture and allied

activities, rural based industries and to a lesser

extent, trade and industry in urban centres.

SBI Among
Top 100

The sole business institution to find a

place in either tlx list of uorleTs top 100^

banks or companies is tbe State Bank of

India, according to Tbe Wall Street

Journal. .
\

It ranks 91st in tbe list ofbanks, but does

not feature in tbe list of 100 largest

companies. State Bank's total assets are

valued at 1 28.415 billion as at tbe end cf

1986 with capitalJust over S3 billion and

net income S27 million

.

Tlx list of 100 largest banking com-

panies is dominated byJapan bagging 1

1

1

of tlx first 20 places. Tbe Citicorp of 'Oar i

Yorkfinds secondplace udtb assets cfocsr ;

S 196 billion. i

j

Mechanization

In Banks
According to therecommerdconn cfbe

Rengarajan Comrrdr.se, tank. msdzzzz-
tion programme is being crzlsrerasd in.

•

two phases. Tbe firr feeze flZ&d-FFZ r
expected to car Fs 135 erase red fre

second phase (ISFSi-Fa, Fz25C zone.

During tbefastpbzz crxxz l ZHO", dec
horde ledgerposing mazrrec'cLFZt m
la be instddid z 25F.C bzndx.r zeng
wub 200 large miens gmzeazr: dr reran-

a! (seed and 25 man. '—are arremc

Another classification is that of scheduled
and turn-scheduled banks. Scheduled banks
are those included in the second schedule to
the Reserve Bank of India Act and the condi-
tions for inclusion are (1 ) the bank must hare
a paid-up capital and reserves ofan aggresae
value of not less than Rs.5 lakhs, (jj) j- cos
satisfy Reserve Bank that its attars are n:r
conducted in a manner detrimental ts rre
interests of its depositors and (in) r. rax t^-
company as defined in tlie Gon’-"-es
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exchange. As on April 30, 1987, total number

of scheduled banks was 289.

Non-sdieduled banks are banking com-

panies otlrcr than those included in the

second schedule. There were 4 non-scheduled

hanks at the end ofApril 1987 as against 339 at

the end ofI960 and MattheendofJune 1969.

Finance for Agriatliure: The Third Five-

Year Plan document emphasises the urgent

need for stepping up agricultural production

in the country and the creation of a national

level institution to provide funds by way of

refinance to financing institutions for the

propose, fn this background, the Agricultural

Refinance Corporation was established on July

I, 1963. In order to emphasise the develop-

mental and promotional role assigned to it in

addition to refinancing, the corporation was

renamed as the Agricultural Refinance and
Development Corporation in 1979 OnJuly 12,

1982, the ARDC was merged into the newly

formed National Bank for Agriculture and
Development which was established to pro-

vide credit for the promotion of agriculture,

small-scale industries, cottage and village in-

dustries, handicrafts and other rural crafts and
other allii -' 1 <vnnomic activities in rural areas

with a \nu id promoting integrated rural

development Tin; capital of Nabard is Rs. 100
crores, subscribed try the Central Government

% and the Reserve Bank The Chairman of
Nabard Is a Deputy Governor of the Reserve

* Bank.

Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation: In the wake of certain bank
failures, the Deposit Insurance Corporation
was established on January 1, 1962. With the
taking over on July 15. 1978 of the Credit
Guarantee Corporation, the corporation was
renamed as Deposit Insurance and Credit
Guarantee Corporation. Deposits have been

. insured upto Rs. 30,000 per account. The rate
of premium is 4 paisa per annum for every
Rs. JOfV- of the total amount of assessable
deposits. The chairman is a Deputy Governor
of the Reserve Bank

Industrial DetvlqptnattBank ofIndia: The
Industrial Development Bank of India (1DB1)
was established as a wholly owned subsidiary

- of the Reserve Bank in July 1964. From
February 16, 1976, the 1DB1 was delinked from
the Reserve Bank The Reserve Bank however,
has nominees on the Board of Directors of the
IDBI.

Unit Trust ofIndia: The Unit Trust of India

commenced operations in July 3984, tlx

Reserve Bank having subscribed 50 per cent o
its initial capital of Rs. 5 crores. The shart

capital held by RBI was tranferred to the IDB:

on its being delinked from the Reserve Ban!

in February 1976. The Reserve Bank nomin
ates a trustee on the Unit- Trust’s Board o
Trustees. .... -;

Training cstabUshmevt.ofKill. Tire foremos

training institution, the Bankers' Training Col

lege, was established in
'

1964, to imparl

practical training to the supervisory; staff ol

commercial banks, officers from RBI, govern-

ment etc. Courses offered cover areas. like

credit appraisal, foreign exchange, inspection,

development banking, performance budget-

ing etc.

The College of Agricultural Banking was set

up in 1969 to train personnel of cooperative

banks, land development banks, commercial

banks, Regional Rural Bank, Nabard etc.

The RBI took the initiative in the’ establish-

ment of the National Institute ofBank Manage-

ment in 1968 to serve as nucleus of all training

research and development activity in the

banking system. The NIBM - conducts Ban!

Management Programme, to help the banks in

the development of expertise among officers

for studying organizational and managemeni
problems etc.

Supervision and Inspection: Under the Re-

serve Bank of India Act and ' the Banking

Regulation Act, the RBI has been vested with

extensive powers of supervision and control

over commercial and co-operative banks. The

most significant of the supervisory’ functions is

inspection of banks, the basic objective being

the safeguarding of the interests of depositors

and building up and maintaining a sound

banking system in conformity with the bank-

ing laws and regulations as well as the

country's socio-economic objectives.

Exdxtnge Control: Exchange Control W3S

introduced in India in 1 939 mainly to conserve

non-sterling area currencies. Later on, the

Foreign Exchange Regulation Act of 1947 was

enacted. This Act was replaced by a compre-
hensive legislation, the new Foreign Exchange

Regulation Act, 1973 enacted in 1974. The RBI

is now vested-'with additional powers to

regulate the investments and the trading,

commercial and Industrial activities in India of

foreign companies (other than banking com-
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The Average Value of Rupee
What is the average value ofa rupee in 1986-877On August 12, 1987 (be Minister of

state forfinance B. K Gadbvi in a written reply to Mr. Kali Prasad Pandcy gave the

following average value of rupee vis-a-vis major international currencies during the

years 1984-85, 1985-86 and 198687.-

Rupees per unit of foreign currency

1985416 1986-87

US. dollar .. .. 11.8886

Pound sterling .. .. 14.8668

Deutsche mark .. .. 39877
Japanese yen .. .. 0.0487

French franc .. .. 1.3006

Canadian dollar .. .. 9.0065
Australian dollar .. .. 9.8944
Swiss franc .. .. 4-7797

12.2349 12.7782

16.8467 19.0722

4.5553 6.2970

0.0562 0.0802

1.4908 19290
8.8892 93095
8.4364 8.4913

5.4688 7.6068

The exchange rate of rupee is determined with reference to the value of a basket of
currencies, mainly , of countries ivhich are India's major trading partners. Thus the

exchange rate ofrupee-vis-a-vis other currencies moves upward ordownwarddepending
uponfluctuations in the value of the currencies, constituting die basket. In a regime of
footing exchange rates, frequent movements in exeftange parity rates is a normal
phenomenon.

"It is notpossible to isolate the impact ofexchange rate movements on country's made
and otherfinancial transactions, particularly when the level of such transactions is

influenced by a large number of other contributory factors”, Mr. Gadbvi said

* * *
j

The value of the rupee is now one-seventh of what it was in 1960.
'

Taking I960 as the base year, the purchasing power of the rupee, measured as cte ,

reciprocal ofthe all-India consumerprice indexfor industrial workers, was only 14—
j

poise in May 1987, FinanceMinisterN. D. Tiwccri told the hok Sabba in a written ansaer
j**** *

Dow much does it cost to produce a one rupee and a Rs. 2 coin and need
The cost ofproduction ofa one rupee coin is 59.87paise andfora notem itlscse.

The cost ofproducinga Rs. 2 coin is 65-89paise anda note is 10.60pose, reihrsssr cf
Statefor Finance Mr Janardhan Poqjary told he Rajya Sabba on August iS-T~

In a written reply, he said that certain studies made in the RBJ hare -wedec her a
one-rupee currency note is expected to lastforaboutfour to sixmcAsbsdolea sve-rpes
”ote is expected to lastforabout six to eight months. Houeier, rc ssesdx sudy ccc w,

,

jar been made on the life cfa currency note in the cause? x sea.
jDe said that 2000 millionpieces ofone-rupee coins were rpvrrst turns te zered f

anies), foreign national';, arA non-resident iune fevr rr.xtrn
wtviduals; also the hr,UUr.g of immovable in re sxxsr-.csrs
ropery abroad arid rhe trading, commercial D.r arc rr.n-nrr

_ mdustrial activities sfro-jj fsv residents aratsr. re

i

i

-'rxsr.i.

.: r.t: or '--sxT.iry pr.li-

n 'i;e Sax. 5ns.

y-c. mseits riipss- .
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cant contributions in diverse fields of activity.

Apart from traditional central banking func-

tions, .it has promoted agricultural credit,

helped build financial institutions and made
great contribution in' economic research and

analysis. The Bank is bringing out a wealth of

economic data, not easily available, in its

annual Reports, currency and finance reports,

statistical tables relating to banks in India and

Industrial Finance
and RBI

Tlx major, post-independence institu-

tional innovations of relevance io long

and medium-termfinanceforindustry are
the following:

1) Industrial Finance 'Corporation of
' India (IFCI) — 1948

2) Slate Financial Corporations (SFCs)

—
. 1952 onwards.

3) Industrial Credit and Investment

Corporatin of India (ICICI) —
1955.

4) life Insurance Corporation (UC) —
1

1956.

|

5) Refinance Corporation for Industry

I

— 1958, since merged unto IDBi in

1964.

6) Industrial Development Bank of In-

j

dia (IDBI) — 1964.

I

7) Unit Trust of India (UT1) — 1964.

I
8) Industrial Reconstruction Corpora-

|

ticm of India (IRCl) — 1971, now
Industrial Reconstruction Bank of
India..

9) General Insurance Corporation (GIC)— 1972.

10) Export-Import (Exim) Bank — 1982.
Reserve Bank was directly involved as

promoter orfull owner in IFCI, SFCs, IDBI
and 677. Fora long time, senior officials.

Governors or Deputy Goi'emars were
chairmen of (be boards of these institu-

tions. It was only in 1976 that these
institutions were delinkedfrom the Reserve
Bank. However, the Reserve Bank con-
tinues to provide loans and advances to
tlx term-lending institutions as also to
guide and advise them.

the monthly bulletins. The Reserve Bank has

endowed chairs, in leading universities to

'conduct research in monetary economics.

Commercial Banking: Bank
.
branches ex-

panded phenomenally since July 1969 assist-

ing banks’ deposit mobilization and their

inclusion in organized banking system'. The
number of commercial bank offices increased

more than six-fold from 8321 onJuly 19, 1969

to 53,125-2s- of June 1986. The number of

deposit accounts rose from 10 million at the

end of March 1968 to 168 million by 1983-

Aggregate deposit rose sharply from Rs. 4,646

crores in end-June 1969 to Rs. 93,000 crores by

endjune 1986. The ratio of deposits to nation-

al income went up from 15.2:per cent to 48.9

per cent. About 40% of the financial saving of

the household sector is ini ihe form of

deposits.

The population
.
served per .

bank office

declined sharply from .65,000 in 1969 to

around 13,000 in 1986. The number of rural

branches 'increased from 1833 to about 30,000

and this led to an increase in die proportion of

rural branches to total from 22 percent inJuly

1969 to 56 per cent at the end ofJune 1986.

Regional imbalances have been evened out. In

1969, only 5 states accounted for half the total

number of bank offices, whereas the share of

the states in 1986 is less than 'a third of the

total.
-

The origins of modem Indian banking can

be traced to the three presidency, banks of

Bombay, Calcutta and Madras which func-

tioned as bankers to the East India Company-
Slowly they encompassed the banking busi-

ness of the British Agency houses. Though

proposals to amalgamate these three banks

were mooted since 1866, it materialized only,

in 1921 and the Imperial Bank of India came

into existence as a result. The Imperial Bank

functioned as bankers to the Government of

India and the provincial governments and also

carried on commercial banking.

Joint-stock Banking: The principle of joint-

stock banking with limited liability was recog- -.

nized in 1860 which paved the way for private

banks. By 1894, there were 14 joint-stock

banks. In that year, the first wholty Indian

bank, the Punjab National Bank was estab

fished.

The present structure of banking is dx'

outcome of a long process of expansion,

consolidation and re-organization over a .
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LIC—On To The Fourth Decade
On 1st September 1986, the Life Insurance

Corporation ofIndia has stepped into thefourth

decade ofUs existence, asapremierpublicsector
-financial institution.

Somehow even before nationalization of Life

Insurance business in 1956, there was a spirit of
nationalism in the insurance industry'—in the

pre-independence days as u ell. Indian Life fnsttr-
e
'ance rode on the high crest of "Be Indian—Buy
Indian" leaveas the tideofnationalism swept the

country in the thirtiesandforties. Atany-a-public

spiritedman took life insurance as a profession.

:

Prince Duarakanatlj Tagore was associated

with thefirst life insurance company in India—
the Oriental Life Insurance Society (1818). Sir

Pberodrah M. Mehta teas one of ihefounders of

the Oriental <Bombay). Lala Lajpat Rat and Pi. K
Santbana were the partners ofLaxmi Insurance

Company. Pt. Motilal Nehru, Dr. M. A Ansari,

Sbri Sriniias Iyengar, Nelafi Subasb Chandra

Bose—the great tiames associated with various

ittsitrance companies read like a irix> is uho‘ of

pre-independent nationalists.

After independence, tire Aradi congress in

1955, adopted lire goal of 'socialistic pattern of

society'. This wasfolloued by tire nationalization

ofthe Imperial Bank (1955) and Life Insurance

business (1956) Life Insurance industry has not

been nationalized anyuhere else in tire uxrrld.

Tire ouly time it was attempted uas in France, tbe

experimentfailed and the industry uas relumed

to priiate sector.

But the stoty of L/C was different, it not only

simfved and thrived for thirty' years but also

inspired many otlrer Afro-Asian countries to go

in for similar corporations

Spreading tire message ofinsurance, tire mobi-

lization of savings, lire drannelization of life

insurancefundsfor the benefit ofpolicy holders

as uvll as tire community—remain some of tbe

corporate objectiivs oftbe L/C. From Rs 283.07
awes of neiv business in 1956 a whopping

Rs. 9099 crores in March 1987 is a big leap.

Fourteenyears after itsformation the Corpora-

tion's business crossed Rs 1000 crons in 1970-

71. Tbeyear 3975-76saw tbe business crossing

2000 crores. In 1981-'82 tbe achievement was

Rs. 3QOO crores. By 1DSP'S5 it reached 5000
crores and in ‘86- '87 it toucheda new beigx of

Rs. 9099 crores Tire corporation proposes to

introduce a business worth ofRs 12,000 crores

during tbe financial year ending in March SS

Tbe Life Insurance Corporation of India bas

been steadily adding to its assets and tbe lifefund

which was Rs. 365 crores as at 1-9-56 crossed the

10,000 crores mark in 19S4-'85 uitb the tout

rising to Rs. 12,666 crons in IPSS-'SS rt’idr

annual increase in tbe availability of resources

around Rs 1600 crores and tire cov.dnuuy

expansion of insurance business cf dffercrz

types the lifefund may rvadr Rs 20,000 crores by

1989-90. '

, . ,
With tbe growth oftbefunds tire complecttics of

itwesting it bate aho increased many times.

Because oftbe sheer tohtnieofthefundsbandied

by it, tire ituestment operations cf tbe Corpora-

tion Irate a synergic effect on tire market. LJC's

investment in gpivnmietit securities is tzwtj

56%, fn fact a total of 83% of tbe funds

generated by LIC is utilised either directly or

indirectfy by government agendes in the de-

velopment of socially oriented tenturn or far

schemes like bousing, electricity, watersupply et.

tire income of tire corporation was Rs JS-tl

crores in 1985- 86 against Rs 2520 crores in the

pretious year withpremium income accounting

for Rs. 1783 crores and investment income for

Rs 1 127 crores Tire averageyieldon iiwcsp’xrz

Iras been rising steadily uitb tweragg

heine 9.87% in 1984-'S5 against 946 c. fix

pretious year.

General Insurance
Tire general insurance business transacted by'

various private insumnee companies was

nationalized in 1973 and tbe General Insurance

Corporation teas fanned. Tire ersndrile private

companies uvre grouped together as four sub-

sidiaries of tire unify fanned corporation—

National Insumnee Co. Ltd., Tire Netv India

Assurance Co. Ltd., Tire Oriental Insurance Co.

Ltd. and United India insurance Co. Ud. Tbe

blstoryaf nationalized general insurance busi-

ness is one ofgmutb and development. During

tiro last decade front 1977 to 1986 the CIC Iras

Increased its net premium incomefrom Rs-326

enrres to Rs. 1366 crores and profit btfore tax

front Rs. 113 crores to Rs 289 crones.

GJ.C bas, to a great extent, xecxm&d «
spreading the message of trzsur.zxx to fix-

remotest conun cf the cottnzx Soec fix- ccx*-

poration bas a afaxsetuame office <•:

every district in the cottntry w:J t\V sifted

transacting business in Jrei.t' nfxre fix- pr.ni.

companies never txnntnd to fWWssv A com- i

prebensiiV crop insurance sfix-h- ms mtnr

duced In' GJ.C in 19S5 card a rxdfad rndxaf
j

insurance scheme called McxircU-.m nrs/t ' :

duced in 1986 AcctvJ-.ng to Asfcrfc
..

Chairman, foe corponmon is t'enterg r

schemeforpttbhc liability insur
—~* **'

cfgmuing auxtrencss nyfintin

hazards and tncukrtts hW »

.
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period of three decades. During the World

War II period, there was a mushroom growth

ofbanking companies, with weak and undesir-

able features. With the gradual imposition of

regulations, a large number of banking com-

panies went into liquidation or were amalga-

mated with stronger units. The failure of the

Palai Central Bank in I960 led to the introduc-

tion of a scheme of compulsory merger/

amalgamation of banks and Of a- scheme of

Deposit Insurance.

The Imperial Bonk was nationalized in 1955

.and renamed the State Bank- of India. In

1959-60 live State Bank of India took over as .

subsidiaries 7 provincial banks at Hyderabad,

Bikaner, Jaipur, Indore, Trsvancore, Saurash-

tra, Mysore and Patiala.

/Veer/ for Nationalization: While Indian

. banking system made good progress during

the sixties, the response of private sector

banks was slow /and halting, large industrial

houses and industries had easy access to

banking facilities. Many sectors of the eco-

nomy though conducive to the production of

xis and services useful to the communin’
re denied access to banking funds. On die

: of nationalization, commercial banks’

operations were essentially urban-biased-an
maximisation of profit was their main guidtn

principle.-
’ - -

With a view to achieving a wider, spread t

banking facilities and bringing about a chang

in die lending p3ttem by directing increasin

volume of credit to desired sectors an
making banks an effective instrument of ecc

nomic development,, the scheme of sods

control'/was introduced by. Government i

early 1968- This was' followed by' natibrializs

lion of 1 4 major Indian banks onjulv 19, 1961

With die nationalization of 6 more/privat

sector banks on April 1 5, I960 and taking inti

account the State Bank of India and its serai

subsidiaries, about 90%, of the commetcia
banking is in the public sector. - -

Under an ordinance called the Bankini

Companies (Acquisition- and Transfer- c

Undertakings) Ordinance 1969,- the Govern

mem of India nationalized 14 major India

scheduled banks having deposits of Rs.51

erbres or over as on the last Friday of Jun<

1 969. They were Central Bank of India, Bank c

India, Punjab National Bank, Bank of.Bartxfc

United Commercial Bank, Canara Bank, Unitei

Bank of India, Allahabad Bank, Indian Bartl

Profits of Nationalized Banks

Name of the Bank

Allahabad Bank
Andhra Bank
Bank of Baroda
Bank of India

Bank of Maharashtra
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Corporation Bank
Dena Bank
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
New Bank of India

Oriental Bank of Commerce
Punjab and Sind Bank
Punjab National Sank
Syndicate Bank
Union Bank of India

United Bank of India
United Commercial Bank
Vijaya Bank

(Rs. Crores'

1983 1984 1985 1986

1.70 3.80 • 2.71 4.01

.2.48 2.64- 3.64 . 6.97

8.60 ' 7.01 . 9-86 .
- 19.01

,

5.11
-

'530
: . 8.53 14.30

1.93 ' 1.20 2.26 3.04

4.96
.

5.51 11.01 18.16

3.99 3.06 6.75
‘

24.08

0.93 - 1.10
-

- 1.37 2.00

1.20 0.81 ' V .1.75
- • 3.00

1.4o 1.41 3-52 - 6:25

4.73 .4.82 - 5.00 535
0.72

'
. 0,36 -. 2.04 2.41

0.72 0.82 1.49
’

-2.51

0.62 0.65 - 0.68 0.85

8.53 9-01 : 12.00 15.01
-4.94 -5.03 5.99 • 6.51

2.90 - 3-12 - 5-06- ' 10.55

136 1.18 0.22 0.23

236 • 2.36 NA. NA
0.05 0.06 0.31 ;

2.66
‘ —r~ —I- - r~~—. .... —r
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c of Maharashtra and Indian Overseas

r. This was enacted into law as the Banking

ipanies (Acquisition and Transfer of

ertakings) Act, 1970.

n April 15, 1980, under the Banking
ipanies (Acquisition and Transfer of

ertakings) Ordinance, 1980, 6 leading

imercial banks with deposits of Rs. 200

jes and above were nationalized. There

e Andhra Bank, Corporation Bank, New
k of India, Oriental Bank of Commerce,
jab and Sind Bank and Vijava Bank.

rofits: Commercial bank profits increased

n Rs. 118 crores in 1985 to Rs. 192 crores in

6. Percentage increase in profits varies

n as low as 1% in case of Indian Overseas

ik to 2579S by Central Bank of India. Vijava

ik and Union Bank of India also reported

three digit percentage increase in profits. The
profits of the State Bank of India are reported
to be about Rs.36 crores in 1986. It was
observed that many banks had under-utilised

infrastructure. A number of bank brandies
incurred losses owing to their inability to

generate sufficient surplus to cover tlieir

operating costs.

According to the diairman of the Indian

Banks Association, banking industry lias

turned a new leaf in the crucial area of
profitability. Higher profits during the past two
years are attributable to conscious efforts on
the pan of banks towards better funds man-
agement, rationalization of service charges

and enlargement of capital base of the banks

by the Government and certain conscious

measures taken by the Reserve Bank to

augment banks’ earning capacity.

Banking in India
(Rs. Crores)

1970-71 1984-85 1985-86 Dec 86

Aggregate Deposits 5,906 72,244 85,288 1,00,964

Bank Credit 4,684 48,953 55.916 60,551

Investments 1362 28,138 30,536 37,180

Cheque clearances 27,599 2,41,507 2,90,146 2,44,540

Commercial bank offices 11,540 50,980 53,123 53324

Bank rate 6.00 10.00 10.00 10.00

IEW PATH FOR EDUCATION
dodem Education in India has been the
;acv of the British Raj. Now the government
’ decided to restructure the whole pattern
make it “an effective instrument for taking
• country into the 21st centurv."

The-National Policy on Education, approved
the Parliament in 1986, seeks to establish, a
nonal system ofeducation, which lavs down
overall curricular frame work and a core
rriculum to establish comparability of com-
tence at the end of various stages of
ucation ail over the country, reinforce the
tegrative aspects of society and culture and
to establish a value system necessary for an
;a itarian democratic and secular society,
n pursuance of the programme of action

for the implementation of the new policy. t,lc

Government lias launched a pliased tinie-

bound programme to cover approximately 4 >

million illiterates by 1990.

During the Seventh Plan, some 61 mUton

iddirional children would

nto schools, with ai least 28

wssing through the forma
r-._-

emaining 36 million- taking «
ormal system* ^ zr-

The current school

ilarming 76.6 per art-J
C?

wrought down, there lad^
rlimate for it. Adult

ully people's

be country's
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also to take the form ofa massive movement of

functional literacy.

Education is practically a Suite subject,

although it is included in the Concurrent last.

The Central Government has little to do with

it, particularly at the crucial primary level. In

secondary education, the Central government

comes into the picture. However, in higher

education and research it is the Central

government that dominates die scene.

With the Central and State governments

sharing powers and the Suites themselves

differing in their administrative tactics, it is no
- wonder that the educational picture of India

shows wide regional disparities, it is in this

context, that a National Policy on Education

was formulated.

Tile National Policy on Education adopted

by the Parliament far back in 1968 was mainly

based on the recommendations of the Educa-

tion Commission under Dr D. C. Kothari. Tire

policy stressed the following objectives.

(i) Free and compulsory education upto die

age of 14; (ii) improved status, emoluments
and education of teachers; ( iii ) three-language

formula and development of regional lan-

guages; (iv) equalization of education of
science and research, (v) development of
education for agriculture and industry; (vi)

improvement in quality and production of
inexpensive text-bixiks; and (vii) investment
>f 6 per cem of national income in education.
Keeping in view the goal enshrined in the

Constitution, the National Education Policy

1986, accorded a verv high priority to the
programme of l 'niversalisation of Elementarv
Education to ensure essential minimum
education to all children upto the age of 14

years. A phased drive called ‘Operation Bin

ixKircf has been envisaged -in the policy

improve primary schools all over the court:

Although it has not been possible, io att

the goal of universal enrolment, the. progr

achieved in increasing the enrolment has bt

remarkable. The total enrolment ofchiltlrer

class I-Vlll increased from 22.75 million

1950-51 to 109.635 million in 1984-85, tl

registering a more than four-fold, increas

Of the total outlay of Rs. 63827 million

education in the Seventh Plan ( 1985-90), i

amount earmarked for elementary educati

is 28.6 per cent — Rs. 18305. million.

Education in all schools upto class 8, is n
free in all States and l.’nion Territories exo
for hoys in classes 7-8 in l.'tr.tr. Pradesh.

legislation for compulsory education,

per constitutional directive,- exists in 16 Sta

and 3 I'nion Territories, namely, • And I

Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Haryana, Hinvacl

Pradesh,Jammu & Kashmir, Karnataka, Ken
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Punj

Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, l.'ttar Pradesh, W
Bengal, /Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chan
garb and Delhi. In Himachal Pradesh, the .

covers the entire elementary stage (cl as;

I-VHI), while in the remaining .Statesd'ni

Territories it covers only the primary st;

(classes I-V).

Tlie National Policy on. Education prosit

for opening of residential schools for i

talented children. These schools are nani

Naixxlaya Vidyalayas. If is proposed to op

such schools in each district in the coun
during the Seventh Plan.

The Navodava Vidyalayas are aimed at p
viding opportunities to the talented child!

School Enrolment
(Figures in lakh)

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-8
' (Targ

Age-Group 6-11

Classes 1-V

Percentage of age-group
Age-Group 11-14

Classes VI-VHI

Percentage of age-group
Age-Group 6-14

Classes 1-VIH

Percentage of age-group

753.25 775.93 805.97
87.76 89.87 93.3

218.13 235.81 254.78
43-96 46.90

. 50.7

971.38 1011.74 1060.75
71.71 74.05 78.01

853.85 891.26 931T

92.0 95.36
'

; 99.2

' 269.17 289.97 312.8

- 52.15 - 55.63 59.7

1123.02 1181.23 1245.9

77.76 ' 81.14 85.0
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to develop their full potentials and to promote
national^, integration. Education in these

schools would lie free for ail students. Against

81 Vidyahn-s sanctioned in 1986-87, sixty have
already started functioning.

NationalCouncil of Educational Researclj

& Training (NCERT), established on Septem-
ber.!, 1961, is registered under the Societies

Registration Act (1860). The main objectives of

the NCERT are to assist and advise the Ministry

of Education and Culture in implementing
policies and major programmes in the field of
education, particularly school education.

Among multifarious activities the Council
has taken up is revision of secondary level

syllabi and texrixxiks under a collaborative

arrangement with the Central Board of Secon-
dary Education.

. Most of- the States have already completed
evaluation of textbooks from the standpoint of
national integration and have also revised the

textbooks. Efforts are being made to expedite

the work in a few States where the progress
has been slow.

Hie Council organizes, every five years,

national surveys of teacher education both tit

secondary and elementary levels. Work has

been initiated on the Third National Survey of

Elementary Teacher Education and Fourth
' National Survey of Teacher Education at the

secondary lev-el.

The Regional Colleges of F.ducaiion under
NCERT, Ajmer, Bhubaneswar, Bhopal and
Mysore continued to organize various pre-

"service and in-service courses. The summer
scluxil-ctmi-corresponiience courses that have

been introduced to clear the backlog of

untrained graduate teachers also continued to

lx- organized.

Hie Botirci of High School and Intermediate

Education, Rajputana including Ajmer, Mewar,
Central India and Gwalior was established in

1929 hi -

a Resolution of the Government of
India. In 1 9S ’ Poard was given its present

name 'the Ctt oarcl ofSecondary Educa-

through inter-state mobility of students. This
arrangement also helps children of transfer-

•

able persons to pursue uninterrupted studies.

An Open Sclx>ol was set up by the CBSE in

1979 for propagation of Distance Education in

the country. It imparts secondary stage educa-
tion through the use of Distance teaching

techniques which include education through
print material, personal contact programmes
and other supportive services. The Open
School has been conducting examination for

its students since 1982-83 leading to Secon-

dary Schtxil Certificate of CBSE.

With the idea of encouraging secondary

schrxils having common syllabi and media of

instruction for providing the facility of uni-

form education throughout the country for the

children of transferable Central Government

employees, including defence personnel, the

scheme of Central Schools or Kendriya

Vidyalayas was approved by the Government

of India in November, 1962. To start with, 20

Regimental Schools were taken over as Central

Schools or Kendriya Vidyalayas during the

academic year 1963-61. Subsequently, hen-

driyu Vidvataya Sangatban was set up as an

autonomous organization to establish and run

the Kendriya Vidyalayas.

With the opening of 63 new schools during

1981-83, at present the total number of Ken-

driya Vidyalayas is 633-

Education up to class 8 is free in Kendriya

Vidyalayas. The amount of tuition fee for

higher classes is linked to the pat of the

parents in case the}
- are employed in Central

Government or Central Public Sector l nder-

takingVAurononiou.s Bodies. In other cases,

tuition fee at a flat rate is charged. However,

students belonging to Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes and children ofteaching and

nun-teaching staff of Kendriya Vidyalayas are
.

not charged any tuition fee

The student enrolment in universities and

colleges increased from 33.39 laklis in 198t-8i

to 33.-H lakhs in 1983-86. The enrolment

ntimt-n students during 1983-86 was lU.iz
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HT student strength 1985-86.

HT Under
Graduate

Post

Graduate & Research

Out-turn

Kharagpur 1456 1427 791
Bombay 1143 1194 807 . .

Madras ^ J090 1221 792, .

Kanpttr 1221 935 703
Delhi 994 1316 774 .

1953 under an Act of Parliament Nine Univer-

sities, commonly known as Central Unitvrsi-

tias are at present functioning under Acts of
Parliament. Besides, the Central Government
have established agencies for promotion and
coordination of research efforts in specialized
fields. There are four such national agencies at

present, namely the Indian Council ofSocial
Science Rcseandr, tbe Indian Council of His-
lorical Research, the Indian Council ofPhilo-

sophical Research and the Indian Institute of
Advanced studies.

The UGC Is at present providing assistance
to 19 centres of Advanced Study and 62
Departments of Special Assistance in Science,

\
‘ Engineering & Technology and 10 centres of

. -A
' dvanoed Study and 25 Departments of Spe-
cial Assistance in Humanities and Social Sci-
ences.

The nine Central Universities are Aligarh
Muslim University, Aligarh, Universitv ofDelhi,
Delhi, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad,
Jtnvaliarla! Nehru University, New Deihi, Indira
Gandhi Open University, New Deihi, North-
Eastern Hill University, Shillong, Viswabharaii,
Saminiketan, Benanis Hindu University. Vara-
nasi and Pondtchery University.

Tlte five Indian Institutes of Technology at
Kkiragpttr, Bombay, Madras, Kanpur and De-
lhi were established as premier centres of
education and training in engineering and

- applied sciences and to provide adequate
fatalities Tor post-graduate studies and re-
search.

Tlie Institutes condua undergraduate prog-
rammes leading to Bachelors degree in ca-
rious fields of engineering and technology.
They also offer integrated Masters degree
courses of five years’ duration in Phvsics,

• Otentistn- .-mtOMatlymatics, rap-tear M.Tech.

degree courses in various specializations at

one-year post-graduate Diploma courses
selected areas. In addition, the Institutes off

Ph.D. Programmes in different brandies
Engineering, Science, Humanities and Sod
Sciences. There are also advanced centres
training and research in each institute

identified areas of specialization.

The Government of India has establish!

four Indian Institutes of Management
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Caluctta at

Lucknow. •

Fourteen Regional Engineering Colleg
were set up one each in die major star

during the Second and Third Plan periods
-

enable die country to meet the increased net

for trained personnel during subsequent pi:

periods. The fifteenth college at Silch

(Assam) was opened in 1977 and the sixteen

at Hamirpur in Himachal Pradesh in 198<

While all the colleges offer "first degn
courses in Civil, Mechanical and Electric

Engineering, some of them also offer pours
in Chemical, Metallurgical, Electronics, Minii

and Architecture Engineering. Thirteen
these colleges are also conducting post-grad
are courses. Of these, nine are conductii

Industry-oriented courses in specialized fie!

like Design and Production of high pressu
boilers and accessories, Heavy machines fdt

steel plant. Transportation Engineering, 1

dustrial and Marine Structure, Integrated Po'

er system etc. .
'

.

School of Planning and Architecture, Ni
Delhi was established in July, 1955 as tl

School of Town and • Country Planning
provide facilities for training in Rural,. L’rh

and Regional -Planning and to cater to tl

needs of Central, States and local Depa
- O'-'Pts.^of. Town .Planning, [t is a ‘Deems
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University new.

With the setting up of Indira Gandhi Nation-

al Open University in New Delhi, the Central

University in Pondicherry and Dr. M.G.K.

Medical University" in Madras the number of

Universities and University level institutions in

-the country has increased to 159.

Of these 105 are traditional universities

while others are professional/technical institu-

lions. There are 24 Agricultural Universities, 4

Medical Institutions and 10 Technical institu-

tions.

Following is the list of Universities and

University level institutions in the country.

'

1. Agra University, Agra.

2. Aligarh .Muslim University, Aligarh.

3. Allahabad University. Allahabad

h. All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New
Delhi.

5. Amravuti University. Amravati.

. 6. Andhra University, Visakhapamam.
7. Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University, Hyder-

abad.
’

8. Anditra Pradesh Open University, Hyderabad.

9. Anna University, Madras.

10. Annamaiai University, Annamalainagar.

11. Assam Agricultural University. Jorliat.

12. Arad It University, Fai/ahad.

. 13- Awadhesh i’r.uap Singh University. Rewa.

14. Baturas Hindu University. Varanasi.

13. B.maxthali Vidyapith. Hanasthali. Rajastltan.

16. Bangalore t fmverstty. Bangalore.
c P.M.S. University of Haroda, Ilaroda.

in. Ileritanipur Unit ersity, Herhampur.
19. Dhagalpur University, Bhagalpur.

- 20. Bharatiar University,- Coimbatore.
• 21. Illtaraihidasan University. Tiruchirappalli.

22. Bhavnagar University. Bhavnagar.

23. llhopa! University. Bhopal.

, 2-r. Hidlutnchandra. Krishi Vislvwavidyalava.
'23.. Bihar Umveisitv. MuzzafTarpur.
26. Uirki Institute of Technology it Science. J’iiani.

: Birsa- Agricultural University. Ranchi.
28. University of Bombay. Bombay.

'

29. University of Bundelkhand.Jhansi.
30. 'Univeisin- of Burthvan. Burdwan.
31. University of Calcutta. Calcutta.' •

}2. .Calicut University. Calicut.

.

33- Central Institute of English Foreign Ian--
guagex. Hyderabad.

3s. Central Universin-. PonUiclierry.'

33.

Chandra Shekhar Azad .University of Agricul-
ture & Technolgy. Kanpur.. '

..

36. University of. Cochin. Cochin. •

3~ Dakshina Bharat Hindi Prachar Sahha. Madras.
38. Dayalbagh Educational Institute. Agra.
39. University of Delhi. Delhi.
•rO. Devi Aliilya Vishw'tvidvabva. • Indore

j
1 • Dibmgarh t 'phyrsity^'Djhniffif)).

.

’

( f
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44. Gandhi)! University. Konayarn.
45. Candhtgram Rural. Institute, Madurai
46. Gartixval University, Srinagar.

47. Gaultati University, Guwahatt.
48. University of Gorakhpur, Gorakhpur.
49. Govindh Ballabh Pant Unhersin- ofAgricvdrcnr

& Technology. Nainital.

30. Gujarat Agricultural University, Danthradb. •

31. Gujarat Ayurveda University, Jamnagar.
52. Gujarat University, Ahmedahad.
53. Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedahad.
34. Gulbargn Unh-ersity, Gulbatga.

35. Guru Ghasidas Unh-ersin-, Bibspur.

56. Gurukula Kangri Vishwavidyatora, Harchear.

57. Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar.

58. Haryana Agricultural University, Hissar.

59. Himachal Pradesh University, Shimh. .

60. Hiniaelial Pradesh Krishi Vishtvavkhabja.

Palampur.

61. University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad.

62. Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New
Delhi.

63. Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

. Indian Institute of Technology Bombay.

65.

Indian Institute of Technology. New Delhi.

. Indian Institute of Techologv. Kanpur.

67.

Indian Institute of Technology. Kharagpur.

. 68. Indian Institute of Technology. Madras.

69. Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad.

70. Indian Statistical lastirute, Calcutta.

71. Indian Veterinary Research Institute, lzatnagar.

72. Indira Kala Sangeet Vishwavidvalaya, Khaim-

garh.

73. Indira Gandhi National Open University, New

Delhi.

74. International Institute for Population Science,

Bombay.
75. Jadavpur Universin-

, Calcutta.

76. .lamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.

77. University of Jammu, Jammu.

78. Jawaharial Nehru Krishi Viswavidralaya.

Jabalpur.

79. Jawaharial Nehru Technological Universin-.

Hyderabad.

80. Jawaharial Nehru Universin", New Delhi,

81.

Jiw.iji Universin-, Gwalior.

82. University of Jodhpur. Jodhpur.

83. Kakatiya University, Warangal.

8a. Universin- of Kaly.mi. Kalyani.

85. Kameshw.tr Singh Dadthanga Sanskrit Uni-

versin-. Darbhanga.

8<), Ktmpur University, Kanpur.

87. Karnatak University, Dhiirwad.

,88. Kashi Vidyapeeth. Varanasi.

89. Universin- of Kashmir. Srinagar.

90. Universin- of Kerala, Trivandrum.
91. Kerala Agricultural University, Tridnir.

92. Konkin Krishi Vidyapoclb, Dapoli.

t
93. tiunv.um University! Nainital.
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94. Kufukshvtra Univeniiiy. Kufufcshctnt

95. Uilit Nuniyan Mithih University. Darbhanga.

%. Lfnivcn.it>' of Lucknow, Lucknow.

97. University of Madras, Madras.

98. Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai

99. .Magadh University, flodh Gaya

100. Mnharshi Dayanand University Kohtak.

101. Malum** Phufc Krishi Vidyapid*. Ahmednag.tr

102. Mangalore l*mw?fMCy. Mangalore

103. .Manipur University Canchipur, iniphal

KM Mararhwadi UmvefMlv. Aurangabad

105 Mamilwad* Knshi Viihapcoih Ihirblunt

106. Meerut University, Meerut
10"*. Mohanlal Sukfuuiu Ve*hw a\id\ afa\a. Udaipur

108 Mother Teresa Women's l ‘nner»m

Kodaikiinal

109. University of Mysore. Mvsore

HO. Nagarjuna ( 'imersm . <»untur

111 Nagpur I'linersitx. Nagpur

112 NaremJnt De\ Unnersm of AgmuJiure Ov

Technology hti/abad

113 Tile National Liw School ot India Hanguiote

U-i. North Heng.it Unnersm. Daneelmg
115 North Eastern I till Unnersm Shillong

116 North Ciujarat t'nnersm 1’atan Melwana Dt

1 IT Orisvi Unnersm ol Agmuliuie & Technolo-

gy, Hhutxmeswar
1 |M Osnuma Umxetsm lluleialxid

119 Pontlithcm I nrvejsm Pontliihern

120 Punjab 1 imeism Chandigarh
121 Uama Inivetsm Patna

122 Urmeism ot Poona. Poona
123 ^istgraduaie Institute ol Medical rducatum

and Research. Chandigarh^ Punjab \giKuituia( Unnersm ludhtaua
125 Punjab l nnvtsm Patiala

120 Punjabi ao Jvmln Vith a;K*eth Akola
12

-1

R.ibindra Hluun I nnervm C-ikuua
128 I’nnetsm <»t Raj.iMlun Jaipur

129 Rajemliu \gi kuIiui.iI l mversm s.tm.tMipur
130 Ranchi l nnersm Ranchi
131 Ham Dui gav au V’isliw av kK ata\ a Jabalpur
132. Ra\ tshankji l nivetsm Raipur
133 Hohtlkliand 1‘imersm BareilK
13 1 Unnersm <il Rtairkce Roorkee
135. Sanihalpur Unnersm Samhalpur
136 Sanipurnanand Sanskrit \ »Mnvn tdi akn-a.

Varair.Lsi

13** Sardir Patel t imersm \allabh \ id\ anagar
138. Saur.ishtni Umvcism Rajkot

139. School of Planning and Architecture New
Delhi.
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H0 Slarr-v-Kashmir University (if Agrk

Science & Technology. Srinagar.
’

••

HI shiv.iji University. Kolhapur;

H2 stiri Jagannath Sanskrit Vislwavidyalav

I fi SNDT Womens University. flombav.

Ha South Gujarat University, Surat.
•

las sree Cltitnt Tirutta! Institute for "5

Vsi'iius & Technology. Trivandrum.

H(> sri Krtshnadevaravu University, Anait

H~ srt I Mdmav.it i Mahila Vjsvavidyalayatr

pan
,

HK srt Satltv a Sai Institute of Higher tv

An.mt.ipur

l .9 Tlte Ttrupati Kendriyu Sanskrit Vidya|

Ttiup.ui

ISO srt Venkatesvvara University. Tirupati

I s I Tamil University. Thanjavutv

I s_> T.tmtlnadu Agricultural University. ,C

tore

1st Tliapar Instfluie ofEngineering and Ter

g\ Patiala

Isa Tata Institute of Social Sciences. Bot

ISA University of Agricultural .Science, II

1st, utkal University, lihuhanesvvar.

Is- Vidvas.tg.tr l iniversity. Midnapore.

'

IsH Vtkram University, Itjjain.

IV) Vtsva lihar.tti. Saotinlketan..

India is said to have the third !

number of scientific |Personnel in the v

Tlte world of Indian science is domi
In three academies. 1. Indian National ,

tv Academy, Delhi. 2. Indian Acadet
Science, Han&alorc and 3 National Ace

of Sciences India, Allahabad. .

Tlte responsibility for research in In

shared among various councils, comn
and departments, all of them functf

tinder the aegis of the Central
,

or

governments Important among them art

Council of Scientific and Industrial Ref

(CMR). the Indian Council of Media
search (ICMR), the Indian Council: of

cultural Research (ICAR), the Central G
for Research • in Indian ‘

- Medicine
Homeopathy, the National Committee t:

vironmental- Planning and ..Gwirdii

INCEPC), the Department of Atomic E

(DAE) and the Department of Space (I













The Gsr forest of GUJARAT is world famous. It is the only remaining home
of the Indian lion. In an area of 1,515 sq Krn there are about 200 lions.

Nearest airport is Keshod - 86 km from Saiangir via Veraval. Sarangiris

on the metre-guage line of the Western Ra.bvay By road, it is 127 km frorr

Junagadh via Kesboo >'-o from Veraval.
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TOURISM: LARGEST EARNER
Tourism is the largest single foreign ex-

change earner for the country — Rs.1800

crore in 1986. The figure is expected to be
around Rs. 2000 crore in 1987. This is mostly

accounted for by the expenditure on food and
accommodation in this country.

Since the level of earning exceeds that of

India's export ofany single product or project,

the importance of tourism in India’s economy
cannot be overemphasised. Everybody agrees

that what India has so far achieved is only a

modicum of its vast potential.

The target of foreign exchange earning from
tourism of Rs. 4000 crore by 1990 is not

.. oyerambitious when judged against global

trends. The global earnings from tourism in

... 1986 was of the order of $ 115 billion contri-

* buted by 340 million tourists.

•Tourism would become the world's major

industry' by the year 2000 according to interna-

tional experts. Economic analysis of the tourist

.
market indicates that the industry would grow
at an annual rate of 3.5 per cent by 1995,

making it the world's strongest industry at the

outset of the. next century.

In spite of India’s many-splendoured image,

we have been able to get only less than one
per cent of the world tourist trade.

The international tourist arrivals during the

year 1986 were 14,51,076 including 3,71,026

Pakistan and Bangladesh nationals. The tourist

,
arrivals excluding the nationals of Pakistan and
Bangladesh were 10,80,050 showing a growth

j ,

of 29.1 per cent of 1985.
. British tourists constituted the biggest

•• chunk numbering 1,50,000 followed by Amer-

f.
‘cans and West Germans.

f
Visitors from Italy, Spain and Switzerland

f increased by 60 per cent while those from the
* UK, France,- Germany and the USA increased

F by 30 per cent. As far as Asian countries go, the

;

figures are-. Sri lanka — 75,000; Japan —
* * 36,402; Iran —- 20,000 and Nepal — 13,957.

/ Visitors from Africa numbered 50,607, an

.

' increase of around 25 per. cent over the

;
previous year.

ji- There are many bottlenecks for the growth

if
i°f tourism industry in the country. Misgivings

jby the visitors about the country', lack of

^adequate publicity', delay in airports and

shortage of hotel rooms are a few of them.
However die country' is slowly gearing up to

grab her legitimate share in the international

tourism industry.

India’s aim to earn Rs. 4000 crore out of

tourism by 1990 is no easy’ task. This wilt

involve large investment in the industry and
infrastructure facilities. The centre has several

Indrail Passes
Earn $ 9 m

Government has earned more than $9.1

m through the sale of Indrail passes to

foreigners and Indians living abroad.

Official sources said the passes, issued to

encourage tourism in the country, can be

had only in US dollars. They' are for

air-conditioned, first class, AC chair car,

two-tier and second class for periods from

seven to 90 day's. Children below’ 12 are

required to pay half the fare.

Since its introduction on June 1, 1977 till

March 1987, 1,24,296 travellers took advan-

tage of the scheme.

A major hitch in the facility is that Indrail

passes do not guarantee reserved accom-

modation although assistance is provided

from the foreign tourist quota. Now certain

tourist agencies are authorised to sell the

passes in dollars at various railway stations.

• « •
The validy of Indian Airlines domestic

tickets issued against rupee fare will now

be for six months from the date of issue.

Until recently, the validity of these tickets

was only for three months.

With a view to improving passenger

convenience, an air traveller holding flight

tickets for different sectors issued against

rupee tariff can now use any of the

coupons in any sequence preferred by the

passenger within the validity period of six

months from the date of original issue

These new regulations came into force

from Saturday, March 7, 198'7
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plans including development of some of the

tourist centres at 100 identified places with

good potential for growth.

The major facility needed is hotels. As it is

there is shortage of accommodation. It is

officially estimated that against the require-

ment of 59,000 hotel rooms, the availability is

only around 34,000. Development plans are

under way to ensure the addition of 25,000

hotel rooms.

USA: World’s
Largest Earner

World’s nuntber-cme earner in tourist

industry nou< is the United Stares, followed

by Italy, Spain, France and Britain

Britain, thefifth in the fist has targeted to

attract a record Id 6 million tourists in

1987—6 per cent more titan 1986. There

visitors are expected to spend J.7500
million — an increase of 12 per cent oner

1986.

According to the latest annual report of
tlx Britislt Tourist Authority (BTA) Britain

was able to attract 138 million tourists

spending £6705 million in 1986 despite

the deterrent effects of the Chernobyl nuc-
lear disaster and the threat from interna-

tional terrorism

BTA expects that the tourism industry
will be generating £23000 million per
yearfor Britain by the early 1990s. During
1987 it will have injected 50,000 newjobs
into the economy, protiding full-time em-
ployment for 1 4 million people
Of the If 8 million tisiiors Britain had

in 1986, some 60 percent werefrom West
F.urope, 21 percent from North America
and 19 percent from other areas of the
teorld.

BTA is opening a netv office in India
during 1988 as India and the far East
teerc seen as thefuture growth marketsfor
inward tourism.

According to a BTA survey, the main
attractions of Britain are its heritage,
pageantry, shopping, countryside, friendly
people, interesting society and tlx chance
to speak and team English (BIS).

It is to be admitted that all the state

governments are not as keen as they should be
to promote tourism. Some of the states have

not accepted the central directive to grant

tourism the status of an industry. This facility

would have made the hotel industry eligible

for certain additional incentives and conces-

sions.

The inadequate development of modem
means of transport has been another problem

area. More modem cars and improved trans-

port systems, may, however, be of limited use

until the Indian roads are upgraded. Even the

highways are not often maintained properly

and Sub-standard repair-work goes on reflect-

ing the combined negligence of. contractors

and engineers. So the government’s decision

to permit multinational car rental services like

‘Avis and Hertz' to operate in India is to be

viewed with caution and apprehension.

The government plans to promote adven-

ture tourism in India in a big way with

emphasis on sports like mountaineering, river

rafting and canoeing. Around 100 sites around

the country have been identified for adventure

tourism, in the first phase' 30 sites would be

developed. Emphasis would also be given to

economy class domestic tourists with govern-

ment building yarn niwass and low budget

hotels.- Places of special interest like fairs and

religious places which were of significance to

Buddhist tourist would also receive attention.

A marketing campaign has been launched in
,

the Western countries which projects India

through various media like television' to in- i

form the tourists about India.- New areas for

potential tourists like Spain and Latin America,

are also being taken up and some of the

advertisements, documentaries and brochures

have been taken out in Spanish.
.

|

There is lack of good souvenir industry in
;

India. The country's
'

handicrafts and hand- ,

looms could provide a good base for the
f

industry which is now virtually non-existent-

According to the latest annual report of the.

Ministry of Tourism, the highlights of tourist

promotional activities overseas were:

1. In order to cash in on the Pos
i

0'r
j!

(

publicity generated by the festival of India 1

j ,

massive advertising campaign entitled “H**
Jj (

the Festival of Your Life in India, It's won**:
j.

ful" was launched in the print media in 8*
. ^

USA,
;

2. Promotional efforts were diverted ®
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Hotel Management
Institutes in India

.

Institute of Hotel Management
Catering & Nutrition

library Avenue, Pusa
New Delhi-110 012

.

Institute of Hotel Management,
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition

Veer Sawarkar Marg, Dadar
Bombay-400 028
Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
Cl.T. Campus, P.O.'Tharamani
Madras-600 113.

Institute of Hotel Management,
Catering Technologs- & Applied Nutrition
P-16, Taratola Road
Calcutta-700 088

Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
Nehru Park Boulevard Road
Srinagar-190 001
Institute of Hotel Management,
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
18-B, Ashoka Marg
Lucknow-226 001
Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
Veer Surendra Sai Nagar
Sainik School Road -

Bhubaneswar-751 004

Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
P.O. Alto Betim, Bardez
Goa-403112
Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
AT. I. Campus, Vidyanagar
Hyderabad-500 007

Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition

SJ. Polytechnic Campus
Bangalore-560 001
Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition
II, I.T.I. Campus

’

.Bhopal-462 023
Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition

Govt. Polytechnic Compound, Ambawadi
Ahmedabad-380 015
Foodcraft Institute

Kalamassery

Ahvaye-683 104

Foodcraft Institute

Engineering College Hostel Campus
Shivaji Nagar
Pune-411 005

Foodcraft Institute

Sector-26

Chandigarh-160 026
Foodcraft Institute

M.l. Road
Jaipur-302 001

Foodcraft Institute

Tbuvakkudi
TiruchIrapaIli-620 015

Foodcraft Institute

31-Industrial Estate

Patna-800 015
Foodcraft Institute

Old Gargi College Building

Behind Lady Srirarn College

Lajpat Nagar-IV

New Delhi-110 024

Foodcraft Institute

(University Polytechnic Campus)
Aligarh Muslim University

AUgarti-202 001

Foodcraft Institute

Kufri

Shimla-171 019

Foodcraft Institute

Beltola Basisth3 Road-
. -

‘ "

Ajanta Path, P.O. Beltola •
.

GuwahatI-781 028 /r
Nationa! Council for Hotel Management & Cater

irtg Technology
‘

Library Avenue, Pusa Complex

New Delhi-110 012

Foodcraft. Institute
•

Vishakha Valley School C'

V}0althjipatnan)'53O

;52S»>2SSW
'
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wards generating offseason traffic from the

European countries by launching a program-

me entitled "Affordable India" in collabora-

tion with Air India. Under this scheme, special

seasonal discounts on deluxe hotels and

transport were made available during the year

1986.
'

3. In order to capture stopover traffic from

Australasia "India on the House" scheme was

implemented in collaboration with Air-India.

4. From the East Asia region, efforts were

made to promote Buddhist traffic and publi-

cise India as an attractive destination for

honey-mooners.

5. A quiz contest on India was also launched

with a very good response (over four lakh

entries). A special quiz on India was launched

in the German language in Germany.
6. India was promoted as a family holiday

destination in the West Asian Region.

7. Due to the proximity of India to the UK,
India was promoted as a holiday destination

both in the print media as well as on TV.

Since 1985-86 the promotion of domestic

tourism is being accorded high priority. A
campaign was launched in the print media in

the year 1985-86 with the byeline "Discover

India-Discover Yourself-in India you will seee

theWorld" The second phase of this campaign

was hard-sell — It promotes lesser known but

“Affordable Destinations” of tourist interest

like Mandu, Periyar, Andamans and Valiev of

Flowers.

During the very year a parallel campaign to

arouse interest amongst the.youth with the

byeline “Discover India,” a quiz contest was

also launched in the print media. The under-

lying theme is to motivate people of different

cultures and languages to travel and integrate.

Today, domestic tourism is on the increase

and people are evincing keen interest in their

own cultural heritage and are travelling in

large numbers to holiday and cultural destina-

tions. Thus the publicity campaign is aimed at

various segments of 'the domestic tourist

market.
'

Now, a heartening news: India bagged the

prestigious international PATA GoldAward fo

1987 for mounting the best campaign fo

publicising “lesser known tourist destina

tions." The gold award of the Pacific Are

Travel Association (PATA) was received by Mi

S.K. Misra, secretary, ministry of tourism, a

Osaka, Japan.

THE SEVENTH PLAN
\ The Seventh Five-Year Plan (1985-90) entit-

ies an aggregate outlay of Rs. 348,148 crore
.

‘
-i a public sector outlay of Rs. 180,000

crore. The draft plan has become a national
document for the planning process in the
country till 1990.

The plan envisages a total investment of Rs.

3,22366 crore. Ninety-four per cent of the total

investment would be Financed from domestic
fund, with a "tremendous" effort at resource
mobilization.

Of the public sector outlay, the investment
component would be Rs. 1,54,218 crore. This
investment would be financed to the extent of
Rs. 54,422 crore (32 per cent) by own savings,
Rs. 84,062 crore (56 per cent) bv draft on
private savings and about Rs. 18,000 crore by
foreign borrowings.

The outlay for the central sector will.be Rs.
95,534 crore, states Rs. 80,698 crore and Union
territories Rs. 3,768 crore.

14,000 crore and net borrowings at Rs. 30,56;

crore. '

,

The target of additional resources mobiliza

tion by the Centre is placed at Rs. 22,212 crore

The success of the Plan is crucially depended

on the achievement of the targets ofadditions

resources mobilization and of public savings

As postulated in the approach paper, fill

employment and productivity, along with in

frastructure and human resource develop

ment have been taken as the guiding priori

pies.

Continued self-sufficiency in food and ex

pansion of national system of food securin

have been given high priority. Special effort:

would be made to increase the production ol

oilseeds, pulses, vegetables and horticulture.

Productivity in agriculture would be increased

through more effective utilization of irrigation

and other potentials. In industry emphasis is

being laid on modernization and high tech-
J
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Coal 12,627.67

6- Industry and minerals
2$$g

Village and small
(include)

scale industry

7. ^ 22,971.02

Railways (include)

Roads 1^334.55

Road transport •

Other transport
8. Communication, information

3 ' 4633

and broadcasting
6 472 -}6

Telecommunications
9. Science and technology

10. Social services
°S’ “g"

Edocadon ciitare.aodspon, 'cjsitfHealth including medical 3 395
Family welfare afsrar
Housing and urban

3,256 26

development
4,25950
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11.

Labour and labour welfare 'tj, -,
Total
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,anning in India is under ibe

loin
°[ lhcilan,Un8 Commission, In March

1950, the Government of India set up
Planning Commission to prepare a plan forhe most effective and balanced utilization of
die- country* resources' Hie Planning Omt-mission has since been functioning' as ,|,ckingpin of national developmen r.

/
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Planning Commission (as on Dec. 1,

1987); Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi (Chair-

man), Dr. Manmohnn Singh (Dy Chairman),

Dr. M. G. K. Mcnon, Abid Hussain, Iliten

Bhaiya, Y. K. Alag, P. N. Srivasthava and

Dr. Raja J. Chelliah.

First Plan 1951-56. The first Plan witli a

total outlay of its. 2378 crore was a rather

haphazard venture, as tlie Planning Commis-
sion had no reliable statistics to work upon
Besides, the plan had to lx; co-related to the

prevailing activities of various government
departments. Hie result was patchwork of

isolated projects. All the same, the plan had a

national diameter and was based on a rational

hypothesis It laid emph.isi.s on agricuhure,

irrigation, power and transport so as to

provide an infrastructure for rapid industrial

expansion in future Hie plan turned out to bo
more than a success, mainly because it was
supported by two good harvests in the best rvvo

years

Second Plan 1956-61. Hie Second Plan

(1956-61) was a big leap forward Ii laid

special stress on heavy industries. The indust-

rial policy resolution was amended so as to

shift the primary responsibility for develop-

ment on the public sector Private sector was
''.left to handle consumer industries. But the
great quantity of imports that the Plan envis-

. .1 In Ixxh public and private sectors,

practiotliy denuded India's accumulated sterl-

ing balances ( as much as Rs 500 crorcs) in two
years and compelled the country to seek
extensive foreign aid Agriculture and small-

scale Industries remained sluggish, without
adding any momentum to development.

Third Plan 1961-66. Hie Hiird Plan rode
on a wave of high expectations following
overall growth of the Indian economy in the
first two plan periods. The Hiird Plan aimed at

establishing a self-sustaining economy. Inter-
na] resources having been strained to the
utmost, the Plan had to rely on heavy foreign
aid.

During the Third Plan, national income
(revised series) at 196061 prices rose by 20
per cent In the first four years hut registered a
decline of 5.6 per cent in the iast year. Per
capita real Income in 1965-66 was about the
same as it was in 196061.

A rtttvtidnn .1/.

from the International Monetary Fund, the
rupee was devalued in June, 1966 to little

purpose, its It soon turned out. Hie Third Plan

iiad become stuck.

Interim Planning. The Hiird Plan having

gone awry, planning itself had become discre-

dited in the eyes of many and demands were
made from different quarters to declare a Plan

holiday But neither the Government nor the

Planning Commission admitted failure. They
refused to fall in with the demand for a Plan

holiday and proceeded to draw up the Fourth

Plan as from 1966-67. But the economy iiad so

far degenerated that the Fourth Plan could not

be started in time, that is to say, in 1966.

Instead, as a stop gap arrangement planning

was made annual. The Annual Plans continued

from 1966 to 1969—1966-67, 1967-68 and
1968-69

Fourth Plan 1969-74. Hie Fourth Plan

(1969-74) officially commenced on Aprii 1,

1969 with the publication of the Draft Plan.

Gmwlb with stability was the main objective of

the Plan Agriculture was expected to lead the

growth with a rate of 5 per cent per annum.
Such a growth in agriculture would set up a

chain reaction in the economy. Hie target for

the growth rate of industry was set at nlxiut

nine per cent per annum. Altogether, the

national income was expected to increase at

the rate of 5 5 per cent per annum. Allowing

for the increase of population at the rate of

about 2.5 per cent, the per capita income was

expected to increase at the rate of 3 per cent

per annum or about 16 per cent in the Fourth

Plan period

Fifth Plan 1974-79. Hie Fifth Plan draft as

originally drawn up was part of a long term

Perspective Plan covering a period of 10 years

from 1974-75 to 1985-86: Hie perspective plan

attempted to co-ordinate various sectors of the

economy In terms of the new slogan Garibi

Hatao (Remove Poverty), Hie long term rate

ofgrowth which the economy was expected to

achieve on a self-sustaining basis was put up at

6.2 per cent per annum. .

By die time the Fifth Plan was approved by •

the National Development Council (Sept.

1976) its premises had become obsolete and

the total outlay had to be increased from Rs.

37,463 crore to 39,303 crore.
1
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came into power. They scrapped it uncere-
moniously.

The Janata government reconstituted the
Planning Commission and announced a new
strategy in planning. The strategy involved a

change in objective and pattern. The objective

was laid down as Growth for Social Justice

instead of Growth with Social Justice— a
distinction without a difference. The new
pattern was the Rolling Plan which merely
meant that every year the performance of the
Plan will be assessed and a new Plan based on
such assessment will be made for the next
year—a continuous planning, in fact. The
rolling plan started with an annual plan for

3978-79 and as a continuation of the termin-
ated V plan.

Sixth Plan (1980-81—1984-85) had been
formulated after taking into account the
achievements and short-comings of the past
three decades of planning. The Sixth Plan
actual expenditure stood at Rs. 1,09,291,7
crore .(current prices) as against the envisaged
total public sector outlay of Rs. 97,500 crore
(1979-80 prices) accounting for a 32 per cent
increase in nominal terms. The average annual
growth rate for the Sixth Plan works out to 52
per cent, which is equal to the targetted
growth rate for the plan period.

POWER CRISIS GRIPS NATION
Millions of people sweated it out last

summer due to a power crisis in several states

triggered by repeated failure of rains and
under utilization of power generation facili-

ties.

Eventhough the power generating capacity

in the country has increased from 1700 MW at

the beginning of the first plan to 49,300 MW by

the end of the second year of the seventh plan,

the demand has far outstripped the supply.

A national survey conducted by PT1 in June

1987 found that besides domestic consumers,

industries were also hit by the power crisis.

Denial of adequate power has resulted in

heavy loses and has affected production in

some core-sector industries as well as small-

scale concerns.

Inadequate power supply has been attri-

buted to several factors, including delays in

the commissioning of projects, extending in

some cases to several years for reasons varying

from poor project management to lack of

funds.

The Seventh Plan envisages capacity induc-

tion of around 23,000 AW. However, bv the

end of 1989-90, a shortfall of 8,500 MW'

peaking capacity and 5.4 per cent energy

shortfall is feared inspite of the 19 per cent

plan outlay which is to be utilized to augment

power generation in the country

The amount spent since 1950 in the power

sector amounts to Rs. 34,000 crores and now
in the seventh plan alone the same amount has

been allocated.

Some states using coal for power genera-
tion, eg. Karnataka, have also found it difficult

to meet the demand since the coal available is

not enough nor is it of good qualm-.
However, in some states like Maltarashtra

supply of power is more than adequate
prompting them to supply its surplus to
neighbouring states

Out of the total installed power capacitv in
the country as on March 31, 1985, nuclear
power constituted 2 6 per cent. India is one of
the nine countries in the world after the US.
die USSR, the 1’ K , France and Canada which
can design, construct, commission and oper-
ate a nuclear station all on its own. Almost 88
per cent of the cost of an Indian nuclear
reactor now represents local cost

Against this background, the conversion of

the Nuclear Power Board to the Nuclear

Power Corporation in September, 1987 vik

an ambitious target of producing 10,000M?*

by 2000 AD is a landmark in the hiaon

power planning in the countiy. :

At present there are three mic/arK
stations in operation in India-*
Rajasthan and Madras. 7hev
capacity of 3230 MWe. Vhrr
Atomic Power Station**'

.
-

1969, it was the first \ ••

'

Asia, outside the, ^
:

‘

18 years consi

gathered not
tors in a reli

ing complet
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Petroleum Bill Soaring
India's import bill for crude oil and

petroleum products is expected to be

Rs. 5,400 cmres during 1987-88.

Tim is about Rs. 1,800 crores more than

the current financial year, but almost the

same level as Ore import bill of three years

ago. Tire total import billfor 1984-85 teas

Rs.5345 crores.

According to the Petroleum Consena-

tion Research Association, the net import of

petroleum into India at the end of the

Sevetitb Plan would be around Rs. 6400
crores assuming a growth rate of 7 per

cent.)

The country plans to import 17 million

tonnes of crude and time million tonnes
'

ofpetroleum products In 1987-88. This Is

three million tonnes more than the total

import ofcrude andproducts expected in

the current financial year.

Wxe higher import ofcrudeandproducts
had been necessitated by the growing
demand ubiclj is expected to increase b}>

seven per cent.

The total consumption of petroleum
products in 1987-88 is expected to be 47
million tonnes, three million tonnes more
than tire ament year.

Among tire petroleum products, high
peed diesel oil (USD) and kerosene
accountedformore than50per centofthe
toted consumption ofpetroleum products
in the country.

Despite tire step hike in tire price of
petroleum products last year, mainly as a
revenue yielding meastttv, the overall
growth in consumption is estimated at
setett per cent. ,

Tlx average price of imported crude,
particularly ttpto December 1986, was
only $ 14.5 per barrel consequent on the

fall in the international prices. However,

New nuclear power units are fast coming
up. Two units of 235 MWe at Narora (U.P.) are
expected to be commissioned in 1988 and
1989 and wo more units , of .235 MWe at
Kakrapar (Gujarat) by the end of 1990 and
1991. Work has been initiated at a new site.

the averageprice ofimportedcrudeduring

1987-88 is expected to remain at f 18per

barrel.

India importedmorethan50per cetil of

.

its requirements of crude last year at (lx

then prevailing market prices. The country

saved nearly Rs. lfiOO crores in foreign

exchange on import of crude and pet-

roleum products in tlx ctirrent financial

year by taking advantage oftlx pricefall.
Meanwhile, the indigenous production

ofcrude in 1987-88 is expected to he only

a little over 30 million tonnes, almost tlx

same as 1986-87 when production was

30.34 million tonnes. In 1985-86 ft was.

30.168 million. 'According to official

sources nosignificant increase in domestic ,

.

oil production is envisaged in tlx near

future, despite the repeated claims of Oil
'

and Natural Gas Commission about neu<

oil and gas finds.

Natural gas would emerge as "a signifi-

cant" source of commercial energy in

India in the immediatefuture as domestic

oilproduction has reacheda plateau and
world oilprices, are set to rise by tlx endof
this decade, according to fix new chair-

man and managing director of the Gas

Authority'' of India Limited (GAIL), Mr.
_

Vineet Ntqyar.

Mr. Nayyarsaid India couldproduce 50
million cubic metres ofgasper day in the

eighth plan. Currently, 15 million cubic

metres ofgas isflared by' tlx Bombay High

and anotlxr 15 million . cubic metres

would be available once tlx H-B-Jpipeline

construction was over, lx said.

Besides, Assam and Tripura hold prom-. ;

ise ofgasproduction to an extent ofsix to

eight million cubic metres per day.

Kaiga in Karnataka and at Rawatbhata in

Rajasthan, as an expansion of the existing

Rajasthan Atomic Power Station.

Each of these projects' consists of two units

of 235 MWe and is expected to be commis-

sioned in 1994. Some more projects of 235
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MWe are visualized in the 1 5-year programme.
In parallel with this 235 MWe programme,
design work on 500 MWe units is in an
advanced stage and as per current plans, the

first two units of 500 MWe are expected to be
commissioned in 1995. This will be followed
by a series of additional 500 MWe units to

attain a capacity of 10,000 MWe by the turn of
the century.

This programme based on the natural

uranium fuelled Pressurized Heavy Water
Reactor (PHWR) units (with the sole exception

of Tarapur which has boiling water reactor

(BWR) units) constitutes the first phase of the

nuclear power programme in India.

The second phase of the programme will

utilize the plutonium recovered From the

spent fuel along with the unused U-238 from
the PHWRs to fuel fast breeder reactors to

generate electricity and more plutonium. As a

step towards realizing the second phase, a 15

MWe Fast Breeder Test Reactor was commis-

sioned in October 1985-

The third phase of the nuclear power
programme will employ die U-233-Thorium

cycle to utilize the country's abundant re-

sources of thorium to meet the country's

energy requirements in the fatter half of the

21st century.

The target for power generation during

1985-86 was fixed at 170 billion units. Of this,

110 billion units were to be generated by

thermal stations, four billion units by nuclear

power plants and 56 billion units by hydro

station's. The actual generation during 1985-86

was 170.037 billion units wirt 114' It? fryN.-c.

units being generate:! by terms! seniors
4.985 billion units by nucJesr rower piims
and 50.933 billion units by hycre stances.
The total length of transmission ires cf 65

kV and above stood a: 1.62 kskh km in March
1986. The highest transmission vo'mye in the
country at present is 4COkV and about 7800 go
km of400 kV fines have been constructed unto
March 3986.

Rural Electrification.- Out of a total of 5.76
lakh villages, 3.9 lakh villages have been
electrified by the end of 19SS.

Coal: In the year ending March 31,3 9S7 the
country achieved a record production of 165
million tonnes. Coal reserves of India as per
assessment made by the Geological Survey of
India upto 1986 are 1,59,299- 36 million ton-

nes, the largest deposit being in Bihar

(56,632.30 million tonnes), followed by Orissa

(34,463 01 million tonnes). West Bengal
(28,154.16 million tonnes) and Madhya
Pradesh (23,856.44 million tonnes).

Lignite: Lignite deposits occur in India

mostly at Neyveli in the South Arcot district of

Tamil Nadu (about 3300 million tonnes or

roughly 90% of the total lignite reserv es m the

country).

The lignite reserves at Neyveli are exploited

by the Neyveli lignite Corporation Lid. (NLC).

The NLC maintained its excellent production

peformance in 1985-86 by producing 7.287

million tonnes It produced 3938 million units

of power too

FOOD & AGRICULTU p
lisa

India’s agricultural growth from the days of

the begging bowl to the days of philanthropy

has been phenomenal. The Green Revolution

brought about by scientific methods of cultiva-

tion helped her not only' to brave the ravages

of flood and drought but also to offer food aid

to the less fortunate masses in Asia and Africa

The year 1985-86 turned out to be a bright

one for Indian agriculrure when the overall

production reached 150.5 million tonnes 5

million tonnes more than the previous year s

production. The two major cereals rice and

wheat, as also fibre crops established new

records in production.

The record foodgrain production of 152.4

million tonnes during 1983-84 was a sigrul

achievement for India, receiving nvrld-nide

acclaim What is particularly notable is tte

while the First Green Revolution of J967-6F

arose from introduction of new' high jield'T

varieties of Mexican wheat and dM-'f n
y

varieties evolved by the IntemXiorJ

Research institute, the spectacular

production during 1983-84 mu
to organized input managemf'y'.f-l*.

visional figure for 198-1-85 is
3*-’ '

t

The year 1983-84 cot)

the Second Green Retv " ’
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sive increase in production through expansion

in supplies of inputs and services to the

farmers, extension and better management. As

compared to the previous years, the increase

in 1983-84 in the distribution ofseed, fertiliser

and pesticides showed a marked increase. The
expansion in the provision of institutional

credit for agriculture was also encouraging.

The highly notable and encouraging feature

Operation
Flood III

WorldBank has approveda 300-million

dollar loanfor Operation Floodphase-ill.

The loan was an outcome of tlxjoint

World Bank—EEC appraisal mission that
.

had visited India in March and April,

1987.

The loan is preceded by an increase in

the rate ofinterest charged to cooperatives

by the Indian Dairy Corporation, as was
suggested by the World Bank team. It has
been raisedfrom 8.5 per cent to 10 per
cent.

The bank in a letter has observed that

Operation Flood Iras made excellent prog-
ress arid that the cooperative model has
beenfundamentally successful in benefit-
ting both consumers and producers.

, Operation Floodpbase-lll will involve a
otal investment of Rs. 68129 crore and
will be implemented during tlx Seventh
Plan.

Enrolment of more members in the
dairy cooperatives, setting up more, dairy
co-operatives, increasing milk processing
and marketing facilities and consolida-
tion of existing facilities are the basic
objectives of tins programme.

Operationflood was launclxd in 1970
fy the Indian Government with massive
assistancefrom the World Food Programs
in the drape ofskimmed milkponder and
butter oil. In itsfirstplxtse, theprogramme
received 126,006 tonnes ofskimmed milk
ponder and 42,000 tonnes of butter oil.

Operation Flood plxtse-l! was started in
October 1978andthe total investment uas
Rs. 485.58 crore.

of this second Green Revolution is that where-

as the first Green Revolution of 1967-68 was
confied mainly to a few progressive areas of

Punjab, Haryana and West U.P., die second
Green Revolution of 1983-84 has witnessed

tremendous progress in Eastern and Central

States including West Bengal, ' Bihar, Orissa,

Madhya Pradesh and U.P. where the growth
rates had been relatively slow'.

The overall groxvdi in agriultural produc-

tion had a very salutary effect on the economy.
Supplies of rice, wheat and other cereals have

been in abundance and the prices have been
ruling mostly at a lower level than last year.

Procurement of rice and wheat touched a new
peak and the stocks of foodgrains also reached

a record level.

'

Area, Production and Yield of Principal

Crops .

(Year relates to Crop Years (July-June)

Crops - .1950-51 1980-81 1985-86

Rice A 308.10 401.52 409.12

P 205.76 536.31 641.53

Y 668.00 1336.00 1568.00

Wheat A 97.46 222.79 230.74

P 64.62 363.15 468.85
: Y 663-00 1630.00 -2032.00

Jowar A 155.71 158.09 157.89

P 54.95 104.31 101.23

Y 353.00 660.00 641.00
B.ijra A .90.23 116.57 . 106.89

P 25.95 53.43 • 3683
Y 288.00 458.00 345.00

Maize A 31.59 60.05 58.79

P 17.29 •69.57. 68.90

Y
. 547.00 115900 1172.00

Cereals A 782.30 1042.10 1032.44

(Total)
. P 424.14 1189.62 1375.05'

Y 542.00 1142.00 .1332.00

Pulses A 190.91 224.57 238.18
(Total) P 84.11 • ‘106.27 129.64

Y 441.00 47300 544.00
Gram A 75.70 • 65-84 76.54

P • 36.51 - 43.28 56.83

Y 482.00 657.00 743-00

Foodgrains A • 973-21 1266.67 1270.62

(Total) P 508.25 • 129589 1504.69

Y 522.00 1023.00 1184.00

Groundnut A' • 44.94 68.01 . 73.11

P 34.81 50.05 •. 55.47
t • Y .775.00 736.00 759.00
Rapeseed A . 20.71 • .41.13 38.03
and . Mustard P 7.62 23.04 26.39

- Y 368.00 560.00 694.00
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Oilseeds A 107.27' 176.03 188.71

[Total (a)] P 51-58' 93-72 111.54

Y 481.00’ 532.00 591.00

’Sugarcane A 17.07 26.67 28.62

P 570.51 154Z48 1716.81

Y 33422.00 57844.00 59986.00
Cotton A 58.82 78.23 7581
(Lint2) P 30.44 70.10 86.12

Y 88.00 152.00 193-00

Jutej A 5.71 9.41 11.48

P 33.09 65.08 109.52

Y 1043 00 1245.00 1717.00

Mesta3 A Not 3-59 3.48

P Available 16.52 17.76

Y 828.00 919.00

1. Five Major Oilseeds. 2. Lakh bales of 170 kg
each. 3- Lakh bales of 180 kg each.

A-Area in lakh heactares; P-Production in lakh

tonnes; Y-Yield in kg per hectare.

A major weakness of Indian agriculture is

that more than 2/3rd of the cultivated area is

still dependent on rains. This dependence has,

however, come down to a large extent in

recent years following sustained efforts by

both the farmers and the government to adopt

appropriate strategies. Despite fluctuations,

the average food production over the entire

period of the Sixth Plan worked out to 138.20

million tonnes. This exceeded by more than 6

million tonnes the' peak production of 131-90

million tonnes achieved during the Fifth Plan

period.

Rainfall during the south-west monsoon ol

1986 was worse than in the previous years.

'Despite failure of monsoon during recent

years, it was possible to maintain higher levels

of production signifying the growing resili-

ence in agricultural sector. The strategy' for

increasing irrigation potential by two million

ha. per year along with greater use of high

yielding variety of -seeds and improving ferti-

liser efficiency is yielding results. According to

official indication, foodgrains production in

1986-87 is expected to be around 151 million

tonnes.

The target for foodgrains production by the

terminal year of the Seventh Plan. i.e. 1989-90

. has been fixed between 178 and 183 million

tonnes. Despite the vagaries of weather, the

government is optimistic of achieving the goal.

The major thrust programme will be better

water management. Simultaneously, efforts for

the spread of improved technology Including

. timely use of quality inputs will be pursued

India: Largest
Producer of

Sugar
Tbe sugar season 19S6-S7 ended ttitb

an all lime high production of 85 laid)

tonnes, against aprevious recordof8436
laid} tonnes reached in 1981-82. \Xi:b this

level of production the country' Ixtt

emerged as tlx larges
t
producer ofsugar

in tbe tvorld surpassing Brazil which

produces etround 80 lakh tonnes ofsugar

per annum.
Tbe sugar industry reported an extra

ordinarily goodperformance in 7986-87,

thanks to tbe revised sugar policy' which

protides incentives to both tlx sugarcane

farmers and sugezr manufacturers Tl<e

policy enabled tbe industry' to bring dorm

sugarcanepayment errrears to a minimum

of Rs. 16 crons. Besides, tlx industry has

been able to push up theproduction by as

much as 15 lakh tonnes hi a single year

from 70.03 lakb tonnes in 1955-86 to 85

lakh tonnes in 19S6-S7.

Despite tbe sizable htenase hi tlx pro

duction tbe country bos to import sugar

since tbe consumption has been increasing

at afaster rate. The Offtake ofsugarform

tbefactories totalled 7925 lakb tonnesfor

internal cpnsumption and 22,000 tonnes

for exports in 19S6B7, against 659-1IM
tonnes for interna! consumption and

33,000 tonnes for exports in 7955-86

In addition, tbe mot'cmcnt of imported

sugarfrom tbeports compults to997 lakb

tonnes out of uhich about 2.40 lakb

tonnes bate remained in stock uithlTJ at

different consuming centns upto the crvl

of September. 7l>c season end figure Of

motemcut of imported sugar totalled

16.79 lakb tonnes last season

The outlook for tl<e nex season ft oho

duction may not cored

founts tlK' sugarproduction
ft cxpxs

alxmt 80 IM> tonnes
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The Food Production Gap
Land productivity in world's 11 most populous countries, 1985.

Country Population

(million)

GNP .

(US $)

Grain Yield •

(tonnes per hectare)

Japan 122 10,630 5.8

United States 241 15,390 .
4.8

'

,

Chitia 1,050 310 39
Indonesia 168 540 3-7

Bangladesh 104 130 22
Mexico 82 2,040 2.1

Brazil 143 1,720 1.8

India 785 260 1.6

Pakistan 102 380 1.6

Soviet Union 280 n.a. 1.6

Nigeria 105 730 0.8

Average grainyields in tlx world's mostpopulous countries reflect differences in climate

andsoilfertility but alsoshow areas whereperformancegaps need to be closed. Although

the highestyields occur in affluent industrial nations, China and Indonesia demonstrate

tlxit low income neednot be associated with lowyields.
About a thirdofthe world’speople live infour countries whereproductitity exceeds 3-5
tonnesperIxctare against a world average of2.6 tonnes. Another third live in countries

whereproductility is less than 2 tonnes.

Fertiliser consumption has significantly

gone up from a level of 1.1 million tonnes in

1966-67 to 8.7 million tonnes in 1985-86.

During 1986-87, the consumption is expected
to be ofthe order of9.2 million tonnes. By the

'-.year 1989-90, a consumption targetof 13.5-14.0

illion tonnes is envisaged.

The retail prices of both imported and
indigenous fertilisers remained statutorily

controlled under the provisions of the Fertilis-

er Control Order issued under the Essential
Commodifies Act, 1955. The prices, however,
were revised upward to reduce the burden of
subsidy.

In order to ensure availability of good
quality seeds, the government set up two
national level organizations viz. National Seeds
Corporation and State Farms Corporation of
India. State Seed Corporations were also set
up in nine states. Distribution of certified
quality seeds recorded a phenomenal increase
from 14 lakh quintals in 1979-80 to 55.83 lakh
quintals during 1986-87. The target for 1987-88
has been fixed at 73.00 lakh quintals.

In order to ensure remunerative prices to
growers and reasonable prices to consumers,

the government announces, each season, pro-

curement/support prices for major agricultu-

ral commodities and organizes purchase op-

eration through public agencies. There prices

are decided on the
1

basis of the recommenda-
tions made by the Commission for Agricultural

Costs and Prices (CACP) and in consultation

with the state governments, the concerned
central Ministries' and the Planning Commis-
sion. - •

.

The development of horticulture also is

given greater attention. During 1984-85,. the

production offruits was estimated at 235 lakh

tonnes. The target in the Seventh Plan is fixed

at 280 lakh tonnes. During 1984-85 the pro-

duction of vegetables in the country was

estimated at 340 lakh tonnes. For the terminal

year of the Seventh Plan i.e. 1989-90 the target

is fixed at 400 lakh tonnes. The production of

potatoes has been estimated at 125-7 lakh

tonnes during 1984-85. The target of 160 lakh

tonnes is set for die Seventh Plan.
:

Coconut production was estimated at'6620

million nuts during 1985-86. It' is targetted to

produce 8000. million nuts at the end of the

Seventh Plan. In India, Kerala and Andaman &
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The government on August

20, 1986 announced in the

two houses of Parliament a

revised 20-point programme
with a major thrust on poverty

alleviation programmes so
that they reach all the poor in

every village.

“The war on poverty is our
first priority. In the past five

years, more than, ten crores

have been raised above the

poverty line. Our goal is to

remove poverty and create

fuller employment" the prog-

ramme document said.

‘The 20-point programme
is the cutting edge of the plan

for the poor”, it pointed out,

and said the programme had
been restructured in the light

of “our achievements and ex-

perience and the objectives in

the Seventh Plan". The res-

tructured programme renews

New 20-Point
Programme

the commitment to eradicat-

ing poverty, raising productiv-

ity, reducing income inequali-

ties, removing social and eco-

nomic disparities and impro-

ving the quality of life.

The revised programme
also lays emphasis on the

creation of a responsive admi-

nistration envisaging simpli-

fication of procedures and

The Programme

promptly attending to public
grievances, providing new
opportunities to youth, involv-

ing them in massive national

development projects and
special programme for rural

labour.

The programme proposes
' to involve youth in the clean-

j

ing Ganga and conservation

and enrichment of environ-

ment projects. Services of

educated youth will also be
utilised for imparting mass
education.

Though the main thrust of
the new programme is on
alleviation of poverty, stress is

laid on two-child norm and
providing equality for women.
The 6ther thrust area under

the programme is on the

rigorous enforcement of land

reforms and new strategy for

forestry.

1. Attack on ruralpoverty. 2. Strategyfor
rainfed agriculture. 3 Better use of irriga-

tion water. 4- Bigger barrels. 5. Enforce-

ment ofland reformsc 6. Specialprogram-

me for rural labour. 7. Clean drinking

water. 8. Healthfor all. 9. Two-child norm-

10. Expansion of education. 11. Justice to

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. 12.

Equalityfor ivomen, 13- New opportunities

foryouth'. 14. Housingfor tire people. 15-

Improvement of slums. 16. New strateg

y

forforestry. 17. Protection of the environ-

ment. 18. Concern for the consumer. 19.

Energy for the village. 20. A responsive

administration.

The first 20-Point Programme

announced on July 7, 1985 wus revised

seven years later on January 14, 1982.

Both tire programmes were formulated

with a vietv to ameliorate tire living condi-

tion of tire rural poor.

Punjal), Rajasthan and U.P. top among

tire 22 slates in tire implementation of the

20-pointprogramme during 1985-86. The

ranking ofstates is done by a monitoring

team specially appointed by the govern-

ment to seehowfar tire 20-pointprogram-

me has been implemented by tire states.

Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Haryana, Mahar-

ashtra, H.P. and Sikkim are the next six

states ubicb hate made significantprogress

towards this goal.

Tire relative position of tire 22 states in

terms of tireir ranks are: Punjab (1),

Rajasthan CD, Uttar Pradesh (1), Tamil

Nadu (4), Gujarat (5), Haryana (5),

Malrarashtra (5), Himadral Pradesh (8),

Sikkim (8), Andlrra Pradesh (10), Tripura

(10), Karnataka (12), Madhya Pradesh

(12), Manipur(14), Orissa (14), Bilrard6),

Meghalaya (17), West Bengal (18), Kerala

(19), Nagaland (20), Jammu & KasSrmir

(21) and Assam (22).
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World Cereal
World cerealproduction mayfall by 17

million tonnes during 1986 according to

tbe latest FAO forecast made in October,

1986. Compared with 1985, ubile wheat

andrice output is expected to increase by3
and 9 million tonnes respectively, it is the

coarse grains which slxnv a majorfall of

29 million tonnes in the current year.

Despite the fall in total cereal produc-

tion, world carry over stocks ofcereals are

likely to increase by 37. million tonnes

readring the level of431 million tonnes in

1987 as against 394 million tonnes in

1986.

Ending stocks in wheat and coarse

grains are likely to go up by 4 and.35
million tonnes respectively while there will

be a shortfall of 2 million tonnes in rice.
'

The total cereal trade is estimated to be

higher during 1986-87. Tbe FAOforecast

shows tlrat imports of wlreat and coarse

grams unit increase by 3 and 5 million

tonnes respectively ubile the trade in rice

many remain more or less at the 1985-86
level. Both the developing and developed

countries are estimated to increase their

,

imports by 2 and 6 million tonnes in

1986-87 compared with 1985-86.

Output Falls
World Cereals

1985 1986 1987

(Million tonnes)

Production
Wheat 510 513 —
Coarse grains 861 832 —
Rice (paddy) 466 475

Total 1837 1820 —

Stocks
Wheat ••—:

•' 150 154

Coarse grains — 193 228

Rice (milled)
.

— 51 49

Total — '
394

'

431-

World imports
' - '

Wheat — 86.0 89.0

Coarse grains
—

'

84.8 90.0

Rice — 11.8 11.8

. Total — 182.6 190.8

Source: FAO

\ Nicobar .Islands- provide agro-dimatic condi-
tions suitable for oil palm cultivation. In

erala this has been taken up by Oil Palm
ndia Ltd. which is a joint venture of the
Central and State governments. In Andaman &
Nicobar Islands, an area of about 1493 Ka has
been planted by the Andaman & Nicobar
Islands Plantation and Forest Development
Corporation. ’

•
.

Some of the important achievements of the
Animal Husbandry sector during 1985-86: Milk
production is expected to reach a'level of 44.0
million tonne despite severe drought in many
of the major, milk produdng state. Egg
production reached a level of 15.9 billion eggs
against a target of 15.5 billion eggs. Brroiler
production is expected to cross 80 million
birds 3s against .70 million birds during the
previous year.

The Integrated Dairy Development Project

commonly known as Operation Flood mad

considerable progress , during -1985-86. E

September, 1986, a .total number of 4575

Dairy Cooperative Societies were organize

serving 47.49 lakh farm members. The emer]

ence of a National Milk Grid helps to ofls

regional and seasonal imbalances in mil

collection and distribution." Mother Dair

Delhi and Metro dairies of Bombay, Calcut

and Madras had a combined total throughpi

. of over 30 lakh litres of milk per day durir

1985-86. -

-The production of marine and inlandfi
' in the country increased by about four tin*

during the last 35 years. It increased from 7.5

lakh tonnes in 1950-51 to 28.76 lakh tonnes i

1985-86. The value of exports - of manr

products from the country increased by K
.times during the last 25 years. The exports <

15,732 tonnes valued at Rs.392 crores i
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1960-61 increased to 83,651 tonnes valued at

Rs. 398 crores in 1960-61 and to 83651 tonnes
valued at Rs. 398 crores in 1985-86.

India is known as the home of spcies. Out of
the seventy spices listed by the International

Organization for Standards, almost all of them
are grown in India. The annual production of
all the spices put together comes to 1 .5 million

tonnes. Though fairly large quantities are

exported, bulk of the production is consumed
within the country. The share of Indian

exports in the world trade of 'spices is about
25%.

Pepper.- Among the Indian spices, pepper is

the most important. It is native to the Western
Ghats of India. Though the country' had a

monopoly for pepper production earlier it

now accounts for- only 20% of the world
output. Pepper is grown in an area of 1,10,640

hectares in the southern part of the country

producing 27,410 tonnes annually. The
world's first and only hybrid variety, ‘Panniyur-
1’ was evolved at the Pepper Research Station,

Panniyur in Kerala State. Pepper is a small

farmer's crop and generally grown as a mixed
crop in the homestead gardens. The commer-
cial grade, Malabar Garbled Extra Bold, fetches

the highest price in the international market.

Cardamom: Cardamom, the Queen of

Spices, is the next most valuable spice. The
crop is indigenous to South India. India is the

largest producer with 4,400 tonnes. West Asian

countries are the major markets for Indian

Cardamom; “Alleppey Green” is the most

sought after cardamom in the world.

Ginger, Turmeric, Chillies: India is the

largest producer ofginger and turmeric in the

world accounting for 60% and 90% the total

output respectively. The annual production of

ginger is,around 80,000 tonnes and turmeric

1,99,000 tonnes. “Cochin ginger" and "Aiiep-

37% Under
Poverty Line

A total of271 million people, constitut-

ing 37.4 per cetti of tlx population, liiv

below the poverty line, according to tlx

1984 estimate, Minister of State for Plan-

ning Sukb Pam told tlx Lolt Sabfxt on
November 11, 1987.

With 53.06 million, Uttar Pradesh tops

in the number ofpeople below tlxpoivrty

line.

Tlxtse wlx> hate an income of Rs, 3500
per annum arc considered below poverty

line.

The Set'em!} Plan aims to bring domt tlx

percentage to 25-8 fry 1990.

Meanwhile tlx number of income-tax

payers in tlx country has gone up to 626
million in 1987from 4.93 million in 1985

and5-48 million in 1986, Minister ofState

for Finance B K Gadlni informed tlx

Rajya Sabba.

He said Ox Government was taking

various steps to bring into tlx income-tax

net morepersons engaged in petty business

but having sttbstantial income.

pey turmeric" get premium price in the

international markets. India is also the world s

largest producer of chillies (Capsicums). The-

varieties commercially grown arc of medium

pungenev. Export of chilli is negligible and

more than 95% ofthe production is consumed

locally. There is vast scope for growing the

mildest paprikas to the most pungent chillies.

THE PLANTATIONS
Plantation sector contributes substantially to

the foreign exchange eamings of the country'.

The principal, items of export are tea, coffee,

tobacco, cashew and spices.

India continues to be the world’s largest

producer, consumer and exporter of black

tea. Compared to 1985., 1986 has not been a

very good year in terms of production. During

January—Eiecember, 1986 production of tea is

mated to be of the order of 618 m kgs, as

inst-657 m kgs during die corresponding

ndia 'continues to lx? the oniv pnxluccr

:ch manufactures!both CTC anc or££
PC is estimated to ix -

SSf?* •-hodo^ais
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180 m kgs, most of which is exported.

About 98% of the Indian tea production'

comes from Assam, West Bengal, Kerala and

Tamil Nadu, Area planted (1985)^3,99,929 ha.

Indian tea is exported to a avery large

number of countries. In terms of volume and

value the large buyers are USSR, UK, Arab

Republic of Egypt, Iran and Iraq.

The table below gives figures of exports of

tea from India for the last three years:

Total Tea

Year Qty

m kgs

Value

Rs. in

crores

U/Price

Rs/kg

83-84 202.3 557.55 27.56

84-85 217.40 771.39 35.48

85-86 222.92 674.24 30.25

86-87 161.85 491.03 30.34

(April-December provisional) •

The Tea Board has been set up under the

Tea Act,; 1953- The Board promotes the de-

velopment of tea industry.

Coffee cultivation is mainly confined to the

three southern states of Karnataka, Kerala and
Tamil Nadu. The area has increased from
156,000 hectares in 1974-75 to 234,531 hec-

tares in 1984-85. Non-traditional coffee grow-
ing states are Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and all

., the States on North Eastern region. About

\ 97.8% of coffee holdings are of less than 10
- • Area planted (86-87): 2,40,596 ha.

India accounts for about 1.7% of the coffee

produced in the world and about 1.25% of
exports. Total production in 1986-87 is ex-
peirted to be 160,000 tonnes. During 1986-87
about 56.000 tonnes is expected to be con-
sumed domestically and exports may exceed
the target level of Rs.300 crores in value.
Instant coffee exports are of the order of about
800 tonnes.

The export of coffee during 1985-86 was
99300 tonnes valued at Rs.274.98 crores
as compared with 67,800 tonnes valued at

Rs.204.97 crores during 1984-85. The pro-
visional data for the first nine months of
1986-87 place exports at 67,700 thousand
tonnes valued at Rs.293.66 crores.

Tire Coffee Board consists of a Chairman
and 32 other members representing the diffe-

rent .interests.

Year Production
j

(Qty. in tonnes)

1981-82 149,490

1982-83 129,514

1983-84 104325
1984-85 196,213.

1985-86 121,000 (P)

1986-87 160,000 (E)

P=Provisional .

E=Estimated for the period of April—Dec.

1986.

Rubber is mainly grown in the southern

states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.

The total area under rubber cultivation in

India,at the end of 1985-86 was' 370000, (E)

hectares. Rubber plantations are predomin-

ated by small holders numbering 300,000 and

they share about77% of total rubber area. The

average yield per hectare of rubber plantation

is currently around 860 kgs as against 771 kgs

in 1979-80. Area planted (86-87): 3,84,000 ha.

The figures for production/consumption of

natural rubber since 1981-82 are as under:

Year Production

(Tonnes)

Consumption
(Tonnes)

81-82 152,870 188,420

82-83 365.850 . 195.545

83-84 .175,280 209,480

84-85 187,000 220,000

85-86 200,465 235,440

86-87 220,000 (E)' • 255,000 (E)

(E) Estimated

Since'1978, India has become a net impor-

ter of rubber since consumption has been

increasing rapidly. The value of imports is

indicated below: .

Year Import (Tonnes)

1981-82 42,750
1982-83

. 31,659
1983-84 ' 32,175
1984-85 32,408
1985-86 38,538
1986-87 40,000

(Imports are effected through State Tradiny

Corporation of India lid.)
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Small Cardamom (Elerteria Cardamom)
occupies an important position among the

foreign exchange earning commodities. Pre-

sently production of this commodity is mainly
confined to the three States of Kerala, Karnata-

ka and Tamil Nadu. It is estimated that an area

of 100,000 hectares (as on 31, March 1985) is

under cardamom cultivation in the country.

The production during 1985-86 was 4700
tonnes.

The Cardamom Board constituted under the

Cardamom Act, 1965 looks after the Carda-

mom Industry in all its sectors, viz, produc-

tion, marketing, exports, research etc.

Year Prod-

uction

(tonnes)

Export

(Qty)

Export

(Value)

81-82 4100 2325 30.20
82-83 2800 1021 16.23

83-84 1600 258 5.44

84-85 - 3900 2383 64.81

85-86 4700 3272 58.46

86-87 3750 898 12.04

(Apr-Dee Estimated)

The flue crued Virginia tobacco which is

the major export type of tobacco, constitutes

30-35 per cent of total tobacco production in

the country. The main producing states are

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and to a small

extent, Maharashtra. During 1985-86 season,

51,802 growers have been registered for an
area of 1,16302 hectares to grow FCV tobacco.
A quantity of 98.14 million kgs, the shortfall

being primarily on account of incidence of
.wild fly and unfavourable weather condition
during the crop growth period in Andhra
Pradesh.

During the current season 11,734 growers
have been registered covering an area of

16,518 hectares in Karnataka resulting in a

production of 16.22 'million kgs. In Andhra
Pradesh 38380 growers have been registered
covering an area of 86,180 hectares and

plantations are still under progress.
While India is the third largest producer of

unmanufactured tobacco in the world, it ranks
5th as an exporter in the world market. Our
exports of unmanufactured tobacco, however,
have been declining over the years on account
of stiff competition faced in the international

market It is estimated that exports ofunmanu-
factured tobacco during 1985-86 was 64,430
MTs valued at Rs. 139.98 crores and that of
tobacco products was 10,508 MTs valued at

Rs.21.30 crores. Exports during the current

year are likely to exceed this performance.

The development of Virginia tobacco is

looked after by the Tobacco Board, est-

ablished by an Act of Parliament 1975-

The exports of cashew kernels during the

period April-Dee. 1986 were 31,900 MTs
valued at Rs.247 crores as against 31,929 MTs
valued at Rs.191.06 crores during the corres-

ponding period in 1985- The unit value of

exports has increased from approximately

Rs.58,000 per MT during 1985 to Rs.77,000 per

MT during the current year. The exports of

cashew kernels showed improved perform-

ance in respect of Australia, FRG, Hong Kong,

Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore

and UAE. The USA continued to remain our

major market.

Theexport ofspices excluding small carda-

mom during April-December 1986 was

55,604 MTs valued at Rs.162.17 crores as

compared to exports of 37,884 MTs valued at

Rs.99.21 crores for the corresponding period

last year. While pepperwas the main contribu-

tor the export of chillies, ginger and curry

powder declined both in terms of quantity and

earnings. The Spices Export Promotion Coun-

cil continued its activities in the field ofexport

promotion, participation in exhibitions

abroad, publicity and propaganda.

The SDices Board came into existence on

26th February 1986. T,e Cardamom Board

and the Spices Export Promotion Counci

were submerged in the Basra.

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH POOR
— - - 1

"
" mini tnHil.SE

Industrial production recorded a growth
rate of 7.7 per cent during the first 10 months
of 1986-87, according to the industry ministry’.

During 1985-86, however, the growth rate

was 8.7 per cent. The last three years have

lnd"™'
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Indian Companies Slip

India's five public sector units have

retained their places among the 500 largest

industrial corporations ouside the US as

compiled by the Fortune magazine of the

US for 1986. However, each of them has

slipped from the rank it had occupied in

1985.

Indian Oil has retained its first place

among the five units, though among the

500, it is ranked 53 in 1986 in terms ofsales

at $8.07 billion against 51 in 1985, Indian

Oil, chalked up a net income of $105.8

million (rank 148) and had assets $2.9 -

billion (rank 195).

Oil and Natural Gas Commission has

been ranked at 160 among the 500 with

sales of $3.45 billion in 1986 against 153 in

1985. Its net income has been at $1.06

billion (rank 9) and assets $8.13 billion

(rank 64).

'Steel Authority of India has gone down
to 182 .with sales of $2.94 billion in 1986
against 179 in 1985. SAIL Iras net income of
$130 million (rank 117) and assets of $6.8

billion (rank 80).

Coal India has slipped from the rank of
242 in 1985 to 260 in 1986 with sales of
$2.17 billion —a loss of $330 million (rank
491 ) and assets of $4.6 billion (rank 126).

Bharat Heaty Electricals, the last of the
five Indian companies among the 500, has
been ranked at 419 with sales of $1.29
billion in 1986 against 413 in 1985. BHEL
had a net income of $69 million (rank 207)
and assets of $2.24 billion (rank 261).

Titus, Coal India, is the only one of the
Indian units among the 500 to have re-
corded losses in 1986 as well as in 1985
and among the toss-makers it occupies tire
tenth rank in 1986.

Thus, India has only five companies in
the top 500 largest industrial corporations
ouside the US, whileJapan has as many as

152, followed by Britain with 72, West
Germany with 53, France 41, Canada 31,

Sweden 22, Switzerland 16,. South Korea

11, Australia and Finland 10 each, Italy 9,

South Africa and Spain seven each and
Brazil 6. India and Belgium are on par with

5 each, followed by Norway, Taiwan, Tur-

key, Mexico and Denmark with 3 each,

Austria, the Netherlands, Britain, Israel and
Venezuela 2 each and Argentina, Chile,

Columbia, Ireland, Luxembourg, Nether-

lands Antilles, New Zealand, Panama, Por-

tugal and Zambia 1 each.

Fortune has also ranked the 100 largest

banks outside the US and only one bank
from India, State. Bank of India, figures

among them occupying the rank of 72 in

terms of assets in 1986 against 65 in 1985-

SBIhas assets of $38,007 billion, deposits .

of $26.16 billion (rank 79) and net income
of $33.7 million. SBI does not .figure in

either of the categories like "Return on
stockholders’ equity" or “Change in Profits:

The Ten Biggest Increases or The Ten
Biggest Decreases.” However, in the categ-

ory, “Assets per Employee," SBI figures in

the sub-category, "The. Five Lowest," and
that, too, as the last among the five with

assets of $135,730 per employee against
'

the median of $3.36 million for the 100

banks.

It is interesting to compare Indian Oil,

the country’s largest corporation and tank-

ed 53 among the 500 largest industrial

corporations outside the US in terms of

sales with the 50 largest industrial corpora-

tions in the world.
The last of the 50 world's largest cor-

.

potations, Thyssen, the steel company
from West Germany, had a sales of $13-8

billion in 1986 against Indian Oil’s sales of

$8.07 billion in 1986. The world’s largest'

»

corporation is General Motors of the US
with sales of $102.8 billion in 1986.

'

ment, according for a weight of 28.8 per cent
in the general index, have recorded a growth
of 7.5 per cent during 1986-87 as compared to
the previous year.

The automobile industry showed a suhstan-
tial growth during 1986-87. During February

April 1986-87, while scooter .production reg

istered a growth of 34.6 per cent, that of tnctot

cycles recorded a growth rate of 16.4 percent.

Production of cars and jeeps also witnessed 2

growth of 203
.
per cent and 9 per cert

respectively. -
. ,

•
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Hie cement industry achieved the produc-

tion target of 36.50 million tonnes.

The new investment proposals from MRTP
companies for industries exempted from the

provision ofSection 22A ofthe MRTP Actwere
117, with investment of Rs. 4132 crores in 1986
as against 110 with an investment of Rs. 2889
crores during 1985-

The total number of registrations by the
secretariat of industrial approvals went up
from 1167 in 1985 to 2387 in 1986, showing an
increase of about 104 per cent During Janu-
ary-April 1987, the number of units registered

was 706 as against 465 during January-April

1986.

About 131 units took advantage of the

broad-banding scheme during 1986, com-
pared with 52 industrial undertaking during
1985. As many as 133 re-endorsements were
made during 1986 under the scheme of

re-endorsement of capacity as against 86 in

1985.

The public sector enterprises earned a
record post-tax profit of Rs. 2000 crores in

1986-87 against Rs. 1200 crores earned during
1985-86. The public sector enterprises under
the control of the industry ministry also

registered a growth of 20 per cent in terms of
value of production during April-Mardi 1986-

87.

The small-scale sector also witnessed a
higher growth performance during 1985-86.

Production of small-scale units is estimated to

have shown a growth of 13 per cent in real

terms over 1984-85-

.
The level of employment in this sector also

went up from 90 lakhs in 1984-85 to 96 lakhs

in 1985-86, registering a growth of 6.7.per
cent During 1986-87, employment by the

small-scale sector is expected to reach 100
lakhs.

- The overall production of khadi and village

industries for 1985-86 is estimated at Rs.

1124.04 crores compared to Rs. 964.68 crores
during 1964-85, registering a growth of 16.5

per cent
At the same time in all, 1,28,687 small-scale

units with an outstanding bank credit totalling

Rs. 1484.22 crore have' been identified as side.

Minister of State for FinanceJanardhana Pooj-

ary told the Lok Sabha in August 1967.

There were 18,12,580 borrowing units in

the small-scale industries seaor enjoying a
total bank credit amounting to Rs. 8321.04

crore at the end of June 1986.

During 1986-87 Rs. 85.46 crore was dis-

bursed to 2.67 lakh beneficiaries by banks in

various States.

Third Giant
India is not doing so bad, after all, on the

industrial scene. In a list prepared by
“SOUTH” the Third World magazine, of tlie

600 largest companies in die Third World,

India has the third position with 81 com-
panies. South Korea and Brazil with 93 and

83 companies respectively come first and
second. China has 11 companies, Pakistan

9 and Bangladesh 2.

The number ofcountries represented in

the list is 48. The top ten countries and the

number erf" companies in them are as'

under:

South Korea ' 93
Brazil 83

India 81

Mexico 34

Argentina 30

Malaysia 23

Saudi Arabia 20

Singapore 18

Taiwan 17

HongKong
over the

17

In terms of turn

countries are:

top ten

Rank Company Country Turn over

Cm US t)

1 RetroleOs Mcxj-

canos-Femex Mexico 20373

2 CMC
3 Kuwait Petro-

China 20.853

leum Corpn. Kuwait 14300

4 Petroleos de Vene-
Venezuela zuela 12,723

5 Petramina

6 Nigerian Nat-

Indonesia 12300

ional Petro-

leum Corp. Nigeria 11300
7 Sinochem China 10300
8 Petrobras

9 Brega Oil

Brazil
, 9393

Marketing Libya 8,450

10 Indian Oil

Corporation

lid. India 8.423

The 600thb Hannan Chemicals ofSouth Korea
(turn over US $122 million).
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It is becoming increasing clear, that the

growth target of 8.3 per cent set for the

Seventh Plan will be missed for the third year

in succession.

It is evident that all is not well with the

Indian industries. While the performance of

India's private industrial sector has been

exemplary, the vast array of public sector

enterprises have been grossing up losses of

billions of rupees over the years. Of late, the

ideological dogmatism seems to have given

way to pragmatism. It is too early to judge the

outcome.

In the first flush of independence, India

opted for a mixed economy. The industrial

policy announced on 6th April 1948 envisaged

an economy where public and private enter-

prises cooperated. The public sector reserved

to itself monopoly rights in certain depart-

ments of industry like arms, atomic power,
railway, transport, etc. Other'fields were left

open for the private sector.

The Industries (Development and Regula-
tion) Act, 1951 made it obligatory for all new
and existing industries and any substantial

expansion and manufacture of new products
by existing concerns to be licensed under the
Act

Industries (Development and Regulation)

Tata's Tops
In Profits

The assets ofthefirst20 large industrial
houses increased by 29.5per cent in 1985,
Minister ofStaleforIndustry M. Arunacha-
lam informed the Lok Sabha onNovember
U, 1987.

This increase was due to expansion,
diversification, establishment of new
undertakings, modernisation and amal-
gamation.

The Birla group has the most assets,
worth Rs. 4111.85 crore, followed by the-
Tata group with Rs. 3698.84 crore and
Thapar tvitlj Rs. 1067.86 crore.

Among these houses, the Tatas topped in
malting profifs achieving Rs.251 crore
before tax. They were followed by Birlas
(Rs. 154 crores) and Reliance (Rs. 71.62
crores).

Amendment Act, 1984. The industries De-

velopment and Regulation) Act, 1951 has been

amended to confer specific powers on the

Central Government to define "Small Scale

Undertakings" and “Small Scale Ancillary

Undertakings” and on the advice of a high

level committee, to reserve specific items for

exclusive production in such undertakings.

In 1956 when the Congress Party decided to

establish • a socialistic pattern of society in

India, the 1948 resolution was revised and a

new policy was announced on April 30, 1956.

Under this policy, industries were divided into

two groups - Schedule A and Schedule B. The

industries in Schedule A would be entirely

state-owned; those in Schedule B would prog-

ressively becone state-owned. Non-scheduled

industries were left to the Private Sector, but

public enterprises .were free to- enter this

sector, ifand when the Government so chose.

In 1970 the whole gamut ofindustrial policy

was overhauled. The licensing policy was

drastically revised in July 1970. The object of

the revision was to give effect to the recom-

mendations of the Industrial Licensing Policy

Inquiry Committee (The Dutt Committee) and

the Monopolies Inquiry Commissiion. The

new licensing policy' sought “to assign definite

roles and areas of operation ' to different

categories of entrepreneurs.”
'

Industrial production was divided into the

core sector (basic and strategic industries), the

'

middle sector and delicensed sector. The

middle sector was divided into two categories,

the heavy investment sector (with a capital of 5

crore or more) and the light investmentsector

(capital between one crore and 5 crore). All

industries requiring less than one crore invest-

ment were classified as delicensed.

The revised policy also' introduced the

concept of a joint sector • in industry in

accordance with the recommendations of the

Dutt Committee:
' '

•

The Monopolies '& Restrictive Trade Prac-

tices Act, 1969 was brought Into force inJune,

1970. The Act placed a number of restririions

on big units with a total capital of 20 crore or

over, in regard to appointments of directors,'

expansion of business and amalgamations of

mergers. : ,
The Industrial Policy of the Janata govern-

ment was to be based on the agricultural

economy. “The prosperityand the distribution

of income arising from a broad-based growth
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The Hundred Giants

In India there are 100 giant companies in the . 45. Tata Oil Mills 170.93
private sector doing more than 100-crores’ busi- 46. Ceat Tyres 160.82

i : ness in an accounting year. 47. MRF 160.79
Their ranking according to the net-sales in 48. J.K. Industries 157.20

1985-86 is as follows:- 49. Andhra Valley Power 156.29
* 50. Voltas 151.98

Name ofthe company Net Sales
51. Ahmedabad Electricity

52. EI.D. Party

150.97

150.88
(Rs. in crores)

53. Mangalore Chemicals 149.90

54. Modi Ind. 148.74

1. Tata Iron & Steel 1147.66 55. Shaw Wallace 148.13

2. Tata Engineering 868.07 56. Coromandel Fertilizers 143.01

3. Reliance Ind. 711.35 57. Mafatlal Fine 142.68

4. Hindustan Lever 613.50 58. Kesoramlnd. 14230
5. Associated Cement 59. Glindia 142.02

Companies 550.88 60. ZuariAgro 141.44

6. Delhi Cloth Mills 528.91 61. Standatb Mills 140.06

7. larstn & Toubro 433.22 62. Hindustan Ciba-Geigy 13985
8. Southern Petrochemicals 432.62 63- Siemens India 137.94

9. Mahindra & Mahindra 405.41 64. Tata Tea 137.11

10. Grasimlnd. 401.61 65. Food Specialities 136.62

11. IEL 383.60 66. Tata Chemicals 136.57

12. Escorts 331-26 67. Indian Rayon 13588

13- Brooke Bond 329.95 68. Orient Paper 134.72

14. J.K. Synthetics 325.13 69. Bombay Dyeing 13397

15. Gujarat State Fertilizers 316.65 70. Hoechst India 13357

16. AshokLeyland 299.81 71. Kirloskar Cimmins 13330

17. Calcutta Electric 295-78 72. Motorlndustries 13307

18. Century Spg 29305 73. Raymond Woollen 132.88

19. Modi Rubber 280.68 74. Metal Box 130.62

20. Upton India 277.93 75- ShreeDigvijay Cement 129.69

21. Dunlop India 270.00 76. Scindia Steam 126.90

22. Hindustan Motors 262.12 77. Greaves Cotton 12624

23. Tata Power 259.57 78. Ferro Alloy Corporation 124.45

24. ITC 245.44. 79. Zenith Steel Pipe 12027

25. Peico Electronics 240.05 80. Mukand Iron & Steel 11E46

26. Blrlajute 239.52 81. Best & Crompton 11838

27. Ballarpur Ind. . 234.43 82. GoodYear 117.25

28. Hindustan Aluminium 23232 83. Asian Paints 116.95

29. Gujarat Narmada 84. Khatau Makanji 114.42

, Valley Fertilizer 23037 85. Straw Products 11222

30. BajajAu'to 226.28 86. 'Amrit Banaspati . 110.98

31. National Organic Chemical 21940 87, Colgate Palmolive 110.69

32. Bombay Suburban 21562 88. Tube Investments 110.05

33. Union Carbide 198.83 89. Inducement 109.09

34. Bata India .
196.76 90. Jiyajeerao Cotton 107.59

. 35. Indian Aluminium . 190.86 91. Binrry 10726

36. Ambalal Sarabhai 18937 92. Bajaj Tempo 10525

37. Guest Keen Williams 187.75 93. Tata Hydro Electric 10509

38. Crompton Greaves 182.41 94. Jagatjit Cotton 101 71

39. Britannia Ind. 182.40 95. Indian Organics 10137

40. Nirlon Synthetics 181.42 96. KCP 10037

41. Orka>' Silk Mills 180.11 97. Special Steel 100.21

42. Premier Automobile 175.84 98. Mafatlal Ind. 10017

43. Rallis India . 175.26 99. Indian Dyestuff 99.84

44. Madura Coats 175.15 100. Indian Oxygen 98 55
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of agriculture and related activities in the

countryside have to provide the basic demand
for a wide range of industries producing

articles of consumption.

1984-85 saw a number of steps by Govern-

ment to liberalize industrial policy and stream-

line investment procedures. Within the overall

framework of the Industrial Policy Resolution

of 1956, a growth-oriented approach con-

tinued to be the basic thrust of the industrial

policy.

All these measures were turned towards the

removal of constraints on production and
enhancing the level of capacity utilization, as

well as raising productivity and imparting

maximum speed to the process of growth in

the industrial economy.
Industries (Development and Regulation)

Act, 1951 continues to provide the necessary’

regulatory framework to ensure healthy and
accelerated growth of the various constituents

of the industrial sector. With a view to

removing certain doubts the power of the
Central Government to reserve specific items

for exclusive manufacture’ by small St

industries, the Act has been amended
empower the Central Government to resei

on die advice of an Advisory Committee, ite

for small scale sector.

With a view to providing flexibility to

manufacturers to adjust their product-i

according to the market demand and wit!

view to encouraging larger volume of prod

tion so as to secure the benefits of econom

of scale, broad categorization of all types

two-wheelers and four-wheeled vehicles

well as paper and paper board has b<

brought about.

In order to ensure more expeditious t

posal of licensing applications from MI

companies, it was decided to consider si

applications simultaneously und<?r the ind

tries (Development and Regulation) Act

:

the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practi

Act. The objective stands further facilitated

combining the Department ofCompany Aff;

with the Ministry of Industry.

Trade Gap Shrinks
With a significant spurt in exports that

far outpaced the rate of growth in imports,
India's foreign trade deficit declined by Rs.

438 crores to Rs. 7513 crores during
1986-87 from Rs. 7951 crores in 1985-86.
According to the provisional figures, the

aggregate value of exports recorded an
increase of 20.4 percent to Rs.12,550 crores
during 1986-87. This surge in exports is in
contrast to a decline of 7.8 per cent during

1985-

86. The total value of imports during
the year ending March 1987 was Rs. 20,063
crores as against Rs. 18,371 crores in the
preceding years implying a growth rate of
9-2 percent.

In feet, during the first 10 months of the
fiscal year 1986-87, while the exports
performance was extremely’ encouraging,
the rate of increase in imports amounted'
to just 1.5 per cent. However, during the
remaining two months of the vear, there
was a noticeable spun in imports, leading
to a rise of 9.2 per cent in the overall value
of imports during 1986-87.

In regard to the expon growth during

1986-

87, one point is worth noting. The
20.4 per cent increase in exports is in the

context of an absolute decline in exports

during 1985-86. If allowance is made for

this, the export growth rate during the year

ending March 1987 would be much less

than 20.4 percent. In fact, compared to the

value of exports during 1984-85, exports

during 1986-87 represent an increase of

only 5.9 per cent.

India’s foreign trade -.

(Rs. Crores)

Exports Imports Trade

deficit

1980-81 6711 12549 . 5823

1981-82 7806 13608 5802

1982-83 8803 14293 5490

1983-84 9771 15831 6060

1984-85 11855 17173 5318,

1985-86$

(P)

10420 18371 7951

1986-87 .12550 - 20063 7513

(P)

t The revised figure of expom is Rs. 11012 crores and of

imports Rs. 19^66 crores during 1985-86.
IP) PrnvisionaiS '

.
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JEFENCE
Since the days of border wars India has

ane all out to build up her armed forces,

oday India is having one of the largest

lilitaty forces in the world with an army of

early one million personnel.

The authority of the Supreme Commander
f the Armed forces is vested in the President

f India. Responsibility for national defence,

owever, rests with the cabinet. All important

sues having a bearing on defence are de-

ided by the Cabinet Committee on Political

flairs which is presided over by the Prime
linister. The Defence Minister is responsible

3 the Parliament for all matters concerning
re Defence Services.

The direct responsibility for operational and
dministrative control of the Armed Forces is

Tat of the Ministry of Defence and the three

irmed Forces Headquarters ofArmy, Navy and
dr Force, The Ministry of Defence acts as the

entral agency for controlling and coordinat-

ng the development of the three services, for

onveying the policy decisions of the Govem-
nerit.of India to the three Services Headquar-
ers for implementation and for obtaining

inancial sanction from parliament for defence
ixpenditure.

The Ministry of Defence is headed by the

Minister of Defencewho is ofCabinet rank. He
s assisted either by Ministers of State for

defence or- Deputy Defence Ministers. The
-hief financial authoroity is -the financial

idviser to the Ministry’ of Defence. The De-
ence Ministry comprises four, departments: (i)

department of Defence, (ii) Department of
defence Production, (ill) Department of De-
fence Supplies, (iv) Department of Defence
Science and Research.

The Ministry is directly responsible for the

defence of India, provisioning and administer-
ing the Armed Forces, viz. Army, Navy and Air

Force, procurement of arms, weapons,
ammunitions, ships, aircraft, vehicles, equip-
ment and items of logistic support required by
the Armed forces, the location and creation of
indigenous capacity for production of hitherto
imported items, and promotion of research
and development in the field of defence.

Control of civilian services attached to the
Ministry, formation of cantonments and de-

lineation of their areas and regulation of
housing accommodation for defence services

personnel are 3mong the other responsibili-

ties of the ministry.

The main auxiliaries are: (i) The Territorial

Army; (ii) Coast Guards; (iii) Auxiliary Air

Force; (iv) National Cadet Corps comprising
wings of the Army, Navy and. Air Force.

Considering the size of the country, its very'

long borders and coastline, and also the

strategic position it occupies in South Asia and
the Indian Ocean, India has to maintain

comparatively large defence forces. Today
India is reported to have the fourth largest

Army in the world, the fifth largest air force

and the seventh largest navy. India’s defence

outlay has steadily increased from Rs_ 806

crore in 1964-65 to nearly 8 times that figure

(Rs. 6800 crore) today.

The Armed Forces consists of the three

main services, The Army, the Navy and the Air

Force, each of which is headed by their

respective Chief of Staff viz., the Chief of the

Cochin Yard to Build
Aircraft Carrier

India'sfirst indigenously-built aircraft

carrier would be commissioned before the

end ofthis centur}', tlx chiefofnaval staff,

Admiral R. H. Tahiliani, announced on
September 2, 1987.

He saidpreliminary work on theproject

had already commenced and the Cochin

shipyard would soon be taking up tlx

construction of tlx aircraft carrier.

Admiral Tahiliani said India had ac-

quired the status of ‘blue water naty"and

brushed aside reports that tlx Indian nmy
was not equal to that of Pakistan.

Referring to a report by a U.S. defence

expert Oxu India lacked two basic natal

doctrines, be said "there is no question of

our not Ixtving a doctrine wherein we

cannot safeguard our maritime interests.

No naty can develop without an under-

lying philosophy - of how to safeguard

maritime interests."
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Army Staff, The Chief of Naval Staff and the

Chief of Air Staff who are of the rank of

General and equivalent. These three chiefs of

staff constitute the chiefs of staff committee,

the chairmanship of which rotates among the

three service chiefs according to seniority. The

Committee is assisted by sub-committees deal-

ing with specific problems such as planning,

training, communication, etc.

The Army Headquarters is located in New
Delhi. The Chiefofthe Army Staff is assisted by

the following principal staff officers: (i) Vice

Chief ofArmy Staff; (ii) Deputy Chief of Army
Staff; (iii) Adjutant General; (iv) Quartermaster

General; (v) Master-General of Ordnance; (vi)

Military Secretary; (vii) Engineer-in-Chief.

The Army is organized into the following

Commands: (i) Western; (ii) Eastern; (iii)

Northern; (iv) Southern; (v) Central.

Each Command is commanded by a General

Officer Commanding in Chief of the rank of

Lieutenant General. The Command is further

divided into Areas, Independent sub-Areas and
Sub-areas, commanded by a Major General

and Brigadiers respectively.

The Army consists of a number ofarms and
services. These are: (i) The President's Body
Guard; (ii) Armoured Corps; (iii) Regiment of
Artillery; (iv) Corps of Engineers; (v) Corps of
Signals; (vi) Military Nursing Service; (vii)

Army Medical Corps; (viii) Corps of Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers; (ix) Remount &
Veterinary Corps; (x) Military Farm Services;

(xl) Army Education Corps; (xii) Intelligence

Corps; (xiii) Corps of Military Police; (xiv)

Army Physical Training Corps; (xv) Pioneer
Corps; (xvi) Army Postal Service Corps; (xvii)

Defence Security Corps.

The TerritorialArmy is a voluntary part-time
citizens’ force consisting of persons who are
not professional soldiers but civilians who are
eager to play a role in the defence of the
country. All Indian nationals between 18 and
35 years of age are eligible to join it. The TA
comprises infantry, engineering and medical
units.

National Cadet Corps. NCC is a youth
organization, open to students of academic
institutions. It aims at development of lead-
ership qualities, character and spirit of sports-
manship, cooperation and service. It is a
voluntary organization and neither officers
nor cadets are under any obligation or com-
pulsion to enter active military service.

NCC consists of 3 divisions. Senior, Junior

and Girls with Army, Navy and Air Wings. The
authorized strength of the senior division is 4

lakh, Junior Division 7 lakh and girls 62,000

among the three wings of the Armed Forces.

The Headquarters of the Navy is located in

New Delhi. The Chief of Naval Staff is assisted

by the following principal staff officers:

(i) Vice Chief of Naval Staff; (ii) Chief of

Material; (iii) Deputy Chief of Naval Staff; (iv)

Chief of Personnel; (v) Controller of Warship

Production and Acqulsidon; (vi) Chief of

Logistics. . .
.

The Navy has three Naval Commands com-
manded by Flag Officers Commanding-in-

Chief of the rank ofVice Admiral. They are: (i)

Western Naval Command .at Bombay; (ii)

Eastern Naval Command at Vishakhapatnam;

(iii) Southern Naval Command at Cochin.

There are two fleets, the Western and the

Eastern, commanded by Flag Officers Com-
manding, of the rank of Vice-Rear. Admiral.

There are also Flag Officers commanding Goa
Area and Andaman

: & Nicobar Islands. In

addition, there are Naval Officers-in-chaige of

Bombay, Madras and Calcutta.

The two fleets consist of the aircraft carriers

INS Vikrant, and the newlyacquired INS Viraat,

a number of frigate squadrons comprising

modem anti-aircraft, anti-submarine and

general purpose ships, missile equipped fri-

gatesvdesuroyers, a squadron ofanti-submarine

patrol vessels, several mine sweeping squad-

rons, submarines, a submarine depot ship, a

submarine rescue vessel, landing ships cap-

able of carrying tanks and personnel, and

several fast attack craft carrying surface-to-

surface missiles. In addition there are survey

ships, survey craft, fleet tankers and a number

of auxiliary craft such as tugs and mooring

vessels. The survey units, of the Navy carry' out

surveys of India’s ' coast and surrounding

waters, approaches to harbours, etc

A naval organization functions at Port Blair

to ensure the security of the Bay Islands.

The Navy took over the responsibility of

Maritime Reconnaissance from die lAF and has

acquired suitable MR aircraft for the purpose.

The navy' has a sizeable Air arm with various

types of fixed wing aircraft and helicopters

such as Super Constellation, IR-38, Alizes, Sea

Harriers, Islanders, Sea Kings; Alsurter and

KA-25. These are used in various roles such as

maritime reconnaissance, anti-submarine
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The Siachen Problem
Pakistan violated Indian borders

twice—in March and in September 1987.

Tlxfirst one in early 1987 was not very

serious though both the countries deployed

troops along the border. By an agreement

dated March 2, 1987 both the countries

agreed topull out 70per cent oftire troops

deployed close to tire borderfrom Rann of
Kutch to Punjab (Pakistan). However, Pun-

jab’s (India) border with Pakistan was
excludedfrom tlx purview of the agree-

mentandIndian troops couldcontinue in

their, positions to prrevent movement of
terrorists and anti-social elements.

Earlier as per agreement dated Feb. 4,

1987 India and Pakistan had withdrawn

about 1,50,000 troojys from the Ravi-

Chenab sector. Pakistan President Zia vi-

sited India to watch a cricket match
between India and Pakistan. He also met
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandlji.

However, in September 1987 Pakistan

waged an attack on Indian posts in the

Saltoro Ridge off Siachen area. Pakistani

attacks were launched on three nights.

The attacks werepreceded by very heaiy

concentrations of artillery fire. Rockets

and missiles were also used by the Pakista-

ni forces. Indian side suffered casualties.

However, they . were much lighter com-
pared to the Pakistani losses.

The Pakistani troops made simul-

taneous attempts to take control ofthe Sia
la, Indira Col, Bilafound and the Saltoro

on September 23, 24 arid 25.

Thefour passes are the main access tr-

ibe glacier which provides a ba±±i~
entry into the Ladakh district. This is on.-r —

the mostsenses most

acrosssseknsrfs

to comm' on: peznr
hrrfynxsrrr- -ys- —

rr ihe tztj? :

work, search and rescue, Icesr
such as lifting troops and sard!
terception, ground supjyr- and

Since 1964, India h2? ores.

—

ably in building her ss
number of ships, sutorzgj
are under construedm; .hr os
such as Mazagacc O.ios so
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INS Viraat, the second aircraft carrier of the Indian Navy. OriginaH^’ ^ridsh ship nam^

Hermes, INS Viraat has a standard displacement of 29,800 tonnes 3°^ •

at a time. INS Vikrant weighing 19,000 tonnes can carry 20 aircrafts at a tune.

lian population, it was found necessary to

provide for local self-government of those

areas.

The Cantonment Boards formed under the

Cantonments Act 1924, look after the municip-

al administration in their areas under the

central government. These boards are re-

sponsible for providing civil services to the

community and for looking after their welfare.

There are 62 cantonments in India.

The defenceproduction activities are broad-

ly divided into two groups viz departmentally

run Ordnance Factories and Defence Public

Sector undertakings. Whereas the arms,

ammunition, tanks, vehicles, etc are made in

the Ordnance Factories, the Defence public

sector undertakings are geared to produce

ships, submarines, aircraft, earthmoving

equipment, machine tools, missiles, sensors,

communication equipment, etc. The Ordn-

ance Factories and Defence PSU's have an

ongoing programme of indigenisation.

Public Sector Undertakings: There are pre-

sently 9 PSUs under the administrative control

of the Ministry’ of Defence (Department of

Defence Production). Out of them eight PSI

are in production making the aforementiom

equipment. They are: - n ,

(1) Hindustan Aeronautics Ud. (HALJ, t

Bharat Electronics Ltd. (BEL), (3) Bharat Eai

Movers lid. (BEML), (4) Mazagaon Docks L

(MDL), (5) Garden Reach Ship-builders a

Engineers Ltd. (GRSE), (6) Goa Shipyards L

(7) Praga Tools Ltd. (PTL), (8) Bharat Dyi

mics Ltd. (BDL). • _ ,

The ninth PSU, Mishra Dhatu Nigam i

(MDNL or “Midhani”) manufactures the.s]

cial alloys and"metals required by aeronaut:

space and electronics industries.

The nine Defence; PSUs have.a total w
force of 97,522 out of which HAL has '

maximum (40,470) and MDNL, has th

(1070). - ,
.

Research & DevelopmentThe R&D acnw

are carried out in 35 main labora
^

establishments and a few field units locatet

different parts ofthe country'. The orgamza

is headed by the Director General,
Researc

Development (DGR & D) who Is also-

Secretary to the Govt, for Defence Resea

He is assisted by three chief controllers
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TRANSPORT: RAIL, ROAD & AIR
Indian Railway has grown into Asia's largest

and the world's fourth largest railway system
from a modest beginning in April 1853 when
,the first train steamed off from Bombay to
Thana, stretch of 34 km. As on 31 March 1985,
it has a route kilometrage of 61850. It is also
the biggest public sector undertaking in the
country.

Indian railways run about 11270 trains

everyday connecting 7093 stations. During
1984-85, they carried 333-32 crore passengers
and 26.45 crore tonnes of freight traffic. Indian
railways operate on three gauges — broad
gauge, metregauge and narrow gauge. The
operation fleet consists of 10,128 locomotives,

38583 coaching vehicles and 3,65,390 wagons.
On 3 March 1985 it had total assets of

Rs.10,377.3 crore and a staff strength of over
16.03 lakh regular employees.

Railway Progress Chart

1950-51 1984-85

Route length

Electrified (km) 388 6325
Non-elearified (km) 53208 55525

Total (km) 53596 61850

Passengers (lakh)” 12810 33332

Goods (lakh tonne) 930 2648

Since the beginning of the five year plan in

1950-51, the number of diesel locomotives has

gone up by more than 171 times, from 17 in

1951 to 2905 in 1984-85 and dearie locomo-

tives bv more than 17 times i.e. from 72 to

1253-
'

Indian railways entered the Metro Age

during 1984-85. A seaion between Esplanade

and Bhavahipur in Calcutta covering a distance

of 3.5 km connecting five stations was opened

for commercial operation during this period

Another stretch of 2.2 km between Dum Dum
and Belgachia was opened later on.

The responsibility for the administration

and management of the railways vests in the

Railway Board under the overall supervision

of a Cabinet Minister assisted by a Minister of

State. The Board consists of a Chairman, who
is an ex-officio Principal Secretary to the

Government in the Ministry of Railways, a

Financial Commissioner and Four other mem-
bers, who are all ex-officio Secretaries to
Government.
The Railways are divided into nine zones,

each headed by a General Manager.

Zonal Divisions

Railway Headquarters

Route km

Central Bombav V.T. 6-172

Eastern Calcutta 4270
Northern New Delhi 10977
North-Eastern Gorakhpur 5163
North-East Maligaon

.

3739
Frontier (Guwahati)

Southern Madras (P12
South Centra! Secunderabad 713"

South Eastern Calcutta 7075
Western Bombay—

Churchgate
10295

Roads: Indian road net work is one of the

largest in the world. The total road length in

India as on 31 March 1983 is 15.5420a km The
outlay for road development under the

Seventh plan for central sector is Ks 1019 ~5

crore, for state seaor Rs 3.666 98 cr< >rc and for

Union Territories Rs513 3I crore

India has developed a national highuai

system It has a total length of 31 98" km \j>

outlay of Rs 1.019 "5 crore has been provided

in the Seventh Plan for the development ol

national highways Though the national high

ways constitute onl\ two per cent ol the total

roid length, they earn nearh one ilurd of the

road traffic

State highways and district and rural roas

'

are the responsibility of the state gi ivernment'

Roads are being developed in rural

under the minimum needs programme t k

objeaive being to link all ullages will a

population of 1 s(x> and above and SO pei sen

bf the villages with a population of

1 000-15.000 with all weather roads bv

'

The Border Roiul- Dei dopnmtt Hoard "•»

setup in March 1900 for accelerating esonomK

development and strengthening it tint

parednevs through rapid nud o»nmut

non Bonier Road Orgmuzatro" < »M» ( \
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India’s Long Distance Trains

Tbe Indian Railways t

distance trains between selected pairs of points are:

Number and Name of Pairs of Stations between ubid} it runs

tbe Train

901/902 Express

125/126 Kerala Express

911/912 Express

903W4 Express

127/128 Karnataka Express

175/176 Neelatbal Express

81/82 Jayanti Janata Express

15/16 Grand Trunk Express

121/122 Tamil Nadu Express

171/172 Express

59/60 Gitanjali Express

173/174 Himgiri Express

155/156 Thtsukia Mail
81/82 and
103/104 Deluxe Express

3/4 Frontier Mail
25126 Deluxe Express

1/2 Kalka Mail
123H24 Andhra Pradesb Express

141/142 Corxxmandnl Express

145H46 Natxtjiuan Express

101/102 RqjcOxani Express

151/152 Rajdbani Express

^ 9/10 Mail

>\ J53H54 Jayanti Janata Express

\ ‘>.19120 Konarak Express
^11182 Samxdaya Express

1

191/192 Magadb Express
167/168 Malwa Express
505/506 Ashram Express (MG)
101/102 Minor Express
15/16 Oxctak Express
57.158 Kandxanjunga Express
91/92 Praj'ag Raj Express
509/510 Memdor Express (MG)
1191120 Gomti Express

135/136 Vaigai Express (MG)
507/508 Marutxr Express (MG)
79/80 Taj Express

501/502 Pink City Express

Distance

(km)

Guwabati-Trwartdntm (Weekly) 3S74
New DeCbi-Tvm. (Daily)

. _
,
3,054

Gorokbpur-Cocbin Harbour
Terminus (Weekly) 2.991

Abmedabad-Tvm (Week}}’) 2,720

New DeVxi-Bangalore (Daily) 2,444

PuriNcw Delhi (3 days a week) 2,136

Bomba}’ VT-Kanayakumari (Daily) . .
2,149

New DeOti-Madras (Daily) ' 2,188

New Delbi-Madrus (4 days a week) 2,188

Jammu Taui-Bombay Central (Bi-weekly) 1&73
Bombay-liottrah (5 days a week) lf/68 .

Howra-Jammu Tcavi (3 day’s a week) 1S67
New DeBti-Guwahati (Daily) 1,937

Amritsar-New Delbi-Howrab

(5 days a week) 1,889

Amritsar-Bombay Central (Daily) 1.836

Amritsar-New Delbi-Bombay Centred 1,835

(Bl-wcckly)
_

KaBat-Hcnirab (Daily) 1,709

New DcBxi-Secunderabad (4 days a week) .
1,665

Madras-Howrab (Daily) 1,663

Abmedabad-Madnas (2 days, a ttvck) 1£>52 •

HourabNew Delhi (4 days a week) .
1,437

Bombay Central-New Delhi (5 days a week) 1J84
Bombay-Madras (Daily) • .

1,279
New Delbi-Harsuni (Daily) 1,173

Bbubancswar-Seamderabad (Daily) . 1,144
New Dekbi-Abmedabad (Bi-weekly) 1,092

New Ddbi-Patna (Daily) , 992
New Ddbi-Bbopal-lndorc (3 days a week) 969
DeSti-Abmedabad (4 days a week) 934
Seamdembad-Bombay (Daily) 900
DeCbi-Udaspur 739
Hotmtb-New Jalpaiguri (6 days a wetk) 693
New Delbi-Allababad (Daily) 627
Jodbpur-Delhi (Tri-wcckt)) 626
New Dclbi-lutktiow (6 dajs a neck) 503
Madras-Egmore Madurai (Daily) 402
Abmedabad-Jodbpur (Bi-weekly) ' 455
New Ddbi-Gwalior via Agra 317
(Daily except Wednesday)
Ddbi-Jaipur 308

ccutes its works departmental!}-. So far BRO
has constructed about 18,900 km oftoads and
are maintaining about 17,500 km of roads.
Waterways: India lias the largest merchant

shipping fleet among the developing coun-

tries, and ranks 16th in the world in shipping

tonnage. As compared to 1.92;Iakh GRT (Gross

Registered Tonnage) at the time of independ-

ence, die countrv's operative tonnage as on 30

June 1986 is 55.83 lakh GRT. .
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There are 55 shipping companies in the
country ofwhich 19 are engaged exclusively in
coastal trade, 29 in overseas trade and the
remaining of in both coastal and overseas
trade. The only government shipping com-
pany viz Shipping Corporation ofIndia carries
on both.

The SCI which is one ofthe biggest shipping
lines in the world, has a merclsant fleet of 137
vessels of 31-32 lakh GRT as in June 1986.
During 1984-85, the SCI's gross earnings
.amounted to Rs. 616.37 crore. The tonnage of
SCI accounts for about 56 per cent of the total

Indian tonnage.

The Mogul Line Ltd. under public sector
shipping company was merged with the SCI
on 30 June 1986.

- The major private sector shipping com-
panies which own one lakh or more GRT are

the Scindia Steam Navigation Company Ltd

(4.03 lakh GRT), Great Eastern Shipping Com-
pany Ltd. (4.50 lalh GRT), India Steamship

Company Ltd. (1.01 lakh GRT), South India

Shipping' Corporation Ltd (2.74 lakh GRT),
Ratnakar Shipping Company Ltd. (133 lakh

GRT), Chowgule Steamship Ltd (2.27 lakh

GRT) and Damodar Bulk Carriers Ltd (1.13

lakh GRT).

Indian Register of Shipping (IRS) has its

head office in Bomba)’ and our-post offices at

Bombay, Calcutta, Vishakhapatnam, Madras,

Cochin, Goa, Rourkela and Tiruchirapally.

There are four major and four medium size

shipyards in India. There are another 32 small

shipyards in the private sector which caters to

domestic requirements for small crafts

Of the major ones Hindustan Shipyard Ltd,

Vishakhapatnam and Cochin Shipyard Lid. are

under the control of the Ministry of Surface

Transport. The other ones namely, Mazagon

Dock Ltd., Bombay and Garden Reach Ship-

builders & Engineers, Calcutta are under the

Department of Defence Production, Ministry

of Defence.

77x Hindustan Shipyard has built 89 ships

since 1947- Its present annual production

capacity is about 428 ships of 21,500 Dwt The

Cochin Shipyard, setup with Japanese col-

laboration, is designed to have a dock for

building ships upto 85.000 Dwt and a repair

dock to accommodate ships upto 1,00,000

Dwt. They' have so far delivered three ships of

75,000 Dwt bulk carriers.

Inland Waterways: India has about 5,200 km.

IA—the Second
Largest Carrier

Indian Airlines is the second largest

domestic carrier in the world outside the
United States.

According to the latest statistics issuedby
tbc International Air Transport Associa-

tion (IATA) the airlines carried 8.56 lakhs
passengers during 1985. Tbc only other
airlines outside the US which carried more
passengers than 1A is theJapan Airlines. In
May 1986 on an average IAflew 28,636
passengers daily, thehighest numbersofar.

Indian Airlines domestic network of
81f>26 unduplicated route kilometres has
also been adjudged as the second largest

among the non-US IATA carriers. Tire

Indian Airlines domestic rctvnue tonne
kilometres (RTKMS) performed in 1985
with agrowth rate of102per cent bos also
been adjudged as the third largest growth

rate achieved among the top 10 IATA

domestic airlines.

The world's airlines nil/ be carrying

about two billion passengers a year by the

turn ofthe century, and it uill cost lens of

billions ofdollars to cope with the "szgniji-

cant pressures" that uill result, Jane's

Airport Equipment said in its sixth edition

last year, the 1987-88 edition reported,

airlines in tbc 157 member nations of the

International Citil Aiiation Organization

carried a record 950 million passengers

on scheduledflights, an increase of 6 per

cent oocr 1985 It estimated that $90

billion would be spent between now and

2000 to cope uitb growing air traffic.

At least 4,000 aircraft, including 1,000

for replacement, uill be needed by the 144

members of the international Air Trans

port Association (IATA) by the mid-1990s

Tlx association's director-general, Mr.

Gunter O. Eser, disclosed ibis at the 42nd

annualgeneral meeting ofthe cesociation

held at Montreux in Switzerland.
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of major rivers, which are navigable by mecha-

nized craft, but only 1,700 km are actually

'

utilized. As regards canals, the avaialble length

is 4300 km but only a length of 485 km is

suitable for mechanized craft, of which only

331 km are being actually used.

Important among the navigable rivers are

the Ganga, die Brahmaputra and their tributar-

ies ; die Godavari, the Krishna, the Mahanadi,

.the Narmada, the Tapti and their canals; the

backwaters and canals of Kerala; the Bucking-

ham canal in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu,

the Cumbarjua canal and the Mandovi and the

Zuari rivers in Goa and the network of tidal

rivers in the Sunderbans.

The Inland Waterways Authority of India

was established in 1985 for the development

of a national inland waterways system.

There are 11 major ports in India In

addition 139 minor working ports (out of a

total of 226 minor ones) are also scattered

along the coastline of about 6,000 km. Major

ports; West Coast—Kandla, Bombay, Mormu-
gao, New Mangalore and Cochin. (A new

major port at Nhava Sheva off Bombay is fast

developing). East coast—Tuticorin, Madras,

Vishakhapatnam, Pardip and Calcutta—Haldia.

Civil Aviation: As on 31 December 1985,

there are 739 civil aircrafts in the country

(including 1 10 gliders) with current certificate

of registration, out of which 275 have current

certificate ofairworthiness. During 1985, Indi-

an registered aircrafts, carried 1.0824 crore

passengers on their scheduled services.

Air India, the country's flag carrier made a

net profit of Rs. 66.00 crore in 1985-86. “Air

India carried 173,349 passengers during this

period. It Has nine Boeing 747-200 aircraft,

three Airbus A300-B4 and five airbus A310-300

in its fleet. During 1986 five Boeing 707

aircraft have been phased out.

Indian Airlines made a net profit of 63-22

crore in 1985-86. It carried 9.210 million

passengers in 1985-86.
. , . • .

IA fleet of 50 aircrafts comprises 1 1 Airbus

(includes one on lease), 27 Boeing-737 (in-

cludes 2 on lease), 7 HS-748 and -5 F27

(includes 2 leased to Coast Guards).

75 YEARS OF INDIAN CINEMA
The development of India's film industry is

as old and as exciting as the history of the

medium itself, The touring agents of the

famous Lumiere Brothers of Prance (Auguste
and Louis) demonstrated the new invention in

Bombay on 7th July 1896 at Watson's Hotel in
' the Esplanade Mansion. It was barely six

months after the “marvel of the century" took
the Paris audiences by storm. Tile Indian
preview show was a thundering success and it

consisted of six little films— Entry of the
Cinematograph', Arrival of a train', ’The Sea
bath', A demolition', Leaving the factory',

'Ladies and soldiers on wheels' later Calcutta
was introduced to moving pictures towards
the end of 1896 and Madras the following vear.
The first Indian to make a film was Haris-

chandm Sakimmm Bbantndckar (known
popularly as Save Datla) He made short films
like 'the wresterx', 'Man and Monkev' in 1899.
Save Dada also covered the Delhi Durbar of
1903 celebrating the coronation of Edward VII.

' Hiralal Sen and F. B. Tbanawallu were two
other Indian pioneers engaged in the produc-
tion of short films in Calcutta and Burnaby
respectively in the middle of 1900.- Hiralal

filmed extracts from renowned 'plays like

Alibaba, Buddha, Sitaram, Sarala etc.-

Around 1902 Jatiisliedji Frumjee Madanand
Abdullaly Esoofally launched their career with

bioscope shows in Calcutta and Bombay..They'

exhibited imported short films like The
Queen's Funeral Procession', 'Assassination of

President McKinley’; 'The Noah’s Ark' etc. With

the rise of the exhibitor-magnates like Madan,-

short story films 1 started trickling in from

several foreign countries. These included ’Life

of Christ’, George. Melies’s Trip to Moon',

‘Joan of Arc’, Edwin Porter’s 'Great train

Robbery', ’Gulliver etc. “
- •

All this inspired an amateur dramatic dub
led by A, G. Tomey and N. G. Cbitre to attempt

a story film based on a popular Hindu drama -

Tlie result was 'Pimdalik' released on May 18,

1912 at the Coronation Cinema in Bontaby.

Tlie film centred round a famous saint of

Maharashtra and shown in a double program-

me coupled'with a foreign film ‘A Dead Mans

Child’, became India’s first story film.

- Tlie first fully indigenous silent feature film

Raja Hariscbandra' made by Dhnndirnj Gor-

fndPhalke (Dada Saheb Pha'lke) was released

18
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on May 3, 1913 at the same theatre. It had titles

in Hindi and English and it ran for an
unprecedented 23 days- ‘Raja Harischandra'

(3700 ft) was cent per cent Indian where as

•Pundaiik* was half British in its make. There-

fore Dada Saheb Phalke has been rightly

acclaimed as the 'Failyer of Indian Cinema'.

Phalke laid the foundation for the start of a

regular feature film industry in the country.

After the resounding success of ‘Raja Haris-

chandra', Phalke moved to Nasik, where he
built a studio and produced ‘Mohini Bhasma-

sur’ and ‘Satyavan Savitri’. In 1914, he visited

London with his 3 films and they won all

. round praise from the British Press.

The outbreak of World War 1 plunged

Phalke into extreme financial crisis. In 1917,

he made a grand • reappearance with the

revised version of ‘Raja Harischandra' and

India's first big box office hit ‘Lanka Dahan'. In

halls and censorship of Indian and imported
films. The board of censors was set up
province wise but they started functioning
only from 1920. .

The new decade saw the arrival of ntarw
new companies and film makers. In 1921.
Dhiren Ganguly of Calcutta produced “Eng-
land Returned", the first social satire film with
a contemporary background. One of the most
significant filmmakers of the decade was
Baburao Painter who formed the Maharashtra
Film Company at Kolhapur. Suchet Singh was
another ambitious film maker. After foreign

training he entered the film world by forming
the Oriental Film Marketing Company and
created a record by presenting an American
actress, Dorothy Kingdom in his first film

‘Sakuntala'. Among die new ones entering the

fields in 1921-22 was Ardeshir Irani. HLs first

film Veer Abhimanyu’ was a spectacular in the

Two pillars of Indian cinema: Dada Saheb Phalke and

Ardeshir Irani

the same year, Bengal saw the birth of its first

feature Satyabadi Raja Hansclxmdra made

bv 1 F Madan's Elphinstone Bioscope Com

pany. it was followed by ‘VilwamangaP b>

vothish Banerjee in 1919-

In Madras the first feature film of South

India was made by R. Kataraja Mitdahar m
1919 The film ‘Kccdxtka Vadlxmi ,

produced

under die banner Indian Film Compam was

also a mythological story.

After stepping into 1920, the Indian Cinema

Gradually assumed the shape of a regular

industry. Tliis is most noticeable in the qu.m

turn of production. Tlie industry alM> r
‘!
,,K

‘

within the purview of the law Die Ind an

Cinematograph Act Iiad lx*en passed in I91K

which provided for the licencing of cinema

Hollywood fashion Vnotlicr talent of great

promise living mu inn'll in Painter s Maharash-

tra Compam was % shantaram

In ihe l‘>2‘> I’
1 "ml, there came a film, bv

which the Indian < mvnia came to be wide?’

known on an mu i national level. It was the

Ugh! III Asia, made In Hmiansu Rni. Od’ct

significant 'dent hints include CIwrJdF

sliah

s

; t.musiiiHlai i
, 'Educated Wife'.fat--

Osiens Mm a/ ami A 'throw of D.cf’

.

The Advent of Sound; The must mr-rs-"*'

thing alxnii the liuili olthe soundfe- i'

is tii.it ii I .line wuh ;i Iurvc *v
'

J j

displaced lhe silent movies. Vit >

j

lalkie Alain Ara paxluo'd ‘

J
Film ( ompany and direv.,

was leleasod on Mlah >
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same year.

d?ss tvere 'Bhaktha IT°n’ thr^* Guru Dutt's ‘Pyiasa .
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^"e thirties s« r„
caset^ in ikp

socia^ protest in t>^
C
?^ni2e^ as tv»

a.number offilm?™
,
{*st0ry of h^Vf

decade Qf

“* V
.\
ShanuS a

Ûn̂
\*P^WtAadmi and 'Padosi' iP

'"^ na Ma„P?riod«ukrr;. De^^J'^Vs^-nd
J;. anantaram’s

Aaomi and ‘Padosi' tT^"*’3 na n^l^=n°c»md "Mukti". oetai ,w "SS and

s
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s,'^"th^- v

,

ia?'^
?ti
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vn*’S’«P^i='lly llin<l. cin
Roy^ Vnun.eiy death r>f
^L5Pg_Guru Putt.- the W
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Play Back Sinyiny:
Fifty Glorious Yearn

The audiovisual tmfxvj of
films, starting with theJim Inal
an ‘talkie’ film 'Mam Arcs' in.

1931, gained fantastic rteu>

heists with the introdualrm of
'playback' singing, conclusively

evident in 1936, when Istras-

tashiDevi, the musicdirectorof
'AchhutKonya' recordeda long
in her own voice YU fkse Ho
.Ktcewartibap which was pictu-

rised on the octrees Ostridrafc

rahka. That user. $1 eventful

yean ego.
Since then many mdlton feet

rfxearel negative has been esc

pcaed to many thotrandt cf
tmes cf playback itnpfing in
Indian films In the. r'/mantlc.

sata cf Indian film musics—
Hindifilms in parjcxdm—-ms
rscaHi edds ace and raem-rss
the vncarsGeZed stray held hy
flea Tcectnzi in Osirzcsa and
such mamma as T. L Snip'd,

Pacini JTuHirk, J£ C Dey ard
Karan. Deri and juch musts
dasscrscs SL CZ herd, framed

Cos Canto and iseir Idea trite

went ddcSnys cf a yrc/ric

g

rtaScncC audience.
Assay x. thefar tves. Inhere,

the ether ardor ceror! cffifes
mderr was dixnrexntr he
genius cfmade dtrvserS Seen
lame Insider cordis A.ncrsnd;,

Psndis (iCrindnrr and ethers

and- dnezrrs sensadem Scant-

Shad Beriyas, Ormrio Bertas
Zamar 'Senscrz' .1 £ Bdttri-.

Aassr end many ethers

She: xma in gmnhr den
was aha aasusrinx shade: cf

; ‘srSismwhenSrJrhayTaddeo
mmr moksrr heir cjsrr star

ir.ars !£se AdnJr .Tumor f>,
: -sin Pari tads Tatmr. Sxeia

•edian and a firs
•srs audience:

She carery cf

known cn 'fllnUf'A-ri' - rut

ployingPc nut oft1 Ittr/ipenwm •

hie of Indian rind Wc.imi In

drumenn, tyniU-M ofnUJonm
<f In/lian htw.tr, (tr/tunn r,f

rutw metres and den tww pat-

u-rrn in rhythm

To an ofrend/ lmfn,-el,e tpu-
P-nre in da faId t,f pl/c/taul,

ringing in Jtlrrtt, da tndadey In
Peseta,jamatint]/h/aUsnUa
dais added Itierad/ to tie lad
tt/inrc cf twh c/arifssstt at
Master K/ftiara Pa/,, fc-a„ poo
ftistic and IscAnd pcs, lemto
and ask tsdiss a: decs cf
pdfi-umari, V/fsa fiat, / c/crda!
Kama/al't, plsm tdcejinec, O ff

Hninlut-I, Mill hint to, I

ffomifttetodin $ l> hiuvnin,
find,at fhd,an, fa
Ifthtin, it p bi/fiu, Vani'd
Itrull, llo-Juin, f.illll I l,f1II1Unity

fill,1, 11 nml ill,:/, lll.ii, /inti to
filer |W< fid,a,till Aiiund/i,

l/i>l,iih,nn Prnnlnl, l< /» fita
liirill

,
(Idiit ti-nnol

l,
piii'lnthi,

lain and t,n-«n, in //« //< /-/ m
tornfening anal.

In dm Until, tile, plufinah
Unahw, d-i“f',jm<1 to an ano
1dating a,an,a' P„da,;ti tin

p/’/t /,/,„! dm toad,

a dalad" fi P Ih/agafg/n
phag/u-tofet,;

Meat,In,a I'ajnn,

Oa-fi-adti facindraapai, 0>,an
iasata, p ft ti-cn. /, II

Papt, P / g/ea/M, p t'eatin t,

fa,add, Ju/ad,„„d,r,a, ( p
fg,landsane,,ti"-n, i/aid

Sfn&c; tic/.- ftiersA fincceii •J/AsssC, yd,

faf.ro fee, T-.c. fa css VM. (as ilS'/fl
Keeled, cog. -ISA V/> f-icrs (sc; 1C, '//pi

fsam.lrj Ildmldd pees
Taceers; ysnas aed rsl/m;

fr. he fifties otof water -pecm e deeshe-) gysf, ifpay
leak dsCrirt !dc K,*cr,*f

yijrKOr, S/hsra fe*;. pcchaer.

/red dofi. Tatar .'Satesssl

gCuSeah., lesa tip. fate. Sac-
ymt-hor y,ase* Ttis'is aeS
Ashe! SSsste grid-, fper" tss a
CrirstitS 'tr-h. re: CSm e/.s

miCa-Oe ^sitm to -erycsCria,

-r ds misac cf sxttee- cf
mrinried iserer:.s fs/fusae/T

g-r-ea Thee? -/er- atc, ad,
p.orx or gpemchcoca g-aU/sh

ph/oeas*, /ladle,ct Isgdea /ad
;

Ce'e (,t>M /ai/c-i tis dado:,* i

tessi, pedum /ecuse" p v
;

Hohrdee*, // t.^.sa.cA.ar.,
)

gegaeay, cf (y,.-ssay,<. / P,ai •

dyes. Sceeiy fd /- s e, I

%as 'n, -— * aed ,

1

1els-c

'

,

.

-a * e-cs i fee/d/u re de. ;i. •

d-etey
;

“es lei.n cf yen!, (r ah :
‘

rgese s/f,u.t e is ey ye---, v

press, ,es gUe neehi /ad j-

S-y.es CSrS -Sal Is C-r/i id if ;V .

ac.e .

,

*- fate//, a Is-fil'dif 1
''

.

pheysel- .Hype;, a-d s,e,c —

ns-iss-e-.
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THE MARVEL OP THE CENTURY.
TUB WONDER OF THC WORLD.

LIVING PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES

LIFE-SIZED REPRODUCTIONS
BY

LUMIER3 BROTHERS.

CINEMATOGRAPHS.
A FEW EXHIBITIONS WILL BE GIVEN

AT

WATSON’S HOTEL
TO-NIGHT (7tji initio t),

ritOGR&MUE will Lt a* uaiv;

;

1. En't? of Cioeautojfaphe,
2. Arrival of & Tr»io.
3- Toe Be. Bait.
i. A JJfmiliMyu
5. Letvioj the F*c*-orr.
6. hiditt iqJ SaMwn oo Wheel?.

The EafAfUiacect wi.l uk« pWee ic C 7. 5 %ni
10 p.JH.

* *

ADMISSION ONE RUPEE.

The Marvel of the Century; A news paper
advertisement on July 7, 1897.

Cinema in Bombay. The talkie had brouc
revolutionary changes in the whole set un
the industry - r

In 1932, wo great institutions were boi
P”bhat Film Company in Kolhapi

andNw Theatres Limited set up in Calcutta 1
B. N. Sircar. With the consolidation of tl£Uo« by 1933 the Indian Cinema especial
Hind) films, turned to contemporary theme
Eminent to like K. M. Munshi, Man

nr™m^
MUIWhl Premd»nd, Sarat Chatte

prm-ided stones for films, in 1935, the pi-back system was introduced
"

The year 1931 marked the beginning of if
Talkie era in South India also. The first talkp.«ur« in Telugu and Tamil i e mSiPrahlad and 'Kalidoss’ were released indsame year.

u m u

Tlie thirties is recognized as the decade ,

social protest in the bistort- of Indian CinemA number offilms making ;i strong plea againsooal injustice were also made inrttis rS
like \ Shantarams 'Duniya na MannarAadm, and ‘Padosi’, P. c. Barua’s •fw.irt-,

“ ”.
d Debaki Bose’s "Vidtapati” arSeeta Niun Bose’s "Badi Baheif' Frar

9;^ s
^E

huth Kfnta', V. Damle and FathJ
al s Sant Thukaram’, Mehboob’s “Wattan’ "t
fU-Raasta” and “Aurat”. For the fct hm

.. IndiX And -fore 'States

Producer Ardeshir Irani attempted -a cofour

picture in 1937 with ‘Kisan Kanya’. Ayear later

another -film ‘Mother India' Was 'also made.

The world war which broke 'out in 1939

delayed the advent of colour by several years.
' The forties also witnessed the production of

a few remarkable films such as Shantaram’s

“Dr. Kotnis
,
Ki Amar Kahani", “Kalpana’’by

Uday Shanker, ‘Chandra Lekha' by S. S. Vasah,

Chetan' Anand's “Needha Nagar", Abbas's

“Dharti Ke Lai”, etc. In 1949, Sohrab Modi seta

new standard in historical film with ‘‘Pukar”.

He later made historicals like ‘Sikandar’ and
‘Prithvi Vallabh’. Similarly Vijay BhaR earned

plaudits for his two m)thologicals "Bharat

Milap” and “Rath Rajya”.

New horizons were opened up by the first

International Film Festival of India held in

early 1952 at Bombay.’ For the first time, the

industry and the film goers saw what a vibrant

cinema existed, outside Hollywood. Films like

‘Bicycle Thieves’, lYukiwarisoo’ had a

tremendous impart on Indian film makers.

The big turning point came in 1953 with the

arrival of Satyajit Ray and his classic ‘Father

Panchali’ which opened up a new path leading

the Indian film to the world film scene, in a

glorious and long, lasting way. International

recognition came to it with the Cannes award
for “the best human document” followed by
an unprecedented crop of foreign and nation-,

ai awards.

In Hindi cinema also the impact of neoreal-

ism was evident in some distinguished films

like Bimal Roy’s ‘Do Bigha Zamin’, Mehboob's
‘Aan’ and ‘Mother India’, K. A. Abbas's ‘Munna'

and ‘Rahi’. Raj Kapoor’s ‘Awaaia’, ‘Boot Polish’

and ‘Jagte Raho’, V. Shantarams ‘Do Ankhen
Barah Haath’, Guru Dutt’s ‘Pyaasa’ etc. Apart

from the production of these significant films,

the fifties opened a vast world market for

Indian films. ....
it must be also remembered that it was in

the fifties that such films as ‘Baiju Bawra*, ‘Naya

Daur‘, ‘Devdas’, ‘Shree 420’, jjhanak Jhanak
PayalBaje’, 'Sujata’, ‘Madhumati’, ‘Anari’; 'Ka-

noon’ ‘Kagaz ke Phool’, etc were made. The
first Indo-Soviet co-production “Parades!” was
also made by Abbas during, the fifties.

Looking back one feels that the fifties was
the most propitious .decade in the history of

Indian Cinema, especially Hindi cinema. In the

sixties, with the untimely death of Mehboob,
Bimal Roy and Guru Dutt, the Hindi cinema
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Play Back Singing:
Fifty Glorious Years

Tbe audio-visual impact of
films, starting wish thefirst Indi-

an “talkie' film “Mam Ana’ in.

1931, gained fantastic new
beigjbts with the introduction of
playback’ singing, conclusively

evident in 1936, when Saras-

uxttbiDevi, tbe music directorof
’Audhut Konya’ recorded a song
in her own voice TSt Gae Ho
.Kwewanbad itbich was pictu-

rised on tbe actress Cbandrap-
rabba. That was 51 eventful

years ago.

Since then many million feet

ofsound negative has been ex-

posed to many thousands of
hours of playback singing in

Indian films. In tbe romantic
saga of Indian film music—
Hindi films in particular—one
recalls with awe and reverence

the unparallclled sway held by
New Theatres in Calcutta and
such maestms as K L Saigal,

Pankaj Mullick, K C Dey and
Kanan Devi and such music
directors as K C Bond. Kamal
Das Gupta and their likes who
were darling? cf a growing
national audience.

Away to tbefar west, Lahore,

tbe other active centre offilm
making was discovering tbe

genius of music directors Ghu-
lam Haidar, Pandit Amamath,
Pandit Govtndram and others

and singing sensations Sbam-
sbad Begum, llmrazia Begum,
Zeenat Begum, S. D. Batch,

Amar and many others.

Tbe scene in Bomaby then,

was also acquiring shades of
brilliance ubereBombay Talkies

were making their own star

singers like Asbok Kumar, De-
vika Rani, Lecla Cbitnis, Sncb-

prabba Pradban and a few
others were carrying audiences

uidi their music Tbe variety cf
music produced in Bombay,
however was much greater due
to tbe cosmopolitan lot cfmusic
directors—thereby accelerating

tbe progress cf libat came to be

known as Jilmigeet’—em-
ploying tbe use ofa large ensem-
ble of Indian and Western in-

struments, synthesis ofallforms
cf Indian music, creation cf
new metres and thus new pat-

terns in rhythm.

To an already impressive opu-
lence in tbe field of playback
singing in films, tbe industry in

Poona,particularly Prdbbat Stu-
dios added liberally to tbe bril-

liance of such composers as

Master Kridbna Rao, Kesav Rao
Bhole and Govmd Rao Tembe
and such voices as those of
Rajkumari, Zebra Bai, Ameerbai
Kdmataki, than Mastana, G. M.

Natdbad, And Biswas, C
Ramadxmdra, S. D. Barman,
Madan Mohan, Sbanker ]cd
Kisban, O. P. Nayyar, Vasant
Desai, Rodxm, Said Qxnrdhary,
Jaidev and their likes and in
later years Kdfyanfi Anandji,
Laxmikant Pyarelal, R. D. Bur-
man, Usha Pharma, Ravirtdna

Jain and others in tbe field cf
composing music

In tbe south also playback
singing developed in an asto-

nishing manner. Eminent sin-

gers from tbe south Indian
screen includeM. K Tbyagarafa
Bhagfxvatbar, Soundara Refan,
Seerkazbi Govmdarq/an, Gban
uxsttla, P. B. Sreenivag A M.
Raja, K J. Yesudas P. Susila, S
Janaki, Jayachandran, S. P.

Balasubramoniam, Vqrn

mm
%muk

iste&ii I

V'vl>

Music trios: Kishore Kumar, Mohamad Rafi and
Manna Day. The Rs. one lakh Lata Mangeshkar
Award was won by Manna Day in 1987.

Durrani, Hamida Bano,
Naseem Aktar and others.

In the fifties and sixties there

was a donating group ofplay-
back artistes like Hemant
Kumar, Manna Dey, Moham-
med Reft, Talas Mabmood,
Mukesb, Geeta Roy, lata Man-
geshkar, Kishore Kumar and
Asha Bboslc. Each cfhem was a
colossus with bis or her own
exclusive claim to immortality

in tbe minds cf millions of
enthralled listeners in India and
abroad There were also such
giants as Kbemdxmd Pmkasb,

Jayaram, Madburi, Gbihra and
tbeir likes Among tbe leading
south Indian composers K V.

Mabadevan, M. S. Viswanasban,
riayaraja, G. Devarajan, V. Dak-
sblna Moorthy, M. B. Snxrtiva-

sart, Sbyam andSharkerGaresb
are more popular in he in-

dustry.

Tbe influx cf youth in all

spheres offilms is an on going
process Tbe late seventies and
eighties bate seen tbe arrival of
marry new talents in tbefield of
playback singing and music
composing.
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suffered a set back. The transition to colour Yet it must be admitted that the sixties

and the consequent preference for escapist ' began with a bang with the' please of K. AsiFs

entertainment and greater reliance on stars. ‘Mughal-E-Azam’ which set a new record at the

brought about a complete change in the film box office. It was followed by Rajkapoor’s 'Jis

industry'. Desh Mein Ganga Behti Hai', and Dilip

Government Support to Cinema
The Film Institute of India tins eslab-

lislxd in I960 at Pune, by tba Government

of India, with the object of imparting

technical training in a systematic manner
in the art and craft offilm making. In

1971 it teas renamed tlx Film and Televi-

sion Institute of India'with extension of its

sphere of actitities to provide training in

Television. Ojt October 1, 1974 tlx Insti-

tute became a society registered under the

Registration of Societies Act cf. 1860.

Tlx Film Wing offers courses leading to

Diploma in Cinema uith specialization in

areas like direction, cinematography, edit-

ing sound recording andsound engineer-

ing. Noted Malqyalam film maker Adoor
Gqpalakrishncm is the present President/

Chairman of tlx FTIl Society/Goeeming
Council.

National Film Archive of India:
National Film Archive ofIndia (NFAI) uith
headquarters at Pune is a pioneer institu-

tion set up in 1964 uith the objectives of
acquisition and preservation of National
Cinema, film classification, documenta-
tion and rescrach encouraging film tech-
nology and spread offilm culture m the
country. Tlx Ardme bets a colleaion of
more tlxm 6500 films from all over the
tvorld arid it is constantly grouing. Tlx '

Arxlnve also maintains a library consisting

offilm books, periodicals and other mate-
rials related to film. NFAI has started
regional offices at Calattta, Bangalore
and Trivandrum ubicb proiide useful
senice to film societies arid film study
groups in tlx resjxxtive regions. Shri P. K.
Nair is the Director of tlx National Film
Archive of India: 77x NFAI and tlx FTIl
jointly conduct Film Appreciation courses
for teaclxrs, journalists, media officers
and film society workers since 1975.

National Film' Development Corpora-
tion: The Government ofIndia set up tlx .

Film Finance Corporation (FFC) in I960
to promote tlx production ofgood cine-

ma. In 1975 FFC was merged with the

Indian Motion Picture Export Corporation

.
(IMPEC) and is now known as National
Film Development Corporation (NFDC).
The FFC and NFDC havefinanced nearly

150 feature films so far. NFDC also plays

an important role in the import offoreign
films and in the export ofIndian films. It

has also started its own distribution net-

work of imported commercialfilms. There
is again a schemeforfinancing tlx con-
struction of theatres by private entrep-

reneurs. Notedfilm directorShri Hrisjjikesi)
.

Mukberji is the present chairman of the

National Film Developmetu Corporation.

Directorate ofFilm Festivals: 77x Got'-

ernment ofIndiaprotides sufficientfunds
to the Directorate of Film Festii'als to

organize International Film Festivals in
India ever)< year. It also arrangesfor tlx .

selection and entry ofIndianfilms tofilm
festii'als held in other countries. The
Directorate organizes tlx National. Film '

Awards anmtally. ’
'

,
Children’s Film Society: TlxSociety was
formed in 1955. It producesfeaturefilms
and slxrrt filmsfor children. It organizes
subsidized sixties and distributes film,
prints. The Society also organizes cm Inter-

national children’sfilmfestival ixid ever}'

ot/xr year in India.

Films Division: Indian Films Division is

perhaps tlx world's largest singleproducer
and distributor of news reels and
documentaries. It isfunctioning under the
Ministry ofInformation andBroadcasting.
Tlx Films Division.wasfirst set up in 1948.
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Kumar's ‘Gungajamuna’. B. R. Chopra’s 'Waqt’, “other worldliness”. It is a cinema of social
Raj Kapoor’s ‘Sangam’, Dev^ Anand’s ’Guide’, ; significance and artistic sincerity, presenting a
Chetan Anand’s ‘Haqueequat’, Pramod Chakra- modem, humanist perspective more durable
varthy’s ’Love in Tokyo’, Devendra Goel’s ‘Ek than the fantasy world of the popular cinema.
Phool Do Mali’, Ramanand Sagar’s ‘Arzoo’ and The new cinema is "regional” in the sense that
‘Ankhen’ Sakthi Samantha’s ‘Aradhana’, Raj it speaks in terms of recognizable situation,

Khosla’s ’Do Raaste’, Gum Dutt’s ‘Sahib Bibi gives its characters a social identity and deals'

aur Gulam’, Manoj Kumar’s ‘Upkar’, O. P. with situations close to life. In production too,
Ralhan's ‘Phool aur Pathar were other signifi- it follows a pattern different from the popular
cant hits of the decade. cinema.
The seventies has further widened the gap Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen and Ritwik Ghatak

between multistar big-budgeted commercial were the founding fathers of the Not.’ Cinema
block busters and small-budgeted off beat in India. Ray had a special vision of the Indian
films. The popular Hindi hits of the decade reality—hard, implacable, piercing to the
include ‘Johny Mera Naam’, ‘Haathi Mere heart of the matter in an unbearably truthful

Saathi’, ‘Mera Gaon Mera Desh’, ‘Pakeeza’, yet moving fashion. He has hitherto made 25
‘Bobby’, ’Abhiman’, ‘Jugnu’, ‘Zanjeer’, Victoria full length feature films and a few documentar-
203', ‘Seeta aur Geeta', ‘Sholay’, ‘Muquaddar ies. The awards won by Ray's films are too
Ka Sikandar’, ’Deewar’, ’Khoon Pasina’, Mr. numerous. Pather Panchali, Aparajito, Apur
Natwarlal, ‘Hera Pheri’/Yadon Ki Baarat', ‘Hum Sansar, Charulata, Devi, Goopy Gyne Bagha
Kisise Kum Nailin', ’Kabhie Kabhie', ‘Shor’, Byne, Seemabadha, Ashani Sanket,Jana Aranya
’Roti Kapada aur Makan’, ’Dharam Veer’, ‘Amar etc. are some of his outstanding films.

Akbar Antony’. Of these, majority of the films Mrinal Sen is the ebullient one—ex-

were action oriented with revenge as the perimenting with neorealism as well as new
dominating theme. wave and fantasy. His notable films are Bhuvan
New Cinema and Regional Cinema: The Shome, Chorus, Mrigaya, Ek Din Pratidin,

emergence of the ‘New Indian Cinema’ in the Akaler Sandhane and Genesis. Like Ray, Mrinal

late sixties as a recognizable movement was Sen also has won several awards both national

partly a reaction to the popular cinema's and international. Ritwik Ghatak in a sense is

Satyajit Ray and Sharmila Tagore on the set of Aranyer Din. Rani.
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Hollywoodis 100
Hollywoodthrewa basb

for its 100th birthday witha
showerofchampagne, 1.5

metre—bigb birthday cake

andthe unveiling ofa
plexiglass time capsule that

celebritiesfilledon 1

February, 1987 withfilm

landmemorabilia.

Aspecialstarhonouring
the lateNatalieWoodwas
implanted in theHollywood
walk offamejust outside the
recently renovatedRoosevelt

Hotel, sceneofthefirst
academyawardceremonies
in 1927.

About500fans blocked
Hollywoodboulevardto get
aglimpse ofWood's
widower, RobertWagner,

'

andtheirdaughters, Kate,

CourtneyandNatasha.
At the birthdayparty

inside thehotelafew
minutes later, Mr. Wagner
placeda replicaofthe ,

sidewalkstarinside the time

capsule, which willremain
abovegroundandbe
displayedata location not

yetdisclosed.

CowboystarGene Autry
putapieceofthe old
"
Hollywood" sign into the

time capsule, artd actor

James Stewart addeda letter

from PresidentReagan.
. Actor.BuddyRogers,

widowerofMary Pickford,

donateda cassette ofthe

film “Wings’ which won the

first Oscar<50yearsagoand
starredPickford.

Rogers recalledattending

the Oscarceremonies in the

verysame room, with Clara

Bow andGaryCooper
sitting nearby. BobHope
placed an Oscar into the

cepsule. Theparty began 'a

year-long celebration of'

.

Hollywood'scentennial

Thefilm capital traces its

history to thepurchase ofa
120-acre ranch byaKansas
prohibitionist named
Harvey Wilcox, whose wife

decidedto name the

property afterthesummer
borne ofa Chicago
acquaintance.

On Feb. 1,1887, Wilcox

registered thename
''Hollywood'' with the bos

.

..

Angeles city recorder.

the most disturbing figure. His films constitute

a record of the traumas of change—from the

desperation of the rootless and deprived
refugees from East Bengal. (Meghe Dhaka
Tara, Koma! Gandhar, Subamarekha).
Awhole newgroup offilm makers emerged

on the Bengal scene. Notable among them

,
were Tapan Sinha, Tarum Majumdar, Pumen-

' du Pattrea & Buddhadeb' Dasgupta. They
continued the breakaway tradition of Ray and
made some significant contributions in their

'

own individual styles.

In Bomba)’, from the ‘new’ cinema’ group
there came Basu Chatteqi’s “Sara Akash”,
Rajinder Singh Bedi’s “Dastak”, Mani Haul’s
“Uski Ron”, “Ashad ka Ek Din” and ’-’Duvidha",
Kumar Shahani’s “Maya Darpan”, Awtar Haul’s
“27 Down”, Basu Bhattacharvas “Anubhav”
and “Aavishknr”, M. S. SathyuV’Garam Hawa”
etc. Sltyam Benegal’s advent with “Ankur” has
been a significant event of seventies. He has
since made notable films like .“Manihan”,
“Nisliant", . “Bhumika”, "Junoon", “Kah-ug”’
"Triknl" etc.

Tlie south gained its first recognition as a
centre for serious cinema with the Malavalam
'Chemmeen' (1965) by the late Ramu Kariat. In

the seventies the film makers of Karnataka ar

Kerala raised the banner ofthe New Cinema i

the South, so distinctively that the New Cinen
became identified with regional cinema. P;

tabhi Rama Reddy's ‘Samskara’ (1970) ar

Adoor Gopalakrishnan’s ‘Swayamvarar

(1972) were the trend setters in Kannada ar

Malayalam respectively. This trend continue

with a series ofsocially conscious and relevai

films—outstanding among them being. M.
’

Vasudevan Nair’s "Nirmalyani" (1973). B.
’

Karanth’s 'Chomana Dudi’, G. Aravindar

‘Udiarayanam’ and Thamp’, Girish . Kamad
‘Kaadu”, Girish Kasaravalli’s 'Ghattasradh:

Adoor Gopalakrishnan’s ‘Kodiyettam’, P. .

Backer’s "Chuvanna Vithukal" and K. <

George’s ’Stvapnadanam’.

The artistic—supremacy of the region

cinema reached its peak in the seventies wi
the arrival of bright young talents from tl

film schools at Pune and Madras who took t

cinema as a challenging medium and made
positive contribution—along with the suppe
of an intelligent minority audience thrown t

’ by the active film society movement in tl

south. - -

The active good cinema movement in Ks
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The seats in (be Shield

Theater inNewDelhiare
filled, alleyes rivetedon the

widescreen as the movie
‘Deewar” begins.A mob of
swarthygangsters hasjust
arrivedon the docks,

brandishingknivesand
bicyle chains, demandinga
fistfulofeverystevedore's
meagerwages. But the

hoodsare no matchfor
Vifay, thefilm 's lead,

character,playedby the

reigningmacho man of
Indian cinema, Amitabh
Bachchan. Wlxnfjeis
attackedby theyoung
toughs, the quiet

dockworker is transformed
into afuriousfighting
machineofwicked left

hooksanddevastating

roundhouse kicks. By the

scene's end, Vifay has the

gangstersfleeingfor their

lives — andthe audience Or,

itsfeet, screamingfortheir

hero.

The crowdsflock to
India's theaters, 75 million a
day, luredby the images of
the largestdreamfactoryin
the world. India drums out
nearly 1,000films every

year, most ofthem a
bountiful ifunwieldy mixof
songanddance, brawlsand
chases, domesticmelodrama
andchaste romance. For
India's largelypoormovie-
goers, the cinema offers

more thanfust escapefrom
the drudgery oftheir lives;

films like "Deewar" offer the

comforting illusion of
instantjustice. Forboth
those reasons, the cinema is

a national obsession. Ithas

spawnedscores ofmovie
magazinesandfan dubs.

Government officials are

eagertohobnob withfilm

stars; thanks toan adoring
public, ahandfulofstars
havebecomeprominent
politicians. Nounvbere,

infact, do moviegoers

identify as dosefy with the

tales ofthe cinema as in

India
The country’sfilm

industryserves up more to

thepublic thanjust myth
andfantasy. In recentyears

the localmovie capitals in

Bombay,Madrasand
Calcuttahave begun
producingnew-wavemovies
that explore contemporary
socialandpolitical issues
Films like ‘HalfTruth"and

Indian

Cinema:

Fantasy

Factory

"Seedling’have dealt with

such themesaspolice
brutalityandthe

degradation ofIndia's
indentured labourers. Such

filmshave been box-office

successes, thanks inpart to

thefact that theyfeature

some ofIndia ’s hotteststars

in leading roles. Actress

Hema Malini, who has been
dubbed "theMarilyn

Monroe ofIndia’forher
sultry looksandsometimes
steamyfilm roles, basstarrea

in severalmoviesabout the
travails ofwomen in

traditionalHindu society,

induding the hardships of

India'sarchaicdowry
system.

blockbusterepics, andtheir

charismaticsuperstars that

.

seem tohave thoroughly .

mesmerizedthe country's

moviegoers — andtheir

adulation often extendsfar
beyondtlx realm of
filmdom. Severalmatinee
idols, indudingN.T.Rama
Rao, who isnow chief

ministerofAndhraPradesh
andM. G. Ramadxmdran,
chiefministerofTamil
Nadu, have been catapulted

intopoliticsby loyalfans.
No onebasachievedmore
prominencethanAmitabh
Bachchan.Hebasstarredin
80films overthepast
decade,playing everything

from ClintEastwood-style
heroes to brooding sensitive

charactersreminiscentof .

MarlonBrando. Hisscreen
personawasapparentlyso
convincing that residents in
bishometown ofAllahabad,
m northern UttarPradesh,

electedhim ina landslide

victory toaparliamentary
seatin 1984.
But bisdubiouscareertn
governmentbassputteredto
an ignominiousend Amid
allegations thatbe violated
foreign currency lawsby
secretlystashing millionsof
dollars in Swiss banks,

Bachchan resignedfrom
Parliament. Even that

scandalseems unlikely to
crimp biscareeron
celluloid. Bachchan is

already back atworkon
three ofhis unfinishedfilms,
andnowbas contractsfor
another15 movies. ’When

they are releasedin India’s

theaters, bisfansaresure to
bescreamingasloudas
ever. (Newsweek)
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nataka has suffered a severe set back of late,

with a number of completed off beat films

remaining in the cans and awaiting distribu-

tors and exhibitors. The Hindi Avante garde or

new wave sSems to have reached its bloom
period towards the end of the seventies with

tile coming of film makers like Govind Nihlani

(Aakrosh), Saeed Mirza (Albert Pinto ko Gussa

Kyon Aatha Hai), Sai Paranjpe (Sparsh), Rabin-

dra Dharmaraj (Chakra), Musaffar All (Gaman)

and Biplab Roy Chqwdhary (Shodh). The
movement, spread to the other regional cine-

ma such as Marathi, Gujarathi & Telugu also.

Directors likejabbar Patel, Ramdas Phuttane,-

Ketan Mehta and Gautam Ghose came to the

scene with their films.

Far in the south also film makers such as K. •

Balachander, Johp Abraham, Bharathi Raja,

Bharathan, Padmarajan, K. R. Mohanan and a -

few others presented some significant films.

The 'new wave’ masters'Adoor and Aravindan

remained in the field with films like Hlip-

pathayam, Mukhamukham, Esthappan, Pok-

kuveyil and of late Chidambaram and Oridath.

Adoor's latest film ‘Anantharam’, Pavithran's

‘Uppu and Mohanan's ‘Purushartham' are

Largest Film
Producer

India is the largestproducer offilms in

the world. During 1985, 912featurefilms
were certifiedby the CentralBoardofFilm
Certificatesforpublic exhibition. Of these,

892 were in colour and 20 in B & W.

(However the 1986figure bas come down
with a total production of 840 films)

. Language Films produced 4984 -.1985

Telugu 170 198
Hindi 165 187
Malayalam 121 137
Oriya 14 .17
Marathi 10 16
Hartyanvi 4 10
Assamese 5 ..10
Bhojpuri 1 6
Nepali 1 4

!

Rajasthani . 2 . 3
Urdu 12

significant films of the Malayalam cinema in

the year 1987. Apama Sen, Nirad Mohapatra
and Prakash Jha are among the few new film

makers who became popular with their films

like 36 Chowrighee Lane, Parama, Mata Mriga
and Damul.
The mam bulk of Indian cinema still re-

mains far from reality, topicality and genuine
cinematic an, whether with or without social

purpose. The huge glossy dazzling frame is

There are 12,700public cinema balls in

the country. It is estimated that about 100
million people see films in a week.

there, but the soul is' missing. The mass

audience mind remains equally dormant and

unresponsive to change.' The future hope of

Indian cinema lies as much with a gradual

change in the mass mind.

PRESS, TV AND RADIO
The Indian print media consists of 36

centenarians. The Gujarati daily Bombay
Samachar published from Bombay is the
oldest existing newspaper. It was established
in 1822. During 1984 Hindi dailies dominated
in terms of numbers but in single unit
circulation two Bengali dailies - Ananda
Bazar Patrika and Jugantar - dominated.

At the end of 1984, the total number of news
papers in the country was 21,784 as compared
to 20,758 in 1983, an increase of 4.9 per cent.
Amog them, 1609 were dailies, 111 tri/bi-

weeklies, 6469 weeklies and 13595 other
periodicals. - •

News papers were published from all the

states and union territories except from Aru-

nachal Pradesh and Lakshadweep. Uttar

Pradesh claimed the top position"with 3,063

news papers published from the state. It was

followed by Delhi (2,772), Maharashtra (2,735)

and West Bengal (2378). More than one

thousand new' papers came out from Tamil

Nadu (1328), Rajasthan (1,210), Andhra

Pradesh (1,198) and Kerala (1,112).

News papers were broughtout in 92 lan-

guages. Apart from the’ 16 principal lanagues,

news papers were published in 76 other

languages, and a few foreign languages. The
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highest number was in Hindi (6370) followed
by English (3,961).

Number of News Papers

Language Dailies Weeklies

Hindi
.

‘ 554 2900
English 138 440
Assamese 3 28
Bengali 52 433
Gujarati 41 177
Kannada 93 173
Kashmiri 1

Malavalam 118 125
Marathi 132 393
Oriva 17 42
Punjabi 29 192
Sanskrit 2 4

Sindhi 7 22
Tamil 113 134
Telugu 42 167
Urdu 182 723
Bilingual 35 382
Multilingual 9 68
Others 42 67

Total 1609 6469

India has 4 news agencies - Press Trust of
India (PTI), United News of India (UNI),

•Samachar Bh'arati and Hindustan Samachar.

PTI was set up on 27 August 1947. It took

over from the Associated Press of India (API)

and Reuters. It has 124 news bureaux in the

country including computerised offices in the

four metropolitan cities.

UNI was registered as a company in 1954

and started news operation in 1961. In 1982 it

launched its Hindi news ervices ‘UNIVARTA’. It

operates a news service to the media in four

Gulf countries.

Under the Press Council Act, 1978, the first

Press Council ofIndia was constituted in 1979,

•the second in February 1982 and the third in

July 1985- It is meant to safeguard freedom of

press, maintain and improve the standard of

news papers and- news agencies.

Television: TV was introduced in India in

September, 1959 with the establishment of a

centre at Delhi as a pilot project. Over the

years, it acquired its Indian name Doordar-
. slum and expanded its reach and area of
activities in the spheres of information, educa-

tion and entertainment. .

_ During 1986-87 thirteen transmitters were
commissioned raising the total in the country
to 192. Five more are scheduled to be
commissioned immediately. Second channels
in Madras and Calcutta are scheduled to be
commissioned during 1987-88.

Srinagar,Jalandhar, Lucknow, Calcutta, Mad-
ras, Bangalore, Bombay and Delhi are already

linked on microwave system for simultaneous-
ly receiving and telecasting TV signal. It Ls now
proposed to link Hyderabad and Trivandrum
also.

INSAT multiple service project has been
made use ofby Doordarshan for direct telecast

of the programme and for the national net-

working of the existing terrestial transmitters

through the use of microwave system. Tele-

casts ofJtigher education programmes which
.commenced on August 15, 1984, via INSAT-1B
continue successfully.

On August 15, 1984, a daily national prog-

ramme of 90 minutes for a simultaneous

telecast throughout the country was intro-

duced. The programme is currently telecast

for a minimum of 155 minutes daily from 8.40

p.m. to 13.15 p.m. 3 987saw the introduction of

daily morning telecast from 7.30 to 8.15.

The commercial service of Doordarshan
made 3 modest beginning in January, 1986.

The service has been extended through more
Kendras resulting in substantial increase in

revenues as is evident from the following

figures.

1982—83 R5.15.89 crores

1983~84 Rs.19.79 crores

1984—

85 Rs.31.43 crores

1985—

86 Rs.60.20, crores

1986—

87 Rs.80.53 crores

(upto January 1987)

The revenue in 1987 alone is expected to be
around Rs.200 crores.

T.V. Sets. The first indigenous Black and White

TV receiver was produced in India in 1969.

From a production level ofa few thousand sets

in 1970, the industry has grown to produce 3.

million sets in 1986. Ofthis 2,1 50,000 are black

and white and 900,000 colour.

It is estimated that at the end of 1987 India

will have 13.5 million TV sets. This is e.\peci«i

,to go up to 29-2 million by 3990 and

million by 1992.
. . fn

Radio: Broadcasting in India__-
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Among tbe centenarinsare
such stalwartsasThe Times
ofIndia, The Hindu, The
Statesman andtheAmrita

Bazar Patrika. Malayala

Manorama,publishers of
Manorama Year BookJoins
thisselect band in 1988.

FoundedbyKandatbil
VargbeseMappillai,

MalayalaManorama isnow
publishedsimultaneously

fromfour centres —
Kottay’am, Calicut, Cochin
andTrhxmdnim. Tlx latest

unit in Trivandrum receives

page-images byfacsimile
transmission. Malayala
Manorama is tbesecond
ncivspaper in tbe country' to

use thissystem after Tbe
Hindu'ofMadras
MalayalaManorama

stridesintotheCentenary
year with manyproud
achievements, thegreatest

being the highest circulation
in India According to tbe

ABC reportfor
January—June 1987, ithas
a dailypaidsale of630,068
copies (Circulation on Nov.

1, 1987:631368).
Double that oftbe

InternationalHerald
Tribue!And it too reaches

allcomers oftbeglobe,
uixrrever there are
Malayalees

Kerala has two morclcente-

nwrcrwrr—'Saivadeepam of
1876and Deepika of1886.

Incidentally tbeprint
orderofManorama Year
Book 1988 is 1,00,000 -
highest by any publication of
its kind in India
Nowsome tvorld

statistics: OldestNewspaper.
Post Och Inrikes Tidningar,

Sweden. Founded in 1645.

LargestDaily:NewYork
Times ofSunday 17 Oct
1965 (946 pages). Highest

Circulation

:

Yomiuri
Shimbun,Japan ( 1 ,4 1 34,187
on 1st April 1986).A
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Phones: Global Reach Grows

. Telecommunication in India made a big

leap 'during 1987 when International Sub-

scriber Dialling (ISD) was opened to 15Q;

countries around the globe. The inaugura-

tion of the India - UAE submarine cable

system in November was another boon for

those who wanted direct'access to the Gulf.

All the 360 centres in India with Subscri-

ber Trunk Dialling (STD) facility have now
. been provided with ISD facility.

Another 339 centres will be provided

.these facilities during. the Seventh Plan. .

According to the annual report of the

, Department of Telecommunicaitons for

1986-87, all the cities (216) and towns

(3029) in the country as per 1981- census
’

. have access to the telephone network

•through telephone exchange. Out of

575,936 villages as per the 1981 census

about 8877 are served by exchanges and
22,201 by long distance (more than 5 km)
public telephones.

The registered demand for telephone

connection reached 41.51 lakhs during
1986-87. A total of 774 new exchanges
were commissioned during 1986-87'rais-

ing tiie total number of departments

echanges to ll,482.,The.equipment capac

ity of echanges rose to 31 .66'lakhs. Vfaitinj

list: 9.86 lakhs.

Telex subscribers in .the country tota

30,515- Subscribers in.179. countries of thi

world, are accessible', to them.

As on 31-3-86 there were in all 1,4439’

post- offices in the country. -Of theS’

1,28,810 were in rural areas and 15,5.86 ii

urban areas. The average area served by
post office was 22.76 sq km and -th

average - population served ‘ was 474

(based on 1981 census).
,

In the year 1985-86 the postal service

handled nearly 1211 crore.pieces of mai
excluding money order. The total numbe
of registered articles handled was 304
lakhs.

.

•

Nearly 1238 lakh inland money order c

a total value of Rs.2013 crore were issuec

the commission realized thus being Rs.55.

crores. The total value, of .postal order
issued was Rs.22.79 crores represented b
243-9 lakh postal , orders.

During 1985-86 thirty-eight special com
memorative stamps were issued..

1927 with two privately owned imsmitters in

Bombay and Calcutta. The government took
them over in 1930 to establish Indian Broad-
casting Service. The name was changed to All

India Radio (AIR) in 1936 and since 1957 it is

known as Akashvani.

Akashvani today has 98 radio stations,’ 142
MW' transminers with 8,245 kw power, 40 SVC'

transmitters with 3,865 kW power and 4 VHF
(EM) transmitters with 60 kW (ERP) power.

N ,

This will cover 95 per cent population and 86
per cent of the area of the country.

The Seventh Plan (1985-90) of the AIR is

under implementation. With tlte completion
. of this plan, the country will have 205 broad-
casting stations, 1 50MW transmitters with total

power of 10,856 kW, 54 SW transmitters with
total powers of 7,293 kW and 104 FM transmit-

.

ters with the total ERP power of 3,270 kW.

The News Services Division broadcast

ery day 273 news bulletins for a dursh:

over. 36 horus in its home, external

regional: services. In the home service
’

Delhi, 81 bulletins are put out in 19 Iangi

for a duration of over 1 1 hours. The ext

services broadcast daily programmes fc

hours and 35 minutes. in 24 languages
The Vivid}] Bbarati Service provides c

tainment to listeners. Two high power <

wave transmitters in Madras and Bombay
the transmissions. There are 29 Commt
Broadcasting centres. Ten percent of the

broadcasting time is alloted for advertisei

Gross income earned for die. last 5 5

1982-83: Rs.15.51 crores,', 1983-84 Rs".

crores, 1984-85: Rs. 15.69 crores, 19f

Rs.19.82 crores, 198687 (upto January I

Rs.20.23 crores.
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Milestones in Communication
35.000 B.C. Cro-Magnon period; specula-

tion that language existed.

22.000 B.C. Pre-bistoric cave paintings.

4.000 B.C. Sumerian writing on Clay

Tablets.

3.000 B.C. Early Egyptian hieroglyphics.

2.000 B.C. Mobanjo Dam and Harap-
pan script and seals.

1,800 B.C. Phoenician alphabet.

1.000 B.C Early Greek Script.

600 B.C. Earliest Latin inscriptions.

450 B.C. Carrier Pegions used by the

Greeks.

130 B.C. Library ofAlexandria built.

350 AD. Books replace scrolls

600 AD. Book printing in China.

676 AD. Paper and ink used by Arabs
and Persians.

13200 AD. Paperand ink art in Eumpe.
1,453 AD. Gutenberg Bible printed.

1362 AD. First monthly newspaper in

Italy.

1,594 AD. First magazine in Germany.

1,639 AD. First printing machine in

North America.

1,642 AD. Early adding machine de-

veloped by Blaise Pascal.

1,709 AD. Copy right law in England.

1,791 AD. First Amendment to the US
Constitution. •

1,819 AD. Flatbed press invented by

David Napier.
"

1,827 AD. Photographs'on metalplates.

1,830 AD. "Analytic Engme" (Compu-
ter) principles; Charles Babbage.

1,835 AD. SamuelMorse introduced the

Telegraph.
s

1,846 AD. SigbtetUng Press; bigb speed

printing.

1,855 AD. Printing telegraphs, David

Hughes.

1,866 AD. Translantic cable completed.

1,876 AD. Telcplxme invented; Alexan-

der Graljam Bell.

1,888 AD. Radio waies identified.

1,895 AD. Radio telegrapljy; Guglielmo

Marconi.

1,895 AD. Motion picture camera; Au-

. gttste and Lotus Lumiere.

IfOO AD. Speech transmitted via radio

. .waves

If12 AD. Motionpicturea big business.

If20 AD. Home television speculated

upon.

If27 AD. American Telephone and
Telegraph Co demonstrates T.V.

lf36AD. Life magazine founded.

If42 AD. First Electmnic computer in

US.

If46 AD. Xerography inverted; Oxster
Carlson.

If47 AD. Transistor inverted; Bell

Laboratories.

1$)49 AD. First storedprogramme com-
puter.

If51 AD. Colour TV introduced in US.

If)57 AD. Russia launches thefirst satel-

lite-Sputnlk.

If58 AD. Stereophonic recording? in

US.

If6l AD. Push biaton telephones

If62 AD. Telestar satellite introduced.

If68 AD. Portable video recorders

If70 AD. Micro electronic chips com-

ing into wide use.

If75 AD. Flat wall TVscreen invented

If75 AD. Fiber optic signal transmis-

sion now highly developed

If75 AD. First wide marketing of TV
computer games

If78 AD. Video disc system test mar-

keted.

If79 AD. 3-D TV demonstrated.

If80 AD. Home computer availablefor
less than S 500.

If80 AD. New breakthrough in Spc~~

photograp/jy.

If81 AD. Space shuttle 'Columbia' 1

successful mission.

If82 AD. European consortium is 11

dyes multiple satellites.

If82 AD. Major advances ** ffff
mentation of inocm f

If86 AD. Live transrvei^

beaming throng
v

jjpfinrtri* '

. - —1.
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REACHING OUT TO SPACE
.. India’s space programme bas come of age.

With the launching of her oxvn satellites in her

own vehicles and deploying her own com-

munication satellites to geostationary orbit,

India has earned a coveted place in the

exclusive space club. Indians are joining the

select band of space-travellers also.

The Indian Space programme is directed

towards harnessing space technology in a

.

self-reliant manner for:- (1). Satellite com-
munications including direct -TV broadcasting

to community receivers. (2). Natural resources

survey & management including environmen-
tal monitoring and meteorological forecasting,

o achieve these ends, India is actively in-

Dlved in developing and putting into opera-

on a series of satellite and launch vehicle

rstems.

The Indian Space programme began with
re setting up of a sounding rocket launching
icility at Thumba, a fishing hamlet' near
rivandurm in 3963. The Thumba Equatorial

octet Launching Station (TERLS), which in

968 was dedicated, to the United Nations

Irganization, served as the nucleus for the

;rowth.of IndianSpace Research Organization

I5RO), which today encompasses the follow-

ng Centres. , .

U) Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC),
Trivandrum; (2) SHAR Centre, Sriharikota; (3)
SRO SateJJire Centre (JSAC), Bangalore; (4).

luxilfary Propulsion System Unit (APSU),
langalore; (5) Space Applications Centre
SAC), Ahmedabad; (6) Development & Edu-
cational Communication Unit (DECU), Ahme-
iabad; and (7) ISRO Telemetry, Tracking &
jtommand'Network (ISTRAC) with its head-
juaners at Bangalore.

The Department of Space (DOS) located at

Lingalore is responsible for the execution of
ndias Space activities through ISRO. The
hysical Research Laboratory (PRL) at Ahmeda-
ad, an institution supported mainly by DOS,
onducts research in space and related scien-
es. The DOS-supponed National Remote
lensing Agency (NRSA) at Hyderabad, is en-
?ged in using remote sensing techniques for
Ik- survey and management of natural re-
ources.

Hie Indian Space Programme took a major

forward step with the launching of the first

indigenously built spacecraft, Aryabhata, In

1975. This 360kg satellite, designed to acquire

the basic expertise in satellite technology, was

placed into orbit from the Soviet Union by a

Soviet rocket carrier.,

Aryabhata was followed by Ehaskard-1, an

.experimental earth observation satellite. Laun-

ched in 3979, Bhaskara-1 carried TV camera

and microwave radiometer payloads for Earth

. observation studies in hydrology, forestry,

snow melting and oceanography. An improved

version.of this satellite, Bhaskara-II; was laun-

ched in 3981. The Bhaskara Satellites were
also launched by Soviet rocket carriers. •

In the area ofsatellite communication, ISRO
conducted two latgescale experiments re-

levant to India’s communication needs. Thfey

were: (a) Satellite Instructional Television

Experiment Project (SITE) during 1977-79-

Under SITE, developmental programmes were
telecast direct to community receivers in 2,400

villages, using the American satellite, ATS-6.
Similarly, with the aid of the Franco-German
’Symphonic’ spacecraft, a series of innovative

communication experiments were conducted
under STEP. •

Parallel to spacecraft technology, India took
steps for building its own first satellite.Iaunch

vehicle, SLV-3. The four-stage, solid prop-

ellant SLV-3, during its three successful flights

in 1980, 1981 and 1983, orbited Indian-built

Rohini series satellites.

In June 1981, India’s first experimental
geostationary communications satellite, AP-

PLE, was successfully launched aboard the

European Space Agency’s Ariane launch vehi-

cle from Kourou in French Guyana. During
this satellite’s active in-orbit life of27 months,
it was used to conduct a variety of advanced
satellite communication experiments. It also

provided live TV coverage ofselected national

events.

The successful launching of INSAT-IB, a

multi-purpose domestic satellite, on board the

American Space Shuttle in 1983 , and its

operationalisation has given India the capabil-.

ity of country-wide domestic telecommunica-
tions, meteorology and direct community TV
brcodcasting.
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India was to have launched INSAT-IC aboard
America’s Space Shuttle Challenger. But as the

series was aborted due to a tragic mid-air

•explosion in early 1986, India has now con-

tracted Ariane Space to launch it in June 1988.

.
The SLV-3 project provided India with the

expertise for embarking on the development
of larger and more sophisticated launch vehi-

cles. Meanwhile the failure of an Augmented
Satellite Launch Vehicle (ASLV) on 24 March,

1987 has dampened the spirits of Indian

scientists a little. ASLV is meant to orbit 150-kg

satellites into space. Polar Satellite Launch

Vehicles (PSLV) capable of injecting 1000-kg
class satellites into a polar sun-synchronous-

orbit are under development.
Another important project on hand is the.

Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) series.

The first such satellite is scheduled to go into

orbit in 1988 launched from the Soviet Union.

The three-axis stabilised 850-kg IRS will carry

payload to collect data on agriculture, forestry,

hydrology, snow-melting and meteorology.

ISRO had developed and qualified a series

of Sounding Rockets like RH-125, RH-200,
Centure, RH-300, RH-560, etc, for meteorolo-

Milestones In Indian Space Programme
1962: Indian National Committee for
Space Research (INCOSPAR)formed by tlx

Department of Atomic Energy.

1963: Thumba Equatorial Rocket Laun-

ching Station (TERLS) established in re-

sponse to the longfelt need ofscientists to

make in-situ measurements of upper

atmospheric parameters, particularly of
equatorial electrojet.

1965: The Space Science & Technology

Centre (SSTC) cstablidxd in Thumba as a
research and development laboratory in

space technology for achieving self-re-

liance in this field.

1967: An earth stationfor satellite telecom-

munication set up at Ahmedabad to pro-

videfacilitiesfor training and research in

this technology. Engineers trained here

.

help set up the first Indian commercial

satellite telecommunication earth station

at Arvi, near Pune.

1968: TERLS dedicated, to the United Na-

tions.

1972-1976: A number ofair-bome remote

sensing experiments conducted for sur-

veying earth resources.

1975: Thefirst Indian Satellite, Aryabhata,

laundxdon April 19, 1975from tlxSoviet

Union.

1975-1976: Tlxfirst major pace applica-

tion programme. Satellite Instructional

Television Experiments (SITE), conducted

during August 1975, July 1976 using the

American Satellite, ATS-6.

1977: The Satellite Telecommunication
Experiments Project (STEP) carried out

from tlx middle of1977 to 1979 using the

Franco-German satellite, Sympbonie.

1979: The Second Indian Satellite, Bbas-

kara, a satellite for Earth observations,

Bbaskara, launched on 7tb June 1979
from the Soviet Union.

1980: SLV-3, India’s first Satellite Launch
' Vehicle, puts Robini Satellite into a near-

eanh elliptical orbit from Srilxirikota on
180: July, 1980.

1981: India’sfirst experimentalgeostation-

ary communication satellite, APPLE, suc-

cessfidly launched by ESA’s Ariane Launch
Vehiclefrom Kourott, Trend) Guyana, on
19thJune 1981. India's second satellitefor
Earth obsenation, Bbaskara-II, laundxd
from the Soviet Union on 200} November,

.

1981

1983: Second developmentalflight ofSLV- j

3 successfully conductedfrom Sri/xvikovt

on 1 7tb Apiil 1983 and RS-D-2 sateEste

orbited INSAT—1B India's muttipupesc

domestic satellite, laundxd o~-
-’’•'f'

( X4 s Space sLntitlc, 'Chaffengtr > ~

August 1983

1981: We first joint Indx-Srf ^ ^ ^

mission laundxd on Jr-JAef^

'

Ldr Raked} Sbamia r

cosmonaut.

1988: INSAT-IC «c
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National
Science Day

States and Territories

gicai and upperatmospheric research. RH-:560

is India’s largest Sounding Rocket capable of

reaching an altitude of,350 km with a 100-kg

payload weight. Tests are regularly conducted

from India's three sounding rocket ranges at

Thumbs. , Sriharikota and •Balasore.

India attaches great importance to co-opera-

tion with other countries and international

agencies, most prominent among them being

the USSR, the USA, The Federal Republic of

Germany (FRG), France, the European Space

Agency (ESA), the United Kingdom (UK) and

the United Nations.

Indo-Soviet collaboration in space began

with the USSR extending technical assistance

to India in setting up her Thumba Equatorial

Rocket launching Station (TERLS), way back in

1962. TERLS was dedicated to the United

Nations in 1968 and has since operated as an

international sounding rocket range.

-Regular meteorological soundings are

being Joindy conducted from TERLS by India

and the USSR using the Soviet M-100 rockets.

The collaboration between the two countries

further intensified with the USSR offering free

launches for the three Indian satellites,

Aryabhata, Bhaskara-1 and Bhaskara-H.

The USSR also helped India establish her
Satellite Tracking & Ranging Station (STARS)
and offered the Luna-24 moon rock samples
to Indian scientists for investigation. Scientists

from the two countries have also conducted
- joint balloon experiments in gamma-ray astro-

homy from India's balloon facility ai Hyder-
• d.

With the successful completion of the eight-

day Indo-Soviet joint manned mission abroad
Soyuz-T-ll/Safyut-7, the collaboration be-
tween the two nations in the peaceful use of
outer- space, which entered its twenty-second
year in 1984, literally came of age.

The launch of the first Indian Remote
Sensing Satellite (IRS), would again be from

India uHlt have a National Science

from now onwards. February28th of\

)var will be observed as itie Nait

Science Day. .

‘

On this day in 1928, Sri C. V. Re

observed the phenomenon cancer

light scattering — tbe Raman Ejfet

trbidb brought bim tbe Nobel Prize.

The decision to honour tbeNobel L
ate like this is expected to proti

stimulus to science education dn
popularise science among - tbe yoi

people.

Tbe minimum goal of tbe cou
science planners is to acbieie unit

immunisation, drinking water supp

villages, raisingproduction ofoilseed
improving communication facilities

the -USSR on board the first launch i

commercially procured from
,
that cot

The dedication of TERLS to the’ L
conduct of instructional television i

ments via USA’s ATS-6 satellite and

munication experiments using the F
German ‘Symphonie’ spacecraft, the lau

of Aryabhata and Bhaskara' spacecraft

Soviet Union and of APPLE on board
Ariane, and the orbiting of INSAT-1B b;

Space Shuttle are important landma
India’s policy of active collaboratioi

other countries in harnessing Spa*

national development

As pajrt ofISRO's co-operation with in

many technologies/processes develop
ISRO in the areas ofelectronic^, chemic
materials have been transferred to

industries for commercial production

STATES AND TERRITORIES
The Union of India, made up of 25 States

and 9 Union Territories, is in a state of
demographic transition. Demographic transi-

tion indicates the passage ofa population front
high mortality and fertility rates to low mortal-
ity and low fertility.

The 1981 census count placed the
population at 685.2 million as bn the
March. The population' has grown tit an

;

average rate of 0.83 per cent* betweei

* IVrccnuge based on the- provisional figure of 6^vi
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\ Union of India: Basic Data

Region
\ .Capital . . Area Population

- /

-
,

-
.

(sq km) (1981)

INDIA New Delhi 3^87^63@ 685,184,692

States: Capital: Area Population Percent-

(sq km) (1981) age to

All Indlat

1 Andhra Pradesh Hyderabad 275,068 53,549,673 7.82

2 Antnachal Pradesh Itanagar
'

88,743 631,839 0.09

3 Assami Dispur 78,438 19,896,843 2.90

4 Bihar Patna 173,877 69,914,734 10.20

5 Goa (including Daman & Diu)Panaji 3,814- 10,086,730 0.16

6 Gujarat Gandhinagar 196,024 34,085.799 4.97

7 Haryana Chandigarh 44,212 12,922,618 1.89

8 Himachal Pradesh . Shlmla 55,673 4,280,83

8

0.62

9 Jammu & Kashmir Srinagar/jammu* 222,236 5,987389 0.87

10 Karnataka Bangalore 191,791 37,135,714 5-42

11 Kerala Trivandrum 38,863 25,453,680 3.71

12 Madhya Pradesh Bhopal 443,446 52,178,844 7.62

13 Maharashtra
' “ Bombay 307,690 62,784,171 9.16

14 Manipur Imphal 22327 1,420,953 0.21

15 .Meghalaya Shillong 22,429 1335,819 0.19

16 Mizoram Aizwal 21,061 493,757 -- 0.07

17 Nagaland. Kohima 16,579-' 774,930 0.11

18 Orissa
„

Bhubaneswar 155,707 26370,271 3-85

19 Punjab Chandigarh 50362 16,788,915 2.45

20 Rajasthan

'

Jaipur 342,239 34,261,862 500
21 Sikkim <

’
. Gangtok 7,096 316385 0.05

22 Tamil Nadu Madras 130,058 48,408,077 7.06

23 Tripura Agartala 10,486 2,053,058 0,30

24 Uttar Pradesh Lucknow 294,411 110,862,013 16.18

25 West Bengal Calcutta 88,752 54,580,647 7.97

Union Territories Headquarters Area
(sq km)

Population

1981

Percent-

cage to

All India

1 Andaman & Nicobar Islands

2 Chandigarh

3 Dadra & Nagar Haveli

4 Delhi

5 Daman & Dlu
6 Lakshadweep .

7 Pondicherry

Port Blair 8,249 188,741

Chandigarh 114 451,610 0.07

Sihtassa 491 103,676 0.02

Delhi 1,483 6,220,406 0.91

Daman 112 78,981 0.012

Kavarattl 32 40249 0.01

Pondicherry 492 604,471 0.09

1 ^
PretS’accouii for* 0 per cem or mote than ooctWrd of ihc tool poput**»

ffi'rhTuS *rca rfthc ctwmiv rcpre«tts provisional -GcoRnphicai area is on 31a March 1982. sup^^
oaupaUon of PaJdson. 5.180 «, km Hlopth- handed over* fafa=r * =«* «*

37.555 sq Ion under dlejol occupation of China.

and 1931 and at a more rapid pace of 2. 13 per wven 1951 and 19K1.

cent in the post-independence )xrh >0 lx.*' until the rear 2000.

rzrv c.txr'irto -
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would be 1025 million, about one-half more
than what it is todav.

There are many stages in the demographic
transition beginning with a declining mortality

and continuing fertility to a stage where both
mortality and fertility rates decline more or
less at the same rate and keep the population
stable over a period of time.

The difference is essentially a different

ratios between mortality, and fertility rate

population group. Hie' Indian nation is n

population group in this sense. Rather,

made up of various population groups. T1

population groups tend to be so small

even a State may contain a large‘numbe

such groups.
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• Hut at present, the States remain the lowest
population group which can he demographic
callv assessed. On this basis, the IS major
States (excluding Assam, where the ceasus has
not been completed) may be grouped into

four.- (i) Jammu & Kashmir, Rajasthan, Uttar

Pradesh and Bihar, (ii) Karnataka, 1’unjnb and
Andhra Pradesh, (iii) Haryana, Gujarat, Madina
Pradesh, Maharashtra and” West Bengal and (iv)

Kerala, Orissa and Tamil Nadu.

These 15 states contain 9-12 [ter cent of
India's population. Only three states among
them (Kerala, Orissa & Tamil Nadu) with a

total population of 100 million or 15.S per
cent, are in an advanced stage of transition

with a declining growth rate below 2 per cent.

The growth rates of another five states (group

iii) with a total population of 216 million or
33-6 per cent have started declining, though
still above 2 per cent. The remaining seven
states (groups i & it) with slightly above ltalf

die population (50.9 per cent), are just .enter-

ing the demographic transition with tlcclinimi

mortality but with no significant decline in

fertility.

The growth nlte for 1971-19S1 averages at

around 2.48 perannum for all India. As against

this, the growth rate for group (i) is above 2.5

and for group (ii) around 2.5, both increasing

trends. For group (iii) the growth rate aver-

ages below 2.5. Though this is still an increas-

ing growth rate, it is on the low side. Group
(iv) shows an average of less than 2, definitely

a declining trend.

ANDHRA PRADESH
Area: 275,068 sc| km. Capital: Hyderabad.
Papulation: 53,519,673. languages: Telugu
and- Urdu. Literacy: 29.73%.

Physiography: Andhra Pradesh is the fifth

largest state in India, both in area and popttla-

tion. Bounded by MP and Orissa in the north,
- the Bay of Bengal in the east, T. Nadu and
Karnataka in the south and Maharashtra in the

west, AP forms the major link between the

north and the south of India. The northern
’ area of AP is mountainous with an annual

rainfall of 45 to'50 inches. The highest peak

MaJx’wfraf’Iri rises 4920 ft above the sea level.

As we go further south, the rainfall comes
down to 20 inches annually. The climate is

generally hot and humid. AP is principally fed

by the south west monsoon, the north east

monsoon contributing alxiui one-third to the-

rainfall.

The A’ristma and the GocUuwi are the major

river systems in tile state. The Godavari is the

largest and the broadest river of .South India.

The Tungabhadm is an important tributary of

the Krishna. Other important rivers are the

Pennar, Vamsadhara and the Nagavali. All these

rivers are rainfed, and are of great economic

significance to the state because of their rich

hydropower and irrigation potential.

History: Tlx* word 'Andhra' is equally applic-

able to the land, the people and the language,

although the language in course of time

developed a name of its own—7'efitg/f.

Hie Andhras, originally an Aryan ran:,

migrated to the south of the Vindhyas where
they mixed with the non-Aryan stocks. Andhra
Pradesh first enters history as part of the great

Maurvan empire.

In the 13th century, the Kakatiias, with their

capital at Warrangnl, dominated Andhra desa.

In 1323, llieTughlak Sultan of Delhi captured

the Kakativa ruler and ended the dynasty. 'Die

Tttghlaks never cared to annex the Kakativ.tn

dominions and four local kingdoms arose out

of the old Kakatiynn empire.

One ofthese kingdoms was Vijayanagar. The
Vijayanagar empire mixkI as a bulwark against

Muslim expansionism for more than 200 years.

Vijayanagar bad to contend with Muslim sul-

tanates in the north time and again. Sometimes
Vijaynagar joined one sultan against another.

These tactics finally led to a grand alliance of

the sultanate’s of Ahniadnagnr, Bijapttr, Go!-

conda and Bidar against Vij.-nanag.tr. On 23rd

January, 1565 the iXx-can sultans humbled tlte

migbty Vijayanagar army m the btule of

TaJikota.

Tlie Qutb Sliahis of Golconda laid tlte-

founelatious of the modes n city of ! lydenilntd.

Emperor Aiirangzeb routed the Qutb Sliahis

and appointed Asaf Jan tlte governor of

Deccan. As the Muglul Empire totterexi under

Aurangzeb's successors, tlie Asaf Jahis made
ibesnselves independesit rulers under the title

of Nizam. Tlie Nizams 1-tetanic invobed in die
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Anglo-French wars in the Deccan and had
finally to enter into a subsidiary' alliance with

the British in 1800.

Andhra Pradesh is the first state in India that

has been formed on a purely linguistic basis

When India became independent, the

Andhras, that is, the Telugu-speaking people,

were distributed in about 21 districts, 9 of
them in the Nizam's Dominions and 12 in the
Madras Presidency. On the basis ofan agitation

on Oct. 1, 1953, 11 districts of the Madras State

were put together to form a new- Andhra State

with Kurnool as capital.

On Nov. 1, 1956 in accordance with t

recommendations of the State Keorganizati

Commission, the Andhra State was enlarged

the addition of nine districts formerly.in t

Nizam's Dominions. Hyderabad, the forn

capital of the Nizarri, was made the capital

the enlarged Andhra State.

AP thus consisted of three distinct regio

(1) coastal region, made up of eight distrii

generally called Aiulbra, (2) the inter

region, consisting of four districts collectiv

known as Rayctlaseerna and (3) Telenga

region, consisting of the capital ' Hydentf
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and nine adjoining districts.

From 1969 to 1972 AP was rocked by riots,

first in -Telengana, then .in Andhra on the

question of - bifurcation of the state. The
Central Government refused to consider the

question of bifurcation. A six-point formula,

was put forward by the Prime Minister Mrs.

Indira Gandhi as a compromise. The formula
was generally accepted and peace. was res-

tored in the’ state.

The six-point formula has been incorpo-

rated into the Constitution as the Thirty

second Amendment 1973. -

Administration-. The legislature in the AP. is

unicameral, the Legislative Assembly has 293
seats. AP. Legislative Council was abolished on
June 1, 1985.

Districts

District Area Population!

(sq km)
Head-

quarters

Andhra Region
Anantapur* . 19130 2548012 Anantapur
Chittoor* 15152 2737316 Chittoor

Cuddapah* 15359 1933304 Cuddapah
E Godavari 10807 3701040 KaJdnada

Guntur 11391 . 3434724 Guntur
Krishna 8734 3048463 Machili'

paman)

Kumool 17658 2407299 Kuntool

Nellore 13076 . 2014879 Nelfore

Prakasam 17626 2329571 Ongole
Srikakulam

Visakha-

, 5837 . 1959352 Srikakulam

Visakha-

patnam .11161. 2576474 ptainam

Vizianagaram 6539 1804196 Vizianagaram

W. Godavari 7742

Telengana Region
2873958 Eluru

Adihhad 16128 163900} Adiiabad

Hvderabad 217 2260702 Hvderabad

Ranga Reddv 7493 1582062 Hyderabad

Karlmnagar

'

11823 2436323 Karimnagar

Khammam 16029 1751574 Khamntam
Mahaboob- Mahaboob-

nagar 18432 2444619 nagar

Medak 9699 1807139 Sangareddy

Nalgortda 14240 2279685 N'algonda

Nivamabad 7956 1679683 Nizamabad

Warrangal

Total

12846 2300295

5354967

3

1X’arrang3l

* Jfcnuhsccma.

t Census of Jndu 1981.

Andhra is divided into 23 districts. Two new
districts created are Ranga Reddy District.

(August 15, 1979, from Hyderabad District)

and Vizianagnram District (June 1, 1979 frpm

Visakhapatnam and Srikakulam Districts). The
headquarters for Ranga Redd}- District far the
time being is Hyderabad City and for Viziana-
garam district, Vizianagaram city.

.

State of Economy; AP. has a widely diversi-

fied farming base, with a rich variety of cash
crops. It is surplus in foodgrains and can
rightly claim to be the granary of die south.

Agricultural sector accounts for around 50% of
the state’s income and provides livelihood to

70% of the population. The crops extensively

. cultivated in die state are paddy, jowar, bajra,

,ragi, maize, groundnut, chillies, tobacco, cot-

ton, castor and sugar cane.

AP. leads all other states in die production
of tobacco with a virtual monopoly of Virginia •

tobacco. The production oftobacco in 1985-86
was 1.45 lakh tonnes and production of
ground nut was 13.10 lakh tonnes. Production

of foodgrain reached 103 73 lakh tonnes in

1985-86.

Andhra Pradesh which has for long been at

the bottom ofthe industrial map of India today

stands fifth in the country in terms of industrial

development, sixth in respect of employment,
seventh in respect of output and eighth in

respect of productive capital and value added.

There are 606 medium and large scale

industries with a capital investment of nearly

Rs. 3060 crore, providing employment for

more chan 4.25 lakh persons. Further, there

are 58263 small scale units in the state with an

investment of Rs. 795-22 crore, providing em-
ployment for about 5.51 lakh persons.

The work on the steel plant at Visakhspat-

nani is in full swing. Foundation for the

railway carriage repair workshop at Tirupati

has been laid.

Tourist Centres: Andhra Pradesh is rich in

historical monuments. It possesses many holy

temples which attract large numbers of pil-

grims and tourists.

Tirupati in Chirtoor district houses one of

the most famous temples in India. The presid-

ing deity is known as Venkareswara. The main

temple is situated on a hill-top, Tirumalai. and

is a masterpiece of South Indian architecture.

The temple of Sriramachandra at

rachalam, the Mallikarjunaswnmi

Srisailam, the Ahobalam temple,

temple and the Simhachalani

among the other famous,
1

~-i*.

Pradesh.- Hie main . touojjjMjy -...

'

,

’v
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capital of the state, Hjxlerabad. The capital is

in reality the twin cities of Hyderabad and

Secunderabad linked together by the Hussain

Sagar. Places of interest are the Char Minar

built in 1591, Osmania University, Stare

Museum and Art Gallery, Salarjung Museum,

Health Museum, Nehru Zoological Park, Public

Gardens and Birla Mandir.

Another important centre of tourism is

Golconda, about 8 km from Hyderabad The

capital of the Quib Sivahi Sultans in the 1<

century, Golconda is rich in historical mot

ments svhich include the famous Golcon

Fort Golconda was knotvn the worldover, a

ricit mine ofdiamonds in the mediaeval rim

The famous diamonds, Kolmioor and P

came from the diamond mines of Golcont

Governor: Kumud Ben Mani ShankerJos

Chief Minister: N. T. Rama Rao. (Tele

Desam).

ARUNACHAL PRADESH
t 83,743 sq km Capital: Itanagar.

ulation: 632,000. Languages: Monpa,
Miju, Sherdukpen, Nishi, Apatani, Hill Min'

n, Adi, Idu, Digaru, Miji, Khampti, Sing-

Tangsa, Noae, Wandio. literacy: 20.9%.

unaciia) Pradesh (Land of the Dawn-lit

ntaias) is a thinly populated hilly tract on
astern mast pan oflndia,-surrounded on
c sides by the international border with

tan to the west, China to the nonh and
na to the east and Assam to the south.

Biography: Arunachal Ls entirely moun-
ous except for tliin strips of flat land most

vhich adjoin Assam, iien.se forests cover

e titan two-thirds of the territory. The
el potential Ls very high,

he population of Arunadial is predomi-
tlv tribal. All die tribes belong to Sche-

Tribes. According to die 1981 census.

Tribes formed 79 per cent of the

lufcuion as against an average of7 per cent

the whole of India. There are about 20
or tribes which are divided into a number
sub-tribes. The principal tribes are: Adi,

li, Apaiani, Tagin, Misiimi, Khampti, Noae,
iclio, Tnngslia, Singpho, Monpa, Sherduk-
i, Akn, etc. These tribes speak their emu
Sues. These tribal people are colourful and
pitalile and fond of music and dance,
lory; Arunachal, originally known as the
tli East Frontier Agency (NEFA), was placed
|cr the adniinLstration of the Union Gov-
uent in 1948. it was declared a Union
ritoty under the name of Arunachal
fesh on January 20,1972. li became a full

ged state of die Union in December, 1986.
nlnistralion: On 15th August 1975, the
lesli Council of Aruradial Pradesh was

dl of Ministers was also constituted.

The territory is divided into 10 distri

each under a Deputy-Commissioner. Itana

is die capital of the territory and is in Lot

Subansiri district. The state is administered

a Governor.

Districts

Distria Population

(1981
census).

Area Heat

(sq km) qrartc

West Kamcng 41,567 9,594 Bomdil
East Kamcng 42,736 4,134 Seppa
Lower Subansiri 1,12,650 13.010 Ziro

Upper Subansiri 39,410 7,032 Daporij

West Siang 74,164 12,006 Along
East Siang 70,451 6,512 Pasi^hai

Dibang Valley 30,978 13,029 Anini

lohit 69,498 11,402 Tezu .

Tirap 1.28,650 7(024. Khonsa
Tawang 21,735 NA. Tawang

Total 631339 83,743

Stale of Economy: Nearly 46 per cent of

population of Aruradial Pradesh is engaged
agriculture. Irrigated area forms 26 per' cent

the total cultivated area of about 133,430.

h

tares. The traditional method of agriculture

(humming, a kind of shifting cullivation. T
forests are cleared and crops are raised for on<

three years, depending on the fertility of the s

Thereafter the cultivators move on elsewhere

determined effort is being made to wean
people from (humming. A total area of 56,

hectares of land lias been brought under pen
nent cultivation. Tlie main crops are rice, ma
millet, wheat and mustard.

'

Alwit (vl flOfl cn Lm rvf i1\n trervliiwo ic CiWi>i
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of revenue for the territory.

The territory has a bright prospect of forest-

based industries. A remarkable numlxtr of

medium and small scale industries including saw
mills, plywood and veneer mills, rice mills, fruit

preservation units, oil expellees, besides hand-

loom and handicraft industries have been estab-

lished. The territory has 1086 units ofsmall scale

and 12 units of medium scale industries. Con-

struction of a cement plant with a capacity of 30

tonnes per day and drilling of crude oil are in

progress- A paper mill with a capacity of 100
tonnes per day is also to be set up very soon.
Tourist Centres: Capital ary' of Itanagar with

remnants of the Itafort, anrient Buddhist Monas-
tery near Tawang. archaeological centres of
Mahnitan, Bismak Nagar, Nandapa Wildlife Sanc-

tuary are of tourist interest.

I.X. Governor: R D. Pradhan. Chief Minister:

Gegong Apang.

ASSAM
Area: 78,523 sq km Capital: Dispur. Popula-
tion: 2,27,66,000. language: Assamese,

literacy: 28%.
Scliotars are not agreed on the origin ofdie

name "Assam". Some say tliat Assam is called

so, because of its unequal terrain—dint is, hills

interspersed with valleys. They rely on a

similar-sounding Sanskrit word, meaning un-

equal. Tills explanation appears to be far-

fetched. A more acceptable version is that

Assam is only the anglicised ixrsice of

'Asoni—which was the name the &**&&•*•

to the country-, when they rtvsy-'cc-v-
•

^
Physiography: Geographical'

shadow of its former self, ft

to one third of its original

time. In 1 9-17 Assam had an

sq km excluding the tl**^ —.t-r.-rnchc.-'

Agency (NEFA). tl .' —
Fnidesli. Today tfie t ""v
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78,523 sq km. The depletion in geographical

area resulted from political changes that came

one after the other since 1947.

In the partition of India (1947) Assam lost

iylhet district, except a major portion of

Carimjang subdivision, to East Pakistan, now
langladesh. Out of the 27 lakh population of

iylhet, Assam retained only 7 lakh, the rest

>oing to Pakistan. Tltereafter, Assam continued

o lose territory and population step by step as

Jagaland, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Arunacha!

’radesh were separated from it.

Assam, as it is today, may be divided into

wo important physical regions—the Barak

alley and the Brahmaputra valiev.

Assam is dominated by the Brahmaputra

river. The total length of the river from the

source to the sea is 2900 km. Its drainage area

is roughly 935,500 sq km. It has 120 tributaries.

After travelling 1609 km through Tibet, the

'

river turns southeast makinga hair-pin bend at

a place, a few miles east of Namcha Burwa.

Thereafter it is joined by tributaries. After

crossing the Garo Hills, it makes a southerly

turn and meets the Ganga at Goalundo.

During the course of its flow in Assam for

about 725 km through almost every’ district,

the river has carved out an extensive valley of

its own.

Rainfall in Assam is one ofthe highest in the

world. It varies between 178 and 305 cm. All

this rainfall Is concentrated in 4 months, June
' September. This concentration of rainfall

afreets the state in two diametrically opposite
ways, namely floods and droughts.

History: An ideal meeting ground for diverse

races, Assam gave shelter to streams ofhuman
waves carrying with them distirict cultures and
trends of civilization. Austro-Asiatics, Negritos,

Dravidians, Alpines, Indo-Mongoloids, Tibeto-

Bumiese and Aryans penetrated into Assam
through different routes and contributed in

their own way towards the unique fusion of a
new community which came to be known in

later history as the Assamese. Assam, however,
remained predominantly a land of the Tibcuv
Bunnese. The vast section of the people of
Assam belong either to this stock or owe their
origin to the fusion of litis- stock witlt other
racial groups

Assam, known in undent lore as Kamarupa,
originally included in addition to modem
Assam, pans of modern Bengal and Bang-

ladesh.., Guwahati, the pulsating centre of

Assam, is an ancient town whose history goes

back to the puranic days. The city’, anciently

known as Pragjyotishpur, was said to have

been founded by King Narakasur, who is

mentioned in the puranas and epics. His son

Bhagadatta led a large elephant force to the

battlefield of Kurukshetra, and fell fighting on

the side of the Kauravas,

In the 13th century’, the country was con-

quered by the Ahoms under the leadership of

Sukapha, a prince of the Shan tribe, in the

Upper. Irravaddy Valley.
'

The advent of the Ahoms changed the

course of Assam's history’. Ahoms' fought the

local Karchari, Chutia and Moran kings and

established their sway in course of time, over,

the whole of Brahmaputra Valley.

The Ahoms appointed Bharphakans (Vicer-

oys) to rule Kamarupa and Gauhati became
the. capital of these Viceroys. The last of the

Viceroys was Badanchandra, who in an ill-
,

advised bid for power invited the Burmese to

help him. The Burmese dislodged the Ahoms
and dismissed their Viceroy, Badanchandra.
The Ahoms appealed to the British for help.

The British defeated the Burmese in several

battles, in what has since been called the First

Burmese War. With the Treaty of Yandabo in

1826, the Burmese vacated Assam, leaving the

Briish in possession. The conquered territory

was placed under the administration of an
Agent to the Governor General. In 1832
Cachar was annexed to Assam. In 1835, the

Jaintia Hills were made part of Assam. Upper
Assam was annexed to Bengal in 1839. In 1874
a separate province of Assam under a Chief

Commissioner was created, with Shillong as

capital.

On the partition of Bengal in 1905, Assam
was united to the eastern districts of Bengal
under a It. Governor. From 1912 the Chief
Commissionership of Assam was relived, and
in 1921 a Governorship was created.

On the partition of India almost the whole
of the predominantly Muslim district of Sylhet

was merged with East Bengal (present Bang-
ladesh). Dewanagiri in North Kamarupa was
ceded to Bhutan in 1951.

Assam lost a good deaf of its former
territory’, as a result of political changes, from
time to time.

In 1948, the North East Frontier Agency was



separated from Assam, for security reasons. In

1963, Nagaland was carved out of Assam as a

full-fledged state. On 21stjan. 1972, Meghalaya

was cut out of Assam, as a separate state and

Mizoram became a Union Territory.

Administration: The Legislature consists of

only one house—the Legislative Assembly.

The state is divided into 18 districts.

Districts

Area in

sq km
Headquarters

Barpeta 3307.3 Barpeta

Cachar 5,102.2 Silchar

Darrang 3,4653 Mangaldoi

Dhubri 2,745-5 Dhubri
Dibrugarh 7,023-9 Dibrugarh
Goalpara 2,8438 Goalpara

Jorhat 6,400.0 Jorhat
Kamrup 6,601.4 Guwahati

Karbi Anglog 10332.0 Diphu
Karimganj 1,839 0 Karimganj
Kokrajhar 4,716.5 Kokrajhar
Iakhimpur 5,646.4 Lakltimpur
Nagaon
North Cachar

5,561.0 Nagaon

Hills 4,890.0 Haflong
Nalbari 2,022.8 Nalbari

Pragiotishpur 47.3 Pragjotishpur

Sibsagar 2,602.9 Sibsagar

Sonitpur 5,225.2 Tezpur

Nuibjri District was inaugurated on 14th Augw-t-

State of Economy: Assam Is rich <n

wealth. It holds a unique - V
production of mineral oil c* lX ‘

found in the state are coal.
'

ton,' clay, dolomite anti run--

Of the agri
, '.-rrrit**;

occupies an i



750 tea plantations in the state. Petroleum and
petroleum products amount toa large share of

the country's total output of petroleum and
natural gas. The state has two oil refineries and
the 3rd with a Petrochemical Complex is

under way. There is also- a public sector

izer factory at Namrup. Other industries
‘

otgar, jute, silk, paper, plywciod, rice and
nilling. Important cottage industries are.

Iloom, sericulture, manufacture of cane
bamboo articles, carpentry, smithy and •

ufacture of brass utensils. An ' export

'

sited handloom project has been started at
.

kudii to exploit the export potentialities

ri and Muga.
list Centres: Tourism is only -of recent

IHAR

origin. The Government ofIndia has approved

the following two travel circuits in the state:

1. Guwahati-Kaziranga-Sibsagar.2. Gauwahati-

Manas.

The State-Government has also, submitted a

proposal for additional circuits: 1. Guwahati-

Bhairabkunda-Orang-Bhaluking-Tezpur, 2.

Gtrwahati-Diphu-Haflong-Silchar. . .

These circuits may be linked with Arun

achal, Meghalaya, Manipur and Mizoram and

will thus help the integrated development of

tourism in die north-eastern region.

.

- Governor; BhishmaNarayan- Singh. Chief

Minister: Prafulla Kutriar Mahanta (Asom
Gana Parishad). •

e 173,877 sq km; Capital; Patna; Popula-
te 6,99,14,734; languge: Hindi; literacy:

le name ‘Bihar’ is a corrupt form of
ira’ which means a Budhist monastery,
ir, squeezed in between West Bengal,
•sa, MP and UP, readies up to the Hima-
s in the north and is completely landfock-
Bihar is bounded on die north by Nepal,
the south by Orissa, on the east by W.
gal and on the west by MP and UP.
tsiography: Stretching from the Hima-
n foothills in the north to Orissa in the
th, Bihar sufTets all the vicissitudes of
aging seasons. It gets the worst of the cold
the worst of the heat and plenty of floods

i the bargain.

he most striking geographical feature of
tr is the sharp- division between north and
it. The northern portion is almost entirely
aol tract, while the southern region is

ided and hilly. North Bihar is an extremely
le strip ofland, the land being watered by
rivers Sarayu, Gandak and Ganga.

luthem Bihar, especially in and around
districts of Chota Nagpur and Santhai
gnas, is thickly wooded and consists of a '

ession of hills. The elevation varies from
to 1 300 m, the highest peak being 1372 m
L

6ry: Biliar has a veryandent glorious and
urfiil history.’ Bihar was the home state of

the Maiuyao emperors. Under Asoka the

Great, Magadha and .its capital Pataliputta

became famous all over the world. With the

death ofAsqka, its fortunes declined. Howev-
er, under the Gupta emperors it regained its

lost glories. Under the Sultans of Delhi, and
later under the Moghul emperors, Bihar was
reduced to the status of a province, whose
only importance was that it lay on the route
from Bengal to Delhi.

When Sher Shah, a Behari himself, drove
out Hurnayun and occupied the throne ol

Delhi,- Bihar once again shot iato lime-light.

Sher Shah founded the city ofPatna, on the site

of the ancient capital Paaliputra and gave the
country an efficient administration. Bihar en-

joyed a period of peace and stablility under
Akbar the Great and later Moghuls.

With the .decline of the Moghul empire,
Bihar passed into the hands of the Nawabs'of
Bengal. The British wrested the country from
the Nawab of Bengal, by the decisive battle at

Buxar in Bihar (1764). Under the British Bihar
was first a part of the Bengal Presidency. In

1911, Bihar along with Orissa, was separated
from the Persidency of Bengal. In 1936, Bihar
and Orissa became separate provinces.
Administration: Bihar is one ofthe medium-
sized states of India being the ninth in area.

But in population it is the second biggest State

in India, next only to Uttar Pradesh.

The legislature consists of two houses-the
legislative -Assembly and the legislative Coun-
cil The state is divided in to 39 districts.
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Sahara 4,0718 1589,770 Saharsa

Madhepua 1,788.5 961,033 Madhepura

Pumla 7543.0 3.595,707 • Pumia

Kaiihar 3,057.0 1.428.622 Katihar

Monghyr 6398.7 2.546,774 Monghyr

Khagrria 1,4850 768.653 Khagaria

Bhagalpur < 5.5890 2,621,427 Bhagalpur

Sarahs! Pargaru 5.5183 1.215.542 Dumka

Dcoghar 2,418.6 7,08828 Deoghar

Godda 2,J 10.4 7,13.405 Godda

Sahttogan) 3.4054 1,079.753 Sahebgani

Dhanbad 25960 2,115,0)0 Dhanabad

Giridih 68920 1,731,462 Giridih

Hazaribagh 11,1650 2.198310 Hazaribagh

Palarrm 12.749.0 1517.528 Daitongan}

Ranchi 7,574.1 1823,415 Ranchi

GuntU 9,077.1 1.017831 Gumla

lohardaga 1.490.9 289,786 Lohardaga

Singbbhvim 13,440.0 28,61.799 Chalbasa

Jahanabad 156930 983,667 Jahanabad

State ofEconomy: Bihar is ideally suited for

agriculture. It has 115 lakh hectares cultivated

laid out of a total of 174 lakh ha. Presently
• ot\Iy 85 lakh hectare land is being cultivated

The principal foodgrain crops are rice, wheat,

maize and pulses. Main cash crops are sugar-

cane, oilseeds, tobacco, jute and potato. Forest

covers about 19 per cent of the total area.

Important forest products are timber, kendu
leaves, lac, gum, sal seed, etc. Bihar Forest

Development Corporation collects seeds like

Mahua, Karanj and Kusum.

In minerals Bihar is the richest state in

India, accounting for nearly 40% of India’s

total production. Industries based on iron ore,

coal, etc. are spread out around Jamshedpur,

Bokaro, etc.

The Bihar State Industrial Developr

Corporation's new coming projects

Sponge Iron at Chandi, G.I. Sheets at Ja

Nylon in Bhojpur, Solvent extraction pla

Latehar, Watch factory at Ranchi, Cement 1

at Patratu, Transmission Tower atJasidhi, I

Fasteners at Gaya, etc..During 1985-86 Ti

small stale industrial units have been

istered. - .

Tourist Centres: Places of tourist interes

Rajigir, Bodh Gaya, Jamshedpur, Bol

Nalanda, Patna, Ranchi, Sasaram, Vai;

Hazaribagh," Bella, Bhimbandh, etc. f

Gaya, near Gaya in Bihar, is a Budhdhist ct

of pilgrimage. It contains the famous an

temple near the Bodhi Tree under w
Buddha got enlightenment.

Jamshedpur and Bokaro are steel ton

Nalanda was one of the great seal

learning. In ancient India and contains

ruins of many Buddhist temples and mi

teries.
'

’

.

Patna, capital of Bihar, stands on the si

the .ancient city of Pataliputra.

Sasaram is famous on account of the

nificent tomb of Sher Shah Suri, Emper
Delhi.

Hazaribagh and Beda have national
j

and wild life sanctuaries. Vaishali was the

of ancient Lichavi Republic.

Governor: P. Venkata Subbaiah. C
Minister: Bindeshwari Dubey (Congre

(See special feature: Goa; The Youngest State)

Area: 1 ,95,984 sq km. Capital: Gandhinagar.
Population: 3,40,86,000. Language: Gujarati
literacy: 43-70%.

Gujarat, lying in the north-west comer of
India, is the tenth in point of population
(1981). It is bounded on the north-west by
Pakistan, on the north by Rajasthan, on the east
by MP and on the south and south-east by
Maharashtra.

_ _

the northern extremicyrof the western
board of India The state comprises t

geographical regions. (1) The peninsula, t

tionally known as Saurashtra. It is essenti;

hilly tract sprinkled with low mountains
Kutch on the north-east is barren and r

and contains the famous Rarrns (desen

Kutch, the big Rann in the north and the

Rann in the east. (3) The. mainland exten
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i the river Damanganga is on the whole a

vel plain of alluvial soil.

The plains of Gujarat are watered by big

vers, like Sabarmati, Mahi, Narmada, and
apti and by smaller rivers like Banas, Saras-

athi and Damanganga. The rainfall in the

ate, except in the arid zones of Surendrana-

tr and north Gujarat, varies between 65 and
11 cm.

As the Tropic of Cancer passes through the

orthem border of Gujarat, the state has an

itensely hot or cold climate. But die Arabian

:a and the GulfofCambay in the west and the

irest-covered hills in the east soften the

gours of climatic extremes.

History: On May 1, I960, as a result of the
Bombay Reorganization Aa, I960, the State of
Gujarat was formed from the north and west
(predominantly-Gujarati speaking) portion of
Bombay State, the remainder being renamed
the State of Maharashtra. Gujarat consists of
the following districts of the former State of
Bombay: Banas Kantha, Mehsana, Sabar
Kantha, Ahmedabad, Kaira, Pancha Mahals,

Vadodara, Bhavuch, Surat, Dangs, Amreli,

Surendranagar, Rajkot, Jamnagar, Junagadh,
Bhavnagar, Kachchh, Gandhinagar and Bulsar.

Administration. Gujarat has a unicameral

legislature, the Legislative Assembly, which
has 182 elected members. The state is divided
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into 19 districts.

Districts

District Area Popu-

(sq km) Union

Head
quarters

Ahmedabad 8,707 38,75,794 Ahmedabad

Amrcti 6,760 10,79,097 Amreli

Banaskmtha 12,703 16,67,914 . Palanpur

Bharuch 9,038 1296,451 Bharuch

Bhavnagar 11,155 18,79340 Bhavnagar

Gandhinagar 649 289,088 Gandhinagar

Jamnagar 1 14,125 1393,076 Jamnagar

Junagadh 10,607 21,00,709 Junagadh

Kheda 7,194 30,15,027 Kheda

Kachdih 45.652 10,50,161 BhuJ

Mahesana 9,027 25,48,787 Mahesana

Fanchmahals 8,866 2321,689 Godhra

Rajkot 11203 2093,094 Rajkot

Sabarkantha 7390 15,02284 Himntnagar

Surat 7,657 24932H Surat

Suredranagar 10,489 1034,185 Surendranagar

Dangs 1,764 1.13,664 Ahwa
Vadodara 7,794 25,58,092 Vadodara

Valsad 5244 14.74,136 Valsad

State ofEconomy: Gujarat ranks the first in

the country in the production of cotton and
groundnut and second in the production of
tobacco.

Cotton and groundnut have found good
markets and provide a foundation for impor-

rv tant industries like textiles, oil and soap. Other
.. -i important cash crops are isabgul, cumin,

sugarcane, mangoes and bananas. The chief

food crops of the state are paddy, wheat and
bajra. Jowar and maize are produced in local

areas.

In 1984-65 production of cotton was 20.69
lakh bales, groundnut 20.61 lakh tonnes and
foodgrains 5.66 lakh tonnes. Gujarat has 19.66

lakh hectares of land under forest.

Gujarat has a dominant textile industry. New
industries, which are coming up, are chemic-
als, petrochemicals, fertilizers, drugs and phar-
maceuticals, dye-stuffs and engineering units
of multiple types.

India And The St*

The state is a major producer of inorga

chemicals such as soda
:
ash and caustic sod:

well as chemical fertilizers. It has the larg

petrochemical complex in the country’. .

The dairy industry has made tremendi

advance and the state accounts for nearly

percent of infant milk produced in

country.

Exploration and production of oil :

natural gas in Ankleshwar, Cambay and-K:

and oil refinery at Koyali are other indust

achievements. Near Bharuch Gujarat Naim
Valley Fertilizer Company has achieved gt

success. Ankleshwar industrial estate is hi

ming with a number of industries. On
coastal areas of Saurashtra ship-breaking ya

have taken shape at Alang and .
Sadia

Jamnagar, Porbander, Jafrabad, Bhavnagar, c

are busy’ with new industries, trade :

business.

Gujarat is a major salt producing state ;

its production forms as much as 60 per cen

the country’s output.
,

Gujarat has now more than 70,000 sm
scale units and 13,000 factories induding 1

textile factories. There are about 1 67 Indus!

Estates in the State.

TouristCentres: Gujarat has 4 national p;

and 1 1 sanctuaries. Thegame sanctuary at <

the sacred temples of Dwaraka and Soman
Paiitana, the picturesque mountain city ofj
Temples on about 2000 feet high Shetrunj

hills, Udwada, the oldest place of the 1

temple of Parsees in India, the 5000-year-

archaeological finds at Lethal, the 11th cent
Sun Temples at Modhera, bird sanctuary at

Sarovar, architectural monuments of In

Saracenic style at Ahrhedabad and oti

places, the national shrine ofMahatma Gan
at Sabarmati AshramAhmedabad, Saput
hills in South Gujarat are just a few of
varied attractions in the state.

Governor: Ram Krishna Trivedi. Ch
Minister: Amarsinh Chaudhary (Congres

HARYANA
Area; 44,212 sq km; Capital: Chandigarh;
Population: 12,922,618; language: Hindi;
literacy: 36.1496.

The State is bounded by UP in the east,

Punjab in the west, Himachal Pradesh in t

north and Rajasthan in the south. The Uni

Territory of Delhi juts into Haryana and

encompassed by it on three sides.
-
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Physiography. Haryana can be divided into
two natural areas, Sub-Himalayan terai and the
IndoGangetic plain. The plain is fertile and
slopes from north to south with a height above
the sea level averaging between 700 and 900 ft

The south west of Haryana is dry, sandy and
barren. Haryana has no perennial rivers like its

parent state Punjab or its eastern neighbour
UP. In this respect, it has more affinity to its

southern neighbour, Rajasthan. The only river

which flows through Haryana is the Ghaggar,
which passes through the nonhem fringes of
the state. This river identified by some histo-

rians as the river Drishavaditi ofVedic fame is

not perennial. Rainfall is meagre, particularly

in the districts of Mahendragarh and Hissar.

For most of the year, the climate of Haryana
is of a pronounced character, very hot in

summer and markedly cold in winter. The
maximum termperature is recorded in the

months of May andJune when it goes upto as

high as 46 degrees C. The temperature falls to

the lowest in January.

There are two well-marked seasons of
rainfall in the .State: (i) the monsoon period
failing from the middle ofJune till September
on which autumn crops and spring sowing
depend, and (ii) the winter rains which occur
from December to February. The Dec.-Feb.

rains, though often insignificant in quantity,

yet materially affect the prosperity of the

spring harvest.

History: Haryana has a proud history going

back to the Vedic age. The state was the home
of the legendary Bharata dynasty, which has

given the name Bharat to India Haryana is

immortalised in the great epic Mahabharata.

Kurukshertra, the scene of the epic battle

between the Kauravas and the Pandavas, is

situated in Haryana The state continued to

play a leading part in the history of India till

the advent of the Muslims and the rise ofDelhi

as the imperial capita! of India. Thereafter,

Haryana has functioned as an adjunct to Delhi

and practically remained anonymous till the

first war oflndian independence in 1857 when
the people of Haryana joined -the leaders of

the Indian revolt against the British Govern-

ment.

When the rebellion was crushed and the

British administration was reestablished, the
' Nawabs ofjhajjar and Bahdurgarh, the Raja of

Ballabhgarh and Rao Tula Ram ofRewari ofthe

Haryana region were deprived of their terri-

tories. Their territories were either merged
with the British territories or handed over to
the rulers of Patiala, Nabha and Jind Haryana
thus became a part of the Punjab province.

The modem State of Haryana came into
being on November I, 1966 as a result of the
reorganization of the old -Punjab State into
two separate states. It was formed as a
linguistic state, on the pattern ofother states in

India, the Hindi-speaking areas of Punjab
having been assigned to it.

Administration: The legislature consists of

only one house—the Legislative Assembly.
There are 90 members in die legislative

Assembly (Vidhan Sabha).

The state is divided into 12 districts.

Districts

District

Area

sq km Population

Head-
quarters

Ambala 3832 1409463 Amhala
Kurukshetra 3740 1130026 Kurukshetra

Kama! 3721 1322826 Karral

Jind 3306 938074 Jind

Sonepat 2206 846765 Soricpar

Rohtak 3841 1341953 Rohtak

Faridabad 2150 1000859 Faridabad

Gurgaon 2716 849598 Gurgaon
Mahendragarh 3010 959400 Namaul
Bhiwani 5099 920052 Bhiwani

Hissar 6315 1496534 IBssar

Sirsa 4276 707063 Sirsa

State ofEconomy: Agricultural development

in Haryana has been tremendous since inde-

pendence. The production of foodgrains,

sugarcane (gur), oilseeds and cotton rose

from 25.92 lakh tonnes, 5-10 lakh tonnes, 0.92

lakh tonnes and 3 05 lakh bales of 170 kg each

in 1966-67 to 66.59 lakh tonnes, 6 lakh tonnes,

1.50 lakh tonnes and 5-50 lakh bales of 170 kg

each respectively in 1982-83- Fertilizer con-

sumption increased from 0.13 tonnes in 1966-

67 to 2.72 lakh tonnes in 1982-83-

Haryana was the first state to introduce crop

insurance scheme in north India. Dairy indus-

try is also highly developed.

The major industries are cement, sugar,

paper, cotton, textiles, glassware, brassware,

cycles, tractors, motor cycles, time-pieces,

automobile tyres and tubes, sanitaryware,

television sets, steel tubes, hand rr'''b
;

cotton

yam, refrigerators, vanaspto. ?' -

shoes. A factory of the Hli>
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Tools producing tractors is located at Pinjore.

In all, In Haryana there are at present more
than 42,000 small scale industrial units as well

as 308 large and medium scale units. Exports

rose to Rs. 150 crore in 1982-83.

Tourist Centres. Raj Hans, Badkhal Lake,

Surajkund, Dabchik, Sultanp'ur, Barbet, Sohna
and Pinjore. Haryana has a network of 32
tourist complexes.

The Golden Triangle ofIndia—Delhi-Agra-

Jaipur, and other places of tourist interest in

the north viz. the Kashmir Valley, Simla,

Amritsar, Chandigarh and Bhakra-Nangal Dam

'hold great charm for potential tourists, both

foreign and home. Haryana girdles Delhi from

three sides with all the national highways to

these tourist centres running through it

.‘Hotel Raj Hans’ stands above Surajkund and

overlooks die Peacock Lake and bestows its :

comforts to foreign and domestic tourists

coming to Delhi or Haryana. .

Haryana Tourism has repeatedly win
awards from the Pacific Area Travel Associa-

tion and the Travel Agents Association of India.

Governor: S. M. H. BUmey. Chief Minis-

ter: Devi Lai [Lok Dal .(B)].
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HIMACHAL PRADESH
Area: 55,673 sq km; Capital: Shimla; Popula-
tion: 4,280,818; Language: Hindi and Pahari;

literacy: 43%.

Himachal Pradesh became a fullfledged

state of the Indian Union on January 25, 1971.

With an area of 55,673' sq km it is larger than

Punjab, Haryana or Kerala, but in population it

stands much below. Historically, the 18th state

in the Union, Himachal Pradesh is also the

18th in population (1981 census) but the 14th

in area.

Physiography: Himachal Pradesh is situated

in the north west comer of India, right in the

lap of the Himalayan ranges. It is surrounded
by Jammu and Kashmir in the north, Uttar

Pradesh in the south east, Haryana in the south

and Punjab in the west. In the east, it forms
India’s boundary with Tibet

The state is almost entirely mountainous
with altitudes ranging from 460 to 6600 metres
above sea level. It has a deeply dissected

topography', a complex geological structure

and a rich temperate flora in sub-tropical

latitudes.

Fhysiographically, the state can be divided

into two regions, southern and northern. The
, southern part of Himachal Pradesh is almost as

hot as the plains, while the northern region

has a temperate summer and a winter with

extreme cold and heavy snowfall. The districts

of Shimla and Sirmaur have alluvial soil, while

.
the remaining ten districts have forest and hill

soils. The normal rainfall ofHimachal Pradesh

is 181.6 cm. Maximum rainfall is noticed at

Dharmasala in Kangra district.

Himachal Pradesh is drained by a number of

rivers, the most important of which are

Chenab, Ravi, Beas, Sudej and Yamuna All

these rivers are snow-fed and hence perennial.

Besides, the natural reservoirs and the large

drops available in the river courses provide

immense potential for hydel power genera-

tion at low cost.

History: Himachal Pradesh was originally

formed as a centrally-administered territory

on April 15, 1948 by the integration of some
thirty and odd Punjab hill states. In 1951, it

became a ‘Pan C’ state Under a U. Governor,

with a Legislative Assembly of 36 members

and a Cabinet of three ministers. In 1954,
Bilaspur, another ‘Pan C, state was merged
with Himachal Pradesh and the strength of the
Assembly was raised to 41 members.

In 1956, the States Re-organization Commis-
sion recommended the merger of Himachal
Pradesh with Punjab. But the people of
Himachal Pradesh so stoudy opposed the
merger that it was not put into effect.

Til! October, 1966 Himachal Pradesh con-

sisted ofonly' six hill districts—-Mahasu, Mar.di,

Chamba, Sirmaur, Bilaspur and Kmnaur. In

November, 1966, it was enlarged by the

addition ofsome of the hilly areas ofPunjab

—

Shimla, Kangra, Kulu, Lahaul and Spiti districts

and the Nalagarh tehsil of Ambala district and
areas of Hoshiarpur and Gurdaspur districts.

Himachal Pradesh was re-organized into 10

districts and declared a state on January 25,

1971 with Shimla as its capital. In 1972-73, the

districts were reshuffled bringing up their

number to 12.

Administration: There is only one house of

legislature, ie., Vidhan Sabha, with 68 mem-
bers.

The state is divided into the following 12

dislricts-

Districts

District Area
(sq km)

Populaoon

19S1

Density per

(sq km)

Bilaspur 1167 247368 212

Chamba 6528 31114- 45

Hamirpur 1118 317751 284

Kangra 5739 99075S 173

Kinnaur 6401 59547 9

Kulu 5503 23S734 43

Lahaul & Spin 13S35 32100 2

Mzndi 3950 644827 163

Shimla 5131 510932 100

Sirmaur 2S25 306952 109

Solan 1936 3032S0 157

Una 1540 317422 205

State ofEconomy. Agriculture and horticul-

ture are the mainstay of Himachal’s economy

as 76 per cent of people are engaged in these

pursuits, irrigated area forms 26 per cert: cx

die net area sown. However, the agrocbmatic

conditions in the state are more suitable for



growing a wide variety of fruits and cash crops

like seed potatoes, ginger, vegetable seeds,

apples, stone fruits, etc. Wheat, maize and
paddy are the major cereal crops under
cultivation. The production of food grains

during 1984-85 was about 12.9 lakh tonnes as

against 7.01 lakh tonnes during 1966-67 when
the state was reorganized

The state continues to be industrially back-

ward despite vast natural resources endow-
ment and plentiful availability of cheap hydel
power. At the end of 1984-85, there were
about 7000 small scale industrial units in

organized sector employing about 42,000
persons besides numerous cottage and village

industrial units. The commissioning of the
most modern and sophisticated fruit proces-

.

sing plant at Parwanoo with a capital outlay of

about Rs. 4.00 crore has been a landmark in

the history of fruit processing in India.

As a result of various eoncessions/incen

rives, the pace of industrialization picked up
and 58 medium and large scale projects were
approved. Among major and medium indus-

tries are Nahan Foundry, Nahan; Resin and

Turpentine factories at Nahan and Bilaspur

Mohan Meakin Breweries, Solan and United

Diamonds Ltd., Parwanoo. District Industrie;

Centres in all the 12 districts are functioning

An Electronics Development Corporation ha;

been set up in the state and electronics estate;

are being set up.

Tourist Centres: Himachal Pradesh is stud

ded with a number of hill stations which are

refreshingly cool in summer. They offer to the

tourists a quick holiday amidst breath-takinj
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scenery. Shimla, Dalhousie, Dharmasala, Kulu,

Kasauli, Solan, Chail and Kufri are some ofthe
famous hill stations.

Himachal Pradesh abounds in wild life

among which are some rare species like musk
deer, ibex, thar, Himalayan brown bear and
snow leopard among animals and mortal,

tragopan, kokiash and snowcocks among
birds. The rivers offer ideal fishing grounds
for trout in Katrain, Rohm and Barot and for
masheer in Maryoga, Knrganuand and Dedahu.
Governor: Vice Admiral R.K.S. Gandhi

(Rtd.) Chief Minister: Vir Bhadra Singh
(Congress).

JAMMU & KASHMIR
Area: 2,22,236; Capital: Srinagar (Summer)
Jammu (Winter); Population: 5,987389; Lan-
guages: Urdu, Kashmiri, Dogri, Ladakhi, etc.;

Literacy: 26.17%.

Physiography: The state lies in the extreme
north of the country and is bounded on the

north by China, on the east byTibetandonthe
south by Himachal Pradesh, Punjab and Pakis-

tan. The official language is Urdu.

History: The State of Jammu and Kashmir

which had earlier been under Hindu rulers

and Muslim sultans, became pan of the

Mughal Empire under Akbar. After a period of

Afghan rule from 1756, it was annexed to the

Sikh kingdom of the Punjab in 1819. In 1846

Ranjit Singh made over the territory ofJammu
to Maharaja Gulab Singh. After the decisive

battle of Sabroon in 1846 Kashmir also, was

made over to Maharaja Gulab Singh under the

Treaty of Amritsar. British supremacy was

recognized until the Indian Independence An
1947.

When all the states decided on accession to

India or Pakistan, Kashmir asked for stand-still

agreements with both. In the meantime, the

state became the subject of an armed attack

from Pakistan and Maharaja acceded to India

on 26th October, 1947 by signing the instru-

ments of accession. India approached the I'-N

in January, 1949. Another round of wzr tv-

tween the two countries in 1965 was foOc^ed

by the Tashkent Declaration in January 1 955

Following the liberation movemerc m rv
former eastern wing of Pakistan. Pzirecc

attacked India in December, ISFT I: was

followed by the Shimia Agreement n iuh

1972. A new line of control was delineate.;'

bilaterally to replace the cease-fire line be-

tween the mo countries in Jammu ana

Kashmir.

hereditary rule (17th October, 1952) was
sworn in as a Sadnr-i-Riyasar. On his father’s

death (26th April, 1961) Yuvraj Karan Singh
was recognized as Maluraja by the Indian
Government. He decided, however, not to use
the title.

Administration: The Constitution of die state

came into force in part on 17tli November,
1956 and fully on 26th January, 1957. The
constitution provides for a bicameral Legisla-

ture (i) the Legislative Assembly (2) the
Legislative Council.

The State comprises 14 districts of which 6
each fall inJammu and Kashmir provinces and
two in Ladakh region.

Districts

DiscrKi

t. KlTvZ.

Area Population Head-
km)

<ju2ners
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357362 Baefeas
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isrr 9,43355 Jaggg
142336 65592 Z27*
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33S.-45 "Jtenac
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335S tr£rr?
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222:5
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The Maharaja’s son Yuvraj Karan Swab id:e;

over as Regent in 1950 and on ihe ending cf raiding
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hectares under paddy, 2 lakh hectares under

wheat, and about 80,000 hectares under maize.

Food grains production is expected to reach

14.43 lakh tonnes in 1986-87 from 12.46 lakh

tonnes in 1984-85-

In the small scale sector the number of

industrial units registered had crossed the

14921 mark providing employment to about

<59,000 people upto die end of March 1984.

The State Government accords high priority

to the development of handicrafts and hand-

looms sectors. Kashmir handicrafts have al-

ways been a byword for excellence. The
tradition of crafting papier- macbe, wood
carving, carpet and shawl making etc. is very

old in Kashmir. This sector provides employ-

ment to about 1.7 lakh people. Kashmir -

handicrafts particularly carpets earn substan- •

tial foreign exchange for the country. . In .

‘1985-86 Kashmir handicrafts worth Rs. ,40.00

crore were exported. -
. ,

Tourist Centres: Kashmir is the paradise for

tourists, both international and domesdc.'Main <

centres of attraction are Srinagar, Pahalgatn,

Gulmarg, Sonamarg, etc. Among. places of
pilgrim interest are Amamath and Vaishno
Devi.

The tourist industry in the state has reg-

istered a phenomenal growth.during the past

decade. During 1975-76, over Rs. 60 lakh were
spent on this sector and in 1984-85

.

plan'

expenditure was
.
.about 550 lakh. In - the
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Karnataka

Seventh Plan an outlay of. Rs. 2250 lakh has
been approved.

KARNATAKA
Area: 1,91,791 sq km; Capital: Bangalore;
Population: 3,7135,714; language: Kanna-
da; Literacy: 38.5%.

Karnataka is the eighth largest state in India

both in area and population. It was formerly

known as Mysore. On November 1, 1973 the

name Mysore was changed to Karnataka
under The Mysore State (Alteration of Name)
Act 1973.

The change is much more than a change in

nomenclature. It is the revival of a great image
of the region which, under the name of

Karnataka, had attained glorious heights in

history.

Physiography: Karnataka is situated on the

western edge of the Deccan plateau and has

for its neighbours Maharashtra and Goa on the

north, Andhra Pradesh on the east and T.Nadu
and Kerala on the south. On the west, it opens
out on the Arabian Sea.

Physiographically, the state can be divided

into four regions: (1) The Coastal Region, (2)

the Malnad, (3) the Northern plains and (4)

the Southern plains.

The two important river systems of Karnata-

ka State are the Krishna and its tributaries

(Bhima, Ghataprabha, Malaprabha, Tun-
gabhadra and Vedavati) in the north, and the

Kaveri and its tributaries (Hemavati, Shimsha,

Arkavati, Lakshmana Thirtha and Kabini) in the

south.
Both these rivers flow eastward and fall into

the Bay of Bengal, the Krishna passing through

Andhra Pradesh and the Kaveri traversing

Tamil Nadu.

A number of smaller rivers flow westward
into the Arabian Sea. Of these .Sharavati,

Kalinadi and Netravati are important to Karna-

taka. They are being tapped for hydro-electric

power.

As most of these rivers pass through other

states notably Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and

T.Nadu, there are frequent disputes about

water rights between Karnataka and the other

states.

History: The name Karnataka, is derived from

Governor: Jagmohan, Chief Minister:
Farooque Abdulla (National Conference).

Karunadu, literally, lofty land. As much of
Karnataka is high plateau land, the name is

entirely justified. The history ofKarnataka goes
back to the dim days of the epics. The capital

of Bali and Sugreeva, ‘monkey kings’ of the
Ramayana, is said to have been Hampi in

Bellary district. Vatapi, associated with the
Sage Agastya, is obviously Badami in Bijapur
district

In the 4th century B.C. Karnataka was part of
the great Mauryan Empire. Siwamagiri (Kana-
kagiri in Raichur district) is said to have been
the southern capital of the Mauryas. About 30
B.C a local dynasty, Satavahana, came to
power. The Satavahana Empire lasted nearly

300 years. With the disintegration of the
Satavahana dynasy, the Kadambas came to

power in the north, and the Gangas in the

south. The gigantic monolithic statue of
Gomateswara at Sravanabelagola is considered
to be a monument of the Ganga period.

By the beginning of the sixth century AD.,
the Chalukyas established a new empire. After

the Chalukyan empire, the Yadavas of Devagiri
and the Hovsalas of E>warasamudra divided

Karnataka between them.

In the 14th century, the great Vijayanagar

empire was established. It was an age of glory

and prosperity. A confederation of the Muslim
sultans of the Deccan destroyed the Vijayana-

gar Empire in 1565 (Battle of TaJikota). The
vast ruins at Hampi, near Hospet, remain

ro-dav as sombre reminders of Vijayanagar

glory.

In 1399 AD. Yaduraya, die ruler of a small

principality, Mysore, founded the Wodcyar

dynasty. Raja Wodeyar (AD. 1578—1612) en-

larged the principality into a mighty kingdom,

widi Srirangapatartam as his capital. The

Wodeyars were overthrown by Hyder Ali, the

intrepid Muslim general of Mvsore. With die

defeat of Tippu, the son of Hyder Ali, by the

British, the Wodeyars were restored to power

as a feudatory of the British.

During British rule, the Karnataka area was

distributed among the Princely States of My-

sore, Hyderabad, and the British provinces of
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Bondxqrand Madias and the small principality

The formation of the present State repre-
sents the fulfilment of the age-old aspirations
of Kannada-speaking people to come together
in a single state. The old Kingdom of Mysore
formed the nucleus of this new state. Under
the States Reorganization Act, the Kingdom of
Mysore gathered around itself in 1956 the
districts of Kanara, Bijapur, .Dharwat and.the

major portion of Belgaum district in the
Gulbatga, Raichur and Bidar districts, from the
princely State of Hyderabad, the South Kanara
district (excluding Kasargod Taluk and Kolleg-
al taluk in Coimbatore district) from the old
Madras Presidency and the whole of the ‘Part
C' State of Coorg.

Administration: The Legislature is made up
of two houses, the Legislative Assembly of 224
members and, the Legislative Council of 63
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members.

The state is divided into 20 districts.

Districts

DLvtrict

Area in

(sq km) Population

Head
quarters

Bangalore 8005 4947610 Bangalore
Bangalore Rural — — Bangalore
Belgaum 13415 2980440 Belgaum
Bellaiy 9885 1489225 Bellaiy

Bijapur 17069 2401782 BJJapur
Bidar 5448 995691 Bidar

Chlckmagalur 7201 911769 Chickmagalur

Ohitradurpa

Dakshlna
10852 1777499 Chirradurga

Kannada 8441 2376724 Mangalore
Dharwad 13738 2945487 Dharwar
Gulbarga 16224 20S0643 GuHxuga
Hassan 6814 1357014 Hassan

Kodagu 4102 461888 Madikcri

Kolar 8223 1905492 Kolar

Mandya 4961 1418109 Mandya
Mysore 11954 2595900 Mysore
Raichur 14017 1783822 Raichur

Shlmoga 10553 1656731 Shlmoga

Tumkur 10598 1977854 Tumkur
Uitara Kannada 10291 1072034 Karwar

State of Economy: Karnataka is predomi-

nantly rural and agrarian. About 76 per cent of

its population lives in rural areas while about

71 per cent of its' working force is engaged in

agriculture and allied activities which generate

49 percent of the state income.

Among the food crops, Karnataka accounts

for 47 per cent of the country’s ragi produc-

tion. The share of other crops in the country’s

production is: Jowar—16 per cent, small

millets—10 per cent, tur—9 per cent, maize

—

7 per cent and rice and bajra—5 per cent each.

Among non-food crops, coffee is the most

important as it accounts for 59per cent of the

country’s coffee production. Other crops are:

cardamom, arecanut, safflower, coconut, cot-

KERALA
Area: 38,863 sq km; Capital: Trivandrum;

Population: 25,453,680; Language:
Malayalam; Literacy: 69.17%.

Kerala is a small state, tucked away in the

south west comer of India. It has an area of

38,863 sq km which represents only 1.18 per
cent of the total area of India But it supports a

population of 25,453,680 which is 3-71 per
cent of the total population of the country

ton, groundnut, chillies, castorseed, sugarcane
and tobacco.

'

There are a number of big industries.

Machine tools, aircraft, electronic products,
watches and telecommunication equipment
are some of the items produced. Important
Union Government undertakings engaged in

the production of these items arc Hindustan
Aeronautics, Hindustan Machine Tools, Bharat
Earth Movers, Bharat Electronics, Indian Tele-

phone Industries and National Aeronautical
Laboratory. The state-owned Viswesvaraya
Iron & Steel Ltd., Bhadravathi, produces spe-
cial steel and alloy steel.

Kudremukh Iron Ore Project is another
major development project. Karnataka

accounts for 85 per cent of tlie raw silk

produced in the country. Apart from silk, its

sandal soap and sandal oil are well known in

world markets. The third naval base in India

with an outlay of Rs. 2000 crores is being set

up at Karwar.

Tourist Centres: Garden city of Bangalore

lias been adjudged the cleanest city in India

more than once. A trip from Bangalore to

Mysore, the capital of the Wodeyars via Sriran-

gapatnam, the capital of Tippu Sultan, is quite

rewarding.
Mysore city is famous for the Dussehra

festival during September-October. The
famous Krishnaraja Sagar dam and Vrindaran

gardens are nearby.

Among the natural parks is Bandipur

life Sanctuary, 80 km south of Mysore. Beer,

on the bank of river Yagachi, was ones the

flourishing capital of Hoysaki Empire. Sart-

nabelagola where the 18-metre sane ef

Gomareswara stands is a Jain pilgrim csbk-

Jerosopp3 (Jog Falls) is—world farxs.

Governor: Ashok Nath Bznerjee.

Minister: Rama Krishna Hegde Oxas

,
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All births arepainful, and so, 1 am told,

was the birth of Gandbiji University. I

realize now growing up too is a painful
and exacting process. Life's ntystery lies in

thefact that we seek after the pain, wbid

b

transforms itself into a jcry.

You must befamiliar with tlx expression

TourY and 'Gown'. In some ancient
universities like Oxford, Cambridge and
Heidelberg 'Gown' is almost the Town

'

and even overwhelms the Town.' Such is

not the case in Kottayam. Here the Town'
is kind, very courteous to us and very

understanding— but morepowerful than
us.

But I am hopeful that it will nurture a

Not For The

Average

But For The

Excellence

Dr. U. R. Anantha Murthy

warm and generous atmosphere in the

university — where the young can grow-

up to discriminate the really excellentform
the average. For society which doesn't care

. for tlx excellence and opts for the safe

average fras no future. Caring for excell-

ence means hard work — yogo karmasu

kaushalam— and refusal to buckle under

tlx pressure of the average.

1 appeal to the student world with tlx

upanishadic prayer: Sah3 Viryam Karava

vahai — Let the student and the teacher

togctlxr evolve the truly liberating power

o/Jnana. ForJnana is thefruit ofa dialogue

bcttveen the - teacher and the taugljt.

Sofar as education is concerned, Kerala

has on the whole reached a letel abate

anythingyou mayfind anyuhere in India.
It is certainly above average. But one
should not be satisfied with this achieve-
ment because average is also mediocre.
The university should aim at great centres

of excellence.

The everyday tvorld bos its stresses and
strains, its immediate imperatives— but a
university is aplace whereyou can dream,
play with ideas, make projections into the

future, withdraw for a while from tlx

pragmatic pressures of life only to face
them with renewed vigourand creatitity. It

is a space that all living cultures createfor
themselves for their own continuous re-

juvenation.

* V* vs •

yiiiMM
The studertt's education will continue

even after be leatvs the university. I must

add that it is not merely in the class-room

that 'this is done. It is generally agreed that

it is also done in the libraries and in tbc

laboratories. Bin not merely here — it

should continue in the lobbies ofthe hostels

where students live, and cqfctarias which

they haunt, and the trees wider which

heavy lounge. It shouldpervade tbc w/xie

atmosphere of the university. That is my'

dream for tlx campus of my university.

(Excerpt from tbc speech made on tbc

occasions of opening tlx new campusfor

Gandbiji University; Kottayam, where Iv is

presently Vice Chancellor). _



Physiography: Koala may be' divided into,

tliree geographical regions: (1) Highlands, (2)

Midlands and (3) Lowlands.
,
The Highlands

slope down from die Western Ghats -which

.

rise to an average height of3000 feet, with a

.

number of peaks well over 6000 feet in height

This is the area of major plantations like tea,

coffee, rubber, cardamom and other spices.

Hie Midlands, lying between the mountains

and the Lowlands, is made up of undulating

hills and valleys. This is an area of intensive

cultivation. Cashew, coconuts, arecanuts,

tapioca, bananas, rice, ginger, pepper, sugar-

cane and vegetables of different varieties are

grown in this area.

The Lowlands or the coastal area, which is

made up of the river deltas, backwaters and

die shore of the Arabian sea, is essentially a

land of coconuts and rice. Fisheries and coir

industry constitute the major industries of this

area. -.

Kerala is a land of rivers and backwaters.

Forty-four rivets (41 west-flowing and 3 east-

flowing) cut across Kerala with their innumer-

In pursuance of this policy the Travancore

and ' Cochin states were integrated to form

Travancore-Cochin State on 1stJuly, 1949- But

Malabar remained as part of the Madras';

province. Under the States Re-organization Act

of 19$6, Travancore-Cochin State and Malabar

were united to form the State.of Kerala on 1st

November, 1956.

Some territorial adjustments had necessarily

to be made on re-organization. In this adjust-

ment, Kerala lost to Madras (now Tamil Nadu)
the taluks of Thovala, Agasteeswaram, Kalku-

'

lam and Vilavancode in the far south and
’

Shencotta in the east, while it gained the

Malabar • district and die Kasargod taluk of

South Kanara district in the north. The Lacca-

dive, Minicoy and Amindivi islands Tying off

the coast of Malabar were detached from
Kerala and declared as Union Territory.

Administration: The state has a unicameral

legislature. The Legislative Assembly has 141

members.

The state is divided into 14 districts.

able tributaries and branches, but these rivers

are comparatively small and being entirely

monsoon-fed, practically turn into rivulets in

summer, especially in the upper areas.

The backwaters form a specially attractive

'•and economically valuable feature of Kerala.

\ include lakes and ocean inlets which
' T irregularly along the coast. The biggest

is the Vembanad lake, some 80 sq
’-j in area, which opens out into the

Arabian Sea at Cochin port. The Periyar,

Pjmba, Manimala, Achenkovil, Meenachil and
Moovaaupuzha rivers drain into this lake. The
other important backwaters are Veli, Katinam-
kulam Anjengo, Edava, Nadayura, Pnravoor,
Ashtamudi (Quilon), Kavanikuiam, Kodungal-
lur (Crahganore) and Chetuva. Tire deltas of
die rivers interlink the backwaters and provide
excellent water transportation in the low-lands
iff Kerala. A navigable cared, 228 miles long,

stretches from Trivandrum, die capital of
Kerala, to TTrur in the far north.

History; ViTien India became free, Kerala was
made up of two princely states, Travancore
and Cochin, and Malabar was under the
direct administration ofthe British. One ofthe
first steps taken by independent India was to
amalgamate small states togetherso as to make
them viable administrative units.

Districts

Districts Area Population Head-
quarters

Trivandrum 2186.00 2,596,112 Trivandrum
Quilon 2687.50 2,192,901 .

Quilon
AUeppey 1360.58 1,865,580 Alleppey

Pathanam- . Pathanam-
thitta 2518.98 1,107,658 thlna

Kooayam 2195.50 1,697,442 Kottayam
Idukki 5149.62 969,292 Painav

Errakulam 2358.19 2,535.294 i Emakulam
Tridhur 2993.90

. 2,439,543 Trichur
Palghat 4389.80 2,044399 Palghat

Malappuram 363230 2,402,701 Malappuram
Kozhikode 233330 2,245,265 Kozhikodu
Wyanad 2125.60 554,026 ' Kalpetta

Cannanore 2968.00 1,930.223 Cannanore
Kasargod 196130 872,741 Kasaigodu

State of die Economy: Kerala with its high
population presents complex problems in die

sphere of food, employment and housing, file

state is 50 per cent short of food. Owing to

historical and climatic reasons die state has
developed commercial agriculture more than
food crops. Consequendy, die state is short of
fbodgrains, especially rice which is die staple
food of die- people.

Kerala has a unique cropping pattern- It
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Kerala’s Seesaw Politics
Nov. 1, 1956: Birtb of Kerala.

Mar, 1957: First Assembly Election.

Aprils, 1957: EMS. ministry (Communist)
sworn m.

July 31, 1959: EMS. ministry dismissed.

Feb. I960, Election to the Assembly.

Feb. 22, I960: Pattom Thartu Pillai minis-

try sworn in (Congress).

Sept. 25, 1962: (Pattom appointed Gov-
ernor of Punjab.

Sept. 26, 1962: R. Sankar ministrysworn in

(Congress).

Sept. 10, 1964: Sankar ministry goes.

Mar. 1965: Assembly election (irtftmc-

tuous).

Feb. 1967: Election to (be Assembly.

March 6/1967: Second EMS. ministry

sivom in (Communist).

Oct. 24, 1969: EMS. ministry goes
Nov. 1, 1969: Acbutba Menon ministry in

(Left United Front).

June 26, 1970: Assembly dissolved

Aug. 1, 1970. Acbtnlxt Menon ministry

resigns.

Sept. 1970: Assembly Election.

Oct. 4, 1970: Second Acbutba Menon
ministry in.

Mar. 1977: Election to tbc Assembly.
Mar. 25, 1977: Kanmakaran ministry
sworn m (Congress).

April 25, 1977: Kanmakaran resigns.

April27, 1977: A. K Antonysworn in Chief
Minister (Congress).

Oct. 27, 1978: Antony resigns

Oct. 29, 1978: P. K Vasudaan Nair
ministry sworn in (Left United Front)
Oct. 7, 1979: Vasudetan Nair goes
Oct. 11, 1979: C. H. Mobantmcd Koya
ministry suom m (Right United Front)
Dec. 1, 1979: Mohammed Koya goes-*

Jan. 1980: Election to tbc Assembly.

Jan. 25, 1980: E K Nayanar ministry

suom in (Left United Front)

Oct. 20, 1981: Nayanar ministry goes
Dec 28, 1981: Kanmakaran ministry

sworn hi (United Democratic Front)

Mar. 17, 1982: Kanmakaran ministry

resigns

May 19, 1982: Assembly Election.

May 24, 1982: Kanmakaran ministry

sworn in (United Democratic Front)

March 23, 1987 Assembly election.

March 26, 1987 E K Nayanar Ministry

takes over (Left Democratic Front)

accounts for 92 per cent of India’s rubber, 70
per cent ofcardamom, 70 per cent ofcoconut,

60 per cent of arecanut, 70 per cent ofpepper,

80 per cent of tapioca and almost 100 per cent

of lemon grass oil. Kerala is the single latgest

producer of a lot of other crops like bananas

and ginger, besides tea and coffee in abund-

ance.

NSTiile the state’s economy continued to

suffer from die adverse effect of the unpre-

cedented drought of 1982 devastating tains

and floods played havoc with her economy in

1985-86 and drought in 1986-87. Bodi produc-

tion and productivity of almost all the major

crops in the state suffered as a result ofnamral

disurbances, the crops most affected being

coconut, cardamom, pepper and coffee.

However, agricultural production went up
sharply in 1933-8-1 and continued to increase

modestly in 1985-86.

•Rubber. Production increased from 162212

tonnes in 1983-84 to 1,84,700 tonnes in

1985-86. Area of cultivation is 3,62,500 hec-

tares. This is 8324 per cent of India’s total of

3,19,900 hectares.

*Coffee: Coffee plantations in Kerala were

devastated by the drought compared to coffee

plantations elsewhere in the country where

the effects of drought were less severe. In

1984-85 coffee was grown in 65,641 hectares.

(Production 35,565 tonnes). This Is 35 74% of

the total area of coffee cultivation in die

country. In 1985-86 the production was 23,640

tonnes only. In 30 years coffee production in

the state increased more than seven times.

Coffee export form the state in 1965-86 was

46373 tonnes (Rs. 128.42 cnxc).

'Tea. Despite the severe drtxigln andpower

cv.t tea producti'jn in Kerala improved. In

1984-35 tea was grown in 35021 hectares
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(8.84% of India’s total). Total production in

1985 was 52387 tonnes (12.54% of India’s

total).
*Cardamom . The production and yield of

cardamom, were severely affected by the

prolonged drought. But in 1985-86 production

rose to 3340 tonnes from 1100 tonnes in

1983-841 Total export- earning in 1985-86: Rs.

49.20 crore (90% of India’s total).

In the industrial sector, the power cut

imposed consequent to drought, continued to

affect activities during the last few years. Total

Industrial production during 1985-86 was to

the tune of Rs. 880.87 crore. There were 11131

registered factories in the state and the total

work force in these factories was 292629 in

1985.-
Tourist Centres: Under the aegis of the

Department of Tourism and Kerala Tourism
Development Corporation, many places in

Kerala have been developed into tourist cen-

tres.

Trivandrum, the capital city had been once

the cleanest city in India. It is an abode of

temples, mosques and churches. Kovalam

Beach Resort is 12 km from there. Neyyar Dam
(19 km), Ponmudi (61 km) and Padmanabha-

puram Palace (53 km) are other places of

interest. -

Periyar Wild Sanctuary at Thekkady in Iduk-

ki District is another attraction. Sabarimala,

abode of Lord Ayyappan, is a famous pilgrim

centre in Pathanamthitta Dist.

Cochin is known as the ‘Queen of the

Arabian Sea’. The beautiful Willingdo’n Island

with the adjoining port is a great attraction.

Kalady in Emakulam District is the birthplace

of Sri Sankaracharya. . Guruvayur in Trichur

Dist. has the famous Lord Krishna shrine.

Kalamandalam, the renowned Kathakali Cen-

tre is in Trichur Dist. Calicut is historically

important as the capital of the Zamoriris.

Edakal cave in Wyanad district is centuries old.

Governor: P. Ramachandran. ChiefMinis-
ter: E. K. Nayanar (CPM).

MADHYA PRADESH
, Area: 443446 sq km; Capital: Bhopal;

Population: 5,21,78,844; Language: Hindi;

Literacy: 27.82%.

X Situated in the centre of India and bounded
' on all sides by other states, Madhya Pradesh
(Central Province) is the biggest state in the
country.

Physiography: Except for the valleys of the
Narmada and the Tapti, M.P. consists of a

.
plateau with a mean elevation of 1600 ft above
sea level, interspersed with die mountains of
the Vindhya and the Satpura ranges. The main
river systems are the Chambal, Betwa, Sindh,
Narmada, Tapti, Mahariadi and Indravati.

Tlie average rainfall in the different regions
of the state ranges from 30 to 60 inches. The
climate Ls extreme in die north, temperate and
breezy in the plateau and generally hot and
humid in the eastern and southern plains.

Nearly a third of the state’s area is covered
widi tropical forests.

M.P. has the largest population ofScheduled
Tribes of all states and a high proportion of
Scheduled Castes. Togedier, they constitute
nearly one-third of die population, 23 districts

Please also see the chapter ‘Plantation' under ‘India’.

are predominantly tribal. The major tribes of

MP are Gonds, Bhils, Oraons, Korkens and

Kols. Massive development efforts.under tribal

sub-plan are going on in these areas. The
tribals in the districts mainly depend on the

progress of this area.

.
History: Under the provisions of the States

Reorganization Act, 1956, the State of Madhya
Pradesh was formed on November .1, 1956. It

consists of the -17 Hindi districts of the

previous state of that name, the former State of

Madhya Bharat (except the Sunel enclave of

Mandsaur district), the former Vindhya
Pradesh, the State of Bhopal and Sironj subdi-

vision of Kotah district, which was an enclave

of Rajasthan in Madhya Pradesh.

Administration: The Legislature is un-

icameral with one house—the. Legislative

Assembly. The state is divided into 45 districts.

Districts

• Area Popu- Head-
District (sq km) lation quarters

098!)
census)

Balaghat 9229' 1147810 Balaghat

Bastar 39114 1842854 Jagdaipur

i
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Betul 10043 925387 Betul Mandsaur 9791 1263399 Mandsaur
Bhind 4459 973816 . Bhind Morena 1159-1 1303213 Morena
Bhopal . 2772 894739 Bhopal Narsinghpur 5133 650145 Narsinghpur
Bilxspur 19897 2953366 Bilaspur fianna 7135 539978 Punna
Chhatarpur 8687 886660 Chhatarpur Raigarh 12924 1443197 Raigarh

Chhindwara 11815 1233131 Chhindwara Raipur 21258 3079476 Raipur

Damoh 7306 721453 Damoh Raisen 8466 710542 Raisen

Datia 2038 311893 Datia Raigarh 6154 801384 Rajgarh

Denas 7020 795309 Dewas Rajnandgaon 11327 1167501' Rajnandgaon

Dhar 8153 1057469 Dhar Ratlam 4861 782729 Ratlam

Durg 8537 1890467 Durg Rewa 6134 1207583 • Rewa
East Nimar ' 10779 1153580 Khandwa Sagar 10252 1323132 Sagar

Guna 11065 1001985 Guna Sama 7502 1153387 Sama
Gwalior 5214 1107879 Gwalior Sehore .6578 65738! Sehore

Indore 3898 1409473 Indore Seoni 8758 809713 Sconi

Hoshangabad 10037 1003939 Hoshangabad Shahdol 14028 1345125 Shahdol

Jabalpur 10160 2198743 Jabalpur Shajapur 6196 840247 Shajapur

Jhabua r
6782 795168 Jhabua Shivpuri 10278 865930 Shivpuri

Mandla 12269 1037394 Mandla Sidhi 10226 990467 Sidhi

j b'.
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Surguja

TOanigarii

Ujpin

West Nimar

2233? 1633476 Ambtopur
50iK 736981 Tikamgarii

6091 1117002 Uiktin

7371 783098 Viifislu

13450 1630943 Khargone

State ofEconomy: The economy of Madhya

Pradesh is primarily agriculture-based. Nearly

80 per cent of the population live in villages.

Cher 52.06 per cent of the land area is

cultivable, of which 13.4 per cent is under

irrigation. The Malvva region abounds in rich

black cotton soil, the low lying areas ol

Gwalior, Bundelkliand. Baghelkhand and the

Chliatlisgarh plaias have lighter soil, whereas

the Narmada valley is formed of deep rich

alluvial deposits. The main food crops are

jowar, wheat and rice and coarse grains such

as kodo, kutki, some etc. Important among the

commercial crops are oilseeds, cotton and

sugarcane. The state is poised for a break-

through in soyabean cultivation.

MJP. is very rich in natural resources like

iron ore, manganese ore, coal, lime stone and

tin. The major industries are die steel plant at

Bhilai, Bharat Heavy Electricals at Bhopal, the

Aluminium Plant at Korba, the Security Paper

Mills at Hoshangabad, the Bank Note Press at

Dewas, the Newsprint Mill at Nepanagar and
Alkaloid Factory at Neemuch, Cement Factor-

ies, Vehicle Factory, Ordnance factory and
Guncarriage Factory. There are also 23 textile

'.. mills, 7 of them nationalized.

The Bhilai Steel Plant near Durg is one of

die six major steel mills in India. A power

station at Korba (Bilaspur) with a capacity of.

420 MVS' serves Bhilai, the Aluminium Plant:

and the Korba coalfields.

The Bharat Heavy Electricals was set up by

the Government of India at Bhopal during the

Second Plan period. This is India’s first heavy

electrical equipment factory and also one -of

the largest of its type in Asia. It makes a variety

of highly complicated equipments required

for generation, transmission, distribution and

utilization of electric power.

A large number of 3gro-based industries

have also come up. large number of solvent

extraction plants based' on soyabean haw
been established. Fourteen Industrial Growth

Centres are being developed , in the state.

Tourist Centres: Khajuraho, otice the capita!

of Chandella rulers is 595 km from Delhi. The

embodiment of the great artistic activity ofthe

9th to the 12th centuries, only 22 temples out

of 85 survive. . . ,

-
.

Ujjain with historic palaces, Sanchi with

ancient Buddhist monuments, Bhopal the

lake-side capital city, Jabalpur famous for

marble rocks and Gwalior with beautiful forts

are among the other tourist centres.

Kanha National Park nearJabalpur is one of

die mast beautiful wild life- sanctuaries in

India.

Governor: KM. Chandy; Chief Minister:

Modlal Vohra. 7

MAHARASHTRA
Area; 3,07,690 sq km; Capital: Bombay-,
Population: 6,27,84,171-, language: Marathi-

Litcracy: 47.3756.

Maharashtra is the third largest state in India

both in area and population. Only Uttar

Pradesh and Bihar have larger populadons and
Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan have larger

areas than Maharashtra. 'Die state is bounded
,bv the Arabian Sea in the west, Gujarat in the
north west, MP in the north, AP in the south

east and Karnataka and Goa in the south.

Physiography: Pie State of Maharashtra
.forms a huge irregular triangle with its base on
the west coast of India, overlooking the
Arabian Sea. The coastal strip, about 720 km
king and not more than 80 km wide, is the

Konkan, dotted with p3ddv fields and coconut

gardens. The Sahyadris or the Western Ghats

running almost parallel to the sea coast flank

the Konkan on its east. To the east of the

Sahyadris stretches a vast plateau forming the

apex of the triangle.

This plateau is drained by the great rivets

Godavari, Bhima and Krishna, which rise ir

the Sahyadris and flow eastward across the

Indian peninsula, into the Bay of Bengal. The

plateau is extremely fertile and. provides

excellent crops of cotton, oils seeds anc

sugarcane. The rainfall in the state vane
considerably, the areas west of the Sahyadri

like the districts of Thane, Raigad, Ratnagir

and Sindhudurg receive heavy- rains with at



Hundred years of
Bombay's Viaoria Terminus wbicfj com-

pleteda centuryon Sunday,June 28, 1987
is one of the most impressive railway

terminuses in the world.

Two million commuters arrive or depart

by 913 local and 50 outstation semces
there daily. Designed by F. W Stevens Ore

looming 45732 metre structure was built in

annual average of 200 cm.

The areas which lie in the rain-shadow of

the Sahyadris, however, comprise the major

portion of the state area and get an average

rainfall of around 60 to 75 cm annually and in

' some areas less than 50 cm. These areas

include the districts of Nashik, Pune, Ahmed-

!
rtagar, DhuIe.Jalagaon, Satara, Sangli, Solapur

;
and parts of Kolhapur.

i History: Historically, Maharashtra falls into

i three regions. Western Maharashtra, Vidarhlu

? and Marathwada. Among these, Vidarbha h.is a

i hoary past and is mentioned mam- times in the

i Mahabharata Maharashtra as a whole figures

; in history during the Mauryan period wfien it

Victoria Terminus
10 years from 1878 to 18S8 and cos:

Rs 1041 lakh

Tire statue of progress <lad\ u-dh a
flaming torch and spotted uheeh adorns
the main butldmg Hut the statue ofQueen
Victoria in the quadrangle u<as struck by
lightnmg and damaged in 1969 It now I

rests in tlx arts museum

became pan of die Mauryan Empire. After the

fall of the Mauryas, Maharashtra was under the

domination of a number of Hindu dyrasrie:

for nearh a thousand years The Vadavas. the

Iasi of these dynasties, ended in 1294. There:'-

ter the Mate came under a success?'*-.

Muslim mlers

With die rise of .Nhivaji. Maharasht/v

a new phase in liLstory. Shiva

Marathas into a powerful irciV>~

rulers instead of subjects.
“

••—»-

succeeded Shivaji built •"i-' v

whidi extended from
,

Taniore in the soak. ...v

received a setback'.
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the Afghan ruler Ahmed Shah Abdaii routed

the Maratha forces. They recovered only to

confront the British power and to be decisive-

ly defeated in 1818. After the defeat of 1818

Maharashtra settled
.
down as part of the

Bombay Presidency under the British adminis-

tration.

In independent India, Bombay continued as

one state consisting of Maharashtra and Gu-

jarat. This was an experiment in bilingualism-

that is, one state comprising two linguistic

units. The experiment did not work. Under the

Bombay Reorganization Acr, I960 Maharash-

tra and Gujarat were formed into separate

states on May 1, 1960, Maharashtra retaining

the old capital Bombay.

Administration: Legislature.- The state has a

bicameral legislature-tlte Legislative Assembly
(Vidhan Sabha) and the Legislative Council

(Vidhim Parishad).-The state is divided into the’

following districts- -

Districts

District Popula-

tion

1981 .

Area

(in sq km)
Head*

;

' quarters

Greater Bombay 82-13405 603 Bomba}-

Thane 3351562 9558 Thane
Raigad 1486452' 7148 , Alibag

Ratnagirif 1379655 8249 - Ratnagiri

Sindhudurg 772555 5219 - Kudal*

Nashik 2991739 15530 Nashik

Dhuie 2050294 13150 Dhuie

Jalgaon 2618274 11765
,

Jalgaon

Ahmednagar 2708309 17048 Ahmednagar
Pune 4164470 15642 . Pune
Satara 2038677 10484 -Satara

Sangli 1831212 8572 Sangli

Solapur 2610144 14874 Solapur
• Kolhapur 2506330 7633 Kolhapur
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Aurangabad^ 158803

I

9172 Aurangabad
Jaina* 1032157 8656 Jaina
Parbhani 1829378 1 1038 Parblinni
Hid 1-186030 10624 Bid
Nanded 174933-1 10502 Nanded
Osmanabad+ 1029712 7510 Osmanahad
Iatur* 1293442 7.304 latur

Iluldana 1508777 9661 Iluldana

Akola 1826952 10575 Akola
Amarm-.ttl 1861410 12212 Amaravati
Yavatmal 1737423 13584 Yavatnial

Wardlia 9266 18 6310 Wardlia
Nagpur 2588811 9931 Nagpur
Bhandara 1837577 9213 Hahandaru
Chandrapur** 1418.306 10s90 Chandrapur
Gandachimll$ 637336 15-133 Gadvhlnili

• •ftwfcikmal

f Reorganized as Ramagiri and Sindhudurj? Ulsfrkl with effect

from 1st May 1981.

f Reorganized as Auranjohad ami Jaina tftttricts with effect

from 1st May 1981.

+ Rairysinizc'd as'Osrranahad and latitr district* with effect

fn>m IWh August 1982.

•* Reorganized as Uundrapur and GambchiroH districts with

effect fnxn 26th August 1982.

| Gambdilmli from 1st May 198A omvanK

State ofEconomy: About 70 per cent of the
people in Maharashtra depend on agricul-

ture. About 12.22 per cent of the total

cultivated area is irrigated. The principal

food crops are wheat, rice, jowar, hajra and
pulses, important cash crops are cotton,

sugarcane, groundnut and tobacco.

Although the state accounts for 9.2 per

cent of the total population of the country, it

shares about 1
1 per cent of industrial units,

<tver 1 7 per cent of labour, about 1 6 per cent
of investment and 23 per cent of tlie value of
industrial output.

The industry groups contributing substan-
tially to Maharashtra’s industrial production
are chemicals and chemical products, tex-

tiles, electrical and non-electrical machinery
and petroleum and allied products. Other
important industries are pharmaceuticals,

engineering gtxxis, machine axils, steel and
iron castings and plasticware. It also leads in

sophisticated electronics equipment. Santa

Cruz Electronics Export Processing Zone
(SEEPZ), is a free trade zone for cent per
cent export.

The development of offshore oil fields at

Bombay High and the nearby Bassein North

Oil Fields Itave contributed greatly for the

industrial development of the state.

Bombay is the Hollywood of India as far as

film production is concerned. New growth
centres are aiming up at Nasik, Aurangabad,

Nagpur, Jalgaon.

Tourist Centres: Some of the important

tourist centres are the Caves-Afanta. Eiiora,

Eiephanta, Kanheri and Karala; Hill stations-

Mahalxileshw.tr, Matheran and Panchaganl:

Religious Places: Pandharpur, Nashik, Siiirdi,

Aundhanagnath. Nanded and Ganapatipule.

Governor: Vaccant. ChiefMinister: S.B.

Cliavan (Congress).

MANIPUR
Area: 22327 sq km; Capital: Imphal; Popula-
tion: 14410,953; Languages: Manipuri & En-

glish; Literacy: 4135%.' '

Manipur has been a Union Territory from
1956 and a full-fledged state from 1972.

Manipur is bounded by Nagaland in the

north, Mizoram in the south, Upper Burma in

the east and Cachar district of Assam in the

west.

, "History: Manipur has a varied and proud
history from the earliest times. It came under

_
British rule as a princely state in 1891. The

’ Manipur Constitution Act, 1947, established a

democratic form of government with the

Maharajah as the Executive Head and a legisla-

ture constituted by election on adult franchise.

Tlie Legislative Assembly so constituted func-

tioned till it was dissolved on die integration

of tlie erstwhile state with die Dominion of

India in October, 1949.

Then it was governed as if it were a Chief

ommlssioner’s Province and then as a Port C

late under the Indian Constitution with effect

om 26-1-1950. In 1950-51 an advisory form of

opular government was introduced and in

?57 this was replaced by a Territorial Council

f 30 elected and 2- nominated members.

hereafterin 1963. n Ieglsla.be assembly of30

:ected and 3 nominated members was esra v

shed.
,

.

The status of the Adminis-mr was raised

om that of a ChiefComm rwttataf*
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lieutenant Governor in December, 1969- Man-

ipur achieved full statehood on January 21, •

1972.

Administration: Manipur was reorganized

into 8 districts in 1983. The district headquar-

ters bear the same name as die districts.

Districts "
.

Imphal 1303 5,56,146

Bishnupur 530 1,41,150

Dioub.il 405 231,781

Ukhrul 4,544 82,946

Senapati ' 3,271 1,55,421

Tamenglorig ' 4391 62,289

Cliurnchandpur 4,570 134,776

Chandel 3313 56,444

State ofEconomy: Die main crop ofthe state

is paddy. Maize is cultivated in the foot hills.

Out of the area of 22327 sq km, the area

available for cultivation is about 2.1 lakh

hectares -v,ly. ‘lire area under paddy is 1.86

lakh liecwi cs out i.fwhit ii 1 .10 lakh heaares is

in the valley .M s a “U‘V, . if the valley area has

been brought under tvgb yielding varieties of
paddy

Die state hi. i.uk significant advance in

theli.'M i.: ,
i, re 1’ei hectare consump-

tion oi'ierti.'stv te.i' iieti V. kg during lS>86-87.

More rh.in ~ir«. • a i' i high yielding varieties of
>•,paddy are locally bred, pimshi, phouoibi and
S D series

ILindlouivi is the biggest industry in Man-
ipur. There are 3 lakli spindles and at least 3
Likh persons are employed in the field.

' Tlte Manipur Spinning Mill, launched in

197-i Ins grown to use 16,416 spindles.

Die 60 TPD capacity Khandsari Sugar Fac-

tory at Wanglial lias gone into produaion.
ATV assembly unit anti cycle assembly unit

are working in "full swing. A Mechanised Dye
House was commissioned in 1987.

There are 5970 small scate industrial units
with almost 23300 workers in the state.

Scriai/ti/rc; Manipur Ls the first to introduce
Oak Tasar Industry. In tile hill area there are
75 Tasar Farms. 1500 Tribal families (or 1500
numbers) produce about 30 million Tasar
cocoons valued Rs3.00 millioa Apart from
tills over 100 Scheduled Caste families in the
valley practise Mulberry' rearing in traditional
ways producing 45,000 kg ofraw silk annually

by reeling and spinning and utilise the same it

its exquisite handloom' industry.,.-

Tourist Centres: Die important tourist cen

tres in the state are Implial, the capital ant

centre ofall cultural and commercial activitie

adorned with two War Cemeteries niaihtainec

by Commonwealth War Graves Commission

Govindajee Temple, Women bazaar, etc. Be

sides, the Bishnu temple at Bishnupur built it

1467 AD., the Loktak lake, the biggest fresl

water lake in eastern India, Keibul Lamjao, th<

only floating national park in the world, til

Orchid Yard at Khongampat etc. are also quit

attractive.

Accommodation facilities at important cer

tres such as Waichou, Kaina, Phubala, Sendr
and Tourist Lodge at Imphal are remarkable
Transport facilities are provided with Deluxe
Mini Bus and Taxi services at moderan
charges. .

Governor: S.M.H. Burney; Chief Minister
Rishang Keishing (Congress).
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MEGHALAYA
Area: 22,429 .sq km; Capital: Shillong;

Population: 1335,819; languages: Khasi,

Garo and English. Literacy: 34.08%.

Meghalaya, literally 'the abode of the clouds’

(Megha-clouds, Alayu-alxxJe), was inaugurated
as an autonomous unit on April 2,1970. It was
declared a state of the Indian Union onJanuary
21, 1972.

Physiography: The exclusive tribal State of
the Khasis, the Jaintias and the Gants is a

mountain region. Shillong, the capital of
Meghalaya, is situated in the centre of a high

plateau. The highest peak in the state is the

Shillong Peak 6965 ft in height. Nokrek in the

Garo Hills district is the next highest peak.

A number of rivers, none of them navigable,

drain this mountainous area. Krishnai (Damr-
ing), Kalu (Jira), Bhugai (Bugi), Nitai (Dareng)
anil Somcswari (Sim.sang)* flow through the

Garo Hills District; Kynshi, Khri, Umtrew,
l.’mngot, t.'miam Mawphlang and Untiam
Kltwan flow through Khasi Hills district and
Kupli, Mvntdu it Mynutng flow through Jaintia

Hills district. All these rivers with rocky Ixrds

and swift currents abound in cataracts and
waterfalls. The most picturesque waterfall is

the one at Mawsmai village called Nohs-

ngithiang near Cherrapunjee. Here, the waters

ofseveral rivulets are precipitated over a sheer
cliff several hundred feet high.

The average annual rainfall of the state is

10000-12700 millimetres. In the capital city of

Shillong, rainfall averages 2032 millimetres

per annum. The Cherrapunjee-Mawsynram

belt in the southern slopes of Khasi Hills has

the distinction of having the world’s heaviest

rainfall, with an average of 12,700 millimetres

per annum.
Meghalaya, known as the Scotland of the

East, is a country of surpassing scenic beauts'.

Waterfalls and mountains, lakes, rising peaks

and billowing hills, meadows, -valleys and
rushing rivers combine to make a rich

panorama.

The Khasis, Jaintias and Garos are very

ancient tribes, who had settled in these hills in

remote past, flies' number about ten lakh.

Dance, music and sports reflea their way of

life. Festive sounds of merry-making echo
from hill to hill reseating the pulsating life of
tlie tribal people. Mindful of their cultural

heritage these simple folk are josial and
hospitable.

Administration: Megluilaya is a constituent

stare of the North Eastern Council. The state

has a unicameral legislature. The legislative

Assembly consists or 6!) memlxTS—29 from
Khasi Hills, 7 from Jaintia Hills and 24 from
Garo Hills.

Tile following table shows the district-wise

area and population of the state according to

the final figures of 1981 census.

Districts

IhSlfKl Anri

tvj Uii) tWm
ltenckpurtiTs

K<u KtciM IlilK Sl'X. tiim
ViN KIom lliIK 52r ii.is-r.

Ku>! (rare* IlilU l.VWt XL’.namTVTT^n-

WtU tinm 1 tilK WA"** Tura

Uinta 1 tills IV. itU

Meghalaya, originally, comprised two dis-

tricts and three subdivisions. In order to

accelerate the price of development and to

bring the administration closer to the people,

tlie state has now Ix-en re-organized into live

districts, and ten sub-divisions. For an all

round development of the rural areas, the

whole state is now covered hy 30 Community

Development Blocks.

Stale of Economy: Tlie majority of the

people depend on land for their I.’veliVxxl

But the potential for agricultural expa im’< si is

veiy limited in Meghalaya due to tlie terrain.

Jhumming or shifting cultivation, pm'tised in

the state on a large scale, is one of the biggest

problems to lx- tackled in Meghili;-.) 11.

o

traditional praaice is deeply fotvcJ among

the hill people.

However, the state g. Avmnien. h «> '•'-*>* a

modest beginning with a Miset ie •-> ,K'9*

farmers to settle <xi Lnvis "u:el. aie . »<

for steadv cultivation, Tlx- sree -

• Tlx- names in brackets arc irflril names.
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merit of improved land to villagers together

with supply of fertilizers, seeds, irrigation

facilities, etc. The developed lands would also

be linked with. roads for marketing the pro-

duce. At present, the villages in selected areas

with a minimum of 50 families are. growing

,
crops by modem methods.

' The state is not so far industrially de-

veloped. However, new' industrial units set up
by or with the help of the Meghalaya Industrial

Development Corporation are fast coming up.

Some of them are:

The Meghalaya Plywood Ltd., The Associated

Beverages (P) Ltd., The Meghalaya Essential

Oils and Chemicals Ltd., The Meghalaya Phyto-

Chemicals Ltd. The Komorah Limestone Min-

ing Co. Ltd., The Meghalaya Towers and
Trusses Ltd. and the Umiam Calcenates Ltd.

The public sector cement factory at Cherra-

punjee known as the Mawmluh-Cherra Ce-

ment Ltd., which was producing 250 tonnes of
cement daily, has.been expanded to a produc-
tion capacity of . 930 tonnes per da)’.

Tourist Centres: Meghalaya is a 'dream-
.come-tnie' for the tourist The charms of this

land are many-splendoured and unique. It is a

happy land of magnificent beauty' undulating

hills, rolling grasslands, cascading waterfalls,

snaking rivets, terraced slopes' and thrilling

wild life.

Some of die important tourist spots are: (1)

Uniam Lake by the side of the Shillohg-

Guwahati road provides a very fascinating

view. Fishing is a great sport over here. (2)

Kyllang Rock, about 55 kilometres west of

Shillong, is an interesting tourist spot: Rising

out of the rolling grass)’ downs, it -is an

imposing dome of granite more than 700 feet

in height. (3) Nohsngithiang falls at Mawsmai
near Cherrapunjee, overlooking the hazy blue

plains of Bangladesh, has an appeal unpara-

lleled in the whole of India. And the Mawsmai
caves are full of wonders to the eyes. (4)

Nartiang, about 90 kilometres from Shillong,

has a number of monoliths, the tallest being 27

feet high and ’/a foot thick erected by the

villagers of Nartiang between 1500 and 1835

AD.
Governor: Bhishma- Narain Singh. Chief

Minister: Capt. Williamson Sangma (Con-

gress). 1
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MIZORAM
Area: 2I08I sq km; Capital: Aizawl; Popula-
tion: 4,93,757; Languages: Mizo and English;

Literacy: 60%.

Mizoram, in the local language, means the

land of Mizos—Mizo itself means high lander

(mi-persons and zo-hills or uplands). Under
the British administration, Mizoram was
known as Lushai Hills District. In 1954 by an
Act of Parliament the name was changed to

Mizo Hills District In 1 972, when it was made
into a Union Territory, it was named Mizoram.

Physiography: Mizoram occupies the north

east comer of India. It is bounded on the

north by the District ofCachar (Assam) and the

State of Manipur, on the east and south by
Chin Hills and Arakan (Burma), on the west by
the Chittagong hill tracts of Bangladesh and
the State of Tripura.

Mizoram is a land of hills. The hills run in

ridges from north to south. They have an

average height of900 metres, the highest point

being the Blue Mountain (Peak) in the south

which rises to a height of 2165 metres. The
hills are steep and cut apart by rivers which
have created deep gorges.'The terrain, on the

whole, is mountainous except for low depress-

ions amid hills, where wet cultivation is

practised.

The most important and useful rivers are

the Tlawng (or the Dhaleswari), the Sonai and
the Tuivawl, which drain the northern area of

the Territory and eventually join the Barak

The southern area is watered by the Kolodine

and its tributaries and the western area by the

Kamaphuli with its tributaries. Chitt3gong in

Bangladesh is situated at the mouth of this

river.

The valleys are unhealthy during the rainy

season, wet and enervating. In the higher

areas, the climate is pleasant, generally cool in

summer and not very cold in winter. In

March-Apri! violent storms from the north

west sweep over the hills. The average rainfall

between May and .September is 254 cm. Aizwal

in the north records an annual rainfall of 203

cm while Lunglei in the south records 350 cm.

History: The Mizos belong to the Mongolian

race. They seem to have settled at first in the

Shah State of Burma. The tribes left Burma and

moved westwards into India Thev occupied
the Lushai Hills.

During the British administration, die Mizos
raided British territories and even attacked
fortified positions. The British, army moved
against the Mizos and occupied their territory.

It was annexed to British India in 1891. In

1898, the entire Mizo territory was formed into

the Lushai Hills District and made a part of
Assam. Although the Mizos were subjugated,

the British did not interfere with their village

administration. The Mizo Chiefs carried on the
day-to-day administration in the traditional

manner.
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With independence, Mizoram became a

district of Assam. Because of neglect by the

authorities, tlie Mizos felt that it was a bad

bargain for them to continue as part of India

and started agitations in 1966. It was declared a

disturbed area. Armed Forces (Special Pow-

ers) An also was invoked. On June 30, 1986,

the historic Mizoram Peace Accord.was signed

between the Government of India and the

Mizo National Front ending the two-decade

old insurgency.

The Mizos ate divided into various tribes

—

the Lushais, Pawis, Paithes, Raltes, Pang,

Hmars, Kukis, Maras, Lakhers, etc In the 19th

century the Mizos came under the influence of

British missionaries and many Mizos were

convened to Christianity.

The Mizo language had no script of its own.

The missionaries introduced the Roman script

for the Mizo language and started teaching

English also. The cumulative result was a high

precentage of literacy. The majority of the

tribes are Christians and speak Mizo and
English. But some tribes on die border like the

Chakmas are Buddhist and speak Bengali.

Administration- Mizoram has a single-cham-

ber legislature consisting of 33 members. The
territory has three Districts. 9 Sub-Divisions, 3
autonomous Hill District Councils, G Towns
(as per 1981 census), 23 Police Stations and

-X. 301 Village Councils (instead of Gram Pan-
’•chavats).

Districts

District Area Population Headquarters
(sq km) (1981)

Aizawl 12589 310826 Aiowl
iunglei 1536 86511 Urnglei

NAGALAND
Area: 16,579 sq km; Capital: Kohima;
Population: 7,74,930; languages: English,
Ao, Konyak, Angami, Sema and botha. litera-
cy: 41.519.%.

Physiography: The State of Nagaland is a
narrow strip of mountainous territory be-
tween the Brahmaputra Valley of Assam and
Burma. On the east it shares India's interna-
tional boundary with Burma. On nil other
sides it is bounded by Indian

Chhtmtutipui - 3957 66420 Chhimti

State of Economy: Agriculture is practi

the only occupation in Mizoram. The tern

is famous for its fibreless ginger, althc

other cash crops like mustard, sesame
potatoes are also grown. However, the cul

tion method— "Jhum"—is very primitive

destructive. The Mizoram Government is

trying to induce the peasants to change ovi

more permanent systems of cultivation

terraced farming on the hill sides. There
also schemes to grow plantation crops

rubber, coffee, tea, etc.

Paddy is the chief food crop, followei

maize. They are grown on the slopes of

!

One of the chief constraints in increa

agricultural production is the lade of ir

tional facilities. Only 288530 ha is irrigate

Mizoram.

There is no major industry in Mizo
Handloom and liandicraft are the majoi

dustrial activities in the Territory and
Engineering Unit lias developed a new tie

of machine-combined ginning arid cardi

Tailoring, knitting and embroidery cer

hate been set up..

Sericulture in 4 kinds of silk,— Multx

Eri, Tasar, and Muga is practised wideh

Other industries are: Ginger beverages,

fruits preservation, handloom and some o
small scale & cottage industries like bal

printing press, saw mills, brick making,

:

making, etc.

IX Governor: Hiteshwar Saikia; O
Minister: Laldenga (Mizo' Nauonal Froti

territory—Manipuron the south, Assam on
west and north, and Arunncha! Pradesh on
north east.

Excepting some areas in the foothills,

state is mountainous. Saramati, the liigl

peak, is 12600 ft high and Kohima, the cap
is 4809 ft alxive sea level. The main rivers

flow through the state are Dhansiri, Doy.
Dikhu and Jhanji.

Tlie population ofNagaland is almost eni
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ly tribal. There are many separate tribes and
sub-tribes among the Nagas with their own
distinctive languages and cultural features
Kohima district is the home of the Angamis
Zehangs, Rengmas, a small group of Kukis,’
Sernas and other minor groups. Mokokchung
is the home of Aos, Wokha distria of the
Lothas and Zunheboto distria of the Sernas
Tuensang distria is the home of the Chang!
the Sangtam, the Khemnungan, the Yimchun-
ger, the Phom, the Sernas and other minor
groups. Mon distria is the home of the
Konyaks. It is these people who chiefly prac-
tise Jhum cultivation.

History: The Nagaland ' State comprises the
former Naga Hills distria of Assam and the
former Tuensang Frontier division of the
North East Fronuer Agency. These had been
made a Centally Administered Area in 1957,
administered by the President through the
Governor of Assam. In January 1961 the
Government of India conferred the status ofa
State on Nagaland. The State of Nagaland was
officially inaugurated on 1st Dec 1963.

Administration: The State has a unicameral
legislature—the Legislative Assembly.

Districts

Distria Area Popula-

(sq km) tion 1981
Headquarters

Kohima 4041 250105 Kohima
Phek . 2026 70618 Phek
Mokokchung 1615 104193 Mokokchung
Zunheboto 1255 61161 Zunheboto
Wokha 1628 57583 Wokha
Tuensang 4228

'

152332 Tuensang
Mon 1786 78938 Mon

Originally the state was divided into 3
districts. In Dec 1973. the districts were
reconstituted as above.

State of Economy: Agriculture is the main
occupation of 90% of the population. Rice is

the important food grown.

Although agriculture is the mainstay of the
state, only a little more than one-third of the
total area is cultivable. Considering the hilly
terrain, this Is not unusual but tlx: main
irawback Is that cultivation is vitiated by wliat
is called {humming. Under this system, forest
ands are cut down and burnt and crops are
slanted in the burnt out lands. After a crop or

two, these lands are abandoned and fresh

forests are cut down and burnt. This leads to

soil erosion and permanent loss of fertility of

the soil.

But now the Govt, is encouraging terraced

cultivation under various developmental prog-

rammes which are increasingly being adopted

by people The area under jhum cultivation is

87339 hectares and under terraced cultivation

62091 hectares.

Nagas Itave an artistic Iland in many crafts.

Carving of beautiful designs with their simple

tquipment like dao, home-made colours and

tieces of bamboo Is practised nx>stSvr~\

lomestic and local requirumen® // '

Naaaland has achieved i
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in small and medium industries. Big industries

are being planned although at present there is

only 1 sugar mill, 1 pulp and paper mill and

one plywood factory. One cement factory is

also coming up.

Among the new industries are
j

moulding, hume pipes, polythene bag

rubber chappals.
' '

•
'

.

*

Governor: Gen. K.V. Krishna' Rao. t

Minister: Hokishe Sema (Congress).

ORISSA
Area: 1,55,707 sq km; Capital: Bhubaneswar,

Population'. 2,63,70,271; Language: Oriya;

Literacy: 34.12%.

Physiography: Orissa lies on the east coast of

India. It is surrounded by West Bengal in the

northeast, Bihar in the north, Andhra Pradesh

on the south-east, Madhya Pradesh on the west

and Bay ofBengal on the east. The whole state

lies in the tropical zone and is divided into

four distinct tracts, viz, the northern plateau,

the eastern ghats, the central tract and the

coastal plains. The state is drained by three

great rivers, the Mahanadi, the Brahmani and
the Baitarani and the some lesser rivers, all of
which flow into the Bay of Bengal.

The biggest and the most famous lake in

Orissa is the Chilka Jake. Original!)’, it was part

of the Bay of Bengal, but was subsequently
dosed up by sand dunes. It is 64 km along and
16 to 20 km wide. There are two beautiful

islands in the lake namely Parikud and Malud.

. Two other lakes call for mention, the Ansupa
.lake (Cuttack District), about 5 km long and
1.6 km broad, and the Sara lake, (Puri District)

about 5 km long and 3 km wide.

Orissa has an equable climate, neither too
hot nor too cold. In some places, however,
extremes of climate are experienced, namely,
in the western districts like Bolangir, Sambal-
pur and Sundargarh. The average rainfall in
the state is 150 cm. There is no desert or
semi-desen area in the state.

History: Orissa, the land of the Oriyas, was
known as Kalinga in the ancient days. In the
third century B.C (268 B.C.) Ashoka, the
Mauryan emperor, sent a powerful force to
conquer Kalinga which offered stubborn re-

sistance. Kalinga was subdued but the carnage
which followed struck Ashoka with remorse. It

is here, where Ashoka “the Terrible" was
transformed to Ashoka “the Compassionate".
After the death ofAshoka, Kalinga regained Its

independence, in the second century B.C.
Kalinga became a powerful countrv under Ik

ruler Kharavela. With the death of Khai

Orissa passed into obscurity. . In th

century AD. Samudragupta set but c

conquest of the south from Magadh
invaded Orissa, which lay astride his pal

overcame the resistance offered by five

kings. In AD. 610, Orissa came under thi

of King Sasanka. After Sasanka’s death 1

conquered Orissa.

The country had its own indepc

dynasty of rulers (the Ganga dynasty)

7th century AD. In AD. 795 Mahasiv:

Yayati the Second, came to the thronean
him began the most brilliant epoch
history of Orissa. He united Kalinga, Kei

Utkala and Kosala in the imperial tradii

Kharavela. He is believed to have bu
famous Jagannatha Temple at Puri. Und
kings of the Ganga dynasty, Orissa con
to flourish. Narasingha Dev of this dyn
reputed to have built the unique temple
Sun at Konarak.

From the 14th century, Orissa was ru

successive Muslim Kings till 1592 when
annexed it to the Mughal Empire. .Wi

decline of the Mughals, the Marathas oo
Orissa. They continued to hold it t

British took over in 1803.

Orissa was made into a separate provi

1936. With independence, the Princely
in and around Orissa, surrendered
sovereignty to the Government ofIndia.
States Merger (Governor’s Provinces)

1949, the Orissa Princely States were
pietely merged with the State ofOrissa c
August, 1949.

Administration: The’ ;;legis)arun
unicameral--the Legislative Assembly c
ing of 347 members. ...

The state is divided into 3 revenuedb
Central, Northern and Southern and-ti
dktrirtx

'
..



Baleshwar 6394 225280S
Phulbani 11070 717282

Balangir 8903 1459113

Cuttack 11211 462SSCO
Dhenkanal 10826 lSS27c~
Ganjam 12527 265????
Kalahandi 11835 1559192

Kendujhar 8240 1114522

Koraput 27020 24S4005
Mayurbhan; 10412 lySltPj

Puri 10159 2923045

SambaJpur ITj.O 22S29~

r

Sundargarft 95~ 255~T~1

, Castes and Tribes' t—

T
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Dalhousie in March, 1849. But the spirit of the

Punjab remained unvanquished. Through the

centuries Punjab became the sword arm of

British India.

Punjab was constituted a separate province

of India in 1937. With the partition of India,'

Punjab waS divided between India and Pakis-

tan as East Punjab and West Punjab. On Nov. 1,

1956 the Princely States adjoining Punjab were

formally absorbed into the Punjab State. On •

Nov. 1, 1966, Punjab was divided into three

inits—Punjab comprising the predominantly

Ainjabi-speaking areas, Haryana made up of

he Hindi-speaking districts and Kharar tehsil

ind Chandigarh the Capital. Hilly areas were

ransferred to Himachal Pradesh.

Administration. The Legislature is un-

icameral — the legislative Assembly. Hie state

is divided into 12 districts.

Districts

District Area
In

Sq km

Popul-

ation

(1981)

Head-
quarters

Ariiristsar 5087 2188c90 Amristsar

Bhatinda 5551 130C606 Bhaitnda

Kiridkot 17-10 Ic36228 Faridkot

1-Vrozepur 5874 I30-80) Fero/epur
Gurduspur 3562 1513C35 Gurdaspur
lloshiurpur .3881 12c380- Hoahiarpur
Jalandhar 3-101 173c5*7c Jjlandlur
Kjpunhjla 1633 5c52c9 Kapurrlula
Ludhiana 385’’ 1818912 Ludhiana
I’Jliala a 58c 1568898 Patiala

Sangrur 510° 1-110250 Sangrur
Ropar 2085 ^16662 Ropar

State of Economy. Punjab is primarily an

agrarian state and agriculture occupies ,
the

most prominent place in Punjab's economy.

About 70 percent of the people are engaged in

agriculture. As against an all India average of

51 percent, it has 85 percent of its area under

cultivation. Net area under cultivation is 84

percent as against the all India average of 42.65

percent. Compared to all other states, the

fertilizer consumption in Punjab is the highest.

The efforts of the state government to provide

irrigation facilities, cheap, power and agricul-

ture inputs at subsidised rates have acted as a

catalvst for agriculture production. Total pro-

duction of roodgrains rose from 147.77 m
tonnes In 1983-84 to 154.50 m tonnes in

1984-85.
Agriculture production is now nearing the

saturation point.

As manv as 35455 small scale industrial units

were set up during the period of three years
1982-83 to 1984-85 as compared to 1 1607 units

set up during the period of 1977-78 to 1979-80,
whicn is an increase of more than 3 times.

Tlie chief manufactures are textiles, sewing
machines, sports goods, sugar, starch, fertiliz-

ers, bicvlces, scientific instruments, electrical

goods, machine tools and pine oil.

There were 100899 small scale units reg-
istered in the state upto 31-3-1985. These units
employed 4,96,000 persons and during 1984
produced goods valued at Rs.l625 crore.
Tourist Centres: Punjab is dotted with

places of historical and cultural interest.

Ropar, one of the centres of Indus .Valley

civilization, Amritsar, the citv of the Golden
Temple, sacred to the Sikhs, the ancient fon of
Bhatinda, the architectural monuments of
Kapurrhala, the City of Gardens, Patiala and
Chandigarh the capital designed by the French
architect Le Corbusier are among’ the leading
tourist attractions of the state.

Governor: Siddhartiia Shankar Ray. Punjabis
under President's rule since early 1987, .

Area: 3,42,239 sq km: Capital: Jaipur;
Population: 3,42,61,862, languages: Hindi
and Rajasthani; Literacy: 24.38%

Rajasthan is one of the border states of
India, sharing India’s frontier with Pakistan on
the west and northwest. Punjab bounds it on
the north, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh on the
north-east and east, Madhya Pradesh on the
south and south-east and Gujarat on the
south-west.

Physiography: Rajasthan is one of the few

states of India that show great contrast from

one area to another. This disparity is notice-

able in respect of climate, soil, vegetation,

mineral resources, etc. However, the state may
-

be divided into 6 regions. (1) Western arid,

region, (2) Semi-arid region, (3) South eastern

region, (4) Chambal ravines, (5) ’Aravali*

region and (6) Eastern region.

The western arid region covers the whole of ”

Jaisalmer district, north-western part of Bar-

mer and Jodhpur, south-east Bikaner, south
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western Churu and western part of Nagaur.

This region is characterized by typical desert

conditions and forms the largest region in the

state.

The -semi-arid region lying west of the

Aravalli ranges covers the districts of jalore,

Pali, south-eastern Jodhpur and Nagaur, Sikar,

Jhunjhunu and notth-eastem part of Churu.
The southern part of this area is watered by
the Luni river while the northern p3rt is an
area of inferior drainage.

The Rajasthan canal (named as Indira Gan-
dhi Canal) passes through the north-west

portion of this region irrigating at present

Ganganagar district and the north western pan
of Bikaner district.

The Aravalli region covers almost the whole
of Udaipur, south eastern pan of Pali and
Sirohi and the western part of Dungarpur
districts. The area is dominated by the moun-
tains of the Aravalli range and outlying hills.

The eastern region comprises the districts

of Jaipur, Ajmer, Sawai Madhopur, Bhilwara,

Bundi, Alwar, Bharatpur and north-western

pan of Kota. It is mainly drained by the Banas
river and its tributaries. This region has the

largest number of industries, located mainly at

Jaipur, Ajmer, Kota, Bhilwara and Shahpura.

The south-eastern region embraces the

districts of Banswara, Chittorgarh, Jhalawar

and Kota. The Kota-Jhalawar area consists of

stony uplands but the Chambal river and its

tributaries have formed an alluvial basin in

Kota.

Tire Chambal ravine region lies along the

river Chambal, where it forms the boundary
between Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.

History: The State of Rajasthan is an amal-

gam mainly made up of the old princely states

of Rajasthan. It took some eight years for the

state to come into its present shape. The first

step -towards the formation of this state nas-

taken on March 17, 1948 with the formation of

.the Matsva Union, a Union of four princely

states, Alwar, Bharatpur, Dholpur and Karauli.

The second step came with the formation of

Rajasthan, a Union of9 states-Banswara, Bundi.

'Dungarpur,Jhalawar, Kishangarh, Kota, Pratap-

garh, Shahpura and Tonk on March 25, 1948.

'Ibc state of Udaipur joined this union on April

1 18, 1948, thus transforming the Union into the

United States of Rajasthan.

The next two important steps were taken in

41949, the first on March 30, 1949 when the

four large states of Bikaner, Jaipur, Jaisalmer
and Jodhpur joined the United States of
Rajasthan and the second on April 25, 19-49

when the Matsva Union joined up. The new
union was known as the the United States of
Greater Rajasthan. The Union of Greater
Rajasthan was further enlarged by the acces-

sion to it of the state of Sirohi on Jan. 25. 1950.

The final step was taken when the state of
Ajmer, the tehsil ofAbu and the area of Sunel
Tuppa were integrated with Greater Rajasthan

on Not. 1, 1956, to be known simply as

Rajasthan.

Administration; The legislature is

unicameral—the Legislative Assembly. The
state is divided into 27 districts, 84 sub-

divisions and 203 tehsils.

Districts

District Popu- Area

iation in

1931 (sq km)

Head*
quarters

Ajmer 1440366 8479 Ajmer

Alwar 1771173 8382 Alwar

Banswara 886600 5037 Banswara

Banner 1118892 28387 Barmcr

Bharatpur 1884132 8093 Bharatpur

Bhilwara 1310379 10450 Bhilwara

Bikaner 848749 27231 Bikaner

Bundi 586982 5550 Bundi

Chittorgarh 1232494 10858 Chittorgarh

Churu II 79466 16329 Churu

Dungarpur 682845 3770 Dungarpur

Ganganagar 2029968 20629 Ganganagar

Jaipur 3420574 14000 Jaipur

Jaisalmer 2430S2 38401 Jaisalmer

Jalore 903073 10640 Jalore

Jhalawar 784998 6216 Jhalawar

Jhunjhunu 1211583 5929 Jhunjhunu

Jodhpur 1667791 22860 Jodhpur

Kota 1559784 1243" Kota

Nagaur 1628669 i-^is Nagaur

Pali 1274504 12391 Pali

S. Madhopur 1535870 10593S Madhopur

Sikar 1377245 7732 Star

Sirohi 542049 5135 Sirohi

Tonk 783635 "20

0

Tonk

Udaipur 2356959 1
"26" Udaipur

Dholpur 583156 3000 Dholpur

State of Economy. The principal crop', are

jowar, bajra. maize, wheat, grams. otI-mx-ot.

cotton, sugarcane and tobacco. A deficit state

in foodgrains in the pre-indcpcndence yearv

the state achieved an all-titne high in iarm
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yield in 1967-68 (66 lakh tonnes). This abund-

ance was followed by two years of want and
unprecedented scarcity which shattered the

camomy of die stata Food grains production

in 1986-87 was 70 lakh tonnes.

Textiles, riigs and woollen goods, sugar,

cement, glass, sodium, oxygen and acetylene

units, pesticides, insecticides and dyes are

sonic of die major industries. Other enter-

prises include the manufacture ofcaustic soda,
calcium carbide and nylon tyre cord and
cojiper smelting.

Rajasthan handicrafts are famous all over the

world Important handicrafts are marble wot

woollen carpets, jewellery, embroidery, ar

cles of leather, pottery and brass embossin

Tourist Centres. Rajasthan has sever

sights to offer the tourist, especially in ancie

and medieval architecture. Places of intere

are Mount Abu, Ajmer, Alwar, Bharatpi

Bikaner, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Pali.Jais:

mer and Chittorgarh. In the year 1985-1

nearly 2.92 lakh foreign tourists and 31 .14 lal

home tourists visited Rajasthan.

Governor: Vacant; Chief Minister: H;
deo Joshi (Congress).



Area: 7,096 sq km; Capital: Gangtok; Popula-
tion: 3,16385; languages: Lepcha, Bhutia,

Hindi, Nepali, Limbu; Literacy: 34%.

Sikkim, the 22nd state of the Indian Union,
is a small mountain state in the eastern

Himalayas. It is bounded by Tibet on the

north, Nepal on die west and Bhutan on the

east. West Bengal lies to its south. It is the

smallest as well as the least populous state in

the Union. Sikkim is strategically important for

India. It lies astride the shortest route from
India to Tibet.

Sikkim became a state of the Indian Union
under the Constitution (Thirty-eighth Amend-
ment) Act, 1975, which came into force with

retrospective effect from 26th April, 1975,

when the amending bill was originally passed
by both Houses of Parliament.

Physiography. The state is entirely moun-
tainous. About a third of the land is covered
with dense forests, where sal, simbal, bamboo
and other plants thrive. Some of the finest

forests lie in the northern most areas in

Lachen and Lachung. Here the mountains rise

to elevations of 7000 metres and more.
Kandienjunga (8579 m), the worlds third

highest peak, rises from this- area. The forests

here are inaccessible and remain for the most
part unexploited.

On an average, Sikkim receives 125 cm rain.

But the rainfall varies widely between various

regions like sheltered valleys, foothills and
high mountains. River Tista and its tributaries

drain die state. Tista is a perennial river being

both rain-fed and snow-fed.

Sikkim boasts of several hundred different

kinds of orchids and is frequently referred to

as a botanist’s paradise.

The population ofSikkim is mainly made up
of die Lepchas, the Bhutias and their allied

clans and the Nepalese.'

The Lepchas, who are believed to have

come from Assam were the first settlers in

Sikkim. The Bhutias came from Tibet in die

14th century. The- Tsongs are a minorirv

community. in die 18th and 19th cenruries the

Nepalese came into Sikkim and established

themselves. And, today, they form the majority

communiry in the state.

Administration. The state has a unicamer-
al legislature.

Sikkim is divided into four districts.

Districts

District

Area

(sq km)
Population

(1981)

Head-
quarters

East 954 138.105 Gangtok
North 4,226 26390 Mangan
South 750 75.691 Nairobi

West 1,166 74,813 Gyalshing

State of Economy. The principal Crops arc

maize, paddy, millet, wheat and barley.

Orange and cardamom are the main cash

crops. Other important crops are potatoes,

apples and buck-wheat.

As the majority of the population depends
on agriculture for livelihood, thegovernments

at both the centre and the state lave accorded

high priority to agriculture. The government
has set up 9 regional centres and 7 sub-

regional centres for agricultural development.

A number of high yielding seeds suitable to

local climatic conditions have been de-

veloped The production of seeds in govern-

ment farms increased from 1590 quintals in

1979-80 to 4266 quintals in 1983-84.

The foodgrains production increased from

57,420 tonnes in 1979-80 to 84,000 tonnes in

1983- Campaigns foramendment ofacidic soil

and micro-nutrient application have also re-

corded significant progress.

The research complex of Indian Council for

Agricultural Research, set up at Tadong. is

doing useful research work.

Sikkim's tea estate at.Tcmi and Ketvzing

extends over an area of 500 acres. Tea Is

exported to USSR and West Germany. A coffee

plantation lias also been started at Majitar on

an experimental basis with commendable

results.

'Sikkim as a whole lias Ixxrn declared

industrially backward

The main industrial units are the Food

Preservation Factory at Singtam, Sikkim Tan-

neries Ltd. at Majitar, Sikkim Flour Mills at

Tadong. Sikkim Distilleries at Rangpo and

HMT watch assembly unit (Sikkim Time Cor-

poration).
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In 1982 Sikkim Time Corporation (SITCO)

broke its own record by assembling 3.00 lakh

watches. SITCO now proposes to manufacture

a 'million watches every year in technical

collaboration with HMT.

The Rs. 50-lakh Roller Flour Mill set up at

Tadong has added an extruder food proces-

sing plant since 1983 to produce meals of

higher nutritive value for school children

under a programme sponsored by UNICEF.

Tourist Centres. Tourism in Sikkim has

received a big boost in recent years. One of

the most significant developments is the

opening of the route from Pemayangtse to

Yuksam and from Yuksam to Dzongri for

domestic tourists. Rules and regulations gov-

erning grant of inner line permits to -fore-

igners have been simplified

Under a crash programme of creating more
accommodation for tourists, a' 78-bed tourist

hotel at Gangtok and a 50-bed tourist lodge at

Pemayangtse in West Sikkim have been con-

structed. Private hotels have been encouraged

to expand hotel accommodation by arranging

loans for them at low rates of interest.

With the opening of a Tourist Information

Centre in Siliguri (West Bengal), tourists have

no longer to go to Darjeeling for getting

permits for visiting Sikkim. Tourist Informa-

tion Centres have been set up also in New
Delhi and Calcutta.

The newly opened 'Blue Sheep' restaurant,

at the Tourist Information Centre premises
meets a long-felt need for a standard res-

taurant with Indian, Chinese and continental

cuisines. One more restaurant-cum-lodge is

TAMIL NADU
Area: 130,058 sq km; Capital: Madras;
Population: 48,408,077; language: Tamil;

Literacy: 45.78%.
Tamil Nadu is situated on the south eastern

side of the Indian peninsula. It is bounded on
the east by the Bay of Bengal, in the South by
the Indian ocean in the west by the Arabian
Sea and the States of Kerala and Karnataka, in

the north by Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. It

is the eleventh largest stare in India and
occupies 4 per cent of the country's total area.
Physiography. The land mass of the state

can be divided into two natural divisions; (i)

20
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Governor: T. V. Rajeshwar. Chief Minis-
ter: N. B. Bhandari ’ (Sikkim Sangram
Parishad). ...

1

the eastern coastal plain and (ii) the hilly

region along the north and the west. The
coastal plain is usually sub-divided into (a) the

Coromandel plain comprising the. districts o!

Chingleput, South Arcot and North Arcot, (If

the alluvial plain of the Kaveri delta extending

over Thanjavur and part of Timciiirapall

districts and (c) the dry',’ southern plains it

Madurai, Ramanathapuram, Kamaraj, Anna
Kanyakumari, Pasum Pon Muthuratnalingam
and Triunelveli Districts.

Along the whole length of the western pan
at a distance from the sea varying from 80 tc
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160 km runs the range of the Western Ghats, a

steep and rugged mass averaging 1220 metres
above the sea level and rising to 2440 metres

at the highest point. The Palghat Gap about 25
km in width is die only marked break in the

great mountain wall. To the south of this gap,

the range is known as Anamalai (Elephant

Hills).

On the east are the Palani Hills on which is

situated the famous hill station Kodaikanal.

The slopes of the Western Ghats are covered
with heavy evergreen forests. These slopes are

j

the sources of the rivers Kaveri, Vaigai and

|
Tamaraparni. The Nilgiris and the Anamalai

j

are the hill groups with the maximum height.

In the famous Ootacamund area of the

Nilgiris District, is the highest peak Dod-
dabetta, 2640 metres above the sea level. The

!

so-called Eastern Ghats begin in Orissa and

i
pass through Ganjam district of Orissa and run

!
south west through all the districts lying

’ between Ganjam and Nilgiris plateau.

The rivers of the state flow eastward from
: the western ghats and are entirely rain-fed.

;

The perennial rivers are:- Palar, Cheyyar,

i
Ponnaiyar, Kaveri, Meyar, Bhavani, Amaravati,

1

Vaigai, Chittar and Tamaraparni. The non-

perennial rivers are the Vellar, Noyil, Siruliar,

Gundar, 'Vaipar, Valparai and Varshali. .The

j

760-km-long Kaveri is the great river of the

State. Rising on Brahmagiri, a hill in Coorg in

,j the Western Ghats, almost near the Arabian

Sea, it travels the entire breadth of the

,A peninsula and forms a large delta at its mouth
in the Thanjavur District before flowing into

** the Bay of Bengal.

History. Tamil Nadu has a very ancient

history that goes back some - 6000 years. The
state represents the nucleus of Dravidian

culture in India, which antedated the Aryan

,
culture in India bv almost a thousand years. It

i:
] is generally held that the architects of the

rf
3

Indus Valiev- Civilizations of the 4th millen-

ry nium BC were Dravidians and that at a time

S?
3
;

anterior to the Aryans, they- were spread over

the whole of India. With the coming of the
!?•’; Aryans into North India, the Dravidians appear

f'‘ to have been pushed into the south, where

if they have remained confined. Tamil Nadu.

;t‘* with the other southern states. Andhra
sf Pradesh, Karnataka and Kerala, today form the

,
repositories of the Dravidian Culture

v',
; The Dravida country of which modem

Tamil Nadu formed a part, was reputedly
under three dynasties, Chola, Pandva and
Chera from the 4th century BC The Chokts
occupied the present Thanjavur and Tiruchir-

3ppalli Districts and surrounding territories

and excelled in military exploits. In die 2nd
centurv- BC a Chola Prince, Elara, conquered
Ceylon (Sri Lanka). The Pandyas excelled in

trade and learning. They controlled die dis-

tricts of Madurai and Tirunelveli and part of
South Kerala, A Pandivan King sent an embassy
to the Roman Emperor Augustus in die first

century BC. The Clieras were powerful on the

west coast in what is, today, Central and North
Kerala.

The Pallavas of Kanchi rose to prominence
in die 4th centuryAD and dominated die souili

for anotiier 400 years. In the sixth century they

overran the Chola dominions and carried their

arms as far as Ceylon (Sri Lanka) The famous
Alvars and Naynnars, sage-poets, flourished

during the Poltava era. In the 9th century die

last of the Pailavas was defeatd bv the Cliolas

who again became a great p< >wer in die south.

In the 13di century the P.indvas became
dominant. Their Kingdom was a great centre

of international trade The rise of Vijayanagar

spelt the decline of the Pandyas They were
ultimately deflated In Vi|.nanagar, and their

territories were annexed to tile Vijayanagar

Empire With the disintegration of the Vi-

jayanagar Empire, r.innl Nadu was parcelled

out among several petty kings.

The rise of the Muslim power in India hr
had its impact on Tamil Nadu, but by and

large. Tamil Nadu remained unaffected ra he

pohtica! convulsions in north and cerrra

India With the establishment of the Err arch

Conip.inv at Madras in 1 639, a new crn’-T'VT

opened in the history' of Tamil .'Cara S-'*'’

but steadilv. the whole of Tzrra I'is.-

most of south India came trader Ererr-
4-'

When India became free, he ra
^

_.T

province comprising Tarra .’Carr a' '
._

Pradesh and pan of Kerzh.

scre of Madras. Bu: die raira"' y „ -

Andhra state competed h= ^ -
cr

tr.dra to bifurcare the
•-

Scares. Andhra Pradesf ar - f
.,..

'

spea*ang areas z~C ?*" •
“

~

areas. The old eapra
cv the new- ’Lairs -v.

Under os T
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Madras lost the Malabar District and the

Kasargod taluk of S. Kanara District to the

newly formed state, Kerala, while Madras
gained four taluks of the Trivandrum District

and Shencotta taluk of the Quilon District

from Kerala. The four taluks thus gained were
constituted into a new district of Madras as the

Kanyakumari District The new Mysore State

(Karnataka) absorbed some parts of die old S.

Kanara District (excluding Kasargod taluk) and

the Kollegal taluk of die Coimbatore District

In April 1960, 405 sq miles of Chittoor District

in Andhra Pradesh was transferred to Madras
in exchange for 326 sq miles from Chinglepat-

tu and Salem Districts.

On Jan. 14, 1969, Madras State changed its

name to Tamil Nadu. However, the capital city

is still known by its old name, Madras.

, Administration. The legislature consists of

one house - the Legislau've Assembly. The
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Legislative Council was abolished in 1986.

The state is divided into 20 districts.

Districts

District Area

(sq km)
Population

1981

Head-
quarters

Chengalpattu 7920 3616508 Kanchee-
puram

Coimbatore 10873 3060184 Coimbatore
Dharmapuri 9643 1997060 Dharmapuri
Kanyakumari 1684 1423399 Nagercoil

Madras 128 3276622 Madras
Madurai 6558 2971489 Madurai
Anna - 5836 156448 Dindigul

Nl/giris 2549 630169 Ootacamund
N. Arcot 12265 4414324 Vellore

Periyar 4800 2068462 Erode
Pudukkonai 4137 1156813 Pudukfcottai

Ramanatha- Ramarutha-
puram 4217 1021764 puram

Kamaraj 4175 1340907 Virudhunagar
Pon Muthura-
malingam 4186 972766 Stvagangai

Salem 8643 3441717 Salem
S. Aroot 10898 4201869 Cudda/ore
Thiruchira- Thirucliira-

ppalli 11208 3612320 ppalli

Thanfavur 8670 4063545 Thanjavur

Tininelveli 11433 3573751 Tininelveli

Chidamba-
rannar — Tuticorin

* Chidambarannar Dt. was carved out of Tininelveli
Dr. in September. 1986.

State of Economy. Agriculture is the

mainstay of Tamil Nadu's economy. The yield

of rice amounting to 2.5 tonnes per hectare is

among die highest in India. At the end of the

6th Plan, Tamil Nadu achieved a production

level of 69.17 lakh tonnes of rice and other

cereals, 3-42 lakh tonnes of puLses and 13-42

lakh tonnes of oil seeds.

Tamil Nadu’s sugar-cane yield of 100 tonnes

per ha is a world record. About 3-5 lakh acres

have sugar cane grown on them. COtton is

grown 2.8 lakh ha.

The principal plantation crops are tea and
coffee.

Tamil Nadu accounts for nearly one fourth
of the spinning capacity in India, one fifth of
cement, caustic soda and nitrogenous fertilis-

ers and one tenth of the nation’s production of
sugar, bicycles and calcium carbide. Tamil
Nadu produces 60% of safety matches and
77% of finished leather.

The Tamil Nadu Industrial Development
Corporation (TIDCO), State Industries Promo-
tion Corporation ofTamil Nadu (SIPCOT) and
TIIC are the major Corporations set up to

proride financial assistance and technical kno-
whow to large, medium and small scale

industries. With the aid of these Corporations,

industrial complexes called growth centres

and industrial estates have been provided in

different parts of Tamil Nadu — Hosur,
Ranipet, Guindy, Ambattur, Karaikudi, Sivagan-

ga, Paramakudi and Tiruchirappalli.

Tourist Centres. Tamil Nadu Toursim
Development Corporation runs a chain of 17

hotels, 1 Beach Resort and 10 Youth Hostels.

It has also constructed Boat houses at

Muthukkadu, Ootty, Pichavaram and Yercaud.

Hill Stations: UtJiagamandalam (Ootty).

Kodaikanal and Yercaud.

Religious Places: Suchindram, Ramcswanam,
Tiruchendur, Madurai, Palani, Tintchirapalli,

Srirangam, Thanjavur, Kumbakonam, Nagore,

Velankanni, Vaitheeswaran Koil, Chidambar-

am, Tiruvannamalai, Kancheepuram, Tiruttani

and Kanyakumari.

Tourist Centres: Mamallapuram, Poompu-
har, Pitchawaram, Point Calimere, Counallam,

Hogenakkal, Anamalai Sanctuary, Mudumalai

Sanctuary, Vedantiiangal Bird Sanctuary, Kalak-

kad and Vandaloor Zoo and Mundathurai

Sanctuary’.

At Madras: Fort St. George, Fort Museum,

Marina Beach, Snake Park, Guindy Park, Guin-

dy Deer Sanctuary and Children’s Park,

Egmore Museum, VnIJuvarkottam Park, Croco-

dile and Vandaloor Zoo, Muthukkadu Boar

House.

Governor: S. L Khurana, Chief Minis-

ter: M. G. Ramachandran (AIADMK).

TRIPURA
Area.- 10,486sq km; CapitahAganaJa.-PopuIa- and Manipuri: Literacy: 4 1 .58% .

•

,

tion: 2,053,058; Languages: Bengali, Kakbark Tripura is thesecond smallest sta.ein
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was formally declared a Union Territory on

November 1 , 1957 and elevated to the status ofa

full-fledged stateonJanuary 21 , 1972.

Physiography. Tripura is surrounded by

Bangladesh on all sides, except for a narrow

neck in the north-east, where it borders on

Assam and Mizoram.
History. Tripura was a Hindu state of great

antiquity havingbeen ruled bythe Maharajas for

1 300years before' itsaccession to the Indian Un-

ion on October 15, 1949. With the reorganiza-

tion of states on Sept. 1, 1956 Tripura became a

union territory'. The territory' was made a stare

onJanuary 2 1 , 1 972.

Administration. The Legislature has a sing-

le chamber—cite Legislative Assembly. The
jurisdiction of the Guahati High Court extends

over Tripura, with a bench functioning at Agar-

tala.

Tripura is divided into three districts, 10

administrative sub-divistons, 177 tashils and
5215villages

Districts

District Area Population

(sqkm)

North Tripura 3,541 5,41,248

West Tripura 3,359 9,76,252

South Tripura 3,577 5,35,558

\

State ofEconomy. About 54.5% ofthe land
is under forest. Only about 24.3% area is avail-

ableforagricultural use. Theprincipalcropsare
paddy, wheat, |ute, mesta, sugarcane, potato and
oil seeds. Agriculture is being practised in about
2.5 lakh ha. Overall production of cereals de-
creased byabout 2 1% in 1984-85.

Tea isa major industry in Tripura.There were
49 registered tea gardens covering an area of
5.527 lakh hectares and producing 45 lakh kg of
tea per year. This industry has been employing
about 10,000 workers. Three Workers' Co-op-
erative Societies have been formed for tea

plantadons.TripuraTeaDevelopment Corpora-
tion, a Government ofTripura undertaking, has
also started newplantationsunderthe program-
me for bringing additional land under tea
plantation in the state.

Tlie jute mill set up in Agartala under thepub-
lic sector produces about 20 tonnes of jute pro-
ducts per day and it employs about 2,000 per-
sons.

The major small scale industries which arc

functioning in the state are aluminium utensils

saw mill, steel furniture, carpentry, dry battery'

pharmaceuticals, rice mill,washing soap, R.C.C
spun pipes, PVC pipes, flour mill, aluminium
conductors, leather goods, polythene pipe, ply

wood, fruit canning, candle, oil mills, etc.

Handloom is thesingle largest industry in the

state. Weaving is essentially a tribal household
industry. Nine pilot centres are running in diffe-

rent parts of the state for imparting training in

improved techniques and producing quality

handloom goods. Tripura Handloom & Hand-
icrafts Development Corporation sells their

products. Apex Weavers’ Society caters to the

needs of about 50 Primary Weavers Co-opera-
tive Societies. The organizations have been
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marketing products worth Rs. 3 crore a year on
an average. About 7000 weavers have been get-

ting benefits.

The sericulture industry in the state is de-
veloping fast. The area under cultivation ofmul-
berry is about 1200 acres and production ofco-
coon is estimated to be 5000 kg per year. A de-
sign centreon handicrafts is functioning at Agar-

tala. About 5000 craftsmen are now engaged in

production of handicrafts (mainly cane and
bamboo) products.

Tourist Centres. Important tourist centres
are Nirmahal, Sipahijala, Dumboor Lake, Kama-
lasagar.Jumpui Hill, Unakoti and Matabari.

Governor: Gen. K. V. Krishna Rao (Retd.).

ChiefMinister: Nripen Chakraborty (CPI(M ).

UTTAR PRADESH
Area: 2,94,411 sq km; Capital: Lucknow;
Population: 11,08,62,813; Language: Hindi;

Literacy: 27.38%.

Uttar Pradesh is the most populous state in

India. In area, it ranks fourth, after M.P., Rajas-

than and Maharashtra. It covers about 9 per cent
of the total area Of India.

Physiography. Uttar Pradesh is bounded
by Tibet and Nepal in the north, Himachal
Pradesh in the northwest, Haryana in the west,

Rajasthan in the southwest, Madhya Pradesh in

the south and southwest and Bihar in the east.

Uttar Pradesh can be divided into three dis-

tinct regions: (1) northern mountains, (ii)

southern hills and plateau and (iii) the Ganga
plain.

1. The lofty Himalayas embraces Uttar Kashi,

Chamoli, Pithoragarh, Tehri-Garhwal, Garhwal
and Almora districts, Nainital tehsil of Nainital

district and Chakrata tehsil and a part of Dehra
Dun tehsil of Dehra Dun district in the north,

covering about one-sixth of the total area of the

state.

2. This region covers almost the whole of

Jhansi, Jalaun, Hamirpur and Banda districts,

the Meja and Karchhana tehsils of Allahabad

district, nearly the entire Mirzapur district

south ofthe Ganga riverand the Chakia tehsi 1 of

Varanasi district. The altitude in this area does
not generally exceed 300 metres above mean
sea level.

3. Between the Himalayas in the north and
the hills and plateau in die south lies a vast

homogeneous alluvial plain, one of the largest

in the world. Because ofthe deep alluvium stra-

ta the region is almost devoid of minerals,

which partly accounts for the very insignificant

industrial development of U.P. On the other

hand, its high fertility has led to heavy pressure

ofpopulation on land.

The state has a tropical climate except for the

Himalayan region which has a temperate cli-

mate.

The main rivers of the state from west to east

are the Yamuna, Ganga, Ramganga, Gomati and
the Ghhaghara. All the rivers, except the Goma-
ti, emerge from the Himalayas. The Yamuna
and the Ganga flow from north-east to south-

west in their upper mountainous courses, from
north to the south in western parts of the state

and thereafter from north-west to south-east,

joining at Allahabad.

History. Uttar Pradesh has a very ancient

and colourful history. Although the state does

not find mention in the Rig Veda, it is recog-

nised in the later vedic age as Braiimarshi Desa

or Madhya Desa. Many of the great sages ofthe

Vedic times like Bharadwaja, Yajnavalkya,

Vasishta, Viswamitra and Valmiki appear to

have flourished in U.P. Many sacred books of

the Aryans were also composed fiere. Varsha

Purana, for example, is. associated with

Mathura.

The two great epics of India, the Ramayana

and the Mahabharata, appear to have been in-

spired by U.P. The Ramayana features the royal

family of Kosala and the Mahabharata centres

round the royal family at Hastinapura, both in

Uttar Pradesh.

In the 6th century BC, UP was associated with

two new religions, Jainism and Buddhism.

Mahavira, the founder ofjainism, is said to have

breathed his last at Doom in U.P It was at Sara-

nath, again in U.P., that the great Buddha

preached his first sermon and laid the founda-

tions of his order. In the post-Buddhist pcrod

several centres in UP, like Avodhya, Prayag,

Varanasi and Mathura became reputed centres

oflearning. Sri Sankaracharya, the great Hindu

reformer established oneofhis ashrams at Bad-

rinathinU.P. •---.
.
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In the mediaeval period UP passed under
Muslim rule and led theway to a newsynthesis

ofHindu and Islamic cultures. Ramananda and
his Muslinrdisciple Kabir, Tulasidas and Birbal

and many other intellectuals contributed to the

growth of Hindi and Urdu. Urdu remains the

perfect synthesis ofHindu andMuslim cultures.

Uttar Pradesh kept up its intellectual lead-

ership under the British administration. The
British combined Agra and Oudh into one pro-

vince called the United Provinces ofAgra and
Oudh. The name was shortened to United Pro-

vinces in 1935. After independence inJanuary,

1950, the United Province was renamed Uttar

Pradesh.

Administration. The state has a bicameral
legislature—the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council.

The state is divided into 57 districts as under.
Kanpur district was bifurcated into Kanpur
(Urban)and Kanpur (Rural) districts with effect

from April 23, 1981.

Districts

Districts Area Population Head-
(sq km) (1981 census quarters

Agra 4,805
Aligarh 5,019
Allaha-

bad 7261
. Almora 5385
1 Azam-
garh 5.740
Bahraich 6,877
Bailia 3.189
Banda 7,624
Bara-

Banki 4,401
Bareilly 4,120
Basti 7228
Bijnor 4,848
Budaun 5,168
Bulands-

hahr 4352
Chamoli 9,125
Dehra
Dun 3,088
Deoria 5.445
Etah 4,446
Elawah. 4326
Faizabad 4.511
Farru-

khabad 4274
Fatehpur 4,152
Garhwa! 5,440
Ghazipur. . - 3377

28,52,942 Agra
25,74325 Aligarh

37,97,033 Allahabad

7,57373 Almora

35,44,130 A2amgarh
22,16245 Bahraich

19,45376 Bailia

1533,990 Banda
Bara-

1932,074 Banki
22.73,030 Bareilly

35,78,069 Basti

1939261 Bijnor

19.71,946 Budaun
Buland-

23,58270 ' shahr
3,64346 Chamoli

Dehra
7,61.668 Dun

34,%,564 Deoria
18,58.692 Etah

17,42,651 Etatvah

23,82,515 Faizabad

19,49,137 Farehgarh
15,72,421 Farehpur
637,877 Pauri

19,44,669. - Ghazipur

Ghazkfbad 2390
Gonda 7352
Gorakh-
pur 6272
Hamirpur 7,165

Hardoi 5386
Jalaun 4565
Jaunpur 4,038

Jhansi 5,024

Kanpur
(Rural) 5348
Kanpur
(Urban) 337
Kheri 7,680

lalitpur 5.039
Lucknow 2,528
Mainpuri 4343
Matliura 3311
Meerut 33H
Mireapur 11310
Morada-
bad 5367
MuzaHar-
nagar 4,176
NainiTal 6,794
PilibhU 3,499
Pilhora-

garh 8,856
Pratap-

garh 3,717
Rae

Bareli 4,609
Rampur 2367
Saharan-

pur 5595
Sliahja-

hanpur 4,575
Sitapur 5,743
Sulan-

pur 4,436
Tehri-

Garhwal 4,421
Unnao 4,558
Unar-

kashi 8,016
Varanasi 5,091

, 1M3.130 Ghaznit

2834,562 . Got)

3735,701 Gorakhp
1134,168 Hamirp
22,74329 Hare

9,86,238 O
2532,734 Jaunp
1137,031 Jhx

20,08.731 Kanp

1733,492 Kanp
19,52,680 Kh.

5,77,648 Lalitp

20,14,574 - Jjucfcnt

17,26,202 - Mainpi
15.60,447 Mathu
27,67346 Meet
2039,149 Mirzap

31,49,406, Moradah
MuzafT:

22,74,487 nag
1136323 . Nainil
10,08312 . Pilihi

4,89267 Pithoraga

18.01,049 Pratapgai

18,86340 RaeBari
11.78,621 Rampi

26,73,561 Saharanpi

, Shahj
16,47,664 hanpt
2337284 Sitapi

20,42,778 Sultanpt

Narendn
437,710 nag:

1822391 Unrn

1,90348 IJttarkas!

37,01,006 Varana

State ofEconomy. U.P. is the largest pro
ducer offood-grains and oilseeds in the coun
tty. ft leads all the states in India in the produc
tion of wheat, maize, barlev, gram, sugartarw
and potatoes.

Among food crops, wheat, rice, gram, maizr
and barley are important in the stare The pro
duction of wheat was 160 lakh tonnes durint
1 986-87, while barlev- touched thetarget of7.64
lakh tonnes. All in all, U.P. produces about 20.£
per cent ofthe country’s total foodgrains.
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Among cash crops, production of rapeseed

and mustard was more than 11.73 lakh tonnes.

The state produces about one-half of the total

sugarcane output in the country. During the

year 1986-87, the state produced 68,000

thousand bales of jute.

Until recently the organized industrial sector

of U.P. was confined to agro-based industries

such as sugar, cotton textiles, edible oils, mis-

cellaneous food preparations, paper, - et

However, of late, electricity’ generation, ra

road equipment, electrical machinery, basic i

dustria! chemicals, aluminium and cement fa

tories have sprung up.

Sugar, cotton textiles and miscellaneoi

food preparations (mainly comprising edib

oils including hydrogenated oils) are the thn
important industries in the large scale sector.
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West Bengal

Till March, 1984, 4,053 industrial licences,

itters of intent and DGTD registration were
.sued with an investment of Rs. 78340 million.

Production in Kajrahat cement faaoty in Mir-

apur distria has already started. Auto tractors,

ratapgarh, have started commercial produc-
on of ‘Pratap-284’ model tractor. Leather in-

ustry also is fast coming up. As many as

,10,710 small scale industries had been estab-

shed by the end ofthe Sixth Plan period. Dur-
lg 85-86 16584 units and during 86-87 18,893
nits were setup.

By the end of 86-87, there were 1,46,187

mall scale industries with an investment of Rs.

830 crore. .These had an employment poten-
al of 11,02,295 persons.

Handloom industry meets nearly one-third

f the total requirement of cloth in the state,

luring the year 1986-87, the production of
andloom cloth was 640 million metres.

A sizing plant with an intake capacity of 0.58

lillion kilograms and costing Rs. 2.75 million

i being set up at Kashipur. Five spinning mills,

aving a total of 25,000 spindles, are being set

p, with an expenditure of Rs. 520 million. Be-

sides, seven new co-operative spinning mills
are being set up, involving an expenditure of
Rs. 617 million. These units are likely to pro-
vide employment to 7,000 persons.
Tourist Centres. Uttar Pradesh has a trea-

sure of rare scenic beauty spots, rich fauna and
flora, ideal health resorts, high mountain peaks,

fascinating rivers and captivating valley's.

The world-renowned Valley of Flowers,

Yamunotri, Gangotri, Kedamath, Badrinath,

Hemkund, Pindari Glacier and hill resorts of
rare charm, like Naini Tal and Mussoorie,
Ranikhet and Almora attract ever increasing

number oftourists. Places like Sravasti, Sarnath,

Kushinagar, Sankisa and Kaushambi attract pil-

grims both from within and outside the

country.

Besides ancient places of pilgrimage like

Varanasi, Naimisharanya, Prayag and Hardwar
are also situated in the state. Places like Agra,

Ayodhya, Sarnath, Varanasi, Lucknow, Mathura

and Prayag have rich treasures of Hindu and
Islamic architecture.

Governor: Mohammad Usman Arif. Chief
Minister: Vir Bahadur Singh (Congress).

WEST BENGAL
rea 87,853 sq km; Capital: Calcutta; Popula-
ion: 5,45,80,647; Language: Bengali; Litera-

y: 40.94%.

West Bengal covers the bottleneck ofIndia in

te east, stretching from the Himalayas in the

orth to the Bay of Bengal in the south. It is

ounded on the north by Sikkim and Bhutan,

n the east by Assam and Bangladesh, on the

auth by the Bay of Bengal and on the west by
>rissa, Bihar and Nepal.

Physiography.West Bengal has two natural

ivisions, the Himalayan north comprising the

istricts ofDarjeeling,jalpaiguri and Cooch Be-

ar and the alluvial plain that lies south of it.

larjeeling, the nothemmost distria has a max-

•num elevation of 3658 m above the sea level,

he Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar districts are

Dw-lying areas watered by swift-flowing rivers

ke the Tista, die Torsa, the Jaldhaka and die

lanjit. The southern pan is a thickly populated

wel expanse of rice fields, dotted with mango,

ocount and banana gardens. This vast alluvial

ilain is die handwork of many big rivers, the

hief ofwhich are the Bhagirathi and its tribu-

taries— the Mayurakshi, the Damodar, the

Kangsabad, and die Rupnarayan. The Bhagir-

athi, called Hooghly in its lower reaches, is it-

self a branch of die Ganga and provides Calcut-

ta its link with the sea.
__

The entire state belongs of the high rainfall

region. Rainfall varies from 1006 mm in the

Southwestern region to 2933 mm in the nonh-

em region. However the state capital receives

normal rainfall i.e. 1605 mm.
History. The old Bengal (ofwhich W. Ben-

gal forms a pan) known as Gauda or Vnnga in

ancient Sanskrit literature appears to have been

celebrated from the epic period. The

Mahabharata refers to the King of Vanga as an

ally of the Kauravas in theirwar against the Pan-

davas. Apparently at die time ofAryan penetra-

tion into die east, Vanga had a well-settled civi-

lization and culture.

In the 3rd century B.C Bengal was part ofdie

Mauryan Empire and from the 4th to me oth

centuries. AD., it was under the Gupta dynasty.

By about AD. 800, Benr-'Yid its own dyrnw

of independe'-’
v The PaUsw ...
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very powerful and expanded their territories

into the neighbouring countries ofBihar, Oris-

sa and Assam.

At the height of their power they, had di-

plomatic relations with the Indonesian king Sri

Vijava. In the 1 1th century, Bengal passed under

die rule ofa new dynasty, the Senas. The Senas

who ruled from their capital at Nadia were

driven out by Qutbud Din, the Sultan ofDelhi

and Bengal became a part ofthe Delhi Empire.

With the death of Aurangzeb, the last of the

great Mughals, Bengal became independent

under its Musiim governors. Siraj Daula, the last

independentMuslim ruler ofBengal, was defe-

ated by the British at the battle of Plassey in

1757. For about seven years the British were in

a sort of dual control with the successors of

Siraj Daula, Mir Jaffar and Mir Kasim. In 1764

Mir Kasim was routed at the battle ofBuxar and

the British took over the administration of

Bengal.

When Bengal was first constituted by the Brit-

ish as a province it was a vast area, including

present-day Biliar and Orissa and extended
westwards upto Agra. In 1863 Agra was de-

tached from Bengal but Assam was added to it

In 1874 Assam was formed into a separate pro-

vince.

In 1905 lord Curzon dividedBengal into two
provinces A new province called Assam and
East Bengal with its capital at Dacca was carved
out of old Bengal. The rest of the territory

^together with Bihar and part of Orissa formed
Bengal. This event, known as the partition of
Bengal, aroused the dormant patriotism of the
Bengalis, who opposed the partition as an
attempt at disintergt3tingBengal.The restofIn-
dia stood by Bengal and troubles broke out.

Peace was restored in I911,when the parti-

tion was abrogated by a declaration of King
GeorgeV at the Royal Durbar in Delhi. Another
change announced at the Durbar was the shift-

ing of the capital from Calcutta to Delhi. The
new Bengal did not include Assam or Bihar. It

was a compact area of over 200,500 sq km.

When India became independent in 1947,
Bengal was partitioned between India and
Pakistan. While Pakistan's share came to be cal-

led East Pakistan, India’s share was called West
Bengal. In 1950 the Princely State ofCooch Be-
har was metged into West Bengal. The former
French enclave of Chandranagore was added
on Oct. 2,1954. Under theStates Reorganization

Act, some parts of Bihar were transferred to

Bengal
Administration. The legislature is un-

icameral—the LegisaltiveAssembly.Thestateis

divided into 17 districts.

Districts

Dismct Area in

fcqfcm)

Population Headquarters

Bankrna 6S81 2374815 BanJcura

Birbhum 4550 2095829 Sari

Bardhaman 7028 4835388 Burtfwan

Ca!cuna KM 5305006 Oakum
Cooch Debar 3336 K7J643 Cooch Behir

Darjeeling 3075 1024269 Darjeeling

Hooghfy 3145 3557306 Chinsurab

Howrah 1474 2966861 Howrah

Jalpatguri 6245 2214871 Jalparguri

Malda 5713 2031871 English Bazar

Midanpore 140SI <5742796 • Midmpore
Murshidabad 5341 3697552 Bertamporc

Nadia 3927 2964253 Krishnagorc

Purnlia 6259 1853802 Punila

North 24-Par- 14136 10739439 Barasa

gmas 5206 2404947 Airport

South 24-Par- Balmgfrai

ganas

W.Dinajpore

The three-tiered pandhayat system is with

3305 Gram Panchayats at base, 339 Pandtayat

Samities at the Community Block (intermedi-

ate) level and 16 Zilla (district) Parisliads at the

apex. The last Panchayat election rook place in

May, 1983. Total number of seats at different

levels stands at 55,495. The Panchayat Institu-

tion acts as agencies forimplementingdevelop-
ment programmes.

State of Economy. West Bengal ranks
second in rice production and fourth in nation-

al foodgrain production. Rice isoneofthe prin-
cipal crops in West BengaL It occupies 507a?
thousand hectares (85-86). The state alone
accounts for 6.4% of the total loodgrain pro-
duction ofthe country (1984-85).

Among cash crops jute, mesta and teadomin-
ate. West Bengal produoes'57-3% ofIndia’s jute
and mesta (84-85) and 24.2% oftea (1984) and
24.9% ofpotato (1984-85).

Oilseeds cover 371.0 thousand hectares (85-

86) crops and contribute 15.0% of All-India

production (84-85). Home production only
meets a fraction of the state’s requirements.
Much ofthis commodityisimported from near-
by sates. - .

The Left Front Government ofWest Bengal
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emmet could upto March, 1985 distribute 8.03

lakh acres ofvested land. About 16.14 lakh peo-

ple received the land among whom about 56

per cent belonged to scheduled castes and

scheduled tribes.

The production of coal in the state showed a

little improvementfrom 19,203-0 thousand ton-

nes in 1984 to 19360.0 tonnes in 1985. This im-

provement could have been more if power

supply to the Eastern Coal Ltd. (which covers

most of the coal mines in West Bengal) had

been better.

Tourist Centres. Calcutta, until 1912, was

the capital of the Government of India. Now, of

course, it is the commercial capita! ofthe north-

eastern states of India. It is the centre of great

industries like jute, tea, hides and skins, coal

and lac. Places of interest are Victoria Memorial

'"Picture Gallery and Museum), Indian

luseum. Zoological Gardens, theJain Temple,
he Kalighat Temple, Belvedere House (Origi-

tallv the residence of British Viceroys when
hey visited Calcutta, now turned into the

National Library), Raj Bhavan (Official resi-

lence of the State Governor), Marble Palace,

•den Gardens, Dalhousie Square (now re-

named the Binoy-Badal-Dinesh

Dakhineywar Temple and Howarh Bfi

Calcutta's Tube orMetro railway is ti

its kind in Asia.

Darjeeling is on the Great Himalay

and is one of the famous hill stations o

is 592 km north of Calcutta. Places o

are Government House, Town JHall,

Observatory Hill, Botanical Gardens, I

Park, Tiger Hill, Senchal Lake and

Monastery.

Santiniketan (District: Birbhum), lo

distance of 145 km from Calcutta, is tl

the famous Viswa Bharati University’

by the late Rabindranath Tagore.

Digha, the most popular beach re

Midnapur district It is 243 km from

and directly connected by road.

Sunderbans in 24 Parganas is the larj

forest in the world. This area, criss-cro

thousands of canals, has abundance
rials of interest for the tourist and wil

thusiasts.

Governor: Prof. Saiyid Nurul Hasa
Minister:Jvoti Basu (CPM).

TERRITORIES
1981 Census

Territory Population Density

(per sq km)
Sex Ratio**

(pe:

Andaman & Nicobar Islands 188,741 (29)* 23(28)* 760(31)* 5
Chandigarh 451,610 (27) 3961 (2) 769(30)
Dadra & Nagar Haveli 103,676 (30) 211(14) 974(9)
Delhi 6,220,406 (16) 4194(1) 808 (29)
Daman & Diu (including Goa) 1,086,730 (22) 285(12) 981 (5)
Lakshadweep 40,249 (31) 1258(3) 975(7)
Pondicherry’ 604,471 (25) 1229(4) 985(3)

All India 685,184,692 216 933

** Sex Ratio is the number ofwomen per 1000 men. Only Kerala among stares & union territories has 3034 wome
All others have below 1000 women/1000 men.

* Brackets indicates ranking among States & Territories.

t 29th »s the last rank, because figures for Assam and ; & K are not included

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR
Vrea; 8249 sq km,- Capital: Port Blair; Hindi, Nicobarese, Tamil & Malayalan
Emulation r 1,88,741; Laneuaces: Bengali. rv- <?177<K
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Andaman and Nicobar Islands are a group of
more thali 300 islands, the great majority of
which (about 265) are uninhabited being too
small and with little or no water. This group of
islands in the Bay of Bengal may be consi-

dered the counterpart of the Lakshadweep
Islands in the Aroian sea—both of them
being the overseas possessions of the Indian
Union.

Physiography. Andaman and Nicobar Is-

lands are continental islands lying between 6
and 14 degrees north latitute and 92 and 94
degrees east longitude. They form two broad
groups—Andamans and Nicobars which are
separated by the 10 degree channel which is

about 145 km wide and 400 fathoms deep.
Geologically the islands appear to have been
part of the land mass of south east Asia

comprising north east India, Burma, Thailand,

Malaysia and Indonesia.

It is thought that Andamans and Nicobars

are the remnants of two vast mountain ranges

which, at one time, stretched from Arakan in

Burma (Cape Negrias) to Sumatra (Achin

Head) in Indonesia.

Port Blair, the headquarters of the Islands, is

1255 km from Calcutta (by sea), 1191 km from
Madras and 580 km from Rangoon.

The Andaman Group has, at the extreme
north, Land Fall Island which is about 900 km
away from the mouth of the Hooghly river and
about 190 km from Burma. This Island is

followed by the three main islands, North

Andaman, Middle Andaman and South Anda-
man—all of them separated from each other

by shallow seas. This area is known as Great

Andaman. Further south, at a distance ofabout

TOO km from Port Blair, lies Little Andaman
Island. Besides these, there is a large number
of other islands in the group, many of them
very small in size.

The Nicobar Group lying south of the

Andamans extends from 6° to 10° north

latitude. The northernmost island is Car Nico-

bar which lies about 120 km to the south of

Little Andaman and the southernmost island is

Great Nicobar barely about 350 km from

Sumatra. Pygmalion Point also known as

Parsons Point which has since been re-named

as “Indira Point" is the southernmost tip of

India and not “Kanyakumari” as is popularly

known.

The important islands in this group are

Great Nicobar, Car Nicobar, Chowra, Teressa,

Nancowrie, Katchal and Little Nicobar.

The total area of the two groups of islands Ls

8249 sq km of which Andamans with 6340 sq

km accounts for more than 76 per cent of the

land are3.

The total area of the Nicobar group of

islands is 1953 sq km, the length and width

being about 260 km and 58 km respectively. In

this group, the Great Nicobar lias the largest

area of about 1045 sq km.

The climate of Andaman & Nicobar Islands

is of the tropical type but the continuous

breeze blowing in from the surrounding seas

make it very pleasant. . ,

History. TheAndaman and Nicobar isianus,

also known as the Bay Islands, had 1ml--'-

historical importance till the advent «
,
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European powers into India and the East in

the 16th century. The Portuguese who came

first were not particularly interested in these

islands but they were interested in the East

Indies. The Dutch who came next drove the

Portuguese from the East Indies and the Bay

Islands naturally came into their domain.

Meanwhile, the British who had established

themselves in India came into conflict with die

Dutch in and round the Andamans. It did not

take long for the British to drive out the Dutch

and occupy the islands.

The first settlement was established in North

Andamans in the year 1789- Attempts at

colonisation were ultimately given up but the

penal settlement survived. Then came the

Revolt of 1857 in India. The British found that

they had on their hands a large number of

India And The States

rebel convicts whom the Indian prisons of

those ciays would hardly contain. The Anda-

mans offered a ready-made solution It is

estimated that between 1858 and 1860 some
20004000 sepoy mutineers were sent to the

Andamans. Many of them died under agonis-

ing circumstances.

With the British occupation of the Islands

contacts with the mainland of India grew-

Many Indian traders, especially from die west

coast of India, established themselves as trad-

ers in the islands. Christianity also spread

The Cellular JalL Meanwhile, a radical

change occurred in the penal system in the

Andamans. At first, the prisoners were con-

fined to barracks for the night. This system was

replaced by the Cellular Jail. Here, each

prisoner was confined to a cell at night. The

The Trihals of Andaman
There are 6 primitire tribes in the

Andaman and Nicobar islands ofuiyidy 4
belong to the Negrito stock viz. dye Anda-
manese, dye Onges, the Jamtras and dye

Senlinalesc and2 ofdye Atongoloidorigin,
viz., dye Nicofyansc and dye Slyompens. Of
these, dye NicoiyatvseandtbcSiyompens litv

in the Nicobar District and dye odyer 4
tribes arefound in dye Andaman District.

s, 7be Nicobanse are a tvry thriving tribe

« \ and ibeir population now is 22,000.

Tisc Sbompcns arc estimated to be more
than 214. Of tbe primitive tribes, dye

Andamanese and dye Onges are very

friendly uidy civilization Periodic contacts

uitb dyeJarauas are being made and dye

last such contact was made on dye 30tb
October, 1985

When dye contaa team led by dye U.

Governor, ML Kampani, visited them at

Lakra Dtngba in Foul Hay (Middle Anda-
man), a batd) of 96 Jarauas including
man, women and dyildrcn werepresent to

greet dye Ll. Governor and the team. They
are no longer lyostile to ciiilization

although they are not tery mtidy inclined
to accept tbe modem way of life.

Contaa with the Sentinalcse is also
being made and dye last sudy contact was

made on 5th November, 1985- TJymugb

gestures, dye}’ seem to sisoiv signs tixit they

are no longer lyostile, as dxry have been
painted to be..

Tbe Administration bas settled tbe Great

Andamanese in Strait Island, a small area

(6 sq km) off dye eastern coast ofMiddle
Andaman. DyeJarmvas inlyabit a reserved

forest ofabout 648 sq km. on tbe western

coast of Soudy and Middle Andaman:

The Senlinalesc are tbe sole vdyabilants

of North Sentinal Island uitb an area of
about 47 sq km south west ofPort Blair.

'

Tiyc Onges live in Little Andaman uitb

an area of751 sqkm. Until recemly it uas
dye exclustivhome oftbe Onges, butnow it

bas been opened up for settlement by
otlyers.

TbeJarauxts and tbe Sentinalese litv in

active isolation and arc not. so friendly
disposed loivards outsiders. Tbe problem
dye primititv tribes arc facing is one of
survival, Write some oftheprimitive tribes

have slxytvn inclination to accept tbe

modem toay of life, others arc yes to slxyw

dsem. However, dyere is a definite trend to
indicatethat dyeyu-atitto compromise uitb
ciiilization for dye sake of dycir own
sundial.
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construction of the Cellular Jail was taken up
in 1896. The construction itselfwas'carried out
by convicts. By 1897 four hundred cells were
built. In 1906, all the 7 wings of the jail

containing 663 cells were completed. The
prisoners; who were deported to the Anda-
mans, were all political prisoners of one sort

or another.
- The constitutions) reforms of 1935 necessi-

tated a thorough revision of policy. In Sept.

1937, the first batch of prisoners left the

Andamans and byJan. 1938 all prisoners were
released.

The Second World War and the consequent
Japanese occupation of these islands from
1942-1945 brought the islanders a taste of

-- foreign military occupation. After the evacua-

tion oftheJapanese in 1945, the islands, as part

of India, became free on August, 15, 1947.

One beneficial- result of the the Japanese
occupation was the expulsion of the Indian

traders, who had ruthlessly exploited the

ignorant islanders. They had either fled from
the islands or were killed during Japanese
occupation.

After independence, the Government of

India was keen that mainland traders did not

return to exploit the people and destroy their

culture. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands

(Protection of Aboriginal Tribes) Act was
passed in -1956, under which entry into tribal

areas was prohibited and no outsider could

carry on trade or industry in the islands,

without the licence ofthe Administrator. Since

1938, refugees and ex-servicemen were per-

mitted and encouraged to settle down in the

islands. Many of them have now become
permanent settlers.

On November 1, 1956 the Andaman and
.

Nicobar Islands were constituted into a Union

Territory', administered by the President of
India. The local administration is headed by a
Lt- Governor from November 1982 onwards
with his headquarters at Port Blair. In 1979 in

response to a national demand, the former
Prime Minister Morarji Desai dedicated the
Cellutar Jail as a National Memorial.
Administration. The entire territory is

delimited into 4 Sub Divisions and 7 tehsils as

follows:

—

Area, Sub Divisions, Tehsils

Sub Division Tehsils in the

Sub division

(in sq.km)

Area

1. Mayabunder 1. Diglipur 884
2. Mayabunder 1348

3. Rangat 1098

2. South Andamanl. Port Blair

2. Ferrargunj 3010

3. Car Nicobar 1. Car Nicobar 129

4. Nancowrie 1. Nancowrie 1824

State of Economy. The principal crops of

Andaman and Nicobar Islands are rice, coco-

nuts and areeanut. But the unscienu'fic cultiva- ,

tion of these crops calls for radical improve-

ments. Other crops
_
are sugar-cane, pulses,

fruit and vegetables. Recently it has been

found that the climate is suitable for spices and

rubber. Both are being tried out on the islands

on a large scale.

Industries comprise saw milling, oil milling,

plywood and matches. A number of training-

cum-production centres have been started by

the government.

Tourist Centres. Old Cellular Jail which

has been declared a national monument,

Anthropological Museum, Mount Harriet. .

IX. Governor: Lr. Gen. (Rid) TS. Oberoi.

CHANDIGARH
Chandigarh which has been a Union Terri-

tory' since 1966 is to become part ofdie Punjab

state according to the Punjab Agreement. It has

been die capital city of both Punjab and
Haryana where the High Court and University

for both states are located. A planned modem
city, it was designed by’ the French architect le

Corbusier. •

In 1981 census Chandigarh showed a

population of 4,51,610. Its area is 114 sq km.

DADRA AND NAGAR HAVEU
Area: 491 sq km; Capital: Silvassa; Popula-
tion: 1,03,676; languages: Bhili, Bhilodi, Gu-

iandHindiMtcncyz&Vr
‘

Haveli Ii
^

N
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coast surrounded by the states of Gujarat and

Maharashtra. It consists of two pockets namely

Dadra and Nagar Haveli and these two pockets

are intercepted by the territory ofGujarat.

History. The territory’ of Dadra and Nagar

Haveli was originally assigned to the Portu-

guese by the Maratha government in 1779 for

an aggregated revenue of Rs.12,000/- in return

for their friendship. The Portuguese ruled this

territory till its liberation in 1954. After libera-

tion, the administration was carried on by an

Administrator chosen by the people them-

selves.

Probably this is the only part of the country'

which was ruled by the people themselves for

about 8 years (1954 to 1961). On the 11th Au-

gust, 1961, the territory was integrated into the

Indian Union.

Administration. Hie territory is under the

control of an Administrator. The first group
Panchayats at the village level were established

in 1968 and thereafter elections are being held

regularly every four years.

State of Economy. Agriculture is the prin-

cipal occupation of adivasis who represent 79
per cent ofthe total population as per 1981 cen-

sus. Paddy, ragi, pulses and fruits are the major
crops while wheat, vegetables and sugarcane

are also cultivated. About 22,800 hectares of

land is under cultivation. The Department of

Agriculture has taken up several schemes to ex-

plore the production potential ofthis area. Area
under high yielding varieties during 1986-87 is

• Jt 6570 hectares. A number of new com-
mercial crop varieties are introduced 96 per
cent of the area is under dry land /arming
Hence, dry fanning technology is used to get
top yield by tapping rain water.

There are no major industries. Two indust-

rial estates, one at Silvassa on cooperative basis

and the other government - owned Industrial

Estate 3t Masat, have been established. A new in-

dustrial estate at Khadoli is coming up. No. of

DELHI
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industrial units with permanent registration in

creased to 286 during 1986-87. There were 9i

medium scale units and 37 cottage and village

scale units during 1986-87. Altogether there are

236 units which produce goods to the value o:

Rs 55 crores.

The products manufactured include specta

cle frames and flooring tiles, buckets, bread &
biscuits, furniture, katha and tenin, spun pipes

plastic moulded articles, chemicals, detergeni

powder, art silk fabrics, electrical fixtures

watches, candles, tin containers, chappals, re

xine cloth, foam, etc.

Administrator: Dr. Gopal Singh.

Area: 1,483 sq km.; Capital: Delhi; Popula-
tion: 62,20,406; languages: Hindi, Punjabi
and Urdu; literacy: 61.54%.

The territory’ of Delhi shines with the
reflected glory of a metropolis that functions
as the capital of India. But beyond the confines

of the metropolis and shorn of its imperial

associations, this territory, is better
.

and

greener.

Physiography. The territory forms • an

enclave inside the eastern frontier of Haryana

in North India. The climate of the territory' is
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influenced by its inland position with the
desert of Rajasthan to the west and south-west
and Gangetic plains of U.P. to the east
Extreme dryness with an intensely hot sum-
mer and cold winter are the characteristics of
the climate. The year can broadly be divided
into four seasons. The cold season starts in late

November and extends to about the beginning
of March. This is followed by the hot season
which lasts till about the end ofJune when the

monsoon arrives. The monsoon continues
into the last week of September. The two
post-monsoon months October and Novem-
ber constitute a transition period from mon-
soon to winter conditions.

History. The city of Delhi was founded in

the 11th century AD. by a Rajput Chieftain of
the Tomara clan. The Chauhans obtained
possession of the the city from the Tomaras.
Prithvi Raj, the Chauhan ruler of Ajmer and
Delhi, made the city of Delhi famous by his

heroic valour and romantic adventures. Delhi

finder Prithvi Raj and Kanauj under Jai Chand
were die principal kingdoms of north India at

that time.

The first invasion of India by Muhammud
Ghori was beaten back by Prithvi Raj in the

first battle of Tarain in 1191. Next year, Ghori
came back to avenge his defeat and in the

second battle of Tarain (1192) the Rajput army
was routed. Prithvi Raj was captured and put to

death. Delhi thus passed into the hands of

Muslim rulers for the next six centuries. Under
the Mughal Emperors, Delhi became a world

famous city.

In 1857, following the mutiny of Indian

troops, the British deposed the titular Emper-
or Bahadur Shah and formally annexed Delhi.

In 1912, the capital of British India was

transferred from Calcutta to Delhi. A new
city—New Delhi—of imposing dimensions

was laid out by the side of the old city—Old
Delhi— by the British Indian Government.

Independent India has retained this historic

capital.

Administration. Delhi became a Union

Territory on November 1, 1956. In order to

enable the representatives of the people of the

Union Territory a larger measure of associa-

tion with developmental activities, parliament

enacted the Delhi Administration Act 1966.

Under this Act, Delhi has a Metropolitan

.Council ' consisting of 61 members, five of

whom are nominated by the President of
India.

The It. Governor is the Administrator. He is

assisted by 4 Executive Councillors (One Chief
Executive Councillor and three Executive
Councillors) appointed by the President of
India on the recommendation of the Union
Home Ministry.

The Territory is made up of three census
towns, Delhi, New Delhi and Delhi Cantt, and
214 villages. It is represented by 7 members in

the Lok Sabha and 3 members in the Rajva

Sabha. The territory is covered by 3 local

bodies— Delhi Municipal Corporation, New
Delhi Municipal Committee and Cantonment
Board. The rural area of the territory falls

within the jurisdiction of the Municipal Cor-

poration of Delhi.

Delhi Units

Name Urban/ Population

Rural 1981

New Delhi Municipal

Committee (Urban) 273036

Delhi Cantonment Board (Urban) 85166

Municipal Corporation

of Delhi (Urban) 5409998

(Rural) 452206

It is estimated that the population of Delhi by

the middle of 1987 is around. 80 lakhs.

State ofEconomy. In Delhi 31.93 per cent

of the total population constitutes workers

(1981 census). Percentage distribution of

workers according to main activity revealed

that cultivators constitute 1.93 per cent, agri-

cultural labourers 0.86%, household industry

3.76% and other workers 93-45%.

Delhi ranks third in literacy after Kerala and

Chandigarh which hold the first and second

positions. Percentage of literacy in 1981 was

61.54 (68.40% males and 53-07% females).

Delhi has a total land area of 1.47,488 ha. of

which 1443 ha. area is forest and 70642 ha. is

not mailable for cultivation. Other unculti-

vated land excluding fallow, comes to -1626 lu.

About 91757 ha. is cultivated. Chief crops in

19S4-85 (in 1000 tonnes), were: y -
'

jowar and b?'"’-J sugar cane
^ s:.
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Since 1974 a large number of industrial

concerns have been established. These in-

clude factories for the manufacture of razor

blades, sports goods, parts for radios, bicycles

station wagons and plastic and PVC goods

including footwear. The number of industrial

units functioning was about 65000 in 1985-86.

The number of workers employed was

5,95,000, production was worth Rs.3450 crore

and investment was about Rs.1260 crore.

Some traditional handicrafts for which De-

lhi was formerly famous, still flourish. Among
them are ivory carving, miniature painting,

gold and silver jewellery, etc. The handwoven

textiles of Delhi are particularly fine, this craft

having been successfully revived.

Tourist Centres, Since Delhi has been the

capital of India for centuries, it is full of rich

monuments. Both the Delhis -the old city of

the Mughals formed by Shah Jehan and the

new city constructed by the British in 1931

-preserve centres of Tourist interest.

Among them are Rashtrapati Bhavun,

0 Gardens. TV.rKwKr.: Buildings. Chand-

ni Chuuk, Bed foil, Jemi Masjid, itubat, Raj

Ghat, Shantivana, Vijava Ghat, Purana Kila

(Indraprasiham), Humayun’s Tomb, Lodi

Tomb, Qutb Minar, Haus Khas, Safdarjungs

Tombs, Jantar Mantar and India Gate.

Tire Zoological Garden, Kashmir! Gate, Birla

Mandir, Vigyan Bhavan, National Museum,
Connaught Circus, Budha Jayanti park, Rabin-

dra Rangsala and Nehru Memorial Museum
are also of imprortance.

Besides, Agra, the city of Taj Mahal, Mathura

of Srikrishna legends, Tuglagabad, Suraj

Lakshmi Narayan Temple, Sohna, Suit

Lake, etc are also around.

Lt. Governor: H.L Kapoor, ChiefExec
Councillor: Jag Parvesh Chandra.

Area: 112 sq km; Capital: Daman; Popula-
tion: 78981; Languages: Marathi and Gujara-
ti; literacy: 55.86%.

Daman and Diu were separated from Goa
to become an independent union territory'

when Goa was accorded full statehood in

1987. These three different landblocks on the
west coast of India came to form one political

unit after liberation from the erstwhile Portu-

guese regime in 1961.

Physiography: Daman lies on the Gujrat
coast while Diu is an islet on the southern
fringe of Kathiawar peninsula.

Daman is bounded on the north and south

by the Bhagwan and the Kalem rivers n
tively, on the east by the Gujarat State ai

the west by die Arabian Sea.

Diu, lies in the Gulf ofCambay near Vi

Port and is separated from "the sou

extremity of the Saurastra Peninsula

narrow channel running through a sv

The island is connected with the maintan
narrow- channel on the north. Daman
mild and humid climate while Diu has a
climate.

History. Diu was occupied by the 1

guese in 1534. In 1559, Daman alsc

annexed by them. The inquisition whid
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established in Goa, largely contributed to the

downfall of the Portuguese empire in the East

Under the Constitution (Twelfth Amend-
ment) Act 1962, Goa was included in the first

schedule to the constitution as a territory of
the Indian Union. By the 57th amendment of
the constitution Daman and Diu were sepa-

rated from Goa to become an independent
union territory.

Daman and Diu have no subdivisions. The
Daman region was under the charge of a

Collector while Diu is under the charge of a

Civil Administrator, they were part of the

former Union Territories of Goa, Daman an
Diu.

Districts

District Area Population Headqua-

(sq kms) (1981)

Census

rters

Daman 72.0 48,540 Daman
Diu 40.0 30,421 Diu

DAMAN AND DIU

LAKSHADWEEP
Area; 32 sq km; Capital: Kavarutti; Popula-
tion: 40,249; language: Malavalam; Litera-

cy: 55.07%.

The tiniest Union Territory of India, lak-

shadweep is an archipelago consisting of 12

atolls, three reefs and five submerged banks.

Of its 36 islands covering an area of32 sq km,
only 10 are inliabited. They are Andrott, Amini,
Agatti, Bitra, Chetlat, Kadmat, Kalpeni, Kavaratti

(Headquarters), Kiltan and Minicoy. Bitra is

die smallest of all having only a population of

181 persons (1981).

Physiography. Lakshadweep lies about

220, to 440 km from the coastal city of Cochin
in Kerala between 8° and 12° 13' north latitude

and 71° and 74° east longitude. Kavaratti is its

headquarters. These islands and Cochin are

linked by ship, which takes about 10 to 20

hours.

Though the land area is extremely small, if

we consider its lagoon area of about 4,200 sq

km 20,000 sq km of territorial waters and

about seven lakh sq km of economic •zone,

Lakshadweep is one ofthe largest territories of

our nation.

The flora of the islands includes Banana,

Colocasia, Drumstick, Bread-fruit, Jack fruit

and Wild Almond. Coconut Is the only crop of

economic importance in Lakshadweep. These

are found in different varieties such as Lacca-

dive micro, Laccadive ordinary, green dwarf,

etc Tw’o different varieties of sea grass are

seen adjacent to the beaches. They are known

as Thalassia hemprichin and Cymodocca

isoetifolia. They prevent sea erosion and

movement of the beach sediments.

The marine life is quire elaborate. The

commonly seen vertebrates are cattle and

poultry. Oceanic birds generally found are

’tharathasi’ (Sterna fuscata) and karifcru

(Anous stolidus). They are generally found in

one of the uninhabited islands known as 1’itti •

This island has been declared a bird sanctuary.

History. Early history of Lakshadweep ri

not recorded. Local traditions attribute the

first settlement on these islands to the pc nos

of Cheraman Perumal, the last King of Kerala

It is believed that after his conversion to J.-Lni.

at the behest of some Arab merduntt

slipped out of ht-—mtal Crangyto*
;

;

\
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present day Kodungalloor and an old harbour

town near Cochin, for Mecca.

When his disappearance was discovered,

search parties from different places left for the

shores of Mecca in sailing boats in search of

the King. It is believed that one of these sailing

boats of the Raja of Cannanore was struck by a

fierce storm and they were shipwrecked. After

being tossed for many days in the Arabian Sea,

they finally landed on the island now known as

Bangaram. From there, they went to the

nearby island of Agatti. Finally the weather

improved and they returned to the mainland

Sighting other islands on their way. It is said

that after their return, another party of sailors

and soldiers were sent and they discovered

the Island ofAmim and started living there. It

«is believed that the people sent there were
Hindus. Even now unmistakable Hindu social

stratification exist in these islands despite

Islam
There are communities who are primarily

land owners (Kovas), sailors (Malmis) and
cultivators (Melacheris). Legends say that

small settlements started in the Islands of

Amim, Kavaratti, Andrott and Kalpeni first and
later people from these islands moved to

other Islands of Agatti, Kiltan, Chetlat and
Kadmat. This legend of Cheraman Peruma! is

not, however, fully substantiated.

The advent of Islam dates back to the 7th

century around the year 41 Hijra Saint

Ubaidulla is believed to have preached Islam
> the islanders The grave of Saint Ubaidulia
. Andrott is today a sacred place. Preachers

from Andrott are respected deeply in far off

lands like Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Burma etc

The arrival of the Portuguese in India again
made Laccadives an important place for die

seafarers. The finely spun coir was much
sought after for ships So the Portuguese
started looting Island vessels. They forcibly

landed at Amini coir some time in the early

16th century to procure but it is said that the
people killed all the invaders by poisoning
them. The Portuguese invasion ended thus

Even after the conversion of the enure
Islands to Islam, the sovereigntv remained m
the hands of the Hindu Rajah of Chirakkal for
some more years. From the hands of the
Chirakkal Raja, die administration of the is-

lands was passed on to the Muslim house of
Arakkal of Cannanore around the middle of
the 1 6th century'.

The Arakkal rule was oppressive and un

bearable. Some time in the year 1783 somi

islanders from Amini took courage and wen

to Tippu Sultan at Mangalore and requests

him to take over the administration of th

Amini groups of islands. Tippu Sultan at th;

time was on friendly terms with the Bibi c

Arakkal and after deliberations, the islands c

Amini group were handed over to him. Thu

the islands’ suzerainty came to be divided ftv

came under the sovereignty of Tippu and th

rest continued under the Arakkal rule.

After the death of Tippu in the battle c

Seringapattom the islands were handed ove

to the British East India Company and the

were administered from Mangalore. In 1847,

severe cyclone hit the Island of Andrott an

the Raja ofChirakkal decided to visit the isian

in order to assess the damage and for distt

buting relief..

An officer of the East India Company Sir N

M. Robinson volunteered to accompany hir

On reaching Andrott, the Rajah found

difficult to meet all the demands of the peopl

Sir William then offered the Raja to help hii

in the form of a Joan. This was accepted. Tb
arrangement continued for about four yeai

but when the debt mounted, the English aske

the Rajah to repay which he could not. In 185

all the remaining islands were handed over t

the East India Company for administration. S<

came the British rule

The Union Territory was formed in 195

and it was named Lakshadweep in 1973.

Administration. Prior to the formation <

this Union Territory on 1 Nov. 56, these islanc

formed part of the ersrwhile Madras State. Th
entire group of islands is considered as on
district and divided into four tahsils and eac

put in charge of a Tahsildar, except Minicc
where the post of the Tahsildar was abolishe

and a Deputy Collector appointed in Augus
1978. The lowest revenue official there tvs

known as ’Amin’ in the Laccadive group an
Minicoy and ‘Karani’ in the Amindivi grouj

Now they are designated ‘Amin’ in all Island

The Headquarters of the Administration wa
shifted from Calicut (Kerala State) to Kavarati

Island in March 1964. When- the annu:

expenditure to be incurred by the Administrs
tion went beyond Rs. 3 crore, the necessity fo

decentralisation of the departments was fel

and accordingly new offices were created "ii

1972
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Area and Population

Islands

(inhabited)

Area

(sq km)
Population

(1981 census)

Minicov 4.4 6,658
Kalpeni 2.3 3,543
Andrott 4.8 6,812

Agatti 2.7 4,111

Kavaratti 3.6 6,604

Ameni 2.6 5,367
Kadmat 3.1 3,114

Kiltan 1.6 2375
Chetlath 1.0 1,484

Bitra 0.1 181

State of Economy. Agriculture is the
mainstay of Lakshadweep's economy. The
staple products of the territory are coconuts
and coir. Coconut is the main crop occupjing
the entire cultivable area of 2780 ha. The total

palm population is 0.72 million with 0.16

million bearing trees. The average production
is 8078 nuts per ha. per year with an average

yield of 58 nuts per palm which is definitely

higher than the average production figures of
major coconut producing countries.

Fruit plants like banana, papava, guava,

sapota and citrus varieties and drumstick

plants are cultivated in the coconut gardens as
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inter-crops. Agricultural Demonstration Farms

of the Administration in all islands supply

vegetables to the people.

Multi-crop demonstration plots extending

to a gross area of 260. ha. engaging 640

labourers are available in the islands.

The islands produce copra, coir, jaggery,

vinegar and fish. Trade in coir is a monopoly

of the administration and is being carried on

as a welfare measure on a no-profit-no-loss

basis, by banering rice for coir. The average

copra produced is about 2500 tonnes per

annum, of which 2000 tonnes is sold through

Calicut and Mangalore markets.

The islands have immense potential for the

development of fisheries. Two boat building

yards are engaged in the construction of

mechanised boats. Over 331 mechanised boats

are under operation in Lakshadweep waters,

of which 313 were issued to die fishermen

under hire-purchase system at subsidised cost,

fish catch during 1986-87 is estimated at 7488
tonnes. The canning factory at Minicoy proces-

ses Tuna fish.

The main household industry is coir mak-
ing Six coir production-cum-demonstration

centres are functioning one eadi at Kadmat,

Kiltan, Chetlat, Ameni, Agatti and Andrott.

These centres produced 41 tonnes of im-

proved variety thinner coir ram during 1986-

87 The mechanised decorticating units at

idrott. Kadmat, Ameni and Kavaratti ex-

TOWDICHEIRFtY
Area; 492 sq km, Capital: Pondicherry;
Population: 6,04,471, Languages: Tamil,
Telugu, Malavalam, English and French; Li-
teracy: 55.85%

Physiograpghy. The Union Territory of
Pondicherry- encompasses an area of only 492
sq km with Pondicherry town and its villages

covering 293 sq.km surrounded by the South
Arcot District, Karaikal town and its villages

covering 160 sq km surrounded by Thanjavur
District, Mahe and its villages covering 9 sq km
surrounded by the Kerala State, and Yanam
covering 30 sq km within the East Godavari
District in Andhra Pradesh. While Pondicherry,
the headquarters of the Union Territory, lies

tracted 153 tonnes brown fibre from dry-

coconut husk during 3936-87. The hoisery

faaory at Kalpeni produced 13614 x-ests dur-

ing this period. The Handicraft Training Cen-

tres at Kavaratti and Kalpeni are continuing to

impart training to local candidates in making

coral flowers, sea-shell toys, coconut shell

crafts, coir crafts etc One Furniture-Makers’

Industrial Co-operative Society and one Hand-
icraft Industrial Co-operative Society are also

functioning at Kavaratti. Two Coir Co-opera-

tive societies have been started at Ameni and
Kalpeni with trained local women as mem-
bers.

Tourist Centres. The Development of

domestic as well as international tourism has

immense potential However, much could not

be achieved till recently owing to the stria

entry restriction imposed on visitors from the

mainland. Ministry of Home Affairs has now
made some relaxation and as a result of this,

international as well as domestic tourism has

received a remarkable boost.

Already numerous infrastructural facilities

have been created. Construction ofan air-strip

at Agatti, near Bangaram is receiving active

consideration at the Centre. Since the literacy

rate in the Union Territory is one of the

highest in the country, the level of educated
unemployed can be kept under control by-

developing this seaor. Society for Promotion
of Recreational Tourism (SPORTS) is a society

registered under the Societies Aa, 1860.

Administrator. Jagdish Sugar.

162 km south of Madras and 22 km north of
Cuddalore, Karaikal is about 150 km south of
Pondicherry and Yanam about 840 km north-

east of Pondicherry- on theAndhra coast. Malic

lies almost parallel to Pondicherry-, 653 km
away on the west coast

The French first established their foothold
in Pondicherry- in 3674; Karaikal was obtained
from the King of Tanjore in 3738. Mahe was
made over to the French by the ruler of

Badagara in 1721. Yanam came into their

possession in 1731.

Pondicherry and its surrounding enclaves

lie on the drainage basin of the Gingee river.

Karaikal located in the fertile Cauvery delta is



fed by the waters of Arasalar (running a

distance of 11.97 km in the reigon). Natter

(11.2 km), Vanjiar (9 km). Nular (13-77 km),

Puravadaiyaran (5-3 km) Thirumalirayanar

(5.13 km) and the Nandalar (15.15 km).

River Mahe forms the northen boundary of

Mahe town separating it from the enclaves of

Kallayi and Naluthara on the north. The

Coringar river, which is a branch ofGautamin

Godavari riser flows through the town of

Yanam.
History. Pondicherry entered modern his-

tory when the French East India Gompany

established a settlement there in 1673- Tlie

French converted this obscure little '"““Rp

into a nourishing trading centre. The French

were the last European power to come to

Inda for trade The Durch and the English had

already established themselves at various cen-

tres in India. The Portuguese who came fust

were by this time a spent force, k wxs qu-^

natural that rivalries should ansc amoung 'hc

later powers for dominance in^^
what brought them into conflict in_Indu was

rivalry at home, that is, in ,

were ’the first to cross .^--als
wah \\icfw
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hey captured Pondicherry in 1693 but re-

jmed it to France under the Treaty' of Ryswick

1 1699. Pondicherry’ regained its prosperity in

few years. In 1706 Pondicherry had a

•opulation of 40,000 while the English town of

ialcutta had barely 22,000.

In the meantime, the French East India

Company had run into financial difficulties

nd the Company was forced to abandon their

rading posts in Bantam, Surat and Masulipat-

lam. In 1720 the Company was reconstituted

s the "Perpetual Company of the Indies” and
lew French establishments sprang up in the

iast. Mauritius was occupied in 1721, Mahe on
he Malabar Coast soon after, Yanam in 1731

ind Karaikal in 1738. With the appointment of

lupleix as Governor of Pondicherry in 1742

ranee became involved in Indian politics,

iupleix harboured ambitions ofestablishing a

•rench Empire in India.

When the Austrian Succession War (1742-
18) broke out in Europe, England and France
ook opposite sides. Anglo-French hostility

spread to India. The English captured some
“rench ships. Dupleix reacted sharply. He
raptured Madras in 1748. The Austrian War of

Succession was ended by the Treaty of Aix-La-

Chappelle and Madras was returned to the
English. Fresh hostilities, however, broke out
between the English and the French in India,

'dicherry changed hands according to the
of the Anglo-French wars. The En-

captured Pondicherry in 1761, returned
• 1765, retook it in 1778, captured it a third
me in 1793 and finallv restored it to France in

1814.

When at last British paramountev was estab-
lished in India, Pondicherry ceased to be of
any political importance and the British let the
French continue in their possessions in India,
rhe French Government handed over the
Idministration of their territories in India to
he independent Government of India in
November, 1954. The territories thus handed
aver were constituted into the Union Territory
af Pondicherry.

Administration. Pondicherry is adminis-

tered by the President of India through a Lt.

Governor who is advised by a Council of

Ministers which is responsible to the legisla-

tive assembly, consisting of 33 members.
Normally the Counil ofMinisters under a Chief

Minister carries on the Administration directly.

Districts

Disiria Area
(sq km)

Population Headquarters

3. Karaikal 160 1,20.010 Karaikal

2, Mahe 9 28,413 Mahe
3- Pondicherry 293 4,44,417 Pondicherrv
4. Yanam 30 11,631 Yanam

State of Economy. Nearly 45% of the

population in the Territory are engaged in

agriculture and allied pursuits. In all 90% of
the cultivated area is irrigated. Area and
production of main crops during 1986-87:

Rice: 27200 ha (89713 M.T.), Millets: 1229 ha
(4100 M.T.), Pulses: 9100 ha (7,187 M.T.),

Sugarcane: 3,009 ha (330,000 M.T.), Oilseeds:
6770 ha (14,290), Cotton: 1619 (7700 bales).

There are 12 large scale industries, (6
Textile Mills, two Sugar Mills, one Paper Mill,

one Caustic Soda Unit and one Ceramic Unit)
and 24 Medium Scale Industries which pro-
vide employment to 18,000 persons.

This apart, there are 2619 registered Small
Scale Industries generating employment
opportunities to 17,500 persons.
Tourist Centres. Pondicherry is a living

monument of French culture in India.
‘

Among the places of interest are Govern-
ment palace, Beach, Auroville, Sri Aurobindo
Ashram, Baharatiyar Samadhi, French Institute,

Jawabarlal Institute of Post-Graduate Medical
Education and Research, Indian Institute of
Indology, Romain Rolland library, Botanical
Garden, Alliance Francoise, Ousteri Lake,Joan
of Arc Square, Temples and Churches.

Lt. Governor: Tribhuvan Prasad Tewarv;
Chief Minister: M. O. H. Farook (Congress).



GOA: THE YOUNGEST
STATE

Till August 12, 1987, Goa was pan of the on the west coast of India, were under one
Union Territory of Goa, Daman and Diu. Goa administration.

became the twentyfifth state in the Indian Physiography: Situated between Karnataka

Union by an act of Parliament on August 12, and Maharashtra, Goa is bounded on the north

1987 while Daman and Diu formed a Union by the Terekhol river, surrounded on tl>e

Territory, administered by the Governor of south and east by Karnataka while on the west

Goa who simultaneously holds office as the Ll is the Arabian Sea.

Governor of Daman and Diu also. Since their On its eastern sector Goa's terrain is hilly,

liberation on December 19, 1961 from the forming the northern edge of the Sahyadri

Portuguese colonial rule, the three land blocks Mountain ranges. The major west-flowing
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rivers that crease the territory are; Mandovi,

Zuari, Terekhol, Chapora and Beml. The total

navigable length of these rivers, which form

the waterways by which Goa’s main export

commodity iron and manganese ore is trans-

ported to the Mormugao harbour, is 253 km.

The Mormugao harbour is virtually the conflu-

ence of the Mandovi and Zuari rivers.

Goa’s climate is warm and humid, with little

variation in temperature. Hie annual rainfall is

between 2800 mm and 3500 mm. History:

Known for its admirable synthesis of culture,

Goa's history can be traced back to die

Mauryan empire in India in the third century’

B.C. In the second century B.C the Konkan

region was dominated by Krishna Satakaini of

the Satavahana dynasty. In die days of yore,

Goa was known as Gopakapattan, or

Gomant,—names which figure in the Bhish-

ma-Parva of Mahabhatatha. Another puranic

name was Govapuri. The second century

traveller, Ptolemy, is believed to have referred

to this territory as “gouba."

Goa came under the sway of the Bhoj3s and
Mauryas from the fourth to the sixdi century

AD. During die sixth century, Chalukyas of

Badami drove out the Mauryas, from south

Konkan (578 AD.), while Rastrakutas of Mal-

klied ousted the Chalukyas of Badami in 753
AD. They ruled over Deccan till 973 AD., but

in a short while the power structure changed
7 ‘

< the entry of Kadambas who ruled over
from 1020 A.D. It was during the

rule that commercially and cultural-

ka scaled new heights. Chandrapur (now
), and Gopakapattan or Govapuri

..• known as Goa Velha) were two major
port towns then.

Towards the beginning of the fourteenth
century, some parts of Goa were overrun by-

Malik Kafur’s forces, marking the beginning of
a mohammadan domination which was.

Goa:
At a Glance

Area: 3702 sq km; Capital: Panaji
(pronounced Pcmji tn Korikani and
formerly known as Panjim in Engltdi);

Population: 10,07,749; Languages:
Konkani cmd Marathi; Literacy: 57 per
cent.

however, short-lived following the emergence

of the Vijayanagar power. For a century’ Go;

was part of the Vijayanagar empire. Tlx

SaptakoteswarTemple at Naroa—Divar, whid

the Mohammadans had demolished, was re

built around this time

For two decades from 1471, Goa cam:

under the Bahamani rulers butonce againGo
passed into the hands of the Muslim ruler

when in 1489 Adilshah of Bijapur annexed i

and it was from him that die Portuguese

adventurer Afonso de Albuquerque wreste

the Territory on November 25, 1510. Kneelin;

in public square, Alonso de Albuquerqu
dedicated Goa to St. Catherine, whose feat

was on that day.

The Portuguese had already annexed Diu i

1535- Bardez on the north of River Mandcn
and Salcete on the south of River Zuari cam
under Portuguese sway in 1543. These place

along with Uhas (known now,as Panaji) ar

known as “old Conquests’’ area. By the clos

of the eighteenth century’ the region ncr

identified as Goa was under Portugueseadm
nistration, including the "new- conques
(Novas Conquistas) area such as Ponda, Sai

guem and Quepem—all in 1763, Canacor
(1764), Bicholim and Satan (1781) and Pe
nem (1788).

However, it was not all that smooth for tli

foreigners for, there were resistance fro:

within and attacks from across the borders. 1

keeping with the sixteenth century axiom th
die religion of the king had to be the religio

of his subjects, Portugal began sending mi
sionaries to Goa to spread Christianity. 1

1557, Goa was elevated to an Archepiscop
See repeat See and her "Primate of the Eas
held jurisdiction from the African coast I

China. From 1560 to 1774, die Tribunal i

Inquisition ensured that die faith did n<

waver.

It was during this period that a Spank
Jesuit priest, Francis Xavier arrived in Gt
(1542). He was a great missionary with
compassion for the poor. Considered a ho
man, he breathed his last in 1552 and h
incorruptible body’ has been preserved in
glass casket in the "Basilica of Bom Jesu”
Old Goa, a few km east of Panaji The fit

printing press using moveable opes was s
up in Goa this time aad the first book to t

printed in this press was “Doutrina Christa
written by Francis Xavier. Other publicadoi
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from the same press were Krista Purana in

Mararhj, Doutrina Christa in Konkani (all by
the first English Jesuit, Thomas Stephens) and
a treatise on medicinal herbs, titled "Collo-
quios Dos Simples e Dtogas Aedicinais” by
Garcia de Orta.

Between 1667 and 1683 the Maratha warrior
Shivaji and his son, Sambaji made occasional

forays into Goa to free it from the Portuguese
This, coupled with the Dutch challenge, made
the Portuguese control over the territory

ratherweak and that prompted internal revolts

of which the “pinto conspiracy" (1787) and
the “revolt of the Ranes” (1823) were more
conspicuous- While the “pinto conspiracy’”

was the product of the neglect of the local

clergy, who were denied their rightful place in

the ecdesisatical heirarchy. At the same time,

well qualified Goans were kept out of Govern-
ment service too. The two sections combined
under the leadership of Fr. Gaetano Francisco

Couto ofPanaji andJose Antonio Gonsalves of
Divar. Word of that leaked out, several people
were arrested but the leaders of the plot

managed to escape to Bombay. -From 1755 to

1822, the Ranaes of Satan revolted 14 times

and every time the Portuguese might pre-

vailed The result was no different in 1823 and
1824. But, this had a sobering effect on the

Portuguese who decided on certain reforms
one of which was to accept three representa-

tives from Goa to the Portuguese Parliament.

But the Portuguese rulers in Goa opposed this

move. Bernardo Peres da Silva, who managed
to reach the Portuguese capital of Lisbon, was
later (in 1835) sent back to Goa as the perfect

but he was deposed within 38 days by the

Portuguese authorities in the Territory. In

between, in 1870,the Maratha sepoys in die

Goan police, stationed at Marcefa, revoked in

protest against their transfer to Mozambique
to quell an african rebellion. Nationalist move-

ment: Tire first Goan to demand complete

independence was Lusi Francisco Gomes in

1862. On September 21, 1880, a public rally

organized to protest against attempts to rig the

municipal elections, was fired upon in from of

.the Margao Church and 23 people fell dead on

the spot. The rally was led by’Jose Ignacio de

Loyola and Roque Correia-ATonso. In 1930,

Portugal became a Republic In 1928, Dr.

Tristao Braganza Cunha organized the Goa

Congress Committee and affiliated it to the

Indian National Congress.

As the freedom movement in India gathered
momentum, the struggle for freedom in Goa
too became more pronounced. A prominent
figure in this struggle was Luis de Menezes
Braganza, who advocated a republican form of
Government. The freedom movement entered
a crucial phase on June 18, 1946 when the
socialist leader. Dr. Ram Manohar Lohi3 ,

launched a civil disobedience movement, at

Margao. On August 18, a meeting of Goan
Nationalists was held at Londa, the southern
gateway to the territory’ and founded the

National Congress (Goa) which took up an
armed struggle. Many lost their lives and many
others were deported to Portugal, Angola and
Cabo Verde for long periods of imprisonment.

The movement scored its first victory in

1954 when Dadra and Nagar-Haveli, a land

block near Daman, was liberated. The Azad
Gomantak Dal, which was the sword-arm of

the movement, continued its armed challenge.

Meanwhile, the focus had shifted to the United

Nations on the repressive measures adopted

by’ the Salazar regime in Goa Though the

action was in Goa, the brain of the movement
was in Bombay where a Goa Action Commit-

tee was formed in 1958 under the leadership

of Prof. Aloysius Soares. In December 1961, an

Indian merchant vessel was fired upon by the

Portuguese from the Anjadiv Island, near

Karwar. Ultimately, the Government of India

decided to act when news reached Delhi of a

meeting in Panaji between the Portuguese

Governor-General and die Pakistani Army

Chief. "Operation Vijay" under Maj.-General K.

P. Candedi. was launched on the night of

December 18 and by next day, December 19.

1961, without any serious resistance, Goa was

brought together with the Indian Union.

After Liberation: On December 20, 1963

Maj.-Gen. K. P. Candeth took over as Military

Governor of Goa, Daman and Diu from the

Portuguese Governor-General Manuel Anto-

nio Vassallo e Silva. Under the constitution

(twelfth amendment) act, 1962, Goa, Daman

and Diu, as a single administrative unit, was

integrated with the Indian Union as a Union

Territory widi effect from December 20. 1961.

On March 24, 1962 Goa s first Marafo/ daih

‘Gomantak' hit the stands. On June 8, T.

Sivasankar. was sworn in as die first U.

Governor of Goa and on Scpunp'xtr -4 for

same year, a 29-membef inTonri\
.

lltatjvr

council was constitute
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an elected legislature. One month later, elec-

tions were held to 149 village panchayats in

the Union Territory. On February 18, 1963,

Goa's first English daily, “the Navhind Times”

was launched. Soon after, elections were

announced and Jawaharlal Nehru visited the

territory from May 22 to 2% On August one,

Harijans were allowed entry- into the Mangeshi

Temple.
Elections to the first Goa Assembly were

held on December nine and die Maharashtra-

wadi Gomantak Party, led by Dayanand Ban-

dodkar, was swept into power. The MGP’s

main plank was Goa's merger with Maharash-

tra, leaving Daman and Diu to be merged with

Gujarat. The MGP had won 18 of the 30 seats

while the United Goans Party, led by Dr. Jack

deSequeira, won 12 seats. The Indian National

Congress, headed by Purushotham Kakodkar,

drew a blank. The Bandodkar Ministry was

installed in office in the presence of Dr. Zakir

Hussein, Vice-President of India.

On September 1, 1964, the jurisdiction over

the Union Territory was transferred from the

ministry of External Afiairs to the Union Home
Ministry'. In 1966, the Goa Daman and Diu

assembly passed a resolution demanding

Goa’s merger with Maharashtra and integra-

tion of Daman and Diu with Gujarat To meet

the political compulsions, the Union Govern-

ment enacted the Goa, Daman and Diu

Opinion Poll Act and on that authority held die

opinion poll, the first in the country, on

January 16, 1967. The verdict was against the

merger and the region remained a Union

Territory and the statehood demand became
louder. In the March 28 elections, the MGP
which lost the Opinion Poll, was returned to

power under the leadership ofMr. Bandodkar.

Two years later, on February 7, 1969, Mohan
Ranade, a Goan freedom-figher, released from

Portuguese jail, arrived in Goa while another

freedom-fighter and poet. Dr. Telo Mas-

carenhas returned home from Portuguese jail

on August 13, 1970. In the 1972 elecu'ons to

the assembly, Bandodkar again led the MGP to

power but the sports-loving chief minister,

affectionately called "bhau” (elder brother) by
even his detractors, passed away, following a

massive heart attack on August 13, 1973. His

eldest daughter, Mrs. Sasikala Kakodkar, who
was a minister of state then, took over as Chief

Minister. She continued the MGP's electoral

victory by sweeping the polls in 3 977. bur was

felled by factionalism on April 27, 1979- In the

next elections in January, 1980, the Indian

National Congress was elected to power for

the first time and Pratapsingh S. Rane, a former
MGP leader and minister, who resigned to join

die Congress, became the Chief Minister. He
retained his leadership in the 1985 elections

too.

State of Economy: Essentially expon-

'

oriented because of iron ore and manganese
deposits, Goa is making a determined bid to

stand on its own. Paddy is the main ‘agricultu-

ral crop, followed by ragi, cashew' and coco-

nut. Rice is the staple food of Goans. Rice

production 52,000 tonnes at the time of

liberation, has gone up to 1.62 lakh tonnes.
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Fragrant Culture
Goa's colonial past, in one sense, is

also its wealth. The Slate is aplace tvhere

the East and the West blend admirably, the

two stimulating and supplementing eaci)

other, enriching theentire cultural milieu

in theprocess. In the realm of music and
art this fascinating fusion has left a
fragrance and flavour that has survived

vicious vicissitudes over centuries.

. There are big names—alt unforgettable.

The long list begins with master Dinanath
Mangueshkar, the father of the famous
Mangesljkar sisters, Lata and Asija,

“layabhaskar" parvatkar, described as a
"miracle in rhythm ” Smt. Hirabai Pedne-
kar, the incomparable Kesarbai Kerkar

and Mogubai Kurdikar (both disciples of
the legendary Alladiya Khan) and of
course, the contemporary rage, Kisbori

Amonkar, daughter of Mogubai.
Lata Mangesltkar, India's "melody

queen", has refused to perform in Goa so

far, piqued as site urn by the manner in

which Iter celebratedfather first and then

site herself were treated by those who
control thefamous Mangttesbi Temple, in

Ponda.

But, what trill catdt the eye ofa visitor to

Panajifirst will be the statue ofAbbe Faria,

the father of "hypnotism". Under bis out

stretdted hands lies a lass and the statue,

right by the side of the Government Secre-

tariat, has hypnotised visitorsfrom all over

the globe. Bom in Candolim village on
May SO, 1756, Jose Custodio de Faria,

Abbe Faria had a disturbed djildirood.

Both this father and mother were from
families which prided themselves as Gotvd

Saraswat Brahmins. Faria's father was a
seminarian and had received minor
orders when he fell in love with Posa

Maria. 7he torrid love affair soon cooled

Fish, like rice, is an important component of

the Goans' food With a 105 km long coastline,

four thousand hectares of marshy land and
12,000 hectares of paddy land and 100 hec-

tares of fresh water sources provide ideal

off, ending in a canonically decreed

separation.

Another celebrity was Fr. JoseVaz, uix>,

proud ofhis brahmin ancestry, establislred

the congregation of
'

‘Oratorians ofIndia ”

with a condition that "only Brahmins
couldjoin this order. " Fr.Jose later ivent to

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) where he is now revered

as the "venerable Apostle ofCeylon," as St.

nomas in Kerala.

Nobody canforget Dr. T. B. Cunija, idx>

was described by Sardar K. M. Panikkar, as

thefather of Goa’sfreedom movement." A
fluent writer and forceful orator. Dr.

Curtba'sfull name teas, Antonio Sebastia

Pedro dos Remedios Franciso Tome Tris-

tao de Braganca Cunija. Neirru men-
tioned about Dr. Cunha thus: "What is

worth remembering is that this (Goa) small

territory has produced a relatively large

number of men and women who have

sacrificed much in this struggle. Among
them a name that stands out is that ofDr.

T. B. Cunim.

"

Personalities apart, Goa offers to a
visitor a vast variety of art and music. Ihe

"mando" (love songs of the Catholics), the

Jatbras (terriple festival), the carnival, a
beady three-day festival offun andfrolic

preceding the observance of lent, the stage, !

known as the "theatre"—all blend so
j

admirably that a visitor gets to know the !

best in the west and the east.

But personalities do merit mention. Or.-: ",

of India’s greatest Editors, Mr. Freni :

Moraes, his son Dom, Mr. S. Mulgaonhr
Mr Malbaro Sardesai, the "Pair.vaf' mf.r

tro, Air Marshal Pinto and Afr.'d---

Moolgaonkar, the Telco chaimurt:

gaonkar and then the indomUa 1
-.
1.--'

'f

F Rebeiro, the Punjab Pali::
-

'

only a feiv among them

setting for a flouris’d'V ^
catch is around 56,0.")' -»~

trawlers and 2450 re-'!-'
1'; '

;
- T ‘

'

fishing which sas,—’

people.
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Iron ore exports aggregated to 12.08 million

tonnes, main buyer being Japan. There are

twelve large industrial units, eleven medium-

scale units and 3500 small-scale units. Annual

growth rate of Goa during 25 years since

liberation is estimated at six per cent while the

per capita income of Its 381 1 at the current

price index, is second only to that of the

Punjab.

Education: Literacy rate went up from

30.67 in 1961 to 5n per cent; primary schools:

1272; upper primary schools: -i39; high

schools: 297: higher secondary schools-. 23;

colleges 18: (including professional colleges)

university: one, inaugurated on June 30, 1985

Health: Tliere are 33 Government and 69

private hospitals and 31 rural dispensaries: the

Goa Medical School, the oldest in Asia was

upgraded into a Medical College after libera-

tion.

Tourism is gaining momentum as a major
industry in Goa. On an average a million

people, including 1 25 lakh foreigners, visit

Goa. Dabolini airport, near the port town of

Vasco-da-Gama, is equipped to receive char-

tered flights. Tile territory Ls known for its

numerous beaches such as Calangute, Colva

and Vagator.

Famous tourist spots in the territory are:

Old Goa where is located the Basilica ofBom
Jesus, which houses the casket containing the

incorruptible body of St. Francis Xavier, the

Apostle of Goa. Other famous shrines there

are the Se Cathedral and the Assissi Church. A
few km away is Ponda, where is situated the

Mangueshi Sira Temple, the Santha Durga
Temple and the Naguexhi Temple. Dona Paula,

overlooking the confluence of the Mandovi
river, (in Panaji), the Aravelam waterfalls, the

Mavem kike, the Dudsagar waterfalls, the

Bondla sanctuary, the Mormugao harbour and
the Aguada Fort are some of the other tourist

centres.

Governor: Dr. Gop.il Singh; Chief Minis-
ter: Mr. Pratapsingh Rane.

A Million Tourists Coming
With a steady tnt tvase m the number of

ttmnsts. (loci ':s flouting population is likely

u> c.ueecl the states resident population by
tlv turn of the century

ihe regional plan for Goa JO0I AD
anticipates the aimed of 1 id million
tourists by the end of the century, fix’

flame could actually cross the 1 6.million-

mark if the tourists traffic in the usually
lull monsoon period picks up at the yecus
to come

Iheyear 's sustained campaign to prom-
ote tourism during the monsoon, the
season itben Goa is at Us lot vilest, haspaid
dividends with tounsts pouring in larger
numbers.

Ihe available statisticsshow that the total

number of tourists rising Goa has been
increasing fmm 130,000 in 797.5 to
740,000 in 19116, registering a phe-
ilOtlienlai inovase of nearly 500 per cent
in just 13 years.

Extrapolating the existing trend in the
tourist traffic as we/l as various ivports

and projections made by expertsfrom the

Administrative Staff College of India, the
Tala Consultancy and tlx VSDP, the

regional plan forecasts a "reasonable"

estimate of 1.13 million tourists in Goa,
including 130,000 foreign visitors by
3001.

According to experts, this influx ishound
to bate a tremendous impact on the life as
iiv/las the ecotiomy ofa sue with apresent

ivsident population of only 1.09 million.

Tourism experts hatv pointed out that

setvral residential bonus in (be country-
side could lx used to accommodate tour-

ists. Sitc/.i a step would not only help

presenv Goa’s architectural heritage, but
also provide an additional source of
revenue for the owners.

Findings of a recent suncy baiv rc-

tvaied that as many as 31 per cent of the

fotvign tourists pivferred to stay in private
house, 'llxtre isaproposal to encourage the
tese ofprivate houses, or at /cast parrs of
them, as Ixtliday homes, bars and res-

taurants by giving special inceniiivs. Ifthe
scheme works, as envisaged, a large per-
centage of the growing tourist population
could litv in Goan /Hedges amidst tradi-

tional surroundings.
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The Year
Of The
New
World
Champions

SPORTS UPDATE

review ofall the major

international sports

events of 1987

, including the world

Athletic Championship

at Rome, Reliance

Cup Cricket in India

and Pakistani;.,

Wimbledon, India's

Davis Cup thriller

at Sydney,

Anatid’s world

win at Baguio.

A photo finish in

Rome, scorching

square drive in

Calcutta, a gen-

tle backhand drop volley in

Sydney, the world of sports

presented never ending ex-

citement. 1987 was the year

of new champions.

j

World records took a

tumble. World champions

were dethroned. There were

winners and losers. But no

deserters. The year of the

Olympics is
.
back. New

aspirations,..' new targets.

Yes, the world of sports is

never at rest.

Some one had said 1987

would be the year of the

athlete. So it proved to be.

In late August and early

September Rome was the

capital of the world of

sports. Rome was where
‘Big Ben’ struck, Edwin
Moses sweated and Daley
Thompson fell..

21
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At the world athletic championship Ben
Johnson, the Jamaica bom Canadian became
the fastest human being. Running the 100
metre strip in a breathtaking 9.83 seconds, Big
Ben erased Calvin Smith's world record of
9-93 seconds which was set more than four
years ago in the high altitude of Colorado
Springs in the U.S.

Carl Lewis, the Olympic champion was
pushed back to second place. Ben Johnson,
duly respecting his modesty’, later declared
that he would do better next year. This is the
‘next year' and Olympics is round the comer.
Rome meet saw another world record

tumbling. Bulgaria's Stefka Kostadinova
cleared 2.09. metres in women’s high jump,
improving upon her own world record.

The race.of the championship was predicted

to be the men’s 400 metres hurdles. Edwin
Moses's apparently never ending victory streak

was under threat from the fellow American
Danny Harris. The 65000-strong crowd stood
on their toes when the monarch over the

hurdles took off. It was a photofinish, alright.

When Moses charged to the tape, he was halfa
metre ahead of Harris and West Genmany’s
Harald Schmid. But in the spun to the finish,

he seemed to lose ground as he breasted the

tape. Harris dipped his torso forward and
looked like snatching the title. But Harris

failed by a hair-breadth’s margin. The timing

showed Moses clocking 47.46 seconds while

Harris and third placed Schmid jointly timing

47.48 seconds.

The rest of the Rome story is that of missed

records and titles. Jackie Joyner Kersee of

United States C3tne dose to her own world

record in heptathlon by 33 points. She won
the gold with 7128 points. Sergie Bubka, the

Russian lost his concentration while trying

6.05 metres in polevault. Though he won the

gold in 5-85 metres, his own world record of

6.03 metres set earlier stood unsurpassed.

The greatest upset came in men’s decathlon

when the Oly’mpic, Commonwealth and de-

fending champion Daley Thompson lost his

crown miserably’. East Germany’s Torsten Voss

became the best all-rounder in the world with

8600 points, 219 more than West Germany’s

Siegfried Wentz, Soviet Union's Pavel Tar-

novetsky picked the bronze. Daley finished a

poor ninth with 8124 {joints.

The Indians were nowhere in die picture. P.

T. Usba lost in 400 m hurdles semi and the

relay squad comprising Ashwini N’achappa,
Vandana Shanbag, Sani Joseph and Vandana
Rao for 4 x 300 and Vandana Shanbag, Vanda-
na Rao, Shiny Abraham and P. T. Usha for
4 x 400 finished last in their respective semis.
The 4X400 squad docked 3:31-55 sec. which
is a new Asian mark.
The Asian Track and Field Meet in Singa-

pore, in late July proved once again Chinas
superiority’ in this pan of the world. (That
China could win only one medal, a bronze, at

Rome shows how poor Asian standard is when
compared to world class performance). But
the highlight of the meet was the performance
of Qararimen. TaJal Mansoor won both the

sprints. Qatar proved superior in middle
distance too.

The rest was predictable. Lydia de Vega won
both the women's sprints while P. T. Usha won
both 400 flat and 400 hurdles. The Indian

quartret won the relay too.

Apart from Rome, the biggest sponing event

of 1987 was the Reliance World Cup Cricket

Championship held in India and Pakistan.

Fought between October 8th and November
8th, the championship was ail thrill and
nerve-tingling excitement.

Proving all pundits wrong, one-day cricket

took its own course. Defending champion

India and Pakistan were the favourites. They
did not even reach Eden Gardens, Calcutta for

the final. A grossly under-estimated Australia,

captained by Allan Border, beat England and

won the cup.

India lost to England in the second semifinal

at Bombay. Australia beat Pakistan at Lahore in

the first semi. So for, in the world cup, the

hosts have never won the tide.

Here too, records were set India’s Chetan

Sharma became the first bowler to get a

hatrick in the world cup. Against New Zealand

at N3gpur, he clean bowled Ken Rutherford,

Ian Smith and Ewen Outfield in successive

deliveries. Vivian Richards, the West Indies

captain hit 181 against Sri Lanka at Karachi in

become the highest individual scorer. Till then

it was Kapil Dev who had scored 175 not out at

Trent Bridge Wells in 1933.

World Cup wrung the curtain down on rwo

of the greatest players of modern cricket—

-

Sunil Gavaskar of India and Imran Klian of

Pakistan. Gavaskar had achieved everything

possible in cricket. The only target which had

eluded him was a one-day hundred. Tm: he
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wOn at Nagpur against New Zealand—103 not

out. Pakistan cricket owed a lot to the dynamic

leadership oflinran. He lead them to victories

against India in India and against England in

England. World Cup was his last goal. But he

•could not complete the hatrick.

It was in August that Pakistan won its first

ever series in England. They won the Heading-

ly test and the other four were drawn. Earlier,

in India, after a series of dull draws, Pakistan

staged a sensational victory at Bangalore and

clinched the series 1-0,

The Merrylbourne Cricket Club, London,

celebrated their bicentinary year with a test

match In August. Mike Gatting led an M.C.C.

eleven against a World Eleven led by Allan

Border. The thrilling match ended in a draw-

due to rain. Gavaskar playing for world eleven

scored his first century at Lords it was his last

five-dav international. Score. M.C.C 45S for 5;

318 for 6. Rest of the world: 421-7. 13-1

If India lost one world crown, she won two.

In Bangio, Phillipines in August India's Viswa-

nathan Anand became the first Asian to win the

WorldJunior Cbess Championship. In a field of

52, including two Grand Masters and 12
International Masters, young Anand was die
only undefeated player He won 10 points in

the 13 round tournament including a win
against Grand Master Agdestein Simon of
Norway

S The previous day, in Belfast. India's Geeth
ethi retained his world Amateur Billiards

’
\ die. Including a world record break of 763,

Sethi beat Joe Grech in the final

Came September and the Indian Dai is Cup
Tennis squad created the biggest upset of the
year in Sydney. They beat the defending
champion Australia 3-2 in the semifinal.
Ramesh Krishnan, chip of the old block
Ramanathan Krishnan, won both the singles
against St. John Fitzgerald and Wallv Masur
while the old war horse Vijav Amritraj lost to
Fitzgerald, after beating Masur. The Indian pair
ofAnand Amritraj and S. Vasudevan tost to the
Pat Cash—Peter Doohan pair.

India qualified for the finals against former
champion Sweden. This is the third time India
enters the final of Davis Cup. In 1966 India
entetred the challenge round but last to
Australia. In 1974, India boycotted the final

against South Africa as a protest against their
aparthied policy.

Hie greatest tennis 'show was in July at

Wimbledon. Australian Pat Cash outblasted

Ivan Lendl 7-6 (7-5) 6-2, 7-5 to win his .first

Wimbfedon which was also his first grand slam

title. Martina Navratilova retained the woman's

crown beating West German Steffi Graff 7-5,

6-3. However, the biggest upset came in the

second round when reigning champion Boris

Becker was thrashed by an unheralded Austra-

lian, Peter Doohan. 7-6, 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.

West Germany won the Federation Cup-—

the women's world title—in Vanconver in

August beating holders United States.
~

Ivan Lendl won the U.S. open, in August, for

the third consecutive time. He bent Mats

Wiiander 6-7, 6-0, 7-6, 6-4. Martina Navratilova

won the women's title beating Steffi Graff 7-6

(7-4) 6-1. Martina scored a tripple, winning the

doubles and mixed doubles titles too.

Steffen Edberg and Hana Mandlikova won
the singles titles of the Australian Open' Edbeg
beat Pat Cash 6-3, 6-4, 3-6, 5-7, 6-3 and Hana
beat Martina 7-5, 7-6.

In Table Tennis China's superiority - went
unchallenged. In the world championship at

New Delhi they won both, the men’s Swaitit-

ling Cup and the women’s Corbillon cup. They
beat Sweden and South Korea respectively

(both 3-0). At Macao, China’s Teng Yi won the

world cup beating China's own world cham-
pion Jiang Jiafing 21-18, 21-15, 16*21, 21-14.

Mike Tyson punched his way into the annals

ofheavy uvightboxing history. He became the

first undisputed champion in 9 years when he
scored a unanimous 12 rounds decision

against Tony Tucker. This was in Las Vegas.

Tyson holds both the I.B.F. and I.B.C. titles.

For football 1987 was the past World Cup
year. In the English Football League's centen-
ary match at Wembley, the English League
Eleven beat Rest of the World team starring

Maradona and Platini 3-0.

Michael Platini, former French captain and
the 'master of the midfield' retired from
international soccer. Antonio Cabrini, the Ita-

lian defender, also called it a day. He was the

main architect of Italy’s World’ Cup win in

1982, in Spain.

At Santiago, Yugoslavia u>on the World
Junior Soccer title beating West Germany 5-4

in the penalty shoot-out. At the end of the

regular time, the teams were locked one all.
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ASIAN GAMES
The origin of Asian Games goes back to

1947 when the Asian Relations Conference
. held at New Delhi, decided to organise an
international games meet for Asian countries

on the lines of Olympic games, once in' four

years. Since then the games have grown into

the biggest sports festival in Asia
,

' The Games were held at New Delhi, India

(1951); Manila, Philippines (1954);' Tokyo,

Japan (1958); Jakarta, Indonesia (1962); Bang-

kok, Thailand (1966);* Bangkok, Thailand

(1970); Teheran, Iran (1974); Bangkok, Thai-

land (1978); New Delhi, India (1982); Seoul, S.

Korea (1986). Next Asiad, in 1990, is to be held

in Beijing, China.

Seoul Asiad
Medals Tally

G s B T

China 94 82 46 222

South Korea 93 55 76 224

Japan 58 76 77 211

Iran 6 6 10 22

India 5 9 23 37

The Philippines 4 5 9 18

Thailand 3 10 13 26

Pakistan- 2 3 4 9

Indonesia 1 5 14 20

Hong Kong 1 1 3 5

Qatar 1 0 3 4

Lebanon 1 0 1 2

Bahrain I 0 1 2

Malaysia 0 5 5 10

Iraq 0 5 2 7

Jordan 0 3 1 4

Kuwait 0 1 8 9
Singapore 0 1 4 5

Saudi Arabia 0 1 0 1

Nepal 0 0 8 8

Bangladesh 0 0 1 1

Oman 0 0 1 1

G- Gold, S- Silver, B- Bronze, T- Total.

Athletics

Men: 100 m : Mansoor Talal (Qatar - 10.30,

Record) 2. Hiroki Fuwa (Japan) 3. Zheng Chen

(China).

200 m: ChangJae Keun (Korea - 20.71) 2. Li

Feng' (China) 3. -Nagura Masahiro (Japan).

400 m: Takano Susumu (Japan - 0:45.00,

Asian Record) 2. Prado Isidro Del (Philip-

pines) 3. A1 Malky Mohammed Amur (Oman).
800 m: Kim Bok-Joo (Korea - 1-.49.1S) 2. Ryu

Tae-Kyung (Korea) 3. Al Sowailem Najem
(Kuwait).

1500 m: Oshida Shuji (Japan - 3:43.88) 2.

Ryu Tae-Kyung (Korea) 3- SuLiiman Moham-
med (Qatar).

5000 m: Kim Jong-Yoon (Korea - 13:50.63 -

Record) 2. Shintaku Masanari (Japan) 3. Kanai

Yuuka (Japan).

10000 m: Shintaku Masanari (Japan -

28:26.74 Record) 2. Kim Jong Yoon (Korea) 3-

Seko Toshihiko (Japan).

3000 m Steeple Chase: Aikyo Shigeyuki

(Japan - 8.36.98 Record) 2. Cheng Shouguo
(China) 3. Nagasate Hajime (Japan).

110 m Hurdles: Yu Zhicheng (China -

14.07 Record) 2. Lu Quanbin (China) 3. Kim

Jin-Tae (Korea).

400m Hurdles: Hamada Ahamad (Bahvrin

- 0:49.31, Asian Record); 2. Yoshida Ryoichi

(Japan) 3. Al Douwalia Jasem (Kuwait).

20 km Walk: Zun Xiaoguang (China -

1:25:46 Record) 2. Jiang Shaohong (China) 3.

Ram Chand (India).

Marathon: Nakayama Takeyuke 0apan -

2.08.21 Record) 2. Taniguchi Hiromi 0apan) 3-

Ryu Jae-Sung (Korea).

HighJump: Zhn Jian Hua (China - 2.31 m)
2. Li Yunpeng (China) 3 Ujino Shuji Oapan)

Pole Vault Ji Zebiao (China 5.40 m record)

2. Liang Xueren (China) 3- Lee Jae-Bok

(Korea).

Longjump: Kim Jong-ii (Korea 7.94 m) 2.

Usuijunichi (Japan) 3. Chen Zunrong (China).

TripleJump: Yamashita Norifumi (Japan -

17.01 m Record) 2. Park Young-Jun (Korea) 3.

Zou Zhenxian (China).

Shot Put Ma Yong Feng (China - 1830 m)

2. Gong Yitian (China) 3- Hrita Yoshihisn

Oapan).

Discus Throw: Li Weinan (China - 58 28

m) 2. Meada Yuko 0apan) 3- Singh Manjit

idia).

Javelin Throw: Misoguchi Kazhuhiro

ipan 76.60 m) 2. Kim Jae-Sang (Korea) 3-

rk Joug-Sam (Korea).
,

Hammer Throw: Murofushi Sliigenobu

ipan - 69.20 m' ’ " ,r,’ !nn) U‘

tngping (China
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Decathlon: Chen Zebin (China - 7255 pts)

2. Kojo .
Takeshi (Japan) '3. Park; Young-Jun

(Korea).", 3 :
•

- 4X100 m Relay: China (0;3917 - Asian

Record) 2. Japan 3- Korea.

4X100 m Relay: Japan (3:02.33 - Asian

Record) 2. Iraq 3- Philippines.

Women 100 nr. Lydia De Vega < Philippines

- 11.33 s Record) 2. P.T. Usha (India) Ratjai

Sripet (Thailand).

200 m-. P.T. Usha (India - 2344 Record) 2.

Lydia De Vega 3. Mi Sun Park (Korea).

400 m: P.T. Usha (0:32.16 - Record) 2. Shiny

.
Abraham (India) 3- Hiromi Isosak (Japan)

800 m: Chun Ae Him (Korea - 2:03.72 ) 2.

Liuxia Yang (China) 3. Josephina Mary Sing-

aravar (Malaysia),

1500 m: Chun Ae Um (Korea - -4:21 38) 2,

Uuxia Yang (China) 3- Wei Ja Kim (Korea)

3000 m: Chun Ae Um (09:1 1 92 - Record)

2: Xiuyun Zhang (China) 3 Suman Rawat

(India).

10,000 m: Xiuting Wang ( China - 32-47 T"7

— Asian Record) 2 Kumi Araki (Japan) Hon-
gvan Xiao (China).

100 m Hurdles: Chen Kemei (China -

13-78) 2 Akimoto Chizuko (Upan) 3 Jojmia
Naomi (Japan)

400 m Hurdles: P.T l sba (India - 36.08-

Record), 2 Zhao Qianqni.m (China) 3. Chen
Juving (China)

I" \ 10 km Walk: Guan Ping ( China 0.48.40) 2.

V ,u Yonggu (China) 3 Hirayama Hideko
Japan)
Marathon: Avai Eriko (Japan - 2:41.03)

Miyahara Mtsoko (Japan) Wen Yawmin
(China).

HighJump: Sato Megumi (Japan - 1.89 m)
Zheng D.rAten (China) Kim Hee Sun (Korea).

Long Jump: Uao Wenfen (China - 6.37)
Huang Doug Huo (China) l.sogai Minako
(Japan).

Shot Put: Huang Zhihong (China - 17 3) m>
Cong Yuzhen (China) Suzuki Aya (Japan).
Discus Throw: Hon Xuemei (China -

5928-Record) UXiaohui (China), Use Sang
Yuk (Korea).

Javelin Throw: U Baolian (China - 59.42
m), Matsui Emi Japan) Jang Sun Hee (Korea).
Heptathlon: Zhu Yuquing (China - 5580

pts Record) Ye Uauying (China) Ji Jung Mi
(Korea).

— 4X100, n> Relay: China (0:44.78 Asian

Record) Thailand, Korea. A
4x400 m Relay: India (3:34.58 - Record)

japan, China.

Champions
Athletics: I. China, 2. Japan, 3. Korea.

Gymnastics: I. China; 2. Korea; 3. Japan.

Golf: 1. Korea; 2. Philippines; 3. japan.

Rowing: I . China, 2. japan, 3- Korea.

Hand ball: 1. Korea, 2. China, 3- Japan.

Shooting: 1. China, 2. Korea, 3. Japan.'

Cycling: 1. Japan, 2. China, 3- Korea.

Archery: 1. Korea, 2. japan, 3. China.

Hockey: 1 . Korea, 2. japan, 3. Pakistan.

Table Tennis: 1. China, 1. Korea, 3. Japan.

Yachting: Korea, 2. China, 3. Pakistan.

Weight Lifting: 1. China, 2. Korea. 3- Japan.

Bowling: 1. Japan, 2. Philipines, 3- Korea.

Aquatics: 1. Japan, 2. China, 3- Korea.

Tennis: I. Korea, 2. China, Indonesia.

Basketball: 1. China, 2. Korea, 3. Japan.

Fencing: I. China, 2. Korea, 3. Japan. .

Equestrian: 1. Japan, 2. Korea, 3. Kuwait.

Taekwondo: 1. Korea, 2. Iran, 2. Jordan.

Judo: i. Korea; 2. Japan, 3- China.

Wrestling: 1. Korea, 2. Japan, 3. Iran.

Badminton: I. China, 2. Korea, 3- Japan.

Boxing: 1. Korea, 2. India, 3- Thailand.

Volleyball: 1. China, 2., Korea, 3- Japan.

Football: 1. Korea, 2.- Saudi Arabia, 3- Kuwait.

Winners for India
Gold: P.T. Usha (200 m, 400 m, 400 m

hurdles, 4 X400 m Relay), Kartar Singh ( 100 kg

Freestyle wrestling).

Silver: P.T. Usha (100 m), Shiny Abraham
(400 m), Sahu Birajdar, Sirjairam, Daljir Singh,

Jaipal Singh (All Boxing), Soma Dutta (Shoot-

ing), Khazan Singh Tokas (Swimming), Parokh

Tarapore, Dhnuv Bhandari (Yachting).

Bronze. Chand Ram (20 km walking), Manjic

Singh (Discus Throw), Suman Rawat (3000 m,

G.D. Kambie, John Williams, Copal Dewung,
Manjit Pal Singh, Bhadur Gurung (All Boxing),

J.S. Ahluwalia, Gulam (Mohammed Khan,

Raghubir Singh, Adhiraj Singh (Equestrian),

Sandeep Byala, Cawas Billimoria, Shram Singh

Gurjar, Bunnu Singh (all Judo), Joydip Das,

Bhagirath Samai, Ghisalal Yadav (Shooting), G.

Muthuswami (Weight lifting), Suresh Kumar,
Gurmakh Singh (Wrestling), Badminton Men’s

team, Hockey' (men and women). Volleyball

(men ).
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COMMONWEALTH
GAMES
Commonwealth Games are conducted ev-

ery four years on the lines ofthe Olympics, but
entries are limited to Commonwealth coun-
tries only. Games have been staged in the
following cities.

1930 Hamilton (Bermuda), 34 London (Bri-

tain), 38 Sydney (Australia), 50 Auckland (New
Zealand), 54 Vancouver (Canada), 58 Cardiff

(Britain), 62 Perth (Australia), 66 Kingston
(Jamaica), 70 Edinburgh (Britain), 74 Christ

Church (New Zealand), 78 Edmonton (Cana-

da), 82 Brisbane (Australia), 86 Edinburgh
(England).

Medal position in the 13th Commonwealth
Games held at Edinhurgh (England) in 1986.

Country Gold Silver Bronze

England 52 42 48
Canada 51 34 30
Australia 40 46 34
New Zealand 8 16 14

Wales 6 5 12

Scotland 3 12 18

N. Ireland 2 4 9
Isle of Man 1 0 0

Guernsey 0 2 0
Swaziland 0 1 1

Hong Kong 0 0 2

Malawi 0 0 2

Botswana 0 0 1

Jersey 0 0 1

Singapore 0 0 1

ATHLETICS
World Athletic Meet, Rome
Men 100 m: l.Ben Johnson,Canadaf9.83). 2.

Carl Lewis, U.S. (9.93). 3- Raymond Stewart,

Jamaica (10.08).

200 tn: 1. Calvin Smith, U.S. (20.16). 2.

Guilles Queneherve, France (20.16). 3- John

Regis, Britain (20.18).

400 m: 1. Thomas Schonlebe, East Germany

(44.33). 2. Innocent Egbunike, Nigeria (44.56).

3. Harry Reynolds, U.S. (44.80).

800 m: 1. Billy Konchellah, Kenya (1:43-06).

2. Peter Eliot, Britain (1:43.41). 3- Jose Louis
Barbosa, Brazil (1:43-76).

1500 m: 1. Abdi Bile, Somalia (3:36.80). 2.

Louise Jose Gonsalves', Spain (3:38.03). 3. Jim
Spivey, U.S. (3:38.82).

3000m steeple chase; 1. Francesco panet-
ta, Italy (8:8.57). 2. Hagen Melzer, East Ger-
many (8:10.32). 3. William Van Dijck, Belgium
(8:12.18).

5000 m: l. Said Aouita, Morocco (13:26.46).

2. Domingo Castro, Portugal (13:27.59). 3. lack

Buckner, Britain (13:27.74).

10,000 m: 1. Paul Kipkoech, Kenya
(27:38.63). 2. Francesco Panetta, Italy

(27:48.67). 3. Hansjoerg Kunze, East Germanv
(27:50.37).

100 m hurdles: 1. Greg Foster, U.S.

(13.21). 2. Jon Ridgeon, Britain (13.29). 3.

Colin Jackson, Britain (13-38).

400 m hurdles: 1. Edwin Moses, U.S.

(47.46). 2. Danny Harris, U.S. (47.48). 3-

Harold Schmid, West Germany (47.48).

20 km walk: 1. Maurizio Damilano, Italy (1

hr. 20 mts. 45). 2. Josef Pribilinee, Czechoslo-

vakia (1:21.07). 3- Jose Marin, Spain (1:21.24).

50 km walk: 1. Hartwig Gauder, East

Germany (3 hr. 40.53). 2. Ronal Wergel. E.

Germany (3:41.30). 3- Vvacbeslav Ivanenko,

U.S.S.R. (344.02).

Marathon: 1. Douglas Wakihuru, Kenva

(2:11.48). 2. Ahmed Saleh, Djibouti (2:12.30).

3. Gelindo Bordin, Italy (2:12.40).

Long jump: 1. Carl Lewis, V.S. (8.67 m). 2.

Robert Emmiyan, USSR (8.53). 3 Giovnni

Evangelisti, Italy (8.38).

High jump:l .Patrick SjoberglSweden (238

m). 2. Igor Paklin, USSR (2.38). 3- Gennady

Avdeyenko, USSR (2.38).

Pole vault: 1. Sergei Bubka, USSR (5.85 m).

2. Thierry Vigneron, France (5-80). 3- Rodoion

Gataulin, USSR (5 80).

Discus throw: 1. Juerger Schult, E. Ger-

many (68.74 m). 2.John Powell, US. (66.23). 3-

Louis Delis, Cuba (66.02).

ShotpuL- 1. Werner Guenthder, Sweden

(22.23 m).

Decathlon: 1. Torsten Voss, E Gemuny
(8600 points). 2. Siegfried Wentz, W. Germany

(8381). 3. Pavel Tamovetskv USSR.

Relay: 4 X 400: 1. US. (37.90). 2. USSR.’

Jamaica

Women
100 mri.Silke (

sec.), Heike Dre:
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Big Ben
Rome — the last Sunday' of August.

Under, a clear blue morning sky, a black .

lightning strikes the Olympic stadium, Jt

lasts exactly 9.83 seconds. Yes, Big Ben has

struck. The whole world has heard, it.

Ben Johnson (24) of Canada streaked

out of the starting blocks, whizzed past die

finishing line in9.83 seconds in the 100m
race at the World Track and Field Clram-

pionsbip and became ivorld's fastest hu-.

man being. Cabin Smith's record of9.95s

lay scuttled. This could well be the race of

the century'.

TinsJamaica bom Canadian is only5ft

10 inches small. Btu betvare, this is explo-

sive energy. Gun to fnish. Big Ben is all

elegance. His record is all the more glo
rious when you consider that it’s not a
couple of hundredth of a second drat he

broke In these days of electronic timing. It

is a clear one tenth of a second. Also

remember, the man he beat was the Olym-

pic and world champion Carl Lewis.

BenJohnson is one oftheseven children

of a god fearing Jamaican family which
emigrated to Toronto, Canada, years ago.

Coached by Charlie French, Ben gained
international attention when he ivon silver

in lire 1982 Commonwealth Games. In die

Merlene Ottey, Jamaica (11.04).

200 m: 1. Silke Gladisch (21.73). 2. Flor-

ence Griffiths, U.S. (21.75). 3. Merlene Ottev
(22.05).

400 m: 1. Olga Btyzgina, U.S.S.R. (49.38). 2.

Petra Mueller, E. Germany (49.94). 3. Kirsten
Emmelman (50.20).

400 hurdles: 1. Sabine Buseh, E. Germany
(53.63). 2. Debra FiintofF King, Australia. 3.

Cornelia Ulrich, E. Germany.
800 m: 1. Sigrun Wodars, E. Germany

(1:55.26). 2. Christine Wachtel, E. Germany
(1:55.32). 3. Unboy Gurina, USSR (1:55-56).
1500 m: 1. Tatiana Samolenko, USSR

(3:58.56). 2. Hildegard Koemer, E. Germany
(3:58.67). 3. Sandra Gasser, Switzerland
(3:59.06).

3000 m:Tatiana Samolenko ,(8:38.73). 2.

Martciea Puica, Romania. 3. Ulrike Bruns,. E.

Strikes

first World Meet at Helsinki (1983)

finished sixth in the semi. At LA. Olympi

(84) he uK>n bronze. From then on, B<

was among the top few.

Tire champion, who is thefastest start

off the blocks, is soft spoken and mode
However, he could not help telling l

reporters at Rome: "At an altitude Igoes

could do it in 9.75". Surely, this man is

one hell of a Irurryl

Germany.
10,000 m: 1. Ingrid Kristiansen, N

(33:07.92). 2. Elena Zhupieva, USSR. 3.

1

ine Ulrich, E. Germany.
Marathon: l.Rosa Mota, Portugal

25.17), 2. Zoja Ivanova, USSR (2:32.;

Jocelyne Villeion, France.

10 km walk: Irina Strakhova, USSR (

2. Kerry Saxby, Australia (44:23). 3. Yan
China (44:42).

High jump: 1. Stefka Kostadinova, B
(2,09 m). 2. Tamara Bykova, USSR. 3. 1

Beyer, E. Germany.'
Shotput: 1. Natalia Usovaskaya,

(21.24 m). 2. Kathrin Nemke, E. Ge
(21:21). 3- Ines Mueller, E. Germany (

Javelin: 1.Fatima Whitbread, Britair

m). 2. Petra Felke, E. Germany (71 .76). 3
Peters, W. Germany (68.82).
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Long jump: 1 . Jackie Joyner Kersee, U.S.

. (7.36 m). 2. Elena Belevkava, USSR (7,14). 3.

Heike Dreschler, E. Germany (7.13).

Discus throw: 1 . Martina Heilman. E.

Germany (73-26 m). 2. Diana Gansky (70.12).

3- Kristove Tsventanska, Bulgaria (68.82).

Heptathlon: 1. JackieJoynerKersee (7128
points). 2. Larissa Nikitina, USSR (6364). 3.

Jance Frederick, U.S. (6502).

4 x 100 Relay: 1. U.S. (41.58 s). 2. E.

Germany (41.95). 3- U.S.S.R. (42.33).

4 X 400 relay: 1. E. Germane (3:18.63). 2.

U.S.S.R. (3:19.50). 3. U.S. (3:21.04).

Medal Tally

Gold Silver . Bronze

East Germanv 10 11 10

United States 9 5 5

U.S.S.R.

'

7 12 6
Bulgaria 3 — 1

Kenva 3 — —
Italv 2 2 2

Britain 1 3 3
Portugal 1 1 —
Switzerland 1 — 1

Canada 1 — —
Finland 1 — —
Morocco 1 — —
Norwav 1 — —
Somalia 1 — —
Sweden 1 — —
France — 2 1

Australia — 2 —
West Germanv —

.

1 2

. Czechoslovakia — 1 1

.Spain — 1 1

Djibouti —
1

—
Nigeria — 1

—
Romania — 1

—
Jamaica — — 4

Cuba — — 2

Belgium — — i

Brazil — — 1

China — — 1

& I-A-A.F. Permit Meet

International Amateur Athletic Federation's

Permit meet was held in India for the first

£ ’ time. New Delhi was the venue.

Men
100 m: 1. Thomas Jefferson (US), 2. Charles

Ijouis Seek (Senegal), 3. M’Baye M'Bagnick
f ' (Senegal) (10.20 s). •

3,000 m steeplechase: I. Rajinder Singh
(Ind.), 2. Shamsuddin (Ind.), 3. Jai Singh (Ind.)

(8:55.08).

Pole miu

I

t: 1. Bernhard Zintl (FRG). 2. Vijay

Pal Singh (Ind.). 3. S. S. Tanwar (Ind.) (5.40

m).

Shotput: ] . Anar Singh ( Ind. ). 2. Mohammed
Menu (Qatar), 3. Yaquouh Yusuf (Qatar)

(17.00 m).

200 ni: 1. M’Baye M'Bagnick (Senegal), 2. N.

Rami Reddv (Ind.), 3- C. Boda (Mauritius)

(21.34 s).

800 ni: 1, Boye Check Tidiane (Senegal). 2.

Meesaq Rizvi (Pak.), 3- Budluva Oraon (Ind.)

(1:47.86).

5000 ni: 1. Tara Singli (Ind.), 2. Danveer

Singh (Ind.), 3- E. Rajender (Ind.) (I4h8.50).

400 nt Hurdles: I. C. Haridas (Ind.), 2. Jagir

Singh (Ind.), 3- Bhasknr (Ind.) (53.“5 s).

HighJump: 1. N. Annavi (Ind.), 2. Veerappan

(Ind.), 3- Dliarminder Sintra (Ind.) (2.10 ni).

LongJump: 1. Kim Won Jin (S. Korea), 2. G.

R. Shyamkumar (Ind.), 3. M'Bengue Badaria

(Senegal) 7.73 ni).

Javelin throw: 1. Dag Wennlund (Sweden).

2. Arop Justin (Uganda), 3. Peter Borglund

(Sweden) (75.84 m).

400 m: 1. Ulrich Sclepeutz (FRG). 2. Muni-

lidiiaran (Ind), 3- Ravindrakumar Fernando

(Sri Lanka) (47.05 s).

1500 ni: 1. Boye Check Tidiane (Senegal). 2.

M. T. Belliappa (Ind.), 3- Subhash Mathew

(Ind.) (3-.59.00).

110 hurdles: 1. BennyJohn (Ind.). 2. AsluMi

Mondal (Ind.), 3- Vijay Kumar (Ind.) ( 14.33 s).

Triple Jump: 1. Rajinder Singh (Ind.). 2.

Javakrishna (Ind), 3. John Mathew (Ind.)

(14.97 ni).

Discus throw: 1. Kuldeep Singh (Ind.). 2. A
K. Singh (Ind), 3- Asrar GuJ (Pak.) (49.12 ni).

Women
100 ni: 1. Ashwini Nachappa (Ind ). 2. Nancy

Vallecin (Ecuador), 3- Zenia Ayrton (Ind.)

(11.94 s).
, ,

800 ni: 1. Shiny Abraham (Ind.). 2. 1.

Carpnren (Mauritius), 3 Beena Peter (Ind.)

(2.06.47).
, ,, ,

Discus throw: 1. Vijamaia Bhanot (Ind ). —

Harpreet Kaur (Ind.). 3- Neelam Kunuri ( Ind.

)

(45.06 m). ,

200 ni: 1. Nancy VallecM, (Ecu.*- .

-

Ashwini Nachappa (ind.), 3 Jaya"11
"

1

nia (Sri Ianka) and S. Vjapu

<24.04 s).
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400 m hurdles: 1. P- T. Usha .(lnd-), 2.

Shantimol Phillips (Ind.), 3. Virge Viss(USSR).

400 nv. 1. P. T. Usha (lnd.). 2. Shiny Abraham

(Ind,), 3. Budhi Kumari (Nepal) (52.6 s).

1,500 m: 1. Suman Rawat (Ind.), 2. Surjit

Kau'r (Ind.), 3. K. A. Molly (Ind.) (4:33.10).

Javelin throw: 1. Shiny Verghese (Ind.), 2.

Razia Shaikh (Ind.), 3. Gurbari Hembran ( lnd.)

(45.88 m).

World Cup Athletics

Canberra, Australia. In Oct. 85 world record

holders in 12 out of 32 individual events

competed but only two world records were

broken, both by GDR women, Martina Koch in

400 m and in the team quarter in 4x100. U.S.

men team won championship beating USSR

and GDR women won vs. Soviets. Asian team

under P.T. Usha with 7 Indians were sixth in

women section and seventh and last in men’s

section.

Afeii: 1. U.S. 123, 2. USSR 115, 3- GDR 114, 4.

Europe 97, 5. Africa 81, 6. Oceanic 65-

Women: 1. East Germany (GDR) 121, 2.

USSR 105, 3. Europe 86, 4. USA 61, 5- Oceanic

52, 6. Asia 42, 7. Africa 41.

Best by Indian representatives were 7th

place in 400 m hurdles (56.36 sec) by P.T. Usha

and 7th by Balwinder Singh in shot put. Shiny

Abraham (800 m), Vandana Rao (200 m),

Bagelcha Singh (1500 m) and Raghbir Singh

(Hammer) were placed eighth in their events.

World University Meet

I Zagreb, July 1987: United States topped the

table with 26 golds.

Medal Table

G S B

U.S. 26 19 24

U.S.S.R 25 33 21

Romania 21 12 10

Italv 12 8 10
China 9 9 12

Yugoslavia 7 7 5
E. Germany 5 3 5
Hungary 5 2 5
Britain 4 1 4

Netherlands 3 10 8
W. Germany 3 5 5

Bulgaria 3 4 i

Japan 3 3 6
Poland 3 1 2

Cuba 1 3 2

Asian Track and Field Meet

Singapore: The high light of the -July me

was the stunning performance of. Qatar

sprint and middle distance events. Qatar h;

never been an athletic challenge in this part <

the world. But in Singapore, they carved the

brilliance in gold. Talal Mansoor stole th

limelight winning both die sprints. Esmai

Mohammed Yousuf won the 800 and Ahma

Ebrahim won the 5000, in style.
. .

P.T. Usha's supremacy' in the sprint event

was shaken when Lydia De Vega of Philippine

won the 100 m well ahead of her.

Men
100 m: 1. Talal Manzoor (Qatar) 10.41 sec

2. Chen Hsin-fu (Taiwan) 10.56. 3 Li Tac

(China) 10.57.

200 m: 1. Talal Manzoor (Qatar) 20.71 sec.

2. U Feng (China) 3- Chen Hsin-fu (Taiwan).

400 m: 1. Mohd. Amer Al Malki (Oman)

45.77 sec. 2. Nordin Mohd. Jadi (Malaysia). 3.

Yoshito Toyada (Japan).

400 nr Hurdles: 1. Shigenori Omori

(Japan) 50.09 sec. 2. • Jasim ' Al-Duweila

(Kuwait). 3. Nasser Maho Ahmed (Qatar).

800 m: 1. Esmael Mohd. Yousuf (Qatar) 1

min. 47.81 sec. 2. Tae Kvung-Ryu (South

Korea) ).:48.00. 3- R. Haridoss (Malaysia)

1:48.27. . .

1500 m: 1. Duan Xiuquan (China) 3 mtns.

4511 secs. 2. Shigeki Nakayama (Japan), 3.

Yutaka Hoshino (Japan).

5,000 m: 1. Ahman Ebrahim (Qatar) Is

mins. 09.29 sec. 2. Yoshiaki Iwasa (Japan), 3-

Cai Shanyan (China).

10 km walk: 1. An Utnei (China) 52 mins.

40.21 sec. 2.Yuki Nanbu (Japan), 3- Hyun

Joo-Park (South Korea)
HighJump: 1. Liu Yupeng (China) 2.24 m,

2. Hvun Uk-Cho (South Korea), 3. Ramjit Nairn

(Malaysia).

LongJump: 1. WonJun Kim (South Korea)

8.00 m, 2. Liu Yuhuang (China), 3- Wang Shijie

(China).

Discus Throw: I. U Weinan (China) 56.16

m (Asian Championship record), 2. Wang Dan

Ming (China) 3. Mansour Ghorbani (Iran)

Javelin Throw: 1 . Takahiro Yamada (Japan)

72.62 m. 2. Frans Mahuse (Indonesia), 3- J'

Zhanzheng (China).

Shotput: 1. Ma Younfeng (China) 18-32

2. Gong Yitian (China), 3. Balwinder Singh

(India) 17.56 m.
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Rome Meefs Measuring Error
Italian sports authorities are inquiring

into the men's longjump at last Septem-
ber's World Athletics Championship in

Rome after an apprarent measuring error

ofmore than halfa metre was discovered, s
spokesman said.

Augusta Frasca, spokesman for the Ita-

lian Athelctics Federation (FIDAI. ), re-

vealed details of the inquity following a
television report which cast major doubt
on the accuracy of measurements in the

event.

State television useda video and compu-
ter tedmique called 'telebeam' whidj it

claimed showed that the top threefinisljers

had not jumped as far as had been
measured by electronic equipment at the

event.

“We cannot understand how something
tike this could have happened, it is clear
that there was a mistake. F.ven if telebeam
is approximate, one sees that the distance is

not that whidj was given (in September
)"

Fraca said.

Ihe difference, according to the televi-

sion ivport would not bate affected gold
medal winner Carl Lewis, of the United

States, or Soviet siltvr medallist Roheil
Emmiyan. But Italy's Giovanni Ftwige/isti.

who took the bmnze, was apparently
outjumped by American fourth-place
finisljer Liny Myiicks.

In the September 5 event. Laris won the

gold in iS’67 metivs, Emmiyan teas second
with tf.j.i and Erangelisti third with S.JS
Mvricks, of the (tailed Slates, teas fourth
with BJd

The telebeam measurement, ithich has a
threeper cent margin oferror, slxmvd that

Evangefisti’s jump teas about SB cen-

timetres under the ojficia! ivsuli.

In the Erangelisti case, “'/he (official)

measurement apjiears to be absolutely

wrong", Frasca said “All thejumps mea-

sured (on television) treiv less than that on
the day of the eivnt but not as clearly as

Evangelisti’s"

7he paper quoted Erangelisti as saying

he teas willing to return the bronze medal

if the telebeam results aeiv accurate. In a
stit tgitigfroi it-page editorial thepapersaid

the episode was an embarrassment for

Italy.

Pole Vault: 1. UangXueren (China) 3.33 ni

(new meet ' record) 2. . Teruhisa Kamiya

(Japan), 3. Guu Jin Shoe! (Taipei).

Women
100 m: 1. l.ydia De Vega (Philippines) 1 1.43

sec. 2. P.T. Usha (India) 11.74, 3. Tain Yumei
(China) 11.76.

200 m: 1. Lydia De Vega (Philippines) 23-38

sec. 2. Pan Weixin (China), 3. Hiromi lsozaki

(Japan)

400 m: 1. P.T. Usha (India) 32.31 sec. 2.

Vandana Shanbag (India), 3- Xie Zhiling

(China).

110 m Hurdles: 1. Feng Yinghua (China)

13-36 sec. 2. Chen Wen Ing (Taiwan), 3. Wang
Shu Hwa (Taiwan).

400 m Hurdles: 1. P.T. Usha (India) 36.48

secs. 3- Chan Fen Hua (Taiwan), 3. Hitomi

Koshimoto (Japan).

800 m: 1. Se Bum-choi (South Korea) 2

min. 03.1 1 secs. 2.Jiang Shuling (China) 2 min.

03.21 secs. 3. Um Chun-ae (South Korea) 2

min. 03.39 secs.

3000 m: 1. Kim Cluin-mae (North Korea) 9

min. 17.19 secs. 2. Zhang Xitiyun (China), 3.

Kim Kyon-sun (North Korea).

10 km Walk: I. An Limei (China) 32 mins.

40.21 sec.. 2. Yuki Nanlnt (Japan). 3- Park

Hvun-jix) (South Korea).

High Jump: 1. Dong Yu Ping (China) 1.83

m, 2. Ma Miaolan (China). 3-Jung Mi Ji (Korea).

Long Jump: I. Wang Zhihui (China) 6.70

m. 2. Liao Weneal China). .3. 11 YongAe(North

Korea).

Shot Put: 1. Cong Yuzhen (China) IH.17m..

2. Mi Sun-choi ( Korea ), 3. lee Chin Mua

(Taiwan).

Discus Throw: 1. Xing Allan (China) 38 Oh

m, 2. live YoungJung (South Korea), 3.Juliana

Efiendv (Indonesia).

Javelin Throw: I. 11 Kantian (China) 60. 1 -

m, 2. lee llui Chen (Taiwan), 3. Namiu,

Tokuvama (Japan) ./ \
Heptathlon: I.DongVu Ping (China) 00-
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points (Asian record); 2. Ma Miaolan (China),

3. Wang Shu Hwa (Taiwan).
•

Medal Table

G S B

China 21 13 8

Qatar 5 2 1

Japan 4 7 7

South Korea 3 7 4

India 3 3 i

Philippines 2 — —

North Korea 1
~ 4

Oman 1
—

Taipei 4 10

Malaysia 2 2

Indonesia —
1 1

Kuwait “
1

—

South Aslan Federation Games

Calcutta, November 1987: in practically one
sided competitions in most of the events, India

came top once again.

Medal Table

G S B

India 91 45 19

Pakistan 16 36 13
Srilanka 4 8 23
Bangladesh 3 19 32
Nepal 2 7 33
Bhutan 0 1 5

The next meet is to be held in Islamabad in

1989.

World Cup Marathon

Seoul, April 1987: Ahmed Saleh of Djibouti

(2 hr 10 min 55 seconds) and Geoja Invanova
of Soviet Union (2:30.39) won the men's and
women's title respectively.

National Open Athletics

Mangalore, May 1987: Services won men’s
team title - 129 points. Railways came second:
108 points. Thrid: Police - 42.

Railways won women’s title - 137 points.

Second: Karnataka - 41; Third: Food Corpora-
tion of India: 37.

P.T. Usha won 4 golds. Anand Sherry of
Heavy Engineering and Aswini Nachapa of
Karnataka became the fastest man and woman

Junior National Athletics

Bangalore: January '87 Kerala .won i

overall championship with 220 points. Kar

taka finished second with 208 points. •

Individual champions: Boys under-19:

1

kar Singh (Punjab), Boys under-16: Mahesh

(Maharashtra).

Girls under-18: Molly Chacko (Kerala), G
under-15: Bhagyasri (Karnataka) and Ze

Aytron of Maharashtra.

Team championship: Boys under-19: De
Boys under-16: Pubjab.

Girls under-18: Kerala, Girls under-15: F

nataka.

Inter State Athletics

Ranchi, May: Bihar W'on overall ch;

pionship - 150 points. Kerala 1 14 came seco

Men: 1. Bihar (71), 2. Kerala (49) and.Ta

Nadu (49). Women: 1. Bihar (79), 2. Kei

(65).

1990 Asiad
in Beijing

Tbe 1990 Asian Games will he Ix’ld >

Beijing in late September anil ear

October.

The motto of tlx games will lx "Unit

Friendship and Progress” the drganisb

committee said .after its first meeting
Beijing in April, 19B7.

The' ,• ..• .i

dales,
'

.'i
1
. . i

i

were discussed at tlx meeting.

Twenty-one events held been finalist

and three more would be submitted to V.

Olympic Council of Asia for approml.

Tbe approved events are soccer, bask

bail, volteybal!, table-tennis, badmintc
tennis, handball, field hockey; baseix,

track and field, swimming, gymnasti

weightlifting, slxroting, atxlxry, fencit

iudo, wrestling, cycling, rowing andyen
dng. *

Sixteen new sports facilities would
built and 1 1 existing ones updatedfori
games.
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BADMINTON
World Badminton

Beijing May 1987: China’s Yang -Yang beat

Denmark's Morten ' Frost Hansen 15—2,

13-15, 15-12 in men’s final and China's Han

Aipihg bear compatriot Lei Lingway 10-12,

11-4, 11-7 in women's final.

National: Jammu, February 1987: Railways

beat Maharashtra in the men's final and

. Maharashtra beat Railways in the women's

final.

Men’s singles: Syed Modi retained the title

beating Harjeet Singh 15-4, 15-12.

Women’s Singles: Madhumita Bisth beat Ami

Ghia 11-5, 11-4.

BILLIARDS
Milliards and Snooker Nationals: Pune,

anuarv 1987: Geet Sethi completed a double

vhen he retained the national billiards title

seating Subash Agarwai (1821-1477) and defe-

ited Yousuf Mira, five frames to four, in

snooker.

CRICKET

The Reliance World Cup

jointly held by India and Pakistan arc

sponsored by the Reliance Industries ltd -c

India, tlte fourth World Cup Cricket Crarr-

pionship was won by Australia order Aidr
Border's captaincy. In the final at Eder.

dens, Calcutta, they beat England hr *>.

runs.

In the first semifinal at Lahore,Austrnr-i

Pakistan by 18 runs. England bear defer/:

champion India in the second sen.inns

Bombay by 35 runs.

First semi: Pakistan vs. Australia

Ixthore. Afor. 4
Australia: G. Marsh (run out) 31; D . ;'///.

Miandad b Malik 65; D. Jones h Teho-c Jb-
Border (run out) 18; M. VeJetta h lmrm fr
M'augh (not out) 32: S. O'Donnell (run our
G. Dyer b Imran 0; C McDermott h Unrjn }May (not out) 0; Berras (lb 19, b 1, w 13 , .,(>

1991 World Cup
Australia and New Zealand niv con-

sidering tlte possibility ofstaging tbe 7997
• Cricket World Cup in itotb commit's.

Australian Cricket Board chiefexecutive
DatidRichardssaidtbe tux> countries it'ere

conducting a feasibility study on tbe idea
and uould not make afinal decisionfor
some months

"We've only just starred scratching tbe

surface on tbe practicality of it and it will

be early 1988 before ue come to a
cor.dtts.on on whether to proceed in a
detailed fashion,' be said.

j

Richards saidtbe two countrieshadbeen
{

talking about tbe idea before tbe World i

Cup, staged in Indwt and Pakistan, ubidt-
’

Attstralia won .
*

Hr ccemalsdged that the success ofzx v

tao-coa-wp srpersment in -the Indiart

j
sub-conanerr bad lent weigh: to tbe /at- ;

l
saaaan plant

' B'X fe bind tbe chiefreasonfortryingr:

swtge heeoemmitvo countriesrawerdrat -

trkeii at Australia war concern attheiayt
number rj games — 27.
Wefeel ue u<cmldgyrta beae~readjt

' wedd ended with New ZealandChar. or
cur own," Packards said.

He saidhe hadheardrepryro datehtrw-
andPalawan, andEngland, wrrtsitwrr

j
of alsj bidding for the Cap anSeSy?*

! roaster is discussed at a metric g "J

,
Internalir/rted Cricket Cvrfeartw ri.- •:

1
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Fall of wickets: 1-2, 2-37, 3-38, 4-150, 5-177, •

6-192, 7-212, 8-236, 9-247.

Australian bowling: McDermott 10-0-44-5;

Reid 10-2-41-2; Waugh 9-1-51-1; O'Donnell

10-1-45-0; Maj’ 6-0-36-0; Border 4-0-26-1.

' Man of the maid): Craig McDermott.

Second semi: India vs England

Bombay, Nov. 5:

. The scores:

England: G. A. Gooch c Srikkanth b Mnnin-

der 1 1 5; R. T. Robinson st More b Maninder 1 3;

C. W.J. Athey c More b Sharma 4; M. W. Gatting

b Maninder 56; A. J. Lamb (hot out) 32; J. E.
.

' Emburev lbw b Kapil Dev 6; P. A, J. DeFreitas b

Kapil Dev 7; P. R. Downton (not out) 1; Rxtas

(b 1 , lb 18,w 1) 20; Total (six wkts in 50 overs)

254.

Fall of wickets: 1-40, 2-79, 3-196, 4-203,

5-

219, 6-231.

Indian bowling: Kapil Dev .10-1-38-2;

Prabhakar 9-1-40-0; Maninder Singh 10-0-54-3;

Sharma 9-0-41-1; Azharuddin 2-0-13-0, Shastri

10-0-49-0.

India: K. Srikkanth b Foster 31; S. M.

Gavaskar b DeFreitas 4; N. S. Sidhu c Athey b
Foster 22; M. Azharuddin lbw b Hemmings 64;

C. Pandi lbw Foster 24; Kapil Dev c Gatling b
Hemmings 30; R. J. Shastri c Downton b
Hemmings 21; K. S. More c and b Emburey 0;

M. Prabhakar c Downton b Small 4; C J.

Sharma c Lamb b Hemmings 0; Maninder
- Singh (not out) 0; Extras (b 1, lb 9, w 6, nb 3)-

’
,

19; Total (all out in 45.3 overs) 219.

. Fall of wickets: 1-7, 2-58, 3-73, 4-121, 5-168,

6204, 7-205, 8-218, 9-219-

England bowling: DeFreitas 7-0-37-1; Small

6-

0-22-1; Emburey 10-1-35-1; Foster 10-0-47-3;

Hemmings 9-3-1-52-4; Gooch 3-0-160.

Man of the Match: G. A. Gooch.

Final: England vs Australia

.iCalcutta, Nov. 8:

The scores:

Australia: G. Marsh b Foster 24; D. Boon c
Downton b Hemmings 75; D. Jones c Athey b
Hemmings 33; C. McDermott b GoGch 14; A
Border (run out) 31; M. Veletta (not out) 45; S.

‘

Waugh (not out) 5; Extras (b 1, lb 13, w 5, nb
7) 26; Total (five wkts. in 50 overs) 253.

Fall of wickets: 1-75, 2-151, 3-166, 4-168,
5-241.

England bowling: DeFreitas 61-34-0; Small

The Khan Retires

The cricket in the subcontinent bids

adieu to one oftlxgreatest allrounders of

modem limes—Imran Khan Niazi. Imran

was to Pakistan what Gavaskar uus to.

India. They needed him and he was that:

They didn't want to lose him, hut he chose

to call it a day. '

Pakistan cricket Ixts never reached such

heights before. It lias Imran’s leadership

quality and bis ability to lead them from
the front, setting personal examples that

gave the country's cricket its new found
life. It was a dream runfor Pakistan uhen .

Imran took them to victories against India

in India and against England in England.

But the dream was shattered when Imran

failed to achieve the golden batrick with a

world cup victory. ’

. [ .

TlxLahoresemifinal was his last appear-

ance on thefield. Hefailed. Such an irony

in his greatness is nothing hut the way of

the nature.

One of the world’s best swing howlers,

Imranjoined tlx 300 club' in England in

1987: His average ofjust a shade over 22

runsper wicket is surpassed only by Denis

Lillee ofAustralia and RicahardHadlee of

New Zealand. I
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Reliance World Cup Final group points

The following is the position of the teams at the conclusion of the league phase ofthe Reliance

Cup cricket tournament.

Group A

M W L R O R.R. P

India 6 5 1 1364 252.0 5.41 20

Australia 6 5 1 1454 280.0 5.19 20

New Zealand 6 - 2 4 1357 277.4 4.88 8

Zimbabwe 6 0 6 1127 300.0 3.76 0

Group B

M w L R O R.R. P

Pakistan 6 5 1 H97 299.0 5.01 20

England 6 4 2 1495 292.0 5.12 16

West Indies 6 3 3 1548 300.0 5.16 12

Sri .Lanka , 6 0 6 1192 295.0 4.04 0

M-Matches played. Vl'-Won. L-Lost. R. Runs. RR.-Run rate. P-Points.

6-0-33-0; Foster 10-0-38-1: Hemmings I0-l-t8-

3: Emburey 10-0-H-0: Gooch 8-l~t2-J.

England: G. Gooch lbw Is O'Donnell 35. T.

Robinson llsw Is McDermott 0: B. Allies' (run

out) 58; M. Gutting c Dyer Is border 1 1: A.

lamh b Waugh -(5: R Dounton c O'Donnell Is

Border 9;J. Emhurey ( run out 1 10; I’. DeFreitas

c Reid Is Waugh 17; N. Faster (not out) 7; G.

Small (not out) 3; Extras (Is 1, lls 14, w 2. nls-i)

21: T<xal (for eight wkt.s. in 50 overs) 246.

Fall of wickets: 1-1, 2-66, 3-135. 4-170. 5-188.

6-218, 7-220, 8-235.

Australian bt)\vllrtg: McDetmoa 10-1-51-1;

Reid IO-O-43-O; Waugh 9-0-37-2; O'Donnell

India in Test Cricket

Played Won tost Drawn Tie

Against West Indies 54 5 22 27 —
England 75 11 30 34 > —

16 1

Australia 45 8 20

New 'Zealand 25 10 4 11 —
Pakistan 40 7 4 2

1
>

-
Sri Lanka 7 2 i

India in one-days

Matches Won Lost No Results

Against West Indies 14

England 19

Australia 29

New Zealand 20

Pakistan 26

Sri Lanka 15

Zimbabwe 4

3

7
11

9
10

11

4

11 -
12 -
16 2

11 -
15 I

3 >
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All good things must come to an end. Tlx

best thing that has everhappened to Indian

cricket came to an end on November 5,

1987 at Bombay. Mission accomplislxd,

the hero rode into sunset.

It was inevitable that Sunil Gavaskar

would one day unbuckle his leg-guards,

for good. Nevertheless, the cricketing

world, India in partiatlar, heaves a sigh of

pain. Sud) true genius does not come that

often.

Sunil Gavaskar is not merely 10.122

runs and 34 centuries. At a time when tlx

world of cricket tends to forget the truth

that discipline is an integralpari ofexcell-

ence, here was a man who was the

embodiment of this classic quality Gavas-

kar tlx cricketer was discipline, determina-

tion and excellence — tlx genius.

Vx 'Sunny dap' lasted 17years In 125
tests,facing thefastest ofworld's itowlers at

theirfierce best, Gai vaskar broke almost all

possible records in modem cricket. 7here

are critics uho blame him for otvrposscs-

siveness of individual land marks. But
what Indian cricket achieved through him
is his ansu'er

However, bis personal records are tvry

10-1-35-1; May -4-0-27-0: Border 7-0-38-2.

Man of the Maid). David Boon

Pakistan in India

January to March 1987

The series included five tests and six onedav
internationals. After four dreary draws, the
fifth and the last test at Bangaloiv suddenlv
turned sensational. Pakistan won by 17 runs.

First series win (1-0) for Pakistan in India.

Bangalore also saw Sunil Gavaskars last test

appearance in India.

Scores; Pakistan: 1 16 and 2-49; India-, l-ts and
20-4.

Pakistan also won the one-day series 5-1. At

Hyderabad, both the terms scored 212. But
India won by the loss of lesser wickets. (India

mud) there to let tlx tvarld gape tvonder-
'

struck. Highest number of test appear-

.

ances: 125. Highest individual, total:

10,122 runs. Highest number ofcenturies:

34. Highest number ofhaf centuries: 45.

Tlx only player to score 5000 runs tthilc

playing abroad. And many more.

Tlx century at Lords during the M.C.C.

bicentenary testand the century atNagpur
in the Reliance World Cup completed bis

last two desires. Don Bradman, tlxgreatest

found his heir apparent in no one other

than this Little Master. Tlx Indian team is

now Gaiaskaricss. His style ts his message.

212 for six, Pakistan 212 for seven).

Sri Lanka in India
December 86-January 1987

Sri Lanka played three tests and live one

day internationals. India won both the serie

3-0 and 3-1 respectively. Sri Lanka achieved

;

thrilling victory in the first one-day at Kanpur

by 117 runs. Scores: Sri Lanka - 195-8 in -ft

overs. India 78 all out in 2-4.1 overs. During th<

third test at Cuttack, Kapil Dev clean bowlet

Rumesli Ratnayake and completed 300 wicket

in test cricket.

Ranji Trophy .'

National Cricket Championship is beinj

conducted since the last 51 years for Rani

Trophy. Kumar Shri Rnnjit Singhji, (1872-1933
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Jamsaheb of Nawanagar, Gujarat, was a wizard
of die willow game. Nicknamed Run-get-Singji,.

in England in 1900 he amassed 3065 rfins

(average 87.57). His total was 24,567 runs,

(average 45) and he scored 72 centuries. He
played for England against Australia and
scored a century on debut inspiring many
including his nephew Duleep Singhji, who
also scored a test hundred on debut.

Ranji Trophy Winners: 1935 and 36 Bombay,
37 Nawanagar, 38 Hyderabad, 39 Bengal, 40 &
41 Maharashtra, 42 Bombay, 43 Baroda, 44 W.
India, 45 Bombay, 46 Holkar, 47 Baroda, 48
Holkar, 49 Bombay, 50 Baroda, 51 Holkar, 52
Bombay,'53 Holkar, 54 Bombay, 55 Madras, 56

&_57 Bombay, 58 Baroda, 59-73 Bombay, 74
Karnataka, .75-77 Bombay, 78 Karnataka, 79 &
80 Delhi, 81 Bombay, 82 Delhi, 83 Karnataka,

84 & 85 -Bombay, 86 Delhi, 87 Hyderabad.
Hyderabad beat defending champion Delhi

in the final and won the national cricket crown
after 49 years.

Scores: Hyderabad-457, 480 for 7; Delhi-433.

Irani Trophy

Hyderabad, November: Ranji trophy cham-
pions Hyderabad won the Irani trophy by
virtue of its first innings lead over Rest of

India. Scores: Hyderabad-405 and 255 for 6;

Rest of India - 378.

Duleep Trophy
Bhilai, Oct. North Zone regained the Duleep

Trophy by virtue of first innings lead over West
Zone. Scores: West Zone 444, 230 for 5; North

Zone: 868.

Deodhar Trophy
North Zone retained the tide with a seven

-

wicket victory over West Zone. Scores: West
Zone: 221 for seven in 50 overs; North Zone:

223 for 3 in 45.2 overs.

FOOTBALL
World Cup-’86: Mexico: Argentina became
world champions beating West Germany 3-2

World Cup - so far

1930 Uruguay 4 Argentina 2

1934 Italy 2 Czechoslovakia 1

1938 Italy 4 Hungary 2

1942 No matches held

1946 No matches held

1950 Uruguay 2 Brazil 1

1954 W.Germany3 Hungary
1958 Brazil 5 Sweden
1962 Brazil 3 Czechoslovakia

1966 England 4 W. Germany
1970 Brazil 4 Italy

1974 W.Germany 2 Poland

1978 Argentina 3 Holland

1982 Italy 3 W. Germany
1986 Argentina 3 W. Germany

The 1990 World Cup is to be held in Rome,

Italy.

Junior World Cup-’87

Yugoslavia beat West Germany in the final to

become junior world champions.

Veterans World Cup-’87

Sao Polo, January 1987: Argentina beat Brazil

1-

0 and became the veterans world cham-

pions.

Olympics:

Los Angeles-'84: France won die gold, beating

Brazil 2-0. Bronze for Yugoslavia.

Asian Games
Seoul ’86: South Korea beat Saudi Arabia 2-1.

Kuwait won bronze.

Nehru Gold Cup ’87

Calicut, February: Soviet Union won the cup

for the third straight year. They beat Bulgaria

2-

0 in the finals.

European Cup

Vienna, May 1987: Portugal's Porto Football

Club won the European cup beating Beavem

Munich, West Germany 2-1.

South American Cup

Buenos Aires, July 1987: Uruguay retained

the cup beating Chile 1—0 in the final.

Federation Cup
Cuttack, May 1987: Mohan Bagan, Calcutta

won the Federation Cup for the sixth time,

beating Salgoakar, Goa 2-0 in the final.

Santosh Trophy National Football 87

Calcutta, April: After a gap of three years,

Bengal regained the national title, beating

Railways 1-0. Amit Bhadra was the scorer.

SANTOSH TROPHY

Year Winners

1941 Bengal

1942-43

Runners-up Venue

Delhi Oloiia

Sot held —
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19-H Delhi Bengal Delhi

19-6 Bengal Bombay - Bombay

19-6 Mysore

.

Bengal Bangalore

1947 Bengal Bombay Calcutta

1948 Not held — -

19-i9 Bengal Hyderabad Calcutta

1950 Bengal - -Hyderabad Calcutta

1951 Bengal Bombay - Bomba>‘

1952 Mvsore Bengal Bangalore

1953 Bengal Mysore Calcutta

195-1 Bombay Services - Madras

1955 Bengal Mysore Emakulani

1956 Hyderabad Bombay Trivandrum

1957 Hyderabad -Bombay Hyderabad

1958 Bengal Services Madras

1959 Bengal Bombay Nowgong

1960 Services Bengal Calicut

1961 Railways Maharashtra Bombay

1962 Bengal Mysore Bangalore

1963 Maharashtra Andhra Madras

1964 Railway Bengal GJuliati

1965 Andhra Bengal Quilon

1966 Railways Services Hyderabad

1967 Mysore Bengal Calcutta

1968 Mysore Bengal Bangalore

1969 Bengal Services Nowgong
1970 Punjab Mysore Madras

1971 Bengal Railways Madras

1972 Bengal Tamil Nadu Panaji

1973 Kerala Railwavs Cochin

1974 Punjab Bengal Jullundur

1975 Bengal Karnataka Calicut

'Jengal Maharashtra Patna

lengal Punpb Calcutta

Jengal Goa Srinagar

lengal Punjab Coimbatore
Punjab Railways Currack

,2 Bengal Railways Tnehur
ilengal Goa Calcutta

3oa Punjab Madras
Punjab Maharashtra Kanpur
Punjab Bengal Jabalpur
Bengal Railways Calcutta

1 Trophy ’87: Madras: Malaysian Indian
ts Association, Kuala Lumpur retained
Trophy for one more year, scoring an 1-0

over Reserve Bank in the final.

)CKEY
Id Cup ’86

ndon: Australia won the cup. 2. England 3.

Germany,

lpics ’84

5 Angeles: Pakistan won gold beating West
tany 2—1. Bronze: Britain,

n Games ’86

iul: Gold: South Korea. Silver: Pakistan.

ie: India.

The Champion of

The Grey-matter

Gximpiom need not alu'tqs comefront
the "ptrysicaT world only. Vistvatiathan

Anand, the 17 year old handsome lad

from Tamil Nadu prored this point by

winning the great battle of 'grey-matter' in

Baguio city, Philippines. By winning tlx

world junior dress title, Andand proved

that lx owns one of tlx' slxirpest young
brains in the ivorld today.

Anandgave Indiaa worldtitle in afield

where only the Soviets andAmericansfight
each otherforsupremacy. Til!Anandcame
along, India could only claim to be land

where chess was bran.

Anand learnt the tricks of the game in

Philippines wherelx spent afewyears with

his father, a senior official in the Indian

Railwats, who tt'as there on deputation. He
returned to India and won all the nation-

al titles and gained international atten-

tion in tlx Asian championship.

.

The champion is one of tlx fastest

movers on the chessboard. They come
breatbtakingly fast. Even tlx Soviets uho
are the wizards, have commendedAnand's
sharp and quick reflexes.

Thefield in the last worldjunior dram-
pionsbip ivas perhaps tlx strongest ever,

with two Grandmasters and 12 Interna-

tional Masters. By winning - the field,

Anand is halfway to becoming a Gninth
master, an achiei'ement no oilxr Indian
has claimed so far.
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Champions Cup Hockey

Amstelveen, June: West Germany retained

the Champions Cup. They beat Soviet Union
5-2 in the last of the round robin matches.

Hosts Netherlands came second. They beat

world champions Australia 2—1 in their last

match.

Indira Gandhi Gold Cup Hockey

New Delhi, January 1987: Men: Netherlands

beat India 2—0 in the final. Spain came second

and India third.

Women: Soviet Union beat India A—

2

to lift

the cup. Both the teams were joint defending

champions.

National Women’s Hockey ’87

New Delhi Sept. 27, 1927: Railways won the

championship, eighth time in a row beating

Air India 3—0.

TENNIS

Wimbledon
-Australia’s Pat Cash defeated world number

one Ivan Lendl 7-6, 6-2, 7-5 to win the men's

singles title.

Martina Navratilova equalled Helen Wells

Roody’s record when she won her eighth

women's singles crown. She beat Steffi Graffof

West Germany 7-5, 6-3-

Women’s doubles: Claudia Khode-Kilsch of

W. Germany and Helena Sukova of Czechoslo-

vakia bt Betty Gahelson of US and Elizabeth

Smylie of Australia 7-5, 7.6.

Men's doubles: Ken' Flach and Robert Seguso,

the U.S. pair bt Emilio Sanches and Sergio

Casals, the Spanish pair.

Davis Cup
Sydney, October 4 1987: India bt defending

- champion Australia 3-2 to enter the final of the

Davis cup tennis championship for the third

time. The Indian team comprised Vijay Amrit-

. raj, Ramesh Krishnan, Anand Amritraj and S.

. Vasudevan. The Australian team included Wal-

ly Masur, John Fitzgerald, Pat Cash and Peter

Doohan. Neale Fraser was the non-playing

: captain.

Scores: Singles: Ramesh beat Fitzgerald 6-1,

, 6-2, -3-6, 8-6. Vijay beat Wally Masur 1-6, 6-3,

y
12-10, 6-4.

Doubles: Pat Cash and Peter Doohan beat

The Channel
Conquered

Anita Sood, the former national swim-

ming drampion created sporting histop'

for India when sire conquered tire English

channel in anAsian best of8hoursand 15

minutes. On August 17, 1987 Anita Steam

from Shakespeare Bead) to Cape Gris Nez

on France's western coastline, knocking

27 minutes off the earlier record Ircld by

her Otter Club Poolmate, Bejoy Jain.

With ibis incredible performance she

surged alread of not only the bestfema e

swimmers ofAsia, but also tire best distance

male champions. The world record, howev-

er, belongs to Penny Lee Dean of United

States who crossed the channel in 7 Irrs 4U

minutes (1978). ,

In the past 111 years, about 400 stam-

mers have conquered lire channel.

Anita's adrievement becomes alt toe

more creditablefor lirefact that sire did it

in one ofEurope's coldest

ing tong hours of workouts “‘ Dover

harbour, sire used to shiver molentlyBu

sire overcame allsudr pressures and hung

on and won.

and and Vasudevan 6-3, M. - - 6.y
Reverse Singles: Htzgeraldb^O«aw .

< Ramesh tear Wally Masur **
»
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Swedett beat Spain in ' the other semi at

Barcelona.

Scores: Singles: Mats Wilander beat Emilio

Sanches 8-6. 3-6, 6-0, 6-2. Stefan Edberg beat

Javier Sanches 6-4, 6-2, 6-4.

Doubles: Sergio Casal and Emilio Sanches beat

Wilander and Anders Jarryd 6-0, 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.

Retvtsc Singles: Edberg beat Emilio Sanches

6-4, 8-6. 6-4.

Table Tennis

National Table Tennis Championship: New
Delhi, January 1987: Maharashtra beat Delhi

(5-4) and Petroleum Sports Control Board
beat Maharashtra ‘A’ (3-1 ) to claim the men's
and women’s team titles respectively.

Kamalesh Mehta beat S. Sriram 21-9, 22-20,

21-5 to win the men’s singles and Varsha
Chulani beat Nivati Roy 13-21, 22-20, 20-22,

21-14 to win the women's singles.

VOLLEY BALL
federation Cup
Bombay, January 1987: U.P beat Services

14—16, 15—4, 15—7, 13—15, 15—4 in the last

natch.

WEIGHT LIFTING
National Championship
National Weightlifting Clrampionsirip

Sochin January 1987: Services won the team
thampionship with 424 points. Railways came
second (409) and Tamil Nadu, third (328).
Tamil Nadu won the interstate team title -

134 points. Second: West Bengal (98).

t

N- & Baroga of Railways was adjudged best

MISCELLANEOUS
Himalayan Car Rally

'Jew Delhi, Nov. 1987:Japanese Kenjiro Shtno-
tuka won the eighth Himalayan Car Rally. He
irove a Mitsubishi starion. Ross Dunkerton of
Australia came second. Four time wanner
ayant Shah of Kenya finished third.
>ragon Boat Race, Singapore

1. Singapore, 2. Thailand, 3. India.

‘Trishna’
Fulfilled

Crossing the waves around the tcc

Tris/ma’ (meaning Thirst’) came b

withflying colours. The Sappers — Irm

Army Engineers — sailedaround tire vx
in a yacht Trisbna’.

Trishna’skipperedby It. Col..KS. Rat
sailfortheir55000km odyssej’onSepl.

1985from Bombay. They came back 1

grand welcome on famtary 10, li

Tirey crossed the equator thrice.

They sailedfrom Bombay to Male, t

then on to Mauritius before going.aroi
the Cape ofGoodHope to the island 0
Helena.

Crossing tire equatorforthesecond ti

northwards they sailed into the Pon
Salem in Braziland up Ore Caribbean i

through Ore Panama Canal to the Sc

Atlantic towards Galapagos Islands.

Crossing Ore equator once again, 1

beaded for the Polynesian Islands. A
halts atJakarta and Singapore, theya
to Colomb, via Nicobar and then, bad
home land and fame.

Tbe round-the-world odyssey was 01

nised by the Sapper foundation.

Indira Gandhi Memorial Boat Rac«
Cochin: (snakeboats) 1. Karicha

Katnakary Village Sports Club." 2.- Jat

T^layankari, 3. Nadubhagom.



SEOUL OLYMPICS:
THE GOLD RUSH

“The Olympic movement tends to gather in radiant

splendor, all the principles that work toward mans

perfection” —Baron Pierre de Couberitn

No man is perfect. But what sets him apart

ram his faunic counterpart is his conscious
tflfort to achieve perfection. Has this quest

bund the goal. Not really. May be it is Mother
Nature’s will that nothing else shall l>e perfect,

f so, is not perfection an illusion? -

But, like Milton sang: "All is not lost, the

mconquerable Will ”, the search goes on.

The Olympics is the ultimate manifestation of

this search.

There was a time when we used to console

outselves by saying that sports is the mao

where we forget our mutual toted, where

competition is healthy and the' *•1

atmosphere is that of cotpra . ..

paradoxical it it
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birth of Olympics was closely related to

military events. War was a way of life in ancient

Greece and the games at the Olimpia was held

only to get a breathing time, to let the wounds

heal.

The first Olympics in 776 B.C. was a one day

event. The race of the stadium - running from

one end to the other - was the only event.

Times have changed. Olympics has now be-

come the biggest show on earth, a multimil-

lion extravaganza. But that 'breathing-time'

aspect has not changed. We need the Olym-

pics. We need respite from arms negotiations!

And thus comes the year of 1988. It's time

for the 24th Olympiad, the once-in-four-years

super show. That is exactly what it is going to

be. Did you not watch the closing ceremonies

of the Los Angeles Olympics, on T.V.? Watch
out for Seoul. The show is going to be bigger.

Who ever suggested politics must be kept

apart from sports must have been joking. For,

olitics has become almost an intergral part of
ports. Modem Olympics has witnessed
oycotts. and counter boycotts, more than

mce. The very existence of the Olympic
aovement was put to test. But it survives.

The dark, threatening clouds of boycott are
ince again casting shadows over the horizon
if Seoul. When Las Angeles bid adieu to the
3rd games and Seoul put up the welcome
lanner, the first salvo of the threat of boycott
vas heard. North Korea wanted a share of the
wents which was originally fully given to
iouth Koream. When the Eastern Bloc coun-
ties stood ready with Pyongyang for a boycott,
haring became inevitable. Even then, the
lumber of events to be shared, raised a
ontroversy. The International Olympic Com-
nittee has been unsuccessful to bring about a
inal decision on this till December 31, 1987.
Governments can prove their macho by

hreats and boycotts. They don't lose anything,
t is the athlete, the competitor, the real hero
if the games, who stands to lose. Ask Edwin
Loses. He was fored to sit back at home when
a Moscow' V. Beck of GDR won the 400 m
urdles gold which should have been his.
Forget the ‘not-winning-but-paricipating’

art. For any athlete an Olympic gold is the
ltimate aim. Alfred Oerter who won discuss
old in four successive Olympics, each with
ew records, said in Mexico in 1968: "TLrese
re Olympics. You die for them ", That’s the
Mint.

The year of 1988 thus becomes very special.

Not merely because this is a Leap Year. It is'

going to be a gigantic leaping year, for the

world's athletes. February' gains an additional

day and the world's best men and women
stand to gain 237 Olympic gold medals.- And

so, its September, and not February, which is

going to be the month of the year.

Olympics is coming to the East after 24

years. Last time, -it was Tokyo in 1964. For

colour and competition, Seoul has promised

an eye-full. From what one saw at the Asiad, it

is obvious that Seoul will keep her promise

ft is not always that a city gets a chance to do'

a full workout before staging an event like the

Olympics. Seoul was lucky to have the last

Asiad. They did it as a rehearsal and showed
the world that technological and organisation-

.

al brilliance is no one’s monopoly. •

The official 500-day countdown began on

May-6, 1987. The games is to begin on

September 17 and it will be curtains on

October 2nd. The Seoul Olympic Organising

Committee, with Park Se Jik as its president,

has never lost its smile in organisational

matters. •

To bring the games as close to perfection as

possible, preparations are stepped up -to

welcome 13,000 athletes and officials.

The participation will be in 23 official

sports, two demostration. sports and 'two

exhibition sports. This -.is some, kind of a

record. 237 gold medals are at stake.

An additional attraction would be Tennis.

Even though it is not a new entrant, it is for the

first time that professional stars like Boris

Becker and Martina Navratilova are allowed

to compete. This ' only shows the changing

attitude of the I.O.C. which usually holds to ...

heart the status of amateur stars.

Even when the ‘sharing controversy' goes

on, the athletes are getting keyed up for the

show. As it is always, the show stealer would

be the track and field competitions. It is not

undermining other events. But when it comes

to individual brilliance in a field where ittakes

only split seconds from agony to ecstacy, track

and field events have a special charm.
j

At Los Angeles, four years ago, America tad

topped the medal table with 83 gold, 61 silver

and 30 bronze. Surprisingly, it was Romania

the only entrant from the Eastern Block th*.

came second with 20-16-17. Look at the,-

difference in the medal tally. Had the Soviets
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and East Germans come, would it not have
been a different story'? That’s what boycott

does to the value of competition.

But, even in their absence, Los Angeles saw
the best ever track achievements in Olympics.
One Carl Lewis was enough to rekindle the

memories of the great old Jesse Owens. One
Mary Lou Relton was enough to remind us of
the graceful Nadia Comaneci.

Seoul could be a different experience,

altogether. What it would be was flashed

across the Olympic stadium in Rome during
the world track and field meet of 1987. For the

best in the world, Rome was a launching pad
for Olympic glory. BenJohnson, for example,
hinted that he could do better at the Olympics.
And, what Ben Johnson did in Rome was a

world record of 9.83 seconds in 100 m sprint.

If Los Angeles was Carl Lewis, Seoul could be
Ben Johnson. Or will it be Edwin Moses? Or
Carl himself?

There is one record which stands uncon-
quered and haunts every one for quite a long
time. That is Bob Beamon 's leap of the century

Q8P_
lllll lilt

of 8.90 m in long jump (1968, Mexico). If at all

anyone came near to breaking it, it was Carl

Lewis. One can’t forget the Russian Emmivan
too. Both of them have done around 8.80 m
and Seoul could well be the previleged city to

witness history rewritten.

Edwin Moses is still the 400 m hurdles’

Monarch. But he is not unchallenged anymore.

Danny Harris and Siegfted Schmid are in hot

pursuit. Rome saw a photofinish between

them. Seoul is waiting for more.

Seoul would also be watching Daley

Thompson. The Dacathlon champ lost his

world title to Voss in Rome. That was quite an

upset. But Olympics has been his kingdom.

There was only an American,Bob Mathias who
had won two successive Olmpic decathlon

golds (in ’48 and ’52). It is said that Daley had

sent a postcard to Bob, before the 84 Olym-

pics: "I am going to get you”. He got him,

alright. But Daley must now be on ’red-alert’

for Seoul. A triple is unheard of In Olympic

decathlon!

If the West was superiority in the men s

Olympics 1984, Los Angeles
Medals Table G-Gold, S-SUver, B-Bron*e, T-Total

G S B T

United States 83 61 30 174

Romania 20 16 17 53
West Germany 17 19 23 59
China 15 8 9 32

Italy 14 6 9 32

Canada
. 10 18 16 44

. Japan 10 8 14 32

. . New Zealand 8 1 2 11

Yugoslavia 7 4 7 18

f
South Korea 6 6 7 19

Britain 5 11 21 37
France - 5 7 15 27

i The Netherlands , 5 2 6 13

I
1 Australia 4 8 12 24

i Finland 4 2 6 12

l Sweden 2 11 6 19

’J Mexico 2 3 1 6

./ Morocco 2 0 0 2

^ Brazil 1 5 2 8

; Spain 1 2 2 5

Belgium 1 1 2 4

: Austria 1 1 1 . 3

i . Portugal 1 0 2 3
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events, it is the East which rule the women’s

competitions. The days ofZola Buds and Mary
Stanleys and Marita Kochs seem to be over.

These are days of Gladiscbs and Dreschlers and
Kostadinovas. The only woman world record

breaker at Rome was Stefka Kostadinova of

Bulgaria. She rewrote her own world mark in

high jump,

Evelyn Ashford, the Olympic champion and
the world record holder in 100 m. sprint

seems to have found her heir apparent in Silke

Gladisch, the East Germany. Marita Koch's

world record in 200 m is under threat now
that it is equalled by Heike Dreschler also of
GDR (21.71 sec).

What Edwin Moses is to 400 m Hurdles is

JackieJoqyner Kersee to women’s heptathlon.

Her 7158 world record is unchallenged. She
came near to breaking it in Rome. If she can
bener it, it would be at Seoul.

India has only very modest dreams alx

Seoul Olympics. There was a time wh
Hockey was our one and only card-trump

otherwise. But the card has lost its shine. Int

now relies on P.T. Vsha for a medal. S

reached one hundredth ofa second away fire

it in bos Angeles. Can she do it in Seou

So, it is over to Seoul. This September is 1

the champions. The gigantic.OIynipic'stadit

is waiting for them. The sprawling Olymj

park is ready. It took four years from the city

Hollywood glamour to the city of orien

splendor.

Evenwhen thewinner takes It all, winning

not all. To be among the fighters, is.in its

great. To watch some one win is in itself

pleasure.
' ~

If perfection is an illusion, the Olympi

makes it grand.Q V

THE MOVEMENT

The ancient Olympian -.

Greek art-work

The modem Olympic Movement is one

the few truly heroic ventures of our times,

not only enjoys the participation and suppe

of many famous names in many fields, but

also helps create new heroes by providing tl

motivation to strive for- excellence and tl

opportunity to demonstrate that one h

achieved it. It appeals to everyone, penetratii

national, racial and ideological barriers a;

involving as many countries as the Uniti

Nations. The games have outlived their dou

ters and gained in popularity for almost

century new, providing that their revival is n

just a passing fad.

This movement is heir to one of die work

oldest and longest lasting traditions, for tl

andent Olympics began before the Go!d<

Age of Greece and continued for more, that

millennium without interruption. The vario

legends about the origin of the games cann

be substantiated; but it is certain that theywe
held at Olympia, near the northwestern ecu

of the Peloponnesus, about eight centuri

before Christ. The games were run from eai

on jointly by Elis and Sparta, but eventually tl

Eleans had virtually complete control.

,

They conducted the games, with stem fa

ness, and under them the Olympics gai«

greatly in importance. Competing just for tl

glory* of achievement, winners came to I



Ar first there was only one event In the
games: a footrace of less than 200 meters.
Gradualy more and more events were added
until, by the 77th Olympiad, the games took
five days with an additional two for religious
rites.

By the fourth century of our era, the
influence of politicians and the self-seeking
wealthy brought corruption to the games and
they were abolished by Theodosius I, emperor
of Rome, in A.D 394

But the virtues and worthy ideals of the

Baron Pierre de Coubertin: the man who
revived Olympics.

respected throughout the Western world.

Even noblemen and royalty sought honours at

Olympia, running side by side with common-
ers, all hoping to be awarded the coveted olive

wreath. The games reached their pinnacle

during the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., by
which time the simple competitions and rites

had evolved into a seven-day celebration of

great athletic and cultural accomplishments.

The facilities of ancient Olympia were more
modest than those of today. The stadium,

where most of the contests were held, was
about 190 m long and 32 m wide. Only judges

competitors and others directly involved with

the competitions were allowed inside the

stadium; spectators, who may have numbered
in the tens of thousands, vied for good vantage

points on the hillsides all around. There were
also a hippodrome for chariot races, building

where the athletes could practice, treasure

houses and religious structures.

In those ancient days, contestants had to be

Greek freemen and were required to undergo
long training. Even the judges were given

special instruction- for ten montlis before the

games.

1: B
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The Olympic torch dates

of die 11th Olympiad.

from the <
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Olympics' wefe'-not to be lost to us for ever.

When Pierre.de Coubertin, in the latter part of

the nineteenth century, sought a means to

produce men who were more energetic,

upright, and disciplined through pedagogy, he

decided that sports were a force that could

revitalize liberal education. This led him to the

realization that a new understanding of

amateurism was needed for the youth of

different nations to compete equally in sport-

ing events, and ultimately, to the idea of

reinstituting the Olympic games.

These modern games were to be true

successors of the ancient Olympics, founded

on high ideals and morals. To Coubertin we
owe the recreation of cite Olympic philosophy

that the practice ofamateur sports can balance

spiritual values and physical faculties and play

an important part in the development of both

the individual and human kind in general.

The historic Congress of Paris, held at the

Sorbonne in 1894, was attended,by 79 dele-

gates representing 49 organizations in France,

England, the United States, Greece, Russia,

Sweden, Belgium, Italy and Spain, Hungary,

Germany, Bohemia, Holland and Australia sent

proxies or letters. The Congress .was swept by
the idea of re-establishing the Olympics and

set up the International Olympic Committee.

In spite of all the initial difficulties, the first

modem Olympic games were held in Athens

in 1896, a landmark in modem history.

There have been problems along the way,

but the genius of this movement spoke ro the

heart of modem man; and it has grown to

become a powerful force for international

understanding and friendship, contributing to

harmony and progress that spills over beyond
the bounds of amateur sport to benefit all the

people of die world.

ON YOUR MARK
The first female diver jumps from the

10-meter platform, tumbles elegantly through
the air and gendy enters the water. Thus
begins the 1988 Seoul Summer Olympic
competition.

One of the main contenders for a gold
medal among the female divers competing at

the pool in Seoul's Olympic Park will probably
be Zhou Jihong, the petite, 97-pounder who
gave China its first gold medal ever in Olympic

y diving at the 1984 Los Angeles games. Her
• nadon's partidpadon in the Seoul games will

how that the Olympic spirit continues to bum
strong as countries around the globe compete
together in Seoul.

Fifteen days later, an exhausted runner, after

covering 42.195 km, will cross the finish line
in die Olympic Stadium, thereby bringing the
cometidon to a dose. Likely competitors in the
marathon will be Carlos Lopes, who won the
men's event at the 1984 Olympics, world
champion Rob de Castella of Australia, Toshi-
hiko Seko of Japan and world record-holder
Alberto Salazar of the United States.

The filed will be wide open, however. At the
37-km mark, an obscure runner from any
nation could come out of nowhere to pull off
an upset or even to set a new world record.
The marathon, to be run along the Han River,

will begin and end at the Olympic Stadium in

south-eastern Seoul.

The Seoul Olympic competition will open
with a splash and will close with a grueling tesi

of endurance. Seoul righdy can boast ofhaving
the honour to host the 1988 Olympic Games.
The choice of Seoul as the host dcy for the

24th Olympics, made in Baden Baden on
September 30, 1981 at the 84th General
Assembly of the International Olympic Com-
mittee, was wonderful news for Koreans.

According to the final schedule approved in

March 1987 by the International Olympic
Committee and the International Sports Fed-
eration, the games will begin at 3 p.m. on
September 17 with women’s platform diving,

following the opening ceremony, which will

last three hours and 20 minutes (from 10.30
am to 1 .50 pm). The Olympic competition will

end with the men’s marathon, scheduled to

begin at 2.30 p.m on October 2, and the games
will come to an official end with the dosing
ceremony, slated for 7 pm to 8.20 pm.

Seoul Olympic Orgnizing Committee
(SLQOC) officials say that the first gold medal
will be awareded in the women’s air rifle

event at 10 am on September 18. The final day
ofcompetition — Oct 2, will produce the most
gold medalists as the winners in 39 finals will
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be determined.

During the September 17 — October 2
games period, athletes will vie for 237 gold
medals in 23 sports at sites in Seoul and four
other cities.

In addition, there will be two demonstration
sports — takewondo and baseball — and three
exhibition events — bowling, badminton and
women’s judo.

With a gradual approach of the lighting of
the Olympic torch, Seoul Olympic organizers

due to boycotts. These athletes will finally be
able to prove beyond doubt their ability to go
altius, citius, fortius which is Latin means
“higher, faster, stronger".

The sacred flame for the 1988 Seoul Ohm-
pics will be ignited by the rats ofthe sun at the
Hera Temple in Olympia, Greece, on August
23 of 1988. The Olympic flame still be carried
for three days through such historic sites as

Patrai, Korinthos and Athens by 380 Greek
runners.

Seoul Olympics: the Programme
Opening Ceremony Sept. 17. 1988
Archery Sept. 27, Oct. 1

Athletics Sept. 23—26; Sept. 28-Oct. 2
Basketball Sept. 17-30
Boxing Sept. 17-19; Oct. 1-2
Canoeing Sept. 26- Oct. 1

Cycling Sept. 18; Sept. 20-26
Equestrian Sept. 19-28; Sept. 30; Oct. 2
Fencing Sept. 20—24; Sept. 26—30
Football Sept. 17—22; Sept. 25; Sept. 27; Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Gymnastics Sept. 18-25; Sept. 28-30
Handball Sept. 20-Oct. 1

Hockey- Sept. 18; Sept. 20- Oct. 1

Judo Sept. 25-Oct. I

Modem Pentathlon Sept. 18-22
Rowing Sept. 19-25
Shooting Sept. 18-24
Swimming Sept. 18-25
Diving Sept. 17-20; Sept. 26-29
Synchronized Sept. 26-28; Sept 30—Oct. 1

Water Polo Sept. 21-23; Sept. 26-27; Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Table Tennis Sept. 23-Oct 1

Tennis
.

Sept. 20- Oct. 1

Volleyball Sept. 17-20; Sept. 22-Oct. 2

Weightlifting Sept. 18-22; Sept. 24-29
Wrestling Sept. 18-22; Sept. 27— Oct. 1

Yachting Sept. 20—23; Sept. 26—28
Closing Ceremony Oct. 2

have launched a campaign to “arouse public

interest” in the games and to bring some
29,000 participants, comprising athletes, offi-

cials and journalists, from the 167 member
nations of the International Olympic Commit-

tee to Seoul.

Sports experts speculate that some gold

medalists in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics

will have a tough time defending their Olym-

pic titles against other top athletes whom they

were unable to meet in previous Olympiads

The torch transfer ceremony will take place

at the Pan Athens Stadium, the venue of the

First Olympic Games, at 6 pm on August 25,

when die flame is formally turned over to

Korean officials to begin the trip that will carry

it to Seoul.

A special chartered Korean Air plane will

bring die flame to the Southern Korean island

of Cheju-do on August 27, via Bahrain and

Bangkok, on a 29-hour flight- 1 arriving

Cheju Island, die flame wf • on a



True Grit:

Seoul
Is Ready

The smile lingers. Seoul smiles tvben she

pins tireflower of welcome on your lairel.

Tbe smile is tixit ofconfidence, an express-

ion bom ont of a calm mind, ilxy call

Seoul tire 'City of morning calm.'

1 remember tire sten guns too. ilrere

were too many, in and around lire Seoul

Sports Complex. Ilrere were people restless

and angry. Vrere were riots in the track

streets. Hut tire Asiad arena was left alone.

Tbe rioter knew that tbe games meant
mttclrfor nationalpride andprestige, and
that is one thing the Koreans mil rteeergfiv

up.

Asian games was the concrete evidence

South Korea's ability to achieve what they

aimed at. It is an understatement to say

that Asian games was success non pared.

Technically, organisationally, eputlitatively

tbe Seoul meet was the symbol of lire

emergence ofa tiny Asian country as one
of Ore super powers of this century.

Forget tbe smile, lire Koreans are a
serious people. True grit. Hurd ivork. A
keen sense ofprofessionalism in everything

they do. There teas a lime it was onlyJapan
in tbe Orient. Now, there are two. "The

Daewoos and the Hyitndais are flooding

tbe western market. ’Their ship building

and construction companies are among
tbe best, llreir communication and trans-

port systems are ultra modem. And, they

are very much in tbe field of blue chips.

Sprawling in tbe Han river basin, Seoul
is flanked by rocky, wooded mountains.
This was tbe capital of the Yi Dynasty, ’the

city is 605.33 square kilometres in area.

Tlxpopulation is about 10 million strong.

The streets are wide and dean. On tbe

newly reclaimed Youido Island in tlx Han
river, loitering ahoie all, is tlx 63 storey

Daeban Life insurance Building Korea's

tallest skyscraper.

We startfrom Kimpo to tlx Seoul S/xirts

Complex, tlx main venue of the 34th

Olympicgames. It was also the main tvnue

ofthe Asiad. It isa 40 minute ridefrom tlx .

airport, llxfreeurty is eight-lane wide, the

sky is usually dear in Septemhcr-Odoher,

tbe time of tbe games, llx climate is_

pleasantly coot. /

On tlx uity, near tlx Han riveryou see

the five storey building which housed llx

Main Press Centrefor the Asiad. A tinge oj

nostalgia. Its vast computer net work

whicl) gave any information under llx

sun, bate been dismantled for llx heir, .

improved Olympic Press Centre, elseidxre.

llx river embankments have been con-

creted and converted into huge parking

lots. -

K .

Crass tbe river, turn left. "There is tbe ,

gigantic sjtorts complex. It occupies an
area of 545000 sq m. The complex was .

completed in 19H4. llx shoupiece in the

complex is the Olympic stadium. ‘The S 57
m stadium is designed in tlx form of a
typical Yi dynasty porcelain vase. On its

two tierstands, covered by a cuning roof,

it can accommodate upto 100/XXJpeople.

Vx giant video score board on the south-

ern side gives you upto the minute in-

formation on what is happening in Ox
stadium and at other stadia as well. Ihe
timing equipments arcfrom Switzerland's

Omega. Ihe stadium has a medical clinic,

a dining hall, a conference room, it’s own
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press rooms and athletes’ retiring rooms.

j

.ihe track is laid with polyuret/xne. 'Ibis is

1

' the venue of the track and field events.

j

Adjacent to the main stadium is the

f warm-up stadium with its own
|

polyuret/xne track. Tire opening and clos-

ing ceremonies also will be held at the

j

’Olympic Stadium.

The Cbamsbil Gymnasiumfor basketball

am accommodate 20,000 persons. Were
arefive practice courts inside. Adjacent to

it is the Clramsbit Students' Gymnasium
where boxing bouts will be held It's

capacity is 7500.

Swimming competition will be held at

the CItamshil Indoor Swimming pool, in-

side the Sports Complexand at the Olympic
Park Indoor Pool Ihe Cbamsbil Poo! can

seat 4500 people. Swimming, diving, syn-

chronised swimming and water polo are

to be held at these two venues. Hx Olympic

parkpoo!bos a seating capacity of 10,000.
Both bate practice pools too.

Walk along the tree-linedavenues inside

the complex. Visit the soft drinks kiosks and
sit by the fountain. Hate lour favourite

hamburger. Tire next stop is at the Olympic

Park.

Pour km towards the west lies the

sprawling 2908200 sr/m Qlympic-Park. An
architectural wonder. Woodedpark lands,

rock gardens, wide avenues. Ihe fxtrk

includes the Olympic Village, the Press

Village; a 6000 capacity ivtdrome and

threegymnasiums with a combined capac-
ity' of 26000 for the gymnastics, fencing
and weightlifting events. Also it includes

an indoorswimmingpool, 18 bard tennis

courts and the Olympic centre, the Ixad-
quartets and nerve centre of tlx 24lb
Olympiad.

1be 15 storey Olympic centre contains

conference rooms, a communication
room,' printing sixjp, slxtw room and
offices. TJjLs isfrom ttbere the trixtle games
will he controlled. Tbe Olympic Park ttbich

has become a major tourist spot in Seoul
willhe the venue ofcultural scuptoraland
art festivals during tlx; olympiad.

About 10 km from tint [xtrk is tie

Songnatn Stadium, the venue of ixxkey

matches. 25000 people can watch tlx

game Ixrv Football is to lx Ixid at tix

Olympic stadium, Tongdaemun Stadium

and four ollxr provincial stadia.

Tixre is an Equestrian Park, 16 kmfront
tbe village, at Rttadxm, a typical Seoul

suburb. Tlxpark can !x>ld 30.000 specta-

tors. Wondang Rand), 40 km north of
Seoul is another venue for equestrian

eve?its.

Beside the Han is tix newly constructed

Regatta course. 25000 fxxtple can watch

tbe canoers and rotters in action.

Tlx national university and tix

Hanyang university gymnasiums trill lx

tix sires for tabic tennis and volleyball

matd)cs. Tix rifles and pistols trill come
into action at tlx Taenung international

sbootirtg range. It's 18 km atvayfrom tlx

Olympic village.

Pusan is a coastal city \ 480km southeast

ofSeoul Locatedon SuyongBayhere is tix

Pusan Yachting Centre. Tlx centre extends

over an area of 23812 sr/ km. Tixre are

three racing courses.

Tlx trans/Kiri systems, sub itays, btests'

and taxis, arcfan jess. You miss fix’ peak-

imttr trafficJams. Tlx expressnay connects

Seoul with suburban cities and towns

o Raghava Varmarf
'

"~'
N-credited

reporter.to the 10th As; •
.
^-Seooi.
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22-dav northward journey to Seoul’s Olympic

Stadium, where it will bum from September

17 until the games close on October 2.

The relay of the Seoul Olympic flame will

cover a single, winding 4,066 kilometer course

over host South Korea’s land, sea and air.

Greece, the host country' of the ancient

Games, will, by tradition, lead the paradf

nations into the Olympic Stadium in

opening and closing ceremonies. It will

followed by Ghana and Gabon as the count

enter in the order of the Korean alpha

South Korea will enter last, following

Hong Kong delegation around the stadir

oval track.

Olympic Games Venues & Dates

I. 1896 Athens April 6—15

2. 1900 Paris May 20-Oct. 28

3- 1904 St. Louis July 1-Nov. 23

} 1906 Athens April 22-May 2

4. 1908 London April 27-Oct. 31

5. 1912 Stockholm May 5-July 22

6. 1916 Berlin Not held owing to war

7. 3920 Antwerp April 20-Sept. 32

8. 1924 Paris May 4-July 27

9. 1928 Amsterdam May 17-Aug. 12

10. 1932 Los Angeles July 30-Aug. 14

11. 1936 Berlin August 1— 16

12. 1940 Tokyo, then Helsinki Not held owning to war

13. 1944 London Not held owing to war
34. 1948 London July 29-Aug. 14

15 1952 Helsinki July 19-Aug. 3

16. 1956 Stockholm}:} June 10-17
Melbourne Nov. 22 — Dec. 8

17. 1960 Rome Aug. 25 - Sep. 11

18. 1964 Tokyo Oct, 10-24
19. 1968 Mexico City' Oct. 12-27
20. 1972 Munich Aug. 26-Sep. 10
21. 1976 Montreal July 17-Aug. 1-

22. 1980 Moscow Julv 19-Aug. 3 .

23. 1984 Los Angeles July 28-Aug. 12
24. 1988 Seoul Sep. 17-Oct. 2
25. 3992 Barcelona Undecided

i 1906 Games held to mark the 10th Anniversary of the modem games but not numbered since it was not held in 1

four year sequence.
.

,

i Oniv the Equestrian events were held here.



THE GREATEST OLYMPIANS
Jesse Owens, USA: Bom in Danville on

September 12, 1912 James Cleveland
Owens was the son ofa black sharecropper
and the grandson of a slave. In the 11th

Olympics in Berlin in 1936, Owens shocked
the ‘white Aryan Superman’ Adolf Hitler by
winning four golds. He won the 100 m in

10.3 sec, 200 m in 20.7 sec, long jump with

8.06 m and anchored the American 4x100
m relay quarter to the gold in a world re-

cord of 39.8 sec. Owens died in Tucson, on
March 31, 1980. In 1984 a street in Berlin

jvas named after him.

ft

Edwin Moses, USA: bom in uu^una

Beach, California on August 31 , 1955 Edwin

Moses, a student of astrophysics, took to

hurdling only five months before die Mon-

treal Olympics in 1976.' He won gold in

Montreal in a world record of 47.64 sec. He
won it in Los Angeles too. Moses is die
second man in Olympic history to retain his

title. Glen Davis of USA won the event in

1956 and I960. But Moses retained his gold
after a gap of eight years. Because of die

yt <- - i
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Johnny Weissmuller, USA: Bom in

Windber, Austria on June 2, 1904, Johnny
Weissmuller was the son ofan emigre coal-

miner. He became the first man in the

world to swim the 100 metre in under one
minutedie did it under 58.6 sec. In the 1924

Paris Olympics he won gold in 100 m frees-

tyle, 400 m freestyle, 4x200 m freestyle re-

lay and bronze in waterpolo. In the 1928

Amstardam Olympics he won gold in 1 00 m
freestyle and 4X200 m freestyle relay.John-

ny Weissemuiler is better known for play-

ing Tarzan on the screen in 11 films in 16

vears. He died in Mexico on January 20,

1984.

American boycott, Moses missed the Mos-
cow Olympics of 1980. Even since 1977,

Moses has not lost his pet 400 m Hurdles

more than twice. His German wife Myrella

helps him in practice. Moses trains with

micro electrodes attached to his arms, legs

and trunk, connected by radio monitor to a

computer. He holds the world record at

47.02 secs (Koblenz, 1983).

Carl Lewis, USA: Frederick Carlton

Lewis was born in Texas onjuly 1 , 1 961 . His

parents were track coaches in Willingboro,

New’ Jersey. The sand pit at home was his

first training ground. Carl Lewis started get-

ting national attention from 1979. At the

Ms*

1981 World Cup at Rome, Lewis won long

jumpgoid. His sprinting abilitywas noted in

1982. In 1983, at tile Helsinki world cup. he

won 3 golds and stole international lime

tight. At Los Angeles Olympics in 1984 he.

won four golds — in 100 m, 200 m, 4x 100

Realv, long jump and was accb- to be

the successor ofjesse Owens
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Sebastian Coe, UK: Britain's super

athlete was bom on September 29, 1956 In

London. One of world’s all time greatest

middle distance runners, Sebastian Coc lias

a natural flair for running. This was de-

veloped into a fine act by his father Peter

Coe. He supervised his son’s training to the

minutest detail. At the Moscow Olympics.

Coe lost his favourite 800 m to Steve Ovett,

but won the 1500 m. This was repeated at

Las Angeles. In Olympics no body else had

retained 1500 m title. Coe has held world

records in 800 m, 1000 m, 1500 m and the

mile.

Daley Thompson, UK: Hailed as the

greatest all rounder athlete in the world,
Francis Dales' Thompson was bron in Lon-
don on July 30, 1958 Thompson was reign
ing world, Olvmpic, Commonwealth and
European decathlon champion At the
World Cup in rome in 198", he was beaten
But this lass is one of the very few in his

career The Thompson saga began at Farnev
Close School in 1965 His raw talent was
moulded into champion stuff by Bob Mor-
timer Bom to a Nigerian father and Scottish

Mother, Daley Thompson is the second'
man to win two Olympic decathlon twice -
in 1980 and 84.

Nadia Comaneci, Romania: Montreal

Olympics saw the advent of a gvmnai

legend - Nadia Comaneci. She was bom
November 1961 in Gheorghe Dei- S

scored the first ever perfect 10 in gvmn
tics. The computerised score board was r

programmed to show her score. It flash

1 00. She won gold in combined excerds
(individual) asymmetrical bars, beam, t

ver in combined cxcercises (team) a
bronze in floor exccrcises. At the Moser
Olympics she won gold on beam, floor <

cerdscs and silver in combined e.xcerd;

(team and individual). In Romania, whe
the state grooms sportsman, Nadia got-t

best of opportunities and equipments
groom her inborn talents.

Dawn Fraser, Australia: Bom in B
main. New Southwales on September
193", Dawan Fraser Set an incredible'

world records and won four gold and fc

silver medals in three Olympics (1956,
and 64). Her sensational success story sp:

ned between 1955 and 1964. Before the
Tokyo Olympics, her car rammed intc

parked lorry. Her mother was killed. Fra:

chipped a vertebra in the neck. She had
be in plaster for six weeks. But with rema
able grit, she made it to Tokyo and won 1

m freestyle gold in record time (59.5 »
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and silver in 4x100 freestyle relay. She is

the only swimmer, male or female to win
the same event (100 m freestyle) thrice in

Olympics.

Alfred Oerter, USA: Oerter who won
Discuss Throw gold in four successive
Olympics (1956, 60, 64 and 68) was bom in

Astoria, New York on September 19, 1936,

f I

•

- jfiit —IT" .;

and Dhvan Chand scored 6 goals. His Olym-

pic debut was in Amsterdam 1928. There

also India won gold. In 1932 at Los Angeles

India again triumphed. After the Berlin vic-

tory in '36 Hitler is said to have offered

Dhvan Chand the post of Colonel in die

German army if he migrated. Dhyan Cliand

refused. He was honoured with Padma
Bhushan by the Govt, of India. He died on
December 3, 1979.

Mark Spitz, USA: Bom in Modesto, Cali-

fornia in February 1950, Mark Andrew Spitz

created a record by winning seven swim-
ming gold medals in one Olympics - 1972
Munich. All the seven attempts were
marked by world records. Parents Arnold
and Lenore Spitz introduced Mark to swim-
ming.On his eleventh birthday he broke 17
national junior records. In 67 Mark was
nominated the World Swimmer of the year

by SwimmingWorld magazine. In '68 oiym-

jw*yw^**y*^y*y ** *

He made Olympic debut at 20 at Melbourne
(1966). With the very' first throw, he broke
the Olympic record (56.36 m). Before 1960,

he broke the world record four times. Not
only is his feat of 4 successive golds in the

same event unparallelled in Olympic his-

tory, but each time he also set a new Olym-

pic record. He once said: “these are the

Olympics; you die for them”.

Dhyan Chand, India: Bom in August

1905, Dhyan Chand was the most gifted and
artistic international hockey player. He lead

India to Olympicgold in 1936 Berlin Olym-
pics. India beat Germany 8— 1 in the final

pics he attempted six golds but won two

( relays) one silver and one bronze.

Emil Zatopek, Czechoslovakia.- Bom
-in Koprivnice, Moravia on September 19,

1922, Emil Zatopak is known xs the Czech

Express. He is deservedly the' true succes-

sor of Paavo Nurmy. In a 12-year career,

Zatopek won 4 gold medals and one silver

in the Olympics and set 18 world records.

Before him, in 1952, nobody ever'dreamt of

winning the distance treble: 5,000 m, 10,000

m and Marathons. No one else has achieved

it till today. In the London Olympics of 1948

he won the gold in 10,000 m and silver in

5,000 m. In the 1952 Helzinki meet lie won
gold in 5.000 m. 10,000 m and Marathon.
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GOLD MEDALLISTS
The following official Ohfnple abbre- IXD

viations have been used for the turner of JKN
countries. IRQ

IRL

AFG Aiglunistan 151

AHO Netherland's 1SR

Antilles ITA
ALB Albania !SV

ALG Algeria JAM
ARG Argentina JOR
ARS Saudi Arabia JPN
AUS Australia, (or Australia re- KEN

presenting a combined team KHM
from Australia and New KOK
Zealand In the years up to KITS’

and including 1912) LBA
AUT Austria LBR
BAH Bahamas LES
bar Barbados UB
BEL Belgium UE
BER Bermuda LUX
BJR Burma .MAD
BOL Bolivia MAL
BRA Brazil MAR
bul Bulgaria MAW
CAT Centra) Africa MEN
CAN Canada MOL
CEY Ceylon (up to 19"2) MU
CGO Congo Republic MLT
CHA Chad MON
CHI Chile MR1
civ Ivon- Coast NGA
CMR Cameroon Republic NET
COK Congo Kinshasa NGR
COL Colombia NIG
CRC Costa Rica NOR
CUB Cuba NZL
DAH Dahomev pak
DEN Denmark PAN
DOM Dominican Republic PAR
ECU Ecuador PER
ECY Egypt PHI

ESP
(or United Arab Republic) POL
Spam POR

ETH Ethiopia PRK
FI) Fiji PUR
FIN Finland RHO
FRA France ROC
GAB Gabon ROM
GBR Great' Britain RUS
GDR German Democratic Republic SAL

GER
1968 on SEN
German Federal Republic SIN

GHA
(Germany until 1968) SLE
Ghana SMR

GRE Greece SOM
GUA Guatemala SRI
GUI Guinea SUD
GUV Guyana SU1
HAS Haiti SUR
HBR British Honduras SWE
HKG Hong Kong swz
HOL Netherlands SYR
HON Honduras TAX
HUN Hungary TOI
INa Indonesia THA

Inda
inn
Iraq

Ireland

Iceland

Israel

Julv

Virgin Islands

Jamaica

Jordan
jjp.m

Kenva

Cambodia
South Korea
Kuwait

Libya

Liberia

Lesotho

Lebanon

Liechtenstein

Lixemlxxirg

Madagascar

Malaysia

Morocco
Malawi

Mexico
Mongolia

Mali

Malta

Monaco
Mauritius

Nicaragua

Nepal

Nigeria

Niger

Norway
New Zealand
Pakistan

Panama
Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Poland

ftamrgal

North Korea
Puerto Rico

Rhodesia

Republic of China
Romania
Russia until 191?
EL Sahucior

Senegal

Singapore

Sierra Leone
San Marino
Somali Republic
Sri Lanka (formerly Onion)
Sudan
Switzerland

Surinam
Sweden
Swaziland

Syria

Tanzania

Czechoslovakia

Thailand

TOG Tngoland
TR1 Trinidad and Tobago
TUN Tunisia

TUR Turkey
VAR United Arab Republic

UGA Uganda
URS USSR
URU Uruguay

I'M Lmired Stares of America
VEN Vcnenida
VNM Met Nam
VOL Upper Vofu
1TC Jugoslavia

ZAI
.
Zaire

ZAM Zambia
ZJM Zimlulmv

Odier abbreviations for countries

A.VT Antilles (West tndic*.)

BOH Bolicmu
ENG England
EST Estonia

LAT larva

UT Lithuania

RUS (Tsarist) Russia

5AF South Africa

SCO Scotland

The abbreviations used in m
urrments follow British Sunt
350. Other abbreviations used
fits faults; pis points, rvla no i

available.

Approximate Metric Guide*

I metre <m) 3ft 3 ,'5 in

loom 109vd i ft l in

ZOOm 2lfcd 2 ft 2 in

•103m 43"NTf 1 ft 4 tn

600m fiNvd 2 ft 8 in

1,000m > 1,09Jvd 1 ft 10 in

1.500m ).640yd 1 ft 3 in

16093m 1 mi!c

3.000m 1 mile 1,520yd 2ft 6t

5.000m 3 miles IRrfttI Oft 2»n

10.000m ' 6 miles 3'‘6jxl Oft 4ir

15km
. 9 miles 564iitl Oft 9ir

20km 12 miles ?52vd (3ft Si

30km 1Smiles 1130yd Jft 0i

50km 31 miles 119yd 2ft lOi

ARCHERY (MEN)
Double Men’s International Round
arrows each at 90. 70. 50 and 30 metr
Not held before 1972.

1972 J Williams USA 2,528

1976 D. Pace USA 2.571

1 9S0 T. Poikolaincn FIN 2,455

1984 D. Pact USA - 2,616

ARCHERY (WOMEN)
Double Women's Imcmarionsl But

(56 arrows each ai 70. 60. 50 and
metres). Nt* held before 597)
1972 D. Wilber l

!SA 2.424

1976 LRvonL’SA 2.499

19S0 K-UraberidreUKS , 2.491

22



1984 Hyang-Soon Sco KOR 2,568 pts

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Not held before 1900.

1900 GBR
1901 CAN
1908 GBR
1912 GBR
1920 BEL
1921 URU
1928 URU
1932 Not held

1936 ITA

1918 SWE
1952 HUN
1956 URS
1960 VUG
1961 HUN
1968 HUN
1972 POL-
1976 GDR
1980 TCH
1984 FRA

ATHLETICS (MEN)
100 Metres -

1896 T. Burke USA 120sec
1900 F.Jarvis USA HOsec
1904 A Hahn USA ll.Osec

1903 R Walker SAP 10.8 sec

1912 R Craig USA lOSsec
1920 G Paddock USA 10.8 sec

1921 H. Abrahams GBR 10 6 sec

1928 P. Williams CAN l08sec
1932 ETolanUSA 10 3 sec

1936 J. Owens USA 10 3 sec

1918 HDilLard USA 10.3 sec

1952 L Rcmlgino USA 10.1 sec

1956 B. Morrow USA 10.5 sec

1960 A Hary GER 10.2 sec

1961 R. Hayes USA 100 sec

1968 J. Hines USA 9.9 sec

1972 V. Borzov URS 10.11 sec

1976 H. Crawford TRX 10.06 sec

1980 AWclLsGBR 1025 sec

. 1981 C Lewis USA 999 sec

200 Metres

Carpenter USA was disqualified’ In the
final. Haiswellcwas the only competitor.

1896 T. Burke USA 51.2 sec
1900 M. Long USA 19.1 sec
1904 H. Hillman USA 19.2 sec
1908 W. Halswclie GBR 500 .sec
1912 C Rcidpath USA 18.2 sec
1920 B RuddSAF 49 6 sec
1921 E Liddell GBR 17.6 sec

1928 R Barbutl USA 17.8 sec

1932 W Carr USA 16 2 sec

1936 A Williams USA 46 5 sec

1918 AWintJAM 16 2 sec

1952 G RhodenJAM 159sec
1956 CJenkinsUSA 167 sec

1960 O Davis USA 11 9 sec

1961 M LarrahceUSA 45 1 sec

1968 L Evans USA 43.8 sec

1972 V Matthews USA 11.66 sec

1976 AJuantorcna CUB 41 26 sec

1980 V Markin URS 41 60 sec
1981 A Balters USA 44 27 sec

800 Metres
18% E Ftock AUS 2 roln 1 1 0 sec

1900 A. Tysoc GBR 2 min 01 2 sec

1904 J. Ughtbody USA 1 min 50 0 sec

1908 M Sheppard USA 1 mm 52.B see

1912 J Meredith USA 1 min 51 9 sec

1920 A. Hill GBR 1 min 53 4 sec

1924 D Lowe GBR 1 min 52.4 sec

1928 D. Lowe GBR 1 mm 51 -8 see

1932 T Hampson GBR 1 min 49.7 sec

1936 J WoodruffUSA 1 min 52.9 see

1948 M. Whitfield USA I mm 49 2 see

1952 M Whitfield USA 1 mm 49 2 sec

1956 T. Courtney USA 1 min 47 7 see

I960 P Snell NZL J min 46 3 see

1964 P. Snell NZL 1 min 45 1 sec

1968 R. Doubcll AUS 1 min 44 3 see

1972 D W'orile U&4 1 min 45 9 <ec

1976 A. Juantorcna CUB 1 min 43 50 sec

1980 5. OvctT GBR 1 min 45 4 sec

19S4 J.Cru2 BRA '
I min 43 00 sec

1,500 Metres
1896 E Flack AUS 1 min 33 2 sec

1900 G Bennett GBR 1mm 06 2 sec

1924 P. Nurmi FIN llmin.AI.2MV
1928 V.Rimbn.N 11 mm 3H(i kv
1932 L Lfhtincn FIN M min 30()mv
1 936 G. 1 loeken ON 14 min 22 2 mv
1918 C. RicffBEL 11 mm 176kv
1952 EZatopekTCH llminOOOMV
1956 V Kins URS 13 min 39 6 ms-
1960 M llalhergNZL l3minl3l.MV
1964 R.Vht/lUM IJmirtlRWvv
1968 M GammoudiTUN HminOStx
1972 L Viren ITN 1,4 mm 26 4 mv
1976 L Vin-n FIS 1.4 mm 24 76 mv
1980 M YifterKm l.4min2l.(lMV
1984 ,S Anuta MAK I3i.:tn05 59 ms-

10,000 Metres
Not hold before 1912

19J2 H KiJlchmajncn

FIN 31 min 208 mv
1920 P Nurmi FIN 31 min 15 8 mv
1924 V RitolaFIN 30 mm 23 2 sec

1928 P Nurmi FIN 30 mm IHxmv
1932 J Kusocinski l*OL 30mm 1 1 1 mv
1936 1 SalmincnFIN 30 mm 15 4 ms*

1948 EZatopck TCII 29 nun 59 o ms-

1952 R Zaiopck TCH 29mml7tiMV
1956 V Kitts URS 28 min 45 6 mv
I960 P Bolotnikov URs 28 min 322 mv
196-4 B Mills U.SA 28 mm 24 , mv
1 968 N Tcmu KEN 29mm 27 4 mt
1972 1- Viren FIS 2'mm .48 4w
1976 I. Viren ll.N 27 mm 40 3m mv
1980 M Viltcr ETH 2' min 12 ’ sue

1984 ACovalTA 2' mm 17 54 mv

Marathon
The standard distance of 42.195 m 126

miles 585 yd) was established In l«w
and has been retained since 1924 In

other years die distance lus varied

1896 .6 Louis GRE ' 21ir 58min 500s

1900 M Thcato IRA 2 hr 59mm 4511s

1904 T. Hicks USA 3 hr 28mm 5.4 0 '

1908 J liases USA 2hr 55min 184 s

1912 K McArthur SAF 2!ir 36mm 54 Ks

1920 II Colchmamcn
FIN 2 hr 32 mm.45 8 s

1924 AStcnroosFlN 2hrll mm22os
Not held before 1900

1900 J.W. Tewksbury USA
1904 AFLtltnUSA
1908 R Kerr CAN
1912 R. Craig USA
1920 A Woodring USA
1924 J. Scholz USA
1928 P. Williams GAN
1932 E Tbttn USA
1936 J. Owens USA
1948 M. Patton USA
1952 A Stanfield USA
1956 B. Morrow USA
1960 LBcruttilTA
1961 H. Carr USA
1968 T. Smith USA
1972 V. Boras- URS
1976 D.QuarrieJAM 1

1980 P.Mennca ITA 2

198-4 C Lewis USA 1

400 Metres
In 1903 a re-run was ordered :

1904 J. Lightlxxiy USA 4 min 05 1 sec

22.2 sec 1908 M Sheppard USA 1 min 031 sec

21.6sec 1912 AJackson GBR 3mm56.8.sec

22.6 sec 1920 A Hill GBR 1 min 01 8.sec

21?sec 1921 P.NurmiFIN 3min53 6sec

22.0 sec 1928 H. Lana F7N 3 mm 5.4.2 sec

21 6sec 1932 L Beccali ITA 3 min 51 2 sec

2 1.8 sec 1936 J. Lovelock S7J. 3 min 47.8 sec

21.2 sec 1948 H. Eriksson SWE 3minl98scc
20.7 sec 1952 J.Barthel LUX 3 min 45.1 see

21.2 sec 1956 RDelanyIRL 3min412vtc
20.7 sec I960 H Elliott AUS 3mm356scc
206scc 1964 P.SndINZL 3min38Isec

20 5 sec 1968 RKcmoKEN 3min349soc
20.3 sec 1972 P. Vasala FIN 3 min 36 3.sec

19.8 sec 1976 J. Walker NZL 3min39 17sec

200scc 1980 S Coe GBR 3mln384sec

20.23 sec 1984 S.CoeGBR Amin 3253 sec

5,000 Metres
Not held before 1912

1912 H Kolclimairtcn FIN I4min366se

i afterJC 1920 J. Guillemot fRA 14min556scc

1928 M F.IOuafi IRA 2hr32mm57i)s
1932 J Zabala ARG 2 hr 31 min AM) s

1936 KSonJPN 2 hr 29 min 19 2 s

1948 I), Cabrera AKG 2hr 34min 11 6s

1952 E-ZaiopekTCH 2 hr ’.Amm 03 2 s

1956 A Mimoun ERA 2 hr

2

5 min 000

,

I960 ABikilafmi 2hrl5mmlt>2s2hr 15mm l(>2s

1964 ABikjlaETH 2hrl2mmll2'
1968 M Woldc ETH 2 hrWmm 26 4

,

1972 r Shorter USA 2 hr 12 min 198 s

1976 w Ocrpmski
ODR 2 hr 09 min AS 0 s

1980 W Cierpmski

GDR 2 hr II ram (HO «

1984 ClnpcsrOR 2 hr tW mm 2 1 0‘

110 Metres Hurdles

In 1896 the distance lOmtn’ly.l 1

1P96 T, Ginn I'M ^
r, L 4

*

1900 A. .***
'

,9W y *** 1

? n»* *.

i90» r

*
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191* F. Kelly USA 19 )5

1920 F_Thomson CAN 1-1 Ns

1921 O KinseyUSA 150s

1928 S AtkinsonSAF MNs
1932 C Saling USA llf>s

1936 F Towns USA l-*2s

1W W. Potter USA 13.9 s

1932 Wll Dillard USA li.’s

1956 1. Calhoun USA 13.5 s

1960 I. Calhoun USA 13 8s

1964 II JoncsUSA 136 s

1968 W. Davenport USA 133 s

1972 R-MiUmm USA 13 21s

1976 G Doit FRA 1330 s

1980 T.Munkch GDR 1339s

1981 R. Kingdom USA 1320 s

400 Metres hurdles
Noe held before 1900

1 900J.W. Tewksbury USA 57.6s

1901 II. HUIrrun USA 530 s

1908 C. Bacon USA 55 0s
1912 No< held

1920 F Loomis USA 5i.0s

1924 F.M. Taylor USA 52 6 s

1928 lord nurghlcy GBR 534 s

1932 R-TlsdalllRL .517$
1936 G.llsrdlnUSA 52.1s

1918 R. Cochran USA 51 1 s

1952 C Moore USA 508

s

1956 G.Dsvls USA 501s
1960 G. Davis USA 493 s

1964 RAT. Cawley USA 49 6 s

1968 D.Hcmciy GBR 48.1 s

1972 J.Akil-tJuaUGA 4782s
1976 E- Moses USA 47 64 s

1980 V. BeckGDR 4870 s

1981 E. Moses USA 47.75 s

3,000 Metres Steeplechase
Not held before 1900 In 1900 and 1901

- the distance was 2.500 m. In 1908 It was
3200m In 1932 thedistanoe In the final

* was 3,460m due roan error on the pan
'' of an official.

- G Orton CAN 7 min 34 4 s
< 1 J Ughtbody USA 7 min 39 6 s

A Russell GDR 10 min 47.8 s

2 Not held

20 P.l lodge GDR 10 min 00,4

s

1924 V.RItolaFlN 9 min 33 6 s
1928 T.loukolaFlN 9 min 218

s

1932 V. Iso-llollo FIN 10mtn33.4s
1936 V. Iso-Hollo FTN 9mln038»
1948 T. SJostrand SWE 9mln046s
1952 H.'Ashenfclter USA 8 min 45 4 s

1956 G Brasher GDR 8mln41.2s
1960 Z. Kraysakcrwiak POL 8 min 342 s

1964 G. Rodino BEL
1968 A Blw-ott KEN
1972 K. Kcino KEN
1976 AGardcrudSWE
1980 B. Malinowski POL
1984 J.KorirKEN

4x100 Metres Relay
Not held before 1912
1912 GBR
1920 USA
1924 USA
1928 USA

8min308s
8 min 51.0 s

8mln236s
8 min 03 02 s

8 min 09.7 s

8min 11.80 sc

42.4 s

422 s

41.0s

41.0s

1932 USA •400V

1936 USA 39ns
194H USA •*0 6 ft

1952 USA 40 1 *

1956 USA 39.5 s

1960 GFR 39.5 *

1964 USA 390ft

1968 USA 382ft

1972 USA 3819 s

1976 USA 38 33 s

1980 URS 3« 26 s

1984 USA 37 H3*

4x400 Metres Relay

Not held before 1912.

1912 USA 3 min 16 6 s

1920 GBR 3 min 22.2 s

1924 USA 3mln 160s
1928 USA 3 m!n 142 s

1932 USA 3 min 08 2 ft

1936 GBR 3 min 09 0 s

1918 l*SA 3 min 10 4 s

1952 JAM 3 min 03 9 ft

1956 USA 3 min (MBs
1960 USA 3 min 02.2 5

1964 USA 3min007s
1963 USA 2 min 56 1 it

1972 KEN 2 min 59 8 5

1976 USA 2 rmn 58 65 s

1980 URS 3 mlnOM j

1984 USA 2 min 57 91

»

20 Kilometres Walk
Not held before t956

1956 LSpirinVRS
I960 V. GotubnlclU

1 hr 3) min 27.4 s

URS
1964 K. M*tt)Krw.-ft

1 hr 34 .min 07.2 s

GBR
1968 V. Goluhnfchf

1 hr 29 min 340s

URS 1 hr33mln58 4s
1972 P. Frenkel GDR
1976 D. Bautista

1 hr 26 min 42.4 s

MEX
1980 M Damilano

1 hr 24 min 406 s

ITA 1 hr 23 min 35.5 s

1934 E- CantoMEX I hr 23 min 130ft

50 Kilometres Walk
Not held iTtfofc 1932-

1932 T. GreenGDR 4 hr 50 min 100 s

1936 H. WhitlockGBR 4hr30mln 41.1s

1948 J Llunpgrcn

SWE 4hr4lmin520ft
1952 G. Dordoni ITA 4 hr 28 min 07.B 5
1956 N. Read N71 4hr30mln428»
I960 D. Thompson

GBR 4 hr 25 min 30 0 s

1964 A. Pamlch ITA 4 hr U min 12.4 s
1968 C HolmeGDR 4hr20minl36s
1972 B. Kannenbcrj?

GER 3 hr 56 min 116s
1976 Not held

1980 H.GaudcrGDR 3hr49min240s
1984 R Gonzalea MEX 3hr47min2605

High Jump
1896 E. Clark USA 1.81m
1900 l.Rrnrr USA 1.90m
1904 S Jones USA 1.80m
1908 H. Porter USA 1.90 m

1912 AKklurdftUSA
1920 R UntVxi USA
1924 H.Oshom USA
1928 R Kins USA
1932 0 McNaugfwon CAN
1936 C Jt>hmort USA
1948 J Winter AllS

1952 VP. IXrvit USA
1956 C. Dumas USA
1960 R Stvnlalcnlre URS
1961 V', Brume! URS
1968 Rrt>%tKir>'USA

I972 Y.TamukllRS
1976 ) WttoU POL
1980 G.WcvIrGDR
1984 D,Mocgcn!>urf>GFR

Long Jump
1896 E. Oatk USA
1900 A Kracrulcin USA
1901 M PrhwcInllSA

1908 F. front USA
1912 A. Guttcffton USA
1 920 W. PeticrftvrnSWE
1924 W.DH HubbardUSA
1928 B. Hamm USA
1932 F. Gordon USA
1936 J.OacmUSA
1918 V, Steele USA
1952) DifflcUSA

1956 G UdlUSA
I960 R BomooUSA
1964 L DaviesGBR
1968 R Beamon USA
1972 R IXI/tem* USA
1976 A Roblmon USA
1980 L DomftfowskiGDR
1934 CIcuisUSA

Triple Jump
1896 J ConnollyUSA
1900 MPrirotcinUSA
1904 M. Prlmicln USA
1908 T, Ahcamc GBR/IRL
1912 G. Undblom SVFR

1920 V. Tbukw nN
1924 A WinterAUS
.1928 M. OdiJPN
1932 CNambuJFN
1936 N TajtnuJPN
1918 A. AhmanSWE
1952 AF. da Silva BRA
1956 AF. daSilva BRA
I960 J Smirk POL
1964 J. Szmidi POL
1968 V. Saneev URS
1972 V.SanccvURS
1976 V.SanccvURS
1980 J.Uudmac URS
193-4 A.Joyner USA

Pole Vault
1896 W. Hoyt USA
1900 I. Baxter USA
190-1 C Dvorak USA
1908 A Gilbert USA &

E. Cooke USA
1912 H. Babcock USA
1920 F, Foss USA
1924 L BarpesUSA
1928 5. Carr USA

1.93m
191m
19«m
1 91 m
1.97m
2 03 m
1.98 m
201m
2.12 m
2.16 m
Zlttm
2-24 m
2 23m
2.25 m
236 m
2.35 m

635m
7.185m
734m
.7.48 m
760rn
7.15 m
7.44 m
7.73 m
7.6im
806 m
7.82 m
7.57m
7.85 m
812m
807 m
890m
824 m
835m
854m
8.54 m

13.71 m
14.47m
1435 m
1491 m
14.76 m
14.50 m
15.52 m
15-21 m
15.72 m
1600m
1540m
1622m
1635 m
1681m
1685 m
1739 m
1736 m
1729 m
1735 m
1726 m

330 m
330m
350 tr

371 ir

395 m
4 09 it

3.95 rr

4.20 n



1932 W..Miller USA 4.32 m
1936 E Mcadosvs USA 4.35 m
1948 O.G Smith USA 430m
1932 R Richards USA -1.-35 m
1936 RRichards USA -1.36 m
1960 D. BraggUSA 3.70 m
1963 F. Hansen USA 3 10 m
1968 RScagrenUSA 340 m
1971 W.NordtvigGDR 3.30 m
I9’6 T. Slusarxki POL 3.30 m
1980 VO. Kozakiemez POL 3 "8 m
1984 P. Quinon FRA 3. "’3 m
Shot Put
Weigh! ’23’ kg (16 lb) from a circle of
2.135m(’ft)-.in 1896 and I900ascjuare
of 2.133 m C ft)

1896 R Garten USA 11.22 m
1900 R Sheldon USA 14.10 m
190) R Rose USA 14.81m
1908 R- Rose USA 14.21 m
1912 P. McDonald USA 13.34 m
1920 V. Porhola FIN 14.81 m
1924 C llouscr USA 14.99 m
1928 J. Kuck USA I58’m
1932 L Sexton USA 1601m
1936 U. VTo/lkc GER 16.20m
1948 W. Tfiompson USA 1712m
1932 P. O'Brien USA 1741m
1936 P. O’Brien USA 18.3’

m

1960 W. Niodcr USA 1 9 68 m
1964 D. Long USA 20.33 m
1968 R. Matson USA 20.34 m
19’2 W. Komar POL 2118 m
I9’6 U. Bever GDR 21.03 m
1980 V. Kischou URS 21.33 m
1984 A Andrei ITA 2 1 2G ni

Discus
Weight 2 kg (4 If) 6.34’ oz) from a circle

of 2,50 m.
IR96 R Garten USA 2913 m
1900 R BauerHUN 3604 m
1904 M. Sheridan USA -- - 39 28 m
1908 M. Sheridan USA 4089 m
1912 ATaipaleFIN 4521 m
1920 E Niklander FIN 44 69 m
1924 G Houser USA 46 16 m
1928 C Houser USA 47.32 m
1932 J. Anderson USA * 4949 m
1936 a Carpenter USA 30.48 m
1948 A Consolini ITA 3278 m
1932 S Incss USA 5503 m
1936 A Oerter USA 36 36 m
1960 A Oerter USA 59.18 m
1964 A Oerter USA 61.00 m
1968 A Oerter USA 64 78 m
1972 UDanekTCH 64 40m
1976 M. Wilkins USA 67.50 m
1980 V*. Rasshchupkin URS 66 6-4 m
1984 RDanncbcrgGER 6660m

Hammer Throw
Weight 7.257 (16 Ih) from a circle of

2135 m (7 ft) In 1900 from a 9 ft circle.

Not held before 1900 .

1900 J. Flanagan USA 49.73 m
1901 J. Flanagan USA 51.23m

19144 J. Flanagan LISA 51.92 th

1912 M. McGrath USA 34.74m
1920 P. Ryan USA 52R8m

1924 F. Tootdl USA 53.30m
1928 p. O'Callaghan IRL 5 1 .39 m
1932 P. O'Callaglian IRL 53.92 m
1936 K lleinCER 56.49 m
1948 I Nemeth IWN 5607m
1952 J. Cscrmak HUN 60,34 m
1956 H. Connolh* USA 63.19 m
1960 V. Kudenkos- URS 67. 10m
1964 R. Klim URS 69.’4m
1968 G. Zsivotzkv HUN ’336 m
1972 A Bondarchuk URS 75.50 m
1976 Y Sedckh URS 77.30 m
1980 Y Scdvkh URS 81.80m
1984 J.TiainenFlN 7808 m
Javelin

Not held before 19M
I90S E Lemming SWE S4 83m
1912 E. Lemming SWE* 60.61 m
1920 J Mwra FIN 65 78 m
1924 } Mvvra FIN 62.96m
1928 E Lundkvist SWE 66.60 m
1932 M. Jatvinen FIN ~2 71 m
1936 G. Stock GER ’1 84 m
1948 T Rautavaara FIN 69.’’ m
1952 C Young USA 73 ’8 m
1936 E Damclsen NOR 85 7

1 m
1960 V Tstbulcnko URS 84 f>4 m
1 964 P Ncvala FIN 82 66 m
1968 Y. Lusts URS 9010m
1972 K. Wolferrrunn GER 90 48 m
1976 M Nemeth HUN 94 38 m
1980 DKula URS 91.20 m
1984 AllaerkocnenflN 86 ’(>m

Decathlon
ConsLsts ol ren events on mo consccu

live davs. 100 metres, long jump, shot

put, hlgli jump, 400 metn-s on the First

das*: 1 10-metres hurdles, discus, pole

vault, laselin, 1,300 metres on the

second das-. Nix held in Ils present fnsm

before 1912

1912 H Wicslander,SWE 7’24 495pts

1920 H Los-land NOR <>.803.355 pis

1924 H Ostxam USA 7.7)0 ”5 pis

1928 P Yrjola FIN 8.0S3.290pts

1932 J Bausch USA 8.462.230 pis

1936 G. Morris USA 7.900 pcs

1948 R Mathias USA 7,139 pts

1952 R Mathias USA 7g8’pts

1956 M. Campbcl I USA ’.93’ pts

I960 RJohnson USA 8392 pts

1964 W.HoldorfGER 7,887 pts

1968 BToomcvUSA 8,193 pts

1972 N. Avilov URS 8,434 pts

1976 B.Jenncr USA 8.61 8 pts

1980 D Thompson GBR 8.493 pts

1984 D Thompson GBR 8.797 pis

53.30m 1961 W. Tl-us USA \14%
51.39 m 1968 W.TvusUSA n o.«

53.92m 1972 RStccherGDR nrr*
56.49 m 1976 ARichterGDR II cws
5607m 1980 L Kondratvcva URS 1105*
60.34 m 1984 E Ashford'USA 1097*
63.19 m
67.10m 200 Metres

697*4 m Not held before 1948

7336m 1948 F. Blankers-Koen HOL 24 4*

75.50 m 1952 M.Jackson AUS 23,7*

77.50 m 1956 B. Cuthben AUS 234*
81.80m 1960 W. Rudolph USA '240s

7808 m 1964 E Maguire USA 230*
1968 1 Szcninska Karszensacin

POL 22.5 s

1972 R SteelierGDR 22.40 *

$4 83 m 1976 B Eckert GDR 2237 s

60.64 m I960 B WockclCDR 22 03 s

65 78 m 1984 V. Brisco-Hooks USA 2! His
62.96m 400 Metres
66.60 m
7271 m Not held before 1964

84 m 1964 B CuthbertAUS 5205

ATHLETICS (WOMEN)

100 Metres
Not held before 1928

1928 E Robinson USA 12i

1932 S. Wjlasieaia USA 115

1936 11 Stephens USA U-1

1948 F. Blanker*-Koen llOL ILS

1932 M Jack-son AUS 1!.‘

1936 fl CuthbertAUS 11-5

1960 W. Rudolph USA l!-6

1968 C Besson FRA 32 0:

1972 MZehn GDR 5108
1976 I Szrsvinska Kiruensroin

POL 49 29

1980 M Koch GDR 4888

1984 V BriscoHooks USA 48H.V

800 Metres
Not lield lieforc 1928

1928 LRadke GER 2 mm 16 Hi

1932-1936 Not held

I960 L Shevtsova URS 2mm0i3s
1964 A Packer GBR 2 min 01.1 «

1968 M .ALinmog USA 2 min 0) 9 s

19’2 H FalckC.ER lminSOOs
I9"6 T Kazankina URS 1 mm 5i 9t s

1980 N OlizarmkoURS 1mm 33 5 s

198-1 D Mclinie ROM ImmS’Ws

1,500 Metres
Not held Itcfore 1972

19’2 I. Bragina URS 4 min 01 4 s

19’6 T Kazankina URS 4min054«.s

1980 T Kazankina URS 3 min 566*

1984 G DoriolTA 4mm 03 25 s

3,000 Metres
Not held beforg 1984

1984 M PuicaRO.M 8 mm 35 96 s

Marathon
Not held before 1984.

198-4 J Benoit USA 2hr24min52s

SO Metres Hurdles
Not held before 1932

1932 M DidnVaoo USA 117 s

1936 T Valla ITA HTs
1948 F Blankets Koen I IOL Il-2»

1952 .3 (Strickland) de la Hunts

AUS '69*

1956 S (Stockland! tie la Huw>-

AUS 1°"'

I960 1 Ptcss URS 16 « s

1964 KBalrerGIR
1968 M CairdAUS > n -'’

In 19*2 tin' event *a' rfiinprd 10 101

Metres llutdlrs - '™'>, •

4 minOJ *1

*

4 min 05 4^*

3 min y> 6 s

4mm 03 25 s
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100 Metres Hurdles
Not held before 1971

1972 A. Ehrhardt GDR .
12.59 s

1976 J. Schatlcf GDR 12.97 s

1980 V.KomtsovaURS 1256s

1981 D Fitzgerald-BrownUSA 1284 s

400 Metres Hurdles
Not held before 1984.

1984 N. El Moutawakcl MAR 54 61s

4x100 Metres Relay

Not held before 1928.

1928 CAN *84s

1952 USA 47.0 s

1956 USA 469s

1948 HOL . 47.5 s

1952 USA 459 s

1956 AUS 44 5 s

1960 USA 44.5 s

1964 POL 456s

1968 USA 428 s

1972 GER 4281s

1976 GDR 4255 s

1980 GDR 41.60s

1984 USA 4165 s

4x400 Metres Relay

676

Long Jump
Not held before 1948

1948 O. Gyarmatl HUN 570m
1952 Y. Williams N74. 6 24 m

' 1946 E Kreesirtda POL 6.55 m
I960 V.KrepUtuUKS 657 m
1964 M. Rind GBR 676 m
1968 V. Vlscopoleanu ROM 6 82 m
1972 ll.RoscntbhlGER 6.78 m
1976 A Voigt GDR 672 m
1980 T. Kolpakosu URS 7.06m
1984 ASunciu ROM 696 m

Shot Put
Weight 4 kg (8 lb 15 era) from a circle of

2.155 m (7 fi) Not held before 1918

1948 M. Ostcrmcyer FRA 13.75m
1952 G ZyblnaURS 15.28 m
1956 T.Tyshkcvich URS 1659m
1960 T. Press URS 1732 m
1964 T. Press URS 1814 m
1968 M. Cummcl GDR 19.61 m
1972 N.Chizhova URS 2103 m
1976 1 ChrLstovaBUL 21 16m
1980 I. Sluplauek GDR 2241m
1981 CLosch GER 2048m

Discus
Not held before 1972

1972 GDR 3 min 23 os
1976 GDR 3 min 19.23 s

1980 URS 3 min 20.2 s

1984 USA 3 min 18.29 s

Pentathlon
Consists of five events on two conse-

cutive dais; 60-metrcs hurdles (100-

tnetres hurdles after 1968). shot put,

high lump on the first day; long lump
and 200 metres on the second Not held

before 1964.

1964 1 Press URS 5246 pis

1968 LBeckerGER 5,098 pts

1972 M Peters GBR 4)101 pet

1976 S.Siegl GDR 4,745 pts

"X1980 N Tkachenko URS 5,083 pts

1984 this event seas changed to

Consists of seven events on mo con*
secutlvc days; 100-metres hurdles, high
(ump, shot pm, 200 metres on the first

day; long jump. Javelin and 800 metres
on the second Not held before 1984.

1984 G Nunn AUS 6390 pts

High Jump
Not held before 1928.

1928 ECatherwoodCAN 1.59 m
1932 J.Shilev USA 1 65 m
1936 1 Csak HUN 1.60m
1948 A. Coachman USA 1 68 m
.1952 E Brand SAF 1 6a m

- 1956 M. McDaniel USA 1.76 m
1960 1. Balls ROM 1.85m
1961 I. Bate ROM 1.90 m
1968 M. ReakovaTCH 1.82 m
1972 II.AckermanGDR 1.93m
1980 S. Simeon! 1TA 1 9"r m
1984 It. Mcyfanh GER 2 02ro

Weight 1 kg <2 lb 3 274 oz) from a circle

of 250 m (8 ft 243 in). Not held before

1928

1928 H. Konopacka POL 3962 m
1932 L Gopeland USA 40 58m
1936 G Mauermaycr GER 47.63 m
1948 M. Ouecmcycr FRA 41.92 m
1952 N. KormstAao ims 51-42m
1956 O FikotovaTCH 5369m
1960 N (Romashkcna)

Ponomareva URS 5510m
1961 T. Press URS 57-27 m'
1968 L Manoliu ROM 58 28m
1972 F. Melnik URS 66 62m
1976 E Schlaak GDR 6000m
1980 EJah! GDR 69.96 m
1984 RStalmanllOL 65 36 m
Javelin
Not held before 1932.
1932" M. Didrikson USA 4368m
1936 T. Fleischer GER 45.18 m
1948 HBaumaAUT 45.57m
1952 D.ZatopkoeaTCH 5047m
1956 1 YsumcmcURS 5386 m
I960 EOzolinaURS 5598 m
1964 Al. Panes ROM 6054m
T968 A Nemeth HUN 6036m
1972 R Fuchs GDR 63.68 m
1976 R. FuchsGDR 6594 m
1980 M Colon cim 6840m
1934 T. Sanderson GBR 6956m

BASKETBALL (MEN)
Not held as a companion before 1936
1936 USA
1948 USA
1952 USA
1956 USA
1960 USA
1964 USA
1968 U&A
15r>2 URS

1976 USA
1990 VUG
1984 USA

BASKETBALL (WOMEN)
Not held as a competition before I97t

1976 URS
1980 URS
1934 USA

BOXING
light Flyweight ,

Not held before 1968. Weight limit 48

1

(105 lb 13 oz)

1968 F. Rodrigue* VEN
1772 G. Gcdo liUN

1976 J, Hcrnandca CUB
1930 S Sabyrov URS
1994 P. Gonzales USA

Flyweight
Not held before 1904 In 1904 tveif

limit 47 6 kg (105 lb); 1920-36 508
(112 lh).(rom 19-48 51 kg(UZIb6o
1904 G. Finnegan USA
1908- 4912 Not held

1920 F. De Geturo USA
1924 F. LaBarba USA
1928 A. Kools 1IUN

1932 r. Enefces HUN
1936 W. Kaiser GER
1948 p. Perea ARC
1952 N. Brooks USA
1956 T. Spinks GBR
1960 G Ton* HUN
1964 F. ArzorirrA

1968 R. Delgado MEX
1972 G Kostadinov BUL
1976 L F-andolpb USA
1980 P. lessen- BUL
1931 S McCrary USA

Bantamweight
Not held before 1904 In 1904 we
limit 52.1 kg (115 lb). 1908 52 6 kg I

lb); 1920 53 6 kg ( 1 18 lb 2 ox). 1924

53.5 kg (118 lb), from 1948 54 kg I

lb).

1901 OL Kirk USA
1908 H. Thomas GBR
1912 Not held

1920 C Walker SAF
1924 W. Smith SAF
1928 V. Tamagnini ITA

1932 II. Gssvnnc CAN
1936 U Sergo rrA
19-18 T. Casik HUN
1952 P. Hamalalncn FIN

1956 VC. Behrcndt GER
1960 O Grigoriev URS
1961 T. Sakurai JPN
1968 V. Sokolov URS
1972 O Martinex CUB
1976 YJ, Gu PRK
1980 J. Hernandez CUB
1984 ,AL Stecea ITA

Featherweight
Not held before JPOI In 190-1 u
limit 56.7 kR (125 lb), 1908- 36 57
(1261b), 19x3 58 kg 1 127 lb 14 ox):
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nut rut

1952 57 kg (125 lb lOVi 02).

1904 O.LKirk USA
1908 R Gunn GBR
1912 Not held

1920 P. Fritsch FRA
1924 J. Fields USA
1928 L van Klaveren HOL
1932 C. Robledo ARG
1936 O. Casanovas ARG
1948 E. Formenti ITA
1952 J. Zachara TCH
1956 V. Safronov URS
I960 F. Musso ITA
1964 S. Stepashkin URS
1968 A Roldan MEX
1972 B. Kusnetsov URS
1976 A Herrera CUB
I960 R Fink GDR
1984 M. Taylor USA

Lightweight
Not held before 1904. In 1904 weight
limit 61.2 kg (135 lb); 1908 63 5 kg (140
lb); 1920-36 61.24 kg (135 lb); 1948 62
kg (136 lb 11 02); from 1952 60kg(132
lb 4 Vi 02).

1904 H. Spanger USA
1908 F. Grace GBR
1912 Not held

1920 S. Mosberg USA
1924 H. Nielsen DEN
1928 C Orlandl ITA

1932 L Stevens SAF
1936 I. Harangi HUN
1948 G. Dreyer SAF
1952 ABolognesi ITA

1956 R Me Taggan GBR
1960 K. Pazdzior POL
196-1 J. Grudzlen POL
1968 R Harris US4
1972 J. Szczcpanskl POL
1976 H. Davis USA
1980 A Herrera CUB
1984 P. Whitaker USA

Light Welterweight
Not held before 1952. Weight limit 63 5
kg (140 lb)

1952 C Adkins USA
1956 V. Yengibaryan URS
1960 B. Nemecck TCH
1964 J. Kulc| POL
1$68 J. Kulei POL
1972 R Scales USA
1976 R Leonard USA
1980 P. Oliva ITA

1984 J. Page USA

Welterweight
Not held before 1901. In 1904 weight

limit 6527 kg (144 lb), 1920-36 6668
kg (147 lb), from 1968 67 kg (147 lb

Ill's 02) In 1924 this weight category

was called Light Middleweight.

1904 A Young USA
1908-1912 Not held

1920 J. Schneider CAN
1924 ) Delarge BEL
1928 F_ Morgan NZL
1932 E Flvnn USA
1936 S Suvio FIN

1948 J. Torma TCH
.

1952 Z. Chychla POL
1956 N. Una ROM
1960 G. Benvenuti ITA

1964 M. Kasprzyk POL
1968 M. Wolke GDR
1972 E Correa CUB
1976 J. Bachfield GDR
1980 A Aldama CUB
1984 M. Breland USA

Light Middleweight
Not held before 1952. Weight limit 71 kg

(156 lb 8Vi 02).

1952 L Papp HUN
1956 L Papp HUN
1960 W McClure USA
1964 B. Lagutin URS
1968 B Lagutin URS
1972 D. Kottvsch GER
1976 J. Rvbicki POL
1980 A Martinez CUB
1984 F. Tate USA

Middleweight
Not held before 1904 In 1904-8weight
limit 71.67 kg (158 lb); 1920-36 72 57

kg (160 lb), 1948 73 kg (169 lb 15 oz).

from 1952 75 kg (165 lb 544 oz).

1904 C Mayer USA
1908 J. Douglas GBR
1912 Not held

1920 H. Mallin GBR
1924 H Mallin GBR
1928 P Toscanl ITA

1932 C Banh USA
1936 J. Despcaux FRA
1948 L Papp HUN
1952 F. Patterson USA
1956 G Shatkov URS
I960 E Crook USA
1964 V Popenchcnko URS
1968 C Finnegan GBR
1972 V Lcmcchcv URS
1976 M Spinks USA
1980 J Gomez CUB
1984 Joon-Sup Stun KOR

Light Heavyweight
Not held before 1920 Weight limit

1920-36 79.38 kg (175 lb); 1948 80 kg

(176 lb 6 oz). from 1952 81 kg (1*8 lb

9 oz).

1920 E Eagan USA
1924 H. Mitchell GBR
1928 V. Avendano ARG
1932 D. Carstcns SAF

1936 R Michclot IRA

1948 G. Hunter SAF

1952 N lee US4
1956 JF. Boyd USA
1960 C Clay USA
1964 C Pinto ITA

1968 D. Pozm-ak UitS

1972 M. Parlov VUG
1976 L Spinks USA
19S0 S Kacar YUG
1984 A Josifxtvic VUG

Heavyweight
Not held before 1704 In 1904 -8 weight

limit over 71.67 kg (158 lb>. 1920-36
7938 kg (175 lb); 1943 80 kg (176 lb 6
oz>, from 1952 81 kg(1781b9oz);from
1984 91 kg (200h lb)

1904 S. Berger USA
1908 AU Oldham GBR
19,12 Not held

1920 R Rawson GBR
1924 O. von Porat NOR
1928 AR Jurado ARG
1932 S. Lovell ARG
1936 H. Runge GER
1948 R Iglcsias ARG
1952 H E Sanders USA
1956 T.P. Rademacher USA
1960 F. dc Piccoli ITA

1964 J Frazier USA
1968 G Foreman USA
1972 T. Stevenson CUB
1976 T Stevenson CUB
1980 T. Stcsenson CUB
1984 R Tillman USA

Super Heavy weight
Not held before 1984. Weight over 91 kg

(202 Vi lb);

1984 T. Biggs USA

CANOEING (MEN)
Canadian Singles
Course 500 m (546 yd) Not held before

1976

1976 A Rogov URS
1980 S Poarekhin URS
1984 L Cam CAN
Course 1.000 m (1,094

Not held before 1936

1936 F Amvot CAN
1948 ]. HoIecckTCH
1952 J HoIecckTCH
1956 L Rotman ROM
1960 J. P3rti HUN
1964 J EschenGER
1968 T.TatalHUN
1972 I. Patzaichln ROM
1976 M.LjubckYUG
1980 L. Luhcnov BUL
1984 U EickcGER

1 min 59 23 s

1 min 53 37 5

1 min 5701 s

Vd)

5 min 32 is
5min420s
4 min 563 s

5 min 05 3 s

4 min 33 93 s

4 min35 14 s

4 mm 36 14s

4 min 08 94 s

4 min 09 51s

4 min 12.38 s

4 min 06.32 s

Canadian Pairs
Course 500 m (546 yd) Noc held before

1976.

1976 URS 1 min 45 81*

1980 HUN 1 min 43 39*

1984 YUG 1 min 43 67 5

Course 1.000 m 0.094 yd) N<x held

Ixrfore 1936

1936 TCH
19-18 TCH
1952 DEN
1956 ROM
I960 URS
1964 URS
1968 ROM
1972 URS
1976 URS
1980 ROM
19*1 ROM

4 min 50 1 *

5 pun 0? 1 *

4 min 38 3 *

4 mm 47 4 *

4 min l*VM *

4 min CM 64 *

4nn O'* 1R%

3 min

3 rr.inV "6 *

3 4 ** 6*5 <

3

1

Kayak Singlets ^
Cnufv-'W ni f5 *

.

19^6

' hrlJ }**•'*+
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3 min 48.77 s

3 min 45.73 s

1976 V. Diba ROM 1 min 46.1 s

1980 V. Parfenovkh URS 1 min 43.43 s

1984 1 Ferguson NZL 1 min 47.64 s

Course 1,000 m (1,094 I’d).

Not held before 1936.

1936 G. HradetzkyAUT 4 min 22.9 s

1948 G. Fredriksson SVTE 4 min 33.2 s

1 952 G. Frednksson SITE 4 min 07.9 5

1936 G.FrxIrikssonSVre 4mlnl2flj

I960 EHansenDEN 3min530s
1964 R. PetersonSWE 3 min 57.13 s

1968 M. HeszHUN 4 min 0263 s

1972 AShapartnkoURS 3 min 48.06 s

1976 R. Helm GDR 3 min 48.20 s

1980 R. Helm GDR 3 min 4R.77 s

1984 A Thompson NZL 3 min 45.73 s

Kayak Pairs

Course 500 m (546 yd). Not held before

1976.

1976 GDR 1 min 35 87 s

1980 URS 1 min 32 38 s

19S4 NZL 1 min 3421s
Course 1,000 m (1.094 yd).

Not held before 1936.

1936AUT 4 min 03 8 s

1948 SVUE 4 min 073 s

1952 FIN . 3 min 511s
1956 GER 3 min 49.6 s

1960 SWE 3 min 34 7Js
1964 SWE 3 min 3ft.54 s

1968 URS 3 min 37.54 s

1972 URS 3 min 3123 s

• 1976 URS 13 min 2901s
1980 URS 3 min 26.72 s

1984 CAN 3 min 24 22 s

Kayak Fours
Course 1,000 m (1,094 vd) Not held

before 1964.

1964 URS 3min 1467s
1968 NOR 3mm 1438 s

1972 URS 3 min 14 02 s

1976 URS 3 min 08 69 s

1980 GDR 3 min 13.76 s
' 1934 NZL 3 min 02.28 s

held before 1972
772 REibenGDR
1976 Not held

Course 500 m (546 yd)
Not held before 1976,

1976 A Rogov URS
1980 S. Prostrekhln URS
1984 Not held

Singles

CANOEING (WOMEN)
Kayak Singles

Course 500 m (547 yd) Not held before

1948.

1948 K. HoffDEN 2 min 3t.9 5

1952 S. Saimo FIN 2 min 18 4 s

1956 E. Demcmicva UKS 2mlnl89s
1960 A. Scrcdlru URS 2 min 08 08 s

1964 LKhvedtwyukURS 2 min 12.87 s

1968 L Pinaeva URS
1972 Y. Ryabchlmtaya

URS
1976 CZirrowGDR
1980 B Fischcr-GDR

19S4 A. Anderson SVE

2 min 03.17 s

2 min 0! 05 s

1 min 57.96 s

1 min 58.72 s

Kayak Pairs

Course 500 m (546 yd).

Not held before 1960

I960 URS
1964 GER
1968 GER
1972 URS
1976 URS
1980 GDR -

1984 SWE

1 min 59 23 s

1 min 5337 s

Slalom-*Canadian Pairs
Not held before 1972.

1972 GDR 31068pts
1976 Not held

Course 500 m (546 yd)
Not held before 1976,

1976 URS ’
1 min 45 81 s

1980 HUN 1 min 43 39 $

1984 Not held

Slalom—Kayak Singles
Not held before 1972,

1972 S. Horn GDR 268.56 pts

1976-1984 Not held

1 min 45 81 s

1 min 43 39s

1 min 54.76 s

1 min 56.95 s

1 min 56 44 s

1 min 53 50 s

1 min 5135*
1 min 4388 s

1 min 45 25*

Kayak Fours
Course 500 m Not held before 1984
198-1 ROM 1 min 383 Is

Slalom — Kayak Singles
Not held before 1972

1972 A. Bahnunn GDR 36-1 50 p«
1976-1984 Not held

CYCLING (MEN)
1,000 Metres Sprint

In 1896-1900 the distance was 2.000 m.
From 1924 only times over the last 200
m have been recorded
1896 P. Masson FRA 4 min 56 0 s

1900 G, Taillandier FRA 2 min 52.0 s

1904 Not held

1908 Final declared void because lime
limit was exceeded «

1912 Not held
1920 M. Prefers HOL 1 min 383 s

1924 L Michard FRA 12.8s
1928 R. Deaufrond FRA 13 2 s

1932 J . van Esmond HOL - • dZ6s
1936 T. Makers GER 1 1.8 s
1948 M. Ghella ITA 12.0 s

1952 E. Sacchi rTA 12.0 s

1956 M. Rousseau FRA 11.4 s
1960 S. Gaiardoni ITA 1 1.1 s

1964 G. Pettenella rTA 1369 s

1968 D. Morclon FRA 1068 s

1972 D. Morclon FRA 11.69 s

1976 A. TkakTQi nda
1980 L Hesslich GDR " nda
1984 M. Gorski USA nda

1,000 Metres Time Trial
Not held before 1928.

1928 W. Filck-Hansen

DEN 1 min 14.4 s

1932 E. Gray AUS 1 min 130 s

1936 A van Vliei HOL 1 min 12.0 s

1948 J. Dupont FRA 1 min 13.5 s

1952 R. Mockrtdge AUS 1 min 1

1956 LFaggln ITA lmlnO
1960 S.Galardonl ITA 1 min 07
196-4 P.Sercu BEL lmln09
1968 P.Trentln FRA 1 min 03
1972 NCFredborg DEN lmln06
1976 HJ.Grunke GDR lmin055
1990 L ThomsGDR lmin02.S

19&4 F. Schmldtke GER lmln06

4,000 Metres Pursuit

(Individual)

Not held before 1964.

1964 J.DalerTClI 5 min 04

1968 D.Rcbllbrd FRA 4 min 41

1972 K. Knudten NOR 4 min 45

1 976 G. Braun GER 4 min 47

1980 RDiU BundiSUl 4 min 35

198-4 S. Hey* USA '4 min 39

Individual Points Race
Not held before 198-4

1984 R. Illcyems BEL

4,000 Metres Pursuit

(Team)

5 mm 04

4 min 41

4 mlrt 45

4 min 47

4 min 35
‘4 min 39

1920 ITA 5 min 2

1924 ITA 5 mini
1928 ITA 5 mine

1932 ITA 4 min 5

1936 rKA 4 mint

1918 FRA 4 min*

1952 ITA 4 min 4

1956 ITA 4 min 2

I960 rTA 4min3f
196-1 GER 4 min 3!

1968 DEN 4 min 2
1972 GER 4 mm2
1976 GER 4 min 2!

1980 URS 4 min 1!

1984 AUS 4 min 2!

2,000 Metres Tandem
Not held before 1908. From 1928

times over rhe last 200 m have

recorded.

1 min 14.4 s

1 min 130s
1 min 120 s

1 min 13.5 s

1908 FRA 3 mini

1912 Not held

1920 GBR 2 min-

1924 FRA 2mln-
1928 HOL
1932 FRA
1936 GER
1948 ITA
1952 AUS
1956 AUS
1960 ITA
1964 TTA 1

1968 FRA
1972 URS 1

1976-1984 Not held

Road Race (Individual
In 7896 the distance was 87 fcn

miles); in 1912 320 km (199 mlk
1920 175 fan (109 miles), in 192

tan (117 miles); In 1928 1 69 fan

miles), in 1932 and 1936 100 fa

miles) In 1948 1996 fan (124 n

in 1952 190.4 fan (118 miles) In

187.7 fan (117 miles) In 1960 175
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(I09 miles); in 1964 194.8 km (I2i

miles); in 1968 196.2 km (122 miles); in

1972 1824 km (113 miles).

1896 A Konstantinidis

ORE 3hr22min310s
1900-1908 Not held

1912 R Lewis SAF Ihr42min390s
1920 H. Stenqsist

SWE 4 hr 40 rain 01.8 s

1924 A. Blanchonnet

FRA 6hr2Gmtr\48.<2s

1928 11 Hansen DEN 4 hr 47 min 18.0 s

1932 APaveslITA 2 hr 28 min 05.6

s

1936 R Charpentier

FRA 2 hr 33 min 05 0 S

1948 J. Beyaett FRA 5 hr 18 min 126 s

1952 A. Noyellc BEL 5 hr 06 min 03.4 s

1956 EBaldinilTA 5hr 21 min 17.0s
I960 V. Kapitonov

URS 4 hr 20 min 370s
1964 M. ZaninrTA 4 hr 39 min 51.63 s

URS 4 hr 20 min 370s
1964 M Zanin ITA . 4 hr 39 min 51.63 s

1968 P.ViancllilTA 4 hr 41 min 2524 s

1972 H.KuiperHOL 4 hr 14 min 37.0 s

1976 B. Johansson
SWE 4 hr 46 min 52.0s

1980 S. Sukhbmchcnkov
URS 4 hr 48 min 28.9 s

1984 A Grewal USA 4ftr59min57s

Road Race (Team)
Although team medals were awarded
from 1912, a separaie team event was
not held until 1960. From "I960 it has

been a 100 km. (62 miles) time tria).

1912 SWE
1920 FRA
1924 FRA
1928 DEN
1932 1TA

1936 FRA
1948 BEL
1952 BEL
1956 FRA (22 pcs)

1960 (TA

1964 HOL
1968 HOL
1972 URS
1976 URS
1980 URS
1984 ITA

44 hr 35 min 33 6 s

19hrl6min43-2s
19hr30min 140s
15hr09min 14.0s

7 hr 27 min 15.2 s

7 hr 39 min 16.2 5

15 hr 58 min 17.4 s

15hr20min466s
16 hr 10 min 36 s

2 hr 14 min 33-53 s

2hr26min3I.19s
2 hr 07 min 49.06 s

2 hr 11 min 17.8 s

2hr08 min 530s
2hr01 min 21.7 s

1 hr 58 min 28 s

CYCLING (WOMEN)
Road Race (Individual)
Noc held before 1984; 792 km
19S4 C Carpenter

Phinncy 2 hr J 1 min i4 5

EQUESTRIAN SPORTS
Show Jumping
(Individual)

Not held before 1900
1900 A Hacgcman (Benton 11)

BEL 2 min 160 j

1901-1908 Not held

1912 J. Cariou (Mtgnon) FRA 186 pis

1920 T. Lequio (Trcbeoco) ITA 2 fits

1924 A Gemuseus (Lucerne) SUI 6 fits

1928 F. Ventura! Eliot)TCH Oflts

1932 T. Nishi (Uranus)JFN BOts

1936 K.Hasse(Tota)CER 4fls

1948 R Mariles-Cones (Arete)

MEX 6258s
1952 PJ.d'Oriola(Ali Baba) FRA 8 ns
1956 RG. Winkler (Halla) GER 4 fits

I960 R dlnzeo (Pceillipo) ITA 12 fits

1964 PJ. d’Oriola (Luttcur) FRA 9 Hs
1968 W. Steinkraus (Snowbound)

USA 40s
1972 G. Mancinelli (Ambassador)

ITA 8 (Its

1976 A Scbockemochle
(Warwick Res) GER Oils

1980 j. Kowalczyk (Artemor)

POL '

8.00Hs
1984 J. Fargis (Touch of Class)

USA Oflts

Show Jumping (Team)
(Nations’ Cup)
Not held before 1912

1912 SWE 545 pts

1920 SWE 14 fis

1924 SWE 42 5 /is

1928 ESP 4 fits

1932 Not awarded (no nation comple-

ted the course with three riders).

1936 GER 44 (Its

1948 .MEX 34.25 Iks

1952 GBR 40 75 fls

1956 GER 40 firs

I960 GER 46.5 ns
1964 GER 68.50ns
1968 CAN 102.75 ns
1972 GER 3200n«
1976 FRA 40 fits

1980 URS 2025 Hs
1984 USA 12 n«

Dressage (Individual)

Not held before 1912

1912 CBondc (Emperor) SWE 15 fits

1920 J. Lundblad (Uno) SWE 27 937 pcs

1924 E Under (Pkxolomn))
SWE 2764pts

1928 CF. Frhr son Langen

(Dtaufganger)GER 23742 pts

1932 F2L Lesage (Taine) FRA 343 75 pts

1936 H.Polby (Krone*) GER ],7600pts

1948 H. Moser (Hummer) 5UI 4925ps

1952 R St Cvr (.Master Rufus)

SWE '

56! Opts

1956 H.StCyr(Ju!i)SWE 860 pis

1960 S. Filatov (Absent) URS 2.144pts

1964 H. Chammanin (Woermann)

SUI 1,504 pts

1968 i. Kizimov (Ikbor) URS 1.572 pAs

1972 LLinsenhoff (Hail) GER 1229p»

1976 E. Stueckciberger (Granat)

SUI 1,486 pts

1980 CTheurer (Mon Cheiic)

AUT 1370 pcs

19S4 Dr. R Klimake GER 1.504 pcs

Dressage (Team)
Not held before 1928

1928 GER 669.72 pts

1932 FRA 231 18 75 pts

1936 GER
-

5.074

1949 FRA 1269 pts

1952 SWE »-5?7.5r«

1956 SWE 2.475 pts

1960 Not held

1964 GER 2558 pts

1968 GER 2690 pts

1972 URS 5.095 pt,

1976 GER 5.1 55 pts

1980 URS 4383pts
1984 GER 4,955 p«

Three-Day Event
(Individual)

Not held before 1912.

1912 A Nordlander (Lads' Anist)

SWE 46 59 pts

1920 IL Morner (Germania)

SWF. 1,775 pts

1924 ADC van der Voon van 7a!p

(Sih-crFiecc)IIOL 13T6pts

1928 CF Pahud dc Mortanges

(MarcroU)HOL 1.96982pts

1932 CF. Pahud de Mortanges

(Marcroia) HOL 13113 83 pts

1936 L Stubbendotf (Nurmi)

GER 37.70 fits

1948 B. Chevalier (Aiglonnc)

FRA -*-4 pts

1952 R von Bhxm-Fineeke

(Juba!) SWE 2833 fits

1956 P. Kastcnman (Iluser)

SWE 66 53 fits

I960 L Morgan (Salad Days)

AUS +7.15 pts

1964 M. Checooli (Surbexn)

ITA 64 40 pts

1968 jj. Gtmon (Piton) FRA 58 85 Bis

1972 R Meade (Lauries!on)

GBR 57.7.4 pts

1976 E Coffin (RallyCor)

USA 114 99 fits

1980 FE Roman (Kossman)

ITA 10H(O (Its

1 9S4 M. Todd NZL 51 (Opts

Three-Day Event (Team)

Not held before 1912

1912 SWE 1:

1920 SWE 5.<

1924 HOL 53

1928 HOL 58i

1932 USA 5.0.4!

1936 GER 6"

1948 USA H
1952 SWE 21

1956 GBR 3!

I960 AUS U
1964 fT.A f

1968 GBP. 17

1972 GBR 9

1976 USA 44

1980 L'KS 45

1984 USA

FENCING (MEN)

Foil (Individual)

1895 EGrasrknrfT-4

1900 f. GwefRA
1901 (t Ions! Ct 71

1938 fiat held

1912 N Nxitr s

1«9 N'Na' '
. \ *

139 06 pcs

5.057 5 pcs

5297.5 pts

5865 6>* pts

5.0.48 083 pcs

6*6 65 fits

l61.<oflts

22) 94 firs

355 +8 firs

)281«r,ts

F5N9pcs
17593 ffis

95 5 4 pts

441 03 fits

45*00 Rn
186 (Opes
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Hill lilt

1924 k Ductei FRA 6mns

1928 LGaudmFRA 9 wins

1932 G.Marzi ITA 9wins

1936 G. Gaudinl ITA 7 wins

1948 J.Buhan FRA * 7 wins

2952 Cd'OriobFRA 8 wins

1956 Cd'OriobFRA 6 wins

1 960 V. ?iidanovich URS 7 wins

1964 E. France POL 3 wins

1968 1 DrimbaROM 4 wins

1972 VC. Vovda POL 5 wins

1976 F. Dal Zoao ITA 4 wins

1980 V. Smirnov URS lwin

1984 M Numa ITA
‘ nda

Foil (Team)
Sot held,before 1920, except in 1901

when there was a competition won by

Cuba from an imcmaiional team

1920 ITA

1924 FRA
1928 FTA

1932 FRA
1936 ITA

1948 FRA
1952 FRA
1956 ITA

I960 URS
2964 URS
1968 FRA
1972 POL
1976 GER
1980 FRA
1984 ITA

Epee (Individual)

Not held before 1900

1900 RFonst CUB nda

1904 RFonst CUB nda

1908 G Aliben FRA 5wjns

1912 P.AnspachBEL 6wins
1920 AMassardFRA 9 wins

1924 C DelporreBEL 8 wins

1928 LGaudmFRA 8 wins
1932 G Comaggia-Medict ITA 8 wins

- 1936 F Riccardi ITA 5 wins

.' v LCamonelTA 7wins
'

.

s
1952 E MangiarottUTA Twins

\ 56 C P3vesi ITA Swans
960 O Pe! fino ITA 5 wins
1964 G.KnssURS 2 wins
1968 G KulcsarHUN 4 wins

1972 G Fernvesi HUN 4 wans

1976 A PuschGER 3 wins

1980 J. Harmenberg SVCE 4 w ins

1984 P Boissc FRA nda

Epee (Team)
Not held before 1908

1908 FRA
1912 BEL

'

1920 rrA

1924 FRA
1928 ITA

1932 FRA
1936 ITA

1948 FKA'

1952 ITA

1956 ITA

I960 ITA

1964 HUN

1968 HUN
1972 HUN
1976 SVCE

1980 FRA
198-1 GER

Sabre (Individual)

1896 I Gcorgiadi.?GRK 4wias

1900 G. de la Fahisc FKA rub

1904 M. DCDm CUB "da

1908 j Fuchs HUN 6 wins

1912 ) Fuchs liUN 6 wins

1920 N. Nadi ITA 11 wins

1924 S PosuHUN 5 wins

1928 O.TcrsznunsAvllllN 9wins

1932 G.PdlcrHUN Bwins

1936 E. Kabos HUN Twins

19(8 AGercwh HUN 7 wins

1932 P.Kos-JCSlIUN 8 wins

1936 R. Kirpni HUN 6wins

I960 R. Karpari HUN 5 win?

1964 T.PczsaHUN 2 wins

1968 ) ftmiowski POL 4wins

1972 V Stdiak URS 4 wins

1976 V. Krouopotukv URS 5 wins

1980 V Kofropuskcw URS 4 wins

1934 J F Lamour FRA nda

Sabre (Team)
Not held before 190S
1908 HUN
1912 HUN
1920 ITA

1924 ITA

1928 HUN
1932 HUN
1936 HUN
1948 HUN
1952 HUN
1956 HUN
1960 HUN
1964 URS
1968 URS
1972 ITA

1976 URS
1980 URS
1984 ITA

FENCING (WOMEN)
Foil (Individual)
Not held before 1924.

1924 E.OsjicrDEN 5 wins
1928 It Mayer GER Twins
1932 E. (Prcis) MullerAUT Bwins
1936 l.ElckHUN 6 wins
1948 1 ElekHUN 6 wins
1952 1 Camber ITA 5 wins
1956 G Sheen GBR 6 wins
1960 H Schmid GER 6 wins
1964 I.(Ujlaki)RejcoHUN 2 wins
1968 Y. Novikova URS 4 wins
1972 A. (Ragno) Lonzi ITA 4 wins
1976 I Schwarczenberger HUN 4 wins
1980 P. Trinquci FRA 4 wins
1984 J Luan CHN nda

Foil (Team) ’

Not held before I960.

I960 URS
1964 HUN
1968 URS

3972 URS
1976 URS
1980 FRA
1984 GER

GYMNASTICS (MEN)

CombInd Exercises

(Individual)

Not held liefore 1900,

1900 G Sandra? FRA 302

190-4 J. Icnhart AUT 6980

1908 A. Ilrafilia ITA 317

1912 A-HrafJiarrA 135

1920 G Tampon ITA 88.35

1924 L Stukcli VUG 1103-10

1928 G. Mint SHI 247.500

1932 R Ncri ITA 140625

1936 A. Schwarmunn GER 133.100

1948 V.lluhunnnFlN 229"

1952 V, Chukann URS 1 15 70

1956 V. Chukarin URS 114 25

1960 U Shakhlin URS 11595

1964 Y.EndoJPN 1159?

1968 S. KaioJPN 115*
1972 S. KarnJPN 1I4.65<

1976 N. Andnanov URS 116651

1980 A- Diryatin URS 11865

1984 K. GushikcnJPN 1 18.70

Combined Exercises

(Team) .

Not held before 1904

1904 USA 374 4

1908 SVCT 43

1912 ITa 2657

2920 ITA 359 b;

1924 ITA 839 0‘

1928 SW . 1,7186:

1932 ITA 541 8!

1936 GER 657.4;

1948 F1N 1358.:

1952 URS 574

1956 URS 568.'

I960 JIN 575

1964 JPN 577.

1968 JPN 575-

1972 JPN 571-

1976 JPN 576

1980 URS 5S9

1984 USA

Floor Exercises
Not held before 1932-

591

1932 I. PelleHUN S

1936 G.MiczSUi 18<

1948 F. Paukl HUN 3*

1952 XT. Thorcsson S97E IS

1956 V. Muratov URS IS

1960 N.AiharaJPN . IS

1964 F. Menidielli ITA IS

1968 S KatoJPN 19.

1972 N. Andrianov URS 19

1976 N. Andrianov L/RS 19

1980 R. Bruckner GDR 19

1984 N- li CHN

Horizontal Bar
1896 H. VCeingartner GER
1900 Not held

1904 A. Heida USA & ,

19



E. Hennig USA
1908-1920 Not held

1924 LStukel|YUG
1928 G.MiezSUI
1932 O. Bixler USA
1936 ASaarvalaFIN

1948 J. Solder SUI

1952 J Guntlurd SUI

1956 T.OnoJPN
I960 T.OnoJPN
1964 B. Shakhlin URS
1968 M. Voronin URS ft

A NakayamaJPiV
1972 M.TsukaharaJPN
1976 M.TsukaharaJPN
19S0 S. Deltchev BUI-

1984 S.MorisueJPN

Parallel Bars
1896' A. Flatow GER
1900 Not held

1904 G. Eyser USA
1908-1920 Not held
1924 A GuttlngerSUI
1928 LVachaTCH
1932 RNerilTA
1936 K. FreyGER
1948 M.ReuschSUl
1952 H. EugsterSUI
1956 V.ChukarinURS
1960 B. Shakhlin URS
1964 Y. EndoJPN
1968 A NakayamaJPN
1972 S.KatoJPN
1976 S. KaroJPN
1980 A Tkachyov URS
1984 B Conner USA

Pommelled Horse
1896 JA Zutter SUI
1900 Not held
1904 A Heida USA
1908-1920 Not held
1924 J. 'Wilhelm SUI
1928 H. Hanggi SUI
1932 1-PccIIeHUN
1936 K. FreyGER
1948 P. Aaltonen FIN

V. Huhtanen FIN

11 Savolamen FIN
1952 V.ChukarinURS
1956 B Shakhlin URS
1960 E. Ekman FIN &

B Shakhlin URS
15X5-4 M. CesarYUG
1968 M CerarYUG
1
9“

72 V. Klimenko URS
19’6 7. Magyar HUN
19S0 7. Mapur HUN
1934 N. U aiN ft

P. Vtdmar USA

Long Horse Vault
1896 C Schuhmann GER
1900 Not held
IWi A Heida USA ft

G.EvscrUSA
1908-1920 Not held
192s F. Kri/ I’S.A

1928 E. Mack SUI
1932 S. Gupllelmetti ITA
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40 pts 1936 A Schwarzmann GER 19.20 pts

1948 P. Aaltonen FIN 39-1 pts

19.73 pts 1952 V. Chukarin URS 19.20 pts

1917 pts 1956 H. Bantz GER ft

1833 pts V. Muratov URS 1885 pts

19367 pts I960 T. Ono JPN &
39.7 pts B. Shakhlin URS 1935 pts

19.55 pts 1964 RYamashitaJPN 19.660 pts

19.60 pts 1968 M. Voronin URS 19.000 pts

19 60 pts 1972 K. Koste GDR 18.850 pts

19.625 pts 1976 N. Andrianov URS 19.450pts

1980 N. Andrianov URS 19 825 pts

19.550 pts 1984 Y. Lou CHN 19950 pts

19.725 pts

19.675 pts
Rings

19.825 pts 1896 I. Mitropoulos GRE
20.000 pts 1900 Not held

1904 R Glass USA 45 pts

44 pts

21.63 pts

18 83 pts

28.97 pis

19.067 pts

39.50 pts

19.65 pts

1 9-20 pts

19.40 pts

19.675 pts

19 475 pts

19.475 pts

19.675 pts

19.775 pts

19.950 pts

42 pis

21.23 pts

19.75 pts

19 07 pts

19 333 pts

3S7pis
19.50 pis

19.25 pts

1908-1912 Not held

1924 F Manino ITA 21 553 pts

1928 L StukcIJ VUG 19-25 pts

1932 G. Gulack USA 18 97 pts

1936 A lludec TCH 1 9 433 pts

1948 K-FreiSUI 39 6 pts

1952 G. Shaginyan URS 19.75 pts

1956 A Azarian URS 1 935 pts

1960 A Azarian URS 1 9.725 pts

1964 T HayataJPN 19 475 pts

1968 A NakavamaJPN 19.450 pts

1972 A NakayamaJPN 19350pts

1976 N. Andrianov URS I9650pts

1980 A Ditvatin URS 19-875 pts

1984 K. Glishiken JPN &
N ti CHN 19.850 pts

GYMNASTICS (WOMEN)
Combined Exercises

(Individual)

Not held before 1952.

1952 M Gorokhovskava URS 76"8pts

1956 L Latvnina URS ’4 933 pts

1960 LLatvnina URS ’7 031 pts

1964 V. Caslavska TCH 17564 pts

1968 V Caslavska TCH ’8.25 pis

1972 L Turischeva URS 77.025 pts

1976 N Comaneci ROM 79275 pts

1980 Y. Davydova URS 79 l50pts

1984 M L Rctton USA 1
75 pts

Combined Exercises

(Team)
Not held before 1923

19375 pts 1928 HOL 316 75 pts

19 525 pts ‘1932 Not held

19 325 pts 1936 GER 506 50 pis

19 125 pts 1948 TCH 445 45 pis

19700 pts 1952 URS 527.03 pts

19 925 P« 2956 URS 4 44741 pts

1960 URS 382320 pts

19.950 pts 1964 URS 380 890 pts

1968 URS 482 85 pts

19^2 URS 380.50 pcs

19“*6 URS 38035 pts

i960 URS 394 90 pts

1934 ROM 392 20 pts

36 pts Beam
993 pts Noe held before 1952

9.58 pts 1952 N. Bocharova URS 1922 rt'

1803 pts 1956 X Kcleti HUN Ktpnopts

I960 E-BosakovaTCH
1964 V. CasLrvska TCH
1968 N. Kuchinslaya URS
1972 O. Korbut URS
1976 N. Comaneci ROM
19S0 N. Comaneci ROM
1984 S. Pauca ROM

Asymmetrical Bars
Not held before 1952.

1952 M. Korondi HUN
1956 A Kcleti HUN
1960 P. Astakhova URS
1964 P Astakhova URS
1968 V. Caslavska tai
1972 K.JanzGDR
1976 N. Comaneci ROM
1980 N GnauckGDR
1934 V Ma CHN

Horse Vault

Not held before 1952.

1952 Y Kalinchuk URS
1956 L Latynina URS
1960M Nikolaeva URS
1964 V Caslavska TCH
1968 V Caslavska Tai
1972 K.Janz GDR
I9’6 N Kim URS
1980 N Shaposhnikova URS
1981 E Szabo ROM

Floor Exercises

Not held before 1952

1952 A Kcleti HUN
1956 L Latynina URS ft

A Kcleti Hl'N

I960 L larvmna URS
1961 L latvmna URS
1968 V Caslavska TCH ft

LPctnkl'KS
19~2 0 Korbut l 'KS

19’6N Kim URS
1930 N Kim URS ft

N Comaneci ROt!

1934 E SzahoROM

19283 pts

19 449 pts

19650 pts

19 400 pcs

19 950 pts

19600 pts

19600 pts

19 40 pts

18 966 pts

19616pts

19332 pts

19 650 pts

19 675 pis

20 000 pts

19875 pts

19 950 pts

19 20 pts

18 833 pts

193l6p»
19 483 pts

19.775 pts

19.525 pts

198X)ptt

19 725 pts

19 875 pt'

1934

18 ’33

1953!
195'JO

10 6’5

19 5’5

19850:

iyR’5

I99'5j

Rhytiimic Gymnastics

Not held before I93t

mil-PunsC-AS S’VVIpH

HANDBALL (MEN)
Not hold before 19~2

I9T2 YTGm urs
19S0 GDR
1984 VUG

HANDBALL (WOMEN)
Not held before IV'6

I 9~6 URS
19ST) UKS
19*4 VUG

HOCKEY (MEN)
Sot hold fK'forc IW
19*>i ENG
1912 Nf* held

1929 ENG
J92-» NV v-“' 1



1928 1N0
1932 !ND
1936 \m
1948 IND
1952 IND
1956 IND

I960 PAK
1964 IND
1968 TAK
1972 GER
1976 N7X
19^0 WO-
1984 'PAK

HOCKEY (WOMEN)
Not held before 19S0

1980 ZJM
1934 HOL

JUDO
lightweight
Weight limit 1964 63 kg (149 lb 1419 oz):

from 1972 65 kg (158 lb l4Vt oz> Nor

.

held before 1964.

1964 T. NaJatani JPN

1968 Noe held

1972 T. Kawaguchi JPN

1976 H. Rodriguez CUB

Welterweight
Weight limit 70 kg (154 lb 5 oz)

Not held before 1972.

1972 T. Nomura JPN
1976 N. Nevzorov URS

Middleweight
Weight limit 80 kg (176 lb 6 oz) Not

held before 1964.

1964 I. Okano JPN
1968 Noe held

197ZS SekineJPN
1976 I. Sonoda JPN

Light Heavyweight
Weight limit 93 kg (205 lb OVz oz). Not
held before 1972.

' M972 S. Khokhoshvili URS
976 K Ninomiya JPN

eavywelght
Weight limit 1964 over 80 kg (176 lb

6 oz); from 1972 over 93 kg (205 lb

0>/t oz). Not h<jld before 1964.

1964 1. Inokuma JPN
1968 Not held

1972 W. Ruska HOL
1976 S, Novikov URS

Open
No weight limit. Not held before 1964.
196-1 A. Gcesink HOL
1968 Not held

1972 W. Ruska HOL
1976 H- Uemura JPN
1980 D. Lorenz GDR
1984 Y. Yatmshita JPN
From 1980 all the weight categories

were changed with the exception of the
open category.
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Bantamweight 60 kg (132 U>

AV* oz)

1980 T Rcy mA
1984 S. Ho^kawaJPN

Featherweight 65 kg (143 lb

4^ oz)

1980 N. Solodukhin URS
1984 Y. Matsuoka JPN

Lightweight 71 kg (156 lb 8V4 o?)

1980 E. Gamha FTA

1984 I^cong-Keun Ahn KOR

Light middleweight tb kg

(171 lb 1 07)

I960 S Khaharctl URS
198-4 F. Wicnckc GF.R

Middleweight 86 kg (1B9 lb

9V) oz)

I960 J RocthUsberger SUI

1984 P. Sebcnhacher AITT

Light heavyweight 95 kg

(209 lb 7 oz)

1980 R. Van de Walle BEL
1984 Hyoung—Zoo Ha KOR
Heavyweight Over 95 kg

(209 lb 7 oz)

1980 A Parisi FRA

1984 11 SaitO JPN

MODERN PENTATHLON
The fhe events arc horse riding, fencing,

pistol shooting, swimming and cross-

country running From 1912 to 1952 a

point for each place achieved In the

separate, events was awarded l e. 1 for

the winner, 2 for the second etc In 1956
a scoring system evaluating performance
rather than position in each event was
introduced.

Modern Pentathlon
(Individual)

Not held before 1912.

1912G UlUehobkSVE 27 jxs
1920G . Dyrvserr SVE 18pts
1924 B Undnun SVE 18 pis

1928 S. Thofcll SVE 47 pis

1932J.Cb!cn5rleniaSVE 32 pu
1936 G.Handrick GER 31.5pts
1948 V.Grut SVE !6pts
1952 L Hill SVE 32pt5
1950 L Holism 4B33pts
1960 F. Nemeth HllN 5,024 pts
1964 F.TorakHUN 5,t!6pis
1968B.FermSVE 4<*34pts
1972 A Ualczo HUN 5,4)2pts
1976 J. Pjcuk-Pecrak POL 5,520 pts
1980 A. Starostin URS 5.563 pur
1984 D Masala ITA 5,469 pts

Modem Pentathlon
(Team)
Not held before 1952.

1952 HUN
1956 HRS
1960 HUN
1964 URS
1968 HUN
1972 URS
1976 GBR
19KIURS
i9»irrA

166

13,6905

14663
1 4.961

14,325

15,963

15.559

16,126

16,060

ROWING (MEN)
The course for all events has fx

2,000 m (l mile 427 yd) since 1952.

1904 it was 3219 m (2 miles). In 1!

2.414 m (1VS miles); In 1948 IjBflO

(1 mile 296 yd). The records rrarl

take Into account only the standardly

course.

Single Sculls

Not held before 1900

1900 11. Ikmclet FRA
1901 F. Greer USA
19(W 1 1 Bbckstaffe GBR
1912 V. DKlnnearGRR

1920J. B. Kell> USA
1924 J. Bcrcsford GBR
19281! Pearce AUS
1932! I PearceAUS
1936 G ScbaferGER
1943 M.Vocxi AUS
1 952 Y. Tyukalov URS
1956 V.hrmav URS
1960 V. bonew URS
1961 V. Ivanov URS
196811 J.VimescHOL
1972 Y. Malyshev URS
1976 P.Karppirx-n FIN

1980 P. Karppincn FIN
1984 P. Karppincn FIN

Double Sculls

Not held before l9t>V

1901 USA
1908-1912 Nor held

*

1920 USA
1924 USA
1928 USA
1932 USA
1936GBR
1948 GBR
1952 ARG
1956 URS
1960 TCH
1964 URS
1968 URS
1972 URS
1976 NOR
1980GDR
1984 USA

Coxless Pairs

Not held before 1900.

1900 BEL
1904 USA
3908 GBR
1912'1920 Noc held

1924 HOL
1928 GER
1932GBR

7 min 33
10 min 08

9 min 26
7 min 47

7 min 35

7 min 49

7 min 11

7 min 44

8 min 21

7 min 2i

B min 12

8 min 02

7 min 135

8 min 22.5

7 min 47£

7 min 101

7 min 29C

7 min 09 6

7 min 00 2

10 min 03

7 min 09

6 minM
6rrJn41

7 min 17,

7 min 20

6mfn5h
7 min32
7 min 24
6 min 47.5

7 mlnlOt
6min$l£
7 min 01.7

7min 132

6 min 243

6 min 36$

7min 49

10 min 57.

9 min 41

8 min 19

7 min 06
8 min 00
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1948 GBR
1952 USA
1956 USA
1960 URS
1964 CAN
196SGDR
19*2 GDR
1976 GDR
1980 GDR
1984 ROM

Coxed Pairs
Not held lieforc 1900
1900 HOL
1904-1912 Not held
1920 1TA
1924 SU1
1928 SU1

1932 USA
1936 GER
1948 DEN
1952 FRA
1956 USA
1960GEK
1964 USA
1968 1TA

19'2GDR
19^6 GDR
1980 GDR
1984 ITA

Quadruple Sculls
Not held before 1980.
1980 GDR
1984 GER

Coxless Fours
Not held before 1904.
1904 USA
1908 GBR
1912-1920 Not held
1924 GBR
1928 GBR
1932 GBR
1936GER
1948 ITA

1952 VUG
1956 CAN
1960 USA
1964 DEN
1968GDR
19'2GDR
1976 BUI.

1980 GDR
1984 NZL

8 min 16.1 s
T min 21.1 s

8 min 20.7 s
" mm 55.4 s

min 02.00 s

"’min 32.94 s

‘’min 26.56 s

6 min 53.16 s
7 min 23 31 s

6 min 48 01 s

6 min 4539 s

1932 GER
1936 GER
1948 USA
1952 TCH
1956 ITA
1960 GER
1964 GER
1968 NZL
1972GER
19"6 URS
1980 GDR

7 min 190 s
7 min 16 2 s

6 min 50 3 s

7 min 33 4 s
7 min 19.4 s

6 min 39.12 s
*mm 00.44 s

6 min 45.62 s

6 min 31.85 s

6mm 40.22 s

6 min 14.51 s
1984 GBR

Eights

6 min 20.28 s

’’min 34.25 Not held before 1900
1900 USA 6 min 09.8 s

“’min 56.0 s 1904 USA " min 50 0 s

8 min 39.0 s 1908 GBR "min 52.0 s
** min 42.6 s 1912GBR 6min 150s
8 mm 25 8 s 1920 USA 6 min 02 6s
8 min 36 9 s 1924 USA 6 min 33 4 s

8 min 05 0 s 1928 USA 6 min 03-2 s

8mm 28 6 s 1932 USA 6min37 6s
8 min 26 1 s 1936 USA 6 min 25 4 s

mm 2914 s 1948 USA 5 min 467 5

8 mm 21.23 s 1952 USA 6 min 25 9 5

8 min 04.81 s 1956 USA 6mm 352s
"min l"25s I9G0GEK 5 min 5"M8s
7 min 58.99 s 196-1 USA 6 min 18.23 s

"min 02.54 s 1968 GER 6 mm O'* 00 s

"min 05.99 s 1972 NZL 6 min 03 94 s

1976 GDR 5mm 5829 s

1980 GDR 5 min 49 05 s

1984 CAN 5 min 41.32 s

5 min 49.81 s

5 min 5".55s

9 min 53 8s
8 min 34.0 s

7 min 08 6 s

6 min 36 0 s

6 min 58 2 s

7 min 01,85

6 min 39 0 s

7 min 16.0 s

7 min 08 8 s

6 min 26.26 s

6 min 59.30 s

6 min 39.18 s

6 min 24^s
6 min 4 136 s

GminO&I -7
*

6 min 03 48 s

ROWING (WOMEN)
Not held before 1976

Single Sculls
1976 CSchciblich GDR 4 min 05.56 s

1980 S. Toma ROM 3mtn40.68s
1984 V. Racila ROM 3min40 68s

Double Sculls
19'6 BUL
1980 URS
1984 ROM

3 min 4436 s

3 mm 1627 s

3 mm 26.75 s

Coxed Fours
Not held before 1900. In 1900 there teas
a depute and two finals were held, (1

)

for die cressa with tint fastest times in the
hcau and (2) for the winners of the
three heats

1900U>FRA 7min110s
(2IGER 5tnin590s

1901-1908 Not held
1912 GER 6 min 59 4 s

1920SUI 6 mm Si Os
1924 SU! 7'minl8 4s
1925 fTA 6 min 47.8 s

Quadruple Sculls

1976 GDR 3 min 29.99 s

19S0GDR 3min 1532s
1984 ROM 3 min 14 11 s

Coxless Pairs

1976 BUL
1980 GDR
1984 ROM

Coxed Pairs

1976 GDR
1980-1984 Not held

Coxed Fours
Not held before 1980

1980GDR
1981 ROM

4 mm 01.22 s

3 mm 30 49 s

3 min 32.60 s

3min4508s

3 min 19-27 s

3 min 19,30s

1980GDR
1984 USA

3 min 03 32 .

2m!n 5980s’

Eights

1976GDR

SHOOTING (MEN)
Free Pistol

Range 50 m (55 yd)
1896S pame(USA) 442p«
1 900 K. Rodcrcr SU1 503 ras
1904-1908 Not held

1912A-LancUSA 499n«
1920 C Frederick USA 596 pts

1924-1932 Not held

1936 T Ullman 5VE 559 pcs

1948 E Vasquez Cam PER 545 pcs

1952 II Benner USA 553 pts

1956P Linnosvuo FIN 556 pts

1960A Gushchin URS 560pts
1 964 V, MarkJanen FIN 560 pts

1968 G KosvkhURS 562 pcs

1972 RSkanakcr SITE 567 pts

1 976 U. Pottcck GDR 573 pcs

1980A Mclcntev URS 581 pts

1984 H. Xu CUN 566pcs

Moving Target
(Running Boar)
Not held in its present form before 1 972
Range 50 m (55 vd)

1972 LZhclezmak URS 569pcs

1976A Gazov L’KS 579 pts

1980 1 Sokolov URS 589 pts

I9S4YUCHN 587 pts

Rapid Fire Pistol

Range 25 m (27 yd 1 ft)

18961 Frangxidis GRE
1900 M. Larrouy FRA
1904 Not held

1908 p van A'brocck BEL
1912 A Lane USA
J920G Paraense UKA
1 924 Nil Bailev USA
1928 Not held

1932 F. Morigi ITA

1936C Van Oven GER
1948 K. Takacs IfUN
1952 K. Takacs HUN
1956 S Petresoi F.OM
19605V McMillan USA
1964 P. UnnosvuoFLN
1968). Zapedski POL

1972J Zapedski POL
1976 N KlaarGDR
1980C ion ROM
1934 T KamachijrN

Smallbore Rifle (Prone)
Not lield before 190S. Range 50 m
(55 yd) cacept In 19CH when range wit

45.7 and 91 4 m (50 and 100 >dt. 40

shots In 1908(2 competitor! rrcild (ire

from any position, in 1920 trar>I..-v

from 1924 prone

190H A A Camell GBR
1912 F.UL-d USA
1920 LA NuexsleinUSA
1924P.CdeD"JenLA
1928 Not !<cU

344 pts

58 p»

490 pts

287 pts

274 pts

18pts

36 pcs

36 pt

580 pts

579 pts

S87pts

587 pts

592 pts

593 pts

595 res

597 pts

59) pcs

595 pcs

387 prs

194 pcs

371 pts

•nSfcc

3 min 3332 s
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6«W.RogcbergNOR 3O0f*s <

HSACookUS*. 599p«

952 J. Sarbu ROM 400 pts

95-6 G,R Quellcr.e CAN 000 pts
j

960P.KohnkcGER 690pts

$ML Hammer! HUN 597 pis

1968). KutkaTClI 598 pts

1972 II).UK* 599pts

1976 RSmleszek GER 599 pts

1980 K. Varga HUN 599 pts

1984 E-Eacl USA 599 pts

Smallbore Rifle (Three

Positions)

Not held before 1952. Range 50 m (55

yd).

Standing, kneeling, prone.

-1952 RKongsHaugNOR 1,164 pts

1956A. Bogdanov l)RS l,172pts

1960V. Shamburkln URS l,149pts

1964 L trigger USA 1,161 pts

1968 B. Klingner GER l,157pts

1972). Writer USA l,l66pts

1976 LBassham USA 1,162 pts

1980V.Vla.wURS l,173pts

1984 M. Cooper GBR 1.173 pts

Trap Shooting
Not held before 1500 200 pigeons,

except in 1908 when there were 80.

1900 RdeBatbarin FRA 17 pts

1904 Not held

1908 W. 11. Ewing CAN 72 pts

1912). Graham USA 96 ps

1920M. AricUSA 95pts

1924 G.Halasy HUN 98 pts

1928-1948 -Not held

1952 G.P.Gencrcux CAN 192 pts

1956 G. Rossini ITA 195 pts

1960 1. Dumitrescu ROM 192 pis

1964 RManarelli ITA 198 pts

1968). RBraithwaite GBR 198pts

1972 A Scalzone rTA '

199 pts

1976 DHaldeman USA 190 pts

. 1980 L Giovannetti ITA 198 pts

- V1984 L GKwanneni ITA 192 pis

keet
'ot held before 1968.

1968 Y. Petrov URS 198pcs
1972 K-Wimhlcr GER 195 pts

1976). PanacekTCH 198 pts

1980 H. Rasmussen DEN 196 pts

198! M. Dr)ke USA 198 pts

Air Rifle

Not held before 1984.

1984 P.Heberle FRA 589 pts

SHOOTING (WOMEN)
Not held before 1984.

Air Rifle

1 984 Par Spurgin USA 393 pts

Smallbore Rifle (three
Positions)

!984XiacociianWuCHN 581 pts

Sport Pistol

1984 Linda Thom CAN 585 pts

SWIMMING AND
DIVING (MEN)

100 Metres Freestyle

in 1904 the distance was 91.44 m (100

yd).

1896 A. llajos (Guttmann)

HUN 1 min 22.2 s

1900 Not held

1904 7.von Ha!mayHUN 1 min 02-8 5

1908 C Daniels USA 1 min 05 6s

1912 D. P. Kahanamoku USA 1 min 03-4 s

1920 D P. Kaharumoku USA 1 min 01.4 s

1 924 J Weiswmi! Icr USA 59.0 5

1928J Wctemullcr USA 586 s

1932 Y. MiyazakiJPN 5a2 s

1936 F. OikHUN 57.6$

1948W.RixUa\ 57.3 s

1952C Scholl USA 57.4 s

1956J Henrlcks AUS 554 s

I960J. Dcvitt AUS 55.2 s

196-1 D Schollander USA 53 4 s

1968 M. Wended AUS 52 2 s

1972M Spin USA 5122 s

1976J. MontQgotneiy USA 49.99 s

1980J. WoiihcGDR 5040 s

1984 A. Gaines USA 49.80 s

200 Metres Freestyle

Not held before 1900 In 1904 die

distance was 201.17 m (220 yd)

i900J.Jarvis GBR
1904 £. Rausch GER
1908 H. Taylor GBR
1912 G. Hodgson CAN
1920 N. Ross USA
1924 A. Charlron AUS
1928 A. Borg SWE
1932 K. KhamuraJPN
1936 N.TcradJJPN

1948J. Md^ne USA
1952 F. Konno USA
1956 M. Rose AUS
I960} Konrads AUS
1964 RWindtc AUS
1968 M. Burton USA
1972 N. Burton USA
1976 B.Goodell USA
1 980 V. Salnikov URS
1984 ,M. O’Brien USA

1900 F. lancA*US

1904 CDanieLs USA
1908-1964 Not held

1968 M.Wcndcn AUS
1972 M. Spitz USA
1976 B Fumlss USA
I960 S. Kopliakov URS
1984 M. Gross GER

2 min 252 s

2 min 44.2 s

) min 552$
1 min 52.78 s

t min 5029 s

1 min 4981s
1 min 47.44 s

400 Metres Freestyle

Not held before 1904. In 1904 the

distance vas 4023 m (440 yd).

1904 C Daniels USA
1908 H. Taylor GBR
1912 G. Hodgson CAN
1920 N. Ross USA

1924J Wpssmullcr USA
1928 A. Zorilla ARG
1932 CCrabbe USA

1936J Medica USA
1948W. Smith USA
1952J, Bolteirx FRA
1956 M. Rose AUS
1960M RoseAUS
1964 D. Schollander USA
1968 M. Burton USA
1972 B CooperAUS
1976 B Goodell USA
1980 V. Salnikov URS
1984 G. Dicarlo USA

6 min 16.2 s

5 min 36.8 s

5 min 24.4 s

5 min 26 8 $

5 min 04 2 s

5 min 01.6$

4 min 48 4 s

A min 44.5 s

4 min 41.0 s

4 min 30.7 5

4 min 273 s

4 min 183 s

4 min 12.2 s

4 min 09.0 s

4 min 0027 s

3 min 51.93 s'

3 min 51 31 s

3 min 51.23 s

13min402i
27 min 18.?$

22 min 48 4 s

22p)lnOODs
22 min 232 s

20 min 066 s

19 min 5l-8s

19 min 12.4$

19 min 13.7 s

19 min 18.5s

18 min 303 s

17 min 58 9$
17 min 196 s

17 min 01,7 s

I6min38 9s

15 min 52.58 s

15 min 02.40 s

14 min 58.27 5

15mln0520s

1,500 Metres Freestyle
In 1896 the distance was 1,200 m (1310
yd 1 ft 5Vi In); In 1900 1,000 m (1,093 yd
1 ft 10 in). In 1901 1.60934 m (1 mile)
1896A. Hajcs HUN 18 min 222 s

100 Metres Backstroke

Not held before 1901 In 1901 the

distance was 91.44 m (100 yd).

1901 W. Brack GER lmlnl6.8s

1908 A Blcbersteln GER 1 min 24 6s

1912IUIebnerUSA lmln212s.

1 920W. P. Kealoha USA lmlnl52s
1924 W.P.Kcaloha USA 1minl32s
1928 G.KoJac USA lmln08 2s

1932 M Kiyokawa)PN 1 min 09.6s

1936A Kiefer USA lmln059s
1948AStackl)SA lmln064s

1952 Y.Oyakawa USA 1 min 05.4 s

1 956 D. TheileAUS 1 min 022 s

1960 DThetle AUS lmfn01.9s

1964 Nor held

1968 RManhes GDR 58.7 s

1972 R Mardics GDR 5658!

1976). Nabcr USA 55.49;

1 980 B. Baron SWT. 56.53:

19S4 R Carey USA 5579

200 Metres Backstroke

Nor held before 1900
1900E-HoppcnbcrgGER 2min47.C

1901-1960 Not held

1964). GraefUSA 2 min 10.;'

. 1968 RManhcsGDR 2min09J

1972 R .MantlesGDR 2 min 02 8

1976). Nabcr USA 1 min 59

1

1980 S.Wbdar HUN 2 min 016

19B4R Carey USA 2 min 00d

100 Metres Breaststroke

Not held before 1968

1968 D. McKenzie USA 1 min 0

1972 N.Taguchi)PN lmlnOI

1976). Hencken USA 1 min 03

1980 D Goodhcw GBR 1 min 03

1 984 S. Umdqulst USA 1 min

:

200 Metres Breaststrol

Not held before 1908.

1908 F. Holman GBR 3 min

191 2 W. Bathe GER 3 min

1 920 H. Malmroth SWE 3mir
1924 R Skelton USA 2mlr

1928Y.Tsunna)PN 2 mil

1932 Y. Tsumta)PN 2mii

1936T.Hamuro)PN 2 ml
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1948J. Verdeur USA 2 min 39.3 s

1952J. Davies AUS 2 min 34.4 s

1956 M. FurukawaJPN 2 min 34.7 s

1960 W. Muiliken USA 2 min 37.4 s"

19641. O'Brien AUS 2 min 27.8 s

1968 F. Munoz MEX 2 mm 28 7 s

1972J. Mencken USA 2 min 21.55 s

1976 D. Wilkie GBR 2min 15.11s

1980 R Zulpa URS 2 min 1585 s

1984 V. Davis CAN 2 min 13.34 s

100 Metres Butterfly
Not held before 1968.

1968 D. Russell USA 55.9 s

1972 M. Spitz USA 54 27 s

1976 M. Vogel USA 54.35 s

1912AUS 10 min 11.6 s

1920 USA 10 min 04.4 s

1924 USA 9 min 53.4 s

1928USA 9 min 36.2 s

1932JPN 8 min 58.4 s

1936JPN 8 min 51-5 s

1948 USA 8 min 46.0 s

1952 USA 8 min 31.1 s

1956AUS 8 min 23.6 s

1960 USA 8 min 102 s

1964 USA 7 min 52.1 s

1968 USA 7 min 523 s

1972 USA 7 min 35-78 s

1976 USA 7 min 23 22 s

1980 URS 7 min 23 50 s

1984 USA 7 mm 1569 s

1924 FRA
1928 GER
1932 HUN
1936 HUN
1948 ITA

1952 HUN
1956 HUN
1960 ITA

1964 HUN
1968 YUG
1972 URS
1976 HUN
1930 URS
1984 YUG

SWIMMING AND DIVING
1980 P. Arvidsson SWE 54 92 s

1984 M. Gross GER '

53 08 s

200 Metres Butterfly
Not held before 1956
1956 W. Yotzyk USA 2 min 19.3 s

1960 M. Troy USA 2 min 1 2.8 s

1 964 K. BerryAus 2 min 06 6 5

1968 CRobie USA 2 min 08.7 s

1972 M. Spitz USA 2 min 00.705

1976 M. Bruner USA 1 min 59.23 s

1980 S. Fcsenko URS 1 min 59.76 s

1984 J. Siebcn AUS 1 min 57.04 s

200 Metres Individual
Medley
Not held before 1984.

1984 A. Baumann CAN 2 min 01 42 s

400 Metres Individual
Medley
Notlicld before 1964. Order of strokes:

bunerfly, backstroke, breaststroke, frees-

tyle.

1964 R Roth USA 4 min 45 4 s

1968 GHickcox USA 4 min 48.4 s

1972 G.larsson SWE 4min31.98s
1976 R Strachan USA 4 min 23 68 s

I980A. Sidorenko URS 4min22.89s
1984 A. Baumann CAN 4 min 17.41s

Highboard Diving
Not held before 1904 In 1904 and 1903

this was a combined highboard and

springboard event. In 1928 Desjardins

' gained a superior aggregate of placings

to Simatka although the latier gained

more points.

1904 G. Sheldon USA 1266 pts

1908 H.Johansson SWE 83.75 pts

1912 E Adlerz SWE 73 94 pts

1920C Pinkston USA 1 00.67 pts

1924 A White USA 97 46 pts

1928 P. Desjardins USA 99.74 pts

1932 H. Smith USA 12480pts

1936 M. Wayne USA 113-58 pts

1948 S. Lee USA 130.05 pts

1952 S. Lee USA 156 28pts

1956J Capilla Perez MEX 1 52.44 pts

1960 R Webster USA 165 56pts

1964 R Webster USA 148 58 pts

1968 K. Dibiasi ITA 164.18pts

1972 K- Dibiasi rTA 504 12pts

1976 K. Dibiasi ITA 600 51 pts

1980 F. Hoffmann GDR 835 650 pts

1984 M. Fourke CAN 60.75 pts

Springboard Diving

Not held before 1908

1908 Albert Zumer GER 85 5 pts

1912 P. Gunther GER 79 23 pts

(WOMEN)
100 Metres Freestyle

Not held before 1912
1912 F.Durack AUS lmin222s
1920 E Bleibtrey USA 1 mm 13 6 s

1924 E Lackic USA 1 mm 12.4 s

1928 A Ostposvich USA 1 min 11 0s

1932 H Madison USA I min 068 s

1936 H Mastcnbroek HOL 1 min 05 9 s

1948 G Andersen DEN 1 min 063 s

1952 RSzoke HUN lmin068s
1956 D Fraser AUS 1 minO’Os
1960 D Fraser AUS 1 min0l.2s

1964 D FraserAUS 595s

1968 J HcnneUSA ImmOOOs
1972 S Neilson USA 58 59 s

1976 K-Endcr GDR 55 65$

1980 B. KrauseGDR 5479s

1984 C Stemscifer USA &
N Hogshead USA 5592 s

200 Metres Freestyle

Not held before 1968

1968 D Merer USA 2 mm 10 5 s

1972 S. Gould AUS 2 min 0356 s

1976 KEnderGDK Jmln5926s

1 980 B Krause GDR 1 mm 58 33 s

1 984 M Waste USA 1 mm 59 23 s

400 Metres Freestyle

Not held before 1920 In 1920 the

4 x 100 Metres Freestyle
Not held before 1984.

1984 USA 3 min 19.03 s

4 X 100 Metres Medley
Relay
Not held before 1960. Order of strokes:

backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, frees-

tyle.

1960 USA 4 min 05.4 s

1964 USA 3 min 58 4 s

1968 USA 3 min 54 9s
1972 USA 3min48.l6s
1976 USA 3 min 42.22 s

1980 AUS 3 min 45 70 s

1984 USA 3 min 3930 s

4 X 200 Metres Freestyle
Relay
Not held before 1908
1903 GBR 10 min 556 s

1920 L Kuehn USA
1924 A White USA
1928 P Desprdins USA

1932 M.GalitzcnUSA
!936RDegener USA
1948 B Harlan USA

1952 D Browning USA

1956 R Clotworthy USA
1960 G.Tobian USA
1964 K. Sitzbcrger USA
1968 B. Wrighison USA

1972 V. Vasin URS

1976 P. Boggs USA
1980A Ponnov UKS
1984 G Lougams USA

Water Polo
Not held before 1900

1900 GBR
1904 USA
1908 GBR
1912 GBR
1920 GBR

675 40 pis

696 40 pts

185 04 pts

16138 pts

1 6357 pts

163 64 pts

20529 pts

159 56 pts

1-000 pts

159.90 pts

170 15 pts

594 09 pts.

61905 pts

905 025 pts

”54 41 pts

distance was $00 m (328 yd ^ in)

1920 E Bleibtrev USA 4 mm .34 0 s

1924 M NorehusUSA 6 min 02 2 s

1928 M NorehusUSA 5 mm 428s

1932 H Madison USA 5min285s

1936 II Mastcnbroek HOL 5 min 26 4 s

J948 ACumsUSA 5n

1952 V Gvenge HUN 5n

1956 LCrapp AUS I"
I960 C Von Sahza USA -t r

1964 V DucnkvllSA 4 tr

1968 O Meyer USA * n

19-2 S GoulJ AUS 4 mi

19'6 P Thumer GDR 4 mi:

1980 I Diets GDR 4 mi:

198)7 0811811746 4 ns:

800 Metres Freestyle

Nc* held Wore 1W
| port p Mover t*SA

19*2 K. RcKhturrrrxT

IN*
19“6 T Thumer GOV

5 min

5mm 12 1 *

4 mm 5-1 6<

•i mm 50 6 *

•t nun 4$ ' '

4 min 31 A %

4 run 190*

*

4 min 09 F9 %

4 it

«

n 0* 5

4 niirt" 10 *

j)iwn

mm f«* %

A 3"* '
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1980 M. Ford AUS 8 min 28.90 s

1984 T Cohen USA 8min2495s

100 Metres Backstroke

Not held before 1924.

1924 S. Bauer USA 1 min 23 2 s

1928 MJ Braun HOL 1 min 22.0s

1932 E. Holm USA 1 min 19 4 s

1936 DSenffHOL I min I8.9s

19)8 K3Ulamp DEN 1 min 14.4s

1952 J.llarissonSAF 1 min 143s

1930) GnnhamGBR Iminl29s
1960 L Burke USA 1 min 093 s

1964 C Ferguson USA 1 min 07.7 s

1968 K. Hall USA lmin062s
19T2 M.BcIoteUSA l'mln 05.78 s

1976 U RiducrGDR lmin0I.83s

1980 R. RdnischGDR 1 min 00 86 s

1984 T. Andrews USA 1 min 02.55 s

200 Metres Backstroke
Not held before 1968

1968 L Watson USA 2min24 8s

1972 Al.Belote USA 2minl919s
1976 U.RiehterGDR 2mln 13.43s

1980 RRcinisch GDR 2mlnll77s
1981 } dc Rover HOL 2 min 1238 s

100 Metres Breaststroke

Not held before 1968

1968 D I)|cdovYUG 1 min 15 8 s

1972 C Carr USA 1 min 13 58s

1976 11 AnlaGDR lminlll6s
1980 U GewcnigcrGDR 1 min 1032s
1984 P. Van Stoverm

HOL 1 min 09 88$

200 Metres Breaststroke
Noe held before 1924

1924 L Morton GBR 3 mtn 33 2 s

1928 H. SchraderGER 3 min 12 6 s

1932 CDennisAUS 3 min 00.3 s

1936 11 MaehanJPN 3 min 03 6 s

1948 P. van Vlict HOL 2 min 57 2 s

1952 E. S2dcety HUN 2 min 51 7 s

1956 1). Happc GER 2 mm 53 I s

i960 A Londsbrough GBR 2mm 49 5 s

. 1964 G Prosumenshchikova

-’’r. URS 2mm 46 4 s

o8 S. Wichtmn USA 2 min 44 4 s

n B. Whitfield AUS 2 mm 4 1 71 s

- /6 M Koshevau URS 2 rain 33 35 s

i980 L Kachushite URS 2mm 29 54 s

19S4 A OnenbnteCAN 2 mm 3028 s

100 Metres Butterfly
Not held before 1956
1956 S. Mann USA l min 11.0 s
1960 C Schuler USA 1 nun 09.5 s

1961 S. Stouder USA 1 min 04.7 s

1968 LMcCIementsAUS lmin055s
1 972 M. AokiJPN 1 min 0334 s
1976 K. EnderGDR 1 min 00. 13 s

1 980 C MetschuckGDR 1 mm 00 42 s
1984 MX Meagher USA 59.26 s

200 Metres Butterfly
Not held before 1968
1968 A.KokHOL 2 min 24.7 s

1972 KLMoe USA 2m!nl557s
.
1976 A. Pollack GDR 2min 11.41s
1980 I. GeisslerGDR 2 min 10.44 s

5 min 18.^$

5min085*
$ min 0297 s

4 mm 42T7s
4 min 3629 5

4 min 39.24 s

1984 M.T. Meagher USA 2 min 06 90s

200 Metres Iondividual

Medley
Not field before 1968. Order of strokes,

butterfly. hacksrrnkc. hmsGtrokc,

frecavle.

1968 CKothUSA 2 min 247a

1972 S. Gould AUS 2min2307j.

1976 and 1980 Not held

1984 T. Caulkins USA 2 min 126) s

400 Metres Individual

Medley
Not held before 1964. Order of strokes

butterfly, hjekstroke. breaststroke,

freestyle.

196-1 D. DeVaromUSA 5 min 187s
1968 C Kolb USA 5 min as 5 s

1972 G NeallAUS 5 min 02.97 s

1976 U TauberGDR 4 min 42.77s

1980 P. Schneider GDR 4 min 3629 s

1984 T Caulkins USA 4 min 39.24 s

4x100 Metres Freestyle

Relay
Not held before 1912

1912 GBR 5 min 528 s

1920 USA 5 min 116s
1924 USA 4 min58 Hs
1928 USA 4 mm 47.6 *

1932 USA 4 mm 38 0 s

1936 HOL 4 mm 36 0s
1948 USA 4 min 29.2 s

1952 HUN 4 nun 24.4 s

1956 AUS 4 mm 17.1s
I960 USA -4 min 08 9s
1964 USA 4 min 038 s

1968 USA 4 min 025 s
1972 USA 3 min 55 19 s
1976 USA 3 mm 44.82 s
1980 GDR 3 min 4271 s
1984 USA ; 3 min 43 43 s

4x100 Metres Medley
Relay
Not held before I960 Order of strokes
backstroke, breaststroke, bunerflv,
freestyle.

1960 USA 4min41.1s
1964 USA 4 mm 33.9 s

1968 USA .4 min 28 3 s
1972 USA 4 min 20."?5 s
1976 GDR 4 min 07.95 s
1980 GDR 4 mm 06 67 s
1934 USA 4 min 083-1 s

Highboard Diving
Not held before 1912 In 1924 Smith
pained a superior aggregate of pbcings
to Becker although ihc latter gained
more points.

1912 G Johansson SVH- 39.90 pts
1920 S(Clausen) Fntmd DEN 34 60 pts
1924 C Smith USA 3J 20 pts
1928 E- (Becker) Pmksion USA 3160 pts
1932 D.(Poymon) Hill USA 40 26 pts
1936 D. (Poynton)HiU USA 33.93 pts
1948 V. Graves USA 68.87 pts
1952 P. McCormick USA 793? pts

1956 P. McCormick USA 8t8>pts
;

I960 I. (Kramer) Engel GKR 9 128 pet

1964 L Bush USA 99R0f*«,

1968 M. Puchkova TOi 00 $9 pti

1972 U KrupcSWi: 390 Of)p*
1976 E.Vaj'LscUkA^sk-n-pURS 406.59jw

1980 M.JaschkcGDR 596 250po

1984 J ZhouO IN 435 51 pts

Springboard Diving
No) held liefore 1920

1920 A. Riggio USA 539 90 pG
1924 F. Becker USA 474 50pr.s

1928 II Means- USA -78 62 pis

1932 G. Coleman USA 8752 pu
1935 M. Golfing USA pe.

1948 V. Droves USA 10874 pe
1952 P. McCormick USA ' H730pts
1956 P.AIceormlck USA 14236pi\

1960 I (Kramer) tripe! GH1 155-81 pG
196-1 1. (Kramer) FarRel GER 14500(*s

1968 S Gosslck LSA 15077pG
1972 M. King USA 450 03 pts

1976 J. Chandler USA 506 19 pts

1980 I Kalinina URS 7259IOpts

1984 S.BemlerCAN .
530 ‘’Opts

Synchronised Swimming
Not held before 1984.

1984 USA 195.

VOLLEYBALL (MEN)
Not held licforc 1964

1964 URS
1968 URS
1972 JPN
1976 POL
1980 URS
1984 USA

VOLLEYBALL (WOMEN)
Not held before 1964

196*1 JPN
1968 URS
1972 UKS
1976 JPN
1980 URS
1 98-1 aiN

WEIGimiFTING .

Flyweight
Not held before 197Z Wight limit 52 kg

< 1 14Vr th)

1972 Z.Smalcrrz POL 337.5 kg

1 976 A. Voronin URS 2)2.5 kg

1980 K-CKmanobcv URS 2450kg

1984 G ZhcngCHN 2350kg

Bantamweight
Nor held before 1948 Weigh) Emir 56 kg

(123V, lb).

1948 J.DePicrro USA 3075 kg

1952 l.UdodcwURS 3150kg

1956 C. Vinci USA J)25kg
I960 C Vinci USA 3450kg
196) A. Vokhonin URS 3575 kg

1 968 M. Nosslri IRN 367.5 kg

1972 LFoIdiHUN 377.5 kg

1976 N.NurikvonBUL 2620 kg

1980 D. NunezCUB 2750kg
1984 ShudeWuCHN 267.5kg



Featherweight
Not held before 1920. Weight limit 60 kn
(132V, lb).

^
1920 F.de Hies BEL 220.0 kg
1924 P. Gabctti rTA 402.5 kg
1928 F.AndrysekAUT 287,5 kg
1932 RSuvignyFRA 287.5 kg
1936 ATerlazzoUSA 312.5kg
1948 M Farad EGY 332.5 kg
1952 R Chimishkian URS 337 5 ke
1956 I. Berger USA 352.5 kg
I960 Y. Minaev UKS 372.5 kg
1964 Yoshinobu MiyakeJPN 397.5 kg
1968 Yoshinobu MiyakeJPN 392.5 kg
1972 N. Nurikyan BUL 4025 kg
1976 N. Kolesnikov URS 285 0 kg
1980 V.Mazin URS 2900to
1984 W. Chen CHN 2825 k£

Lightweight
Not held before 1920. Weight limit 67.5

(148V, lb).

1920 A Neuland EST 257 5 kg
1924 EDceottignlesFRA 4400 kg
1928 K. Helbig GER &

ItHaisAUr 322.5 kg
1932 R Duvctgcr FRA 325 0 kg
1936 AM. Mcsbah EGY &

RFeinAUT 342 5 kg
1948 IJL Slums EGY 360.0kg
1952 T. KonoUSA 3620 kg
1956 I. Rybak URS 380.0kg
1960 V. Bushuev URS 3975 kg
1964 W.Basaanowski POL 432.5 kg
1968 W. Baszanowski POL 437.5 kg

460.0 kg
1976 P. Korol URS 305.0 kg
1980 Y. Rousscv BUL *47 <; Uo
1984 J.YaoCHN 32001^
Middleweight

(WEf" 1920. Weight Emit 75 kg

1920 II Gance FRA 245.0 kg
1924 CGalimbertilTA 4925 kg
1928 R Francois FRA 335.0 kg
1932 RIsmayrGER 345.0 kg
1936 K. S. d Touni EGY 387.5 kg
1948 F. Spellman USA 390.0 kg
1952 P. George USA 400.0 kg
1956 F. Bogdanovski URS 420.0 kg
1960 A Kurinov URS 437.5 kg
1964 ILZdrazilaTCH 445 0kg
1968 V.Kurcntsov URS 4750kg
1972 Y. Bitov BUL 485.0 kg
1976 Y.MittovBUL 335.0 kg
1980 AZbrevflUL 360.0kg
1964 K.RadschlnskyGER 3400kg
Light Heavyweight
Hot held before 1920. Weight limit 825
l« (181 Vt fo).

1920 E-CadineFRA 290.0 kg
1924 CRigouIotFRA 5025 kg
1928 S.NosseirEGY 355 0kg
1932 L I lostin FRA 3650 kg
1936 LllostinFRA 3725 kg 1
1948 S. Stancavk USA 417.5kg 4
1952 T. lomakhin URS 417.5 kg 1

1956 T.KonoUSA 447.5kg c
1960 1. Palirald POL 4425 kg 1

257.5 kg
4400kg

342 5kg
360.0 kg
3620 kg
380.0 kg
397.5 kg
432.5 kg
437.5 kg
460.0 kg
305.0 kg
3425 kg
320.0 kg

245.0 kg
4925 kg
3350 kg
345.0 kg

387.5 kg
390.0 kg
400.0 kg
420.0 kg
437.5 kg
445 0kg
4750 kg
485.0 kg
3350 kg
360.0 kg
3400kg

445.0 kg
462.5 kg
4725 kg
487.5 kg
517.5 kg
5250 kg
382.5 kg

3775kg
392.5 kg

1964 RPlyukfeldcrURS 4750kg
,

1968 B. Selitski URS 4850kg
’ 1972 LJensen NOR 507.5 kg

1976 V. Shan- URS 365.0 kg
1980 Y. Vardanyan URS 4000kg
1984 P. Bechem ROM 355 0 kg

Middle Heavyweight
Not held before 1952 Weight limit 90
kg (198V, tb).

1952 N Schemansky USA 445.0 kg
1956 A Vorobev URS 462.5 kg
1960 A Vorobev URS 4725 kg
1964 V. Golovanov URS 487.5 kg
1968 K. Kangasniemi FIN 517.5 kg
1972 A Nikolas’ BUL 525 0 kg
1976 D. Ripen URS 582.5 kg
1980 P. BaczatoHUN 377 5 kg
1984 N. Vlad ROM 392.5 kg

Heavyweight
Not held before 1980. Weight limit 100
kg (220 lb).

1980 O.ZarcmbaTCH ' 395.0 kg
1984 RMilscrFRG 385 0 kg
For results before 1972 see Super
Heavyweight. Weight limit 1 10 kg (24291
lb)

1972 Y.TaltsURS 5800 kg
1976 Y. Zaitsev URS 385.0 kg
1980 L Taranenko URS 422.5 kg
1984 N. Oberburger ITA 3900 kg

Super Heavyweight
This class was described as Heavyweight
until 1972 In 1896 and 1904 two sepa-
rate competitions were held. (1) one-
hand lift and (2) iwx>-hand lift. Weight
limits 1896-1904 open; 1920-48 over
82.5 kg (181V, lb* 1952-68 over 90 kg
(I98V, lb), from 1972 over 110 kg
(242V1 lb).

1896 (1) L Elliott GBR 710kg
(2) V.Jensen DEN 1115kg

1900 Not held

1904 (!) OP.OshoffUSA 48pts

(2) P.KakousisGRE 11158kg
1908-1912 Not held
1920 F. Bottino TTA 2700kg
1924 G. Tonani ITA 51 7 5 kg
1928 J.StrassbcrgerGER 372.5 kg
1932 J StoblaTCH 380.0 kg
1936 J. Manger GER 4100kg
1948 J. Davis USA 4525 kg
1952 J. Davis USA _ 460.0kg
1956 P. Anderson USA 5000 kg
1960 Y. Vlasov URS 537.5 kg
1964 L Zhabodnsld URS 5725 kg
1968-LZhabotlnsldURS 572.5kg
1972 V. Alekseev URS 6400kg
1976 V. Alekseev URS 4400 kg
1980 S. Rakhmancrv URS 4400kg
1984 D. Luldm AU5 4125 kg

w
' mu mi

t 1903-1968 Not held
1972 R Dmitriev URS
1976 K. Issacv BUL
1980 C. Pollio ITA
1984 R Weaver US4

Flyweight
Not held before 1904 Weight limit 190,
52.16 kg (1151b); from 1948 52kg(ll4
lb 10 07) In 1904. tliis weight category
was called 'Rantamweight'
1904 G Mehnen USA
1908-1936 Not held
1948 L Viirala FIN
1952 H. Gemici TUR
1956 M. Tsalkalamaniibc URS
1960 A Bilek TUR
1964 Y. Yoshlda JPN
1968 S Nakata JPN
1972 K. Kato JPN
1976 Y. Takada JPN
1980 A Beloglaaov URS
1984 S Trstcna YUG

Bantamweight

Not held before 1904 Weight limit 1904
5680 kg (125 lb). 1908 54 kg (119 lb).

1924—36 56 kg (123 lb 7'/, oz): from
1948 57 kg (125 lb 30Vft or) In 1904 this

weight category was called Tcath-
erweighr’

1904 I. Nioflot USA
1908 G. Mehnen USA
1912-1920 Not held
1924 K. Pihla(amaki FIN
1928 K.F. Makinen FIN

1932 R Pcane USA
1936 O Zombori HUN
1948 N Akkar TUN
1952 S. Ishil JPN
1956 M Daglsunll TUR
1960 T McCann USA
1964 Y Uctakc JPN
1968 Y Uotakc JPN
1972 H Yanagida JPN
1976 V. Umin URS
1990 S Bcloglarov URS
1984 11 Tomhama JPN

WRESTLING
FREESTYLE

Not held before 1904. Wciglir limit 1904

47.6 kg ( 105 Ibk from 1972 48 kg ( 105 Ih

13 oz) In 1904 this weight category was
called Light Flvweighr.

1904 R Curry USA

Featherweight
1901 B Bradshaw- USA
1908 G. Dole USA
1912 Not held

1920 C Adcerlev US*
1924 R Reed USA
1928 A. Morrison US*
1932 K. Pihbjirruld FI

1936 K. pjhhiimakJ FI

1948 G Bilpe TtfR

1952 B Sit TUR
1956 S SaviJura JPN
1960 M Dagisotni TIT
1964 O U-jtxubc JPN
1968 M. Kaneio JPN
1972 Z, AMulNrkw H
1976JM Yang KOK
1990 M. Alxrshev URS
1984 R US4 ''

Uftbfwdfh'
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65.77 ka (155 lb); 1908 66 60 kg (146 lb

hi-. ,
ia:(i rr^Vk^diK >h 13 oz)

pi/i-C-Af kg (MS lb -<'. 1948-60

ka (14- bill'. •. ’.•'5-68 70 kg

(154 lb 5 oz>, from 1972 68 kg (149 lb

14Vi oz). In 1904 this weight category

was called 'light Middleweight'.

1904 O. Roehm USA
1908 G. Dc Rehtyskcrw GBR
1912 Not held

1920 K. Anttlla FIN

1924 R Vis USA
1928 O. Kapp EST

1932 C Faeoroc FRA

1936 K. Karpati HUN
1948 C Atiki 7UR
1952 O. Andcrbetg SWE
1956 E Habibi 1RN

1960 S. Wilton USA
196-1 E Valcbcv BUL
1968 A Movahcd Ardabiii IRN

1972 D. Gable USA
1976 D. Pinigln URS
1980 S. Absaidov URS
1984 In-Tak You KOR

Welterweight
Not held before 1904. Weight limit 1904

71.67 4&(158 tb), 1924-36 7Z kg( 158 lb

ll«/4 oz). 1948- 60 73 kg (160 lb 15 oz).

1964-68 78 kg (171 lb 15V. oz) from

1972 74 kg <163 lb 2V.) In 1904 tho

weight category was called Mid-

dleweight, in 1924 it was called Light

Middleweight'.

1904 C Erikson USA
1908-1920 Noe held

1924 H Gehri SU1

1928 AJ Haavisto FIN

1932 J Van Bcbbcr USA
1936 F lewis USA
1948 Y Oogu TOR
1952 W Smith USA
1956 M lkeda JPN

1960 D Blubaugh USA
1964 I Ogan TOR
1968 M Atalav TOR

^**'.3972 w Wells USA
. ,'o J Date JPN

t V Rairchev BUf.

. D Schultz USA

. ’Ot held before 1908 Weight limit 1908
73 kg (161 lb). 1920 75 kg (165 lb SVi

oz); 1924-60 79 kg (174 lb 2V. oz),

l^6i~68 87 kg (191 lb 12V. ozi. from
1972 82 kg (180 lb 12V) oz)
1903 S. Bacon GBR
19)2 Not held

1920 E Leino FIN
1924 F. Flagmann SUf
1928 E Kyburz SU!
1932 I. Johansson SWE
1936 E Poih-e FRA
1948 G. Brand USA
1952 D. Tsfmakuridze URS
1956 N. Stanchev BUL
I960 H. Gungor TUR
1964 P. Gatdshev BUL
1968 B. Gurevich URS

WU

1972 L TedUshvill URS

1976 J. Peterson USA
1980 I- Abilov BUL
198-1 M. Schultz USA

Light Heavyweight
Notlteld before 1920. Weight limit 1920

82,5 kg (18! lb 8 oz) 1924 -60 87 kg

(191 lb 12V. oz), 1964 -68 97 kg (213 lb

!}>A oz), from 1972 90 kg (198 lb 6V<

oz).

1920 A. lztrsson SWF.

1924 J. Spellman USA
1928 T. Sfostcdt SWE
1932 P. Mehringcr USA
1936 K. Fridell SWE
1948 H. Wittenberg USA
1952 V. Palm SWE
1956 G.R Takhti IRN

1960 A. Atli TUR
1964 A Medved URS
1968 A Avik TUR
1972 8 Peterson USA
1976 L Tediashviti URS
1980 S Oganesyan URS
1961 £ Baruch USA

Heavyweight
Not held before 1904 Weight limit 1904

over ^1
6*

1 kg (1S8 lb>: 190ft over 73 kg

U61 Jb>. 1920 over 82 5 kg (181 lb 34

oz). 1924-60 over H? kg (193 lb 12V«

oz h 1964-68 over 97 kg (213 lb 13&
oz> from !9'T2under 100 kg (200 lb 7V«

ozb-

1904 B Hansen USA
1908 GC O'Kelly GBR1RL
1912 Not held

1920 R Roth SW
1924 H Steele USA
1928 J RichthofT SWE
!932 J RichthofT 5VT.

1936 K Paiusalu EST
3948 G Dohls HUN
1952 A Mekoktshvih URS
1956 H Kaplan TUR
1960 W D>emch GER
1964 A Ivanitski URS
1968 A Mcthtrd URS
1972 1. Yarygrn URS
1976 1 Yarygm URS
1980 I Mate URS
1984 L Baruch USA

Super Heavyweight .

Not held before 1972. Weight limit over
100 kg (220 lb 7V* oz)
1972 A Medved URS
3976 S. Andicv URS
1980 S. AndJcv URS
1984 B Baumgartner USA

WRESTLING GRECO- :

ROMAN STYLE
Light Flyweight
Not held before 1972. Weight limit
under 48 kg (105 lb 13 oz)
1972 G. Berceanu ROM
1976 A. Shumakov URS
1980 Z. Ushkempirov URS
1984 V. Maenza 1TA

Flyweight
Not held before 1948 Weight limit/

under 52 kg (114 lb 10V. oz). j

1948 P. Lombardi 1TA

1952 a Gurevich URS
1956 N. Solovyev URS '

1960 D. Pirvulescu ROM
1964 T. Haruhara JPN
1968 P. Kirov BUL
1972 P. Kirov BUL
1976 V. Kottanjinov URS
1980 V. Blagidzc URS
1984 A Miyahara JPN

Bantamweight
Not held before 1924 Weight limit

192 ( 28 under 58 kg (128 lb), 193236

under 56 kg (123 lb 7V) oz); from 1948

under 57 kg (125 lb 10 1/; oz).

1924 E Putsep EST
1928 K. Leudit GER
1932 J. Brcndel GER
1936 M Lorincz HUN
19-13 K. Pcttctscn SWE
1952 1. Hodca HUN
1956 K. Vyrupacv URS
I960 O. Karavaev URS
196-i M. lchiguchi JPN
1968 J Varga HUN
1972 R. Kazakov URS
1976 P. Ukkola FIN

1980 S Sertkov URS -

1984 P. Ihssazrlli GER

Featherweight
Not held before 19)2 Weight limit

1912-20 60 kg (132 lb 4)5 oz); 1924 23

62 kg (136 lb 1 1 oz) 1932-36 61 kg ( 134

lb 7V. oz), 19)8-60 62 kg (136 lb 1 1 oz);

1964-68 f>3 kg (138 lb 14V) oz>, from

1972 62 kg (136 lb II oz)

1912 K. Kcxkclo FIN

1920 O. Frtman FIN

1924 K- Anmla FIN

1928 V. A'ah EST
1932 G Gozzi ITA

1936 Y. Erkan TOR
19 18 M. Oktav TUR
1952 V. lunkin USS
1956 R. Makinen FIN

1960 M. Silfc TOR
1964 I. Polvak HUN
1968 R Rurura URS
1972 G Markov BUL
1976 K. Lipien POL
1980 S Migiakis GRE
1984 Wcon-Kee Kim KOR

Lightweight
Not held before 1908. Weight limit 1908

66 6 kg (147 lb), 1912-28 67.5 kg (148 lb

13 oz) 1932-36 66 kg (145 lb 8 oz).

1948-60 67 kg (147 lb !lV. oz); 1964-68

70 kg (1$4 lb 5 oz) from 1 972 68 kg ( 149

lb 14V) oz).

1908 E Porro ITA
1912 E Vare FIN

1920 E Vare FIN

1924 O Frtman FIN
1928 L Keresztes HUN
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i 1952 E Malmberg SWE
,

:
. 1936 L Koskela FIN

) 1948 G. Frci| SWE
i 1952 S. Safin URS
| 1956 K. Lehtonen FIN

I960 A. Koridze URS
|

1961 K. Ayraz TUR
7 1968 M. Munemura JPN
* 1972 S. Khisamutdinov URS

.

1976 S. Nalbandyan URS
i

1980 S. Kusu ROM
j

1984 V. lis/ak YUG

|
Welterweight

: Not held before 1932. Weight limit
1932-36 72 kg (158 lb 1 iy< oz); 1948-60

„
73 kg (160 lb 15 oz); 1964-68 78 kg 071
lb 15'/6 oz); from 1972 74 kg (163 lb 2'A

[
oz).

' 1932 I. Johansson SWE
:
1936 11 Svedbetg SWE
1948 G. Andcrsson SWE

,
1952 M, Szilvasi HUN

j
1956 M. Ba>Tak TUR

!
I960 M. Ba>'rak TUR

\
1964 A. Koleslov URS

|

1968 R. Vesper GDR
1972 V. Macha TCH

I 1976 A Bykov URS
1980 F. Kocsis HUN

;
1984 J. SaJomaki FIN

; Middleweight
Not held before 1908. Weight limit 1908
73 kg (161 lb) ; 1912-28 75 kg (165 lb 9A

>532-60 79 kg (174 lb 2)4 oz);

i ^F k« < 191 lb 1244 oz); from

,

1972 82 kg- 180 lb 12'/4 oz). In 1912 this
''eight category was ailed ‘Mid-
<

,

1

l5S'
ei8hl A'

: in 1928 ‘Welterweight’.
1908 F. Manensson SWE
1912 C Johansson SWE

.
1920 C Wcstetgren SWE
1924 E Wcsterlund FIN
1928 V. Kokkincn FIN

' 1932 V. Kokkinen FIN
0936 I. Johansson SWE
1948 A. Gronbcrg SWE

;1952 A. Gronbcrg SWE
;1956 G. Kanozia URS
1960 D. Dobrcv BUL
.1964 B. Simlc TUG
,1968 L. Metz GDR
1972 G Hcgcdus HUN
2976 M. Petkovic TUG
1980 G. Korban URS
1984 I Dvaica ROM

light Heavyweight
Not held he'dre 1908. Weight limit 1908” '8 12: "5 1912-28 82.5 kg (181 lb
4 n--> 1912 '! 87 kg (191 lb 1244 oz);

-o-r! ™ ?' '6 1213 lb 1JV, oz); from
9''2,90 kg (193 R) 6V. oz). In 1912 this

< 5*8"'
,
category - Was called 'Mid-

«e»-eight B'; in 1928 ‘Middleweight'.
908 V. Wcekman FIN
912 Not awarded
920 C Johansson SWE
924 G Wcstetgren SWE

1928 1. Mustafa EGY
1932 R. Svensson SWE
1936 A Cadier SWE
1948 K. E Nilsson SWE
1952 K. Grondahl FIN
1956 V. Nikolaev URS
1960 T. Kis TUR
1964 B. Radev (Aleksandrov) BUL
1968 B. Radev BUL
1972 V. Rezantsev URS
1976 V. Rezantsev URS
1980 N. Nottny HUN
1984 S. Fraser (USA)

Heavyweight
Weight limit 1896 none; 1 908 over 93 kg
(205 lb); 1912-28 over 82.5 kg (181 lb 14
oz); 1932-60 over 87 kg (191 lb 12Vt oz);
1964-68 over 97 kg (213 lb 13-Vt oz>,
from 1972 under 100 kg (220 lb 7'A oz)
1896 G Schuhmann GER
1900-1904 Not held
1908 E Weisz HUN
1912 Y. Saarela E1N
1920 A Lindfors FIN -

1924 H. Deglane FRA
1928 J. R, Svensson SWE
1932 C Westergren SWE
1936 K Palusalu EST
1948 A Kirccci TUR
1952 Y. Kotkas URS
1956 A Parfenov URS
1960 I Bogdan URS
1964 1 Kozma HUN
1968 I. Kozma HUN
1972 N. Martinescu ROM
1976 N. Bolboshin URS
1980 G. Raikov BUL
1984 V. Andrei ROM

Super Heavyweight
Not held before 1972. Weight over 100

kg (220 lb 7'A oz).

1972 A Roshchin URS
1976 A Kolchinski URS
1980 A Kolchinski URS
1984 J. Blatnick USA

YACHTING
5.5 Metres
Not held before 1952.

1952 USA 5,751 pis

1956 SWE 5.527 pet

1960 USA 6,900 pis

1964 AUS 5.981 pis

1968SWE BOpts

1972-1984 Not held

Flying Dutchman
Not held before 1960.
1960 NOR
1964NZL
1968 GBR
1972 GBR
1976 GER
1980 ESP
1984 USA

Dragon
Not held before 1948
1948 NOR
1952 NOR
1956 SWE
1960 GRE
1964 DEN
1968 USA
1972 AUS
1976-1984 Not held

Star

Not held before 1932.

6,774 pet

6,255 pcs

30pcs
22.7 pts

34.70 pts

19.00 pcs

19.70 pcs

4,746 pts

6,130 pts

5,723 pts

6,733 pts

5854 pts

60pts
137p»

Tempest
Not held before 1972.

1972 URS
1976 SWE
1980-1984 Not held

Soling
Not held before 1972.

1972 USA
1976 DEN
1980 DEN
1984 USA

1932 USA * 46 pts

1936 GER SO pts

1948 USA 5.828 pts

1952 ITA 7.635 pts

1956 USA 5.876 pts

1960 URS 7,619 pts

1964 BAH 5,664 pts

1968 USA 144pts

1972 AUS 281p»
1976 Not held
1980 URS 24 70 pcs

1984 USA 29 70 pts

Tornado
Not held before 1976

1976 GBR 1
c pts

1980 BRA 21 40 pcs

1984 NZL 14 "Opts

Finn
Nor heJd before 1924. This single-land-

ed class was nor for Finn boats until

1952; before then ft was for various

Wes ^
1924 L Huybrcchrs BtL 2pts

1928 S ThorcIISUT rxla

1952J- Lebnin FRA S' pts

1936 D. M J Kagchcfbnd HOL- ie.3 pcs

1918P Eh-strGm DEN 5.543 pcs

1952 P Eh-strOm DEN- 8^07 pcs

1956 P ElvstrOm DEN- 7.509 prs

1960 P Eh'arOm DEN 8.171 pcs

1964 XC KuhwrtdeGER 7/,JW pts

1968 V MinbnlRS 11 7 pts

1972 S Maury FKA 58 Opts

19'6J ShumannGDR 55 40 pcs

19S0 E Rcchardr FIN 36 70 pts

1984 R. Gouts NZL 34 7flpe<

87 pcs

4670 pcs

23 00 pts

33.70 pcs

470
Not held before 1976

1976 GER
1980 BRA
1984 ESP
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As with any city under-

going a facelift, Barcelona

has friends ulxt think it is

beautiful the tray it is.

Yet, in the eager bands of

itspost-Francoplanners, this

hustling metropolis is under-

going an enormousphysical
renaissance.

When the Olympic Games

open in Barcelona in 1902,

a far-reaching municipal

programme will bate cre-

ated or rehabilitated moiv
than 200 parks, plazas and
stivers and commissioned or
reconstructed mote titan SO

uxtrks of sculptme
The bold aestlxlic nftir-

bisljing stemsfrom a master

plan to correct decades of
neglect, building specula-

tion andeven destruction of
some older areas.

7;i Franco’s last days a
masterplan was developed,

by architects and engineers

not belonging to hispolitical

structure, and it was quite

good," said Oriol Boidgas,

tlx arcljitect uixr beads Bar-

celona's planning corps.

~Wbat uvdid tins to give ita
more modem and demo-
cracyic thrust.’’

Tlx renewal programme
goes back to 1979, ithen tlx

new Socialist city administa-

lion, tixn beaded by Major
Narcis Serra (now minister

of defense), took office.

Tlx rehabilitation colors

tlx metropolitan area.

North to south, it extends

from tlxnew Velodrome, tlx

bicycle race track at tlxfoot

of Cotlcerala Mountain, to

tlx waterfront quay known
as El Moll do la Fusta.

East to tiesI, it runsfrom
El Fcnsar dc la Pedrera, a
park commemorating tic-

tirns ofFranco'sforces after

1992
Olympics ;

Barcelona
Gets Facelift

tlx Civil War, to tlx Via

/lift'd, <i iicte promenade tht

enchances an area of non-

descript buildings hastilyput

up by detvlafxrs

The l/onlevanl Ixxtsts tlx

work of young Catalan

sculptors,,among them Sergi

Aguilar, w/josc lowering

minimalist triangle senes as

a juncture for the troule-

lYird's two sections.

"Our idea of urbanism Is

not to im[tose a utopian

plan on tlx city," Mr. Bold-

gas said. 'Nor do ttv it<ant

the kind of monumental
undertakings davlofxd by

tlx Franco regime. VTc be-

lieve in working with specific

projects, real elements in

actual ncigltbourixtods.

"

According to figures sup-

plied fy tlx major’s office,

tlx total spent for construc-

tion and improvement a

urban parks and publi

sfxtccs from 1983 to 1910

amounts to more than t)l

million.

in tlx frost the budget

was used to develop large

scale projects tlxil served at

monuments to the forma
regime•’ Mr. Boidgas said

'Note iiv use itfor things l&x

gardens that arc dxajr b)

comfxhision."

in this sfKirts-minded city,

tlx planners' biggest under-

taking is the complex ql

Olympic facilities. But tbej

see tlx games as far more

titan athletic events.

Afrart from tlx arena

being built on Montjttidt, a

bill in tlx eastern jrari of the

city, there uit/bean Olympic

Village on more than 87

acres’(35 Ixc/arcs) near the

sea. It was designed by Mr.

Boidgas and Llttis Cantal-

lofts to transform tlx run-

down area ofPueblo Nttcvo

and increase tlx city’s li-

mited access to its occcart

front.

As part of the rehabilita-

tion, the city has been gener-



exposition - and designed
by Mies van tier Robe - tins

reconstructed.

noprojects in which con-
temporary sadtpton are
participating include tlx;

tiny Plaza do Sants, the end
of a major boulevard that

now boasts a scniiabslract

sculpture of a bicycle rider

by Jorge Castillo.

At the other end of the

scale are recreation areas
sucl} as the Panjtte de la

Espana Industrial, a fxist-

modem extravaganza de-

signed Ivy Luis Pena Canclx'-

gui, a Bascpte architect, and
built on the site of an old
textile mill near the central

rail road station. A terraced

comjtasition oftralcifalls in-

cludes a dragon sculpture

by Andres Nagel that senvs
as a water chute for chil-

drett; a ’woods" with in

rious kinds of trees shekels

works by Anthony Caro, an
English sadptor, and others

Tribute also is being paid
to the work ofearlier artists

One ofthe grandest ofthan ’

is the memorial by Jix;ph

llimona, a tum-of-Ox’cen

-

litry Catalan sadptor, to Dr
Bartolome Rotxeri, a former
mayor ofBarcelona A sym-

bol of Catalan unity, tlx

satlpturv uas dismantled

during tlx? Branco regime,
ous in commissioning not theplaza it willface aspari Now the city’s Socialist gov-
only Sjxmish artists but also of a revitalization of las eminent bos nsiorctl it to

those of other countries. In- Ramhlas, one ofBarcelona's full glory and placed it on
eluded are some ivcll- loivliesl promenades. Ox: remodelled Plaza TeJ

known American sadptors, Gac Aulenti, an Italian luan.

i

Including Richard Serra, designer, trill redo the in- The planners Ix'Iieiv that

Bryan Hunt, Ellstvortb Kelly, tetior of Ok National tvbat they cal! the

iBeietly Pcp/xer, C/aes Olden- Palace, a kitschy iv/ic ofOk momunentalizaiion ofBar-

jfburg and Roy Uchtenstein. 1929 International Expasi- cclona cnixmccs Ok rest-

Richard Meier, An Antcr- tion that now houses a dents' sense of piper by

ican architect, has Ikcii museum ofCatalan art. last adding to the d ’in-

tasked to design a content- year, Okfamous Barcelona identity of each

|
s/xmiry museum and to redo Paiilion, also built for Ok hood. (New Yo
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International Events

JANUARY
1. Campus demonstrations in China for

greater democracy strengthens.

3. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

announces that it has effectively taken oviir the

civil administration in the North of Sri ianka.

5. Beijing sudents make bonfire of official

daily; Soviet Union wins the Nehru Gold Cup
International Football Tournament for the

third year in succession at Calicut.

15. The group of 77, comprising 127 nations,

elects Guatemala to chair the Third World
economic grouping in 1987.

16. The Chinese Communist Parry. General

Secretary, Hu Yaobang, 72, resigns. Prime
Minister Zhao Ziyang succeeds. King Birendra

opens the secretariat of the SAARC at Kathman-
du. Mr. Abdul Absan of Bangladesh rakes over
as the first Secretary-General of SAARC;
Ecuador President Leon Febreu Cordero kid-

napped by paratroopers, but later released in

exchange for the freedom of arrested rebel,

Gen. Frank Vargas Pazos

21. New Austrian Government, headed by
Socialist Party leader, Franz Vranitzky sworn
in.

25. Africa Fund is launched in New Delhi with
an opening fund of $70 m.
26. Fresh mandate for Dr. Helmut Kohl in West
German elections

31. Three American Professors and Prof.
Mithileshwar Singh, an Indian born US resi-
dent are kidnapped by terrorists in Beirut.

FEBRUARY
2. President Corazon Aquino wins landslide

victory in a plebicite for a new constitution;
CIA Chief William E. Casev steps down on
account of ill-health. His deputy Robert Gates
replaces him; Thriller-writer Alistair Maclean,
64, is dead; Hollywood celebrates its 100th
birth-day.

5- The Soviet Union decides to resume
nuclear tests following tests bv the US at
Nevada on February 3.

6. India and Canada sign extradition treat)'.

7. Japan recognizes African National Con-
gress.

8. Osel Iza Torres, the 27-year old Spanish

boy considered to be the reincarnation of

Lama Yeshe passes through New Delhi on his

way to Nepal to take the place of the late lama;

Philippine Govt. Commission officially

approves the new- constitution.

10. The Islamic Jihad for the liberation of

Palestine extends the deadline for killing the

three US and one Indian hostages. Former US

National Security Advisor Rotten C. McFarlane

(who figured prominently in President

Reagan's clandestine sale of weapons to Iran)

takes an overdose of sleeping pills and gets

hospitalized.

11. In Pakistan, opposition leaders voice dis-

agreement on the accord with India by the

govt, on military withdrawals; India suspends

mediatory efforts in Sri Ianka until the Sri

Lanka govt, takes steps to diffuse the tease

situation consequent to the economic block-

.

nde and military action in Tamil majority areas;

Philippines President promulgates a new

constitution restoring democracy.

12. Russia offers Pakistan no-war pact with

India and increased economic aid.in return for

a settlement of problems with Afghanistan.

1*1. Iraq threatens total war against Iran.

15. Sri Lankan Tamil relx-l leader discloses

that more than 200 Tamil militants committed

suicide by swallowing ampoules of Potassium

Cynaide ro avoid capture by army.

17.

In Vietnam, 13 veterans fired in a m3jor

shake-up of government body.
19. Sri Lankan President,Jayawardane declares

peace talks with militants will be held only in

the presence of India.

21. Pakistan President Gen. Zia arrives in India;

USSR decides to resume nuclear tests.

23. Pakistan President Zia says in Islamabad ,

that he would welcome India sealing Punjab

border with Pakistan to check terrorists' entry

to Pakistan. .

24 . Sri Lanka -lodges a complaint regarding

President Zail Singh's criticism of the . Sri

Lankan Government handling of the Tamil

issue.

26. Reagan administration assures Congress

,

that US military aid to Pakistan would net

disturb the military balance in the sub-conti-

nent; USSR blasts nuclear device ending seL-

imposed ban for 18 months.
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Historic Treaty: The Treaty for the elimination of all Pershing and ground-launched
missiles of the US and 1500 ground-launched missiles including that of intermediate
range and new SS-20 missiles of the USSR was signed on Dec. 8 at Washington between
President Ronald Reagan and General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev.

Toll of the War 7000 lives

T!k four-year-old ethnic war ha*
claimed at least 7,000 lives and caused
more than two billion US dolars infinan-
cial damage to Sri Lanka, the WorldBank

was about a 1,000 higher i

nLT'TT.am°unced Govemt.fgre of tlx dead and the missing.

FiJl,
SUnV)' tm tnade in Septen

ATI mC
r

thm bas c!aimed at .

GoiTT lKS
' acCording to Sri Lar

TcT1
officials.

m^JTje^’^dBankresi

fisitTtATuntnT
*** ,hS L

Finance Minium, d
‘
ar

.

n banka.

need npio 100 billion nipees over tlx• next I

three years for recotistmctiun and youth -

employment programmes.

The World Bank sttnvy team estimated
j

that more than 70,000 Ixmies hate f\vt:

destroyed and 30,000 damaged. A« a

result, some 50,000 people are uitvexs

permanent sftelter, it said.

The damage to homes was estimaw ;

nearly 100 million dollars. Tlxy
i

also said 2000 commercial ^ ;

destroyed and more than 3JO’ eu‘ f."~
r. f

fora total loss ofabout 23 /

Among the largest war as* ^ .,,,y

income in primary imiasatA

said. It estimated lost ter

about 200 million d(j-

investment at 250 r:!

decline in agriaim
1«

andsales werepr‘
!l
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27 White House Chief of Suff Donald Rettgan

is

7

’ replaced by former Republican Senator.

2a'Gorbachw offers separate deal to remove

medium-range missiles from Europe.

MARCH ^ „ . ,

1. Pakistan's top nuclear scientist.Dr. AbdU

Kadar Khan discloses in an interview with .

London newspaper that his country has Atom

Tunited States agrees to sell super compu-

ters to India. Hollywood star, Danny Kaye 74.

dies Bettino Craxi Gov't, in Italy resigns.

5 Present Reagan admits that Iran arms

deal was a mistake.

6. Senate Committee urges President Reagpn

to withhold military aid to Pakistan till that

country’ gives an assurance that u ts not making

a nuclear bomb; A British ferry with 5- 3

people aboard capsize’s in North-sea harbour,

nearly 100 die.

11 Pakistan and Afghanistan move closer on

an agreement on Soviet troop withdrawal

from Afghanistan.

12 US House of Representatives votes to

freeze $ 40 million in aid for the contras for six

mhs; Soviet Union reports about its second

dear explosion.

Sri Lankan Government relaxes fuei

bargo on JafTna to allow movement of

wood.
India asks Sri Lanka to lift the economic

xrkade against Tamils in Sri Lanka.

US naval ships move to within striking

stance of Iranian missile batteries.

.. President Zia says Pakistan has the capabil-

' to make nuclear bombs.

1. Willy Brandt, 73, resigns as the chairman of

est Germany's opposition Social Democrat.

KTalks between India and Pakistan to diffuse

order tension begins in Islamabad.

3. US—Japanese trade war hots-up; Reagan

nposes 100% import tax on Japanese electro-

ic goods.

?. Sri Lanka Government wages massive scale

srial artillery and naval bombardment on

iffna.'

PRH.

1. Angolan PresidentJose Eduardo dos Santos

rrives in India on a 3-day visit; Arab League

asents PM Rajiv’s remark that Pak bomb will

!so be available to Arab countries.

2. According to official spokeman, upto Feb.

1087 refugees numbering 128570 have

arrivedfrom Sri lanka to India. Of this 6513 -

have returned. Italian President Cossiga recalls .

Socialist leader Bettino Craxi as Prime Mumtcr

as the five party coalition fails to form a

S
5. US decides to give most modern tanks to

Pakistan; Nepal introduces work permit system .

to Indian and Tibetan workers; Pakistan I rime

Minister Junejo says that his country lm.no

plans to make a nuclear liomb.

10. Colomlxi offers 10-dav ceasefire to pave

wav for peaceful settlement witlt militants, LS

doil-ir slumps again in Tokyo.

?? US spokesman speaks to Indian newsmen .

that on the basis of imeHigencc reports

available with the US, Pakistan docs not have

anv nuclear bomb.

17! Swedish Suue Radio reports that the arms

firm Bofors won Sweden s btggest txpon

order from India by bribing Indian politici. n

and officials; Militants kill 10/ passengers m

Sri Lanka.
,

18. India condemns Sri Lankan
;

19. In Sweden a parliamentary comm.®*

begins probe in govt's role in regard lo.lleg

arms tn.de with Iran by Bofors; Odombouacto

soldiers having link with pro-Sinhala

organization (Janata Vimukti PeramunaJ.

19. In Pakistan, ethnic riot breaks out and 7

shot dead by police; Sri Lankan President

issues ultimatum to Tamil militants t

for negotiations; US is reported, to. be: ttymg

with Soviet co-operation to sOTp d,--v eloping

countries especially India, from build g

fistic missile system. ... ,

21. More than 200 persons feared tolled

a bomb allegedly placed by’ Tamil e.

in an autorikshaw exploded at Co >

Swedish government orders probeit

!

alleged payment of commission t

politicians and officials by Swedish arm
1

facturer, Bofors. „„cjna
22. Sri Lankan planes bomb Jaffna ca

more than 200 casualties.
2

23. Swedish armaments firm Bofors

1 government of India than no

made to anybody' in arms deals- Comntun^
maae 10 anyouuy m •*»»»«

Party of Soviet Union P(°pofes w s ^runv KJL -r -
-

t ie

saries to India to brief CPI & c 1

rnncress
resolutions adopted at the 27th party congre*

in Moscow.
24. Sri Lankan Government calls

J.

0“ijr
efforts and declares all-out war oh
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28. Sri Lanka reacts strongly on Tamil Nadu's
Rs. 4 crore aid to Sri Lankan Tamils; Australian

President Kurt Waldheim denied entry to US
because of evidence that he persecuted peo-
ple during the second world war; BBC cancels
its 21 year old Urdu and Hindi programmes.

'

29. Government announces relief to the extent

of Rs. 70 crores in budget proposals; Canada
too bans entry of Dr. Kurt Waldheim.

MAY
2. Sri Lankan President vows to recapture

• northern JafTna.

5. Pakistan seeks a ten-year moratorium in its

.
debt servicing from Aid-Pakistan Consortium.

7. In an apparent expression of displeasure,
over US military aid to Pakistan, India's former
Minister, N. D. Tiwari postpones his scheduled

1 visit to US; In South Africa President P. W.
Botha's National Partv retains power in the
polls.

8. India warns Sri Lankan government against

,

Pak help to end the ethnic problem. Gary Hart
Democratic candidate for US presidency with-
draws from race following a sex scandal.

9. A Polish jet airliner bound for New York
attempts an emergency landing at Warsaw but
all 183 passengers die.

13. Swedish Radio accuses Bofors, Sweden's
biggest arms manufacturers, of paying upto 40

i
million dollars to Indian middlemen for

• Retting the order for arms supplies.

i' '4. Sri Lankan government rules out any
political solution to the ethnic issue until Sri

' lanka has established a military supermucy.

1 Fiji government ousted in bloodless coup;
• Army Col. Sitiveni Rabuka, 38, seizes power in

y Fiji.

<15. Former Afghan leader Karmal tries' to

^escape to Pakistan and lands in Afghanistan.

Frontier Gandhi Badsha Ghan arrives in Bom-

(
*bay for treatment; Fiji’s coup leader 0)1.

jfSilivieni Rabuka sworn in as President.

16. Hollywood's “love goddess”, Rita

^Hayworth, 68, dies in New York.
17. Bofors company officials in Sweden deny

^•payment of bribes to Indian middlemen.
^18. Swedish economist Gunnar Mvrdal, 88,

:'

f

/dies.
:

^24. Supporters of ousted Prime Minister

^Bavadra of Fiji threaten to set up rival govern-
' .Dent.

r ’6. Fiji Indians launch civil disobedience

campaign.

27. India warns Sri Links against onslaught of
Tamils.

28. Sri I-unkan President rejects India's appeal
to refrain from military action against Tamils.

29. Reports confirm that Sri lankan army
dominates in JafTna area.

30. Soviet Defence Minister Sokolov loses

position following a West-German landing a

light plane in Kremlin.

JUNE
1. Lebanese Prime Minister Rashid Karami

killed in helicopter crash.

7. Bangladesh decries Indian airdrop of relief

supplies in Sri lanka.

8. l.'S decides to give more sophisticated

weapons worth $ 100 million to Pakistan

9. Soviet Union proposes drastic limitation of

US and Soviet nuclear weapons.

10. Sri lanka stops raids against Tamils and

offers to be ready for peace talks. Summit of

seven western industrial nations at their 13th

meet in Venice agrees on economic policy

co-operation.

11. NATO allies give go-ahead for the disman-

tling of US and Soviet intermediate range

nuclear missiles.

12. In Britain, Margaret Thatcher wins hands

down for a history-making third term.

13. Former Fijian Prime Minister Timtxri

Bavadra postpones proposed visit to India.

15. India proposes to Pakistan fresh dates to

reactivate Sub Commissions dealing with trade

and economic co-operation.

18.

Pham Hung, 74, replaces Pham Van Dong

as Vietnam's Prime Minister.

20. In Haryana, lok Dal-BJP team headed In-

Devilal assumes power.

22. Sri lankan Air Force resumes Ixmibtng

nonhem Jaffna.

23. France explodes an underground nuclear

dec-ice at their Southern Pacific test site; A

consortium of 14 industrialized nations and

financial institutions led by World Ikink pledge

concessional aid of approximately Ks /<xxj

crore to India.

24. In Sharjah, power struggle ends as tiic

ruler reaches a compromise with his brother

who emerges as Deputy Ruler

30.

Sri lanka government asks India to lu

food supplies to Tamils.

JULY
1. President Chun Doo-Hwaw of>y

ngreo to opj>
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presidential elections and sweeping democra-

tic reforms.

2. Philippines officials irail a Swiss decision

allowing them details of former President

Marcos's bank account In Switzerland; The
80-year old opposition leader of Pakistan C>. M.

Savyad arrives in Bombay on a visit.

3. In Moscow Festival of India begins. Pakis-

tan opposition leader Savyad seeks autonomy
for Sind; Deposed Fijian Prime Minister Bavad-

ra refuses to lie on a Constitutional Review

Committee constituted by the Governor
General.

6. In Sri Lanka LTTE attacks army camps and
kills 100 soldiers.

8. Pakistan Prime MinisterJunejo offers India

permission to inspect the Kahuta Uranium
Enrichment plant, provided India too extends

the same facility.

10. President Hevan of S. Korea announces
that he is stepping down as president of the

ruling Democratic Justice Party.

11. l’LO Chairman Arafat appeals to gulf

countries to hold a summit to end the gulf war.

12. Deposed Philippine President Marcos says

in Honolulu that he will initiate military action

against Philippines onlv with the approval of
US.

13- A Tibet expert, John Avedon. says that

China has deployed 90 nuclear missiles aimed
at India.

Id. China & Pakistan agree to sign defence
part.

15. Former US National .Securin' Adviser John
Poindexter discloses that President Reagan
had signed in Nov. 1985 die arms for hostage
swap with (rail.

17. United States warns Pakistan that all

economic and military aid would be exit off
unless it convinced US it was not following a
nuclear weapons course.
18. Sri lanka President Jaynw-urdene declares
that any political solution to die ethnic prob-
lem will he implemented only after a referen-
dum is held.

21. US refuses to extradite or help in tracing
Win Chadha, the controversial middleman in
the Bofors deal. UN Security Council unani-
mously passes a resolution demanding an end
to the seven-year-old lran-lraq war.
22. Sri Links okays accord with India to end
ethnic conflict

27. liberation Tigers of Tamil Ealam turns
down peace proposals initiated by India and

Sri Lanka.

28. 19 people die in police firing against n

protesting against the proposed agreen

between India and Sri lanka to end the etl

problem.

29. India and Sri Lanka sign peace accord

bid to end the 5-year old ethnic trouhl

retired Brig. General of Pakistan Mr. Innn

I iaq was indicted in Philadelphia for cons

ing to illegally procure nuclear steel nee

by Pakistan to make the bomb.
30. Sri Lankan sailor slams rifle on Pr

Minister Rajiv Gandhi, but he escapes unit

Indian troops land in Sri Links to oversee

implementation of the accord.

31. LTTE, Sri lankan terrorist group refuse

I.av down .arms.

AUGUST
1. 200 Iranians die in Mecca when they cl

with Saudi police.

2. Iran threatens Saudi Arabia to avenge

death of Iran pilgrims in Mecca. LITE agr

to abide by the Indo-Sri lankan Pact.

3. Iran announces starting of naval m
oeuvres in the strait of Hormuz and wa

ships to stay away from its territorial wa

4. US House of Representatives unanimw
passes a resolution to ait off military aid

Pakistan unless that country prorides vei

able evidence that it is not producing mid

arms.

5. Sri lankan government announces anin

rv to the Tamil militants who surrender i

arms. >

6 . US decides to- give only reduced develi

mem assistance to India; Government of In

decides to enter into a Treaty with Swit/crb

for mutual assistance in criminal matters

9. Sri lankan Prime Minister Prenuiasa <

presses amfidence in President Jaynwardan

leadership.

II. LTTE says it wants guarantee for safety

Tamils in Sri ianka.

3.3. US President Reagan accepts that lie "

ultimately accountable for the illegal sale

arms to Iran and the diversion of profits In

the deal to Nicaraguan rebels.

14. US President Reagan's helicopter i>cap

collission with a Piper Archer Aircraft at Sar

Barbara.
,

15. A Swedish public prosecutor says that it

government of India asks, he could initiate

probe on Bofors gun deal. •
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World’s Best Loved Bug
What has been described as

the “world’s best-loved bug" is

reportedly facing extinction, a
prospect likely to dismay auto
lovers rather than entomolog-
ists. For the “bug” in question
is not- an insect but the cele-

brated Volkswagen “Beetle"

the little 1500 cc car that first

rolled off die assembly lines

in Germany in 1935.

Tough, inexpensive and
loa' on fuel consumption, the
Beetle really came into its

own during the 1960s when a
growing concern for fuel con-
servation and the emrgenee of
the “small is beautiful” credo
made it something of a cult in

the west, particularly on col-

lege campuses and among

younger people.

Its tiny size and inelegant

shape, unchanged since its'

inception, were seen as en-

dearing attributes Vather than

handicaps and the “hug" Ixr-

came a status symbol in re-

verse. identifying its owner as

a member of die environ-

ment-conscious intelJgcntia.

Imports Flood US Airport
Tlx flood of imports at the Kennedy

airport in the US. is awesome, according
to the Wall Street Journal

Tlx Kennedy Airport accounts for 125
overseas flights a day bringing in every-

thing from Italian sports car to Indian
textiles, the journal said. Hou'et'er, the

value of thisflood of imports amounts to

only 11 per cettt of the total.

Despite some improvement, thejournal
pointed out, the U.S. is still in the redon the

trade front to the tunc of $160 billion a
year.

The dollar has declined 60 per cent in

threeyears in relation to key currencies of
the exporting countries. Howcier, the dol-

lar decline seems to matter only on the

margin, making someforeign luxurypro-

ducts too expensive, tlx journal said.

Mud) ofthe rest oftlx trade deficit looks

as if it could persist at almost any cx-

ebange rate.

With overseasfreigt rates as lote as one

dollar a pound, shipment Iry air is no
longer confined to exotic, high priced

products. Mud) of the freight is ordinary

manufactured goods. To some people,

evert clothing is a 'perislxthlc" item So. as

positions dtange exporters fly in tlx

blouses, Jackets or shirts that tlxy figure

Americans tiill buy
A singleBoeing cargo aircraft can bring

in 119,000 kg offreight.
Cars are imported Ixcatisc an Italian

luxury car costs S100,000 in tlx US., so

anotlxr S4000forfreight tvould male no
difference.

Tlx Journal said that lxcau.se Indian

textile sljipments hate become so huge, fix

customs officials do nothing hut pnKcx
rayon goods from India. Another team

docs Indian cotton. In tlx crantfxtl quar-

ters of the rayon cretr tlx second floor

window is fxtrtly blocked Iry a Ixtdvt of

more titan 100 ttnprocessal slripmentfol-

ders.
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17. 160 persons including 141 passengers and

5 crew die in Romulus, Michigan (US), as a

plane crashes into airs on a four-lane highway.

18. Sri Innkan President Jayawardane survives

a grenade attack on his life. In the attack one
Minister is killed and the Prime Minister

I’remadasa and six other Ministers and 20 MPs
get injured.

19. Swedish Chief Prosecutor Ears Ringlaerg

tells Swedish Radio that there is sufficient

grounds to suspect bribes were paid in the

Bofors deal. Swedish police say they are

launching a criminal inquiry into the deal.

20. Government of India decides to set up a

monitoring panel to keep watch on price

trend and take corrective measures.

21. Sri Lankan Parliament imposes press cen-

sorship both on local and foreign media.

21. Iraq rejects mediatory role for Syria in the

gulf conflict; Zimbabwe assembly passes con-

stitution amendment bill abolishing seats re-

served for whites in the Parliament

26. South Africin President Botha faces tricky

constitutional problem as tiie only coloured

minister in the cabinet Allan Hondrickse
rcsigas.

27. Over 200 fishermen are reported to have
died in Bangladesh when their fishing boats

sank.

28 A section of the armed forces led by a

former Defence Minister try to capture power
in Philippines, but loyal soldiers foil the
attempt.

29, Swedish officials decide to probe Bofors
company's arms deals in Europe.
30 Iraqi President Saddam Hussain pledges to

defend Kuwait against any attack by Iran.

SEPTEMBER
1. In Sri Innka LTTE takes over civil adminis-

tration in Tamil areas.

2. Sri Lankan government finalises North
Exstern Council for interim administration.
3. Swedish Prime Minister turns down a

request of Indian opposition MPs for a meet-
ing to discuss the Bofors issue.

7. India decides to give Sri Lmka Us. 45
crores as aid, out of which its. 25 crores will be
grant and Rs. 20 crores loan.

,

8. Philippine's President Aquinos entire
aibinet submits resignation to enable her
reorganize the government.
11. UN Secretary General Peres de Cuellar
arrives in Iran for talks to end the gulf war.

clashes between rival Tamil groups.

14. Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevard-

nadze visits US to negotiate a treaty on

intermediate range nuclear devices.

15. India decides to take steps to stop killings

Ixtrween Tamil groups in Sri Lanka.

18. Bofors Company President Morberg states

in New Delhi that neither Prime Minister Rajiv

Gandhi nor his family members liad been paid

any money in the gun-deal; Soviet Union and
United States reacli agreement on a treats' on
intermediate-range nuclear missiles.

,

19. LTTE leader Prabhakaran accuses Indian

intelligence Agency, RAW' of fomenting vio-

lence in Sri Lanka to wipe out the LTTE.

20. India warns LTTE of firm action if they did

not desist from violence; Arab Foreign Minis-

ters decide to hold a special summit of Arab

ljeagtle on gulf-war.

22. US attacks Iranian ship, Tran Ajr killing 5

sailors and capturing 30 sailors prisoners.

23. In Fiji, the two main political parties agree

to form a new government designed to retain

democratic rule.

25. Col. Sitiveni Ribuka, Fijian Military Strong-

man, stages a Second coup and assumes
power.

26. LTTE leader Thileepan dies in Sri Lanka

after a 12-dav fast.

28. In Fiji Col. Kabuka scraps constitution;

LTTE and Government of India agree on a

solution and LTTE calls off agitation.

29. Col. Rabuka declares Fiji a Republic and

announces a military council headed by him to

govern the country.

OCTOBER
1. Sweden bans trade with South Africa. -

2. in Sri Lanka, a member of die Indian force

killed by unidentified men who opened fife

and esejped in a vehicle to the compound of

Sri Lankan military co-ordination office..

3. In Uiasa, capital of Tibet, 6 persons die as

police opens fire on demonstrators against

Chinese occupation of Tibet.

4. Sri Lankan President Jayawardane orders

Gen. Dcpender Singh, GOC-in-C ’ Southern

Command and Commander of Indian Forces

in Sri Lanka either to faring peace xs per

Indo-Sri innkan Agreement or wididraw.

5. In Sri Lanka 12 LTTE men, including two

top leaders detained by government commit
suicide by swallowing cyanide pills, to prevent

their being taken to Colombo for interroga-

tion.
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.
6. In Tibet’s capital, Lhasa, people march

chanting anti-Chinese slogans demanding in-

dependence, and police break die rail}-.

7. Dalai Lama calls for civil stir to liberate

Tibet from China.

9.

United States helicopters sink three Iranian

gun-boats about 25 km south-west of Iran's

Farsi Island.

11. Queen Elizabeth II rejects proposal for

changes in the Fijian constitution.

12. Japan announces a Rs. 270 crore fresh

concessional official development assistance

loan to India to help India fight drought.

13. Sri Lankan Prime Minister Premadasa in a

speech at United Nafions accuses India of
nurturing terrorists.

17. The Commonwealth formally announces
ouster of Fiji from membership.
18. Indian peace keeping force in Sri Lanka
enters Jaffna town overcoming stiff resistance

of LTTE.

19. United States claim it has razed an Iranian

non-producing oil platform 125 miles east of

Bahrain.

20. Stock-prices crash in United States and
investors lose an estimated 500 billion dollars.

21. Moscow offers massive aid of over # 4

billion to Pakistan.

21. Soviet Union passes a new law allowing

citizens to bring charges against government
officials responsible for illegal actions.

24. U.S. Secretary of State Shultz says he is

willing to sign a treat}’ with, the Soviet Union to

ban intermediate-range nuclear weapons with-

out a superpower summit.

25. Indian forces freeJaffna from LTTE control.

China seeks people’s okay to split part}’ and

government.
29- U.S. and USSR reach an agreement on an

agenda for a summit of the two heads of

governments later this year; In Sri Lanka,

peace-keeping Indian force in complete con-

trol ofJaffna. Officials say diat more than 200

Indian militarymen and 800 LTTE men died in

die operation.

31. U.S. President Reagan and Soviet Foreign

Minister Shevardnadze announce super power

summit in Washington in December 1987 and

another in Moscow in 1988.

NOVEMBER
; 1. Sri Lankan Minister Athanavake escapes

unhurt as a bomb explodes at his residence in

Kandy; China’s top leader, Deng Xiaoping.

steps aside to pave the way for vounger
leaders.

2. Third SAARC Summit opens in Kathmandu.
King Birendra of Nepal is elected Ciuimian of
SAARC; In China Zhao Zhang is named head of
the Communist Pam-, Mr. Xiaoping to con-
tinue as Chairman of Central Military Commis-
sion.

3. US dollar tumbles to record low following
share market collapse.

5. Informal talks on Sri Lankan power devolu-
tion begin in New Delhi between J R. Jn}avnr-

dane and Rajiv Gandhi in New Delhi.

5. Iranian gun-boat hits US tanker.

7. Tunisian President Habib Bourgiha is

deposed and Prime Minister Zine El Abidine

Ben Ali takes over as President.

9. Australia wins the World Cricket Cup
beating England by seven ruas in Calcutta. 50
people die and over 100 get injured in

Colombo as a bomb rips through a crowded
bus stand.

10. Twelve people die in Dhaka police firing

against protestors demanding resignation of

President Ershad.

11. The Arab-Summit in Amman adopts a

resolution giving Arab states right to indi-

vidually restore relation with Egipt severed in

1979 following the Camp David Agreement

with Israel.

12. Sri Lankan Parliament adopts bills for

provincial councils.

13. K. Narwar Singh, Minister of State for

External Affairs assures Rajva Sabha tlur a

protest will Ik* lodged with Sri Lanka for its

PM’s criticism of India

15. In Bangladesh, riot spreads to more areas

as opposition led protests for Ershad s remov-

al gain momentum
17. Gunmen raid Sri Lankan Minister, Vincent

Dias’ home; Iraqi planes bomb nuclear plant

in Iran.

18. In China Vice Premier Li Peng is nomin-

ated Prime Minister in place of Zhao Ziyang

19. Sri Lankan Tamil militants free 18 Indian

soldiers held prisoners in Chavakacheri.

20. India declares -i8 hour cease-fire in Sri

Lanka.

23. Bangladesh government arrests BtSC cor-

respondent Alans Samad in DIul

24. Soviet Union announces Rs. 1
1‘

for India.

25. India accepts in principle the 1

to establish a space research centre
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nuclear power plant.26.

Philippines typhoon kills 200 people.

29. Bangladesh President declares emergency;

A Soudi-Korean plane with 315 people on

board is reported missing over Burma.

DECEMBER
1

.
James Baldwin, 63, American black novel-

ist dies in France Dr. Najibuilah elected

President ofAfghanistan under a new constitu-

tion.

3. Cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko, 43, Co-
mmander of the Orbiting Platform Mir breaks
the 300-day space endurance record also

held by a Soviet.

4. The Kampuchean resistance leader Prince

Norodom Sihanouk and the Vietnamese-back-

ed Prime Minister Mr. Hun Sen signs a

four-point agreement aimed at accelerating

efforts to end Kampuchea’s civil war.

5. Former Governor-General, Ratu Sir

Penaia Ganilau appointed first President of the

new Fiji Republic. Ram Sir Kamisese Mara
becomes the Prime Minister; Barak Sope, 36,

nominated Prime Minister—designate of the

South Pacific nation Vanautu.

6. President Ershad of Bangladesh dissolves

P;orlfament amid a persistent opposition cam-
paign to topple his government.

8. Reagan and Gorbachev sign historic treaty

in Washington to scrap intermediate nuclear
weapons.

20. Garry Kasparov retains world chess
championship beating Anatoly Karpov in Sevil-

le, Spain.

21. About 2000 people die in ship-tanker
smash off Manila, Philipines.

National Events
JANUARY

3. Tamil Nadu slips into partial prohibition.
Jammu & Kashmir Government raises retire-

ment age to 58.

2. Dr. Harekrishna Mehtab, former Chief
Minister of Orissa, dies.

3. Karnataka Zilla Parishad elections give a
jolt to the ruling Janata Party and boosts the
morale of the Cong(l).

6. Indira loyalists launch National Socialist
Congress; Music Director Jaidev, dies.

7. India wins test-series against Sri Lanka
(2-0). Kapil Dev attains 300 Test wickets in the

3rd and final test against Sri Lanka at Cuttack,
8.

An International Conference to commemo-
rate the 75th Anniversary of the African

National Congress opens in New. Delhi.

10. Indian Yacht ‘Trishna’, captained by U. Col.

K. S. Rao of Indian Army Engineers returns to

Bombay after an around die world 30,000

nautical miles odyssey Sept 28, ’85 onwards.

13- The Prime Minister of Denmark, Mr. Poul

Schluter visits India.

13. India undertakes offshore oil exploration

and extraction in Vietnam under an agreement

signed between the two countries.

17. Prime Minister Jays the foundation-stone

for the Naval Academy at Ezhimala, near

Cannanore in Keerala.

18. Holland lifts Indira Gandhi Gold Cup in

the inaugural hockey .tournament in New
Delhi with Spain in the second and India in

the third positions.

20. Foreign Secretary, Mr. A- P. Venkatesh-

waran resigas.

21. K P. S. Menon (Jr.), Ambassador to Beijing,

appointed Foreign Secretary.

23- Army formation moved to border along the

western front as a response to Pakistan's

deployment of army units.

’Prostitute’ redefined to include males, under

die Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act.

24. Cabinet Minister V. P. Singh shifted from

Finance to Defence; ’Goodbye Green Sum-

mer' of die USSR gets the Golden Peacock

award at the 11th International Film Festival at

New Delhi; The Babri Nfasjit Action Committee

withdraws its call to Muslims to boycott the

Republic Day celebrations,

26. Gen. A. S. Vaidya gets Padma Vibhushan

posthumously; Neerja Mishra wins post-

humous award of Ashoka Chakra,

27. P. T. Uslia nominated the Asian Athlete of

1986 by the US Sports Academy (USSA).

28. A South Delhi road named Olof Palme

Marg, after the late Swedish Prime Minister

who was conferred posthumously the 1985

Jawahnrla! Nehru Award for International

Understanding.

30. DMK President M. Karunanidhi and five

others sentenced to 10 weeks rigorous impris-

onment for burning die Constitution.

FEBRUARY
2. Y. K. Al3gh made member of the Planning

Commission.
3. The Gorklia National liberation Front

(GNLF) suspends agitation for two months;
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Vespa’ Years Closing in Italy

The "Wasp' is about to give wa)’ to the

Thing’on thestreets ofItaly's cities, but
brings urill neverbe ritesamefor millions of
Vespafans.

Tlx Vespa, or Wasp’ — the motorised
scooter which brought mobility tofour
generations ofItaliansandsymbolised tlx
country'spostwarrenaisance — urill be
officiallypensioned offafteran
announcenient by tlx manufacturer, Mr.
Umberto Agnelli, ebaiman oftlxPiaggio
CompanyandyoungerbrotlxrofFiat
drief Mr. GiovanniAgnelli.

Piaggio’s newmodel ofa modem motor-
scooter, La Cosa, or Tiring’, will take tlx

Vespa 'splace on Italy ’s roads andsidc-

streets, but not itsplace in Italy 's affections.

Togetlxr with Martini, Ferrariand tlx tiny

Fiat 500, the Vespa came to represent a
' certain style and racincss in tlxgradual
restoration ofprosperity to Italy’s nar-

rat'dged dtics.

AudcryHepburnand Gregory •Peck dated

by Vespa in tlxfilm ’Roman Holiday'in tlx

1950s, andAnita FkbttrgandMarcello

Mastroianni laterdidtlxsame in ’La

Dolce Vita’.

Foreign visitors in tlx 1960s uercdxtrmcd
by tlx Vespa, andofficially instructedto

beware ofyoungpeople ridingscatters

w1k> might use tlxmfora lightning raidto
snatdj tfxirIxtndbags.

Later, in tlxpoliticised 1970s, tlx200 cc.

Vespone modelcame to be associated with
right-wing or neo-fascist supporters, ubile
left-wingers drove tlxsmaller(50 cc)

Vespino model.
With so mud) history at stake, tlx ending of
tlx Vespayears' ixis causedmttd) soul-
seardringandbreast-beating.

’Was it really necessary tojettison an old

friend? Wouldn’t itixivc been betterto

Ixne kept uhat Ixidbecome t irtuallyan
Italian ambassador, uitb ten million sold

around tlx uodd in tlx last 40years, ' one
ncusfxJperbejtailcd.

Tlx Wag?’ — nhid)got its namefrom tie

buzz ofits engineand tlxdrape ofitsIxxfy

— uYZstrom in 1946 in tlx ruins ofPiaggio

factory uhid) txuiproducedenginesfor
bomberaircraft.
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Prime Minister of Finland, Dr. Mauno Koivisto

visits India.

4. National Anthem singing made compulsory

in Kerala Schools.

6. Outlawed Tripura National Volunteers

issue 'Quit Tripura' order to all Indian citizens.

7. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi declares in

Daq'eeling that a separate Gorkhaland is out of

question.

8. National Democratic Party decides to quit

the UDF in Kerala in protest against the Chief

Minister's decision to postpone the imple-

mentation of 15% reservation for economical-

ly backward people.

9. Tile Sikh High Priests declare Surjit Singh

Bamala, Punjab Chief Minister, a Tankhaiya',

Bundli in Goa in protest against the sole

official language status granted to Konkani, M.

R Srinivasan appointed chairman of Atomic

Energy Commission and Secretary, Atomic
Energy Department (effective from March 1),

P. K. Iyengar, Director of BAARC, seeks prema-
ture retirement in protest against Srinivasan's

appointment
10. Punjab Chief Minister Barnala refuses to

appear before Aka! Takht, who had declared

him Tankhaiya’.

1 1. Punjab Chief Minister ex-communicated by
tite Sikh Head Priests for refusal to accede to

their demand to step down from die Presi-

dentship of the Akali Dal and dismantle the
parti’

12. In the biggest day-light robbery in the
country, terrorists in police uniform loots

Rs 5.70 crorex from Punjab National Bank,
Ludhiana; Former Police Commissioner, Jaspal
Singh elected Mayor of Baroda defeating
Cong.(I) candidate.

13. GNLF decides to boycott Assembly poll in
W. Bengal The Central Government decides
to set up a committee of secretaries to select
diplomats for appointment.

14. Punjab Chief Minister S S. Bamala claims
that his government has absolute majority.
Union Information Minister, Ajit Pnnjn savs
"Breakfast TV'

-

will be introduced verv soon;
Satwant Singh, who was sentenced to death for
killing Indira Gandhi, appeals to the Supreme
Court.

15. RSS leader Bhaurao Deoras calls upon
Hindus and Sikhs not to indulge in recrimina-
tions if a solution to Punjab problem is to be
found; Punjab Chief Minister Surjit Singh
Bamala sacks a dissident minister, Harbbajen

Singh Sandliu and expels 11 party-men.

16. Opposition leaders after discussion w
Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi, decides to v

Punjab to appeal for peace; Mizoram goes

polls; Election Commission issues notificati

for elections roJammu & Kashmir, W. Ben;

and Kerala assemblies on March 23; K P.

Menon Jr. takes charge as new Foreign Sea
are; Malaysia Manorama, die largest cirtulai

daily in India launches its Trivandrum Editii

17. Central Government suggests to States

give more freedom to die Distria le

officers. Defence Minister V, P. Singh indu

India’s first SSK (Submarine to Submari

Killer) into the Navy; Opposition parties t

mand equitable allocation of time on Radio

TV for eleaion campaign.

20. A massive.gathering of Sikhs.in Longov

repudiates die ex-communication of Punj

Chief Minister, Bamala by Head Priests; Ai

nachal Pradesh liecomes die 24th State

India; Lokdal splits over leadership issue.

22. Foreign students at die International Si

dents House in Bombay refuses to under;

AIDS test; Congress and National Conferen

in J&K reach accord on sharing seats

eleaion.

23. Justice Ranganath Mishra . COmmissii

appointed to look into die disturbances fi

lowing Mrs. Indira Gandhi's assassination i

dias police and clears Congress Pam- of a

involvement.

24. In Kerala, Film Star Prem Nazir joi

Congress Party’.

25. The Railway Minister announces introdr

lion of 8 superfast trains from April 1; Govt.

India defends President's remarks on :

Lankan Tamils.

MARCH
1. Rajiv Gandhi presents a 'budget with

record deficit of Rs. 5688 crore; An all pai

convention supports Punjab Chief Minis!

Barnala and his Government in -their fig

against terrorism.

2. Dutcli Prime Minister, R F. M. Lubbt

visits New Delhi; Prime Minister Rajiv Gand

answers lok Sablia that President is n

sidelined; Government sets up a panel bead

by P. N. Haksar to review the working of il

three Akademies.
3. Supreme Court in a judgement rules t!

pension to government employees depen

on service record.

4. The air intelligence unit seizes at Bomb
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airport gold & foreign exchange wortli Rs. 1 .80
crores—the largest from any of the country's
airports in a single operation.

5. In Bombay, a gang bombs police lock up
and kills an industrialist R D. Pradhan, former
Union Home Secretary appointed Governor of
Arunacltal Pradesh.

6. India rejects Chinese claim on Arunacha!
Pradesh.

7. Sunil Gavaskar scores his 10,000 runs in

cricket, at Ahmedabad and becomes the first

batsman to make 10,000 runs. Police and
security personnel enter Golden Temple pan-
karma when unknown persons fired at police
from inside the temple.

9. Vibha Mishra refutes charges against B. V.

Karanth in a Bhopal court. Railways introd-

uce facilities to lodge Flits about any off-

ence during the journey in the train iLself.

10. Amritsar DSP discloses that new army
recruits are being lured into terrorism in

Punjab.

13- The Opposition in lok Sabha stays away
during the reply to the budget debate. Speaker

refuses to allow' a privilege motion on Presi-

dent’s letter to Prime Minister; Minister of

State for External Affairs says in the Lok Sabha

that India lias no intention to make a nuclear

bomb.
14. Police alleges that several terrorises fled the

golden temple, probably on the advice of

Panthi Committee; In a train sabotage near

Trichy 22 persns lose lives and 80 get injured;

Terrorists kill ruling Akali MIA Amarjit Singh

in Ludhiana.

16. In Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M. G.

Kamachandran drops two Ministers—K. A
. Krishnaswami and A. G. P- Jagadeeshar.

18. Opposition members in Lok Sabha again

walk out on being refused discussion on
! Presidents letter to Prime Minister; Kajan

Jeitlcy takes over .as Managing Director of Air

: India.

19- Farmers’ agitation turns violent in Gujarat

[land five die in police firing; In a daring

irobltery, 27 men posing as CBI sleuths ’'raid'’ a

jewellery shop in Bombay and decamp witii

jiewellerv valued at Rs. 30 laklis.

<20. Rijyasnbha Chairman also bars discussion

" an President’s letter to Prime Minister.

£1. A Naxalite group in Tamil Nadu is held

’responsible for the train sabotage near Trichy;
5
ndia calls its High Commissioner in Sri Lanka

<(
br urgent consultations.

23. Nearly 60 million voters in Jammu &
Kashmir, West Bengal and Kerala go to polk
24. India’s first new' generation rocket, ASLV,
plunges within two minutes and 40 seconds of
its bunching.

25. In the March 23 elections in Kerala and
West Bengal Marxist-led alliance gees majorin’.
In Jammu & Kashmir, National Conference
Congress alliance wins.

26. E. K. Nayanar and Farooq Abdulla are
sworn in as Chief Ministers of Kerala &Jammu
Kashmir respectively.

27. Union Law Minister Ashok Sen resigns

following the debacle of the Congress(I) in W.
Bengal assembly elections.

30. The Opposition in Lok Sabha gives notice

of a resolution for removal of Speaker; Armed
persons free Punjab terrorist llarjinder Singh

jinda from police custody.

APRIL
1. Bank lending rates reduced; Intcrst rates

on short-term deposits go up.

2. Substantial adhoc relief announced for

public sector executives; In Kerala, 14 more
Ministers sworn in, bringing the numlver of

ministers to 19; Indian Standards Institute

becomes Bureau of Indian Standards, as it

receives statutory status under Indian Stan-

dards Act 1986

3. Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi announces

that a sitting Supreme Court Judge will prolie

the Fairfax issue; In Kerala, the government

stays all revenue recovery proceedings.

Alis, 588 crorc plan for cleaning Krishna River

involving Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra

Pradesh is announced.

4. Tamil Nadu Assembly sentences S B.il.asub-

rnin.anian, Editor of Anand.iviknt.an, Tamil

weekly to undergo rigorous imprisonment for

3 months for refusing to apologise for pub-

lishing a cartoon on legislators, in Kerala,

Forest Minister M. P. Veerendrakumnr resigns

as his parry MIAs express disagreement over

his choice as Minister.

5. V. P. Singh, former Finance Minister

justifies hiring of the US detective agency,

Fairfax.

6. Tamil Nadu Assembly releases Editor of

An.andavikatan, who was imprisoned for pub-

lishing a cartoon; Justice Thikkar to ticad

Fairfax prolxs
, , .

7. Supreme Court holds tliat all wives

ing Muslim women whose -bush ->.



Seventh Odyssey
To Icy Continent

'the seventh Indian scientific expedition

to Antarctica leftfrom Goa in the Siredish

ice-breaker "Ihuleland" on November 26,

1987.

'the 90-member exjiedition is be led by

Dr. A’ Sengupta ofthe National intitittle of
Oceanography, and a member of the first

Indian expedition Resides scientists and
experts from various fields, the team in-

cludes personnel of the three wings of the

armed forces.

The exfiediliun will lake up airbom
magnetic surrey of the Gruber massifand

the low snow-bound areas between Schir-

macher and Wohithat ranges, 'lbe idea is

to delineate subglacial geology of the

region to assess Us mineral [xjlential.

The expedition will continue geological

studies in Humbolt massif of Whob/that

mountains covering about 1,000 si], km.

This area has revealed interesting deposits

of minerals and ilmenite core having 98
]xir centpurity. These investigations are of
primary' importance enabling India to

claim a resource share in .tlx mineral

regime of the icy continent.

JobSeekers 3*05Crore

The number <>t |i ih-seekers on the* live

renter of employment exchanges as on
Kebnun 28, 1987 was .305 13 lakhs The
number of medical and engineerm}; gradu-
ates including postgraduates who were on
the live register of employment exchanges
as on June 30, 1986 was 0.26 and 0 39 lakh

respectively

There are 23,613 medical graduates and
postgraduates on the live registers of em-
ployment exchanges asJune 30, 1986

'Hie Minister of State for Health Saroj

Khaparde told the Ink Sabha that no target

had been fixed in the Sixth I’ian for provid-
ing jobs to jobless doctors

According to the Sixth Plan, the Govern-
ment's policy wax not to increase the num-
ber ofmedical ci illegesor intake capacities.

The Minister said a number of steps had
been taken to discourage the migration of
medical manpower to foreign countries.

Restrictions had been placed on medical

graduates going abroad for higher educa-

tion and training for which such facilities

were available in India. Service conditions

of doctors particularly, those in rural areas

were being improved.
There were 38,980 engineering gradu-

ates registered with the employment ex-

changes on June 30, 1986. However, all

these graduates were not necessarily unem-
ployed.

A record numbers of 7,67,015 passports

,

have been issued from various zonal offices

in thccountrv during the first nine months
of 1987.

Bombay tops the list with 1,72,007 pass-

ports, followed by Delhi with 60,092, Mad-

ras 56,032,. Ahmedabad 52,585, Cochin

52,032 and Hyderabad -35,726, External

affairs Dy. Minister Mr. Natwar Singh in-

formed Dr. M.H. Kidwai in Lok Sabha.

23
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entitled to maintenance, in a case filed bv Saira
Banu of Kerala.

8. USSR denies charges that the new US
embassy in Moscow is bugged; Karnataka
Government decides to introduce worker
participation in the management of public
sector undertakings.

10.

Kerala High Court directs State Govern-
ment to prevent felling of trees in Agaly; CPI
drops Mohit Sen from Party’s National Council

12. V. P. Singh resigns as Defence Minister;
K. C. Pant appointed in his place.

15. No-confidence motion against Lok Sabha
Speaker, Balram Jhakhar rejected by voice-
vote.

16. Mr. Arun Singh, Minister of State for

Defence, states in the Lok Sabha that the
enquiry ordered by a former Defence Minister
V. P. Singh was in order but the premature
publicity was uncalled for; Hamza Kunju,

former Deputy Speaker of Kerala, is sus-

pended from Muslim League for indiscipline;

Madras High Court upholds expulsion of 10

DMK MlAs for burning excerpts of the Con-
stitution.

18. Mr. K. Sudhakaran appointed Advocate
General of Kerala.

20. Kerala Govt, seeks centres aid to construct

check dams across rivers to preserve water;

Defence Minister K. C. Pant rejects opposition

demand for probe into the allegation of Swiss

Radio on Defence deals.

20. V. P. Singh calls upon government to

proceed with the probe ordered by him into

the Bofors deal to its logical conclusion.

21. Mr. Arun Singh discloses in Rajva Sabha

that the Swedish government has agreed to

invetigate the allegation made by Swedish

Radio about kickbacks in arms deal; Defence

Minister K. C. Pant holds discussion with

Chinese leaders in Beijing on border issue.

23. Supreme Court in a judgement confers

Hindu widows absolute ownership of proper-

ty under Hindu Succession Act 1956.

2-i. According to figures released by Union

Ministry, Gujarat leads in communal riots.

25. Non-Congress Chief Ministers meeting in

New Delhi decides to work fo? a viable

national alternative to Congress.

26. In Karnataka, Chief Minister, Hegde drops

four ministers and inducts 2-t more to the

ministry.

27. India calls on Sri Ianka to stop bombing of

Tamil areas and negotiate with the militants;

Defence Minister K. C. Pant saw in lok Sabha
that Pakistan's nuclear weapon programme is
forcing India to review, its option; Tamil Nadu
announces Rs. 4 crore aid to Sri Lankan
Tamils.

29. India confirms test launch of surface to air
missiles.

MAY
1. Tabarana Katha', a Kannada film by Girish

Kasaravalli bags the best feature film award for
’86. Malavalam Director G. Aravindan wins the
award for the best Director (Film; Oridath).
2. Naxalites guns down former MIA Bir

Bahadur Singh in Bihar.

3- President Giani Zail Singh makes it dear
that he has no intention to dismiss Rajiv

Government.
4. Ghaniknhn Choudhary, Minister for Prog-

ramme Implementation resigns following in-

dictment by Public Accounts Committee on
leasing out Railway land by him.

5. The Punjab Vidhan Sabha unseats 1 1 more
Aka! Takht sponsored group legislators, bring-

ing the total unseated so far to 22, under
Anti-Defection Bill.

6. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi replies to

President Giani Zail Singh that details of arms

deal cannot be made available to him.

7. INSAT-1B successfully completes 1000 days

of continuous operations in space.

8. Women representatives of seven SAARC
countries meet in Bangalore. Pondicherry

Assembly passes resolution seeking full state-

hood; P.M. Rajiv Gandhi challenges V.P. Singli

to reveal all facts regarding Fairfax tout*.

10. After a visit to China, CP1(M) Gen. Sccre-

tary.E.M.S. Namboodiripad says China would

respond if India wanted to have talks

11. President’s rule imposed in Pubjab; lok

Sabha passes Goa Statehood Bill unanimously.

12. In Pubjab, govt, extends DGP Rebeiros

term of office by one year, Britain’s I IMS

Hermes becomes Indian Navy’s second aircraft

carrier named INS Viraat.

13. In Pubjab. police arrests a former mrmlxr

of Baronin cabinet for terrorist activities

14. in Punjab police arrests an MIA and many

others; Sukhoninder Singh Sandhu Ivdieved to

be involved in the killing of Gen. A S V.iidyJ o

arrested in New Jersey. USA
15. FBI arrests in US Sukhmir Singh santLiu.

main suspect in AS Vj/dya •> nnmlcr ou'-c

17.

In Pubjab police busts two tcmip ' >uys

and arrests several terrorists. t '

~
- • :
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19. Communal troubles breake out in Meerut

and 15 die in dashes.

20. Government of India decides to allow

Indian team to play Israel in the Davis Cup

Tennis quarter finals.

21. Governemnt of UP starts consultations to

handover control of riot-rocked Meerut to the

army; Former PM Morarji Desai says that the

President cannot dismiss the PM so long as the

PM enjoys a majority in Parliament; Bihar

emerges champions in the 25th National

Inter-State athletic championship, Kerala be-

comes runner-up.

22. Minister of state for external affairs Eduar-

do Faleiro leaves for Australia and Newzealand

to discuss developments in Fuji.

23. Punjab police DG Rcbeiro says that police

will enter religious places to flush out terror-

ists. .

24. In Andhra Pradesh government makes

medicare in government hospitals available

only on payment.
,

,

25. In Meerut the death toll in communal

violence rises to 111.

26. VP Singh says he will depose before the

Thakkar-Natarajan commission only if the

hearings take place in open court-

27. Government of India announces termina-

tion of all agreements with Fairfax group

t

28. UP Government sacks the provincial armed

constabulary chief as death toll in the com-

munal riots rises to 129.

29- Former Prime Minister Charan Singh

dies. -
,

„
30. 41 killed in Bihar in caste violence. Goa

becomes 25th state of India, Daman and Diu to

remain as union territories.

JUNE
3. Sri Lanka halts Indian relief convoy.

4. A Swedish Government enquiry finds that

Bofors paid commission to middlemen for

concluding arms purchase agreement with

India.

9. Demonstration in Goa against promotion

of 'elitist terrorism',

1 1 . Government ofIndia decides to send team

to Switzerland to obtain information on secret

funds held by Indians.

12. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi rules out
immediate transfer of Chandigarh to Punjab.

1 3. Congress (I) nominates R. Venkataraman as
'

their candidate for Presidency.

14. In Delhi, terrorists mow down 12 nersons
'

including in a birthday party; Prime Minister

Rajiv Gandhi rules out termination of Rs.1700

crore Bofors gun deal.

1 5- India and Sri Lanka reach an agreement on
the procedure for despatch of relief supplies;

R. Venkataraman files nomination papers for

presidential election; Govt, oflndia announces
enhanced pay scales to college and university’

teachers.

is. -in Haryana elections, Lok dal (B) BJP
alliance wins landslide majority.

19. Bahuguna elected president ofLok Dal (B).

20. In Haryana, Lok Dal-BJP team headed by
Devilal assumes power; Ornithologist Dr.

Salim Ali, 91, dies in Bombay; In Darjeeling, a

13-dav bandh called by GNIF begins with

arson and looting.

22.

President 2ail Singh declares he has no
intention to run for presidency for a second

term.

23. West Bengal Chief Minister Jyothi Basu

orders crack down on Gorkha militants in

riot-tom Darjeeling; BJP announces its mem-

bers will abstain from soring in the presiden-

tial election because of disagreement with

other parties.

24. Indian Relief Ship “Island Pride” unloads

food and medicines in Jaffna; West Bengal.

Govt. promulgates ordinance to deal ssith

GNLF agitators. .

25 A nn-confidence motion against tbhara.

tra Speaker Shakar Rao Jagatap fails;

pre-dawn swoop on the Goldm^N’

^

Amritsar, police detains 130 Pe^^ure.

recovers weapons and exp/asr>e^^ ^

26
._ Gits*

no. Badsha Khan, the

discharged from hospital in

days’ treatment; Central 'S^utrtb '-

.
, ,

to handle Gorkhaland

27. VP Singh

should be enquired int

fc
, nrnpk‘-

Committee.

28. GNLF calls offi*

tion of the perf*1

in scwral

JULY .

1. Mathtir ...
murde
in a
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On To Internal Debt Trap

If the trend in market borrowings by the
government continues, India might get
into the situation of an internal debt trap

by 1992-93, according to a Reserve Bank of
India study.

The study, which comes to this conclu-
Sion on the basis of calculations taking into
account present trends, says "a point of no
return may be reached by 1992-93 when
net market borrowings may not be suffi-

cient to pay even interest on market
borrowings.”

The study points out that the gross
aggregate internal liabilities (GAIL) rose
from Rs.10.134 crores in 1968-69 to

Rs.138,213 crores in 1986-87. According to

the budget for 1987-88 they are likely to go
upto Rs.l6l,029 crores.

The annual compound growth rate of
GAIL works out to 15.6 per cent upto
1986-87 and 15.7 per cent upto 1987-88.

If dues receivable from others, that it

states, public enterprises etc., to whom the

central government has issued loans, are

excluded, the net aggregate internal liabili-

ties (NAIL), rose from Rs.1,662 crores in

1968-87 with an underlying compound
growth rate of 22.9 per cent

Taking into account the budget esti-

mates for 1987-88, NAIL would be
Rs.82,267 crores and the compound
growth rate since 1968-69 would be 22.8

per cent.

One point that emerges from the study

is that NAIL as a proportion of GAIL lias

shown a rising trend from 16.4 per cent in

1968-69 to 49.0 per cent in 1986-87 and

51-1 per cent in 1987-88.

Net interest payments (NIP), as com-
pared to gross interest payments (GIP)

which includes interest received, has also

been rising at a fast pace since 197879.

The annual compound growth rate of NIP

is 52.1 per cent for the period 1978-79 to

1985-86.

As a result NIP as a proportion of

revenue receipts, tax receipts and revenue

expenditure has been going up from 1.4

per cent 1 .8 per cent and 1 .4 per cent to 9-8

per cent. 13-5 per cent and 8.2 per cent

respectively in 197879.

National Debt Rs.12,150 Crore

The total internal, and external debt of

the Government is estimated at Rs.12,150

crore by the end March, 1983, Minister of

State for FinanceJanardhan Poojary told in

Rajya Sabha in November.
India's foreign debt outstanding as of

March 1987 is Rs.31,919 crore.

The minister of state for finance B.K.

Gadhvi told Lok Sabha in November, 1987

that the figure was Rs.26,638 crore and

Rs.24,004 crore in 1986 and 1985 respec-

tively.

He said the foreign exchange reserves

had shown a decline of Rs.755 crore from

April to October as compared to a decline

of Rs.880 crore in the corresponding

period in the previous year.

Mr. Gadhvi said the debt servicing ratio

and the overall external debt position of

the country were within manageable

limits.

The outstanding balance on November 1

tills year under EFF to IMF to be repaid on

April 29, 1994 was SDR 2962.50 million

The outstanding balance on November

1, 1987on trust fund loan account wasSDR

318.92 million equivalent of Rs.526.53

crore at die current rupee-SDR exchange

rate of Rs.l61.51 per SDR which Is to lx:

repaid by the August M, 1990.
_—__
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5- In U.P. 97 people die in heat wave.
6. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi announces in

a joint press conference addressed by Norwe-
gian Prime Minister and himself that Swedish
Audit Report on BoFors arms sale to India does
not contradict anything he said earlier.

7. Punjab terrorists butcher 76 bus passen-
gers in Punjab and Haryana

9.

50 die as train derails in Andhra Pradesh.
1 1 . Government prepares master plan to cover
the entire northern region embracing 7 states

and 2 union territories against terrorist activi-

ties.

12. Leaders of political parties and many
social, religious and commercial organisations
criticise Sikh High Priests for not condemning
the killing of bus passengers.
13. Over 90 percent of the 4695 electors vote
in the Presidential election of the country.
14. Union Minister for Tourism Mufti Moham-
med quits the Cabinet
15. Congress President Rajiv Gandhi expels VC
Shukla, ArifMohammed Khan and Arun Nehru
from Congress for anti-party activities.

17. VP Singh, former Finance Minister,

announces resignation from Congress; R.

Venkataraman gets a massive majority in the

Presidential election, with 18 of the 25 states

and over two-thirds of the total number of
electors backing him.
18. Amitab Bachhan resigns his Lok Sabha
membership; Arun Singh, Union Minister of
state for defence, resigns from the cabinet.

19. Congress President Rajiv Gandhi expels

V.P. Singh from Congress and orders probe
into Ajitab Bachhan's property abroad.

21. President-elect R. Venkataraman says in an

interview with die news magazine The Week
that he is not sure whether the President lias

the power to gram permission to prosecute

the Prime Minister.

22. The Congress Working Committee ratifies

expulsion of Arun Nehru, VP Singh, V.C

Shukla and Arift Mohammed Klian from the

Congress; In talks with Subhash Ghelsing

Prime Minister rules out formation of a

separate stare for Gorklias; Government of

India impounds Win Chadha’s passport; Cen-

tral Minister for Public Enterprises KK Tiwari

resigns from the cabinet, reportedly at the

instance of Prime Minister, for attacks on

President Kail Singh.

24. President Kail Singh in hLs /arcwel broad-

cast to tire nation tells that basic values arc

above individuals.

25. R- Venkataraman assumes office of the
President of India; Prime Minister Gandhi
rules our a mid term poll.

28. HKL Bhagat, Minister for Parliamentary'

Affairs states that the terms ofreference of tire

proposed parliamentary committee to go into

the Bofors deal is lair enough.

29. Speaker suspends CPM member Ajoy
Biswas from the Lok Sabha for misbehaviour
and the opposition decides to boycott Lok
Sabha.

30. In Delhi, terrorists kill two BJP leaders —
Hans Raj Sethi and Sudershan Munjilal; The
government revokes suspension ofCPM mem-
ber Ajoy Biswas.

31. Major Opposition parties deride to boycott

the Rajya Sabha till government conceded

their demand for discussion on the Bofors

issue

AUGUST
1. CPI derides to bunch agitation for mid-

term poll.

2. Geet Sethi retains the World Amateur

Billiards title: Vlshwanathan Anand becomes

the first Asian to win the World Junior Chess

championship.

3. Supreme court revokes its order postpon-

ing all India Entrance Examinations for MBBS,

BDS & Postgraduate courses in medirine and

directs Central Board of Secondary Education

to conduct these exams in June 19S8.

4. College and University teachers begin

nation-wide strike to get increased emolu-

ments at par with central universities; Govern-

ment files criminal case against Win CJudlta.

5. A meeting between ruling Congress (I) and

opposition over the Bofors panel ends up

without reaching any agreement.

6. Lok Sabha adopts a motion seeking

appointment of Parliamentary Commincc to

go into Bofors den! as the opposition walks

OUL
7.Janata MP Madhu Dcntavnde urges govern

ment to bring out a white-paper on defence

dcaLs since 1980 and major FERA violations

9. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi inaugurates

the 45th anniversary of Quit India Movement

in Bomlrav.

10. United Akali Dal derides to withdraw from

the Sikh scene leaving militants to run tlK-

nfiairs. „
11. Assam Chief Minister Prafoib hnmar .
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Mahanta declares he wril: boyrce the special

session of pariiamem :o rear-: the 40 tears o:

Independence.

13. Addressing die commemorative session of

Parliament marking 40m Anniversary of inde-

pendence, President Venkmaraman exhorts

people to repulse anti-national forces.

14. In Bihar 35 people die in boat mishaps as

flood situation worsens; Central Government
announces ad-hoc grant of Rs.55.40 crore to

states for drought relief.

1 4. At a special investure ceremony at Rashtra-

pati Bhavan, President R. Venkataraman con-

fers the Bharat Ratna Award on Frontier

Gandhi Khan Abdul Ghaffer Khan. Frontier

Gandhi's son Wali Khan receives the award on
behalf of his father who is in a coma for the

past several days.

15; Addressing Independence day celebrations

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi vows to stamp out
terrorism.

17. Members of Parliament write to Swedish
Prosecutor to investigate the charges of ’kick-

backs' in the Bofors gun deal; Both the ruling

party and the opposition agree on Shankar
Dayal Sharma as the candidate for Vice-

President.

18. S.D; Sharma files nomination paper for

Vice-Presidential election; Government of In-

dia announces interim relief to workers in

over 200 public sector enterprises.

19- In Hyderabad Naxalites kill ten policemen
in a forest area; In Punjab, terrorists kill six

relatives of Union Home Minister Buta Singh.

20. Government of India decides to set up a

monitoring panel to keep watch on price
trend and take corrective measures.
21. S.D. Sharma is elected unopposed as the
Vice-President of India.

24. Supreme Court rejects the review petition

filed by CPWD against the court’s decision in

January 1986 ordering equal wages for equal
work for the master roll workers.
26. Renowned Oriya writer and poet Sarcmtir-

nand Routary wins Jnanpith Award tor i'-’Sc

Government of India seeks fresh dariS-omrcs
from Bofors.

27. Sri Javandra Saraswati Swami oc Kirch;
Kamakoti Peetom who left the Ashram tour
da)s ago,, is spotted in Kaibsa Ashram at
Talecauvery in Coorg District; Congress (I)
suspends 5 MPs - Ram Dhan. S. Malik, M.
Singh, R.K. Rat and R.P. Patel from the parts’ for
anti-part)’ acts; Speaker Balram Jhakar appoints

B. Shankararsoti 2s Chairman of the ’ Par-

lisrasmmy C/s —ee to enquire into the

Bofors gun deal :

28.

Idk Sahas passes doe 58th Constitution

Amendment Bill aimed at reserving some seats

for trihals in Nagaland, Meghalaya, Mizoram
and Anmarhal Pradesh.

29- Congress (I) suspends 5 MLAs in UP for

anti-pany acts; Nagi Redd)’ selected for Dada-

saheb Phalke Award for 1986.

30. Police arrests in Delhi TerroristsJinda and
Bawa, allegedh’ involved in the murder of

Gen. A.S. Vaidya and others.

SEPTEMBER
1. Directorate of Revenue Intelligence carry-

out raids in all Indian Express offices.

3. Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma sworn in as the

eighth Vice President of India.

4. University and College teachers call-off

their strike following government’s accept-

ance of their major demand for slashing the

number of scales; In Rajasthan, Roop Kanw.tr.

18 year old girl, commits sati by burning

herself in her husband's frinerai pvre

5. President Venkataraman presents awards

to 164 teachers.

7. In a reshuffle of AICC, Congress President

Rajiv Gandhi appoints AK Antony and Janar-

dhan Poojari as PCC Chiefs of Kerala and

Karantaka respectively and a new set of

General Secretaries

8. In Punjab, four head priests openh >upf\ >r

militants saying that the militants are fig';:; 'g

for liberation

11. Government of India armeu iesoe-i’-

measures to conserve Ks ,'V 1 ’jo'i

ing drought

12 Prune Mimses-' Giis Curel'i ; -..-.'lac'c-

serious career' . or1 'acsc.r - c ritruirg

compter. r rrc vir;i :r::s a:c ruirarg for

cerrenss

12 Co-e’-i-irT .r rci oreoo lour. r.

rvi~ jr\ 1 ?

~s
r

m rur-.x fur.cr.on to comnternxvaee
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'
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20. Mufti Mohammed Syed, former Union
Minister, suspended from Congress for anti-

party activities.

21. India decides to send three teams of IPS
Officers to UK and US for training.

23. Security forces raid Golden Temple in

Amritsar and arrests 24 terrorists.

25. Swiss authorities refuse residence permit
to Ajitabh Bachan.

29. The Panthic Committee which virtually

controls the Golden Temple announces that it

does not recognise Prof. Darshan Singh as
Chief ofAltai Thkbr and calls for sartor khalsa

to elect a new chief.

30. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi inaugurates

Reliance Cup Cricket Match in New Delhi.

OCTOBER
1. Government of Rajasthan promulgates an

Ordinance, according to which anyone who
alvets ‘Sati’ will be awarded death penalty.

2. V.P. Singh launches his organisation ‘Jan-

Morcha’, along with his associates.

4.

George Fernandes files a petition in a
Swedish court seeking directive to Swedish
government to reveal names of those who
received kickbacks in Bofors gun deal with

India.

4. India enters Davis Cup final when Ramesh
Krishnan beat Wally Masur (8—6, 6—4, 6—4) in

Sydney.

5. Bombay High Court in a judgement sap
Newspapers do not come under MRTP Act.

9. India decides to buy mediurmrange Super

Computers for weather forecasting and agri-

cultural research.

10. India suspends trade with Fiji; Defence

Ministry names Vice Adm. Jayant G. Nadkami
• as the next Chiefofthe Naval Staff He will take

over on Nov. 30, 1987.

8.

India asks the Dalai Lama not to indulge in

poltical activities from Indian soiL

12. Gurudas Kama: appointed President of

Indian Youth Congress.

16. United Akali Dal and Akali Dal (L) elect

their own nominees as President of SGPG

17. Reserve Bank of India tightens credit policy

and raises liquidity ratio ofBanks to 10% from

9.5%.

19. Communist Party of India welcomes Con-

gress to join the national compaign against

communalism.
20. Police conducts mass arrests in Punjab to

prevent holding Sadtat Khalsa. _____

21.

Government of India announces it will
introduce legislation to curb capitation fee in
Medical and Engineering Colleges,- Police
swoop on Golden Temple in Amritsar and take
into custody 400 persons to block holding or
Sarbat Khalsa.

25- 22 political parries moot reforms on poll

funding.

27. Vijav Merchant (77), former test player,

dies in Bombay following a heart-attack.

29. The unified Akali Dal in Punjab decides to

launch a civil disobedience stir from January

26, 1 988 if its grievances are not redressed In'

then.

31.

Former Chiefjustice ofSupreme Court Mr.

Y.V. Chandrachud says in Bangalore that out of

court works for Judges needlessly lend a

political flavour to their functioning and torm
the institution.

NOVEMBER
1. Passengers and crew oflndian Airliner 737

Boeing Aircraft escape unhurt as the plane

forceJands in Bangalore

3. Ten people die in Andhra Pradesh as

cyclone sweeps the Coromandel mart.

4. Congress working committee decries sati

incidents in Rajasthan; In Bombay's KEM
Hospital three more test-tube tobies are bom.

4. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi tells Tamil

militants in Sri Lanka to lay down arms for

ceasefire; India signs terrorism treaty at the

SAARC meeting in Kharmandu.

5. India loses to England in tl»e Wprkkup

Cricket in Bombay by 35 runs.

6. Opposition panics in Parliament and Raj\u

Sabha walkout over Sri Lanka issue.

7. Bharat Jan Vigyanjatha - Science Yatra -

started from five centres ends in Bhopal.

9.

Lok Sabha days extension of President's

rule in Punjab.

10.

Opposition MPs demand ceasefire in Sn

mka.

1. India's first Pvl midi steel plant awing

5.200 crones is to come up in fihandjw,

wnsored by a non-resident Indian

l A Division Bench or Bombay High Court

aids that under the newspaper ni c foiwwci

1
England, a newspaper or journal cannot nr

impelled to disclose its source- _

i
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action of taking over Express building in

Delhi.

17. Darshan Singh, acting Akal Takht Chief
announces his resignation.

20. Congress gets absolute majority in Naga-
land elections.

21, The Festival of USSR begins in New Delhi;
Dilip Vengsarkar named India’s captain for the
first two cricket tests and one-day intemation
als against the West Indies.

DECEMBER
1. CBI charge-sheets Carbide officials.

2. Former Punjab Chief Minister, Prakash
Singh Badal released from the Jabalpur Cen-
tral jail.

5. Sweden signs secret memorandum with
India relinquishing the right to suspend
weapons export, if India becomes involved in

an armed conflict

6. MiG-29, re-christened as ‘Baaz’, inducted
into the Indian Air Force.

9. Thakkar-Natarajan Commission report

finds grave administrative lapses by the Fi-

nance minister in engaging Fairfax Group Inc

of the US to to investigate .the economic

offences by certain companies.

11. Rajiv Government defeats the firstever

no-confidence motion.

12. The'U.S. Senate: reverses panel decision

linking India and Pakistan on nuclear prolif-

eration issue.

15. Veteran Communist leader P. Ramamur-

chi, 80, dead
17. Bhopal court orders the Union Carbide

to pay Rs.350 crores as interim relief to 1984

gas victims.

20. The 2nd National Games opens in Trivan-

drum. „ , .

24. M.G. Ramachandran, 70, Tamil Nadus

actor - Chief Minister dies; N. Nedum-

chezhiyan the new C.M.

HIGHLIGHTS OF SCIENCE 1987

1. For the first time in almost 400 years,

astronomers observed a supernova burst

—

- caused by the explosion of a star 30 times

heavier than the Sun.
2. The - Government of India approved a

Rs. 25 crore project for building the world's

largest radio-telescope at metre wavelengths,

construction ofwhich is to be completed near

Pune by 1992. It will consist of 34 steerable

parabolic dish antennas, each of 45 meters

diameter.

3. For the first time organic matter was found

on a comet new to the Solar System. The
discovery was made on Comet Wilson, which

;
is believed to be on its first and only visit

-around the Sun. This new result has given

some credence to those who theorize that life

on Earth arose from' organic chemicals

brought to it by extra-Solar comets.

4. Twp bright arc-shaped objects surround-

ing two elliptical galaxies in 110-degree sec-

tions of circles, and located * at about five

billion light years from the Earth, were disco-

vered as the biggest objects in the universe

known to astronomers so far.

5. Traditionally four fundamental forces are

known in Physics. These are gravity’, electro-

magnetism, strong nuclear force, and weak

iclear force. Now, however, evidence has

ounted for a fifth force that has been found

act over distances between 10 and lOw

eters. It has a strength much weaker than

avity and it depends on the composition of

; matter experiencing the force,

i
Superconductivity research continued to

ake important breakthroughs dinwgom thc
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highest peak, claimed that its survey revealed

the height of K2 to be 8,890 metres, versus the

8,615 metres considered standard at present.

The new claim, ifproven true, would make K2

.42 metres taller titan Mount Everest.

10. Using radar as a tool for "seeing" under

the stiil, palaeontologists discovered the

buried remains ofa new gigantic dinosaur, at a

length of more than 40 metres. This is the.

world's largest animal, living or extinct, disco-

vered so far.

11. New detailed studies by climatologists

have revealed that in recent decades precipita-

tion has increased in the higher latitudes,

decreased in the lower latitudes, and. re-

mained about the same in the equatorial

region. Some workers have claimed diat these

results tire in agreement with predictions

based on the greenhouse effect—a phe-

nomenon caused by the excessive buildup of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere due to

human activities.

12. Wheat, rice, maize, serghum, barley, sugar-

cane and other similar fcxrd plants are all

members of the grass family. Until now it has
not been possible to exploit tile new techni-

ques of genetic engineering in grasses due to

tiie non-availability of a technique for intro-

ducing foreign genes into the plants. But new
agricultural research seems to have overcome
this difficulty with the help of a bacterium
called Agmbetcieriian.

13. Biologists studying the development of
animals from the embryonic to the adult stage
have long sought to find Substances—called
nuiqihogens—that help in orderly growth.
Scientists in the ( LS. have now apparently
ft mncl one such morphogen. This is a chemical
called retinoic acid and it regulates the growth
<>r limbs in chicks.

14. Ihe workls first laboratory offering to
identify the genetic relationship between indi-
viduals opened for business in U.K. Such
"genetic fingerprinting", which can he done
with minute samples of blood, hair, skin,
semen, or tissue, will be of immense benefit to
police, courts, animal breeders, immigration
officials and others.
15. Scientists in Britain invented a biopsy
needle which is .so fine that the bodv instantly
rese-als die puncture.when the- needle is
removed. At the same time the ultrasonic
scanner used to track the needle does not
lose it lx.vaiisc of its thinness.

16. Medical scientists have been trying for

several years to develop a multipurpose vac-

cine that can alone provide protection against

several diseases. Earlier expectatioas were that

such a vaccine might be created using the

vaccinia virus—which is used in making small-

pox vaccine. However, new research has

indicated that the bacterium known as BCG is

much more promising.

17. A 48-year old South African woman
became the first surrogate mother of her own
grand childeren when she gave birth to her

daughter's test-tube triplets.

18. A computerized device claimed to be the

•world’s first instanteneoas translator ofspeech

was displayed by the firm British Telecom.

19. A Japanese company introduced the pro-

totypes of a 16 million bit "dynamic random
access memory (DRAM)" computer chip, thus

considerably improving over die existing

DRAM chips whose capacity is limited to. 4

million bits of information.

20. Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko broke

the 237-dav space endurance record set in

1984.

21. Engineers in the US. successfully tested

the prototype of a new hybrid between a

helicopter and a jet plane. While it is able to

take off and land like a helicopter, it is

expected to fly at 960 km per hour.

22. With about four hundred markers, biolog-

ists succeeded in drawing a rough map of the
entire set of human genes. This will help in

better understanding of genetic diseases.

Space Record
Cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko, the 43-

year-old commander of the orbiting plat-

form Mir, on December 3, 1987 broke doe

300-day space endurance recordalso held
by a Soviet.

Mr. ViktorBlagov, one ofthe officialsm
charge of tlte mission, told Tass after

talking to Romanenko during a regular

communication session that "hisspirits are
high and the work is proceeding as plan-
ned. However, he admittedbe is missing bis
home, near ones andfriends very much".
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Establishments
Under CSEEt

Physical Sciences:
. National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi

(NPL)

Central Electronics Engineering Research In-

stitute, Pilani (CEERI)
Central Scientific Instruments Organisation

Chandigarh (CSIO)
National Geophysical Research Institute,

Hyderabad (NEGRI) •
. ... '

National Institute of Oceanography, Dona
Paula,Goa (NIO)

Chemical Sciences:
National Chemical Laboratory, Pune(NCL)
Central Electrochemical Research Institute,

Karaikudi (CECRI)
Central Salt& Marine Chemicals Research In-

stitute, Bhavnagar (CSMCRI)
- Regional Research Laboratory, Hyderabad
(RRL/Hyderabad) .

. Regional Research Laboratory, Jorhat (RRL,

Jorhat)
•

Indian Institute of Petroleum, Dehra Dun
(IIP)

‘ '

Central Fuel Research Institute, Jealgora

(CFRI)

Biological Sciences:
Central Food Technological Research Insti-

tute, Mysore (CFFRI)
Central Drug. Research Insdtute, Lucknow

(CDRI)
Central Leather Research Institute, Madras

(CUU)
National Botanical Research Institute, Luck-

now (NBRI)
Indian Institute ofChemical Biology’, Calcutta

(IICB)

Central Institute of Medicinal & Aromatic

Plants, Lucknow (CIMAP)
Industrial Toxicology Research Centre, Luck-

now(ITRC)
Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology,

Hyderabad (CCMB)
Regional Research Laboratory’,Jammu (RRL,

Jammu)
Institute of Microbial Technology, Chandi-

garh (IMT)

CSIR Complex, Palampur
Tocklai Experimental Station,Jorhat

- Engineering Sciences:
Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee

(CBRI)
Central Road Research Institute, New Delhi

(CRRI)

Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute,

Calcutta (CGCR1)
National Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshed-

pur(NML)
Central Mining Research Station, Dhanbad

(CMRS)
Central Mechanical Engineering Research In-

stitute, Durgapur(CMERI)
National Environmental Engineering Re-

search Institute (NEER1)
National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore

(NAL)
Structural Engineering Research Centre,

Madras (SERC, Madras)

Structural Engineering Research Centre,

Roorkee (SERC, Roorkee)
Regional Research Laboratory, Bhubaneswar

(RRL, Bhubanewswar)
Regional Research Laboratory', Trivandrum

(RRL, Trivandrum)
Regional Research Laboratory, Bhopal (RRL

Bhopal)
Electrical Research & Development Associa-

tion, Vadodara.

Information Science:
National Institute of Science, Technology &

Development Studies, New Delhi (NISTADS

)

Indian National Scientific Documentation
Centre, New Delhi (INSDOC)
Publications & Information Directorate, New
Delhi (P1D)

Industrial Research Associations:
Tea Research Association! at Tocklai. lorhat

(TESTRA)
Electrical Research & Development Associa-

tion, Vadodara (ERDA)
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WHO IS WHO IN INDIA
President of India

Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

Dr. Zakir Husain

Varahagiri Venkata Giri

Justice Mohammed Hidayarullah

Varahagiri Venkata Giri

Fakhruddln Ali Ahmed
BD. Jatti

Neelam Sanjiva Reddy
Giani Zail Singh

R Venkataraman

Vice-Presidents of India

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishan 1952-1962

Dr. Zakir Husain : 1962-1967

Varahagiri Venkata Giri
_ ^ • 1967-1969

Gopal Swarup Pathak : 1969-1974

B.D. Jatti : 1974-1979

Mohammed Hidayatullah '• 1979-1984

R Venkataraman : 1984-1987

Dr. S.D. Sharma '

: 1987-Till date.

1950-1962

1962-1967

1967-1969

1969-1969 (Acting)

1969-1969 (Acting)

1969-1974

1974-1977

1977-1977 (Acting)

1977-1982

1982-1987

1987-Till date

Prime Ministers of India
Jawaharlal Nehru
Gulzari Lai Nanda
Lai Bahadur Shastri

Gulzari Lai Nanda
Indira Gandhi
Morarji Desai

Charan Singh

Indira Gandhi
Rajiv Gandhi

Chief Justices of India
Harilal J. Kama
M. Patanjali Sastri

,

Mehar Chand Mahajan
B,K Mukherjea
S.R Das
Bhuvaneshwar Prasad Sinha
P B. Gajendragadkar
A.K. Saikar

K Subba Rao
K.N. Wanchoo
M. Hidayatullah

J.C Shah
SAL Sikri

AN. Ray
M.H. Chandrachud
PA. Bhagwati

1947-1964

1964-1964 (Acting)

1964-1966

1966-1966 (Acting)

1966-1977

1977-1979

1979-

1980

1980-

1984
1984-Till date

1950-

1951

1951-

1954
1954-1954

1954-1956

1956-1959

1959-1964

1964-1966

1966-1966

1966-

1967

1967-

1968

1968-

1970

1970-

1971

1971-

1973
1973-1977

1977-

1978

1978-

1985
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RS. Pathak 0 1985-Till date

Chief Election Commissioners of India

Sukumar Sen
. .

: 1950-1958

K.V.K. Sundaram - 1958-1967

S.P. Sen Verma : 1967-1972

Dr. Nagendra Singh - : 1972-1973

T. Swaminathan : 1973-1977

S.L Shakdhar •
: 1977-1982

RK. Trivedi .
- -1982-1985 - •

RV.S. Peri Sastri . : 1985-Till date

Chiefs of Army Staff - -
.

General Maharaj Rajendra Sinhji : 1955-1955

General S.M. Srinagesh : 1955-1957

General K.S. Thimayya : 1957-1961

General P.N. Thapar : 1961-1962

General J.N. Chaudhuri : 1962-1966

General P.K Kumaramangalam : 1966-1969

General S.H.F.J. Manekshaw : 1969-1972

Field Marshal S.H.F.J. Manekshaw : 1972-1973

General G.G. Bewoor : 1973-1975

General T.N. Raina : 1975-1978

General O.P. Malhotra : 1978-1981

General K.V. Krishna Rao : 1981-1983

General A.S. Vaidya : 1983-1986

General K. Sundarjee : 1986-Till date

(General Sir Roy Bucher (194849), General K.M. Kariappa (1949-53) and General Maharaj

Rajendra Sinhji (1953-55) served as commanders-in-chief of Indian Army. General Kariappa was

conferred the rank of Field Marshal in 1986).

Chiefs of Naval Staff

Vice-Admiral RD. Katari 1958-1962

Vice-Admiral B.S. Soman 1962-1966

Admiral A.K. Chatterjee 1966-1970

Admiral S.M. Nanda 1970-1973

Admiral S.N. Kohli 1973-1976

Admiral J.L Cursetji 1976-1979

Admiral RL Pereira .

1979-1982 •

Admiral O.S. Dawson 1982-1984

Admiral RH. Tahiliani 1984-1987

Admiral J.G. Nadkami 1987-Till date

Chiefs of Air Staff

Air Marshal Sir Thomas Emhirst 1947-1950

Air Marshal Sir Ronald Lvelaw Chapnam 1950-1951

Air Marshal Sir Gerald Gibbs 1951-1954

Air Marshal S. Mukherjee 1954-1960

Air Marshal A.M. Engineer 1960-1964

Mr Chief Marshal Arjan Singh
"

1964-1969

Air Chief Marshal P.C. Lai 1969-1973

Air Chief Marshal O.P. Mehra 1973-1976

Air Chief Marshal H. Moolgavkar 1976-1978

Air Chief Marshal I.H. Latlf 1978-1981

Air Chief Marshal Dilbagh Singh 1981-1984
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Air Chief Marshal LK Katre 1984-1985

Air Chief Marshal DA La Fontaine : 1985-Til! date

Union Goreminent
President R Venkataraman
Vice-President: Dr. S£>. Sharma
Prime Minister: Rajiv Gandhi

Cabinet Ministers
RajivGandhi: Prime Minister, Science and Technology, Atomic Energy and Space and External

Affaire.

P.V. Naraslmha Rao: Human Resource Development and Health.

NJX Tiwari: Finance and Commerce.
Bata Singh: Home Affairs.

P. Shiv Shankar: Planning, Programme Implementation and Law.

MX. Fotedar: Steel and Mines.

X.C. Pant: Defence

J. Vengala Rao: Industry

GS. Dililion: Agriculture and Rural Development

Aifan Singh: Communications
Bhajan Lab Environment and Forests

Mohslna Kidwal: Urban Development
HJtX. Bhagxb Parliamentary Affairs, Food and Civil Supplies

Vasant Sathe: Energy

Ministers of State with Independent charge

PA Sangma- Labour
Rajendra Kumari Bajpai: Welfare

RN. Mlrdha: Textiles

Ajit Panja: Information and Broadcasting

Madhavrao Scindla: Railways

Jagdlsh Tytlen Civil Aviation and Tourism

Rajesli Pilot: Surface Transport

Brafaam Dtitt: Petroleum and Namral Gas

Ministers of State

P. Chidambaram: Home, Personnel, Public Grievances and Penst

BJK. Gadhvi: Expenditure
Dalbir Singh: Urban Development
Eduardo Falelrc: External Affairs

HJR Bfurdwaj : Law and Justice

Ghnlam Nabl Arad: Food and Civil Supplies

K.R Narayaaam Science and Tedinology

Natwar Singh: External Affairs

Shfvraj Path: Defence Production

Sukfa Ram: Planning
Chlntamanl Partigrahi: Home
P.R. Das Munshi: Commerce .

R. Prabhu: Fertilisers in the Ministry’ of Agncu

MJM. Jacob: Parliamentary Affairs

Santosh Mohan Dev: Communications

Janardhan Poojari: Finance

Krishna Sahl: Education and Culture
Development

Margaret Alva: Youth Affaire, Sports and Child Deveiopm

Ramanand Yadav: Rural Development
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1
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S/PHB5/NSLT£J
116, Dr Radhakrishnart Salai.Madras 600 004.
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- • - .Who Is Who in India

RJL Jaichandra Singh: Chemicals and Petro Chemicals -
'

M. Aninachalam: Industrial Development
Ramdulari Sinha: Mines " , .

SaroJ Khaparde: Health, Family Welfare
Shlela Dlkshih Parliamentary Affairs

Sushlla Rohatgi: Power
Yogendra Makwana: Agriculture and Co-operation
Z-R- Ansari: Environment and Forest

Deputy Ministers
Blren Singh Engti: Personnel and Training
Giridhar Gomango: Welfare
S. Krishna Kumar: Textiles

Heads of Important
Speaker, Lok Sabha
Dy. Speaker, Lok Sabha
Chairman, Rajya Sabha
Dy. Chairman, Rajya- Sabha
Chairman, Planning Commission
Dy. Chairman, Planning Commission
Chairman, Law Commission
Chairman, Monopolies and Restrictive
Trade Practices Commission (MRTP)
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission
Chairman, Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO)
Chairman, U.P.S.C.

Chairman, Minorities Commission
Chairman, University Grants
Commission (UGC)
Governor, Reserve Bank of India
President, Indian Olympic Association
Attorney General
Solicitor General
Comptroller and Auditor-General
Foreign Secretary
Cabinet Secretary
Home Secretary

Director-General, Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation of India
Chairman, Policy Advisory Committee
of the Union Government
Chairman, Science Advisory Council
Chairman, Electronics Commission
Chairman, Central Board of Direct Taxes
Chairman and Managing Director, HMT
Chairman-cum-Managing Director, National
Industrial Development Corporation
Chairman, State Trading Corporau'on
Chairman, Staff Selection Commission
Chairman, Railway Board
Chairman, Air India
Managing Director. A.I.

Offices

Balram Jakhar

Thampi Durai

Dr. S.D. Sharma
Mrs. Pratibha Devisingh Patil

Rajiv Gandhi
P. Shiv Shankar

Justice Desai

S. Madhusudan Rao

Dr. M.R Srinivasan

Prof. U.R Rao

H.K.L Kapoor
M.H. Beg

Prof. Yashpal

RN. Malhotra

B.S. Adityan

K. Parasaran

Milon Kumar Banerji

T.N. Chaturvedi

K.P.S. Menon
B.G. Deshmukh
C.G. Somiah

Dr. A.P. Mitia

R Narayanan

G. Parthasarathy

Prof. C.N.R Rao
P.S. Deodhar
C.K. Tikku

M.R Naidu

RC. Bajpai

P.G. Muraleedharan
S.C. Mittal

Raj Kumar Jain

Ratan Tata

Rajan Jaidey
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man, Indian Airlines

ging .Director, LA
ging Director, Vayudoot

man. Intemational Airports Authority

man. National Airports Authority

tor-General, Civil Aviation

ging Director, Indian Tourism

lopment Corpn.

man, India Trade Fair

man, Indian Oil Corporation

man. Oil & Natural Gas Commission

deni, Indian National Science

ademy (INSA)

dent, Indian Academy of Science

dent, International Council of Scientific Unions:

dent, International College of Surgeons

dent. International Bar Association

ctor-General, Indian Council ofMedical Research

ctor, National Council of Educational Research

d Training (NCERT)
dor, Film & Television Institute of India

ctor-General, Bureau of Indian Standards

Ctor, Indian Agricultural Research Institute,

ew Delhi

ctor-General, All India Radio

ctor-General, Doordarshan
rassador to the US
xtssador to the USSR
jassador to China
h Commissioner to Britain

ia’s Permanent Representative at UN
taging Director, Nuclear Power Corporation
lirman, National Book Trust
lirman, Sahitya Akademi
lirman, Sangeet Natak Akademi
•irman, Lalit Kala Akademi
cctor General, Meteorology
cctor, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC)
caor, Tata Institute of Fundamental
^search (HFR)
airman. Steel Authority of India
airman, National Dairy Development Board
amnan. Rubber Board
airman. Coir Board
“irman. Tea Board .

“fman. Coffee Board
Spices Board

airmaA Coconut Board
Central SOk Board

Srm2n
’ K**3 Corporation of India

hairman, NABARD
hairman, IDBI
t*is,rar of Newspaper in India

Rahul Bajaj

Cap. Gerry T. Pals

Harshvardiian

Prof. NX Singh
Air Marslial CXS. Ra|e

Air Marshal C.K.S. Raje

Rajan Jaitley

Mohammed Yunus
S.L Khosla.

Col. S.P. Wahi

Dr. AS. Paintal

Prof. AK. Sharma
Prof. M.G.K. Menon
Dr. Tehemton E. Udwadi (India)

R.K.P. Shankar Das
Dr. AS. Paintal

Dr. Pi. Malhotra

K.G. Verma
ICR. Parameswar

Dr. AM. Michel

AR. Shinde
Bhasker Ghosh
PX Kaul

.m Kaul

CV. Ranganathan

Dr. P.C. Alexander

C.R. Gharekhan
S.L Kati

Anand Sarup
Prof V.K Gokak
Dr. VX Narayana Menon
Prof Sankho Chaudhury
Dr. R.P. Sarkar

Dr. PX Iyengar

Dr. V.V. Srikanthan

V. Krishnamoonhy
Dr. Veighese Kurain

P.C. Cyriac
R.B. Pathak

RK. Tripathl

Vacant

KM. Chandrasekhar
K Range Gouda
S. Munlraju
T.S. Broca
PX Nayak
S.S. Nadkami
Kripa Sagar





Karnataka - Wonderland

of Scenic beauty, blest with

nature’s bounty
Mile upon mile of evergreen forest. Magnificent escarpes & deep gorges. The wild life

sanctuaries of Nagarhole and Bandipur, Rivers and lakes. The grand natural spectacle of ]og

Falls. In natural beauty, Karnataka is unparalleled.

Little wonder then that this lavish splendour should yield an abundance of natural

resources. Some of them like sandalwood uniquely Karnataka's own.

From mines.... Karnataka has the distinction of being the only gold producing state in India.

Mining about 2000 kg of the precious metal each year from the Kolar & Hutti Cold Mines. In

iron ore, Karnataka ranks fifth in production. The total reserves of nearly 1,000 million

tonnes cater to domestic requirements and pull in considerable export earnings as well.

Karnataka also has appreciable deposits of copper, manganese, titanium, vanadium

and tungsten. And is the only state besides Orissa that produces the strategic mineral

chromite.

and quarries Superior quality China clay is found all over Karnataka, as the other kinds of

clay.

Limestone reserves to sustain an annual production of 5 million tonnes of cement are

also present.

Karnataka is rich in magnetite, dolomite, quartz, kyanite and sillimanite - used

extensively in the iron and Steel industry. Karntaka granite is world famous and is much in

demand for the construction industry at home and abroad.

toforests Forests are the greatest natural reserves of natural resources. And Karnataka’s

evergreen canopy ensures a plentiful supply of timbers and soft woods.
Particularly a noteworthy is sandalwood, Karnataka's "fragrant gold" which is highly

prized the world over.

Teak - the king of timbers - remains unchallenged for strength and beauty.

Karnataka's teak cultivation covers over 12 lakh hectares and is economically one of the

state’s most important products. Rosewood from Karnataka is another foreign exchange

earner. It is used to make distinctively fine furniture with the most exquisite veneers.

andplantations Karnataka is the foremost coffee-producing state in India! With a total of

30,395 estates covering 123,993 hectares of the species Arabica and Robusta. Karnataka’s

Virginia flue-cured tobacco is also much in demand, for its high quality and low nicotine

content. Rubber planting has also been taken up on a massive scale.
Karnataka can justifiably be proud of its natural produce. It is foremost among the states

in the production of arecanut and pepper. Second in cardamom and coconut. Fourth in

cashew and fifth in fruit production.
Karnataka is an unending vista of scenic beauty which led a French historian to write

some 1 50 years ago "The plains of Karnataka afford the most beautiful habitation that nature

has to offer mankind upon this earth". .

Come, see and experience it for yourself. Its magic will enchant you forever.

KARNATAKA INFORMATION



Made

out of

the Finest

Materials

Smokers

cannot

afford to

miss them

DAILY SALES EXCEED 8 CRORE REEDIES
HEAD OFFICE:

MANGALORE GANESH
BEEDI WORKS

VINOBA ROAD, MYSORE-570 005

Telephone: 20241, 27172; Telegrams: ’AROMA'

Four new Schemes flower from

VYSYA BANK
For you to prosper for ever

MONEY BACK SAVING SCHEME:
Monthly savings now made so conveniently useful

SUPER DEPOSIT:
imed to take away the pinch of saving and get you fabulous sums!

SAMP00RNA ANNUITY DEPOSIT SCHEME:
Scheme to extend the value of your savings.

S0WBHAGYAN1DHI:
fer before was such a freedom of choice to make you prosperous!

For further particulars drop in at our nearest branch

THE VYSYA BANK LIMITED
Admv. Office: St. Marks Road, BANGALORE.
Regd. Office: Avenue Road, BANGALORE
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CAREER-ORIENTED
CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES

1. COLOUR T.V. 2. B/W T.V.

3. RADIO & TAPERECORDER
4. REFRIGERATION & A.C.

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS:
• Lessons prepared by expert

faculty

• Regular response sheets

• Practical arranged at the
end of course

• Admission open to all

ALSO DIRECT COURSES:
1. VCR 2. VIDEO CAMERAMAN
3. COMPUTER SERVICING &
MAINTENANCE

4. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

j For Prospectus send Fts. 51- M.O/D.D

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS
23 NARASINGAPURAM STREET, RADIO MARKET

MOUNT ROAD, MADRAS-2(BEHlND THE HINDU OFFICE)
PH : 566248/568871

Chh«v«/IOEr910

Explosives Users!

YOU CAN TELL,
WHEN IT IS TEL!

Yes, about the Reliability, Quality and Safety, of its products. It’s no secret but a
' well known fact.

,

" A wide range of explosives, detonators and detonating fuses come from TEL’s

! hi-tech and sophisticated plant. Varied applications - opencast mining,
- coal mines of 1st and 2nd degree including solid blasting and a host of other

applications like tunnelling, quarrying, road construction, irrigation projects,
well digging, oil exploration, underwater mining etc.

Please address your enquiries to:

TAMILNADU INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSIVES LTD.
(A Govt, of Tamilnadu Enterprise)

98/A, Vellore Road, Katpadi, Vellore - 632 007.

Phone: 24443, 23496, 23627 Grams: ’CARTRIDGE’ -

Telex: 405 214 TEL IN

YOUR BEST BET IN COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES

DIPR

2731/MS/37

(Ft)

-



Madras
Fertilizers

Limited
(GOVT. OF INDIA - PUBLIC SEC
UNDERTAKING)

Manali, Madras-600 068

Manufacturers of

VUA1
17-17-17

14-28-14

Urea

Manufacturers Show Room

SIVA ENGINEERING WORKS ARUNA TRADING COMPANY
3/80, Rangammal toil Str«e, P. N. Palayam 7/84, Dr. Nanjappa Road



MEMORABLE AND ENCHANTING MOMENTS
AWAIT YOU IN KERAU

While in Kerala stay in K.T.D.C. Hotels. '
.

Kuoot Hotel, Trivandrum. Phone: 68990.
A Luxury hotel at moderate rates in the capital of Kerala, a city of exjpusito buildings with a
fairy-tale wealth of sculpture and tradition. ...
Ar&nya Nivas, Palaoe A Periyar House. Thekkady. Phone: Kumily 23. 24 & 28.

Sweet homee in the midst of the Wilderness in Thekkady Wildlife Sanctuary. (273 Ions, from
Trivandrum) Enjoy a cruise in the Periyar Lake.

Bolgatty Palaoo, Cochin. Phone; Cochin 355003. 354879.
A palace for you in a dreamy solitary island of the Arabian Sea.

Guruvayoor Tourist Bungalow, Guruvayoor. Phone: 6286.
A pleasant abode with modern aminitlea for the pilgrims of Guruvayoor Temple of Lord
Krishna, 32 kms. from Trichur. .

Garden House, Ualampuiha. Phone: 8217.
A house at the magnificent spot with a panoramic view of Mnlampuzha Dam and the
illuminated gardens, 8 kms. from Olayakode and 20 kms. from Coimbatore.

Kumarakom Tourist Complex, Kumarakom. Phone: Kumarakom 58.

A reeort where nature threbes into life around you.
Hotel fiamndra, Kovalam. Trivandrum. Phone: 62089, 5842-12.
A beautiful moderate hotel on the golden beach with sunshine and serenity.

For reservations contact; The Manager, Central Reservations, KT.D.C. Limited.
Trivaadrum-39.

Also take a joy ride through your kind of Kerala by joining KTDCTs conducted sightseeing .

tours to Cape Comorin, Trivandrum City (In ie around, Thekkady) Wildlife Sanctuary,
Fonmudi <fc Varkala from Trivandrum.
For tours: Contact the Tourist Reception Centre, Thampanoor, Trivandrum-1. Phone: 75091*

KERALA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

MALLISSERI BEEDI WORKS
SULLIVAN STREET, COIMBATORE.!. PHONE -24031



SRI LAKSHMI INDUSTRIES
56, DEVANGA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, COJMBATOBE. 641 002

PHONE: 31689 GRAMS:"BESTGRiND"

Through

lANTHANU’S CHITIRA VIDYALAYAA
The Trusted Art Institute for over 30 Years

LEARN ART BY POST
>ogh ENGLISH. TAMIL, MALAYALAM. HINDI or TELUGU.

for fu* dcuas pleas* '«'th stamps tor Rupee 1/-

SANTHANUS CHfTIRA Y1DYALAYAM

C/o.ChKr* ICulUn CBt~> , 179,S1nsanna Strut
Qilntaetripct, Madras 600 002. Phone: 564188





Ghndia
Dr. Ann Is Besanl Road. V/CiS, Bombay-500 025.

.

Laboratories (India) Ltd.

IS NOW

Glmdia
LIMITED

Glindia will continue to be closely

associated with the Glaxo Group
worldwide, especially in the

manufacture of high -technology drugs

and pharmaceuticals.

$ for pure kancheepuram
$

SILK SAREES
Visit

i Sri Rajeswari Hall
|

|o 121, Raja Street. Coimbatore- 1 Ph : 25859
|

% O 59, Bazaar Street, Salem-1 Ph: 63345

^ -Ki* +«• +«• +«• <&T *£•&¥ •JW’ +«• -&r



INVEST IN UNITS
• Units fetch attractive returns. The dividend has been growing. The

dividend for 1986-87 was 16%
,

.

• Units ensure safety of Capital. -
__

• Units have easy encashability — Your money is not looked up. It’s

yours whenever you want it

• Units offer special tax benefits - With Units you get income-tax

and wealth-tax exemptions Besides this special income-fax

exemption is also available. And of course no tax deduction at

source.

For further information contact our offices, or our Chief Repre-

sentative or Agents.

UNIT TRUST OF INDIA
(A PUBLIC SECTOR FINANCIAL INSTminON)

• Bombay • Calcutta • Madias • New Delhi • Ahmedabad •

Bhubaneshwar • Bangalore • Guwahati • Jaipur • Kanpur •

Ludhiana • Patna • Vijayawada • Trichur •

LIVE IN

STYLE

With Coir,

India’s wonder fibre

Coir

A delightful, inexpensive way to add style to your world,

it not only looks gorgeous, it works for you.
Keeps you warm in winter, cool in summer.
Keeps noise away, doesn't gather dust (because dust just

slides through).

It's moth proof. And just lasts and lasts. Come, explore the

colourful range of rugs, carpets, wall hangings and
upholstery. At your nearest Coir Board Showroom.

COIR BOARD,
COCHIN-682 016



Designed to contain

everything

(but not emotions !J
Cement fertiliser, chemicaI,TextiIes;

carde-feed and what not ! The first

high-tech, twin-colour printed,

HDPE circular woven sacks, in Kerala

Radiating good-will Offering
quality and Assuring strength.

!

Oriental'Pla^tic^ and
JlamlnatiGnSJlid
Regd Office & Works: Karikkad.

TRICHUR-680 519.

Crams : OPAL Kunnamkularn









FOR HOUSEWIVES
IN PURSUIT OF FULFILMENT
MAHARAJA MULTIPURPOSE KITCHEN MACHINE

* Powerful 500 watts motor.

* 3 stainless steel jars.

* 5 inter- changeable blades.

* Automatic cut-off.

Taste with traditional flavour.

Distributors for Kerala:

Class MarketingServices
P B No. 2328. COCHIN-682016

Phone at 369480

Regional Marketing Co-ordination Office

:

MAHARAJA KITCHEN AD PVT. LTD.

A- 14, Basement, Gemini Parsan Complex,

121, Mount Road Madras-600 006.

Guide





JUST A
CHOP AT
THE ROPE

COULD MEAN
A DOWNSLIDE

A fewstrands going awry

could make everything

go haywire. The total

weight comes rolling

down; progress is at a

standstill and develop-

ment goes downhill.

Unified strength is the

only way up.

A nation is not merely

a geographic entity but

a mass of men and women

endowed with equality

and a strong will that

forever strives for

solidarity.

Togetherness makes a

nation great.

Directorate General of Information & Public

Relations, Government of Maharashtra.
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rl
Stonier

We’d like your name
to be on it too!

WELDING
ELECTRONICS
DC MACHINES

REPRESENTATIONS

H.O: Ador House, 6, K. Dubash Mara, Bombay-400 023
Tel. 242525/2451 1 9/244027/

Welding
BHEL
BEML
L&T
Dodsai

HM
Escorts

Bajaj Auto

TELCO
Bhilai Steel

Railways

Mazagon Docks

Defence Services

GSFC
Walchandnagar Industries

CLW
DLW
1CF
SAIL
T1SCO
Godrej & Boyce

Tata Robins Fraser

Buckau Wolf

Neyveii Lignite

Hindustan Zinc

Bum Standard

1FFCO
State Electricity Boards

NTPC
Dept, of Atomic Energy

Electronics
Voltas

Polygraph

Cooper Engg.

Flakt India

Orient Engrs.

Andrew Yule
GEC
HAL
Bhor Industries

Lucas TVS
Wheels India

BEL
HMT
ACC
RCF

'

FACT
HVF.Avadi-

MULTIMEDIAAQUARIUS/AO/28/87
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